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April 4 40

Leirhton Shields, Esq.,
District Attorney,
United States Court for China, 
Shanghai•

Dear Sir,

.Vith reference to your letter

dated z\pril 3, 1940, I forward herewith a.a 

requested additional copies of the ''Crystal”

dated. hu’.c.Ajcr 14, 1939, February 22, March 17 

and March 18, 1940.

Yours faithfully,

4^/

Deputy Commissioner
(Special Branch)

J



I&ttteà Jetâtes Court fur China
LEIGHTON SHIELDS, DISTRICT ATTORNEY 

Shanghai, China

April 3, 1940.

major K. i . Bourne ,
Commissioner,
Shanghai Municipal Police, 
Shanghai.

Attention:, D. 3. ,1M.11.Crolder,.,

Dear Sir:

It will be necessary "or me to obtain three addi
tional copies of each of the three articles appearing in 
the "Crystal", to vit:- November 14, 1939, February 22, 
1940, Kerch 17, 1940 arid March 18, 1940 (this article seems 
to have been continued fro if- March 17th in serial form and 
must have the appropriate publication relating to each of 
these respective dates'). An exact copy in Chinese of the 
articles may be used instead of clippings from the actual 
newspaper if the latter are not available. If you under
take to supply copies other than the actual clippings, 
please see that they are on legal size paper so that they 
may be attached and made part of the indictment.

Yours very truly,

United States Court for China.



l'^e N°-H<K^SrRY i 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. c 

n». 5. b. --
Sp ec i a^Brano^y^/^^o

7J?) March 21, ,^4o/^
S. 5,

REPORT

Subject .154.®.?.®?.^...^.?.^.! cl ©...appearing in the C.rxst.^...on March 17 

and 18, 1940.

Made by.........D. 3.1 ,..Polder _______ Forwarded. by................pupt.Mason

Submitted herewith is a transiation of an indecent_____
article appearing in the Crystal (^4^- ), a mo.squi.t0 paper,__

on March 17 and 18, 1940.__ __

The Crystal 0f which A.L. Teodoro, a Pillipinoof

American citizenship, is the publisher is located at No.299 

Hankow Road and is registered under Certificate No.c. 484._____

It will be recalled that an indecent article appeared 

in the Crystal on February 22 and was put up for the opinion ï

of and action by the U.S. District Attorney on 27,2.40 *

__ (vide report dated February 28, 1940) (flagged). J 

 arrangements have been made for an interview with *

the District Attorney at 10 a.m. to-day, when if_jj: ■;=. ao I

... desired, this additional, offence may be brought to notice I

. h-7 ?

---------- .________________________________________________D.

I ---- P» C, (Special Branch). 



Crystal ( ), a mosquito paper, published the
following article on March 17 and 18, 1940 î-

It is unfortunate for a girl to fall into 

a brothel for she will have to sacrifice her flesh and 

beauty and forget all shame. Such a life would be a 

life of hell. Although some girls have degraded themselves 

through their own fault and are willing to remain where 

they are, others have actually been forced to such a 
life either because they had lost their parents at^early 

age or because they had been led astray or sold. Oppressed 

by the brothel keepers, most of them are helpless to 

save themselves or have nobody to whem they may appeal 

for assistance. Alas, that these delicate flowers should 

be left to the mercy of others. Who can tell how many 

bitter tears they have wept on their pillows.

Yesterday I heard a neighbour speaking about 

the defloration of a girl named Siao Lien. The tale 

depressed me greatly.

Siao Lien, whose actual name or nativity is 

unknown, was brought up in a brothel kept by an old woman. 

She was 16 and was quite pretty. The old woman regarded 
her as a prospective/mlne and as she had reached the 

marriageable age, the old woman was anxious to put the 

girl into the business. Therefore, she fixed a price of 

$200 for the girl’s defloration.

Fearing that she was still too young to bear 

the “wind and rain," Siao Lien begged a neighbour, a woman, 

to ask the brothel keeper to postpone the defloration for 

one year. The keeper refused, saying that at this time 

of high cost of living, she had to make money.

About a month ago, a customer visited the



brothel and on seeing Siao Lien he became fond of her and 

expressed a desire to be her"first husband.* The man agreed 

to pay the price demanded and the old woman ordered Siao 

Lien to wait on him. Siao Lien hesitated, but the old 

woman pressed her and threatened her with harsh treatment 

if she refused.

Siao Lien placed herself at the disposal of 

the man. He ’'knocked at the door"but was unable to enter 

the “room.” He could not even find any space to enter 

although "blood covered the pounder."

In the meantime, the curses of the man and 

the pitiful cries uttered by the girl had attracted 

attention.

Realizing the difficulty of the task ahead of 

him, the man gave up and called in the old woman to see 

for herself that the "jade was still intact.” He expressed 

his unwillingness to pay. The old woman examined the 

"door" and found it intact although the "fences" at the 

exterior had been damaged.

She then said to the man, "You have failed to 

enter the*door,'but this was through your own inability. 

The ‘door frame' has been damaged by you and you will have 

to pay for the repairs."

The man paid half of the amount agreed upon 

and left the house.

The old woman placed the blame on Siao Lien 

and gave her a severe beating. Half a month later, Siao 

Lien had slightly recovered from her ordeal. Finding 

another customer, the old woman reduced the price by half.

Siao Lien prayed that the newcomer was good at 

"drilling" so that her sufferings would not be severe. The 

man boasted of being a farmer experienced in "the cultivating 
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brothel and on seeing Siao Lien he became fond of her and 

expressed a desire to be her*first husband.* The man agreed 

to pay the price demanded and the old woman ordered Siao 

Lien to wait on him. Siao Lien hesitated, but the old 

woman pressed her and threatened her with harsh treatment 

if she refused.

Siao Lien placed herself at the disposal of 

the man. He ’’knocked at the door'*but was unable to enter 

the ’’room.” He could not even find any space to enter 

although “blood covered the pounder.”
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, man boasted of being a farmer experienced in “the cultivating 



of waste land.” However, when the "plough" was put 

into use, it seemed to be striking at a stony field 

and the wall remained unpierced. At the cries of the 

girl, the man showed a desire to give up the attempt, 

but the girl, fearing harsh treatment from the old woman, 

implored the man to carry on. The man agreed. After a 

whole night of labour, he succeeded only in advancing into 

the "courtyard" but had failed to enter the "room proper."

As the girl’s "wall" had remained unbroken

in the face of the repeated attempts, a fact which would 

be detrimental to her business, the old woman sought for 

a sturdy young man "topound and to make a way into the 

nest."

At about this time, a maidservant’s son 

arrived from the country to visit his mother. At the 

sight of the robust young man, the old woman was pleased 

and she discussed a plan with the maidservant, promising to 

pay $2 for the labour. The offer was gladly accepted.

The maidservant* s son was given some wine 

prepared from "sea dog" and soup of dried long-ans. The 

girl was then told to lie on the floor and the maidservant’s 

son, who had tasted this for the first time in his life, 

did not recover from his labours until two hours later, 

but the injuries sustained by the girl have remained 

unhealed up to the present day.
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G, 9OM-1-3?; SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIC

REPORT

s. »* Mutes’.r.Y | 
. . . /r< s. a DMM?

S pec ial. J ranch...-'-tSôksC’a , . 
y/PT-Lx?___

£>az<?Zjf.ebr.uary...2ia..i o 40 • Ç

Subject. .Crys-tal...T...Ixid£.ceji.t—ar.tiQLe^-.of...T'.ebruary—2J2-......Dxatr.ic.t-

At-to-rruey—-in.t-er.v.i.e'wed.

Made by .. a,.s...I_....Golder ..Forwarded by. D. I. Crawf ord

Reference the attached copy of the "Crystal"

dated February 22, 1940, and the translation therefrom

(also attached) entitled "Size of the Door Screen

I have to report having acted upon the instructions

of the D*C.(Specia1 Branch) with the following result

decided as follows :ha a

ÇA) That no action be taken against

until the United States Supreme

Shanghai on or about L’arch 14 when a warrant will

applied for against Teodorobe

(B) It

be

Teodoro will further commit himself

(C) would like documentary proof

publisher of the "Crystal"that Teodoro is the

the production of the Kegistra-This can be done by

which Teodoro is cited astion Application in

address at 12/741 Rue Ratard"publisher" with an

(Û) It will also be necessary to produce the actual

newspaper containing the offending article together

with a certified translation of same

American citizen, proprietor of the "Crystal"

kept as quiet as possible in the hope that

is the desire of the D.A. that the whole matter

A.L. Teodoro,

Hr. Leighton Shields

Mr. Leighton Shields, U.S.District .attorney,

toi whom the above matter was submitted on February 27

Court returns to

C» (Special Branch)

&C.(St>. 1



form NO.__1 
g. 50M-1-<0

wwc'ix K ::t
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 3 L 'ofaiï*. *

K*. S. B.
S. 5, opecip l^ranglgas^frfr,( L- 

REPORT 1%^ ' ...("

Ç.Çy.s.ial......Indecent ..art_i_cle_ in .i.ssu?„. of .FebruarySubject (in full)

Made by.......... ?.. Golder............................. Forwarded by..............

The attached is translation of an indecent 

article v.hich appeared in the February 22 issue of the 

Crystal ( ), a icosquito daily of No,299 Hankov;

Road.

This paper is published by a.L. Teodoro, a

Filippino of American citizenship, und is directly under 

the influence and protection of pro-Japunese interest.

A



Crystal («& |fC)» a mosquito newspaper, publishes the following 

article on February 22, 1940 i~

SIZE OF THE "DOOR SCREW"

Many articles have appeared in this paper on the. 

subject of "door screens," but so far there has been no record 

of the actual size of this "door screen." Yesterday I read 

a foreign book and by chance came across the following records:-

(1) 3»5 centimetres

Mr. "Dalmer,” an American doctor, once operated on 

a lady to remove ner womb. During the operation he observed 

that the size of the lady’s "door screen" was comparatively 

longer than usual. £On measuring it, the doctor found it to

.e 3.5 centimetres in length. This lady was never abnormal 

in her sexua^ (behaviour and during the process of measuring 

her "doorjVbreen" she was calm and unexcited.

(2) 3 centimetres
$ The "door screen" of another lady, who wag

accustomed to masturbation, measured 3 centimetres in length 

when it was excited. This was also found by Dr. "Dalmer."

(It is to be noted that the clitoris of a lady 

who has practised masturbation for a long period always becomes 

a "screen to the opening," but in some cases there are natural 

long "screens to openings").

( 3) 6*5 centimetres

Dr. "Chilin" writes that he knew of a girl of 

abnormal sexual behaviour who had a "screen" 6.5 centimetres 

(i.e. 2.5 inches) long when it was excited.

^Abnormal sexual behaviour" means a girl who 

practises masturbation or lesbianism).
iGirls who possess excessively long "screens" by 

nature lack sexual feeling but are fond of lesbianism.
t
-J
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There are four forms of lesbianism, namely, (1) 

mutual insertion, (2) mutual contact, (3) mutual tonguing 

and (4) mutual insertion of "screens.'*

"Mutual insertion" means two persons simultaneously 

using their fingers.

"Mutual contact" means two persons, one on top 

of the other and rubbing their "precious things" against 

each other’s.

"Mutual tonguing" means two persons who lick 

each other with lip or tongue.

"Mutual insertion" means two persons who take 

turns to insert her "screen" into-----of the other. This

cannot be done unless one possesses a long "screen."



_fopU H0._» 
G. 50M-i-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE! S. ü HfiOiSTWY

5, Spe.çi|iÿ«^axfih/^^^^Z2-L.

y..JeK,. zp 4Ü7 /

3
REPORT

Date.

Subject (in full) Indecent article appearing in Cristal r_e.produçM..Xr.PM 

an..pld. book

Made. by...... D.S, Pharazyn Forwarded by....... ..........D,.J.,„.CxB-y.X.O.Ed.

ï/ith reference to the remarks of A. C. (Special 

Branch) appended on the attached file, C.D.C. 230 Chang 

Yeh,who made enquiries amongst local book dealers, was 

informed that the book entitled ”Kwa Tung Soo Kee” 
('•Record of Ancient and Curious Affairs” ^4$ )

is an out-of-date publication and would be of interest 

to Chinese scholars only.

On February 20, he bought a copy of the book

in question for .^>3.60 (voucher attached) from the Chung 

Kuo Bookstore ( ^^jAx/L), No.32 Lane 799 Nanking Road, 

which deals only in old books.

D. s.

A. C. (Special Branch).



Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE,

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,



FORM NO. 2
G. 50M-L4&

tHARMAI
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ. 5. U HLGiSTRY

S. 5
REPORT

Subject (in full) Indecent article appearing in Crystal» a mosquito

......  .... ..... ............P.ap.er^...QD...February..1.6,....1.9 4.0,.......................................

Made by...... . .D.S.I. Golder............ Forwarded by____ ____D.I.

Forwarded herewith is a translation of a

somewhat indecent article appearing in the Crystal 
(I?# ), a mosquito paper, on February 16, 1940.

Mr. Teodoro, the publisher, is an American

citizen, who was warned by the U.S. District Attorney 

regarding an article of an indecent nature which was 

published by the Crystal on November 14, 1939, and 

informed that any further offence would possibly result

in prosecutions.



t» U. WuUiS-.RY
** s. fi.
^w4À-er—  4àr^-

Local Chinese press advised to refrain from pu bl is hi ng' 
articles relating to contributions towards Spring Gifts 
to nationalist Army

Yw-ther to the attached file, Mr. Yao Chuin- 
nyoh J>)» Assistant Manager of the Sin Wan Pao

( Vr* Zia Hung A88i8tant Manager,
Pao Cheng-fu ( °f the Chung Kuo Shan Pao
( ^(^(^"/f^and Chow TBe-chi 2^^) of the Crystal 

( have been asked to notify the editorial
•taff of their respective papers to refrain from 
publishing propaganda articles relating to contributions 

towards Spring Gifts for the Mationalist Army.

Original report - See Sin "an T>tt'“

B/



The ^Crystal ( 130^$ ) publishes the following 

article on February 16, 1940 >-

yost paintings of the Tang anj $ung Dynasties 

bear the signatures and remarks of well-known writers 

and painters* However, there are generally no such 

signatures or remarks on paintings of sexual subjects» 

There is an exception in the case of a sexual painting 

carrying the remarks of Chang Tsiu ( its. ) . The 

book *Kwa Tung Soo Kee* Volume 6, written

by Deng Wen-sz ( Ür&Z ), centaine the following lines:»

"Sexual paintings in former days used to 

show a man and a woman embracing each other in the 

act of sexual intercourse. However, some paintings 

are more elaborate. ü*or instance, a painting by

Chow Ching-yuen ( ') shows a man with a woman

supported by two girls. Another waitress is shown 

strongly holding the seat of the woman engaged with 

the man, while a second waitress is shown pushing the 

back of the man to engage the woman. Thus, five 
Î

girls are shown engaged with one man. There were 

no such descriptive paintings in older times."



JORM NO. 3 
G. 65M-1-39

*

File No........... ;
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. •

o. 5, Special' Branch ^4»

REPORT T , o ‘ 'Date January 18, fg 40.

Subject (in full) -article calling for suppression of publication of advertisements 

...........f 9.L..s.al.e..pf..ap.hr.od.is.ia.c.s .ap.p.e.4iri.n£...i.n...'.'.Qry.s.t.a.l."....o.n...l.8Zl/.4.QA.

Made by............................... ........................................ Forwarded by P.?..§.?..?.?....Ç.ol.de.r ...........................................

Submitted is a translation of an article 

calling for the suppression of the publication of 

advertisements for the sale of aphrodisiacs, which 
appeared in the "Crystal" ($< ), a mosquito daily, 

on January 18, 1940.

The article probably refers to the advertisements 

recently appearing in local newspapers for the sale of 

"Fan Lou b'ei Tung Pills ;, a medicine

for rejuvenation, allegedly invented by a German medical 

doctor named Hiter.

For further particulars, please see Special 

f| Branch File D.5604.

B. S. ' I*.

D. C. (Special Branch)

l.8Zl/.4.QA


Crystal a mosquito paper, published on January
18, 1940, the following article written by one Lau Sen )s

A PLEA FOR SUPPRESSION OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR 
APHRODISIACS "

During the past few years, large numbers of dealers 

in aphrodisiacs have made their appearance in Shanghai, as 

witness the amount of advertising matter in local leading 

dailies and mosquito papers.

Contending that the publication of advertisements in 

the local Press was insufficient to promote the sale of their 

drugs, the dealers in question recently distributed through 

the post a large quantity of New Year greeting cards which 

bear on the reverse side propaganda matter showing the 

effectiveness of their aphrodisiacs.

On January 3 I called on one of my friends. The 

latter was scolding his younger son of 13 years of age when 

I went into the premises. My friend produced a torn greeting 

card which bore the following advertising matter:-

*It should be taken prior to going to bed. Half 

an hour later, the user who suffers from smallness 

may - - - - , thereby making the other party have the 

greatest enjoyment and creating a desire for continuation.

On the reverse side is printed the inscription: 

"From a German medical doctor - - »

It happened that the boy was playing with the card 

when the father came in and noticed it. Under the present 

circumstances in Shanghai, a boy of 13 years of age may 

already have some knowledge of sex. Furthermore, my friend 

has also a daughter of 15 years of age. I hope that both the 

Chinese and foreign kind-hearted people in the Foreign 

Settlements will make an effort to save youths from being 

spoiled by such activities of dealers in aphrodisiacs.



_FORM NO. 3 j

G 65M , 9t SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÇ. s. b. REGISTRY
s. 5, spe' 

REPORT

Subject (in full).......Crystal, issue of..No.vemb.ar...l.4,...1.939.......c.o.n.C.lu.din.g report.

Made jty................................and....................... ..Forwarded by_______ D.«.S.».Ij«....Go.ld.ex

I have to report having interviewed Mr.

Leighton-Shields, U.S. District Attorney, on Konday 

January 15th when he informed me that he had called 

A.L. Teodoro, owner of the Crystal ( to the

U.S. Consulate-General and had severely cautioned 

him with regard to the very indecent article appearing 

in the November 14th issue of the paper and informed 

him that his next offence would bring certain 

pro s ecu tion.

DT-rf'i’. '

D. C. (Special Branch)



JFORM N0.3_ Wd ■-6 65“ ‘ X SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ.SRA” g. B. «èGÏSJRY
l r% >S.5, ;

REPOST ___ '■—~U
Ctf/^J-anuary I.5,..../940.

Subject (in full)____ Crystal, issue .of..November...14,--- 1939.......c.on.c.ludin.g report.,.....

Made fâ...........-...................and.. Forwarded by...... ........D.».S.».Ij—Go.ld.§.T.

I have to report having interviewed Mr.

Leighton-Shields, U.S. District Attorney, on Monday 

January 15th when he informed me that he had called 
A.L. Teodoro, owner of the Crystal ( A /JIM, to the 

U.S. Consulate-General and had severely cautioned 

him with regard to the very indecent article appearing 

in the November 14th issue of the paper and informed 

him that his next offence would bring certain 

pro s ecu tion.
I



,6. a.iM-i-sa SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

Subject.. ..

3» b
REPORT

sp e

Date 20 .......I9 39
Crystal issue of November 14, indecent article, opinion by 

......jff.A. » visit to 'U.S"<rBi'atrict'ATforn ........................ .. ............... ..

Made/l/y. .......... Shd ........   Forwarded by—P. .•.‘■’..•I .bolder»

The attached copy of the Crystal^issue 

for November 14 which contains an indecent article, 

together with translations of the said article were 

submitted to Mr. R.T. Bryan, Jr., Municipal Advocate, 

on Saturday, November 18 when he opined that the 

article was to be considered indecent, but as A.L. 

Teodoro, the publisher of the paper, is an American 

citizen, the U.S. District Attorney had better be 

interviewed before any steps were taken re prosecution 

be taken.

Acting upon such advice, Mr height on 

Shields was interviewed at 10.20 a.m. Monday, November 33 

when he gave the opinion, etc. after reading the 

translation from the Crystal, that

The article was definitely indecent and 

constituted a misdemeanour under American Law. However, 

in view of the fact that indictment of an American 

citizen for such an offence would cause a great deal 

of unwanted publicity, he proposed that A.L. Teodoro, 

the owner of the Crystal, should be cautioned for 

this offence and warned that repetition would bring 

suspension of the paper.

MrJLéigjhton Shields in conclusion requested 

that he be supplied with three certified copies of the 

translation and one copy of the report dated November 

17, 1939.

D.c. (Spècial Branch)



FORM NO. ». File No.
G65“'33 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

4 o. 5, Special...Br^ch,^^/

REPORT ...... Noy.17,39.

Subject (in full) ..... Alleged indecent article appearing in the "Crystal"

— -...........  ........ ........ .. .on..November. . 14.,...193.9.»................................................. ..... ........ ...... .......

Flade b/rf-..................... .....æ}.^ ......... ...... Forwarded by................

The attached translation of an alleged indecent 

article is made from the "Crystal" ( ), an

American-registered Chinese language mosquito daily, 

of November 14, 1939.

Mr. A.L. Teodoro, a Filipino of American 

citizenship, is the registered publisher of the paper, 

but in reality it is under Japanese protection.

Instructions of D. C. (Special Branch) are 

solicited as to whether the translation together with 

the paper should be referred to the Municipal Advocate 

for consideration.

D. S. I.

D. C. (Special Branch),



Crystal a mosquito paper, dated November 14, 1939:

During the reign of .Emperor Kwang Shu of the 

Tsing Dynasty, Li T'oh-tsai, a Chinese-style doctor at 

Lotien, made the following statement regarding dogs of 

both sexes

"Wong Hui-sun keeps two dogs. The male dog is 

named Ha Lu and the female one is named Ah Hwo. Recently 

Ah Hwo had a desire for sexual intercourse and Ha Lu 

satisfied her.

"When the two dogs were licking their XX after 

sexual intercourse, I noticed the X of one dog looking like 

a peach, while the X of the other protruded like a taro. 

It is a pity that Ha Lu was exhausted after a short time. 

His X became shorter and it showed signs of tiredness.

However, Ah Hwo was not satisfied."



CRYSTAL - HISTORY ..... ' j
tif •*9 / ’

"Crystal, * a Chinese mosquito daily, 299 Hankow Road, '

which suspended publication following the murder on February 7,

1939, of Zien Hwa, proprietor of the paper, has been published 

since April under the management of the Chinese and American 

Union Company formed by Mr. A.L. Teodoro, American citizen, 

who is the proprietor of the Teodoro Cigar Manufacturing 

Company, with C.Y. KWan as Editor.

Date Cause and Action Taken

File D-8149 - G.484

30.5 . 39. Warned for publishing an article 

entitled "Hwo Hwei Lottery Conductor 

Warned" containing a highly 

o bj ecti onabl e phr ase.

File D-8149/2A (9)

19.6.39. Called to headquarters in relative 

to the publication of an untrue 

report entitled "Japanese and Hal i,

Alai." A correction was published.

28.6.39. Warned for publishing an article 

entitled "Anniversary of July 7 

Incident." File D-8149 - C.484.

16.8.39. Warned for publishing an advertisement^ 

relating to nude performances. ||

File D-7042. |

2.9.39.
¥ 

For publishing a highly objectionable | 

article, the Paper was ordered to 1

suspend publication for two months, j 
commencing from 3.9.39 but the x /

• e period of suspension was reduced to 
/ < one month following assurances given

by the Editor. S



Subject (in full)

File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Special Branch >. S «5 &$'!■ 
REPORT , October 4, j. 4$

"Crystal" - Registration Certificate Returned to the PaP®1*

Madefy.............. and..............................Forwarded by...... ..PtS.Pharazyn................. ...................

Further to the attached file, Mr. C. Y. Kwan 
((Ml/' ^T), Chief Editor of the "Crystal" ($ Jfi), a 

senior mosquito daily, was interviewed at headquarters 

on October 4 and informed that the paper might resume 

publication at once. The registration certificate was 

returned to him.

In reply, he expressed his appreciation and 

promised to exercise greater care in future.

D. C. (Special Branch)



TO FACILITATE RJEPI^/RL£ASE QUOTE
THIS NUMBER .....'lZ.A.'?»................
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

(Jaunril
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING

October 3 .Z^asi..

The Commissioner of Police.

The Crystal Daily News

The recommendation contained in your report of i

September 2 is approved, that in view of the assurances I
1 $ 

given by the Editor, the two months suspension of the

Crystal Daily News originally approved be reduced and the

paper be permitted to resume publication from October 4, j



/

September 2, 39.

Secretary & Commissioner General,
S. M. C.

M ÇmW JteiÀY. fêm.
I forward herewith a copy of a letter from 

the Chief Editor of the *Crystal* and comnsnt by the 
Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch).

I recommend that in view of the assurances, 
permission be given for the re-publication of the paper 
from October 4, 1939.

fd. K. M. Bourne.

Couaissioner of Police.



THE CRYSTAL D ILY NEl'S, 
299 Hankow Road, 
Shanghai.
September 30th, 1939.

Major K. M. Bourne.
Commissioner of Police,
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.
Dear Sir,

In confirming our conversation this morning, 
this is to express our sincerest desire and wish to 
be very careful in publishing our news in future. 
Only proper news, real and true will be published.

Hoping Uiis will be satisfactory to you 
and we are looking forward to see our papers 
re-published soon.

Thanking you for your kind attention.

Yours faithfully,
C. Y. Kwan, 
Chief Editor.

Certified true copy



October 2, 1939.

£

Consaisslor.er.

Sir,

Crystal,

I had the editor of thia paper before me on Sept.

30 when he gave assurances against publication of any

inciting or otherwise undesirable matter. In confirma

tion of thia interview he has forwarded the attached J
i

letter containing an expression of regrets for past |

misdeeds and an assurance that his columns will bo

clean in future.

In the circumstances I reoomexid that th® original f ■■■-

penalty be remitted to that of one month which expires 

today,

3d» T« Robertson. i

D,C, J Special Branch). |

Certified true copy.



Date October 2*1939.

(Special Branch) Office Notes

Commissioner.
Sir,

Crystal.

I had the editor of this paper before me on Sept. 30 

when he gave assurances against publication of any inciting 

or otherwise undesirable matter. In confirmation of this 

interview he has forwarded the attached letter containing 

an expression of regrets for past misdeeds and an assurance 

that his columns will be clean in future.

In the circumstances I recommend that the original 

penalty be remitted to that of one month which expires today.

jl. C. (Special Branch)



-H’S DAITY Ir'?;S-
299 Hankov; lïoad , 
^hcinçrhai .

September SOW, 19?^•

ùa 2 or Z. id. o urne ♦ 
Commissioner of Police, 
Cnangnai iduniclial Council, 
Chaaphni.

Dear

In confirming our conversation tuie morning, 

this is to express our sincerest desire and v/isn to 

be very carefi;! in publieain^ our tiers in future.

Only proper news, real and true will be published.

Hoping line will be satisfactory to .V^u

cxiid ve <xre lo iking forward to see our papers 

re-publisned soon.

fhanking you for yoGr kind, attention.

1 -ft- J f



Date September 28,1939

' (Special Branch) Office Notes

I Commissioner.

sir, i
Crystal

Reference memorandum from S. D. C.» this paper

has but itself to blame and the penalty is neither

drastic nor excessive, but if suitable guarantee against 

transgression is forthcoming, the question of



FM. 223 B.



Date Septetabe r __2Sr....1939.
(Headquarters) Office Notes

Commissioner of Police.

Re the Petition for the Release of 
Suspension of Publication of "Crystal*.

In regard to the above, a representation came to my 

hand under the name of Secretary Han Moo Pao, publisher’s 

agent of the Crystal Daily News, and then I investigated 

into the affair as follows:»

1. The above paper was established in March 1919 and the 

number of its circulation was something arround 1,000*

This paper has taken a comparatively mild attitude as a paper 

of this nature since its foundation.

2. On May 3rd, 1939 the paper registered with the S.M.P. 

with No. C. 484, after the Proclamation No. 4878 of the 

Municipal Council.

3. This paper was suspended for two months on September 

2nd, on the gound that its article on rice affair appeared 

on August 24th, denounced the S.M.C. based entirely upon 

the unfounded fact.

I consider it quite reasonable that the S.M.P. took 

the administrative measure against the paper, regarding it 

as disturbing the peace and order in the Settlement, however, 

I fear that the S.M.P. ordered the two months’ period of 

suspension of publication could not but be the subject of 

a criticism as inflicting too excess a punishment.

1. Generally the period of suspension of the publication 

of newspaper does not exceed a couple of days or so, and 

even in case the paper committed a very serious offence, 

it is, I believe, usually limited within several days.

It is rather a rare case that the suspension of 

publication of a paper ordered even in the case that the 

authorities may punish its editor or publisher according to t 

situation. In the International Settlement several cases 

occurred in which the S.M.P. suspended or actually checked



2

the publication on the ground that the paper disturbed 

the peace and order of the society in relation to the 

hostilities. However, despite of the serious situation 

the period of such suspension did not exceed any more 

than two weeks.

2. Some say it is rather generous a punishment that 

the authorities merely ordered the two months* suspension 

in spite of the Crystal being essentially to be suspended 

its publication because of its serious nature of offence. 

However, this is just like a person who was to be punished 

with death penalty but was exempted from death and sentenced 

to the confinement for 200 years. The latter can be said 

an empty theory which disregard the vit^l capacity of 

human being as well as the former does not realize the 

faculty of a newspaper.

3. I earnestly hope that the special consideration will 

be given for the immediate release of its suspension, for 

the publisher’s agent expressed deep regret for committing 

the said offence and manifested that the paper will strictly 

observe the order of the S.M.P. in written form, and now 

that a score of days has elapsed since its suspension and 

the object of punishment has already perfectly been attained.

Your8 faithfully.

Special Deputy Commissioner



Special Branch,

September 21,1939.

Corami ssioner.

Sir,

The Crystal Daily News.

Special Branch file on this subject was borrowed |

by Mr. Akagi about a week ago and he asks that he be 

allowed to retain it for a few days more.

The paper after being warned on at least two 

occasions saw fit to publish a statement allegedly 

made by Mr. T.K. Ho. This statement, which Mr. Ho |

denied making and which his position did not permit |

him to make, declared the cause of the scarcity and |
I 

abnormal high prices  ̂was hoarding and profiteering by |
certain persons in the Settlement. At the time of |

publication the police anticipated rice riots and had

taken the necessary precautions. In the circumstances 

the particular article was considered inciting and

on this, coupled with the fact that the paper had had 'j

a previous warning that its certificate would be withdrawn s 

in the event of a further offence, it was adjudged that g

the Crystal be suspended for a period of two months as |
from September 3. |

It is learned that there are now Japanese 

interests in this paper.

★
 s«
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THE CRtSTAL DAILY NEWS,..
299 Hankow Road, r~
Shanghai. '

September 18th, 1939

Major K. M. Bourne, 
Commissioner of Police, 
Shanghai Municipal Council 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir

Through negligence on our part we publl

August 24th last an article entitled "Hew to deal with Rice

•»

Hoarders* which was

by Deputy-Secretary

after Mr. Ho denied

stated

of the

having

*o be a report on a speech made

Council, Mr. T. K. Ho. There-

made the statement attributed to

him and on September 3rd we received a telephone message 

from the Police informing us that our license was suspended 

for two months

This order has since been carried out, but as

we have received many appeals from the members of our staff 

and from our subscribers, we respectfully ask that the order 

of the Police be suspended and that we be permitted to resume 

publication at once

We undertake to use more care in future and assure

you that the Police will in the future have no further cause
a for complaint

Yours faithfully

Secretary, By order of Provisional 
Board of Directors.

£

•P



THE CRYSTAL DAILY NEWS 
299 Hankow Road, 
Shanghai.

September 18th, 1939.
Capt. H. M. Smyth,
Deputy-Commissioner of Police,
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir, 

Through negligence on our part we published on

August 24th last an article entitled "H<wf to deal with Rice 

Hoarders'* which was stated to be a report on a speech nade 

by Deputy-Secretary of the Council, Mr. T. K. Ho. There

after Mr. Ho denied having made the statement attributed to 

him and on September 3rd we received a telephone message 

from the Police informing us that our license was suspended 

far two months.

This order has since been carried out, but as 

we have received many appeals from the members of our staff 

and frcm our subscribers, we respectfully ask that the order 

of the Police be suspended and that we be permitted to resume 

publication at once.

We undertake to use more care in future and assure 

you that the Police will in the future have no further cause 

for complaint.
Yours faith^pilly,

Han Moo Tao, 
Secretary, By order of Provisional 

Board of Directors.



THE CRYSTAT, DAITY NEWS, 
299 Hankow Road, 
Shangiai.

September 18th, 1939.

Mr. C. Akagl,
Deputy-Commissioner of Police, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir, 

Through negligence on our part we published on

August 24th last an article entitled "How to deal with Rice 

Hoarders'* which was stated to be a report on a speech made 

by Deputy-Secretary of the Council, Mr. T. K. Ho. There

after Mr. Ho denied having made the statement attributed 

him and on September 3rd we received a telephone message 

from the Police informing us that our license was suspended 

for two months.

This order has since been carried out, but as 

we have received many appeals from the members of our staff 

and from our subscribers, we respectfully ask that the order 

of the Police be suspended and that we be permitted to resume 

publication at once.

We undertake to use more care in future and assure 

you that the Police will in the future have no further cause 

for complaint.

Yours faithfully, 
^^a^k^o^Tao^^" 

Secretary, By order of Provisional 
Board of Directors.



File No..........................

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 5, Sp£alal..Br.ai/ch.c. c/^

Date. Sjaptjember.-Ay^p 3a. '^y 
Subject (in full)........ "Crystal". ..(.«^..fa-)...- Ord ered..tQ..„su_sp end..publi cation...................

....... ........... ........... for two...months..as..±rom...S.qpten>b.er...3.^..1939-*...... .............
Made // ......... .......... and................. Forwarded by..............Qoldei*............................ —

On September 2, 1939, Mr. C.Y. Kwan J )* 

editor of the "Crystal," was informed of the decision of 

the Commissioner of Police that his paper should suspend 

publication for two months as from September 3, 1939.

The paper did not appear yesterday (Sept. 3)w

Officer i/c Special Branch.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

S.5, 
REPORT

File No___ _ x <z
POLICE. fi&j-Clffy

Special. Branch ..JtttM, 
Daz^Se^tgiub.eK..l»...zp30. /

Subject., Crystal...Cé...l$J.,. ..daily..mo.squi.tQ—paper..in...Chinese.. J. angu age...-..publication

.....-..........o.f...sta.temexit..a.U.ege.dly...mad.e..by..Mr...T.^.. ^..in..i.ssue.qf. Augugt. 24.,...19.39 «

Made/J...................... and ...................... Forwarded by............... .P. ..S..I......Gp Ider............  ...........

As is usual with Chinese language dailies in 

the category of the '‘Crystal,” the persons supposedly 

responsible for the papers publication are rarely if 

ever in their registered offices, which fact has had 

the effect of somewhat delaying the submission of this 

report.

On August 24, 1939, the "Crystal" carried a 

news item on the "Rice Question" allegedly based on 

a statement made by Mr. T.K. Ho, Deputy Secretary to 

the S.M.C., which was to the effect that no rice 

shortage actually existed, although supplies were 

somewhat limited as the result of the financial 

manipulation by various merchants who, by cornering 

the rice supply, hoped to reap a rice profit from 

enhanced prices.

Mr. T.K. Ho, when shown the report in the 

"Crystal,” emphatically denied having uttered a word 

on the subject at any time.

The editor was called to Headquarters on 

August 25 but failed to put in an appearance until 

August 29 when, questioned as to the origin of the 

story, he stated it to be a contribution by one Yuan 

Mei-suh ), a free lance writer residing at

the Tseh Nyih School , Hankow Road.

Yuan Mei-suh was eventually located on 

August 31 and claimed that he had overheard a 

conversation relating to the rice question at the 

Tseh Nyih School. He claimed also that the person



I File No............
’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
'i 
i ...................................... Station,

REPORT 
Date............................... 19

Subject.................................................................... ................................................................ ........ ....... .

Made by...................  ...Forwarded by............................................. ..... ...............................

taking the most prominent part in the discussion was 
one Zia Sieu-san ( S' ), an employee of the

Police Hospital.

I have not taken any steps to question '’Zia,”

since % believe the whole story to be a fabrication.

I thought it best to ask the editor C.Y. Kwan (fl/ 

and the writer Yuan Mei-suh to give proof (A) that they 

had been authorized to release the alleged statement by 

Mr. T.K. Ho, or (B) could offer authenticated proof of 

his having made the statement in public for the purpose 

of press publication.

C.Y. Kwan, the editor, admitted on August 31 at 

Headquarters that he had not taken any steps to 

establish the truth of the report. Whilst, the author 

of the article, an unkempt and totally disreputable

person in appearance, admitted his inability to offer 

any explanation beyond his claim of eaves^dropping at 

the Tseh Nyih School on or about August 22 or 23.

Certificate No. C.484 issued in respect of the | 

"Crystal" on May 3, 1939, has been obtained and is i 

attached hereto, whilst the instructions of the Officer :
I"

i/c Special Branch are sought as to the action to be I



“Crystal'* publishes the following notice in its issue

of August 31, 1939:-

To Mr. Mei Suh,

Will you please to call at the office 

of this paner this morning and oblige.

Editorial Office.

I







Crystal ), a mosquito paper, published on August 24
the following article written by one Mei Suh (■£&$_)*“

How to Deal With Treacherous Rioe Hoarding Merchants» 
ttr, JM:, Ho Issues a Statement

Yesterday I met a friend named Zia ) 
who is in the service of the Police Department of the
S.M.C. We talked about the rice situation.

According to Mr. Zia, various high 
officials pf the Council, after the sudden rise in the 
price of rice» called several meetings to discuss the 
problem lest it should affect peace and order.

The day before yesterday Mr. T.K. Ho, 
Associate Beèfetat y of the Council, issued the following 
statement to the middle and junior grade Chinese employees» 
"The public hopes that the S.M.C, Will purchase, according 
to the measures adopted in the winter of 1937, large 
quantities of rice from foreign countries for the purpose 
of relieving the loeal food situation and checking the 
rise in the price of rice. However, they are ignorant of 
the fact that the Counoil has its own hardships, because 
the situation at present is different from that in former 

I* times. Shanghai tp-day is not short of rice» the rise
in the price is solely due to hoarding by treacherous 
merchants. Such a state of affairs will seriously affeot 
the livelihood of the people. According to my personal 
opinion, the following measures of suppression should be 
adopted» officials should first be detailed to conduct 
an investigation and when this has been done, merchants 
hoarding rioe should be assembled and advised to sell 
their stools. If they reject the advice, their shops 
or hongs will be closed and they will be prohibited from 
undertaking any other business. If this is done, these 
merchants will obey the order.

*As to the question of ordering rice by 
the Council, it is to be feared that the price will not 
be less than |30 a pioul in view of the adverse exchange. 
So the Counoil must give careful consideration to the 
matter. On the last occasion the S.M.C. had purchased 
rice from abroad, the price paid was about the same as 
the market price, but later the market prioe recorded 
a big drop due to continued arrival of rice from various 
places and nobody wanted to buy rice from the Council 
at this high prioe and even the Chinese employees of the 
Counoil would not buy for the market prioe was 5 to 6 
dollars lower than the price of the Council^ rice. 
Xn view of this, the Counoil sold the rioe to its 
Chinese employees at a low price and suffered a considerable 
lose. kor this reason, the Council does not intend to 
purchase foreign rice.*

Mr. Zia added that according to the latest 
information, the prioe of rice had increased to more 
than >33 a pioul since August 13. People with small 
income and the unemployed are sending the old and weak 
members of their families, wives and children to their 
native places in the country so as to reduce their 
burden.

It is learned that during the past ten days, 
more than 800,000 people have returned to their native 
places in the country.



'.FORM NO. â A,G. 65M-1-39 - r/Zé? ZVO.......................

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT o «jz? - "•/
Date____ J™?æ__ .?.êa_ 7p39« ,'

Subject (in full)..........."aj.nAnfe..gÀXJ?5..^.°-.^^.kU.5^?.T...°/....^e...MCr^st_al“ „f or.........

........... .....JP’4.’Qlishing...an. obJ.e.ç.ti.Qn.ab.lg...ar.tl.ç.l.e.,........ ..... ................... ............. ............

Made ÿj.........  ......âhd.............................. Forwarded by..................J?.»ë.t„.xJtiaXaZy.a.................................

;<ith reference to the attached translation 

of an article entitled "Anniversary of the July 7 

Incident" published by the “Crystal" ( ; of

June 25 and acting on instructions of the Commissioner 

of Police and L.C. (Special Branch) thereon, Er. A.b. 

Teodoro was interviewed at headquarters on June 28.

Mr. Teoaoro explained that the offending

article was sent to the printers through the
s

carelessness of one of his employees for which he

expressed his sincere regret and promised to exercise 

greater care in future.

He was severely cautioned and warned that

at the next offence the registration certificate

would be withdrawn.

D. C. (Special branch)



Crystal ) dated June 251

.MMI? flWIMT
The anniversary of the July 7 Incident ie 

approaching. With a view to commemorating the grand 
spirit and the glorious achievement in China's war of 
resistance» large numbers of guerrillas in the suburbs 
of Shanghai will launch surprise attacks at Paoshan» 
Lot ten, 3 iking, Tsepao, Kiating and Kashing»

For this reason» during the pest few days»
the Japanese troops at various places have been strengthened» 
and from July 1» all oommunioat ions by land or water in 
the suburbs of Shanghai will be closed as a precautionary
measure»



Date of first issue

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Registration Form for Newspaper, Magazine or News Agency.

Municipal Notification No. 4878 of October 21, 1937.

Registration No.

Name and address of proprietor

Name and address of publisher 4*

Name and address of Chief Editor (. J. v-.

Character and language of publication 
(State whether daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) ï

Object of publication

Circulation .

Capital and source of income
(State whether paper has independent source of income^ or receives regular subsidies and from whom)

* J i SI

(In Chinese and English)

Nationality

Where registered.
(Give date and place of registration

( Signature )
Chief Editor,

Recommendation of Special Branch.

No objection

.....
Officer i/c S. S.

Approved

.............................................. •
Passed to fRfmmissiff^’fffPoUce for refusal 

(Reasons attached).
D.C. (Special Branch).



FM. 2
G. 55M-1-38

Subject.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, j % ÿ* ?
3. 5, SpeclajlAWnôh,^œ; ' 

REPORT Â.r. 2«. 39.

"Crystal" - Application for Registration

......... ...............Forwarded by............___P.?._ ? *_

Forwarded herewith is an application for registration 

with the S.M.C. received from Mr» C.Y. Kwan ( )» editor

of the "Crystal" ), a mosquito daily.

It will be recalled that the "Crystal" was

originally published and edited by the late Yu Ta-yung

» a pro-Japanese Chinese journalist» who was murdered

in the New Asia in Hongkew last year

Made é/..

In 1937 Yu Ta-yung sold his paper to a new concern 

formed by Zien Hwa )» another pro-Japanese Chinese

journalist. It suspended publication after the murder of

Zien Hwa on February 7 last

After purchasing from the widow the shares belonging

to her husband» a new concern known as the Chinese and 9
-z . I

American Union Company was formed by Mr. S.T. Chang ), 1

the Manager of the paper» and Mr. A.L. Teodoro, an American 1

citizen who is the proprietor of the Teodoro Cigar Manufacturing 

Company with an office at Room No.424, House No.131 Museum 

Road. ~~

On April 27, Mr. Teodoro, the publisher, was 
i 

interviewed at headquarters when a warning was given that 

under no circumstances matter liable to give rise to a breach 

of the peace and good order should be published in his paper.

In reply, Mr. Teodoro stated that the paper would
I 

feature articles on literature and will have nothing to do with | 
politics, whether pro-Japanese or pro-Chinese, and that he |
would see

3r.)
observed.

to it that the advice of the Police was strictly 
The publication will be registered as Chinese. 

The old *certif icate (attached) tyfr] 
is returned for cancellation. d. S.

D. C. (Special Branch).
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The ,,Cryet',l" (mû 45^) publishes in the 
*Sin Wan ïao* and other papers a notice announcing . *’ 
that it will resume publication on 4pril 21. The notice 
points out that the concern was reorganized on April 1 J 
and converted into an American concern with Mr. A.L.
Teodoro as publisher. —•—-----



FORM NO. 3
G. ‘65M-1-39

Subject (in full)

File No,...
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

3. 5, Speçl.^...Bî«,noiU.j8Xa2^^
REPORT 2J X

.........i9 39.

Correction , by____ "Crystal *

Made ty............ ...... Qn.d.... ..............................Forwarded by.........C..H»-I....Bûsa..... ?.

With reference to the attached translation of a

report entitled "Japanese and Hai Alai" published by the 
"Crystal" ( JtsfClc) on June 14, Wong Tseng-min ( ),

a reporter of the Hsien Tai News Agency, was interviewed 

at headquarters on June 19, 1939.

Cn being questioned by P.A. to D.C. (Special

Branch), he said that the wording "International Settlement"^ 
'5 

referred to in the article was a mistake for which-he M

expressed his regret. »

On June 21, the "Crystal" published the following 

correction *- S
t

A CORRECTION |

According to the Hsien Tai News Agency, the ra 
expression "International Settlement" in the article || 
"Japanese and Hai Alai" is a mistake; it should J 
have been "French Concession*. ®

We hereby publish this correction in order S 
to avoid misunderstanding. t fi

c.
D. 17 1

For C.D.I. Boss.

D. C. (Special Branch) J



Crystal 4fa t- n tffr'V

ai>ax

With the existenap ao many gambling dens In 
the extra-Settlement roads are* in the Western Dietriot» 
the place has been converted into a black world» as many 
dens have been warned and bombed by patriotic elements» 
people are now afraid to go there» for this reason» the 
Hai Alai game in the International Settlement has become 
very prosperous.

At 9 p.m. June 12» while the people in the Hai 
Alai were all in high spirits» members of the Japanese 
Special Service Section suddenly arrived to arrest Japanese 
players» All the Japanese gamblers rushed away in a hurry 
and nobody was arrested..



1939‘ x .

Crystal and Ta^-dheh Bin *an Fao
mosquito papers, publish the following 

article to-day *-

THB STADIUM DAKCg HAU- TO OFFER PERFORMANCES Of

- HUMAN BODY

Of all the night clubs in Shanghai, the ^tedium 
Dance Hall and Garden is the best* That
is why it has done a very good business since its inauguration 
on July 28.

A special performance, known as the "Beauty of Human 
Body,” which has never been staged in Shanghai, will be offered 
at this garden as from to-day, August 15. It is a play of 
exhibition of human flesh and an the actresses are young 
naiads. They win appear naked. This is indeed 
unprecedented in Shanghai. It is said that Hula-Hula Dance 
will also be given in which a number of fat buttocks will move 
in such a way that the audience will feel greatly fascinated 
and illuslonod. The programme included “loving meeting 
between mother and son," "Inspection of chastity" and *Secrets 
between father-in-law and daughter-in-law." Mystery out of
all expectation prevails in every one of those plays.

The performance will be exhibited three times nightly, 
at 10 p^a., mightnight and 2 a.m. The dance hall is located 
at the original site of the Hadium Dog Maeing Ground at the 
corner of Connaught and Yenping Roads.



Lo Feng Jih Pao dated Sept. 9, 1940:

3iao Chang seized the opportunity and quickly 

stretched out his right arm around her waist and drew her 

closer to him, saying, "Look out, Miss Lii" Her waist is 

soft and slim. "Then he lowered the right arm, his palm 

touched the side of her buttocks and the flesh was so soft 

that it made him think that Tsang Lah-li’s words that “People 

in spring are so lazy that they even do not like to touch 

the buttocks of women" was nonsense. For instance, one 

can never get tired of touching a young girl’s buttocks. 

If it were in spring, one would hardly be able to control 

his passion after touching it several times but must give 

vent to his fire.



* T Translation from LO FENG JIH PAO # -/fëj

Spring in Jade Room

(Issue No. .......... At dusk, the gentleman living in the
2, dated
2/9/40)

room above the kitchen looked out of the window

and observed the movements of the two sisters-

The latter used to take bath after having lowered 

the curtain ipade of green gauze. one day, 

after bath, the^ "played" on their bed and conversed 

in a sweet voice. Although you could not have 

a good idea of what they talked about, you would 

be sufficiently enchanted with, their voice and 

action.

The elder sister is named KUH ZING SIEN 

( 15 ) and the younger KUH SZ SIEN ( V )-



■*

f

■4

The elder

marriage,

They felt

love.

by the

and on

wife.

2 -

became a widow only about three days after

while the younger was discarded by her lover

lonely and were perturbed by thoughts of

On the day in question, they had been moved

love story of a picture screened in the Lido Theatre

their return to home they "played" like husband and

By turn, one of the^sisters played the role

of a husband and the other acted as a wife and simultaneously

they changed their upper and lower positions with each

o the r They went crazy and mad, and took no notice

of the gentleman in the opposite house who was setting

his eyes upon them

i-
i

.'if:'

;; d-



Dancing in the isolated City

(Issue No.
2, dated Lieu Pei Ying, about 16 years of age, has
2/9/40)

a good figure and is now a dancing partner in the 

Great Eastern Ballroom. She is lovely and charming, 

although she is not quite up to the mark in the art 

of dancing» it is her habit to stare at youthful 

patrons without feeling self-conscious. The other 

day, I visited the Great Eastern Ballroom in the

in turn 
company of several friends. We danced/with

Pei Ying, who is nicknamed ''Tiny Enchantress"

Ob Finally, Mr. Tsai kissed her once

while Mr. Koo was once kissed by her. The "Tiny 

Enchantress" certainly lives up to her reputation.



News about taxi dancers (Issue No. 4, dated 4/9)

Lido Cabaret: Hung Ee.

Upon her return to Shanghai from "Ku" island 

where she. had been with the Black Cat Cabaret, she 

joined the Lido Cabaret. She has become exceedingly 

popular and is somewhat proud. Some neople say that 

she is now quite different from what she was before.

Lido Cabaret: Lee Mei Chung.

She was formerly a well known taxi lancer 

and was once reported to have become the mistress 

of somebody. She recently rejoined the Lido Cabaret 

but her "business” is not jœsy prosperous. Is it that 

she is out of date?

Lido Cabaret: Sung Fee Fee

She looks unhappy these days. There is 

a rumour that she has had "such and such an affair* 

with her intimate patron named ^iao Zung. It is

really untrue



News about taxi-danc e r s

Lido Cabaret : Ling Ai Mei

The other day a foreigner danced with her. They 

appeared to be on very intimate terms. It is reported 

that this foreigner is the proprietor of a certain 

garage.

(Issue No. 2, Great Eastern Cabaret: Liao Ngoh Tsung.
dated 2/9)

ohe has rejoined the Great Eastern Cabaret 

after a period of retirement. Her “business" is 

bad because her former patrons have gone. Moreover, 

she is now fat and not so good a dancer as she was 

before.

Great Eastern: Yang Ying

Recently a very young and short pakxHHx man 

danced with her almost every night. They are on 

good terms and look like a couple of lovers.



Translation of extract from article appearing in the 7th 
issue of Tao Hua Jih Pao dated Oct. 2* 1940.

mien Siao Loh saw Siao Lau Sa coming nearer, he 

stretched out one of his hands to hold the waist of Siao Lau 

Sz and used the other to get hold of the switch of the electric 

light* No sooner had a sound *Poh" been heard than the 

light went off*
Siao Lau Sz shouted in the darkness, “Light up, light 

up."
Siao Loh laughed, saying in the darkness, ’Never mind, 

never mind. The light was switched off so that we may have
a dark dance. I won’t eat you up. Don't let it worry you.*

There were then in this room only Siao Loh and Siao 

Lau Sa, the former being a man and the latter being a woman* 

Nobody knows what they did in darkness. When the light was 
again on, Siao Loh was still seated in his sofa ohair, while 

some change of the powder on the face of Siao Lau Sz and 

cream on her lips was noticeable*



Tseng Pao dated Sept. 11, 1940:

A certain gentleman is fond of dancing. He is at 

present employed as a make-up artist with the XX Funeral 

Parlour. At one time he was crazy over a taxi-dancer and 

did everything he could to win her favour, but when his money 

was exhausted, he was discarded by the taxi-dancer. He

became angry and severed all connection with her.

One day a female corpse was removed to the funeral

parlour. The woman had committed suicide over disappointed

love She was the taxi-dancer with whom he was once

fascinated

On seeing the corpse, the gentleman became very sad

He stripped the body naked and touched it from head to foot

over and over again, but when he reached the "X* part, the

gentleman suddenly stopped moving his hand, and "in sending F

the plug” said to himself, *1 suffered much, tooth mentally

and financially, for this’thing* of yours, while you yourself

have sacrificed your youth because of this * thing*.”

Tseng Pao dated Sept.12, 1940:

He fell into my arms. He stealthily unbuttoned my

clothing and touched and played with a certain part of xny body

which was then in bud, 

fell asleep.

This did net cease until we both



Taeir Pto dated nept. 11, 1940

A certain gentleman is fond of dancing. Hr is at

prenant employed ■nn ai ti st v' the XX. Win «r» 1
Pa ri ou r> At ‘Mie time he was crwzy over a taxx-dancex and

did cv'-ry-thiGg he ecu**' to wi her favour,but wh^n bin money

wa s exh* u discarded by the taxi’-’on

became angrey an-^ severed & V connection with her.

One day a tcaaic corpse aa removed to the-funeral

perl our. The v. o v ny •? i rv o- v int. n

love. Sh ~ v;*t: th h - oncn

fa sc mat e-1

On seen i jwnn bec^T*'1 very sad

he st ri pn th <• 4
A0 f O ntÏ’"5

over an1 '3h"j ret-'-1 cr o ’ t h n ‘’XM ’ r+., the

gentleman suddenly ntoo ed moving his hand,and "in sending

the plug" said to himself,"! suffered much,both mentally 

and financially,for thi s ’thing* of yours,whii e yen yourself

hsv© saerxfieod ”our youth because °f this ’thing.*

Tseng P*o dated spt 19 40.

He fa’t mt? tiy Î-’'• is, H* stealthily unbuttoned my I
c1oth ng ■ nd tuv »yed with a certain part of ray

body which w*-s then m bud mg lid tot cease until we

both f el1 asi eep

V;.

•of ■
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Shanghai Daily News ( X t’U fl a mosquito paper, of June 4 »- 
"MYSTERIOUS EERFQRMCES"
. She "mysterious" performances staged by 

the*Shih Dei" ( <*F 4* ) theatre on Kiukfcang Road, the
•Dah loo Tien* ( À A ) theatre, at the corner, ofïoochow 
and Kwangse Roads, anb the "fling Loh Kung* ( 12* )

£ 7 Theatre, in the flew Hot el ( Ji fô, J *t the corner
7 > of Hoopeh and Kiukiang Roads, are becoming worse and worse.

Experienced old men after seeing such 
performances are slightly affectedj but young men who see such 
plays will not be able to control themselved.The authorities should put a stop to these 
performances.

:• Q A 10/1 ' 7
; _____ - —
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The following advertisement pub 11 died by the

Stadium Dance Hall appefired in the Hal Shih Chia
Cheng Pao ( J- {£, ^ei Pao ( Hollywood Pao

SUn Pao ( Pao < [iLTjZl aad Cryfital (
mosquito papers, on August 15, 1939s-

We will offer as from to-day an unprecedented 
kind of performance which is far superior to the ”^m Bath" 
and "Models." The players in the performance will all 
appear entirely cover leas from head to toes* In addition, 
buih-Hula Dance will be exhibited, in the course of which 

new and strange songs will be gang and comical expressions 
will be used. It is an exhibition of beauty of health.

The place will be open throughout the night 
and the public is hereby advised to come early in order 
to avoid being unable to secure seats*

Address! the original site of the ^tedium 
Dog Racing Ground at the corner of Qanruraght and Yenping 
Roads.

This advertisement also appears in the fun fa© j
), H.1 F.O T« F» C >, ;

sing Fao Ot h Robinhood ) and the chow JK-

mosquito papers on August 15, ;
The China Bvœtog Mews Mgast 15,

1939, also contained this advertisement* ’



Translation of an advertisement inserted by Bah Loo Tien 
Theatre located at the corner of Foochow Road and Kwangse 
Road*

The Hawaii Chorus Group will stage in this 

theatre a sweet and fragrant as well as romantic hot 
play called "The Live Clam."

New-style Hula-Hula Dance will be staged.
It is a wonderful play that will bewitch and move one’s 

soul and mind.
Well-known healthy and beautiful actresses 

will play the "God of Health." Strength and beauty 

can be found all over their body.
A new play of romance called "The Romantic 

Monk" has been arranged.



FM. 3
G. 300-1-44

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

” MWIPÀI F'1’- '
■ a. Re^v--

3. ...

.....Sfàfôiïl. File No....................... Date....9.^^...^...1?41.

SUBJECT: Shanghai Dance Hall - Advertisment.
The Shanghai Dance Hall( -t-), 144/10

Canton Road,(corner of Fukien Road), published an

advertisement in the Sin Wan Pao todày’s issue stating 

that a floor show called “Clam Dance* will take place

The
The cabaret did

y 29/11/41»

following words describing the dance

the advertisment x-
e important the portions are, the^ 

they will be seen*.

said floor-show might be an indecent one.

not submit the programme for censorship.

.... I



FORM NO. 3 
G. 50M-1-40

il & /V s * i u' *' ■$, 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. - ■'

Louza < ■■ 
.................................. S tau ony

REPORT November 6th, 41,Date..................................\ig *

Subject (in full) Suspected Indecent performance at the Shanghai Dunce Hall, 
Lane 144/10 Canton Hoad,

M.ade by....... 5?’-?-?:--*-..........................................Forwarded by............

With reference to the attached report referrin

». o an advertisement published in the Sin V/an Dao on the 

29-10-41 relating to a floor show called ’’Clam Dance”,, I

beg to re ort that observations v/ere duly kept. Nothing

' Jt*±rt'?^3ent was seen* The show consisted of one performer 

w&o danced at certain intervals. Bach time seen, she was 

attired in brassier and short parties, in addition, she J 

was wearing a flimsy skirt.

However, this dunce has now discont nued. The 
establishment hus been warned, that in future should anotherj 

floQr show e-r anged, they must first submit details to I



Shanghai Daily News a.mosquito paper, published
the following article on March 30

"YA YA ^"PERFORMANCE INVADES THE SETTLEMENT

• Those who have.seen the daneqe p erformed
at thé Ning Kung (4£^£), Zing An (7l<*4r)» Woo Piiuj now ___ 
known as Chung Hwa ) and the. dehinct E-Ding Theaj^wS*^**^
will require no enlightenment from us a.s to the nature ojf^thed£— 
dances. Now these performances — - which* for lack o^r>-'"' )*|
suitable.name, we call "Ya Ya Wu" (ff/f dances — jrirttve 
penetrated deeply to thé centre of the foreign SettljBif/n^a-.^ 

Recently there has sprung up a théâtre oxv^^*' 
a street where dried longan and sandalwood shops abound 
is not the Sin Loh Kung Theatre at the corne
Kiukiang and Hoopeh Roads nôr the Golden Gate (C ‘J \ Theatre 
which is located on the premises of the Dah Faung (<^T) Hotel 
on Rue Tourane. The dancing, singing and plays staged at 
this theatre belong to the same category as those one sees «
in various anusement resorts, but the young girl, who is |
barely 15 or 16 years of age and who performs the "Ya Ya Wu" ?
dance, reveals, through an imitation straw skirt.made of gray |
coloured cotton yarns, the most ny atari ou8 part of the human |
body. The eyes of about 00 spectators are glued to this 
spot and during this fleeting second there is dead silence »
as everybody holds his breath.

In the- last act, two women of a type even 
lower than prostitutes strip off their clothing in front of 
the audience. At first they stand on the stage with their 
backs to the audience, liter they face the audience with the «
front part of their bodies, and finally they flee towards the 
back stage* One of the women is as thin as an incense stick, 
but ths other is stout and as dark as a charoe al basket with ’
ulcer marks all over her leg. . ' i

From enquiries, it is learned that the it
women who "make these absolute sacrifices" for the theatre |
conductor, are paid only #4 or $5 each a day. _ I

P. T. 0. I

l|
i

i H!
I



FM. 2
4OM-1-40

'Z. réûrw nwu’ht u

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLÏCC. , D___ _ 2"
* z.<j

3.3, Speciachs..xâBSHSiRjfc;
REPORT ' .. .........................

O<?z<?......k.kàd...-.?...... .79 41 •

Subject Reference attached.

Made by....... ‘..b .ilÜJ.i?............................. Forwarded by.................i’®hrum •

With reference t~ the attached trarsla ion

relating to ”Ya h- Vu”, the theatre i- -fich the

x erf or. once . ould likely ha •e t' Ice pl ace is the

vl. i Son The' tre ( siaol ro th on the 2nd floor of a tea

shop tt 84 ^okien Road) which rwe dancing : erforrnances

for several cbys ending 30.3.41 and b ich ve-s closed on 

01.3.41 "J.e to if)')? business. The details of t?.e

; erf or. .once t;ive i:‘ this t entre (if this is the right 

t’-entre referred to in the article) were exa -ined by

this office and fo.nd to contain nothing objectionable»

I ?To report' of any indecent show h- s becvn received from •



' -c ■ 9 File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 7^^

'j • ..... .......y..sLb»^''W'
report ^ate......June 7th,. , .41.

c J. , Indecent .5’1^.?.^:?.».. No. oÇ4........ ....................

Kiukinng oad. ........................................................

Made by ........---—-..........Forwarded by ?P.ÇP.*é.*:.„y»r?^®iA.î  ....................

3iï‘,

;’ith reference to the subject published in the

Shanghai ally News, a rûoequito pr.per dated June 4th,

1341 under th?- heading ’'MYS. ".-.I 'Ui tro.-'.yAN

Sv^ca ‘ c the Jhih «1 fhc1 tr?, rO, 5S4 Klukieng noad,

4 tü 1 €• 0. _■ -Let 5 . Lieng ihc i.ing was detailed

on Lha 7th. Ins;.. to ettend in plain exo thee the 5.15 .m 

perionaancv and ^ltnc£...ed uv.<- t oxlf-ing4*

A show wl;.r< ■> acts xosliny tm* hou- and ten minutes

M..S strged. 7 »3t.e ronaiaced ox / "ions types of dancing

I 11 dhincae per formers) nothing ir: oral ./as obrervcd.

<?£
d. 2»

rhe bth act «ss that of 4 tinsse girls naked to the

waist. Sushi'

about 2 minu

,st2djt lha pox

At 3.1;

vx- it<

ror.i vacn gl.-i’r waist hung a piece of

he girls then danced for

g the finish all simultaneously opened

.ys exposing thc4r privât® ports. At thl

•»nco came t

the x; dcrai *r.?x together with S.I. Liar

on» to seven were perform*

’v? 9th w»8 changed to onead ;:..tn-:a.A;d ' ‘’.I

gir^ uuy C. nciry, tis.? U>tu nttired with Hulu dress*

Coov to i).'\

Special Franch

.<h^xi 'he ihGot. •• ;-.ive”81 patrons were over*

hu'iva to a»k i.uti bdx o.’k» to mhy the ' Naked Dane 

wis not «a..ge-l.

it would s>Mf'V.r ük»u '«.he x.vinrgomcr.t was aware of th 

ur.«.:ex signed’s reuence aaù clanged the act.

ur la J creation swvxiul noster* were displayed

t. : ".x’tising "Naked j&mwas*' 4 shows da lvx- 5.15 .m.,

piKi.. 8.15 *m, and J.b *m« —-----------------
xaept.

.. ■■ ytv ■ ;t ,■■■- i-t-
- -, :-^ F^yy^:yy^Ny -y/ . - •

-, .■//• '■T'-y

' -‘‘ X /



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

REPORT
Date.........Jung.-lS.-.zp 41*

Ghih Dai (A\j ) Theatre, 564 iiiukiang Road, publishes; indecent
Subject.

advertisement in the Sin Wan Pao.

Made by. D.S.I. Darters Forwarded by___

The following advertisement for the above

theatre appeared in June 11th Sin Wan Pao

’’Half dozen naked girls performing

( Strange
hole of the 

Gate.
.1 Unable to stop, i

Jill stage for 1 more day,
I

The Night of Lctazy."

Chief Inspector Lees i/c Louza Station has

been informed. The manager will be interviewed by

the undersigned on June 12, 1941

a.G.(Special Branch).

-«>a
D. S. I.



i
S.3,Special Brunch. xxxx

June la, 41.
Shih Del ($4A^j Theatre, 564 Kiuklang Road, publishes indecent 

advertisement in the Bin Wan Pao.

B.3.I. Darters. C.D.I. Tabrvaa.

The following advertisement for the above

theatre appeered in June 11th Sin «fan Pao «-

•Half dosen naked girls performing

Strange 
holo of the 

Gate.
Unable to stop,
Jill stage for 1 more day.

Tlie Might of Rot any."

Chief Inspeutor Iota i/c Louse station has 

bean informed. The manager will too interviewed by 

ths undersigned on June là, 1941



File No... ........

r 7^ ...**«**..yf^H 
Date.. Jun.«....Àr.......z94i. (

Subiert Indecent Performance at the Shih Dai Theatre, No. 664 Kiukiang Rd.

_fm.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Made by... $ • I •..Çhi CllUIl I .Forwarded by. i/c ' ç.i

Sir,
I beg to report that on the evening of June 

12th 1941, on the instructions of the Offleer-in-Charge,
1 maintained plain clothes observation at ths Shih 
Dal Theatre, 564 Kiukiang Hoad where it was suspected 
that an indecent show wae being performed.

Observation was kept during the second 
performance which commenced at 6.45 p.ru. There were 
nine items in the programme. Nothing was unusual except 
in item No. 9 in which the stage de icted a scene in 
a forest from which emerged four girls naked with the 
exception of a small bunch of artificial leaves which 
covered their private parts. When they all appeared 
on the stage, they suddenly removed the leaves and 
thus exposed their private parts to the audience for
2 or 3 seconds. The performance ended.

This particular performance was shown at 
9.12 p.m. 12/6/41.

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient servant,

Z? - A. C. Special Branch S.I.

p.ru


COMMISSIONER

Afternoon Translation

Kuo Min Dally News (comment) l-

June 10, 1941.

Tfre commandeeriffg of motor cars and 
robbery have occurred frequently. The Post Office 
robbery was followed bythtf’robbery at the Nanyang 
Coal Briquettes Factory^

In a, large .frlty it is difficult to 
suppress robbery although it is a serious menace to 
peace and good order. We are of ^the opinion that 
a census should- be taken and all unemployed people should 
be repatriated to their native places.

After the census, a strict investigation 
should be-'made of all people passing through Shanghai 
or remaining in this city, People who are regarded as 
undesirable should not be allowed to enter.

Dancing Daily News ( 0 » a mosquito Paper, dated
June 7 i- .7

" • ** < W-'--

As the interior arrangements of the
I Carol Night Club located in Love Lane on Dibbling Well
I Bo ad $pe mysterious arid lis location is quiet» lovers

regard the club as a suitable place where they can talk 
about love,

The so-called «Mad Night* Was first 
shown at the Carol Night Club on the night of June 6, 
The girls taking part in the performance did their best 
to show their powers of seduction. Exposing the flesh

I and trembling of fleshy legs, boldly exhibited by the mad
) , \ | girls, caused lustful youths to think about a desire, —
\s Lil} The so-called «Mad Night* is ah exhi bl tion offlesh and

movements àf limbs* Xs it not an exhibition for model
’ girls? • v

? ” it ds strange that model girls can put on
such performanoea openly unider the special conditions now v 
prevailing In Shanghai. r % Model girls are dearer than 
gold. Naturally*'youths become mad.

* ’'i When a youth has witnessed a mad 
Performance at the Carol. Night QXtfht he feels Very- 
“sfied* The lustful performance at the Club istruly 

• He eh may be seen in its entirety and
ere the beauty of the curved line is exposed to 

The quiet Carol Night Club has thus become an
“ is not strmage that such 

Europe and America, but 
to become mad»

P. T. 0.
A V4

tion of model girls. It 
exhibition should be found in 
Shanghai it is causing people



; l? itl.c 187/41

I X
Changtu Hoad

.Tune 27» 41
_ _ 7e>l/-2—

newspaper art Idas ro indécent exhibition at laroi ' /.

. .......... ... /

D.S.I. Mason Officer i/c«

Sir »
Since 11-5-41» several visits have boon paid to 

the C.L. wight Club (formerly the Carol Cafe)» 80 

Love Lane» by the undermentioned officers» in civilian 

dras3.
Sub Inapt. Tuck

• ” î?imsett

F. 3. MacDougall ~ .
D.3.I. Mason. J

nothing of an objectionable nature has been wit- 1 

messed, and it would appear that this establishment !• 
conducted on similar lines to other nlgh^ clubs in I

« 
Shanghai. 3



June 14, 41.

Newspaper article re indecent exhibition at carol Cafe.

The Carol cafe, 80 Lore Lane, is now known as the

C.L.  Sight Club ()• It wa® *snauod on Msy 18» 

1941 and is connected with the Windsor Ballroom, 720 

Nanking Road.
D.0."A"D.0."A"  y Ji th regard to the article appearing in the
O.i/c Chengtu Rd mosquito paper "Dancing Daily News" concerning model 

exhibition in the club, discreet enquries reveal that 

at 2 a.nu, June 6, a short dance was performed by •

Chinese female who was practically naked. This

female was said to be formerly connected with a

located next to House 667 Edinburgh Road, O.Û.L. 

which came to the notice of the Police for its 

indecent performance.

Since June 6, no similar dance has been reported. 

However, a hula hula dance was performed by a Hussian 

female at 12 midnight, June 12 In the C.L*Night

Clab. it lasted for only about five minutes**
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T .KAO
FORM NO. 3
G. 5(Al-1-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

File No

hl. --Spe.aial.
Æ Z Z/
..^14*.... 2p 41*D«z#..^...dune.

Subject (In full) heuspia^er---ar’Xlcle---re...dra^cent--.exiimbmtlon---a.t..<^r-o-l..^-f 7̂r---

Made by. Loh.._7ei...Kong

flight Club (

June 6

fe...ale was said to

-However

female

ranking Hoad

Forwarded by D.S.I. Silcox

The Carol cafe, 80 hove Lans, is now known as the

It was renamed on ’.ay 18

1941 and is connected with the Windsor Ballroom, 720

./ith regard to the article appearing in the

mosquito paper "Dancing Daily News” concerning mode

exhibition in tl;e club, discreet enquries reveal that

a short dance was performed by
:W

Chinese female 'who was practically naked

be formerly connected with a

dancing group in t;.e Jien r4uan

located next to house 667 Edinburgh ‘toad

which came to the notice of the 1'ollce for its

i nde cen t perfo rmane

□ ince June 6, no similar ds nee s been reported,

hula hula dance was performed by a Russian

at 12 midnight June 12 in the flight

Club It last for only about five minute

f-

(Special .Branch)

7 
?

D.3.I

I



A THEATRE ADVERTISEMENT

The T» Tan Theatre ( ) publishes the

following advertisement in the "Sin pao" of 

February 18, 1937 t- i

This evening, this theatre will stage Sie yeu (2ii i
( rfi yô ), iart 15. It contains a scene showing

seven spider spirits taking baths, naked. seven

actresses will play the part of seven spider spirits.

Turing the bath one can see the beauty curves
i 

of these girls, their high breasts and their legs,



r
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
^_ File No.

REPORT
Date. 0 b r,ua ry l)^th » z g . 3 7./

the Ta /u Tan Theatr Kiuk 1 ano> in the oin

./an pao” of February 13, lb 37

Made Foi^drdec Inspector

Sir

Officer i/c Louza

Jith reference to the advertisement appearing in the

./an ebruary 18, to the effect that nude female

uould appear during the performance a play

□hi" lieatrc, Kiukiang Kd

tion attached), Inspector lien

■»

approached regardin

I an, sir

-°U’r obedient servant

- advert!sement, and found

the tneatre in question on February 13 and

same to be harmless and non—o bj ec tionaole from a police point

sc enes

Inspec

J

the advertisement *thfe promised to have same amended in terras

better

«



File No,....... —-
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special branch r

REPORT Z)«z^...FehXUa?y...l9»'f937»

, ,. A Theatre AdvertisementSubject...................................................................

Made by.....P*..............F orwarded by... . --.............

____Xn connection with the advertisement puolished by the ïa __  

Wu Tan Theatre, Kiukiang Road, in the Sin Wan Pao on February____

18, 1957, D» I. Pan Lien-pih viewed the play entitled Sie Yeu___

Chi ( ), Part 15_ in the evening, of February 18. During

one of the episodes, seven actresses appeared taking baths, but 

they were clad in tights. In addition, their breasts were 

covered. The scene was not indecent and there was nothing 

objectionable in the whole play from the moral point of view. , b
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♦A
. 40M-9-3*

■ s':vipai reirr
C.K.Y. (c) File ÀÜ. REGISTRY

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. B
S. 2, Special Branch, ___

Subject ^.0P‘Y^.q!^....le.^.!;.®T...4.^e.^...Q.?.li.9Ber..314 1935 ,ad.dre.aa.e.d...to. ..Shanghai..............
Municipal Police re : a communist suspect named Wang Mu Ya 

........................................................................ ........... .................. . ...............................................  
Made by   P.».î ....Kuh...Pao-hwa........ .Forwarded by............. ....................................Æ'./..‘....... ...............

With reference to_the attached anonymous letter 
dated October 31, J.935 reporting that Wang Mu Ya irfüLh-a_____

teacher in the employ of the Shanghai Municipal Council------------------

Poletechnic Public School for Chinese, Pakhoi Koad,._is.susp.ecte.d-. 

of being a communist, the following is the result of enquiries___

made by C.D.S.155 attached to Section 2» ._______ ____i
Wang Mu Ya, the subject of the enquiry, has been in V

the employ of the S.M.C. Poletechnic Public School for Chinese |

as a teacher for the past six years. He resides with his wife I 
and family at No.6 Yu Yuen Terrace, Yu Yuen Road, where he_________ | - ;

has been living for about twelve months. His description_______ _ •
I 

is as follows;-_________________________________ _ ______________________ _  !
____________Age about 35, height S*?11, medium build, broad face, | 

fair complexion, long hair brushed back, wears white rimmed t

spectacles. He was last seen dressed in a dark brown foreign__ _

style suit and black leather shoes. Speaks the Soochow dialect._

Discreet enquiries made in the vicinity of Wang*s 

residence as well as at the place of his employment, together 

with an unobstru^ive watch kept on his movements generally, 

have failed to show that he is connected with the activities 

of the Chinese Communist Party, Furthermore, there is nothing f 

on record concerning him._______________________________________________ j

___ ________ In view of the foregoing it would appear that spite_____ | , 

is the motive of the informant.

____________The postal cancellation chop on the envelope shows______  

that the letter was posted at the Rue Kraetzer Sub Post Office. 

No.105 Rue Marco Polo, at 10 a.m. October 31, 1935._________ "—y
£ --- ï :

.<r~ , » * »

D. C. (Special Branch). v



- Ht.Gr, S‘l H Y 

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 
■ ute   _ Ô |...-.... -7-

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE.

Translation of...........Anonymous letter.

October 31 193 5-

To
Police Department, 

Shanghai Municipal Council. 
Gentlemen,

It has recently been discovered that 
the movements of Wang Mu Ya, a teacher employed 
at the S.M.C. School, Pakhoi Road (Polytechnic 
Public School for Chinese?), are so suspicious 
that he is probably a Communist. You are re
quested to make inquiries. I bitterly hate 
Communism as my brother was murdered by Communists. 
To avenge the wrong, I submit the above informa
tion.

(Signed): "Ch'iu, informant”.

SKHO:



lor ember’ S 33.

M« Milikovsky, Eeq.,
Vice Consul,

Consulate-General for U.S.S.R., 
Shanghai.

Sir,
X have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter dated October 31, 1933, and to Inform 
you that there is no house In Whashing Road bearing 
the number 108. A soi'utiny of the records of the 

Revenue Department shove that there is no such address, 
and inquiries in the neighbourhood have failed to 

disclose any explanation of the error regarding the 

number.
I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 
Your obedient servant,

(Sd'l '< 'A- ?'^srne.

Acting Commissioner of Police*



9

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
File No.

i > .
Spe cial Branchj..B..^......^...5toUMÿ^

REPORT Xe...... ........ ....... ........ .Date.... .p .q v.emb.er.. .b. t g 3 5

Subject.... lXLaiilry..l’.r..QJJk.E.ni.9.fi...Q.f..Soviet Scjci.al.ist.. Rorubl.ic.s.Consulate-

. CLene.r al r.Ç... h.QU s e i n _Wi ash in g 1 o ad.

Made Jome.a. Forwarded by.
&'$■- 4^02

Tn connec t ion q ith the attached inquiry from the U.SJS.il

-Consulate General concerning the o-vner of a house said t

Mtuated at 108 ^hashing Road, I find on visiting the neighbourhood 

that there is no house numbered 108 in ’.^hashing Road, nor yet any. ■ 

alleyway bearinn this number.

Examination of the books at the S.M.O, Revenue Office______  

confirms that there is no bouse with the number 108 in Zfliashing__  

Road .____ _________________________ —---------------- ^2.______



»n of Soviet Socialist Republics 

Consulate Gi:nerai.

''^•?hTTr;ir,r'
$ U. RuG.SlKY

Shanghai, October 31, 1935.

Shanghai Municipal Council, 
209 Klangse Road, 
SHANGHAI.

Sirs,

I shall ha much obliged if you will kindly 

help me find out the name of the owner of the house 

situated at 108 Whashing Road. Î

Thanking you in anticipation, ” *

I am, Sirs, j
Yours faithfully, j

Vice-Consul for the U.S.S.R.

MM/ JO.

RWŒRÊD VO
rouŒ. rouct ^5^
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JS70
S. M. P.

A. C. (J) Office 

............

Date.............................

February 20, 36,

Special Political Officer

ARtgÆÆdPRta.of Wong Yah._Tsiao L^TlS- ).
The following further Information has been received

from the local Japanese Consular Police concerning Wong 

Yah Tsiao who Is reported to have been responsible for the 

assassination of Mr. Tang Yu Jen, former Vice-Minister of 

Foreign Affairs:-
Wong Yah Tsiao, a native of Anhwei, over 40 years 

old, is a university graduate and a xaember of the Tsing
I 

Kiang Group ) in Shanghai. Wong has a large number 

of followers. It was he who planned the Hongkew Park |
Outrage in 1932 which subsequently resulted in the death |
of General Shlrakawa, then Commander-In-Chief of the !
Japanese Forces in Shanghai. The person who was arrested 

In connection with this case was a member of hla gang.
He was also responsible for the attempt on the life of s
Mr. T.V. Soong at the Shanghai North Railway Station 

and on General Chiang Kai-Shek in front of the General 
Headquarters.

Following the Issue by the Nanking Government of a :
warrant for Ils arrest, Wong escaped to Hongkong from ?

■' ■ ?
Shanghai. It is reported that he has over 40 residences |
In that city and never occupies one for any length of time. J 

A1

•\ Jr M
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J578

For this reason, his whereabouts are unknown. He is said 

to be in possession of more than 100 duplicate keys.

It is also reported that he was responsible for the 

attempted assassination of Mr. Wang Ching Wei for which 

he had received a sum, said to have been $50,000.00, from 

General Chen Ming Chu.

Ir is believed that he is still living in Hongkong 

but owing to the fact that the Hongkong Authorities are 

endeavouring to effect his arrest at the instance of the 

Nanking Government he will probably escape to some other 

place shortly.

Asst. Commissioner (Japanese)



J5?8
S. M. P.

A, C. (J) Office 

........
DaU............................

February 14, 86.

Special Political Officer.

I.aX-?ryM|op re 
of :

aasainatlon

In connection with the assassination of Mr* Tang Yu Jen,
former Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Nanking 
Government on December 2b, 1985, the following information 

has been obtained from a certain source:- |
An assassination corps has been organized by anti-Chiang 

Kai Shek elements of the Cantonese clique under the instruc
tions of the Canton Government* The leader of this corps is 
a man named Huang Yah Tsiau ( ) who was the Chief of the i
special Detachment of the 19th Route Army during the Sino- ;
Japanese hostilities in Shanghai in 1932. Following the <
armistice, Huang left Shanghai and actively engaged in an 
anti-Japanese and anti-Chiang Kai Shek movement with Hongkong 
as his base of operations.

Members of the corps are soldiers of the 19th Route Army. 
A number of these members were despatched to Shanghai and 

Nanking and have maintained touch with their Headquarters at 
Hongkong.

A week before the assassination of Mr. Tang Yu Jen, a 
person claiming to be the Chief of Staff to General Li Chung 
Chen rented a house adjoining that of the late Mr* Tang on j
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J-Q73.

Ru® Gaston Kahn and coramencod to make preparations to carry 

out the plot against the life of Mr. Tang. After the 

assassination the culprits escaped to Hongkong.

It is believed that these men were closely connected with 

the persons responsL ble for the murder of the Japanese sailor 

Nakayama on Darroch Road in November, 1935.

The Shanghai Branch of the Assassination Corps is reported 

to be located on the 1st floor of a^rice shop at the comer of 
Avenue Edward VII and Chengtu Road.

At my request, the local Japanese Consular Authorities 

have furnished me with the following result of their investigation:
Wong Yah Chiau (not Huang Yah Tsiau^fyj^ )

alias Aung Yah Sheng was under Tang Chi Siao )
of the 19th Route Army during the Sino-Japanese host!11ti- In
Shanghai in 1932. As Wong was the organizer of a gang which 

had committed numerous atrocities during the trouble, he was 

dismissed on the cessation of hostilities. Consequently the 

gang was dissolved and Wong left for North China and Jehol. 

After the fighting between the Japanese and Chinese forces in 

Jehol, he proceeded to Canton together with a number of his 

colleagues including Ho Chak Aau ) and Tsang Keng Aen
and visited Swatow and Hongkong. In the course of 

his visits, he took an active part in anti-Japanese propaganda. 
He also collected funds for the purpose of s apportingthe 

Volunteer Corps in Manchuria but he squandered the money in 

gambling. Upon this being discovered by the Canton Authorities 

he decamped to Hongkong where he lived in hiding at the Kwang 

Tai Lai Hotel )• h® 1®** for Amoy.
Early in 1935, he again went to Hongkong and lived with 

one of his friends at No.16 Yen Yin Street (t^V^ )» Happy 

Valley. He is reported to have been engaged in trafficking in 

firearms. In July, 19S5, he proceeded to Hac&o^ where he is 
staying at No.11 or No.21 Kao Lan Street j. It appears
that he is not a paid assassin. Asst. Commissioner (Japanese)



March 30, 1936 1'orning Translation

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers (Nanking 
telegram)»

THE ATTEMPT ON LI'Æ OF MR, WAUNG CHING VÆI

-& According to the statements made by Chang Yu Hwa
) and Woo Poo Kwang ( the two men involved

in the attempted assassination of Waung Ching Wei, ex
President of the Executive YUan, the instigators are 
General Chen Kin Hsu (#4?^) and General Li Chi Sen 

The persons who carried out the plot on the 
instructions of Generals Chen and Li were Wang Ah Chiao 
(X £^L)» Yu Lih Kwei )s and Hwa Kuh Ts ).
These three men had an assassination headquarters at 
Hongkong. They were also responsible for the attempted 
assassination of Kr.T.V. Soong, ex-Mi-ister of Finance, 
which took place some time ago at the Shanghai North 
Railway Station and resulted in the death of Nr. Soong’s 
secretary and a body-guard. They c-.lso made attempts on 
the members of the Investigation Comission of the League 
of Nations which came to China.

Yu Lih Kwei was not only present when the attempted 
assassination of T. V. Soong., took place, but he directed 
it. Wang Ah Chiao had many followers of whom the most 
important ares ÇhowShih Ping Hu Dah Hai (iÇJ A*)
Chang Chi Han ) etc. who frequented the assassination
headquarters at Hongkong and planned assassinations on 
behalf of Wang Ah Chiao. They had an active part in the 
attempted assassination of Waung Ching Wei.

The Chinese Government immediately communicated 
with the Hongkong Government and requested the arrest of 
these persons, while officials were detailed to the addresses 
furnished by the men under arrest. Thus, Yu Lih Kwei, 
Hu Dah.Hai, Chow Shih Ping and Chang Chi Han were apprehended. 
A quantity of evidence relating to several cases of 
assassination were seized at the headquarters by the 
Hongkong Government. The arrested men and the evidence 
will be handed over to the Chinese Authorities in the near 
future.

It iu understood that the 5th Branch of the 
Kiangsu High Court will fraae charges against the four 
accused as soon as they have been handed over by the Hongkong 
Government.

The following statement was made by Chang Yu 
Hwa (one of the arrested men) on November 18 last year 
at Nanking Metropolitan Police Headquarters 

’’The principals in the attempted assassination 
of Waung Ching Wei are Wang Ah Chiao, Yu Lih Kwei and Hwa 
Kuh Ts. I used the alias of Li Shih An (3 
All the plans relating to this attempted assassination 
of Waung Ching Wei were carried out on the instructions of 
Hwa Kuh Ts, Wang Ah Chiao and Yu Lih Kwei. The plot 
was laid before or after the January 28 Incident at the 
hone of Yu Lih Kwei at Shanghai when Wang Ah Ghiao, Yu . x 
Lih Kwei, Sung Vocng Ming (4f /fl *33), Hsu Chih Yuan (if 
Wang's uncle and I were present.

“On the instructions of Wang Ah Chiao, Yu Lih 
Kwei and Hwa Kuh Ts, Woo Poo Kwang and I proceeded to the



March 30, 1936. Morning Translation.

Central Kuomintang Headquarters during the 5th Plenary 
Session in November 1934 and attempted the assassination 
of General Chiang Kai Shek. Sung Voong Ming carried a 
pistol. Owing to a tooth-ache, General Chiang left 
the Session before its termination. We caw General 
Chiang Kai Shek enter his car, but as we had not yet decided 
whether or not to assassinate him, we took no action 
against him. Wang Ah Chiao and Yu Lih Kwei were very 
dissatisfied and detailed Hwqi Kuh Ts to Nanking to question 
us. This Spring (1935) Sung Voong Ming, Kwoh Wei 
Tsoong ("yIx?.• ) and I were ordered to Hongkong to 
interview Yu Lih Kwei. We went and upon our return 
to Nanking we were determined to make the attempted 
assassination during the 6th Plenary Session of the 
Kuomintang. One week prior to the attempt, Hwa Kuh 
Ts accompanied by Sung Voong Ming came to Nanking. The 
assassination was directed against V/aung Ching 'Wei and 
General Chiang Kai Shek. As General Chiang was not 
present, we made the attempt on the life of Waung Ching 
Wei. If General Chiang Kai Shek had been present
he would not have escaped unhurt. Wang’s confederates in 
Shanghai "are Tsai Tao Ho ( )» Hsu Chi Yuan, Hwa
Kuh Ts, iio Bah'Liai, Chow Shih Ping, Chang Chi Han, 
Wang Ah Chiao and Chang Yu Hwa, of whom the last five 
named have left Shanghai and gone to live in Hongkong. 
At ordinary times they arranged for assassinations ; they 
showed extra energy in the attempt on the life of Waung 
Ching Wei.”

The statement was read out to the prisoner who, 
having admitted that it was correct, signed and affixed 
his fingerprint to it.
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KHKiriPU FOi? • <
5 REGiSTRïJ

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. I - ../...
o , o . ~ fo~ S
s. 1, op.eci.al^Bx.abæOSîSBK;... “.......REPORT ’ 1

Date..$.ay.etib.ex... 15.,. r 9 3 5

Subject... Obseryation kept„on..Chinese.Booksto 1;es_..in. the

Settlement

Made by......D.S.I, Kao Yen-ken.....  .. .Forwarded by/...L.

During the week ending November 12, the under-----

__ mentioned Chinese bookstores were visited and a general

-—inspection of books, therein was duly made by D.I. Pan Lien-_____

_ pih and D.S.I, Kao Yen-ken, but nothing of an offensive_________

_ nature was founds---------------------- .

Kai _ Ming Bookstore 
„ 41 4- A )
Han WenLYuan BooksL_

( X vg I * )
ou Koo Bookstore

store

Shou Koo Bookstore
( & )

Huh Tsoong Bookstore

Pah Fang Bookstore

Kuo Hwa Bookstore____
( Æ rw

Pah Yih Tung Bookstore

Hung Pao Tsai Bookstore

Chu ng Yang Bnokato r e

Sung Woh Bookstore___

Tseng Chung Bookstore

Tan Ying Lop Bookstore

Tsien Cmng Dong Bookstore

Chung Si Bookstore

Hung Wen Sang Kee Bookstore< oXOa )Shanghai Bookstore________ _
( Ï i,' fo)

Carter Bookstore____________
( )

Kai Ping Bookstore__________

Er Yeu Bookstore

Doo ng store

Lai Tsjng^Koh bookstore

4^o.katore_Bei_K
Shanghai ^Èaii.YabL Bookstore 
' ( wiM 1

J&u Jen pookataxe-----------------

278 Foochow Road.

438 Foochow Road.________ _

342 Foochow Road._

Lane 269, 6 Foochow Road.

Lane 269, 6 Fpochow Roa,d«._

Lane 269, 3 Foochow Road>_ 

Lane 269, 18 Foochow Road» 

Lane 328, 6 Foochow Road. . 

Lane 384, 4 Foochow .Road.- 

Lane 384 , 5 Foochow Road.. 

283 Hankow Roa.d.-------------- --

296 Hankow Road.__________

244 Shantung Road._________

614 Avenue Road,___________

133 Carter Road.___________

Lane 146, 7 Carter Road.__

Lane 169, 4 Carter Road. 

663 Hankow Road.-----------------

706 Hankow Road.___________

708 Hankow Road.___________

709 Hankow Road.-----------------
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| ___ FM. 2 < File No----------

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

_________________Station,
REPORT

Date.... ........    zp

Subject



r __________ .
■ _ /i>TO;irAi Fcti:q
1 ° ° °0 '35 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. '* u REGISTRY

S.l, Special Bxa^.lPsSWWW^TT: 1

REPORT ------- --------- ----------- J
Date.. November. 1». /g -55f

Subject ^Observation kept on ohine ge..Bookstores in the Settlement .............

Made by... . P»I»....Pan.Lien-pih........... Forwarded by .......3^2....
A /Ce «/HCcX-Aji During the week ending October 27, the under- 

mentioned Chinese bookstores were visited and a general 

inspection of books therein was duly made by D.I. Pan Lien-pih,

but nothing of an offensive nature was found:-

Name of Bookstore Address ____________

Second,hand Bookstore 156 Shantung Road.

Sing Hwa ^Bookstore -do-
—Z2__ 1____________ ________________ ___________ ____

Yeu Tseng Bookstore 205 Shantung Road.
TTTTiri ....

Han^Vung rSeng.Ka Bookstore 214 Shantung Hoad.
( )_____________________________________________________

_________Toh Tsai Bookstore_________ _ 4 Tung Yui Li (LÉlMC).

( ) Chaotung Road.

Asia Bookstore No.ïï Chaotung Road.
_____ L _________________________________________________

Sing Wei Yah Zoe 36 chaotung Road.

Chun^oe^ > ~a°-

Ho_ Yuin, Tao Bookstore __  40 Chaotung Road.

~~ H^t Bookstore -do- |

Chung Bwa Book and Picture -do-

Sing Ming Press 65 Chaotung Road.----- <■ "F



F tn. 2 _
G sooo-11 - 3

pne n0'..
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

3. 1, Snecial Branch 
........................:........xzsxzhk,

REPORT
D«/^...Q.c.t.o.b.er...3.0.4.... 19 «55.

Subject (in full)......... .Qh.s.er.vat.i.on..kept.._.o.n...Chinese..bookst.Q.res.. .i.n...t.h.e...a.e.ttle.Kent«...... ..

.Made by.......D.».S.».I.«...i4ao .Yen-.k.en...........b otwarded by............ ..lS.yer.est

During the two weeks sending October 28, the

undernentioned Chinese bookstores were visited and a 

general insnection of. books therein was duly made by

____<_ } _ _____________________________ _____________ _

Sine: Yah Bookstore 260 Boochow 'Road.
—Mr £ X -----------------------------------------
Kwang . iny bookstore_______________ 267_F0.0Ch0W ~’oad>---------- —

( Y ”S * M
Sing Ven Hua Bookstore 268 Foochow Road.

------------- X a
---------------Tsoh--Tsai Bo-o-k-sto-re-----------------------27-1/5 Foochow Road.-----------
------

Chun Yoeh Bookstore 277 }?oochow Road.
-------------------

---------------Jinr Feng Bookst-ore------------------------------------—do—-------------------------
______ &_________________ _____

Kai King Bookstore 278 Foochow Road.

__________ Loh Hwa -P-ub 1 i sh i n g C 01 an an y---------- 2-&-1—B & o oho w—R-o-ad.---------------

___________________________________________________________________________
Chung Yoeh Sang Bookstore - do -

------------- =
----------------Tsung Kwang Bookste-r-e-------------------- 286 Fo ochow- Reach------------- -
______ŒI ______________________

Llode^n Book Company 286/288/290 Foochow Road.
--------- % *
--------------- Ghun-g-Hwa Magazine■ C-om-n-any-----------297 Foochow Rtrad.---------------

______ LMM___ '___________________
Yen llyi Bookstore - do -

Chun • ~Ts wng—Publi shfng Co.---------- 300 Fuuchow~"“o_act'i
_________________________________

Dzu Dai Publishing Company - do -
------- £ kJ]) ;

■3ing-"Ciiung Kuo Bookstore - d6~-
< )



Fm. 2 File No............
G îooo-u-vt SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................ Station j
REPORT

Date..................................i y
- 2 -

Subject (In full) ........ ..... ... ................................................. . ..................................................

Made by........ . ...... ............ ...................... Forwarded by.............................................................................. .

£>ah Tung ’Bookstore 310 Foochow Road.
, r ■ ....

Tookstere” ■—■■—— —■ 320" ?o u ch 0vr ’10ah’;--------- ------- -
_________ __'.+■ $ > F ) _____  _ . ._____

Shanghai lagazinc Company 324 Foochow Road.

- ■ Klu Show To<jlcst*ore 330 too chow Ro ad.-----------------
_______ UklOZP . _____________-.... . .........

liwa Tung Bookstore 331 Foochow Road.

Kwang .Yih Bookstore" 338 Foochow Hoad.
(^Lj? ^ Zh_l___ _____________________________

Sing Sung king Bookstore 340 Foochow Road,

?ôh ôïng BôdlhsVôrè ~ ~ 37Ï Foochow Road,
_......... _______ ____ - —........-.......-__

Yao Ching San Vong Bookstore 374/6 Foochow Road. 
....' ..........

Tai 'Tung Bookstore ' 374/6 Foochow Road.
_ 

Chinese Book Dealers’ Bazaar 380 Foochow Road.
............. "■■.........■■■ "

Ten llua7'Ært Bookstore 380 Foochow Road,
______ WM’-______________________ - - - - —

World Bookstore 390 Foochow Road. •
" ■.....W îhT

 Tsing Nyi Publishing Com any 397 Foochow Road,

Ching tien Tong Bookstore 397 Foochow Road.
__________ __________________________________________ _____ _ ________ _____

Dah Kwang Bookstore 64 Kuling Road.
.... ... ____________________________Z______

From the Tsung Kwang Bookstore, 9.86 Foochow_____

Food, the.._fje.ll.Q.wing...thr.e.e_.h,CLQk£...af anti-.Tananese—character___

have been purchasedt-____________________________________________
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i F™- __ ,? File No. •**

G ,-om.u.jîI SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. |

..........................  Station, !
REPORT 1

Date..................................... i g

Subject (in full). "

Made by.............................. ..........................  ......Fotwarded by.................................................. ........................... ......

A»."Patriotic Dramas" of_the "Small Friends' Patriotic

-----------------in/ugust 1934, by the ICwang

---------------- ±Pya .Bookstore ( . "-C • ZZ) , Foochow Road, (recently closed

"Pat■”totic Youth" of the ."Small Friends' patriotic

------- ------------Series" published in Febryuary, 1'35, by the Kwang--------  

-------------------- Fwa Bookstores Foochow Road (recently closed).  

— 3»_I'.V.olunteer ies" published by the Wu Foong VYkft fin}____ ,

_____________ Bookstore, Shanghai,on January 5, 1933.__________________  

_______ ._____ Ne.ither_ the address_ of the publisher nor the natfe______  

.and address of the jp x in tex ar e given in this book.______

_—Zxanslation,_o£-. .eK.txa.ct.S-f roii. .ea.ch_af_ these books art*_____________

___attached (marked "A" , "J31'.._and— ".Cl"—respectively),___ The------------------ 

---- Dah-12aa-iigi-(~^^/^yZ^) Bookstore, 64—Killing Bond,—is the whole-sale 

agent for these books.____________________________  __________ ____

A fourth book entitled "History of National

Humiliation" was bought from the hodern Book Company,____________ .

586/288/290 Foochow Toad, on October 21. The publisher_________ _

of this book is the Sing Chung Kuo ) lookstore..______ _

300 Foochow Road, which is also selling this book by ret?.i. 1T_____

Anti-Japanese passages in this book have been translated_________

and are attached and marked "D" .________ ______________________________

____________ Another book enti.tlg.d.-'Hjlorious victory" published_____ _ 

and sold by the Foh Sing Bookstore Zv), 371 Ftinnhnw____ _

Road, has been obtained and translation nf extract_±s--------------------

attached and marked "E".________________ _____________ ____________ ____

________ ______ (-ad,) Kao Yen-Iren------------------------  
D. S.I.

P.O. (Special Branch)...^.---------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------------------- -



Special Branch

July 22, 1935

S. 5

In order to ensure that no literature in 

Chinese which is undesirable from a police 

point of view, will escape detection, the 

officer in charge of S* 5 should use one or 

two detectives to make regular visits to shops 

and ether places where literature is sold and 

send out a clerk to check their work as often 

as one can be spared, but not less than once per 

week* The detecitves engaged on this duty and 

the clerks sent out to check their work should 

submit a re 'ort each Monday morning giving a list 

of the shops visited during the previous week and 

the result of their observations in each establishment*

(sd.) T.P.G.

D.C. Special Branch.

P.S. This is a supplement to the general instructions.
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"Sn marriage is unlawful rSMHHAI IWmCJPXl '
S. B. RtQiS’i

Petition for Judicial Separation Dismissed in 
British Court by Judge A. G. Mossop

“It is hopeless for me to go on 
unless she is sixteen years of age.’ 
This statement was made by Mr. H 
A. Reeks in H.M. Supreme Courl 
yesterday morning to Judge A. G 
Mossop, who had pointed out to Mr 
Reeks that if the petitioner, Claudic 
Vladimirovna Abbass, was born or 
December 24, 1918, and married the 
respondent on May 7, 1934, as statec 
in her pleadings, then at the time 
of her marriage she was under six-
teen years of age.

In her petition, the petitioner askec 
for a judicial separation from her 
lawfully married husband. John 
Abbass, on the ground of cruelty. 
The respondent, represented by Mr. 
Ranald McDonald, in answer to the 
petition, said that he was not lawfully 
married to the petitioner and asked 
that her petition be rejected and that 
a decree be made that the alleged^ 
marriage was null and void. j

In his reply filed to the petition the| 
respondent admitted, however, that he’ 
had gone through a religious cere
mony in the St. Nicolas Russian 
Orthodox Church, Shanghai, purport- 

the

“There is therefore in this case a 
direct issue as to the validity of the 
marriage. Now under our laws a 
marriage to be valid must conform to 
certain requirements. Firstly the 
parties to the marriage must have the 
capacity to marry. That capacity is j 
governed by the law of the domicile 
of each party. Secondly, the manner 
of carrying out the ceremony 
must conform to certain requirements 
of the law.’’ ;

No. s. a

marriage withing to be a 
petitioner.

After hearing both petition 
answer filed to 
Reeks, his Lordship said it was 
necessary to show that the petitioner! 
was lawfully married to the respon
dent on May 7, 1934. He then drew 
the attention of Mr. Reeks to the fact 
that the petitioner, according to filed 
particulars*- was under IGyears of age 

■at the time of her marriage. Mr. 
Reeks intimated that it was an error 
and actually the petitioner was six
teen years and five months old at 
the date of her marriage to the re
spondent. He suggested that the 
petition be amended.

out that the! 
object of particulars was to tie the 
facts of the case down. He said he 
must be satisfied or shown authority 
for changing the particulars in this 

! case. Counsel, after due considera- 
1 tion, said the case must fail as 
particulars showed the petitioner 
der sixteen years of ago.

Case Summed Up
Summing up the whole hearing his’

it read out by
fl nd 
Mr. 
first;

the 
un

A Warning Given
His Lordship said that in this case t 

he was for the moment only concern- j 
ed with the first of the two points, | 
namely the capacity of the parties. It j 
followed, therefore, that anything he ; 
had to say should not be interpreted 
to mean that a British Court would 
necessarily hold a ceremony of mar
riage celebrated in St. Nicolas Church 
in Shanghai not to be a perfectly 
good marriage. His Lordship said he 
was not concerned with that point 
and he did not want any misunder- i 
standing about it.

Continuing his Lordship said- » 
“Now regarding the question of the ' 
capacity of the parties this is govern- I 
ed by the law of the domicile of I 
each party. The petitioner is stated | 
to- have been a Russian by birth. She ; 
was subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Chinese Courts in China. Article 980 
of the Chinese Civil Code lays down: 
‘A man who has not completed his 
eighteenth year of age apd^^a woman^ 
her, ^sixteenth, year. of age may not 
conclude ,a marriage Actually, the 
Article does not make such a marriage 
void, but says it may not be pre
cluded.” . ..........» '
* “j^rticle 989 provides that where a 
marriage is concluded contrary to the 

j provision of Article 
concerned may apply 
its annulment.”

The Other 
his Lordship

980 the party 
to the court for

Side
“But.” his Lordship continued, 

“there is another side to the picture. 
The law which governs the respondent 
John Abbass is the law of England 
as applied in this court. By an Eng
lish statute, the Age cf Marriage Act, 
1929, a marriage between persons 

her of whom is under the age af

sixteen shall be void. j\lso under 
’Sngilsh. law.
for a manto have carnal knowledge 
oFa^fëmale under the age of sixteen. 
"So that the only questiôn~ïs whether 
the provisions of this act are applic
able to the marriage of British sub
jects in China. I confess that I can 
see no reason whatever why that 
provision should not be applied to 
British subjects in this country under 
the Order-in-Council.”

“The petitioner has, under the order 
of this court, filed particulars of her 
case and the first question that was 
asked of her with regard to paragraph 
one on the petition was ‘What was 
the date of your birth? She has filed 
the particulars in which she says the 
date of her birth was December 24, 
1918. That is supported by an 
affidavit.”

“On the face of her pleadings, 
therefore, she was on May 7, 1934, 
aged fifteen years and 134 days. It 
is because the marriage as far as 
John Abbass is concerned was void 
and,’ as far as she is concerned was 
a prohibited marriage and voidable, 
that I have no alternative but to dis
miss the petition.”

“As regards the question of costs 
I have to exercise my discretion. I 
do not know- the facts of the case 
other than the facts disclosed in the i 
pleadings, but, I do know that the | 
petitioner admits having gone through j 
a ceremony of marriage with the \ 
respondent. It is difficult to avoid ’ 
the feeling that, to some extent, he 

. has only got himself to thank for the 
position in which he finds himself. 
*the petitioner is not subject to the 
jurisdiction of this court and I do 
hot feel, in the circumstances, that 

fi would be doing the right thing by 
making her guardian pay the costs of 
the case.”

“Accordingly,” he concluded, “there, 
will be no order as to costs.” I

Lordship said:—
“This is a suit for judicial separa

tion instituted by the petition, Claudia 
Vladimirovna Abbass, against the re
spondent, John Abbass. The ground on 
which the petitioner claims a judicial 
separation is cruelty, but the respon
dent in the case, in addition to deny
ing cruelty, denies that the petitioner 

or ever was his ’"Wife. 
Paragraph one of the' petition" states 
as follows: ‘Your petitioner was on 
May 7, 1934, at the age of sixteen 
legally married to John Abbass in St. 
Nicolas Church in Shanghai’.”

“The defendant’s answer is as fol
lows! ‘THepet it loner was not bn 
May 7, T934 or at all lawfully married 
lb the respondent in St._ Nicolas 
Church in Shanghai or at all. Thé 

, ibs pondëhT"àdmKs''"'"ihat on May 20, 
19347 he went through a religious 
ceremony purporting to be a marriage 
with the petitioner in the St. J^lcolas 
Russian Orthodox" CKurchx. Shanghai. 
TKe said St. Nicolas Russian Orthodox 
Church is aRussian institution. The 
petitioner "is a Russian?" ’Thj. jespon- 
dehFls^a^Frofestant Christian and, a 
British subject7.”



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE]
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REPORT

Subject (in full)

File

G. REG]S
Spe.C-i^l..P.ra-nqh£)togjag>

Êribc-r-,'^,—^4v 3
Aeroplane, ,b p.rabs. ..se nt. to... Ngnk.i n°-

Made by n.. I.,.....Sih.. Tse.-1 is. ng Forwarded by..

—thousand—aeroplane bombs, each weighing 400

kilograms, were sent to Nanking by rail from the Shanghai steel 

Refinery» Kaochongmieo, at 8 r.m, November 30,

The above information was obtained by Agent 31

D. C, (Special ''’’ranch)

i



SECRET - NOT FOR PRS SS PUBLICATION

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE 
SPECIAL BRANCH

Intelligence Report 
Political November 12, 1935.

Movements of Notables

To Nanking adX**’W*<

Departed at 11 p.m. November 11

H.H. Kung, Minister oÇ^^nance,
Wu Tieh-chen, Mayor**'#’!' Greater Shanghai.
Chu Ming-nyi ^jaeffiSer of the C.E.C. of the Kuomintang.
Kwan boo-jjarfT -do-
Sih Tpl^pi h, - do -
Kjjje-f Loo ng-chi, -do-

^"■’wong Foh-sung, -do-
Wu Ching-yoong, -do-
Chang Te-peng, -do-
Li Ning-zung, delegate of the South Weet Party to 

the 5th National Congress of the
Kuomintang.

Native boats commandeered by the Bureau of Public 
Safety River Police

Ninety-six native boats, ordinarily used for conveying 

miscellaneous cargo along the Whangpoo River, which were 

commandeered at the beginning of the month by the Water 

Police attached to the Bureau of Public Safety, acting on 

behalf of the Nanking Authorities (Vide I.R. 2/11/35), 

have been returned to the owners. The boats were released 

as their retent?' in tended to give colour to the rumours 

that an outbreak of hostilities between Japanese and

Chinese is impending.

The real purpose- for which the boats were commandeered 

is not clear, but it Lae been suggested that they were 

required by ’he Transport Department of.the Chinese Army

< / for use as pontoons in connection with the anti-communist

I f campaign. Pontoons which are intended to serve the
I

purpose for which the boats were required are now being 

constructed at the Kiangnan Dock. These pontoons are 

24 feet long, 4 feet wide, and 2 feet 2 inches deep*



File No----- ■’7--0 “T&
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Special xrecich......-J

Date.^y . 19 35 ‘

G. 40M-9-35

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL 
S.l, 

REPORT

Subject—hatiye boats commandeered _.by_ _the .sureau _ of _PubUc_Jo^ety.........................

--................ -lliyü.iL.Police ...... ............................. ......... . J...............................................
....... .................. si ....

Made h.....M........ .............................................................Forwarded by.^.ëLëë.^^..... &ië..........

___ __ ninety-six native__ boats, ordinarily used for conveying

— miscellaneous cargo along the Whangpoo River, which were__ __

commandeered at the beginning of the month py tne River Pol ice 

attached to the -bureau of Public Safety, acting on behalf of 

the hanking Authorities, have been returned to the owners.______

The boats were released cis their retention tended to give

__ eoiour to the rumour that an outbreak of hostilities between 

Japanese and Chinese was imminent. rhe real purpose for 

■jhicn the boats were required is not clear. it is reported 

tbit the Chinese military Authorities intended to use them as 

wontoons in the transportation of troops for an anti-communist 

drive of major proportions, which will commence in the near 

future in Shansi. Pontoons which are intended to serve the 

purpose for which tne boats were required are now being 

constructed at the Kitngnan Dock. These pontoons are24 feet

long, 4 feet wide, and 2 feet 2 inches deep.________________________

D. S.

P.O. (Special branch).
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native boats commandeered by the Bure 

t»afety River Pol ice...............................

lFr" 1 
fcSTi<Y 

No. S. B.

aù of Public

Made by .....S.ih.. T.se-1.1 ang......  .Forwarded by.

Discreet enquiries have been made with a view to

ascertaining the purpose for which the 96 native boats 

commandeered by the River Police attached to the Bureau of 

Public Safety and now tied up at the Kiangnan nock, are 

required, and it is now learned that the order received by 

the local Chinese Authorities from the Ranking Military ____

Authorities also instructs that every three of these boats _____

should be joined side by side to form a pontoon, ihese_______ __

boats will later be sent to wanking presumably for the use 1

(Speci al Bran?

of the military authorities



Form No- 3 
G. 25,000-1-37

I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
S.

REPORT

POLICE. FAI F11 v
S. B. RE-GiSIRY

1, Special BrajicIr%TfS~ a

Subject (in full)... Native boats commandeered by the Bureau uf»_
Public Safety River Police

Made by.....D‘I* Sih Tse-liang

It has been confirmed that in compliance with a 

confidential order from the Nanking Military Authorities 

received through the Shanghai City Government, 96 native boats 

were commandeered on November 1, 1935 by the River Police 

attached to the Bureau of Public Safety. These vessels are

now tied up at the Kiangnan Dock, Kaochongmiao. where they are__  

being repaired.

D.C. (Special Branch).

I



Form No. 3 J ; I
G.25.OOO-H34. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. j

< S. B. RE.G1S 1 R ; j

report j * ’ * _

Subject (in lull) Alleged desertion by Çhi ne ae employees of Japanese hume st . '.......

Made by.............. D,S, Umemoto, Forwarded by.....

With reference to the attached translation from the "Shanghai 

Mainichi" of October 29 on the subject of the alleged desertion 

of Chinese amahs and coolies in the employee of Japanese, enquiries 

have been made at the offices of Japanese street unions in the 

Dixwell Road area and in the Hongkew District but no cases of 4

such desertion have been reported to these unions.

The Chinese empl0 ye es are at work as usual. Some of them  

have, however, inquired of their employers as to the truth of a 8_ .... - ... -. - _ ----- I

rumour prevalent in Chapei to the effect that the outbreak of a-' I

second Sino-Japanese conflict is imminent

D. S

Deputy Commissioner, Special Branch



October 29, 1935.

S u. 
Ab. 5. B. '

■^Late—£.-----

Morning Translation!

lAIbICHI

AIAHS AND COOLIES lb THE EMPLOYMENT OF J^iûÊül.AJb^ 
DESERT—EEAR OF A SECOND SINO-JAPANESE 

CONFLICT IN SHANGHAI.

Recnetly a rumour to the 
effect that a second Sino-Japanese conflict is about 
tabs place has been circulating among the lower class 
Chinese in the Hongkew and Chapei districtscausing a 
number of amahs and coolies in the employmena" oi’ Japanese 
hbmës'Tëà've Their employers v/ithôûT'~ notice. A number 
Ig^nChiheNelesidents__in the HongEew and CHàpei distrîct s 
have suddenly removed t o the French Concession. 
According to information received the rumour ves based 
on the movement of about 100,000 Chinese soldiers 
along the Shanghai-Hangchow Railway* In connection 
with this troop movement, the Chinese authorities 
state that they wore merely holding extensive military 
manoeuvres, but it is believed that the object of the 
movement was to suppress riots created by large number® 
of -Flood victims in Shantung, to guard the 6th Plenary 
3ess ion to be held shortly, and to demonstrate against 
Japan. The troops whô participated in the manoeuvres 
were the 57th Division, the 36the Division, the 87th 
Division, the Special company, the native aw of Fukien 
and the “ir Force* These forces are now stationed along 
the Shanghai-Hangchow Railway*



THE CHINA PRESS, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1935
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L------------------------- <

3Rumor-Mongers Nabbed Here; I 
Motives Are Seen Behind Tales

Drastic measures have been taken 
by the Bureau of Public Safety of 
the Greater Shanghai Municipality 
in suppressing the circulation of 
malicious rumors which are calculat
ed to disturb the tranquility of the 
local exchange and financial 
market.

Three leading rumor-mongers, ' 
whose names, however, are not 
known, have been arrested by men 
of the Public Safety Bureau and 
have been handed over to the Gen
darmes Headquarters, it was learn
ed here yesterday by Central News.

Rumor circulation, according to 
information from the Greater 
Shanghai Municipality, has been 
'made into a systematic business by
! those who desire to profit themselves 
I by creating chaos in the financial 
market.

Rumor-mongers, who have caused 
a mass exÔdïfS“ôT“CïïTnesF7r6m ïhel 
Chapeî ‘and HcmgkFW^dfôtHèlFlnTo ' 
the central part of the Settlement 
and into the French Concession on 
Friday, were blamed by the Shang
hai Mainichi yesterday for soaring 
prices of rice and salt in those 

(districts.
| Supplementing their talk of a new 
“Shanghai War” with statements to 
fhe" êffidt"TMt the cost of living 
would reach a new high when the 
government undertakes an inflation
ary policy, the daily said, these pro
pagandists are causing people to buy 
large quantities of staple goods. The 
dealers of these articles, rejoicing 
at this unexpected bonanza, are
aiding in the spread of the rumors 
instead of discrediting them, the 
Japanese journal reported. I



REPORT D^....No Yember .4.19

Forwarded by.^.

_nhanju is without foundati on

Safety has prohibited the.Jioving of furniture

The ahnva.. informât inn was obtained

liang.

Rumours of.,war and movements..of...tropp.s.

MUNICIPAL 
' S. a. REGISTRY

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 1 J, i
<Date 4 "

S. 1, Spec ial\Bran^station

Made by.... Mackay

z.V-
G. 40M-9~5

Subject...

___  With reference to the attached cutting from the "China 

Press" of November 1, it is learnt from a reliable source that 

the report of the movement of Japanese troops in the vicinity of

Settlement cnfi French Concession, although the Bureau of Public

D.P.S
(Special Branch)
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SHE CHINA PRESS,JTOW NOVEMBE^ki J

Rumors Cause 
Fear Here Of 
Imminent War

i Trucks Of Nipponese 
i Soldiers Active 
J Near Clienju
| Rumors of near-war in the scene 
cf the Shanghai hostilities of ’32 
spread through the city yesterday 
and caused major worry among a 
vide section of the population, but 
upon investigation, were found it 
be entirely false. The basis for th< 
rumors lay in the movement o' : 
loaded Japanese military trucks h 

. Shanghai suburbs.
I -Fo> as yet undetermined reasons.

*se soldiers, with a seventh 'truck 
□pag&r. withwooden Thoxes?

• J^oceeded along the__ Shanghai
1 Wïisfh Tïïghways^about 9:30 o'clock 

yesterday "morning, ~ passing'' by Jh<t
- international.'Telegraph Station at 

£hep&
5 westerly directionj beheved to be. 
3 ^Snziang and vicinity.

i jÉül..the.^ldifiis.M
military _uniform. Upon arriving 
graph Station, the Japanese shout
ed foFa "long 'while fiTa* Joyous 
manner. CHTTW .nTveTSW^thdents 
^ear^_whF 
premises at the time were attract- 
ed by the unusuaf scene_and^ushed
passingtruck-load^ofGQldler^ ~ -

Seme students of a .^irls.school on. 
Kiangwan Road moved into the citv

’ yesterday,. ManxjQ.fJhem.mad^inr.
yesterday. Se veral_toi^gn.ei^.and
SisUng_th^^
broken^ out and .that Chapel jvas

A China Press staff member 
[made a thorough tour of the area 
last night and found no substantia
tion of the rumors.





SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME BRANCH HEADQUARTERS |
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C. 2.
October 20, 19 33

To SPECIAL BRANCH.

Release of Political Prisoner.

Prisoner Tsih Tseu ) Age 19 .

Native of Shanghai

Last known address 27 KU^ping ^ung, Kungping Road

Arrestedon 2.11.35. Chargedwith Offence

against internal security of the State

Station No. Y,R* 6754A Gaol No. 2242

Sentencedon 18-H-35. To Three years
imprisonment.

Will be Released on the Morning of 2»11»38»



FM. L. D. 1. 
REVISED. 5-31. 
G. t00M-10.37

Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for ' n 19 F. I. R. No. ■
Reg. No. 16Ô43*© Stn. Pl»OCUratOl’

Stn. No.-6’
Judge XOûtl.

-heat No. 2Ô.

(3! tira '•’■■■'■’.cmd in .ubai’oj.

JJnciricn... .. .-®n tones 2nr -.a cur et- te b s r^leasac*



Convict No.2242,.

Name:-Yau Tsih tseu,

Native of Shanghai,

Aged 21,

Station No.Yulin Rd 
A. 6754, *■ 

■SentWced tb* 3 years ' 
Imp.

Crimeî-"fropagati’ng a 
Doctrine irï»econcili- 
able with the 3 P.P”

Arf?. (<z2~S)

Convict No.3846

Name:-Waung Ching Li

Native of Anhwei,

Age:-31,

Station No.Rashing Rd
& Gordon Rd 6067,

Sentenced to 5 years,

Crime:-Offences against 
Internal Security 
of state.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— g Nature of Offence PrOpUgHting

.........  __  ..Division,
CRIME REGISTER No:— 123Ü/35. ÏUli.Opad ... ...Police Station. ?

.................... ....................J.37. 1

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1 ■ i
Places 

~ -i   visited in
JBCiXnW course of

■ investigation 
! each day

_________________ _________ I____
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

further to crime Register I

Coimaunisme

to. laab/as.

The 3rd accused in this case cliarged and sentenced 

on the 18-11-35 to one year and three months imprisonment 

for ’'Cormunlsm" has been questioned by the Comnmis^ | 

Group in the detention house and has now been released*

Gen. pet. i/o.

D.D.O. ”D*«



Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for 19 F. I. R. No. Stn. Ho. - .5754-60 

7'16242-9 Yulin U.
Reg. No. Stn. Procurator Judge

- 27

I’ V’-'VJJ BnA"3B If TtT .

ï. nnr.enred i’cr t'<©

roocet' :nrc N I
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’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. <.z
yo û /

CRIME DIARY.

—........**.Drt...... .DtviTTon.
CRIME REGISTER Ne: 1235/35. YU.lin Road..... . Police Station.

..................  £an. 22, ,.t9 37.
Dia ry Number:— £ Nature of Offence:— lîlg

_____________________  f! n 4 ftfn _

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
see Below

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Detective Office

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Further to Crime register Ro. 1235/35.

A notification has been received from the Court
through Judicial Police informing that the 3rd and 4th 

! accused in this case are to be brought to 2nd Branch 

j of Kiangeu High court at 9.30 a.in. on the 23-1-37, in 

1 order to have them inspected by the delegate of the 

Kuomintang.

D.D.O. rtD*.

D.C. (Special Branch).



Convict do. •'"977.

Name : -Z5h é. ng- Whah

Native' of Jusih,

Age 20.

Station No.Yulin Rd 
A.6756.

Sentenced to 1 year & 
5 months.

C^ime:-Propagating a î 
doctrine irreconcia-: 
ble with the Kaspar 
people Principle.

A- ÿ

J
Con. 2242, Yau Tsih i 
fa

Ts'eu, Yulin Rd. A-6754, i
I

S.D.C.No. 7/16345.

Charge for "propagating 

a doctrine inreculiate 

with the Three People's | 

principles.

Sentenced to 3 years 

imprisonment on 19-11-36

>?zÇ. X’ ZciJL*)

p. A. to Governor
5. M. Gaoi.

S.D.C.No


1 V'M-’-36 TW HUMPH POLICE^
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIC$.%R^S77 |

CRIME DIARY. .Date.N/7- / |

CRIME REGISTER No:— 1235/35 Yulin Road .Police Station.
............June. 27 th,...19 36,

3 Nature of Offence:- Propagating
Communiera.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
See Below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 
nvestigatio 

each day

Second Branch of 
Kiangsu High Court

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The 6th accused in the above
arraigned before the Court on the
for inspection by the deligate of

numbered case was
morning of the 17-6-36
the Kuomintang upon

application made hy accused requesting that he be handed 
i
I over to the Kiangsu Pan Sang Yoen (Reformatory for
I Corsnunists), when he was ordered to be detained in the

j Civil Detention House pending examination.
He was subsequently handed over to Kiangsu Fan Sang

Yoen at 2.15 p.m. 26-6-36 and the Court rendered the

following decision:- 4
WAccording to Art. 5 Section 1 of the revised rules S 

of the Kiangsu Fan San Yoen, the above named accused i 
is to be sent to the Kiangsu Fan san Yoen for |

reforming through the Procurators’ Bureau of the 5
I 

Shanghai City District Court upon application of f

the said accused st at iong that he has served 1/3 -
of tdieir his sentence passed on him by this Court*.

D. I.



Extract of ^oceedings in S. S. D. Court foriwuc 19 F. I. R. No. . . . . . . .
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Convict No.2133.

Nameî-Tsung Pau Tsen.
Naive of Ningpo.
Age 22.

Yulin Road Station No.
A. 6755.,

Sentenced to 2 Years &
6 Months Imp.

Crime:-Propagating a 
doctrine irrécon
ciliable with the 
Three People ’s 
principles.

Name. Zih Sing Whah. 
l^^-^^Native place. Wusieh.

Yulin Road Station No.
A6756.

a y 
3^5
® _ p p 4 . . o M 
to 9 o M p 
p> e w p. ® • <• w

N ® Charge, propagating a 
doctrine irré
conciliable the 
Three people’s 
principles »

Sentence* 1 year & 3 
month# «

Date of Admission.
19-11-S5

S? £
"JQl U>GovUuwl '

S.M.Gaol



Convict No. 2133
Tsung Pau Tseu age 18 
Yulin Road A-6755 
Native—Ningpo
Sentence 2 yrs & 6 mths. 
imprisonment on a charge 
of “propagating doctrine 
irréconciliable with 3 
Peoples * principles" on 
19-11-35.

Convict No. 3577
Yang Chi Tsau age 19 
Yulin Road A-6759 
Native—Kiukiang 
Sentence 1 yr. & 3 mths. 
Imprisonment on a charge 
of "propagating a doctrin 
irréconciliable with 3 
Peoples’ principles" on 
19-11-35.



Convict NO. 2133
Tsung Pau Taeu age 18 
Yulin Road A-6755 
Nfct i ve—Ningpo
Sentence 2 yrs & 6 mths. 
imprisonment on a charge 
of "propagating a doctr
ine irréconciliable with 
3 Peoples’ principles” 
on 19-11-36

Convict No. 3987
Zih Sing Whah age 19 
YUlin Road A-6756 , ’
Native—Wusih |
Senten ce 1- yr. & 3 mths. ' 
imprisonment on a charge Î 
of "propagating a doctrin 
irreconoiliàble with 3 
Peoples* principles" on 
19-11-35.



Convict No. 2242
Tau Tsih Tseu age 19 
Yulin Road A-6754 
Native—Shanghai 
Sentence 3 years impt. 
on a char e of ’’propa
gating a doctrine irré
conciliable with the 3 
peoples’ principles” 
on 19-11-35.

Convict No. 2915
Tseu KWei Lingage 28 
Central St’n No. V-85 
Native—Liuhu
Sentence five years im
prisonment on a charge 
of ’’Communism” 4-5-32.



Convict No. 2133
Tsung Pau Ta eu age 18 
Yulin Road A-6755 
Native—Ningpo 
Sentence 2 yra & 6 mtha. 
imprisonment on a charge 
of ’’propagating a doctrint 
irréconciliable with the 
Three peoples’ principles’ 
on 19-11-35.

Sept, of QaoU
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Convict No. 3987 |
Zih Sing Whah age 19 |
Native—Wusih I
YUlin Road Stn. A-6756 |
Sentence 1 year & 3 mths. | 
imprisonment on a charge | 
of *propagating a doctrine 
irréconciliable with the 
Three peôples Principles" 
on' 19-11-35.



Convict No. 2133
Taung Pau Tseu age 18 
Native - Ningpo 
Yulin Road A-6755
Sentence 2 yrs.& 6 mths. 
imprisonment for "Pro
pagating a doctrine irré
conciliable with the 
Three peoples’ proncoples" 
on 19-11-35.

Convict No. 3987 
Zih Sing Whah age 19 
Native--Wusih 
Yulin Road A-6756 
Sentence 1 year & 3 mths. 
imprisonment for "pro
pagating a doctrine irré
conciliable with the 
Three Peoples’ Principles 
on 19-11-35.

Gaol»



Convict. No. 2133
Tsung pau Tseu age 10 
Native--Ningpo 
Yulin Road A-6755 
Sentence 2 yrs & 6 mths. 
imprisonment for "propa
gating a doctrine irré
conciliable with the 
Three peoples’ principled 
on 19-11-35.

I

•o

Convict No. 3987 |
Zih Sing Whah age 19 I 
Native—Wusih
Yulin Road A-6756 F
Sentence 1 yr & 3 months j 
imprisonment for "pro- J 
pagating a doctrine irre-i 
conciliable with the 
Three peoples principles” 
on 19-11-35.



Convict No. 2242 
Yau Tsih Tseu age 19 
Native--Shanghai 
Yulin Hoad A-6754 
Sentence 3 years impri
sonment for "propagating 
a doctrine irréconcili
able with the Three 
Peoples* principles" 
on 19-11-36.

Convict No..3987 .
Zih Sing Wah age 19 
rative-'Jus^h
Sentence 1 year & 3 mths 
for "propagating a do-• 
cirine ir’-econcilia.ble 
with the-Three People’s 
Principles" on 19-11-35.



Gonvict Ko. üloo
'x'sur^'j pan Tseu a.<;e 18 
Yulin. Koad 4*-C755 
■.ative--î'ii;ispo
Sea^e-iice £ yrs & 6 noatlu 
for ’’Propageti’x^ a doctr
ine irrecojiôiliable with 
tie Three People's prin
ciples” on lC/11/35.



November a? 35

Dear Sarly,
X forward herewith for your information 

tabulated statementa of seven Communiste arrested% 
by the Municipal Police in various parts of the 
Settlement on November a and 3» 1935* Lists of 

,% seizures end photographs of the accused are also
z/./' -* xattached*

On November 18» 1935» the following 

Judgment was rendered by the Second Branch of the 
Ki an gnu High Court t»

1st accused..... 3 years* imprisonment.
2nd accused.•••• 2 years and 6 months* imprisonment 
3rd accused.•••• 1 year and 3 months* imprisonment* 
4th accused*.... 2 years and 6 months* imprisonment 
5th accused*•••• 1 year and 3 months* imprisonment*
6th accused.•••• 1 year and 3 months’ imprisonment. 
?th accused..... lot guilty*

Yours sincerely»

Deputy Commissioner 
(i pedal Branch)

Monsieur R. Sarly»
Chief of the Political Section» 

french Police Headquarters*



DRAFT

Sir,

I have the honour to forward for your information 

tabulated statements of the seven communis ts arrested 

by the Municipal Police, in various parts of the 

Settlement between November 2 and 3, 1935. Lists
A 

of seizures are also attached.

On the November 18, 1935, the following judgement 

was rendered by the Second Branch of the Kiangsu High

Court:-

1st accused..............3 years' imprisonment}

2nd accused..............2 years & 6 months' imprisonment}

3rd accused.............. 1 year & 3 months' imprisonment}

4th accused........... 2 years & 6 months' imprisonment}

5th accused.......1 year & 3 months' imprisonment;

6th accused.......1 year & 3 months' imprisonment}

7th accused...... *No1k guilty.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Deputy Commissioner, 
Special Branch.

Chief of the Bureau of Public Safety,

Shanghai City Government.
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I

G 3^^00.1.35

Subject

£3C‘S’- u File No............
shanghai “Municipal police.

Se&ttbh 2, Special Braijftb^W)
REPORT /Ja/r.Novemtier 27, /9 35

Case against seven communists arrested, between November 2 and 3,

......... 1935.................... ............ .................... ...... .... ......... .
Made by ...D...S«l.....ijhih.Ss.U—Chien Forwarded by....  ...........ÛL.

Regarding the cases against the seven communists arrested 

by the Municipal Police in various parts of the Settlement bet-wee 

November 2 and 3, 1935, which were concluded on November 18, 1935 

when they were sentenced to terms of imprisonment ranging from 

1 year and 3 months to 3 years. I forward herewith tabulated 

statements and copies of photographs of the accused, lists of_

the literature seized, and_ a draft of a covering letter to the

French Police and_Public Safety_.Bureau r elating.^to...thase...arrests.**



D.7051

Ytolin Hoad.

Yau Taih Tseu )
Shanghai. 19 Male

19 years.

19 years.

Clerk.

Nanyang Brothers Tobacco Company»
Seward Road.

27, Kung ping Fanhg, Kangping Hoad.

10.50 p.m. 2-11-35»
Corner of Dalny & Yulin Roads.

Being a communist.

Sentenced to 3 years* imprisonment on the 18.11.35.

Arrested together with four others 
at the above mentioned time and place in the act of distributing 
communist handbills and writing slogans. A search of his home 
resulted in the seiaure of a quantity of communist literature»

* .Belieyed to be Executive officer of propaganda Department 
of Ktaageu Provincial Committee of Conminist Party*



D.7061

Yulin Road.
Tsung Pau Taeu )

Ningpo 18 Male

About 6 years.

About 6 years.

Printer.

World Bookstore Printing Works, 
Dalny Road. r

Pei Meqg, Linghai, Ningpo.

10.50 p.ia. 2.11.36. *
Corner of Palny & Yulin Roads. I

Being a cooounist. {

Sentenced to 2 year» & 6 months1 imprisonment on
Nov. 18, 1S36.

Arrested together with four others at 
the above mentioned tine and place la the act of distributing 
oaoannist handbills and writing slogan»* A search of his has» |
resulted in the seizure of a quantity of coœranist literature* I

<^Believod-^tobo Executive officer of Propaganda Department 
of Kasangeu wesaunoiol Committee of Comunist Party*



TJ.7051.

Yulin Hoad.

Zih Sing «hah
Wusih, Kiaqgsu. 19 Mala.

3 years.

3 years*

Clerk

China Mra Products Company» Funing Hoad.

Wusih

10.50 v.a. 2.11*35.
Corner of Dalny & Yulin Hoads

Being a comnunist

Sentenced to 1 year and 3 months' imprisonment on 
November 18, 1935. _

Arrested together with four other» at 
the above mentions time and pMce in the a at of distributing 
eotoBunist handbills and writing slogans. A aearehofhlahcsM 
resulted in the seizure of a quantity of conasun&t literature



D.7051-

YUlin Road*

Canton
Tseu Chia Zurg .

1S* Female

About 1 year and 5 months

About 5 months.

School teacher

Poo Yang primary School, 
9-11 Mei Tseng, Chemulpo Road.

Canton.

10.50 p.m. 2.11.35.
Corner of Palsy & YUlin Reade.

Being a communist.

Sentenced to 2 years and 6 months imprisonment on
Hoveraber 18, 1935*

Arrested together with fbur others at 
the above mentioned tine and place in the act of distributing 
communist handbills and writing slogans. Her hone at lfo.32 , 
Baikal Road wee searched and a quantity of communist literature 
seised.



D.705X.

Yulin Hoad.
Tai Zah Ming )•

Canton 18 Female

about 4 months

About 4 month*.

Student

Ml.

Ching Chi Li Village, King Ping Halen 
Canton*

10.60 p.m. 2.11.33.
Corner of Dalny & Yulin Hoads.

Being a coranunist.

Sentenced to 1 year and 3 months i^prlaonnent on 
November 18, 1935.

Arrested together with four other* at 
the above aentloned tine and place in the act of distributing 
eeaaunist handbill* and writing slogans. a search of her hoc» 
resulted in the seisur* of a quantity of communist literature.



D.7051.

Yulin Boad.

Kiukiang
Yang Chi Tsau )•

Hale

About 2 years.

About 2 years.

Private tutor.

4ft < 'T
7, Ss Wai Li, Ward Hoad.

Kiukiang, Kiangse.

At 2.30 a.a. 3.11.35,at Wo 
27 Banping Bead.

Being a communist.

Sentenced to 1 year and 3 months i^risonment on 
Wovember 18, 1936.

Arrested at the above-mentioned 
time and place by the Municipal Police, and a search of 
his room resulted in the seisure of a quantity of communist 
literature.



D. 7051.

YUlln Hoad.

Wusih
Tai Chien ping

25 Male

Being a

4 years

& 
About 2 yoara/6 months

Assistant librarian

C.M.Custojaa Library,
Tung Yu Li, Bteell Hoad.

-T
Mo»8 Zah wng Bong, KcM^ao, Outaide
Worth Gate, ^isih»

3.15 a.m. 3/11/35 at H0.16
KWonaing Boaft.

ccoanniat.

Mot Guilty* Jitôgoaont given on 1S«U«35.

Arrested at th» abovo*-asntlon»d tin» 
and place by the Municipal Polia» acting ea infbmation 
applied by the 6th accuaod Yang Chi Tsau. A quantity off 
pro eoTniinmiat literature waa found in his hdni<r'at*No.i5 
Kwenming Hoad.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Special Branch...

DaleS.QTemb er.. .1.9. i g 3 5REPORT

5'«Z'/^zCo.nclu.aion...o.f...ca.E.e...!';S21nHt...Chiiie.ae...cojwi.uni.si...su.3p.ec.ts..arre.ste.d...hQ.th.........

....in..Yulin.R.o.?.d...D.i.st.r.i.ct..pnd...i.n...C.hi.n.e.se. territoryon..No.vd2nd.,. .3rd..&...6th> ...1935
Made .t„Jgne8..........    Forwarded by................ ............................... -<3'............. .........

On November 9, 1935 TANG WEI CHING . LI NYI 00 _ _

!■ ' = end TSENG FBI AO the three women arrested_____V* z 
\ / ' ■ in Chinese territory, were released by the Public Safety-Bureau—
y owing to 1? ck of any evidence against, them.. LCQ_.SUKJ.FONG

the Chinese female claiming American citizenship, who was

also arrested in Chinese territory in connection with this_______

case, appeared before the 2nd Branch ofjthe.. Ki png su High Court.__

on November 13, when she, too, was ordered to_he_ released-----

because of insufficient evidence.As previously reported, her 

claim to American citizenship was disallowed by the_.U.*S.

. Consular Authorities in Shanghai.________ __ _______________

________The seven communist suspects arrested in the Yulin Road 

District appeared before the 2nd Branch Kiangsu High Court on 

November IP, 1935, when the following decisions were, handed__

3rd accused.................................... 1 year & three months________do.

jiQwn. in r.e js^£.c.r . M

1st accused................

____________________________

................... 3 years_____________ -__ imprisonment

2nd accused................ ....................2 years & six months do

g^th accused

V 4. U V— V, IA U VL • • •• • • «

4th accused.............. . ..........2 years & six months do

5 th accused............ ... .......... 1 year & three months.. TT..___ dû._______

1. year & three months------:—dn

7th accused.. Found Not Guilty,
This concludes the case against the persons arrested in

C.hi.n.e.se


! SHANGHAI KUNiriFM PCUCfc
y. 22F I S. B. REGISTRY

‘ ” SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE./).
I. I Date ........................... ......

CRIME DIARY. /

CRIME REGISTER No:— . —................ Police Station.

■—»...... i9 •
Diary Number:— „ ? Nature of Offence:— ~ '

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
- . -, - ,

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.



Extract $ Proceedings in S. $. D. Court for ia/ii/33l9 F. |. R. No.
$oo 23

Reg. No. ?/l(>343“0 Stu. Yulin Procurator Ling

SU. N0^û754-ÔO
Yoeh

Jud^e Za»
Chow

Sheet 25

w ir<aicc73T (»,?■.)

ür. King s Kum appeared for the
v.T, Ven for the 3rd Accused Zlh S-uig hah. 

^r. s. T. tfong for the 7th Accused Tai -bien Ping.

proceed tRF/Sl- JU1. (jue<y.u'a t cr.iy)

Decisionj' 
s»‘J.Ch*o. i£t» 3 jeere i'apriaoclient for he tn/; cunoorned jib J

proper*tIng a doctrine Irreeanclobio with the Three 
Peoples Principles with iutaat to injure the 
Hepublin of China»

Each 2 yenre raid 
the sone offence

8 ©onthe 1 jpr tsonnent for j
5B the above* *

« Lthj- n-ich 1 year 'md » Months iaprlscnnent for 
t’-.e ff-^ae offence as* ths above»

J8th:-. i, yj»:îy 5 uiOaths Iniprlno^ .eat for pre#8&rttaB|. 
s dostra’.s irreconcilable ni th the T^iree Feople^ 

Iplur wlih uK»»it to in^ -<r« t!» aepuHl» 
of C- i.ia*
i'ot -Tutlty •n*.4 to i<e roiecw^d*

?-riG5.c ’n*■ :■«■; tj--*’’’'■c'-ted»
A«U

'iî'* .•art:- The police th* right of op: xjaJL re. W
<ir» v.t. Ï rJk Yonr Honour to grant bail to the - 

r^d iccUBfld Zth St-X .*hah. (Hot gr*n1*d)*|



Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for u/u/dâ. R-No-

Hetf. No. 7/ 1Gu43-Q St”* xuiin Rd. p«’°°“rator 2.ung

Stu. No>A-.7S4*4oe
•Judftô&u» Tcoang * __

Sheet ,o..t

ill aooueod i"Charge
Fid 1236 fl) PxepngntlAft Cy raialonj, CUiatr. *0 Art. 2 (2)art 6 at the 

governing th© puniaharnt i f per©Jn$ vhu camlt a©tg 1th 
intent to Injure the Pecubllo g_
—pSf 1 tK?y~conocfn57 * agotuer betara.. a .1 lîuot nfiâ 
Hyreabnr, 1'335 in nhna’hnl, did pronafcato w dootrine ir- 
reo.no 11 bio with the Thy»« p/oplee Px-lnolplte, C-.itr.tao 
,»rt.2 (2) nnd art.* of tî» haw owcmlnn the innluhumt 
uf peruana .ho oucsilt note 1th lutorrt to injure the 
Republic at Ch .'»»•

Xe '.U” ...*U .. J,xJ‘C.. "U-' ’<>;■ T ( . ...)

i.r.  --...x; i. .a.’ - <©r-a. rr t.'v h, . cr 0, n. 
«. ’f<- „ >h A-* .>./ t c ©p«w.jmx . 

ve'ur.rw. X.'% V©« ‘>nfl f»-* ■■ « ;'-w re^wefl.
?■% Y.T, -nn tv, -.UuM of *> Ini» m, ntbf 6th KM 

«••ir. ooaft 3 Ts 0'4> l"‘>r the 7 «3 utu^soû.
’lv. Yvr?.:~ '."■»» Xt»** f.t ~h, p.r- ©■•,-. nnsUr ,

2 12) nnC. A/t. c£ t. « nw 3 1--*’ ’nr’ n- tf yArctne
w.c ei d'i anta wit;- tc lajnrr v,* hm-nhll© u: Unl.n'U it

XI.is !•■’■• on Xh* CÔ.Ü. 13*6 wvt. CU'.ii. 70U nrr©tt«4 th*
iKt rt 5V1 ncoiar vn .Mlny 'if”! n**nr Xultn do«i. r©*tucrj

w.» tf'- v rip^ nehn.i ©r*» rn f'.llcwu- At &v&<« imw. Ui» 

otrA.fi. (•.. 3. X098 era th© lot. „ 4U-» and 5th a©trij5«u w»re wdklnt 

n'ln 'r; If nep/w Heft*, whnr© tn© dtn *ummuvmv threnjl n cwtrnVIj» <f . * • ★- -«
1^. \i.ts in tc ti f* enrden ©i ;rne»io©a nt fi<> »ib7 J.Incyang 

Rend. *0 thn ûrfx Cf ti’.c otiÆnà jil-n-iibAO wao ojstisn., t r rille**» 

rir.n jioi’iJil net wr* cat what e<rt w*r* L irenn intc
it. Lcocvrr he «aup*»et<*<l !.. m aad X'ollcord a-t^r tl rn. h«» 

er.w t!rc© Xivo auL*u*“& art *&<.tP‘Wr ca Vea.iqf Ra4, w.j©re th© 

witruwiv nr-ricd, ïang hln that t-.ro© acoueeu. ><a4

wrl I t©:» fclMJtoSS co ti.r rlrotrl© bUi>«ltu*<ta and au L .n waj.le on 

Llncynag* taae lliey nx’rraixU ïi© pallor Xcuuü t ©.t 
the pnm hlrta w’ loh the 4th necnwro haft thrown intc the renter* 

at de. J?67 Llacynnc aut4 fa?r ti.njr» of ocmr(mte&lo nature. She 

Itttra.ru U threw tnaa lato ïuns hai primary hohc<ltn©xt <kcr to 

He. 36? Llacynns» bu> threi^h ulotoke eue tiirew inu no. x07, a

otrA.fi
Itttra.ru


Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for
Reg. No. Stn.

19 F. I. N. No. Stn. No.
Procurator Judge

Sheet g

foreign residence, instead of the Bohod. The witness Yang 
stated in tae rdlne Stati< n tnat ut» oaw tn» 2nd aocuseu wrote
these 7 kinds of slogans (copied slogans produced) on the wall 
with a uiialk. ïnefie 38 bteks were seasoned in the 2nd accused’s 
heme at premises Mo. 20, Baikal dead (List d becks searoueu pro.), 
Tixe 4th and 5th accuse^ led the police into their dwelling hcuse 
at Kc. 32 Tbui^j Yang Li, Baikal Read, where in the attic rom, 
upstairs, these 25 bocks were searched (list of bocks producer)• 
The said attic rota Is ocmewb.fi. t like a class»rcca and may be it — ' — *- i
was supplied for a nesting place. At 2.30 a.ru on the 3/11/35 
the first (1st) accused led the police to his dwelling noise at 
So. 27 Kung^ing kong, Kungping Koad, wtiere these oaanuniutio 
bocks and a mimeograph were seized. The mimect>raph was used fcr , 
the purpose ut printing comm.uU.stlG pamphlets. lie admitted that | ' |
lie 'ied lived timre l*cr three months. Tie 6th accused stated in ’ 
the police statics that the 7th accused was his acocriplioe and ■ 
tnt ha live-1 in tnw premises at So. 15 Kwenming Road, so the ;■ 
police went there m and arrested Kim also. These bocks as stated 
on this list (pro) were seized in t*'*e 7th accused’s heme. The ■.s. .
1st auoused stated t at one named Lee introduced aim to Join tne 

cornu list partgr and he is new tne chief of the kropaganua Depart» 
meat. Among these accused, seme aor.itted that they are members | 

party ~ ‘ •
of the communist pery bat some denied, and here is their statements' 
made in the Station. These ”Sze Sze" hetfely seized in the 7th | 

ncousei’s home (pro) are the same as those threwn into the premises^ 
at Do. 2S7tg£aoyang Road by the 4th aocased.
Judge to the 1st acousedt i

Q. Have ycu heard what the Municipal Advocate said? 

A. Yes. 1 .

Q. was this statajiant mode by you ia the Station?

A. Ko. I know ’’lee”, but 1 am not a member «f the

ocmewb.fi
a.ru
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ü limy.

••U kûCV. .fïl»’ <A rL*fx*i’J

iZlfi *wii itfisi#* t»<n the ii nguaca lie

■- d’ Ki .. .’h.

s.n oCuinv, :y?

X1VJ.' -mlX-rxtU4.au w»'U Cail UjjF’Uk
:.l ittV-

1C«. '■ 1- in

! f»«A.l <’■«!

sùa •■'o'part*
-t

ka»7w X.** r*:r t.-.rnn months anÊ luw I cculd-
cz • r«; .ùi i- /•• .ar ft v nt

Ul

eV yen ? ? ,b. i*. evs . -aiatle
* tr?

’i >! » J- -rxA i»?e utt ucauseA.

in rv rot;a A'Mirt* Vi«fc r ’•><-11-! i

btn?ht hy ni» imt stu* n«p» oct'r<»*•*?. I'.’cu t> 15 Vrery.

C.n Ml»

h 5e I»** ^•lly th* çtk &acut>«*d 5v,3?pcc*' ct using

‘X'pi^a al* ?.rarena tuuc»t la t.‘v» /".’r'nlnc sohcdl

aocuoecl t©K. lliii yoi fit tCv**»* *■**’ 9'i 'iis V»r 4uU vC CV

tv jïi^ m*5. t-e She ec.BaunilLiacyantf IU-jA in the «<r vi *

tlo slogans cn the electric «te=s&nr< anA. wall r«ox‘*Hi<‘'tv*‘iyX
Y<;£i.

Vhat •<<» yto critic ttM-i'M 

KuJfcJ- T,rtB* c-iaXkE wm*r. found about the pctsk*»tB

ci' the 1st accusas, wvl v«hat h* wrote tivum were those slccnne as

"Lem Shinny Tai etc.

Q. Dià yen writ»' 7 kinXe cf clcgnn® th#»r*7

f gc0 X cnly wrete ttanc fi kln<« cf the», end. I de net kacfl ’is

who nrcte the rest two kinaa

%

I

. 4

rxtU4.au
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A,

Mr.

Sueet 11
DI CL y eu air© throw ciîHttuiiBtic pamphlets?
Ho.

Kun: The ”Sae Sze’ Weekly suss threwn Into the pre*

mises at W< 1.57 Llacyhng Read by the 4th accuse- 
Why did you throw these pamphlets into the fcreign

residence?
X do not knew It please ask the 4th accuse-.

A,
■» Q.

and *l«otrlo

k

tc th* writ.

coiiceraed to it?How mny men were
Chly 1 and the 2nd to 5th accuseu. concerne- to it.
With reference to tiw* slogans you wrote on the wall 

standard, I find you are a member of the communistic

Th* '-.enters of the oc&iiiunistlo party utilised us to
As a ci fact we are not the cw.berE of the

ccLEiuni^ti c party, 
of the heel tlcgi cal

L*e only ar to join the League

k.

xary for tne purpose of study sociology.
Did you print the cesmuidhtlc pamphlets fcn the

aimecgra^T
A. Pc. ("-fter t!w» 6th acciwd had lost Ills Job and

left unemployed he tried tc earn hl® living by teaching, sc I aid
him money tc bay the mine* graph and open the evening ashed.

Mr. Knm:- The 1st and End aco isd. gave Infcnsatinn to the
an evening sc .ttl, w ich they 
t e> Ming Tsu I'rimry School «È 

rum Rend. liiey only epenau it for & nights, e.l. 1/11/^ „ ... . 
(11/35. They taught 14 female workers Chinese and Mathematic*

police t.iat they were the owners of
opened by hiring the olass-rcotas of

Judge to the 1st accuse^:
Q. Did yen open the even!ng school t© tench 14 fenale 

werkeroten-tiweub^ct

A. Ho, we did not teach t'Wi, but the 6th accused taught
«

them Chinese and Mat hem ties there

C.P.S. 708:

.1
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DeP.i , t 13,40 on th* 2/11/35 while I iws n

patr;>l on Ttf-stoy- ï- , 0»i?.C» l’X-D reported to wo thut there

were n •?«">?:i of co •..•■•unictr; tore ^Lvé-^' on the electric

•-'•al» m i hc-i.t cl U* hlw t.> L'-jîEj' Tiot-.d l.j.1 errobted these

5 ncO'S'3.
.'« .7. ..% 1>.:.5 v. i. n tl.C I UHW the

, Xtrfc .-.',r v v -LC*. >- - Ci >Ji ..X-•«4th

■ occ'.r. -ïf’ U . -. 1 ’••• "m’v Ç’.é u-~v. Isea %.t c.. ui? Llao-

■ ÿf»B(ï ’-PC 1 .y." •'-* •■ V î’ 3f‘îr >.l ;'Vll< . ii V.4*t <J ;<■ .• u 10

no 1 r. C'-et v i ■ ■'• '.f into j.v. Hvwevc* •

I r.-t;:' k’-.'Vi ( fi U /■'•Vit» ■ ti.r®. I new S5î.-«i .f<. ViT;ê

; aeesû»! tôllcvd in '«••? l»-t, Ath, î-nci bth ec<n?e3. rit»

j acts T&r-G '■‘e-c -.cc'-FT-ti c.ksiuh.'js tts el, gnns

on tbc electxlû ;e/.ir ..u-.ô :e .'ât.-.•?;■•. r.«j ha-é, ;..-x in the r^.i®

• tlir® C.;. . 70£ eenc le î .V« .Icwttmj on ny vuty ünofc, t;o

■ 1 told Me tn® m'ôte* <-n<i we toeetrx-r .irre-cw; ti^e rive veweeO 

! on Y-illn 3Grd» J nnt t-k-er. vrito •i-'.û verd*1 ae stitcà»

; Irt ica

; ■,.« nil rent t.'.c yc’Uoo-'ne* ..aie! » ro c-i-roctî

I I 
... Ar© you « nctùier H’ the Co’sriuMFtic .^ertyr .

.1. .IC.

»’• Po ye-i ’mow cil Vxscî ceavsel?

• ï only imcT; the l^t ocs^oA.

<.. Did j-txi ojxja tes cvonijîfë wc.cocl in the Ling ïüu irfeery 

Lehool?
I

A. ho» ,

y. ?.là Vila *:tut«Lic.it Ev.<le by yon in the station?

Ho, it ma not true for 1 old not write the slogone* 

Did y<xi go to{jCther to ïleoyr.ng Rond with tie let
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accused Ali the night on the 2/11/35?

a. The l®t accused colled me at ny hone and asked ne to 

go out for pl?y rith then. he did not tell rae about the slogans. 
I really did not write anyth* word on the vail.

I,. But you had admitted no In the eta tien.
A. No.
ilr. Kuns- The witnecs Vcng paid that he saw the 2nd 

accused wrote two kinds of clowns on the electric pcles end voile 

with pea and chalk respectively.
2nd accusedThe 1st accused persuaded ne to write, but

. X did not do It. If you do not believe It, you can ask the 1st 

eccvifed.
-ut the witness stated that he saw you shodtt wmte It?

Â. No.
?5r. Kun:- These ecrarainirV.o hooks were feerob.ed from the 

2nd f coused’s hone at Ho. 20 Taunt* Yang Lee.
2nd accused:- These books were given by the first (1st) 

accused to ne and told me to read them over.
r-r. /Suras- The %ze rze" ’’’oekly and the comunletle new- 

pepere (pro) written in Latin Language were alee ?ea robed from the 

2nd accused's hone.
ç' 2nd accused:- There were elao given W accused

who told me to read them over. I ara not a nenbai' of the communis

tic party.
1st accused?- The books were bou^it by tSie 2nd accused 

l himself while the *Tze rze” Wekly wav given by me» for he le œy 
friemd and I told him to read it in order to know the International 

; neve.
C.P.G. 1090s- The 2nd accused was arrested together with 

the other four accused. He walked in the front and took got® new- 

papers in his hands.
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”he<t 14

^.re you u member ox tte ocMunmnirtic nurty?

po. i ksier; the j -’t ..ocu. ad. in the fhun iho Library

v.i.eitj ho ’ .i-xa.-t the non tn el’ July and Aununt. I

boon's a friend .•.*1’ hVi 1 foxrÆ tout fee le well-educated.

ûban 12 u»i‘>.« /ha iUit ü o<• ùii‘v!l i'll ùj- up ta® and asiopd to 00

to -' OÎÏ1TJ0 .Of-il vrrivf-d in there he1

r ! «• *O 5?* it î’trj» f ion," rhJleo? -ulny uc"d

ho ;v k:>r.V I caw t:n5r speaking

ViTltC the?!»

üue r-e<’ ■,5»oFe-

Q.

the

tne fI-j/t-uC on Linoyany hnd

lie

police ««'cd whether

1 told then I did not
3.‘d, 4i*n ? fend 5th

■■.y y.fx ?.r the >■ *rtian?

ii.tnr nrv you '.pwto thé til •flar**’

Ho no id t -et he o*'c jwi end the

C.P.C. 1GC8 ■"■’.no raid that yov orr^ted too»- >

va to im

1 h'..<‘*

I

ther* ’.-.1 th .the .*thcv 4 seot;oed

I walked in of th© 1st accused who walked to-
£ôtuer <?;lth the other tw forr.l.ee, and T do not knon why did they
ari’eet :$e.

The 1st accused ct«tod that î» enec-p^d yon to go

to Zdaoyscg Raid for rrltl.^s th© oormwletio clocpne.
To, he only told nr to oone out to play with hin.

uWïîî- The 4th eeo’jred 11 vM In the ’till tfenufnoturt
factory wiieye nothing relating to earonunien eas seized.

fry tnt ,<th W

'..J ;
•/

forr.l.ee
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c. Md you arc ne «.i» the doctrine of comunisrn?

v. -ere yon evreotod toc?tv,'.r w.4t;>. tY.e 1st accused on 

Dalny Hoad, for you «•; corned v>f£tner v.ith tJest hi in rrtting 

the oowanistic sXo,;u»s on jj.aoven.'’ toâ?

'.♦ Ye.^, i v:.:; r.*T-"Ot»-"’» fexyesk-'.r rith hln. --.e C'-llnd r.» 

to ço with hin.

/ . '*/il he *<U y u y. r<- v. t-1?^

v, I'.c eisi -.<t **:•'*.

'.’teï. die». 7’-- V’c v ! •-. ’'tHn-y. yr yr;un« intr tb.e *'?r-

Utfior. t'„ "r : V . lie V'S i '-
i ■ ’

I ... '.":.*h wre '^'o îr.t aeçnncC nr.d ertcr I had I

read turc* •;»«<* X thscr t.x>i cvi-r; fee Im told æ not nc them. ' 
;

' . ; 5.«”2 -’f v. !?•’••■<? > Z T*.'"t te- t ic cl'.ool?

! ‘'■'j.t nrx:< cyr.jx ?f.L yrs: to'iltc;-. on 'tf'c tv.;31 .t? LieoyRUgi

■</• j

<■. ••<», I c«-.ot «rite- ?r<? i.v?rd on yh© veil. J
t

o..r,.C. ’Ooe*.- I cit the 4*h ncnnr<-A thr<m corTninlstiei 
tk unhle'U i)»to the yrcrTijure :.r rtr.W’. T f«i? not ree bin r.citing J 

the slo./in V; —

Arc yon u nnnt'cr of *îhc Comnnistie T^rtyt

A. HO.

Û. '”-'7 tian the 1st tiûcvsee? «T-vr you these ’cmbhlctc?

| a, Ke told rw to f-^n *cr stuAytns the ’nodarn noun

i of ti’.o T*o^ld«

Q. Hhy you loopt. thoj© commictio booîæ?

/i. 'Chore b.x?kn can be ba'.'fht at ftny book rtore in J*hcn$bal< 

They are not related to the oommif'Gn. '.ax of thou I bovi^ht 
in th© book ? tore end sne of i borrowed fraa tho library. I.
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f’heet 16
JuA e to the 5th SCQusMl______

0* v.ero you arrested together with the other 4 eooused 6n 

the night of the 2/11/35 on llaoyung Ruud?
a. Yes.

Nas it because of you wMtlng the slo^ns on the xt«11b 

on Llaoyang Hoed so you wore arrested?
4th

The 1st the autteee accusedNo# I did not write it,
t-ld rae to take a walk with then.

q. Did the let accused walk together vlth you on the rond?

A. Yes.
C. Did you «rite the comunistic slogans on the electric 

pole with the chalk?
a. îb. 1 did not write then.

Did the 4th accused took these cceesunistic i>ai\phleèu 
and throw then into the prenlsos as stated?

X did not see it.
q. Did you live together with the 4th accused?
a. Yes, because X have no relatives in Shanghai so I 

lived in lier home.
Were these oosnunistie booto seized from your room?

a. They are not belonged to me but to the 4th accused's.
q. Does the 4th accused a teacher?

a. Yes.
Wt are you now doing here?

a. X came from my native city Canton for the purpose of 

studying.

Moafti
$4. N'ere these books all belonged to you?
A. Yes. The 5th accused had no books put in my home. Hbc 

lived in ray home simply because she had no relative in .Shanghai.
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Ch. f t 77

to V » gilt e.cru

’’w. together with ti» let acousefl -nre

o •minutie "crty?

->» 7. not ’• ■•.eubar c>f f e üwiw1 âFtf.c "virt^r. ’:T.e reesoi 
why
|/I livetl wt*h ‘■•ht- roe-.'.reA -s*:» beeerise he

:ny *o:..-d ■ vtr &• C tM M to Uw rltîi hfei In

the v.v,i 'r*2"?* ?!*-t ■-*• »-v.y vn*t» t: ve «<**0 mney en rent*
She "■•■0’7 ♦- .<’.. ■■’ ..•• .• ■■•• -. ■• ■;.»••? ',y.'tro bfé«. *.n»7 ?»e |

eo*7T’u CF;’ ’>* •’ ,t ’ f .* . . 7 y'.:~ '> -.th htfî T *-O»V.â FMWe I

tku •■ ■? o< rrr*. • ?:•.■ ■*■ y . v;t? .•.’ri ..bt-v.t % <

wc '■ou.-.-’fi în yc;i.7 roo'j hox ' ts you?

e.c M'îtve’? ;\e .W>r.«ry, er.rîo oîl to 'is
| "nâ "s~-, t? f c ?5î <?5.y.u5c-l. .* .».■ :>ct .i •*«'.Mr ■** «’'♦■.••‘urJotH |..

! porty. •'

j .. - i«1 L.u .lût i’tel? ■la U- *“ tr-
I nert'î?
i ' : '

■ « .‘VO •

î '.iti V/ A yen to <’7j- t’x •oî r‘O*’W*■ '.

■ •». M.
,, i '

1 • i/ i<l y-*’* yXitc: -ïte a.zxru:iAEtie nlro.-rae on 1&e toile .:=
!. .. ? ■-

j on Llaoy-iM fi«8 tu the nVht un the 2/llZ®^

: ' « Ko. '., ;

i ta. vo you kns-.w that they wrote tljoot ’--.'Zc,'-,

’ /s.» x«i?> aui 1 kub :iut u-Xlîln;; t^cth-æ v'tth tfcera. - e

Mre afaot y^u ou y »u’ eerreot?

ïer., but the ht saeureà only r.PteA to rtnfy the 

sociolofjy o«» à»ut üâi; .ie to te i .io.fih.3i* ‘.if the ctjnnittjïistîo

i party.
ùw liaô you 6i<5r ii ifipc.i.‘£ ail oonæmlu tlc jM-tphlet? ®i

! lan 'tazep-o i.nuàî |.
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A. ho.

If you aid aot concern with him in these works wliy did 
you live together with him?

A. ’■accise I hod no relatives in bhun&iai. so I lived in hie 
room.

Did you print the comunlstic pamphletc on tne mineograph? ’ 
.1. No. It was weed for the purpose of printing the copies 

j of lessons taught to the students in the avenir^ school.
{ Have you over reed the "Ssze Sze" Weekly?

b’o. ;

i

4 rid you propagate the doctrine of Coraaunlm?
... 7it>9 I am not a rar- ’feer cf Use comunlatio poi’ty. The sth I 

accused was ray comrade whoa we were irking together In the :nun 
Puo Library. I am uow working in the Custom House Library.

Do you know the 1st acoused? ;
a. Jo, I do not know him.
... -ere these communistic books searched from your hoc*?
A. These books can be bought in any bock store in ^han^hel.

i cne of them vere given by my friend named Wong Yoong Lien.
c. Is your friend a member of the oomnunistis party?
a. X do not know It.
q. Did he tell you to join the communistic party as a meafcerl 
a, Tio, he only told me to study sociology end Join the League ;

i of Sociological A’arty» but X did not promise him to do so.
Mr, Xumî- The police found the 6th accused in the 1st accused 

horie, where the former stated that the 7th accused was hl a bccobr 

! plica end lived In the ^reraises at Ho. 16 Kwenming Road, so the 
' police arrested the 7th accused also. i

6th aoo ised:- The 7th accused is my friend and X had a letter 

sent by him In my pocket, when the police asked me about the Isttel
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ç- i tolfl v‘-:c uerj£ ccaused «o they -ent there and

j aix’vs L ’C ■••*•*"*

w.1.3, X't æ.*? ,nt str. ted ir> the rtatian

t'ut ’..a lr ‘;b< .'C. ■.': ..z. IL . wCo.“.1^; Hose, out at the

tlrjt* 12 ‘ice ''-'narlf.il ■ *.“■* 4'-. 'A %,.-•’ kA ?. ï-cïc-ived by M© t<? again
<< • *■ », V. 1 r 3 • •>. K'K-Jl!Êr’ /ig . eut,, Kuri^-ing R<ed#

V-’-r-: . *• t../ ■■n ^he s

6K: cj. ’ »' ' 1 - A ’ J ■>j * ’ - ■C :<>} \ \ It ■; ..■ ■< . i ■'.If.

’ /; 2^ >s **:? ’ v ■ . . . <. . . . » - ’J '» '* 4 '’■'<' ' A Ax- 2.^. load»

» A > ÎU ■• .- r ‘T- ir-j !
I . ’ ■• r

' »\Vl ' * ■■ rl ** ?**U ' ^.*5. * —■ * * Î,

' ... -.a y-M» '>'•*» *•«» »li<» fwiiknr. that ti;<> 7tli accused t&fl i

, i'jiir uc J?' ice?

I , ’ J. «-■ -v y *'•* - J-' h'-••.<- tv rO'.ii, i C’ 1 ’2ÎCK
I
! '?"* r.c axe *» it * • * «i » U. ' aa^»u,a. ij,>t “.'4' ..aaoii» f

pllcc (;'•■• 1~ -u.V.od ty p l*.cai fox X iijf.ftlr x& uoL a .iap4<-<»r oC 

az? t**.e scr.xuaf.a'U c pe*ty» » ’’ V tell th» p lî.uo V4 be 

r'* p
! IE t.itn »' tho ?uV- o 6ju u; the i-e^i^octlvd

j noenne:’.* |
■'■&*• ’-'-he U't io &ua..,û-.,-ü t nx.frto >

! Xgz t'ie .‘‘I' '.«r.*.t4-‘45 <»«>.«■ jW*-Stic fc-iüiputii. 2»ie to

• 6th aac-weft u to'ted «has i:«ô »««»•** atax’ü to gp out for 

wee work. '.Ails ma rtec'-t t - »<*y î«j uu.*tod Vues» ta âo rone •

1 oomKinXe'Klo w.-i*ke. ototed the? j

he had beoft t;JB ohivi1 of o»xjLoü>utiiû 4-i-o.ju<juiMte 14>»urtui&t uflP i
I

the Vewirc ?.'Is tr-c tt<> be *“‘£sfc **«*hle 'to uetign the works he the | 

other •n.^brro oi' tn» tfuwwurtic pux'ty* Xn th© u.tpit on the f 

ii/U/SS, tt6 XGt accused wrato the oaœuui&tl» alog^ne an Ltooyaqg [ 

Rond together vitt* W.6 jtù< r * ucaaü.ed* ïhe 4th eerusou aüsdtteA

that she did throw the ooiimui^8^*® patiphlets Into ttio jjceialsee at
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No 257 Llooyang Rood. .Ithougb none of the accused did not admit 
tiist they «rote the comunletlc slogans on Liaoyang Road, yet they 

doubtless 
were going together for doing their work, eo it was «H-êwM they 

did concilt together end participate in the effenoo. Moreover 
it was very late in the night that they gent to the stated road |
to write the communistic slogans. This proves that wanted to I

do the works secretly and damn did not want their works to be 

discovered by others. If the 5tb accused really did not write 
the c jmumetic slogans, she Mght have acted for them as l?ok- 

c out. The hooka seised in the dwelling place of xne 4th end 5th
accused are the strong evidences of proving that they had concerned 
tofjethcr to study the dec tri ne of Communism. Instead of charging 

them under arts. 2 (2) and 6 of the law governing the punishment 
■ of person© who eoKnlt sots with intent to injure the Republic of 

i Chine, the police charge them under jrt. 5 of sea© only. 
The 5th end 7th scoured opened the evening school ind 

them sere also nornunlPtlc bootee found In the 7th accused’s home, 

so it is obviously seen that they used ths communistic bootee as 
the lessons taught in school. No doubt they participated in 

f : ’
I : conrunlom, so the police also charge them under art. 5 of the same \
| ■ law.
j ■

! Mr, Y. t. Vent- The police charge the 1st accused under
; art. 6 Gt the Law governing the punishment of persons who coonlt

acts with intent to injure the Republic of China. He had admitted | 
; that be did write the communistic slogans on Liaoyang Road, but j

did not admit that he is a ^wiber of the communistic party. He | .
’ is a young md and nay be he was ftnoebt lured by the caununiote to | 

corr.it the offense. I ask the coirt to impose him the minimum | 

| sentence if Tour Honour finds that he is guilty. _
j The 4th accused was seen by the polios on Llaoyang Road >
I i when she threw several cocministlo pamphlets into the prenlaes at 1
I ! ’ 5
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1? . Ü5? n? ’?.“•«©• -û «<•’-? fivoa hy •{>€ let zoo’.inefi

she 41.- not 'n. .. ■ -:t ?’*'t V-' * ^*C7 rsxto rolut.ee to the eo.,iiu4nlsnu

'. fhovV? yr^ '*o ••? . 1 lir ?!•.(*« £.,J -!- C-lXt/; y tec so

her t'-c -eu* -, .ie .’’t"' — ~ -*- V- ■■ junua v^r^a.

Thn 5 th ■ ' -■■'•'.- «• '. ■ 1-v- • • -* iaxcxs tn'ute the

0 ■ ' -, ;c 1 i .'0 *' .■ ?^L;. u ut; A il) *xO3*

■ TCf î ■ « -t * „ • .y ■■„ - * - -a <• L v’.lW n.J

.V .... r > /■ ' * * > -t ra< t

t>c

"•’Vz- r- m. • » • ». •. •• • • * ■■• v X*» viit Ji»i '„> ‘ti. -,

1 «° t• •'^lu:•? th~ peliez to >'-ï’>vt z'-et

if r •,x-~.tw-r ->i t.c a p-/sy.
<•■ cc a.-.-.-’-p t- o r»^.< ■-’ '■ -V'f-! ;k;-x* aru. Ü or 

• scz® v*r. T rl ■ z t •'<■ ■: ’.•■•• -,.'■» -af vl: v Mi v vzlte

■ cv.^-v” 1 tlC Li ‘ 5 '■-• f' ’<w t'.,î -,i -J ■ .<,(! V-1 *y>

■ tr> . •Ion;,..!- r* *} , ,ü:. :;ût fo. I. Ut tù?? ■©V.^

I tc dO. :’ro;-. ho 3:3 t. 1. I £•''-!!-< ' •• ■' Zyli.y T.'.l jh iht frfü

I '«? AH. r.vt » *',J' t.hedr ü7nvQî<at&<m far- ccc^xfi*

i»<5 to the -j rt-of 'Tth’i- *>■•< Ar- '■»-•'* 11 • tv ’.rb tU« 

ot-exis « <*wvor U»;- mïw tjre > '■-*.!rlth wæk. i’be ->-lzce hie 

■!•' not xira onj- la nw ^«s-.x m.t»- un««M Mz-U ■

i the «Itr-e^tî r. k<tzè î-v rav. hva rxirifie, il* cvsmn.istîe 

! el gone y®t it #ur, Xat»? iw hHe nz-’ht the ihjtio •‘I.g.oc the 

ethteâ ronâe s^e few tmC ô.l?h J'O it ncMxn voi«ier Vqpfcaihle for 

the witrece to G>*ti.nft.Jr-h V.e ?,w <ai rno roe Uy wrote them. *Fhe«- 

fere whut the mV tev ijuoorr^ot» iKxreover it the

bi’û ?i«jcs>it,ç>4 3?t'ù.ïiÿ c vii-a why v.<j poli ofc co?ild ii^t

find aiiy hoo^ xelati?ig V) aou'r<urt^i>n in »JU* dwelling »!»««• 

iiï» a.Ungf ,-3<uimUug to t»<e wituesc the ijnll

i ooe ;F-ed rrdto thn « xsaua.ia tiv tijuo£;aii& tie wll ©n Llicyang HÛ» 

But he 6130 & toted tu.t he Is e ccwhictor in the «Trrcio&r nnd do

rolut.ee
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not know the h nd accused. Cf course It ould reider inposeible

for him to pwk* ©ut so dourly the e pearance of the 2nd accused
during the uldnight of tx i/11/38. The witness thst

ser the 8nd c.eo^od wore e r-’it. of blue clothes, but or n setter

'2 feet he wore tee blcck «nd is still wosrtng se-» tn the
cert, therefore mt the v.’itrecr- stated ere ireorreot. Ithoi^h 

; th© let d coxed £ toted c» the 4/Xli/;35 that the End uccurod did
rrlte the coin tac slorar.s on iteoysmg Rend, yet Itxvd^trtee 

wxxaàïy he 'icy tell the Mo to the police with e virv to relieving 

hie- burden. The Crû ©caused ©ta ted that he did not tee bin
r.ntir.,3 tn© slo^uas. as te tee books towed In hie hone, the | 

; Sr.d ?C3 -sed stated that the let accused gr.ve bin to road, no he 
■ inn.-se

♦ea rvill.y deceived by others. 1 a sit the ir»:u*t t© eeste-we him 

f e 'slnir-ari r.entenao.

.Sr. Mngî- TL© police stated te&t the v;it..enr y-,ng saw i
j Vjc 2r.d acocred. war writing tne oo^vnunintle rlagone on the wall
I

on ï-iaoyùAg P.oad, if vu*.; wry (h.rk in •-.he night, end h;w could the 

rltacao posclbly distinguish tt-et it vis reeily the End accused 

: counttted it. The let aec• iced rtntert that ho did &>t see hira 

writing it. »ud the police alsc did not see it. lie was told by 

the 1st ccciiAod to go out for pley» und ffd net told to rrîto th* 

eontminisllc a,tof??r»e. î‘.® iiet th** other accused on the wy. Vl^theT 
(S’

he rcully wrote the rlog» re or not is a ”rtt?;r of doubt. Reg©r6i*g 

to the books fourni in hie horie, I my eey they are oormanly road 

by the students. The Pnd see’*ned If e yoirng non end my he be
’ wee tempmWrlly persuaded by th© litemt»xre end eorsiitted the 

! offence. 1 aaic tee co rt to ii^oee bin the piirdLmi entence.
«r. Aongj- The ?th occused wra arrested owing to the

i fact that a letter was four/l about the p oket of the Sth accused.

i He had worked together Æth the fith accused in tho *'hun

; Library, and It If very coMion in the society that <me will send
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letter to fete’s fx*ien<3 whenever they had parted for e 1 nd, tir e* 

fe cannot cay that he la a no pea ted to be a member uf tno coi«’UHls~ 

tie wrty on account of tlie letter nent to the (5th ocu .avd* •** 

to the bookr Sound in his hose arc publicly known, no we t lao 

c-nnot ccy that he le suspected to bo the uetnuer of t'.ic c > munis - 

tie j&Tttf on accomt of these books found in his homo* hareover 

these books rare bo towed from the library. 
Procurator Mr, IflMiaii'- Hie let to bih euciuced i.c-i-e 

or roe tod on Dalny Road for they caieomod together in coca:.itti:»g 

the offense of writing the ecïsrainlfttî® slogans on lA&oy-ng 5~aâ. 
It Is no (V'ubt ti e lot icciscfl assigned the Rnf to 5th accused 

the '“■‘rk. The lot eccnsed admittnd that be aid w-’xw the oouo» 

unis tie slogans on the wails t.nu ©lao stated fnt tne £<d aacusod 

wrote t>o. Tiwy wore identified by tn® witness « jg, but taa 

2nd sco’Wod denied it la the o »urt. it 1» very clour w 12e !

that he refined to tell tho truth to the court* IL® 4tb accused 

threw th® co mmis tic penphlete into the premises at o. «257 

Liaoytnc 5’oud. ’.Che 5th aeoised want together with Vuera, so she 

was also conoernsd to the offence* moreover tney went there in 

tl 0 night* If they really did not commit the offense, why they 

vent there in the night to do so* hogarding to their ogee, i 

iiay say evory one in China cannot poesioiy tell definitely how 

old 'ne is» so I hope Your Honour would not trouble you so meh
; in questioning to their ages* The 6th accused lived together • 

with the 1st accuFcd, and taught 14 female workers in the evening 
School
/ opened by him* What did he tench them is a natter of doubt* 

hit we my easily imagine he taught then the doctrine of cosuwuni- 
sm for there were books relating to it found in his none* Althoigl 

the 7th accused did not go together with the others to Liaoyang | 

Road, yet the 6th accused stated thaw he was his uccaapllcs. Th® > 
books end pamphlets found in the respective houes of thee® 7
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aoc /sea are exactly sane, .Ithnijjh the books oan te bought fron 

took stores yet tie p* aphlotn oar. net be obtained there, eo it 

lis o'ûvis'.jtfiy tes:: 6o.it these 7 secosed are the r. ; of tu© 

e :.' v„.ixx Ist ic r<.-? ty «

Decision : Tco a£U Ju.ls^r.t on ln/12./3£ » p.”U
T.K.U 1 _
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REPORT

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Dazg-g.TOPrnlaac.. 11

Subject....9®;Se..^?-inst...Ç.erta.in...cpr™u.nlst..su.spe.ç.t.s...a.rr.es.t.ed...Nov.ember. 2,...1935

on Dalny Road.

&?.Made Z7.JU.Sa..J5-0.es. Forwarded by.

______ In accordance with the instructions of the P.O. Special------ 

Branch, careful inquiries have been made by the staff of S.o 

working in collaboration with the Chinese author!ties, _in order 

to clear up various joints connected with the case.The-------------
libraries and schools mentioned have received special attention 
and particulars of these institutions are given hereunder ?_____
International Library:_________ ..._____________ Ù____________

_______ Situated at No. 593 Route Ferguson. Among the promoterg___ 

of this library are Mr W SHIH HUE I and LI__SHIH TSENG, prominent

_membera__of_the. CkE.G. of theJCuomintang. Now in -courae_of-----------
organisation, the formal inauguration of the library is planned_

to take place on January lt 1936.________________ ;-----------------------
Shun Pao Circulating Library;—-----------------------------------------------------

.______ Located in Room. No .364 of the Continental Emporium_________

Building in Nanking Road, this particular library is connected__
with and financed by the Shun Pao newspaper. No. 309 Hankow Rd. 
There are approximately fourteen thousand members._____________
Toong Hai ( ) Primary School, No.277 Liaoyang Road.______ __

______ This school was established in the early part, of 1932 and 

consists of a primary and a middle school. The primary clans____
is attended by 150 pupils and the middle school cIbrh hy frgft-------
72 pupils. The principal of the school .is. a Ningponese named-------
YIH KYA SHING He is assisted by 13 male and 3 female

teachers._______ ________ _________________________________________
Wu Pang ) Girls* School :__________________________________

This is situated in Ling Ying Road tfest Gate,____
in Chinese territory. It has a good réputation,__________________

There is no evidence to show that either th» lihrnrUa--------

or the schools mentioned in the documents seised have ever been—
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Date.................   ig

Subject................................................................................... - ....... ....................... ...........................................

Made by .......................................... .......... Forwarded by....... ................... ......................... . ......................
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used as centres for the propagation of commun ist_dQ.c trines.__ _

_______ All the addresses discovered during the course of the_____  

various raids were thoroughly inquired into »nd four funwlac,_

whose names and addresses figured on slips of paper found at .. .

No .32 TSUNG YANG LI_
two fpw.lp pnnimuniat. snepects TSSU CHIA ZITLIC (À"!'Ï/' ) end TAX —

ZUH MING - were subsequently arrested inChinese._______ J
territory by the Specie! Branch of the Shanghai Public Safety i 
Bureau. The case concerning these four women arrested jn________  |

Chinese territory comes up again for hearing on November 13. Î
.________ The seven communiât, euepecte arrested in the Int.Ernntinnal |

j
Settlement appeared before the 2nd Branch of the Kiangsu High | 
Court on November 11, the case being remanded until November 18 [

for judgement.____________________ _______________________ _________ s
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence Propagating
________________________ ______________________ n murai niflffij»------

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
3-11-35 to 9-11-35

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

“LTangyang Road 
Baikal Road 
Kungplng Road 
Tongshan Road 
Chemulpo Road 
Dotective Office 
S.S.D, Court.____ .____

I

y

Place or description of 
premises. Shanghai. 1___________ _____________  _______ • #.

Time and date of offence. Between July and Kjember 1935. f

„ ,, „ reported. Hot reported.
Name, occupation and ad

dress of complainant. S.M.C. Police Department. _ «

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

Arrests.

(?) Tan feih Toea 19, Shanghai, s/cierk,
27 Kungplng lai ng. Kungplng Road. |

(2) Tsang Pan Teen f ), 18, Hingpo, ^/Printer, 1
20 Tseng Tang Lee*. Baikal Road. t i

(3) zih Sing Whah ), 19, Wusih, s/cierk, |
85 Tuning Road. . . J t I

(4) Tseu Chia Zung (Rifr ), 19, Canton, M/female, J
32 Tsang Tang Lee~ Baikal Road. T

(5) Tai Zuh Hying ), 18, Canton, female, |
32 Tsang Yang Lee* Baikal Road. , I

(6) yang Chi Taau—) r !9. Ktukiang. s/teaoher, » 
27 Kangping Taung, Kungplng Road.

(7> Tel Chien Ping 25, Wusih, M/cierk, f
15 KWenming Road? \ ..................... . ......j

Tire bar Uniform staff and two by Detectires. f

Classification of property 
stolen. Value $ <

Classification of property 
recovered

Value $ ’

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points(e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

(1| Disseminated by means of ohalking slogans on walls 1 

and distributing pamphlets ete. Communittio ..1

Propaganda. I

.............. ' ....... . " ‘ ; ' ' . ............. ' ’

s . /

A-. ? 7.’ ■ jr '• ‘ ' X?'4’v -'XX- ;X'X f
.-;x xO -.1
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(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “old" servants?
(l) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long ?
(m) What was their “characters’ ?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected ?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Thia was formerly the subject of Miao. 413/35, 

writ of Detention, forwarded on 4-11-35 and has 

now been transferred to F.I.E. 1235/35.

Connected with Miso, Bo. 413/35 Writ of Detention. 

At 11.15 p.m. 2-11-35, C.P.3. 708 ani C.P.C. 

1098 brought the let, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th accused 

to the Station, they hawing arrested them at 10,50

p.m. ewen date, on Dalny near Yulin Road, on suspi

cion of hawing chalked oommunist slogans on walls 

and distributing pamphlets bellowed to be of a |
I Communistic nature. «

C.D.C. s 37 and 282 and the undersigned made en-
£ 

quiries and ascertained the followings- )
At about 10.15 p.m. ewen date, C.P.C. 1098 had I 

i 
noticed the 1st, 4th and 5th accused on Liaoyang 

Road near Ward Road, and had noticed the 4th accused 

throw some paper ower a wall into the garden of a | 
foreign house situated at Wo, 257 Liaoyang Road 

adjoining thl. houa. 1. th. Tong Hal ( )

Middle School.

As the garden gate was locked the C.P.C. could 

not enter to verify his suspicions that the 4th 

acoused was distributing communistic propaganda, so | 

he followed the 3 accused, hoping that they would I 

fling away further handbills so that he would get j 

a chance to see what they contained.

At the corner of Dalny and Yulin Roads the 1st, 

4th and 5th accused were joined by the 2nd and 3rd 

accused and where the C.P.C. was joined by C.P.3.708 

to whom the C.P.C. confided his suspicions.
At this moment, one Yang Tsi Zang ) Kosipo|

■/Tram driwer, residing at Sb. 83 Tsung Tsi Lee, 

Baikal Road, approached the two policemen and
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Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun I 

and concluded each day

Places
visited in 
course of 

investigation
each day 

____________________________________ i______________________
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

informed them that at about 10.30 p.m. even date he had 

seen the 1st» 2nd. 3rd, 4th and 5th aooused together on 

Liaoyang Road near Wayside Road engaged in chalking slo

gans of a oommunistic nature on walls and telegraph poles 

Acting on this information G.P.S. 708 A C.P.C. 1098 
j-' 

then summarily arrested the first five accused. Nothing 

of a incriminating nature was found on their persons at 

the time of arrest.

At the Station the witness Yang Tsi Zang identified t 

the 2nd aooused as being one of the persons whom he had 

seen chalking slogans using black chalk on a wall on i 

Liaoyang Road near Way side Rd at about 10.30 p.m. even date* 

The 2nd accused denied this, but at the time of azrest 

the fingers of his right hand bore black chalk marks.

A pocket in the gown of the 1st accused bore minute 

traces of white chalk.

A visit was paid to Liaoyang Rd where the following 

slogans were found chalked on a factory wall and nearby 

telegraphpolea, red, white and black chalk being used.

(1) “Overthrow the Traitors" )
(2) "Take up arms against the Japanese" ( $ )

(3) “Take back North China* ( )
(4) “Help the Red Army* M )

(5) “Support the Soviet Government" )•

' 'V ‘"'v / ' • 'V'
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investigation begun 
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

(6) "There is only the lover class to oppose the Japanese".

(7) *;)own with Chlang-Kal-Chok the Traitor who is kind to
the Japanese", 0 ff 6- ). |

A few araall pieeas of white chalk wore found near that 
scene. -|

The slogans were copied by C.D.a. 37 and afterwards 
erased tor the station coolie.

a visit was then paid to Ho* 257 Liasyang load where 
a number of pamphlets of a coiaauniutlo nature were found 
In the garden. Evidently they had been thrown into thio 
garden by error on part of the 4th accused, and were 
evidently intended for the Tong Hal ) Middle
School, next door.

The home of the 2nd accused situated at Mo. 20 Tsang 

Yang Lee, Baikal Road, was then visited and where in an 
upstairs aiddlo room, occupied by the 2nd accused, a 

quantity of books and pamphlets were seised»
•rhe 2nd accused has been living at above address for 

the Inst 6 jtut.
The 4th accused then led detectives to No. 32 Tsang 

Yang Lee, where, in a 1st floor loft, occupied hr bar and 
the 5th accused, a quantity of books and pamphlets wore ale 

seised. This roots is fitted out as a class root, with 

blackboard etc.
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Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of ’

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

imquirxos have revealed the fhot that the 4th and 5th 
aooused had only occupied this addreM einoe the 3O10»3®. 
(4 days)

A visit was thna paid to the hone of the 1st Manned, 
eituated at Mo. 27 Singling fawng, KMngping Road, there 1st

I 
aaovoed ooaupies a let floor hack roan.

At the tine at the Police visit it vas shout 2.30 a.:a. . 
3-11*35 and on entering the let accused's non, the dth 
uoaused was found in bed. j

The rocra, when searched, revealed a large quantity of 
books and paaphlets, atao * stenograph for printing paagh- ; 
lets.

The 6 th accused was then ousnarily arrested.
inquiries have elicited the Informtian that the 1st

and 6th accused had oooupied this address for the last 4 j 
months. —

questioned as to whether ho knew of the addresses at 

any other noobere of the Chinese cosnunist Party, the dth 
accused led detectives to so. lb Hwenraing Road, where at 
about 3.15 a.n. 4-11-35, the 7th Moused was located in a 
1st floor hawk room.

A search of the root revealed a quantity of books and 
pastsiaots, sone of the panphlots being stellar to those 
thrown over the wall of 23? Uaoyang Road by the 4th aoouoei
The Fth accused was than taken into custody»
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The address of the Ming Tel ( ) Primary School,
No. 62 Nÿich Kwong Lee, Tongahan Road, was found amonst the 

effects seised at the abode of the 1st and 6th accused, so 

a visit was paid to this place, where it was learned that 
on the 1st and 2nd of November, 1935, the 1st and 6th _ .

I. 
accused had hired the school for the evening and had | 
taught a class of about 14 female workers, Chinese liters- I 
turc. I

The 4th accused admitted being a teacher employed at I 
the Pau Tang ^7 ) Primary School, situated at No. 9 | 

Mei Tsuhg Lee, Chemulpo Road, and at which address she [ 

sometimes slept. A visit was paid to this school, but 
nothing incriminating was found in the room occupied by 

the 4th accused. x
D. S.l.Coyne of the Special Branch was inf oxmed at the

I occurrence, and attended.

The 1st accused on being interrogated further, admit
ted being concerned in the chalking of the slogans on 

Idaoyang Road.
He states that he is employed at the Hanyang Brothers

i 
Tobacco Co., Seward Road and that about 4 months ago he 

went to the Shan Jho Circulating Library, situated on the 

2nd floor of the Continental Sapor lam Building Ho. f

Nanking Road, of which at that time he was a member, and 

hove became acquainted with a male Chinese named:-*



CRIME REGISTER No:—
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each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

"Lee*, age about 25, native of Kompo, height about 
5’8", slim build, dark thin long foae, long hair 
brushed back, wearing a grey foreign drees.
They met sever hl times at the Library and di sou seed |

"Social Soienae", and finally the 1st accused invited ' [ •
"Lee* to hie home. :

iLee visited the 1st accused's home several times and J 
brought with him books, pamphlets ete which he gave to the | 

1st aaoused to study and asked him to pass them on to his | 
friends. i

i
The pamphlets thrown over the wall of 257 llaoyang

Hoad by the 4th accused were obtained by her from the 1st 
aaoused, who admitted that they had originated from "Lee".

The 1st aaoused states he has no idea where "Lee" 

resides or where he is employed. Apparently Lee visited 
his home as irregular intervals and has no fixed time for 
calling at accused's home. -

The 1st aaoused admits being the chief of ths Communist 
Propaganda Department for the Has tern District, and being a 
member of the Chinese Communist Party and states he was 
influenced by "Lee* to join the Party as an active member.

The 2nd aeoueed states that h*i became acquainted with 
the let a caused about one year ago when they both attended 

evening class in Social Soienoe held at the c.T.M.C. Sse- 
chuen Hoad. 1



CRIME REGISTER No:—
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Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
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visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

During the period of hie friendship with the let 
accused, the let accused has often spoken to hi* of the 
alas of the Chinese Conounlst Party and has lent hl* 
various books on the subject. Some of these books lent
to hl* by the accused, were seised at the 2nd accused’s j 
hone. I

Despite the fact that he vas identified by the witness ■ 
Tang Tsl Zang ) was being one of the persons ;
writing slogans on a wall on Llaoyang Road, the 2nd |

I 
aoeusod denied having written any slogans or being a 
nenbetr of the Chinese CMunlst Party. He states that on 
the night of the 2-11-36 he accompanied by the lot, 3rd, 4tt 
and 6th accused to Llaoyang Road to "play*.

The 2nd accused Is at present employed at the World | 
Book-store Printing works, Dalny Road as an English 
Compositor. «-

The 3nd accused, who Is at present employed at the 
China wire Products Co., 86 Punlng Road, as an apprentice, 
states that in August of the current year he act the 1st
accused in the Shan Pau circulating Library, t Banking
Road and hai since then often been out with the 1st 
accused to "play*.

Ho denies having taken part in the chalking of slogans : 
on walls at Llaoyang Road although he admits being present | 
when it occurred and states that he was present at the 
invitation of the 1st accused who had Invited hi* out to
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The 4th accused states that she beoamo acquainted with
ë 

the 1st accused about one year ago, being introduced to hi* 

by a mutual girl friend named ’‘Yang*.
Since then she has been back to Canton where she

i resides and only returned back to Shanghai about 4 months j
Î ago. ’

She renewed her aoquaintXanoe with the 1st aooused 

and on the 30-10-35 he engaged a room situated at Ho. 32 

Tsang Yang Lee, Baikal Road, fur her and the 5th aoeuBed, * ' 
who is also an old aoquaintance of her’s. This room ! 
the 1st aooused fitted out as a schoolroom, it being his ' 
intention to hold Glasses there, of a Socialistio nature. | 

The 4th ^caused is employed as a teaoher at the ftm j 
Yang (^^7 ) Primary School, No. 9 Mei Tsung Lee, Che- ; 

mulpo Road. I
The 4th aooused admits throwing the pamphlets seised 

over the wall of 257 Liaoyang Road and states that they 

were given to her by the let aooused and that she intended i 
to throw them into the compound of the Tong Hal ( )
Middle School. She also admits having road the pamphlets 

prior to distributing the*.
She denies being a member of the Chinese Communist 

Party.
The 5th aooused states she eame to Shanghai from 

Canton in July of the our rent year with the intention of 

entering the Wu Girt» School Prenoh
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\

record of investigation.

Concession, but was prevented from doing so by aontractIng 

a skin disease.
She r ecently became acquainted with the 4th accused 

and went to live with her at Vo. 32 Tsang Tang Lee, Baikal . 
Road. She states that all books and pamphlets seised in - 
their room belong to the 4th accused. |

She admits being present when the slogans were chalko 
on the wall on Liaoyang Road, but pleads ignorance as to 

what they referred to.
The 6th accused states that ho became acquainted with 

the 1st accused in about February of the current year, ho 

having met him at the Shun Pau circulating Library, 
Continental Emporium Building, Banking Road, where ho, 6th ; 
accused, was employed as an assistant librarian.

Layer on ho went to live with the 1st accused at Ho. 27 

Kungplng Taung, Kungping Road. He states that the 1st 
accused has often talked to him on communistic mattersand 
admits having been given pamphlets of a communistic nature 

by the 1st accused, which he, 6th accused, distributed in 

the T*Be>o district.
He denizes having being otherwise actively engaged in 

Communistic work.
He states that all the books and pamphlets seised in t 

their room, belongs to ths 1st accused. He denies knowing >• 
or having mot the man "Lee*.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The 7th accused, who is at present employed as assist
ant librarian at the C.M. Customs Library, Babbling Well 
Road, states that about a year ago ho became aaquaintted 
with one Wong Yeo lyi ), age about 24, height
about 5*6"» native of Hlngpo, medium build, dark thin 
feature, long hair brushed bask, he having met him at the | 
Shun jPau Circulating Library, Hanking Road, where at that 
time he, 7th accused was employed as assistant librarian .

Wong asked him to join the Coraounist fturty but ho 
refused. Despite this, Wong gave the 7th aaoused quantities 
of literature and pamphlets of a acusministie nature to 
peruse, and 7th accused states that all ths books and 
Pamphlets seise* in his room were given to him by Wong*

He does not know shore Wong is at present residing or ;
I 

where he is employed.
He is acquainted with the 6th accused who is an old 

class mate of his.
All aaoused appeared before the Court on the morning 

of the 4-11-36, when they wore ordered to be remanded in 

oustcSy until 11-11-36. !
All literature seised was sent to 8.8 for examination, 

(lists attached)
It is firmly believed that all accused wore active 

cambers of the C.C.P. and will bo charged accordingly.
A amber of addresses found amongst the literature 

seized are being discreetly enquired into by 8.2^
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Liat at literature etc» seised in the roan 
cackled by Yang Kyi Joo(X$>-£'|fi|) and fao Sih 
Tsoh (bath in custody , at Ko* 27 Kttngping
^»..wp1i&,w.uu>,?9 XftfcAY?

1) 2 copias of a poster bearing the following slogans»- 
•Oppose the Popular education Movement of the
Fascist Clique.

•'.so shall be able to write letters if we can spare 
17 days for learning Latinised Chinese*

’•only the *Soviet* can teach us how to read.
•Before we learn bow to read, we must overthrow the 
imperialistic Kuomintang*

«She Popular Education Movement of labourers and 
Peasants is to promote latinised Chinese*

«If you* want to learn how to read* Join the left 
wing Cultural League* *

2) A language book and a newspaper in Latinised Mandarin, 
containing articles of a pro-eamsunistic nature*

3) A large envelope bearing, the printed heading (la 
English) •xarsan A frack, 178 Avenue Edward m, 
Shanghai,* addressed in English to "Messrs. Mayee 
A Co., 4s& Kiangse Bead* Shanghai,* and marked 
in Chinese in Red ink. *ïhe Editorial Office*» 
Enclosed In this envelope are the following tofts 
which are believed to have been published In a certain 
pro-eeaanmh»t periodical»-
(a) draft of an article in support of Antl-Japanese 

Volunteer Armies, in nfeich the people are urged 
to kill General Chiasm tai Shsk and Sr* *aung 
Chipg ®bi, wise are alleged to be national traitera*

(b) Draft of a ’’labourers* 3©sgrt, describlbg the 
sufferings of labourera*

(e) Draft of an article opposing the proposed 
partitioning of Abyssinia by imperialistic 
countries*

(d) Draft ef a poem urging the people to rise up and 
kill *emMes.*

(e) Draft of «a article dealir^ with the sufferings

<f) Draft of an article denouncing General Chiang Kai
g Shek as a running dog of imperialists*
<g) Draft of an article dealing with the situation in 

north China* x
Qi) Draft of a song urging the people to overthrow 

Japanese robbers.*
(1) Draft of a short story dealing with the Ilfs of 

an apprentice employed tn a certain Japanese chop*
Q) Draft of a short article dealing with capitalism*
(k) Draft of a short article dealing with ths proposed 

roaehment, in which
the Stacffldntog is alleged to have betrayed national 
rights*

U) Draft of aa article dealing with the Great «hr of 
1KL4 and its Affects won Colonies*



(S7 Kupgping Boacl. Pa^e 2)
(ta) Draft of* two letters denouncing Wo non- 

resistance policy of tî*e Nanking Qovumraent.
(n) Draft of an article dealing with the distressed 

life of apprentices wW are under* the oppression, 
of capitalists.

(4) 19 pho togra ho of male Chinese.

(5) Notebook eontalnir^ endorsements written by various 
persons bidding farewell u> ïàrçg Kyi Joo (in custody}.»

(6) A monte rship certificate issued to fao 3ih fsoh 
(in custody), No. 434, valid from 4.4.33 to 3.4.36, 
by the fsing «too Athletic Society* (a popular 
organization .in Shanghai).

(7) 2 copies of a mimeographed book entitled MA study 
of the Outlines of Leninism, ” published by the 
ir-opagenda Department, of the China League of 
Social ^Scientists in May, 1935»

(8) 3 eopi s of a booklet entitled ’’New tfomenhood*, 
containing articles of an an xd~ imperial! st nature.

(9) 2 copies of a booklet entitled “education of 
labourers and Peasants.* dealing with labour matters.

(10) 2 copies of a booklet entitled "4th Anniversary cf 
the September 13th Incident (Japanese occupation 
of Manchuria.)^ containing slogans urging the 
people to sup ort the &sS Amies and the 
revolutionary mov uents in China.

(11) 2 copies of a booklet dealing with the ra;Uiod to 
study ths present political situation of the world.

(12) One copy, booklet entitled “Education of Labourers 
and peasants, issue Ho. 3”, dealing with the May 
30th Anniversary.

(13) 2 copies of a booklet entitled *11» Flash Llpht*, 
isjue No. 1,'* containing articl s dealing with th» 
situation in North China, and the August 1 Anniversary 
(An ti- Jar Jmowœnt ). "

(14) 4 copiée of a iwnphlet, purported to have emanated
from the Society of Literal Masses’1, urging the 
writers, authors, and intelligentsia üsrou^hout the 
country to sup;©rt the publication of Txriodieal 
entitled “Hie Literal Mass,* for promoting a naw 
cultural laovemnt. x,

(15) Booklet dealing with the 40th Anniversary of the 
death of hngels. One eox y.

(16) A circular urging the people to support the 
*îïew Life eekly Beaders Socdte ty«*

(17) One copy sacht «Current News weekly”, issues Bos.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. (fro-e<»nmniBtic).

(18) Pamphlet dealing with the ’’New Life Wekly Case.”
(19) “Anti-Japs nese War Manifesto*, purporting to have

emanated from the Chinese Peoplefs Armed 3elf- ,. 
Defence Coramittee. l'

■ . • . 1 ■

(20) 38 copiesi Blank tons entitled “List of Students* Ï
(? list of members)._ _______ . ___



-3- (27 Kungpii^ Rd).
21) Pamphlet containing * '’labourers’ song,” 

describing the sufferings of workers. 8 copies.
22) Booklet entitled “Wen Pao,” issue Mo. 11, containing 

articles dealing with cultural uiovtasat.
23) Booklet entitled “March," issue No. 3, containing 

articles dealing with cultural movement.
24) "Sin Wens Monthly," issue No. 2, dealing with 

latinised Mandarin.
25) Small booklet dealing with Leninism.
25) Blank foxmUntitled ’’Statistics of students,”

10 copies. (unused)
27) Blank for* for recording the number of teachers 

and ettdents. (unused).
28) TMueed Investigation fem for "labour and peasant 

members of the League, » la copies.
29) Periodical entitled "Street Light,'* dated 10.7.35, 

containing articles dealing with the Ja anese 
invasion of China* 3 espies*

30) Pamphlet dealing with the 4th Anniversary of ths 
Japanese Occupa tion of Manchuria.

31) Pamphlet dealing with the general principles of 
the Anniversary of ths International Ybnth Day.

38) The"Citisens Weekly", issues Stea* 1 and 2, dealing 
with the alleged gietories of Bed Armies and labour 
disputes in general.

33) !he"Lsb«irm* and Peasants’ Pieterlai”, issues 
1 and 2, urging workers to overthrow capitaliste 
and establish their own “Soviet."

34) Booklet containing a translation of a report
on Anti-Fasoist problems submitted by Dimitrow to 
the 7th Conference of the third International*

35) Vewspeper cuttings bearing on present politisai and 
eeonomic situation of China*

33) one sheet of stencil paper on which is written the 
heading and the opening sentence of an article 
"ThoClass struggle*"

37) 45 sheets of unused stencil paper*
38) letter frme beg lai Yha*(^fei'#i^) to Yang Chi Jbo 

(in custody) giving his ecoeMnicatden address as 
"Wong Tuh Ming(^ ^v\), gi79»P.o.Bax, Shanghai»* 
Dated 15th. (month not given*)

The above exhibits ore contained In * 
brow* leather suitcase now marked BO* 1 Bote*



(4) 27 Kungping Road.
Th® following exhibit» are contained 
to a White Suitcase Ofartod Mo. 2)

39) Envelope containing the following draft»i-
(a) Article dealing with marriage problems of 

Chinese youths.
(b) Article dealing with business depression,
(e) Article dealing with the slums in Chapel.
(d) Article dealing with the morale of youths.
(e) Article dealing with the depression of the 

cotton trade.
(f) Article dealing with Chinese frontier problems.
(g) Article dealing with th® sale of Sun Sing No.7 

Cotton Will.
(h) Article dealing with the collapa® of rural 

•ccnontos.
(i) Short story; ’’The life ©f a riesha cool!»."

4ù) a quantity of loos® sheets ©f a book <m Chines® 
language lessens, (some of the lessons ar® of an
anti-imperialist nature)

41) Book* "The Batoral Method of Dialectics.’’ 1 copy
42) « “Twelve Lectures on Marxism. « 1 copy
43) * “My Memoirs of a Visit to th® H.S.S.H."

by Ling toh Toor published by 1 copy
Drang Hwa Bookstore, Foochow Rd-

44) " “The Development of Capitalism to 1 copy
Russia."

45) Magasin®s “Labour Quarterly," 1 e»PF
44) Books «Matérialisa and Economic Critic».* > cOpar
47) • t “Lessons on Political Economy.” 1 copy
48) * “Outlines of Capitalism." 1
49) " i “From February Revolution to October -ODy

Revolution. “ by Lento. 1 **
50) « * “Historical Matorlalism* 1 ®opX
51) “ x‘‘Al®ksandrfad»ev* »tax B®stru®tlm“. * C°P/
62) “ » "The tost Day and other short stories."1
53> *. x "Lessons on Materialistic Dialectic®.** * cOp^
64) “ i "Historical Monism." 1 e«PF



1

(5) 27 Kungping Bd»
The foliowing exhibit* are contained 

jfljOâ&E___________________________

55) "Soviet Journal,* issue No. 8, Vol. 1, dated
1.4.35, dealing with political problems of the 
O.S.S.B. G copies

56) "General Principles of Socialisa**, (book). 1 copy
57) Book J "A.B.C. of Political Sconomy.*’ 3 copies.
58) Book» "History of the Development of

International Movement•" 1 copy
59) Book» "Noonfflaio Theories of the Transitional

Period." 1 copy
GO) Book* "Baeio Principles of Marxism and Leninism" 

1 copy.
61) Book» «Ancient. Society.* 1 copy
6g) Book* "Wage, Labour end Capital", by Marx. 1 copy
63) Book* "Dialectics *)f Materialism. ” 1 copy.
64) Book* dealing tri til Latinised Mandarin. 1 copy
66 ) Booklet* «40th Anniversary of the death of 

Ihgelju" 2 eoplee.
66) Booklet» «Unemployment and Vanino Problems.« 8 copies
6V) Poster of the«Ming Ts Supplementary amt JVenlng 

School for fam*, on the promisee of the Hing Sb 
Primary School» Lane 111 Myth Jbtong Li. toner of 
Tongahaa and Chmsan Meads* advertising for students. 
22 copies.

68) hegioters of students of the Poo Te Slag Seng 
Evening Schools for Won»», addresses unknown.

69) Newspaper settings bearing on the conflicts between
| Italy and Abyssinia.
I TO) Bteeroise Book in which is written a short article

on China’s revolutionary movement in 1923/21.

71) Itamsed «gists* feme for registering students. 
20 copies.

72) Pamphlet dealing with, the invasion of Abyssinia W
J Italy. 20 copies.

73) (h» mimeograph duplicator complete with rubber |
ruler, Iron plate, and Ink.



List of literaUMM seized at Mo. IS Xwenming Read» 
hans ef Tai Chien Ring (7th aecuaed) » at 3*18a*zu » mrviym.x.H.a. '

1) Booklet dealing with unemployment and f sains problems, 
la which the Kuomintang is alleged to haw surrendered 
to the imperialist, betrayed national rights, and 
massacred revolutionary nasses.

2) Periodical entitled "Current lew* Weekly*, isaue Bo.8, 
containing articles of a pro-conmnnist nature.

3) Booklet entitled» "Our May»" containing songs or posas 
urging labourers to arm themselves and participate 
in land revolution.

4) Booklet entitled "labour and Peasant Education, • 
denouncing ths Kuomintang as murderers of labourers 
mod urging the people to support "the Soviet* and 
the Old Qenoral Labour Onion.

5) Periodical entitled "Literary Kass"» containing 
articles of an antl-Govewment and pro-eonaanist 
nature as nail as the following slogans*»
(a) K1U Chiang Bai Shaft and his followers who 

wardered our comrade Cha Tsieu Bah and betrayed 
our n&tiMu*! irlghte*

(b) Support the C.C.P. and the Cultural League < 
China» of whioh Comrade Chn was ease the leader*

8) Periodical entitled "the Street Lamp»* issu» Vo* 2, 
containing articles of an matlMtowmnent nature*

7) Periodical entitled "the Struggle Life*» isBuea Boo '
4.t,d  and 7» containing articles denouncing the 
Mational Government mad (tenoral Chiang Kai Shaft» mad 
supporting the Chinese Bed Armies*

m i
8) "Boden Sociology* 1 copy '
8) •Chocolate*, novel* 1 copy
10) *Vew BBonanies" 1 copy
11) "international Political Situation.* 1 oopy j
IS) "Critics on Political Xconomy" by Marx* 1 oopy j

13) "Key to Social science." 1 copy .
14) "The Large Bell" 1 copy

— WÎ ....
is) "Materialism" 1 copy |
15) "Ontlinss of Social Bvolutlem* 1 aojy |
17) "international Politics of IMS." 1 oopy
IS) "Critics on Mechanism*" 1 copy
It) *<htflimss of Mwmemios." 1 copy
20) "Pundamontal Problems of Social Science" 1 copy
21) "Beeagre as Social Science and BoommIm etc." 1 copy
22) "doneral Principl e ef Capitalism." 1 copy
23) "Pundmsental Principles of Marx’s Boonomy." i espy *



r 
*■ **t

‘ -2-
24) *lst Step to I*eniniam." 1 copy
23) "General Princ'ÿLea of Social Science. * 1 copy
2<à) "lessons on Political Economics." 1 oopy
2?) "Lectures on Socialism." 1 copy
29) "Modern Sociology.* 1 copy
29) «9 neral Principles of Political Science.” loopy
19) •Historical Materialism.* 1 copy
31) "fbe Soviet Journal.* 1 copy
32) "She 20th Century, hooks 1,2 and 3.

S3) Registers ef several thousand subscribers to the 
•Shanghai Broke» and-Magasineo-Ciroulatlng library*, 
lbs.49. tan 44, Tongshsn load, Vrong Ita Li Alleyway, 
( gr £ ), and envelopes addressed to various persons 
(addressee and names have evidently been copied from 
telephone bock or hong list)in Shanghai containing 

printed circular letters soliciting auteur iplit san for 
subscribers.

34) 29 photographs.



Mat of pxii ifi—nm1»t litoratore m!««< at ta>2 Tnag T«g 
ta, Baikal Bond, at 12*42 a.*. 3.11<3». âecæod» ïeeu Chia 
gMM 6a & & 1 ta foi ta trill* FO fflh rwii».-----------

1) leaflet» "Ciersta taa «otay* Vol.IXI, 
low Mo. «, etaaimng artlelce 
of an aataltarlrt*»* 11111118*" otaMniat natare. (Mean into 
ta garta et a foreign-otylod 
how et Ke«361 Liæyaag «oad

eonies

3ty asoiMed Xoaa Chia «tag»)
2) take «ta tak* 1
>) • •abouts* 1
6) • •stay* 1

a) - •Jhrisoners la Stheria* 1
•) • •mitteal Solonos* 1
9) « «A Stay of Ancient Soeioty of China* 1
•) « «the am yive*Xear tan of a,s»a«B,« 1
») • *nh ta Short Stories* 1

10) • •Mltieal taaomee* 1
U) « •latimse* Chinese langHsgo* 1
18) taledîealt «Chiaa A D.S.3.2.*

lease tal, «ta 10.10.M. 1
13) * •Vocational life* 

Xsose Bota ta 2, datoA Aag«29 and Dsyt.2», 1934» 2
14) A tak oa latialred Mandarin.
IB) â >a< of printed crier fam far the aubcaription 

ta the MMâ-amttlOr periodical «UU»4 
•tarn*» Voice"

16) Xanancript cf short storleo dealingmth lova 
affaira»

19) Staneript of a lengthy article «a tialootio 
taetaUta

3B) 9 sheets of war «b which eethods ta loam 
latinised Kantaria are printed*

It) A certificate lesta a* 20.6.32 By the prlnaipal 
ef the ïa lang Middle taecl, Canton, 

. ta «Wat «mb Ckl* tag, certifying 
that ta latter has empiéta* ta 
Janior atala atari coarse*

3D) U state sf printed tac tarta Brief wogtattas 
gowning ta Kta tatag Society*

al) M sxnxntas matoise lata ta. taetata «oataining 
tafte ef alerta ta taon ce Meeta* 
fle—ittry, rata s try ta Wtata

») t «—*



(w 2. 32 Stag tag ta9 Butai MU)

23) A comaeadation cortlgloato ioâuod 1b Saptaaber» 
IMif >y ta Ghlat of ta taBgtag 
Ifeovlncial Mportoent of Xdueatio* to 
•totat tana Chia ta* fo» tarta amglota 
th® Junior Middle school oonroo in tai 
f* taag Middle tiotalr

24) ta piooos of 9090» oonUiaing ta following □liMn^hsài ft&HXJHM
(1) ling U tang (**

.. Ï.W.CUU, Mtail Road.
(2) Wong ta taag ( x t $ )• 

Ita ta* fita taM ( g ft-b W 
tatt Road.

(5) Dale# din J?ih (4f îa ^)t v
S3 tag KU taag I 

Worth Szaohuen MoadU

(5) The sUtaag taioty ( 
Um 911 MU ta tad« 

taatat.
(•) tang Shins Toah (Æ- 'M î- ), 

ST Ctag fitag M ( 
ibint Koad.

(M) ta. ** »lac t ^),
„ M «ag M U (^4 Ï ),

Sort* SnoohMMB Boat.
(U) In ( ), , 4 4K „

a» vwmg lob M ( *■ S’ Î)

,/U) Anae m &» (#p« , >
Jtamg Boat»

♦13) taai ta tailta taoo, 
HaBta tat «»♦ tataw Bead*

m) fttliiiriiiMt *
A) 2 strata (a aae ta a My)
*| 1 £Baaâ£« 4
«) 4 sarota (2 «ata ta 2 taata) j
4) 1 aata

^XvnAX ^C^.- S^p.'ian . j

--  - ---- -- - ■■ - --■- - --  - ------ ___________________  __



Mat of comonmiat and pro-doununist literature seized 
at No.20 Tsang Yang Lee, Baikal Road, at 12.30 a.3i.
3,11.35. (Acouaed* Tcang Peu Teeu pfr ÿ X )•

coatee.
1) Book a *Chooolate* 1

2) * "War Tactic»* 1
3) * «World Anti-far Momaent* 1
4) * «A History of Social Movement* 1
5) * “Povoi’ty No Vice* 1
6) * *A Lecture on Socialisa* 1
7) • «Social Science* 1
8) * “A Lecture on Modern Social Science* 1
9) * “An Introduction to Scon «aies* 1

10) * «Outline» ef Social Science* 1
. U) * * Outline» of Socialise* 1

12) • *An JQLemontary Study of Social Thoughts* 1
13) « «An Hanantary Study of lew Philosophy* 1
14) * “Outlines of Political Ncemmice* 1
15) • *An Blematary Study of Social Seimco* 1
14) • «Modern Bconomica* 1
17) * *Bevclntionary Poena A Songe* 1
18) • «Children*a firrolutlonary Stories* 1
19) * «Small friend»* Society* 1
20) * *A Lecture on Omen's Prohloa»* 1
21) « “A Kiatory of Revolutionary Mo yenent

in^uropc* 1
82) * *fhe Song of ttaiwrse» 1
23) * ^Spring Sdlkwcsne* 1
34) • “Modem History of China" 1
25) * “ah 31aaentary Study of Party

Purification Mavenent* 1

86) * *Aa Introduction to the Study v£
Social Science* 1

27) * *lhe Ten ftijrs That Shook the World*
(dealing with the Bnaslaa revolutionary 
BOTWht) 1

28) * “The Swen JWaude» in the Stem* 1
29) Booklet; «Special loan» on ttumployaent

and Janine Prokina»* 1



?, seised ai Mo. 20 Tsw, Yang Lee, Baikal Bd»)

30) Booklet* *Wan Paoa Issue Mo «11, 
dated 26«10»36, OMtaining a 1
report on the death of C&ai Chen 
Bah (ff Md Bo Boh Km 
(in &.&)» montera of the Chinese 
CoaiaunlBt Party.

31) Booklet i *8tudy Matter* Isom Xo«1v
dated October 1933» containing 
a translation of a report suhnitted 
by Umitrew on problems of antl- 
PaMlot struggles» 1

32) Bogietration Boek of the Bln 8m «Men’s
Supplementary Bvening School. 1

33) Book on Latinised Mandarin. 2
34) ’tolodical* *M»ft»8»R» Critics* Vol.X

Zoom Bo.2, dated 1.4.36. 1
36) • “Current 18m Weekly*

Vol.Ill, Xseuo Ho.d, 
dated 14.10.35. 3
Vol.Ill, Issue Be.7, 
dated 81.10.36» 3

38) tee iron Box of lead-types in Chinese
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Accused

©large

1» You i'sih Tsou (
2. Taung Pau Tson (
3. Zih *ing «hah (
4» Ts*m ^hia (
5. Tai Aih Mying (
6. Y ng **hi Tsau (
7. Tai n flag ( 

) Age 19» clerk.
) ” 10. printer.
) * 19. clerk.
) 19. feraalo.
) " 18* feaale.
) "19. teacher.
) 25. clerk.

.rit of det ntion. tinker Art .6 101 ’tn* 76 of d.c.p.
application Is hereby nade for the detention of the above 

□entioned persona ho were arrested, let o 5th accuse*. 10.50 
p.ia. 2/11/35 on % ny near miin w , 6 aoc. 2.30 ta.ia. 5/11/35, 
27 Kungping iaung, Aungping 7th aoc. 3.15 i.n« 3/11/35 No.15 
i wentaing ***» as th re la reasonable cause to suspect then of 
being members of the Chinese Oori unistn Party*

ih ’ll... 5 T5i:Mir-i.i Klprr??: ;hc~. (a.»)

:.r* ".lug 3 to-n 'vine*»re's f >r the Council»
.tesars. •? ' Arvç a«v «nhg voc f<’>r tnv 2ikl* see used»
.Assers. Y. *• F-a Va" See 2’^, the 3rd» accused»
r* swaj- Th© ’''Ito-.' ?•?- *VS 1 'cation of the 7

accused who are e’wv'Ote’ of he’.".:: c-i'»p.-uio4 ■■* cot-mmists» They
irore arrast«$d at 11» 15 0. .» -m M ■■ oj4 ^alny il«ad near
YUlin rwad >n oo.')fl*4at^-.® ■■? by the uitnocB

-lan.^» -rntor *1^1 of tbs ''r«i»ny«* <d>o when
p---aulne; >'.laoy-.n<^ .'toad n&;r -Ood eav l-3tiu afiouatd a«t 
?/r’tlr< Csn<B».nifi*-i« - • *h--. sulls -^ù •.• uaottlo poets. They
t?cro iTrc.ntca by .^.d v.’VJ. 7.0«9. Before the arrests
:?ore. ef^.-otud» C.i'.A. IW* wj-.a p£,t?AL.LJ.3i£,: 10» 13 p»n» on the
?/: V55 •.'.aV! '^e Is*. 4th. .*c.ü 5tn. ùOcoe-ad fathering tagehter 

on Aiao/tiOk l’-ear «ar<2 r;'-»ed» and caw the it h» accused throe a 
quantity -<f pha^hlsta in the gerdea >f 25/ Llaoyang ^od» a j
foreign r&oivence» The C.P»C» did not pay suoh attention st that 
tiiio txh/ttUse lu* tnough-f that the paper threw into the house wore 

wf u cqji&Mti nature sii& ns the door of the house was loclrad th® 
G.X’.C. did nut uak« further ecqalries until when he oat the wltn.

wti®i
Yang 4®u zlang, by C.P.C. W98 whether he had seen the

five p ere sms and what they sere doing» the witness replied that they 

were writing slogans on the eleotüo standards ond on the walls 00



Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for 19 f. 1. R. No. Stn. No
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1 Case HO, 7/1Ê343-*. She* NO* 8»
Liaoyaag AOnd* '.'’he flvu «ccusad (1 to 5) were arrauted by C.P.C. 
1098 with the oaoiatance of j/C.P.S. 708 who was infoaaed by th® 
Ü.P.C. that there were oomoxunlsts writing elogaiia on Lleoyaflg rt°ad« 
The paper* dropped by the 4th* auutiaed Inbt the houe® °f 2E? 
biaoysiig w&A was latex* found in the garden of the house* ®ho 
2nd* anc 3rd. accused net together on Dalny Road. Fx<«a enquiries 
by detext 1res it was esuextalnsd that th® phaaphlete threw Into 
257 Llaoyeng Hoad were of a communistic nature* Th® 4th. ncauead 
sala that they inf «Tided to throw the 1ft erasure into Tung Hal 
Priffiaiy School, newt door to Ho. 257 l.laoyang Road. Through a 
mistake the literature was thrown to 257 lieoyang do«d instead of 
the school, a number of oGomunistio slogans» 1»®» Support the ,.w. ■ i
«ed ârw» bora the Japmese who invade China** territory, eto* ' 

The hua» of the 2nd* aooueed was visited by detectives,and [ 

a «saber of books, comnunleiio literature, xte were seized in the 
j drawer* ant trunks, in the upstair* room. The nature of the

literature will be exsjaiued by th® Police during the period of | 
remand. J

The home of the 4th. and 5th. aocused were also visited I

by det eat Ives at no. 32, Baikal Road, wter* they live together, 
*and a let of book*, literature etc. were als° «sized, pending 
enquiries. i

Ths home of the 1st* «scused *** visited at No. 27 Khngping 
('J A Bo®d at 2.30 a*a* on ths 3/11/35 when the «th* accused wa* 

arrested with a quantity of literature* phwsphlets, ete seised. 
These literatures will also be examined by the police during the 

i remand period* also a nlmeograph was seised* |
Interthgatloa of the dth* «Mused led to the arrest of the | 

7th. aeoused at 3*15 a*m* 3/11/35 st No* 15 Svengnlng RO*d with a 
quantity of literatures* etc, seised.

K» and and* spoused gave information to the polies
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Caae No* ?/183O»9«, Shest No* 3»
that they were the owners» of a prlnâry sohool onlleâ '’:àlng^TwttM 
on :k>ad. Théo place 'mo visited by the net ent Ives end
aaccrtnlnad that they only opened the evening s'*-ool for 2 nights* 
l,e, 1/11/35 end 2/11/36.

Tns witness lang Zeu ziodg saw the 2nd. gouged writing 
slogans on the electric stnndf.rda >xnd the well*.

The 3rd* 4th. 5th. arc ?th. .«scused staid that they were 
instructed by the 1st. aaoused to do these oasaunlstic activities.

O.r.C. 1098 i- ât 10.15 p.ia. on the 2/11/35 I was patrolling 
?,nxi sa* ilia 2nd. Jrd. «nd 4th. accused were a a grégat Lug together 
on Llaoyang ^o®.» near ;oad also the lut. sjad Jth» accused,and
I saw the 4tu* «doused thrift a^ae paper Into JI®. 357 Llaoyang B*aA» J

’ I did net enter the premises to sGOtrtain the nature of the 
pspei* thrown oy the 4th. eccuaod, because the door of which was ^wt- 
loc&MU it IÛ.30 p.io* when I .’«t the vita*** Tang Zeu "long wheth<Nf

''
i he had seen the no Vidus of these five persoos on Llaoyang hoag* fh* 
witness told m that they w?re whatktng ou tha electi?ia standard*

! and the -tails. Just ait that time, g/c.?.S« 706 happened to pass 
my place for signature of ssy duty book, end I inf oraed hia of the 
facte of the ease. I and the G.I’.S. than west to the Lamy Hoed

« near ÏU11B ®Ga<3 and the arrests of the l-3tii. accused were effected.
f 

I did not see them wafting slogans whan X pawed llaoyang Ro*4» 
but a number of chalked slogans were found on the alec trie post 
and on the wall with black writing*, fhe 5 accused were searched 
in the police Metlon.

Mr» hhaj- â number of chalks, eto were left near ths 
eleottio poet «ad verified by the detoot Ives.

â/O.P.S. 7081- I met C.F.C. 1098 at 10.30 p.a. oa th* 
2/H/1^5, % Ll&ytfBg Ho«g to initial hi* duty book. He told a* 
that there were S pernons were writing slogan* cn the slootH* 

post, *0 1 went together with C.2.C. 1098 and arrested the S
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CtfQo». 7<l6M3~9. Sheet HQ» 3. •
■ accused on Dalny no ad n<ar Yulia nothing was found whm

C.D.C. 371* I on Station duty on the 2/llZ$4>. The 
5 aocna®6 were brought to the Static» "by a/c.P.S. TOD and C.P.a» 
1098. According to the report of C.P.w. 1093 bo saw the 5 accueed 
were* gathering together on IdaOywig hoad, end the enr the 4th.
accused throwing e vu: çapox’s P. *K7 Llaoysng UOgd, which wee
later found by Investigating doteativoa (papora, ©to. pro.), -jtfL 
a number of ©«waunlstic slogan® were found chalking on the eteetriw
standard opposite t.-.e Oppal 31ectMc Bulb Company .near.Yulin .lioafl* 

Thu 1st. accujjtsd •iûiiltfüà to> ug '--iiH vhi(af of the

Coauunlutlc vropagar&e Départie t of thfc ^-astern District. ,
The 4tL« and. Sth. accwied admitted that the literature* |

bock», &te were loafT tr the i by the 1st. ©caused end they wre i
living together «t h 32 Daîkal HorU ïhi» place was visited by | J 
investis tiat: deteetivaa. house hs» the appearance being 
an sdmotional hocause there are bleckbonrdn, eto. Th®
literature ptc seised in a third left cf the n re raises.

A quantity of books, etc ware also seized from the home 
of thr? 3nd> ncousod who also gave hlu uoreuae that they were loaf'^d 
frw-i th© let. apeused.

nothing was found against the 3rd. aeaaeed* 
A ouniber of literature a**l Moeography were seised by the Police» 

The 7th. abused was arrested on info»a«fclan supplied by 
the dth. ©caused.

;4r« 2^rai- I would like ta drew the attention of Yonr 
Honour, that the wltneee Yang <éu Zlang who is now In Court to 
give evidence, hal seen the tad. accused writing slogans °» the 
electric post. rnuaon for drying the attention of Year 
Honour was, btoauae the slothing of the and. aoaueod bed been 
changed, and «lay causa the uisidentil'iaatlan by the witneee.
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' feeo î!o. 7/lc..t4t,uy> 4»

: ‘'it. Yang I aaw .W.» accuecd was chalkingI
:uu- ■-'TL the else! ria p«et <11 LiaPJtang Tloal near «a/slde ROad» 

?Le Ztf.... ana ?4is. accused ^tre also there writing bl^ck uharactere 

on. thi wall. I <iw aM pay touch att^aticsi to their aotivlti/ue» h
■ I carried on 14/ walking. a few ulnutea al'torwarda, I -act C.P.G» 

1098 who nn^xC'd tao whether I i*ad even the aowaente of these yereoni 
and. 1 tol? hUi ttah ih&ro »©rc ..any char'cctera and singes wrViMB '

j on the «ail aod e Lee trio puet. They were ©rvueted by the C.r.C 
I (1906) mil Mv,ÿt3» 908 aûd brought to the <Hef.’atu
■ Jutku- io jet, flcçuaetîs"»

’♦» ax1© y au thu daiaX ox* tby vOEuaintetie ^ropagshda «t*pt. of 
tn? Last^ra -la triai. ?. |

J*. There nee n- curtain nae», but ths object la to arcwmte 
the roaouxch. work on law »subj*.ot ‘Of sociology.

Q. “Id you. writ a the eXo^^e -•» the- electric poet î. 
•*u foe, î juàxàd chalk to vrite the charantem.
U» dhan did y ou Join th© vaj&iuulwt Party ?•
n. About 3 or 4 laoatha ago» I wa® told to do tl«i worfc ty 

one nawd ’’Lae” who know© Quite a lot about the reoe-iroh of the 

Interactiaial affaire ued the recant events. 1 knew Tjee in the 
Library of the suns ^ewapapci*. He always» erm to ry home.
I do not know ala ad ureas. îha aelseâ pxoporty w.«e belonged io 

Lea» »o wore concerned together. The 8ad« aocueca 9^0 also 

there wheu wilting sloguUa.
Judge to Sud» fi^ouasdt»

Q* Are you c once rued together with the 1st» accused la 

writing tLace cceaaunirftlo alogane Î»
' â» No, i au not coacsrned. ï aa not a coanunlet. X wæ 

tn a X9*3g llùS&iwe whan X «as arreeted» so X did not know what 

the 1st» accused waa doing»
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i CgMkh ?/XQ34X?> sheet rro* 5*
i *c 3rd» ^auÇijiqd;^
I -4* at»3 yo?. a -a o.vr.anl.<t ?. _
! â. Yen, cut I did r.'-'t «rite ï;he al-îgado.

n* 0*t'*ü» 3Æ90 snytj th st yow 5 parsons wer© seen congregate 
toge the; on Liaophag iw-4»

! a* The 1st» aouiso- tu.lc‘j?/.>rod rao and arked ne to go there "
i '4~

for e-m-.'omt. ««hen i ># ut tv vhmjuipoc» '<>£$, r the lat* and 
the b th. accused ware t-iUclug. Thv trt. occirtded *old t.v.» to wait x 
ob soard ^ogù» aater» I ahP «aï? the 4th. and 5th* accused earning*
I did not nee th«a k/villug alogana. T ai an «jnnlayeo before la 
the sung i’ao kwucpa^urs «-iuroxy and the lot* fJis<su3.M! ulwayn went f 
there to read hooka* I do not know his addrasru *

aid* aoouewl;- I not e oomunist* I ku^w the lat.aocuneA 
la tan Y. A.G. a* school* I bceuae a friend with liiia ^oause he 
know à let Tiitax-/iat lotts.l -affairs*

3it-« mOcuûuü.- I w: no* arrested together with the 1st* 

aaauBOO* X «fas not tX-;« TJhvn the ;->lico aerruntod the Ist^aeouneAs. ’
4*h* accused:*- I not a a ttiauolct* I dropped the 

OLsuamlstic phae-phlete in*o No* 257 LlrPfrhng ’"he literature
nua given to ae hy tho 1st* accused* I knue the lut* accused i 
about one ys-ar* I «rots to the 1st* aiconaed asking hlia to find I 
a job for me* ?he let* accused laotr very well about ths I'eeaaroh ' 
work of the international Affaire*

Judge to 4th« accuoeJi- îTxa phu^phlcts refer to Rod ^1^* 

etc. le it nut a GOtaaunletlc propaganda*
4th* aocuflodi- I intended to deliver these phawphleta to 

■
the uobooi» u«ct door of 3S? Liaoyang ROad for the purpose of 
letting the students thure to read thsci. rhwsphlete were gives» 
to sse by the lei. eccuacd»

Judge to let* accusedj- is the 4th* accused’s etatMRlt

right ?. les*
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Judge to 1-st, Then you er« In charge of th®

party ?•
1st. .«ecus;• no, it ws>ç directed by the wan Lee who

; instructed that everybody eh onia know ecnetting about the 
international Affaire, so I distributed the literature, etc to 
•jy friend to read thee.

5th. eccuBadi- i ô;r jior. & eor*<wnlf>t. I cat arxeated 
with the let. 2nd. 3rd. e;»a 4tn, ’Coused. j waa living together 
with the 4th. accused.. * knew the tat. accused indirect.Ly through 
the Introduction of the* 4th, I did not writ* any
a lo gone.

Tud»:e to 5*h, aO3uead;«» »h/ /oa want ensre in a late 
hevr ■’«

St’ir -»e.-m»*r! The J..st. ■’•sth, accusal t-Id .-as to go 

there to play. I did nut a 1 «tribute tha pl»$up«iUte.
€tb. aecng-odj- 1 r-<s living tc-g&tim with tne lat. ec-ueeA 

The litj-rrture t®? selse-Æ frœn sy bo^e. J did not j>ln t*ie 
ocnmntrt» I knew the Is*, .vioimed about g years ago lu She 
Chinese Y,.«',C«ju L«^«r T ap/dla net hla In the nan i’ao &jw«pe®ere 
Library, m» X was later -aut or employant, I lived together Mtfc 
the 1st. acotai€‘S,rrae 'f nh ^rgeâ »ii<* to.16. ua t»> find a job outside. 
The mineogyaphy found belon^ijlta the 1st. M'auaûd fâiü u«ad to « 
print «oi’ic of the nchocl cdvsittsemmts f°r new students.

Judge:- Th* l-st. <>ocuF^n aôadttel being a coasuniet. 
you live together with the eowwiet. you are a native of'iiisfcleMI 
antf tharo 1» no such good p«r«0h to anp^ly lodging without ahatgo* 

nth. ^ccusiedj- H» answer.
7th. ftccuaed»* I did not join the ca’muniet. 1 was 

ex employee with the eth. ^•‘•.uart. in the Library of the sun P«P 
NC’Wpapôjfn. i have been ^roaehed hy the ôth. aocuaed anh 

m> to join the MtWapEinaee Party, which X refused. He !•*•>»
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i start* to biauo Ma f*»r ililteraoy» aëvlsoà m to read .^re 
boo&s on t & j subjoots international -‘ft’ai/a and sociology* 

: Th® litaraturu eais-od b^rroweü froa .jy Zriaad uaaed ^ong^ho 

i told m to join th* laagut th© doo.Vo laical Party*
Swaalng up» Mr* Van Sun^i- I h*?© no opinion to eibialt in cognation 

with thia <3aaa> but I aoî. ïour 1; inouï' to xr.jit e b&il fay tho 
! rein®**» of fete Srtu aOi”-iuodr 4u*-^ag tin: poriXi. m yarxod* 

a* ï*i** •'*»• la iJyroiwutiM a 1th the chargt* of tho 3rd* 
oeouM^lt thu -wlXuu «aow uvldmi&â «xsuhfct <ifeu Tjrws

! ar© r*o ox*«uuluilfi üSvzàturc 2 juad on tan ;iers:>n of *he b*xhm^ 

I and i&ojrBOv^r <ut la only a youth of not iowjw than 19 ys;tra old* Hia 
■ data '>£ ùùtül ou àa«i üth d«y i»f l;»th (lunar ealandarland 

I atrUtiy û-k»<&4*»£ ha iu id a:;*?*
î «ir* s xla<4* T*w &.tJ* «douu'eâ 1331 cd î'ie >fi’e.»>aa* ’’’ha 

»tat«iuant -£ thù wiiaaaa ¥ie.z “1 mg; shrill rv -uiv? o»refuJI 
i aonaldaratKhi, duriud the porloa of wa^d, if T>or :r.-»out yfeaaaa.

I hftV© j»o □pinion to uubuit about u,5 c..-s^t but T ;^V,Jf piacîble» 

ta ftklop the eoauaad to U» rel©s»©d on ®<*aur».ty durU»$ the period 
re^nd*

A

deal Blew* 
CDYU» *o be doteinud Uli 9 a-a»* on 11/11/^5 ft® trial*
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1. *au Tsih Tseu (-Vb^TÎ), 19, Shanghai.

2. Tsung Pau Tsen (•*& dt-), 18, Ningpo.

3. Zih Sing Whah Zf f ), 19, Wusih.

4. Tseu Chia 2ung ( >?] ), 19, Canton.

5. Tai Zuh Nying ( ), 18, Canton.

6. Yang Chi Tsau ( ~^> 4^ )» 19» Kiukiang.

7. Tsi Chien Ping ( 25, Wusih.

1. S/clerk, 27 Kungping Paung, Kungping Rd.

2. J^/printer, 20 Tsang Yang lee, Baikal Rd.

3. S/clerk, 85 Puning Road. iI
4. M/female, 32 Tsang Yang Xee, Baikal Rd.

5. S/f emale, 32 Tsang Yang lee* Baikal Rd. \

6. S/teacher, 27 Kungping Baung, Kungping Rd.

7. M/clerk, 15 Ksrenming Road.

Case remanded till C.D.C.'e 37 & 282,

9 a.m. 11.11.35. C.P.S. 708, C.P.C.1098 Yang

Tsi Zang.



EXTRACT of daily INTELLIGENT L report of 
NOVEMBER 4, 1955.

Arrest of Communist suspects

At 11.30 p.w. November 2, three male and t.vo 

female Chinese were arrested by police of Yulin Road Station 

for writing slogans on walls and distributing communist 

literature in the Eastern District. Information obtained 

from these persons led to two further arrests and the 

seizure of a large Quantity of communist literature.

The seven arrested versons will appear at the 1st Special 

District Court on November 4, ’-'hen an application will be 

made for their detention to enable further enquiries to be 

made.

I

It
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
ARREST REPORT.

POLICE? s- B- D-
baie

CRIME REGISTER No. 413/35.

(One form to be used for each person arrested)

Name, age, occupation 
and address of person 
arrested.

Arrested by

Date and place where 
arrest took place.

Crime Register-No. of 
offence for which 
arrested. (If an 
arrest for outside 
authorities details of 
offence for which 
arrested.)

SHANGHAI KUmPÂl
S. B. REGIS 

ü

5 3 -

.................. ..Division

Yttlln ROBd- - Station.

.....M&shbar 3, ...... ^’35.

Yau Tslh Tacu 19. £hai®hai, 3/Clslfc, 27
Kungping Ffcang, mngptng Road, and 6 others.

1st to 5th accuaed ty Unlfom Staff and 6th to 7th by 
Betectivos.-----------------------------------------------------------—
1st to 5th.arrastad at 10.50 d.m. 2*11*35. at Dalnr and fenOoSs corasrhy C.P.S. 708. C.P.C. 1098.^^ t 
6th ac<rasod.27 Knngping faung, Kungping Road at 2.30 a.a. 
3*li*35ay*C. D.CB. 37 A 282 a P.R. GlmvillCS.--------

Application for a Writ of Detention.
At 11.15 p.m. 2*11*35, C.P.S. 708 and C.P.C. 1098 ?

brougit the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th aoeused to th* 
station whan they had arrested at 10.50 p.n. even date, | 
at Dalny and Ytelin Roads e orner, for writing ecnsnnist ; 
slogans on walls and distributing hand bills.

c.d.Cs. 37 and 282 and ths undsrsignsd node enqai* < 
ries and ascertained the following:*

At 11.15 p.n. 2*11*35 one Yang Tsi Zang ),
■cope, n/Tran driver, residing at Vo. 83 Tseng Tsi Xoo, ?
Baikal Road, whilst C.P.s. 708 and C.P.C. 1098 were
standing at the corner of Yhlin and Dalny Roads, sane 
up to than and pointed oat the first 6 encased, saying 
tlsat at about 10.30 p.n. even date, ho had seen than 
writing onunnlst slogans on a wall situated in X^aoyang 
Road near Wayside Road.

Previous to this C.P.C. 1098 had seen the 1st, 4th 
and 5th accused, at about 10.15 p.n, even date» «a

Name of investigating 
officer.

Initials of Senior
Detective.

This report is to be forwarded to Headquarters on the morning after arrest.
It will be returned for particulars on back to be completed.
In case of arrests for outside authorities, no Crime Register Number to be shown.

(OVER)
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“ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
____________ (8)

Diary Number:—

--------- --------------TYruision.
------------------------Police Station.

IÇ

Nature of Offence :—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Llaoyang l oad near ward Road and had noticed the 4th 
accused thron sene paper over the wall into the garden of 
No. 237 Lireyang Road, a foreign house adjoining the Tong 
Hal ) Middle school. ab the garden gate woo lookodj
the C.P.C. could not enter to see what It was rtie had 
thrown over.

He continued to f ollow the lot, 4th and 5th accused ! 
until on aUnr Road near Yulin Road th<y were Joined hf 
the 2nd and 3rd accused.whcre the C.P.C. was Joined by C.P.
s. 708 and then the witness Tang Tai Zang ease up and told 
then that ho had aeon the 1st to Sth aooussd on Liaoyang 
Road as aforenantlonod, scribbling with chalk, ewwisf stie 
slogans on walls, the first 6 aceueod wore then arrested. 
Nothing incriminating was found in their possession at the 
tine of arrest.

A visit was paid to No. 257 Llaoyang Road where a 
number of pamphlets of a occnunlstio nature wore found in 
the garden, ab No. 257 Uaoyang Hoad adjoins a school, it 
is evident that the 4th accused had noant to throw than 
into the compound of the school.

Liikoyang Road near Wayside Road was then visited and | 

on walls of a factory and telegraph posts was found written; 
in black, white and rod ckalk, the following slogans:*

(1) • Overthrow the trait ore*.
(2} «Take up axne against the Japanese*.
(3) «Take back North China*.

J
’ ... -
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

...... ........   Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— -_____________ Police Station.

(5) .......................... ........ I9
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

. Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

I

£

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

(4) "Help the Red Army".
(6) "Support the Soviet Government".
(6) "There is only the lower class to oppose

the Japanese^.
(7) "Down with Chiang-Kai-Chek the traitor who Is ;

kind to the Japanese*.
A amber of pieces of white chalk were found near the ? 

scene.
The witness, Yang Tsi Zang, at the station pointed out 

the 2nd accused as being one of the non he saw writing on 
the wall with a piece of black ohalk. The 2nd accused’s 
fingers bore black chalk marks when arrested.

A visit was then paid to Ko. 20 Tsang Yang Lee, 
Baikal Road, the hone of the 2nd accused and in an upstairs 
middle room in various boxes and drawers were found a 
quantity of books and pamphlets, the nature of which is 
not yet known.

The next place visited was the hate of the 4th and StJt
i 

accused, situated at Ho. 32 Tsang Yang Lee, Baikal Road. j
Those two accused occupy an upstairs loft which is 

fitted out as a schoolroom with black-board etc. There 
was also seised a number of books and pamphlets^ nature 
yet unknown, found in various drawers and boxes belonging 

to both these accused. -
The 1st accused* s home situated at Ho. 27 Kungping 

Fat ng, Kbngplng Road was then visited at 2.30 a.m. >11*36



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL police.

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number:

_______________ 'Division.
______ ________ Police Station.

19
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

and In an upstairs bMk room was found few «th Moused 
vrtw résidas together with the 1st accused. The room when 
starched revealed a large number of hooka aad pflStfflfleto, 
nature yet unknown, and a mlMgraph used for printing 

paaghloto. The 4th Moused was then summarily arrested.
Questioned as to other members of fee Comaunlst ferty 

known to him, the «th Moused led dctootlvoa to Be. IB | 
KwoflMag Bond where the 7th aoeuoed was taken into enetedi | 
at 3«1B a.m. 3-11-33. Rio room, mi upstairs tank room, 
was searched and a quantity of hooks and pamphlets were . 
found in various drawers and bones. The nature of these 
books and pamphlets is not yet know».

The 4th aroused is also a teacher at the feu neg 
( ?4> )• feinasy School, situated at Bo. 0 Mei Tseng
Loe, Chemulpo Road and fee sometimes sloop on fee promises. 

1?his school wss visited but nothing Ineriadnating wm 
found.

I -»•» ;

ThoA6th aoeuoed ooadMts a nifet school at fee Ming 
Tsi ( feiwy School, situated at Mo. et Bylfe
Kwang Leo, TongOhsn Road, a visit was paid ts this school 
share it was ascertained that fee 1st end dfe Moused hmre 
only conducted a night elans for fee last two nights, l.o. 
1st and 2nd of Movmaber 1935, when they taught a dess of 
about Id female workers. Chinese literature.

All eeoused admit being members of fee Chinese 
communist ferty. the 1st Moused also admitting feat he io ?

r ...; J

: • '

‘ .. : s : à
■ . . X . ••



0H 8 35 SHANGHAÏ MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—
...... .....................Division.
______ ______ Police Station.

r9
Diary Number Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

In oherge of the Eastern die tr let.
D.F. ooync of the Spseial Brandl was inforucd 

attended*
Statement» will be taken from all aeouaed and 1hey 

will appear before the Court on the morning of the 4-11-56 
when their detention for one week will be asked for, for 
further enquiries.

Enquires proceeding.

D.C. special Brandi*

b. 8* 12*



Ta» Sih Toah^b)^)t ago IS, 
Shanghai D.S.I. Coyns

X 1.40 p^.VU.g. Tulla M.SUioa Clark Z.O.&wg

hT *■• le Yft® siJx Ta A. I aa 19 years of ago, a
aatiw of Shanghai, and living at Bo. et Kang Ping Wang, 
Kungping Scad. X an a Junior clash es^pioyad is the 
Aosountante* Office of the Btaqyang Brothers Tonaooo Co., 
Savard Road.

Whan X was eight'/oars old, X Joined the Prismy School 
of the see 1*1 Middle School, Slocned. I left the school 
at the ago of IS when X had completed the second jets olaeo 
of the Junior Middle school. After leaving the a ohool, 
I studied in the evening school cf the Chinese T»M«<kA«, 
Sorth Saeohuen Rood, for six rtonths and then studied 1m the 
ownlrg ? chool of the Chinese Qismber ef Oonaaree» Sorth 
Ronan Road, for another six Months. 1 was then unemployed 
indflytiue.

About July ar August, 1934, 1 obtained «etplcynent as 
Junior alert in the Aooouat ants’ Of flee of the Xsayang 
Brothers Tobaoco Co,, Savard Bead, at $26, yer Month.

Bp father, who «as a ahoy assistant, died about four 
years age. My Mother is living in Pootung. I haw bee* 
llvieg «1 th® pw&ent address (S7 Kwg Ting Thong, Kuagplng 
Hoed) with Tang Chi JooG&$J^> (In anetody) hr new 
than tw swathe. x knew bin bocanee batik at we had studied 
in the TJI.CUA. Bowing School,

T«v Chi ^®e Joined the Staa >ao Ciroulating Library, 
Contimsrtal landing. Banking Bead, in the latter part of 
19M as elerfc, and resided on the prentsos of tike Xdbeagy, 
he we dischargad f ran the library about two Months ago 
owing to rodewtisa of staff. Bo then ewes to ehaw the



(2 ) Ya> Sih. Tech, 

room with me, and is at present living upon tea ailing a few 
dancing girls in ths tn&leh language. Ido not know 
whether or not he Is a o Mcmunlot, but he la know to » at 
a student of social science* X aa «130 interested in 
social sclenco, and thci-efore I ilso rest books on oosanuniaa 
Hcwater, 1 aa not a oonjsunist.

the books foams in mgr room bearing the label of the 
Shan Paw Circulating Library were brought 1* by Yang while 
the periodicals and pamphlets, cane of which ere of a pro- 
cwueBiiiat nature, were giwn to we for perusal by • Jti*»» 
n—od. Loe( £ ), Whose address I da not knar as he rotated 

to t all me When questioned. He epeefte Koepo di ale et» age 
about 24, height about »• >*, dark thin face, thin bulla, 
wearing foreign etyle clothing. I mdo hie aegualatanoe 

about three or four months ago who» we met la the Shun 3hML 

CirQulBting llbraryy 4hieh X used t» frequent far the purpos 
of reading books and newapapa», Loe did not toll no 
about his prof «scion, /for anything else regard lag hhasalf, 
I like to be In his oomnsny simply ba cause ho appears to 
mo to bo well educated, Ko rialted ms at ay boas about 
ttroe or four tines a snath and often talked with no 
about the world polit leal situation, Bo ease informed 
no that he was a neater of the League of Social Sctdatlats 

and atteuQtod to persuade no to Join it. Althos^h 1 
had the intention to beocne a neater, x haw so far failed 
to do so.

About one month ago, Lee brought no some 80



-S-

copie» of S» Sis bearing on wrld political
situation,, nnd told an to *i3tribut» sau». X, however, 

threv svey the per üdloal in a>' slleyssy during one 
evening. tecon* ttra... at 10 KoDoraber 2,

19Ï5, he brought a'fcovt 53 aûplc» of ths* «imu» periodical 
to my reoa ?.»J- <ne to .’ X str Italie Uit» in streets. 
At about 10.40 e^A. tàa sæ»s* d?xjr, I, acooMpaaied Uy W 
friend» Zien St ng Hjci lung Pae Zoea )•

and the two ft-mdlee (all tlxeae ton# person* are in çnetedjrl* 
proceeded to the vicinity ef Wusp'sng and X^alay Boede and 
AtalnEÜMEkMk dleesndnated capias of til* literature la 
question. At this Juncture eo *ero arrested on Dalny 
Ro?d irr ths reniai pal Pulles.

Thsss four pereoas «era Inoea io »e onljr racsmtlf* 
! have y rep .nested aa»ng than the prineiplee at socialisa 
as X had loan imiaaeted %r <• *• •«•

The above stat eus nt la true and made by *■• 
vpluntrrilv.

(Tao Sih Teife*)



Tsang Pau Tsou Qtf 
tel Meng( .£/>p)»Dlnghai D.S.I. Coyne

Tiling Station 3rd of lowomber D.I.Kkh Pao-hra

Ü& nene io Tsang Pau Tsou, age 18» native of Pei King 

( ^7 )» Dinghai ( )» Mi.ngpo* I am at present
employed as a printer in the World Bookstore printing Works» 

Dalny Road» and live with my wife Tsung Tang Sx 
at Ko*20» Tsung Tang I>1 ), Baikal Road.

Between the ages of 8 and 12» I studied in a private 

■* sohodl in ny native place* I then accompanied ny parthtOu
to Shanghai and we have since lived at Mo.20 Tsang Tang X>i» 
Baikal Road* My father named Tseng Shing Tsang )
is a fitter employed by Rwa 3ÿi ) Cement Works in
Hankow*

Tollowlng my arrival in Shanghai» I continued ny studies 
in the Tkmg Chu (? )Prhoary School» Wayside Road. X 

became a graduate of that school at the age of 14( winter 1931) • 
Coraenclng from Teb.1932» I have been osployod as a printer 

in the World Bookstore Printing Works» Dalw Road» earning 
|22 par menses. X wu introduced to this conform by a fellow 

worker named Loh Cha Xmen )» about id* she has .
been «ployed there for mere them ten years omd has been 1 
occupying an upstairs bomk room in ny hrase for the past five J 
years*

I At about 10 p*m* Movombor 2» while I was about to sleep*/ I *
Tan T»ih Tseu accused) erne to uy hone and

asked me to go^out to take a walk* X cooapliod with his 
request* (hi reaching the entrance of Tsung Tang 11 alleyray 

off Baikal Road I noticed two females named Tseu Chia Zung 
^ ) and Tai Zuk Ming )(4th and Sth accused

/



respectively) who were also waiting there at the instance 
at the first accused. îhe four of us then proceeded along 
Ward Bead. Whilst on route we wet Zlh Sing-wfaah ( )
(3rd accused) who, I understand, had also bm called there

Ya*. Ya* then purchased several pices of chalk from a 
grocery store, one of which wrs given to me for the purpose 
of writing slogans cn walls or electric standards in the 
vicinity of Llaoyang Road. Yau first chalked a musher of 
slogans and instructed me to copy two of the*, vis. * Armed 

realstanoe to Japant" and «Restore the lost territory in 
Vorth Chinai* These X chalked on an eleetrio polo on I 
llaoyang Road. Yarn also instructed Zlh. Sing *ah to write 
slogans on walls, etc. in that locality. We ware later arrester 
by the Polioo on Dalny Road near Ttalin Road and taken to Yhlia 
Bead Police Station. >

Apart from being a amber of a «ending Class* since 
September 1»35, established by Yam Taih Yam in hi* home at 
Ro*27 King Ring Yang, off King Ping Rond» X sm not a amber 
of the Chinese Camaaiat Party nor am I affiliated with 
any other political organisations. X do not receive any 
monthly remuneration fron Yen Tslh Tarn.

(Signed) Tseng P«« teen



Zlh Sing ihah 
WSSih SOC It.ff

TUlla Bd* 3.11.36.

Ry name !• Zlh Bing Whah )• I a»
19 years of age and am a native of WWSlh.

I aune to flkasghai 3 years ago an! cntarod the 
China Wire Pro*» et* OMpaay. 35 Xtanlng Boat as aa apprenties.

This year. 1936. eonetine la Asgast X want te 
the Tsung ta Xibrary, Pooohow Bead, of Which X an a masher, 
and there X net ose fat* Tsih faon h 1st eenaaed»

After the first nesting X net Ta» several ttas 
By previews arrangement and vont set with him to play.

At about s p.m. 3.11.39 X net ta at the eomsr 
of Stoning and Cheualpo Rota. ta told me to meet hln 
at SB P.n. 2.11.35 at the eoraer of Balay and Wayside tads.

At 1g p.n. 2.11.35 1 sent to the «orner of Balay 
and wayside tads as directed By ta» and there X net ta 
Who was Is the company of.3 others when 1 do not know, two 
of then wore f anales and 1 mala. (1st, and.Ksctx <th ant 5th 
aooesed.)

Vo till then west to Zlaeyeng Read near Waysldo 
tad where ta and the 3 strangers predated eh&lk Cron ta 
pockets and eetaneed to write on sone nearly walls and 
telegraph poles. What they wrote X do not know.

We all then want to Belay and tato Roads ooraor 
shore we wore arrested ly wnifoxn polio omn.

1 an not a osnonnist neither am X interested in 
their doctrines.

(Sgd) Zfh Sing tah.



TaOB MB 
MM. M

Thlte Bd. Stn 3.11.36. BMrll ChMf

naae 1» Taen «Ma Mg >• *«• **•
natte* ef Oaaton» residing at Tamg Yang 11, Mitel Road. X 
an a »ehool4teaoher hy profOMiea» teaching at the M Mg 

***bw school» **u *** f *“* *
Read.

Ateet 10 p.n. Soventer 3« X net Xte ToM T*a» 
“”ia< «*•“• *—• xw»

11. hy «rwninnti, thia ana haring previflwaXy told ng tint 
there mid to wort tor ns to da teat evening. Be get 
mi a Monitor ef paaphleta. which X wM, and told sa te 
dletrltate thau

wo at* rmeeded ta the fetng Bai ( )
hterjr MX, Meagans Boat ne*rVardlnad.wlMr*Xterar 
tec gaathldta An ew the nail» The ether tag eteod 
and watteod whilst x did tela. Be tM ealtod nt a little 
war* and X an* two nee tealMg alogcMi on a non. *e ataod 
and notched tel* >roe*odingt and a folloaaan <teo aMg and 
arroetad tea tea ace oho ear* teaUteag on tee anil, nr M 
cenpkaMa and agpMlf •

X cane te teantfaai te fuao Mat yw, and atedled 
at tee Tseng Mag ( ) Mddle school» MM MocmIm,
«at 11 J®» thia roar» tee* l hoeane * aohooMteMar»

X have» ent never M had» ear naawettaaa wlte 
the taMt hrty.

(Sgt) fM tete Song.



Tai Zuh-ming faaale
Canton D.8. Makar off
Station 3rd Kovsmbor Clerk Loo Dong Lian*

My name is Tan Zuh*e^tng» 18 years of age» native of 
Canton* My native address is Ching Chi Li Village 
( ). Xing Ping Helen ( 4^)» Canton. I

studied at the Bang Mong Middle School» King Ping Malm» 

for a period of 2 years and S months when my father died 

and I had to leave the sohool. After that X became slok 
for about 6 months and when I got wen again» I became a 

teacher at the Ching Chi Li Village» at which place I 
taught students for 8 months* Soon afterwards I became 

sick again and left the school staying at hone for the 

next 8 months. I came to Shanghai in July 193S with a view 

to entering the Wn Bang girls School ._)• tat an- 
fortunately X contracted a akin dieeaeo and was unable to 
enter the school. I reside in one mall root at 32» Chung 
Yang Loe ( f )» Baikal Moad» toggther with another 

female» named Cha Mb Tseng» a teacher of the Poo Yang 

Primary School» ffhaaralpoBoad* x ma not a oommmlst» 

neither I was wrer connected with any commmlst affairs* 
All the radical llterataro seised in our room belongs to 

my rocsMsato Cha Ka Zang ( ). i did not taw» that
she is concerned or carried out the work of eomnunlsts*

This statement is true*

(Signed) Tai Zahming



Yang CM Teen 
Kiukinng » »••• tokarofl*.

Tali» Rd. St». 3.11.35, CXtfk Xto.

»y name is Yaag OU î« (4$ » yn

of ago, native of Xiukl&ag. Ry natfera aOwc to Tong 
Shias (^pf ) Tillage, Xtoklaag. I began ay otody 
at the Tai We ( 5 ) Roraal School, Xtokiang, where X
otadisd far a period of 2 years»** After the eakeol» X 
beeaae to he aa spprsntiee-tosso at the Xaling Medical 
Kissiaa, tollng» share X ««• tod tor atout < anotha torn X 
left tor Shanghai. X aaaa to fihaatoMii to tol and atoatoed 
an mployncnt aa a clerk with the to toe Waterwort» Titting 
to.» Ktangee Road, near the bridge to toÏA™MpMity X 
worked for » «oaths at toe aalaxy ef $S per woath and 
board and lodging- hr «tot enploynent was with toe ton 
toe Clieulatlng library, tonttoentol toyertan, Banking toad» 
as aaai atant librarian, with a salary of gio per anwth. X 
worked at too ton too library for a ported of 0 «cMho «hen it 
ana closed doto. After tost X become a private tcochto 
giving private lessens to a certain Madly» to.? to Wang M 
( À 'f ), Ward toad» for Wbito nark X got gB par nentii 
and also a onall roan an the prenioea provided by trade.
About 2 «goto ago* Ton toto Tom l-pf^ • ton arrested 
tegetbcr with as. Otoe to ay place, and aOked ne to boaoto 
a tonasniot as a part of patrioUo aovnumt, to «fetch X agreed 
and on several oeoaottos was gives to diets itote a stoker 
of etoutoiot jtoghloto on varices reoto in toa^tonepoe 
dlotrlet. X never attended aay westing neither X 
partielpnted in any other oomsmîst sorb.

X reside at 27 Xtogptag Mt, toagptog Mad, together 



with Tim Toll* Ths. I hove no comm 1st literature 
or dowmento la ray poeMwaloa. AH Wo book» and pasitfhleto 
Mixed In our rooa belong to Too Toth Tomu

Thio etateaent lo troc.

(Bg<) Teng (Ml Torn.



Tsi Chien Ting 
WUsleh xxx D.S. Mak ar off.

ïtalln Rd. stn. 3.U.3S. * Clark lea

W am la Tai Chien Ping ( 88 re»»
of age, native of Wusih. M natü><addreso la lo.g Zak 
Wong Boag lane ("b T-%, ), KouJaO ), outaide af
Sorth Gate, Walk. I ££$£*** Study at the Toidb Th 

( ) Trlnary School, where I studied far one year.
Tor the next year X studied Mgliah and then became a teaeher 
at the Sung Zah ( ft ) Primary Sehoel at Wusih where X 
tonght students for about • months* gy next employannt 
was with the Ung Tsoeng I library assistant
librarian, more X worked for • months when X loft far
Shanghai. X earn to flban^ai in 1S31 and atudied at the . 
Zang Wo Vocational School, Trench Conesssicei, for a period ’ 
of d months. Tor the next 6 months X vaa Unemployed 

<Z4vand Wee X Joined the library af the Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce, garth Soochow Bead, aa assistant librarian, for a j 
period of one year. Wr salary was |1S per month. X roaigne 
from the above library and Joined the Sen The Circulating 
library, Continental leporine, Banking Road, my salary being 
K per month. With that library X was employed for a period J 
of 3 years. At the expiration of 1 years, X resigned from 
the San Mo ClreulatiM library, and became assistant 
librarian at the &B. Castons Xdbrary, Tang Wee M )
Rubbling V|01 Bead, whore X still work at the salary ef
|28 per month. X also work on morningienly at the mtarnatloni 
Xdbrary, Rte. Psrgusam, Trend* CsnoosBloa, fox fit per month.
On several occasions X was asked by ay friend Wong Too 9ÿi I 
( Ï ), unemployed, to Join the Qnmamiet Tarty, bet



(2)

X rafusaA. AU the radlaal llth «ratera aalsad la ay 
rooa waa also teawght ta for paruaal by aaaa Vatng Toa 
ïyi. X dan’t know hla addrasa, but X know that about t 
years aga ha vu «^ployed with tha Ohlaa Xerahmta Siam .
Karigatloa 0».

I au not a aoaismlst, naithar I haro or h«ra hat 
anything to do with Qaauœiat doatrlnaa.

■f

i 
f

(sga) ï.» **• “**
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To l di oarer e throughout the country»
The month of sR@cT H*y,(1934) cones this year In a 

new ®w u^hen the whole vrorld is marching rapidly toward® 

revolution end wer. in bins, we have revolutionary warfare 

and interference by rynti-revolutionaries? a natioml oriel* 

caused by imperialistic inwsionsj the economic crisisj the 

oppression by landlords and crritalistsi the ever-growing 
etrurr-i»fe of revolutionary labourers end «easwats md the 

Ipwlesaneos of the Fascist movement, ns wll ns the 5th Anti- 

Oomunist -'aispaign of the imperialistic Fuomtntsng and the 
heroic battles f ought by the Red 'raies to arnaah the ntl- 

nosæmniet enw^ign, and the rapid development of the Chinese 
Soviet m-»v<-?stent, Conoecuently the 5th Flsnnry Session 
ha® passed the following résolution»- 

•Owing to the acute rev slutionary situation, the >nrty is 
•required to strengthen a thousand-fold the revolutionary 

•work of th® masse*. It should gain control of the mssos 

•by utilising the unified battle line of the extensive 

* lower grades and mobilizing the whole party in the &tavg%l<yi 

•to overthrow the 5th Anti-Comunist campaign. This is the 

•most urgent and import nt tnak now confronting the party,*
In directing the strikes of the proleterim el as see 

and in dev; loping the revolutionary trade union movement» 
the v*rloua grade® of the ”«rty wad li^our unions should 
Utilise the or-^reesien of workers by Chinese end for&lgp 

caritollsts end the trer ehery of the Imperialistic Kuomintang 
and •yellow*’ labour unions to achieve the object of extending 

seonomie struggle». The greatest mdewours Should be mde 

to prepare, srgnnisn» end direst 93.1 labour disputes» sad 

to fom ’’Kay 1* JTepnraV-ry Comal ttesa in war leas fastories 

to orgmjise the masse* for the holding st dw'-mstr?.t ion* on 

Eny 1, . Here in Shanghai we met ®rke immolate



préparât1 ne for c nduetln^ the kny 1 aw-a-.at end organize 
the atra-T-las of cotton mill workers, vrtiarf and harbour 

worker®» chip wrters, md electricity work er a. Particulnry 
«re should seize the leadership of the strike of the Mayer 
&ilk factory worker», develop the strike into a general strike 
of ell silk workere in'tdr n^hai, and establish a union of 

Shanghai silk workers* The object of mir endeavours is to 
foster a general st ike of worker» in Shanghai so as to enable 
as to seize the directorship of their struggles.

In Hopei we should e meentrate mr < ff orts upon 
directing end developing the general strike of Ke Ilan Mine 
workers ani establishing a union for them» By direct Ing

the struggle of the Kalian Miners we shell also be able to 
promote end develop the strikes et Tongjfifem and tc organic * .... 
tHe struggles of railway workert aadMiners» printers in
Peiping» and cotton sill end wharf workers in Tientsin. \

The jrrty Should psy special attention to the
activities along the I e ip Ing-Hankow Railway in Hopei and
Honan because this is the principal line used by the tape rial ot
ic Kuomintang for the transportation of troops free ^orth
China to fight the Red Armies»

In Manchuria w should accelerate the work a^song 
railway workers» dîners» arsmal «np^oyees» industrial workers 

and seamen.
All party orgrnirotions should mobilize their aesbers 

in order to conduct mass armante in a systematic manner» 
The strikes of the Mayar Silk Tnetcriwe sad the Kai la» ülnea 

should be persuaded to conduct activities openly mong the 
«rioyess of other fnctories»

Ai

neglected.

the divtrii
our work
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or/p'nis'p r» unmrloyment cataeiittee nd a ' Ik.y 1' -'T”epnr?tory 

oiamlttee to preqinre them for particip tion in th© f y 1 
demonotr tione. t tho bw»o time w« should send out ccrardes 

to vork fmona; the lower gr de «asses with © view to overthrowing 

the yellow 1 hour unions.
b regards our movement in vill■ gee, we met direct 

the peee’-nts in their opposition to usury, taxation "nd rentrls.

In the vllV’geo in Sinchurin* we should organise nti-J p nese 

r» ci 1 -rerf rs «nd the provinces bordering on the .oviet 

districts, we should organise guerilla warfare g inet the
F u ora in t ng troops/

During the month of •’Red'* Ifoy, 1954* we eh 11 see a 

desperate nd decisive otruggle between soviet 'bin nd |
Fucmint'ng hinn. Consequently* Mas propaganda in oupport | 
of the Red reties should be Inluded in our d ily work. t 
wharves «nd r ilwayo we should organise irec utionnyy I

onsnitteear nd picketing groups to oppose the tr asportation | 

of munitions *nd troops to fight rgeinst the Red Arnies.
&e should n ke it clear to the broad masses in I

Konchuria s well *■ s in Chin* proper th t the emancipation 

of the Chinese people can be effected only by following the 

example of the U.S.Ü.R. Consequently the protection of the ! 
U.». SJ.R. constitutes one of our main duties, and the masses 
in Manchuria are required to carry out energetic activities ! 
among railway work er a, arsenal workers* semen and Manchukno |

ftroope and to damage military reilwnys* asrodrmes* and other ! i 
«Hit ry constructions of ths Japanese imperial lots who are 

Planning to invade the V.s. s. R. tpoctal attention should
bo paid to astlvittes among the masses of Inner Mongolia 

who should be urgftd to Join the united battle front of outer 
Mongolia and the Ü.&.k.H*

Street demonstrations should be nmde one of the 
principal tasks of the "Red" May struggles of 193d. As
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the iMjv-rinUstlc Kuu»lnt ? ng will ^dipt cruel mensires 

ta suppress our activiti«s from May 1 to May 30, w 
should provide the suisse e with protect ion by the orgnnix». 
tion of picketing groupe mb^ with wooden clubs, iron 

bare, axes, and bricks, etc. We mat select bravo 

fibsters to d irect secretly as well s» openly all mas 

movements oa the ’Med * May Anniversaries, and to diseuse 

carefully baft shend the activities to be carried ont»
larty end League, Executive Bares» of 
Motional Labour Federation, Central, 

April 10, 1VM.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

File No..

SpecialStjaiab^y- j

Subject (in full) ....Aele^se,.of ...female..suspects, in comiaunist casel„(S.B...7O51).

Made ty______.___ ...................................Folded by........... ÜUPt.’...T^..

The three Chinese females together with Tang Wei

Ching ( yg who claimed American citizenship, were

arrested on November 9, in Chinese territory as a result of
--------------------------- —------------------------------------ —--------------------------------------------------------------- pdNL&Ÿ it

information passed on to the Chinese Authorities^ by the S.M.P.

who discovered certain addresses on papers seized during the

raids of Communists refered to in attached case.
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Translation of Despatch "Fah* No. 1881 ^ated \ |

November 19,1935, from General Tsai Chin Chuin, -

Chief of the Public Safety Bureau.

To the Special Branch S.M.P»

On November 6, 1935, detectives from your 

Department requested the assistance of the Special 

Branch of this Bureau to arrest certain reactionary 

suspects in Yung An Li Alleyway, North Szeqhuen Road,^_$£ 
etc. Four persons named Dung Fee Yau(^^^U^), 

Li Yu Woo( , Dong Wei Shing(^-) and

Loo Ser Fong( ) were arrested and taken to the

Bureau. As the prisoner Loo Ser Fong( rft/> ) claimed -THfe.js,w / ■
American citizenship, he was therefore handed over to the 

American Consulate through your office.

As regards the other three prisoners, each of 

them has been separately interrogated. They all claim 

to be law-abiding citizens and that they have never 

participated in any reactionary organization. Their 

statements have been found correct. They have therefore 

been released after they have been ordered to furnish 

security. As the prisoners were arrested upon your 

request, this communication will serve to explain to you 

the circumstances under which the case against the prisoners 

was dealt with. I beg also to forward herewith three 

photographs of the prisoners.

(3d) Tsai Chin Chuis.
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..........."c".......... Division.
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......................................................................................... 14/1.1/3.5..........19

Diary Number:— 3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused Loo Suk Fong ( ) again appeared
before the 2nd Brnach Klangsu High Court on the 

morning of 13/11/35.

Mr. King 3 Kum assistant Municipal Advocate 

informed the presiding Judge that there was no 

evidence to substantiate the accused claim to American 

Citizenship.

Supt. Dong Pao attached to P.S.B. gave evidence | 

to the effect that the three females,who implicated 

the above named accused were released as there was |

no evidence to prove that they were members of the I

communist party. |

After the above evidence had been submitted 

by Supt. Dong Pao, the following decision was handed 

down:-
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IM Tttf, RRaNCH KI iGSJ . IGH CUURT (l.M.)
?4r. King 3. On appeared for the 3<kiS» co ne il. 
ar. Kuh «su Kyi ap earod fW the accused.

ryoce dings Mr. Kums- Curing the period of reaand, the police went to
the ,»aericun consulate for lacking enquiries of the accused's 
nationality, but no documentary proof could be found 'by the

| vasricau coasulat-Gensral ««r. Cm iugn&a to prove tixat the 
accused* is r.eliy ah uericsn citizen, and here is en official 
letter signed by Mr. iunniughaa (pro) stating that there is 
no definite evidence to prove actually that the accused is en 1
auerlcm citizen. The accused was arrested on suspicion of |
having concerned with the other seven accused already in custody | 
in writing oouuunistie slogans on Liaoytftg ROad. At the tian | 
when those seven accused were arrested, the police found in the I
huae of the 4th and 5th accused a note*bock In wlùch the addressee 
of this accused (Loo auk rang) and the others nnaed Dang. Lee. ! 
and King** were written. Therefore the police infonaed the | 
r.2.B. of the Matter and DQug. Leo. dnd King were arrested by I 
the constables of the i'.S.B., and the a cased was handed over to ‘ 
ths Settlement for uakuig enquiries of her nationality. Now the 
officials of both P.s.ll. and found that bong. Lee. King,
and this accused are in fat not concerned to camunietic offence, 
so the former three had been released by the P.JUB. The police 
now found that the accused was formerly a scbool»aate of Dausg 
wei Ching when she was studying with her in the a Koo Girl School. 
Daung asked the accused 2*xgiK*xiucrx of her address when the for* 
mer left the school in order that they any ezohanglrf letters be» 
tween them after they were departed. Thio the accused did and 
so her address was found written on the note-book of Daung'e.

Representative of P.s.B. Dung Pant- Ojjr Bureau receiv
ed a telephone mess go from the central Statius tkxt Informing 
that 7 accused were arrested on Tulin Road for having concerned In
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i writing ouxuunxstic slogans on Liaoyang Road, tnd the addreasea of

jong, Lee, King, aid this accused were found written in the n-te- 

b^4c of one of the eeven accused, 90 our bureau wxrmritaft sent

eons table :* the respe ?tive Laues of these for latter uen timed
■ accused and arrested thm in all. This accused was sent to 

the liixweli Ho-d .fter arrested and the stated that she

la an American citizen. In order to find out whether what aha 

stated are correct the police detained her for tho purpose of

j n-x.ng enquiries. Now an official letter fraa the ^xerlcan 

onaulate is received, but Our Bureau could not posaihly prove 

t iat the aoonwed is really a neither of ’■he eoECTunistxc party. 

Judge to DQng Pau1
jere the other three detained-4n your Mireau released?

1. Yea, they were released.
...r* iuhî- I aek the cozrt to release the u.cused.

Jud^e to the Procurator;
Have you wj opinion regardlag 4« the natter?

4. No.

Judge to the ^cuaed;-
<oth the P.3.3, and the Poll ou Statl -n do not want to 

charge you so you are released to*d>y»

iieoioim

T.K.U

To be released.
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Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The accused Loo Suk Fong appeared before the 2nd. 
Branch Kiangeu High Court on the 7-11-35 when sae was 

remanded until 11-11-35 to ascertain if any docmentary 

proof could be obtained proving the accused's claim to 
American Citlsenshlp. on lit -11-35 a notice was 
received from the High Court to the effect that the 
accused would be remanded till 13-11-35 and not «Fthe 

11-11-35 as previously notified. At 9.48.a.m. 11-11-35 
a telephone message was sent to the 5th. division S.P.8. 
Bureau Headquarters informing them that the next hearing 
re the accused would ®e on 13-11-35. During the remand 
period an official letter was received from the American 

Consulate fanerai stating that a search of records failed 
to find any evidence that would substantiate the accused’s 

claim to American nationality. Copy of letter attached.
The accused was removed from the House of Detention 

on 9-11-35, taken to the F.P. Bureau and photographed.
The accused will appear before the 2nd. Branch 

Kiangsu High Court at 9.a.ia. on 13-11-35.
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American Consulate General, 
Shanghai, China, November 11, 1935

Subject: Arrest of Loo Sock-fong.

Captain E. R. Kennedy,
Assistant Commissioner of Police, 

Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai, China.

Sir,
Reference is made to your telephonic inquiries 

regarding the nationality of Loo Lock-fong, a 
Chinese woman arrested on November 6, 1935.

This office has searched its records without 
finding any evidence to substantiate this young 
woman*s claim of American nationality. The young 
woman and her alleged father, Loo wai-tong, were 
informed on the 6th instant that this Consulate 
General would be glad to consider any evidence which 
they might present in support of her claim of citi
zenship. However, no such evidence has been pre
sented and this office is therefore unable to inter
cede in her behalf.

Faithfully yours, 
(Sd) Edwin S. Cunningham 

American Consul General.
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Made by...dD.«.S.*...J.O.ne.9..................................Forwarded by.....  , j <y /.......

_______ This morning D.S. Jones and D.S.I. Shih of the Special_  

Branch visited the House of Detention at the District Qo.urt_
and interviewed the three female communist suspects named ______
TSEU CHIA ZUNG TAI ZUH MING ) a nd >00 SUK

-PONG regarding their possible connections with other ..
suspects in the case. The two female suspects arrested in the

. Settlement were closely interrogated with.regard lo_.the addreese 
of four women found by the Police in their room at Ko. 32 Tsung 

Yang Li ). Baikal Road. Utese women, LOO SUK TOLQr TANG _
—TOI-ŒING-j^^^ ), LI NY I 00 end T^G EST. AO

were arrested at different places in Chinese territory by the
Chinese authorities because their names and addresses appeared_

_ on slips of paper found during the search conducted at No. 32 
Tsung Yang Li, Baika1 Road, LOO SUK FONG, it will be rememberedt 
claimed United States citizenship, but her claim waw not______

_ admitted by the U.S. Consular Authorities in Shanghai. The______  
explanation offered by TSEU CHIA ZUNG as to how these addresses 
came into herpossession is that during part of 1934 they,____
including herself, were schoolmates together at the Al KUO______

Middle School in Kiangwan. On leaving school, states 

TSEU CHIA ZUNG. they exchanged addresses with one another, which 
explains her possession of the addresses in question. According 

_ to TSEU, she has not met any of these former schoolfellows now 

under arreat_aince the parting lest year. She states that so far 
as she la aware, neither Jher room-mate TAI ZUH NYING .
nor the other four detained women, have ever been engaged in___
activities of a subversive nature.______________________________

_______ During the course of our investigations into this case no 
informationJhBB been obtained which could implicate in/anfrjway 
the four women arrested by the Chinese^ authorities.^/},//4 

'fl /
D»d» Special Branch * iFléiZ 9/11 D.S. (J

........ ’ ' '......  ’....... ' ~V"
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I

Stn. i-lx» Rd# Procurator *i4 Judge /«B®

Accused loo suk Fong ) A e 19» Fannie student.(

Charge

Proceedings.

Vrlt of -n accordance wVh *rt.a 76 and 1Û1 of C.J.P# i
Application le nejxby nxade for the above described fentile 

to ba retained for enquiries, she having bean arrested by 
Officers of the %?»£.Bure u nt about 7 p*ta. on c/11/35 at 
Mo» 80 Fong L4h Li. N.Hzechucn Rd. as a suspected c^-Xiunist.

IN lire ^qoîmTi laws? inc?! eo'w1 (a.:-.)

Hr. King ?<wn ■’►«near®* for the 3.y, Council. 
Mr. Kuh *«au Kyi appeared for the accused.

Mr. Kum:- The sw»»«’ «r thl? cat-? wee sr sated at 7 p.a.

on the 6/11/55 by Sunt* ^«»ng PflO of th® hiblic safety bureau and 

brought to nixnell Roa* I’olie*. station nt 7.05 p.ia. garas date for 

susnected cownranlst. Supt. rMs»n<3 stated that he ir-nted the ? 
accused at No. 80 ftw Boh , off north ^eoF.uen Road on |
information given by one namff ’Wn* wel Ghlng who was also | 

arrested by the» for ess posted oom waist. The accused is a school ? 
mete of naung »*ei Ching (no* in onstot* the P.3.B.). |

In the ^lloe station the accused stated rihe is of American 
: I

oitzenship. A certificate vw irr'ue’ by 'lie A?uerlcun authorities | 

(pro.) to the accused’s father, but bora ao photograph of ths j 

accused. inquiries were riade by the and ascertained that
th» accused*» father was an A^orlaan Cttzan, which was proved by

producing his certifient®. ;
From enquiries by ths Polioo ao evidnnee can be produced ' 

that the aeeused is a coanunigt.
0.3.1. Orowthttrî- At »,05 p.n. on the 6/11/35 ^upt. Dming

Pao <tf the P.3.3, brought the acour-i to ths ^i»’ell Moed Polios

| 3tf,tton stating thnt M srrsAtad th? aoouasd at 7 p.m. on the
, 6/U/3S at No. 80 Fong ijoh Li, ?s»rth '.330chus» Road, on ths

j Implication of one nrmod ’'rung *ei Chir®, a suspected oonnunlst, 
! who was arrested at 12.85 pirn, on the ô/11/S® at No. 53 wing On 

lerrace. North £>zeàhuen Road (See i^lsc. 109/35 38).

-----------................................~
;; . f- ■ ’

" , -■■- -;V’ . ■ 'wr ■

■. < - W - ■■ - '
. .?,■ ■ y . *
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The accused claimed Nrfr.lf w bn df verioan Citizenship.

Her father later attende* ’'plies station and profluoefl a peso
port hearing the phto^w^he rf x’.xlflren, his wife and himself, 
but nui'the photograph nf *’»?

Ur* ^awysr of the Registration Citizens department, As»rioan 

Consulate» Shanghai hear* the o'- uia, oai after looking up the files 

failed to fin, any flooumentsvy roui’ to an w th^t the accusefl 1® of 

.iœrioan citizenship.

Wre to *oco»ed ?- 
q* "hero ware vov ?.
a. I was born '"re* in -Lung Jan UGien, Canton, Chim.

M* Hare you been to ^^crlcs. ?•
A. NO.

q. What is the newe cf ;->ur father î*
a. My father*a mas la ;a>j tfui mung, *wjrlcon oitizenohlp.

q. Were you ar^e^tei by the

A. Yes, they oene tc ’-ci'e unfl aakefl as to g» out saying 

that one naitofl Taung woul ! like to use me. “hsy searoheg ay hook s

ease an4 other articles in *iy hoœ» out nothing incriminating was 

founfl. 'ihey hrouyht w to the *ix**iX •«ad police Station. Taung 

el Ching is ay school mto flylag in the a -Ooh Clrls School*
Q. to you know that Dau*^: «ol Ching was arrests* by the P.S.B.
A, I So not. îaxjw. I

-i 
q. Were you an ir.tir.ate xrienfl of uesxng -‘el Ching t j
A. No, only a swaor. sohMvl m&e. I am not a weiry goofl frient 

of her*»» ®°r 2 hare any gnvlge &gainsc hear.
q, Plfl you join the comauilet pat ty î*
A, NO*
q. Is your father in (bu t to-day 1.

A. Tas*

jud^o to_loo *el Peans (father of aoouaed) to
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I 
Case Ko. 7/16827. ^.t *%?...3-/.. 

Q« What la your nationality t.

A. T *n '>TK»rlo m y?b*»<st. T g'l t To. 8-1 ■» ong

Loh il, Yorth «^zechuen Hou», an» «frioy*» <-r *he tng vn Joapany* 

, liankin* '«os* ao ion.y?t!rm»i <»hief, secvse.’ if* ray flou^hter. 

'i. “hove did .vc’i r** this cer*5fiert?? frcr ?.

a. I /tot It ■’/’'hen oo’ii’tf' brick to <lblnn from Honolulu* 

i Q. "'hit ir t.tw r«^ii«»♦ t»*»* n* ’e-nrHw to the law of 

citizenship U Zerlon. Tf the le fl” H-ar<a«« ?ub Jest,while

his ehildrea are not *"o t-M *”t«J to be

terraar! as aeerlsaa r»hW ? '
A. Y?», as fer »? Ï err tbr nasuy.s.* v>>-* registered

In tn-i .7irlû33 'Car-yur.se, ^wnd, tbc-ie v^ars Aft-r I earns b»ek 

fro» ''tütn'lea. T left. x»>-a,too/ fcurr.*»-»»» H-t) voor® 

4» bhtit 'ato .’ahi rwt an A.»irt<j«r or Chinee» ?• 

A. wirto'jn aub.Hot. Aittiou-’ti T «jerM bao-f to , but X

have oentlnuoi ny roatiatretlo» tn the *‘ipriar»n ^oneul ate, ^hani&al 

ev ry year.

i <• Io iinv oti»r ori^enae» that you onn nhoi rnyar-’tng the 

proof of the »»tlon»lttv of 'onr <nv”’»tnr *?«

A. **h< in my own eatwhter en» T wi «n Anerlean snbteet. 

Qx» Can you leave the certifient» here on th«t the Court will 

raaxe enquiries in the Amarloen Commlete» 'ihenyhni ?» 
A. Ye«. 

.
Mr. Kw»:- The aaenne* h»e viw le» to the "nerieaB F

! Consulate hy the ">'-r>T1oe bist no *^cv!wr»t«ry ~roat‘ ooul» be founft 
l
■ that waul» enMtantfete the of -^-r’csr! subject by the aoeueei 

although her father is rerlat^r*» «a sn ^ra*rlean «ubjast.

! Two other ehil»r®e rhose photfvrrRph?* ht« not on the

i oertlfioate now before your ^nour, are also registered in the 

; Amerloan Consulate. The aoonsad*» father has five children»
i «it. loo ’-ei naungt- The oertifioate now before Your |



FM. L. D.l. 
REVISED, 5-31.

Extract of Proceedings io $. S. D. Court for 19 F. I. R. No. Ml. No.
Reg- No. Stn. Procurator Judge

Case ito. %•.»»* x.

Honour is e passport. The two eb 13.’ran as ji»t related to *9 

the . nwse bon» la ,uay were

register** In the *rnri<niri Vorzr.j.^. bn. • r*o not Hao*

why nn aoyl’’ '>’? four'’

eTu^fjo:* &>Xl» sinc-x yv'j c-~ x't ^vc Uu-L tlv» accused !• 

an trattwn .^ib^eet, a’x ts > -i;.Uw .uiu there any fora
of saw' k-atioy» rcn ' s;. ’ >; ?-^< , of your slighter
to the Va-.'icMn u»«*n'-.^e *■’.

«it. .'«« »’M ’w--r~ -a~. *•,---. , <ti! ;.jj..iu^on fw- 

I 4o net knrr ***• th'* Cor.-M? ■*? qrv" •• : <■ j ;j q thia pari i1.

’•r. Krh:- t-i'-r*-. ’•»• •..■ *>.. ■•» f ,.v.k<)V\ ;.uryuu =

arretïte..'. th-* ««mn-»** for naer*-?'.-r co . cni 1- «o' b:- couî* rot I 

produce ;&y tn.3. ..i;;<5TT tr.-s al ^ly
etate»’ tbit owe r«rv>^ ^wiw '>*»- '’■-»• i • as;udcnsaA. 'iiU' 

offlolols .-»f the ^.3. *3. ’.*«•* >••.?* -r'-r 'M ■'}--;■■ .;t S©1 Ching

in thoir oustoiy whc*.H*r The h-* «r.y •"•*••:.•.•.-»m’ ?hat s-Jspoot 
mipht hart» tola thn th.-t, '■’’•-■> vi-.-> '••, 3. &;z ^aa

arrested. Of course es t ’Tf®ia■>.!■» v> A,» i: x-ii* ”uty to oaheJi 
I enquiries in the raws of cfd.vuiiif" hich is
'[ wary laper MM. W- the ...»îîP a ,7cry ro8peetful

person. X sen ree no reason rhj* ttu ?. s.xj, a3n\H;t.v4 her. In the 

absence of any concret** ovt^hnor tv t the ^couset, Ï aok Your 

Honour to releaee her o-- n ~$'l V-bl,.; a -so rUy «?-.•* qan &tten* flburt 

whenemr reaulriH. oi* *r t*~» T'.c,n. cnKiot pyo-^uao ’.ny proof a^ainelt 
| the aocuee* eh* ha «a*';. » wj^r’iipAy.y.-£ * *•
I Ju>e#*,e to ’A*. Khh’’* 's th-.i rspvotM-tva Uve of Uw> P.3.9, in
* not in Court testify *.o tf.rc utj; lar tao aacuaM la not

j granted. Tf the t»eratot e’r'w e-:j ?-afticiant ovi<*extoe against
j the aocusM. she will be aupally releaeeg.

| 1st» fflas* I request whether Tour Honour cowl* glue a ruling

as to the qu eat Ion of net tonality, whether she ie a bhifiO9O



1 Extract of Proceedings io S. S. D. Coirt for Stn. No.
Reg. No. Stn. Jud^e

Qpse «0^/16827* iih'rt *:o.

toarican subject*

.Tutt?a:- T wtm»; <*1v-h t ’•'♦Hng to tljn u«Rtlnn of 

natirnvilit^ «4 t’.-ir ‘Ànrç-t ».?1P •■?«’•■*» -.u «»•■!.<•** fct t?;*? M.v5T,lc?n

teliâà, I e&se wiW the 11/11/33»

Xx*« '-ÂBaî- ‘T-? ac'-unM» *' * f H.h«e r"* the roliee ha* been 

to tho -varies*». Ccrsrlvhrt •rr«*-»re^yf Hit .«<rtar having 

ST’3Tjt hi-tt1"'*» '■’’> r»»'^.'' ■■**♦1^01* ’■nFll’flft th*"* eoou;j&<, ooul^|

be i0ult:7 t-ÿf'&T'fii.'ftf* >K,zi ' "r” *t. 1.STÎ Of 3j5ATlC~'b tt *1 '’C’’3blp.

the vfÈt’4®!®’’ cf th? c*5m”1 **t* *t?♦.<*'■• trvt ,*^eï*y possible

will he -tver ?< -r tM c~ sublet

Deoi^b'îx
GlHUj
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICES a £>.....;Z£L'A *-? // 3<-|................  j
ARREST REPORT. \

................. ®-.-................Division
CRIME REGISTER 110/ 33 pixweilRoaa......Poilcc station.

(One form to be used for each person arrested) . .MoWWMlMH?-— 6-p---   Jp 35

Name, age, occupation guk Jong ( $2 , age 19» S/sttdent, native of
arrestedress °f pers°n Canton, residing at Ho. 80 Bong Loh Li, Worth Szechuan 
arreS ___________Road..

Arrested by S.?.S. BUTOBU authorities.

Daareres?dtookepeià«"e I *>• «0 >o«g Loh Li, M. Szechuen Road, on 6-11-35.

■

Crime Register No. of 
offence for which 
arrested. (If an 
arrest for outside 
authorities details of 
offence for which 
arrested.)

Name of investigating 
officer.

Arrest of Chinese female by Officers of the 
Shanghai.Public Safety Bureau*..........................

At 7.05 p.m. on the 6-11-35, Supt. Dong Pae 

and Sub-Insot. Ky* ^#n Ping the S.P.8.
Bureau Headquarters, brought to this station a female 

Chinese ae described above, wao they stated ms arrest

!

i e< them at about 7 poifio on the 6-11*35 at Ko* 80 

Bong Loh Li ), off Hnrth Szechuen Road, as a
suspected communist.

Supt. Bong Pao stated the name of the female and 

her address iras obtained from cne named D&ung Wei 

Ching )» arrested at 12,25 p.m. on the 6-11-35

at 53 Wing On Terrace, off Worth Szechuen Road, also a 

suspected communist (see Mise» 109/35).

The arrested female Loo Sub Pong claimed American 

citizenship, which her father Loo Wai Tong ( ),

who later attended the station, supported by producing 

an American passport endorsed cancelled. This pass
port did not boar the pho>ograph of the arrested 

j female although it bore photographs of Mr. Loo Wai

- Toag aad f our others . whom he «laine d to b<r hls~erifo

Initials of Senior 
Detective.

This report is to be forwarded to Headquarters on the morning after arrest.
It will be returned for particulars on back to be completed.
In case of arrests for outside authorities, no Crime Register Number to be shown.

(OVER)



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

.............................Division,
IXûZôft ......................... Police Station.

................................. i9
Diary Number:— 1/2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

and three children.
The claim of American eitiaenship having been made, 

the arrested female with her father rare taken to the 

U.S, Consulate General tor Sub-Inonector Butcher, where the 
claim wee khard liy Mr. SOwyer of the Registration of 
Citizens Department, Me referred to record» and Mr, Davies 
Consul General, and than stated there was no rlocuaentary 

cvr.enc» to prove the claim of the arrested female.
The facts of the cane was comrmniceted to the 

I»,D, *C* Division, hy Sub-Inspector Butcher, when he 
instructed that the arrested female should appear Before 

the S.S.D. Court on a Wit of Detention.
Mr, Loo Wai Tong states he will endeavour to obtain 

evidence to prove the claie of hie daughter.
D.Ü. Saneom, Special Branch, attended thia étatisa 

at 11 p.ta. on the d-11-35, but ot/1*ir to the circumstances 

of the arrest did not take a statement from the arrested 

female,
Loo 8uk Vong, female, entered on Writ of Detention,

Offieer i/o Special Branch, ■



F. 22 E
G. |jOooo-10-33
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S. EX RÊGiS i
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICES, b. 

7 //
ARREST REPORT. . e......... ........................

_____ C.......Division
CRIME REGISTER No. Msc<..X09/3S SixwfllRosa ..Police Station.

(One form to be used for each person arrested) Moysmber . 6,........i9 36

Name, age, occupation I Baung Wei Ching ), 22, student, native of
and address of person I Canton, residing S3 Wing On Tarrace, If. Szechuen Rpad. 
arrested. !

Arrested by i D.S. Craig, C.D.B. 240 and PoliCS officers ftOSS 8.P.S.
i Bureau Headquarters, Bantap._______________________

Date and place where 
arrest took place.

Crime Register No. of 
offence for which 
arrested. (If an 
arrest for outside 
authorities details of 
offence for which 
arrested.)

I 53 Wing On Terrace, Horth Szechuen Road. 6-11-35.

Assistâtes to S.P.S. Bureau AuthojtltiOx
At 12*05 p»U. 6-11-35, Supt. Bong Pao (^5 ) anA 

C.B.C. Yua Shu Doong ). S.P.S. Bureau, Head-
quurtero, Mantao, came to Bixwell Road Station and 

requested assistance to arrest an alleged communist, 

named Daung Wei Ching, residing at 53 Wing On Terrace, 5 
off Worth Szechuen Road, Chapel. ( j

inquiries at the station ascertained that the 

above nane and address was one of a list of seven, 
seized with communistic literature at 31 Baikal Road 

on Ï-11-35 by Tulin Road detectives following the ? 

arrest of seven communists.
As the seven addresses fount vere aU in Chapel, 

Supt. Tan Zau Liang, Special Branch Beadquarters, hand*
I 

cd the list of addresses to Supt. Bong Pao, S*P*S«
Bureau, at 9*30 au». 9-11-35, at the same tine infer»»

Ing him that it nay be necessary to got assistance 

fron Bixwell Road Station to facilitate crossing
Settlement roads to effect the arrest at S3 Wing 9n

Terrans. ______

Name of investigating 
officer.

B.8. Craig and C.B.S. 240

Initials of Senior 
Detective.

This report is to be forwarded to Headquarters on the/morning after arrest.
It will be returned for particulars on back to be completed.
In case of arrests for outside authorities, no Crime Register Number to be shown.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mise. 109/33

Diary Number:— 1/2

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

............................ Division.

.............................Police Station.

......................................... z9
Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

As Wing On Tarrace la Chinese Territory, but Is 

only accessible by Municipal roads the necessary assis
tance was rendered by D.S. Craig and C.D.8. 240 and a 
female Chinese named Daung Wei Ching, age 22, S/student, 
native of Canton, residing at the above address, taken 
Into» OUStcdy at 12.25 p.m. 16-11-35.

A search of the house failed toreveal anything of 
a communistic nature.

The representatives of the S .P.8. Sureau requested 
that the accused be handed over immediately.

D.D.O. *C* was informed re the above and gave 

instructions that the accused bo handed over to the
8.P.8. Bureau*

The accused was fingerprinted and handed over at 

4 p.m. 6-11-35 in accordance with the instructions of the 

D.D.O. "C*.
D.S. Sansp^ Special Branch, informed.
Supt. Dong Pas, S.P.S. Bureau, stated he would 

forward a photograph of ths arrested female to the 

station.

• D. VT ^C-1

Officer i/o Bps. Branch



r ’•rom T)F>*ly Report of Officer in charge of Dixwell Road Police Station. 

Thursday, 7 / 11 / 35.

APf«IRT/il<n*05.p.jn. 6-11-35, Rupt. Rong Pao and . • Vue 
TO PUBLICA?jfTY 3U iRAU.~hii T oong os the Public 'afrty Bureau ÎIsntao, cam? to the 

and re?ae*ted esristance to arrest an alleged female 

cohuauni:-i. n^Med ‘Taung ei Ching, age 9‘“r student, native of 

pit or, re i d i t ■? pt No.53 .‘tin.; ’>> ‘Terrace off jforth Saechuen

■Ort'’. '"sistance riven, female r*r»*ted «nd on instructions

ditto

of I>. 5. handed ove r to

U 7.05. p.-n. on the Oct. 6, Rupt. r,ong ?ao snd uh.

Inept. ”‘en Ping of . .e,3. iTe^d^uerters brought to the 'tation a 
? 

a ferais Chinese named Loo Suk Fong, ape 19, ingle, student, 
i 

n ,tive of ksnton,- residing st So.80 ?ong Loh Li, Jorth i'ze- 1 

chuen "'ord, who® th-?y had erre«ted et shout 7,p.m. Oct. 6, t f 

shot- mentioned «ddress as «■ puspected chmunl^t. . t the ’’

Ptation the female claimed risen citizenship, she wee then ’ 

ieken to the American Consulate, where her claim woe heard 1 

by Mr. t'swyc.r of the ;>i.,istrslion Office, vho stated that there’ 

war no documentary evidence to prove that she *»a an American
4 subject. -.% •«■« inforra^ gud. Mcueeci put on e. writ of I

detention and will appear before the S.R.T.court this a.m. |





The Shanghai Evening Pos/ & Mercury, Friday, June 25, 1937

Assassin Case
(rets Rehearing

Principle Suspect, Out 
On Bail, Absent

From Court
The case cf the assassination of 

Mr. Tang Chai-bang, former man- 
ager of the Great World Amuse-1 
ment Resert, in 1933, which has 
been dragging on for the past four 
years, was brought up .for investi
gation in the 3rd Kiangsu High 
Court this morning. The principal 
in the case, Wang Hsing-kao, 
suspected of having taken a hand 
in the murder, who was granted 
bail of $2C,009 during his trial last 
year, failed to appear in court to
day and today’s session was featur
ed by the Questioning of a witness, 
Mr. Sun King-liang, manager of , 
the Asia Hotel on Avenue Edward < 
vu. :

The protracted case had its be
ginning in the winter of 1934 when . 
Wang Hsing-kao was arrested in 
connection with the murder. He 
was duly tried in the Second 
Special District Court and was 
given a life term. Later in the 
same year Mr. Koc Chu-hishe, 
owner of the Tien Sliuan Theatre, 
was convicted by the same court 
and given 15 years for alleged in
stigation of the crime. Botn filed 
appeal in the 3rd Kiangsu High 
Court and on June 6 of last year 
they were found not guilty by the 
high court and released on bail of 
$20,000 for Wang and $27,000 for 
Koo.

With the dismissal of^thencase 
by the high court the French 
Municipal Police filed an appeal 
with the Supreme Court in Nan
king, and after months of pro
tracted investigation the Supreme 
Court ordered the local high court 
to re-open the case against Wang 
Hsing-kao. In the meantime, the. 
case against Koo is being investi- I 
gated by the Nanking Supreme 
Court. Hearings in the case were 
postponed sine die as Wang Hsing- 
kao is reported not to be in 
Shanghai.



I.arch 5, 1937^, Afternoon Translation.

Ta Kung Pan and other local newspapers

THE CASE OP KOO TSCH CHIEN

In Autumn, 1935, Koo Tsoh Shien -»
proprietor of the Tien Zay Wu Tan Theatre ( -a-î/5: was 
arrested hy the French Police on a charge qf Jiaying 
instigated the murder of Tang Chia Bang (/^’) > and 
was sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment hy the 2nd Special 
District Court, He appealed end in the summer of 1936, 
the Third Branen jf the Kiangsu High Court found Koo 
not guilty.

The French Police appealed to the Supreme 
0 Court. During the period of appeal, Koo Tsoh Shien 

served a sentence in the Sid Special District Gaol fork
opium smoking. His term of imprisonment expired on 
December 12, 1936.

On December 17, 1936, the Third Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court released Koo Tsoh Shien on 
shop security of $10,000 and cash security of $7,0CC. 
Opposing the release of Koo on bail, the French Police 
requested the Third Branch of the Kiangsu High Court 
to submit a protest to the Supreme Court on its behalf.

It is now learned that the Supreme Court 
has dismissed the protest submitted by the French Police 
for the release of Koo Tsoh Shien on bail.

The appeal filed by the French Police 
against the dismissal of the charge against Koo Tso Shien 
of having instigated a murder will be heard by the Supreme 
Court.



D.7057
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December 26, 1936. Morning Translation.

National Herald dated December 25:-

THE RELEASE OF K00_ T30 SHIEN

Dissatisfied with the order of the 3rd Branch 

of the Kiangsu High Court in permitting the release of Koo 

Tso Shien ( , the former proprietor of the Tien Zay

Wu Tan Theatre ( /. U % ), on cash security of $7,000 and 

a written shop security of $30,000 the FrenhcRjlice the 

other day pettioned the French Municipal Council to file an 

appeal with the Supreme Court against the judgement of the 

3rd Branch of the Kiangsu High Cou^t.



December 18, 1936. Afternoon Translation.

China Times and other local newspapers;

MEETING OF CHINESE RATEPAYERS OF FRENCH CONEESSION

100 representatives of Chinese ratepayers in 
the French Concession held a meeting in the Chung Wei Bank 
Building, Avenue Edward VII, French Concession, at 2 p.m. 
yesterday. Amongst those present were Messrs. Tu Yueh 
Sen ), Loh pah Hung and Zien Sin Ts
( 2- ) ’

1 The following resolutions were discussed and 
passed;-
1) That owing to the general depression in the French 

Concession, the expenditure of the French Municipal 
Council for the year 1937 be cut down.

2) That with regard to the action of General Chang Hsueh 
Liang in holding up Generalissimo Ohiang Kai Shek and 
leading his troops against the Government, a telegram 
of reproach be despatched to General Chang Hsueh Liang 
urging him to come to his senses.

An election of Chinese members and committeemen 
to the French Municipal Council then took place, as a 
result of which Messrs, Loh Pah Hung, Zien Sin Ts,_Xhang 
SigoLihg > Qhang Chi Si ) and Zi Yuin Tsin

1 were elected Chinese members bn the Council whilst 
Messrs. Chang Fah Ya0 King Ting Sen (il ),
Wu Kai Sen ( fit $ ), Ohen Teh Chwang ), King Lih
Jen ?» Tong Kuh Chong $ ), Zang Mou Chiang
( & 3- ), Chuin Zing Yen ) and Chu Shing Niang
( ' were appointed as "committeemen.

Lih Pao and other local newspapers»

KOO TSO SHIEN RELEASED

Koo Tso Shien the former proprietor
of the Tien Zay 'Ju Tan Theatre who was arrested
by the French Police on suspicion of having instigated the 
murder of Mr. Tong Chia Pang ) » ex-^anager of the
Great World Amusement Resort, was released at 3.45 p.m. 
yesterday by order of the 3rd Branch of the Kiangsu High 
Court after his family had furnished aash security of $7,000 
and shop security of $10,000»

Koo Tso Shien has been under detention for 
15 months and 8 days.

Society Evening News ( dated Dec.17»

PAPER HUNTING

The Shanghai Paper Hunt Club conducts paper hunts 
every winter. Last Saturday a hunt was conducted in Zau 
Wu Ching and heavy damage was caused to the crops. As 
another race will take place., this Saturday, and as the 
authorities are not taka^ any action to prevent it, the 
farmers have planted leimboo sticks fastened with either 
ropes or wire along the routes to be taken by the paper 
hunts.

i

.1
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December lo, 1936. Afternoon Translation. '

Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers: ' ■

KOO TSO SHIEN TO BE RELEASED ON SECURITY

The appeal for release from detention filed by
Koo Tso Shien ( & ) was heard by Presiding Judge Wu Ting
Chi ( ) and Judges Liao Yen ) and Wong Yueh (jjL/JA,
in the Third Branch of the Kiangsu High Court at 2.45 p.m. 
yesterday.

Addressing Koo Tso Shien, the Court said» "The 
case against you for instigating murder has not yet been 
settled. You must furnish suitable security for your 
release."

Koo Tso Shien made the following reply» "Ever 
since my arrest, all the oonceins managed by me have gone 
into bankruptcy. I am not in a position to offer cash 
security but I can furnish reliable shop security. As I 
have been doing business for some 30 years in Shanghai and 
have never left Shanghai, there need be no fear of my 
escaping."

The Court then ordered Koo Tso Shien to furnish 
$10,000 cash security and $10,000 shop security for his 
release. At the repeated requests of Koo Tso Shien and 
his lawyer, the Court finally reduced the amounts to ^7,000 
cash and a written shop security of $10,000 guaranteeing his 
appearance in Court whenever summoned.

It is understood that the family of Koo Tso Shien 
is arranging for this security and he will probably be 
released to-day.

The Sin-Zing-Zuh ( ‘New Knowledge’)! Vol.6, published
the following article contributed by one Hsiao Dien ):

REACTION TO HUMILIATION

I recount hereunder what really happened at Tazang 
as certain facts have been misrepresented in newspaper reports

Since the January 28 Incident, XX ronins have 
frequently visited the vicinity of Tazang in large numbers 
on Sundays, arriving at 6 o’clock in the morning and not 
returning until evening. They come either to fish or to 
shoot birds. They often trample down the fences. Thus 
they had already incurred the hostility of the farmers.

At about 4 p.m. October 25, six subjects of the 
so-called “civilized friendly nation" were preparing to leave 
after having completed their outing. As they passed Yue 
Ching Jao they, for the third time,tore down a
caricature postedf on a wall near the place. They did it in 
a manner challenging to the people. Their action let loose 
the anger which had been smouldering in the breasts of the 
people. Quickly a number of inhabitants assembledvand 
clenching their fists they shouted angrily»

"Rape your mother ( fa ).
"Kill the tortoises J"
"Kill the XX devils!"
"Kill the XX pigs!"
"Overthrow the XX tortoises!’1
The Peace Preservation Corps and the Bureau of Publ 

Safety were informed and officials were later detailed to 
escort the six XX subjects out of the district.



March 1, 1936. Morning Translation. '

Shun Pao and other local newspapers (29/2)

ALLEGED BRIBERY BY KOO TSO SHIEM.

During the hearing of the appeal filed by 
Koo Tso Shien against his sentence of 15 years imprisonment 
on a charge,of^instigating the murder of Tang Kia Bang, Tsang 
Ding Kwei ( X # ) » one of the culprits concerned in tho 
murder, accused Keo Tso Shien with having bribed certain 
warders to instigate him to retract his statement. Consequently 
the Kiangsu Third Branch High Court adjourned the hearing of 
the appeal and instructed the Precuratorate of the Shanghai 
Second Special District Court to conduct an inquiiy into the 
new charge against Koo Tso Shien.

On February 26, the Procuratorate of the 
Shanghai Second Special District Court, having concluded its 
enquiry, instituted formal proceedings in the Criminal Division 
of the same Court against Kbo Tso Shien, his brother Koo Soong 
Mow( $. ) and several warders, three of whom have already 
absconded.

In connection with another accusation brought 
by Lee Woo Zang( ) and other prisoners against Koo
Tso Shien for anoking opium in the St. Marie Hospital and 
against Chia Foh Yoong( ), head gaoler of
Shanghai Second Special District Gaol, and Woo Loo(£, || ),
head warder of the Detention House, for shielding the offence 
and neglect of duty, Procurator Wong Ning(j. of Shanghai 
Second Special District Court held an investigation at 11 a.m. 
yesterday.

a Chia Foh Yoong, age 42, native of Soh Shien
(fs )» was first examined.

Questioned by the Procurator as to whether 
he had made a duplicate key to a small room of the prison 
ward by means of soap and whether he had allowed Koo Tso 
Shien to smoke opium, Chia strongly denied the charge and 
stated that in order to prevent a further attempt at escape 
by one of the prisoners named Wong Ah Nyi(£ jh ) he locked 
the door of the small room, the key to which was taken away 
by a nurse. He added that he never saw Koo Tso Shien smoking 
opium. -5 ÿ i*Koh Shuan Yue( -|r ff. ), one of the prisoners 
who made the complaint, testified that Koo Tso Shien had 
smoked opium and that Chia Foh Yoong w^s fully aware of this. 
He stated that prisoners Liu Ming Ching(jM ) and Lee Woo 
Zang(^T -ft (ft) could corroborate his evidence.

Woo Loo(5 C ), age 41, native of Yangchow, 
head warder of the Detention House, stated he did not see 
Koo Tso Shien smoking opium and that he was not aware of the 
fact until cigarettes and opium were found by the Chief of 
the Second Départaient of the Shanghai Second Special District 
Gaol. l

Anotherorisoner named Zung Kuo Faungw tfl ) 
alias Bah Doo Jao(-&7 $$;), age 25, native of Shaoshing, 
denied any knowledge of opium smoking by Kbo Tso Shien or 
of the fact that Chia Foh Yoong and others were shielding 
him.

Prisoner Liu Ming Ching, age 41, native of 
Szediuen, stated that the small room in the prison ward was 
used for the storage of prisoners’ property, and that he 
could not see Kbo Tso Shien smoking opium in the room. He 
added that one day when the door of the small room was opened 



March 1, 1936 Morning Translation

by a doctor he smolt opium inside the room. He did not see 
Chia Foh Yoong making a duplicate key.

Prisoner Lee Woo Zang, age 26, native of 
Pootung, testified that he saw Koo Tso Shi en smoking opium 
with the knowledge of Chia Foh Yoong and that prisoner 
No. 963 named Kyung Zai ) prepared the opium for Koo
Tso Shi en. He added that the information regarding the 
making of a duplicate key by Chia Foh Yoong w^s given him 
by prisoner Zung Kuo Faung.

Prisoner Wong Ah Nyi ( age 42, native
of Pootung, stated that he had dugged a hole with the 
intention of stealing Koo Tso Shien’s opiums it was not an 
attempt to escape. One night he saw warder Woo Loo purchasf 
$5 worth of opium on behalf of Koo Tso Shien and smuggled the 
drug to Koo through a hole in a window.

Warder Woo Loo denied the charge and questioned 
the witness whether any other person had seen this.

The witness replied that only three persons, 
namely Woo Loo, Koo Tso Shien and himself, were present. 
He further stated that one day Koo Tso Shien bought two 
hats for $5 and gave one each to Chia Foh Yoong and Woo Loo. 
The former refused the gift because he usually wore a 
unifoim.

The Procurator then ordered the five prisoners 
to be taken back to prison, Chia Foh will be looked after 
by the Warden of the Shanghai Second Special District Gaol, 
while Woo Loo is to be held in the detention house.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers;

THE SHOOTING OF A CHINESE BOATMAN

In connection with the shooting of a. 
boajnnan named Liu Ah Ho by three foreign officers
of the Customs Cruiser "Yung Sin", the Chinese Marine 
Engineers Association has sent petitions to the Ministry 
of Finance and the Office of the Kuomintang Delegate for 
Seamen's Affairs, requesting them to deal fairly with the 
case and to uphold justice.



February 28, 1936 Afternoon Translation

China Times and other local newspapers»

THE KOO TSO SHIEN CASE
Koo Tso Shien (WH f c rme rly the 

proprietor of the Tien Zay Wd Tan Theatre h )»
was sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment by the 2nd Shanghai 
Special District Court on a charge of having instigated 
the murder of Tang Kia. Bang ), manager of the
Great World Amusement Resort. Koo filed an appeal with 
the 3rd Branch of the Kiangsu High Court.

As Koo Tso Shien was.suspected of having 
■bribed warders Ma Shi Ziang (SkwUj"! ) and Ma Shi Chuan ( J&TIpC?; )> the Procurator of the 2nd Special District 
Court, acting on instructions from the 3rd Branch of the 
Kiangsu High Court, has examined all the persons ^ojipejned 
and ha has detained senior wardar Kia. Foh Yung ( T) 
and warder Wpng Pah Kong (’îlâWl ), while jrajder Ma Shing 
Yang ( and senior warder Wu Loo ) have
been warned not to abandon their positions during th^ 
period of the investigations. Koo Sung. Mou Mu A )» 
elder brother of Koo Tso Shien, who is suspected of 
having connected with the case, has been orderedto 
furnish shop security of $1,000. ‘

Two days ago, the two warders Ma Shi Ziang 
and Ma Shi Chuan, who have absconded, sent a joint letter 
to the Pro curator.?t<- of the 2nd Special District Court, 
stating that they had no connection whatever with the case.

The Procuratorate of the 2nd Special District 
Court publishes the following notice in the "Sin Wan Pao" 
and other local newspapers addressed to Ma Shi Ziang and 
Ma Shi Chuan s- 

’’Your letter has been received and noted.
You should appear before the Court for interrogation in 
order to enable the Court to deal with the matter”.

China Times and other local newspapers:

AVIATION CONTRIBUTIONS TO BE COLLECTED FROM HOT WATER SHOPS 
AS FROM MARCH 1

The Captain’s Office of the Membership Canvassing 
Groups of the China National Aviation Corporation summoned 
a number of hot water shop owners and held a meeting with 
them on February 8 to discuss the collection of aviation 
contributions from their shops.

It was resolved that a sum of $100,000 as 
contribution to the nviation fund for the salvation of 
the nation be collected from hot water shops. It was 
also resolved that a. monthly contribution of one dollar 
be collected from every hot water shop, but in the case 
of a'hot water shop which is also operated as a tea shop, 
a collection will be made of one copper on every pot of 
tea sol , in addition to the monthly payment of one dollar.

The collection of aviation contributions from 
hot water shops will commence on March 1.
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RICKSHAW OWNER ORDERED 
TO GIVE BOND

Mr. Koo Sung-mow, a wealthy rick- 
sEavT^bwnerHntKe Settlement, was 
one of the witnesses called to testify 
in the Second Special District Court 
yesterday during the investigations of 
allegations that Mr. Koo’s younger 
brother, Koo Tso-hsi, who was sen
tenced to fifteen years’ imprisonment 
recently on charge of instigating the 
murder of Tang Chia-pang, had 
bribed the warders of the Court’s 
detention house while he was de
tained there, awaiting appeal. The 

, investigations were held in camera, 
| but, at the conclusion, Mr. Koo Sung- 
1 mow was ordered to furnish $1,000 
! cash or shop security. It will be 
I recalled that, when the alleged bri

bery was discovered, several warders 
of the detention house left their posi
tions and the court authorities are 

; looking for them.
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Horning translation.

THE KOO TSO CHIEN CASE.

At 9.30 yesterday Procurator Wong Hing ( _?. 71 )

of the Shanghai Second Special District Court interrogated 

Koo Soong How (4<7 the third elder brother of Koo Tso

Shien) , Koo Tsai Sz , Koo Lee Sz Î 7 PÇ. ( of Koo Tso

Shien’s family), Zung Chien San Koo Tso Chien’s

brother-in-law), Woo Lu ( , Chief of the Detention House,

and fa Sing Zaung ( ) , a warder. The proceedings were

held in camera.

According to information secured by a reporter 

this paper, the enquiry arose out of the bribery of warders 

to bring about a retraction of statements by certain prisoners 

and had special reference to a deposit of $3,000 in the Da Yah 

Dank in the name of Tsang Sung ( j-h Ji- ) . All the members of 

Koo’s family denied any connection with this affair. The 

Procurator later ordered the two warders not to leave their 

posts during the enquiry and held Koo Soong Now under bail 

of .$1,000.
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Subject (injull)..........Klang Hwai Fellow Countrymen’s Association - meeting

Made by.

Seventy-eight members of the Kiang

Sih Tse-liang....Forwarded by

Fellow Countrymen’s Association held a meeting in their office 
in the Yah Chi Li ( ^4 ‘̂'f ) Ta Yang Jao Chiao

A J*î’j
J 6 

£ 1 ■■■- /<■ c

Tung Road, Chapei, on November 3 and decided to engage lawyers 

to study the case of Koo Tsoh-shien ), a member of 

the Association and owner of several amusement resorts in

Shanghai, who was recently sentenced at the 2nd Special District

Court to 15 years’ imprisonment on a charge of instigating the 

murder of the manager of the Great Torld Amusement Resort with 

a view to filing a final appeal against the sentence on behalf 

of Koo Tsoh-shien

D.C. (Special Branch)

The above information was obtained by Agent 39.

V;.. 1935
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Translation of a handbill, a number of which were thrown 
from the Wing On Roof Garden on the evening of Oct. 26*

We feel very sorry that Koo Tso Shien’s evil 

influence is still as strong as everl This desperado 

has assassinated many persons, threatened the Court, 

bought over witnesses and slighted the law and orders 

of the Government. The various circles We now been 

requested to uphold justice in connection with the case.
Koo Tso Shien, proprietor of the Tein Zuen 

Wu Dai Theatre, who is a Kompo “Dah Han“ (big loafer), 
on June 18, 1933, instigated Wong Shing Kao ( T ), 
Tseu Nyi ( carpenter), Zao Kwang Koh (-^

and Tsang Ting Kwei ( 7^ -iL-fè.) to assassinate Tang 

Chia Bang (/£ the late manager of the Great
World Amusement xiesort*

After the murder, Zau and Tsang refused to 

return the pistols given to them by Koo Tso Shien 

because the latter failed to pay them as promised* 

They were subsequently arrested by the French Police 

on information released by Koo* The pistols in 

their possession on being exanined were found to have 

been used in assassinating Tang Chia Bang; and in 

consequence these men were sentenced to terms of 

imprisonment*
When Zau and Tsang were arrested by the French 

Police, Koo spent a considerable sum of money and he 

asked Ching Chiu Ling (4^^ )» Inspector of the

French Police, who is one of his relatives, to 

endeavour to shield him in connection with this case* 

As a consequence, Zau and Tsang were severely assaulted 

by the French Police whenever they happedsd to mention 

the name of Koo when the case was under investigation*



(2)

Koo requested lawyer Tsu Bien Ching ( ^4^ )

to visit them in gaol, promising them that he (Koo) 
would make endeavours to rescue than on condition 
that they would not disclose the fact that he had 
instigated the murder*

After three hearings, Zau and Tsang were 
finally sentenced to terms of imprisonment. saving 

they had no hope of being released and Koo had 
failed to pay them the $10,000 as promised, Zau 

and Tsang realized that they had been deceived* 
Subsequently, they filed a complaint against Wong 
Shing Kao and Koo Tso Shi en.

Koo, after having been arrested, claimed 

to be suffering from mental disorders and was 
sent to the St. Marie Hospital.

In the hospital he was permitted to 
receive friends and relations freely, therefore, 
he was not restricted and could discuss with 

others statements to be made before Court, ways 
of destroying evidence and means of buying over 
witnesses, with a view to evading responsibility 

of the crime*
Koo Tso Shi en has been smoking opium for 

more than ten years and has acquired the habit* 
This is known to all. However, d nee he was 
arrested, we have not heard that the hospital 
has made any report on his opium habit* Although 
Koo said that he was sick when attending the 
Court for trial, yet he did not appear to be 

in a depressed state or to desire to satisfy 

his craving for opium* Persons attending the 

hearing were much surprised at this* They did 

not know that at a fixed time every day, members 
of Koo *s family brought opium for Koo to smoke*



Qi September 27, when the case was being heard, an uproar 

took x^lace in the street to which prisoners in the detention house 

responded. The Chief of the Criminal Division became afraid and 

ran away. Lawyers and witnesses laid their faces down on the 

tables and the people in Court were petrified with fear. Knowing 

£00*8 followers to be legion, the French Police had detailed some 

160 detectives beforehand to sit in the Court, in case of any 

emergency. Why did the French Police make such extensive 

precautions if Koo Tso Shien is a good iuan? The detectives 

then drew their pistols. Upon hearing of the trouble, the 

French Police immediately delegated a party of armed policemen 

to surround the Court and precautionary measures were adopted.

The situation by this time had reached a climax unprecedented in 

the history of the Court. Disorder prevailed but fortunately 

there were no casualties.

The Court has received innumerable anonymous threatening 

letters since it handled the case. The Chief of the Criminal 

Division, Wong, who is hearing the case is so far known as pure . ( 

and upright. The residents were very glad and thought that 

they would be well rid of a wicked devil who commits murder. 

Bevertheless, a rumour prevails among the community that the 

Chief of the Criminal Division, under a certain pretext, did 

not attend the Court and asked fcr leave two days before the 

date of judgment, because he had already been threatened by 

Koo Tso Shien. We also became affaid when we heard this.

Since the opening of the trial, the accused Koo has 

selected some eight persons to be his witnesses for the purpose 

of making statements beneficial to him. All these statements « 

are contradictory and false. The witnesses are all natives 

of Kompo and are Koo*s fellow countrymen; they are former 

gaol birds, having committed murder, robbery, kidnapping and 

other serious offences. It is clear that they are Koofa
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satalitea and they only acted in accordance with Koo’s wishes 

Although Koo is confined in hospital» he can communicate with 

prisoners in gaol* Prom thia* we can see how great Koo’s 

influence is*

Koo Tso Shien was formerly a loafer. In the 

9th, 10th and 11th year of the Chinese Republic, he was 

repeatedly convicted and sentenced to terms of imprisonment 

for offences of pocket-picking, receiving stolen property 

and causing bodily harm to others. Later he assembled a 

large number of followers and thus became influential, later 

he engaged himself in social enterprises in order to place 

himself in the same rank as other prominent persons as a 

camouflage for his unlawful activities* He used to 

instruct his followers to rob mercantile steamers in the 

vicinity of Kompo and by means of threats, forced the Dah 

Sun(^ £ ) Steamship Company to come under his control* 

In addition, he threatened by violence the old shareholders 

of the Tien Zuen Wu Bai Theatre their shares

to him. He often instigated his followers to murder 

persons whom he considered to be his enemies or with whom 

he came into conflict on the questions of power or money. 

About five or six persons, such as Zang Tshung Heng(^fê.), 
an actor, Zung Yung Sung(f^ former manager of the Dah

Wu Dai Theatre, and Daung Kia Bang, have so far fallen 

victims. Other cases of intimidation, fraud, robbery 

and kidnapping of which he is guilty dre innumerable.

The bogus organization which was in existence 

during the January 28 Incident was in reality founded under 

the directions of Koo Tso Shien. Hu Lieh Foo( é- X )> 

Zang Kgoh Tsing( ) and others simply played their

parts nominally. However, due to his low cunning, Koo 

stood aloof from the law in spite of the fact that Hu Lieh j 
' I 

.Too had been executed and Zang Egoh Tsing had fled. This | .

was because Koo was able to utilize his position to mislead |



I
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the public.

Ma Goh Zung (jS 1- i‘> ) was originally a remnant 

of the militarists, and had revolted against the Govern

ment for a number of years. As a result of a drastic 

suppressive campaign conducted by Gen. Chiang Kai Shek, 

he suffered defeat and came to Shanghai for shelter. 

However, there was still certain number of Ma's men 

who, ever anxious to revive their activities, sided with 

Koo Tso Shien. There arenany of these unlawful elements 

tq-be found among Koo's sworn confederates. At Koo's 

instigation these evil-doers committed robbery, abduction 

and armed kidnapping, and the crimes were well organized. 

After the commission of a crime, a fixed amount of money 

was given to the family of the evil-doer, and travelling 

expenses were issued to him to enable him to escape.

The booty thus obtained was divided in certain proportions.

Koo also entered into alliance with the Chapei
« iMerchant Volunteer Corps and the volunteer units in various

Hsiens in Kompo. In the case of crimes committed by his 1

followers, while the authorities were hot on their trails, 

those who committed the offence in Koihpo came to hide J

among the Merchant Volunteer Corps in Shanghai, whereas 

those who did the evil in Shanghai fled to Kompo and 

remained low among the volunteer units there. As regards 

the firearms used in the commission of these crimes, 

members of the Chapei Volunteer Corps in uniform were 

held responsible for their transportation, and consequently 

it was difficult for the police authorities, well-organized 

as they are, to detect this traffic. This was how the 

loafers of Kompo all came under his influence. How 

then can the peace and order of the district be maintained?
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After all, there will be no peace in Shanghai 

or in Kompo unless Koo is removed» The public is 

earnestly requested to uphold justice and it is hoped 

that the Judicial Authorities will detail an honest 

and high official to conduct careful enquiries into 

this cage,

Koo is very influential and as the Court 

in Shanghai now handling the case has been intimidated, 

as above-mentioned, it is feared that this Court cannot 

deal with the case justly. We, therefore, disclose 

the opinions of the public regarding the case in the hope 

that the $120,000 with which Koo bribed the Court and the 

$30,000 with which he bribed the police, through the 

Police Advocate Fee Zih Tsung ), will fail to

effect Koo's release.
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U.S. Congressional Delegation - visit Shanghai on return 

trip to U.S.A.

and C.D.I. Grubb.

The return visit to Shanghai of the U.S. Congressional 
Delegation on November 25 passed off without incident.

The first tender arrived at the Customs Jetty 

at 12.30 p.m. and the majority of the party, including the 

Speaker of the House, proceeded to the Cathay Hotel. The 

Vice President came ashore at 4.30 p.m. in a Customs launch, 

accompanied by the U.S. ambassador and Mr. Yui Ming, Counsellor 
to the Ministry of foreign Affairs, and called on Hwang Ju, 

ex-Chairman of the Peiping Political Council, at his residence 
at Passage 170, No. 2 Boute Ghisi, and Sun i'o, President of the 

Legislative Yuan, 22 Columbia Road. He then proceeded to 

the Customs Jetty and boarded a Customs launch at 6.45 p.m. 
and left for the “President Jefferson**.

The Speaker of the House left the Customs Jetty by 

tender at 11.45 p.m. having spent the afternoon sightseeing 
and shopping, and the evening at the U.S. Consulate.

During the afternoon and evening detectives of the 

Special Branch carried out observation duty at the Cathay 

Hotel and the U.S. Consulate. In addition^the Vice President 
and the Speaker were escorted within the Settlement. A total 
of 81£ hours1 special duty was performed by the Special Branch.

C. D. I.

D. C. (Special Branch)



ARRIVAL 0? U.S. CONGRESSIONAL MKLSGaTION

The latest information from the U.S. Consulate 

regarding the movements of the Congressional Delegation 
after arrival at the Customs Jetty at about 12.45 p.m. Nov. 25 

is as followsi-
The Vice President and possibly the Speaker of the 

House will make their headquarters at the U.S. Consulate. The 
Vice President will be the guest of Judge Helmick for dinner 
at the Consulate. A number of the party are expected to 

utlize the Cathay Hotel* while others will be entertained by 
friends. A few are expected to attend a tiffin party at 
the American Club.

The undermentioned members of th» Special Branch 
will perform duty as follows »- 
Mobile Escort for Vice President. Mobile Escort for Speaker of 

the House.

C. D.I. Grubb D.S.I. Golder
D*S. Tcheremshansky D.s. Makaroff
DU».S. Henchman d.P.S. Loctorood

D. S.I. Kao Yen Keng D.S.I» Shih Ssu Chien

Cathay Hotel
D.S.I. Coyne
D.P.S. MacKay
D.S. Medvedeff.

U.S, Consulate
D.S. McKeown
D.S. Lingard.



Special branch,

November 22, 1935

U.S. Congressional Delegation to pass through Shanghai 
on November 25 on return trip from the Philippines.

The U.S. Congressional Delegation, which includes 

the Vice President and the Speaker of the House, will arrive 

in Shanghai from the Philippines on November 25, aboard the 

President Jefferson en route to the States. The steamer is 

expected to arrive about 11 a.m. «.nd is scheduled to tie up 

at Nos. 12 and 13 buoys. ihe first tender is due at the 

Customs Jetty at 12.45 p.m. The President Jefferson will 

leave for Japan at 8 a.m. November 26.

According to an official of the U.S. Consulate 

the return visit of the Delegation will be informal and no 

information is at present available regarding the programme 

to be carried out during the brief stay in port. It is 

expected that members of the American community will be at 

the disposal of the party and a request has been made for the 

Police to make the necessary arrangements and have a guard 

at the jetty.

The steps deemed necessary for the safety of the 

Vice President and the Speaker of the House when in the 

Settlement will be for two police cars with officers of the 

Special Branch to accompany them and take precautions at 

places visited.

Distribution

D.C. (Crime)
A.C. (Traffic)
All D.O.a
Central »
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1
Subject 1 in ini/) International Problems Research. Society - to. give/

..... reception in honour of the Vice President of. U.S.A. ...

Made by....McKeown.......................... ... ........Forwarded by................................ ..................................

The International Problems Research Society, Room __ 

306, 59 Hongkong Road, io making arrangements wi th local 

public bodiee to hold a reception irpJionoup of__tbpVice __

President of the U.S.A, in the Park Hotel, Rubbling Well Road, 

between 4.30 p.m. and 7 P.m. on November 25, _ __ . __ _ ___ . <»

The above information was obtained byiAgent 34.
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November 14, 1935.

Jear Mr. Cunningham,

Thank you very much for your very kind letter of 

November 12 in regard to the precautionary measures 

taken during the visit of the American Secretary of war 

and the Congressional Delegation»

We are only too glad to do all we can to prevent any 

incident on such occasions and it is very satisfactory 

afterwards to receive such appreciation from the Senior 

American representative in Shanghai, All those concerned 

will be informed immediately»

Yours sincerely,

K. M. Bourne

Acting Commissioner of Police»

Edwin S. Cunningham, Esq.»

American Consul-General,

Shanghai,

D.C.(Div), D.C. (Or.), D.C.(3p.Br.),

D.O.b concerned.

Excellent»

K.M.B»



American Consulate General

Shanghai, November 12,1935.

Dear Major Bourne :

Please accept my sincere thanks (though somewhat 

belated on account of illness) for the very excellent atten

tion given by youi* department during the recent visits of 

the American Secretary of War and the Congress ion ..1 Delegation 

The attention given on both these occasions was really 

remarkable and I desire to express my sincere appreciation 

to the sefvice in general and, in particular, to those who 

were detailed to look after the Congressional Delegation 

who were frequently in contact with me at my residence.

Ho thing more could have been done than was done. Thank you 

on behalf of all the American officials.

Very sincerely yours, 

Edwin 3. Cunningham.

Major K.M.'Bourne, M.C.,
Acting Commissioner of Police,

Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai, China.
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November 4,1935.

.deputy Commissioner (special _zranch).

Special Precautionary Leasures.

With reference to rhe above in connection with the 

visit of the United States Senators, celebrations at the 

Japanese Shrine and other similar occurrences of shorter 

duration, it is very satisfactory that completion has 

been effected without any untoward incident. I am aware 

that in every case long and tedious work of surveillance 

was necessary and afterwards there was nothing to show 

for it except the negative one of no incident.

Please convey to all concerned in these duties 

recently my full appreciation in the good work that has 

been done in this connection.

(Sd) K.L. Bourne

Acting Commissioner of rolice.
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REPORT j|overober g 35 t .

„ ? . Visit to Shanghai of U.S. Congressional delegation - Summary

of duties performed by Special jjranch. ..........

Made by. ................and..... .......... Forwarded by.....-Ç-.*b.,.I.?...P.?’Hbb ....................... .................

The following is a summary of the duties performed as___  

a precautionary measure by the various members of the Special.___  

Branch on the occasion of the visit of the U.S. Congressional____  

Delegation to dhan.- hai on November.2» ..the...times .being____ .. ____

- *-7- - ' - • ■ anoroximat e : -
c. Jo'?-.

Time Place or Route distribution oflien

8 a.m. to 9 a.m. Customs Jetty & vicinity. ___________10 ____

8 a.m. to 12.30 n.m.Cathay Hotel# ________ 4 to .8____

9 a.m. to 12.45 ■p.m.U.3.Consu late• ________ 4_iP_2______

9.30 a.in.to..11 ..a.^nu_diightaeeing t.Qur._____________________ 4_________ „

Id.30 p.m. to 1.15 p.m. Escort from Cathay________ _______ 8______ _ |
Hotel and U.S. Consulate |

___  to Kiangwan Hoad.j

2.30 p.m. to 4 p.m. Escort from Civic Centre_____________ 8________ |
and Kiangwan Hoad to U.S. |

__ ________ Consulate.____________________ _________________ |

4 p.m. to .8. p.m.____ la_raiMiiiLt_Jl£S.taur.un.t. and_____  ____ 16 ___ _____ }
U.S. Consulate.

8 p.m.to 12 m.n. Park Hotel.  7 to 13.

11.20 p.m. to 12.15 a.m. U.S .Consulate and_________________6
Customs Jetty.

11.30 o.m. to 2 a.m. Customs Jetty. 3 to 4

In all,18 men, performing individually between 3-1 and

16 hours, took part in the various duties, making a total of

225-1 hours of time involved

<■

i

D. C. (Special Branch)



Special Tasks to be Performed by Special Branch 
in connection with arrival of Congressional Party

Task Officer to whom
assigned

Result of action 
by officer to 
whom assigned

1. Arrange with Public 
Safety Bureau to 
have armed escort 
meet party on 
Kjangwan Road near 
Hongkew Park Swimming 
Bath about 12.15 p.m.

2. Arrange with Public 
Safety Bureau to let 
Municipal Police 
undertake escort of 
party on Kiangwan 
Road at Hongkew Park 
Swimming Bath about 
3 p.m.

3. Arrange for one motor 
car to go in front of 
party. Arrange for 
one motor car to 
follow party.

4. Arrange with U.S. 
Authorities to use

Jinkee Road entrance 
to Cathay Hotel when 
entering and leaving.

5. Arrange with U. S. 
Authorities to proceed 
along Bund from Customs 
Jetty to Cathay, to 
proceed along Bund, 
South Soochow Road and 
Szechuen Road when 
going from Cathay to 
City Hall.

Supt. Tan

C.D.I. Grubb

Mr. Givens

Mr. Givens

Supt. Tan V

6. Arrange with U. S. 
Authorities to follow 
Szechuen, Nanking and 
Bubbling Well Roads 
when proceeding from 
City Hall to Paramount 
Restauran’-.

7. Arrange with U. S. 
Authorities to follow 
Bubbling Well Road, 
Nanking Road when 
returning from 
Paramount Restaurant 
to Cathay Hotel or 
Customs Jetty.

Mr. Givens

Mr. Givens
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officer to whom 
assigned

Result of action 
by officer to 
whom assigned___

8. Arrange with U.S. 
Authorities thnt 
party will use Staking, 
Thibet, Burkill, Bark 
and B’iell Roads when 
going to Park Hotel.

9. Arrange with J. 3. 
Authorities that party 
will use 3’Well Hoad 
and Bund when going 
back to ship.

10. Guarding Cuetos» Jetty 
in morning.

11. Guarding Cathay Hotel 
all day long with 
special arrangements 
for morning, evening 
and night.

12. Guarding Paraaount 
Restaurant at tea 
time.

13. Guarding Park Hotel 
from 8.1ft p.m. onwards.

14. Guarding Customs Jetty.
15. Arrange with Publie 

Safety Bureau for 
protection of Dollar 
wharf with particular 
attention to morning, 
late afternoon until 
dinner time, and from 
11 p.m. onwards.

16. Arrange with River 
Police to have tenders 
protected on way from 
ship to shore and vice 
versa.

Mr. Givens

Mr. Givens

C.D.I. Grubb

C.D.I. Grubb

C.n.l. Grubb

C.D.I. Grubb

C.D.I. Grubb
Supt. Tan v/

C.D.I. Grubb

17. Arrange with Central 
Station to have Customs 
Jetty guarded at the 
following times 
approximately >

7.30 a.m. to 9 aja.

A saall force will 
he sufficient in 
the evening and at 
night.

6.30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
11 p.m. to 2 a.m.



MOVEMENTS OF CONGRESSIONAL PARTY ON NOVEMBER 2

Movement Approximate Time Route

1. Dollar Wharf to 7.45 a.m. to 8.30 a.m • Whan/rpu Ri'ver*
Customs Jetty.

2. Customs Jetty to 8.15 a.m. to 9 a.m. Bund .
Cathay Hotel.

3. Gathay Hotel to 
City Hall.

noon to 1 p.m. Jinkee Road or 
Bund, Soochow 
Road, North 
Szechuen Road, 
Klangwan Road 
to a point near 
Hongkew Swim
ming Pool.

4. City Hall to 
Paramount Restaurant.

3.30 p.m. to 4.30 pjn. Kiangwan Road, 
North Szechuen 
Road, Szechuen 
Road, Nanking 
Road, Bubbling 
Well Road.

5. Paramount Restaurant 
to Cathay Hotel or 
Customs Jetty.

6 p.m. to 7.30 p.m. Bubbling Well 
Road, Nanking 
Road: Bund.

6. Customs Jetty or 
Cathay Hotel to 
Park Hotel.

7.45 p.m. to 8.45 p.m. Bund, Nanking 
Road, Thibet 
Road, Burkill 
Road, Park & 
Bubbling Well 
Roads corner.

7. Park Hotel to 
Customs Jetty.

11 p.m. to 1 a.m. Bubbling Well 
Road, Bund.

p.S. It will be necessary to have men at the Customs Jetty 

up to 3 a.m. when the last tender leaves.

It is probable that some of the members of the 

congressional party will not follow the above routes» 

but special arrangements are being made to ensure that 

those who do so will, as far as possible, be able to pass 

without hinderance uf any sort.



Special Bianch

November 1, 1935.

Visit of U.S. Vice-President to Shanghai on November 2

The U.S. Vice-President, John Nance Gainer, 
accompanied by a large party of Congressmen and.journalists, 
eome of whom will have their wives with them, will arrive 
in Shanghai on the morning of November 2 by the Collar 
liner "President Grant." This vessel will dock at the 
Dollar Wharf, Pootung, at about 5 a.m. The party, 
consisting of about sixty persons, are expected to come 
ashore at the Customs Jetty in a Dollar tender at 8.30 a.m. 
and pass through the Customs in the usual way.

Upon arrival at the Customs Jetty they will proceed 
to the Crthay Hotel. Between the time of the arrival of 
the party at the Cathey Hotel end noon, no definite 
arrangements have been made. It Is, however, expected 
that during the forenoon the Vice-President will carry out 
an independent shopping and sightseeing tour in the 
Settlement.

The official programme in honour of the Vice-Preeident 
end party, the times being approximate, is attached as an 
Appendix.

Mr. Faupel, U.S. Marshal, who will be in attendance, 
together with the Deputy Marshal, Mr. Peterson, will keep 
the officer in charge of the escort provided by the Special 
Branch informed of the precise movements of the party. 
This officer will then acquaint the uniform duties 
accordingly.

The last tender for the "President Grant" leaves the 
Customs Jetty at 3 a.m. on November 3. Following the 
dinner and reception at the Park Hotel eome of the members 
of the party are expected to return direct to the ship 
whilst others may visit the various amusement resorts.

In addition to the Vice-President, other eminent 
members of th? party include J.W» Byrnes, Speaker of the 
House, and Chief Senator J. Robertson.

Mr. Faupel has informed the Bureau of Public Safety 
about the time of arrival of the Vice President and the 
party accompanying him, and the River Police about the 
arrangements for hie disembarkation. Arrangements have 
been made with the Bureau of Public Safety to take over 
escort duty from the Municipal Police in Chinese controlled 
territory.

Distribution

A/C of Police. Louza
D.C.(Divisions) Chengtu Road
A.C.(Traffic) Sinza
D.O. "A" Bubbling Well
D.O. "B" Hongkew
D.O. "C" Dixwell Road
Central Reserve UnitADDENDUM

The latest information is that the Vice-President and 
the Speaker of the House are expected to go from the Customs 
Jetty to the U.S. Consulate and not to the Cathay Hotel. 
They will there confer with the Ambassador, and may afterwaros 
go sightseeing or shopping until 12.30 p.m.



MOVEMENTS OF CONGRESSIONAL PARTY ON NOVEJDER 2

Movement Approximat;e Time Route

1. Dollar Wharf to 7.45 a.m. to 8.30 a.m . Whangpu River.
Customs Jetty.

2. Customs Jetty to 8.15 a.m. to 9 a.m. Bund •
Cathay Hotel.

3. Uathay Hotel to 
City Hall.

noon to 1 p.m. Jinkee Road or 
Bund, Soochow 
Road, North 
Szechuen Road, 
Kiangwan Road 
to a point near 
Hongken Swim
ming Pool.

4. City Hall to 
Paramount Restaurant.

3.30 p.m. to 4.30 pjn. Kiangwan Road, 
North Szechuen 
Road, Szechuen 
Road, Nanking 
Road, Bubbling 
Well Road.

5. Paramount Restaurant 
to Cathay Hotel or 
Customs Jetty*

6 p.m* to 7.30 p.m* Bubbling Well 
Road, Nanking 
Road j Bund.

6. Customs Jetty or 
Cathay Hotel to 
Park Hotel.

7.45 p.m. to 8.46 p.m. Bund, Nanking 
Road, Thibet
Road, Burkill
Road, Park & 
Bubbling Well
Roads corner.

7. Park Hotel to 
Customs Jetty*

11 p.m. to 1 a.m. Bubbling Well 
Road, Bund•

P.3. It will be necessary to have men at the Customs Jetty 

up to 3 a.m. when the last tender leaves*

It is probable that some of the members of the 

congressional party will not follow the above routes, 

but special arrangements are being made to ensure that 

those who do so will, as far as possible, be able tc pass 

without hinderance of any sort*



*

Arrangements for Welcoming U.S. Congressional Belegation»Saturday,November 2.
Function or Trip and Time.

1. Landing at Customs Jetty 
where a Guard of Honour will 
be drawn up. (8.15 a.m. )

2. Trip from Customs Jetty to 
Cathay Hotel. (8.30 a.m.)

3. Cathay Hotel (8.30 a.m. to
12.30 p.m.)

4. Trip from Cathay Hotel to 
City Government Hall, Kiang- 
wan (12.30 p.m.)

Route for Trip. Special

Group

Along the Bund. Group

Group

Jinkce Road, Bund, Soochow Group 
Road, North Szechuen Road, 
to Kiangvan Road boundary 
near Swimming Pool.

5. Luncheon at City Government 
Sull, Kfangr.’an (1 p.m. to

3 p.m.)

6. Trip from City Government 
Hall to Paramount Restaurant.

(3 p.m. to 4.30 p.m.)

7. Paramount Restaurant.
(4.30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m.)

Kiangwan, N.Szechuan Road, Group 
Szcchucn Road, Nanking Road 
and Bubblibg Well Road.

Group

Branch Arrangements. General Polici 

"B* and “C" A. C. (T) and

«B“and •©•

•A*

■A" and •B"

Public Safety

■A“ and •B"

nA” and "P* D. 0. °B“.

Arrangements

P.O. "A".

Bureau.

8. Trip from Paramount. Restau
rant to Cathay Hotel and/or
President Grant to chango.

(6.30 p.m. to 7 p.m.)

Bubbling Jell and Nanking 
Roads to Cathay Hotel and/or 
Customs Jetty.

Group



General Police ArrangementsRoute for Trip. Special -gran ch Arrangemen t s.Function or Trip and Timo»

9. Trip from Cathay Hotel and/or 
Customs Jetty to Park Hotel.

(7.45 p.m.)

Customs Jetty and/or Cathay 
Hotel via Nanking, Bubbling 
Well, Thibet, Burklll and 
Park Roads to Bubbling Well 
Road.

Group ’’A* and “B°

10. Dinner at Park Hotel. Group “A*» ■B“ and “D* D.O. “B"
(8.15 p.m.)

11. Receive American Community, 
third floor of Park Hotel.

Upon leaving the Park 
Hotel, the- Vice President

Group and u;U*

(10.30 p.m. to 11.30 p.m.) will be escorted 
Customs Jetty.

to the

12. Customs Jetty 
(11.30 p.m. to 3 a.m.

No.v 3)

Group •C* D.O. “A"

The- Groups will be composed of the following men t-

Group “A” (Mobile) Group "B»» (Mobile) Group ■Ct> G’.Fg.MP. >1>w

D.I. Everest C.D.I. Grubb D.S.I. Coyne jj.S. Sansom
D.S. Poole D.S.I. Golder D.S. Muir D.S. Lingard
D.S. McKeown D.S. Jones D.P.S. Henchman p.P.S.MacKay
D.I. Pan Lien Pih D.S. Tcheremshansky D.S.I. Kao Yen Kong p.S.I.Shih Sz Chien

D.I. Sih Tse Liang
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP

Sp. Br. Reg OFFICE

FILE NO.... D.... 7061

SUBJECT:

dr. E.W. Eickhoff - Application for

Bar and Restaurant Licence R?5 Gt. ’'.’estern Rd

FILE NO.OFFICEPARTICULARS

...........  ... .................... " ■“ " ... ........... !

Transferred to C. R. C. 8481/7

INSTRUCTIONS SEE OVER
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1 < —;..r ^î> - ---- ——. 1
rhtMHI gjWM POlIC -

s. «s.oojTîs i rue No...
V SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.. W r , >

. » , .'.A.. ' '
f S. 2. Special...-ranch <

REPORT ......
2J^zt»..-F.e.bruary...l7.,..zp 36.

Subject Ku.rder...in...theFrench...LonçLess. ion..of aKorean..nraied..Rj....Ta.i...^.i.,......-.............

Made by....... P.»...S..„Kamashita_________ Forwarded by............... ...............................
< «

F'!\

?

1

J

■ 1

With reference to the endorsement of Robertson,

Assistent Oonriissicner. on the attached file, the undersigned .

interviewed -.r. T. SaheXi, Superintendent of the local Japanese

. Consular Felice, at the Consulate on February 15, arid._wa.s________

..informed that there is no development in the murder case ..Qf...a___  ;

Korean nemed Ri Tai Zui^^h^M 3>nh which occurred in the _______

__j?r..en.ch C.Q.nc e ns ionon... Ko vemb.er—7ZL£35_«____ Th e Japanese-Can-sul^m

Police are still endeavouring to locate r Koran named him Sho-

_ Kon(^~g4^ ), alleged slayer of Ri Tai hii._________________________ .

kF------------ - -- .._. ------------ .

______________________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________________ ■

D • Sa

Der-uty lommissioner, Special Branche__________________________ _______ ;

1

t
.. .. ... . ............................... . .. .. ..... . ... ....... ..  J



itipio
RCRlU'JT KURDERLB IN FliLNCH CONCESSI N Kf .71z lEIICL'
COTOTTRYlUNî ÀSS,l3oIl: ..RRESTED

In connection with the assassi-- birr, cf Li 
Tung Bang on the morning of Nov erne7 in th.. Branch 
Concession, the Japanese Consular police ir.Vv “rrested 

Korean named Li on suspicion. The deceased is Believed 
to hav- been dealing in contraband goods but th. m- ti^e 
of the crime cannot definitely be attributed :o personal 
on. ’.i ty.

Enquiries arc being made concern.ng his 
political relations.



G.R. J File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S eci' l Bronch....—S«C....... ...Station -ç
REPORT , ' ,c

Date.dù&z emb e. r.. 3.1, j 90 o

Subject Kurder...in...thg..French..Cp.nçe.ss.ion..gX„a_.Ko.r.ç.?;n..n.r.mg.d..RI...TA.I...Zn.I.«.

Made by B- ♦-S.»... J.O.h.e.S.............  ..... Forwarded by... _________ ..........<5 '.(.
J ' A ,5

______  With reference to the endorsement of the Deputy Commiss

ioner, Sreci-1 Branch on the re-port by D.S. Kamashitn d-ted___

November 21, 1935, I visited French Police Headquarters todwy___

with the object of obtaining if possible some further.particule.rs 

regarding this c-;s__-

No additional information was forthcoming and—I wn s-------------

informed by Inspector Berthie.r_.thr t._ the_Æ.rench.£ol.ice..lr_d made__

no progress with their investigations ..into.-the murder of—R I Th I 

ZUI. From the convertrtinn_ T had with—Inspector Berthie-r—I— -----

gathered th^t this case is no.. longer engaging the attention of_

the French investigating officers. When__ I asked—i.f_I.. might.. see

the latest reports on the subject. I w-s told, that none had bean—
t

submitted during the past few .weeks. _It. woulA se.em that the ____ I

Trench Police are ..leaving -it to the Japanese authorXtiee-tn-------- j J
solve the mystery of the Korean's sudden death. __  __

Police
I understand th--1 the Japanese Consular^are still enquiring



pWHAIJOCIMLFr-'’ \
—L-._u— * * \ F;zFa^?.?®.,S'IJ’{Ï
° ‘° °00 3' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE /Ào -S B. D,..2.£..;LZ.. ' !

*> I *
1‘ £■ ? 3. k . Speci’f^..^feôneî?b::5s^x^...... J

REPORT v, '!— ^.r., , ..,,___ I
Daterayember .2X*...ip3b»

Subject..............Further. ..J.n.fQxafê..tloja..x.egDXd.ing....the..lMxd.e.r...o.f..Ri..  X*?i. ..^ul4.........................
/

........................a..Koresja.,...in...the...Er.en.ah...C.on^c.es.ai.o.n...an..Ii[p.y.ejejb.er .7.,. .1.9.35^........... ....... .
Made by.......... P.,...S.t...K?.iaa;.shita___ ___ Forwarded by..............  ......A.'l*....................

In continuation of my import dated November 11 regarding 
. . .. . 

the murder of a. Korean named Ri Ta i hu i ( ) in the

French Conccesicn on November 7, 1935, it has been ascertained 

that a Korean named Ri San Sei(^= ~\), a witness,__ who had

been detained at the Japanese Consulate for in quiries, has_______

been released» From this witness, it. was learnt that the 

culprit was a Korean named Kim Sho Kon(^~,=£ HA ), aged 38.

native of Keijc, Korea. This individual was a member of the__ ...

Korean Provisional Government which was _established in Shanghai _ 

in . liar ch-,. 1S19. -^e joine dLJkhe. He!.In Volunteer Corps, a terro-_

_rxst party.,_ organized by. the rad lead—members nf the Prmri rîohal__

Government in January 1926.Kg' is also suspected of having________

thrown a bomb at the Jr panese Consulat e _on April 14 and _______

_ September 25, IQPfi.----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------

_ _________ •‘•'he Consular Pollne—request that—this, information he_____  

dealt with confidentially.____________________ _________________



2. N,K* 'I r*' ]

G'10^ ’ File iïô*' ^«STR-
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. b. B. Q. .

S. 2. Speçiai..B?fenfth^^rï^....^-3
REPORT t ,.-,......... , C

D«z<?.NQvemher...u.,..ip ao.
*$W^/cJC£

■ • --UL. .Tai..Zui.,.. .a.Korean.,.. was.murdered...by...an..unknown..Korean.................... ........

'"■ un..November..7,.2935.... ............   a ...^.....,.1...... ....................................
........D.,...5.A..Kamghita..Forwarded by.............. _________________ A.'Zl...................

_ With reference to the attached, I have to state that ___ 

..a Korean named Ri Tai Zui(^~ ), aged 34, victim in the _

_murder case, had resided in Shanghai far some 8 years up to____ _

the time of his death»__ He was a bachelor and unemployed, hut—
it is belAjgved that he was making his living by dealing in 

_ narcotics» Since October 23, 1935, he resided in the ground 

floor room of a house rented by another Korean named Ri San Sei 

) at Si Ka Dang Villege near Route Vallon. Hi San Sei, 

aged 27, was speaking with a Russian on some business at the 

ground flàor front room at about 12 noon on November 7, 1935, 

when an unknown Korean entered the room stating that he wished 

to rent a room in the house and took a seat beside them. When 

Ri San Sei went to the lavatory shortly after, the unknown____

—Korean proceeded to.211..Tai. Zui’s room and shot him. througkJChfi— 

_ head. Ri Tai Zui is supposed to have been asleep at the time___  

_ of this attack. The unknown Korean immediately made good his___  

escape through a back door before Ri San Sei returned to the 

front room. Hi San Sei is detained at the local Japanese____ _

Consulate for enquiries. According to the Consular Police,_____

y z. nothing is so far obtainable regarding the identity of the______

’ • ■ culprit and the motive for this crime.------------------------------ - ------------



THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1935

KOREAN MURDERED
BY COMPATRIOT

Motive for Assassination 
Sought by Police

A Korean named Li Tai, tabout 
thirty years of age, was shot and 
killed by another Korean at Si Ka 
Dang Village, near Route Vallon, yes-1 
terday morning. The assassin, whose J 
name was not learned by the police,;' 
entered Li’s house on the pretext of 
wishing to rent a room. Conducted^ 
into the kitchen, the stranger sud
denly drew an automatic pistol ot 
heavy calibre. Bred, and ran out of 
the house. His victim, shot in thé 
head, slumped to the floor, dead. ■’

Detectives who investigated th> 
crime said that nothing had beep 
taken from the house by the mur
derer. The motive for the crime hacl 
not been determined late yesterday.



\ consulaat-generaal der nederlanden 
VOOR MiDDEN-CHINA.

No.3697.
shanghaï, 13 November 1935

Sir,

I wish to acknowledge the receipt 

of your letter No.D.7067 dated the 12th 

instant regarding E.S.H. Reuben and to 

thank you for the information contained 

therein.

"Chinese Secretary.

T. P. Givens,Esquire,
Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch) 

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI.



■ ?hai Œnr’i r ■
S. C. RLQiS ..

. b. D,. Zdÿ
te ' " z 3

November 12 35.

Sir»
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of 

your letter No. 3634 dated November 6, 1935» and to 

inform you that there is nothing in We Police records 

against Eliahor (Elias) Salim Haron Reuben either from 

a political or moral point of view*
I have the honour to be» 

Sir,
Your obedient servant,

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)

J, Van den Berg, Esq.,

Netherlands Consulate-General, 
Shanghai.



Form No 3
G. 35,0^0-1-35

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

Special Branch......S.2...... a&wâxx
REPORT

Date—No vember-ll^ 35
Inquiry...from.Netherlands Consulate-General re E . S .H . Reube n

Made by .J.ones. Forwarded by. i.Ô.G 
« ♦

With...reference to the attached letter of inquiry dated

—November 6, 1935 from the -Netherlands Consulate General________

— regarding the arpljcation.of Hr. JLliaho r (Elias).-Salim Haron-----

Reuben for permisaion to enter the Netherlands Indies» I have

__to..state that—there .is_nQ_pnline_X£ and
_ n othing is .known. ng9 in st. h im from either a political_ or moral—

__ po int .of. vlewn—----- ------------ ------- -------------------------------------—

P.O, Special Branch



CONSULTAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDOEN-CHiNA. 

TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No» 3634.

S Ex REGISTRY
. aD_Z£±2..

......... ..
shanghai, 6th November Ï935.

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that Eliahor (Elias) 

Salim Haron REUBEN has applied to me for a visé for admission 

into the Netherlands Indies.

He is of Iracq nationality and in possession of a passport 

issued by the Bureau of Passports in Bagdad, for the Kingdom 

of Iracq, on the 6th June 1935, No.1795.

According to his passport he is born in Amarah, Iracq on 

the 27th November 1911 and is living in Lane 1070 Avenue Hoad, 

House 19.

He intends to go to Java for business celling provisions) 

and states to have connections with Kr.F.Ellis, residing at 

49 Nanking Road, who will supply him with goods and support him 

financially.

He states to have been in Java before and in case business

proves satisfactory he wants to stay there.

I should be much obliged to you if you would let me know, 

L if possiblezwhether anything is known against Mr.Reuben from 

a political or moral point of view.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Chinese secretary 
for Consul-General.

T.P.Givens,Esquire,
Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch) 

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI.





COP Y

( Crime Diary )

Crime Registry î«°* •“ Hisc. 492/35
WAM Division.
Central Station.
January 28 » 1936.

Reference D.D.O. "A’.’s Memo, attached dated 9/11/35, 

Mr. H.E. Harris has now returned to Shanghai on 28/1/36, he 

was acquainted with the matter which forms the subject of 

this file but was unable to give any information that would 

indicate the source of the letters.

Enquiries ascertained that no letters were delivered 

•* subsequent to 15/10/35. It is therefore suggested that

this case be closed.

(sd.) W. Logan.

D.S. 265.

C.D.C. 204.



File No......
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l Speéial Branch .
...................?..........

REPORT ; - -----------*
D^.JLQ.vembe.r..... 7_>.zp35.

Subject..........Han.db.ills_.Q.urppxt.i_ng.„tp...eD.an.at.a..f.rQEi...t.hs...3.o.u.th..:ïe.s.t........... -.......................

.  _B.Ql.lt i.c.a1. .Grp up.,...................................    -........................................ ............

Made by............. D.,...S..,..LLcKe.OATO................. Forwarded by..... . ..............................................................................

___ ________ Regarding the handbills circularised through the

_nost to various addresses in Shanghai, and nurportinr

Jio emanate from the committee members of the South Western___

Group. I have to report that the identity ofhdJinae--------------------

-responsible for the printing and circulation of tie handbills

imagined they were assisting the Party*s cause, while

_nas nrrt_ been, ascertai ned>_____ J_________
hr. Lien Ping-san ( -^7) , member of the suite

of hr. Huang Chi-loh, , dele^ate of the South West

Grouo to the 6th Plenary Session, was Interviewed with a_______ *

view to ascertaining whether he could. give any information_____

regarding the persons resnonsible for Finding the handbills. i
hr.Lien einohatically denied that they were sent out by________ _

i
__s

any official organ of the South West G •roup9 and stated -1
that they were the work of misguided supporters who

actually they were disseminating harmless propaganda to I 

which no one would pay heed. 'rr. Lien promised to make I 

enquiries and to communicate with D«S« kcKeown if at any |

time he discovered the identy of the authors and admitted I
that activities of this kind were inconsistent with law J 

and order and undesired by the official members of the 

South West Group.

A study of the handwritting on the envelopes reveals

that it is.the work of four nersons. The handwritting has |

been submitted to Crime Branch, headquarters, for scrutiny .

but there is no record of the writing on fila.________ _______ |

----------------- Printing shops have been visited is an ..RmipaTOnr | 

to discover the firm which undertook the printing of the I

envelopes, but without result. The envelopes are of very |

.'Au

_B.Ql.lt
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Subject (in full)

File No. ... ........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...............Station.
REPORT

Date .............« ig
-2-

Madc by .......... For-warded by............................ ...... ...................

cheap texture, and the type ordinary, so that any_ small 

printing _e_stab1 ishinent could_ have executed and commission.__

__ In the event of ?r. Lien Ping-san communicating

any info ma ti on on the. subject, a further report will be______

. - ...forwardel,_____________________________________________________ ____

Lsd.) ?. T. Lci'eown

__ 1). S.

B.Ü.  (Special Branch)



Central

J ISC October 15th, 1935

Unlawful use of firm name of K.E. Harris Fur 
Exporter, 261 Kiangse Road, for political Purpose

'ife- ■

At 2 Tseu Veng Zee /z ) residing

•t Lane 595, House 14, Hast Yohang Road,

Harris « Co., Fur Exporter, 261 liangse

to this Station, vzith attached three letters

on I4/IO/35, delivered to above address

employed by

' oad, came

which were

ordinary $

"’returned unopened, addressee not located,”

It appears that until recently, the above, firm was

located at 88 Luseum Road, and that all envelopes used by

the firm are still orinted vzith the old address in red

ink, sunerinscribed nth U new address stamped in blue

The envelopes of three letters referred to, however,

are smaller in size and witl the firm’s name and new

m

I
9
I

address minted in red ink 

• %

fact having been noted

by Tseu Venr Zee, it was realized that the envelopes were 

i
t •

forgeries which had never been despatched by above firm.

ach of the three letters which were addressed as

hereunder

1 1 lang Ilan Newspaper Co Range Road

2 Eying Lee Zung, House No. 6 Lane 344 Burkill Road

3 1,'r. Sung Chuen Yee, house Ko. 26 Albert Terrace, 
Avenue du Roi Albert, French Concession.

1

contained two circulars, translations of which are attached 

hereto, of a political nature, relating to proposals put i ■

■% g
before the 5th National Congress

v:

w

x

À



(Page 2.)

It would arvear that sor>e party has had envelopes 

printed with the firm's name of L'.H. Harris in order to 

’^ail the circulars aforesaid to certain people* The post 

office were unable to locate the addressees in each of 

the three cases mentioned ano. the letters were consequently 

returned as described.

. r. x .h. Harris is at present on leave in Europe, and 

not expected back in Shanghai till 2/12/35. His business 

is being conducted by his Chinese nartners, while his 

uncle, I r. 7.F. Harris, keeps the latter under supervision.

The Chinese staff consists of the following:-

1. Compradore.

2. Two compradore's assistants.

3. Account.

4. Clerk.

5. Chief clerk,

6. Two assistants.

7. Customs shroff.

8. Two godown men.

9. 3 coolies.

There is nothing to suggest that any of these persons 

have political leanings of any kind whatsoever.

^°py of this report forwarded to 0. i/c Special Branch

(sd.) W. Logan.
D.S. 265.

C.D.G.  204
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qlj/b IPJil 
Convni ttee to Jt heCentral jqverninent .

To .tanking Central executive Committee and Central Control Committee. • 

oirs,

■//ith reference to the manisfesto given on 12th. Aug.(?) by the 

hanking Central Executive Committee in which the date of the forthcoming

5th. rational Congress was fixed on hov. 12th.(?), we therefore submit

four proposals (according to the 28th. regulation stating that any proposal

concerning the national congress should be submitted 3 months before and

that all members of the Kuomintang should be notified before hand) as 

follows:-

1. to clean up or purify political circles and to punish military 
men whose actions are detrimental to the national prestige.

2. Drastic measures be employed against all culprits disturbing >
society and impairing the nation. i

$
3. solid ?ans be manned out to nrotrct national defence. 3

4. the lowest standard of production plan should be determind;
custom duties, which are detrimental to the prosperity of national t 
commerce and industry, should be abolished; national finance i
should be audited; farming condition should be improved. |

i The above 4 proposals are requested to be set forth before the

Congress and to be brought to notice of all members of the -Kuomintang 

before the opening of the Congress. I

Owing to the posponernent of the Congress, no answer was received I

re our proposals. |

Now the opening of the Congress is not far off. we, realizing that | 

’traitors’ are becoming more active and both diplomatic and internal 

conditions are deteriorating, hereby again submit the 4 proposals, which 

are exnected to be carried out in discussion during the Congress and to î 

be notified to all members of the Kuomintang, with a view to rescuing the 

nation from down fall.

We swear our fidelity to the nation and Kuomintang.

Sheo Vun Zung, Dong Zau Nee, Chu Lu, Zee Chee Dong,, 
Lee Chung Zung, Bai Chung Shee, Ling Yun Yuen, Wangf 
Yung Chu, Leu Lou-in, Leu Che Vung, Ling I-chung, 
Yue Han Neu, Lee Yang Ching, Zung Yao Wei, Chu Hong 
Pu, Neu Bai Nan, Dung Ching Yang, Wong Che Loh, 
Zeur Choh Sz, Lee Zung Sung, Cheu Kwon Chu.
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Bough Translation of a. Telegraphic Reply 
sent to the Jentral overn^ient by the Committee 

of Souther-Western Govern: ent »

With reference to the 4 proposals submitted to the Central Govern

ment by the Committee of the Southe?'--Western Government which were to 

be discussed at the 5th. Congress, it was revealed that same had been 

set aside on the pretext that a promulgation re questions pending dis

cussion had been issued on the hug. 18, 1934 and that nothing further 

whould be discussed after the expiration of that date in question. Accord

ing to the schedule, The rational Congress was to be held once a year 

with a view to discussing the affairs relative to the Kuomintang and to 

devise wags and means for the future, which are the foundamental objects 

for the Congress. However, the Congress, it wo ld be noted, should ha,ve ; 

been onened on the 12th. Kov. 1934 but had been delayed to the 12th. ITov.

1935. During this year, humiliations had been increased under the leader- 

ship of prominent officials of Central Govern -ent and if, according to ■
i 

the telegram received from the Central Government that nroposals and jh
I 

questions to be discussed at the 5th. Congress should have been submitted !
i 

before the 18th. Aug. 1934, it would be interesting to know if they would I 

discuss questions urgent and in connection with the existance of the j

i Kuomintang which were submitted to them after the date set for. This is |

| not logical as a matter of fact and further, the proposals submitted by f

? Canton Government not only concern and Kuomintang but also hint to the 

future. .'le are therefore perturbed to visualize that the Congress will 

hereinafter be considered null and void as far as the bad habit remains.

The following is a telegraphic reply to the Canton Government from

■ the Central Government.

’ Your 2 telegrams had been received on divers dates and their contents

duly noted. Ye are sorry to tell you that you had been late in submitting 

us the telegram dated the Sept. 8 A promulgation to the effect that all ■

questions pending discussion had been issued on the 18th. Aug. 1934 

■would be for reference and we have to remind you too that there is no 

previous example that questions would be discussed after the expiration

•* of that date.
■i

-■ ■ ■ . „ ?. \ ( . ■ ■. . I



g ferr'i? SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. RRy.

T s. EJ. REGiSl i.
» S.l. Special .Branch.S.-.jgSj^jc’w, °

REPORT O *'

.. y..y

Subject (in full).Handbill..;ourporti.rig...t.Q.. emanate.,f rom, the...South-

.......Group,.

Made by P....................... F ot warded by P. Lyp.re.st,........ ...................

Regarding: the handbills circularised through the post to

various addresses in Shanghai and purporting to emanate from the 

committee members of..the. South Western Group, I have to report

_that_the__iientity_of.._±Jiqs^.._xas£o_nsible for the printing and________

Ï .ci rculati'-'n of the handbills has not been ascertained.

I'r, Lien Ping-san member of the suite of Hr._____ _
Huang Chi-loh '$ & ) , delegate of the South '.Vest Group to the__ .

6th Plenary Session, was interviewed with a view to ascertaining__ _

whether he could give any information regarding the persons 

responsible for sending the handbills..... Hr. Lien emphatically____

denied that they were sent out by any official organ of the South W 

West Group, and stated that they were the work of misguided________

sumorterg who imagined they were assisting the Party1 s cause,_____

while actually they were disseminating harmless propaganda to which n

no one would pay heed. 1-r. Lien promised to make enquiries and 

to communicate with D.S. McKeown if he at any time discovered the 

identity of the authors, and admitted that activities of this kind 

were inconsistent with law and order, and undesired by the official 

members of the South West Group.

A study of the handwriting on tha anvalnpes revea.l s that, it 

is the work of four persons. The handwriting has been submitted 

to Crime Branch,Headquarters, for scrutiny but there is no record 

of the writing on the file. 

 Printing shops have been visited in an endeavour to discover 

the firm which undertook the printing of the envelopes, but without 

result. The envelopes are of very cheap texture and the tyoe 

ordinary, so that any small printing establishment could have 

executed the commission. ________________________________________________

In the event of Mr. Lien Ping-san communi eating—in



Fm. 2 File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, 

t 
• .................................. Station,

REPORT 
Date................................ 19

Subject (in full)....................................... ....................

Slade by.............    Forwarded by............................................................ ...................

_________ information on the subject, a furhher report will be

iorwardfiil»__ _ _________________________________________________________

______________ .. McKeovnu.

_________
I). C, ( Speo. i al .Branr.b )

___ D.CL,—(Hr imej--------------------------------------------

---------------Inlamation,-------------- ------ -------

___________________________ T.P.G.

7 Nov L955.
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» SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

--------------- -------------------.<A«
_____ _____ __ ...Division,

CRIME REGISTER No:— Mise el. 492/35. '.Q-------Police Station.

..... -------------------------------35*
Diary Number:— o Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day See below.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

See below.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At 6.30p.m.on 25-10-35,one Chu Tsae An ( f ) 

employed as a clerk by the C.h.Wong Photo Studio, 

No.378 Nanking Road,came to the station with the 

attached two letters which were returned to the above 

address on 25-10-35 by the General Rost Office, as 

the addresses could not be located.

Although the envelopesof both letters were printed 

with the name of the above studio, the address ho.308 

Nanking Boad was wrong the actual number of the studio 

being No.378, the street numbers having been changed 

about one month ago,former number being No.308.

Both envelopes which bore the above studio's 

printed name and former address number are different 

from the printed envelopes actually in use for a long 

time by the above studio and contain,1st one pamphlet 

and 2nd two pamphlets,all printed and of the same 

nature attacking the present hanking regime.

The first letter was posted at the General Post 
Office on 22-10-35.addressed to Wong Zung Ts ( & )

No.68 Route Dollfus,French Concession, and 2nd to 
Chu Van (ft* ) No. 5 Hwo Yuen uong (itRue Pere 

Robert,French Concession,posted at Avenue Joffre Post 

Office on 22-10-35.

None of the persons mentioned as addresses could
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' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

Division,
CRIME REGISTER No: — Police Station.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

be located.

Translations of the pamphlets contained in both 

envelopes which are the same,are attached.

Three letters containing similar circular which 

were returned to the firm of n.E.Harris formerly of 

88 Museum Road,now at No,261 Kiangse Road were handed t 

in on 15-10-35 and forwarded under this file number 

on 16-10-35 and are at present in the hands of the 

Special -«ranch.
The present two letters appear to come from the same | 

source as above mentioned three letters. |

Envelope as used by C.H.Wong Studio is attached f

for comparison,together with translation of circulars. ?
Copy of this report has been forwarded to Officer I 

in-charge Special -Branch. *



A further telegram by the South-West Members 
vt the Central Political Committee to the 

Central Government.
To Nanking Central Executive Cantittee and Central 
Control c omni ttee.
Sirs*

Your telegram bearing the character‘Kiang* has been received and 
read through» but we beg to notify you again, that there are sone mis
understandings In your reply of our 2 Joint circulars bearing the 
characters 'Shyi* and ’Chao' respectively.

Although the above mentioned 2 Joint circulars were based upon 
the conception of the ’Zee’and*Yue* telegrams issued during Sept.imst 
1934, in reality the former were fresh proposals submitted to the 
5th forthcoming Plenary Seesion( or 5th National Congress) for dis
cussion and were not auxilliary to the suggestions made in the last 
year’s ’Zee* and’^ue* telegrams. It Is already ridiculous that the 
Central Government Secretaries' Office considered the ’Shyi* and’Chao’ 
telegrams were supplementary to the 'Zee and* Yue* tel egrams j it is 
more ludicrous that the Central Standing Coosittee sent out the*U* 
telegram according to the mis-explanation of the Central Government 
Scoretarths' Office without making any deliberation, no»ever, we dis
liked to catch this defect as bases for argument, so our 'Tung* tele
gram merely pointed out that it was illogical and illegitimate to res
trict the Sth Plenary Session to such an extent that only proposals 
submitted last year would be brought into discussion in the 5th 
Plenary Session.

Your telegram bearing the character*Kiang* recently issued 
stated that besides the proposals submitted last year new measures 
might be rec Oman ded at the opening of the 5th Plenary Session. Pros 
these 2 telegrams *U* and ’Kiang* issued to us by the Central 
Standing Conmittee,it is obvious that no new proposals except these 
already submitted on 18th Aug. 1934 would be allowed and that in 
orther words fresh proposals,if any, would not be considered nece- 
sarry or even allowed to be put into the discussion agenda of the 
5th Plenary Session, but would be treated oxly as material for 
informal talks. If so, is it not funny that this year’s Plenary 
Session will only talk about last year’s proposals?



I 
Continued

Thus, the true spirit of the annual national congress system was 

lost, and no solid appropriate measures were adopted to succour the 

Kuomintang State frcm the present national crisis. You frequently 

declared that the national crisis were growing worse and worse and that 
in order to save our fatherland frcm destruction all members of the 

have 
Kuomintang/to seek solitarity and to rid the nation of present crisis.

A new delegation should be selected for every plenary session, 

therefore the delegation selected last year are not apt to participate 

in this year's plenary session no matter whether or not the last year* s 

plenary session wee postponed to this year. As a rule, the Central 
Standing C tarait tee should remind all members of the Kuomintang 3 menthe 

before to be prepared for handing in any proposals which are expected 

,• to be set forth before the plenary session} therefore this year's
plenary session also needs a S months' notice and should have fresh 

problems for discussion instead of these submitted last year, for the 

proposals submitted last year have lost their value for this year. 'Jhe

I proposals stated in our *Shyl’ and 'Chao* telegrams are our new proposals 

for this year and are absolutely indépendant off or not auxilliary to 

the proposals submitted last year, so the Central Standing Ccmmittee 

should enlist them in the discussion agenda of this year’s plenary sessicc 

as an important introduction. If the Kuomintang actually wants its 

solidarity for national salvation, she (Kuomintang) should carry out ths t 

plenary session in proper and legitimate procedure. The solidarity of 

' KuQBintang can only be secured under the legal execution of the plenary 

session, and not under 2 or 3 persons* selfishness.



Pirc. 492/36.
Central
Cet» ISth. 35.

U.d^ful use of Hm --mo «£ "arris Fur
261. àiarv.ce soac,lor Political Purpose

t p.r. !Ær. Tu et Vecy. ^{/{/residing

ut, -,>1-. .*.:95}’1guso 14f Kaat ?-oaâ, and employed by
.1. • i,lt ’s ,•< Co.» i'ur t<?-r,tC>l Mandas Road,came 

tu ttû-j ■f.utlon, with attached three letters which were 

on 14/1.9-">5} delivered to laava address by the ordinary 

pcst/’r-QT/n-'ied unopened, addressee not located.w
It ■-■!•<!}•-.sr»-: that until t scenxly, the above fine was

\? *<U'.'tiUju Hoad, ar.' tixit all envelopes is ed by

ori? etill minted >tn the old adûress In red

ink, superinccribod with th” X S stamped In blue

three ‘i'3 referred to,however,

3i'e smaller tn .^i^e the I'inm’s name and new

ct having been noted. . a , . j , nâ<L.-ess printed in red ink.

by lieu Verv >ee, it realised that tha envelopes were 

forgeries which had never beeii despatched by above firm.
Sach of the three letters ’hich vm e addressed aa 

hereunder:-

1/ Kiang Nan «ewspaper Co. 214 P.anga Koaci.
( & ~ )

2/ »r. Eying Lee Zung. House Ko. 6 Lane 344 Burklll

3/ Mr. Sung chuen Yee, House Mo. 26 Albert Terrace,
Rd

’ contained two circulars,translations of which are attached

hereto, of a phlitleal nature, relating to proposals put 
Jî*fore Rational Congress.



il would t hat soîf.a party has had envelopes

printer t.i th.-» f'.rr’’?! .vma of ‘:.d. .’ixrrls in order to 

loail tna dreul^’H a for h;.a id to certain people* The pcs i 

oJCixee were • - .-".v to locate the addressees in each of 

tne ‘Jdti wi.,,-,.-. •>,y.j-■.once' 3T-KJ. t’:e letters were consequently 

X'vturiieo as oencribed.

hr. B.~>, h j»rb. io at. present on leave in Europe,and ? 
ï 

not expected back in f: a ij'Lai till 2/12/35. His business | 

is being coiT’reted oy Via Chinese partners, while his ; 
uncle, i..i•* I*. Paitris, keeps the latter under supervision.

Ihe CMnace str.ff consists of the following■ 
1/' Cou-pranor'?. ?

2/ >*o ecmpradere’s assist, nta. 

o/ 

•1/ Clei*k. 

b/ Chief clerk. 

6/ Iv/e assistants* 

7/ Customs shroff» 
i/c.

8/ Two godov.Ti men. 

y/ 3 coolies* 

Thar*» iB nothing to suggest that any of these persons 

«A”. have political leanings of any kind whatsoever.
Copy of this report forwarded to O.i/e'5?ecial Branch.



Telegram by the South-west Members> of the Central Political
Committee to the Central Government* — ■ ■ . ....

To‘Nanking Central Executive Committee and Central 
Control Committee.

Sirs,

With reference to the manisfesto givra on 12th. Aug.(?) by the 

Nanking Central Executive Ccr ir.lttee in which the date of the forthcoming 

5th. National Congress f?;< fixée un -ov. 12th. (?), we therefore submit 

four proposals(according io the 28tb. regulation -stating that any proposal 

concerning the : tlon.',’’ ucarresr should be sub.-.itted 3 months before and 

that all members of the Yuomintang should be notified before hand) as 

follows:-

1) to clean up or purify - olitical circles auui v-;- pudsh military 
men whose actions are detrimental to the national pr -stige.

2) drastic measures be employed against oil culprits disturbing 

society and impairing tne .nation.

3) solid plans be mapped out to protect na* io.-usl defence.

4) the lowest standard oi‘ production plan should be determind; ’( 
custom duties, which ere detrimental to tr; prosperity of national- 
commerce and industry, should he abolished; national finance | 
should be audited: farming condition should be improved.

The above 4 proposals are requested to be set forth before the

Congress and to be brought to notice of all weebars c€ the Kuomintang 

before the opening of the Congress.

Owing to the poppon-c'.-.ent of tae -c-i^ress, no unawei* was received | 

re our proposals.

Now the opening of the Congress is not for off. ,.io, realizing that ( 
i 

‘traitors’ arc becoming more active and both diplomatic and internal :

conditions are deteriorating,hereby again submit the 4 proposals, which

are expected to be carried out in discussion during the Congress and to

be notified to all members of the Kuomintang, with a view to rescuing the; 

nation frae down fall.

We swear our fidelity to the nation and Kuomintang.

ôjbeo Vun £ung, Long :2au Nee, Chu Lu, Be® Chee Dongf 
Lee Chung Sung, Bai Chung Shec, Ling xun Yuen,^ang;s 
Yung Chu, Leu Lou-In, Leu Che Yung, Ling I-Chung, 1 
Yue Han Keu, Lee Yang Ching, Sung Yao Wei, Chu Font, 
Pu,Keu Bai Nan, Dung Ching Yang, Nong Che Loh,Zeur 
Choh Sz, Lee Sung Bung, Cheu Kwon Chu. '

I



f Bough Translation of a Telegraphic Haply
a ant to the Central Government by the Committee 

of Souther-Western Government.

With reference to the 4 proposals submitted to the Central Govern
ment by the Coanittee of the Souther-Western Government which were to 
be discussed at the 6th. Congress,it was revealed that same had been 
set aside on the pretext that a promulgation re questions pending dis
cussion had been issued on the Aug. 18, 1934 and that nothing further 
would be discussed after the expiration of that date in question. Accord
ing to the schedule, The National Congress was to be held once a year 
with a view to discussing the affairs relative to the Kuomintang and to d 
devise ways and means for the future, which are the foundamental objects 
for the Congress. However, the Congress, it would be noted, should have 
been opened on the 12th. Nov. 1934 but had been delayed to the 12th. Nov. 
1935. During this year, humiliations had been increased under the leader* 
ship of prominent officials of Central Government and if, according to 
the tiegram received from the Central Government that proposals and 
questions to be discussed at the 5th. Congress should have been submitted 
before the 18th. Aug. 1934, it would be interesting to know if they would 
discuss questions urgent and in connection with the existance of the 
Kuomintang which were submitted to them after the date set for. This is 
not logical as a matter of fact and further, the proposals submitted by 
Canton Government not only concern the Kuomintang but also hint to th e 
future. We are therefore perturbed to visualize that the Congress will 
hereinafter be considered null and void as far as the bad habit remains.

The following is a telegraphic reply to the Canton Government from 
the Central Government.

Your 2 telegrams had been received on divers dates and their content! 
duly noted. We are sorry to tell you that you had been late in submitting 
us the telegram dated the Sept. 8. A promulgation to the effect that aU 
questions pending discussion had been issued on the 18th. Aug. 1934 
would be for reference and we have to remind you too that there is no 
previous example that questions would be discussed after the expiration 

of that date.



-^"ooo/.-r File No. ..^G* 259/35
S SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

West Hongkew 
--.................... Station,

REPORT
Date. 24th Octoberzp 35.

Re Attached Pamphlets.
Subject.....-............................. -......... -............................. ................................. .......... ................................................

D.S.  Gibson.
Made by -......................................................Forwarded by.......___ p......... <-...........  ............

Sir,  _________________________________________

At 5.30 p.m. 24/10/35 one, Zee Wei Poo ) master of
the Li Ming 9$ ) Industrial Co», Lane 136, House 7 Tiendong 

Road, came to the station and reported having received through 

the Post two letters containing pamphlets which he suspected to 

be communistic.

On being interrogated by C.D.C. 222 and the undersigned.,____
the informant stated that at about 5.00 p.m. 23/10/35 he received 

2 letters which bore the name and address of his Company on the 
envelope as being the sender» The Post Office had been unable 
to locate the persons to whom the letters had been addressed. 

_____ On opening the letters it was found that one contained two 

pamphlets while the other contained three pamphlets wnich were 

identical. The jifujûct of the pamphlets was the 5th Plenary_______
Session of the Nanking Government. 

The informant stated that the envelopes employed were 

entirely different from the type used in his business although 

the printed matter inferred that the letters had been sent from 

his shop» He also stated that he was not concerned in any 

political Organisation and had no knowledge as to the source of___

the pamphlets»_____________________________________ ______
Four apprentices are employed by the informant but he 

also states that they have no knowledge of the letters» They_____

have been in his employ oyer three years._____________________ ——i
The addresses on the letters which kku were brought to the 

station are t-________ ______ _________ ....-------------------------
1» ar. Cha rah Pau ---- )» 9 mow Van Tshung- —i-

Avenue Foch.______ ________________________________________________
2» Mr. Sung Kuh Kyung jL M )» 14 Kyung Knh Tshung

Route Fere Robert»



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

__ Station y
REPORT

Date. ........................ _ig

Subject.................................... ........................ ................... .................. ..... ......... ...... .... ....................... ........  .......

Made by............ .................      ...Forwarded by................................................................... ..........

groin the office of the 11 Mna Zung ^elnduBtrialCo.,______ ..
Shanghai . _________________________________ _________________

Officej. 85 Yue Ching Li, iiendongJioad^.mrth Chekiang Road, 

fel. Ko. 45974._____________________________ 
____ The Special Bran .h waa informed and D.S. Lin guard______________ _

__attended the station when he requested that the pamphlets____  ...

should be forwarded to bpeoial branch headquarters 0025/10/35__ 
__when they would be examined as ùo rhe alleged communistic 

_ contenta._________________________________________ _______

D.D.O.*0*,



4,
«



FM, 3 
500-1-43

.. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

* REPORT U, ,
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SUBJECT: :<-.âl^rai>ey v1." .Jctouer revoluti un . 

^e?uùndeî‘ i© a .^"’y uf ixjrdasiv.>i avail

able 3 0 t JL’C.J&Z’Cm VJLg th.6 Uv'.’.. Uii^CUxSllt o i’uUd© il- Didier cuit 

ci a ci o 3 vi et uootiù&s -d Vxj IvCaj. VLMQiu:; c djjk .tUûdi ty in 

order t. ùiuru t-ia ^q-z^ aiuiiverxury of ths uct a our revo

lution ill Russia which,UbCorJiaj te ue uc.o-i’iud calen- 

■'.À Ur , JL UX X O wix !■- J V X iil Du -à ? , X xi U « —

dau. 1X a 1 àlï u C OuXilUal. uy

. i<k> Xias been tue pruxtiCLi fer uiuny yuaru pa^t, 

lie local -iuôolaa emigoaxit cv.,mu;iiiy bill □ucucve tha 

anuivoveury uc a day h hucsian National hourniuy#

X» a ut ,:z*v/U p »m on o-ix-^û a ..te c^ui cui Mac a v^ixl 

oq licîXcl ce t-L© Âusàidii aatxiuaxal 5Du au© Paul. Hoary,! or 

ùiiS D u U10 0-t xùCS jiiIXjDt3x Ox aX.11 ,XliS ivU^Us* u x4 Uxüily 

and. ail Hua'xi an© a rio ouvu uxicir iivgs for «ao txTorland, in 

tn© ùtruyyxQ ay ai net boxanoviara» alx Hue 31 un nawionul— - 

thinùinr eniyrunts arc invite! ta utuend»

4 p-uu pu 7-11-43 u plenary meeting -of 

lie liucoian .national Ideologic 'centra in uhanghai will 

dû convened i- the premieeb of thh Hu^siua Public Pining 

but,7a-xi Houae oayzQonge xiembera cf tae organisations 

supporting tnc Centre may attend the meeting and will be 

admitted on showing of special -entrance tiCKets issued 

peforeiiaxia 'tlirougxi tiit-.r respective organizations♦ uonie 

3ùü popple c4?e expected to atb.onda

3. ï’ie fcusaiaii National ideologic Centre will 

publish in local eui^ruiit neviSjiupers on 7-11-43 special 

message, to thé emigrant comunity un ths occasion ®f 

the anniversary.

Soviet comunity 

according to information obtained from secre

tary of the Soviet Citizens' Club’, the following ar-
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been made for tne ce le oration of two an-

i.i pX'U;.'tines ox tne club**vcnuc rucu

Luring the evening U’Soloom 
ex uiembcrs of tne club uni local so
viet community will tune place,during 
tne course of which mn mo»Jephiroff, 
hr soldent of tau club will deliver a 
•<i y a e c hi • 
&his will oe followed by a concert of 
classical music»

/-...ibuy 7» In the morning : Spurts ( volley-c^ll 
mutch)$

la xluuXi • U'ci uixv* 1 ix^ oX uvjX*w OX
rhe club and Soviet community iq-d the : 
purpose ox mutual, gx* cm ox.i-.gs $

In the a;/tucnoonxjfunctian fur children*: 
pl ays "and shuv/in^ uf a film entitled j 
u xie t urn;

i 
In the evening! Concert of light av> |. 
sic. j
Dinner party by suoscrintion. *■

j-
• a; In the evening; Concert af 11/, Jit. mu- a_-----

Dancing. ;

:<jy.,.c4r W: In the evening; Presentation of a play ; 
entitled "Invasion", by Sisâonbff.

Ihe Soviet Hallo Station HïVÆJ has unnoi:

-•1 h.- ..:-r.>. ...emoting of a .special pr-ogruraiiie during the.,' • j

~ h' .(f ^iüber 6-th,devotee to txie anniversary* |

Local baviet newspapets will devsÿe

. r.r x.r 7-th issues to the same subject, ’and the 

u/v mb .Jiilu’* will resume on that day the publication

d’ 04 ’ entitled n lly Jhurnal%

hppxi bi Cxi hc»s Xu on. iiteu oy the
... J...-.hi t.*.., proper authorities .fur- permission to re-* I 

l^y jvdiïi’ü speech from haâio-utation LfRW during the i

.. .■ x.i.i,o- ihumcr 6,in which case the function at the 

wjin ^i-.l .... prolonged until about 1 a»m»
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SUBJECT: anniversary of October devolution in Kus si a 

xierunder is a summary of information available 

so far regarding the arrangements made by the emigrant and 

Soviet sections of the local Russian community in order to 

mark the 25th anniversary of the October devolution in 

dussia which,according to the Gregorian calendar,falls on

November 7,1942i-

A. Jiimigrant community will observe the anni

versary as a day of dussian .National Mourning as has been 

)the practice for the past many years. At 3 p.m. qn 7-11-42

a solemn mass will be celebrated at the Russian Cathedral, ! 
155 due Paul aenry,for the souls of all those who gave their

lives for Motherland in the struggle against Bolshevism, I 

as well as for all vistims of -“ed terror, immediately fol

lowing the mass another service will be held at the same

place when prayers will be said for the Salvation of ^a- |
I 

tional dussia.

a pamphlet entitled " What has communist re- > 

jgime given to dussian people during quarter of century’s ;

rule” and an appeal to dussian emigrant community in Shang

hai issued by the dussian ideologic uentre in connection | 

with the anniversary in question will be offered for sale | 

and/or distributed in the community on that day. ihe pam- 1 

phlet contains a series of articles exposing the internati- | 

onalist and predominantly “ewish nature of the communist ! 

revolution and regime in dussia and depicting their harm-

,7ful effects on

^s regards the

National dussia during the past 25 years, 

appeal,it urges dussian emigrants to main

tain their anti-communist attitude disregarding the per

sistent Soviet propaganda to the effect that Soviet Govern

ment is now conducting war for dussian national interests
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and to firmly believe that ,following the Call of the 

present communist government as a result of the war, a 

great and glorious future expects national itussia.

i’he Russian ideologic centre,it will be recal

led, was formed by representatives of local Russian emi

grant organizations who on 31-7-41,in connection with the 

outbreak of the Soviet-German war, published a joint de

claration confirming their irreconcilaoly hostile attitude 

towards the communist government in Aussia and expressing 

the hopes for its speedy fall as a result of the war.

At 6 p.m. on 6-11-42 the Shanghai branch of the i 
I 

Russian deneral Military union will hold a gathering of | 

members,their families and friends:at 79-A Route de Say- ' 

zoong ( Russian Rining nut ),during the course of which 

an address will be delivered on the significance of the i 

anniversary.

B. Soviet community |

According to Mr. N.S. Zephiroff,Chairman of the 

Soviet Citizens’ Club, the local Soviet community will I 

mark the anniversary in a strictly private manner by the Î 

holding of a gathering of members at the Club,805 Avenue 

h'och,on 7-11-42,to which only members will be admitted.

The local Soviet ikadio broadcasting Station 

XRVN ( The Voice of Soviet union ) announced special pro

grams of broadcasting on three consecutive days, - Novem

ber 6,7 and 8 - devoted to the Anniversary.

On November 1 local Soviet newspapers carried 

a 1’ass Agency's telegramm containing 52 slogans issued by 

the Central Executive committee of the All-Rus si a vommu- 

nist Party ( Bolsheviks) in connection with the anni versa-
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ry.

no official celebration of the anniversary is 

' proposed to be held this year,Mr. Zephiroff stated.

It has been the practice since 1927,whenthe lo

cal Soviet Consulate was attacked by crowds of Russian

; emigrants in connection with the 10th anniversary of Oc

tober devolution, to maintain a general observation in

j the vicinity of Soviet institutions on "ovember 6,7 and

: 8 in order to prevent any possible incidents of the same 

nature. «t present there are the following Soviet-in

stitutions in the bettlementi-

1. Soviet consulate-''eneral, 20 whangpoo Road

2. Tass dews «gency, 51 Canton Road.

3. "The Nev/ Life* , 1U5 Love Lane
(Newspaper) 1

4. "Novosti junia* , 620 «venue koch I
(newspaper) I

However, under present circumstances it is highly <

improbable that any attacks will be made on these institu- ' 

tions, at least there not the slightest indication of such 
! . I
i a possibility.

1). I.

Officer i/c foreign Affairs, 
Crime & Special Branch.



IlA^Q^orMHecKaro U,eHTpa k PyccKoô kojiohIh 

IIIaHxasi. A

CeroAHH, 7-ro HOflôpn 1942 r., — qepuan AaTa juin Poccin h pyccKOfô *>T 
aMHrpauiH... •

25 jiisT TOMy HaaaA, b otot CTpauiHbiü Aem> — 7-ro hohôpr (25-ro OKrHÔpn)» 
1917 roua ôojibnieBHKH 3axBaTHjni Bjiacib b Poccin h Hajrbjin Ha Hamy npeKpao\?^p 
hvio CTpany TH>KeAUR irhnn.

CeroAHfl PyccKiü HAeoaonmecKiH HeiiTp b IIIaHxa'b cuosa, kbk h toa TOMy 
HaaaA, npn3biBaeT BC'bx pyccxnx juoach npoAOJi>i<aTb ôopbôy c Komhhtcphom H' 
coB’hTCKOit BjiacTbio — T.y 6opb6y, KOTOpyio mu nenpepbiBHO bcacm y>xe qeTBepTb 
BlsKa — CHauaaa c opyncieM b pyxax, a fiotom BcisMH AOCTynnbiMH hbm cnoco- 
6aMH H CpeACTBBMH.

Mbi neiiaBiiAHM komm\hh3m it ero BO/KAOÜ, mu A'bjiajiu, A^JiaeM h 6yAe&r 
AisnaTb nee BO3MO>Kiioe, htoobi ycxopuTb naAeHie 6ojibiueBH3Ma, htoôu npnôjiH- 
3iiTb qac ocBo6o?KAeHin Poahhu — h iianinx qyBCTB h HaAea<A ne ocjiaÔHTi», ne 
noracHTb, ne oÔManyTb HHKaxHMH An<e-naTpioTHqecKHMii rIjchrmh, b KOTopux 
ôojibiueBHKH npocjiaBJifliOT h 30ByT k ce6b na noMOiub cb. ôjiaroBispHaro Ajie- 
KcaiiApa HeBCKaro, sejnixaro FleTpa, caaBHaro CyBopoBa, MyAparo KyTy3OBa h Bce 
npexpacnoe npomjioe Poccin — to npoiujioe, xoTopoe qeTBepTb B'bxa saMajinnsa- 
jiocb b CCCP, qepHHjiocb, onjieBUBaaocb, a Tenepb BApyr CTajio t3khm 6ah3khmf 
HyjKHblM H AparOIl'bHHblM AAH 6OJIbIlleBHKOB.

Hac ne oôwanyT sth ôyATO 6u pyccxia ntcHH, HanucaHHbiH h pacntsaeMbift 
MHTepHauioHajiHCTaMii, KOTopue, no caMOMy Ayx)r nx nayB'bpcKaro yqeHin, CTaBHT i 
CBoeü utjibio pa3pynieHie B'fapbi, Hauin, ceMbn. He co3A3b hhk3khx MAeajiOB„/^f 
HI1K3KHX A03yHF0B, ROHHTHblX H AOpOFHX pyCCKOH AyiH'fe, He 3H3H, H K3K RO- ÆZ 
BeCTH 33 COÔOH pyCCKÎÜ RapOA B He6bIB3JiyK) M CTpaillHyiO C'fcqy, — OHH, 3TH JI?Ke- 
um, noARTwqecKie (froxycHiiKH h myjiepa, noBepnyjincb k BejiHKOMy nponuiOMy^^ 
Poccin, qToôbi T3M HaÜTH cnsceuie, HTOôbi BejiHqieM, Moujbio h ôjiecKOM npoui* f 
JIHX cjiaRHbix BtKCB PocciiiCKOH ZlepH<aBbi R0AAep>K3Tb cbok) inaTaiomyiocR.
BJiaCTb.

Ho Tora A>xe-naTpioTOB h Aa>xe 33ihmthmkob IlpaBOcjiaBHOH B'fepu hukoto 
ne oôxiaHeT, h6o roa Heio npnqeT cboh kofth HHTepHauioHajibHUH SB'bpb. He npo- 
bcayt Hac h pyccKiîi HapoA» He oÔMaHyT yôiuuu Hainero HMiiepawpa h Ero< 
CeMbw, yôiftubi mhaaîohob pyccxwx juoAeü!.. X®



Etue MeTBepTb B^xa tomv naaaA mli nepBbie oco3Ha;in tot y;xac, koto putt xe- 
cei' qejiOB'hqecTBy xoMMyHH3M h cxpuBaroniincn 3a ero crinnoio xaraji mipOBoro 
iyjieîicTBa, co BC'bMii ero OTB’biRJieHiflMM, xax M3Cohctbo h t. n. B nojinoM oAHHoqe- 
CTB'b, npn xojiojihom 6e3pa3JiiiqiH Bcero xiipa, mli hoahhjih Meq upoTun stoto 
Bejiiiqaiiiuaro 3Jia.

Ha neoô'bsiTHbix npocTpancTBax Poccin — na njiOAopoAHbix noxnx Kyfiann 
h Ilona, iia 3ejienbix ôeperax Hirfenpa h Boath, b cHi>>KHbix npocTopax Cnôiipn, b 

•ryHApax y B'hjiaro MOpn, b osepHott Sctohîm, na ôeperax beAiixaro oxeana — 
Mbi iiHTb aojithx h CTpaiiiHbix ji'bT BejiH xposaBvro, HepaBHyio 6opb6y. Tojbxo 
jiioôoBb k PocciH, TOJibxo omeHHoe roplsnie h co3nanie npaBOTbi Haiueii nAeii 
noAAep>xHBajiH Hac: hhxto ne ycjibiiiiaji iiac tocah, hhxto He npniue.i k hûm na 
noMonib, Mip ocTaBajiCH myx h paBHOAymeH h ne hohh.t, qTO mli ôopeMcn He 
TOJibxo bo iiMfl Poccîh, no h bo hma Bcero qe;iOBl>qecTBa. Hanin ;xepTBi>i 6lijih 
HeHCqHCJIHMbI — BCnOMHIiM CerOAHH O HHX M OJIMTBCHHO...

Mbi ôbijin pa3AaBjeiibi h BbiôpoiueHbi H3 cboch crpanbi. Ho h 3jrhcb, b pa3- 
‘C^hhih no BceMy Mipy, mu, pyccxie SMiirpaHTbi, He ocTaBiuin 6opb6bi, 6epe>KHO, 
H'b/KHO, npejiaHHO xpansi Hamy Bejinxyio B'bJiyro EUeio h pacnpocTpansiA ee. Mbi 
CA’feJiajiH Bee B03M0:-KH0e, mto6bi coxpaniiTb aoctohhctbo Poccin, qTOÔbi noxasaTb 
BceMy Mipy HCTHHHbiH, noAJiHHHLiiî HauioHaabHbiii jihk Harnett sejiuxott CTpanbi. He 
npH3Haemie coB'bTexott BJiacTit Haunt nncaTean, Haiuit yqenwe, Boemibie cneuiajin- 
•CTbl, CBflHieHHHKH, H pO(j>CCCOpa, HO3TbI, HH'/KCHepbl, xyAO)KHHKH, apTHCTbl, My3bl- 
KaHTbi pa3Hec,iH no Bcexty CBbTy h noxaaajin, qini ôbïJia ôoraTa, cjiasna h Bean- 
Ka AyxoBHaa >KH3Hb Poceiw — Ta )KH3Hb, KOTopott Tax qy>KAbi h Bpa;xAe6Hbi cobIst- 
•cxie npaBHTejin.

Mbi, pyccxie 3MHrpaiiTbi, — xonaTaH 3a Hauiona.ibHyio Pocciio, mi>i pacxpbi- 
BajiH n pacxpbiBaeM HCTHHHyio cyninocTb 6o;ibiueBH3Ma h Ty onacnocTb, xoTOpym 
oh Hecer Mipy. K naxi CTa.iit npucjiyiuHBaTbcn, Hac cTajin noHHMaTb, him cthjih 
BispHTb — cnaqajia OTAt.ibHbin .mua, noroM utjibin rocyAapcT3a. Or Toro cbh- 
menHaro orna Bejraxott Pyccxott Hpaa/ibi, xoTopbift mbi 6epe;xno rippnecan H3 
PocciH H XpaHHJH B CBOHX AVHJaX, 33>XrA0Cb OTHeHHOe naaMH MOKAYHapOAHOtt 
•ôopbôbk npoTHB MipoBoro iyAettcTBa h ero njiamiapMa CCCP, b xoropoM ttatiB* 
Hbie h cji'fcnbie ,wah ckaohhm BH/rbTb BonjioujeHie HauionajibHOtt PocciH.

CeroAHfl, b 3Ty qepnvio ajih Poccin h ajih Bcero Mipa roAORiijHHy, Mbi npH- 
B'bTCTByeM pa36y>xeHHbiH HaMH chjibi, xotopbih BejyT CBHmeHHyx) 6opb6y c Komhh- 
repHOM. HainH Ayiun OKHMaeT cxopôb, hto mbi, hmchho mli, HaqaB’nie 3Ty 
6opb6y nepsbiMH, ne MO?xeM, no npiiqirnaM ot Hac HeaaBHcniiiHM, yqacTBOBaTb b 

paaBflax'b c opy>xieM b pyxax. Mli TBepAO B-fepuM, m*o c noMombio Bo^xiett, 
noA MoryqHMH yAapaMH apMitt oô^beAnnennon Esponbi, ôyact yHHqro;xeHa b Poc
ciH xpoBasaH BjiacTb. Bc'b, kto ôopeTcn c Hero, — naiun eAHHOMbimjieHHHKH n 
HOAHTHqecxie nonyTqHXH.

Tsi/xejibiH BoenoMHHanifl HaB-fcsaeT HaM ceroAHfluiHPH CTpannian roAOBiunna... 
B 3T0T qepHbitt ACHb mli oépaujaeMCH x bbm, x cqacTbio, HeMHorie xojieôaiouiie- 
ch pyccxie jik)ah, x BaM, 3a6jiy>xAaroiniecH, noB'bpHBinie ji;xe-naTpioTH3My oojil- 
meBHxOB, noB-bpiiBiuie, uto yxpaAeHHoe npoiujioe Poccin Aoporo MOXAvnaDOAHbiM 
Hays’fepaM. Mbi oôpaïuaeMCH h x toh ôoji'be mojioaoh h HeMHoroqucjiennott qacTu 
SMHTpauiH, xoTopaa, ABH'/XHMan qyBCTBOM HCxpeHHefi juoôbh x AaJiexott, hcb^ao- 
moh eft hh paHte, hh Tenepb PoAHH'b, c ropaquM nopbiaoM, CBottCTBeHHHM mojio- 
AOcth, AyMaeT, qTo naHOCHMbie CCCP yAapu ecTb yAapH no HanioHajbHOii Poc
ciH. Mli oôpamaeMCH x BaM co CTpacTHUM, H3 rjiyÔHHu AyiiiH hayiuhm npii3bi- 
bom: He BtpbTe 3xcnopTHpyeMott jib CCCP jijkh! rioMHure, hto 
CCCP — He Poccin!..



’ —........ ...................................... .

riOMHHTe, HTO CJIOBa «POCCÎfl», «pyCCKili» TIHaTeJIblIO H3rOHnJIHCb MeTBepTb 
Btxa M3 coB'bTCKaro neucuKOHa. IloMHHTe, qTO ecjiH b pyccKOM rHMH’b HapoA 06- 
pan’ajicfi npe>KAe scero k Bory h Hapio, Kax k BejiHqaiiuiHM, hckohhmm, cbhiuch- 
hmm CHMBOjiaM HpaBOcnaBHon PoccinCKOft Zlepxasbi, ecjin b 9tom rHMH'b npH3M- 
Bajiocb Hmh Bo>i<ie, ecjin tsm roBopiuiocb o Uap'b IlpaBOCjiaBHOM, t. e. o Hapia 
pyccKOM, to thmh CCCP na3biBaeTCH «HHTepHaiiioHaji>, Poccin tbm h^t, a b 

’CJiOBax «BcTaBaü, npoKjinTbeM 3aKJieiiMeHHbiw, Becb Mip pojioahmx h paôoB* h^t 
HJiqero pyccxaro, h^t nnqero, hto ômjio 6bi 6jih3ko, hohhtho, Aoporo 
pyccKOM y cepAUy n hto nM'fejio xoth 6m OTAaneHHoe OTHoiuenie k TbicnqejilT- 
Heîi HCTopin PocciücKOft. I iHTepHauioaaji — sto Bec b Mip, ho He Poccin.

Mm, CBHArbTejiu 3AopoBOii, HauiOHajbHOu >kh3hm Poccin, CBHA'bTeJin en npo- 
HBiiTanifl, mm ôonbine, q'bM kto-jih6o, Been Aymon, bc^m cepAneM h bc^mh no- 
MblCJiaMH CKOpÔIIM O T'bx 6e3BO3BpaTHO nOTepHHHMX AJIfl POCCill MHJIJliOHaX MO- 
flOAMX pyccKHx >KH3neîî, KOTopbiH npimecenbi b >i<eprsy qyxAMM Poccin miTepe- 
caM. Ha in a Tparenin, Ha ma CKopôb ycminsaioTcn euje ot toto, hto mm npeABH- 
jrbjH 9TH ruranTCKÎfl ropu Tpynos h 9th Mopn xposn, mm npenynpeaciajiH 06 
•onacHOCTii 6ojibineBH3Ma 11 o nen36’ba<HOH KpOBaBOii 6oün1s. Ho hbm lie noBispium...

Ceiiqac mm npeiiynpe;KAaeM bhobb: He B'tepbTe ji>Ke-naTpioTH3My ôo/ibiiieBH- 
kob, noMHHTe, qTO hx n'bcHii HAyT He H3 ropnqaro pyccxaro cep/uia, a H3 xojioa- 
Haro, pa3cqeT/iHBaro yMa iiHrepnauioHajibHaro naystpa h oÔMaHiijHKa. floMHHTe, 
qTO oôokpacTb Pocciio h en npoiiuioe — eme ne 3Hamrr cTaTb pyccKHM. Homhh- 
Te, HTO, IlOB’bpHB XHTPMM H JI/KHBMM CK33KaM COB'bTCKarO OÔMaHHXHKa, BM H0M0- 
raeTe eMy, bm iianocuTe yaapbi CBoeii necqacTHOii PoAHH'b...

Mm He HaiiBHM, mm cobc^m ne MeqTaeM h He coôiipaeMcn, kbk HacivrbiiijiHBO 
h 3406110 roBOpHT o Hac nauiH nojiHTimecKie iipothbhhkii, BepnyTbcn b BO3po>K- 
ACHHyio Pocciio noM-bmiiKaMii, KyniiaMii, renepajiaMH, mbi bobcc ae hcacm k3koh- 
to TpiyM(|>ajibHOH BCTp'bqu, mm ne ayMaeM sannTb Kaxie to npHBHjierupoBaHHMe 
nocTbi n b ôaa/KeHHOM HHqeroHeirbJiaHiH no.Tb3OBaTbcn ôaaraMH, kotopmx, kcthth 
CKasaTb, nocjilà 25-TiLT'bTHnro npaBjienifl ôojibineBUKOB b Poccin He ocTajiocb. Mm 
3Hae\f, qTO nac, 6mtb mO/KCt, >kavt b paaopeHHOii Poccin enje 6o;ibiuin jih- 
meiiin, qtM b 9MHrpaiÜH, a, 6mtb mo/KCt, hob3h 6opb6a. Htoôm >kht6 Ha poAHH’b, 
^ito6m AMinaTb, nywaTb, paôoraTb ajih lien, mm totobbi na Bce. Mu ne ctpohm 
HHKaKHX H44io3iii h onacaeMCH, qro noaoca ôbACTBiw, kotopmh oôpymiiJiHCb Ha 
H3IHV ripeupacHyio CTpany, MoateT aahtbch eme Aoaro. Ho mm tohhm 3th mmcjih, 
cqnTan, hto nepBan, Ba^Htiiinan, ochobh3h sa^aqa momchtb — 3to yHHqTO/Kenie 
6ojibuueBH3Ma. B stom cmucj, ochobhoh cmmcji Bceii Haïtien 3MHrpaHTCK0n >kh3hh.

Mm npii3MBaeM pyccKHx aïo^eü Bcerna h HenoxojieôiiMO B'bpiiTb b CB'bTaoe 
H3uioHaabHoe ôy^ymee name fi Poahhm. Mm npn3MBaeM HeiiOKO.ieÔHMo B^puTb — 
kto ôbi h hto 6m no 9TOMy rioBOAy hh roBOpHJi, — hto no CBepatenin coB'bT- 
CKoii BjiacTii Aep/KaBHbie pocciüCKie HHTepecbi, qecTb h aoctohhctbo Poccin hh b 
qeM h HHK'bM ne ôyayT ymeMneHM n qro BOCKpeciuan, Moryqasi, BejiiiKan Poccin 
npuMeT yqacTie, pn^OM c ApyrHMM napojiaMH, b OKonqaTejbHOM yHHqTO/Kenin 
KoMHHTepna no sceMy Mipy, h6o ôbiTie BeaHKOft HepxaBHOîï Poccin hcoôxoahmo 
He TonbKO Ann Hac, pyccKiix, ho h Ann scero Mipa.

7-oe Honôpn
(25 OKTnôpn) HAEOJlOn/IMECKItt LJEHTP.

1942 r.
r. HlaHxaii.



v PeBo;nofl[Hiï.
MoCKBa, 30. (Tacc). IlaTpuoTbi eBponeficKrx CTpaH,.rpaaa!

Cobctcksh newaTb onyônnKO-1 nojiHiiManrecb na 6opb6y 3a 12. n.T3MeHHbift npimeT re
Eajia jioayHTH k 25-oii to^ob-| cBoe ocBoôo/KaeHiie ot cjiaiuw I ponnecKHyi aauiwTHHKa.M JIchhh *

rTrt/nrn na-jMinn I Cnnnnn,0. rn T1 « ____ —  

Ha 3jpaBCTByioT coseTCKiie 
aerwwKw!

19. TaHKHCTbi KpacHoft Ap 
’mhh! Cmc.to ynnmo/Kaftie Bpa 
’ra! yyiHOKafne cn.iy Hauieft 
;nexoibi b oôopone, noMoraft
ie Harneft nexoie b Hacrynae 
hhh! Ha 3jpaBCTByior coaer 
cxne TaHKHCTbi!

20. -KaBajiepwcTbi Kpacnow 
ApMim! Jl|c6jiecTHbie icasaxW

imwae Be.TiiKOM Okthôpbckch ctckoto pexcnyia! CsepraftTe rpa.ia! Ha 3jpaBCTBvioT .TeniiH. ^Ha Ky^ann h Tepexa! Cue
PeBo;uoiiHn: rmaepoBCKyro MacTb! Jla^pajub., caaBHue narpnoTM h no DeiuHTe.ibHO BDVÔafiTecb

1. Ha 3^paBCTByeT 25-aw papaBCTByer ocBOdoMaewwe Eb
rOJOBlHMHa BejIHKOft ÛKTHÔpb 
CKOft PeBOJHOHHH, CBepCHVB- 
Hieft BJiaCTb HMnepHajIWCTOB B 
Haiueft erpane n npOBOsrjiacwB 
meft Mwp yiewcij' Hapoaa.Mii Bee 
ro Mwpa-:

2. Hojioft HeyieuKo - ; cj)a- 
1LIHCTCKHX 3aXB3THHKOB, 33KJIH 
TbIX BparOB CBOÔOZIOJIIOÔHBblX 
HaponoB Bcero Mwpa!

3. TpyjiflmwecH Cobetcko 
ro Coio3a! 3a 25 jier Cobct- 
CKOft RJiaCTW Bbl C03^a.TH MOTV 
HVK) COHWaJIHCTMHeCKyK), HHjy 
CTpwajibHyio h K0JTX03HVK) aep 
jKasy. BceMii cw.t3mh aamii- 
maftre njroabi CBOero mhoto 
jieTHero Tpyaa!

4 ToBapHHiw KpacHoapyieft 
Ubl, KpaCHO(|)JIOTHbI H KO.M3H 
awpH^napTHsaHbi h naprnsaH 
kh! - majH CBoeft >kh3hh, 
r. ” TjaftTe 33BOeB3HHH Be,TH 
K. ÆTHÔpbCKOft COHH3.THCTH 
qeck.M PeBOJiiouHH, CBOôojiy, 
HeCTb H He33BHCHM0CTb HTHiefi 
Pojhhbi! BecnomaaHO vkhmto 
JKaftTe THTJiepOBCKHX 33XB3T- 
mhkob!

5. PaôoHwe h KpecTbflne, 
CCÏBeTCKaH llHTeXTnr^HHHH'!

jBpar xoweT saxBarwTb nauiH 
joeMJin, npenpaTHTT» nac b cjivt 

He.MeUKHX ÔapSHOB, Otctohm 
cbok) Poahhv! Bee cii.ibi Hapo 

Jja — Ha pasrpoM HenaBHCT 
Horo Bpara!

6. npHseT Hapoaayi Espo 
:nbi, 
CnepOBCKoro

ponbl OT THTJiepOBCKHX nayiecT 
hhkob! i

7. HpaTbfl c.aaBHHe! Hoa :
HHMaiiTecb Ha CBHtueHHyio Ha : 
pOJHVIO BOHHy npOTHB THTJie 
pOBCKMX H.VinepHajIHCTOB --
cyiepTejibHbix sparoB cjiaBAH- 
CTBa! Ha 3apaBCTByeT ôceBoe ; 
ejHHCTBO ’CJiaBH'HCKHX H3pO- : 
Aob!

8. Jia 3jipaBCTByeT ôoeBOft 
C0IO3 BOOpy>KeHHbIX CMJI Co 
BeTCKoro Coio3a, BenHKoôpn- 
T3HHH, CoejHHeHHbIX LLlTaTOB 
.AuepHKH h apymx cboôoaojho 
6hbbix nap uob, Beaymiix 
CnpaEej.THBVK) OCBOOOJIHTe.Tb- 
KVK) BOfiny npoTHB HeweUKO 
WT3 JlbHHCKOTO HMnepH3.1H3M3 !

9. JIOJIOH FHTJiepOBCKMX 
npaBHTeneft h hx hocoôhhkob! I 
K cypOBoxiy otbctv oprannsa * Apyinn! Croft ko 
TOpOB 3JKneflHHH npOTHB H3 
poaoB CoBeTCKoro Coiooa h 
Bcex OKKynnpoBaHHbix crpaH 
Esponbi!

10. _ 3a Cobctckvio othhs 
Hy HA.VT B 6oft CbIHbl Bcex 
napoaoB CoBercKoro Coiosa. 
Jia 3apaBCTByeT Kpacnaa Ap 
mhh — apMHH 6p3tctb3 h Apy 
jk6bi HapojoB CCCP!

11. C.iaBHwe aamHTHMKH

jio h peuiHTejibHO BpyôafiTecb . 
bo Bpa>i<ecKne BoftcKa' Yhhhto 
jKaftre HeMeiiKo - c|)auiHCTCKyio 

japonic! Jia 3ApaBCTByioT co-

naipHOTKH Hameii Poahhei!
13. HoôriecTHbie samniHH 

kh Kaexasa! OTCTaiiBanre kj 
jKjyio nwb poanoft scmah, rpo C7cxHe kohhhkh! 
MHTe HCHaBHCTHoro Bpara! Ha I 
sapaBCTByior cbcôojVjjiioôh- j 
Erie napojibi KaBK33a!

14. Bohhbi KpacHoft Ap J 
mhh! CrpoHcaftiuHfi nopsiaox h ' 
>Kejie3H3H AwciinnAHHa — 3a 
jior naïueft noôeabi h3a Bpa 1 
tom. BceuepHO KpenHTe ahc 
iiwn.iHHy n nopsuoK b name» 
apymn!

15. Bohhbi KpacHoft Ap
mhh! Becnomaano mcthtg hc 
MeilKO - ({mIIIIHCTCKHM B0Ü- 
CKHM 3a p330peHIie H3UIHX TO 
pOAOB IÏ cejl, 33 BCCX COBeT j 
ckhx jiioaeft! Küobi> 3a KpoBb!* 
CuepTb 3a cuepib!

I 16. riexOTHHULI KpaCHOH^ 
3aiHWIH3HTe J 

K3>KayiO I1O) pOAHOH 3eMAH!i 
yHHHTOWaftre JKHByiO CH JI y H , 
TexHWKy Bpara! OwHiuafiTe co 
BeTCKVIO 3CMAK) OT HeueUKO - 
c|->ainwcTCKHx saxBarnnKOB. Ha 
3apaBCTByior coBercKiie nexo 
THHHbl!

17. ApTwaaepHCTbi h mh 
HoyreTwiiKw Kpacnoft Apyiwn! 
Motvhwmh omeBbiMH yaapaww 
VHHHTC>K3HTe 7KHBVI0 CHAV H

CïajiMHrpa^a! C b3mh Been co jTexiniKy Bpara! Jia 3apaBCTBy 
ectckhh Hapoj. ISeiiTecb ao no poT cGBercKiie apTiijuiepHCTbi h 
cjie/iHen Kan.au KpOBH, 6ecno'MMHoy-eTHnKw!
inaano rpCMHTe, oTôpacbiBaü • 18. CoBercKne neTHHKH—•
Te h HCTpeô.amiTe BpaiKCCKiie {ccth Haïtien Poauhbi! Bee 

ôcpiouiHMCH npoTHB mr | noAmima ! Ha 3jipaBCTByk)t re jiomajHo h cyie.no rpoynrre 
HMnepnajiH3Ma! powwecKHe aamimii-iKii Ct3jihh Bpara b bobavxc h Ha seune!

| 21. KpaCHCcjj.TOTîIbl H KO4
MaH.nupbl BOCHKO - y^OpCKO 

iro (fuioTa! CwjibHee yaapbi no 
^Bpary! TpcMiiTe BpawecKHe ko 
paô.TH h TpancnopTbi! Becno 
m?ano HcrpeôjiHHTe mnepon 
CKHX 3aXB3THHK0B! Ha 33paBCT 
ByiOT COBCTCKHe MOpHKHÎ j

22. C.T3B3 repowM Cobct .
CKoro Coio3a h repoHM Cohh < 
ajiHCTHHecKOro rpyna — jiyq | 
ihhm cbina.M nanjeft Poannbi! I

23. FBapjeftiibi KpacHoft j 
ApMHH H BOeHHO - MOpCKOrO ( 
tfi.TOTa! C wecTbio hochtc cjur

>Hbie TBapjeftcKHe . snaMewa! 
ByjbTe npHMepoM JioôiecTH n 

| oTBarw, t snciiHnjiHHbi h ctoîiko 
Uth b 6opb6e c Bparoyi! Ha 
sapaBCTByeT coBercKasi rsap- 

:4HH!
24. Bohhbi KpacHoft Ap 

mhh! nayHaftre cBoe opy>Kne. 
b coBepmeHCTBe, .ct3hobht°''' I
Maciepa.MH CBcero jejia, 6efi 

•re b y nop HeweuKO- - (^aum 
• CTCKHX 3aXBaTHHK0B AO HOJI 
Horo hx HCTpeôJieHHfl!

j 25. KoyiaHAwpbi KpacHoft 
! Apmhh! HeycTaHHO nOBbiwaft 
re ôoeByio Bbiywxy bohhckhx 
qaereft m coeanHeHHft, Kpenu 
re ;xHCtHin,THH-y rf- eaHHOHawa 
jiwe, H3ynaftAe b coBepwencT 
Be Ae/io BoaHMôAeftcTBHH po 
AOB BOftCK, CTaHOBHTeCb Macre 

JpaMH BOHaeHH# BOftCKÎ
26. Ha 3apaBCTByioT Ha 

ILI1I CJiaBHEie nOrpaHHHHHKH, 
BepHbie samwTHHKH Cobctckhx 
rpa-HHu!

t 27. Bparbfl h cecTpbi! Pvc 
• CKwe, yKpaHHiibi, ffejiopyebi, 
MOJuaBaHe, . jiwtobubi, jiarbi- 
LUH, 9CT0HHM, Kape.TM BpeMCH 
ho nonnaniHMe non Bjiacrb ne 
yieuKO - (|)auiHcTCKHx OKKynâH^ 
tob! BecnomaJiHo HCTpeÔjiwft 
Te (jiaillHCTCKHX 3aXB3TqHK0B, 
pasAyeaftre n.iaMH BceHapOA- 
hoto napTH3aHCKoro abhhcc- 
hhh!

28, CoaeTckHe napTH3anbi 
w napTHàaHKH! Paspyinaftre 
TbIJIbI npoTHB'Hwka, yHHWTOHCaft 
re ero niraôbi, paapyuiaftre 
>KeAe3Hbiç AopbrH h moctei, 
noA>KHraftTe h B3pbiBaftre coa 
Abi n KasapMbi, yHHHTOJKaftre 
JKHBVK) CHAy npOTHBHHKa, 
HCTpeÔAAHTe l>pÇACTaBHTejt^fl 
He.MeuKHx BaacTeft! C KajKAEfli 
AHe.M ycHAHBaftre yaapbi no 
Bparv! |

(OxoHqaHHe na CTp. 8)

I
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TejierpnMMa rpawnan CCCP b oumh- H. B. Cnuim
e B CBA3H c npa3AHOBa-|rpam^aH b TflHbuawHe no3A~ ôpbCKOH Pobo/iioumk n ne- 
HHeM 25 roAOBiuHHbi Be.TH-lpaB/ifleT Bac m bcio coeer- peaaeT cbom cep/jeHHbiH. 
koh OKTHôpbCKOH CouHa-IcKyio KOAOHWio c 25-0# ro-.np NBOT.naipMKeeB. Kpac/iaB-1 
JÏMCTHMeCKOH PeBOJIKJUHB ’ AOBUJH HOH BeJIHHO# OKTR-'cHMK. I
KjiyôOM TpaHCAaH CCCP b — „
UlaHxae CbiJia nocjiaaa np«- B K-JIVOC 1 DcllKIIciH VvvP
BeTCTBeHHBH TejierpaMMa * *
nPe-?ce£aTejIK) C0BHaPK0Ma| B cyôôoTy 7 nonôpa mh nôcae qero bccmh npa-! 
CCCP H BO2KAK) cobctcko- 
ro HapoAa PL B. CrajiHHy.

CoAepxcaHHe TejierpaM-
MH TaKOBO:

CrajiHH. MocKsa.
AoporoA Bohjab 

YSHTeilb.
npMMMTe H H LU H 003A" CTOOHCb TB3aHMHbie nO3A-"nÔ3ÀpaBHBlIIHH COBeTCKyK) 

paa/ieHM» c 25 FOAOB- P^bachhh jio-^koaohhio Ulauxan c bcjih-
HiMMfiM Omfina CTOHHHHX rocTeü Kjiy6a h ko» roAOBinHHOH h nepe-
u^niivn uniaupn. Bcex cobctckhx rpa»Aa». Aasinaft npHBCTCTBHe ot.

Mbl V^epeHbl,4FO flOA 1 Bo BpeMH B3aHMHMXjHKeHHnocoabCTBa. T.XaAHH. 
BaiUMM MVApHM bqah- no3apaBJieHnft npeAceAa-j^eTMA_uiaTPHox^^ 
-r^nu^TnA- n^-iTeAeM noaBAeHHH Kavôa t.JÏeHTeAbHOCTb MecTHofi co-iJXflf cTMH? nnnneT H* c- Se^HpoBUM 6HJi 
unman vipana II p RflU l npOBO3rJiaiUeH TOCT 33 H3- meftCfl flpKHM npHMepOM 
K nOoeAC- 'wy BejHKyro Couhbjhcth-jw5bh h ~ npejaHHScTH

KflVÔ rpaffliaH CCCP *»ecKyio Poæhhv. 3a HenoGe- rpawaaH k CBoeft ' Poahhc, 
b lllaHXae lAHMyio KpacHyio Apmhk» h rjê^g’M ohh ne HaxoartaHCfa.

ixian as, IBoeHHO-MOpCKOfl (})JIOT H 3a| 'B"3aKàîoqëHiîë OMÆ OF<
KayooM rpawAaH CCCP boxcah h onia HapoAOB Co-:JiameH tckct iiphectctbch- j 

b UlaHxae 6mjih nonyueHM neTcxoro Coioaa h rioJlKO-.Hoft TeaerpaMMM, nocjia- 
npHBeTCTBeHHMe TejierpaM- Boaua HaïUHX BOopysKeHHbix aofi no HHHiiHaTHBe mcct- 
mu ot coBeTCKoro KOHcyjia cha t. CrajiKHa. Twct Chæ'hhx cobctckhk rpaacaaH 
h coBeTCKOü kojiohhh To- noKptiT rpoMKHMH KpHKaMH'DpeflceflaTejuo TocynapcT- 
kho, a TaKMT ot oômecTBa <ypa> h annnoflHCMeHTaMH.'BeHHoro KouHTeTa O6opo- 
i paacAaH CCCP b Tshbu- b 8 qacoB Benepa ï ôa-. hh t. CTajMHy.
3UHe, TeKCT KOTOpHX UPH-'hOM H3 33JIOB KjiyÔH CO*} Tlocae OÿHUHaJIbHOfi *ia- 
BOAHTCH HHHCe. ICTOHAOCb -TOpatCCTBeKHOftîCTH COCTOHJiaCb KOHUepT-

— nosflpaBaae. Bée« K0»49aceaaHHe, HOCBHtneHHOe'naa< nporpaMMa ripn yqa- 
JI6KTMB COBBTCH0Ü K0J10HHH BeJIHKOâ rOftÔBUXHHe. 3a-.CTHH JlyqilIHX apTHCTHUe- 
c BeaNHHM HaimoHaAbNNM ceAaHHe OTKpuaocb AOKAa- CKHX CHA ropoAa a Taiœe 
npasAHNKOM Hauieü Poahhm aom Ha Teuy Ahh, 3anHTaH-.KJiyÔHoro xopa, hchoahhb- 
— AsaAuaTb naioâ foaob- hmm npeAceAaTeaeM Opaa. mero HecKOAbKO cobctckhx 
lAHHoâ BbamboA OKTfltipb- aeHHs KayÔa t. H. C.'neceH._ 
choA CoAaaaMCTNHecHOÜ
BOAIOUMN.

CoBeTCKaa hobohhb
KHO.

COBeiCHHÜ HOHCyJI.

H

MecTHan coseTCKan kojiohhh 
TopwecTBeHHO OTnpasAHOBa 
jia aeab ABaAUaTHBHTH^e* 
THH BeÆHKOA OXTHÛpbCKOÊ 
CoilHajIHCTH^eCKOft PeBOÆIO 
UHH.

i C 12 AO 2 uacoB ahh j 
Kayôe Fpa>KAaH CCCP co- G

CyTCTByiOUlHMH ÔfcJA HCIIOJI* 
hch rocyAapcTBeHHbiH thmh 
CCCP.

riocae AOKjiaAa c Kpar- 
KHM CAOBOM BbICTynHJI Ha- 

* X0AamK#cH b IIIaHxae j&ca- 
B R^_CQBOHMK^.nQCQAhJCTBa 

3££EU*..JpJCMCU Xu.XaAHM,

Pe- ’ 3e$HpOBbiM» KOTopbtâ 6y->l Kjjyô noceTHJio pexopAHoe 
act y sac noMemeH noa-’xoaimecTBo macros Kay6a

To- HOCTbio. [H ero nocTOHHHHx rocTeft,
| 3aKAKjqHTeAbHbie CAOBa à TaKHce Bcex cobctckhx 
AOKjiaAa 6mah noxpuTM rpaacAan.

OOufecTBO c o b e t e k n x uiyMHMMH annjiOAHCMeHTa-

Telegram addressed by local soviet Comunity 
to Stalin on the occasion of the 25th Anniver
sary of the October evolutions

X. ? bétails regarding the observation of the Anniver- 
sary by the local Soviet community at thdfi? club.

jyile» Anniversary of October 
ne volution.



translation from Kussian

uxiailij-h. .1, htdUo and ïlM&i IO

l'h e A Uo ~î 1 rfut àiüj.1 notifies the hmi-

rant Community that at 3 p.m to-day ,x’ovembet 7 2 5 th

anniversary of seizure of power in hussiu by the ïhird Inter

national — u memorial mass till oe celebrated at the has si an 

cathedral by -bishop of Shanghai for the souls of jilPilKOa UI-

CüLaü II,dis august family and all Kussians who gave their 

lives for Motherland during the revolution, immediately fol

lowing the mass prayers will be said in the open air near the

Cathedral fox1 the salvation of Russia from the power of the

Communist international,for granting her peace and welfare 

on national-historic and religious-moral principles. Russians 

are called upon to attend the services and to refrain from 

visiting places of amusement on this day

4

7-11-42

«nniverasry of October -devolution ■

j

4

:■¥
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xr ansi at ion, from Xus s i an

x

'£he 11 orL/ubi lUil and TIjvuùP ’*

Xi U , 1 o as

xiUuuA.a.' R*‘‘•’1O1..J, aJuuXiUuIC (XoiBTiüS notifies Russian emigrant 

community 1^ Shanghai that to-day,on the 25th anniversary of 

the seizure of power in Russia by the bolsheviks, a memorial 

mass will be celebrated at She Russian Cathedral at 3 p.m. 

by uoat Reverend Bishop John of Shanghai, after which pray

ers will be suid^ln the open air near the Cathedral for the 

liberation of the Russian people from the godless,internati

onalist ppower of the communists-bolsheviks.

-•«.ussian people are invited to pay their respect to the memor. 

of all those who fell in the struggle against communist and 

tp pray for the speedy regeneration of Russia.

Committee of the RUo^Iüli ClLtxi.i_dC-. OS' 00™;.is»xiCg in Shanghai 

requests all Russian merchants and industrialists (emigrants 

to GLObji l’xàiiR RaMx’jsCIIVal dUiSlihiOOkb IO—HaY,November 7, from 

3 p.m. to 5 p.m. when memorial service will be held in order 

tor observe this tragic for Russia date, and to attend the 

services.

Committee of the Russian Chamber of 
Commerce.

7-11-42. Riis t anniversary of (October Revolu
tion.



POCClflCKlR 3MHTPQHTCKIR KOMRTBT
HSB^maeT 3M«rpaHTOByEo Kononiia, hto 
cero^HH, 7-ro t Hohôph, b 3 ^aoa jjhh b 
KacÿeftpajUHOM Ooôop’b, b aôhl 25-tbl arb- 
Tia saxBôTa 3-m KHTepnanioHanoM ssaoTH 
sa# PocoieS, 6y.neT coBepmena Apxiepeâ. 
OBHM-oay^eHieM Boesapo^Haa nasaxa^a 

no ywy^ôHHOM h yôieHHOM

rOCYAAPt MNIHEPATOPt
HMKOJM'S 11

Ero HapCTBOHHoâ CeML-h h no bc&m pyc- 
ckhm jhd/jam, Ayniy cbohd nojiosæciZBinHM 
8a Po#nny b rofliii nnxojK'bTia. Ilooni na- 

sa Moma^M OHOno Coôopa, 6y.neT 
coBepmôHO BoenapoAHoe Monesie 06 aa- 
ÔaBjseHÎH PycoBoâ seMHBc ot snacTH kom- 
MyHHCTH^ecsaro HSTepsax^ioHana h o fla- 
poBasia eâ MHpa h ycTpcesia na Hai;io» 
HanBHo-HCTopHqecKHx k pennrioSHO - 
HpaBOTB0HHbix ocHOsax. Pyccsle beoa* 
npHmamaiOTCa npaoyTCTBOBaTB sa na- 
HHxHfli u BOS^epæaTica b btot fleHL ot 

yBeoeaeHifl.
737

6y.neT
6y.neT


r

PyccKift HanioHajibHMÔ
HaeoaomHecKiô IJ,eHTp
H8B&mae*r pycoKyio SMHrpaipio HlaHxaa, 
^lto cero^HH, b 25-K) ro^osmHHy aaxaa- 
Ta OoflLmeBMaaMH bjibotk na# Poccieâ,
IIpeocBHineHHMM loaHHOM, EnaosonoM 
HlaHxaâcBBLM, b 3 ^raca ^na 6y#eT oTOjiy- 
SEeHa b Ob. - BoropoflaijBOM Coôopfe 
BCEHAPO4HAH OAHUXHAA, Hoc** boto- 
poâ, sa naonxaAH y ooôopa—Boesapo^Hoe 
Monenie 06 nsOasneHin pycoaaro sapoga 
ot ôorotfop'ieosoâ, HHTepnai^ionajxBHoâ

PyooBie jiboak nparnamaïOTCa MoaxTBtH- 
HO HOHTHTB HaMHTB BO'fcx HOrHOnilX B 
OopbOi O KOMMyHHBMOM H KOMOflXTLOa 

i sa OBop'feâmee BOsposaeHie po#mhbi — 
i PoooiH. 74i '

1?—. ....... . ■ ................ ..... . . ■■ .■ ------ ------------ -------

KOMHTET PyCGKOR TOPfOBOH HAJlATbl (P. 3.) 
b rop. Ulatixato

npOCHT BC%X pyCCKHX KOMMepcaHTOB H npOM HIHXeg- 
hhiob (sMHrpaBTOB) 3AKPbITb CETOJIHH, 7 ro hob- 
6pa, mx npeAnpiflTta c 3-x 40 5 «iscob usa aa apeica 
BceaapoAsefi naHHXHAH, OTMinaioinefi ary Tparn- 
wecxyio abb Pocciu aary, h npacyTCTBOgarb sa 60- 
rocxyHceHlH b Coôop'fc.

738 KOMMTET P. T. fl.
I
4
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SUBJECT? £ pamphlet entitled ’‘The appeal of the 
Ideological Centre to the Russian Community 
in Shangha i“

The attached pamphlet was brought to this

Office by Mr. â. Purin, a representative of the 

Ideological Centre, residing at 99 McGregor Road, 

House No. 6.

It is subject to the approval by the S.M.P. 

and will be distributed free of charge to all Russians

' in Shanghai on the 7/11/42, the 25th anniversary of 

October Revolution.

It will be recalled that Ideological Centre 

was found by group of representatives of local Russian

emigrants organisations, who issued a joint declaration 
*

on 31/7/41 in connection with the outbreak of the

Soviet-German war, in which they once more confirmed 

their irreconcilably hostile attitude toward communist 

government in Russia. The contents of the pamphlet 

briefly is as follows t-

" To-day is November 7th, 1942, the black date 

for Russia and Russian emigration.

25 years ago on the terrible day of ?th 

November 1917 the bolshevicks (communists) seised power 

and chained our fatherland.

To-day Russian Ideological Centre in Shanghai

once again calls all Russians to continue the struggle 

with the Comintern and communistic power, the. struggle 

which we have had these 25 years. ‘fe hate communism 

and its leaders and will do everything to accelerate ; 

their fall.

Jo not believe the present Soviet propaganda 

regarding the alleged national trend of the policy of =
P. T. 0. 8
_............................ i

X,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
' ", ■....r. .. ■

C&S.B, Station. File No D^e„„®QyOTb'er..lA1942 ♦.

SUBJECT: Pamphlet published bv,_a P.^.o.W. ,of Russian emi
grants IK^ha^^Kr'iTr^onnecTidn with .the* 25th 
Annivex~s"arV''b'f‘ gotober po^olption?~in Russia?_

Forvzarded herewith is a copy of a special pam

phlet in the Russian language entitled "YffiAT HAS C011TJNI3T 

GOVERNIÎENT GTVjSN TO RUSSIAN PEOPLE DURING 'QUARTER OF CEN

TURY'S RULE". It was published under the auspices of the ■■ 

so-called "Ideologic Centre"of Russian emigrant community 

in Shanghai in connection with the 25th Anniversary of Oc

tober revolution which,according to Gregorian calendar,

falls on November 7,1942. The actual editor of the pam

phlet is t.r. A.A. ANTONONF ( pen name of Nr. A.A. FOURTH,

residing at 99/6 Macgregor Road,who is well known to this - ;< 

office in connection vzith his journalistic activities ). >' 

It was printed by the " Shanghai Zaria” Publishing Compa- ; 

ny,Avenue Joffre,the number of copies printed being 1000, i

It 1 ill be recalled that the "Ideologic Centre" .
t 

was formed by representatives of local Russian emigrant or-, 

ganizations who on 51-7-41,in connection with the outbreak

of Soviet-German war, issued a. joint declaration confirming 

their irreconcilably hostile attitude tovzards the- communist?

government of Russia and expressing the hope for its speedy

fall in result of the present war.

The pamphlet contains a series of articles ex- |
ÿ

posing the internationalist and predominantly Jewish na- I
I

ture of the communist revolution and regime in Russia and

their harmful effects on National Russia.

Contents of the pamphlet have been perused by 

the undersigned and found to present nothing objectionablei 

from the police viewpoint.
fiât

; O
Officer i/o Foreign Affairs, 

Crime & Special Branch.
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SUBJECT: £ pamphlet entitled "The appeal of the 
Ideological Centre to the Russian Community 
in Shanghai"

The attached pamphlet was brought to this

Office by Mr. A. Purin, a representative of the 

Ideological Centre, residing at 99 McGregor Road,

House No. 6.

It is subject to the approval by the S.M.P. 

and will be distributed free of charge to all Russians 

in Shanghai on the 7/13/42, the 25th anniversary of 

October Revolution.

It will be recalled that Ideological Centre 

was found by group of representatives of local Russian 

emigrants organisations, who issued a joint declaration 

on 31/7/41 in connection with the outbreak of the 

Sovi et-German war^ in which they once more confirmed 

their irreconcilably hostile attitude toward comnunist 

government in Russia. The contents of the pamphlet

i briefly is as follows t-

" To-day is November 7th, 1942, the black date 

for Russia and Russian emigration.

25 years ago on the terrible day of 7th 

November 1917 the bolshevicks (comnunista) seized power 

and chained our fatherland.

To-day Russian Ideological Centre in Shanghai 

once again calls all Russians to continue the struggle 

with the Comintern and communistic power, the. struggle 

which we have had these 25 years. ’Ye hate communism 

and its leaders and will do everything to accelerate 

their fall.

Do not believe the present Soviet propaganda

regarding the alleged national trend of the policy of 
P. T. 0.
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the present Soviet Government. The murderers of 

our Emperor and his Family cannot decieve us.

25 years ago we already realised the terror 

which communism and hiding behind it the cagdl of the 

world Jewery and masons bring to humanity.

5 long terrible years we were engaged in a 

sanguinary struggle with the communists in Russia. 

No one, however, came to our assistance. The whole 

world remained in--diff erent and failed to understand 

that we were fighting not only for Russia, but for the 

whole world.

^e were crushed and thrown out of our 

fatherland.

But here in exile we continue our struggle 

with communism and we have shown to the whole world how 

dangerous communism is. At first only individuals 

paid attention to us, but later most nations.

To-day, on this black date for Russia we 

hail the nations awakened by us, who are carrying 

sacred fight with the communism» and we are sure that 

with God*s help the armies of united Europe will crush 

the oloody Soviet- Government in .Russia, and the mighty 

great Russia will participate with the other nations 

in the final destruction of the comitern in the whole 

world.

D.S. 297

Officer i/c Censorship Section

D.O. (Crime andSjpecial Branch)



Translation from Hussion.
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November 6,1942
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£o morrow,hove ber 7 ( October 25 according to old style )

falls the 25th anniversary of the day when communists for

cibly seized the power in Russia,defiled her sacred things, 

suurendered for looting treasures of ^reat Russian national

culture created during the past centuries and brought the

Russian people to its present tragic position.

To Russian anti-communists the day of llovember 7 means a day

of the deepest national mourning,and Russian people should ob

serve this date accordingly.

■at 3 p.m. to-morrow a memorial service will be held at the * 

Russian Cathedral by ^ost Reverend bishop John of Shanghai | 

for the souls of all Russians who fell in the struggle ‘T 

against communism for Russian national ideals, immediately

follwoing the service another . service will be held in the

open air near the cathedral when prayers will be said for the

salvation of Russia from the power of the communist international

and for granting her peace and prosperity on national-historic

and religious-moral foundations

The Russian -emigrants committee calls upon all Russians to at*

tend the services and by doing so demonstrate their spiritual

It? TJ ’

unity on the day of Russian national mourning

RURSXrN EMIGRaNTE COLLuli'l'RR

f

6-11-42
a'ile j anniversary of 

Revolution.
October

r,&-



OBPAIItEHIE 
Pocclüciinro SMHipoBTCKoro KoMRiera

SaBTpa, 7-ro HoaOpa (25 OsTaOpa ot. 
ct.) Monoanaeroa 25 jrfeT co ^hh, Boraa 
aaCBSSOTBOBHEIM nyTOM lOMMyHHOTM 
saxsaTaaa BsacTB aaA pyooBoâ seuaaâ, 
ooauapHinM es obhtmhh, oTAaaa aa no- 
tob a pasrpaOaeaie BiaaaB oosABBasmia» 
ca niHHOOTM Baniaoi PycoBod Haqio- 
aaasaoâ KyaBTypsz a Aosena pyccsiâ 
aapoA Ao Tentpemnaro Tparaaaoaaro aro 
cooToaaia.

J(aa pocciâOMMx asoAofi — bbtibom- 
niyaaoTOB sasTpamaid æ«bb aaaaeToa 
AS«m rnyOouaüinaro aai^oaaaBaaro 
œpaypa K pcooiftoaif jieoa* Aobschm npose- 
ctb 8TOT fl«Hi cooTBiTCTBysomaM ipayp- 
Hoâ rOAOBIUMH* OCpaSOM.

B 8TOT A*»’ t- •• aasTpa, b 3 aaoa 
A«a b CaaTO-BoropoAMUBOM Ka$«ApanB> 
hom 0o6op*b npaooBamaaasiM Io»hhom, 
EnaoaonoM IHasxaâoaaM b cocayaceaia 
IHaaxaAoaaro npasoossBaaro «yxosen- 
0TB8 OyAeT ooBopaesa BoeaapoAsaa na- 
aaxaAa o BCix pyccaax aa>Aax, noraG. 
max b 6op>6& o aoMuyaaSMOM 8a aax(io> 
aansasie pyooaie aAaaasi, a nocafe na- 
HUxaflM, aa naomaflB oaoao CoOopa, Oy- 
AOT oosepmeso BcasapoAsoe aoneaie o5 
asOasaeaia pyooaoâ seiuiM ot babcth 
BOMMyHBOiBaeOBaro aHTepKaqioaaaa a 
Aaposaaia eâ inapa a yoTpoania aa sa- 
HioHansHo-BOiopBaeciBx, peaario8ao> 
apaBOTBeassix ooaosax.

PocoiftcBift dMarpaaToaiâ Eommiot 
ntpasKiBaeT bo*x pyccaax aa>Aofi npaOsiTB 
aa Moaeaia a t&m cbmsim noAaapaayTB 
choc «yxoBHoe «Aaaeaio, b stot 
poooiâcaaro aanioaanBHaro Tpaypa.

POCCiiGRiÜ 3MHrpaHTCKlÜ K0MHT8T.
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HPHüM g Kanii Otejib
ctbh TACC — B. B. CepreeB, 
A. C. Bhxahcb h T. BeTpoB, un 
peKTOp COBCTCKOH pa/lHO-CT3H 
umh XPBH B. H. Kahmchko, ce 
Kpeiapb -K/iyéa rpa;oaH CCCP 

DO CJiyqftlO ro/IOe UlaHxae H. AoôpoxoTOB, E.
n d? Kojioto30llibhjih, H. M. Cyjie-ROAl^lf Al A llWflAAfl KanHTaH K otpnuepbi Haxo U111 h AUI U U A I nu lin Anmerocn b lllanxae napoxoaajnwwBmBwB ” will livfH «nnmeBaa HHAycTpnn», cOTpyji

Bnépa, > 03HaMen0BaHne KoppecnoHAeHT «AccouinanTeA Hhk 3KcnopTx;ie6a T. 3e,ibnep, 
24-ft roAOBiunHbi BejiHKoü Ok- FIpccc» F. Xappnc, ôejibnin- 

ckhh reH. KOHcyji Ban KyiceM, 
«nOHCKHiï 
XuipeKTop

TflôpbCKoft PeBOJiiounn, b Ka 
T3H ÛTejie C0CT0HACH MHOrO- 
aioahbih npneu, ycTpoeHHbiü 
K/iyÔOM fpa>KAaH CCÇP b
UlaHxae.

TocTefi BCTpeqajin Flpwe 
jjaTejib npaBJieiiHfl K/iyua H. C. 
3e<hnpoB n XUipeKTop jiajibHe- 
BüCTOMHoro OTjieacHMH arem- 
CTBa TACC B. H. PoroB.

npnrjiameHHbiM npejuara- 
akEb KOKTvrnu, BceBO3MO>KHbie 
HanHTKH, CHHABMHH H T. JL.

Bo BpeMH npMeua H. C. 3e 
(J)npoBbiM' ôbijr npoBosniaiueH 
toct 3a «PoAHHy, 3a npeacejxa 
TCjisi npe3HAHy.ua BepxoEHoro 
CoBeia CCCP M. H. KajinHnna 
h 3a noôe/iy».

Toçt 6ha nokpbif MHoro-

kohcva T. TacaMH, 
LUaHX. OTJiejieHHH 

areHTCTBa K. Mypan

imaTCjib «Hoboctch Ahh» B. 
A. Hhahkhh, coïpyAHHK «Han 
lia npecc» B. Saahot, pejiaK- 
TOD CnOpTHBHOFO OTACJia «IllaH 
xaft Tûhmc» B. B. Hmahkmh, co

mm, npejiceAaTejib KOMureia 
J^paHuyscKoro CnopmBHoro 

K/iyôa <t>. ByBbe, T. Kokas, Kop 
pecnoHaeHT raseibi «Hbio HopK 
Tanuc» Tappu PoôepTCOH, npe^ 
ce/iaTejib HexocAOBanKoro Kay 
6a b Hlauxae T. LLlTeMÔepa, 
n. o. npeAceAaTejifl Î1IMC A. 
AjLv.aH, ceicpempb LLIMC T. Aa 
jieH, npeAce/iaTejib mccthoh Hop 
BOKCKOH KOAOHHH A. IlepCSH, 
j»Ka Crejuia AAencaHAp, ren. 
jcoHcyji HopBeniH 0. Khvacch, 
npeAceAaie.ib 4>CAepaiiwn C0103 
hhkob b UlaHxae r. Boachcsh, 
lOjiJiaHACKHK reH. kohcva T.

HHCACHHblMH aiMOAIlCMeHTaMH, pOHCCBCH, K0HCVA FOAAaHAHM 
a opKecîpoM 6biA cbirpaH Mapiu r. bbh aep Bepr, rpeqecKnn1 
«KpacHafc MocKBa». jch. kohcva IE HHHyaaTOC,

Ha npnCMe npncyTCTBOBa noAbCKnii noBepenHbifi b Aeaax 
AO HecKoabKo cot mcaobck to C. ac Pycceie, npecc-aTTauie 
CTen, npeACTaBAHBiiinx cce na noAbCKoro nocojibCTBa b LlIaH 
L.HOHa.abHOCTH MMpa. xae T. KnTan, nepBbin ^cenpe-.

CpeAH npiicyrcTbyiciiinx Ha iapb nnoncKoro nocoAbCTBa b* 
xoAHAHCb* reHepaflbHbin KOHcya UlaHxae T. Xopn, qnoHCKnn 
BeAHKOÔplITaîIHH A. r. Zl>K0pA>K KOHCy/I no pyCCKHM ACA3M r. 
KOHcyji CoeAiineHHbix PJtjtob A. Tanaae, npeACTaBHTCAH nnOH 
AMepnKn PoACpHK A. XoaT, ko ckoîi apMnn n (})AOTa, axiepn- 
MaHAHp 4-ro noAKa AMepnKan KaHCKnil kohcvji r. CraHCHTOH, 
ckp.x MapnH nojiKOBHHK CaMy (STTaïue aMepnKaHCKoro koh- 
ym JI. XoBapA- KOMaiiAViomnii cy.abCTBa r. Tapcan, saMecTw 
aMepHKaHCKon acKaApon b bo jpjib KOMaHAiipa 4-ro hoaka aM 
Aax flHU3e KOHTp-aAMMçaa B. .MapnH noAno.iK. P. Kapïnc, Man 
rjiac<J)opA, npecc-arraiue 6pn op T. 4>Ke(j)c, npeACTaBMTejin 
TaHCKoro nocoAbCTBa b Kmae Acconnaunn BpnTaHCKnx Pesn 
JI>koh AjieKcaHAep, npeacTasn achtob b UlaHxae n. Macceil 
Tejib FïpaBHTeAbCTBa Cboôoa- n P. T. KoAAep, npeAceAaTejn 
Kofi MexocAOBaKnn b KnTae BpnTaHCKoü ToproBOft IlaflaTb 
Maüop UlTenaH, raasa MecïHoü cap PoôepT Kajuep MapmaA 
loroc/iaBCKOH kojiohhh T. Be- .saBeAbiBaruinü K0HcyabÇKH.< 
HHH, AHAep CBOÔOAHblX (J)paHUy OTACAOM FloCOAbCTBa CCCP r 
30B b Kmae P. 3raAA, P. Fin- 5TnoHnn B. C. 3anueB, cenpe 
Kap, HaqajibHHK uiïaôa 4-ro Tapb nianx. reH. KOHcyjibCTBa 
nojnea Am. MapnH b UlaHxae CCCP H. FI. UlapHKOB, AwpeK 
Maiîop F. A. ÊaMHAbTOH, Kop Top MocHapôaHKa B C. Mm 
pecnoHACHT «Hnnaro TpnÔioH» xeen AnpeKTOp inaHx. otacac 
h H3AaTeAb «ManHa Yhkah Pe un» HHTypncTa H. T. Babah- 
BIO» Zhîc B. FIay3AA, TAaBHbrô*MHpOB, AHpeKTOp UIAHX. 0TA< 
KoppecnoHACHT areHTCTBa achwh SKcnopTXAeôa FI. H. Ci- 
«ÎOnafiTeA Flpecc» P. MapTHH, sîob", KoppecnoHAeHTbi areHT

TpyaHHK «HHJJH» T. P. Men
ace, 33B. pejiaKunen «Hob. 
Æhh» B. B. Hpo3AOB, coïpy.i 
hhk «Hob. JIhh» Jl. PL XannA- 
paBar B. T. UlyinjiHH, H. 4>. 
Cbctaob, npeACCAaTejibHnua 
AccomiaiiHH Cobctckhx >Ken- 
iiuiH H. H. KapyKec, uaChm 06 
meciBa noMomu PyccKOMy 
KpacHOMy Kpecry B. B. Ilei 
poB, T. IllHJiJiep, H. C. Can- 
AHHII, T. KOHOHCHKO, A-p 
IlInnAbôepr, mfdk. ft M. Æpypn, 
T. 0pefiMaH, M. BpnHHep, 3. 
MnpouiHHKOBa, A. n T. Coijjep, 

,B. E. BaAHH H MH. Ap.

: Anniversary of October ^evolution

npe3HAHy.ua


.MüVub'JI JJNI-n, aflY, Ô-1941

Oôea b wecib 
HHOCTPUHHHX mOMCTOB

Bnepa coupysHUKa-MH rase wypnasa «Bnoxa» H. <P. Cnej 
tu- «Hobocth 6ws ycrpo son, h &p. i
eH b *recTb KOiJier H3 mro'CT Kpowe topo Ha* oôejio 6 b 
paHiimx raoer oGes, coctohb ah sHpeKrop MoCKoncworo H; 
uurtflcfl b <Æh-J1h» «a Eau pojiiHoro* Kawka B. C. Mnxee* 
Gshhc Bess po;u h JinpeicTO*p LUaaixailCKoro O

rocTeil npmniMasH 3a©esy sesenwa «WurypHCT» H. F 
ronin# pcsaKHHeil EL B- Jlpoa Bsa^HM wpoB.
AOu h coTDysjH'WKii O. T. 3e- Oôéji ropouies B irenpwHy: 
bhh h JL M. XawHiApœa. jwwfoii oÔcwobkc, bbibibh

Opieuut npwcyTCTByKMUKx inert no/nroe BaamrarrottHMi 
Ôujih: KOppecnoHuWT aremTCT Hue h s.py>K(5iy, napamyio mc 
»a Tacc B UJaiiwcae B. B. Cep s y npescTaBHrejuiMiH m^ctw 
reeB, npeacTaBHresb retterpa^ripeccM UlawxaB. 
Horo arenrcTBa «K>Ha#TeA — 
Hpeco M. HaihæK, oomouihhx . 
pesaKTopa «UfoHxa-ft TaüMC» * 
P. JleoHoa, npeacTaBHTesi» 
<Hopc Haftwa JleftsH Hi>k>c» 
A. CwïbBa, coTpyjiHMKH ra
ser «inoirxaA Tailwc» A. Jlec 
hwk h B. B» Hh.’iïwkhhi, npM 
CTaBWTeJTb c^ailHa Tlpeoc» B. 
Bjuimot, TTpejiCTaRHTCJîb «Ulau 
xaiü IlBiHinr Hoct 9Hi Mepi(y ■ 
pH» A. ysbiuiermr, corpysiHHj<«



Mpuihoï ronoBiuHHa.
CerojH.fl Aenb cajibix Mpan- 

HMX BOCllOMHHaHiÔ, JCHb HUMa- 
.ia y&acirhfîiiieË m3 peB0.wpin, 
Boine^ineîi b HCTopiio Poccin noj 
oeneM ’’KpoBaBaro Ornopa”.

na Be^OTca c hmçto naTpioTnae- 
CKIIMM H HaHjOHaMbHIIMM .103 y H- 
raMii h kbk mm cKasa.iii Bbiine, 
na3biBaeTCB ’’OTenecTBeHHoË boü; 
HOË”. I

‘3Ta peBOJioiiiii, BO3raaB.iCH- H sa no.it Ôpann ^epyicii 
nan MHTepHanjoHa.incTaMM, yse- He ’’KpacHwe” ôoftiiM, khk ciapa 
cjia M3 pjqoB pyccKaro iiapo^a otch naabiBaTb nx coBtTCKaa 
MlLlJÎOHbl HOBKHHblX JKOpTB, OHa IipêCCa, a pyCCKÎe BÛMHM H Ae-
BHH-o'BHa b ywrioaceHin Hapcnofî pyTca ohm toîkc He ”3a Miponyio 
COMbH, HOBMHHOÔ TO.lbKO B CBO peBO.WIUK)” M He ”33 KOMHH- 
cm napcTBeHHOM nponcxojK^eHin. Tepa”, a sainnmaioT cbokj po.in- 
oTa peBo.wpia bmhobhh b ca- Hy ot HHOCTpaHHàro HauiecTidji
MOM CTpaiHHOM npOCTyiLlOHiM — H J.1H 3THX ÔOÔIJOB ”MipOB3H pr- 
b pacKo.it pyccKaro naporja n b BO.wnbi” m "kommutoph” — ny-
rpaxjancKOii Bofint... >ctoë 3Bvk.

3,KKift paary-i BonncTByionia-J II ôoenofi <I>ponT jep;KMTra 
ro BHTepHaniOHa.ibHaro KOMMy-i ’’ne hioiimm Mapnca n JeiiMHa”, 
HM3Ma 3,.im.ich noHTM no.rropa ;\e Ja ^ycciniM HanioHa-ibHbiM ;iyxoM. 
CHTKa .11t H TO.1I.K0 H-OC.lt> y H H- P^CCKHM IiaTpi0TM3M0M M CTUpOÎl 
HToaceHiM MHj.iioHOB pyccKux na- pyccKoft aoôaecTbH), jhbho na- 
TpiOTOB, CMMMX aKTMBHblX Bp3- ’ fitCTHOË BCOMy MÎpy. HTO ÔblJO 
roB MHTepHanioHa;iM3Ma, saiiepeB^ripadHaHO m ôep.iHHcKMM jOK.iaj
MH.1.110HM 3KMBHX B KOHH.iarepH, 
MHTepHanioHaabHaa B.iacïb iipn- 
CTynMaa k TOMy ’’rocynapcTBOH- 
homv cTpoirreabcTBy”/pajM ko- 
Toparo ôojbineBHKaMM ôblio npo- 
MIITO CTOabKO pyCCKOË neBHHHOË 
KpOBM.

HIIKOM H HtueilKOfi IipOCCOÜ, HI’c 
•oiHOBpeMCHHü MB.iaeTca h ayq- 
himm A0Ka3aieabCTBCM topo, ûio 
K0MMyHK3M 3a ^Ba^aTb M3- 
^iJBaTejbCTBa DIU, npuHy^MTe.ib 
Haro Tpyja, Konn.iarepeô h ;ko- 
CTOHaümaro reppopa bomhctbjto-

Ho bot, 22-ro iiona, neo?Kn- 
laHHo Jan KOMyHHMCTOB, paspa- 
SMJiaCb CTpaiHHaH BHtuiHMa Bûfi- 
na c MorymecTBeHHHM coctaCM 
M eCJH - ÔM KOMMyHMCTM’ieCKOe 
CTpOMTe.lbCTBO ÔM.10 ÔH jti'ÎCT- 
BMTeJbHO ÎTOCyjapCTBeHHhlM”, TO 
coBlTCKaa BaacTb joanœa ôbiaa 
Ôbl BCTyUMTb B BOfiHV MOI, CBO- 
HMH ’’rocyj.apcTBeHHbiMn” kox- 
MyHHCTHHeCKMMM M MHTepHaHÎO- 
HaabHHMM -wayaraMn: — ”3a 
MipoByio peBoiKH^iio”, ’’sa komiih 
TepH”, Miÿ^ab HârpÊtéâeBHoe” a 
t. n...

Ha caMOM mh hihkto 
OTOro He BM^MM, HaOÔOpOT, BOfi- 
Ha Be^eTCM noA naTpioTnqecKUMn 
josynraMM, ^aa:e HaaiiBaeTCM 
’’OTenecTBeHHoô boôhoô” m p.e- 
jjer ee pyccKiû Hapoj n yjep- 
jKMBaeT (fpoHT cTapan pyccKan 
ÆOÔJiecTb.

H na^o npM3HaTb, hto MHTep- 
HaD,ioHajH3M M KOMMyHH3M b pyc 
ckhx ycâOBinx iiponaanjca jhb 
ho, enje Ha mmphom ”cTpoMTe;ib 
CTB'fe”, TBK K3K OCHOBHbie K0M- 
MyancTHnecKie 3aK0Hbi b paôo- 
lI0M H tejbCKO - XO3HÜCTBeHH0M 
3aK0H0AaTejibCTB'fe sajoxro ao 
BOÔHhi npeTepniaM cymecTBen- 
Hbia M3MiHeHia n rieKpeT 3a ae- 
KperoM oTMtHMj Heatnbia M3- 
MbiniaOHifl MajieHbKMx n ôojib- 
HIMX ’’Ma-pKCOB M JieHMHblx”, Bpo 
ut 0Ôe3JHHKM M ypaBHMJIOBKM M 
npyrnx KOMMyHMCTnnecKnx Bbi-
aeproB m TâynocTefi.

maro KOMMyHMsaa, He cmop 113- 
BpaTMTb pycoKyio Jiyiny, ne cmot 
yOMTb B pycCKHX JIIOJMX .WÔBH 
K pOJ,MH’fe H He COMT CjittaTb 
M3 HHX ÔeSJHHHKX HHTepHaijiOHa 
.IHCTOB.

KoMMyHHCTMHecKaM B-iacTb ne 
MOTeT He C03HaB3Tb, HTO BHtni 
HMH BOËHa HO.lHOCTblO pa30RB3- 
er Bct HjaHbi n paacqeibi komjih 
TepHa, cosïïaeT tocuopHwfî (pasT 
BbicQKaro no^beMa pyccKaro na 
HiOHajMSMa, ^ohomv iï cnpaTaMa 

n» .le 
nnsa” n Bbi^BMHyaa nepêA ap- 
Miefi, cocToameS M3 pyccKnx .w 
jeft, hmcto naTpiOTMnecRie ifo- 
3ynrn . |

H kohohho, ec.in HenpiMTejb • 
cKaa apaia ôy^eT BHHyaqeHa- b . 
KOHIjfc K0HIJ0B OHHCTMTb pyCCKVIO | 
TeppMTopiio, to 3T0T ycntx 6y- I 
^eT o^epacaH ne KOMMynncTaMM, I 
He MHTepnâiiioHajbHoS BâacTbio, ■ 
a T0.1BK0 pyCCKMM HapOAOM, pyc j 
CKMM ayXOM M pyCCKOfi IipOjaH- I 
HOCTbR) pO^MH'fc.

Mbi He OTpnijaeM toto, hto 
coBijTCKaa BJiacTb, cnacaa ceôa. 
Xfcxaer Bce, htoom iiomohb pyc- 
CKOMy Hapo^y cnpaBMTbCH c ôfc 
^ofi, HO AIM He COMHtBaeMCH H 
B TOM, HTO BblÔpOHieHHbie CCË- < 
qac naTpioTMHecKie JiosyHfH, c 
KOTOpblMH Hapos TOJIbKO M MO- 
3K0T npiôrn k nooi^t. nocat boô 
hm y;Ke ne MoryT ourb Bbrrtc- 
HOHM BHOBb KOMMyHHCTHHeCKHMM :
n MHTepHauioHa.ibHHMH jo3ynra •

CaMa XK3HB noBeJHTejbHO *™PUM1Î nPOflllKHHa ca- 
BHOCMJia. HOnpaBKM B KOMMyHIÎ- Ma acTb* * I
CTHnecKoe 3aKOHO^aTejibCTBa, 3a- Ho 3ro Bonpocw ôy^ymaro. 
ïeKoe ot d.iêMOHTapHMx TpeôoBa- 0 KOTOpux mm noroBopMM b c.it 
nil qeÆOBtqecKaro cymecTBOBa- AyK>njiË pas.
ose iaearidon an ainaraaEH jpïi 
hhbÆibë KaaalnBï'oxBH ooh ‘ojh 
-0HBH8 0OHJRBS MH0II013 $OIHOITff 
H Oie BB1H3Ï BIT#
____ ’hoj HoWairaK f o$iroo

-ptatia.uuu

•XBOïÀ’d XMJIOpiMM ff BlLMtOXBri 
woecdoo KMHserj bbjq Brsojdol 
Olh ‘«UBSBO BIHOHHraa^OdH 8p(j 
ohjkojç ’woaxagBeox oxomS 
K1LŒBOHB8 HOXHOÏIOdH HT rf

pacKo.it
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Revolution Of t 
1917 Feted By 
Soviets Here
Two Receptions, Luncheon 
Tendered; Many Figures 

Attend Hotel Affair

Throbbing with patriotic 
fervour, local Soviet resid
ents yesterday celebrated the 
24th anniversary of the Octo
ber 1917 Revolution, which 
brought about the down
fall of the Tsarist rule, in 
simple but fitting receptions. > 

Highlights of the day were a re- I 
ception tendered by the Soviet 
Citizens’ Club at 11.30 a.m. at the 
Cathay Hotel Tower; a luncheon 
given by the staff of the "Rus
sian Daily News” at D.D.’s, 
Bubbling Well; and a general re
ception held by the U.S.S.R. 
Citizens’ Club at the Masonic Hall 
last night.

The Cathay Hotel Tower affair 
was well attended by representa

tives of various national bodies here. , 
Among those present were Mr. I 

I A. H. George, British Consul- * 
General: Colonel S. L. Howard, Î 
Rear-Admiral W. A. Glassford, Sir
R. Calder Marshall, Mr. John 
Alexander, Mr. N. F. Allman. Cap- I 
tain H. G. Reed, Mr. Vladimroff, 
Mr. V. A. Chilikin and Mrs. 
Ollestein.

Mr. N. S. Zephyroff, President of 
the U.S.S.R. Citizens’ Club, and Mr.
V. Rogoff, Soviet member of the 
Allied Federation of Shanghai, re
ceived the guests.

The guests were regaled with fine 
music rendered by the hotel’s i 
orchestra. The room was beauti- ’ 
fully decorated, with a life-size j 
portrait of Josef Stalin hung at the 
far end. 1

In the evening reception held at 
the Masonic Hall, to which a Urge 
number of Soviet citizens and 
friends were invited, speeches were 
delivered by leading figures in the 
Soviet community, explaining the 
significance of the occasion. A 
strong appeal for continued loyalty 
and devotion to the Soviet cause 
was the keynote of the various talks 
delivered.
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Pray For Soviet 
Defeat, Russian

Bishop Appeals
Revolution Day Splits 

Colony; Reds Hear
Victory Promise

While the Soviet community 
gathered last night to celebrate 
the 24th anniversary of th? 
Oc tober Revolution and hear I 
Mr. V. Rogov, (Chief of the 
Tass bureau here, predict that 
“Berlin will be Soviet,” Bishop 
John, clergical head of the 
Russian emigre community, 

| told his congregation at a 
solemn church service to pray 
for the quick fall of the “hated” 
Soviet regime.

To those “White” Russians who 
stood in Shanghai’s three Russian 
Orthodox Churches, it was not a 
day for celebration: it was the 
“Day of Russian Sorrow.” Once 
again, as they have for the past 
two decades, they prayed in 
memory of the killing of Tsar 
Nicholas II and the August 
Romanoff Family. Once again, 
bells tolled in the services. And 
the venerable Bishop John made 
an address in which he expressed 
the hope for a Soviet downfall.

“Today is the sad day of the 
usurping of the Russian Impey’al 
power by its enemies.” the vener
able Bishop declared. “Many a 
time has Russia suffered the at
tacks cf an enemy, but so strange 
and cruel a time she has never | 
seen.

Russian Soul
“Russia’s enemies strive to pull 

eut by the roots all values of the 
nation’s soul. The people, who they 
have been destroying for the past 
24 years, are not important to 
them. Today Russia is being torn 
apart, subjected to a bloodbath.

“Today we are serving a re
quiem service for those who have 

1 been killed by this hated regime. 
;Led us nray that the Bord will 
I send a quick end to this regime 
[ and this bloodshed. Let us pray 
that the Lord will place his choice 
on the Russian throne, which will 
result in the renascence of the 
Russian soul.”

Present at the services were re
presentatives cf the Russian Emi
grants’ Committee, other emigre 

! organizations and former Russian 
Military officers.
I Quite different was the fighting 
speech made at the Soviet Club! 
last night by Mr. Rogoff, which 
was followed by deafening ap
plause and shouts s from the cele
brants. “Hitler will retreat to 
Berlin,” he uredicted, “and Berlin 
will be Soviet!”

Mr. Rogoff gave high praise to 
the German people and thé Ger
man working class, which, he 
said, has the same ambitiohs as 
the Russian working class. “But 
we will give them a better rule— 
a Soviet rule!” he exciaimd.

“Hitler asked for a war of de
struction/* he declared, citing 
Stalin’s speech. “He’ll get it!”
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Anniversary of the Outbreak of the Soviet 
Revolution (1917) - November 7, 1941,

There is no indication that local Chinese radical 
elements will conduct any propaganda activities on November 7, 
1941, the anniversary of the Outbreak of the Soviet Revolution.

Local Soviet Russians have made arrangements for holding 

the following functions on November 7 in celebration of this 
Pistribution:

anniversary i-
Betwe0n i1»30 ®«m« and 1 a reception (cocktails) 

wi3L1 be held Dy tUo So’M Citizens Club at the Cathay 
Hotel Lounge (8th floor). Members of the Diplomatic

fl.c CÆ-/7/?) Body etc. have been invited to attend.

(B) Between 9 p.m. and 12 m.n., a concert, arranged the 

Soviet Citizens Club, will take place at the Masonic 

Hall, 1923 Avenue Road. Admission will be limited to 

members of the club, their families and guests only on 
presentation of personal invitation cards.

(C) During the evenings of November 6th, 7th and 8th, a 

programme consisting of various items (addresses, music 
and songs, etc.) will be broadcast over the Soviet 
Radio Station XRVN.

The emigrant section of the Russian community will 

hold memorial services for victims of the Bolshevik revolution 
at the Russian Cathedral, 55 Rue Paul Henry, St. Nikolas 

Church, 18 Rue Corneille, and the Resurrection Church- 
Baikal Road, during the evening of November '•

It is possible that anti-communist addresses will be 

broadcast during the evening of November 7th from either the 
German or a Japanese radio station.
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Anniversary of the Outbreak of the Soviet 
Revolution (1917) -November 7» 1941.* ~~

There is no indication that local Chinese radical 
elements will conduct any propaganda activities on November 7, 
1941, the anniversary of the Outbreak of the Soviet Revolution.

Local Soviet Ruselans have made arrangements for holding 

the following functions on November 7 in celebration of this
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anniversary t
»(Div) (a) Between 11.30 a.m. and 1 p.m., a reception (cocktails)
* »• A* 
.“B* 
,“C"
• ”D*

will be held by the Soviet Citizens Club at the Cathay

Hotel Lounge (8th floor) Members of the Diplomatic
Body etc. have been invited to attend

(B) Between 9 p.m. and 12 sun., a concert, arranged by the 

Soviet Citizens Club, will take place at the Masonic 

Hall, 1923 Avenue Road. Admission will be limited to 

members of the olub, their families and guests only on 
presentation of personal invitation cards.

(C) During the evenings of November 6th, 7th and 8th, a 

programme consisting of various items (addresses, musio

lad io Station XRVN,

and songs, etc.) will be broadoast over the Soviet

The emigrant section of the Russian community will

Mold memorial services for victims of the Bolshevik revolution 
at the Russian Cathedral, 55 Rue Paul Henry, St. Nikolas 

Church, 18 Rue Corneille, and the Resurrection Church, 124/4 

Baikal Road, during the evening of November 7.

It is possible that anti-communist addresses will be 

broadcast during the evening of November 7th from either the 
German or a Japanese radio station*
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Anniversary of the Outbreak of the Soviet 
Revolution (1917) - Movember 7, 1941,

There is no indication that local Chinese radical 
elements will conduct any propaganda activities on Movember 7» 

1941» the anniversary of the Outbreak of the Soviet Revolution.
Local Soviet Russians have made arrangements for holding 

the following functions on Movember ? in celebration of this 
Distributeont

anniversary »-
C. P.
D. C.(Div) » (a) Between 11.30 a.m. and 1 p.m.» a reception (cooktails) 
D.C.(ùr.)>/
D.O.”A* will be held by the Soviet Citizens Club at the Cathay
D.O. ‘C*’ Hotel Lounge (8th floor). Members of the Diplomatic
/)rxA . Body etc. have been invited to attend,
/iJ ( Q.I.R)

(B) Between 9 p.m. and 12 m.n.» a concert, arranged by the 

Soviet Citizens Club» will take place at the Masonic 
Hall» 1923 Avenue Road. Admission will be limited to 

members of the club, their families and guests only on 
presentation of personal invitation cards.

(C) During the evenings of Hovember 6th, 7th and 8th, a 

programme consisting of various items (addresses, music 
and songs, etc.) will be broadcast over the Soviet 

Radio Station XRTM.
The emigrant section of the Russian community will 

hold memorial services for victims of the Bolshevik revolution 
at the Russian Cathedral, 98 Rue Paul Henry, St. Mikolas 

Church, 18 Rue Corneille, and the Resurrection Church, 124/4 

Baikal Road, during the evening of Hovember 7,
It is possible that antl~oonnunist addresses will be 

broadcast during the evening of Movember 7th from either the 
German or a Japanese radie station.
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S U B J EGT i Anniversary of October Revolution in Russia

Enquiries show that the following arrangements

have been made by the Soviet section of the local

Russian community in order to celebrate the Twenty

Fourth Anniversary of the October Revolution in

iWN.OV 6

E

Russia which, according to the Gregorian calendary

falls on. November 7:-

(A)

November 7

the Soviet

Between 11.30 a«m. and 1 p.m. on

a reception (cocktails) will be held by

Citizens Club at the Cathay Hotel Lounge

(eighth floor). About 200 invitations have been

sent out to members of the Diplomatic Body etc

(B) Between 9 p.m. and 12 m.n. on the same

date a concert, arranged by the Soviet Citizens

Club, will take place at the Masonic Hall, 1923

Avenue Road. The function will be opened by a brief

address on the significance of the Anniversary, and

the programme of the concert includes musical items

by a symphonic orchestra, singing, de cl anation, etc

It is understood that admission will be limited to

members of the Club, their families and guests only

on showing personal invitation cards. About 500

persons are expected to attend.

(C) According to the Soviet newspaper “New 

Life*1, a programme consisting of various items 

(addresses, music, declamation, singing) will be 

broadcast from Radio Station XRVN on j-
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SUBJECT»

November 6 ...........  In the Russian language
8 p.m*

November 7 ............ In the Chinese language
8 p.m.

9 p.m. ...... In the German language

November 8 ............ In the Russian language
8 p.m.

No special arrangements have this year been 

made by the emigrant section of the Russian community 

in order to mark the Anniversary in question as a | 

day of National Mourning, except for memorial services I 

for victims of the Bolshevik revolution and all those $ 

who gave their lives for National Russia. These J
• * 

services will be held during the evening of November 7
I 

at the Russian Cathedral, 55 Rue Paul Henry, (5.30 p.m.)| 

St. Nikolas Church, 18 Rue Corneille (7 p.m.) and 
the Resurrection Church, 124/4 Baikal Road (7 p.m.). |

It is also possible that addresses of an mti- I

communist character vd.ll be broadcast during the =

evening of November 7 from either the German or a 
Japanese radio station. No definite arrangements |

have yet been made, it is understood. e ’•

So far, there is no indication of any organized
I 

movement likely to cause a breach of the peace and 1 

order in the Settlement. However, Mr. N. 3ephiroff, | 

Chairman of the Soviet Citizens Club, is of the
I 

opinion that police observation during the functions |

at the Cathay Hotel and Masonic Hall is desirable. |

D . I .
A. C.(Special Branch). |

____ _ __ - - . —- . . . ,-JI



‘ "Novosti Dnia" of 5-11-41 carries TaSH Agency telegram con

taining 34 slogans for the 24-th Anniversary of the October 

devolution,officially approved by the Central Committee of 

All-xiussia Communist x'arty.

The slogans are mostly of an ant-German character and some 

of them are very violently worded,such,for example,asx

heath to Hitler’s blood-hounds....

No mercy to German-Fascist villains... 

Itevenge to German-Fascist scamps... etc.



List of Soviet institutions, etc. in the 
International Settlement _____

(1) Soviet Consulate-General,
No. 20 tfhangpoo Road (Closed)

(2) Tass News Agency,
No. 26 The Bund

(3) The Repatriation Union,
No. 105 Love Lane

(4) ’’The New Life” (newspaper),
No. 105 Love Lane

(5) “Novosti Dnia" (newspaper),
- No. 620 Avenue Foch.



TlqsVHrH K 7-my hosôpji
(24-aSI rOAOBIttHHà BeJIHKOft OKTSlGpbCKOR COUHaJlHCTKHCCKOW 

► eBOJlWUHM).
1. — Ha sjpaiBCTByer 24-a» /tCthmkh! — ' coiBercKHe oapTHsanbi! —

roj’O'BiiiHHa B,eaiH.KOH OKTîrôpb- 13. — TaMKHCTbr Kpa^H-oft 23. — BceoGmee BoeniHO'e 
cKoft CouMa^HC^mecKOH Pcbo Ajxmhh! C.Me.ro yHHMixwKafiiie -oôyqeHHe rpaHcw CCCP yK
JIKJUHH, CBlcpFHyBmeH B.iaCTb 
HMiiepHa/iMCTOB b muieti crpa- 
He H nipO0Ol3TJiaiCHBlliaH MHp 
Me>KÆy HapojaMH. Bcero Mwpa!

2. — Hojioh rHTjr.epOBCK.Mx 
HMliepmjlHCTOB - pa3&OMHHKOB, 
H’apyiuH’BiiiMx Mwp Me>K4y Hapo 
jia-MH M-Ftpa h 'dpoiCMBiiiHx fep- 
MaHiWK), ÉBpoiny h CCCP b ny- 
uHHy boAhh! —

3. — Aojioh tfleMeuKo - cpa- 
iHHCicKHx rpaÔHTejieH aaiXBaT 
h h ko b, yrwemiomHx h pasopa- 
joujhx Haqxnbi Ebpotth « yrpo 
HtaiOIUMX CB»0i6cUOTIo6HBbIM Ha

Bpara. HnnaiKofi nomaau ne- 
Memco - (jjaiUHCTCKHM Mep33B 
Wi! Ha 3Apa:BCTByioT c’oiïer- 
CKHe TaHKHCTbl! ----

14. — CoBercKHe apiH.i.ie- 
pmjTbl, MHHOM'eriHKH, nCXOTHH- 
Ubi', KaBajiepnCTbi, MOpHKn! 
yHHMWJKaHTe KpanaBbie opjbi 
fHTJiepa! 3thm bm onacere cbo 
ôojfcy h HeaaBHCHMOCTb Hapb- 
;(Ob «a une h crpaiHbr! —

15. — Cbh3hctm KpaiCHOfi 
AipMHHÎ ri'OMHHTe, HTO XOpO 
Ilia# CBH3b BBTHeiCq 'HlâOÔXO- 
ÆMMbiM ycjïOBweM noôe^bi hha

pen.isier Haiiiy oôopoHy. Coner 
ckhc narpHOTbi1! Pteyqafire bo 
ewHoe 4e-TO. foroBTecb crarb 
ysœjibiiMH saiHHTHHKaMH poW 
Hbr! —

24. — Paôowe h paÔoTHH 
ubi, wH>KeHepbï h rexHHKH! Pa 
doraftitè, we noucia^aa pyK, Hâ 
nojuepMKy (ppoiHrai HaBiafire 
nxrôojTbuue raHKOB, npoTHBOTan 
KQBLIX OpyÆHH, caMOACTOB, MH 
homcto-b, nyjieMeTOB, bhhto- 
bok. Bce æjih cppoHTa! —

25. — KohxOQH'HKH H KO4- 
xosHHUbi! HewieuwHe MepaaBUM

poM'.M Bcero- MHipa! — aparoM. Bce.viepno yjiyqina<- xotht saxsaTHTb hhibh 3eMJiH,
4. — Ciiepib rHTJiepoB-CKHiM Te acjio cbjish b KpacHO# tp naiii xjieô, Boccra/HOBHrb B/iacTb

KpoBaiBbiM coàaxaM, crpeMnmHM mhh. Ha 3apaBCTByioT c< er- iroMeiunKOB, cpeBpaTHTb Hiac b
ch nopaftoTHTb h orpaÔHTb Ha- CKHe cbashctm! — pa6os neMeuKHx iKMasefi w 6a-
pojbi CoBercKoro Coioaa! — 16. — MejHUHHCKHe paôor powoB. HaBaifire (jvpoHTy no-

5. — npHBeT nopaôoui-H- hhkh Kpacwoft ApMHH! BpaMH, ôojibine npojjOBOJibcrBHH, ot-
hmm HapoaSM Eepcnbi, 6opio- 
IIIHMCfl 3H CBOe oOBOÔOiKjjeHHe 
OT . PHTJiepOBCKOfi TWpeiîWHÎ —

6. — npHB^T yrHereHHMM 
c.iaBHHCKHM Hapo^a^i 6opfo- 
mHMca 3a ÇBotâoTÿ h wesaBH- 
CHMOCTb npOTHB Ji2AieUKHX, 
HTajibHHCKiix h BeHrepcKHx pas 
ÔOHHHKOB HMaepHa-WCraB! —

7. — npHBeT repftræickoMy 
Hapoay, cTOHymewy non wroM 
rHTJiepOBCK'HX HepIFOCOTeHHbtX 
Cana, .— noMC-jiaetf eMy no6e- 
Æy HSJl KpOBaBWM THKiepoMÎ

8. — Ha 3ÆpaBCTByei 6oe- 
BOft COK)3 aPMHfi H (bjTOTOB Co-

■MeacecTipbi, caHHrapbi! FIomhh- 
re, hto or Bauiefi ca-MOOTBep- 
JKeHHOH paÔOTLI 3aBWCWT JKH3HB 
paHeHbix cOBeTCKHx 6ohuob! —•

17. — Zla 34pa!BCTByK)T na 
ibh cjraBHbDe noirpamiTHMKH, 
BejpHbie 3ailIHTHHKH COB^TGKHX 
rpaHMu! —

18. — CaaBa reposiM BeziH 
ko fi OreqecTBefHHofi BofiHbi» — 
ôofiuaM, KOMaHAwpaw h ootht- 
pa^oTHHKaM KpaoHOft Apmwh h 
BoewHo - MopoKoro <ï>.WTa <M,y 
>KtèCTBetH!HO 3aiHHlKai01UHM 
HeCTb, CBOÔOÆy H He3ÆBHCH- 
MOCTb Hamefi JKHH'Hbl! —

aafire nce chjtbi Ha raarpo.M 
Bpara. Bce xia (ppoirra!

26. — PaÔOTHHKH >KCjie3 
jo*po>KHoro TaHcnopra! Opra- 
hH3yfire ÔWicrpoe npojBHüKe - 
HHê TpaHcnoproB < BoficxaMH 
w BfotewbiMH rpyawH. Bce ata 
(fîpOHTa! —

27. — Bce HauiH cmjim hb 
nonjiepîKKy nauiefi repome- 
cKoiï KpaCHoft ApMHW, Hauie- 
ro cJiaBHOFo Kpacnoro <t>jïora. 
Bce chjim Hapojia Ha paarpoM 
Bpara! — (CrajiHH).

28. — CoBeTCKaa HHTe.iAH- 
reHuMfl! Otjwihm ace naiDH

BeTCKoro CoK>3a, BejiHKo5pH- 
raHHH h Apyrnx cbo6oaojik>6h 
Bbix HapoAOB, Beaymnx cnpa- 
BejUUfByiO * z OCBOÔOAHTÇJIbHyK) 
Bofiny npoiHB BmeuKo - wra- 
jibffHCKoro pa36oftHHHbero hm 
nepHajinama! —

9. --- JJa 3ApaBCTBVK)T Co-
eaHHBHHLie UlraTM AwepKKH, 
nojmep>KHB?K)inwe BejiHKoôpw- 
TaHMK), COBeTCKWfi COK>3 H 
Apyrwe cBotfoAOjiiotfHBbie wapo 
AM B MX cnpaBeAJlHBOfif BOÏÏHe 
npOTHB H^MeUKo - <J)ainHCTCKMX 
saxBaTHMKO»! —

10. — Ha anpaôcTBveT 
KpaciHaq ApMwn h Boemro-Mop 
iClKOft OjlOT, repGHHteCKH 33IUH- 
matomwe cBoôoay h jKmHb 
HapôaoB CCCP or HeweuKo - 
4>ainH!CTCKHx aaxBaTHHKtotB! —

11. — BofiHbl, KOMaHÆHpbl. 
W nOAHTpatfOTHHKH KpacHofi

< ApMHH H BoeHHO - MopCKOTO 
<î>jÉxra! CrofiKo h MyncecTBen 

; hio saiHHiuafire HauiH ropojja 
4 h ce.Ta -or H^MeuKo - (bauiHCT- 

CKHX 3aXBa'THMK0B. TpOiMHTe 
h yHwqTO>KafiTe Bpara ! —

12. * — CÔBeTcme Terq-HKH- 
[^fed^qjibi! BecTTomaAHoi rpoMH

re ^para b BO3#yxe h wa sew-
,11a 3ÆpaBCTByi0T cpBjercKHe

19. — Ha 3ApaBCTByer 
HiepyiHHMaq Aipy>x6a Hapo-AOB 
Haiiréfi cTpaHbi! —

20. — Ha 3apaBCTByer 
CparcKH# cok)3 paGoqHX, kojt 
X03HHKOB W KHTejUIHreHUHW 
weft crpaiHbi! —

21. — BpaTCKHfi npHBer Ha 
nitfM ÔparbHM yKpaiHiHnaw, 6e- 
jiopyccaM, MOJuaBaHaiM, jihtob 
uaiM, jiaTbHiiaM, 3CTonna-M, xa- 
pe/naM, BpeMéHHo npniaBiun’M 
rio-A Hp !u HeMemco - (fraiiiKCT 
cwhx wepaaBueB. Bparba, op 
raHH3yfiTe napTHsa'HCKH’e orpa 
Jbl, npOMHTe TbTJIM spajKecKHx 
BeficK, vu h q to >k afire He.MeuKo- 
(bamwcTCKHX pasOofiHHKOB. 
>Kj.HTe, mm erne npH^eM! —

22. — CoBercKHe naipTHsa- 
Hbi! PasBepHHTe 6opb6y c ne- 
MeuKHMH aaXBaTHHicaMH, Gecno 
UIVHTO HCTpeÔAHfiTe >KHByK) en 
Jl, ^WeC-KOft apMHH, yHHHTO 
jKafiTt .-.CMeirKiHie t3hkh h aiBTo 
Main HH bï, B3lpMBafiTe moctm h 
noporn, Hapyinafite nyTH noa 
BO3a doempHinacoB h npOAO- 
bolwctbhh, npepbiBaftTe re-nre- 
(froHHyio n rejiferoa^HyK) cbh3b 
Bpara, nOAWraftre cKiaan h 
n.6o3W HCMenKHX 35XBaTqHKOB. 
Ha 3ri/paBCTByioT repownecKHe

3HaHHa h chjim Aoy 6opb6bi 
c weMeuKHMH 3axBaTqiii<aMH! —-

29. ---- WeHHlHHM, MHTtepH,
xceHbr h cecTpbi! HeweiiKHe ÿa 
UlHCTbl — 3AefilUHfi Bpar HCeH 
uihh Bcero MHpa. Bce chah «a 
6opb6y c HCMeuKHMH Gam#? 
T2MHÎ —

30. — >KaHuiHHbr « Aesyin- 
khÎ OBJiaAeaafire MyxccKWMH 
npo^eocHHMH, 3aweH5ifiTfc mvx 
thh ywejuiwx «a (fyw! — *

31. — Ochobhmm «aqf 
ctbom cobctckhx
hm ÔMTb xpaOpocri», oTBara, 
HeanaHKe crpaxa b 6opb6e, ro 
TOBHOCTb OHTbCq BMCCTÔ c «3 
Poaom npoTHB BoaroB Maine# 
ptwnM. (CrajiHHk

32. — KoMMyHWCTW h kom- 
cotMO.ibnM? ByjbTe b nepBwx 
pnjax (SopuoB nporwB n^ien 
«O - (fjainHCTCKHX KpOBafBHX co 
6aix! —

33. — Otomcthm HâHeuKo-
(b^LUHCTCKHM MepJHBUaM 33 
HajtpyraTGxbCTBa «an HieifmH- 
H0MW h KpOBb 33
KpoBb! CweOTb 3a cweprb!

34. — Ha aapafecTByeT Bce 
00JO3H<aifl KoMMVHHCTHHeiOKaq 
naipTHR ôoJibmeBHKOiB, napTwa 
J|eHHHai—CraAHHa. — o prawn-

C.Me.ro
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Translation from the "N0V03TI DNIA1*, 8-11-40

•Je publish below the text of the congratulatWîf4^, 
message, which was sent yesterday by Mr. V.A. Chilikin, 
publisher of our journal, to Mr. K- Smetanin, FlenipotentaM ■ 
Representative of the U.S-S.R. in Japan ;-

Citizen Plenipotentiary J

Fennit us to convey to you, as to a representative 

of our Great Motherland, our congratulations to the entire Soviet 

Union on the occasion of the 23rd Anniversary of the October 

Revolution, which is marked with unprecedented successes of the 

foreign and internal policy of Rtalin and Molotov.

With all our hearts we welcome the party, Soviet 

government and our free people J

We know that our feelings are shared by many 

thousands of Russian residents in Shanghai, who have for a long 

time been proudly watching the successes of their Motherland.

They all are waiting for the day when our great 

people will show their magmanimity by stretching forth a for

giving hand to the thousands of exiles, whose hani lot and 

painful wanderings in foreign countries have been a severe 

punishment for the mistakes they committed 23 years ago.

This especially applies to our youth who have to 

suffer far away from their native country and to pay for the 

sins of their fathers.

We hope, citizen Plenipotentiary, that you will 

convey these our congratulations to V.M. Molotov, head of 

the soviet government.



XiüVOij^l DIU^11 a.1940.1 No. 309 J

Hfôxe mm jtpHBOAH* ^eK€T H03jifaBJieHHfl, nepeaaH* 
t«Gro BHepa H3AaTeA2M iiaineft raseTû B. A. Hhjihkhhmm 
noJUHOMOHHOMy frpeacTaBHTejyo. Côjoaa Cobctc^hx Cqhméuih* 
ciHHecKHx PecnyôjHfK b flnoHHH K. CweTaHin.-y:

— rpgxaaHHH nojinpra! >•
PaspeiüHTe b Bàuiew jim üe, kbk npencTasHTeJisi nameA 

BejiMKow PcAHHbi, no3ApaBHTb Beet CoaeTCKwft Coio3 c 23-x 
JierweM OKTflOpbCKÔW peBOJiK)UMH> OTMeHeHHoft HeGblBaJlblMH 
ycnexaMFf, BHeuinew h BHyipeH Heft noJ’HTMxu CTajinna — Mo 
J^OTOBa.

Mbi ot Bcefi AyiiiH npu BéTCTByeM napruio, coBetckoe 
npaBHTejibcTBo h naiii cboôohh^m Hapon!

Mm 3HaeMâ hto 3Tii,no ^ejiannfi pasAonioTCfl mhoiti 
jiyçc^HX, pe^HffeH tob IIIaHxafl, AaBHo c ropAO 

CTbj^^eMiUHMH 3a ycnexaMH CBoêfî Po/ihem.
oHÎOKjiyT Toro ahm» Kora# Haw BejiHKHfi napoji npo 

mbht cBoftcTBeHHoe ewy BeJiHKo ÆyuiHe h npoiHHei pytfy npo 
meHMfl TeM Tbicsmaro M3rHaHHMK0B, TsDKejïaa cynbCa KOTôpbix 
» MynHTeJibHbie ôJiywjiaHHfl no aarpannnaM ômjih jk^ctokoio 
Kaposi sa hx oui h 6 kh, coBepiucuHLie 23 roAa TOMy naaaA.

OcoôeHHo »AeT aroro MOJiCAe^ BMftyHCAettHaa crpa 
AaTb n pacnjiaMHsaTbca 3a rpexp otuob — aaaAM OT cBoeft 
pOAHOft 36MJ1H. . s -

Mbi naAeemcfl rpawAan hh noJinpeA, hto bsi nepeAajw- 
tç sth Hauih no3ApaBJieHHsi rjiaBe coeeTcttoro npaBHreJibCT 
Ba B. M. MoJiOTOBy». ’ • :

4MWi
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Hereunder is a summary of information

regarding the arrangements made by the emigrant 

and Soviet sections of the local Russian community

in order to mark the 23rd Anniversary of the October

Revolution in Russia, which, according to the

Gregorian calendar, falls on November 7 t-

(A) Under the general guid&n of the

Russian Emigrants Committee the following programme 

has been worked out in order to mark the day of

National Mourning s

November 7
7 p.m.

Memorial service for all those 
who gave their lives for National 
Russia to be held at the Russian 
Cathedral,. 55 Rue Paul Henry.

November 8
9 p.m.

An address (subject not stated) 
from a radio-broadcasting station 
operating on the wave length 
740 kc.

November 9
9 p.m.

A programme consisting of various 
items (music, literature) devoted 
to the struggle for National 
Russia to be broadcast from the 
same radio station.

November 10
8 p.m.

Public "Meeting of Mourning* to 
be held by members of the Russian 
emigrant community at the club of 
SOKOL Sporting Association, 888 
Weihaiwei Road.

(B) In the absence from Shanghai of Soviet

diplomatic and consular representatives, all

arrangements for the celebration of the U.S.S.R.

National Holiday have been made by the Soviet 

Citizens* Club. The programme of the celebration
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includes a series of functions to be held at the

American Women’s Club, 577 Bubbling Well Road, the

particulars of which are as follows

November 7 Address by President of the Club
9 p.m. Concert and ball.

November 8 Private screening of a Soviet
9 p.m. film. Dances.

November 9 Ditto.
Si p.m.

November 10 Children’s party: screening of
<5 p.m. a film, games etc.

November 11 Symphony concert followed by
9 p.m. dancing.

It is understood that these functions will 

be of a private character, admission being limited to 

members of the club and their guests only.

Local Russian newspapers, emigrant as well as 

Soviet, will carry special articles dealing with the 

anniversary from their respective viewpoints. There 

is every reason to believe that anonymous anti-Soviet 

pamphlets will be distributed in a surreptitious manner.

So far, there is no indication of any 

organized movement likely to cause a breach of the 

peace and order in the Settlement.

A report from Japanese sources indicates the 

possibility of a "bomb attack" by "red elements" at 

a place (address not stated) where the "whites" will 

hold their meeting. No confirmation has been 

obtained of this report.
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As a precaution against any untoward 

incidents police observation is advisable at the 

following points in the Settlement during the period

from November 6 to November 11t- -—

1. American Women’s Club, 
577 Bubbling Well Road.

2. "The NOVOSTI Dnia", 
620 Avenue Foch.

Soviet newspaper

3. "Rodina", 
105 Love Lane.

tt H

4. "The New Life", 
140 Canton Road 
(Rotary Press).

II «

G. .

D. S. I •
D.C. (Ctime & Special Branches)
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\Red Russians To Dance And 
‘Whites’ To Mourn Nov, 7

On the occasion of the 23rd 
Anniversary of the Bolshevik 
Revolution, Shanghai’s Soviet 
citizens will hold a five-day 
ball, commencing on November 
7, at the American Women’s 
Club. The affair will be spon
sored by the Shanghai Soviet 
Citizens* Club and citizens of 
Latvia, Estonia and Lithuania 
will be invited to attend.
In view of the fact that the 

Soviet Embassy is in Japan at 
present, no official reception for 
local diplomatic circles will be held. 
The Citizen’s Ball will commence on 
November 7 at 9 p.m. On Novem
ber 8 a private screening of the 
Soviet film, “High Award,” will be 

given at the American Women’s 
Club. Immediately following the 
picture, the orchestra, composed of 
members of the Citizen’s Club, will 
go into action for the second danc
ing session. Next day there will be 
another film. “Lenin in 1918.” fol
lowed with some more dancing. 
Another film and more dancing will 
mark November 10 and on the final 
day. A Symphonic Concert will be 
rendered, again by Soviet citizens, 
with dancing to conclude.

Meanwhile the “White” Russians 
will go into mourning on November 
7 with prayers in local Russian 
Orthodox Churches, although the 
“Reds” have invited them to join 
in the five-day festival.
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on 5.11.40 local Russian emigrant newspapers

published an announcement containing details of a pro

gramme of public functions to be held by members of the 

Russian emigrant community on the occasion of the 23rd 

anniversary of the “bloody October revolution". It would 

appear that the programme has been worked out during the 
o|-course of a series^conferences convened by an initiative 

group headed by ar. À.A.M0B and attended by representa

tives of several organizations of nussian youth,mt. I.E. ? 

x’SIUmaOwKO , read of the Educational Section of the bus- 

sian emigrants uommittee, presiding.

xhe programme consists of the following itemss-

f/ith reference to the proposed public meeting at

November 7 
j 7 p.m.

Memorial service for all those 
who gave their lives for Mati
nal xtussia, to be held at the 
nussian cathedral,55 hue Paul 
henry.

| November 8 m address ( subject not sta- i 
ted J from a radio-broadcasting’

9 p.m. station operating on the wave
length 740 kc.

November 9 programme consisting of va
rious items (literature,music)

9 p.m. devoted to the unceasing 
struggle for rational bussia. 
xo be broadcast from the same 
radio station.

November lu Anti -Communist Meeting (pub
lic J Of Hussi an emigrants,to

8 p.m. be held at the premises of "So
kol” Sporting association,888 
weihaiwei Hoad.

rll bussian emigrants are called upon to refrain

from visiting places of 

of rational Mourning.

entertainment during these days

i ■
I
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888 aeihaiwei xtoad mt. ii.A. 1 VAN GK?, uh ai rm an of the Rus

sian immigrants uommittee,was communicated with and in

formed that permission of the Police is required for 

the holding of public meetings of this nature and that 

full programme of the proposed meeting must be submitted 

to the Police beforehand.

un the morning of November 5 mt. 1.2. 1'SIUMA- 

hXNK.0 called at this office and presented the attached 

letter from uir. 1VANCŒT containing the following infor

mation regarding the proposed functions- 10-

1‘ime: between 8 p.m. and 11.30 pm ;

Place: l 1 8UK0L bporting association,.
11 888 Weihaiwei ttca-.

Programme:
I 1. l»ec tures

a."Russia before revolution" - by Mr.K.A. I 
Z.OOB.

’ b."U.S.S.R. -jf to-day* - by Mr. P.A. SAVIN-

! c."GH the way to Russia" - by Mr. B.F. IGNA-
• fûJüKu.1 J

II.Music «declamation etc.

a. "bleep,eagles of war" - tableau accompa
nied by singing.

b. declamation
c. bolO
d. "Our Plag“ - scene performed by members of

Russian i'tational boyscouts* 1 Organization.
e. Ohorus.
f. string orchestra.
g. Melodeclamation
h. "Russia will be" - tableau.

object: Rational-Educational.

■admission : *r ee.

Responsible director: mt, 1.2. TSIUMAN2NK0.

Mr. 181UmaN2rK0’s attention was drawn to the
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announcements of a semi-official character in to-day’s 

nussian newspapers,in which the proposed function is re

ferred to as "Anti-communist Meeting" and expressions 

are used savouring of the phraseology common to the nn- 

ti-'-ommunist committee in Tientsin, xt was pointed out 

to him that all this stresses the polical character of 

the meeting,which contradicts its declared "national- 

educational" object.

Mr. ISIUmawEbKO explained this discrepancy
I
I by lack of experience on the part of the initiative 

group and stated that,although the meeting will not be 

entirely free from political element,tne information 

contained in Mr. ivanoff *s letter contains theI
i correct statement regarding the general character of 
!
■ the function, ^s a person responsible for the conducting 

i the meeting in accordance with the declared programme 

i ar. xBIUlaANEBKO stated in conclusion that nothing will 
I I
> take place during the course of the meeting to which the 

kolice might possibly object.

“embers of the various organizations of Rus

sian youth will maintain general order during the func

tion.

D.S.I.

D. c. ( Grime « Special Branches )
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RUSSIAN EMIGRANTS’ COMMUTEE

HOUSE No. I.

LANE 118. MOULMEIN ROAD

TEL. 36913.

Shanghai, 5th November zp 40.

To the Commissioner of Police, 
Shanghai Municipal Council. 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that on the 10th No

vember 1940 from 8 p.m. to 11.30 p.m. in the premises of the 

Russian Sporting Association "Sokol" at 888 Weihaiwei Road 

there will take place a Mourning Assembly of the Russian Emig

rants’ Colony at Shanghai.

Said Assembly will be under patronage of my Committee 

and in charge of it will be General J.E.Tsiumanenko, Superin

tendent of the Education Department of my Committee.

Under those circumstances I beg to request you to be 

so kind as to let me know whether or not there are any objec

tions on the part of the Shanghai Municipal Police again said 
event.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant.

N.A.Ivanow.
Acting Chairman.



DETAILS OF THE MOURNING ASSEMBLY ON THS IQth of November 1940.

1. Time, from 8 p.m. to 11.30 p.m.

2. Place, Russian Sporting Association "Sokol” 888 Weihaiwei Road.

3. PROGRAM :

1. Lectures;

a) "Russia before revolution" by K.A.Zoub

b) "U.S.S.R. of to-day"........ by P.A.Savintseff

o) "On the way to Russia".., by B.F.Ignatenko

2. Artistical part;

a) "Sleep battle eagles" - life picture accompa
nied by singing.

b) Declamation.
c) Solo

d) "Our flag" entertainment performed by the orga
nization of razvedchicks.

e) Choir

f) String orchestra.

g) Melodeclamation.

h) "Russia will be" - life picture.

ÿ. Purpose - National-educational.

5. Responsible Manager - Gen.J.E.Tsiumanenko,assisted by K.A.Zoub.

6. Remark; Entrance free.
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tfith reference to the attached translation

from the ’’NUVOSiI jinIa* of 31-10-40 regarding the ar

rangements being made by the Soviet Citizens’ Club in 

shanghai for a series of functions to be held at the 

American Women’s Club,577 Bubbling Well Road,on the oc

casion of the 23rd Anniversary of the October Revolu

tion, mt. M. Zephyr off president of the club,was communi

cated with and informed that full details of the propo

sed functions must be submitted to the Police before

hand.

Un 31-10-40 in a letter addressed to the Com

missioner, s.m.Police, Mr. hephyroff furnished the fol

lowing details of the programme arranged by the club i n 

order to mark the u.S.S.R. National holiday:- 

november 7th: Address oy (President of the Club, 
concert and ball.

9 p.m.

November 8th: Private screening of a Covite film, 
■uances.

9 p.m.

x November 9th: -ditto.

9 p.m.

November 10th: children’s party: screening of a 
film,games etc.

3 p.m.

November 11th: Symphony concert followed by danc
ing.

9 p.m.
is

Admission^open only to members of the club and 

their guests,including certain official guests, it is un 

derstood that entrance cards will be issued to Soviet
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citizens only,upon reccommendation of two members of 

two aaembar» of the club and subject to approval by Sec

retary. no admission charges will be made.

xt is reported that the Soviet films referred 

to above are • the "High xteward", “Lenin in 1918" and 

"Dr. Albolit". Of these films the second named one has 

not been approved by the Police for public screening in 

shanghai.

it appears that the part of premises xmo 577 

subbling well Hoad occupied by the American Women's 

Club has been given up by the latter and that the So- 

| viet Citizen's ^lub has made arrangements with Messrs 
!
j Brandt & Hodgers i>td for the use of that part of the
I
! premises during the period from .November 1 to .November

> -
I

J. C. ( crime * Special Branches)



.translation from Russian newspaper "NOVCSTI BUI a" , October 31
1940. Published by *.-r. v.a. chilikin,62u «venue koch. bdi- 
tor - Mr, K.l. Velas, 

bO-riklGATlQM

Soviet citizens* Club in Shanghai ,805 avenue koch, 

notifies all members and regular guests of the club as well 

as all u.S.S.xt. citizens residing in Shanghai that on the 

occasion of the 23-rd anniversary of the wreat October hevo- 

lution October Celebrations will be held on the 7,8,9 and 11 

days of November inst. at the American Women’s Club,577 bub

bling dell boad.

.admission tickets will be issued at the office of the 

club between November 1 and 6.

1‘he committee of the Club advises all to secure admis

sion tickets beforehand as without such a ticket no one will 

be admitted into the premises of the American Women’s Club on 

the above stated dates.

xhe office of the Soviet Citizens' Club is open daily 

between 10 a.m. and 12 noon and between 6 p.m. and 11 p.m.

SECRETARY Ob' THE CLUB
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Pl3BemeHne
KJiyB rPAWAAH CCCP B UIAHXAE (805 — 

ABEHIO 4>0UI), W3BE1UAFT HJIEHOB KJ1YBA, UO- 
CTOflHHblX rOCTEPI H BCEX OPO>KHBAK)mHX B 
UIAHXAE rPAJKflAH CCCP O TOM, UTO B 03HAME- 
HOBAHHE 23-EH rOHOBIHWHbl BEJÏHKOH OK- 
IHbHbCKUM PEBOJItOUMH, B Ï1OMEU1EHHH KJIY- 
BA AMEPHKAHCKHX KEHIUWH, HA BAEBJ1HHE 

(BEJIJI POU — 577. 7, 8, 9, 10 H 11 CEEO HOflÇPfl, 
Byjtyi IIPÔBEAtHbl OKTUBPBCKHE TOPÏKECTBA.

c i-ro no 6-OE HOBBPfl t. r., b kahue- 
JI5IPHH KJiyBA By/iyT- BblAABATbCfl COOTBET- 
CTByioiUHE nponycKA ha dpabo bxoaa ha 
3TH TOPJKECTBA.

nPABJlEHHE KJiybA UPE^yilPEJKAAEr 
BCEX 3APAHEE O3ABOTHTbCfl HOJiyMEHHEM 3THX 
nponycKOB, tak kak bes hhx hhkto b home- 
IUEHHE KJiyBA AM. >KEH UIHH, B AHH HPA3RHO- 
BAHHB nOnyCKATbCfl HE ByflET.

KAHUEJIflPHfl KJ1 yBA TPAIKAAH CCCP OT- 
KPWTA EIKEAHEBHO C 10 UACOB yTPA AO 12 HA- 
COB AHfl H C 6 MAC. AO 11 UACOB BEMEPA.

CEKPETAPb KJiyBA.

4 i t |
I 
I 
i 
i



Shanghai, October 30 th 1940.

Commissioner,
Shanghai Municipal Police, 
Shanghai.

Sir,

We beg to inform you that this Club will hold celebration of 

U.S.S.R. national Holidays on 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th and 11th November, 

in the premises, formerly occuppied by American Women's Club, at 

577 Bubbling Well Road.

The programme of c" "brations is as follows:-

Nov. 7th. The address by the Chairman of the Club, 
and concert-ball. Beginning at 9 p.m.

Nov. 8th. Private show of film, produced in USSR 
followed by dancing. Beginning at 9 p.m.

Nov. 9th. Private show of film, produced in USSR 
followed by dancing. Beginning at 9 p.m.

Nov. 10th. Children's day. Private show of film for 
children, games etc., followed by tea. 
Beginning at 3 p.m.

Nov.11th. Symphony concert, followed by dancing. 
Beginning at 9 p.m.

Admission durlog all holidays strictly by special cards 

issued by the Secretary of the Club to members and their guests.

We beg to remain,

Respectfully yours, <

P re s 1 dent.. ?..
/ a /



THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 1Ô3Ô

Day of Mourning
Tuesday. November 7, was the Day 

of Russian Sorrow, when the'Russian 
Colony mourned the assassination of 
the Martyr-Tsar Nicholas II and the 
Royal Family. and the death of those 
thousands who fell fighting “for the 
Faith, the Tsar and the Motherland.” 
At the stroke of 5 in the afternoon, 
church bells began pealing, and in 
all Orthodok Churches special re
quiem services were conducted before 
vast congregations. The Russian 
Cathedral could not accommodate the 
assemblage of no less than a thou
sand, and many had to stand outside. | 
When the choir took up the chords 
of “Peace to the Saints” and “Ever- I 
lasting Memory,” everyone knelt for j 
the duration of the hymns. Speaking • 
to a congregation which included the 
heads of the Russian colony, Arch- 

; bishop Victor enjoined them to be 
, more steadfast in their prayers for 
, their fallen brethren and for their 
homeland in its hour of darkness. 
Similar services were held in the St. 
Nicholas’ Military Church and in the 
St. Resurrection Church in Wayside.

On the same day a speech on the 
situation in Soviet Russia 22 years 
after the entrenchment of Soviet 
power was given in the Ex-Officers’ 
Club by Gen. E. G. Sycheff. “Economic j 
problems gave birth to communism.” ' 
stated the General as the basis of his 
lecture, “and economic problems will 
kill it.” Quoting official Soviet 
sources, he touched cn the worthless
ness of the Soviet rouble which en- • 
ables the worker to buy little except 
a pair of shoes on his wages, the high 
percentage of “slackers,” “disorgani
zers” and enemies of the regime, the 
practice of distributing proletariat 
titles and medals instead of bread, and 
the discrepancy between practical and 
theoretical successes of the Five Year i 
Plans. Assuring his listeners that the 
hour of retribution is not far off, he 
warned them against the agitation of 
Soviet agents and “pink emigres.” 
“Communism will die,” concluded 
General Sycheff, “but Russia will 
live.”
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xxbout 250 persons attended the meeting of mem

bers of the white xtussian community which was held under 

the auspices of the Russian Emigrants Committee between 

5 p.m. and 7.30 p.m. on 12-11-39 at the xxstor House in 

order to mark the day of xiussian Rational mourning ( No

vember 7 ) and the 20th anniversary of the Russian rfhite 

army’s march through Liberia during the winter of 1919.
it.-’

The meeting was conducted in an orderly manner æ 

and strictly in accordance with the previously announced 

programme. It was concluded by the singing of the Russian'* ’̂ 

national hymn. I

fhree Japanese officials ( Messrs R.UR0KI,IbODia. | 

and ülÀà/ilCaWn? ) were noticed among those present. I

I
(SC

U.S.I.

7

D. C. ( Special Branch )
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mb 12 noon sv la—H-dQ m.

t.-iis of lice and on oelialf of tne .tus-sian .mii-

/unts uo.mittec pplied for pemiismon to hold a public 

-looting of Lien bars of the busman emigrant conn unity bet

ween 5 p.a. ..aid 7. ds p.m on -.oveiaber 12 ob the ->stor

avintsüiï staueu mat wit; uie suing \/ili

oe convened under the auspices of the Aussi an Arriérants 

ooumittee in order to nark the xîay of Aussian x.utional 

mourning I hovetlber 7 - anniversary of the October re volu

tion j and the loth .anniversary of tg.e -.us si an white ar

my’s uurch through oiberia during the winter of 1919»

x^r. .-h#-i. ^AJi/iairaan of the Russian mai- 

-/rants committee, and -dev» Of mop Vi^xtii, ae: d of the Aus

si-an orthodox mission in uhina, will act as chairman and 

honorary chairman ,respec lively, of the meting.

the oro/ruixinie of the •reeling will consist of 

a series of short addresses interspersed by the singing of 

a chorus. /he following details vere furnished oy ^r. 

^aviatseff regarding two subjects of the proposes addres

ses

1. opening au«ress

2. introductory speech

Ô. bolsheviks and Rus
sian culture

4. Russian youth and 
struggle for the mother- 
1 and

5» -Russian cossacks and the 
dii te —o veiaen t

6. -soviet regime and the -Rus
sian people

^r.uh•* ho t sier

-evmishop Vic to

- -!•. V.ZT.lmasta- 
sieff.

...rQâvin- 
tseff.

*x*r • ix. o « ^alyxii

^r .0-»— .bologof f
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7s-lie present foreign -..-r h. x.iiaitseff
policy of the uhah

^.n connection rlth thj .meeting fhc dussiun -emi

grants commitsee issued a notification requesting all or

ganizations of --ussian emigrants to send their represen

tatives and inviting memoers of the mussian community to 

atrend the function.

^t 12 noon on the same date a special service 

will oe neld ac die hussian ^auiiedral miurch$é»5 mue aul 

henry on the occasion of the two anniversaries*

cz.

a. x.

m* ( special branch ;♦



Translation from Russian.

SLOVO. November 10.1939

BOraiCATICH

of the Russian Emigrants Committee

At & p.m. on Sunday'November 12,1939 a general meeting 

of Russian emigrants will bo held at the Astor House in order 

to mark the Say of Russian National Mourning ( November 7 ) ;

and the 20th Anniversary of the White Army’s inarch through 

Siberia during the winter of 1919»
The meeting will be opened by Mr* Ch.E.MetUer, Chairman . 

of the Russian Snigrants Committee. |

Archbishop Victor will deliver the introductory speech. | 

All Russian emigrant organizations are requested to 

send their representatives.

AU Russian emigrants are Invited to Attend the meeting.

November 9,1939. Shanghai.

D.S.I.



HLGVÜ t... 1^.0 1b >1939

Zi. (9Z Z r* 1G xi Zl ÜÜ

of the hussi an emigrants üoinmittee

^t 5 p.rn. on bunday ,H'ovember 12,1939 a general meeting 

of Russian emigrants will be held at the ^stor House in order 

to mark the Say of Russian national mourning ( November 7 ) 

and the 20th anniversary of the t’hite army’s march . through 

liberia during the winter of 1919*

Zhe meeting will be opened by ur, th.J.Metaler, Chairman 

of the Russian Emigrants Committee*

archbishop Victor will deliver the introductory speech.

KL1 Russian emigrant organizations are requested to 

send their representatives.

4x11 Russian emigrants are invited to attend the meeting.

November 9,X9o9 Shanghai



O1.UV0» j.4ovenfoer lu,1939

sbihohiiehie
PyccKaro 3HHrpai*TCKaro Kohmtctb.

B BocEpeceHbe, 12-ro Hoâôpa, b 5 qacoB Be- 
nepa b noMtmenia Acrop-Xayaa coctoiitch

05H|E-3l1HrPAHTCK0E COBPAHIE, 
nocBflmeHHoe roAOBnjniit ahs PyccsoS Csopfia 
(7-ro Hoaôpa) a 20-tb jrfcTi» CatapcKaro JIcæh- 
Horo IloxoAa.

Cofipaaie 6yAer otkputo IIpeACÈAaTejfM Pyc- 
csaro BaarpaHTcsaro KojimeTa E. 9. Meivnepon.

BctynHTejibHoe cjfobo npoB3HeccT ApxienHCEcn 
BlIKTOp.

Bet 3!HiirpaHTCKia opranH3apiii OmaroBOJAT 
nocaaTb cbohx npeACTaBHTexeft.

Bet aMiirpanTij npurjaniaioTca docïtdti> sto 
Cofipàiiie. ,

Fop. HlaHxaü, 9-ro Hoafipa 1939 *roAa. -?1



November 7, 1939

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

COMMUNISTS ACTIVEtPRSCAUTIONARY MEASURES 
APOPTÊ5~ÔN**SOUTH' SITE OF CREEK

Stimulated by the definitely 
offensive attitude adopted by the Communist Party against 
the Kuomintang, the Chinese communists who have their 
headquarters in the Foreign Settlements have become 
active in expanding their influence.

It is reported that they are 
attempting to recover their waning influence by engaging 
in large-scale activities on November 7, the 22nd anniversary 
of the Russian Revolution.

The Chinese communists, whn 
have fled to Pootung since the outbreak of the Europe n 
war due to the suppressive measures adopted ty the French 
Municipal authorities against them, are reported to be 
smuggling themselves back into the French Concession with 
a view to engaging in certain activities.

Acting on information to the 
effect that all organs under Soviet Russia in Shanghai 
are giving secret assistance to the Chinese communists 
here, the S.M.C. and the F.M»C. are reported to have 
decided to take emergency measures on the morning of 
November 7»^“

The "Novosti Dnia", Soviet 
Russian paper published in the Settlement, will publish 
an anniversary edition, while White ^hissians will assemble 
at the Russian Church No. 220 Route Vallon, French 
Concession, to pray for the revival of the Russian Imperial 
regime.

On the anniversary of the Russian 
revolution the activities of Soviet Russians and White 
Russians as well as the Chinese communists considerably 
attract public attention.



SHANGHAI EVENING l'ûST & BERCU.T.

NOV 7 1989

Shanghai Soviets Celebrate 
October Revolution

Members of the local Soviet 
community will hold a celebratior 
at the Soviet Club on Avenue Focb 
this evening to mark the 22nd an
niversary of the “October Révolu
tion’’ which witnessed the entrj. 
of the present regime into rule 
over Russia.



translation from Russian.

''ZalilA", November 7,1939

the Russian cbm-j, uh.A. u.etzler, representative of

munity in shanghai and chairman of the Russian -.migrants committee, 

hereby notifies the russian community that at 5.15 p.m. to-day a 

Requiem ..ass will be held at the Russian cathedral Church by .dev. 

bishop Victor for till our brethren who lost their lives during the 

revoluti on.

rt 11 a.m. on Sunday,November 12 a special service

will be held at the cathedral for the deliverance of bussia and 

our stiff ering brethren.

..11 Russians are invited to attend the services.

special meeting devoted to tire day of national mourn- ■ 

ing v.’ill take plpce on oundayNovember 12 at the ..stor House. |

series of addresses will be delivered followed by the singing of 

a Russian chorus. 1

between November 7 and 12meetings devoted to the anniver-t 
sary of the October revolution will be held at the Cossack Union, | 

the Union of former members of special —anchorian detachment (Cko), < 

Russian Scouts Organization and Russian Hx-cf fleers' o-iub, |

translator's notes x‘he meeting of members of the Cos
sack Union will be held at 8 p.m. on November 8 in the premises of 
their club,1292 Avenue Jdward VII, house 1.

..part from the Hus si an Cathedral Chur ch, 5 5 Hue Paul Henry, 1 
smilar services will be held at 5.15 p.m on November 7 at the St.hi-1 
colas church,18 Rue Corneille, and at the Russian church situated [ 
at 127 .«ayside Hoad.



Jhan,;hai Z ari a., x-oveuiber 7,1939

Cero/CB» BeBiiKaÆi
naHnxnfla

ripeACTasHTe/ïb pyccKow kojio 
«in b LLIaHxat w npeActflaTejib 
SiviMrpaHTCKaro KoMineTa K. 3. 
Meu./iep /JOBOAMT /jo 
pyCCKOW KOJlOHiH, MTO CefO/JHA 
b 5 wac. 15 MHHyi Beqepa, b 
Ka(J)e/ipajibHoivi coôopt éy^ei 
coBepujcHa Bennnaa naHMXM/ja 
apxienwcKonoM Bmktopom no 
BctM ôpaTbHM HaïuwM, yôieH- 
HblM H CKOHHaBUlMMCfl OT 6M 
CTBiü b ahw pyccKaro Jiwxo/it 
Tin.

B BOCKpeceHbe, 12 Honôpa 
B' 11 Mac. 30 mhh, yipa, b 
Kac|)eApaJibHOM coôopt ôy/jeT co 
BepuiOHO BceHapoAHoe MOJieé- 
CTBie o cnacewiw Poccih h o 
CTpawAymux épaibflx Hauuwx.

Bct pyccKie jjioam npur/ia 
ujaioTca noMOJiwTbCH.

B EOCKpeceHbe-we, b Actop 
Xayat coctomtch cneuiajibnoe 
coôpaHie, nocBfliijeHHoe Tpayp- 
hom roAOBiMMHt. ByAyT npoHw- 
TaHbi cooîBtTCTBywmie AOMa- 
Abi w COCTOHTCA BWCTynJiOHie 
xopa,

B npoMewyTOK Ment/jy 7 w 12 
'HOfrôpn cooTBtTCTByioLuifl coôpa 
Hifly nOCBHUieHHbifl rOAOBUJMHt 
OKTflôpn, coctoîhcîi B- Ka3anb- 
CM C0K)3t, b Corn! Mawbawyp 
U6B, y cnayTOB h b O<f)wuep- 
CKOM COÔpaHÎM.

** *
B Cb. - HirKOjiaeBCKOM xpa 

Mi-naMjrTHHK’fe cerœiHJT, b 5.15 
fcenepa, cihickoiiom loannoM 6y 
AGT coBepinena Bcenapo^naji 
BeJFBKaa Hannxnjja no bcÆm 
B03KABM, BOHHaM n pyCCKHM JK) 
M b oopb'ô’fc aa B^py, IJapa 
n Po^nny yMynenffMM n yoien 
HHM.

B BocKpecencKOË n,epKBH 
na Beiicaiiflt Beansan nannxn 
jja ôy^er coBepmena Tarae b 
5.15 Benepa h, tbebm oopaaoM, 

BCn pyccKaa KOionin lHaHxaji 
cmo/Kgt npiooinjrrb CBon mojtht 
bbi o iioriiomnx sa Po^nny n 
Brh])y b oji,noM H3 aiWKaîinmx 
no M'hcTy wrejbCTBa Tpex xpa 
mob, itvÎ; TpaypHwn ooroeapKC 
nia ôyjijT coBcpiiiaTbCfl 03,110 
BpeMPHHO.

❖
ro^.oiB.nçn«Ha OKTâôipbC'KiOft 

peBOjiioiyir ôy^eT OTM'Iwnia «ce 
roji,™ b PyccKOM 
«CoSpanin fl-ooaAOM na TOMy 
«0 22-ft roftoBnpini OojiMno 
BTïCTlCKOË peBOÆIOipiII B P|OjC- 
c4h».

Hanaio ^bnjia^a — b 9 n. 
sen. Bxoa cboôoamS, 00 pe- 
KiOMGB3,anjn hiohob Coôpanin.

** *
SaBTpa, b 8 nac. b 

noMtmjenin Kasanbnro Coma. 
— Abohio . BÆyapft yn, ji.

1292, KB. 1, — CO’CTOHTCJf 
paciirnipeiiHOe ■ T[Ja,ypH'Oe oalcft- 
^a^iie KaaauLiix CTap^finmn 
cipaBjrenin Kaaanbnro Coma «n 
npexcTaBHTejre# ot «Tanan, inoc 
BiirnjeH-HOe ^Bfa^njam^ByxjiiTHeti 
AarÈ TipeSbiBaniH P-ocein æc Ka- 
aanecTBa no^ kfom *n>eTbKro nn. 
Topna^cxnajia.

BBH^y ycTpoftcTBa, 12 nôno I 
'pn b «AcTop-Xayat» 0MnrpanT 
cw Komiîtctom Tp-a.ypnaro sa 
clp^anin no cjiynaio 22-xii™ 
aaxBaTa BiacTn b Poccin 6ojtb 
nrewrMiï, roflOBoe €o6p®nte 
Bctx MjrenOB Kaaanbaro Coio- 
aa nepeirocaiTcn âa 19 nonôpn 
b 3 naca ana, n cocTOiiTcn b 
noM'lipeBiiï Coma.

Ha noBtcTKt — tnepeBbioo- 
pn inpaBjtfnbi, ipeBiraionnoË &o
MKCCilT, TO^OiBOÔ 
iqia /i;tjra. 
^obom cooipanin 
sci itoaKH.

OTM6T ŒT TOKY" 
ynacTbi b ro- 
npnrjiainaioTcn 

_ _ _ _ _ 2
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Made by j.u.i. rrokofiev.

information to hand indicates that the follow

ing arrangements have beenj^iade in the Hussian community 

in order to mark the anniversary of the October revolu

tion in rtussia which falls on November 7;-

1. xit 5.15 p.m. on November 7 a nequiem kass 

will oe held at the Hussian -J a the dr al ,55 hue l’air! Henry, 

for victims of the revolution and. for all who gave their 

lives for the motherland. *-n announcement has been issued 

by the Hussian Emigrants committee inviting members of the 

community to attend the service.

2. <»t 9 p.m. on November 7 a lecture will be 

held at the hussian Hx-ufficers‘ Club,1260 Hue Lafayette, 

on the subject of the 22-nd anniversary of the bolshevik 

--evolution.

3. .it 9 p.m. ‘a meeting of members of the bOLOL 

sporting “-ssociation will be held in the premises of their 

club,bob .<eihaiwei Hoad,during the course of which hr. H.P 

MÂLxwuv'bHY will deliver an address on the significance of 

the anniversary, admission is limited to members only.

Russian newspapers will carry articles bearing 

on the significance of the day. j-t is proposed to hold a 

general meeting of members of the Hussian coramunity on No

vember 12 in the ^stor House under tine auspices of the Hus- 

sian emigrants committee. x-'ar ticulars of the programme of 

the meeting are not yet available.

xhere will be no official celebration of the anni

versary in the Soviet Hussian community. fhe two boviet 

newspapers,namely, the "Hovosti Jnia”,620 avenue l'och,and
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the 'h;a hodinu" ,lu5 Love xane, will publish special .is

sues devoted to the anniversary.

.it 8.15 p.m. on .November 7 Meeting of rneiiibers 

of the repatriation Union,a soviet organization, will 

be held, in their club,l>J5 x>ove nane. the Meeting will be 

followed by a programme of entertainment, 

uo far there is no indication of the possibili

ty of any untoward incidents in connecuion with the an

niversary.

j. g. ( special branch )
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NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

NOV 1 3 1938

White Russians :
Who Was at the Meeting ?
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—It was a pleasure after the 

outbursts of Mr. Marc T. Greene to 
read your leader “The White Rus
sians” which appeared on November.

You have so ably presented the 
case of Wnite Russians to the general 
public that there is hardly anything 
more to be said in their defence.

I only wish to elucidate the follow
ing point. Contrary to the assertion 
of some of your Russian correspond
ents and to your own assumption, 
the meeting held in the Astor House 
was representative of the local White 
Russian community. This was best 

(proved by the presence at the meet
ing of the Chairman of the Russian 
Emigrants’ Committee, Mr. Charles 

I Metzler, who has long been recognized 
| as 'the head of the White Russian 
; colony in Shanghai.
’ Consequently. Mr. Greene should 

not lose his valuable time and energy 
in trying to barter his sympathy for 
a “united and categorical repudiation 
of the action of the meeting in ques
tion”—there will be no such re

pudiation forthcoming.
A. V. K.

Shanghai, Nov. 12.

1
***Mr. Metzler has already stated 
publicly that he was present at the 
meeting at the Astor House, but only 
in a private capacity.—Ed.

And the Common Enemy
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—May I have the liberty of 

asking Mr. M. Greene who was 
actually responsible for all the 
troubles the Governments of Great 
Britain, America and France have 
met with within the period of the 
last four, five years? Was it not the 
activity of the International Com
munist Party or that of The Third 
Internationale, that supported and 
actually created all strikes, anti
government movements, etc., etc? 
The Communist Party has robbed 
real Russians—Russians in spirit—of 
their own country. It is only 
natural, that Russians try to find 
allies in their task to combat com
munism. And one only wonders why 
Mr. M. Greene has not the slightest 
intention of personally interfering 
with his country’s greatest enemies? 

‘ L. V. G.
Shanghai, Nov. 12.



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, i
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W hite Russians:
An Emphatic Disclaimer
To the Editor of the 

“North-China Daily New>>"
Sir,—Permit me to express through 

the medium of your esteemed paper 
gratitude to all your correspondents 
who lor the past jew days have been 
gallantly trying to elucidate the hard 
lot of Russian emigres in Shanghai 
and to defend their good name from 
unnecessarily harsh criticism. I hope 
iViR. Marc Greene’s timely letter will 
help to bring forth even a greater 
number of ardent champions for our 
cause and thus will once and for all 
establish international community.

Remembering that you, Str, strong
ly disapprove of clergymen who 
venture into politics, I still hope you 
will as courteously as ever accept 
this letter for publication. Foras
much as my parishioners are looking 
forward to my guidance in all ways 
of life, I think I am justified in 
expressing my views on this most 
important question. Besides, this 
letter will answer Mr. Mark Greene’s 
challenge for Russian organizations to 
come forth and express their attitude.

First of all, I do believe, that the 
odious meeting at the Astor .House 
was sponsored and staged by irres
ponsible elements who are acting on 
behalf of a certain nation, and we, 
Russians, regard those elements with 
a deep sense of mistrust and repug
nance. I am happy to state that 
absolutely no one of Russian Pro
testants participated in this notorious 
gathering, and everyone of those who 
discussed it with me was most 
emphatically against it. As a matter 
of fact, many asked me to convey 
their views in my letter to the 
press.

I further wish to state that Russian 
Protestants expressly asked me to 
state that our community consists of 
Russian patriots, and as such we 
shall always be friends to democratic 
nations. With a deep sense of horror 
and repugnance we have watched the 
bloody ventures of totalitarian 
nations in Abyssinia, in Spain and in 
China, and we definitely do not wish 
to entrust the future of our father- 
land to fascists or imperialists. We 
are émigrés from Russia but it does 
not mean that we are ready to make 
a deal with our deadly enemies in 
order to overthrow the existing Gov
ernment of Russia. Some 150 million 
Russian people have established this 
Government, and inasmuch as it is 
good for them we will not try to 
undermine their work. We may not 
agree with them, but we can
not ever consciously plunge them 
into a fiery and bloody inferno of a 
Civil war, just because there are 
some easy pickings for us in the 
future.

Besides these very strong con

siderations against our participations 
at that odious meeting—it seems to 
me we owe loyalty to* the Chinese 
Nationalist Government. Having 
lived in this country for a number 
of years we must not forget that 
we enjoyed Chinese ho.^pitality and 
liberty to work and earn our living. 
It seems to me it is, therefore, 
shameful and degrading to participate 
in any activities that are calculated 
to overthrow the lawful Government 
of China. Foreigners sympathise 
with China because of all those 
horrors she has been and is now going 
through. How many more reasons 
then have we the Russians, to sym
pathize with our Chinese brothers! 
And, to our shame, we must admit 
that there are some “White Russians” 
who are not so white where their 
conscience and gratitude is concern
ed. But Inot all of us! The vast 
majority is and ever shall be true 
and loyal to human and democratic 
principles. We pray and hope that 
China will emerge victorious from 
tills horrible war fox' her liberty, and 
we are sure that the Chinese people 
will not place us all on the same 
footing with some moral degenerates 
who act at the bidding of our com
mon enemy.

A. J. Leonidov, bjd.
Church.

Shanghai, Nov. 12.

The Intention to Hurt
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—I read with appreciation your 

admirable editorial on the Russian 
question in the November 10 issue of 
your journal, as well as Briton’s 
sympathetic and very sensible letter 
yesterday (I wish to express my 
gratitude to him). One should expect 
that now my compatriots will have 
enough sense and good taste to close 
the controversy. But the letters are 
still pouring in.

As to Mr. Greene’s proposition to 
prove Russian sincerity, I should 
think, with all due regard to him and 
his writing ability, and apart from 
any political views, that it is hardly 
worth anybody’s while to take pains 
to prove things to a person, who, be
ing chagrined, due to his rather hasty 
conclusion, does not hesitate to add 
some abusive colour to his letter. 
Russians (those soberly thinking, at 
any rate) are not very deeply con
cerned nowadays about “Ex’s” of the 
past and their ex-mistresses. So the 
shot does not strike its mark, but the 
intention to hurt is obvious.

Average Emigrant.
Shanghai, Nov. 12.

’♦♦This correspondence is nowclosed.—Ed.
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' Our White Russians

WE feel that a stigma has been 
placed on Shanghai’s White Rus

sian community through the publicity 
given by a morning contemporary to a 
recent meeting of what is known as the 
‘‘Japanese-fostered White Russian cen
ter/’ which is not in accord with accur
acy. I he feeling has been created that 
this “center,” created here for the pur
pose of establishing contacts with poli
tical organs in Japan, Germany and Italy 
in order to establish a “bulwark” against 
communism, includes by far and large 
the White Russian community.

What it amounts to is that the 
meeting was attended only by groups 
of paid organizers, loafers who have 
found sanctuary in Hongkew under the 
wing of the Japanese army, and 
hangers-on who attend meetings not 
knowing why.

It is generally known that the 
local Russian community as a whole 
i^J^fimteh^anti-Japanese, 
many"7)T*fcoèé^vhO have experienced 
the oppressive Japanese rule- in Man
churia, and by the plight of their 
friends and relatives who feure living 
there now under intense persecution.

It is an opinion shared by many 
that the Japanese will make little pro
gress in converting Shanghai’s Russians 
to “Japanese culture.”
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NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that in 
commemoration of the 21st Anniver
sary of the October Revolution, a 
Reception for the Soviet community

( will fee given on Monday, November 
7 from 12 p.m. to 2 p.m. at the CSn-. 
sulate General of the U.SkS.R. in • 
House 10, Lane 100 Route de Say ; 
Zoong, Shanghai.

All Soviet citizens in Shanghai are 
cordially invited.

B. M. SIMANSKY,
Acting Consul General for the U.S.SJR.
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White Russians :
The Other Point of View
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—It is with great regret that I 

have read Mr. Marc Greene’s letter 
in today’s correspondence column.

I think that I am not wrong in 
assuming that most of the thinking, 
intelligent Russians of the better class 
in Shanghai think it most deplorable 
lor a certain part of the Russian 
community to be engaging in politics. 
It seems to me that only a very small 
percentage of Russians here have not 
yet “learned their lesson,” and those 
are mostly people of no account.

The assumption that the 300-400 
Russians who were reported by the 
“N.C.D.N.” o have taken part in the 
“anti-communistic” meeting at the 
Astor House recently represent the 
Russian community in Shanghai is 
very unjust. Personally, my husband, 
I myself, and young people of our 
aquaintance, though with definite de
mocratic sympathies, engage in no 
politics, are afraid and ashamed of the 
political clubs, their squabbles among 
themselves and with others, and our 
efforts are directed towards making 
ourselves honest and respected mem
bers of the community.

The efforts of Mr. Greene to pro
mote sympathy for the Russian 
emigrants in general are surely ap
preciated. It is a pity that so hasty 
a conclusion should undo the work of 
a considerable period of time. In my 
opinion it is the duty of our true for
eign friends to clarify to others the 
unfortunate position in Shanghai of 
many deserving, working Russians 
who are not to be compared with 
bums and criminals who are a terror 
to the Russians in Tientsin, Harbin, 
and now is it to be in Shanghai?

Mr. Greene speaks of “numerous 
chefs of the Czar, ladies-in-waiting to 
the Czarina,’’ etc. as having good 
positions in America. But is it not due 
to the fact of their taste, culture and 
talents, especially in music, then’ 
superior linguistic abilities and adapt
ability, rather than to the fact that 
some of them have a title?

And last, but not least, may I be 
permitted to ask the question: Why 
is it then, that when engaging a Rus
sian to a position formerly held by 
their own national, representatives of 
these democratic nations find it honest 
to offer him oi' her a salary three, 
four times smaller?

It is with the hope that Mr. Greene 
may reconsider his hasty conclusion 
and remain a friend always that I sign 
myself.

Also A Russian. 
Shanghai, Nov. 8.
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Unrepresentative Meeting
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—Quite agreeing with the letter 

of Mr. Marc T. Greene appearing in 
today’s paper, I only wish to give 
some explanations, which might help 
a lot of non-Russians to see the true 
state of affairs.

Mr. Greene is absolutely right to 
condemn that meeting of the White 
Russian community of Shanghai; but 
there is a big snag in that ; it' is not 
the Russian community that passed 
those resolutions, but just a few 
crazy (I would not use a worse word 
than that) Russians living Wayside 
way, who are friendly with the 
Japanese for reasons best known to 
themselves, and some of whom were 
recently arrested by the S.M.P. for 
resisting Police officers in evicting 
them from a house in Hongkew, 
which they had unlawfully occupied 
for some sort of whatsis committee.

I am a man who came from a 
family which had the greatest regard 
for our late Czar, and everything that 
went with that régime; I hope in my 
heart that it will eventually come to 
the time that Czars will sit again on 
the throne of Russia, but I would 
never even imagine to go and join 
hands with Japanese, or create any 
misdeed in the country that gave me 
refuge for the last sixteen years and 
where everyone treated me right.

I do not believe it is necessary to 
write any more, I will conclude this 
with a wish that the non-Russians of 
Shanghai would not judge us by a 
small group of renegades who, I 
agree, make things look black, when 
on the contrary they are not.

White Russian.
Shanghai, Nov. 8.

n
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Opposition To
Soviets Voiced 
By Russ Chief
All White Russians Are 
Foes Of Communism, 

Metzler Claims
“All White Russians residing in 

Shanghai are definitely opposed to 
i Communism,” declared Mr. Charles 
Ie. Metzler, chairman of the Russian 
'Emigrants’ Committee, in com
menting on Sunday’s gathering of 
Russian emigres at the Astor 
House. The meeting, attended by 
from 200 to 400 Russians, passed a 
resolution to align itself to the 
Anti-Comin tern Pact.

Asked by a representative of The 
(Jhina Press as to just what was 
meant by the adoption of such a 
resolution, Mr. Metzler explained 
tKM" it^did not signify the inten- 
tion of those present actively to 
oppose the Soviet Government. It 
did mean, however, that they would 
support the signatory powers of the, 

.Rome-Berlin-Tokyo axis in anti- 
j Communist propaganda, he said.
! He denied that the resolution 
signified that local White Russians 
favored the form of government’ 
how in force in the countries of the 
sigpatpries. The form of govern
ment in Rome, Berlin pr Tokyo, he 
declared, was no concern of White 
Russians. They merely supporte^ 

!the governments in opposing Com
munism, and nothing else.

“It simply means that we are 
uniting against a common foe,’’ he 
stated. ' ”

fcte***°* Attended Meeting Privately
MJ^Metaler, branch manager of 

the Compagnie Pranco-Americaine 
d’Assurances, ^.ied that he at
tended the meeting as chairman of 
the Russian Emigrants’ Association. 
However, in speaking to the repre- 
senta&vf, of The China Press, he 
apparently assumed to speak on be
half of the entire White Russian 
community in Shanghai.

When asked why he assumed 
that all White Russians in Shang
hai were opposed to the Soviet re
gime, Mr. Metzler replied that it 
was self-evident. “They would not 
have left Russia otherwise,” he said.

As regards the younger genera
tion, who were not questioned as 
to their political views by their de
parting parents, and the generation 
which was born, in exile, Mr. Metz
ler claimed that these also were 
opposed to the present government. 
They opposed it, he claimed, be
cause they were true to the poli
tical creeds of their fathers.

“Czar Was True Democrat” !
Commenting on the overthrown 

czarist regime, Mr. Metzler declar
ed that “the form of government 
then in forcé ip Russia was more 
democratic than that which exists 
today in any country in the world. 
The Czar was a true democrat at 
heart, and democratic in all his ac- 

Î tions.”
Mr. Metzler stated that the 

“White Russians in China do not 
recognize the Soviet Government.” 

! When the representative of The 
China Press asked whether it was 
not as true to say that the Soviet 
Union did not recognize the White 
Russians, he replied by giving him
self as an example.

The Soviet Government, he as
serted, had offered him a high post, 
but he declined to accept it, and 
went into exile.
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Russians Oppose
- Comintern

Local Whiles to Unite in 
Common Front; Japan, Italy, 
Germany to Be Contacted
Politically ^significant as far as 

White Russian interests in Shanghai 
are concerned was the meeting held 
at the Astor House Hotel yesterday 
afternoon, on the eve of the 21st 
anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolu
tion in Russia, when a large body 
of local Russians passed a resolu
tion of opposition to the Communists 
and support for a common front 
against the Comintern.

The meeting was attended by be
tween 300 and 400 Russians and 
was held at the Astor House, which 
has been a Japanese headquarters 
for some time. It was the first public 
demonstration in the political field 
since the beginning of the hostilities 
although at Peiping, Tientsin and 
Tsingtao anti-Communist committees 
have been formed since Japanese 
occupation.

A minute’s silence preceded the 
meeting at which a number of 
speeches were made stressing the 
necessity for uniting against Com
munism. A three point resolution 
was passed deciding: (1) To create an 
anti-Communist centre for Shanghai 
Russians (2) To attract to the centre 
all active national groupings of 
Shanghai Russians (3) To establish 
anti-Communist contacts with poli
tical organs in Japan, Germany and 
Italy for establishing a common 
front against Communism.



November 7, 1938. Afternoon Translation.

Ta 1'ei Wan Rao (Noon Edition)»

LOCAL.WHITE RUSSIANS TO INAUGURATE ANTI-COMUNIST 
UNITED FRONT

Yesterday being the eve of the Anniversary of 
the Outbreak of the Soviet Revolution, about 300 local 
White Russians held a meeting of a political nture at the 
Astor House on Whangpoo Rond. It was resolved to oppose 
Communism and to support the anti-Third International 
united front.

(It is to be noted that the Astor House is 
located in the vicinity of the Japanese Consulate-General. 
At one time it was used as the Japanese army commander’s 
headquarters; therefore the nature of yesterday’s meeting 
is easy to understand.)

This open demonstration is the first that has 
taken place in this locality since the outbreak of 
hostilities last year. As regards anti-Communist 
committees in Peiping, Tientsin and other places, they were 

. f 3gj»ed immediately after the Japanese soldiers had occupied 
x\4rftese places. It is learned that when the meeting 

commenced yesterday, the White Russians observed one-minute’s 
silence before several White Russians delivered one after 
another speeches on the necessity of a united front against 
Communism. It is also learned that the meeting passed 
the following resolutions»-
1) That an anti-Communist organ of White Russians in 

Shanghai be established.
2) That all White Russian bodies be invited to take part 

in the organization.
3) That oo-operation with German, Italian and J-panese 

political bodies be effected so as to inaugurate an 
anti-Communist united front.
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57'7V^^.-““A^^...'?.£L.iAviaiaïi end <■ co . t f ie ».sdr .vwso on 6-11-îb on fe. occg-

Made l>v.(2/
" -------------- ...   rorwtirded by  

Over kbc* k;I3üi;s ottondad tlic i.ie^uinj .?t xtitod-^i eiui-

’.-/.hich was held at the -star House bewteen b c. .. •

* • p*ut on November 6 on the occasion of the ^l~su amuvorsa-

ry of the eetebli Henent of the Soviet govcrnnent in duma.

n.H. ojibuJHInSoL? presided, I’he speakers’ tribune was

'•-^orated with tloree larpe flags * Russian , Japau e::e ana old wii- .

neural Jawnosr in civilian clothes sera noticed among | 
" I

,J - ■' audience» 4$ 
the request of Chairman one minute's silence was

coserved by tin audience t t.Æ be;'“ianirtg of the meeting as a j 

sign of respect of the memory of those who gave their lives for | 

thb ...otharlund in the struggle .gainst the communists. Religious f 
$ 

hymns were than sung,after which brief addresses were delivered .

\ father u,luirJVm.J.jihj‘, General rSIMtJOBICO, Colonel ±5OL<XiO®‘, *

Messrs Q^Vlhxj..iV and PJJüKüu'J?.

*•» couple of rep ■-.rks mede by de her al Tsumanenho and es-

,-aoi ,iiy by rather Medvedeff during the course of their re spec- s

tlve addresses were not quite in keeping with the intended " ab

solutely calm and academic character" ofthe speeches ( vide 

report dated 4-11-38}. The former speaker passed uncomplimenta

ry remarks regarding the hladorossy Party and certain individu

al 'membors of the Xussxj.n community in dhanghvi whose names were 

not îdentioned .'but could re easily guessed. up.;aking about the 

most cruel persecutions of the Russian Orthodox Church in the 

u.à.S.K.,father Medvedeff, '.ho is. reported to have lived under 

the àevi-et regime until 1930, described in rather strong terms 

the role played by the Jews in 

to the notorious "Protocols of 

alleged plans of International

these persecutions and referred i

Wise Hen of Zion',' in which tire 
, iJewry are exposed» • His remarks. J
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dhe only departure from th. -. .pr:.vi □ ^sly announced pro- 

^rn.iuia of t.;e mm ting took place at the conclusion of the lost 

address \ hen } y :.i to wvoxpectudly,Colonel Cerejnikoff read out a 

resolution a.C c-S’cal ro? nli-nce to pass ir cy vjtmg* re
solution in question ( copy attached together with a translation) 

advocates the necessity of the establishment of an“ ^nti-Comuux- 

nist Centre cf Russia** mnigrrnts in bhunghai” .nd hardly fas any

thing to do with the declared object of the me-ting,which,it will 

be recalled, was convened in order to mark the day of rational 

fournir^.
dhe first indication that the meeting hod ’other pur

pose in view than that declared in the application to the Police, 

-.csj n found in the notification of the“Commit tee fox the .if fairs 

of Russian Emigrants in the Japanese Protected .Districts of Shang

hai “which appeared in tin issue dated 6-11-38 of th- ^lovoh The 

notification contains the following passage:-

“ ft is hope.. th-.t .11 Russians uno welcome the idea of 

unification of all- Russian emigrants for the purpose of struggle 

against the Comintern end soviet government enslaving Russian 
people?v'ill consider this meeting as+ht first step towards the uni- 

flection and will attend the meeting as a matter of their duty 

and conscience^

Wnquirdes show that the notification appeared without 

the knowledge and sanction of an uh «h. ide taler, Chairman of the 

Russian emigrants1 Committee. It may be regarded as mother at- 

temp with a view to establishing in Shanghai a publia...body...simi

lar to the "^-.nti-Communist Ç omit tee." in. Tientsin. i’he partisans 
of this movement ,it is reported, consider the previously formed
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as a farce fra th.- beginning , of aainn t\-. laos 5s spoken

the better, 1 JW57e_', tne ::u.nner in vzhich the resolution in ques- 
also

tion Ixaa been proposed and passed is^open to criticism.

file 1nesting was concluded 'by singing ehu dussi^i nati-

on al hyrm an! the traditional three cheers.

iiirc undent tn.3 function perfect order '.;as maintained,.

* * t à a
f

c ime n of j am/ilA

shod herewith together with a translation is a sp.- 

et distributed’among the audience by menoers of the

"National Un io:u of nen generation".

D « o « Z >

(. special Bx’anch



passed by Sli'i g-merol meeting of xius^i«.: exii^rmits in shanghai 
■ xiiuh wus ?.c-ld -v the aistor house or. November 6,19vU,on the 
eve of the Lumi''--TOci.ry of the October revol .-.tien.

united by the comon impulse to carry on u ruthless 

struggle against communism and realising that-this struggle 

can be crowned with success only af-ycr all national-thinking 

elements among Russian emigrants have united their efforts and. 

have established onc centre directing the struggle, Russian 

emigrants in Shanghai at their meeting held on the occasion of 

tne 21st anniversary of the communist revolution in Russia de

cided J -

1. io declare the necessity of creating an axrti-commu- 

nist centre of Russian emigrants in Shanghai.

2. l‘o attract to this centre all active national grou

pings.

3. fo take steps for the establishment of business con

tact between the centre and workers of the anti-communist group 

of powers - Jap an, Serai any and Italy- engaged in the struggle 

against communism.



PE30 JllOUIfl

OEUIHO CO6PAHIB POGGIMGKHX 3MMrPAHT0B r. UJAHXA8, COGTORBUJArOGR 
6-rO H0R6PR 1938 r. HAKAHÜHE rOAOBIHRHbl OKTHBPbGKOM PE80RWU,iR B 

nOMBUlEHIH AG10P-XAy3A.

Oôbe^eHeHiibie b c^hhom rropMB'fc k Ôesnoma^Hoâ 6ops6± c kom- 

MyHHSMOM H CO3HaBaa, ^ETO 9TB ÔOpBÔa MOJKÔT ÔLITL yCJI'felUHoë JT BIII 

Tor^a, Kor^a hch naujoHajiBHo Mbicjramaa pyccKaa OMnrpai^ia oÔT&e^eHMT 

BO eflHHO BOli CBOH CHJIBI H COS^aCT GflHHOe pyKOBOTCTBO 9TOM ÔOpBÔOM, 

pyccEcie awnrpaHTM ropojxa IHaHxaH na CBoeM coôpamii b 21-io to/i,oriii,h- 

Hy icoMMynncrnnecicon pesojiioniH b PocciM nocTaHOBHJua:

1. üpacaaaTB HeotkoflHMMM coazjiHie asTOOMMynncTinecKaro Heirrpa 

pycc&HX aiorpaHTOB b niaHxa’fc.

2. üpHBJie ! k paGoTls BOKpyr IJeHTpa bc^ aKTHBHBia Hai^ioHajiBHLiJi 

rpynopoBEH

1

3. IIpifHHTB niariï k cÔniaHceHiio m jvfcjioBOMy KOHT8KTy IJesipa c ji;±aTe- 

JIHMM aHTOOMMyHHCTBWKarO BjlOKa Hapo/JOB HhohIm, repMBHiM M 

ÜTaiiiM, BeAynjax ôopEÔy c KOMMyaaaMOM,



Translation fro?., Russian.

'*C-uWO", November 5,1958

NOTIPICrTIoN

~t 5 p.m. on November 6 - the eve of the anniversary of the 

October revolution, uGElloH.jj MEETING of Russian national-think

ing emigrants will be held, ab the ^stor House on the intitia-

; tive of ^e.Jl§.yspapey ,,HU33KY_Gg[tQgl &nd certain organizations 

of Russian emigrants.

Muring trie course of the meeting addresses will be delive

red on the following subjects:- '

1. Introductory speech of Chairman of the meeting.

2. church in the U.8.3.R.
*

3. Executions in the Red ^rtny and their reasons.

4. i'he past and present foundations of the Soviet Rule. ,
. I

5. Russian people and soviet Government. | \

6. Part played by Russian emigrants in the struggle ■ • -
against the Comintern. ‘

it is hoped that all xiussians who welcome the idea of unifi

cation of all Russian emigrants for the purpose of struggle. '

against the Comintern and Soviet Government enslaving Russian 

people,will consider this meeting as thdifirst step towards 
the unification and will attend the meeting as scatter of their 

duty and conscience. !

■by this meeting Russian emigrants in Shanghai will demon- 1 

strate their spiritual unity and will of participation in the 

work for the cause of liberation of their Motherland, .. .

IN UNITY 18 CUR STRENGTH.

Notifying of,the above,the Committee for the .affairs of Rus- | 

sian Emigrants in the Japanese .Protected -districts invites all ; ' 7

Russian residents to attend the meeting. | z
f

SOIUSHl’ŒN, I " '
Secretary of the Committee* j

November 5,1933 . r
Shanghai* .



MaB-bmenie
6«ro HOHÔpa, HaKanyirb foaoblhhhh oKTsf’pbCKoft 

peBOJijouiw, b nowtmeHÎH ACTCP XAY3, b 5 nac. 
eeqM no HHHuiaTHB-b r83. «PyCCKïFl r0J10C> hb4« 
KOTopbix SMHrpaHTcKMx pyccwMX opraHH3auô 
«yCTPAKBAETCH ObUIEE COBPAHIE pyccKBX Ha- 
UÎOHaabHO — MMCJÏHUIMX SMWrpaHTCB.

Ha 3tom coôpaniH ôyayT aanwTaHH cA’b.ajiouue 
AOKaaAH:

L BcTynwTejibHoe cacbo FlpeActAaTe^fi CoÔpaHia
2. Mtw Aepxcaaacb h acpmchtch cob. B^acib
3. UepxoBb b cob. Pocciw
4. PyccKiô napoA h cob. BflacTi»
5. O xpacnoft apMÎH
6. PoJib BMHrpauiM b ôopbôl c komhhtcphom

PYCÇKie WM, »e/a»mie 
pyccroA sMHrpauiH GopbCu c ko- 

MBHTepHoM H nopaÔoTHRiueü pyccKiü napoA ccb^t» 
ckqô sâaçfbiQ^ côMTyT ara cofipaHie. KHK repBHft mar 
Ba nyTw cÔ'beAWHeHÎH h no aoary coBtciH aa bto

3thm coCpairieM uiaHxaAcKSfl pyccKaa 9Mnrpauia 
AOWHa npoaëWgBrrVrrprfatb cfeôe Àyxf BHoe' eaHHCTVo 
h BpJiio K/pÇïuêff paCoît Ha nyTH k ocBoSowAeBiio 
CBoefi nnjTpftfrF» J

B E4HHEHIM = HAUJA CWJ1A.
Oô'bflBflHH 06 9TOM, ytipaBJieHie no A'bAaM PocciA- . 

CKHX 9MnrpaHTOB B OXpaHHCMHX HHnnOHCKHMM BJI8- ’ 
ctbmh pafiosax, co ceoefi ctopohu npnrjiaïuaeT bc%x 
pyccKHX JiioAeü npHcyTCTBOBajb Ha stom coôpaHÎk

ynpaB’eHie
CeRpeTapt CoiouiXMH.

5-ro HoaGpfl 1938 r. * ..n»~~ j-
LUauxaii



Translation of a pampnlet •. Rich wus distributed, among the audi
ence during the course of übe meeting of Russian emigrants held 
■-t the <>.stor House on November 6»1938. _____ 

i'iU Wi’IOlLiL UMIOK Œ* HjSW GlSiRRAX’ION CALLS UPON RUSal.^ 
UuIGRRHTB i’O OB8URVU THU 21-st xd-FiXlVAhSA-iY OF THU COiiiUtribT-SR'iUR 
R..j?IviUL RUImS IH OUR kOT?ARIAAD BY RUFA-IxilX^G FROM ..TTUOING OU 
THIS OnY x-.LL HIR1L5 OF -TiUjRldallTO MID BY BIox’LAfXRG OUR il-xiTIcRAL 
FJMiG hin-kRcijJ Ils BliriCli.

FOR R U S 8 I A J

October 25
November 7 )

Shanghai.

The Bay of the communist revolution. Twenty one years 

of suffering in Russia, btalin's band of robbers, the ignorant, 

criminal degenerates,whom he placed in command of the bloody 

chaos in the Bolshevist mad-house in Russia, will celebrate their 

beastly festival.tc-day. To-day we address our words to those 

..’ho do not yet feel tired.

Having paid due respect to those who gave their lives 

for Great Russia during the civil war,and to those who feel mo

rally and physically exhausted in the struggle against communism, 

we appeal to all those who are young and strong and who realise 

the necessity of struggle. • .

Ge appeal to those who have realised one thing: ROW 

or RRVUR. it does not matter, if these people are old and week 
u/

in body, or if they are mere yoji^sters who listened to songs of 

revolution instead of lullabies over their craddles.

in following along the trail with the Future Rational 

Russia as our guiding star,we fully realise the coming of this 

future can only be accelerated by courage and actionl Therefore, 

we urge all those who believe in their future to join the struggl 

let the power of their faith be their will-power. Here,in exile, 

we live a miserable life. There are moments when we are on the 

edge of despair. Only in active work,which has such strong an 

appeal to us,the younger generation, we find moral strength and ] 

can approach our beloved,dear,suffering and exhausted Mother-



land.

Uur hearts sink within us at times, but then their . oice 

is heard again No, Russia will not perish, try to be a worthy 

son of her". understanding that there is no life without Rus

sia, we derive our strength from the slogan of the present mo

ment :

“ If we want ureat Hussia,we must make ourselves 

worthy of her".

XuiTIOU.Jj UNION 01? Njï'f/ Chli'Lari.kTIÜl'i.



HauioHanbHO - Tpyaoboh C0103 Hosaro noKOjifcmsi npwrna- 
uiaeT PyccKHx smhfpbhtob. oTMfeTHTb TpaypoM 21-yio roAOBiuHHy 
KOMMyHHCTHHeCKOH HHTepHaïUOHajIbHOH BJI3CTH HB HaïUCÜ POAH- 
Hfc, OTKaaaBUIHCb B >TOT ACHb OT pa3BJieHeHlM H BblBÈCHTb Haul 
HauioHajibHbiü ♦nar c TpaypHOH neHToiî.

3a Pocciio!
25 OKTflÔpft) 

>1938 r. üJaHxaü.
7 HOHÔpfl )

flewb ôoJïbineBHTCKaro nepesopoTa. 21 toa kbk crpaAaeT Poccia, CeroAHa CTajiHHCKaa 
paaôowHHHbfl inawKa, MaaorpaMOTHoe npecTynnoe oTpoAbe nocTaB^eHnoe CTajinHbiM BepuiHTb 
KpOBaBbin xaoc ôoJibiijeBHUKaro KaôaKa hba Poccien-ôyAeT npa3AHOBaTb cboh SBispuHbift npa3- 
Ahhk. B 9T0T Z(eHb mm oôpainaeMca k t^m kto ne ycTax.

Otabb AOA>KHoe t^m, kto nornô 3a BeÆHKyio Pocciio na no.rb ôpaHH rpaxAancKoü boh- 
Hbi, oTAaBafl AOÆJKHoe h rbM, kto MopajibHO h (j)H3naecKH ycTaJi b ôopbôis co BcepocciwcKoü 
CxMyTow, mm npw3biBaeM k aKTHBHOMV A^ficTBiio 3a HanionaJibHyK) Pocciio bc^x, kto moæoa h 
CHJieH, kto co3HaeT, hto Hyxcno ôopoTbcn.

riycTb 3to ôyayT ApHXXbie kEtom cTapHKH, hjïh >Ke iohum, 3aKa^eHHbie KOÆbiôejibHow 
rrhcHew peBOJïiouin. Mbi npmbiBaeM BC'bx, t^x, kto hohhji, hto — Tenepb hjïh HHKorjia.

Mah no >KH3HeHH0My nvTW, nyTesoAHow 3Bt3AOH KOToparo hb^hcth Haine ôyAyujee — 
HauioHajibHan Poccia, mh co3naeM, hto 3to ôyAymee mo>kho npn6jiH3HTb k HacToamewy tojibko 
cirfejiocTbK) h A'bwcTBieM! H noTowy npaasiBaew k ôopbô'h BC'fcx rtx, kto b%pht b cBoe 6yAy- 
mee. HycTb cnjia B'fcpbi ôyACT ero bojïch. 3Atcb 3a pyôe>KOM, mm bjibhhm a<M3Hb npo. aôaHia, 
ôbiBaioT Tfi/Ke?ibie momchtm, kopab ao oTHaania — uuar. noAKp'bnaeHie HaxoAHiub toæbko b 
AtAaX, KOTOpblH H3M, MOAOAblM, TOBOpaT MHOTO K MHOFO. 3a HHMH MM BHAHM MHÆyiO, AOpOTyiO, 
CTpaAaiomyio, hsmotkachhvio Poahhv.

CepAue 3aMnpaeT, h oho xe oTB'buaeT: «w&m ne yMpeT Poccia, 6yAb toxbko tm ao- 
CTOftHbIM Ea CbIHOM*. B C03HauiH Toro, 4TO 6e3 Pocciw XU3HB — He XH3Hb, Aynia HanOÆHaeTÔH 
chaoh, ona nepnaeT ee H3 Be/rbHia nepexHBaeMaro MOMeHTa, kotopmh roBopuT:

Ec.iii H3M Hyxna Be^HKaa Poccia, mm aoæxhm aoctohhm ôbiTb Ea.

Ham'OKa/ibHO * TpyAOBON Coios 
Hoearo floKO/itHin.



translation from, Russian

'1 oLOVO11.. November 6,1338

h üïl js'IC^T 1 Oil

^■.t 5 p.m. to-day a series of addresses devoted to 

the 21-st anniversary of the communist rule over peoples 

of Russia will be delivered at the -.star House by Russian 

nationalists. *11 members and sympathisers of the party 

are invited to attend.

t-hief of the Shanghai Branch of all
Russia fascist Union.

x) translator's note; Party name of ur. lï.R. Patrikeyeffl



“oLOVO”, November 6jl938

I HsBfcuieMie.
Cm)u|H« b 5 q. Be'æpa b* 

noMiiujeiaiK “Aemop Xaiysia” pyfc- 
aaïuiciaa^HlcTafW i&ymyT 

npCiWTSiHH psft UOC®H-
lujemiM ^k> 21-iï luwmnoibi 

mUC-TH W 
Porch', B-ct-M copaT- 

HMKBM. COpaWHIUaiM U WiyBCT- 
BjiKwiW ipeflimt» oihm* sa Ta- 
KlCBWlX!.

H-.K IHanx. Orç^oia Pac>ci& 
ciKm ^aauBlcq&Kaffv Cœ»a
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Russians Oppose 
Comintern
Local Whites to Unite in 
Common Front; Japan, Italy, 
Germany to Be Contacted
Politically isigni.fi.cant as far as ; 

White Russian interests in Shanghai } 
are concerned was the meeting held 
at the Astor House Hotel yesterday 
afternoon, on the eve of the 21st 
anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolu
tion in Russia, when a large body 
of local Russians passed a resolu
tion of opposition to the Communists 
and support for a common front 
against the Comintern.

The meeting was attended by be
tween 300 and 400 Russians and 
was held at the Astor House, which 
has been a Japanese headquarters 
for some time. It was the first public 
demonstration jn the political field 
since the beginning of the hostilities 
although at Peiping, Tientsin and 
Tsingtao anti-Communist committees 
have been formed since Japanese 
occupation.

A minute’s silence preceded the 
meeting at which a number of 
speeches were made .stressing the 
necessity for uniting against Com
munism. A three point resolution 
was passed deciding: (1) To create an 
anti-Communist centre for Shanghai 
Russians (2) To attract to the centre 
all active national groupings of 
Shanghai Russians (3) To establish 
anti-Communist contacts with poli- ! 
tical organs in Japan, Germany and • 
Italy for establishing a common 
front against Communism.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Meeting held by Russian Nationalistic 
Group in Astor House Hotel.

Between 5 p.m. and 7.20 p.m. on the 6/11/38 a

meeting was held in Astor House Hotel, ïhangpoo Road

by a Russian Nationalistic Group on the initiative of 

a Russian daily newspaper ’’Russkae slovo" (211 Yangtsze- 

poo Road), in remembrance of the 21st anniversary of 

the fall of the old Tsarist’s Regime and the formation

of the U.8.S.R.
Five speakers named as follows:-

Mr. Simonenko, father Medvedieff,

Kerrs. Savintseff, Fedoroff and Bologoff gave

leactures on the present condition prevailing throughout 

the U.S.S.R. and suggested that the White Russian 

Community in Shanghai form an Anti-Commun!Stic block. 

The general trend of the whole meeting was of an anti- 

comnunistlc nature. About 200 persons attended the

meeting, no untoward incident occurred.
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REPORT £>^0 Noyembe r. 5 I9 38

Subjer.t 21-st anniversary of establishment of ^oviat Hide jn jtmla

Made by. Forwarded by.
j'

■according to information to hand,the following ar-

rangements have been made by the '‘white" and "red" sections of 

the rtussian community in the Settlement in order to mark the 

21-st anniversary of the es tabli simien t of the Soviet Huie in

Hussia,which falls on November 7j-

1. Between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. on .November 6 a pub

lie meeting of xtussian residents devoted to the day of Kus si an

national mourning will be held at the Astor House under the

auspices of the political group publishing the newspaper "Bus

sian Voice"(211 ïangtszepoo Hoad). Luring the course of the 

meeting a series of addresses will be delivered dealing with

the present situation in the u.b.J.rt. and reviewing results of

the Soviet Huie in Hussia. ( Vide report dated 4-11-38 )

2. fhe "Repatriation Union",1U5 Love Lane ( a pro-

on ) will celebrate the anniversary of the Oc- 

by holding parties during the evenings of No-

vember 6 and 7, between 7.3U p.m. and 12 midnight. x»drnittance

being limited to members only, about 5U persons are expected to

attend the above address on each occasion

Bocal Hussian newspapers/both emigrant and Soviet

$^1 carry articles bearing on the significance of the day.

Facial services will be held in Hussian churches in memory of

victims of the revolution and those who fell in action against

the bolsheviks. Date and time of services has not yet been an

nounced

i'he possibility of appearance of anti-Hoviet pamphlets 
not excluded.

x‘he only Soviet institutions functioning in the Het-
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tlement at present are; Moscow JNarodny .bank,Hamilton House, and. 

the Soviet Travel .agency "Intourist", 640 ozechuen Hoad ( cor-

■ ner of Hongkong x-toad J. 1'heir offices will be closed for busi

ness on November 7 and -8.

no information has so far been received which would 

indicate a possibility of a oreach of public peace and order. 

Nevertheless, police observation is advisable in the vicinity | 
of the offices of the Moscow x^arodny Bank, the Intourist and I

* 
the "Repatriation Union" on November 6,7 and 8, |

x'he meeting at the /xstor House will be attended by 

a member of the special Branch.



Slovo*1 November 5,1938

' AÔKJiaAbl B Actop^ 
Xaysfe.

6-w cere Htofliôp#, b 5 n. 
jpa, b “AcT-op Xa)jW’ rpyu- 
ju'gè pytxwx HarçioHOWcTOB ÿcT- 
paiiBamM jc-oGpamie, uocbjwh- 
Hoe 21-të rcpaBiiwt mm- 
crt peifltwohM

Ha coôpaw ôjyçjn’ aaiwra- 
bm KWFBti’CîiœiywD.ie woweirry 
^KLiaftw:. Ha ycTpo’^CTBO cidâpa- 
•tthï Horfcerca paeptawie vyim- 
î HwnaLUbiHBüx BiJiialcTeâ. Bct pyi> 
'crâ Jîioyp •up®raaniaKW|c(a ooct- 
m bto ewpaHÎe. j

OBTINS AT THS aSTOR HOUSB

-n.t 5 p.m. on .November 6 a meeting devoted to 

the .21*st anniversary of the October revolu

tion will be held at the ^stor House under the 

auspices of a group of Russian nationalists»

series of addresses bearing on the/signifi

cance of the day vzill be delivered during the 

course .of the meeting» dermission□has been ob

tained from the Settlement authorities to hold 

this meeting and all Kussian residents are in-

vTFeT Tto ’^aTTenï



Date November 4, 1938.

(Special Branch) Office Notes

Commissioner.

Sir, s

In this case it is rather surprising that j

the Japanese insist on permission being obtained !

from S.li.C. as hitherto they have gone ahead and

pleased themselves. I recommend that the application

be acceded to»

D.C.(Special Branch)
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Sub/ect...t:^d* 1.^.i:9..^5.19..1}...2.?..„a„gr pap of it us si an residents f or.permission to hold pub-* 
lie meeting on 6-ÏÏ-38 "in’ the «stor House on the occasion of: 2Ïst an-....

«t 11 a.m. on November 4 Mr. h.K.Serejnikoff, re

siding at 211 ïangtszepoo Hoad, came to this office to apply 

for permission to hold a public meeting of Russian residents 

in the ^otor House between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. on November 6. 

«shed to furnish full details regarding the nature and pro

gramme of the proposed meeting,he wrote the attached letter 

addressed to the Commissioner of Police containing the infor

mation required.

it will be seen from this letter that the meeting 
that

will be political in character, and^its object is to mark the

day of Russian national mourning, lhere will be no discussion

and no resolutions will be proposed . I
I 

xir.K.i'i. Herejnikoff, who undertakes the responsi

bility for maintaining general order during the function,is t
i 

Chairman of the U'ajside branch of the Russian Emigrants’ Com

mittee and Vice-Chairman of the Cossacks’ Union in Shanghai. 

However, in applying for the above permission he is acting not 

in his official capacity, but as a representative of the edito

rial staff of t.ie newspaper "Russian Voice” and a group of 

Russian residents.

With the exception of kedoroff, who is regarded by 

many with suspicion owing to his previous connection with the

niversary of communist revolution in xtussia.
....................................................P”’*’ ’/™................... "Z . ................... .......

Made by...^*.?..*.JL •................................................ Forwarded by____ FFFL..___ _________________________ -_ ;__ ____



■translation from Has si an

To the Commissioner,
Shanghai Municipal Police,

Sir, 

.editorial staff of newspaper "Russky G-olos " (Rus

sian Voice J and a group of local Russian residents have the 

honour to request your permission to hold a public meeting 

devoted to the 21st anniversary of the communist revolution 

and Soviet Rule in Russia, it is proposed to hold this meeting 

between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m . on .November 6 in the premises of 

the Astor house, invitation to attend the meeting will be ex

tended to all Russian, residents.

The object of the meeting is to mark the day of Rus

sian national mourning, à series of addresses will be held 

during the function on the subject of the present situation in 

the u.S.S.R, and reviewing the results of twenty years of the So

viet regime, fhe programme of the mef-ting is attached herewith.

ihe general tone of all addresses will be of an abso

lutely calm and academic character, no sharp outbursts whatever 

and no departures from the announced programme will be allowed.

The undersigned, mt. R.K. Serejnikoff,member of edi

torial staff of the "Russian Voice",assûmes the responsibility 

for general order during the function,as well as for that the 

addresses will be delivered in the manner outlined above.

in conclusion,! consider it my duty to inform you 

that the Japanese Authorities are willing to grant »us permis

sion to hold this meeting in the premises of the Astor House 

on the condition that permission be first obtained from the Mu

nicipal Police and that absolute order be maintained during 

and after the function.

( Signed)J N.K.Serejnikoff

b o v ember 4,1938 
shanghai.



■‘•ranslation from Russian.

PR l~X rR i.iVf 1438

of meeting of Russian residents in Shanghai which will be held 
in the premises of the astor House between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. on 
i>lovember 6,1938 on the occasion of 21st anniversary of the com
munist-revolution and 80viet rule in Kussia, _____ 

1. introductory speech of Chairman
of the meeting................ .........................Colonel ù .n.^erejnikof f

2. church in the U.S.s.n..............................father M.Medvedeff

3. executions in the tied ermy and
their reasons................................................. mt. Pedoroff

4. i'he past and present foundations
of the Soviet rule...................................General fsumanenko

5. Russian people and Soviet Govern
ment.............. .. ......................................... Mr.jP.A. Savintsef f

6. Part played by Russian emi
grants in the struggle against 
the Comintern................................ ............... Colonel G.xk.-°ologoff
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* iïpoppamma
COEPlHIff pycCKFr SwTYAFTOB POP» I ART AH no nosoiy £1 ro-

" KOMMyBMCTHXieCKOH peBOJÏBUlM K COBtecHOfi MSCTM,
MMtnq&ro <5 ht a b EocKpecesle 6 HO«ôpn b nowfe^eatM ACTOP 
IAJ3 b S vacoB seuepa.

1. BcTjnMiejbHoe cxobo Ilpeac'Maie.iH CoôpaHia
LoaxoBMMKa H, K, CepexüMKosa

a, uktKÛBB JB COB. POCC^M* 
" AOKjejî cBHj<euHHKa o.a. UeABtAesa
3. PAoCTPSjOB B KPACHO0 APM^

Aoiciax r-na $e*opoBa k
4., a AepsaTca coBtecxaa yjtacia

40 Ki as rea* LboMaaeaKO
5. PyCCKIfl HAPOA ü COJ^TCKAH BIACTE

4o MM TI. Ab CapMKneBfî
6< POIB SMMrPAlUM B BOPPS* 0 TOW^T^T^nM>

4omm uo^KOBH^iKa r,Kf boxoroBa



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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REPORT ^ate Bècember 80,?9 37

Subject Anti-Soviet h ndbill in ...Russian circulated on 7.11.37.

dith reference to the endorsement of P.A. to D.C. 

(Special Branch) on the attached, report dated November 8, 

1937, diligent enquiries have failed to disclose the source 

of the anti-Soviet, handbill in Russian, copies of which 

were circulated in shanghai on November 7, 1937. It is 

generally believed that a secret group of local Russians 

of anti-Bolshevik and pro-Fascist tendencies is responsible 

for the appearance of these handbills and that they were 

pointed in one of the numerous small Chinese printing 

shops. It is also possible that the printing was done 

in one of the printing establishments in the Japanese 

occupied districts of tl 3 Settlement.

The slogans apnearing in the handbill in question, 

namely: "All Russians are brothers," "Communism will die, 

Russia will live" and "Hit the big snake on the head and 

do not spare the little ones1* are typical slogans of the 

"Brotherhood of the Russian Truth," a secret anti-Bolshevik 

organization. It is reported that propaganda literature 

bearing these slogans was also printed in Harbin by Japanese 

for smuggling and distributing in the U.S.S.R.

.C. (Special Branch)



IlIaHxaA, 7 — 11 — 37

KoMMyHHSMfe yMpen». Pocdsi ne mperb.

7TfeT1>
flaa^uarb caraHwHCKaa babctb AepacHrb bt> KpoBaBbix'b THCxax'b na- 

niy MHorocTpajiaJibHyK) PoAHHy ZUaAuaTb AOJirHX'b jrbrb HaxoAMMCrt 
Mbi si? HarHaHÎH, ôopflcb 3a npaBo cymecTBosainfl, 3a npaeo cboôoaho AywaTb h 
BbIpa>K3Tb HâlllH Mb! CAM.

Kt> KOHixy BTHX'b UBAZLUATH jrbTi> mu Moxcewi, ct> ys-bpeHHOCTbio cKaaaTb, 
UTO CaTaHMCTM ÔAW3KH K*b CBOefi THÔeAH H HX*b nOüblTKH 33XBaTHTb MIPŒ> nOJTb 
cbok) BJiacTb oKOHuaTCJibHO pyxnyAH.—OauiHCTCKan PlTajiin, HauHCTCxafl Fepwa- 
HÎfl, OÔ’bHBMAH OKOHUaTCAbHyK) BOfiny C3TaHH3My. nOJTb KaKMMT» 6bl HaSBaHieMlj, 
wjiH (})JiaroM'b ohi> ne CKptiBajicfl... HauioaajiH3U'b Taiœe noô'fejKAaeT'b h bt> Apy- 
FHX'b cTpanaxT» h y»ce cxopo, cxopo mu yBHAWMi, HAUiy POflHHy cboÔoahoü 
ott> Kpacwaro wra...

Hamn Bparw 6e3CHAbHbi... Ohm KpMHaT'b, kto ohm ne ôojitch 3MHrpauiH, h 
bt> to »<e BpeuH noxHiijaioT'b KyrenoBa h MwAAepa. Ohh KpMHaT'b, hto ohm He 
ôoflTCfl BparoBi> BH'buiHHX'b, h bt> to xe BpeMB nocTHAHo ycTynaiorb peajibHofi 
CMJlt, KaKT» 3TO ÔblAO H3 Awyp’fc... K yCT3MH JIWTBBHOBa BaJiaxa ^HHKeJIblIITefi- 
Ha npOTHBT» ACHOKHOft nOMOIHH BMHrpauiH H T. A...

Bt> ôcschaîh ohh TmeTHo erapaioTCfl pasxoacHTb h yHMHToxcHTb CBoero 
caworo CJIABOrO (bt> peaxbHoft 6opb6t) h caMoro CHJlbHOFO (wopaAbno) Bpa- 
ra—SMKrPAUIK), cawoe cymecTBOBanie KOTopofi bt> TeneHin 3tmx% flBaAUaTH 
jiferb ôbijio npoTecroMi» npornsi» caTaHWHCKoô babcth, jicejiaiomeft oxoHMaTeAbHO 
nopaôoTHTb Hawy PoAHHy.

PyCCKIE JHOflU KOHEU1» CATAHW3MA BJIH3OK1> W MAC'S HALLIE* 
TO BO3BPAHIEHIJI HA POflHBY riPHBJIWKAETCfl.

nOMHWTE, MTO MH PyCCKIE, KOTOPHE, ÜEPBHE HAMAJIH BOPb- 
By nPOTHB’L CATAHHÇTOB’L H MH flOJDKHH EE 3AKOHMHTB.

BCb H BCE HA BOPbBy. HKKTO HE flOJIHCEH’L BHTb BH*b PVC- 
ÇKOFI rOCyÆAPCTBEHHOCm nOMHHTE SABOTS FIETPA — BPEMH 
ynyuiEHHOE, cmepth doaobho.

CHJIOTHTECb >KE OKOJÏO BALUKXT» MECTHHXT» BOJEflEH, OKOJIO 

BAUIHX’B AKTHBHHXI> OPrAHK3ALlIH H HE FIOJIflABAPITECb HA FIPO- 
BOKAIJIOHHHfl BHCTynjIEHW JDKE-BOHCÆEH H CEKCOTOB...

KAHCflHH HO M'BP'B CHJITb flOJDKEHI» BHHOJIHHTb CBOH flOJir'b 

nEPETTb POAKHOH, MTOBH COB^CTb BHJIA MHCTA KOFflA BEPHEMCH 

HA POflHyiO 3EMJ1IO.
(Hnace mu AaeMi> BaM^ HMena sainHX'b MtcTHHX'b BparoBi»).

B. CHMAHCKIH — CoBKOHcyjrb. PyKOBOAHTeAb paôoTbi HW bt> UlaHxa’fc. 
133 PyT*b CaftayHrb, Tea* 73914.

H. T. EPO0EEB1) — CexpeTapb CoBKOHcyjibCTBa. PyKOBOAHTeAb ceKcoTOB'b h 
noKpoBHTejib „Bo3BpameHueB'b“. 64 Pyrb TpyiiiH, 
Tea, 74081

B. H. KOHCTAHTHHOBI) — Gom, CoB'bTCKaro BoeHHaro AreHTa, paôoTHHKi»
Pa3BtAynpa. 479/B Pjo JIa4>aüeT'b, Tea. 81218.

C. B. KPACMHCKIK — Cjiywamifi CoBnocojibcTBa, paôoTaeTi» no jihhïm my*
t KoHTHHeHTajib AnapT., 4>AeTi> 504, CefiMyp'b poat>, 

Tea. 36137
T. M. KPACKHCKIK -- lOpncKOHcyjibT'b CoBKOHcyjibCTBa. CoBiiinioHi» h CoBnpo- 

BOKaTopa», i<3CTynjiéHHbift sparb 3MnrpaiUH. 345 Abchio 
AjibGeprb, TeA. 70864.

JI. IIIAXOBl» •— CeKperapb CoB'bTCKaro BoeHHaro AreHTa, paGoraeTT» Pas- 
BtAynpa, CBnSSHTb C% pyKOBOAHTeJïflMH KHTaÜCKOM ROM- 
napTiH, 181 Abchk) flioôaôAb, Tea, 81571

H. T. CAPATOBUEBI) — HanajibHUKTb npecci> Biopo CoBnocojibcTBa, paGoraeTi» 
no pa3Ao>KeHiio MaccTt». 169 PyTi> BHHAMHT'b, OwKapAifl 
AnapT., TeA. 75432

H. nEB3KHl> — noMoiuHUKi, AnpeKTopâ „Tacca‘\ cob. TeAerpacJ)Haro 
arencTBa. PaôüTaeTi, no pasAonceniio Macci).
rpoBenopTb Xay3i> 203. Pio KapA*iHaAT> Mepcie, Te a 72234 

B. T. CAPIHZiyAHU'b — CTapbift hckhctts, îipeACTaBHTeAb ^Fockmho44 bt> IlIaH-
. JIHTBKHEKO xa'b, apeHAaTopi? Ahshctj Tearpa. llponaraHAMCT'b pa3- 

AaraTeAb Macci>.
1173 BaÔAHRrb BeAAi> PoA*b> TeA. 37913



J M. fJ. CyjlEBHUl> — BjiaAbaeui» ICmioH'b CTHMiunn'b A>KeHCM, 51 K3htoht> 
PojTb, AreHCTBa COBTOpTO^JIOTa. AKTHBHblft paÔOTHHKïr 
rny. Ero KOHTopa oamhts H3*b ueHTpoB’b iiinioHa^a. 
15/17 Pk> flojib Xenpw, tcjt. 70150.

JI. (pEHrEJIbMAH'B — XapÔHHCkin qeKHCT'b, noMomHWïCb CyjieBuqa.
6 JlopTOHTb TeppacT».

P. fl. 3EJlbBEPri> — KoMMyHHCTT», cjiyHcamiH CyjieBwua.
K). T. rPKHbJIATI) — KoMMyHHCT'b, cayacamiH CyjieBuqa 

(3EflKHCKIM)
X. KPOCJIAHflT» — KoMMyHHCT'b, cjiywamin CyjieBuua, cxpbiBaeicfl boat^ 

aHrjiiwcKofi 4>aMwjiieH.
B; H» SOHflAPEHKO — Oahht> h31> opraHnsaTopoBi» KoMCOMOJia bt> IIJaHxa'b, 

paôoTaeT'b no pa3Jio>KeHiK) awurpaHTCKOH mojioaokh. 
147/9 PyTi» riojib XenpH, tcji. 76602

fl. 5. BKJ1EHCKIH — Cexcorb my. BjiaA'bJieirb THnorpacjHH HeHTypioHT>
91 ^Hrueny Poat». Ero xoMnanioHi» TEJIEIIIOBï», ue- 
KHCTT» H3T> ypTH.

\ B. A. MHJIKKHHl) — BjiaA’kaeirb npoBOKauioHHOH raaeTbi „Hobocth Æha“, 
620 ÀBeHK) «PoiUT». FaaeTHHÜ npoCTHTyT'b H UiaHTa)KHCT'br 
paôoTaeTT» na coB'bTcxyio cyôCHAiio h o6i>flB4eHifl cob^t- 
UHKOB'b H npOXBOCTOB*b H3T> 3MHTpauiH, TCJI 36400

AV (POMViMEBT) — CoTpyAHHKT» Mhjihkhhh, npoBoxaTopi». nHuierb doat» 
nceBAOHHMOM*b CyHHceHCKÎü, JXHjiCTaHTi», <PoMa 3acbin- 
xhht>. fl. PaaaKOBi>. KaTop>KHnK*b, aap'hsajrb bt> 1924 
roAy xceny CBoero ÔJiaroA’bTejifl MaTymxy fleMHAOBy.

B* flPO3flOBl> — BJIHHtaftUHH COTpyAHHKT» MHJIHXHHa, CCKCOTT», HACHT» 
Coioaa Bo3BpameHueB'b. 3a cexcyaxbHMfl ncnxonariH 
BbïCJiaH'b H3T» UMHAaO.

. H. 0 CBKHbKH’b — npoBoxaTopT», CoTpyAHHKT» MwjiHKHHa, paôoTaerb no
x (CB'BTJIOB’L) paajioxceHÎK) aMHrpauiH. BoaraaBnaerb Coioa'b Bo3Bpa* 

J uieHixeBT».
I. A5PAMOBimT> (ABPÔ) — Bmb. bochkomt», bhhobhhkt» MaccoBHX'b pacrp'b* .

aobt>. 3aBlmyK)iiuft xoaaftcTBOM'b Hhjihkhhckhxt» „Hobo* 
cTeft flHrt.1’

H. IHErOJ!EBT> — HpoBOKaTop*b, Ehb. PeAaxTop-b MaaaopoccKaro .,HoBaro 
riyTH“. Ujieirb Coma BoaBpameHueBT». PaÔoTaeTir 
no paajioxemio 3MHrpauin.

II. nOKPOBCKIH — ripOBOKaTOpTs. COTpyAHHK-b MHflHXHHa. npHKpHBaeTCff
MacKoft <J)aiuHCTa, paôotaerb nô paajioweHiio 3MMrpaiiiH«

A. FI. U1EBAJIWH1> — ripoBOKaTopt. Bi> CBoe Bpewfl BBaKyxpoBajii» ôtjiMXir 
COJIABTT» M3T> MaHHXCypiH BT» CCCP, OHK BCt CblJI» 
paaCTp'bjIflHbl. COTpyAHHKT» MHJIHXHHa.

A. OEflOPOB’L — npoBoxaTopi». Bwb. KpacHWÜ HpoxypopT», BTHpajicn Bir 
paaJïHMHHSi opraHHBauiH ci» utjibio paaJioxeHia.

A. C. MAKEEBï> — npoBowaTop-b, paôoTaeTT» no paaJiOKeHiio 3MHrpauiHr î
HeABBHO 'b3AHJIT> BT» CCCP. I

XAnTOHI> B- — AHFJiMqaHHHT>, coBareim» BnaAt«euT>, 0jihtt> HbiocTr
AxceitcH, 160 Abchîo SjiyapAa YII, tm. 13983,

BCEBOJIOHT> KBAHOBT» — CoBnwcaTeJib h coB.'wypHajiHCT'b, 6e3npHHUHnHbifir 
(CABOCbKA) nepejierb. PaôojaeTT» kbkt» cckcott» cpean McypHa/iHCTOBT»*

A. Jî. CFTE/Ib — Cckcott», pa6oTaeTT> no BoennoMy wnioHaxcy. Bjiajrtaeirtr
Aprb Chhcmb KopnopaTiom». Ocyx^eH HeaaBHo 3a npo* 
Aaacy nop»orpa(j)HMecKHX'b khho ÈapTHHT»

T. TOPrOBWUKIH — Éwb. BAaroBtmeHCKiü ^ckmctt», Ero MarasMH’b AMepHKeHTr 
UlycT». 765 Abchio >Ko(J)(j)pT> «bkh ccxcotobt» my. 1

t X<HBeTT> 173 CeôMypT» Poat», anapr. 103, 31074
I C, JIAHMJ1EBCKIPI — npeActaarejib Kjiyf>a CoBrpaHqxaH’b, 787 BefixafiBeiï 

Poat>, Te a, 36296 npojieTapIfi ct> bhjijïoA bt> LlwHAao h 
ôojibiiiHMH AeHbraMH bt> ôaHxax'b. Cobhoaxsahmt» h luxy* 
pHHKi>. 129/6 Abchio XeôrT». Tea. 74541.

ft. H. SAKXrEPIMT» —- CexpeTapb KayÔa CoBrpaxcAaHT», paôoTaeTT» no amhîh rnyr
14. fl. CyKEHHKŒ) — Bjiajrhjieirb loBeaupHaro Maraawna HCeneBa, 645 Abchkx 

}Ko4>(J)p'b. Bmb. MocxoBCxift qçxHCTT», Topryerb xpaaen* 
HbIMH AparOU'bHHOCTflMH, 3aJIHTTJMH pyCCKOÔ KpOBbK).

H. H. KOBTyHEHKO — CexcoTT» my. IlbiTaxcH BtepeTbca bt> 3MHrpaHTCxiff 
opraHHsauiH. FIoctohhho nocfcniaerb SwurpaHTcxifl cto* 
AOBblfi

B. B. 3KMHHT» — Cay>xamift CoBnocoxbCTBa. KpynHbiw AreHTi» my, 64,
, PyTT» rpyniH, Tea. 77844
I A. C. flEHWCOBT» — KoMMyHHCT'b, 6wb. pe^axTopT» aaxpbiToii coBraaeTbi lUaH* 

xaft fleftjiK XepaJibJTb, 374 Kiati/çcH Poat>, Tea. 12117

pyccKin pyccKOMy bpati. |
EEPÏ 3M-bIO TOJIOBy W HE HPOnyCKAH H SM’BEHHIIIEH. 1

XJI-BBI» COJIb HE 3ABHBAEMŒ» - flOJIFH FlJIATHMt.
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COMMUNISM WILL DIE.

Shanghai,7-11-37

RUSSIA WIIL LIVE.

TWENTY Y S A R S,

Twenty years have passed since our Motherland fell 

under the blfcody yoke of the satanist powef,under which she is 

still suffering. Twenty long years we have spent in exile 

struggling for our existence,for the right to think freely and 

to express our thoughts.

Now at the end of these two decades we can state with 

confidence that the satanists are near their perdition and that 

their attempts to seize control over the whole world have defi

nitely failed. The Fascist Italy and the Nationalist Germany 

have declared a war on the satanism whatever name ox* flag it 

may use to disguise itsell« Nationalism is also victorious in 

other countries and time is rapidly coming when we shall see our 

MOTHERLAND free of the red yoke.

Our enemies are impotent.• They loudly announce that 

they do not fear Russian emigrants and at the same time make ar

rangements to have Kutepoff and Miller kidnapped. They declare 

that they do not fear any external enemies and at the same time 

shamefully capitulate before any real power as,for instance, they 

did in connection with the recent incident on Amur river. And 

through the medium of Litvinoff alias Wallach alias Finkelstein 

they obstruct the scheme of a financial aid to Russian emigrants.

In their impotence they make vain Offorts- to disinte

grate and destroy their physically the WEEKEST and morally the 

STRONGEST enemy - RUSSIAN EMIGRANTS,the very fact of the ex

istence of whom during the past twenty years has been a protest 

against the satanist power oppressing our Motherland.

RUSSIANS, THE END 09 SATANISM IS HEAR AND THE HOUR W 

RUtOBSi TO OUR HOMELAND IS COMING.

REMEMBER THaT WE WERE FIRST TO START THE STRUGGLE



^GAINST THIS SATANISTS AND THAT WE MUST GARRY ON THIS STRUGG LN 

TO THE END.

EVERYONE MUST JOIN THIS STRUGGIE. NO ONE SHOULD REMAIN

PASSIVE IN THE STRUGGLE FOR RUSSIAN STATE. REMEMBER PETER THE 

GREAT’S WORDS» PROCRASTINATION IS SIMILAR TO DEATH.

RALLY AROUND YOUR TRUSTED LEADERS ,AROUND YOUR ACTIVE 

ORGANIZATIONS /ND DO NOT LET YOURSELVES TO RE MISLED BY PROVOCA^ 

TORY ACTIVITIES OF VARIOUS PSEUDO- LEADERS AND SOVIET AGENTS-

EVERYONE MUST DO HIS BEST IN ORDER TO GaRHY OUT HIS 

DUTY TO HIS MOTHERLAND ÔÔ THaT HIS CONSCIENCE MIGHT BE FREE 

WHEN TIME COMES OF OUR RETURN TO RUSSIA.

( Underneath we publish the names of your local enemies)

B. SIMANSKY - Soviet Consul. Directs the activities of the 
G.P.U, in Shanghai* Resides at 133 Route de 
Hay Zoong.Tel.73914.

N.G.ERQFEYEFF - Secretary of the Soviet Consulate General. 
Directs the activities of secret agents and 
encourages members of the Repatriation Union 
of Russian Emigrants* Resides at 64 Route de 
Grouchy,Tel. 74081.

V.N.KONSTANTINQPF- Assistant to Soviet Military Attache and mem
ber of the Razvedupr ( Military Intelligence). 
Resides at 479/b Rue Lafayette,Tel.81218.

8,B.KRASINSKY - Employee of the Soviet Jfcabassy. Is engaged in
activities of the G.P.U* Resides at Plat 504, 
Continental Apartments, Seymour Road. T.36137.

G.M.KRASLaVSKY - Legal adviser of the Soviet Consulate. Soviet 
spy and agent-provocateur,rabid enemy of emi

grants. Resides at 346 Avenue du Roi Albert, 
T. 70864.

L.SHAHOFF  - Secretary tothe Soviet Military Attache. Agent
of the Razvedupr,connected with leaders of the 
Chinese Communist Party. Resides at 181 Avenue 
Dubail. T. 81571.

P.G.SARATOVTSEFF - Chief of the Press Bureau of the Soviet Embassy 
Is engaged in activities directed towards the 
disintegration of masses. Resides at 169 Route 
WinlinglPicardia Apartments),!. 75432.

I.PEVSIN - Assistant manager of TASS News Agency. Is en
gaged in activities directed towards the dis
integration of masses, besides at 203 Route Car
dinal Mercier (Grosevenor House),T.72234.

V.G. SAINDYANTZ- 
LITVIKENKO - Veteran member of the Cheka,representative of 

the Soviet Films in Shanghai, les see of the 
ISIS THEATRE. Agitator and agent-provocateur. 
%sides at 1173 Bubbling Well Rd. T. 37913.



M.Ya.SüüLEVICH - Proprietor of the Union Steamship .agency,51 Can
ton Road,- agnets for the Soviet Mercantile Flee! 
■active member of the G.P.U. His office is one of 
the centres of espionage activities. Resides at 
15/17 Rue Paul Henry, T. 70150.

L. FMIGELMaM - Member of the harbin Cheka. ^>n assistant of Soo-
levioh. xtesides at 6 Lorton Terrace.

p.D.ZELRERG - Communist, An employee of Soolevioh.

U. G.GREENBLaTT-
(KELINSKY) - Communist. An employee of Soolevioh

H.CROSSLAND - Communist, -an employee of Soolevioh. Hides under
an English name.

V. Ya. BONDARENKO- One of the organizers of the Communist Youth
League in Shanghai. Is engaged in activities di
re ted towards the disintegration of emigrants' 
youth, "eaides at 147/9 Rue Paul Henry,T. 76602.

B, B. VILENSKY - Secret agent of the G.JJ.U. Proprietor of the Cen
turion Printing Establishment,91 Yangtszepoo Rd. 
His partner ISLESHOPFwàs a memoer ofCheka at 
Urga.

V.A. CHILIKIN - Proprietor of the provooatorynewppaper"Novostl 
Alia*, 620 Avenue Pooh. A newspaper prostitute 
and blackmailer. Receives a subsidy from the 
Soviet authorities as well as advertisements 
from Soviet firms and from various blackguards 
amfcng the emigrants. T. 36400.

M. POMIGHKFS* - Chilikin's assistant,an agent-provocateur. Writes
under the pen names Bungensky,Dilettante,Fcma ^ar 
piskin,D.Radakoff. Former convict who murdered 
Mrs Demidoff,wife of a prist, and his benefactor, 
in 1924.

V.DROSDCW - Chilikin's right-hand man. Secret Soviet agent. 
Member of the Repatriation Union of Russian Emi
grants. Was deported from Tsingtao for an of
fence of a sexual character.

N.F.SVETLQFf - 
SVINYIM - Provooator,Chilikin's assistant,| is engaged in 

activities directed towaads the disintegration 
of emigrants. Chairman of the Repatriation Union.

I .ABRAMOVICH 
(ABRO)

N.SGHEGOLKFF

P.POKROVSKY

a.P.SHABALIN

^.FEDOROFF

- Ex-Militray Commissary,responsible for mass exe
cutions. Manager of Chillkin's*Novosti Dnia*.

- Provooator. former editor of the Mladorossy "Novy 
Put*, ‘“‘ember of the Repatriation Union. Is engag 
ged in activities directed towards the disinte
gration of emigrants.

- Provooator. Chilikin's assistant. Works under the 
mask of fascism. Is engaged in activities directe 
towards the disintegration of emigrants.

- Provooator. Was formerly engaged in the repatri
ation of soldiers of White Armies from Manchuria 
to the USSR where they were subsequently ekeSuted 
An assistant of Chilikin.

- Provooator. Ex-Procurator in the USSR. Penetrates»



A<S.MAKBÏKEP -

jj.V. FLEET

y, N. IVAN OFF 
•Savoska")

A.Ya. SEGEL -

G.TÛRGOVITgKY -

S. DANILEVSKY -

Ya.N.ZAKREIM -

I.D.SUKKNIK .

4 „

into various emigrants' organization in order 
to disintegrate them.

/^ent-provocateur, Is engaged in activities di
rected towards the disintegration of emigrants* 
Recently made a trip to the U.S.S.R,

British, Soviet agent.proprietor of the Fleet 
News Agency,160 Avenue Edward VIItT,13983

Soviet writer and Journalist* Unprincipled 
turn-ooat* Works as a secret agent among jour
nalists*

Secret Soviet agent, engaged in military espi
onage* Proprietor of the Art Cinema Corporation 
Recently was eonviated of the offense of sel

ling indecent films*

Ex-member of the Cheka at Blagoveschensk. His 
shop - American Shoe Store>765 Avenue Joffra
is a meeting place for secret agents of the
G.P.U,  Resides at 173 Seymour Road, Apt* 103. 
I. 31074.

Chairman of the Soviet Citizens’ Club,737 Wei- 
haiwel Road,T.36296. A proletarian possessing 
a villa at Tsingtao and solid deposits inbanks. 
Soviet lackey. Resides at 129/6 Avenue Haig, 1 
T.74541. ?

Secretary od the Soviet Citizens' Club* Member 
of the GPU.

Proprietor of Jewellery Store*.,^Geneva" ,645 Ave
nue Joffre. Ex-member of the Cheka at Moscow. 
Deals in robbed jewellery stained v/ith Russian 
blood.

N.I. KOVTUMENKO- Secret agent of the GPU* Made attempts to pe
netrate into emigrants' organizations* Regular 
visitor of small restaurants frequented by emi-J 
grants*

V.V. KIMIN - Employee of the Soviet Embassy. Important 
agent of the GPU* besides at 64 Route de Grou
chy. T, 77844.

A.S.DENISOK? - Communist. Ex-editor of the now closed Soviet 
newspaper China Daily Herald>374 Kiangs! Road. 
T.12117.

ALL RUSSIANS ARE BROTHERS.

HIT THE SNAKE ON THE HEAD AND DO NOT SPARE HER LITTLE ONES.

WE DO NOT FORGET HOSPITALITY ACCORDED TO US
• f i 

and WK pay OUR DEBTS. J

Î
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RAPPORT---

No 1320/2

Objet :

Référ :

Tracts anti-soviétique s répandus à Shanghai le 
7 novembre à l’occasion du 30ème anniversaire de 
l’établissement du pouvoir des Soviets en Russie.

Groupe tents nationaux russ s.
Etablissements de l’URSS de Shanghai.

Des tracts anti-soviétique s ont été répandus à Shanghai le 

7 Novembre à l’occasion du 20ème anniversaire de 1’établissement 

du pouvoir soviétique en Russie. Un certain nombre de ces docu

ments a été adressé par poste aux représentants des colonies 

russes et étrangères de la place. D’autres ont été distribués 
D.a/V.R. U-.

clandestinement dans 1’Avenue Joffre et 1’Avenue du Roi Albert.

L’un des tracts a été adressé par la poste au commissaire de la 

police du Settlement.

Ces tracts font appel aux émigrés russes à s’unir pour rae-
1 ner à bien la lutte finale contre les "sataniouas” qui sont | 

les oppresseurs de leur patrie. Ils donnent en terminant la ? 

liste des personnes qui doivent être considérées par les émigrés | 

misses comme leurs ennemis à Shanghai. Cette liste énumère les l s 
noms de différents représentants des établissements officiels et J 

J 
commerciaux de l’URSS de la plaça, ainsi que ceux des collabora- ï 

teurs du journal russe “Novosty Dnia” de V. CHILIKINE.

Il y a tout lieu de penser que ces tracts ont été publiés 

et répandus dans notre ville par le groupement fasciste de

. . . . . . . . . »
J
il

il

/■ t \
* \ •

. À



HOUZmEVSKÏ (Harbine), dont la suction de druing^i est installée 

au -° 831' v.’eihaiwei road (C.I.)

Ci-joint un exemplaire de ces tracts dont traduction suit :

Shanghai, 7-11-37.

ne Lonnunlsme périra - La Russie ne périra pas.

VI: » t an a.......

Depuis viijgt ans, le pouvoir ne LTaLIDL étouffe dans une 

étreinte sanglante notre malheureuse patrie.

Depuis vingt ans nous nous trouvons en exil et luttons pour 

le croit ce notre existence et pour le droit de la libre pensée.

..u bout uo ces vingt ans, nous pouvons affirmer que les 

sataniques se trouvent au boru du gouffre et que leurs tentati

ves ce s’empanel* du pouvoir dans le monde entier* ont subi un 

échec définitif. L’Italie fasciste et 1’Allemagne national-so

cialiste ont déclaré la guerre au satanisme, quelque soit le 

nom. ou la couleur sous laquelle il se présente. Le sentiment 

national gagna de plus en plus du terrain dans les autres paye. 

Lots vex*rons bientôt notre patrie libérée du joug rouge...

Los ennemis sont impuissants.

Ils proclament à haute voix qu’ils ne craignent pas l’émi

gration. Toutefois ils enlèvent les généraux KOUTLPOFF et 

1LLLR. Ils déclarent qu’ils ne craignent pas les ennemis de 

1’.extérieur; cependant ils cèdent lâcherntà toute force réelle, 

comme on l'a vu dans la question du fleuve Amour. Ils ^'opposent 

par l’intermédiaire de LITVINOFF alias V.^L/iKH-FINKaLSTSlN au 

soutien pécuniaire de l’émigration, etc. 
AImpotents, ils tachent pur tous les moyens de désagréger 

et annihiler l’émigration russe, leur ennemi le plus faible



(dans la lutta matérielle) et le plus .fort (ou point de vue 

iriorm). 'Jette emigration, dont l’existence même curant ces 

vingts années du pouvoir satanique, représente une protestation 

vivante contre les oppresseurs de la or trie.

Husserl Le satanisme est la veille de sa chute. L’heure 

de nc-tro retour en Russie approche.

Rappelez-vous que ce sont nous les russes qui ont déclenché 

les premiers 1- lutte contre les sataniques et que nous devons 

lu terminer.

Sacrifiez-vous et sacrifiez tous vos £iens pour la lutte, 

nappelez-vous le testament de Pierre Le Grand : Le temps perdu 

égale la mortl

Unifiez-vous autour de vos chefs, autour de vos organisa

tions. évitez d’écouter les provocateurs et des agents secrets 

ce l’UHSS.

Chacun doit remplir son devoir conformément à ses moyens.

La conscience de tous doit être claire au moment de notre retour 

dans notre patrie.

Nous énumérons ci-après, les noms de vos ennemis qui se 

trouvent à Shanghai. (

B. S»lfSKY, consul de l’URSS. Chef du G.?.U. à Shanghai. i

133, route de Say Zoong, tél.73914.

N,G. iîKOFL l’F, Secrétaire du Consulat de l’URSS. Chef des agents j 

secrets du G.l’.U. et ’'patron" des émigrés désireux ; 

de rentrer en URSS, 64 Route de Grouchy, tél.74081. j 

V.N. KONSlaNTINOFF, attache militaire adjoint, Agent du Razvedovç»; 

(service des renseignements militaires de l’URSS), 

479/B rue Lafayette, tél.81318.



wo/a.. -

G.B. KitiSSINSKY, employé de l’/jnbassade de l’URSS. Travaille 

pour le compte du G.F.IJ. ‘'Continental Apt." N°5O4, 

Seymour Rond, tél.36137.

L. Si!-KHOFt’, Secrétaire de l’attaché militaire, .'.gent du 

lïazvedoupr. Travaille en liaison avec le G.F.U. 

181, avenue Dubail, tél.81571.

i-.-j. Chef du Bureau de presse de l’ambassade de

l’URSS. Travaille à la désagrégation des masses, 

160 route Witiling, Picardie apt. tél.75432.

I. pjv..’IN, directeur-adjoint de l’agence "TAGS”. Travaille à 

la désagrégation des masses. "Grosvenor House", 

203, rue Cardinal lercier, tél.72234.

•/.G. S. Y^XG^i.'xL-LITVlHshKO, ancien tchékiste. Représentant du 

"Goskino" (Syndicat cinématographique de l’URSS). 

Gérant de l*"Isis Theatre", 1173 Bubbling Well road, 

tél.37913.

K. J. SOULJVITCH, propriétaire de 1’"Union Steamship Agency",

51 Canton Hoad. Agent de la Sovtorgflot. Agent | 

actif du G.F.U. Ses bureaux sont l’un des princi- | 
?paux centres d’espionnage. 15/17 rue Paul Henri, | 5 

tel.70150. |
L. FLlGLUdiN, Tchékiste de Harbine. Collaborateur de J

SOULLVITCH, 6, Lorton Terrace. - i

R.D. SRLBSRG, communiste, employé chez SOULLVITCH. j

G. G. GhIHBLAT'1 (SuJLLNSKY), communiste, employé chez SOULSVITCH. *

H. CROSSL/du, communiste, employé chez SOULGVTTCH. A adopté

un nom anglais. 
■

V.J. BOhd/diLîx'KO, l’un des organisateurs des jeunesses communis

tes à Shanghai. Travaille à la désagrégation de la ‘ 

jeunesse russe. 147/9 rue Paul Henri, tél.76602. ~



û.S. VILcCKY, agent auxiliaire <iu J.f.U. Propriétaire de 

1’imprimerie "Centurion", 91 Yangtzepoo.

ocn compagnon v .L.iCKtiT est un Tchékiste d’Ourga.

V.a. cHlblFÏÀn,propriétaire au "hovosty L»nia", jou nal provoca

teur, 620 x.venue Foch. Un "prostitué” de la pres

se et amateur ve chantage. Travaille pour le 

compte d’une subvention soviétique et grâce à la 

publicité faite dans sa feuille par ues établis

sements <ie l’UKSS et la canaille de l’émigration.

. collaborateur de CHlnlkli».., provocateur qui tra

vaille sous les r. de plume : SUNJdNSKY, 

Êlli^TnliTn, iXiU, S-diâdYPLUd-., à» ilAbAKOFF. /Uicien 

forçat, assassin de tae JdLIDOFF, épouse de sop 

bienfaiteur.

V. DR02XFF, collaborateur intime de CHILIKINE. Agent auxiliaire 

du G.F.U. Lembre de l’Union des Emigrés désireux 

de l’entrer en URSS. Expulsé de Tsingtao pour 

actes immoraux.

1m.r. jvü.ïAx. (JVaïVvFF), provocateur. Collaborateur de CHILIKDffi 

travaille à la désagrégation de la jeunesse russe 

Président de l’Union des émigrés désireux de ren

trer en URSS.

I, Àx-ü»LOVITCa (ABRO), ancien officier de l’Armée Bouge. Auteur 

de nombreuses exécuti ns. Gérant de la rédaction 

du "Novosty Dniu" de CHILIKINE,

ii. TUH^GOLar’F, provocateur, ancien rédacteur du journal "Novy 

Peut" des Eladorossy. Membre de l’Union des émi

grés désireux de rentrer en URSS.



P. POk.-itVsKY, provocateur. Collaborateur de CHILIKINiS. Se fait 

passer pour fasciste. Travaille à la désagréga- 

tien ses émigres.

a.P. Cl&u.'.l>Ii.~, provocateur. fait passer, en LhSS, de nom

breux soluuts de 1*armée du général KOLTCHaK.

Tous ces soldats ont été exécutés ensuite. Colla

borateur de CHILIKIdJ.

. i^.dCRCPi’, provocateur. Ancien procureur soviétique. Tâche 

oe s’infiltrer clans différentes organisations 

de russes blancs pour travailler à leur désagré

gation.

4 .£. tu-.K . dT, provocateur, a fait récemm ent un voyage en URSS.

hyton V. Eb.,uA, anglais, agent soviétique, propriétaire de 

l’agence "l-’leetnews", 160 Avenue Edward VII, 

tèl.laO <33.

Vsevolod IV/uxOFi (SUVOSKr»), écrivain et journaliste soviétique, 

xiomme sans principes. Travaille Comme agent se

cret dans les milieux journalistiques.

\.v. ûrli.Jj, agent secret, travaille pour le compte de l’espion

nage militaire. Propriétaire de l’^æt Cinema 

Corporation", n été récemment condamné pour vente 

ue films pornographiques.

G. T0RC0VIT3K.Y, ancien tchékiste de Blagovestchensk. Son magasin 

"«merican Shoes Co." 765 Avenue Jofxre, est un 

lieu ue readez-vous d’agents secrets. Habite au 

K°173 Seymour Koad, atp.103, tél.31074.
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■j. i>/iNL.^VSKY, président du Cercle des Citoyens de l’URSS y

787, ’.eihaiwei road, tél.3S296. Un ’’prolétaire” 

qui possède une villa à ï‘singt< o, et d’importants 

capitaux déposés dans différentes banques» Un 

lâche et un mouchard. 12U/G Avenue Haig, tel.

74541.

J. . 'CvKHUal-., secrétaire du Cercle des citoyens de l’UKSS» 

Travaille pour le compte du G.P.U.

I.J. dOLKENIK, propriétaire de la bijouterie "Genève", 645 

Avenue Joffre. ancien tchékiste de Moscou. 

S;occupe ce commerce d’objets volés, couverts 
de sang. |

N.I. KOVIüiaxjùKU, agent secret su G.P.U, Un habitué des restau- I 

rants russes.

V.V. .’L. lùL, employé de l’ambassade de l’UiSG. Agent très impor- ' ~

tant uu G.P.C. 64, Aoute ue Grouchy, tél.77.844. j

a.3. . idiiIuGOl-’î-, communiste, ancien rédacteur du journal "The ••

China Daily Herald”, u74 Kiangse Hoad, tél. 12117. J 

Tous les russes sont frères!

Frappe le serpent à la uête et n’oublie pas les serpentaux.

Nous n’oublions pas l’hospitalité - Nous payons nos dettes»

nBülÙljons : |
No.I |

2 i .
3 w- f
4 '
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TRANSLATION OP FRENCH POLICE REPORT NO. 1320/2 DATED 12.11,37 

SUBJECT J Anti-Soviet leaflets distributed in Shanghao on 
November 7, the occasion of the 20th anniversary of 
the establishment of the Soviets in Russia.

Anti-Soviet leaflets were distributed in Shanghai on November 

7 on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the establishment of 

Soviet power in Russia. A certain number of these tracts were 

sent through the mails to representatives of the local Russian 

and foreign colonies. Others were secretly distributed along 

Avenue Joffre and Avenue du Roi Albert. One of the leaflets 

sent through the post was addressed to the Commissioner of 

the Settlement Police.

These brochures appeal to Russian emigrants to unite 

themselves and to be prepared for the final struggle against 

the •’satanists" who are the oppressors of their country. A list 

of persons whom the Russian emigrants can consider as their 

enemies in Shanghai is also given. This list enumerates the 

names of different representatives of official and commercial 

establishments of the Soviet Union in Shanghai, as well as 

the collaborators of V. CHILIKIN’s Russian publication 

"Novosti Dnia."

There is every reason to believe that these tracts and 

leaflets were published and distributed by the RODZAEVSKY 

(Harbin) Fascist organization, the Shanghai section of which 

is located at 832 Weihaiwei Road.

Attached herewith is a specimen copy, a translation of 

which follows:
Shanghai, 7.11.37.

Communism will perish ! Russia will not perishî

Twenty- years...................

For twenty years, STALIN’S power has been slowly suffocating 

our unhappy country in a bloody grip.

At the end of these twenty years, we can say quite truthfully 

that the satanists now find themselves on the edge of an abyaà 

and that their attempts to seize power throughout the entire 

world have received a definite check. Italian fascism and German 

national-socialism have declared war on satanism. National 



sentiment is gaining more and more ground in other lands. We will 

soon see our country liberated from the red terror.

Our enemies are impotent.

They proclaim from the roof tops that they do not fear the 

emigrants. Nevertheless they kidnap Generals KOUTEPO5T? and MILLER. 

They claim that they do not fear outside enemies; yet they are 

retreating to any real force in a manner that is cowardly. We 

have seen this in the Amur River question. Through the medium of 

LITVINOFF alias VALAKHFINK3LSTEIN they are opposed to pecuniary 

subsidisation of emigrants.

Helpless, they are endeavouring by all means to upset and 

annihilate the entire Russian emigration movement, their weakest 

(from a material point) and strongest (from a moral point)enemy. 

The White Russians, still existing after twenty years of “red1* 

power, represent a living protest against the country’s 

oppressors.

Russiansî Satanism is on the eve of its downfall. The hour 

of our return to Russia is nearing.

Recall that it was we, Russians, who first started the 

struggle against these satsnists, and we must finish it.

Sacrifice yourselves and sacrifice all your belongings 

in the struggle. Bring to memory the words of Peter the Great; 

"Time lost is the same as Death’*

Unite yourselves around your chiefs, around your 

organisations. Avoid listening to provocateurs and Soviet secret 

agents.

Each must carry out his duties in accordance with his means. 

The conscience of all must be clear when we return to our homeland 

The following are the names of your enemies in Shanghait

B. SIMANSKY, Soviet Sonsul, Chief of the GPU in Shanghai, 133 
Route de Say Zoong, Tel.73914.

N.G.EROEEEFF, Secretary of the Soviet Consulate-General. Chief 
of GPU secret agents in Shanghai and "patron” of 
those emigrants desiring to return to the Soviet, 
64 Route de Grouchy, Tel.74081.



V.N.KONSTANTINOFF, assistant Military Attache, agent of the Soviet 
Military Information Service.
479B Rue Lafayette, tel. 81218.

S.B.KRASSINSKY, employee in the Soviet Embassy. Works for GPU. 
Continental Anarts. - Fiat 504, Seymour Road, 
tel.36137.

L. 3HAKH0FF, Secretary of the Military Attache. Agent of the 
Soviet Military Information. Works for the 
GPU. 181 Ave.Dubail, tel. 81571.

P.G.SARATOVTZEFF, Chief of the Press Office in the Soviet Embassy. 
Works for the disintegration of the masses.
Picardie Apts., Route Winling, tel. 75432.

I. PEVSIN, Acting head of TASS news agency. Works for 
the disintegration of the masses. Grosvenor 
House - Flat 203 - tel. 72234.

V.G.SAYADIANTZ-
LITVINENKO,

Former member of the Cheka» Representative of 
Goskino (Soviet Film Syndicate). Manager of
Isis Theatre. 1173 Bubbling Well Road, tel.37913

M.J.SOULEVITCH, Owner of the Union Steamship Agency, 51 Canton 
Road. Sovtorgflot agent. Active GPU agent.
His offices are espionage centres. 15/17 Rue 
Paul Henri, tel. 70150.

L • ?_2 I GELMAN , Harbin Chekist. Works with SOULEVITCH. 
6 Lorton Terrace.

R.D. SELBERG, Communist employed by SOULEVITCH.

G. G. GRINBLATT,
(SELINSKY)

H. CROSSLAND,

-do-

-do- Has adopted an English name.

V. J. BONDARENKO, One of the organisers of Shanghai Red Youth 
Groups. Works for the disintegration of Russian 
youth. 147/9 Rue Paul Henri, tel. 76602.

D.B.VILENSKY, GPU auxiliary agent. Owner of the Centurion 
Printing Works, 91 Yangtszepoo Roadi His 
companion TELECHOFF is an Urga Chekist.

V.A. CHILIKIN, Owner of "Novosti Dnia,” 620 Avenue Foch. A 
•’Prostitute” of the yellow press and an amateur 
at blackmail. Works for a Soviet subsidy, thanks 
to the publicity given in his publication to 
Soviet establishments and the dregs of the 
White Russians.

M. FOMITCHEFF, CHILIKIN’S collaborator. GPU auxiliary agent 
who works under the pen names of «SUNJENSKY, 
DJLIETANTE, FOMA, ZASSYPKINE, D.RADAKOFF. 
Former convict, murderer of Mme. DEMIDOFF, 
wife of his benefactor.

V. DROZDOFF, Intimate friend of CHILIKIN. GPU aux. agent. 
Member of the Union of Emigrants Desirous of 
Returning to Soviet Russia. Deported from 
Tsingtao for immorality.

N.F.3VIMINE, 
(svetloff).

Provocateur. Collaborator of CHILIKIN. Works 
against Russian Youth organizations.
President of the Union of Emigrants Desirous 
of Returning to Soviet Russia.
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I. ARAMOVI"’CH, 
(ABRO)

former P 1 Army Officer. Responsible for
numerous executions. Manager of the editoral 
department of CHTLIKIK’S ’Novosti Dnia.*

N. TCHEGOLEFF, ’’tovocateur. former editor of ’Novi °ut’ -
the Mladorossy newspaper. Member of the
Union of Emigrants Desirous of Returning to 
Soviet Russia.

P. POKROVSKY, Provocateur. Friend of CHILIKIN. Pt sees 
as a Fascist. Works for the breaking up of 
Emigrants’ organisations.

A.P. CHEBALINE, Provocateur. Responsible for the execution 
of numerous soldiers of General KOLTCHAK’s 
forces. Collaborator of CHILIKIN.

FISDOROj?^ , Provocateur. Former Soviet attorney. Tries
to insinuate himself into different Jhite 
Russian organisations for the purpose of 
working against them.

A © S © MAKISEj?J? , Provocateur. Recently made a journey to the 
Soviet Union.

H a 7. PLSSJT, British, Soviet agent, owner of the Fleet 
News Agency, 160 Ave Edward VII, tel: 13985.

Vsevolod TVANOFF,Soviet writer and Journalist. Man without
(SAVOSKA) principles. Works as a secret agent in

journalistic circles.

A. J• SEGEL, Secret agent, works as a military spy. Owner 
of the Art Cinema Corporation. Was recently
fined for selling pornogrpahic films.

G. TORGOVITZKY, Former Blagoveschensk Chekist. Has a shop, 
“American Shoes Co.,’’ 76b Avenue Joffre, which 
is a meeting place for secret agents. Resides 
at Apt. 103, 173 Seymour Road. Tel:31074.

S. DANILEVSKY, President of the Soviet Citizens* Club, 787 
Weihaiwei Road, Tel: 36296. A ’proletarian* 
who possesses a villa in Tsingtao and has 
a great deal of capital deposited in various 
banks. A coward and a police informer. 129/6 
Avenue Haig. Tel: 74b41.

J.N. SAKHGEIM, Secretary gf the Soviet Citizens* Club. Works 
for the GPU.

I.D. SOUKENIK, Owner of the "Geneve” jewellery store, 645 
Avenue Joffre. Former Moscow Chekist. Does 
business in blodd covered stolen objects.

N.I. KOATOUNENKO ,Sectety GnU agent. Habitue of Russian 
restaurants.

V.V. ZIMINS, Employed in the Soviet Embassy. Very imaoitunrtt 
G°U agent. 64 Route de Grouchy: Tel: 77844.

A.S. DENISOFF, Communist, former editor of the “China Daily 
Herald” 374 Kiangse Road; Tel J 12117.

All Russians are brothers!

Hit the snake on the head and don’t forget the young shakes

We do not forget hospitality - We pay our debts.



TRANSLATION of FRENCH POLICE REPORT HO. 1320/2 DATED 12,11,37 

SUBJECT I Anti-Soviet leaflets distributed in Shanghao on
November 7, the occasion of th^ 20th anniversary of 
the establishment of the Soviets in Russia,

Anti-Soviet leaflets were distributed in Shanghai on November 

7 on the occasion of the 20th anniversary of the establishment of 

Soviet power in Russia. A certain number of these tracts were 

sent through the mails to representatives of the local Russian 

and foreign colonies. Others were secretly distributed along 

Avenue Joffre and Avenue du Roi Albert. One of the leaflets 

sent through the post was addressed to the Commissioner of 

the Settlement Police.

These brochures appeal to Russian emigrants to unite 

themselves and to be prepared for the final struggle against 

the "satanists" who are the oppressors of their country. A list 

of parsons whom the Russian emigrants can consider as their 

enemies in Shanghai is also given. This list enumerates the 

names of different representatives of official and commercial 

establishments of the Soviet Union in Shanghai» as well as 

the collaborators of V. CHILIKIN*s Russian publication 

"Novosti Dnia."

There is every reason to believe that these tracts and 

leaflets were published and distributed by the RODZAEVSKY 

(Harbin) Fascist organization, the Shanghai section of which 

is located at 832 Weihaiwei Road,

Attached herewith is a specimen copy, a translation of 

which follows!
Shanghai, 7,11,37.

Communism will perish i Russia will not periohl

S212ÈUÜBI&...................
Nor twenty years, STALIN*S power has been slowly suffocating 

our unhappy country in a bloody grip.

At the end of these twenty years, we can say quite truthfully 

that the satanists now find themselves on the edge of an abyst 

and that their attempts to seize power throughout the entire 

world have received a definite cheek, Italian fasoimr end German 

national-socialism have declared war on satanism. National
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sentiment is gaining more and more ground in other lande. We will 

soon see our country liberated from the red terror.

Our enemies are impotent.

They proclaim from the roof tops that they do not fear the 

emigrants. Nevertheless they kidnap Generals KOUTEPOW and MILLER. 

They claim that they do not fear outside enemies} yet they are 

retreating to any real force in a manner that is cowardly. We 

have seen this in the Amur River question. Through the medium of 

LITVTNOFF alias VALAKHFINKEL3TEIN they are opposed to pecuniary 

subsidisation of emigrants.

Helpless» they are endeavouring by all means to upset and 

annihilate the entire Russian emigration movement» their weakest 

(from a material point) and strongest (from a moral pointJenemy. 

The White Russians» still existing after twenty years of ’red* 

power» represent a living protest against the country’s 

oppressors.

Russians! Satanism is on the eve of its downfall. The hour 

of our return to Russia is nearing.

Recall that it was we, Russians» who first started the 

struggle against these satanists, and we must finish it.

Sacrifice yourselves and sacrifice all your belongings 

in the struggle. Bring to memory the words of Peter the Great! 

"Time lost is the same as Death!*

Unite yourselves around your chiefs, around your 

organisations. Avoid listening to provocateurs and Soviet secret 

agents.

Bach must carry out his duties in accordance with his means. 

The conscience of all must be clear when we return to our homeland

The following are the names of your enemies in Shanghais

B. SIMANSKY, Soviet Consul, Chief of the GPU in Shanghai, 133 
Route de Say Zoong, Tel.73914.

N.G.EROFEEFF, Secretary of the Soviet Consulate-General. Chief 
of GPU secret agente in Shanghai and *patron* of 
those emigrants desiring to return to the Soviet, 
64 Route de Grouchy, Tel.74081.



V.N.KONSTANTINOFF, assistant Military Attache, agent of the Soviet 
Military Information Service, 
479B Rue Lafayette, tel. 81218,

S.B.KRASSINSKY, employee in the Soviet Embassy, Works for GPU. 
Continental Aparts. - Flat 504, Seymour Road, 
tel.36137.

L. SHAKHOFF, Secretary of the Military Attache, Agent of the 
Soviet Military Information. Works for the 
GPU. 181 Ave.Dubail, tel. 81571.

P.G.SARATOVTZEFF, Chief of the Press Office in the Soviet Embassy. 
Works for the disintegration of the masses. 
Picardie Apts.» Route Winling, tel. 75432,

I. PEV3IN, Acting head of TASS news agency. Works for 
the disintegration of the masses. Grosvenor 
House - Flat 203 • tel. 72234.

v.g.sayadiantz-
LITVINENKO,

Former member of the Cheka. Representative of Goskino (Soviet Film Syndicate), Manager of 
Isis Theatre. 1173 Bubbling Well Road* tel.37913

M. J. SOULEVITCH, Owner of the Union Steamship Age noy* 51 Canton 
Road. Sovtorgflot agent. Active GPU agent. 
His offices are espionage centres. 15/17 Rue 
Paul Henri* tel. 70150.

L. FEIGELMAN, Harbin Chekist. Works with SOULEVITCH. 
6 Lorton Terrace.

R.D. SELBERG, Communist employed by SOULEVITCH.
G. G. GRIWBLATT,

(SELINSKY)
H, CROSSLAND,

-do-
-do- Has adopted an English name.

V.J.BONDARENKO, One of the organisers of Shanghai Red Youth 
Groups. Works for the disintegration of Russian youth. 147/9 Rue Paul Henri, tel. 76602.

D.B.VILENSKY, GPU auxiliary agent. Owner of the Centurion 
Printing Works, 91 Yangtszepoo Road. Mis 
companion TELECHOFF is an Urga Chekist.

V.A. CHILIKIN, Owner of “Eovosti Dnia,“ 620 Avenue Foch. A 
“Prostitute* of the yellow press and an amateur 
at blackmail. Works for a Soviet subsidy, thanks 
to the publicity given in his publication to 
Soviet establishments and the dregs of the 
White Russians.

M. FOMITCHEFF, CHILIKIN’S collaborator. GPU auxiliary agent 
who works under the pen names of iSUNJENSKY, 
DILLETANTE, FOMA, ZA3SYPKINB, D.RADAKOFF. 
Former convict, murderer of Mme. DKMIDOFF, 
wife of his benefactor.

V. DROZDOFF, Intimate friend of CHILIKIN, GPU aux. agent. 
Member of the Union of Emigrante Desirous of 
Returning to Soviet Russia. Deported from 
Tsingtao for immorality.

n.f.svimine,
(svetloff).

Provocateur, Collaborator of CHILIKIN. Works 
against Russian Youth organizations. 
President of the Union of Emigrants Desirous 
of Returning to Soviet Russia.



I. ARAMOVICH, 
(ABRO)

Former Red Army Officer. Responsible for
numerous executions. Manager of the editoral 
department of CHILIKIN'S 'Novosti Dnia.*

N. TCHEGOLEFF, Tovocateur. Former editor of 'Novi ’’ut' - 
the Mladorossy newspaper. Member of the
Union of Emigrants Desirous of Returning to 
Soviet Russia.

F. POKROVSKY, Provocateur. Friend of CHILIKIN. P; sees 
as a Fascist. Works for the breaking up of 
Emigrants' organisations.

A.P. CHEBALINS, Provocateur. Responsible for the execution 
of numerous soldiers of General KOLTCHAK's 
forces. Collaborator of CHILIKIN.

A. FEDOROFF, Provocateur. Former Soviet attorney. Tries
to insinuate himself into different /hite 
Russian organisations for the purpose of 
working against them.

A.S. MAKBEFF, Provocateur. Recently made a journey to the 
Soviet Union.

H.V. FLEET, British, Soviet agent, owner of the Fleet 
News Agency, 160 Ave Edward VII, tel: 13983.

Vsevolod IVANOFF,Soviet writer and journalist. Man without
(SAVOSKA) orinciplés. Works as a secret agent in

journalistic circles.

A. J • SEGEL, Secret agent, works as a military spy. Owner 
of the Art Cinema Corporation. Was recently
fined for selling pornogrpahic films.

G. TORGOVITZKY, Former Blagoveschensk Chekist. Has a shop, 
"American Shoes Co.," 765 Avenue Joffre, which 
is a meeting place for secret agents. Resides 
at Apt. 103, 173 Seymour Road. Tel:31074.

S. DANILEVSKY, President of the Soviet Citizens' Club, 787 
Weihaiwei Road, Tel: 36296. A 'proletarian' 
who possesses a villa in Tsingtao and has 
a great deal of capital deposited in various 
banks. A coward and a police informer. 129/6 
Avenue Haig. Tel: 74541.

J.N. SAKHGEIM, Secretary Qf the Soviet Citizens' Club. Works 
for the GPU.

I.D. SOUKENIK, Owner of the "Geneve" jewellery store, 645 
Avenue Joffre. Former Moscow Chekist. Does 
business in blodd covered stolen objects.

N.I. KO VTOUNENKO,Sectary G°U agent. Habitue of Russian 
restaurants.

V.V. ZIMTNE, Employed in the Soviet Embassy. Very imsortant 
G^U agent. 64 Route de Grouchy: Tel: 77844.

A.S. DENISOFF, Communist,• former editor of the "China Daily 
Herald" 374 Kiangse Road; Tel: 12117.

All Russians are brothers!

Hit the snake on the head and don't forget the young snakes

We do not forget hospitality - We pay our debts.
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REPORT C‘e"
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Subînr.t (in full) anniversary of the October ^dévolution in ilussia»

Made by...................................................................Forwarded by..

November 7, the date of the 20th anniversary of 

the October devolution in Kussia, passed off without incident^. 

_________________ attached. herewith,together with a translation,___ 

I forward a specimen of an anti-ooviet pamphlet which is re- 

ported to have been surreptitiously distributed in_the streets 

of the French Concession during the evening of November 7 and 

to have been circulated oy post emong members of the Russian_ __

c ommun i ty ♦ |
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REPORT LL*«re......

Subject....^.^-^^^^ of th....OQ.t l.U&SJL ci.»...

Made by Prouof lev Forwarded by

ofer once to

volucion in Russia

2Gth .-mniversary of the Oc-

Is on 11 o y 'H ni oc r 7,1

nnounced that in view of the present

: ill be no official tiens or receptions

and Consul ate- G-ener al

dents

■Jhina the; re.

che soviet Jm-

reported to have been made for

informal parties to be held in the premises uiti-__

onlyto

the October devolution

I

e v/ s pape r /•;: ill publish th.

members of the local 11 ,r

noun as the

of Jov<n.ioer 6,7 and ô

G 1 ub, aO5 «.venue I’och (j’rench Concession) in evenings

appears that admission will oe limited

he "Novosti Unia*1 ( Russian Daily News ),pro-ùd-ÿ^trt

ntitled "liY JOURw.iL** ,which will

issue of r es Weekly Ouppiement_

devoted to the anniversary

On the same date the newly formed pro-Joviet orga-

olLdWii-iI11 vdll announ.ce its inauguration by

issue of their newspaper entitled

the first

iv a

Jhe following arrangements have so far oeen made

-aussian11 community in order to

he day of hat ional o urning

p.m. on Saturday ^ovehiber 6

connion grave of Russian

well Cemetery in memory of

ill be

and sailors -in the

all Russians who gave their

lives for their motherland. The function has an indirect bearing

on the anniversary of the October .involution in hussia insofar as

victime of the red terror are also comrnemorated on this occasion

special service \ ill be held at the

S. Çÿy tv' t

>■
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REPORT

Date__________ ___ — [9

Subject.... ........                   - -
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Made by._________________ ___ ___ ____Forwarded by.......... ..................... -......-.........—....................... -.......

Russian Orthodox Cathedral, 55 Rue Paul Henry, at_ 5 p*m., on

IToverrber 7. ■- 

3> At 8 pun. on November 7, a meeting of members of the : 

local branch of the Union of Kladorossy will be_hxbiJja__the_._ -----
premises of their club, 3 Yang Terrace, Jeihaiwei Road(°Russian 

Home0), during the course of which addresses will be delivered___

by members of the party on the subject of Russian Nationalist 

Movement and the struggle against the Communist Internetional ♦___ <

________ 4» The Shanghai Group of the ^National Union of Nev/______ J 

Generation,M859 «veihaiwei Rd,, will publish a special issue of | 

their weekly newspaper entitled HNor Russia0(Ea Rossiu) devoted_  |

to the day of National Hourning*_________ ._____________________________ I
Other local Russian newspapers will also publish articles bearing | 

on the significance of the anniversary. J

Enquiries do not elicit any information which would indicate ; ---------± -------------------------------------------- ._____________________ | . 
that plans are being made by members of the Russian community to * 

hold any organized processions, demonstrations etc, in the________   j
i 

Settlement or the French Concession. Surreptitious distribution _; 
8 

of anti-Soviet pamphlets is likely, and the possibility is not j 

excluded of isol-ated attempts on the part of irresponsible________ '
individuals to create a disturbance or to commit acts of hoo 1 igan-1 

ism directed against the local Soviet institutions. In this ‘ ------------ ,------------ ---------------------------------------------- '------------------------------------ -- .------ ; 
connection it should be noted that after the removal of the

offices of the Soviet Embassy end Consulate-General from the 

Settlement into the French Concessional Route de Grouchy) in | 

August, 1957, and in view of the closure of the offices of the ___I 
EXPORTHLEB, TASS NB.,S AGENCY, and the "AKEHICAN BOOK & SUPPLY CO. | 

the undermentioned Soviet & pro-Soviet institutions remain in 1

the Settlement at present:-I
1. "China Daily Herald." I

•P*a-yy. s :'v '.'Y;.: ; • . a «a - a ■' .
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.. Z.C File No......
G SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ITOuir'’”

Section 2, Sl»ci^..^wich.^^it‘®‘®I^

REPORT Date..XWtite^

Subject. Leaflet .containing a list of firms advertising in thef "China Daily j.

______Herald. " ........... .......
Made by. .. D. S.I. Pro.kp.f lev........ Forwarded by    Jj.JJ........................... I

___Attached herewith is a specimen of an anonymous leaflet | 

in English, a translation of the Russian title of which reads __

"Those who were glad to celebrate the ’holiday* and advertised 

in Ho258 of the Soviet newspaper "The China Daily Herald* on 

the occasion of the 19th anniversary of the slavery and __  .

____strar. 'ation of the Russian People." _ _ ____
»

The leaflet is reported to have been circulated in the local | 

Russian community recently by unknown person or persons.__ It_____ i

contains ajlist of firms in Shanghai whose advertisements appeared | 

in the "China Daily Herald" on November 7, 1936. 
I 

_____ The pfluipose of the leaflet seems to be twofold, namely» to___| 

underline that the majority of advertisers are of Jewish nationaliw 

and to induce local Russian emigrants to boycott the firms mention®



KTO PAA 6blA ..nPASAHHHKy** 
H nOMtCTHA CBOH OÔbflBJieHÎfl 

B COBÈTCKOH raSCTfc 

„CHINA DAILY HERALD" Ns 258, 

no cjiynaio 19-ofi roAOBiAHHbi paôtTBa 

h yAyiuenifl PyccKaro wapoAa.
Pgs.

1. „Union Steamship Agency", M. J. Soulevitch. Jew.
1. "INTOURIST" Soviet Institution.
3. „M-me ANNET" Mrs A. Laevsky, Jewess.
3. „M-mc HAMILTON" Mrs Hamilton, Jewess.
3. „Ncw Femina Silks" Mr. Zalemanoff, Jew.
3. ,,British Manufacturing Co<, Detch, Esacovitch. Jews.
3. „ Vensky Shik" Mr. Greenberg. Jew.
4. „The Auditorium Store" Mr. Poliak, Jew.
4. „Mercury Trading Corp." J. Bitker. Jew.
4. ,,European Shoe Store" D. Toochinsky. Jew.
5. „The Far Eastern Rat in Co . V. M. Dombrovsky. Jew^
6. „Raitzer & Co." Mr. Raittzcr. Jew.
6. „Aizik’s Restaurant. A. Rozenpick. Jew.

Mr. Moshevich. Jew.6. „Vita Pharmacy"
6. „SWETCO" G. Baumzweigcr. Jew.
7. British Textile Co." L. Z. Shapiro. Jew.
7. L. L. Vishnevsky. Tailor. L. Vishnevsky. Jew.
9. T. J. Kapustin. Mr. Kapustin. Jew.

10. Dr. B. G. GURVITZ (Dentist). Dr. Gurvitz. Jew.
10. Shohor’s Pharmacy. H. U. Shohor. Jew.
II. „The Dainty" Mr & Mrs Delbuch. Jews.
12. "Rosen’s Beauty Parlour". J. A. Rosenbaum. Jews.
12. "Siberian Furriers Store". E. Sutin. Jew.
13. H. Zatulovsky. N. Zatulovsky. Jew.
14. B. Altman (Restaurant). B. Altman. Jew.
14. Turchin the tailor. M. S. Turchin. Jew.
14. "Regal Pharmacy". E. Lvoff. Jew.
14. "Anglo-Chinese Eastern 

Trading Co. Ltd".
I. D. Nahemsen. Jew.

14. 1st Siberian Furriers Co. Chinese.
15. "POLAND". Mr. Lass. Jew.
16. "Russian Fur Store" A. Blackman. Jew.
17. ,,The American Book & 

Supply Co".
Wm. Katz. Jew.

18. G. Kapustin & Co. G. I. Kapustin married to Jew* 
Manager Rothstein — Jew,

18. Soskin s Fur Store. U. J. Soskin. Jew.
19. Suhanoff the Tailor. Mr. Suhanoff. Jew.
20. M. J. Shaishik. Mr. Shaichik. Jew.
21. "Louvre" Owners are Jews.
21. G. M. Klebanoff. Klebanoff. Jew.
21. "Reliance Motors". V. Levin. SalesManager is a Jew<
22. „Lyra Music House". E. 5. Shapiro. Jew.
22. Marks Beauty Parlour. Owner is a Jew.
22. L. Baranovsky. Baranovsky is a Jew.
23. Moscow Narodni Bank. Soviet Institution.
23. „Isis" Theatre. do do (rented by Soyuz •

kino).
24. ,,China Daily Gerald" Pro-Soviet paper.
24. I. L Spilvanek. Soviet Consul General.
25. Yangtze Import Co. Raihel & Goldberg. Jews.
25. May Chong & Co. Chinese.
25. "Santos Coffe Store" Armenian.
25. "EXPORTHLEB" Soviet Institution.
25. „Blue Narziss" ?
25. Arts & Crafts British.
25. "Union Bank" M. L. Vainstein. Jew.
25. ,,Five Flowers" ?
25. L. Kozloff. Russian.
25. Arcady Bent. A. Bent. Jew.
26. I. Shafran. Shafran. Jew.
26. Dr. I. G. Kamitzky. Russian.
26. Dr. L. Hetchman. Jew.
26. H. Brik & Katzenelson Jews.
26. D. G. Burshtein. Jew.
26. „Union Pharmacy". A. G. Liosnoff. Jew.
26. Dr. Z. S. Shpilberg. Jew.
26. Dr. V. M. Solomonoff. Jew.
26. Dr. E. J. Gurve. Jew.
26. La Donna. L. Riggio. Italian.
26. "Russian Light Opera Co." L. Rosen. Director is a Jew.
26. "Russian Theatre" Russian.
26. B. M. Grinshpoon (Tailor) Jew.
26. European Coal Co. Russian.
26. H. Goldberg (furrier) Jew.
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S.l, Special nranch xxxkacKXw, ""J

REPORT ;x,z< .November„8»„.z9 36.

Subject.. Celebrations in connection with the Anniversary of the Russian.............. ..

Revolution, November 7, 1936. .-----

Made fax... and......................  Forwarded by............D»S.l. Moore ....... .................

The undermentioned members of the Special Branch

__carried out observation during the times stated at the loçal____

u.S.S.R. Consulate general on the occasion of the 19th___________

Anniversary of the Russian Revolution, November 7, 1936 :■_______

Qf.Qcia1 Recepti°n .... ___________11 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.________—
D.S. Pitts.___

D.S. Larby.

D.P.S. Henchman.

D.S. Kamashita.

S .D.C. ,7.4_Surain.Singh.

S.D.C. 77 Dulla Singh

C.D.C.  141.

_____C.D.C. 281.

Reception to Soviet Citizen.»
-------- *-------------------------------c»£—______ 4.30 p,m. t0 7>50 p.m_______

D.S.I.  Moore.

D.S. Jones.____  __

_ D.S.Lockwood. 

_____D.S. Kamashita. 

_____ S.D.C.74Suradn_Singh

S.D.C. 77 Dulla Singh^ 

C.D.C. 141*

C.D.C. 281.



November 7, the anniversary of the Soviet

« evolution, will be celebrated. by both th® soviet 

and !<.hite!* sections of the local Russian caanunity.

□JL Soviet firm will be closed and two re 

captions will be held at the soviet Consulate, one 

in ths forenoon for officials and the other in the 

evening for local soviet citizens.

ffW'hitew Russians win hold religious services

in their churches, including 29 Kungping Road* }

Although no trouble is anticipated, it is

advisable that Police pay special attention to the

following :•

1) The Russian Consulate* i
*) The China Daily Herold Newspaper, 153 Canton Road, b 

and

3) Soviet firms.

4) White Russian Ban (Astor House).



' November 6, 1936»
./ C.C.R. ')

November 7, the anniversary of the Soviet Revolution* 

will be celebrated by both the Soviet and "White" sections 

of the local Russian community•

All Soviet firms will be closed and two receptions will 

be held at the Soviet Consulate, one in the forenoon for 

officials and the other in the evening for local Soviet 

citizens»

’’White" Russians will hold religious services in their 

churches, including 29 Kungping Road.

Although no trouble is anticipated, it is advisable 

•» that Police pay special attention to the following:-

1) The Russian Consulate,

2) The China Daily Herald Newspaper, 153 Canton Road, and

3) Soviet firms. :
ft-" I

f
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SPecial...Bra.nc.hA..... Station, " j

report 36*“ ’

Subject Celebrations in connection with the Anniversary of the

....... Russian. Reyqlution?...November _7.t..1936.

Made by............ -...... and................................Forwarded by....... C.D..1*__ Ross.... ......................................

 In connection with the celebrations to be held

at the local U.S.S.R. Consulate-General on the occasion of the

19th anniversary of the Russian Revolution» November 7» 1936» ___

the following member^of the Special Branch have been detailed

_for observation duty in the vicinity of the Soviet Consulate-___

Xreneral t-_____________________________________________________________
Official Reception.11 a.m. to 12.30 p.m.

_____________ D«S>.... Pittg___________________________________ ___________
D.S. Larby

_____________ D.P.S .Henchman________________________________________

_____________ D.S. Kamashita__________________________________________

_____________ S.D.C. 74 Surain Singh__________________________________

_____________ S.D.C.. 77 Dulla Singh_________________________________ _

C.D.C.141_______________________________________________

_____________ C.D.C. 281____________________ _

---------- Reception to Soviet Citizens.__ p-m- t0 7.30 n.m.
\J . D.S.I. Moore__________________________________ __

_____ ,y7______D.S. Jones_____________________ _________ _____

D.S. Lockwood

D.S. Kamashita

_______S.D.C. 74 Surain Singh_________ ___ _____ 
v / ?/}~ S.D.C. 77 Dulla Singh

m r :——!‘J l C.D.C. 141 

D. C. (special Branch)
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G °“4 S SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. File No...... ,.....

Section 2, ^peciaL.J^rrnch........  .....tamrç
REPORT

~ , Date.... MQVember„6t.in 36 •
Double-Anniversary of the Outbreak of the soviet devolution 

Subject (in full)..... I19.17.)...and. of. the Establishment of the central Provisional
Government of the soviet Hepublic of ChineI1931) - Nov.7 « 

................................Po.aslble. happenings •......................................... .................. ............ .........................  
Made ^y... D.eTa--Kuh..J^.?.O-llwa................. Forwarded by,.. ..........jF..:J..dL......................................................

Ho information has yet come to hand regarding 

thw plane of local communiât element» to commemorate the_____

___aforementioned double-anniversary which falls on Hovember 7. 

---- It is, however, expected that the usual attempt will be made 

---- todisseminate communist handbills in the Lonza District and

alao in the vicinity of mill areas during the evening*—

Deputy Commissi ner (Special Branch)



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 2, Special Branch 
REPORT

Date. November■.... 6rr936

Sublet....19th. AnndLveraary.of...the .Soviet..Rule.in ..Russia-.............. ............................ .

Made by...B.tS*!,.....Prokofiev......... .....Forwarded by.... .... .......................................................................

------- With reference to the 19th anniversary of the establish-__  

-ment, of the Soviet Rule in Russia, which falls on Saturday,______

-November 7, information in hand indicates that the local Soviet 

authorities will hold official celebrations of the occasion not 

only jn Wanking, but in Shanghai as well thereby making a 

-departure from the custom practiced in the past three years.____

-It is-officially notified thatbetween 5p.rn. and 7 p.m. on the 

day of the anniversary a reception will be given at the 

-Consulate-General of the U.S.S.R., to which all Soviet citizens 

are invited.________________________________________________________

_______All local Soviet institutions are expected to be closed___  

for business on that day.__________________________________________

_______ Members of the "White" Russian community in Shanghai will 

mark the day of "National Mourning" by attending a special 

church service in memory of their nationals who lost their lives 

while fighting against the communists or fell victims to the 

red terror. The service will be held at 5 p.m. on November 7 

<n the St. Gabrieles Cathedral, No. 55 Rue Paul Henry. It is__

pnaaihie that similar services will be held at the same time 

in the St. Nicolas Church, 19 Rue Corneille and in the St* 

Sophiats Church, No. 29 Kungping Road.

_______ -Resides, the following arrangements Jjave been made by 

varimifi "White" organizations for Novemte^Fv;-

________1. under the auspices of the Cultural-Educational Section 

of the Russian Sports Association "Sokol," a lecture will be 

held at 9.30 p.m. in the premises of the Association, 888 Wei- 

haiwei Road, by Mr. N. P. Malinovsky on the subject of the_____

communist uprising in Petrograd in October, 1917 ("HOW IT 

HAPPENED").-----It. is reported that, admittance will be limited



File ïVo..........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

___ Station,
REPORT Date. ........................... 19

Subject......................................................................... ........................................ -................... ....................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

to members of the As s oc iation and their guests.

____ 2.__ Between 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.,
X

Russian Club, No. 1053 Avenue Foch

in -the premises Of the 1st-----

a seriesofaidresaes will

and in commemoration of certain distinguished members nf the-------

Russian Army and Navy.

___ a, The WRueslan Vqngiin-r*d} » a newspaper pnbUahed by the 

local group of followers of A. Vonaiatsky*s Fascist Party has------ j

announcedthat at 8p.m. on November 7, « meeting of members i

of the party will^be held at the headquarters of the party,______ |
Flat 318, No. 1454 Avenue Foch, to mark the "DAY OF IRHECONCI- ['
liability. "____ Representatives of all organizations are__________ |

invited to attend._________________________________ __________________

Enquiries do not elicit any information which would indicate 

that members of the "White" Russian community plan to organize 

any processions, demonstrations etc, in the Settlement or in the 

French Concession. However, the possibility is not excluded 

that, certain irresponsible individuals will attempt to create____

disturbances or commit acts of hooliganism in the vicinity of 

the Soviet Consulate. In this connection it should be noted 

that during the evening of November 6 a Russian charity ball 

will be held at the Astor House and that undesirable elements 

referred to above may use this opportunity as a pretext for______
their presence in the locality during the night.___________________ |

____ Surreptitious distribution of anti-Soviet leaflets is likely. I

Enquiries are continued and any information of importance ! 

will be joined 1 a t.ely reported.________________________ _ _____________

-------ho.rftwi'th aro—a -list, of obuFehes and a -XlrfM?—
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of Soviet institutions in Shanghai



LIST OP RUSSIAN CHURCHES IN SHANGHAI

1. St. Gabriel’s Church ............. 55 Rixe Paul Henry

2. St. Nicolas Church • •.......... .. 19 Rue Corneilles

3. St. Andrew's Church ...•••••••...• 220 Route Vallon

4. St. Sophia's Church .•••...«...•»• 29 Kungping Road

5. Church of the Ressurection ....... 395 Route Cardinal
Mercier

LIST OP SOVIET ESTABLISHMENTS IN SHANGHAI

1.

2»

3.

4»

5.

6.

7.

Soviet Embassy and Consulate-General 

"Exporthleb* U.S.S.R.
All Union Association

Mowcow Narodny Bank, Ltd.

Tass News Agency

State Tourist Company of U.S.S.R. 
•Intourist*

•China Daily Herald* daily newspaper

American Book & Supply Co.
(Bookstore and Library)

20 Whangpoo Road

2 Peking Road (Glen 
Line Building, 2nd 
floor)•

170 Kiangse Road 
(Hamilton House, 
ground floor).

20 Canton Road (5th 
floor ) •

640 Szechuen Road 
(Ground floor).

153 Canton Road 
(1st KLoor).

841 Bubbling Well 
Road (Ground floor).



SHANGHAI, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1936

NOTICE

NOTICE is hereby given that in 
commémoration of the XIX Anniver
sary of the October Revolution, a 
Reception for the Soviet community 
will be given on Saturday, November 
the 7th from 5 to 7 p.m. at the 
Consulate General of the U.S.S.R., 20 
jWhangpoo Road, Shanghai.

All Soviet citizens in Shanghai are 
cordially invited.

I. SPILWANEK, 
Consul General for the U.S.S.R.

HSBEIItEHHE

Ho cay'iaio XIX roAOBnjHHM OKTaopb- 
CKoii PeBoJUorçRH 7 Hoaôpa b noMenjeHnn ; 
reHepajLHoro KoacyâbCTBa C CO P b 
lllaaxae c 5-th ao 7-th »iacoB seaepa 
coctohtch npneM cobctckhx rpaacftan.

IIpnrjiamaioTCfl bcc coseTCKae rpa?K- 
Aaae.

reHepaxi»HMii KoHcyx,
II. CHMbBAHEK

10958

o •



"RUSSIAN VANGUARD”

November

y nPEflynPEHiAEHiE.

7-ro Hoaftpa — CoB-feTckift 
np83AHHK — KpOBaBOH, T3K HH- 
3biaaeM0&, ÛKTHôpbCKoft Peso* 
Jiiouiw.

Hcjib3H ayMaTb, hto6m ktct 
HMÔyAb H3 pyCCKHX HauioHanHC- 
TOB Aep3HyJI B 3T0T npOKJIHTbjft 
AtHb^ojibiMeBHCTKaro icôHJiefl 
yfrouïaTb, çeôa yaoBoiibCTBiH- 
mh: — ycipawBaTb 6aiiu, koh- 
nepTH w npM hjih noctmaTb 
yBecejiMTejibHbifl Mtcra.

B 3TOT naMHTHblfi pOKOBOft 
aewb M’bcTO actx awnrpaHTOB 
npe>KAe Bcero b uepKBax Ha 
naHBXH^ax no HcepTBau xpoBa- 
boh peBOjnouiHvH no xcepTBau 
Btjiarp dçBoôojurrejibHaro 
ZlBtoKBHiH, H ‘Ha MOJIOTBt— O 
3jxpaBin TenepeniHHx repoes 
6opb6bi c III-hm WHTepHauioHa- 
jioMf a noTOMt aoMa,-3a yneTOM 
rp’bxoB npoiiiaaro h chji ajih 
npoaojDKeHÎH Texymeft 6opb6n 
3a Poecix).

JlOMainHÎH, JIHHHMH
CTBa B BTOT fléHb TaKJKC AOJI- 

<>KHbI ÔbITb OTMtHCHM, HTOÔbl 
HSÔblTKaMH nonOJIHHTb ÔJiarOT- 
BOpHTeJIbHHe $OHJlbl ÔtAHHX.

B uiTaôt B.HrP.n. sactaa- 
nie AHH HenpMMHpHMOCTH B 
j8 uac. aeuepa, xyjia npurjia- 
inaæTCH npejiCTaBHTeJiH BC*hx 
o0raHH3auifi. IloB’bcTOK ocoGhx

* fj®£biJiaTbCH He 6yaeT.

Translation

The day of November 7 Is a Soviet holiday,the so-called 

bloody October Revolution.

One cannot imagine that on this cursed day of Bolshevist 

.jubilee any Russian nationalist would dare to indulge in 

amusements such as balls,concerts etc and visit places of 

enetertainment.

On this memorable day arid fatal day all emigrants will in 

the first ÿlàce attend church services in memory of victims 

of the bloody revolution and in memory of those participant 

of the White Movement who sacrificed their lives in the 

struggle. They also will pray for the heroes who are still 

carrying on the struggle against the III International. The 

rest of the day they will spend in their respective homes



pondering over mistakes made in the rast and over ths prospects 

of carrying on the struggle for Russia............

At 8 p.m. on November ? a meeting t "Bay Irreconciliability") 

will be held by members of All-Russia People’s Revolutionary 

Fascist Tarty at their haedçtuarters. Representatives of all or

ganizations are invited. x’o special invitations will be sent



”31070"

November 3,1936

JeHh CKOPfiH“.
KyjibTypHO — npocBtTH- 

TeJlbHblfi OTAt/I rHMHaCIHMe- 
CKaro O-bo <PyccKift Cokoji> 
oTM'bwaeT 7-ro hghôpb, achb 
saxBara b^bctm GojibiueBM- 
K8MW b rieTepôyrt, TpaypHWM 
aarManiev. Ha btom aact- 
ASHlM H. H. MaJJHHOBCKÎH H3 
ocHOBaHiw PMtioujarocfl y He
ro Maiepiajia cAt-naeT aok 
jia/i Ha Tewy — «Kax bto 6m- 
jio?> B ocHOBanie aokasas 
6yayT no3o>KeHbi nwcbMa qjie- 
hob Ile repôyprckoft PopoA 
cKofl ynpaBbh xacaiomiecH 
Bonpoca AtflTejibHocTH kom 
MyHHCTOB M HX nOAPOTOBKHKOB 
BoopyxceHHOMy B^acTaaijo. 
Æenbx 7-ro Hcabpa O-bom 
<PyccKift Cokoji> Ha3BdH 
<HhCM CopÔH».

Translation

The Cultural-Educational Section of the Russian Sports Association ! 

"SOKOL" will mark November 7 - the day of seizure of r,ower in Petro

grad by bolshebeiks- by a meeting of mourning. Mr. N.P.Malinovsky 

will speak.ion thevSignificance of the day ( HOY/ IT HAPPENED) his com- | 

munication being based on certain materials in his possession. The I

most important part of these materials consist of letters of members i

of the Petrograd Municipal Council relating to the activities of com- ■ 

munists during the days of nrenaration for their armed uprising.

The day of November 7 will be marked by rTSOKOL" as the"DAY of M0URNING"



" CHINA DAILY HERALD ”

November 3,1936

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - \
11PH5M COBBTCKHX ipOffiW

113 ABTOPHTETHblX HCTOMHHKOB COOB- 
IUAIOT, MTO 710 HOHBPM B UEHb 19 0FI TO- 

! JLOBIUMHbl OKTHbPbCKOH PEBOJHOLJHW. B TE- 
HEPAJlbHOM KOHCy/IbCTBE CCCP B U1AHXAE 
C 5TM MAC. H HO 7 MAC. BEMEPA COCTOHTCH 
I1PHEM COBETCKHX TPAIKHAH. OPKHHMATb 
nO3HPABJIEHHfl BVHET I'EHEPAJlbHblFi KOH- 
Cyjl CCCP M. H. CHHJlbBAHEK.

Translation

It is reported, from authoritative sources that between

5 p.m. and 7 p.m. on November 7ftbe 19-th anniversary of the Octo

ber Revolution, a reception will be held for the local Soviet commu

nity at the U.S.S.R. Consnlate-General at Shanghai. ¥r. I.I. Spilva- 

nek.the Consul-General of the U.S.3.R., will receive congratulations.
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Subject
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
82

REPORT

File No.--------
POLICE. 7O^

Special Branch. iKWüt, //
■ ' '

19th Anniversary of the Soyiet.^le..in..Ru8.81.a«

'lade by .P..S. Ia...Prokof iev............ ..Forwarded by.......... ................................................................... .....

In continuation of the report dated November 6. 1936___

on the subject of the 19th Anniversary of the Soviet Rule ------

in Russia, I have to report that at 6 pua, to-day members - -

of the local group of the so-called "All-Russian Fascist___

Party* (Headquarters at Harbin) are requested to report___ ——"

_ at No.720 Avenue Foch« Flat "B*, where the local office___ -——-
of the group is situated. A general meeting of members ___ _ _

of the party will be held at the same address at 3 p^n. -

on November 8. ____

At about 11.30 a.m. on November 8 a specie! service 

will be held in the St. Gabriel’s Cathedral, 55 Rue Paul ___

Henry, in memory of Eugene Bahtin and Boris Pei-Gorsky, 

two Russian youths who lost their lives during the attack.— 

on the Soviet Consulate in Shanghai in 1927. The service 

is arranged by the Union of Former Cadets of the 1st ____ _—

Siberian Military Cadets* Corps.________________



Special Branch

Hovembe r

Célébralions in connection with the Anniversary of th»

Russian Revolution» November 7, IWfl»

In connection with the celebrations to be held 

at the local u.S.S.H. Consulate-General on the occaai n of the 

19th anniversary of the Russian Revolution» November 7, 19âd» 

the following u’erabersof the special Branch have been detailed 

for observation duty in the vicinity of the Soviet Coneulate-

General f

£££jteÂ*k^jm2£12a- to
D.S. Pitt» 
D.s. Larhy 

l^^^LaaotiaeM

3.SÎ Kesnehita X .

S.D.C. 74 Sura in niagh

S.3.C. T! Julia tin~h

C.B.C.

C.D.G.

141

881

^16,.
D.d.I. Moore -----

J*s. Jenes ' .
3. S. LOCKWOOd

Smk s hl ta

3.D.C. 74 suraln Singh

3.3.C» 77 Dulla Singh

C.3.C.

G.3.C.



Subject (in full)

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT

Commun!Stic Slogans.

File V
POLICE. ■ • t

b U. REGISTRY

Date.'Itt.i.

........................... .................................................
Made by.......... D.s. Snnbrook..................Forwarded by....... .............................................. --

Sir,

t 7 a.m. 7-11-35 C.P.C.e 2228 and 2683 oaiB to the St tion

and reported th at Communistic Slogna hd been written in Ohinece 

bl/ ck ink on the walls of premise of No.SC and NO.101 Cunningh- a

i.Q-.Cl .,

Upon rece<T't of this reçoit C.J.C* 298 proceeded to the above 

mentioned address nd copied dow th: slogans which, hen tr^n.lted 

st the St tion retd rs follows*-___________________________ _______ .___

_ __ iü_ lhg_JgalL_of No. loi Gonnlngh n_ic: jL._______ ___________________ 

_____ Lx_ iK-UQurers unlt£. ?nd-±r iM .In comœaor tionof the October, 

^evolution.

_____ .'la- Citizena ri-:e nd s-n- t he.. Knaaint &ng

3. Doan ^ith the people -ho gail-Ghia-»

Qn the—.;all of-No.SO Cnnningh in itowd

People *ho do not tsisu tn ce si rec, unite together 

_ lhe ahovs alog?na »>eze trasea frcm the valle, nd discreet 

jquix i ~t- .>ere. m a~ in the vicinity by C. C.C-. 2 38 nd the under-

:neu but no useful Infcra»>tlon could l.< obtained th t vould lead

^pi'eh'însion of ths inaorUnr*

2^.

Officer i/di__
Special Branch

b'.l.in.J><t. i/c>
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G. □. REGISTRY

A’p. S. B. D.^2^Z^ 
t , ......1.......:ld

Spécial «ranch, ç

November 6, 1935.

To C.C.R.

November 7, the anniversary of the Soviet 

Revolution, will be celebrated by both the Soviet 

and "White" sections of the local Russian community. 

All Soviet firms will be closed, and an

article agtoliing the achievements of the Proletarian

G over ment will be pt^l^hed in the Soviet newspaper t

"The New World*. It is also expected that a dinner
g 

party or Reception for Soviet citizens will be given |
■■ 

at the Soviet Consulate. |

The "White" Russians will hold religious 

services in all their churches, including 29 Kungping |

Road, in the '
/

Although trouble is not anticipated, it is 

advisable that the Police jay special attention, throughout j 

the day and especially in the late afternoon and j

evening to:

1. The Russian Consulate

2. The New World Newspaper, 153 Canton Road j

3. Soviet firms, and j

4. Russian Churches.

D. C. (Special Branch)

C iroulation:

All D.O.s

All stations.
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G. 4OM^9-3S rite No............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 2, Special. Branch sxaüsx,
REPORT „ .Date...November..6,.r9 35.

^«^>cr...l8th. Anniversary. .of...the...SQV.i.e.t Rule in .Russia................................................

Made by. D..S> ..Tcheremshansky.....  __Forwarded by.............. ............................................ *1*..................

With reference to the 18th Anniversary of the Soviet_______

Rule in Russia, which falls on November 7. enquiries show thet.,the 
‘ Jt * 

representative of the Russian communityinShanghai  

Metzler, and the Presidium of the National Committee of ___

Russian Emigrants Union will publish in the Russian.newspapers___

on November 7 an announcement that the special service in the 

memory of victims of. the Red terror would be held in the 

St» Gabriel Church at No» 55 Route Paul Henry»__ It is possible___

also that the special commemorative services will be held in 1 

St» Sophia's Church, No» 29 Kungping Road, and at St» Nicolas

-Church, No. 19 Rue Corneilles»____No definite, plans have so______ »
* far been made by the local "White" Russian organizations to______  |

mark the day of national mourning» The exact time of the_______

f services has not yet been announced, but in all probability they.

|_will be held between 7 p»m« and 8 p.m. __ Articles on the ____

subject of the signifie ance of the anniversary will be_______

I published in Russian newspapers»

I ________ While no mass demonstrations, processions,e tc., which

may lead to untoward incidents, are likely to take place,  
♦
| , the possibility is nQt excluded that certain irresponsible__
i ■ \ . f ‘| I I' individuals may attempt to cfeate disturbances outside the ‘
i </ ------- I
j ",v SovietConsulate.____ Distribution of anti-Soviet handbills__ |
I 1j is also possible.___________________ ________________________________  «

_________Regarding the "Red" sector of the Russian community I

in Shanghai, it is reported that the official celebration of 

_ the anniversary will take place at the Soviet Consulate-  

General and will be attended by the Soviet employees and 

prominent members of the Soviet community._

The local-Soviet Consulate and Soviet commercial



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

_______________ Station>
REPORT 

Date................................ 19

Subject...... .......................         ........        -----

Made by. .Forwarded by.
-2-

--iaatitutlana..will be closed for business on November 7 and___ _—
8. Articles regarding the anniversary of the October_____  _

-Revolution and progress of the Soviet creative vork in___________

be published in the local Soviet newspaper_______
"The New World.”_________________________________________________

-----------Enquiries will be_continued and any information__________  
_ of importance wi11 be immediately reported._____________________  

_______ Attached herewith are lists of local Soviet commercial__ 

—establishments and of Russian churches in the Settlement________
_ and the French Concession.______________________________________________

_________________________

-___________________________________________________

------------------------------------------------- D. S._______________ _

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch)

-6 NOV. 1935



LIST OF RUSSIAN CHURCHES IN SHANGHAI

1. St* Gabriel’s Church 55 Route Paul Henry

2. St. Nicolas Church 19 Rue Corneilles

3. St. Andrewb Church 220 Route Vallon

4. St. Sophia’s Church 29 Kungping Road.

5. Church of the Ressurection 395 Route Cardinal 
Mercier.

LIST OF SOVIET ESTABLISHMENTS IN SHANGHAI

1. Soviet Embassy and Consulate-General 1 Whangpoo Bl.

2. Centrosojus (England) Ltd. 2 Peking Road, 
(Gian Line Big.)

3. Moskovsky Narodny Bank 
(formerly Dalbank)

Hamilton House, 
comer of Kiangsi 
& Foochow Roads.

4. United Petroleum Trust of U.S.S.R. 
(Soyouzneft)

20 Canton Road 
(5th floor)

5. Tass News Agency 20 Canton Road, 
Room 500.
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Double Anniversary of tiie Outbreak of the Soviet 
Revolution (1917) and, of the "'stablïlsîüîënt of 
the Central provisional Govermient of the Sofiet 
Republic of China (Ï93I)

There is no indication that local conv, .unist or 

radical elements plan observance of this double anniversary 

which falls on November 7.

It is, however, expected that the usual attempt

will be made to disseminate Communist handbills in the

Louza District and in the vicinity of mill areas during 
•*

the evening.

Local Kuomintang - Meeting I
Dive committee members of the local Kuomintang held a 

X
; at 10 a.m. November 5 in the Tangpu Headquarters,

Peng Ling Jao, off Route Ghisi, and passed the ,/ollowing f«

resolutions

1. That a circular notice be issued temerarious Kuomintang 
branches in Shanghai, instructing Members to continue 
to contribute tov/ards the fund 
aircraft to be presented to t]

g
2. That the contributions whj 

be collected on December^

r the purchase of 
Government.

i will range from $1 to $4 
1936.

3i That a meeting in ct^fiiemoration of the birthday 
anniversary of the ate Dr. Sun Yat-sen be held
in the Chinese Œ mber of Commerce Building, North
Soochow Road, 10 a.m November 12.

4. That flags JSfe hoisted on that day

On fcfie same day, the local Tangpu issued a circular

to its various branches stating that members should be

encouraged to contribute one day's income towards the fund

fbr the purchase of aircraft to be presented to the

Government
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Anniversary of October Revolution - November 7

The Anniversary of the October Revolution of 1917 

(November 7), was observed by local communist adherents 
4^7

L I
who disseiainated communist literature in various parts of 

the Settlement. In addition communist slogans of the usual
Hongkew

order were written on walls in the WestacocDi strict.

Copies of a handbill found in the 'testera District 

advocated tne staging of a demonstration outside the Italian

Consulate and called upon wharf coolies to refuse to handle

■*
cargo on Italian steamers.

Labour

Factories increase working period

The following factories increased the working period

on November 6

Name and Address No. of 
hands

&

Shanghai Timepiece 
Manufactory, 150 
Mandalay Road.

Varon Weaving 
Factory, Lane 583, 
17 Yfeihaiwei Road.

95

30

10 hours 
per day.

Rent Reduction Movement

Hiscellane

6 ho 
per^ay.

Former working 
peri od

Pres

12^- hours 
per day.

t working 
csâriod_______ _

8 hours 
per day.

The Rent Reduction^ederatior of 4-H Tenants in Shanghai

groups, each of

canvass to inc

house-to-ho
copies o
Me mbe 
the

173 Chun Ka Zah Road*/n5hapt3i, hat organized thirteen propaganda 
tv '’“persons, for the purpose of conducting a 

se its membership. These groups are making

'a handbill advocating the Rent Reduction Movement.
ip registration 

allers who collect
om persons wishing to

è visits in the Settlement and distributing

forms are also left at each house by 
a minimum subscription fee of $1.00 
join the Federation.

*• ■
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List of enquiries instituted by the Special Branch in

connection with the 11 Shooting of a Japanese sailor

on Darroch Road on Nov. 9, 1935 '* and " Attack on

Hibino Yoko Shop on Nanking Road on Nov. 10, 1935 '*

Enauiry re " Baretta " pistol used in the Darroch Rd. case.

2) H re Possible connection of students with the attack 
on Hibino Yoko shop.

h

>

re

4) tt re

5) re

6) re

t»

Covering .Index to File D.7073

Special Branch Reports1.Serial No

2w

3h

4hH

H 5 Statementsw

6.

■y '

t

Pamphlets found outside the Hibino Yoko shop 
after the attack.

Possibility of W'aung Ching Wei’s assailants being 
responsible for the shooting of the Japanese 
sailor on Darroch Road.,

Prominent Chinese merchants being the instigate 
of the attack on Hibino Yoko shop.

Organizations of Chinese deportees from Japr . 
being responsible for the attack on Hibino fc' 
shop.

Japanese Consular Police 
Reports

Arms Identification Sectioi 
Reports.

a' V
’ï

Exhibits ( Missiles & broken bottles ) found on scene 
of attack on Hibino Yoko shop.

Station (Dixwell Rd.) Rep or r

3)

News cuttings an dually 
Reports extra

^4/

1
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"G" Division J/ r 3? 

Grir* 176/35 D. Rd. Dixwell Road.

January 31, 1936.

15/1 1

With reference to the attached translation of an 

anonymous letter received on the 22.1.36, addressed to 

Dixwell Road Station, enquiries have been made by D.S.I, 

Van Tub Foo and the undersigned. «
Li Zung Sung (-OJ ), aged about 60 years, and. ’ 

his son Li Ts Nyoh ( i ), aged about 28 years, 

Cantonese, reside at No.30 Yoong Tsong Li (/^ ), off

Arthur Road, and have always been residents of the '/J. 

International Settlement.

Li Zung Sung is the proprietor of the Yoong Doo ng 

Tshang ( fa jaj ) Hardware Shop, No. 51 Seward Road, hi 8,^. „-tf 

son assists him in the business. Li Zung Sung alao H&ftq
■ . «Bi 

the position as manager of the Hwa Tung Tobacco Co., ’/J

902 Tongshan Road, formerly No.50 Seward Road. w -*

There is nothing to suggest that they were concerned ■* 

in the murder of Hideo Nakayama. rf

It would appear that through business reasons



CRIl.E REGISTER No. 176/35

Diary Number 16/1

WGH Division
Dixwell Road Police

Ife.rch 26, 1936

Nature of Offence: Mirder

RECORD OP INVESTIGATION

In connection with anonymous letter dated February

• •, 1936, copy of translation attached, enquiries by D.o.i»6 

Crowther, V° n Tuh x'oo and C.D*S. 74 have ascertained the 

following-.

The chief tenant of No. 14 Eu Tuh Li ) Rue

Ra tard, is one named Kyintr Koh Liang 11]^-), aged 23 

years, native of I-o?tun.v, an alleyway sweeper, employed by
'i

the landlord of his house, has resided at the above ;

address for 4 years.

Kyun^ Koh Li-ng has a friend named Zung Hong Ts ( î$.tf &

aged 19 years, native of Ningpo, a student in the Gheu Tan ' 

( — ) School, Rue Dubail, end resides at No. 15 Lah L#

Li, Rue Dubail. The student answers to the description 

given in the anonymous letter. He constantly visits Kyung

Koh Liang at No. 14 Su Tuh Li, Rue Ratard.

lung Sz Tsung( the name mentioned in the

anonymous letter, is unknown to the aforesaid persons, nor 

is anybody known h y such name to persons residing in the 

alleyways mentioned. II
W.

Kyun.g Foh Li^n^’ and Zun^ Hong Ts lead a quiet Ine, C

and there is nothing to suggest that, they were concerned 

in the murder of H. Nakay^m”.

Enquiries in connection with anonymous letter, dated

February, 1936, cop;/ of translation attached.

Sung Zùng Fah( alias Sung Siau *>z Ts



176/3

Diary Number 16/2 Nature of Offence ; 1

(fy1 J1 , aged. 37 years, native of Kompo, married, 

unemployed, is the chief tenant of No. 304 Heng Feng Road, 

where he has resided for about 10 years. He sub-lets 

the ground floor which has been used as a hot water shop 

and food shop in the past.

He is known to have associated with Wong Hsing Kau
X tfc )» alias Wong ^iao Kau Ts^-b^J-) f mentioned 

in the anonymous letter, this person was convicted to life 

imprisonment in the 2nd Branch Shanghai Special District 

Court for being concerned in the murder of Dong Kya Bang

)> late manager of the Great World Amusement 

Resort, Avenue Edward Vll.

Sung Zung Fah is also known to have been convicted 

in Chapei for Hwo-wei.

On afternoon of the 16.3.38, D.S.p.s Crowther and 

Van fuh Foo, with the assistance of the Heng Feng Road 

Sub-Station, S.P.S. Bureau, visited 304 Heng Feng Road, but 

Sung Zung Fah was basent, his wife was present. Nothing 

to arouse suspicion was found.

On the morning of the 17.3.36 Sung Zung Fah attended 

this station, the request having been left with his wife.

He was questioned by D.S.I. Van Tuh Foo and the 

undersigned but no statement was forthcoming to suggest 

he was concerned in the murder of H. Nakayama.

He readily admitted to having been convicted in 1932 
U 

for being an agent for Hwo-wei gambling, and knowing Wong
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16/3

using mu.

ne also admitted having nad trouble with others 

whom he knows over money matters.

Further enquiries regarding the activities of sung 

Zung *ah in the past nave failed to prove anything 

incriminating in connection with this crime.

With reference to anonymous letter, dated 18-3-36,

Tsao Yeu San ( , alias xsao San ), aged 70

years, native of Shantung, resided in the sung tiyin x>i, 

noulevard de wontigny, for 13 years. During ^ay 1935, he 

removed to 96 Rue nourgeat, wnere ne now resides.

ne has son named rsao koh nal 1 ), aged 32 

years, who is a staff officer under General Chang nyoh

), who lives with nis father, isao leu San

is tne owner of the Zoen xsoong \ W ) lodging nOUS8,t

i>ane 275 Chekiang Road

Tsao Yeu San is a well known character to uhinese 

detectives m Shanghai and is known to nave many followerfl.

With reference to anonymous letter, dated 20-3-36,
Aying Siau Pao ( -S- 4^ ), alias xh leah ugal Siau rau

Ts ( —* J*-, -J. V }, aged about 27 years, native of xangcnow, 

was formerly employed as a cook for 2 years at a Japanese 

brothel, no.228 K. I'aosnin Road, ne formerly resided 

at 97/20 foint Road. nis present whereabouts are 

unknown.
z
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One named. Thaung Ah Kyung aged 26 years,

native of Yangchow, employed as a cook by a Japanese at 

^0.312 Nanzing Road, was questioned on the 25/3/36 and it 

was elicited that he introduced Nying Siau Pao to the 

brothel at 228E. Paoshin Road.

During October 1935, the mistress instructed Nying 

to change $450 in notes into silver dollars, however, he 

absconded with the money, rhe Japanese female did not 

make a report to the police, hying Hoong Pau (fâfé/tâ') 

is the cousin of Nying Siau Pao, his. age is 27 years, 

native of Yangchow, and formerly resided at No.2 Tien 

Tuh Li, lien Tuh Road, Chapei. He was employed as a 

packing coolie in a Japanese packing company situated at 

312/13 Nanzing Road, ^ince October 1935 he has not been 

seen and his present whereabouts are unknown.

aiau a Ts ) is a brother of Hying Siau Pao,

his present whereabouts are also unknown.

Jith reference to anonymous letter, dated 21/3/36, 

it will be noted on Sheet 2, paragraph 3, that D.s.Is. 

Crowther and Van Tuh Foo, with the assistance of the

S.P.S. bureau, visited No.304 Heng Feng Road, which 

resulted in bUng bjau Ss Ts attending this station on 

the 17/3/36. It is quite evident the writer of this 

letter has close association with Sung Siau Ss Ts and saw 

the police party when the visit was made®
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Attached are copies of translations of anonymous 

letters and statement of Sung Siau Sz Ts.

(Crowther.



“C” Division 
Dixwell Road.

April 19, 1936.

Crime Register No. 176/35.

■uiary Number: 17/1. Nature of offence - 1

At 10.50 a.m. on the 19th, April, 1936, the 1st

accused Yang Vung Dao alias *ang Ming Wei

a£ed- 42 years, married tallyman, native of

Canton, residing J.R. 18 Dong An Li Tong Shan Road
and the 2nd accused Dzung Yong ^ung $ jfc- ) alias 

Dzung Ah Sung p’f ) aged 23 years, single 

assistant tallyman, native of Kompo, residing above

address, were apprehended on Tongshan Road by J.D.S.

51 Hasuo, J.D.C. 83 Osano and u.D.C. 255.

Brought to Dixwell Road Police Station and 

. searched the following property was found on their 

persons.

let accused Yang vung Dao:-

1. a membership card issued to Xang Vung-dao 
by the hwangtung Fellow Countrymen’s 
Association.

2. Two advertisement cards.

3. A handkerchief.

4. Name card of one To Kee uheong ),
manager of Yue Mao Hong, 9 Queen’s Street, 
Hongkong.

5. Name card of Zeng Tse King(j^-J'^P ) Chief 
Inspector of French Police.

6. Name card of Tang Hung Sungrâ?$j£ ), C.D.C. 
of the S.M.p.

7. Name card of B.K. Wang Man Kee
Contractor, 397 North Kiangse Road.
Tel. 45243.

8. Name card of one Ying Yungf^ ) which 
bear the following handwritten note:-



"Rrother vang Yung Dao

Your letter has been received with 
thanks. As I am now being engaged, I 
am unable to cone to eee you. If you 
have time, please come to the Detective 
Dept, of the Kongmen Police to have a 
talk with me. If you have important 
matters, I can do them for you."

9. Five name cards of Yang Vung Dao.

10. Two complimentary tickets of the Ritz Theatre.

11. Four admission tickets for the Chinese
Architecture Exhibition.

12. A copper wrapped in a piece of red paper.

13. 40 cents small money and nine coppers.

14. Four pieces of medicine root.

15. One seal box containing two seals one
bearing the name Yang Vung Dao and the 
other Yang Ming Wei )

16. A letter addressed to Chen Ping Him
by the Chief of the Rureau of Public 
Health Li Ting An ). The letter
states that formerly all old style medical 
practitioners were required to pass an 
examination under the auspices of the 
Shanghai @ity Government before they were 
permitted to function. Rut after the 
Regulations Governing Medical Practitioners 
have been published by the National Govern
ment, such examination has been abolished. 
The writer of the letter algo advise the 
recipient to inform his friend to comply 
with the Regulations above-mentioned. This 
letter is enclosed in an envelope addressed 
to Yang Vung Dao.

17. One pencil.

2nd accused Dzung Yong Gung :-

1. Written prognostication^ a fortune teller- 2
regarding the future of Dzung Yong Sung. î

2. Four photographs of Dzung Yong Sung. ||.
■'i 
i
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one photograph 
written the

on the reverse of which is 
name Bang Fee Loong < )

4. One photograph (.bearing on name).

5. A Chinese prescription for thecure of a certain
disease.

6. une^Yale key Wo.22957.

7. 2 collars; 20 cents note’ 20 cents silver :
one copper.

8. One Bark i'ass Ho.16264 bearing the name of the 
holder, bsung Wei Woo i )•

9. One pencil.

10. Three coupons for .downtree's free cocoa at 
the downtree's Cocoa demonstration.

11. A picture of Oeorge ^ft, one of a series 
packed with some unknown cigarettes, on 
the reverse of which is written the following

12.

address; h0.2 Chih uhing Faung 
J-ung Dz Bai ha (.

One handkerchief.

They are suspected of being concerned in the 

murder of H. Wakayama, which crime was perpetrated 

at about 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 on the ^arroch Hoad.

Two search warrants Nos.38 and 39 were obtained 

from the 3.D.Court for premises Lane 31, House

B./.56 Urga Hoad, and u.E. 18 Long Ah Li ( C )

xongshan Hoad. i‘he former adoresslbeing the bong 

Dzung Association (. ) which the 1st accused

Yang Vung bao, is the chairman of the standing committee, 

the latter address being the home of the two .accused.

Warrant No.38 -—31/56 Urga head was 



Diary Number 17/4

executed at 4.15 p.m. on tie 1;.4.36 by D.S.L.s

Crowther, Van ^-ah Foo, bhih osu Chien, D.o. Craig, J.D.D.

51 Hasuo, J.D.C. 83 Osano, Plain clothes J.l.C.s 77, 

134, 164, & 173 and C.D.C.s 119 and 255.

The following property was seized s-

1. A registration certi'”cate issued by the 
Executive Committee of the Shanghai Kuo
mintang Headquarters to the Dong Dung 
Association on April 17, 1936.

2. A despatch dated Larch 5, 1935 issued by the 
Shanghai Peace Preservation Bureau instruc
ting the Dong Dung Association to apply to 
the competent official organ for registra
tion.

3. A dispatch No. 2585 dated March 9, 1935 issued
by the Shanghai City Government instructing 
the Dong Zung Association to first apply to 
the Shanghai Kuomintang Headquarters for 
régis tration.

4. Dispatch No. 2982 dated Moy 29, 1935 issued by
the Executive Committee of the Shanghai 
Kuomintang Headquarters rejecting the app
lication by the Dong Zung Association on 
the grourid that it was not organised accor
ding to regulations.

5. An application submitted by Yang Dola Dung
( - ) on March 13, 1935 on behalf of
the tiohg Zung Association asking for per
mission for the formation of the above 
Association.

6. Letters of congratulation on the occasion of 
the formation of the Dong Dung Association 
as well as on Yang Yung Dao being appointed 
councillor of the 55th Army.

7. A book containing names of new members of the
Kwangtung Fellow Countrymen’s Association 
enrolled by Y«ng Vung Dao on behalf of the 
Association in question.

8. A book containing specimen seals used by the
Dong Zung Association.



9. A book relating to the account of a Chinese 
money club.

10. Drafts of application to the Shanghai Kuomintang
Headquarters for registration of the Dong Zung 
Association.

11. Dispatch No.4082 dated April 13, 1936 issued by
the Executive Committee of the Shanghai Kuo
mintang Headquarters to the Dong Zung Associa
tion instructing it to change its name into 
Hung Nyi Dong Zung Association before it will 
be given a registration certificate.

12. Pledge forms of members of the Kwangtung Fellow
Countrymen's Association. 219 copies.

13. Application form for Chinese watchman under
Settlement Police supervision. 1 copy.

14. A small account book relating to affairs of a
Chinese money club.

15. Fire Insurance policy issued to Chen Yuen Tse
the Asiatic Insurance Company 

of Trieste on 23/3/36.

16. A piece of paper bearing names and antecedents
of 7 persons (presumably offichls of the Dong 
Zung Association.)

17. Blank form issued by the Shanghai Kuomintang
Headquarters for various public bodies to 
send in their specimen seals.

18. Investigation form issued by the Shanghai Kuo
mintang Headquarters for the investigation of 
members of public bodies. 2 copies.

19. 10 letters addressed to Yang Vung Dao and others.

20. Eight books relating to various affairs of the
Hung Zung Mutual Aid Association.

21. An account book of the Hung Zung Mutual Aid
Association.

22. A book of investigation forms relating to the
members of the Dong Zung Association.

23. Registration book of Dong Zung Association con
taining names of 496 members.
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24. "Fire insurance policy issued by the China
Insurance Co. 9/5/35 to Lee Tse Ying.

25. Blank investigation form issued by the Shanghai
Kuomintang Headquarters. 50 copies

26. 18 letters and dispatches issued by the Shanghai
Kuomintang Headquarters to the Hung Zung 
Mutual Aid Association.

27. 7 dispatches issued by the Educational Bureau of
the Shanghai City Government to the nung Zung 
Free Primary School.

28. A book containing handwritten copies of
dispatches issued by various Chinese official 
organs to the Hung Zung Mutual Aid Association.

29. 20 letters issued by the Bureau of Social Affairs
between 1930 and 1933 to the nung Zung Mutual 
Aid Association.

30. Papers containing names and specimen seals of
committee members of the Hung Zung Mutual 
Aid Association.

31. Catalogue of the nung Zung Free Primary School.

32. Pamphlet entitled "Reorganization scheme of
the nung Zung Mutual Aid Association".

33. An envelope containing five pieces of paper
bearing the antecedents of five members of 
the Hung Zung Mutual Aid Association.

34. An envelope containing a piece of paper bearing
antecedents of one named Li Hang nung* a 
medical practitioner.

35. Members daily attendance book of the Dong
Zung Association.

36. 8 books and 3 files relating to various matters
and affairs of the Dong Zung Association.

37. A receipt book of the "Sung Li Companx*.

38. A letter addressed to Zung nung Tse by the
Standing Committee of the Dong Zung Association 
appointing Zung as an employee of
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39. * photograph of the whole body of the staff of the
Hung -^ung Mutual Aid Association 
and ùiao Pu Yung ( ), Air Fleet
Commander of the North Eastern Volunteer 
Army, taken 19/10/1932, Siao was to depart 
for Europe and America to solicit funds 
for purchasing aeroplanes to resist Japan.

40. A small book containing addresses of several
Cantonese organizations.

41. A letter addressed to Tan Tsung Nyieh (
by the Dong Zung Association appointing 7 
Tan a staff employee of the Miscellaneous 
affairs Section of the Association.

< fJ <
42. A receipt issued by Huh Zao Chi I tfv ), a

lawyer, to Yang Vung Dao against payment 
of #150.00.

43. A receipt issued by one -ao bung Tsoo acknowledg
ing the receipt of #50 loan from Yang 
Vung Dao.

44. A chart relating to the organization system
of the Dong Zung Association.

45. A membership card of the Hung Zung Mutual Aid
Association.

46. three sales books of one "Sung Li Company."

Warrant No.39 ...19 Dong An Li, Tongshan Koad 
executed at 5 p.m. on the 19/4/36 by D.b.I.s Crowther,

Van Tuh Foo, #ih Ssu Chien, D.S.Craig, J.D.C, 83

Osana, Plain clothes J.P.C.s 77, 164, 173 and C.D.C.s

119.

The following property was sezied:-

1. An appointment letter issued by no bui I )
Commander of the 55th Army, appointing Yang 
Vung Dah councillor of the Army.

2. Forty letters
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3. Five name carde#

4 • Ave p ho to g r aph e •

5. Three photographs in frames:-

a)» taken vzhen "comrades’* '7oo( ), Siao

( . }, Loo ( : ) and Ling (
returned from abroad.

photograph of the
in No. 1 of this

appointment mentioned 
list.

Photograph of the whole body of the 
members of the Hung Zung Mutual^,. Aid 
Association and Siao Pu Yuin( r- 
Commander of the Air Fleet of the 
North Eastern Volunteer Army, taken 
on 19/10/32» Siao was to depart 
for Europe and America to solicit 
funds for purchasing aeroplanes to 
resist Japsn.

6. A book entitled “Practical Physics” with 
leaves specially cut.

An application for a Writ of Detention in 

respect of the two arrested persons will be made in 

the S.S.D. Court on the 20/4/36, also an application for 

the retention of the seized property for investigationo
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Ac 3.30 p.m. on the 20/4/36 U.S.I. Nakamura 

and D.s. Tanaka brought to Dixwell Road Station the 
3rd accused, Yih Hai-sung ^r) M-L) » alias Siao Kwang 

Tung ), aged 28 years, native of Canton, single

cabaret manager, residing No.22 Tsingkow Road )

Tsingtao, whom they arrested at the afore-said address 

at 11 p.m. on the 15/4/36 on the authority of a despatch 

warrant No.27608, issued by the S.S.D.Court on the

14/4/36, the arrest 

Inspector Lu Sih Te 

Safety Bureau.

was effected with the assistance of

of the Tsingtao Public

Seized in his home were two letters, an

agreement paper, 1 piece of paper relating to the transfer 

of a house, 4 name cards and 5 photographs.

Following this arrest in the morning of the

17/4/36 the 3rd accused’s brother named Yih Ying Yong

aged 26 years was arrested at the same

address by Inspector Lu Sih Te. On the morning of the 

18/4/36 another suspect named Yong Ming Sung ( )

aged 28 years was arrested at 55 Kweichow Road, Tsingtao, 

by Inspector Lu Sih Ts.

The latter two persons are now detained by the 

Tsingtao Public Safety Bureau for interrogation and 

pending enquiries in Shanghai by the Municipal Police.

The 3rd accused Yih Hal Sung admits knowing 
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the 1st accused Yang Vung Dao (tel), through 

being connected with the Dong Zung Association 

in Shanghai.

The 3rd accused Yih Hai Sung is suspected in 

being concerned with the 1st accused Yang Vung Dao, 

and 2nd accused Dzung Yong Sung, in the murder of 

H. Nakayama which was perpetrated at about 9 p.m. on 

the 9/11/35 on Darroch Hoad.

An application will be made in the S.S.D. Court 

on the 21/4/36 for the 3rd accused to be detained on 

a Writ of Detention.
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At about 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 a Japanese Marine 

named Hideo Nakayama aged 24 years, attached to the 

Japanese Naval Landing Party whilst walking on 

the Darroch Road near the Fung Loh Li ) was

fatally wounded by being shot through the head with a 

.32 bullet discharged from a Beretta .32 automatic 

pistol, No.241146 of Italian make.

The crime was reported to Dixwell Road Police 

Station at 9.05 p.m. on the 9/11/35.

Hideo Nakayama was removed to the Japanese Naval 

Landing Party Hospital by members of the Naval Landing 

Party where he succumbed to his injury at 1.10 a.m. 

on 10/11/36.

At 11.40 p.m. on the 9/11/35 the Beretta .32 

auto pistol was found by S.K. Kaneyasu behind a private 

watchman’s hut situated in the Nong Loh Li, 509 feet 

from the scene of crime. It was found to contain one 

magazine with five rounds of ammunition, and one round 

in the breech.
8 feet

A .32 spent bullet was found/south of a pool 

of blood on Darroch Road at the spot where H. 

Nakayama was fatally wounded, and 4 feet 4 inches from 

’•’lest Kerb of Darroch Road. A .32 empty cartridge case 

was found 27 feet from this pool of blood on the Hast 

side of Darroch Road practically opposite to the
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position where the spent bullet was^found

xhe pistol was examined by the Finger rrint 

Bureau but no prints were secured.

Ahe pistol, spent bullet and empty cartridge 

casewere examined by the Arms ■‘•dentification Office 

when it was ascertained that the pistol ’was in good 

working order and had been recently fired, and that 

the pistol fired tine bullet, and ejected the cartridge 

caseifound at the scene.

xhe 1st accused Yang Vung Dao ( ', 2nd

accused Dzung Yong Sung ; arrested on the

19/4/36 and the 3rd accused Yih Hai Sungt )

arrested on the 15/4/36 at xsingtao andbrought to 

Shanghai on the 20/4/36 appeared before the S.S.D. 

Court on 20/4/36 and 21/4/36 respectively when a 

successful application for Writ of Detention was made.

It has been found there is no evidence to connect 

the 2nd accused Dzung Yong Bung; with this crime so an 

application for his release will be made on the 

27/4/36, when the three accused appear before the 

S.S.D.Court.

-Ln respect of the 1st accused Yang Vung Dao 

( accusecL /ih Bai Bung < a

weeks extension of the Writ of Detention is requested 

for further enquiries.

The following evidence is submitted to
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1st accused ^ang Vung Dao

At 5 p.m. on the 19/4/36 acting on the security 

of & search warrant No.39 issued by the 3.3.D. Court, 

handed into Court on the 20/4/36, a party of Police, 

D.S.I.e Crowther, Van Tuh Foo, ohih Ssu Chien, D.S, 

Craig, J.D.C.83 Osano, plain clothes J.P.C.s 77, 134 

173 and C.D.C.119 search premises No.18 Dong Ah Li 

( *? ) Tongshan Road, th*1 home of the 1st accused

Yang Vung Dao. A list of property seized is outlined 

on sheets 7 & 8 of diary 17.

Among this property a book entitled "Practical.

Physics" translated from English language to Chinese, 

bearing technical terms in knglieh was found by J.P.O. 

164 at the bottom of a clothes stand placed at the 

foot of a bed situated in a front room on the 1st

floor of the premises. This is the bed room of the

1st accused. Opened, the book was found to have the

leaves cut out in the shape of a pistol.

D.S.I.e Crowther, 31 ih Ssu Chien, D.S. Craig, 

J.P.O. Cs^-na, J.F.C.s77, 173 and the 1st accused's-’ 

concubine named Soong Shiu Ching ( ) were in

the room when the book was discovered. The book was 

immediately handed to D.3.I. Crowther. Lïarke of a 

pistol were discernible on the top and bottom leaves. 

This book wae handed over to D.J.I. Dickson i/c Finger

z 
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Print Buregi by D.>=,I. Crowther on the 20.4.36 for 

examination "nd photographs were taken.

The photo •r’n’-'S show marks similar to those on 

the Berett" .32 auto, vistol found by the Arms Iden

tification Section to have fired the bullet "nd car

tridge c’-'se found ?t the scene of crime.

The most significant nrrks being ’’PB" which are 

on each side of the butt of the ristol, end the grooves 

of the grip on the slide of the "istol.

The 1st accused claims in his statement that the 

book w s t^ken to his house by one of his children, he 

cannot name which one, saying th"t "■ s his wife Doong 

Shui Tsengdid not taire it to the house one 

of his children must hove taken it then. This he 

maintains was in October 1933.

On the 18th November 1933 the 1st accused iang 

Vung Dao applied to the Shanghai llunicinal Council for 

a licence to c° rp' a firearm. This was later gra.nted 

and issued on 6th December 1933 in respect of a Demon 

.32 auto "istol maker’s No. 87558, S.1Î.P. No. Y2617. 

He states he cut the h le in the leaves of the book so 

that he could conce 1 his licenced wistol therein to 

prevent his children from finding it.

On iferch 27, 1934 Er. Paul Lee( ) Secretary

of the Bureau of Public Safety, Shanghai, âddressed a 

letter to the Arms Licensing Section of the S.1I. Police
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with the 1st accused's pistol licence requesting that 

it be cancelled as the 1st accused had left Shanghai 

and had handed the pistol over to him which he stated 

he was going to keep for his own use.

The 1st accused states that he obtained this 

pistol from Mr. Paul Lee before he applied for a 

licence to carry firearms from the Shanghai Municipal 

Council.

The size -and type of a T)emon pistol compared with 

the Beretta pistol are quite different.

The 1st accused admits that prior to cutting the 

leaves of the book he made an outline of his licensed 

pistol on the leaves of the book with a blue pencil.

According to the 1st accused's statement he admits 

having been the chairman of the Ong Zung Association 

located in the Yung Ziang Si Le, Point Road, which 

position he obtained at the end of 1930 and held until 

September or October 1933 When -he resigned. The Dong 

Zung Association ) located at 56 Sung Tuh Fong

Urga Road was inaugurated on February 27th 1935 and the 

1st accused was elected Chairman. The Dong Zung Asso

ciation and an association called the Dong Nyi ( 

were formed by ex-members of the Ong Zung Association. 

For many years the 1st accused was employed in the 

godown of the Butterfield and Swire Shipping co. until 

tne end of 1933 when he went to Canton, his last post
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being the keeper of No.lA godown. z

3rd accused ^ih ^ai Sung ( S- )

According to the statement of Tseng Nyoen 

( the 3rd accused vih ITai Sung went to the

uorae of this witness at Chi Feng 11 ( - ), Kwang-

tung Ka Chapei on a day in September or

October 1935 and asked for a loan of 325.00. The wit

ness at this time was a money lender and according to 

his rules, persons who wanted to secure a loan had to 

produce two guarantors. The 3rd accused was unable 

to introduce two guarantors tnerefore his request for 

a loan was refused. On the following day the 3rd 

accused went again to his home and showed him a pistol 

stating that he would give the pistol as security for 

$25.00. The wife of the witness was present and forbid 

him to take the pistol so the 3rd accused left. In 

the night of the same day the 3rd accused visited the 

house of the witness again with the pistol The wit

ness asked him where he had obtained the pistol when the 

3rd accused told him a Korean named Jack owned it.

The witness at this time examined the pistol carefully. 

On the 5/1/36 at 38 Scott Road in the presence of Com

mander Ohsugi, Lieut. Commander Okino, D.S.I. Nakamura, 

L.S.s Iguchi and Tanaka, the witness identified the 

.32 Beratta Pistol No.241146 from amongst 4 other 

automatic pistols of different makes. This he repeated
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on the 15/2/36.

The most particular point he could remember of 

the pistol were the letters P.B. on the butt of the 

pistol.

According to the statement of Tsang Zai Nyuen 

), the witness between 8.30 and 8.45 p.m. on 

the 9/11/35 emerged from the Yue Uhing Pong, North 

Szechuen Road practically opposite to Darroch Road, 

he had walked 20 to 30 paces across the North Szechuen 

Road proceeding South where he observed the 3rd accused 

walking quickly 'Torthwards on the West pavement of 

North Szechuen Road, walking five or six paces behind 

him in the same direction were two other men one he 

recognized as a Korean named Jack, the other he did 

not know. The 3rd accused was wearing a dark coloured 

Sun Yat Sen uniform. This witness had seen the 3rd 

accused and the Korean Jack many times before this 

occasion in cabarets off the North Szechuen Road.

According to the statement of witness Lee Yau 

( ) he with one witness named Wong Tsung

went to room No.7 Moon Palace Hotel at a little past 

8 p.m. on the 9/11/35 to play Mah Jongg. In the room 

he saw the 3rd accused lying on an iron bed with a 

light opium lamp besides him, Wong Tsung asked the 

3rd accused if there would be a game of Mah Jongg that
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night And the 3rd accused tol0iim no. Wong Taung then 

left letting the witness Lee Yau to wait in the 

room for him. After Wang Tsung left a Korean whom 

Lee Yau has identified in the Japanese Consulate 

entered and called Siau Kwangtung in Shanghai 

dialect. The 3rd accused rose from the bed and then 

the Korean offered him a pistol which he refused to 

accept, saying "Why give it to me, why don't you 

give it to Pau Kyu )" The witness saw a part of

the barrel of the pistol. The Korean asked 

where Pao Kyu was and it is said by this witness 

some one called from an adjoining bath room that Pao 

Kyu was waiting at Waung Pang Jao, in Cantonese. 

The Korean put the pistol into his trousers pocket 

«nd left with the 3rd accused.

Wong Tsung returned to the room and this 

witness told him th°t he had heard and seen. This 

witness left Wong Tsung and on foot proceeded to 

a Japanese Pharmacy located opposited the Poo Ming 

Hospital on Horth Szechuen Road, and purchased 20 

cents worth of sterilized cotton wool. Returning 

on foot Southwards on the Horth Szechuen Road with 

a view to returning to his home in the Tub. Shing Li, 

Boone Ro*d, and on reaching Wang Pang Jao he saw 
u* 

the 3rd accused walking Northwards on the West pavement 

of North Szechuen Road followed by the Korean
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ano another nan, Vhe Korean being the man 

he had seen in doom 7 o< the j..oon Palace* The 

3rd accused was wearing the Sun Ynt-een uniform 

as he had seen him wearing in room 7 of the ^oon 

xalace* :e was also without a. hr-t, further the • 

Korean and the other male Chinese were without hats» 

7itr ss Lee Yau’s statement regarding the 3rd 

accused being in doom 7 of the ^oon Palace is

borne out by the statement of the witness Wong Tsung. 

Vong Tseng in his statement states he asked

3rd accused if there was to be a game of Jah Jongg 

that night, and that he saw him wearing a 3un fat 

Sen uniform.

The witness Lee Yau’s statement corrobo

rates the statement of Tsang Zai Kyuen in-as-much 

as that the 3rd accused was walking a little in 

front o~~ the Korean and the other man and that 

they were not wearing hats.

The 3rd accused was & member of the Ong*. r. , 3c JI &
Lung Association located in 

Point Hoad and later became 

Association ( TH ^r/i\ )• 
of the ung Zung Association 

1st accused that the 3rd accused was able to stay in 

ho»ll Kodown of Butterfield and Swire on the French 

Bund, for one or two months from December 1933

the rang Ziang oi Li,

a member of the Dong Kyi

It was by being a member

and the influence of the

during a period he was unemployed
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The three accused (1) Yang Vung Dao, (2) Dzung 

Yong Suns- and (3) Yih Hai Sung appeared before Judge 

Siao () in No.l Court, S.S.D. Court at 2 p.m. on 

the 27/4/36. The evidence at present at hand was 

outlined by A/h.A. Er. Paul Y. Ru who requested the 

Court to gr^nt a two weeks’ remand for further enquiries.

The hearing wa s in Camera. This request was 

also ma.de in Chambers prior to the case opening. 

Witnesses Tseng Yuan ( /j ) and Tsang Zai Nyuen (ft ^4) 
were questioned by the Judge. The Judge only granted 

a remand of the three prisoners until the 1/5/36.

Further to this case between 5 p.m, and 7 p.m. 

on the 21/4/36 with the assistance of members of the 

Public Safety Bureau, J.D.S. 151 Tanaka and S.I. uasa 

of the Japanese Consular Police visited No.27 Chi 
Hsing Li (ify , In Ka Zah (^£ %) ) » Chapei, with 

a view to locating one named Pao Kyu mentioned

to be connected with this case, the house was found 

vacated ------ no personal papers and nothing of an

incriminating nature were found.

Between the same times and date D.S.I. Nakamura 

and S.I. Sato of the Japane'se Consular police with 

members of the Public Safety Bureau including Supt. 

Liang, Officer i/c of the North Station Branch Bureau^

ma.de


visited the Kweng Tung Junior Middle School 

paoyuen Road ( ), Chapel to interview the

principal one Rzung Heng Pih female.

Supt. Liang handed over to R.S.T. Nakamura one 

petition dated February 5, 1936 addressed to Supt. Liang 

by the Principal Dzung Hong Pih, complaining of a false 

accusation and the activities of a certain three unknown 

male Chinese.

One letter written in pencil obviously in a 

disguised handwriting, post mark, General Post Office, 

North Soochow Road, posted at 11 a.m. 19/4/36 and 

delivered to the Principal Dzung Hong Pih at 12 m.d. 

19/4/36.

Translation of letter is as follows 

Comrade Hung Pih ( ,

The situation has become serious. Yesterday I 

received a letter from Zung Feng Yuen stating

that Bao Kyu had been seen in Tientsin but

Yih Hai Sung had so far not arrived.

Following the arrest of "Zuh Ka" ( ), a

Korean, this party had ordered all the partisans to 

hide away. You must abscond immediately after this 

letter reaches you otherwise you will lose your life.

Please refund us the two loans, one about $3,000 

and the other about $8,000 which two of our comrades 

lent you after the January 28th incident. These two .
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comradesLave to hide away now.

You should ignore sunmons served on you by any 

Court other wise you will lose your life, certain mattesr 

having been exposed. this Association have 

make known your name to the public, so you should 

remove to a place of safety to hide yourself.

Ying ), Chief of the Women's
Department signed on behalf of 
Yang Vung Dao <£,- (IL- *

envelope ; J-’zunæfiung 1 ih,
Kwan^ung middle & Primary School, 

Pao Yuan -^oad, chapei.
Delivered by Tseu I )

(PostmanJ No.824.

live papers bearing specimen handwriting of the 

Principal. 'Two papes bearing handwriting of Ur. 

Ling ( ) Assistant Principal of the school.

Cne^name card and two school envelopes.

Also, between the same times and date D.S.

Saito and^niguchi of the Japanese Consular Police 

with menbers of the Public Safety Bureau visited room 

Bo.40 of the Loon Palace, North Szechuet Road, 0.0.L. 

In the room they found Dzung &wei Tseng (

paramour of the 3rd accused Yih xiai Sung and ïih Ling 

Sz J mother of the 3rd accused. .these two

persons with personal papers somebeh-onging to the 

3rd accused were taken to the Public Safety Bureau, 

headquarters, Nantao where they were detained.
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During the period of remand the let accused.

vung Dao ( Yih Hai Sung

have been interrogated at length

The 1st accused maintains silence regard.

this crime. He has not put up any ilibi to rebut the

evidence in the hands of the Police

In the the 3rd accused he has given many

stories centering round the 9/11/35, as regards his 

movements, but failed to put any tangible story forward 

as to his movements on the 9/11/35, although he could 

recollect dates and movements prior to and after the 

9/11/35.

The fact that he, the 3rd accused, avoided his 

movements on the 9/11/35 gave strong ground to the 

investigati ng officers as to his actual movements on 

this date.

This was eventually met with a confession from 

the 3rd accused which he wrote in his own handwriting, 

which was witnessed by Assistant Commissioners Hi, T. 

Robertson, tfr. Uyehara, D.3.I. Crowther, D.S. Ross, 

D.8.I. Nakamura, D.S. Tanaka, & D. S.I. s'.Van.Tuh, Foo and 

Shih Ssu-chien.

The ma,in points of this confession are, that on 

November 7th, 1935, the 3rd accused received a letter, 

which he states he tore up, from the 1st accused through 

the post, instructing the 3rd accused to go to the
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1st accused's house as he wished to talk with him. 

The 3rd accused ignored this order.

At about 7.30 p.m. on the 9/11/35 the 3rd accused 

was descending the stairway of the moon Palace, North 

Szechuen Hoad, when he observed the 1st accused, and a 

Korean named Jack, at present detained by the Japanese 

Consular Police, standing at the entrance of the Lloon 

Palace. The 1st accused then ordered the 3rd accused 

to accompany the Korean and him, saying he wanted to 

kill a Japanese. The 3rd accused asked for what reason 

and was told by the 1st accused that he would tell him 

later. The 3rd accused obeyed the 1st accused as he 

was the chairman of the bong Nyi Association and is 

coneurrently the chainuan of the Dong Zung Association, 

situated at 56/31 Urga Road. In their entirety these 

associations are composed of Cantonese, and have a strong 

hold over each member. The 3rd accused is a member of 

the ■L’ong Nyi Association.

The 1st accused, 3rd accused and the Korean on 

foot wended their way to barroch Road, the 3rd accused 

preceding the 1st accused and the Korean by four or 

five paces. The 1st accused was carrying a green 

coloured book in his left hand. The 3rd accused identi

fied the book entitled "Practical Physics" as the one
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he saw the 1st accused carrying.

On approaching Darroch Road and North Szechuen Road 

corner, the 3rd accused observed a Japanese marine 

proceeding West on Darroch Road, at this juncture the 

1st accused and the Korean overtook the 3rd accused 

and on the three persons, 1st accused, 3rd accused 

and the Korean, turning West into Darroch Road, the 

3rd accused was preceded by the 1st accused and the 

Korean. The Japanese marine had reached a point about 

three yards South of a cigarette shop, situated on the 

West side of Darroch Road, and at the corner of Darrocn 

Terrace, when the 3rd accusv observed the 1st accused 

extract a pistol from the green book and take aim at 

the Japanese marine and simultaneously he, the 3rd 

accused, heard the report of the explosion of the pistol 

and then he saw the marine staggering. At this juncture 

the 3rd accused stains he on the run returned via 

Darroch Road, to North Szechuen Road, then Northwards 

to Dixwell Road, along Dixwell Road to Kashing Road and 

then by Chapei to his heme, at Jukong Road.

The 3rd accused also remembers seeing two Chinese 

famales on the Darroch Road and they appeared to him to 

be servants.

The 3rd accused admits that on the night of the 

9.11.35 he was attired in a black foreign styled suit.
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with while stripes and a felt hat.

A witness named Poo Chou Ying ) maid servant

to a Japanese, residing at 99 Wing On Terrace, whom 

D.S,I. Crowther took a statement from on the 11/11/35 

stated that she was near a hot water shop (70 feet South 

of the scene of crime) walking South on Darroch Road, 

she met a Japanese sailor walking North on Darroch Road, 

on the west side, and walking parallel with the sailor 

in the same direction on the East side of the road was 

a man wearing dark foreign styled clothing and a felt 

hat, colour of the hat she could not state. She had 

reached a spot some 108 feet South of the scene of 

the crime, this being some 38 feet beyond where she met 

the Japanese sailor when she heard the sound of an ex

plosion. She immediately turned round and saw a Japanese 

sailor lying in the roadway, however, she did not see the 

civilian. The witness Poo Chou Ying Is at present in 

Kau Yeu ( ), Kompo, efforts are being made to get

her to come to Shanghai.

The positions of the let accused, Korean, 3rd 

accused, and the sailor’# also the route traversed by 

the two accused and the Korean, were put into a sketch 

drawn in pencil by the 3rd accused.

further to this the 3rd accused whilst being 

escorted from Tsingtao to Shanghai on board the S.S.
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Hoten Maru by D.S. Tanaka and other officers asked D.S. 

Tanaka without being prompted, whether or not he would 

be detained at Dixwell Road Police Station. This point 

is emphasized owing to the fact that the crime was 

committed in the Dixwell Road District.

The 1st accused confronted with the 3rd accused 

and his statement failed to make any statement, this 

must also be borne in mind, as, if there was no truth 

in the statement of the 3rd accused, the 1st accused 

would naturally say that it was false.

In connection with the book "Practical Physics* 

and the first statement of the 1st accused, which was 

to the effect that he made the hole in the book for 

his licensed pistol makers No. 87558, S.M.P. No. Y2617, 

by placing this pistol on the leaves of the book and 

with a blue pencil, which marks are still present, he 

drew the shape of the said pistol. through the medium 

of Mr. Paul T. Lee, and the Arms Licensing Section, 

"Demon* pistol Y. 2617 was traced to one Zee Ziang 

Hsing ), 153 Woo Kya Pang off lalny Road, who

has it licensed with the Shanghai Municipal Council. 

It is at present in the hands of the Police and will 

be used as an exhibit in Court.

Lengthy investigation still has to be made
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in this case, as at present the motive for the crime

is not clear, and a further remand is imperative

The 1st and 3rd accused are now charged and

appear in the S.S.D. Court at 2 p.m. on the 1/5/36

1st accused

Chaige : Murder Cont« to Art» 271(1) of the i.C.R.C

For that you, Yang Vung Dao, at about 9 p.m.

on the 9th November 1935, on ■‘■'arroch Hoad, Shanghai, did

by means of .32 Auto Beretta Pistol, Maker's No.241146

shoot one named Hideo Wakayama, and caused his death
■#

3rd accused

Charge : Aiding & Abetting in the commission of the 

crime of murder. Cont. to Art. 271(1) & 28 of

c.c.r.c

For that you Yih Hai Sung, at about 9 p.m.

on the 9th November 1936, on darroch Road, Shanghai, and

prior to that time concerned together with one, a

Korean named han Ki Ryo, now held in custody, did aid

and abet jointly in the commission of the crime of murder.

No evidence has been forthcoming in respect

of the 2nd accused wzung yong *»ung ( ) therefore a

request will be made to the Court for his release

Exhibits at the present are:-

(1$. Medical and death certificate of Hideo Nakayama’s

demise made by Medical Commander Junkichi Ogawa.

s- « 
Ï
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(2) . One .32 Beretta Atito Pistol leaker’s No. 241146 

found underneath a private watchman’s hut in the FPng 

Lnh L-i , 509 feet from scene of crime. 0ne .32 empty 

cartridge case, one .32 spent bullet found at the scene 

of crime.

(3) . Book ’’Practical Physics."

(4) . Photographs of the pistol, and book taken by

D.S.I. Dickson.

(5) . Photographs of the spent bullet, empty cartridge

* case and pistol taken by the Arms Identification Section.

(6) . Pian and photographs of the scene of crime and
place where the pistol was seized.

(7) . "Demon" pistol Y.2617.

(8) . Further statement of the 3rd accused.
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Diary No.22/1

The three accused, (1) Yang Vung Dao,(2) Dzu.ng

Yong Sung & (3) Yih Rai Sung, appeared in the S.S.D. Court 

at 2 p.m. on the 1/5/36.

The 2nd accused was released, whilst the charges 

of murder and aiding and abettingin the commission of 

murder were heard against the 1st and 3rd accused.

The 3rd accused made an admission in Open Court 

similar in effect to his writteijétatement.

The 1st accused denied the charge.

The case was remanded until 2 p.m. on the 6/5/36.

On the 2/5/36 the 3rd accused made a further state

ment regarding the forming of the plan to commit the 

crime, which is to the effect; four or five months prior 

to the 1st accused returned to Canton, which would be 

in the Summer of 1933, he joined the Ong Zung )

Mutual Aid Association which was then located in the 

Yong Ziang Si Li ( ) Point Road. The 1st

accused was then the Chairman of the Ong Zung Mutual Aid 

Association.

In March 1934 the 1st accused went to Canton and 

the ^ng Zung Association was dissolved.

Prom the time the 3rd accused joined the Ong Zung 

Mutual Aid Association he often met the 1st accused.

It will also be seen in the first written statement 

of the 3rd accused that in October or November 1933
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whilst unemployed he stayed in thequarters of the 

godown keepers of Butterfield <x Swire Shipping Company, 

the Frei ch Bund, for a period of one or two months.

At this time thelst accused was in charge of i.o.l^

Bodown. ihe 3rd accused in his first written statement 

also states that it was through thelst accused's, 

influence that he was able to stay in thegodown quarters.

Returning to the further written statement of 

the 3rd accused, now numbered 3, the 3rd accused after 

the Ong --ung mutual Aid Association was dissolved went

to rsingtao and returned to Shanghai some time afterwards, 

when he was introduced to the Dong Nyi Assodation 

by onenamed j^ee weng k At that time the 1st

accused was concurrently the chairman of the mong .Nyi 

and Dong Zung Association 1. which were formed

by ex-menjbers of the ''ng Zung mutual Aid Association.

xhe 3rd accused goes on to state at about 8 p.m. 

on a certain day at the beginning of October 1935, the 

1st accused ordered one named iseu Shao ioong < j

to summon the 3rd accused to the premises of the bong 

hyi Association k ) which was then located on the

Range Road.

xseu Shao Yoong met the 3rd accused in the boon 

r'alace, Worth Szechuen Road, and took him to the premises 

of the Association, where they met the Is t accused and
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two male Koreans -- one of the Koreans being known to 

him as ’’Jack»11

The 1st accused informed the 3rd accused that the 

Koreans had been admitted as members to the Dong Nyi 

Association, hut their names would not appear in the 

members* register - this being to evoid Police suspicion. 

The 3rd accused states at this meeting which 

consisted of himself, 1st accused, Tseu Shao Yoong and 

two Koreans one called "Jack,” one Korean whom he refers 

to CiS the big Korean, stated that lie hated the Japanese 

and if an opportunity arose the;, would kill two Japanese 

officials.

The let accused advised that this matter he discussed 

later. j

At shout 9 p.m. on a day at the end of October, 1935, 
by Tseu Shao Yoong he was again taken to premises of the I 

Dong Nyi Association where the 1st accused and the two ‘

Koreans were holding a conversation.

The 1st accused ordered Tseu Shao Yoong to close the 

main door. The 1st accused then spoke saying that the two i- 

Koreans intended to assassinate Japanese official(s), and 

asked the 3rd accused and Tseu 3hao Yoong if they agreed, 1 

they acquiesced. The big Korean stating he would be 

responsible for the pistol etc. and would choose a suitable t 

place for the act. before this meeting came to an end it |

was arranged that the five should meet in the premises of | 

the association in the afternoon of the 2/11/35. The 3rd ’ 

accused states at 3 p.m. on this date, the five of them met 

at the same place and proceeded to North Szechuen Road, and

Daxroch Road towards Hongkew Park, when they took notice of 
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the roads leading off Rorth Szechuen Road and Darroch Road. 

At 12.45 a.in. on the 3/5/36, the 3rd accused was 

taken to Dorth Szechuen Road, and in the presence of Ar. 

Uyehara, A.C.P., D.S.I.s Crowther, Ross, Nakamura, Shih 

Ssu Chien, Van Tub Poo, D.S. Bradley, he commenced to 

walk from opposite the ?oo liing Hospital northwards to 

Darroch Road, stating prior to reaching Darroch Road the 

1st accused and Jack (Korean) passed him and walked ahead 

by 5 or 6 paces, also at same spot he observed a Japanese 

marine walking Vest on the South side in Darroch Road. 

From this spot the 3rd accused walked Vest on Darroch Road 

near the centre of the road, stating he walked in the same 

manner as the night of the crime. At East Vang Pang Road 

and Darroch Road corner he turned north still on Darroch 

Road until he came opposite a cigarette shop, which is 

situated at the corner of Darroch Road and Darroch Terrace, 

frontage in Darroch Terrace. Here he stopped stating as 

on the night of the murder it was the position from where 

he fled, and where he was when he saw the 1st accused take 

the pistol from the book and aimed at the Japanese marine. 

He described the 1st accused's position as about 10 to 15 

paces in front of him on the Jest side of the roadway with 

Jack the Korean a little to the left of the 1st accused.

From this spot the 3rd accused, re-enacted his 

movements after hearing the explosion of the pistol and Ù* 

seeing the marine staggering. He double back on the run on 

the East side of Darroch Road for about 25 yards, when he 

fell into a fast walking pace, along Darroch Road to North 

Szechuen Road, proceeded North on North Szechuen Road to 

Dixwell Road into which road he turned East.
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Asked why he took this route which necessitated 

him passing Dixwell Hoad Police Station he stated, that 

by passing the Police Station and if seen he would not 

be suspected of anything.

At 10 p.m. on the 4/5/36 the 3rd accused was 

again taken to Darroch Road when the witness Woo Ziang 

Woo was present who stood in the same position as 

he did on the night of the 9/11/35 that is 108 feet 

South of the scene of crime, on the West side of 

Darroch Road.

The 3rd accused again demonstrated his actions 

as on the night of 9/11/35, this time however before 

he ran from the position where he maintains he stood 

after hearing the explosion of the pistol, he ran three 

or four paces forward towards the mouth of the Pong Loh 

Li )• To n^lce it more realistic a small Chinese

cracker which explodes when it strikes the ground, 

and gives a similar report to a .32 pistol, was thrown 

at the juncture the 3rd accused had reached the spot 

from where he fled, immediately the explosion occurred 

he ran three or four paces forward in the direction of 

the Noh Loh Li, and stopped suddenly,

rhe witness Woo Ziang Woo stated at the scene that 

the dress of the 3rd accused was similar to the person 

he saw running into the Pong Loh Li, immediately after
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he heard an explosion at about 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35. 

The height of the person who he observed running away 

on the 9/11/35 he stated was a little less than the 

height of the 3rd accused and the waist of the person 

was a little larger.

Woo Ziang Woo still maintains that he did not see 

any person running South on Darroch Road, in the way 

the 3rd accused maintains he did.

Woo Ziang Woo’s position on the night of the 

murder covered the retreat of any person running from 

the scene.

On the night of the 4/5/36, those present were Lieut. 

Commander Oheugi, Mr. Uyehara, A.C.JP., D.S.I.s Crowther, 

Roes, Shih Ssu Chien, Van Tuh Foo, and C.D.C.119.

The 1st accused from 1914 until the 31st March 1934 

was an employee of the Godown Department of the China 

Navigation Company, Ltd.

From January 11th 1930 until his eerivce were terminated 

he was in charge of No.lA Godown. Enquiries by 

D.S'I.s Crowther and Rose ascertained that the let 

accused up till 1925 played a very email part in the 

activities of the employees in the China Navigation Co. 

and wharf cooliee, but from 1925 until the time his 

services were terminated he played a leading part and 

had many followers, he and his followers being members.
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of a society called the Ong Paung which society vi&e 

always at loggerheads with a society called the "Ching 

Paung.•

Althgovgh the 1st accused never gave his employers 

a chance to dismiss him, his work along with his 

activities with the Cng Paung were not of a satisfactory 

nature.

The 1st accused requested 3 months’ leave on the 

31st March which was granted and he immediately proceed

ed to Canton, he failed to return at the end of his 

leave, requesting extension of leave, with this 

opportunity his services were terminated with a small 

gratu ity.

At 4 p.m. on the 3/5/36 D.S.I. Ross and Van Tuh 

Foo served summons No. 6290 issued by the S.S.D.Court 

on the 2/5/36 on Yih Ah Dao( coolie employed

in the Dong Dzung Association, No. 31/56 Urga Road.

Questioned by the officers serving the summons 

yih Ah Dao stated that the 1st accused visited the 

club shortly after 2 p.m. daily and never left before 

11 p.m.

The 3rd accused has denied ever visiting the Dong 

Dzung Association but the witness Yih Ah Dao, summoned 

toy the lawyers for the defence, told D.S.I. Ross and
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Van Tuh Foo that the 3rd accused has visited the 

association on numerous occasions in company with the 

1st accused*

The 1st accused has been questioned daily during 

the remand but no material point has been forthcoming - 

he maintained that he must have been at the Dong Dzung 

Association, Lane 31, House No.56 Urga Road on the 

night of the 9/11/35.

Every effort is being made to locate Tseu Shao 

Yoong, and the big Korean, the latter in cooperation 

with the Japanese Consular Police.

Two threatening letters have been received by 

Tseng Yuen since giving testimony in the S.S.D. Court. 

One has been received by Dr. Zung Wei Ming 

informant. These will be shown to the Court on the 

6/5/36 and then submitted for comparison of handwriting.

At the request of Mr. Bryan, Municipal Advocate, 

the following has been compiled in English and Chinese 

for the S.S.D. Court file.

(1) A long statement from D.S.I. Crowther in 

English and Chinese containing a complete statement of 

his investigations, from beginning zf to end? finding of 

body? movements of deceased, and all facts inquired into 

(Investigation not completed).

(2) Statement in English and Chinese by Dickson, 

relative to examination of pistol for finger prints and
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. ' " ' ‘ ' —

Tsang Sun, accompanied by ex-Detective Sub-Inspector 

Tang Sz, called nt Police TTeadquarters ut 3.30 p.m. hay 

5, az. d stated that he wished to make a voluntary state

ment to the Police to assist in the investigation of 

the case against Yih Hai Sung and Yang Wen Dao, who 

have been charged with the murder of the Japanese sailor 

Nakayama. Irior to commencing his statement, which he 

claimed would show that Yih and Yang have been falsely 

accused and that a, certain Dr. Zung Wei Ying 

is behind the whole plot to implicate the accused in 

order to obtain the reward offered by the Police, he 

emphasized that he did not wish to be either seen or 

interviewed by any Japanese.

’.Vhile at Police Headquarters, Tsang Sun received 
a telephone call from Geo. R. Groves ■ÿ^'') attor-

ney-at-Law, who is defending one of the accused, as 

they talked in the Cantonese dialect it was impossible 

to follow the nature of the conversation.

Tsang Sun concluded by saying that it was his 

intention to appear in the Court on Nay 6 when the case 

against Yih Hai Sung and Yang ’Ven Dao will be heard. 

Tsang left with the Police a set of brief notes used 

by him to refresh his memory when making his statement.

The following is a translation of the statement 

made by Tsang Sun ( ) taken by D.S.I. Moore and
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interpreted by Clerk Chiang Ching Yoong:-

I am an ex-jockey and in 1929 used to ride at 

Kiangwan .and Ying .Ziang ’Hsiang. During 193 4 I was 

attached to the staff of the Transport Office of the 

Anti-Communist Army at Tsangchow, Fokien Province. 

At present I am a dealer in tea and fans and reside 

at No.8 Yih Zou Li , Chuen Kung Road, Chapei.

I ara acquainted with Yih Kai Sung and
I know that Dr. Zung ”/ei King fWA) instigated the 

false accusation against Yih Hai Sung and Yang Yen Dao 

I am only an acquaintance of Dr. Zung’s 

and during the course of conversations I gathered that 

Zung is about 40 years of age, a native of Shang San 

( ), Kwantung Province. Born and bred in Japan,

where he studied medicine. After graduating at medical 

school in Japan he went to Hongkong where he practised 

medicine for five years. In consequence of certain ill

egal practices he left Hongkong and came to Shanghai 

about ten years ago. TTe usually resides at 693 uoong Oen 

Li Gaining Road. During my conversations with

Dr. Zung the subject of the murder of the Japanese 

sailor on Darroch Road was not discussed. I came to 

know Dr. Zung’s plot as I had resided in Tsung Yuan 

Cha’s house for a period of three months. Dr. Zung 

during this time was a frequent visitor and in company
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with Tsung indulged in oj.i i..g in the loft.

During one of their opi’.m : n ; T had

occasion to go up into the loft ’nd saw the;; lying 

on the floor; Dr. Zu ng was en.jaged in sketching on a 

piece of paper. After Dr. ’Lung had left the house

I again ’«vent up into the l„ft and saw the same piece 

of paper lying beside the opium tray. I scrutinized

the paper and saw that it had a drawing of a pistol, ;

;h the initials P.E. marked on the butt.

On the last day of the last Chinese lunar ;

year, Tsung Yuan Cha asked :.e to accompany him to the ;

home of Dr. Zung to receive certain amounts of money.

As Dr. Zung was not there, Tsung ’ruan Cha became very 

much infuriated and told :.e that he would employ some 

persons to assault him. ’Then questioned as to why (

he would do so, Tsung Yuan Cha told me that some time 

ago he and Dr. Zung went to the residence of a Japanese ■’

naval officer on Scott load for the purpose of iden- ’

tifying a pistol used in the shooting of the Japanese 

marine. He also told me that he had identified the 

pistol from amongst several ot .ers and that Dr. Zung 

had promised to pay him several hundred dollars for 

this service. On the night of the same day (about i
I

II p.m.) Dr. Zung called at "sung's residence and told ;
’ !

him that he had no money for the time being, but that 1
I 

he would pay him in the following year. About the |
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3rd day of the first month of the Dew Year Dr. Sung 

called at T sting’s home for the purpose of smoking 

opium and was told by Taung that the case was a 

secret no longer as he had already informed me. Two 

days later n letter was received by me from my brother 

in Daecbuen. Dr. Sung saw the letter and he told me 

that there were somewhat similar envelopes in the 

Japanese Naval Headquarters and asked me for the 

envelope, for the purpose of comparison. T gave him 

the envelope and on the following day Dr. Zung called 

on me and informed me that T could earn four thousand 

dollars if I would carry out certain work. I asked him 

what work he wished me to carry out. Ye instructed me 

to report to the Japanese Naval headquarters and make 

the following statement

“I am a member of the Doong Kyi Zou Club ( .

A few days ago I went there to gamble. There was no 

gambling to be had. I saw Yih Dai Sung sitting in the 

club, Sometime later a Korean named ’‘Jack** came into 

the club and took from his pocket a pistol which he 

gave to Yih Eai Sung - but Yih Hai Sung said / “You 

need not give it to me but give it to Bao Chu ( ).

The Korean and Yih Eai Sung then left the club, and as 

there was no gambling taking place, I also left the club 

intending to go to ’7aung Pang Jao Bridge to

purchase some medicine for a toothache. On my way
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to ”?aung Pang Jao Bridge, I met Yih Hai Sung, the 

Korean "Jack” and another Chinese unknown to me near 

Dah Tun Li ( ) on North Szechuen Hoad. I

saw the Korean take something from his pocket and 

give it to the unknown Chinese. Later I went to 

a certain dispensary and bought the medicine after 

which I returned home.”

As I did not know the Korean or the unknown 

Chinese, I refused to go to the Japanese Naval 

Headquarters and make this statement. Dr. Zung then 

told me that the Korean had already been arrested 

by the Japanese authorities and was being detained at 

the Japanese Consulate, and if I was willing to go 

with him to the Japanese Consulate where he knew 

several Japanese officers, he would arrange for me to 

see the Korean from another room, so that when the 

trial took place I could identify him. I then informed 

Dr. Zung that I would consider the matter for a few 

days. Two days later Dr. Zung came to my home and 

asked me for my decision on the matter. T asked him 

to take me to the Japanese Consulate. On our way to 

the Japanese Consulate we stopped at a Japanese teashop 

named Poh Chiao ) on Boone load and went

inside. "Vhilst having some refreshment Dr. Zung called 

a waitress and'handed her a name card and asked her to
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send a telephone message for him. 'Then the waitress 

had left Dr. Zung told me thathe had asked her to 

phone for a Japanese detectives attached to the "ongkew 

Station named Bien -Tseng ( ) and that when

the detective came I was to give him t..e report which 

T was to have made to the Japanese Naval Headquarters. 

I objected to do unis as I had not yet agreed on any 

terms. As I had refused, Dr. Zung asked me to leave, 

•which I did. I returned to the Tsung’s home and asked 

Tsung to inform Dr. Zung that I did not want anything to 

do with the matter. Later on in the day Dr. Zung came 

to the Tsung’s home and Tsung told him that I did not 

wish to have anything to do in the matter. I then 

asked Dr. Zung to return the envelope which I had 

previously given to him, which he did. Two days later 

Dr. Zung asked Tsung to find another person to do the 

work. Two days later Tsung found a man named Tsang 

Zai Yuan and asked him if he would carry out

the job for which he would receive the third part of 

several thousand dollars. Tsang Zai Yuan agreed, and 

Tsung Yuan Cha told him to make the same report to the 

Japanese Naval Headquarters as Dr. Zung had asked me, 

and in addition to state that he was employed as over

seer in the Nan Yang Dance Hall ( ), San Tu Li,

North Szechuen Road, and that on November 9, 1935 when
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the hall was opened he vias told to secure some dancing 

partners living in the Yue Ching ?ong ) Forth

SzcChuen Hoad, and that while engaged in this mission, - 

he saw Yih Hai Sung, the Korean named "Jack" and an 

unknown Chinese on Darroch Hoad. Some few days later 

Dr. Sung took Tsang Zai Yuan from Tsung’s home to 

meet the Japanese detective Dien Tseng. ’Then Tsang Zai 

yuan returned to the Tsung’s home he told me that he 

had met the Japanese detective, but did not divulge where 

they had met and what they had talked about. From then 

on Dr. Zung, Tsang Zai Yuan and Tsung Yuan Cha often 

met at Tsung’s home where the two latter asked Dr. 

Zung for money as a reward for their services. Dr. 

Zung told Tsung'Yuan Cha that he had no money but 

advised Tsung to make a suppowed wound on his breast so 

that he could take him to the Japanese detective and 

claim that he was attacked and injured because he had 

carried out his work. This Tsung did, but the Japanese 

detective offered to send him to the Yu Ying Hospital 

for treatment. Tsung Yuan Cha informed him that he had 

already been treated by a Chinese doctor and required 

money to pay for his bill there. The Japanese detective 

did not give Tsung Yuan Cha any money until one day he 

and his wife went,to Hongkew Station when they were M 

given 310.
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At this time Tsung Yuan Cha told, the Japanese 

detective that one night when he and his dancing 

partner were in the lroon Palace Dance irall they saw 

a number of neople fighting inside the Koon palace Dance 

’-all and that among those fighting was the Korean named 

“Jack", '"sung later called on the Japanese detective 

at Hongkew Station when he was given a further sum of 

525 and asked to give it to hisdancing partner who was 

to state that she saw the Korean "Jack” on the night of 

the fighting inside the Koon palace Dance Hall. Tsung 

again called on the Japanese detective at Hongkew 

Police Station when he was given 530 and told to bring 

the dancing partner and meet him in a Japanese restaurant 

near Raining and ’Voosung Hoad. Tsung procured a Chinese 

prostitute named "1‘abel" who resided at No.5 Chung TTwei Li 

"Zuchang Road, as there was really no dancing partner in 

the case, and told her to say that she with him had 

witnessed the fighting inside the Koon Palace on the night 

in question. Tsung Yuan Cha, his wife and sister, Kaung 

Seu San ) a friend of Tsung1 s “Tfabel” and myself

then went and met the Japanese detective in the Japanese 

restaurant ’where we had food. After the meal, Tsung 

Yuan Cha, the Japanese detective and “Label1* removed to 

another table to talk privately. I do not know what they 

talked about. Seme few days later Tsung Yuan Cha was
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told, to remove as his rent was in arrears so he went 

to see the Japanese detective on ’''arch 14, who gave 

him H00. On receiving this money Tsung, his wife 

and. myself went to a furniture shop on Peking Road to 

purchase furniture which cost *60. On the following 

day Tsung removed to House 6 Pong Loh Li, Dixwell Road, 

and I returned to No.8 Chuen Kung Road, Chapei. Rome 

days later Tsung read in the newspaper that a person 

named Loo Zoong Sin had ^een stabbed. This

person was a friend of Tsung’s so he sent Kaung Seu San 

to call Loo to Taung’s hoiae. Tsung told Loo to 

inform the Japanese detective that one Zung Voong pih, 

Principal of the Kwangtung Kiddle School, had been 

concerned in the murder of the Japanese marine and that 

he had been stabbed by some persons engaged by Zung Voong 

Pih, as Sung Voong Pih feared that his connection with 

the murder would be disclosed, as he had a clerk named 

Lieu Ching Hai who often wrote letters in

connection with the murder. As Zung Voong pih knew that 

her clerk had disclosed her connection with the murder 

she sent for Yih Hai Sung to kill Lieu Ching Hai, but 

before Yih could carry this out, Lieu died in a riesha 

on Nanking Road.

Tsung went to see the Japanese detective and told 

him that Loo knew the whole story of the murder of the
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Japanese marine. The Japanese detective asked. Tsung 

the address of Loo. Tsung told him that he was living in 

Siccawei as he was afraid of living in the Rongkew 

District and that he was very poor and sick and had to 

smoke opium. The Japanese detective, through Tsung, 

granted Loo, *10 per day for four days. Dr. Zung 

learned of the grant by the Japanese detective and some 

days later he and myself went to the Poh Chiao Tea Shop 

where we met the Japanese detective. Dr. Zung spoke to 

the detective in the Japanese language which I do not 

understand. ’Then we wereabout to leave the tea shop 

the Japanese detective gave Dr. Zung ftLO, and asked 

me if I knew the Shanghai dialect. I told him I did 

and he then asked me to render him assistance. After 

leaving the Japanese detective, Dr. Zung and myself 

went to the Sin Ya Restaurant, North Szechuen- Jukong 

Roads, where Dr. Zung gave me $3 for locomotion. Dr. Zung 

then asked me to go to Tsung's home and to pay attention 

to any conversation between Tsung and Loo. I felt dis

satisfied with what Dr. Zung had done so in the afternoon 

of the same day I went to see the Japanese detective 

and asked him what Dr. Zung had to say about me. The 

Japanese detective told me that Dr. Zung had informed 

him that Dr. Zung was afraid that Loo Zoong Sin might
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tell lies so he hoped that I would pay attention to 

the conversation between Tsung and Loo. I told the 

Japanese detective that I had something important to 

tell through an interpreter who was living in the 

Yangtszepoo District. The “apanese detective hired a 

car for me from the Kung Dung Garage • The

interpreter who is a friend of mine named Ting, was 

not at home as he had gone to House No.4 Jiu Ts Li, Dix- 

well Road, so I proceeded in the can to this address, 

where I found him. "7e went to Hongkew police Station and 

called on the Japanese detective, and all three went to 

a Japanese bar on 'Yard Road where I told the Japanese 

detective that what Dr. Zung told was untrue. T told 

the Japanese detective the whole details of Dr. Zung’s 

workings. The Japanese detective then sent a telephone 

message to Japanese Detective Sub-Inspector Tseng Chuen 

of Dixwell Road Station asking him to come to the Japanese 

bar. The Det. Sub-Inspector came and I told him the story 

of the case after which he asked me to meet him at the 

Yih Zo Teashop the following day. I met the Det. Sub

Inspector in the tea shop on the following day and told 

him that Tsung and Loo would soon come to see him and 

report what they knew. The Japanese detective Sub-Inspector 

made an appointment asking me to attend the bar on "Yard
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Road on the following day. I went there the following 

morning but did not see the Japanese detective Sub- 

Inspector. On April 6 Tsung Yuan Cha, Dr. Zung and 

Loo Zoong Sin went to the home of a Japanese officer 

named Tshung Yah , who resided in Scott Road

where Japanese Det. Sub-Inspector Tseng Chuen and 

Japanese Det, Dien Tseng were also present. After Loo 

Zoong Sin had related his story, the Japanese Det. 

Dien Tsong asked Dr. Zung to accompany him upstairs. 

After 10 minutes conversation upstairs, the Japanese 

Detective came down and informed Tsung Yuan Cha and 

Loo Zoong Sin that their information was false as

Dr. Zung had told him so. Tsung Yuan Cha and Loo Zoong 

Sin denied that their information was false, and they 

were detained by the Japanese officer until 5.30 p.m. 

when they were escorted by two Japanese to Tsung’s home 

to allow them to smoke opium. The Japanese kept a 

watch at the entrance to the alleyway but Tsung and 

Loo escaped from the house and went to a Chinese res

taurant owned by a friend of Tsung's at Kiangwan/ The 

Detective Dien Tsong visited the home of Tsung to see 

Tsung Yuan Cha and Loo Zoong Sin but found that they 

were not there. The Japanese detective left 510 with 

Tsung's wife. The Japanese detective called again on 

the following day when Tsung’s wife informed him that
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they had. fled, because they feared some danger would befall 

them. Tsung’s wife then accompanied me to the restaurant 

at Kiangwan to ask her husband and Loo Zoong Sin to return 

home as the Japanese detective had assured her that no harm 

would befall then. On April 11 the lapanese D.S.I. Tsong 

Chuen came to Tsung’s home and asked Tsung to accompany 

him to Tsingtao to arrest Yih Hai Sung. The Japanese D.S.I. 

gave Tsung 350 for family expenses during his absence. On 

April 12 the Japanese D.S.I., the Japanese Detective, 

Tsung Yuan Cha and an unknown Japanese left Shanghai for 

Tsingtao by aeroplane. After they had left Dr. Zung asked 

his friends ”7ong Ching Song ( ) and Lee Yao ( )

to make the following statement to a certain Japanese:-

'•One day we went to Toom No.7 Moon Palace Motel, 

North Szechuen Road where we met Yih Rai Sung, rang Wen 

Dao and the Korean named “Jack" who were discussing certain 

arrangements'* They made this statement to the Japanese 

referred to who acting on it went to arrest Yang ’Ven Dao/ 

The Japanese Detective Sub-Inspector, the Japanese 

Detective and the unknown Japanese returned to shanghai 

on April 21, and Tsung Yuan Cha returned on April 23.
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The following is the translation of the rough 

notes made by Tsang Sung ' left with the

Police used by him to refresh his memory when 

he made his statement

" I wish to bring to your notice the following 

facts which tend to prove that the evidence put forward 

by Tsung Yuan Cha and others in Court is

false:-

(1) ’Vith the intention of securing the reward offered 

by the local authorities in connection with the murder 

case and also to obtain money from the Japanese, 

Dr. Zung ’Dei hing conspired with Tsung Yuan

Cha to falsely accuse Yih Hai Sung to the

effect that Yih had asked him (Tsung ) for a loan 

offering a pistol as pledge. Dr. Zung first drew a 

sketch of the pistol and tnen showed it to Tsung Yuan 

Cha, following which Dr. Zung took him (Tsung) to the 

“Japanese Naval Officers' House" on Scott Road to 

identify a pistol. Dr. Zung promised to pay Tsung 

Yuan Cha $200 or $300 as a reward. However, Dr. Zung 

failed to make good the payment and Tsung Yuan Cha 

became greatly dissatisfied and disclosed this matter 

to me. Subsequently Dr. Zung called on Tsung Yuan Cha 

again to discuss this matter. I was present and 

Tsung Yuan Cha told Dr. Zung that he did not need to
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mind ne as I knew what had happened.

ing later suggested to me toDr. Zung Wei 1-

falsely

(Korean

accuse Yih Hai

) and Bao

“Jih Kuh"

Chu ( ), Chief of the

Sung

No.l sub-station of the 5th District Police Station,

as being the murderers. He told me to make a false

statement to certain Japanese officers as follows:-

" I am a member of the Doong Nyi Wei Club

One day I went to the club to gamble.

I saw Yih Hai Sung and others and also "Jih Kuh"

I saw “Jih Kuh* take a pistol from his pocket and

hand it to Yih Hai Sung, but Yih told "Jih Kuh”

to give it to Bao Chu. Later Yih and Jih Kuh

left together. As there was nobody to gamble

left. TTpon reaching the vicinity ofwith I also

Lee alleyway )

Kuh

Dah Tuh I saw Yih Hai Sung

and Jih and a third person unknown to me

walking and conversing together. I also saw

Jih Kuh take out something from his pocket and

hand it over to the third man.

Dr Zung said if I was willing to make the

above false statement, I would be given a reward.

Sometime afterwards Tsung Yuan Cha gotI refused

Tsang Zai Yuan to do this. Tsang Zai Yuan’s .
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evidence in the Court during the previous hearing 

is therefore false.

(3) ’Jith the object of obtaining the reward, 

Dr. Zung carried out the following plan

Dr. Zung scratched the breast of Tsung Yuan Cha with 

a piece of brass. He then escorted Tsung to the 

Japanese and stated that since the pistol had been 

identified by Tsung and since the Japanese 

Authorities had arrested “J ih Kull," Tsung had been 

followed by a number of persons, that one evening 

he had been attacked and injured by some unknown 

assailants near the Wang Pang Bridge (North Szechuen 

Hoad), that a Cantonese doctor had given medical 

attention to Tsung for which he had charged $400, 

and that Tsung had already paid a deposit of $200, 

but was not able to pay the balance. This plan, 

however, failed to obtain the reward.

(4) Tsung Yuan Cha, not having been paid for 

his services, repeatedly went to Dr. Zung’s house 

asking for the reward, but Dr. Zung refused to see 

him. Tsung finally went to see a Japanese officer 

attached to Hongkew Station, named "Bien Tsoong”

) and made a complaint. "Dien Tsoong" paid 

Tsung the sums of $10., $25., or $30. on several 

occasions and also asked Tsung to investigate an 

assault case in which "Jih Kuh" was involved.
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(5) Tsung Yuan Cha then coerced a dancing girl 
named Ah Loh (f^/hj alias Lei ?oo Loo (^/^^^"), 

to give false evidence in the assault case. Tsung 

Yuan Cha also instructed Ah Loh to say that one 

evening she saw "Jih Kuh” fighting with another 

person outside the Yoon Cabaret and that he was in 

the habit of carrying a pistol and in addition was 

always ready to pick a quarrel. Tsung then brought 

this girl to "Lien Tsoong" (the Japanese officer) 

who paid Tsung *40 for his services.

(6) Tsung Yuan Cha also utilized a newspaper

report in order to obtain money from the Japanese. 

One day he read in the newspaper that a Cantonese 

named Loo Soong Sing WaS stabbed by an

unknown person. Tsung knew that Loo was a member 
of the Sing Sung ’Too Club ( ft ), so that he

obtained an interview with him through one named Kong 

( ), and persuaded Loo to falsely accuse Zung

Voong Pih ( ), the principal of the Kwangtung

Junior Kiddle School ( A * ), as having been

concerned in the murder of the Japanese marine.

He also promised to give Loo a reward of several 

hundred dollars if he would perform this service. 

Subsequently he (Tsung) took Loo to "Dien Tsoong 

(the Japanese officer)" and made the false report.
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Shortly afterwards the Kwangtung Junior Kiddle

School and Bao Chu’s home (Chief of the No.l 

sub-station of the 5th District Police Station) 

were searched by the Japanese Consular Police 

and P.3.B. detectives but without result. In 

connection with this false report, Dr. Zung 

approached the Japanese beforehand and stated that 

the informer had demanded $500. and that an advance 

of $200 should be paid. He failed to gat an advance.

Prior to the raid, Tsung Yuan Cha asked me to 

inform Zung Voong Pih (the falsely accused principal 

of the Kwangtung Junior Kiddle School) that an unknown 

person had made a report to the Japanese Authorities, 

the result of which he would be arrested. Instead of 

doing so, I told the truth to my cousin named Ying 

( ) who is employed in this school. I have a note

written to me by Tsung Yuan Cha instructing me what 

to say when I met Zung Voong Pih, the school principal

(7) On April 12 Tsung Yuan Cha and the Japanese 

"Dien Tsoong" (l^l^) and *1 soong Chuen* () and 

others went to Tsingtao by air to arrest Yih Bai Sung. 

Dr. Zung in Shanghai bribed Lee Yao and Vong Ching 

Soong ( ) to falsely accuse Yang Ven Dao

( ^11 The following is a statement which

Dr. Zung instructed Lee and the others to make
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(Briefly). “On a certain day in November, last year, 

in room No.7 of the ?'oon palace, I saw 'fang Yen Dao, 

Yih uai Sung, and " J ih Kuh" holding a secret 

conference and also noticed that "Jih Kuh" was in 

possession of a pistol.*

Dr. Zung promised to pay several hundred, 

dollars as a reward if they would, make this 

statement. Eventually one named. Yang ( )

accompanied the police to arrest Yang Yen Dao.

All the above notes are true facts. Tsung 

Yuan Cha and I were school mates and used to meet 

often, thus I know all the particulars of this case. 

Dr. Zung ’>7ei Ming and Tsung Yuan Cha have tried to 

persuade me to take a part in their plot, but I 

have refused to do so for obvious reasons. Cn the 

other hand I have advised them to give up the plot 

but without success."

The following is the Morning Translation 

dated May 6, 1936 of an article appearing in the 

Ta Kung Pao ( 7^,^ ) 8
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The Nakayama I'urder Case - Alleged ^alse Accusations 
Against the Accused

After Nakayama was murdered on the night of 

November 9 last year on Darroch load, the Chinese and 

the Settlement authorities each offered a reward of 

*4,COO for information leading to the arrest of the 

murderer or the murderers.

"decently, the Japanese Consular Police arrested 

a Korean named Chi Kuh ( , suspected of having

connection with the Nakayama case. During the middle 

of last month, the Shanghai Municipal Police, acting 

on secret information, arrested in Shanghai and

Tsingtao three other suspects named Yang Vung Tao

Chen Yung Sung ( and Yih uai t>un,)

Investigations have now been completed

and it has been found that Yang Vung Tao and Yih TTai

Sung are suspected of murdering Nakayama. On l*ay 1,

the suspects were brought before the 1st Special

District Court and the S.N.P. charged them with

homicide according to Article 271 of the Qhinese

Criminal Code. No charge, however, was brought

against Chen Yung Sung. A

was held by Chien Trung Yih

joint hearing of the case 

), Chief of the

Criminal Division, and Judges Teng ( ) and Siao

( ), which lasted three hours. During the hearing
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Yih TTai Cung confessed that he had participated in 

the murder, while Yang Vung Tao denied having murdered 

Takayam". The Jourt then remanded the case to 2 p.m. 

Yay 6 (today) for further hearing. Chen Yung Sung 

was released.

According to information secured by our

), the informer, Zung Yei ’'in 

alias Ping San ( ), a Japanese protege

hinese origin, residing at Youse No.639, TTung An

Li (^ytF ), TTaining Acad, and a Cantonese name-.

Yang Chien Chung J » following the outbreak

of the murder case, invited Chang Tsun (^fé ), a

Cantonese, to discuss measures to falsely accuse

LTiss Chen Hung Pih , Principal of the

Kwangtung Primary School Chapei, of being

connected with the Nakayama murder case, with the 

intent of securing the reward of ^12,000 offered by

the Shanghai City Government, the S.Y.P.-, and the 

Japanese Consulate. The S.ir.P.^ with the assistance 

of the North Station Branch of the Public Safety 

Bureau, visited the school and carried out a search

on two occasions, but nothing was found. Afterwards, 

Tseng and the others discussed measures to falsely 

accuse Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung of being

connected with the murder case and Yang and Yih have
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now been charged with 'omlcl-le. Chang Tsun, his 

conscience .getting the better of him, called at the 

r'-.M.p. at 2 p.m. yesterday and explained the ruse. 

Chang Tsun has told his friends that when the Court 

hears the case again, he h^d decided to appear at 

the hearing "nd explain the particulars of the plot 

of Tseng Yuan and. the others in falsely accusing 

Yang Vung Dao and Yih 7ai Sung.

It is further learned that lawyers Kuh Chao Chi 

'7on® Dz Chung ( i~^^r ), in the defence 

of the accused Yang and Yih, are collecting evidence 

to prove the charges against their clients to be false.

After Chang Tsun had felt it his duty to tell 

the trutji, somebody advised him to make a secret 

petition to the Court. Chang was timid and dared not 

do so, but he has, instead, surrendered himself to 

the Police and has asked the Police for protection.

"Then the case comes up for hearing to-day, 

Chang Tsun, under the protection of the lolice, will 

appear and gave particulars of the plot of Tseng Yuan 

and others to falsely accuse Yang and Yih.

The above articles is also appeared in to-day’s 

issue of the “Sin Tan Pao," the *I'.in Pao”, the 

"Central China Baily Hews" and other newspapers.
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The '‘China Times" states that the article in 

question nas "been supplied, te this paper by the 

"Zoo Kwong -’.e’jis Agency ' . r1pon

receipt of this report, this paper detailed a 

reporter to make enquiries at the Police Station, 

^owever, the Police said, that no man bearing the 

name of Chang Tsun has called at the Police Station 

to make any statement relating to the case.
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9th May, 1936.

At 10.30 p.m. on the 8/5/36, d»S.I*s crowther 

and Ross, acting on information received, quietly 

effected the arrest of one 4th accused Tseu Shao Yoong

) alias Tseu Yao Yoong ( ) alias 

Dah Tseu ( ) alias Ah Tseu ) aged 30 years,

native of canton, single cabaret inspector, at the

Continental Cabaret, 33 Ninpo Road.

He was immediately taken to chengtu Road Police 

Station where he was identified by the 3rd accused, Yih 

Hai sung as the person he implicated in written

statements aid open Court.

The 3rd accused, Yih Hai Sung , implicates the 

4th accused Tseu Shao Yoong as the person who participated 

in several meetings in the Dong Nyi Association, 71 Yoong 

Jih Li Range Road, in October and November

1935 prior to the muder of H. Nakayama, when they dis

cussed how to carry out the assissination. The following 

persons being present, 1st accused Yaag Tung Dao )■

Yih Hai sung Tseu Shao Yoong Kan Ri

Ryo ) aüas Jaclç an<i oneother Korean, name
unknown.

These five persons at about 8 p.m, on the 9/11/35 

met in Room No.9, Moon Palace, North Szechuen Road. Later 

the 1st accused 3rd accused, and Km Ri Ryo proceeded to 

Darroch Road and North Szechuen Road corner, when the 3rd 
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accused was given the pistol by 1st accused and 

at 9 p.m. shot H. Nakayama on the Darroch Road near 

Fong Loh Li.

The 3rd accused also states after committing the 

crime he returned to the Moon Palace Room 9 where he 

met the 4th accused who asked him how the matter turned 

out, the 3rd accused replied that it was successful.

The 3rd accused made a verbal statement in the 

presence of the 4th accused, Mr. Uyehara, A»C.P., 

D.S.I.s Crowther, Ross and âhih Ssu Chien. The 

4th accused was taxed on the verbal staterne nt but failed 

to make a statement stating he was in the Dong Nyi 

Association on the night of the 9/11/35.

The 4th accused being further questionedbStated he 

has been employed as an in—spector in the Continental 

Cabaret since the end of 1935.- and never has left 

Shanghai during the past 10 years.

The 4th accused admits knowing the 1st accused 

Yang ifung Dao, 3rd accused Yih Rai Sung and Kan Ri 

Ryo for several years.

The 4th accused will appear in the S.3.D. Court 

onthe 9/5/36 when an application for a writ of Detention 

will be made to allow for further enquiries.

D.S.I.

D.C« ( Crime )
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The 1st accused, *arg Vung Dao, and 3rd accused, 

Yih Hai Sung, appeared in the S.S.D.Court on the 6/5/36 

and were remanded to the 20/5/36. Durir the hearing 

Judge Chien requested that the bullet found at the scene 

of crime be subjected to test for blood. It was explained 

to Judge Chien by ^r. P.Y. Ru A/M.A» that since the bullet 

was found it had gone through tests in the Anns Identifi

cation Section which entailed rolling and a great deal 

of handling, however, the Judge still requested that if 

there was a possibility for blood to be found on the 

bullet it should be examined.

D.S. Oakley, Arms Identification section submitted 

a report stating the process the bullet had gone through 

whilst in the A.I.S*

At 3.30 p.m. on the 14/5/36, D.S.I» Crowther 

handed the bullet to Pir. Blackelock, Pathologist/ S.U.C., 

Public Health Department fdr 'examination. On the 16/5/36 

a report was received of the examination which is to the 

effect, ”A bullet handed to me personally by D.S«I« 

Crowther at 3.30 p.m. on the 14/5/36 was to-day examined 

by me for the presence of blood by the Banzidine Test.

No evidence of the presence of blood could be 

found.

The bullet was contained in an envelope super

scribed: C.1109. Bullet .32 Auto found at the scene of
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the murder of Hideo Nakayama on Darroch Road at about

9.5 p.m. 9/11/35.

Signed T.H.Blakelock

Pathologist

The 4th accused, Tseu Shao Yoong, appeared 

before the s.S. D.Court on the 9/f/36 when a Writ of 

Detention was allowed, and remanded to the 20/5/36.

A lengthy statement has been taken from the 4th 

accused—he strongly denies being concerned with the 

1st accused, 3rd accused, and the two Koreans, in plann

ing to murder any Japanese.

The 3rd accused still adheres to his statement 

which he made in Opei Court æd in a written statement, 

implicating the 4th accused as the person too, at the 

beginning of October 1935, summoned him on the instruc

tion of the 1st accused to attend the Dong Kyi )

Association, No,71 Yung Chih Li )Range Road,

where the 3rd accused met "Jack”, another unknown Korean, 

æ d the 1st accused. At that time in the presence of the 

1st accused, 3rd accused, and 4th accused, the two 

Koreans expressed their hatred for the Japanese, when 

the 1st accused stayed the discussion.

At the end of October, 1935, the 3rd accused states, 

the 4th accused met him in the Moon Palace, North Szechuen 

Road and requested him to go to the Dong Nyi ( A’ )
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association where the 1st accused addressed the 3rd 

accused, 4th accused and the two Koreans stating, 

anything they discussed would have to be kept strictly 

confidential* IThe 1st accused then spoke of killing 

a Japanese officer, which he anticipated wuld preci

pitate a disturbance in the rxongkew District, ereby 

they would benefit and expand their influence----this

is taken either to expand the influence of the Dong 

Nyi Association or the influence of the 1st accused's 

and his followers----Ong Paung Society-----which is

generally known to be composed of member s who make a 

living by acting as protection a gents on the wharves 

in Shanghai aid boaus on the Whangpoo Hiver.

It was at this meeting as stated by the 3rd accused 

that the 1st accused stated he had pistols as the Koreans 

stated they had pistols, and they would have to become 

acquainted with the roads in the Darroch Road area, which 

according to the 3rd accused the five of them did on 

the evening of the 3/11/35.

At 9.30 p.m. on the 5/1135 the 1st accused, 3rd 

accused, 4th accused and the two Koreans again met in 

the Dong Nyi Association, 71Yoong Chih Li, Rœge Read, 

when the 1st accused stated he had prepared for lots to 

be drawn, with four pieces of paper, formed in a 

triangle, one of which bore the character'’go” the son 
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drawing the piece of paper bearing the character would, 

carry out the mission, (murder). The 1st accused did 

not participate in the drawing as he was the chaiman.

The 3rd accused drew the paper bearing the charac

ter.

At about 8 p.m. on the 9/11/35 the 3rd accused, 

4th accused and the two Koreans attended No. 71 Yoong 

Chih Li ) Rang® Road to await the 1st accused—

he did not attend so the four of them proceeded to room 

9 of the Moon Palace where they were joined by the 1st 

accused, from which place the 1st accused, 3rd accused 

and Jack set out for Darroch Road, leaving the 4th 

accused and the other Korean to wait for them in the 

Moon Palace or the Dong Nyi Association.

In the 4th statement of the 3rd accused, he states 

vhen near the Azalea Terrace off North Szechuen Road, 

which is situated South of the Darroch Road, the 1st 

accused gave him the pistol, taking it from a green 

covered book, instructing him to wait at comer of 

Darroch Road and North Szechuen Road, at that time he 

saw Jack, the Korean, crossing the roadway leaving the u- 
lst accused. Later he the 3rd accused observed a 

Japanese marine ap; roaching with the 1st accused and 

Jack to his rear, and vien near him, the 1st accused 

and Jack signalled with their lips for the 3rd accused
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to follow the marine, which he aid, and as instructed 

by the 1st accused fired at the sailor's head on T) arroch 

Road near the Fong Loh Li ( into vhich alley

way he ran after firing the shot--and turned left into 

a branch alleyway, then Fast to a third branch alleyway 

running off the Fong Loh Li, (North side) by which 

alleyway he emerged into the Fong Loh Li ( 'f. ) and

came upon the watchman(s hut East of the third branch 

alleyway, where he discarded the pistol. The 3rd 

accused then proceeded East in Fong Loh Li, to North 

Szechuen Road and returned via North szechuen Road to 

room 9 of the I'oon Palace where he met the 4th accused 

and told him the mission had been successful.

The 4th accused denies ever being in room No.9 

of the Loon Palace.

The 4th accused puts up an alibi which is to the 

effect that owing to straitened circumstances, he pawned 

his shoes, suit and ov* rcoat in the Zung Lee ( )

Pawnshop, North Kiangse Road--- the suit and dioes he was

wearing at time of arrest he states were the articles

pawned. The overcoat was pawned for $7.00 on October 

22/23, 1935 and the sui^ and shoes also for $7.00^on the 

October 28/29, 1935. These articles he avers were not 

taken out of pawn until the middle of Novanver 1935.

D.S.I.s Ross and Van Tih Foo on the 11/5/36 made
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enquiries at the zung Lee ( pawnshop, 490 Range

Road. Iÿ was ascertained that the overcoat was pledged 

for the sum of $7.CO on the 16th October 1935 and redeemed 

on the 12th Novemver 1935. No trace of the shoes or suit 

being pledged could be found in the books of the pawnshop.

The Zung Lee ( )Pawnshop No.445 North Kiangse
.1

Road was also visited, no evidence of the shoes or suit 

being pledged was found. Enquiries at the Nyuen Dah 
( ' jx. ) Pawnshop, No.516 Raining Road were also

proved fruitless.

The maker’s name of the suit now worn by the 4th 

accused is Tien sing ( ) Tailor’s Shop, No.140

Avenue Joffre, F.C® enquiries at this shop elicited 

that the suit was made in the year 1932/3, no reed’d of 

the purchaser is kept. The 4th accused states he bought 

the suit from a second-hand shop on Wooaing Road about 

2 years ago.

The 4th accused maintains that from the 20th 

October to the 15th November 1935 he remai ned in the 

Dong Nyi Association and not once did he leave. Further 

questioned regarding his clothing at that period, he 

admitted having a shabby suit with holes in the back of 

the truosers, but owing to ” face” he did not leave the 

premises in this suit.
The eqquiry at the pawnshop disproves the alibi of 

the 4th accused, and his reason for not leaving the nong
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'iyi Association surrounding th- time of the crime is 

rather incredible.

Enquiries by D. S.I.s Ross <p van Tuh poo on the 

11/5/36 at No. 71 Yung Chih Li ( Range Road

formerly occupied by the Bong Nyi Association. The 
chief tenant Tsze Sung Foo ( & ) was interviewed

and stated tliat, on sept. 8, 1935, one named Yang (j^ ?

visited the house, and during his absence the downstairs 

rooms of the house were rented to this person, by his * 

wife, at 320.00 per month, on the 8/1/36 a sum of rent 

money was outstanding and this resulted in the chief 

tenant calling upon the members of the association to 

remove, he also stated a teaboy slept on the premises 

and an occasional one or two members also slept in the 

association. So far the teaboy’s name or his present 

whereabouts has not be^-n learned.

Enqyiries by D. S.T.s Ross and Van Tuh Foo on j 
; 

the 12/5/36 at the Lloon Palace, No.479 North Szechuen * 

Road ascertained that on the 13th September 1935 one 

named Au Tsun Kyi 37, Dance Hall Business,

native of Chekiang, engaged room No.9, at a rent of 

$1.00 per day • He retained the room until November 22, 

1935 when the sum of $12.00 was outstanding which 

resulted in the management requesting him to leave.
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Au Tsun Kyi is known to the employees of the hotel to 

be interested in cabaret business.

a room boy No.l named Tsze Ching Piao 

stated jdiat during the per iod vh ich Au Tsun Kyi 

occupied the room it was frequen ted daily by different 

persons of the loafer fraternity.

Cn a number* of occasions these loafers paid 

for the room.

No infomation was obtained regarding the present 

viiereabouts of Au Tsun Kyi.

The management of the Lloon Palace Hotel handed 

over to the Shanghai Municipal Police three hotel 

registers against a receipt. They vi 11 be used as 

exhibits in Court.

From a reliable source it has be n learned that 

one named Tsoh Zung shiao en ployed in the

Sun Co., Nanking Road, residing at No. 23 Tain Chung Li 

Tsai Kong Road ( |tj 'd ), Chapei visited 

room No.9 of the Moon Palace at about 9.30 p.m. on the 

9/11/35, vdien he saw the 3rd accused and 4th accused 

speaking together. This person is also mentioned by the 

3rd accused in his 4th written statement as having 

visited room No. 9, he also mentions others names of 

persons as having visited the room later, none of them 

have been located.
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Enquiries regarding Tsoh zung Shiao ( 'I )
by D.S. Bradley and D.S.I. Van Tuh Foo ascertained 

from the manager of the Sun Co», Nanking Road, that 

on the 9/5/36, Tsoh zung Shiao reported ill and obtained 

sick leave for an indefinite period, his present where

abouts ai*e unknown. Enquiries at his home No.23 Tsin 

Chung Li )> Tsai Kong Road ( ) Chapei,

shows that he left home on the morning of the 9/5/36 

and since has not been seen or heard of. He did not 

complain about his health and his absence cannot be 

explained.

The 4th accused admits being a frequent visitor’ 

to the Moon Palace, North Szechuen Road, but adds he 

did not visit any special room and that he did not 

visit there between October 20th & November 15th, 1935.

The 4th accused stated tint the last time he met 

the 3rd accused was on the 17th or 18th October 1935 

in the Moon Palace. He also admits that he visited the 

home of the 1st accused, after the 1st accused returned 

from Canton in 1934.

The 4th accused states that Au Tsun Kyi was a 

manber of the Dong Nyi Association, he having introduced 

him to the Association, which shows they were well 

acquainted, and yet the 4th accused denies having 

visited any special room in the Moon Palace.
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It is also a coincidence that after the murder 

of H. Nakayama that the 4th accused obtained a job as a 

so called inspector in a cabaret—which is actually what 

is commonly known as a "thrower-outM whenever disturbances 

arise in the cabqret, and that the 3rd accused should 

become a cabaret manager.

At 3 a.m. on, the 12/5/36 D.S. Tanaka met one Lee 

Yoong Liu alias Niu Koong ) aged 34 years

native of Kwangtung, residing at 134 Tuh Hsing Li 

Boone Road. It was thought that some useful information 

could be obtained from this person and on request he 

attended the station where he was qiestioned by D.S.T.s 

Crowther and Shih Ssu-chien, and later he made a written 

statement. Lee Yoong Liu was secretary and later acting 

chairman of the xiung Zung Association ( ) situated

at 3528 Yong Ziang Li, Point Road, ( ), which

association wq,s dissolved in 1934. The ex-menbers of 

these association formed the Dong Nyi and Dong Zung Asso

ciations, appointing the 1st accused as chainnan, he 

having been the chairman of the Hung Zung Association.

Lee Yoong Liu did not join the Dong Nyi or Dong Zung 

Association owing to his differences with the 1st accused. 

Lee Yoong Liu in his written statement states that the 1st 

accused had great influence on the wharves whilst in the 

employ of Butterfield and Swire. At one time he states 
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the 1st accused had two or three pistols, and once he 

saw the 1st accused placing two or three pistols in a 

wooden cabinet in the godown, but as he did not get a 

good view of the pistols he cannot recollect the 

descriptions. He also states that he saw a pistol in 

the 1st accused's home, which the 1st accused told him 

he had obtained from the Shanghai Public safety Bureau 

through the medium of a person named Loh Kung Fee

Lee Yoong Liu also states that the 1st accused 

in September or October 1933 suddenly left Shanghai for 

Canton by boat when he sent him a note from the ship. 

He also heard that the 1st accused at that time was 

wanted by the Shanghai Public Safety Bureau.

Detectives have ascertained that the 1st accused

left Shanghai on board ship on the 13/12/33.

Lee Yoong Liu also states that the 1st accused 

was introduced to one Hsiao Poo Yuen 1932

when Hsiao Poo Yuen returned from America, and that he 

and the 1st accused once visited Hsiao Poo Yuen, when he 

was residing in Lane 1200 Route Pere Robert, adding that 

the 1st accused often visited Hsiao Poo Yuen.

The 1st accused still maintains his innocense.

Further questioning of the 1st accused by D.S.I.s

Crowther and Shih Ssu Chien elicited that he was in 

possession of his Demon pistol one month prior to
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obtaining a licence from the S«1I«C« He was introduced 

to Hsiao loo Yuen in 1930 by one named Chang

Song Yuen who was a teacher in the Ling Nan
4^ jr

(/^ ) Liddle School. He made the acquaintance of

Hsiao Poo Yuen with a view to obtaining funds from him 

for the school in the _;ung Zung Association, and that 

later through Hsiao Poo Yuen He obtained $130.00 from 

America*

The 3rd accused in his 4th written statement stated 

that the 1st accused in the year 1934 showed him the use 

of a pistol in the 1st accused’s home, in preparation for 

a fight with a gang of loafers called the ’Klang of 36” 

who are members of the Ching Taung Society. The 3rd 

accused states at that time Lee Yoong Liu ( ,

Wong Vung Chi ( ) Lao Dz Chiang ( ) and

Li Ling ( M. ) were present, the latter three have 

not been located. It is worthy of note I.ee Yoong Liu 

in his written statement admits seeing a pistol in the 

1st accused's house and two or three pistols in Butter

field & Swire Godown in the possession of the 1st accused 

and the 3rd accused states in his 4th written statement 

that he saw four or five pistols in No*1A Godown, which 

the 1st accused was in charge of, although those pistols 

were of a different ÿype than that used in the murder of

H* Nakayama
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Ths 1st accused when taxed by Crowther

and Shih Ssu-Chien on the statements of the 3rd accused 

and Lee Yoong Liu regarding the pistols stated, the only 

pistols that were in the godown were his own licensed 

pistol and one owned by Hsiao Poo Yuen. He denied showing 

the 3rd accused how to use a pistol. Asked, if at æy 

time Hsiao Poo Yuen visited the godown he failed to reply*

The 1st accused admits that on June 19th 1933,

through the introduction of Lee Chung Sung (. ) chief

councillor of the 55th Route Army, which army was station

ed in Paotao ( ), Suiyuan Province he was 

appointed a councillor to this army. The 1st accused 

maintains this was an honorary rank so that he would have 

more "face" among his acquaintances.

The 1st accused admits that '’gang 36" is composed 

of members of the Ching Paung Society and a rival gang 

of the Ong Paung Society, of the latter society the 1st 

accused takes a leading part.

.^Enquiries at the China Navigation Co. Ltd by D.S.I.s

Crowther and Ross elicited that tallymen are not allowed 

to work for any of their boats unless they are employed 

directly by the company. The 1st accused in his written 

statement states after his return from Canton at the end 

of 1934 he obtained a job as tallyman for the s.s.s- "Tai

yuan and Tsinan", it was learned at the China Navigation 
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that the 1st accused had gone to Foochow to assume the 

post of Chief of the Public Safety Bureau. At present 

there are no facts to prove this.

7ith reference to the financial status of the 

1st accused enquiries have been made at the National 

Industrial Bank of China 1300/1304 Forth Szechuen Road, 

the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation and its 

branch ih the Hongkew District, as it was believed 

certain drafts of money had been received by the 1st 

accused through these banks, however, no trace of such 

drafts were found,

The 1st accused has resided at 18 Dong An Li 

Tongshan Road for many years. The rental 

for his house excluding taxes is $22.00 per month, at 

present time he owes nine months rent---- the last payment

of rent was for A ugust 1935. This was learned from the 

Central Trust Co. 270 Peking Road, Agents of

the property where the 1st accused resides.

During his services with the China Navigation co. 

Ltd, his wages averaged $25 per month.

inquiries re the 1st accused's financial standing 

are incompleted.

At 10 a.m. on the 18/4/36 the 1st accused made 

a complaint at hashing Road Station, a copy of his report 

is attached. This was at the time when he was being 
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sought after by officers investigating the murder of 

I-I. Nakayama. Officers attached to hashing Road Station 

were not aware of the fact that the 1st accused was 

wanted by officers investigating this ciime.

In the statement of the 3rd accused he states that 

whilst staying in the Majestic Hotel, French Concession 

he received sums of money from Tang Tih Ying )

alias Tang Tseh ) through the Bank of China,

in December 1935. In February 1936 he stayed in room 

336 Yangtsze Hotel, Yunnan Road, with Tang Tseh, when 

the latter person received a sum of money through the 

same bank. All the money being sent from Tsingtao.

On the 16/5/36 Court Order No. 2488 was obtained 

from the S.S.'D. Court, in respect of the Bank of China. 

On the 18/5/36 the bank on the authority of the Court 

Order examined their bool^s vh ich show the following ' x 

transactions

(1) . On the 14-12-35, the sum of $699.99 was transmitted

by Mail Transfer to Yih Hai Sung, Room 616, Majestic 

Hotel, French Concession, from one Tang Tseh (^> ),

Chief Auditing Officer, The Kiaochow and Tsinan Railway

<3^ , Tsi
(2) . on the 16-12-35, the sum of *200.00 Telegraphic

Transfer from Tsingtau, to Yih Hai. Sung ), Majestic

Hotel, French Concession. Cashed 17.12.35.
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(3).  on the 15-2-36, the sum of $400.00 Telegraphic

Transfer from .'singtau, to Tong Tseh Room

336, Yangtsze Hotel, Yunnan Road.

The 3rd accused states Tang Tseh apart from his

interest in the Vienna Cabaret he holds a position as

Chief Auditor in the Kiaochow and Tsinan Railway

Tsingtao

introduced to Tang Tseh by a Chinese named Koo Eu Zung 

also known as ’’Darkie

beginning

The 3rd accused states he was

" in Tsingtao, at the

of December 1935 vfcen he was employed in the

Hollywood Cabaret. The 3rd accused admits that he

invested 3300 in the Vienna Cabaret when it open ed on the

22/23 in December 1935. This money he avers he obtained

from his paramour Zung Kwei Tseng )•
Regarding another part of the 3rd accused state- 

ment whei'e. he states his sister named Yih Sai Mei

got $3000 from Nyi Ziang Kwen D.S.I.s

Crowther and Shih ssu-chien made enquiries and interviewed

lawyer Tang Ying TTyi 1382 Avenue Edward

VII, who represented the 3rd accused’s mother as the 

complainant, whenit was learned to be a fact that $3000 

was paid by Nyi Ziang Kwen whom they charged in the S.S.D.

Court in May 1930 with abduction of Yih Sai Mei---- the 

case was settled out of Court on the payment of the 

money and the charge was withdrawn
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The 3rd accused states he only received s300 from his 

sister, half of which he lost in openning a skating 

rink in the Golden Eagle Cabaret North Szechuen Road, 

in the winter of 1930, and the remainder he spent on 

clothing.

At 3.30 p.m. on the 18/5/36 Tsze Sung Foo 

chief tenant of Hu. 71 Yung Chih Li (7^ ), Range

Road attended the station and identified the 1st accused 

ed as the person who rented two downstairs rooms on the 

8th September 1935. He also identified the 4th accused 

as one of tne members who occasionally slept on the pre

mises, and that he saw him frequenting the premises 

during the months of October, November and December 1935. 

He further stated that the 4th accused was then wearing 

a navy blue foreign styled suit which was quite servi

cable and not torn in anyway, this again goes to dis

prove the 4th accused's statement regarding his clothing 

being too shabby to leave the premises.

A statement was taken from Tsze Sung Foo, and he 

will appear in Court as a witness on the 20/5/36. s

Two summons No. 6290 issued by the S»S.D. Court on 

the 18/5/36 is respect of Yang Kyi Tsung and

Yang Kwei Mei ) we re handed to D*S« Bradley

and D»S«I. Van Tuh Foo for serving at 5 p.m. on the 

18/5/36. Two addresses were given, namely K»16 Lane
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572 Tuh Shing Li Boone Road, the Pei san I
' i- , • I

Fe^low-countrymenls Association anci

49 Tuh Kong Li ) Pusan Road, both of the

address ;S were visited but neither of the two persons j

were located. Yang Kwei lid. is not known at the ,

addresses given on the summonses, whilst it was learned 

Yen g lyi Tsung has not been seen for the last two 

months.

D.3.I. Dickson i/c Finger Print Bureau has 

submitted a further report of his continued examination 

of the seized pistol and the book ” Practical Physics ”. 

The documents seized in the home of the 1st accused 

and those seized in the Dong Zung ($^2-) Associa- 

tion have been checked, and, although same letters are j 

of a strange nature, and some of the documents are of 

an æti-Japanese nature, nothing directly bearing on 

the murder of H. Nakayama at present can be found. 

The transit tion of the documents is not completed.

At the request cf Mr. Bryan M. A* further statements 

have been obtained from the witnesses Tseng Yuen and 

Tsang Zai Nyuen, and statements have been made by 

D.S.I. Nakamura, D.3» Tanaka and Hirayama, (informant) 

these are attached. |

Yith reference to the witness for the defense,

Chiang Sum he was again questioned by D.S«I»s r -
‘ ' i
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Crowther and Ross on the 8/5/36 vhen he wqs unable to

give the address of Yih Tsoh Chuen vh ora he

mentioned in open Court as the person who wrote the

brief notes which he had to refresh his memory when 

making his statement to the Police. Questions and 

answers were put into writing in & ich he states the 

brief notes were written by Yih Tsoh Chuen, in the 

office of hr. Grove.

The charge against the 3rd accused lias been 

amended to murder under Article 271 (1) of the c«C«R» C° 
The 4th accused has been charged with making preparation 

for the crime of murder under Article 271 (III) of the 

C.C.Ro C.

Witnesses for the hearing are:-

Tsze Sung Foo ), Chief tenant of Ro.71 Yong

Chih Li, Range Road;

Ong Sing Tsoo ( Accountant of Lioon Palace;

Tsze Ching Piau No.l boy of Lioon Palace.

The three anonymous letters of a threatening 

nature received by the witness Tseng Yuen and Bzung Wei 

Ming (informant) have been examined by May

Yoh, T.L» Section, and he submitted a report stating 

in his opinion the le tters were written by one person. 

On the 4/5/36 Dzung Wei Ming received anothe? threaten

ing letter.

D.S.I
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Diary Number:- 26/1

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The three accused (1) Yang Vung Dao, (3) Yih

Hai Sung, (^) Teeu Shao Yoong, appeared in the S.S.D. 

Court on the afternoon of the 20/5/36, after a lengthy 

hearing they were remanded to the 27/5/36.

At 2.15 p.m. on the 22/5/36 Judge Siao, one of the

three judges trying the ease, attended the scene of

crime and later visited Room No.9 Moon Palace, North 

Szechuen Road and 71 Yoong Chih Li ) Range Road

At each place Judge Siao questioned the 3rd accused 

about the crime, which he again admitted in full. 

In the afternoon of the 21/5/36 two lawyers 

namely Wang Shi Chung appointed by the family

of the 3rd accused through a lawyer in Tsingtao, and 

Tsang Ts Zang appointed by the S.S.D. Court

for the said accused, came to the station and requested 

an interview with the 3rd accused. This request was 

granted and in the presence of D.S.I.s Crowther, Ross 

and Shih Ssu Chien the lawyers asked the 3rd accused 

about his movements on or about the 9/11/35/ The 3rd 

accused gave them thenfo11owing three points, and 

ended by saying that he did not commit the murder, but 

that if he were questioned in 0ourt or any other place 

he would plead guilty to the charge.

(1) Gave a dinner party in the Dah Chung Jttwa

) Restaurant, 13 Paoshan Road, Chapei, in celebration
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

of the birthday of his mother, had one or two tables.

(2) Grand opening of the Nanyang Cabaret, North 

Szechuen Road on which date he spent the whole of the 

evening there and assisted one named Yue () in 

assaulting a dancing girl when a disturbance ensued.

(3) On the 9/11/35 or days around that date I was 

either in Room No.9 of the Moon Palace Hotel or in the 

Ball Room of the Moon Palace. The following persons 

may prove rny statement!

(1) Au Tsung Kyi (

(2) Dzung Keng Sung

(3) Wang Ah Kyung

The above three persons used to play *Woh Hwa* with me.

(4) Zee Ling Sung the tenant of No.4

Ngoh Ming Li Bue Veillemont, French Concession.

(5) Yuan Shon Shi Proprietor of the Moon Palac#

(6) Mih Pao Sung (fêfféÿLh Inspector of the Moon Palace.

(7) Yoh Kong Tuh Sweet seller in the Moon

Palace.

(8) Sze Keng Dee Chief tea-boy.

With reference to point 1, D.S.I.s Crowther, Ross and 

Shih Ssu Chien at 10 a.m. on the 22/5/36 visited- the 

Dah Chung Hwa Restaurant, 13 Paoshan Road with the 

assistance of the North Station Branee Bureau, and from 

the general account book and one order book for the
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION, 

period covering the 9/11/35 it was found that the 3rd 

accused had three tables at $6.50 each on the 15th of 

10th moon, 24th year of the Republic of China (10th 

N ovember, 1935).

(2) . Enquiries at the Licensing Section Bureau 

of Public Safety, Nantao show that the permit for the 

grand opening of the Hanyang Cabaret was issued to one 

Tseu Tai Ching on April 13, 1935. Further enquiries 

show that this cabaret has since been opened and closed 

on a number of occasions up to i te present time, but no 

other permit has been issued.

Hames have been obtained of other persons who 

operated this cabaret between Sept, 17, 1935 and the 

14th November 1935, in this connection enquiries are r 

proceeding,

(3) , This is not denied by the prosecution inasmuch 

as that the 3rd accused in Open Court and his statement 

admitted that at about 8 p.is, on the 9/11/35 he, the 1st 

and 4th accused with the two Koreans were together in 

Room Ho.9 of the Moon Palace, which place the 1st accused 

3rd accused and the Korean Jack set out from for Darroch 

Road. Further, the 3rd accused admitted that he returned 

to Room 9 of the Moon Palace after committing the crime 

where he met the 4th accused. In connection with the 

enquiries in the Moon Palace summonses No,6290 for Au
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Taung Kyi ( ) Tsang Foo Ding Wung
Ah Kyuin ( $ Frf ) and Tsoh Zung Siao ( ,

issued by the S.S.D.Court on the 25/5/36 bearing no 

addressee were attempted to be served by D.S.I.b Ross 

and Van Tuh Foo during the evening of the 25/5/36. Kone 

of the persons were located and none of the present 

employees of the Moon Palace know the whereabouts of 

these persons. At 7 p.m. on the 26/5 36 D.S.I.e Crowther 

Ross* Shih Ssu Chien and van Tuh Foo again visited the 

Moon Palace with a view to meeting the other persons 

mentioned by the 3rd accused which met with no success* 

however* it was learned one Mih Pau Sung )

employed in the Moon Palace as an inspector* resided at 

Lane 807, House 20» Dixwell Road—this address was 

visited at 8.15 p.m. on the 26/5/36 but Mih Pau &tng 

was absent and his return was not known.

Vith reference to Tsoh Zung Siao for

whom a summons has been issued by the S.S.D.Court, D.S.I.s 

Crowther* Ross, Nakamura and Shih Ssu Chien made further 

enquiries at his home Ko.23 Tsung Kyung Li Off

Tsai Kong Road and at the Sun Cd. Thibet Road on the 

25th, 26th of May 1936, but he has not been seen or heard 

of since the 9/5/fc6.

Further enquiries regarding the 1st accused have 

definitely ascertained that there are 20 members of his
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION, 

family residing in No.18 Dong An Li, Tongahan Road. 

These are, his lawful wife, two concubines, six sons, 

three sisters-in-law, eight nieces and nephews.

The respective ages of the sons are 3, 6, 7, 9, 

9, ft 18. The latter was employed in the Sun Co., 

Thibet Road for a period of 5-J- months until the 20/5/36 

as an apprentice at a wage of $3 per month.

Summons No.6290 in respect of Lee Yoong Liu 

issued by the SS8.D.Court on the 23/5/36 and received 

by D.S.I. Crowther on the 25/5/36 was handed to D.S.I. 

Van Tuh Too at 10 a.m. on the 25/5/36 who proceeded to 

Lane 572 House 134 Boone Road to find Lee Yoong Liu had 

removed. No information could be obtained regarding his 

present address.

When Judge Siao visited the Moon Palace on the 

22/5/36, the manager Doo Zang Sung told him that he thought 

that a teaboy named Ying Dong Chen 1,818

charge of Room No. 9 on the 9/11/35. He promised the 

judge that he would have the teaboy in Court on the 

27/5/36.

Efforts have been made by detectives to interview 

this boy, but the manager, professed that the boy was on 

leave and staying at unknown address in Rantao.

A remand of two weeks will be requested on the 

27/3/36 to enable the Police to make further enquiries.

D.S.I
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

ADDENDUM

At 10.30 p.m. on the 26/5/36 D.S.I. Roes and 

Shih Sen Chien visited No.4 Ngoh Ming Li, Rue Veille 

mont with the assistance of the French Police with a 

view to interviewing Zee Ling Sung, chief tenant, 

mentioned by the 3rd accused as the person who could 

prove his statement. It was learnt that this person 

on either the 20/5/36 or 21/5/36 left Shanghai for 

Tsingtao.
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27/1.

”C"
Dixwell Read

The three accused (1) Yæg VUng Dao,

(3) Yih Hai Sung, and (4) Tseu Shao Yoong, again 

appeared in the S.S.D.Court on the 27/5/36 P.I£., 

and were ordered remanded to the 3/6/36 P.M. for 

further trial.

During the course of the trial the 3rd 

accused Yih Hai Sung retracted his confession and 

denied knowledge of the murder.

,/hen questioned by the presiding judge, 

Judge Dzien, regarding his reason for confessing to 

the murder at the previous hearings and then denying 

this admission, the 3rd accused alleged that he had 

been compelled to confess the crime after being 

subjected to torture at the hands of the Police.

In confirmation of this alleged torture Yih 

Hai Sung called the attention of Judge Dzien to a 

scar on his upper lip, which he informed the judge 

had been caused by the action of detectives placing the 

lighted end of a cigarette to his flesh. He also 

stated that on his ribs was bruise, and alleged 

that this was sustained during the course of a 

beating at the station.

Later in the proceedings Yih Hai Sung also 
» 

informed Judge Dzien that whilst detained in the

Station ce11$ he had attempted to end his life by
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swallowing two keys, a brass buckle and. a chain, 

the latter mentioned, articles allegedly having been 

torn from his clothing. These articles, he asserted, 

■were still lodged in his abdomen, and if the judge 

wished an operation could be perfonned, when the 

truth of his words would be verified.

At the close of proceedings the legal advisers 

of Yih Hai Sung demanded that their client be detained 

in hospital during thê period of remand and not be 

returned to the station cells. However, Judge Dzien 

ordered that during the period of remand the 3rd 

accused ,sh ould be examined by the g.S.D.Court doctor 

and a Shanghai Municipal Council doctor, with a view 

to ascertaining if any truth existed regarding the 

allegation of torture.

Immediately following the court proceedings 

arrangements were completed with Dr. Chambers, Chief 

Radiologist, S.M.C., to have an X-ray examination 

made of Yih Hai Sung. This examination was conducted 

at the Police Hospital, Ward Road, at 7.30 p.m., 

27/5/36, in the presence of Dr. Tongu, Foo Ming 

Hospital. The same examination was repeated on 

the following morning in the presence of Dr. Chambers, 

S.M. Cm,Dr. Wei Lih Kong ), S.S.D. Court

Physician, and Dr» Torigu, Foo Ming Hospital, a negative 

result being obtained on each occasion.
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At the conclusion of this examination the 

following certificate was issued by Dr. Chambers:- 

"A screen examination of the chest and 

Oesophagus and abdomen and a radiographic 

examination of the abdomen of Yih Hai Sung did 

not reveal any evidence of metallic foreign bodies.

"Dr. Cieh, Dr. Tongu and Dr. Wei were present 

at the screen examination.

G. Chambers, M. B. Ch. B», D. M« R. & E. 

Chief Radioligist,

S. M. C.

May 28th, 1936."

Mr. Paul Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, 

completed arrangements for the s.S.D.Court Physician, 

Dr. Wei Lih Kong, to attend the S.M.C. Police 

Hospital, Ward Road, at 10.30 a.m. 28/5/36, for the 

physical examination of Yih Hai Sung. This 

examination was also attended by Dr. W.R. Johnston, 

Assistant Superintendent of Hospitals, and Dr. Y. Tongu 

of the Foo Ming Hospital.

The following medical certificate was 

subsequently issued by Dr. Johnston:- 
Hospitals’ Division, 

P.H.D., S.M.C. 
May 29, 1936.

I have to state that I examined the above 

mentioned prisoner in the presence of Dr. Ibngu and 
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the S.S.D. Court doctor, and Detective Sub-inspector 

Ross at the Municipal Police Hospital»

The examination showed a few superficial 

scratches ( self inflicted ) of no importance.

A small scar was found on the left side of the 

upper lip. The prisoner alleged that this was caused 

by burning with a cigarette and that it had been done 

by the S.M.P.

This scar could have been made by such a bum, 

or by a caustic stick or corrosive agent, in fact by 

anything which damaged the skin.

The appearance of the scar suggested that it 

was 10-14 days old ( approximately ).

(Sgd) W»R. Johnston

Assistant Superintendent of Hospitals.“

The following certificate was also received 

from Dr. Y. Tongu , the poo Ming Hospital:-

»»May 30th, 1936.

I hereby, state that I attended the physical 
examination of Yih nai Sung, a Chi^se male prisoner 

and an alleged murderer, age 28 years, with one Chinese 

Court physician and one Municipal, at the Police 

Hospital, ward Road, Shanghai on May 28th, 1936. 

1/y statement is as follows

(1) The X-ray examination diowed no evidence of 
foreign bodies in the disgestive organs, such 
as keys, buttons, etc.
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(2) Physical examination shows that his health 
condition is normal.

(3) There are no traces of injuries inflicted on 
him by others, e.g. contusion, etc.

(4) He has a small scar on his upper lip, the 
origin of which is uncertain, but possibly 
it was caused by self inflicted scratches 
and bites about 10 days ago.

(Sgd) Dr. Y» Tongu.

Foo Ming Hospital."

At thé conclusion of the examination Dr. tfei 

expressed the verbal opinion that the scar on the pri

soner’s lip was from ten to fourteen days Old, Dr. 

Johnston estimated a similar age, and Dr. T ongu reckoned 

it to be about ten days old.

As can be seen from the medical certificates 

neither Dr. Johnston nor Dr. Tongu can definitely 

establish the cause of the scar. It is also noteworthy 

that both these physicians failed to find trace of the 

bruise alleged to have been visible on the prisoner's 

ribs.

In connection with the scar on the prisoner's 

lip and his allegation that it was caused by detectives 

placing the lighted end of a cigarette to his flesh, 

the age of the scar assume* particular importance. 

The court physician, Dr. L. K» '-‘jei, estimates 

the scar to be from ten to fourteen days old, and his col

leagues compute it to be about the same age. According to 
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the medical evidence the sore causing the scar must, 

therefore, have been inflicted between the 14/5/36 

and the 21/5/36.

In this respect it should be pointed out that 

on the appearance of Yih Hai Sung before the s«S.D. 

Court, on the 6/5/36 and the 9/5/36 ( on the latter 

occasion to testify against the 4th accused Tseu Shao 

Yoong ) he voluntary confessed in open court to having 

assisted in the murder of the Japanese sailor. 

According to medical evidence this was a period of 

at least some few days before the injury causing the 

scar could possibly have been inflicted.

Regarding the origin of this scar on the 

prisoner’s lip, it is thought best to again refer 

to the interview granted to the legal representatives 

of the 3rd accused Yih îîai Sung, at Chengtu Road 

Station, on the afternoon of the 21/5/36 (Vide Diary 

No. 26 Sheet No. 1 of this file) and amplify the report 

referring to the interview to some extent.

These representatives, Lîessrs Wong Shi Chung

) and Tsang Ts-zang were permitted

to int rview the prisoner in the presence of 

Crowther, D»S.I. Ross and D.S.I» Shih Szu Chien.

During the course of the interview the 3rd 

accused Yih Hai Sung told his legal advisors that he 
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did not commit the murder ( This was the first 

occasion on which he retrated his confession ) and 

provided the lawyers with information regarding his 

movements on the night of the crime. When asked by 

legal advisers for his reason for confessing in open 

court and written statement to a murder which he did 

not commit, the prisoner stated that he felt compelled 

to do so owing to the fact that he was so firmly 

implicated gy witnesses.

He was also questioned regarding the treatment 

he had received at the hands of the police since the 

date of his arrest, and informed his adviser's that 

this had been satisfactory.

The lawyers also questioned Yih regarding the 

presence of the scar on his lip, and were informed 

that this was due to his scratching the M-P and thus 

causing a sore to form on the spot (This is the same 

scar which Yih Hai Sung alleged in open Court had 

been inflicted by detectives with the end of a lighted 

cigarette against his flesh )•

Written statements have been pare pared by 

officers assisting in the investigation of the 

murder who were present when Yih Hai Sung confessed 

to the crime. These are a direct denial to the 

charges of torture.
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In this connection copies of -written statements 

by -r. I . Robertson, 3. Uyehara, D.S.I. Ross, 

D.S.I. Shih Szu Chien, D.S.I. Van Tuh Foo, D»S» Tanaka 

and Clerical Assistant T. Kawashima, are attached 

hereto. Statements by D.S.I. Crowther and D.S.I. 

Nakamura will be prepared later.

During the course of the hearing of the case 

Judge Dzien questioned the 3rd accused Yih Hai sung 

regarding his movements on the night of the murder 

(9/11/35). The 3rd accused gave a reply very similar 

to that made to his legal representatives, onthe 

21/5/36, at Chengtu Road Station (Please see Diary 

No» 26 Sheet No.l of this file), to the effect that 

he was present at either one or the other of the 

following three places
(1) Gave a dinner party at the Dah Chung Hwa M ) 

Restaurant, 13 Paoshan Road, chapei, in celebration 

of the birthday of his mother, ordering one or two 

tables of food.

(2 ) Attended the grand opening of the Nanyang Cabaret, 

2 Kwangtung Ka North Szechuen Road, on

viiich date he spent the whole of the evening there 

and assisted one named Yue in assaulting

a dancing girl, when a disturbance ensued.
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(3) On the 9/11/35, or days around that date, was 

either in Room No.9 of the Koon Palace Hotel, 

North Szechuen Road, or in the Hoon Palace 

Ballroom situated in tie same building. The 

following persons may prove my statement that 

I was present

(1) Au Tseng Kui )

(2) Dzung Ke ng Sung ( )

(3) Wang Ah Kyung ( it) >
The above three persons used to play

”Woh Hwa” with me.

(4) Zee Ling Sung ( ), the chief tenant
of No.4 Ngoh Ming Li ( Rue
Veillement, Franch concession.

(5) Yuan Shou Shi ), Propriator of the
Mo on Palace.

(6) Mih Pao Sung (^•*^f‘£), Inspector of the
Moon Palace. "

(7) Yoh Kong Tuh Cfyfyfâh sweet seller in
the Moon Palade.

(8) Sze Ke ng Dee ), Chief Tea-boy.

With reference to Point No.l (The dinner party 

at the Dah Chung Hwa Restaurant), it has already been 

mentioned in Diary No.26 Sheet No.2, that enquiries at 

the restaurant on the 22/5/36, established the fact 

that a dinner party took place, but was held on the 

10/11/35 (the 15th day of the 10th moon, the 24th 

^ear of the Republic of china). Efforts are at 
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present being made to locate the mother and paramour 

of Yih Hai Sung, with a view to establishing if the 

dinner party really was held to celebrate the former's 

birthday.

Jith reference to Point No.2 (His attendance at 

the Nanyang Cabaret), enquiries at the Licensing 

Section of the Bureau of Public Safety, Nantao, 

ascertained that the permit for the grand opening 

of the Nanyang cabaret was issued te one named Tseu 

Tai Ching ) on April 13, 1935. f urther

enquiries elicited the fact that the cabaret has since 

been opened and closed on a number of occasions.

The witness Tsang zai Yuen was

formerly ai ployed in this cabaret, and when questioned 

he stated that iÿ was not the grand opei ing of the 

cabaret in April, 1935 to which Yih Hai Sung referred, 

but to the re-opening of the cabaret under new 

management and under the name of the Nanyang Kong 

KeeCabqret, on November 8th, 1935 ( The day prior to 

the murder ). He, Tsang, recalls a scuffle having 

occurred on this particular night, at about 7 p.m., 

between one known as ,/ei Ming ) ( a follower vof

Yih Hai Sung ) and a dancing partner, but it did not 

assume any proportion and was soon amicably settled 

with the assistance of employees. The witness, Tsang, 
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States that Yih Hai Sung was not present in the 

cabaret when this trouble occurred, but a few minutes 

later he saw the 3rd accused standing in the alleyway, 

outside the entrance to the cabaret*

On the 31/5/36, detectives succeeded in tracing 

another fomier employee of the Nanyang cabaret, one 

named Yao Soong Ding ), who was employed in

the cabaret in the capacity of an inspector. He 

states through the influence of the former owner of 

the cabaret, Tseu Tai Ching, he was appointed 

inspector at a wage of $30.00 per month, by the new 

owners, Shing Ming Tai ) and Woo Me i-shing

( 4^ ), who opened the establishment on the 8th

November, 1935, as the Nanyang Kong Kee Cabaret.

He also recalls the trouble on the opening 

night between a patron and a dance girl, but believes 

tha t this took place at about 8 p.m., he, however, can

not recall the exact time. The 3rd accused Yih Hai 

Sung is known to Yao Soong Ding, and he states that 

Yih was not present in the ballroom when the trouble 

occured.

This witness, Yao Soong Ding was able to produce 

a letter from the management of the Nanyang Kong Kee 

Cabaret authorizing his appointment as inspector, 

which was tendered him at about 10 p.m. on the opening 
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night. This letter is dated November 8th, 1935, 

which vould tend to confira that the cabaret was 

opened on tint date. This letter will be produced 

as an exhibit in Court.

Written statements have been obtained from 

these two witnesses, who have been warned to be present 

in court <_ . the next hearing of the case.

Detectives are still endeavouring to locate 

some member of the management of the Nanyang Cabaret, 

but owing to the fact that the establishment was 

forced to shut its doors and declare bankruptcy, after 

derating for a few days, some of the members of the 

management have absconded and others changed their 

address .and it is proving a difficult proposition to 

tracj them.

With reference to Point No.3 ( In which Yih Hai 

Sung contends that he was either present in Room No.9 

of the Moon Palace Hotel, or the Moon Palace Ballroom, 

on the night of the murder ), detectives have continued 

their enquiries in search of the persons named by Yih 

Hai Sung, as likely to vouch for his presence in 

either the hotel or ballroom on the night of the murder.

On the 31/5/36, detectives succeeded in locating 

the 5th mentioned person Yuan shou Shi ( ),

sub-manager of the Moon Palace Ballroom. He vhen 

questioned stated that he recalled the night of the 
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murder of the Japanese sailoi’ quite clearly and he 

is definite that Yih Hai Sung did not visit the 

ballroom on that particular night. He states that 

Yih only visited the ballroom at infrequent intervals.

the 1/6/36, the 6th mentioned person, 

Llih Pao Sung ( ), employed in the capacity of

an inspector in the Hoon Palace Ballroom, was also 

located by detectives, and he corroborated the 

statement of Yuan Shou Shi to the effect that the 

3rd accused did not visit the ballroom on the night 

of the murder.

Both these persons have been warned to be 

present in the S»S.D.Court, -to testify at the next 

hearing.

Efforts to trace the remaining six persons 

mentioned by Yih Hai Sung have proved futile. 

Enquiries at the heme of the 4th mentioned peræn, 

Zee Ling Sung, 4, IJgoh Ming Li, Rue Veillemont, 

French Concession, elicited the fact that this person 

left Shanghai for Tsingtao, on either the 20/5/36 or 

21/5/36.

On the 28/5/36, information was received to 

the effect that the 3rd accused, Yih Hai Sung, or 

His paramour Zung Kwei Tseng ( ) » had a

banking account with the Bank of Communications.
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Enquiries were conducted at the bank, but the 

management refused to disclose information without 

an order from the S.S.D»Court* The necessary 

application was made and S.S.D. Court oi’der No.2514 

received. On presentation of this order the bank 

officials stated that Yih Hai Sung had no account 

in the bank, but that two persons named Zung Kwei 

Tsung had accounts, as follows

(1) zung Kwei Tsung ( 6 Yih Loh Li

Tongshan Hoad, the sum of $300.00 lodged in a 

fixed deposit account, since the 17/3/36. The 

withdrawal of the sum of $250.00 was made on

the 23/4/36, leaving the balance of 350.00, which 

is still in the account.

(2) zung Kwei Tsung 7 i )» 18, Chang An Li,
<'X WoosunS Road, an old customer, who 

has at present the sum of $258.30 in a current 

account. No large amount has been passed through 

this account during the past eight months.

Detectives enquiries failed to connect these 

two persons with the 3rd accused Yih Hai Sung.

At 10 a.m. 30/5/36, a telephone message was 

received from the Municipal Advocate, Mr. R. T. Bryan 

Junr., to the effect tint Chief Judge Dzien wished to 

have pistol used in the '•Nakayama" Murder, for the 
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purpose of comparing it with the book found inthe 

home of the 1st accused Yang Vung Dao. The pistol 

v/as accordingly handed over to Chief Judge Dzien and 

an official recei t obtained.

Efforts have been continued with a view to

locating witnesses

Foo

Zung

whom

Wong Ah Kyuen ( ), Tsoh

and Lee Yoong-liu (

the S.S»D« Court previously summoned to testify

However, they still remain unlocated

Copies of all statements and documents are

attached hereto

D.S.I
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Enquiries by D.S.I.s Crowther and 

Nakamura at Tsingtao. Departed 

from Shanghai on the 28/5/36 and 

returned on the 4/6/36.

One named Dao Teoo Zung Passent

employed in the Entertainment Bureau of the Taingtao 

City Government, at the beginning of November 1935 met 

Yang Tsoo Zung brother-in-law of the 3rd

accused Yih Hai Sung in Tsingtao and informed him that 

he intedded to proceed to Shanghai to engage dancing 

girls for the "Hollywood Cabaret", Tsingtao. Yang Tsoo 

Zung gave him a letter of introduction to the 3rd accused, 

who was then residing at No.13 San Shing Li, () 

Jukong Road. Dao Tsoo Zung left Tsingtao for Shanghai 

on the 18/9/35 and later went to the 3rd accused*s home. 

About eight dancing girls and two boys were engaged by 

Dao Tsoo Zung and they with the 3rd accused arrived in 

Tsingtao on or about the 29/11/35. The "Hollywood 

Cabaret" opened on the 1/12/35/ Dao Tsoo Zung returned 

to Tsingtao on the 1st or 2nd December 1935.

The 3rd accused only remained in the Hollywood 

Cabaret, acting as girl manager until the 8/12/35.

It was whilst the 3rd accused was in the
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••Hollywood Cabaret" that he approached a person named 

"Darkle" proper name Maurice Ahboh alias Koo Han Zung 
( *^ ) a nat*T® Penang, Malay straits.

"Darkie* is a well known character in Tsingtao.

The 3rd accused asked him if he knew of any person 

who would go in partnership in opening a cabaret.

•Darkle" then introduced the 3rd accused to one 
named Tong Tih Ying ( ) alias Tong Tseh ( 4M

employed in the Auditing Department of the Kiaochow 

Tsinan Railway Administration/ This person hawing 

Intimated to "Darkie" that he would be interested in 

opening a cabaret. At first the 3rd accused told 

•Darkie" that he would be able to put $1,000 into a 

cabaret.

This introduction led to an agreement being drawn 

up between the 3rd accused and Tong Tih Ying. In the 

agreement Tong Tih Ying used the name of his brother 

Tong Yee Zung ( as he did not wish it

disclosed to his employees that ho was in the cabaret 

business.

Two shares formed the capital of a cabaret named 

Vienna, the 3rd accused had a share of *500, whilst 

Tong’s share was #2,000.

The agreement was made on the 7/12/^5 and expired 

on the 27/3/36. It is stated by Tong Tih Ying and 

•Darkie" that the 3rd accused ohly paid #300 cash
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through his paramour Zung Kwei Tseng—-the remainder 

of his share $200» the 3rd accused told them he would 

use in Shanghai when engaging musicians and dancing 

girls.

Immediately the agreement was made the 3rd accused 

came to Shanghai to engage musicians and dancing girls.

On December 14 and 16 respectively Tong Tih Ying 

remitted $600 and $200 to Shanghai which the 3rd accused 

claimed were required to obtain the necessary musicians 

and dancing girls.

On December 22» 1935 the 3rd accused returned u 

to Tsingtao with 16 dancing girls and musical instru

ments for the band* the members of the band arrived a 

day later.

The girls did not prove satisfactory, and on 
January 26» 1936 a tea-boy named Chow Hwa ( $4 > 

came to Shanghai and engaged four other girls.

Tong Tih Ying was not satisfied with the girls 

engaged so he with the 3rd accused same to Shanghai 

in February 1936 and engaged several other girls. Tong 

Tih Ying returned to Tsingtao 6 or 7 days prior to the 

3rd accused and the girls. He left with the 3rd 

accused a draft for $400 on the Bank of China.

When the agreement expired the partnership was
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dissolved and Tong sold the cabaret for $1,300 and the 

outstanding chits for $700.

Tong Tih Ying, who is a person of the higher 

class Chinese, informed the undersigned that owing to 

his lack of knowledge of the enterprise he entered, 

that he how believes that the 3rd accused took advantage 

and utilized some of the money for his own use. This 

he states is borne out by the fact that the class of 

girl the 3rd accused engaged.

Tong Tih Ying further stated that to induce the 

dancing girls to Tsingtao they only had to pay their 

3rd class passages and small monetary inducement. 

Further to this enquiry three persons namely 

Zung ••'oh Kong ( Zee Ling Sung and

Yang Tsoo Zung the latter being brother-in-

law of the 3rd accused, were residing in No.13 San Shing 

“ < >• Jukong Road, before and after the crime was

committed on 9/11/55. They are at present in Tsingtao. 

These persons were closely questioned by D.S.I.s Crowther 

and Nakamura but all stated that they could not provide 

any information regarding the movements of the 3rd accused 

on the nights of the 8th, 9th & 10th of November 1935.

Yang Tsoo Zung brother-in-law of the

3rd accused, however stated that on the 9A1/35 after 12 

noon he visited the Dix Dancing school, North Szechuen
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Road, and returned with the 3rd accused to 13 San 

Shing Li before 6 p.m. when he ate a meal and

left, this witness was unable to state which places he 

visited that night, but stated at about 11 p.m. on that 

night he heard that a Japanese marine had been shot so 

he returned home at 13 San Shing Li, and further stated 

as far as he could remember, the 3rd accused was there 

on his return reading a newspaper, and the 3rd accused 

remarked about a Japanese sailor having been killed.

This would appear not to be the truth as there 

were no newspapers issued on the night of the murder, 

furthermore, Yang Tsoo Zung when questioned who else 

were present stated he could not remember.

From different persons of the cabaret fraternity 

it was learned by D.S.I.s Crowther and -“akamur» that 

the 3rd accused whilst in Tsingtao in the Spring of 1935 

had little money, holding job as a ball-room boy in a 

cabaret named the *-°lack Cat* and did not dress well. 

On his return to Tsingtao Nov. 28, 1935 it was noticed 

that he dressed well in foreign styled clothing and had 

money to spend in entertaining girls in the various 

cabarets.

Attached areeeopies of translation of statements 
of (1). Tang Tseh ( ^4» ), (2). Dao Tsoo Zing

(3).  Koo Han Zung ( )alias ♦Darkiet, (4). Yue
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Wei Ming ( ). (5). Yang Tsoo Zung (-^^5.,^^) * (6). Zee

Ling Sung and (7). Zung Foh Kong which

with the exception of Koo Han Zung alias Darkle and Tong 

Tseh alias Tong Tih Ying were made in the Headquarters of 

the Tsingtao Public Safety Bureau in the presence of 

Inspector Liu.

The latter two persons the Public Safety Bureau stated 

did not come under their Jurisdiction.

Also attached are copies of the agreement* and a 

letter introducing Jacko Hahn, alias Kan Ri Ryo to the 

3rd accused at Tsingtao. The letter is mentioned in the 

statements of the 3rd accused and Kan Ri Ryo. It also 

proves that the 3rd accused was on intimate terms with 

the Koreans.

One photograph of the 3rd accused and a navy blue pin 

striped suit were also obtained with the assistance of the 

Tsingtao Public Safety Bureau/

The 3rd accused having previously stated he wore this 

suit when he committed the murder.

The accused appeared before the S.S.D.Court on the 

afternoon of the 3/6/36 and were remanded sine die.

Judge Dzien stated during the hearing that the seized 

pistol* bullet and book had been sent to the Judicial 

and Medical Research Institute, Chenju* with a letter 

requesting that the exhibits be examined for the following
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points:-

1. Whether or not traces of blood would be 

left on the bullet after it had passed 

through the body;

2. If there was blood left on the bullet, is 

it now possible to trace it;

3. xf tnere nad actually been traces of blood 

left on the bullet and it was subsequently 

wiped off, is there any possibilities of 

tracing the blood now through the examina

tion:

4. To find out the age of cutting in the book;

5. To find out the age of the blue pencil mark;

6. To find out whether the rust mark left on the 

book is genuine or not.

D. S. I.

D. C. (Crime).
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'•C”
Dixwell Raad 

June 12, 1936.

On the 9/6/36 Chief Inspt. Mason forwarded the follow 

ing translation of a chit handed to Assistant Municipal 

Advocate Ur. Lea by cnief judge Dzien.

(1) Zung Wei Ming ) to appear in court at the
next hearing. 1 1

(2) Has Yang Kyi Tsoong ) any connectinn with
this case or not?

(3) The finger prints of both hands of Yang Vung Dao, 
1st accused.

(4) The movements of Tseu zai Yoong ), 4th accused
on November 9.

(5) The statement of Lee Yau (Z^?M) which was not 
signed by him.

(6) The facts about Zung Hoong Pi’s case and the letter 
received.

(7) The statement of the constable on duty at the place 
where the pistol was picked up.

(8) The statement of Lee Hoong Ping ), watchman
employed by a private individual. °

With reference to points 1, 3, 5, and 8 they will 

be complied with.

With reference to point 2, Yang Kyi Tsoong belongs to 

the same clan as Yang Vung Dao, 1st accused.

Yang Kyi Tsoong, although not an intimate friend 

of Hirayama ( ) .alias Zung Wei Ming, has known

him for a period of 10 years.

Whilst making enquiries about the address of the 

1st accused on the 17 aid 18 April, 1936, Hirayama 

solicited the aid Of Yaig Kyi Tsoong vho on the morning 

of 18th April 1936 visited Hirayama at his home and
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gave him a cigarette carton bearing the characters 

"Tieh zung Yang’s re-sidence Dong Sung-
Li Tongdian Road® Hirayama1^ however,

failed to locate this address.

At 12 noon on the 18/4/36 Hirayama asked Yang 

Kyi Tsoong where he had. obtained the address, and he 

told him he had got it from one Yang Soong. Yang 

Kyi Tsoong introduced Hirayama to Yang Soong, and it 

was by means of the latter person that Hirayama even

tually found the address of the 3s t accused Yang yung 

Dao.

Other than that fang Kyi Tsoong introduced Hiraya

ma to Yang Soong, he has had no other connection with 

this case.

Certain information received led investigating 

officers to believe that Yang Kyi Tsoong is at present 

in Haigchow. On thé 11/6/36 Despatch Summons No. 9282 

addressed to the Hangchow City Court was obtained from 

the Shanghai Special District Court.
*

At 8.30 a.m. on the 12/6/36 armed with the despatch 

D.S.I. Shih Ssu Chien, D.S. Tanaka and an a gent left 

Shanghai for Hangchow.

With reference to point 4, 4th accused Tseu Shao 

Yoong. As stated in Diary 25 sheets 5,6, and 7, the 

4th accused maintained that between the 20th October 

and the 15th November 1935 he remained in the Dong
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Nyi Association, 71 Yoong Chih Li Range Road,

as he had. pawned, his clothing, however, he admitted 

having a shabby suit to wear» The 4th accused also 

mentions this in his written statement, Enquiries 

at the pawnshops given by the 4th accused proved that 

he only pawned an overcoat during that period.

At 3.30 p.m. on the 18/5/36 ( see Diary 25 sheet 

18 ) Tsze sung Foo Cjiief tenant of No.71

Yoong Chih Li, Range Road, identified the 4th accused 

as one of the members of the Dong Nyi Association who 

occasionally slept in the premises, and that during 

the months of October, November and December he saw 

the 4th accused frequenting the premises, dressed in 

a navy blue suit, which was quite serviceable and not 

torn in anyway.

The 4th accused has not divulged any other alibi, 

and throughout interrogation could not give names of 
, /have persons vh om he may met on the 9/1135.

With reference to point 6. This has already been 

referred to in Diary 20, sheet 1-2 and 3.

Between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. on the 21/4/36 with the 

cooperation of supt. Liang, officer i/c the North 

Station Branch Bureau, D.S»I. Nakamura and D.S. Sato 

of the Japanese Consular Police visited the Kwanginmg 

Junior Middle School Paoyuen Road

Chapei, to interview*Dzung Hong Pih in order to check
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upon certain information that had been received. It 

was at this time that Supt. Liang handed to D»S»I» 

Nakamura a petition addressed to him by Dzung Hong Pi.h, 

and a letter she had received purporting to come from 

Ying ( ), Chief of the Women’s Department, signed

on behalf of Yang VUng Dao.

Enquiries showed that the letter was posted at 

11 a.m. on the 19/4/36 at the General post office, 

North soochow Road, and delivered at 12 m.d. on the 

19/4/36. Further enquiries have failed to reveal the 

origin of this letter.

With reference to point 7. There was no constable 

of the Shanghai Municipal Police on duty at the place 

where the pistol was ibund. The nearest constable to 

this point was C»P»C» 3251, who was on point duty at 

the intersection of North Szechuen and Dixwell Roads. 

He was questio-ned by D.S.I» Crowther on the 9/11/35 

when he stated at about 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 he had 

not seen any person leaving the Fong Loh Li in a hurried 

manner, and that he had not heard the sound of a shot 

being fired.

The approximate positions of the Shanghai Municipal 

Police on duty at about 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 were as 

follows

C.PoC* 2864 and 2891 were at North Szechuen Road 
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end Kiangwan Road junction opposite the Headquarters 

of the Japanese Naval Landing Party.

C«P<C. 2760 was at North Szechuen Road and Darroch 

Roads corner.

C.P.C» 213 was at North Szechuen Road and nixwell 

Roads corner.

joP.C. 173 was at Darroch Road and North Szechuen 

Road comer.

J.P.C. 92 was at north Szechuen Road and Scott 

Road corner.

All these officers were questioned by D.S.I. 

Crowther immediately after the crime was committed 

but all of them were unable to impart any information 

regarding any suspicious persons being seen before or 

after the crime•

To rebut the statement of the 1st accused 

made in the S.S.D* Court, to the effect that the 

'•Practical Physics'* book was placed in his house 

by Yang Kyi Tsoong the following points

are brought forward.

In addition to the 1st accused admitting in the 

first instance, both in open Court and the police 

Station, that the book was his property, the 2nd 

accused, Dzung Yong Sung ) ( released ) in

his statement states, •* I have been upstairs in Yang’s 
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room only when I was instructed by Yang. Yang very 

rarely reads books, and, if he does he generally 

reads Chinese novels, when I first went to Yang’s 

house, 3 years ago, I did see a book of greenish 

colour with hard cardboard cover. I have never opened 

the book. It was left on a box in Yang’s room. I saw 

it when dusting the room. I have touched it but never 

opened it."

In the presence of Mr. uyehare, Assistant 

Commissioner of i-olice, D»S»I« Crowther and Shih 

Szu Chien, Dzung Yong Sung at the time he was making 

his statement identified the seized book from among 

five other books.

in the case of the 3rd accused, Yih Hai Sung, 

after retracting his confession to the crime in the 

S.S»D« Court, he stated that during th® 8th, 9th and 

10th November 1935, he was busiily engaged writing 

invitation cards for his mother’s birthday.

Snquiries in this connection show that the

invitation cards were written by the 3rd accused’s 

brother-in-law, Yang Tsoo-zung

named Tsang Kung sung

and one

) at the beginning

of November 1935, and were distributed prior to the 

7/11/35/ Tsang Zai Yuen received an invitation card 

on the 2nd or 3rd November 1935.
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It is also learned, that the 3rd accused during 

the year 1934 held two parties in honour of his 

mother’s birthday, one in April and the other in 

December 1934®

It is known these parties are given by persons 

of the loafer class on such a pretext in order to make

pecuniary gain®

A summons was served on Lee Hoong ping on 

the 12/6/36 by D.S*I* Van Tuh Foo.

A summons has also been issued for Yao Soong 

Ding - he is at present absent from

Shanghai but is expected to return on the 15/635.

The case is set for hearing at 2 p.m. on 

the 16/6/36.

D.S.I.

D®C. ( Crime )



*C* Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:- 176/35 D.R. Dixwell Road Police Station. 
_______________________________________ June 18, 1936.______________  

Diary Number:- 30. __________________________________________
RECORD 0Ë INVESTIGATION.

The three accused, (1). Yang Vung Dao, (3) 

Yih Hai Sung, & (4) Tseu Shao Yoong, appeared in 

the S.S.D. Court on the afternoon of the 16/6/36, 

only one Judge presided.

The ease was remanded sine die, pending the 

report from the Judicial & Medical Research 

Institute, Chenju.

D.S.I. Shih Ssu Chien & D.S. Tanaka returned 

from Hangchow on the 15/6/36. The witness Yang 

Kyi Tsong was not located and no information 

regarding his present whereabouts was obtained.

The despatch summons was presented to the 

Hangchow City Court, and in return a letter 

addressed to the S.S.D.Court was given. The letter 

was handed to Judge Siao on the afternoon of 

the 16/6/36.

Attached, copy of D.S.I. Shih Ssu-chien’s 

report.

D.S.I.

D.C. (Crime)



*C* Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:- 276/35 D.R. Dixwell Road Police Station.
_________________________________________July 6, 1936._______________

Diary Number:- 31/1.___________ _____________________________ ____
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

During the hearing in the S.S.D.Court on the 

16/6/36, the 3rd accused, Yih Hai Sung, told the 

Court that one named Liang Shuen Ling )

alias Liang Chih ( ) employed in No,13A

Godown of the China Navigation Co., Ltd. had told 

him that the pistols he saw in the godown were the 

property of the 1st accused, Yang Vung Dao.

Enquiries by D.S.I.s Crowther and Shih Sou 

Chien ascertained that Liang Chih on the 17/6/36 

left his employment without permission.

On the afternoon of the 20/6/36 Mr. Grove, 

counsel for the 1st accused, informed the undersigned 

by telephone that Liang Chih had approached him for 

advice as he had learned the Police wished to interview 

him. Mr. Grove stated that he would bring the witness 

to the Police on the 22/6/36, however, this did not 

materialise.

On the 24/6/36 the undersigned communicated by 

telephone with Mr. Grove when he stated the witness had 

refused to attend the Police Station and that he had 

left Shanghai for Canton.

A letter dated the 27/6/36 has been obtained 

from the Godown Superintendent of the China Navigation 

Co., Ltd. which io to the effect that Liang Shuen Ling 

has been absent without leave from the 17/6/36.



CRIME REGISTERNor- 276/35.

Diary Numbers- 31/2.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Reporta of D.S.I. Dickson and D.S. Ewins 

regarding the photographs submitted by the Judicial 

Laboratory at Chengju through the Municipal Advocate*s 

Office, were handed to Mr. T.S. Lea A/M .A. on the 

29/6/36 with the photographs attached.

Two summonses in respect of Yang Sung ( )

and Soong Shui Ching ( ) were received on the

3/7/36. D.S.I. Van Tuh Foo served the one on Soong 

Shui Ching on the 4/7/36.

Yang Sung cannot be located. Enquiries at the 

Pei San Fellow-Countrymen*s Association ascertained 

that Yang Sung has not been seen since the 23rd or 

24th April 1936, and is believed to have gone to 

Canton.

The ease is set for hearing on the 8/7/36. 

Translation of the report submitted by the 

Judicial Laboratory at Chengju attached.

D.S.I.

D.C. (Crime).



*C* Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:- 176/35 Dixwell Road Police Station. 
___________________________________________ July 17. 1936.__________  

Diary Number:- 33 ; ?_________ Nature of Offence:- 1_______
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The three accused (1) Yang Vung Dao, (3) Yih 

Hai Sung and (4) Tseu Shao Yoong appeared in the S.S.D.

Court on the 8.7.36 and 10.7.36, on the latter date 

judgement was reserved until the 17.7.36.

On the 17.7.36 Judge Dzien rendered the 

following decision.

• The ruling of pleadings concluded is now 

cancelled, case remanded pending a date to 

be fixed for trial*.

D.S.I.

D.C. (Crime)
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53
34/1.

’»C”
Dixwell Road 

July 29, 1936.

I.’urder

On the 20-7-36, a despatch summons was received 

from the S.3.D. Court through the M«A.*s office in 

respect of the witness, Poo Chau Ying On

the 21-7136, c.D»C« 119 left Shanghai for Kau-yeu, 

Kompo, and returned on the 26-7-36 with the witness and 

her father.

On the morning of the 28-7-36, the three accused 

appeared before Judge Siao in the S»S» D» Court, and the 

testimony of Poo Chau-ying was taken.

The case was remanded sine-die.

At 9.30 p.m. on the 28-7-36, in the presence of 

Judge Siao, Hr. Ru, a/M»A., Lir. Uyehara, A«C»P», and 

D.S.I.s Crowther and Van Tuh Foo, Poo Chau Ying recon

structed her movements as on the night of the 9-11-35.

It will be recalled in a statement of poo Chau 

Ying taken by D.3.I. Crowther on the 11-11-35, she 

stated when proceeding South on Darroch Road, returning 
c - j

from the Hing Tuh Fong ), North szechuen Road

Extension, carrying a Japanese baby, near a hot water 

shop situated on the East side of Darroch Road ( 70 feet 

South of the scene of crime ), she met two men, one a 

Japanese sailor walking North on Darroch Road on the 

West side and the other, walking parallel with the 

sailor in the same direction on the East side, who wore 

dark foreign styled clothing. She passed between the 

two men, being nearest to the civilian. She had
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reached a spot ( 38 feet beyond where she met the men ) 

where she heard the sound of an explosion.

She immediately turned round and saw a Japanese 

sailor lying on the west aide of the roadway, but did 

not see the civilion. She then ran through the hot 

water shop into Wing On Terrace and returned to her 

employer * s addres s•

She reiterated the foregoing to Judge siao at the 

acene of the crime, with the exception that she did net 

completely turn round, but made a half turn which only 

allowed for her seeing the sailor lying on the west 

side of the road.

Judge Siao ordered his chauffeur to don the navy 

blue pin striped suit seized in Tsingtao, and «hich the 

3rd accused Yih Hai Sung stated he wore when he commit

ted the crime. Poo Chau Ying stated the colour was 

similar but that she could not remember the exact style.

The suit is a double breasted one and the jacket 

when buttoned fits closely to the body.

This completed the reconstruct- on and Judge Siao 

stated through the medium of Mr. Ru that the witness 

would not be required again and that she could return 

to the country.

In persual of the translation of the documents 

seized in this case there is a letter numbered B 36-9-18, 

addressed to Yang Vung Dao, 1st accused, by the 3rd
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accused, Yih Hai Sung , signed by him and giving his 

aduress, Vienna Cabaret, 22 Chang Kow Road, Tsingtao. 

Although not ciated, this letter was obviously sent 

after the 3rd accused entered into the business of the 

Vienna Cabaret, 7-12-35, and before he come to shanghai 

to engage dancing girls which was the 9-12-35 or 10-22- 

35.

The letter intimated that the 3rd accused went to 

Tsingtao with a view to establishing the Vienna cabaret, 

and as he had been busy he was unable to write to his 

sworn brothers, but that he was still concerned with 

the affairs <f the associati. on, and that when he came 

to Shanghai to obtain more girls he would call on the 

1st accused Yang Vung Dao.

The 3rd accused denied having any connection with 

the 1st accused after the crime, but this letter goes 

to prove otherwise.

D»S.I«

D»C* ( Crime )



276/35 D.Ro

35/1.

ItQlt 
DixwelllRoad

July 30, 1936.

On the 29/7/35 D.S.I» Crowther received from 

the Municipal Advocate’s Office a memorandum in 

respect of requests of Judge Dzien, which aie 

I» Locate Yang Kyi Tsong and report his 
whereabouts ;

2. Supply copy of Yang Vung Dao’s finger 'f

prints and palm prints of both hands. ■

No. 2 has been complied with. In connection 

with request No.l, the police at the present time 

do not know the whereabouts of Yang Kyi Ts>ng.

The police have done their utmost to locate

this individual in Shanghai and also Hangchow was 

visited by detectives armed with a despatch 

summons. ( See diary 30, June 18, 1936 )•

Later informationwas received to the effect >

that Yang Kyi Tsung was in Canton, however, this •

w as i$pt verified.

During the enquiries on the 10th June 1936, \

D.S«I. Crowther and Shih ssu Chien had cause to 

interview a lawyer named wen Chao vi th offices and 
home address No. 29 Chi Yih Li (-^ Rue Auguste '

Boppe, French Concession. He informed the said | •
detectives that Yang Kyi Tsung had visited him on |

the 22-4-36 seeking his advice as to vihether or not > |
I
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he should appear in Court» Lawyer wen Ch’ao told 

the detectives he had advised Yang Kyi Tsung to 

appear in Court. He refused to divulge any other 

information regarding Yang Kyi Tsung's whereabouts. 

However, he stated as he knew that Yang Kyi Tsung 

had been an assistant to Mr. L.K.Kentwell alias 

Kan Vee Loo ), lawyer, with offices at

505 Honan Road, he may have advised Yang Kyi Tsung 

to leave Shanghai.

Mr. L»K. Kentwell was communicated with by 

D.S.I. Crowther and he stated Yang Kyi Tsung left 

his office during October 1935. He further stated 

during April 1936 Yen g Kyi Tsung visited his office 

and told him that he was Je aving for canton. Mr. 

Kentwell denied advising Yang Kyi Tsung in any 

matters.

D.C. ( Crime )

D.S.I.



176/35 »»C*
Dixwell Read

August 3, 1936
36 Iiurder

On the 31-7-36, three summonses, No. 6200, were 

received from the S.S.D. Court in respect of Yang Tsung 

7.ien YanS Hai Seu and Yang Tsing

Yih address, Pei San Fellow countryman’s

Association Lane 572, House 16, Boone
Road.

On the morning of the 2-8-36, D.S.I* Ven Tuh 

Foo served the summonses.

The case has been set for hearing at 2 p.m. on 

the 5-8-36.

D.S.I*

D.0» ( Crime ).
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37/1.

”C”
Dixwell Road

Se ptembe r 17, 193 6.

The three accused, (1) Yang Vung Dao,

(2) Yih Hai Sung and (3) Tseu Shao Yoong appeared 

in the S.S.D. Court on the 5/8/36, when three witnesses, 

namely rang Tsung Zien, Yang Hai Zeu & Yang Tsing 

Yih, who were summoned by the Court were questioned. 

.Another person named Yang V/ei Chih ( ) vii o

was in the court was also questioned. All the 

wl tnesses are members of the Pei san Fellow-country

men’s Association.

The case was remanded sine die, and again came 

up for hearing in the 19/8/36 when the witness Yang 

Kyi Tsung ( ) appeared, and refuted the

allegation made against him by the 1st accused, 

Yang vung Dao.

A further h® ring took place on the afternoon 

of the 16/9/36, when four prisoners, handed over 

by the S.F»S« Bureau, ( see Mic«38/36 D«Rd ) were 

questioned as witnesses, theS*e men denied knowing 

any of the accused in this case.

The 1st accused Yang Vung Dao was also 

interrogated by the judge re the political aspect 

of the case which he denied.
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The case is further remanded, charge sheet 

endorsed ’’date of hearing will be set later'*.

D»S»I»

D»DoO. ”C" Division

D»C. ( Crime ).
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"C“
Dixwell Read

October 5, 1936»

The three accused again appeared in the s.S»D«Court 

for trial at 2 p.m. on the 1-10-36 and were remanded to 

2 p.m. on the 2-10-36 for fudgement.

1st accused, Yang Vung Dau death penalty

and deprived of civil right for life for being 

concerned together in murder.

3rd accused, Yih Hai Sung ), death penalty and

deprived of civil right for life for being concern

ed together in murder.

4th accused, Tseu Sou Yoong ( J ), not guilty, but

to be detained in custody during the period of

appeal•

1 pistol, 6 rounds of ammunition, 1 àiell, one bullet 

and 1 book used for hiding pistol confiscated.

3rd accused:- I feel satisfied with the decision. I 

am willing to die.

Judge to 1st and 3rd accused:- if you do not feel 
satified with the decision, you can lodge an appeal 

against it within 10 days.

D.S»I«
D.C» ( Crime )
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39

”C"
Dixwell Raad 

December 9, 1936.

Murder.

The 1st accused Yaig Vung Dao, and 3rd 

accused Yih Hai Sung, appeared in the Kiajigsu 2nd 

Branch High Court on the 2-12-36 and appealed against 

their “Death sentences" rendered in the Lower court. 

The appeal was remanded until the 9-12-36 for judgement.

On the latter date the following judgement 

was rendered.

"Appeal of both accused dismissed, original 

judgement sustained."

D»S«I.

d.d.o. hC"

D«C. (Criine)

C of F.

AoC. (J)
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'■ Extract of Proceedings in S.S.D. Court for 2/10/36

F»I0R0N0o 176/35 stn. No. 3368-9 Reg.Mo. 7/36375-6

□tn® Dixwell Road Procurator--Daung Judge—Dzien, peng&siau

-275-

IN DISTRICT COURT NO.I (P.M.)

Mr. R®t. Bryan Jnr® M®A® and Mr. P.Y.Ru,a.M.A. 
appeared for the s.M® Council®
Councils for the defence as Previous Hearing.

proceed! ngs JUDG ELENT ONLY

Decision 1st® and 3rd. accused:- EACH DEATH PENALTY and deprived of
Civil Right for life for being concerned together in murder.

T.K.Li
1 pistol, 6 rounds of ammunition, 1 shell, one bullet and
1 book used for hiding pistol confiscated.

4th. accused:- NOT GUILTY, but to be detained in custody 
during the period of appeal.

3rd.accused;- I feel satisfied with the decision

I am willing to die

Judge to 1st and 3rd, accused:- If you do not feel

satisfied with the dicision, you can lodge an appeal against ,
it within 10 days

1



Extract of frétait S. s. D. Court for E1-4-56 19 F.I.R.No. 176/85 Stn. No.as6B-9
?/fe 6c>75 Mï. Rond CF S.746 Feng.

Reg". No. Stn. Procurator Jud^e

I

Accused

Sheet ho. 3.

Yih Bai uung alias 
Sioo Kwang Tung ( )Canton Age 28 Carburet

!'onager.

Charge Application fcr writ of detention in acoortlanee with Arts. 76 and 
101 of the CCIRC.
Application is hereby made to the S.S.D.Csurt for the above des
cribed person to be detained on a writ oi dt>tt ntion. He was 
arrested at 11 p.m. on the 15.4.36 nt Ho.22 Tslngtao Road, Tsing- 
tao, on dispatch warrant 27608, issued by the 1st B.S.D.Court on 
the 14.4.36., he is suspected in being concerned in the murder 
perpetrated on the 9.11.35 on Darrook Road.

IH 91^ RIOT COURT HO. 1 A.If,

1! ARD TH CAHBRA

Proceedings:- /r. l.Y.Ru appeared for tio S.S.Council.

Accused:- l.y name is Yih Hal ^ung ago 28. I am n native of 

ton. I am the manager of a Carburet at T^lngtao.

£<r. Ru:- If Jour Honour pleases, the Holloa ask for the deten

tion of this aooueod Yth Bai bung alias Sian Kwangtung, it being 

suspoeted that ho has been concerned tn the murder of a Japanese 

Sailor at Darrock Hoad (Shanghai) on the 19.11.35. I would men

tion that in connection with the ease, the 1st and 2nd accused, 

who were arrested at 10.50 a.m. on the 19.4.36 on Tongshan Road, 

were brought before this Court yesterday, when a similar appli

cation was made for tlieir detention, it slao being suspected that 

they had been concerned in the murder of the person mentioned.

inquiries made by the Police elicited that this accused Is in some 

way concerned, and in consequence of certain information, a Dis

patch requesting extradition was issued by this Court on the 14th 

April 1936, and forwarded to Tslngtno, where this accused who is 

said to be a Carburet Manager, wnc arrested at 11 p.m. on 15.4.36, 

at Ko. 22 Tslngtao Hoad, Tsingtao, with the assistance of the P.S. 

Bureau Headquarters Detectives. The accused ms detained at the 

Headquarters of the latter Bur eu, and subsequently handed over 

to the Jurisdiction of the Settlement Authorities. He was brought

F.I.R.No
l.Y.Ru
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Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for 19 F. I. R. No. Stn. No.
Reg. No. Stn. Jud^e

3heet Ko«4.

! bnok to Shanghai yosterdey, «-13 brought before the Court

■ as toon as possible, in acîcrd.vic wUh the Rendition Agsoemont.

! I have here r- «sort ch letter from the J?.S.Bureau, at Tsingtao, in

I aaknovlcAsBCht f>'-’ ’iBpetch irsaed by thia Court, being oxocvted

' in tj'ci? .wisdietioii. (pro* JCvi’). In connection with the oasa 

yesterday, a pistol end book with the pages cut to moke a recess 

for tna pistol, »ert> exhibited (produced). The pistol was kept in

■ the book (produced). This pistol nas been wcanined, ©e w.s the 

bullet found 90 yards freer th© scone of th© «warder. Th© bullet 

has boon fpurtfi & Luve Veen xired by this pistol. I also have here 

a statement 01 a witness immod i’mag Yuan (pi’oduoed). He ie now 

on nio way to shanghai from faingtao. .oaording to the statement 

of this witaesE, tnis accused was eoniicotod with tho pistol (ex

hibited), v’hieh was used in tlw murdoi*. A detective is present tn

I Court, and he will give ovidenoo of arrest, handing over, and such 

ovidoneo ®.a recalled by this Court, to support his dotention under 

the «rtiole? or Jhî ch the application is made. The case of the let 

and 2nd somiHod 'a?.u romanded to 27.4.36. I ask that this accused 

b« detained, to that date, ponding ençuirico being made, when e 

Joint trial moy bo conducted.

U.S.T. SFksenxa (ipuciel .-branch) »- On the 9.11.3S on Parrock 

Road, a Japnnene rsri.no by tue naiae of Nakayama was murdered, hav

ing been shot v.e/id with n pistol. A bullet waa found 90 yards from 

the soone of tho murder and has been daly examined by experts, as 

has this pistol (preduced). Tho bullet was fired from this pistol. 
!

Since the oommiactor of tno crime, the Police have continued in mak

ing exhausïivo oncuiries. cne named Hirayama (A Japanese) informed

I no, that this accused and three others, two of them Chinese, and

i another a Korean oa&ed Juok were concerned in the murder. Sometimei
| after this, I received further information from the sam3 source, that

bae Siao Kwaagtung thia 3rd ocoised, and tke Korean referred to as !

rsri.no
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Extract of Proceedings io S. S. D. Court for 19 F. I. R. No. Stn. No.
Reg. No. Stn. Judge

Sheet Vr.n.

rcro actually '•nnermod. ”brc*.? u créons inolndin? this accus

ed wslked North te. South on ’Jnrrook >oal, and two others followed. 

One of the lot tor» v»"F naid to tc an nffleer of the ?.3.3nretnx 

(psrticvlox* Bureau. not mentioned). ?h© rfl accused received the 

rleto-1 («roSnoed* fron tbo Femen named «T&ok, one. nt tRJu time 

the v’et.m v"v necc to mkc his ? nproeo t on Xurrock Rond, <'t a 

elven signal, t'-o 3rd ao eusse?? fired the ehot. ~'hcy all de- 

damped in f-.o direction of the Foonf Loh Lt off .*rrook Hoad. 

Later I roceivea further infariwation from the name person Hirnyame| 

that this aoowsci? and his oonfedsratvS Vier* .tombera of an nnooolatM 

ion styled the Saa Suh i.al• The let accused is said to bv the 

head of the Loon# Sung 4$t6oe!etian. 1 nave boro an organlzotioa 
. I

table of the organization J sper.k of. (handed to Judge}. J war 

introduced by my informant tc. a Cantonese named Tsung Yuan, ho 

also in a member f the Te>ong' 3u.v Society mentioned. Thie ws |

in t^ovnnber 1935. Ho stated that sometime in 1935, the 3ril aeons. I 

cd went tc hir. proaises, a d took this pistol (promised) and that | 

he naked tor some. money, aad placed the pistol as security. ^hen 

Tsung Yivm asked the 3rd acouoeù »hc ovmoi the pistol, he stated, 

that iv «as not his property, but belong,od to the Korean referred 

to ns Jaok. In the noenticit, Tsung Ynan’a wife appeared on the 

scene, end she told her hur.bsnd Tgv.ag Yuan, tnat he nust not give 

È money to the 3rd aooused nndor any ciroamstaroea, and her request |

; W33 obeyed. It Is in this insunnoe, that Tgung Yuan remembers the |

pistol end thr.t is bhie exhibit. Ho stated, that he could identify 

the pistol., because it. a round mark on the handle, and two 

' foreign charrct^rt. Be cwülà not remember the number of the pistol

. | In viev of the statuée?, of Teuag Yuan, we took him to Japanese

■ premises st 4>8 Soott doa£, Shanghai, where I had four pistols, the

■ exhibit being one of them. Tsnng Yuen immediately picked out the 

exhibit, ss the pistol, brought b.y the 3rd accused to his premises.
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He stated he recognised the plntol, because it has the foreign 

characters (t.B.) on the handle.

-us- Th,e pistol (produced.) - has been examined and it i?

i found that it. the fatal ’•'■'ot on the n'g’-t of the 6.11.555. 

The bullet found rt the scene of <*n nurd- r, war. fir*....' fre-a the 

exhibit. ’

’.itnesn oont*usings- The uiritnl (produced' rt ; Ki-n4 if led in 

another roan, rhore T tool- t’ v^tnerr, After •.!•■• I received

' information, th^t the i-rd accused had gone to Telnet no on the- 20th 
!
! or of Decanter. Prior to thr nurdûï-, «nn-’-irics bavo proved.

! that the 3rd nocnr.cd -.ns e v*-ry poor man, nod hi has been siuander-
j .

inr hundreds of dollars. He 1 -ot '200 in gambling end spent $500 1 

©r $600 in taking Chinese Dancing "irlc to Tsingteo, whore ho out-
I 

scc'ncntly msnegert a carbaret there, holding n *5no share of the

i business. One named Tong in the ether partner anf> invested. d2,000 j 

in the business. In b’ebrunry of this year, the accuse* returned, 

to Shanghai and spent a lot of money »t the Yn.ngtss? hotel, on 

girls and other forme of amusement. Be subeecjiently returned to 1
TBingtac. My informant again informed me that the 3rd aoouool v<a« I 

ordered to murder the sailor by the 1st aoouecd. navi ng reculved | 

all tMa information, the f-rd necv&od. ms stron&lj suspected, and. | 

a Dispatch V?ormnt me npplio’ for. ?.feaetimo Tchad another detect- j
I 

ive J.U.S.151 Tonal* at Tsinet&o, and ho sont a telegram of the |

I aocused’? wheracbouts. However the Extradition Dispatch ms issued |

j and I proceeded to Tsingtao by Airplane on the 12.4.36. I found |
î i

that the -roucod was operating the oartarot at 22 Tsingtao Hoad and 

we attended as guvsfs in tho first instance, wh«a I found out the 

partnership already eoattoiied. On th© lEth of April the Dispatch 

Warrant arrived Shanghai and wo attended, at the Headcuarters of . 

the P.S.Bureeu, where r.e saw a Mr. T’otie end a Mr. Uu. Their assist-
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ance «as sought, ant th© uc-jaaoi? errested at hie car barat.*

This wos r.t ?1 P.m. on tlie 5.4.Z?. Ho w*s detained at the P.S. 

Bureau ïïeaâ.euai’ters an a aub&ceuon+.ly hrndco c.<ver to me. I brought 

hin ta Shanghai on th© 20.4.ZG by tbo ï'obn rnm.

13 R:J?LY TC JUDGi;- I v«s not in Tgfngtoo when the >:x- 

troditton Dirprteh waa applied tor. i telegram w.s cont to mo by 

j.D.S.151 Tanaka. Us dî.’. nui mentlc.n on bho telegram that the 
i
I accused had been arreotvù. Lv .aeroly •.•«r.-Gr-ccu kit; presence at the (

: oartarot. I din. not statu vhat the 3rd iM5o.».sed naà already boon 

arrested when the Extradition '4spvtch aeulied for. *.
!

Ir. Rux- If Your honour pleases, the witneap is only a Detect

ive Dub Inspector, enû isuct take oi’dcio frwa f..O. Tolle© Hr. Ho- |
I blnson, tu whom all information in th© onao v>< a convoyed. The
I

lattor officer itttorwea thv Lego! Depart.”, cat of th^ v.M. Council, , 

and the «unicipal Avocate applied for trx extradition Dispatch, |
■3 

when the àrd «eeueod hac- kca definitely 1.acted in Tsingtao. If s
!

any mistake baa been mau*. in the matter of the .ostx-ndition Dispat- | 

oh/Z, I. Una boon taaC.e by .olios Heads, cariera aru. not by the wit- i
I 

ness. |

■uitneoGi- I took the Extradition Dispatch to Telngtao myself.

-Juhisei- Did tho )i spat ch stipulate tiiut the 3rd accused, had to 

be ùoaded ovex' to you oi- shat no had. ;>ct to be arrested.

•dtaoss;- Vo.*, heal of the E.3.13arô<iii nsixid me if the ac- |I 
ease' <’vd boon arrested, I roplied l.i th© negative, he did not off' ?

F 
any ooi-uaont, a<;-?uoi io no si at in the arrest of th© »

3rd aocuned. 1 porooaaliy uhoucjht toi tho 3rd accused iiad. been I -'f 
arrested. ]

Judge ’.- Since you found oat tnat tho 3rd accused had not been j 

arrested, di<i it not ouour to you that you must apply for another j 

Dispatch «arrant stipulating that the accused bod to bo arrested

jwith th© assistance of tho authroties at TsingtaoT
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Witness in reply;- ’Ho*. I Rm flot responsible for this parti 

cular matter. Since co ccr-’i"ont was forthcoming by the local autho: 

ties, I considered the Dl.Epr.tch to be ruite in order.

Witness continuing:- After th© arrest of the 3rd accused., hi» 

I younger brot er Yih Ying Yoong was arrested on the 17.4.36 and on 

the 18.4.36 another man voong ran Sung *;ae arrested at Tstngtao, 

it being suspected that the*/ also had been co» ymo<1 in the cnee 

with the 3rd noonoefl. At the moment they are detained by the local 

authorities*

3rd accused:- My all ns is Siao Kwang Tung. I am a carbaret f

manager at Tsingtno. I did not shoot the Japanese Marine. I know 

nothing about the matter. How do I know who shot him! I know 

nothing «bout It. I never had a pistol, I do not evon knot; how to r 

hold one. I know a Korean named Jack, I had a fight with him last 

year in Shanghai. One named lee introduced mo to this man. He ask

ed for ^2. and I refused to give it to hlm. I have never been to 

tho home of tho Ditnoss Tuning Yuan. T have never asked for a loan, 

and offered this pistol or any other pistol as security* My wife is 

a dancing girl and earns §200 to f-300 per mensem, so who should. I 

want to borrow money, '«he has been a dancing girl for seven years. 

I knor Nothing about tho witness Tsung Yuan. I do not know how he 

comes to know me. If he is Cantonese, X still do not know him.

S.I.Hakamuras- Teung Yuan is unemployed, but has enough money 

to live on, which he receives from his mother, who has interests in 

certain properties.

3rd accused:- I was in Shanghai on the 9th November 1930* I 

Enow the let accused but I do not know the 2nd accused. I was no 

here near Darrock bead at time of the crime you speak of. I do not 

mow the road. I have been on the road, but I think that was during 

ihe Sino-Japaneso Oriels* I know nothing about the murder. I went
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I ‘ '

| Sheot T-‘0*9e

I te ,?singtnc ut the enf &■’ T-ct x had separated from my wife.

I and she premised to r.a-kc it up vit' nr ‘ t • i-vtao, st> v-'eht thero 

to mewt hyr, y rcvsonntled. ••n . liv^ri tor. -ït'^cr, ah© kept

me in money, whivb she voooivod from <?nostr. nt wo dancing hall.

It is true th •; T \,/n^ previously poor, bat aftei’ ~ got to Tsingtao 

my wife helped mo rlcng. ~ did not state that the 1st hocused. ' 

i nr U Gated ire to r.hcot th« miler,

»lr. 3v.J- It Your Honors» piocroe, f that enough ovi-

denco has boon snlasittvd to '>ear rant the du ten Lien of the aocuseG. 

; The vJtnot?a 2suif” '^u«n t<. oxpcotvd to rvrivc in Shanghai tomorrow. : i
: I ask ti®.t the dotal nod and that the statement of the

vitnûün, be handed back to the X-oliee until tsuoh times as the oas^ 

is oompletcxt.

Apaaaeds- 1 want to see my mother. Judge in reply»- Your re* 

çpieat will be granted at the Police station, oonvoy your reQuest 

to the oifloor in «barge of the Station and he will in duty bound 

oo Rinioate '.fita ycur mother should you have her address,

eaîriûr fb be detair'sev. in aus-ody to 27.4.S6 8,1». for trial with theeoxex^- VaQS Vu;.^

F.I.R.No
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SPWIAL ■ HTAHDK?. S hr. et 1Q.

«TARD IN IN TH’*’* DISTRICT COURT Ko 1. P.M.

' Mr K.T. Bryan Jnr, M.A. and Mr P.Y. Ru, A.M.A., appeared lor the 
J .11. Co un o il.

Mr Kuh iau Kyi appeared for the let and 2nd accused, 
Mr Wong bze Tsoong appeared for the 3rd accused.

Pro dee dings. Counsel for the 3rd accused If Yom* non our pleases, 

the femily of the 3rd accused have engaged me to uefend the 3rd 

■* accused. Perhaps he will be a ilo.iOd to sign the necessary power

of attorney.

Judge 'hy was the document not signed by the family 

who engaged you. ?. Counsel for the 3rd acorned in reply I 

did not think it «as legal for them to do so.

Judge to Mr Ru Perhaps it would be ^uct as well 

if the hand ouffe were removed from the hands of the aocueed, 

' this should have been done before they ..ere put in the dock.

< 1st accused i- I am <2 years of age, nd live on

Tongs han Road. (Native place not mentioned).

2nd accused I am 2. years of age, native of 

Tungoho... 1 reside on Tonga han Road. I am a boy. Uy Kuh 

A Up Zau x.yi has been engaged foi* my defence, end t at of the 1st 

\\ JLX^ i accused.
\j 3rd accused s- I am 26 ears 01 age, Cantonese,

I liv'* at Tsingtao. I am a Carbaret Manager. I want Hr

Wong Sze Tsoong to defend me. (at this stage, the 3rd accused 

bIpK the power oi attorney refferred to.

Ifir Ru lor the S.M. Council If Your Honour

pleases, although th<-« Police have made daily enquiries during 

the re >and, the case has not been completed f Since the

Police are desirous of obtaining all the evidence possible in
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the case before formal charges am made. In point of fact, the 

Police could h ve chargee the acoured today, but since it is 

imperative that the fullest enquiries muet be mace in a ease 

of this nature, the Police press for a further remmd. If 

Your Honour pleases, in support of my request for a further 

remand, 1 will touch Upon the Important points of the case, 

anr make special mention of certain facts, which oaure the 

Police, to strongly suspect the accused of having complicity 

in the murder. The Court believe that a murder as

committed, on< that there was a body, and that as the body 

of the Japanese Sailor aakajrama, found on Darroch Hoad* sh rtly 

i after p.m. 9.11.35.

Since the t date, the Police have continued in their 

exhaustive enquiries, and as a result have elicited certain foots 

: which I will touch upon later, whereby they have very good 

reasons Indeed to suspect the scoured.

k (1) Some yards from the scene of the crime, a pistol 
hibit (a).

i (pro) was found, bearing a round circle on the butt, with the 

? foreign characters (P.b.).

(2) â bullet , and an empty cartridge case were also found, 

rhibit i and an examination conducted on these exhibits by S.U. Police 
>)•

i -rnis experts, prove beyond all doubt, that the pistol (pro) was 

used in the murder, and that the bullet was fired from the same 

pistol. In the latter connection, the Police will not 

submit any further evidence, since the court will believe what 

; the Police have already stated. In regard to the Pistol 

| however, I will tell the court, hoe the accused come to have 
i 
i some connection with it.

(1) 1st ac cosed S- On the 19.4.36, acting on the 

authority of a search »arra t, issued by this court, the jr emiaes 

: of the 1st accused at 18 Tong an Li, off Tongshan Hoad, were 

I raided by e party
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of x’ol io A Japanese neoteatIves, searched the premises

Khlblt C. ants found this book (exhibited). On opening the exhibit

(demonstrated), it was found that a recess had been cut in the

pages. the f am « sise and assign us a pistol, where the 1st

accused avered that he formerly kept a pistol of his own.

(Demon make), which was he stated licensed. This ms found 

under h" bed-clothing of the let accused's bed, in his

hiuit ia)i» room. It will be noticed, that the exhibit ( à) exactly

fits in the recess, (demonstrated). In connection with

the 1st accused therefore, th" iolice believe that the pistol 

(pro), which was fou c at the scene of the crime, *ae ke>t in 

this book (pros, by tie 1st accused at his home. After 

the arrest of th" 1st accused, h- was interrogate in connection 

with exhibit (o) the book. se stated that in 1933,

a book similar to the exhibit, ..as brought to his home bjr hie 

concubine, or his children, he could state who brought it to 

th» house. He denied that the exhibit is his property.

I submit Your Honour, that it is most unlikely that a book

of similar size and app-nranoe, was brought to the house by 

a child. Ho.ever the 1st accusée continued ano st- b» d

that h« knew a xriend named wee Uoh in 1933, who at this time 

was employed es a secretary to the P.a. Bureau,. This man he 

avers had a Demon pistol number 87558 calibre «32. The j

pistol found at the scene of the murder is numbered 241146, and 

is also of a .32 calibre. However the 1st accused stated

that on the 18.11.33, he obtainea the Demon pistol from his 

friend mentioned as Dee lioh, and subsequently applies to the 

d.U.PolioA arms section, for a firearm licence, to carry the 

same. This was granted, an< the Arms ofiic rs of the S.u. 

Council, added another number to the said Demon Pistol "VIZ” 

S.M.P. number 2617. The Demon pistol referred to by the 1st

aecusd, bears two numbers.

: • .X- ’■ ■■

Wg>L ’ . ■ ■■ ■ ■

■■X ' ‘.

— ' ■! ' ■ J

' ’ ■ ■ -'X. ~ X ' ' - , y ' ■ G-i •W-S'-J-■- Tg ■.f ' g b': Ci-.
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after he obtained the pistol, the 1st accused avers that he 

«as afraid that his concubine or children would play with same, and 

in consequence he took a book, which he ceolares was similar to the 

exhibit (o) the book found at his premises, and cut a recess in 

the pages , to hold his gun, the Demon Pistol number 8755b ,SMP No 

£617, which was given to him by his friend Lee Moh. 

In connection with this Demon pistol, Lee Uoh referret to,on 

the 27.3.54, wrote a letter to the S.M. folio» Arms Section, 

stating that the Demon Pistol 87558, b.M.P. No 2617, which he 

had given to hie rrienc, had been returned to him, as h» had loft 

Shanghai. Lee Moh thereupon asked the S.U. Police -Arms Section, 

to oa: cel the Vernon Pistol in question, The point of evidence 

which I am about to tell th» court, it perhaps one of the most 

important points in the Police case. 

The demon pistol 87558 S.UP. £617, has not been 

located by the Polio*, but they have here a Damon Pistol of the 

same sise, calibre * "etc". All Demon Pistols of the ,3£. 

calibre, are the same sise, appearance "etc". However if the 

learned Judge will try t* insert this Demon Pistol obtained by 

the police, into the recess of the book (exhibit) 0, , Your 

Honour will find, that the pistol is much too large, and will not 

enter the recess. This point of evidence therefore, definitely 

establishes the facts, that the statement of the let accused is 

incorrect. He is obviously hiding soMething, end for this 

! reason, the Police strongly suspect him.
s ■
1 Let us place the pistol (pro) found at the scene of the

murder into the recess of th» book, it can be see/n that it 

! an exact fit. (demonstrated). This pistol has the round circle 

on the butt, anc the foreign characters P.B. on th» butt also. 

Exhibit. The S.il. Police Pinger Print Lureau, have tak»n an enlarged
D.

, photograph of the pistOx, anci also an enlarged photograph of the
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of the book (exhibits.). The imprint of the buttof the 

i pintol lound at the scene of the murder, and other general 

imprintr, have been brought out very clearly on these 

enlarged photographs (pro). This proves that the pistol

found at the scene of the crime, .«as kept in the book (pro), 

ant thereby confirms the state sent of the Police to that effect.

(2) Sno accused x- The 2nd accused » as living wit t

the let acouteo, a ndal bo belongs to the name association. The 

2nd accurst» knows all about the book, having seen it on 

occasions too numerous to mention in the 1st accused's room. 

The Police therefore consider that he is in some way connectée! 

with the 1st accused, ano for this reason his detention was 

asked for.

(3) 3rd accused s- I am about to relate some connection 

between the 3rd accused tnd the pistol found at the scene of the 

murder.

(1) The 3rd accuser is unable to state his «hereabouts 

tn the night of the V.ll.St, especially about 9.p.m. aad there

after. He does state however that he was in Shanghai. We have 

a witness in court named Tsung Yuan, who can give testimony, 

that sometime la September 1935, the 3rd aocueec went to hip 

the witnesses premises, and asked for the loan of |25. The 

witness was well kno .n to the 3rd accusée, because they had
I

been together on several occasions, and alsc because the witness 

j is a money lenoer. However when the 3rd accused esked for 

the lo«a of the :um menti jneu, the witness asked the 3rd accused 
i

to suppljr two guarantors. The 3rd accused hein» unable to 

do this, o used the witness to refuse the loan. The 

! following day in the Month of September 1935, th* 3rd accused

! is said to have again visited the premises of the witness in
j 
' connection with the loan.
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Bn inr unnMr to p oduce the necessary guar ntors, th» 3rd 

seoir d.ie said to have pulled out a pistol, no- id^ntifi/e© 

by the itness as the pintol four© at th* scene of the murder,

I and ofleret to place same as a security lor the loan of from 

the witnese, Shen wsked by th» aitnefs, who o.ned the pistol, 

the 3rd accused ir stn tea to have sa i it belonged to © Korean 

by the ns®» ot J AOK, to loaned him the pistol, to place as a 

security for the loan, T:.e ..ife of the witness is «ait to
f

I n-.r» api« ??red on the acene at this tiiae, and rhe to d th» witness, 

not to lenc the orc accused Boney, under any otrouastanoes, 

*1 « 3rd accused th» .«itne? e avers, left the yreuiae? very di^apie, 

ointed. The san» day for the thirc tiitse, the 3rd accused

j is said to have visited the premises of the witness Teuag fuan, 
i
i and persisted In his efforts to obtain the loan which as 

refused. It is with this in mind, that the witness Ttang 

Yuan, remembers very well the pistol (pro) by the 3rd accused, 

anc i consequence of this he Identified th*» pistol found at 

the scene of the ©rime, hers ae^ed to pick it out amongst other 

pistols, and definitely stater that thxs p stol was Offered 

by the 3rd accused as a security o. the loan of $>$&•

■ The witness Tsunr Yuan identifiée the pistol found at
I

the seen© of th» ori.ne, et premi es 33 Scott lV>ad, when he was

i ©eked to pick out the pistol (pro) by the accused as a security 
i

for the loan. The six other pistol place© with the exhibit, 

were of different shapes and sites, therefore the witness could
i

, not have made a mistake* moreover, the witness stated that he 

recognised the pistol, beoaure the round ulrole An the butt, rAd 

the foreign characters (>,£)• The police aekec the

witness Tsung Yuan, if he had any grudge against the 3rd accused, 

and he stated that h» had no grudge whatsoever* In the case 

'£ the 3rd accused therefore, the Police are convinced that the

| 3rd accused «as concerned in some «ay with the Korean referred to

| / .W" k ■ ..................... ,r.
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as J/.uK.

Anatte important point in threanc nrel tat the Sr- aeeuneo;, 

I oulà mention th^ t e ,itnn.:n named Tsang Een Yuen, can give 

testimony in this court, that he kno. s the 3rd accusée very well,

i having bren ^esoclateA in the aaroaret business together. Thio 

i witn»t s nine knows the Korean refers- <» to as JjQK, under similar 
i 

oiroumetanees. This nitnesa states that on the evening

: of th*» y.li»£h. shortly before the hour ©f v.p.m, h*5 «a® jr esent
I
! at the Uoon Palace Carberet • North Sseohuen noaâ. In a room 

tàfreet, h* states that ho mo-., the art accursed and the Korean 

Jack. He avers that he aavi the Korean Jack, hard a pistol to 

i the 3rd aoo’iseb, -ho appeared to refisse to take it, stating that 

; it ehou d be given to Oa=- named JHW. This I would point out 

> ha-ana* same minutes prior to the murder. later before the 
i 
! murder, the witness states that heeaw the Korean lack, the 3rd 

; aocu^ d, am another man h« toes not know , about the earns height 

; as Jack, but much leaner, making their ay towards Darrook Hoad 

towards the seem of the murt r. Th? 3rd aocu e& he avers ess 

wearing a Dr Sun's uniform. After the matter had b^en

; committee, this witness states that he so* the 3rd co cured,

■ with the Korean Jack, an- the other man unknown referred to, 

hurrying from the scans of the murd»r on Darroch Hoad. If the 

stetaarct of this w tnnss be wrua, then the 3rd accused must 

b~ able to state here he was on the night ol the murder 9 yet 

he states he cannot remember. The witness Tsang ken Yuen

states that he reaembers the incident v^ry «ell, be auoe after the 

murder «es com itted, th'-r* »as co ;e trouble in Chapel, one 

having heard of the surd i, is mind at once turned to the 

3rd aocuaed rnd his canteda- stes, on three reasons.
Srd

(1) Ha ing seen the Is* accused receive a pistol frfta Jack
i at the KO n Paleoe.

(2) Having seen than hanyir^; towards Darroch Just before the

J/.uK
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• murder, un* neeirr th*-a h r yin£ from the now of the murder, 

i after the crlr;* been oom itted. with tfceee point? in

! nlnd, h* suf?-ect*d the 3rd a a out *t- , the .^creta Jack, not th* 

i other jierFon unJcno n, in the complicity of th-» murder.

; Your honour, «ith all these facts la mind, th*

‘ >olic consid*i that they have a case «geinst the «caused, 

i therefor* e press ror a rearmr: of to weeks, one that the 

i socuneei be detainer, in ountody cur fry that , *riod. Tue

■ Polie* will then decide if all the aaeu^ec’ will be charged or

not. -is a matter of faut I h»<ve ©tat~ that the olio* *

could het'* char get the noouneo today, but since that the Î

ease is considered serious?, the utra&s/ care must b* twkm

uhm tacking enquiries, ant also to ha~e rame completed, X |
I 

ask therefore that the case be .mnndeâ for to seeks. On the | 

other hand should the court consider t$o weeks too long, then , 

I 1* ve it to Your ionoor to reramd it to a suitable date,

I have here h* etateoents of the witness*» Teunr loan, and 

Tsang Sen Yuan, an6 also that of th* ascus* (pro), X do not 

propose ho ever to introduce the witnesses into the proceedings 

today,

Ür Kuh ifiu Kyi for th* 1st and .-nd accused i- 

Sine* the 1st en End accused haxe not b*en char ed, 1 consider ? 

it necessary in the interests of ay clients, to hove t e witness- 

es ïeang loan «nd Tsang K*n Yuen, questioned today,

•*u-ge Siao I- The Poli * have only prescea for 

further detention of the eoeu *d, ant it is up to this court, 

to decide if the evidence nubmltted by tt* illico, is enou^ to 

warrant the farther det alien of the a«ou£'*«. Uo ever I will 

question th* witnesses,

Witness Tsung Yuan, eg* ST, Canton, & fong Xeh Xi,

off Korth Ssecbuen “osd, X know the 1st ont 3rd eooused*
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~ ' s:-«et la. ”
J I fias moneylender. The 3rd bobuwé acked me to lend hl~i some 

mo-ey, this uas in September l&Si . B» th *.o.’in of

#Rf>. I aie not l«nd téta V-« «oor,-?y es he oouldnot reduce 

two guarantors. I do not «e-«pt recur ity 1er lius, 1 œaet 

hav« guarantors. ïhe ord ecrwu brought a pistol »rroj 

to ne, m. offered it as security . or the loss. 1 hare 

identified th*» pistol produoet by the 3rd eocured fit the ti.^e, 

to b« th> one andr^r» pistol fee that pistol now before your 

honour* X rem« ber^-d th* pirtol, beem»- of tte round 

circle on the butt, nn< the for*!?-» ohareoters CP.B). T;*e «&rà 

aoeu eô eu»* to «ay '.-re. ieee on t o occasione, on the second 

oooaoior , he wrought the pistol* I remember the pif toi verj 

siSll. I could not have innde a alsta«<e. I Identified the pistol 

fisionret six or seven other* pistols, of different sises and shapes 

This «as at jremises SB Scott Road. fhe 3rd accused told ae

that the pistol bel oared to a Bor «an named Jack. X hâve 

nothin«■ furtt «r to say.

i Judre *- to witness , The 1‘olice .41 require you

i to r v« iurtler testimony 1’ tbir ease, ttr refoie ou must 

• Infor» the Police, should you ish to ler.ve Stenpu?4.
| Witness In reply to Kuh inu Kyi î- X do not belong

i to any aenooiation. but the 3rd aocunev is a snreiber of the 
i 
i association. (name not manti ned).

Jut" to Mr Kuh Kai <yi s- Whet association do you meant. 

Mr Kuh t- ïh* San Hüh Wei association.

Witness Tneng £en Yuan î- age £>£. i»ingpo. üo 3 

K serrât ng boad. X am a La&yers runner. X *ms formerly

In the oarberet business, -nd that is h»w I knouthe ere eocuseo. 

I frequent!, net the 3rd acoucet at the Moon ’felsoe, hm st this 

tine I tjea the proprietor of e Pancing School, na&ed the

International Pence Studio.
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On the 9.11.3;, I .i*nt to th* Nanyenr Carbaret. Low about

■ fci.p.aa», I ht!ô to see t’ danoing irl nnmed San Yung who resided 

ir. th* ■ urn Ohlt g tfeupg llle/.ay off North Sireohuen Mad, I

J went th*r* to o;.er h*r a Job as a Oanoltp »-ir i* I 8 la not

h®r, co I nun e my f*y book. I .as prooeeding North.

i and 1 w-* th* 3ri acous- ft, walking ahead In a hurry , th*

Korean ram rd Jfcek . hota I kno^, ®-nt> anoth-r a«n -.Jtoa I do not

kno. , .,ere also hur^lrr behin- th* 3rd aocuced. I f-8». them 

proceed North, ene about to turn to a vacant plead of grou 6.

20 of thirty minutes later, 1 Ivcrd that a J®o®n*re Seller i

• had b**»n shot on Darrooh noeft. I eusj’ *cted th* <arô ao us< d |

rm» th® others, b*eeure I -.'«»■ thm huiryinr back from th* t»ene

of th* crine. X knj„ that th* 3rd sceuE’B an- the Korean J

ntn*c Jack, ar* £ù..a,'S fighting with others* I .as .diking *

South on North spechum Hoad, an* not north. ®h« X first 

saw them, th* ti e would be between .3O.j.m ®n<. S.4L.p.m.

9.11.3f. The second tlx « I a,i th*®, would be ffter d.p.au, | 

I -an returning to my studio. X a&w them opposite the

ïu* Ohing lee alley ay on North Sseohuen need, south of 

imr ooh Hoeft. 10 day® otter the murder, I again sow th® 

3rd aooueed , but 1 did not »** him to talk to after v.p^a. 

On the night of the murder* In Jun* or July 1931, 1 heard that 

the Korean v.as involves in a aerious fi ht. X heard that the 

Korean haft ueeô a piatOl in this inatanoe* «fter this at th* 

Moan talaoe Hotel, X nao the Korean Jack, putting hie hanf in 

and out a.f hi® pocket, ea if h* had a pistol. On th* ni, ht 

of 9*11.3:, 1 did not oee anything in the fonde of th* 3rd aocured, 

the Korean naued Jack, or the other person unknown.

Judge to witness s« You «ill be required to give 

further testimony in thio ease, so you oannot leave Shanghai, 

without the p«rmif®ion of t e Xolioe. et this at^ge, 

th* stmment of aaoh «itnees, is read over to them.
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Mr Kuh z»au Kyi I ask that a Cantonas® Interpreter be

had in th® ease of my clients. (reques t granted)•

1st accused The book (pro) which is alleges by the 

Police to have contained t n pistol used in the murder, is not 

mine. I have never seen it before. I had a similar book, 

but is was in foreign language.

Judge You admitted to the Police previously, that 

the book is yours. anyway ho. do you kno that this book 

I h r® here if in Chinese Language t,
1st ao ousftd Ben ti r* book <px*o)e sho^n to me . 

at the Police Station, it was held some distance «way from me, 

and I die not S'® if it h*id foreign characters. There was | 

a book similar to th~ exhibit, brought to my home sometl i e ’

in 1933. I forget the name of the book, or its contents. It I

was in foreign language. The book in oourt is not mine. j
The book in my home, was brought to my home by someone, but I 

do not kno th® identity of the person. I received a 

Demon pistol xrom my iri^nt. who is a Secretary of the P.S B., 

and I obtained a licence from the 3‘M.Police for this pistol» 1
I

Being afraid of my children getting hold of tr.e pistol, I

out a recess in this book of mine, similar to the recess in 

the exhibit, and therein I placed my pistol» I hw« never 

seen this pistol (pro) before. I do not kno if it was used 

in th® ©rim®.

Mr Ru I would remind the court, that the firearm 

licence issued to the accused in respect to the Demon Pistol, 

was cancelled.

1st accused i- I do not remoter the pistol very well, 

but I kno. that I got a permit for it. I received th® 

pirtol in October 1933» I returnee it to its owner nmed 

X>ee Moh,



Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for 19 F. I. R. No. Stn. No.
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sh-et 21.
Judg to 1st scoured J- Here 1b a Demon Pistol .32 calibre 

identical ».ith the one given to you by lee iioh, this pistol 

does not fit into the recess In the book, found at your U&hjo, 

1st accused The book found at my home is not the 

exhibit, the rolio have substituted the exhioit for it* I 

have never seen thi? book before. It is true the t I have 

retained the book since 1933, but when I <as questioned at the
<>

station, I thought it <*8 my book, because «as so much like 

th* exhibit. I can no see hoover that this book is different 

and is not mine. The 2nd accused is my assistant, h« has I

been . ith me tor four or five years. Ha i° a member of th* I

Hoang Sung Foo tu W1 association. This is a charitable i 

association.

2nd accused s- I am the boy to the 1st accused. I

have been employee by him for three years, I kno .» nothing 

about the book (pro). I do not know anything about the past

activities of the 1st secured. I do not know about him !

obtaining the pistol from lee Koh.

3rd aocuret s- **y a .lias is Siao Kwungtung. nt

th* *nd of November 193b, I went to Tsingtao. I know the t<«0

i witnesses. Isucg Tuan has given false evi enoe, he is not

i a money lender, sn is poorer than 1 am, I have never attended 

at his premises and asked lor a loan. I have never offered

i any pistol as a security tor the loan of |25. from Tsung Tuan. 

I have never seen the pistol (pro). I do not know if it was 

used In the cri se. I know nothing about th* murder, 1 have 

fought with the witness Tsmg Tuan on two occasions, a man 

nested Loh Foo Dim, repartee at the association about something, 

ant the 1st ace use t asked me to see the witness Tsung xum.

This witness conducts an opium sen In chapel, and the chief

tennant of the premises wanted to eject him. The 1st accused
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sent me to the ; remises to bpp the 1st aceur d about it, 1 am 

so much richer than he 1^, so . should I ^ant to her o. money 

from him. I am e Eiembnr of We"Itoang Lung Foo Zu Wei"a 

Charitable association. We assist the poor in the way 

of uetioel expenses "eta", I have b»»en a mwobnr since 19Z2, 

the tssooietion is registered with the Government. I dit 

not see the witness Tsang Sen loan on the night of 9,11»wt.

It is true the t he in a frient; of mine, but he is lying . hen 

he states that he saw me on the night in question. The 

Korean named Jack is a loafer, and he came to Tsingtao to ask 

me for a loan. I met him at the San Ming Koong Carbaret, 1 had 

a fight with him. « foreigner who gt»ve the name of COSTA, 

wrote a letter to me, at Tslngtao, which introduced the ^orean 

Jack, Costa asked me to entertain him, and 1 di a my beyt, 

I did not knoc. Jack, before ne had been introduced to me by

letter from the foreigner named COSTA, In June 19SL, I worked j 

at the Ritz carbaret, Tslngtao, I came to Shanghai in the ! 

July. I met Jack in the carbaret, and we had another fight. 3

I have never been walking outside with him, I have never $

worn Dr Sun's uniform, I am unable to remember my hereabouts 

On the night of 9,11.35, I was in Shanghai, I lived st 

13 Sai Sing Lee, off Jukong Road. this is a long waft from 

the seen» of the murder. Th. da after the muster, I heard 

people talking about it. This was my first information that 

i a murder had been committed, 
j

Kr Ru I ask that Your Honour caution the persons 

present in court today, that strict secrecy must be belt about 

the proceedings heard in the case today. Thia is mate much 

| more necessary since the Police have not completed their 
i 

enquiries, and the accusée nut char ed, (Request grantee), 

Mr Kuh Zau Kyi î- I ask that the 1st anti 2nd accused 
I

L - • . ' ’ ..

'v

-1 ■ .<//. .'"v' f
Wf-: ... ?

- ' : ■ ,
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be released on substantiel aeourity.

Siuo, opposed the security). roiaurkixi; to the 

oouin?,el iar the let ant inb uccusr-d •- îafi uccusnu are 

still cetuine^ Una^r a hrit 01 detention, because the Police 

consider that further enquiries are necessary. 1 think

however that t.o «.eeiis further be’«ration is t®c long, 

so 1 will grant e rt .n*. of b c&ys.

tkrd accused I ask that th© court make enquiries about 

th© itness Tsung ïujan, to see if he is a money lender, h© hue 

given, falr-e evidence in court today.

Judge That i© not necessary•

Seeision. 1.

Adams. To be fui thex* detainee in ouetJdy to 
) fw trial.



Murder of Japanese Marine on Barroch Road, 9.5 p.m.«. .9-H-.35.J7

(Dixwell Road Miso: 112/35). ----------

I beg to report the following facts connected 

with pistol used in the murder of the Japanese Marine on 

the night of 9-11-35.

The weapon, a Beretta, was manufactured by the 

firm of Pietro Beretta, of Brescia, Italy, which was 

established in the year 1860. The pistol in question was 

made during the years 1915 and 1918, and as this make of 

weapon was used extensively during the ureat Mar, it is 

quite possible that this particular pistol was issued to 

the Italian forces. This data however could only oe 

ootained direct from the manufacturers, and considering 

the time elapsed since the weapon was first issued, it 

is quite likely that little or no satisfaction could be 

gained by communicating with the manufacturer. Bince the 

year 1928, thirty nine of this particular make of weapon 

have been used in armed crime and seized by the S.M.P., 

whilst a further 140 have been licensed in the üettlement, 

which indicates that the Beretta pistol is fairly popular 

in Shanghai. The crime pistoj, although approximately 26 

years old, is still in good condition and working order, 

■oome person, obviously an amateur, has endeavoured 

to improve the appearance of the pistol by covering 

it with a coat of paint, but this however does not 

interfere with the working of the weapon.

The ammunition used in the above crime is 

S.F.M. (Societie Française des Munitions) and is 

probably the most popular of all continental ammunitions.
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It has been found that in QO/o of recent armed crime 

in the Settlement, this make of ammunition has been 

used.

The Baretta used in the Japanese Marine

Murder, was again tested by the undersigned at Jordon

Hoad on 19-11-35 and 10 shots were fired to determine 

the distance th..t the empty cases are thrown when 

ejected by the pistol. The first case was thrown 
in the

high/air and dropped Three Feet right rear of the 

firer. The next seven cases were thrown high in the 

air and dropped OHM FOOT in front of the firer, 

forming a group of about two feet in circumference.

The ninth case was thrown into the air and dropped ■

JIGHTMMli behind the firer, and the tenth case fell 

in the group in front.

The varying distances of the "throw" could be 

caused by the power of the charge, jerk and angle of 

the firer‘s arm, firing the pistol whilst firer is in motion 

etc., but it can be seen by the aforementioned text that i
i 

the pistol is inclined to throw the ejected cases

forward.

The marked round of ammunition found in the 

pistol, although it could be a misfire, has in all ■ .

probability been struck by the firing-pin, protruding 

slightly through the firing-pin hole, as the slide has ■
À s 

gone forward, and without the trigger being pressed.

Tes^s have been made, in the arms Identification Section, r 

with the same kind of ammunition, and it has been found t

tha. a much larger dent on the cap caused by a heavier J

strike has failed to fire the charge.



Arms Identification Section»

20th November» 1936.

OF.WE.. gfiPgll
Murder of Japanese Marine on Darroch Hoad, 9.5 p.m. 9-11-35.
(Dixwell Road Miso: 112/35).
Made by D.S. H.J. Oakley.

Sir,

I beg to report the following facts connected with pistol used 

in the murder of the Japanese Marine on the night of 9-11-35.

The weapon» a Beretta, was manufactured by the firm of PietrO 

Beretta» of Brescia, Italy, which was established in the year I860. 

The pistol in question was made during the years 1915 and 1918» and 

as this make of weapon was used extensively during the Great 7ar, 

it is quite possible that this particular pistol was Issued to the 

Italian farces. This data however could only be obtained direct 

from the manufacturers, and considering the time elapsed since the 

weapon was first issued. It is quite likely that little or no 

satisfaction could be gained by oomuni eating with the manufacturers. 

Since the year 1928, thirty nine of this particular make of weapon 

have been used in armed crime and seized by the S.M.P., whilst a 

further 140 have been licensed In the Settlement, which indicates \ 

that the Beretta pistol is fairly popular in Shanghai. The crime 

pistol, although approximately 20 years old, is still in good 

eonditlon and working order. Some person, obviously an amateur, 

has endeavoured to improve the appearance of the pistol by covering 

It with a coat of paint, but this however does not Interfere with 

the working of the weapon.

The amunltion used In the above crime is S.F.M. (Socletie |
Française des Munitions) and Is probably the most popular of all / 

continental ammunitions. It has been found that in 80% of recent / > 

armed crime In the Settlement, this make of ammunition has been us^ |

The Beretta used In the Japanese Marine Murder, was again i J
tested by the undersigned at Gordon Road on 19-11-35 and 10 shots \ f 

were fired to determine the distance that the empty cases are throw! 1 

when ejected by the pistol. The first case was thrown high in ths 

air and dropped THREE FEET right rear of the fixer. The next seven 

cases were thrown high In the air and dropped ONE FOOT in front of
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the firer, forming a group of about two feet in circumference.

The ninth case was thrown into the air and dropped EIGHTEEN FEET 

behind the first, and the tenth case fell in the group in front»

The varying distances of the "throw” could be caused by the 

power of the charge, jerk and angle of the firer’s arm, firing the 

pistol whilst firer is in motion etc., but it can be seen by the 

aforementioned test that the pistol is inclined to throw the 

ejected cases forward.

The marked round of ammunition found in the pistol, although 

it could be a misfire, has in all probability been struck by the 

firing-pin, protruding slightly through the firing-pin hole, as 

the slide has gone forward, and without the trigger being pressed. 

Tests have been made, in the Arms Identification Section, with the 

same kind of ammunition, and it has been found that a much larger 

dent on the cap caused by a heavier strike has failed to fire tide 

charge»

(Sd) H. J. Oakley, 
D.S.

i
I



Poor,

atm Xdentif!nation 3eotion. 

Member lath, 10».

border of Japanese Marina on Mrooh Road» 9.5 p.«* 9/11/3®* 
(Dire ell Road riso. ill/»). «ads by ».£. K.J. Oakley* 

aoaa-da «Mioi» «» *» •« «*«»<■* *w«» •***• «aaaoaoaw *»* a» saw **<»*►«*«•* a» •** * ♦ ** «* <• «* * •* «• «*

dlr,

la aooordaaoo witb tha Inotruotiooa iaoaod ïy 

the (Qrlne) in ooaaeotlon with the pistol used in the 

Murder of the Japanese Marine» the undersigned prooeoded to 

the rreneh Polios Headquarters where their files were 

asarehsd but no roeord oould bo found.

8gdt H.J. Oakley* 

Dot Sgt*

P.A. (Orlue)



A. I. S
lethMovoetoer, 19».

AamaniUoia æed la aarder «f Japanese Narine. 
Wt V Wi.. Jj.it-fitiAw,_________________

Sir.
with reference ta the qnery that ha» arise* ever the aoüce of 

amnmnitlon used 1» the murder of «ht JapaMee nariae. It le Mar» 
eetiag to aote that of the ?9B orlae eaeee ear at file la the Arae 
Xdoatlfioatioa Seotioa, a— of theoe are of the eaae aaheof 
aaaanition i.e. (froneh). ApproximateV M ot roeeet
eriae la mtieh ehete hare been fired* S.r.K. aananitioa hae beta 
used.

8«d. a.J. OekUgr.

D. 8.



Translation of letters written by Convict No..a,27

Yang Vung Dao, Dixwell -toad Station No.3368 C/No/ 7/36375.

I beg to submit the following translation of letters 

written by the above mentioned convict as per instruction 

of Asst/ Gaoler Chadderton.

Letter (1) "Dear Chief & Asst. Compradores, S.3. "Taiyuen".

I am pleased to know that you are well.

I am in deep gratitude since my employment.

All people know that my present case is a malice 

against me, for which I am not mentioning any 

more. My wife informed me that you are 

continuously paying my salary since my arrest.

I thank you deeply for your generosity by 

writing to you this note. Later on I shall 

callto express my gratitude.

(Sd) Yang Vung Dao

Dated 22.1.37“.

Letters (2) and (3) contain similar expressions but 

addressed to persons named Kwan Yuen and Tse Tsai 

of s.s. “Tsinan" and the last one to his uncle.
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Ba.Bp.oneibili.ty .recent ehooting.. affrays repudiated, by. the

Chjjie.se.. Comniunis t. Party.r

*\4<ide by. D < IrvKuh Pao-hwa Forwarded

. With refIgrenc^^ of Japanese marine Nakayama

on Darroch Road on November 9, 1935, the attempted assassination

<J. 7! :■ ? Qf Ching Wei, ex-President of the Executive Yuan..-outside___

the Central Kuomintang Headquarters at Hanking on November 1, 1935 

and the assassination of Tang Yu Jen, ex-Vice Minister of Foreign 

Affaira, outside his realdgnna, No,237 Bue Gaston Kahn, on-----------

December 25, 1935» I have to forward hereunder translation of

an extract of a circular,recently, distributed among local communier

organs repudiating the responsibility of these incidentst------

------------------"The murder of a Japanese marine oh Darroch Bo ad is

definitely not our work, 

overthrow the oppression of Japanese imperialistic

capitalists. Since Japanese soldiers and marines_ __ - 

come mainly from the proletarian classes of labourera— 

and peasants, the majority of t^em also opposa_________  

Japanese imperialism, while thoaa in the minority______  

are impuissant and havq been misled by imparl al i at a.»___ 

The policy of carrying out, assassinations blindly______  

cannot win the support of the Party because, it. will____ 

not affect in the least our oppression.-by Japanese_____  

imperialists»___ It is therefore not out policy-to_____ 1- 

oarry out assassinations in order-to overthrow_________  

Japanese imperialism.___ Itfe hava to call upon the------------- 

extensive toiling masses throughout the country te--------  

arm and tn conduct a racial war against Japanese------------  

imperialism.-------- Furthermore, according to a report____  

P»bi -i*he Milliard Wnolrly Reviow, *ho murdor____

of the .Japanese marine is either an incident fabricated 

by Japanese imperialists for

Chjjie.se


<■— ■ - - ..... ■ --------------------------------------- - ■■— ~4

"an excuse to further invade China, or at least

FM. 2 g
G. 4OM-9-W File No__ ........

...................Station, 

...........................

Subject.........................

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

-2-
Date__

Made by. ................................      Forwarded by____

an incident which the

with a view to achieving a similar object.__ In

view of the foregoing, it ia evident that tha

purpose of cur enemies in circulating-various kinds4

rumours accusing the Party--of being the instigatar

■ e ■ of the murder is merely to harm our prestige among

the^eiaases»

I

"The attempt on the life of Wang Ching Wei and the 
assassination of lang Yu Jen are likewise definite

ly not Q.un work.___ As explained above, we are____

not to resort to assassination of individuals in s
I 

dealing with national traitors, but_to__ exhort__ i
! 

all people who are unwilling to be countrylesa___ f

-slaves to engage in a movement to overthrow the— [

various bogus governments of traitors, which---------

certainly cannot be achieved by assassination.------

We have grounds for asserting that the attempted 

assassination of Wang Ching Wei was committed by 

the Fascist Clique of tha Kuomintang»__After being

removed to hospital with the assistance of Chiang 

Kai-shek, Wang refused the application of chi orof orrn 

while Chiang on a subsequent occasion endeavoured.

te- stop Wang from coming to—Shanghai for medical 
treatment. The Fascist Clique sacrificed Wang in

o !
order to appease the people, which served as" Smoke-

Screen* to cover the traitorous negotiations of the 

Fifth Plenary Session.________________________________

"Before conclusion, the.-Party declares onoa ww>ye—
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REPORT Date.9 -

xbssible Political Significance of the murder of Hideo Nakayama

s^'
5.1... Coyne. Forwarded by.

üt about 9 p.m» on November 9, 1935, a First Class

beaiian naxaed. Hideo Nakayama attached to the Headquarters of 

.... X the Japanese Naval Landing Party, was shot dead on Barrochr
i

Hoad

k material

A

3
r à

_Road whilst walking alone to the barracks on North Szechuen

'Jhe only witness to the shooting was a male Chinese

named Woo Ziang ’Joo, a shoe maker, who was about to enter the

home of a Japanese shoe maker at 90 Larroch Hoad when he heard

the report of a firearm being discharged» In his first statement

made to the Police within a few minutes of the occurrence, he

alleged chat on hearing the report he looked along the road and

saw a person wearing the uniform of a Japanese sailor running 
< r "

3
i

into the Fong Loh Lee, an alleyway leading to north Szechuen

Road,, and another person lying on the roadway» When questioned

more fully by Japanese detectives at Dixwell Hoad

he modified his statement to the extent of saying that the

person running away was wearing a short jacket and trousers of

Exhaustive enquiries were immediately made but no one

uld be found who had seen any person loitering the vicinity

by a Japanese sub-Inspector near a watchman's hut in the alleyway

absence of anv clue on which the Police could work, it was hoped

of the scene, or acting in a manner likely to attract attention»

found that this pistol had no record with the Municipal nr French 

Po 1ice, and as the Chinese liaritime Customs do not note the______

through which the murdered decamped. On examination it was

to ascertain by whom the weapon had been imported.__ In the

number of firearms when they afte imported, it was not possible

file pistol with which the crime was committed was found
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that information obtained from associates of the deceased would 

throw light on the affair and possibly reveal the motive of the 

murderer»____________________

The examination of the comrades of h'akayama and other 

Japanese in whose company he had been on numerous occasions» 

was undertaken by the Japanese Civil and military Authorities»
At an early stage in the investigations, a suggestion 

was put forward that the murder had been committed at the 

instigation of the Chinese Communist Party, purely with the 

intention of embarrassing the Central Government and the local 

authorities» This suggestion was considered by officers of the 

Special branch familiar with the policy and methods of the_______

Cn—mniat Party and they concluded that it was extremely_________

before an assassination is authorized by the Chinese 

Communist Party the case is tried oy a secret tribunal which 

must be satisfied that the person accused has committed a 

serious offence against the Party, such as disclosing secrets 

to Police or other authorities which seriously affect the 

interests of the party or actually assisting official authorities 

in tracking down communists» Since the Communist Party became 

properly organized in Shanghai about 1927, it is safe to say 

that, the only persons assassinated under its orders belonged_____

tn the above category or were close relatives of some member_____

of the higher nrjjans-of the party whose betrayal of its 

interests had resulted in the death of one or more important 

communists. It is against the principles of the Communist_______

Party to commit assassinations simply for political effect.______

_________ According to the enquiries made by the Japanese___________

. • - : ( .: • ;
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authorities, Nakayama had. never been affiliated with any

political party or movement or used in any way in detecting

Communist or other activities among his colleagues or ouhex’S 

_ Therefore, uhere is no reason why the Communist Party should

consider or even suspect that he. had committed a crime

against their party which should be punished by death

Tiie fact that the murder of the Japanese sailor was

carried out by one man also tends to discredit the theory 

that the Communist Party was responsible for his death. The

personnel of the Group of the Communist Party, which carries 
out assassinations consists of highly trained men who make 

careful plans in advance not only as to the place where an 

assassination is to be committed but also as regards the 

time it is to take place. There are definite instructions 

laid down as to the points to be considered in selecting 

both place and time. The scene of the shooting of the

Japanese sailor was a place where the assassin was likely 

.to be intercepted by either members of the Japanese Naval

-Landing Party or Municipal Police, and in view of this and 

the fact that the sailor could have with equal convenience

the Communist Party

been shot at a point where the risks would not be so great» 

it may safely be assumed that the murderwas never planned by

Communists sent out to commit assassinations usually

operate in parties of three» and special arrangements are 

made to ensure that the party will retain custody of the 

weapon after the crime* No attempt to observe these methods 

is evident in the case of the assassination of the Japanese

__ BÀ11QX.
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The general conditions of the Chinese Communist Party

at the time the assassination took place are also f actors 

which tend to show the unlikelihood of that party being 

responsiole for the crime*

________ During the Spring and Summer of 1935, the activities______

of the anti-communist forces in the cities along the___________ i__ .___

Yangtsze Valley seriously hampered them, bringing about I

a curtailment of their activities* The arrest of Walden | 

led to the complete breakdown of the Military Espionage________ I .,
i

Section and^the subsequent arrest of the majority of its_______  1
I I

- personnel. At a later date the .discovery of the plot to_________ |

effect the release of Walden from the Military Prison at_______ |

' Wuchang led to the hasty departure from Shanghai of many j

important Foreign members of the organization*i

_________ During July the central offices of a number of branches • 

of the party were raided and in addition to effecting the_ J .
’ ’ ' ■ ■

| arrest of over thirty members of various committees, the_______

i Police seized large quantities of literature. This series .
j ■ ■■■■.•.

of setbacks, coming in rapid, succession in the same year,______

completely disorganized the administrative organ, and

attempts to effect its re-establishment have so far failed*

j At about the time in question there was in transit, from j -

• South and Central China, several thousand men of the

j Communist Forces, moving into positions along the border of

■ Inner Mongolia. __________________________ _ ________ _

! _________ The resources of the whole Party were required in_________
h à 4' ■ ‘ '

j 3 w s
j bringing this move to a successful conclusion, and particular | .

I attention had to be paid to the areas into which the forces j

I were to move* It was for this_r_eason that all experienced I
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jggpiUgP3 were directed to the new party headquarters in Tientsin 

and Peking, indicating that the plan outlined in Walden*s

report to the rtold man1* was being acted upon*___________________ _
I

___ ________Under the foregoing circumstances there goes not appear *
i 

to be any reasonable grounds to lay the responsibility for the 

murder of Hideo Nakayama at the door of the Communist Party____  |

which had no motive» nothing to gain, but much to lose in case |

responsibility was brought home to them the dastardly outrage» |

____ In conclusion mention must be made of the fact that |

there were in Shanghai other Chinese cliques and individuals 

who might have considered that there was something to be____  

ga-inRd by the INCLiMHT which this case might reasonably be

I expected to have provoked,_______________________________________

25 mr™:



Shanghai Municipal Police 
Headquarters.

"J
Date December 24,1935.

D.C. (Crime)

I passed this report to you for what it was worth, 

as I felt that every idea in connection with this case should 

be considered. While admitting the possibility that the 

murderer of the sailor may have been actuated by political 

motives, I am of opinion that no evidence has so far come to 

light to justify the adoption of this theory to the exclusion 

of others.

D« C. (Special Branch)
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In view of the fact that the late 1st Class Seaman

—Nakavama olLthe Japanese Naval Landing Party, who was__

—murdered on Darroch Road on November 9, was a person of

& ■

his period of service in the Navy,.the Japanese Naval_____  

Authorities and the Japanese Consular Police have come to 

the conclusion that the motive of the murder could not be

attributed to any love intrigue or to an act of revenge or 

robbery.____ The case must, therefore, be considered to

have a somewhat political background.______________________  

____ Several days prior to the murder of Nakayama, certain 

Chinese communists with the object of furthering anti

outbreak of a second Sino~Japanese incident in Shanghai

was imminent, in view of the fact that a number of Chinese

soldiers in plain-clothes had secretly entered the Chinese 

city while the Japanese were concentrating their forces

0 in the northern part of Shanghai. Their object was to 

spread uneasiness amongst local Chinese so that they might 

be able to seize upon the opportunity in expanding their

activities. As a result of this rumour considerable

neasiness prevailed especially amongst Chinese residents 

A/ychapei. In order to make the people believe that there 

fas some truth in the rumour the Communists decided to______

resort to an act of violence against the Japanese thereby 

creating a tumultuous situation. Iffith this object in view 

they contemplated assassinating a high Japanese official. 

Finding this difficult to carry out as all high officials 

are well protected, they changed their original plan and

/' *
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—decided to assassinate a Japanesesailor in nni-pn-rm benauae

would be the same in provoking the Japanese Naval Authorities 

The plan was arranged tote carried.out in the vicinity of-----

the Landing Party Headquarters so that the Naval Authorities 

would regard the incident as a challenge against the Navy____

Shanghai»

If thia information is correct and if there is any

truth in the statement issued by the Nanking Authorities_________
..

that communists were, responsible for the attempted assassination 

■Q_f-Mr. Wang_Ching~wei,_.some connectioiLbetween the., two__________ . |

cases may be regarded as possible»_________________________________

______ The Japanese Authorities, however, are of the opinion 

that Nanking *s statement is Incorrect and that the attempt______

on the life of Mr» Wang was perpetrated either by_________

nationalists or by members of the **C»C» Party1* (a faction

in the Kuomintang)

________According to the Japanese Consular. Police, the Chinese

Communist Party have issued a statement declaring that
Sung Fong Ming(MMj^), Mr» Wang*s assailant, is not a_____

communist but a member of the Fascist Party*__________________

ILS

^ZDeputy Commissioner (Special Branch)
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LIST OF LICENCED ,BERATTA* PISTOLS: 1930 - 1935.

Name of Address of Bussiness address From whom pistol
for licenctft

1. 20-4-32;

Pistol:

240992;

Licences;
n &

Koo Tsoo Hsien;
Licences ;_______________ ’____ ____

IB 9, Lane 222, North Thibet Rd;

of Licences :,

Tien Chuan Wu Bai Theatre, 345 Foochow

was obtained:
"WT>-----
Wong Ping-yien of the

Road ;

2. 1-6-31; 229571; Johann Greiner; 22, Studley Avenue; China Soap Company, 18 The Bund;

Chapei’Volunteers Corps, 
Singming Road, Chapei.

Hsen Tsao Koo, the

3. 11-1-34;

.. 4. 19-5-31;
i .

5» 31-10-32;

r V'. 6. 11-3-35;

. 7. 12-2-35;
;

p- - 8. 31-12-34;

9. 15-2-35;

10. 29-12-30;
ii

. 11. 15-6-25;

L- -
L. 12. 15-5-25;

228005 ; Loh Tuh Shing 31, Jehol Road; Loh Zung Kee Ricsha Coy, 31 Jehol Rd;

«

229926; Frederick John No.l.a. Honan Road; Central Fire Station, l.a. Honan Rd;
Jones ;

manager of Tien Shou 
Theatre.

Koo Tsoh Hsu

Owner of Tien Zeu 
Theatre, Foochow Road. 

Hsen Tsao Koo, a comman

der of the Chapei volun-

241787; King Dien );No.3 Zung Yue Li, off Rue Lafayette

241204; Zee Tseng Ao;^^^6, Avenue Dubail, F.C.

231026; Yang Chuk Ting; 2, Passage 170, Route Ghisi;

232055; Ling Koeh Chang; Lane 97, House No.39 liyburgh Rd;

Quarter Haster, ’Joosung <5. Shanghai 

Garrison Commander, Lunghwa;

Health Office of the Chinese
Municipality, -Kiangwan;
Aide-de-camp to General Huang Fuf^ ), 

Chairman of Peiping Political Commission 

staff, Dr. Paul Ling Law Firm, Room

228187; Wang Yung Sze; 1, Shun Kong Lee, Great Eastern

Gate, Nantao;

212273;
(This pistol was handed
in for destruction on

6/1/32. Serial No.2734).

745 Ng Fok Li, Av. Edward VII ;

304, 3rd floor, 147 av. Edward VII.

Proprietor of Cheng Tai Grocery, 
61-63 Fokien Road;

Supt. Hua Sung Electricity Factory, 
2865 Point Road;

teers.

Issued by the Public 

Safety Bureau.

Not mentioned.

Supplied by the National

; Government.
Wu Zau Woo )Chief

detective of P.S.B., 

Soochow.
>4- -ffr

Chu Yu Sun, staff of 
Shanghai Woosung Garri

son Commander.

Presented by Hate Hsu 
Koh Liang, Chief of 

Woosung & Shanghai 
Constabulary in 1932.

215467; Lawrence Klyhn; 159/15 Avenue Haig; Puma Films Ltd., 384 N.Soochow Rd;

212858; _ Dr. S. S. Tsai; 378 Peking Road; Dr. of Medicine, 378 Peking Road;

Purchased from Mr.
Sousa (Constable No.

126 S.F.R.)

Chapei Self Protection

society.



13. 14-3-30; 234607} Tsiang Keng Sheng;

229238 trt
14. 30-9-30 ; 463823 Lieu Han Yee;

(Pistol surrendered, for destruction.

Serial No.6337).

< -2-

644 Avenue Haig; Hou Chang Silk Filature, 51, Presented by Ex-Civil Governor Chen
Yoong Ching Li, Jessfield Road; Nyien (Chekiang) in November 1929.

1024 Avenue Road; Liu Kyng Tuh Rent Office ; Chao Na Tseng, Captain of Nanzing 
Volunteer Corp.

(Licencee left for

Canton on 10-3-31)

15. 6-3-31; 232224; Chai Yee Foo;

,16. 19-11-30; 2M9332;
Jo
Mao Hai Sai;

17. 2-19.-30; 229250; Kodak Huang;

140 Ferry Road;

94 Foochow Road;

18. 5-11-31; 230325; Yee Z Zang;

Yangtsze Insurance Association, vot mentioned;
26 The Bund;

130-2 Rue de Consulate ; Tsiang Yao Tong, officer i/c of arms 

licencing department of Shanghai &

Woosung Garrison Commander on 26.5.30.&
13, Lane 426 North National Tile Co., 505 Honan Road; Kwok Kee Faung, officer of the 1st
Kiangse Road; District of the Public Safety Bureau

on 11.12.30.

49 Nanyang Road; Say Kong Dye & Co., 274 Shantung Rd; Not mentioned.

19. 21-1-31; 230658; Chang Ming Ching;

Tai Pao Sung;20. 2-4-31; 221255;

21. 3-7-31; 227603;

22. 11-8-31; 230611

23. 14-9-31; 233972;

24. 12-8-31; 232495;

Shen Zoo Liang;

Tser Siao Ching;

C. Y. Wang;.

Daung Tuh Tshang;

25. 27-10-31; 220269;

26. 20-7-32; 232095;

(Pistol returned to
Hangchow Municipality)

Lai Ziyi Doo, Pootung;

X.C.410 Sing Tong 

Kai Loong;

Lane 77, No.l Tai 

ping Chiao Rd, Chapei; 

97/33, Burkill Road;

505 Hart Road;

House 2, Passage 

1073, Jukong Road;

752 Sze Wei Li, off 
Weihaiwei & Seymour 

Roads Corner,

8 Tung Ming Tuh Lee, 
Rue Brenier de Mont

Officer in charge of the 3rd 
District of the Chinese

Municipal Area;

Baldwin Tai Printing Co., X.C.
410 Sing Tong Kai Long.

215 Hankow Road;

Proprietor of the Ching Sing 
Theatre & member to the Chamber

Not mentioned.

Zion Tsai Ping, Inspector of the Public

Safety Bureau on 1.4.31

Soong Zung Tsai, Capt of 5th Division
of the Chinese Volunteer Corps, Chapei.

Issued by the Chinese Volunteer Corps, 
Chapei.

of Commerce;

Manager, Wah An Dye Chemical Works, 
13/30 Rue Laguerre ;

Manager, Tuh Tshang Grocery Store;
2 Wo Zung Faung off Boulevard de 
Montigny;

Student, Kien Kuo Middle School,

Kwok Peh Liang, Director of Kiangnan
Arsenal, Shanghais

Ônang Tai GÏ, Adjutant of Woosung
Shanghai Garrison Commander.

Wong Tsung Wu, a retired officer
Chapei; of Millitary Headquarters, Nanking.

Chief Inspt. -, Police of Parks & Mot mentioned.
Open Spaces, Hangchow City Govert;
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27. 9-5-34; 241517; Hwa Chung Coy;

(Hwa Kee Rent Office)
(Pistol surrendered)

28. 30-12-31; 233715; Zee Yung Yien;

(Pistol returned to the Bandit 

Suppression Bureau, Ningpo).

29. 8-4-32; 230458; Chen Su Chuan;

30. 3-6-32;

31. 27-6-32;

32. 5-7-32}

33. 13-7-32;

228388 ;
226177 ;

232147 ;

233650 ;

224543;

231005 ;

Hwa Ching Tobacco 
Company on behalf 
of 6 Chinese P.W. ;Z£- /f
Wang Tseng Paung;

Nyung Zuhg Sung;

Tseu Dah Foo

<
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96, Lane 1029 B’well Road;

23 Hang Fong Lee, Scott Rd;

P.S.B., Mongol Road, Chapei 

300 'Wayside Road;

P.S.B., Shanghai;

86 Dixwell Road;

412 Rue Boppe;

96, Lane 1029 B’well Road;

80 Avenue Edward 711 ;

Ditto ;

Ditto;

Ditto;

Public Safety Bureau, Shanghai.

Not mentioned.

st ffi)
Wong Veng Han, Commander-in-chief

of Bandit Suppression Bureau,

Chekiang Rravince.

Not mentioned. (Licence cancelled).

Cap. Wong Ping Yee, Chapei 
Volunteer Corps.

Not mentioned;

Issued by P.S.Bureau.

>37 %»
34» 21-10-35} 220214; Chow Lien Kong;

35. 24-10-32; 218203; Yau Ding Foo ;

^36 . 24-10-32; 220430 ;
330
Yu Yin Soong;

37. 12-9-33; 231856 & fl
Sung Sing Cotton

38. 15-12-33;
224477 ;

231222;

Mill;rf] J
Chow Sung'Zai;

1294 Yu Yuen Road;

YB 949/10 Tonquin Road;

16 Hwa Chong Li, Fah Hwa 
Road,' Chapei;

Macao Road;

175/31, Rue Ratard, F.C.

39. 21-7-33; 233403; Tsoh Nia af;

40. 23-10-33; 226139; Woo Tso Tse;

38 King Lung Street, 
Shan tung-jRoad ;

98 Rue Massenet(Residence 
of Mr. Tsang Zing Kiang)

Laou Ching Woo Silver Jewellery Chinese Volunteer Corps,
Shop A Tsung Dah Sea Products Hong, Nantao.

1. 152 Rue Eugene Bard & 2. 177 Min

Kuo Road, Nantao.

An Kong Silk, Q.13, Tientsin Road; Dr. Wang Yee Zung, (Tel:27445)

Ziang Tah Gold Refinery c/o Kiangsu Sung Yee Sung, 801A Gordon Rd.

Chemical Works, 180 Ferry Road;
Sewage Dept, Pingliang & Yangchow Rds, Chinese Volunteer Corps, Chàpei. 
P.W.D.;

Ditto;

North Station Hotel, 5 Boundary Rd;
Kingseler Boarding House, 30 Wei-

haiwai Road;

56/58 Shantung Road;
(Yah Shing Paper Shop)

Kiangnan Bus Company, Sei Wah Gate,
Nantao;

Tseu Pah, ex-officer in charge 
of 4th Div., P.S.B. (?).

Wu Chang Lihg, Steward of the 
Clements Apts., 1363 Rue Laya- 

yette, 5-9-33, who obtained same 

from his employer.

Lieu Zah Se, deceased.

3^- là,
Tsang Zing Kiang, member of the 
Central Executive Committee, 
National Government.
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41. 4-5-34J 216900;
< ST

Kuang Pao Yung;

42. 2-11-34; 228964;

43. 20-12-33; 233378;

44. 6-3-33; 241033;

^*4
Lieut. Col. Chang

Shiao Soong;
China State Bank;

Y.C. Zee;

House 37, Lane 18, Hue 
Victer Emmanuel;

16 Route Vallon;

45. 22-9-33; 241147 ;

330 Sinza Road;

Central China Realty

Co., Hwakee Avenue,

B'well Road;
496 B, Rue Lafayette;
(At present resides

Boon Lai Native Bank, Boon 
Lai Road, Nantao.

Chekiang Provincial Peace 

Preservation Corps;

Ditto.

Ditto ;

Nyeu, who obtained same from Tang 
Chin KUen, inspt. i/c 2nd Station, 2nd

District of the S.P»Bureau, Shanghai.

Service issue.

(For the jjse of C.p.W. 738).

Not mentioned.

No.80 Ming Tsung Road,
1

Kiangwan).

Gold Bar broker, Room No.10, 
Gold Exchange, 5 Kiukiang Road;

Zee Ts Yien, officer i/c Nanking Office 

of the 28th Route Army.
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Deceaber 21, 36. 

Mortier of Japanese Sailor on Darroch and atteaptad assassination 
of Wang Ching-wul.

In view of the fact that the lata warrant officer 
Nakayama of the Japanese Naval Landing Party, who was 
murdered on Darroch Bond on November 9, was a person of 
a gentle disposition and had an excellent record during 
hie period of service in the Navy, the Japanese Naval 
Authorities and the Japanese Consular Police have coca to 
the conclusion that the Motive of the murder could not toe 
attributed to any love intrigue or to an act of revenge or 
robbery. She ease must, therefore, be considered to 
have a soaevhat political background.

Several days prior to the murder of Nakayama, certain 
Chinese eomaunists with the object of furthering anti
Japanese propaganda spread a rumour to the effect that the 
outbreak of a second Sino-Japaneae inoldeat in Shanghai 
vms laminent, in view of the fact that a musher of Chinawe 
soldiers in plaint-clothes had secretly entered the Chinese 
city while the Japanese were concentrating their forces 

in the northern part of Shanghai* Shalr object was to 
spread uneasiness amongst local Chinese so that they might 
be able to seise epon the opportunity in expanding their 
activities. As a result of this rumour considerable 
uneasiness prevailed especially amongst Chinese residents 
in Chapei. Sa order to nabs the people believe that there 
was some truth in the ruaour the Communists decided to 
resort to an act of violence against the Japanese thereby 
creating a tumultuous situation. With this object in vie* 
they contemplated assassinating a high Japanese official. 
Finding thia difficult to carry out as all high officials 
are cell protected, they changed their original plan sad
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deelded to aawuMinaU a Japanese sailor In uniforn because 
it would be much easier to undertake and the result obtainable 
would be the sane in provoking the Japanese Naval Authorities. 
The plan was arranged to be carried out in the vicinity of 
the Landing Party Headquarters so that the Naval Authorities 
would regard the incident as a challenge against the Navy 
and adopt emergency measures, thereby causing confusion in 
Shanghai.

If thia information is correct and if there is any 
truth in the statement issued by the Banking Authorities 
that coammists were responsible for the attempted assassination 
of Mr. Mang Ching-wei, sobs connection between the two 
eases say bo regarded as possible*

The Japanese Authorities, however, are of the opinion 
that Nanking’s statement is Incorrect and that the attempt 
on the life of Mr. Wang was perpetrated either by 
nationalists or by neshers of the *C*C* Harty* (a faction 
in the Kuomintang)*

According to the Japanese Consular Police, the Chinees 
Communist Party have issued a statement declaring that 
dung Jtong HingO| ’̂^7)f Mr* vang's assailant, is not a 
communist bat a neater of the Fascist Forty*
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______ In the morning of December 18, a Greek subject,

Albert K> de St, Chamaa, who claimed to be a correspondent

Xor the Echo de Grece, called at Police Headquartersand_________  ,

staXed__he might be of some assistance to the police in solving-----

-the murder of the Japanese, sailor on. Darroch Road.__ When------------- -

-questioned regarding-any—information he was—in possession of------ - '
or assistance he could render to the police he suggested that___  ‘

all the residents in the vicinity of the scene of the murder_____

should be placed on bail or security until one of them furnished Ê

information leading to the arrest of the person or persons

..responsihl e.___________________________________________________________ ! '

______________ St. Chaînas arrived in Shanghai on December 16_______  

on board the s.s, President Doumer and will leave on the same 

vessel for Japan this afternoon (December 18), Upon arrival_____

at the Central Vftiarf he saw a Reward Notice issued .in connection

with the Wakayama Murder case and decided to call at Police

adquartera as stated.__ He found his way to the offices of the

D. and was referred by Mr. Rendall—of that Department to the

4Sp-.Br. ).-----He. appeared tn he quite wane and in the

police, he was informed that his suggest ion-would be recorded

^absence of any ulterior motive, other than that nf assisting the
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Made ^y...D»S,l..... .Qoyn®. Forwarded by. .... A.h.
_______Acting on your instructions of November 27 to ha™_________  

inquiries made on the subject of firearias in Shanghai of 

the type used in the murder of the Japanese sailor named 
Hideo Nukayama on Darroch Hoad on November 9, I obtained 

from D. b. Jüwens (arms Identification Section) a list of 

the numbers of eighty-eight Beretta pistols which have at_____

some time been licensed, and particulars of the licensees_______

from D.S. Oakley, Arms Licensing Section,__________________ ______

_______ On going through these lists I discovered that one of______  

these Beretta pistols bore the manufacturer^ number 241147 

which is one figure above the gun used by the murderer which 

bore the number 241146. Further examination of the documents 

showed that Beretta Pistol 241147 was licensed by Fu Tse Tung

His address was given as No. 496B Rue Lafayette.

On inquiry, it was found he had left that address, but was 

located after considerable difficulty at No. 80 Ming Tsung 

Road, Kiangwan,On being interviewed Mr. Fu 

confirmed the information given on his license application 

form to the effect that he had obtained the pistol from one 
■See Ts Yien ( J ). Kee formerly lived in Shanghai,________

and there is good reason to believe that he acted here as 

the representative of the 28th Route Army of Szechuen.___________

inquiries show that Lee is now Chief of the Financial 
Department of the 45th Route Army in Chengtu, Szechuen. This 

information has been obtained from his former chauffeur named 
Hung Kuo FoongU^ )with whom I got into communication______ _

through the Traffic Office,

On going through my note book, I found that suspicion. 

was entertained in June 1932 that a motor car which waakbeiing-----

...... ■   u ï-s-;. ••• .■ •'•••   ~r   -  ■  ■■ ■■
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used to convey a cargo of opium stolen while in transit 

through the Settlement about that time belonged to &ee.

__________ From further examination of the files in the Arms________  

Licensing Section and Arms Identification Section and other

_ information, I have concluded that the Beretta pistols___________  

bearing the manufacturer*s numbers from 241033 onwards came____

into possession of people in Shanghai subsequent to the__________

Summer of 1932. __________________________________________________

__________ Four of the Beretta pistols which have been licensed_____

would seem from the records in the ^rms Licensing Section

_ to have been at one time or another in possession of Koo_________  

Tsoo Hsient^ ft ) who was recently sentenced to'15 years1 

imprisonment for being concerned in a murder and who for

_ years previous to that was prominent among people in Shanghai 

who came from Kompo, of which he was a native. ____ _______

___________A gang of armed robbers of Kompo nativity, who were______  

charged from Chengtu Road Station in April, 1934, had in 

their possession two Beretta pistols Nos. 241755 and 241732, 

but neither of these weapons had ever been licensed.___Some_____

of these robbers made a statement that one of their number_______

who was still at large was able to speak English and Japanese.

A Beretta pistol bearing the number 241233 was found

_ in possession of one of a party of three Koreans who were_______  

arrested on March 17, 1933, in a food shop at No. 271 V/oochang 

Road, These Koreans were arrested on information of members 

of the Japanese Consular Police who claimed that they had 

been plotting the assassination of the Japanese Minister to 

China.

---- ----------A Beretta pistol No, 241500 was found at the scene________
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.of a. roJobgry» and was afterwards proved to have been the_________
property of one Kong Yong SungC#'^ iL ). One member of

this gang was alleged to have been concerned in the_______________

assassination of .admiral Wu Kwang Chung, having apparently ’

been employed for this purpose by the .Admiral fs political
enemies » . '

The bulk of the people who took out licenses for| 

Beretta pistols stated that they had received the weapons i 

from either   ■

(1) The Public Safety Bureau, •

(2) The local Garrison Commander,|

(3) The Chapei Volunteers,_____________________ _ ____________________ I
(4) Chinese Police Forces outside Shanghai and ■ I 

(5 J Military Forces.

Although there is no reason for the writer to suspect that

the character of the lieensees is otherwise than bona fide

it is probable that many of them who had bought guns from 

persons of shady antecedents while pretending that the 

weapon had been secured from a reputable source.

Information regarding the importers and distributors 

of Beretta pistols might in my opinion afford a clue 

regarding the murder of the Japanese sailor, and I think 

the various branches of the Chinese defence forces, the 

Chinese Customs, and the persons found in possession of 

Beretta pistols should be able to assist in securing this 

information.;

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

D.S.I. Shih assisted in these inquiries.jx S. I.
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Memorandum,
POLICE FORCE.

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,

Shanghai^...................... ............. -.195
To.......................................... ........ ...........................



December 7, 1935

S.2

Please examine Returns of Arms Imported, 

sent to the Police by the Customs, with a view to 

tracing consignments of Baretta pistols which 

might have included the weapon used in the murder 

of the Japanese sailor. In fact it is best to 

make extracts from the returns of all items in 

which Baretta pistols are mentioned»

D. C. (Special Branch)»

a



Special Branch*

November 27,1935.

With reference to the murder of the Japanese 

sailor on November 9* please ascertain the people 

who have taken out licences for pistols of a similar 

brand and try to find out the source from which 

they were obtained.

D. C. (Special Branch).
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*.............  ,.i n...the„ China ..Weekly.. Beyiew.

Made by....... JD»â«...Xinga.E<i.. .........  .Forwarded by.

~________________ .With reg ar d to the reference to certain______

___  statements of the kainichi which appeared on page 410_____  

___ of the China Weekly Review dated November 23, 1955,________  

____concerning the organization of the S.E.P., our Japanese----

Translator, Office Assistant Kim, has studied both___

papers and states that the wording of the China 'Weekly____

____ Review conveys the exact meaning contained in the Japanese 

Text of the kaini chi.
r ’ “„
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iSJMLP; Criticized 
In Slaying Case

Proof Said Conclusive 
Killer Of Japanese 

Was Not Chinese
While the Shanghai Municipal 

Police today reported there were 
still no clues to even the nationality 
of the slayer of Hideo Nakayama, 
Japanese sailor, on Darroch Road 
on the night of November 9, the 
China Weekly Review, published by 

< Mr. J. B. Powell, editorially declar
ed that enough evidence has been 

I uncovered for a definite statement 
that the killer was not a Chinese. 

| Under the heading of “Conspira
cies and Frame-ups in the Naka- 

i yama Case,” the Review charges 
j that one witness, Kuo Ah-ling, who 
: was taken in custody in the case, 
: originally by the Japanese, told the 
First Special District Court that he 
had been “compelled” by his Nip- 

I ponese inquisitors to say that he 
seen Nakayama killed by a Chinese, 

j Ths court, the Review says, sup
pressed this testimony.

I No “Conclusive Evidence”
j The Review admits there has been 
'“no conclusive evidence” Obtained 
in the case by the new “Special 
Political Branch‘d of tbe S.M.C. 

'which was organized in consequence 
: of the killing under the direction 
[of Assistant Commissioner O. 
'Robertson.
| “However,” the magazine con
tinues, “all the evidence which wks 
gathered, circumstantial and in
conclusive as it might be, pointed 
away from the view that the slayer 
of Nakayama was a Chinese, and 
indicated that most probably it was 

• one of Nakayama’s own compatriots 
or possibly w Korean, who fired the 
fatal shots.

“Assistant Commissioner Robert
son and his aids make no pretense 
of hoping to definitely clear up the 
mystery of the murder of Naka
yama. And this Is quite natural, 
for the one line of investigation 
which could prove fruitful is barred. 
They know perfectly well that efforts 
to locate the murderer among the 
Chinese population is a futile 
undertaking. Japanese officials are 
determined to fasten the crime 
upon a Chinese, if there any 
possible way in which this can be 
done, and only lines of inquiry 
leading in that direction will be Plr- 
mittéd by them....

Duty Of Police
“Upon the Shanghai Municipal 

police there appears clearly to rest 
the elementary duty of blasting the 
Japanese frame-up by proclaiming 
publicly what they admit privately. 
Although with such evidence »s 
tney have, it may not be possible to 
assert that the killer of Nakayama 
was a Japanese, they are certainly 
able officially to express the con
viction that the killed was not a 
Chinese.” ♦

‘ Mr. Robertson today dèclinecT to t 
make anv comment cn the China 
Weekly Review article, saying that 
it was an editorial and and jour
nalists were entitled to draw con
clusions but it was not his duty 
to exprest» agreement or disagree
ment with them- Re added that 
the police still maintained an “open 
mind” in the case.

According to Japanese reports, 
the Association of Japanese Street 
Unions today were sending a 
second letter, more strongly worded 
than the first, to the Shanghai 
Municipal Council with regard to 
protection of Japanese subjects 
here. The reply to the previous 
letter was not regarded ae satis
factory.

The police said the letter had 
not yet come to their attention, but 
they pointed out that here was no 
sound reason for criticism of the 
protection now afforded, since there 
had b3en no anti-Japanese incid
ents of any conséquence whatsoever 
in recent months excepting the 
slaying of thë sailor and the 
throwing of bottles into a Japan
ese store on Nanking Road.
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Conspiracies and Frame-Ups in the Nakayama Case
CONSPIRACIES and frame-ups have always 

figured prominently in the arsenals of 
diplomats and their foreign offices, ' more 

especially in the case of countries embarked upon 
ambitious plans of empire building and territorial 
aggrandizement. The Japanese Foreign Office, 
•and its representatives in China, have perhaps 
made more repeated and extensive use of this 
weapon in modern times, at least insofar as China 
is concerned, than has been the case with the for
eign offices and diplomats of any other country. 
In the murder of Hideo Nakayama, Japanese 
marine, who was shot and killed on Darroch Road 
in the night of November 9, the elements both of 
conspiracy and frame-up have entered, the latter 
almost from the moment when the murder was 
perpetrated.

It became clear at the outset that the local 
Japanese diplomatic officials, in conjuction with the 
Japanese Special Naval Landing Party, intended to 
make the fullest possible use of the murder to bring 
pressure to bear upon the Nanking authorities in 
connection with the Fifth National Congress of 
the Kuomintang. The Japanese aim has been to 
raise a state of wild alarm, and thus to scare the 
Congress into sanctioning a policy favorable to 
Japan.

A brief recital of the events which followed 
the killing of Nakayama will suffice to indicate 
quite clearly, assuming that the murder was not 
instigated by the Japanese themselves, that the 
latter made the greatest possible use of the 
happening, just as they did in the case of the 
strange disappearance of vice-Consul Kurumoto in 
Nanking some months ago. The only known eye
witness of the killing, a Chinese employed in a 
shoe-maker’s shop in the vicinity, declared that 
the murderer was dressed in clothing similar to 
that worn by Nakayama himself. If true, this 
would mean that Nakayama was killed by a fellow 
member of the Japanese Special Naval Landing 
Party.

Immediately this assertion had been made, 
however, it was branded as a lie by the local 
Japanese authorities, notwithstanding the fact 
that no other eye-witnesses of the shooting had 
been discovered. Determined to disprove the 
wide-spread belief, based upon the first reports of 
the happening, that the murderer of Nakayama 
was a Japanese, the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Party promptly laid hands on a Chinese 
alleyway sweep, Kuo Ah-ling, who worked close 
to the scene of the murder, and conveyed him to 
their barracks on Kiangwan Road, where he was 
detained for several days before being handed 
over to the Shanghai Municipal Police.

What happened to Kuo during the period that 
he was in the clutches of the Naval Landing Party 
has not hitherto been made public. The Shanghai 
Municipal Police, who received Kuo directly from 
the hands of the Japanese, know perfectly well 
what happened, but for the customary reasons of 
“high policy” have refrained from disclosing their 

information, except in private, confidential, “not 
for publication” conversations with newspaper 
reporters.

Kuo came into the hands of the Police Depart
ment of the Internatiinal Settlement with visible 
marks of severe beatings on his body, beatings 
administered by the officers of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party, who were interested, and who 
remain interested, in proving that the slayer of 
Nakayama was a Chinese. Kuo told the S.M.P. 
(Shanghai Municipal Police) that the beatings had 
been administered in an effort to get him to confess 
that he was the slayer of Nakayama. This, 
however, he refused to do, declaring that he was 
entirely innocent.

Failing to get a “confession” from Kuo that 
he was the killer, the officers of the Naval Landing 
Party decided that three-quarters of a loaf was 
better than none, and by continued beating finally 
succeeded in getting Kuo to state that he had 
witnessed the murder of Nakayama, and that the 
slayer who ran off into the dark was a Chinese.

Feeling that they had definitely gained some
thing, the Naval Landing Party officers turned 
Kuo over to the Shanghai Municipal Police as 
the first “material witness” in the investigation 
of the slaying, and he was brought before the 
First Special District Court on November 15, 
where the S.M.P. asked that his detention be 
ordered for a period of one week while the investi
gation continued.

To the great discomfiture of the Japanese, 
however, Kuo stood up in Court and repudiated 
the statement made at the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Party headquarters to the effect that he 
had witnessed the shooting of Nakayama, and 
that the slayer of the latter was a Chinese. Feeling 
safe now that he was out of the clutches «of the 
notoriously brutal military men of Nippon, Kuo 
told the Court that he had been intensively ques
tioned by 'officers of the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Party, and compelled to state that he 
had seen Nakayama killed and that the killer was 
a Chinese.

Notwithstanding this statement, which the 
Shanghai Municipal Police know to be completely 
true, Judge Hsiao ordered Kuo detained for one 
week as a “material witness,” and the latter was 
marched off to the Ward Road Jail. To Chinese 
newspaper men in the court-room, Judge Hsiao 
issued a peremptory order, forbidding them to 
publish anything concerning the court proceedings.

Immediately following this farcical but highly 
revealing proceeding in the First ‘Special District 
Court, the Shanghai Municipal Police Commis
sioner appointed one of his Assistant Commis
sioners, T. Robertson, to take charge of the 
.investigation of the Nakayama murder. The in
vestigation, in the hands of this officer, who is 
well-known in the force for his shrewdness and 
energy, was speeded up considerably. All avail
able clues were run down, but no conclusive 
evidence which would reveal definitely the identity
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Information has been received from a Chinese who is
closely associated with the Chinese Authorities in an 

unofficial capacity, to the effect that a colleague ètf the 

Japanese sailor, who was murdered on the night of November 

9, has surrendered himself and confessed t</the crime, 

D. S.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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Enquiries have been made at the City Government and 

the Public Safety Bureau Headquarters as to whether any 
demands, either verbal or written, have been presented by 
the Japanese Authorities following the murder of a Japanese
sailor on Darroch Road on November 9. Replies in the 
negative were received in both cases.

It appears that General Tsai Ching Chun, Commissioner 

of P.S.B., who returned to Shanghai from Nanking by aeroplane 

on account of the affair, called at the Japanese Marine

* Headquarters, Kiangwan Road, on the morning of November 10 ,---------- ----- —-—— ------------- --------------------- -—■——-------------- _ ------- ,----------  i ■' 
and expressed his condolence over the decease of the sailor. |

The Japanese Commander is said to have stressed the importance p 

of the early arrest of the murderer by the Chinese Authorities.
It has been reported unofficially that about a

1 week ago Japanese Ambassador Mr. Ariyoshi had demanded anJ _ ---------------------------------------------------------
I explanation from the Nanking Government for the increase in !

the defence force at places along the Shanghai-Nanking and 
Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo Railways, but this information

could not be confirmed locally.
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Japanese Sailor Shot
In Darroch Road Last
Night By Unknown Man\

Unidentified Chinese Escapes After Shooting ;
Victim From Behind; Japanese Naval Landing ‘

Party Mobilizes And Patrols Boundary i

SERIOUS VIEW OF INCIDENT IS TAKEN 
BY JAPANESE AUTHORITIES

A serious incident, which caused a detachment of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party to be mobilized last night, 
took place in Darroch Road, which runs from North 
Szechuen Road to Kiangwan Road, when a uniformed 

' Japanese sailor was shot through the head and received 
fatal wounds by an unidentified Chinese who made his 
escape. The affair took place soon after nine o’clock, and 
up to an early hour this morning the assailant had not been 
caught, although Japanese marines, co-operating with the 
Shanghai Municipal police and the Public Safety Bureau of 
the Greater Shanghai Municipality, were making a thorough 
search of the district. A serious view’ of the matter is being 
taken by the Japanese authorities. \

; The following accountx was ‘TA —A_ 
! obtained from official sources by hind, and as soon as the incident 
“The Shanghai Sunday Times” last became known, the Japanese 

landing party immediately sent 
a detachment and, with the Muni
cipal police and the Chinese

[ night when returning to the 
Special Naval Landing Party 
after liberty. <

“Nakayama was shot at from ' 
the right side as he was proceed- | 
ing along the left side sidewalk | 
of Darroch Road. He suffered a j 
bullet wound piercing his skull • 
from the back of his neck.

“While we have no 
garding the assailant, we 
this attack provocation 
at the Special Naval 
Party.

“Not

clue re
consider 
directed 
Landing

“The sailor was shot from be-

Japanese
’quiryrhemade by the Shanghai „ - —

- *~'frTRe SpecialNaval Landing

-Abe 
ureau of Public Safety, but we 

shall Remand ,that a~comnlete in-

night:
“A Japanese sailor in uniform 

was shot through the head onwas siJOL me neau uii ■*.. , ~ •Darroch Road just before 9.30 Pol-cc- put, “ *pec‘a‘ ffUald 01
this evening, by an unidentified^ 
Chinese who made his escape.

cordon around the area.
“The Greater Shanghai authori- 

■Jlties have been asked to 
j immediate measures to find 

assailant.
| “The Japanese authorities 
taking a very serious view of the 

| situation from the fact that the 
; Japanese sailor was wearing 
[uniform and must therefore have 
[ been the object of a deliberately 
premeditated attack.

k “The Japanese Naval Landing 
I Party and the Consulate have 
I jointly asked 
| measures from 
“ ment.”

Party was immediately mobilized 
and still remains on that foot
ing.”

take
the

are

for immediate I 
the City Govern- |

j Sailor Succumbs
At 1.10 a.m. this morning the 

sailor, named Hideo Nakayama, 
passed away in the hospital of 
Naval Landing Party.

He was 23 years old and a 
native of Nara Prefecture. He 
was conscripted for military serv
ice at the Kure Naval Base.

I Rumours have been persistent 
j of late that a number of plain- 
! clothes men from Chinese troops 
j in the Shanghai area have been 
[coming into Shanghai, and it is 
doubtless in view of this fact? that 
the Japanese authorities are 
viewing the incident with grave 
concern.

Official Statement
j The following official announce- 
j ment was issued by the Japanese 
j Special Naval Landing Party last 
[right:
I “Hideo Nakayama, sailor first 
1 class, was shot and fatally 
injured at about 9.30 o’clock to- 
(Contimied on Page 3, Col. 3.)
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Shooting of a Japanese Sailor on Darroah Road t

Inquiries instituted as a result of a telephone message 

received at the Dixwell Road Police Station at 9.05 p.m. 

November 9, led to the discovery that a 1st class Japanese 

sailor named Kideo IJakoyama, age 24, belonging to the Jananese 

Naval Landing Party, had been shot in the head, while 

walking along Fong I,oh Li ( ). The sailor was on

liberty at the time. The victim fell at a point about 

eight feet from the kerb on the West of the street. A 

spent bullet and an empty cartridge were discovered in the 

immediate vicinity of the spot, and a .32 calibre automatic 

pistol was found hidden behind a watchman’s sentry box about

200 yards away. This watchman's sentry box is in Fong Loh Li 
jj; 'Ï ), which leads from Darroch Road to North Szechuen ^oad

Extension and is about eighty yards from the latter street. The j 

pistol was of Beretta mrke. It had one round in the breech 

and five in the magazine. The victim was removed by the

Japanese Naval Landing Party to their hospital, where >

according to the report received from the Ja -anesc Naval j

Landing Party's l.'edical Officer, he died at 1.10 a.m. •
■ 

November 10. :

Shortly after the shooting, a Chinese, named :
Woo Ziang Woo ( ^^(2), reported at the Dixwell ’'oad |

Station that at 9 p.m. on November 9 he was about to enter |

No.90 Darroch Road, when he heard the reoort of a gun. j

He immediately looked in the direction of the sound and 

saw a man wearing dark coloured long trousers and a short 

jacket, who was running, turn East into the Fong Loh Li.

He almost simultaneously saw another man lying on the roadway. il
He reported the incident to a Japanese residing at No.90
Darroch Road, and they both proceeded to the scene and found $

i
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that the man lying on the roadway was a Japanese sailor. 

The Japanese Naval Landing Party, on receipt 

of the information, mobilised and sent out strong patrols 

and posted men in the vicinity.

On the instructions of D.O. "0", special precautions 

were taken by the police.

It has been discovered that the spent bullet 

found near the dead man was fined from the pistol found 

in the Fong Loh Li.

The situation in the vicinity of North Szechuen 

Load Extension and Darroch Road this morning is outwardly 

quiet. Armed ratings of the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party are posted at intervals of about 50 yards, along 

Darroch Road and along North Szechuen "oad Extension from 

Darroch 'oad to the Japanese Naval Barracks on Kiangwan Road 

The scene of the shooting in guarded by a dozen men.

Between 60 and 70 Chinese residents are reported 

to have removed from the vicinity of Darroch Road following 

the shooting of the sailor.



Special Branch,
Shanghai Municipal Police, 

November 10,1935.

Shooting of a Japanese Sailor on Darroah Road

Inquiries instituted as a result of a telephone 

message received at the Dixwell Road Police Station at 9.05 p.m. 

November 9, led to the discovery that a 1st class Japanese 

sailor named Kideo Makoyama, age 24, belonging to the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party, had been shot in the head, while walking 

along Fong Loh Li ( ), The sailor was on liberty at

the time. The victim fell at a point about eight feet 

from the kerb on the West of the street. A spent bullet and 

an empty cartridge were discovered in the immediate vicinity 

of the spot, and a .32 calibre automatic pistol was found 

hidden behind a watchman’s sentry box about 200 yards away. 

This watchman’s sentry box is in Fong Loh Li( ), which *

leads from Darroch Road to North Szechuen Road Extension and

is about eighty yeards from the latter street. The pistol ?

was of Beretta make. It had one round in the breech and five

in the magazine. The victim was removed by the Japanese ,

Naval Landing Party to their hospital, where according to the 

report received from the Japanese Naval Landing Party’s Medical 

Officer, he died at 1.10 a.m. November 10.

Shortly after the shooting, a Chinese, named Woo 
Ziang Woo (5?^^ 7), reported at the Dixwell Road Station that 

at 9 p.m. on November 9 he was about to enter No.90 Darroch 

Road, when he heard the report of a gun. He immediately |

looked in the direction of the sound and saw a man wearing J
dark coloured long trousers and a short jacket, who was running, |

turn East into the *'ong Loh Li. He almost simultaneously saw 1

another man lying on the roadway. He reported the incident |

to a Japanese residing at No.90 Darroch Road, and they both 
proceeded to the scene and found that the man lying on the I
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roadway was a Japanese sailor.

The Japanese flaval Landing Party, on receipt 

of the information, mobilised and sent out strong patrols 

and posted men in the vicinity.

On the instructions of D.Ç>.’*C", special precautions 

were taken by the police.

It has been discovered that the spent bullet found 

near the dead man was fined from the pistol found in the 

Fong Loh Li.

The situation in the vicinity of North Szechuen 

Hoad Extension and Darroch Road this morning is outwardly 

quiet. Armed ratings of the Japanese Naval Landing Party 

are posted at intervals of about 50 yards, along Darroch 

Road to the Japanese Naval Barracks on Kiangwan Road. 

The scene of the shooting in guarded by a dozen men.

Between 60 said 70 Chinese residents are reported

to have removed from the vicinity of Darroch Road 

following the shooting of the sailor.



1. Naine of village, tovn and 
province of which victim 
was a native, and particulars 
of schools at which he was 
educated.

No•64 Kami to sa, Takatori 
Machi, Takaichi District, Nara 
Prefecture.
Particulars of schools are 
unknown at present.

2. Was victim a conscript under
going a short period of train
ing or did he make service in 
the II.I.J.M.'s Navy a career?

3. How long had victim been in 
the Navy and what was his 
position and circumstances in 
life before he joined the Navy.

4. Was victim engaged on duties 
outside ordinary routine? If 
so, what was the character of 
these duties?

5. Was victim ever used for decoy 
purposes in efforts to dis
cover comunists, Korean 
Revolutionaries, etc.?

6. How long had victim been in 
Shanghai?

7. Who were his best friends here 
in (a) the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party and (b) the 
Japanese community generally?

8. Had victim any friends besides 
Japanese? Xf so, who were 
they?

9. Had victim a good or bad 
record? What weaknesses if 
any did he have? Was he ever 
mixed up in love Intrigues? 
Was he addicted to drink?

10. With whom did he usually go 
out when on liberty and where 
did he go?

11. Is there a rule that ratings 
of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party must be accompanied by 
a second person when on duty?

Ke was a conscript undergoing 
a terra of four years’ service.

Joined the Navy in January, 
1932. His rank was 1st 
Class Seaman at the time of 
his death but was promoted to 
the rank of 3rd Class Warrant 
Officer posthumously.

No.

No.

Transferred to the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party on 
September 29, 1933.

(a) Masao Aoki, 1st Class 
Seaman.
(b) Miss Chito Sakai, aged 24, 
No.27 Mei Mei Li off North 
Szechuen Road. She returned 
to Japan in October to be 
married.

No.

He had a good record.
He had no weaknesses being a 
person of a quiet character. 
He was not mixed up in any 
love intrigues. He was not 
addicted to drink, although 
he was not a teetotaller.

He usually went out alone 
when on liberty and visited 
Japanese entertainment houses 
and theatres.

No. Such a rule was enforced 
during the period immediately 
before and after the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities in 
Shanghai in 1932 but was later



cancelled. This mile will 
be introduced again in the 
future.

12» At what time did liberty of 
victim begin and at what 
time would it have endea on 
evening of assassination?

13» At what time did he go out 
that evening?

14. Tas he alone or accompanied 
by somebody else?

15. There did he visit?

The day being Saturday, the 
time of liberty began at 
12*15 p.m. and ended at 11 p.m.

He left the barracks at 12.15p.rn 
and returned at 4 p.m. He 
was last seen in the barracks 
at 5 p.m.

He was alone.

He visited the Baigetsu, an 
entertainment house, at No.33 
Mei Mei Li off North Szechuen 
Road, and the Komu, at No.27 
in the same alleyway.

16. Could Doctors say how close 
the gun man was to victim 
when the shots were fired?

17. Tore the bullets fired in the 
front of the victim or behind 
him?

18. Did both shots come from the 
same direction?

The muzzle of the gun was 
within 50 millimetres of the 
victim’s head. JIA bullet was fired from behind, 
the victim.

One shot was fired from behind.

19. That are the antecedents of 
the Chinese who claims he saw 
the shooting?

20. How long has he been employed 
by Japanese and does he speak 
the language?

21. Who is his Japanese employer?

22. What is the employer’s 
business in Shanghai?

Woo Ziang Wo, a native of | 
Zungchow, was bom in 1910, the * 
son of a farmer. Arrived in 
Shanghai in 1923. Since then 4 
has worked at a number of I
Japanese shoemakers’ shops, i
first as an apprentice and later! 
as a workman. In May, 1934 j 
he opened a workshop of his own | 
at No.62 Bast Paoshing Road. ’ 
He earns his living by executing* 
orders from Japanese shoemakers,! 
including Mr. Takaoka, No.90 ,
Darroch Road, whom he was | 
visiting on the night of 
November 9. Vj

He was employed by Japanese 1 
shoemakers for 11 years. He < 
speaks good Japanese. a

At present he receives orders J 
from J. Takaoka, No«90 Darroch ! 
Road, but is not his employee.^ 

J. Takaoka’s business is : 
a shoemaker. ' ÿ



23» How Ion, ' has the employer 
been in Shanghai?

24» Ho'-* was he employed before 
coming to Shanghai?

25. ’.hat connections or 
associations, if any» has he 
with members of the rank and 
file of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party?

26. Bas he ever be-n suspected
of criminal activities of any 
kind?

27. Who found the pistol?

28. How did he happen to be in 
that place and come to find 
it?

29. Have any Japanese or Chinese 
living in the vicinity of the 
shooting any special 
associations with members of 
the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party?

Takaoka arrived in Shanghai 
in 1907.

He was a shoemaker.

He is authorized to visit the 
Landing Party barracks as a 
shoemaker.

He has a clean record and h'is 
never been suspected of any 
activities, criminal or political

The pistol was discovered by 
Sub-In^jec tor Kaneyasu attached 
to Sashing Road Station.

He was called out for duty and 
was raaking a search of the 
vicinity of the scene of the 
crime under instructions, 
together with other officers.

Japanese business men who are 
authorized to visit the 
barracks of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party reside in the 
vicinity of the scene of the 
shooting.



1. Name of village, town and province 
of which victim was a native, and 
particulars of schools at which hw 
was educated.

2. Was victim a conscript undergoing 
a short period of training or did 
he make service in the H.I.J.M.’s 
navy a career?

3. How long had victim been in the 
Navy and what was his position 
and circumstances in life before 
he joined the Navy.

No. 64 Kamitosa, Takatori 
Machi, Takaichi District, 
Nara Prefecture.
Particulars of schools are 
unknown at present.

He was a conscript undergoing 
a term of four years’ service.

Joined the Navy in ISnuary, 
1932. His 9kz±±1kh rank was 
1st Class Seaman at the time 
of his death but was promoted 
to the rank of 3rd Class 
Warrant Officer posthumously.

4. Was victim engaged on duties outside No. 
ordinary routine? If so, what was
the character of these duties?

5. Was victim ever used for decoy No.
purposes in efforts to discover 
communists, Korean Revolutionaries,
etc. ?

6. How long had victim been in Shanghai? Transferred to the pfcN.L.P.
on September 29, 1933.

7. Who were his best friends here in (a) Masao Aoki, 1st Class
(a) the Japanese Naval .Landing Party Seaman. aged
and (b) the Japanese community generally? (b) Miss Chito Sakai,/24,

No. 27 Mei Mel Li off 
North Szechuen Road.
She returned to Japan In 
October to be married.

8. Had victim had any friends besides Itü■ 
Japanese? If so, who were they?



9. He had a good record.

He had no weaknesses being a person of a quiet character.

He was not mixed up in any love intrigues. He was not 

addicted to drink* although he was not a teetotaller.

10. He usually went out alone when on liberty and visited Japanese 

entertainment houses and theatres.

11. No. Such a rule vas enforced imsmukixkKky during the period 

immediately before and after the Sino-Japanese hostilities 

in Shanghai in 1932 but was later cancelled. This rule will

be introduced again in the future.

12. The day being Saturday, the time of liberty began at 12.18 p.m.

and ended at 11 p.m»

13. He left the barracks at 12.15 p.m. and returned 1» at 4 p.m.

He was last seen xkxthKxk in the barracks at 5 p.m.

14. He was alone. A

15. He visited the Baigetsu, an entertainment house, at No. 33 
3UÏ

Mei Mei Li off North Szechuen Road, and the Komu, at No. 27

in the same alleyway. \
!6 ____ „ InudU X?,.-.......................................................- /lo. -thio I’m» « » " vV-Uuua. * i< • «x • b c. , ,■ a

17. A bullet was fired from behind the victim.
18. ^^C^shot was fired,

19. Woo Ziang Wo, axj2k±K*Mxw±±xaKX^ a native of Zungchow, was

born in 1915 V" ° family. Arrived in Shanghai in

ïâ 1923. Since then^worked at a number of Japanese shoemaker8*6

shops, first as an apprentice and

1934 he opened a workshop of his

Road.axd He aarns his living by

later as a workman. In May,

own at No. 62 East Paoshing
f X *♦'

receiving* orders from

Japanese shoemakers, including Mr. Takaoka, No. 90 Darroch

Road, whom he was visiting on the night ofnjûUDaüuat±xgxix£±&ur±

November 9. /i
was ‘ /j

20. He hadxkHKH employed by Japanese shoemakers for 11 years. /f

He speak th» Japanese ..language we-14.
»

21. At present
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21. At present he receives orders from J. Takaoka, No. 90 Darroch

Road, but is not his employee.

22. J. Takaoka’s business is X shoemaker.
in

23. Takaoka arrived in Shanghai/1907.

24. He was a shoemaker.

25. He is authorized to visit the Landing Party barracks as a 

shoemaker.

26. He has a clean record and has never been suspected of aey any 

activities, criminal^ or politically.

27. The pistol was dlsodvered by Sub-Inspector Kaneyasu attached 

to Hashing Road Station.

28. He was called out for duty and was making a search of the vicinity 

of the scene of the crime under instructions, together with other
I 

officers. |

29. Japanese businessmen men who are authorized to visit the barracks |

of the J.N.L.P. reside in the vieinity of the scene of the 1

shooting, i.o. My» Takaoka, Bhoom»kovr liree..at Her-» '90 •5MH»»ete-4te<i,d .1
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
-Z

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— IVt/Sb O.Rd<

Diary Number:— 13/1

........................r........... ..Division.
^^k^^..Police Station.
.... *MH»«y..3i#......... ig 3#
Nature of Offence:— 1

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. ~ '

Witte reference to the attached trunolatlcm of an 

anonymous latter received on the 22«*l»3d, addressed to 

Pixwell Rood station, ettiairieo have teen made by D.S.X. i
I 

Van Tote Poo aad the trade reined. $
14 3ung S>uag )• oged about do years, and I

hie dan 14 To .'iyah ), aged about 2d years, |

Cantonese, reside at iio, 30 Yoang Tsong i4 ( ^«^ ? ), off 

Arthur Bond, and nave always been residents of the 

International hettleaent.

14 F.ong »»untj is the proprietor of the Young ihHMtg 

Tahang ( ) hardwire shop, Mo. M Uernrd Hoad, his

son assists hia in the business, hi ourçj hung alas holds 

the position as aunagtr jf the Hwa fung tobacco Co,, 

902 TotMohnn Bond, formerly Mo, SO Seward Rood, ,

There is nothing to suggest that they acre concerned 
■ 

in the tourdcr of tiiaco Mnâi^raaa,

it would appear that through business reasons sone 

person/a bear them mallee.

D. ». O. *C*



To Detectire»,

Sir»»
X beg to «eeretly report that the litigators of the 

assassination of Mr. So wore on* U Zung Sung and his son 

To Myoh. Th* person» who took actual part In the «hooting 

of Wr. Sa Liang ”ai (General Manager of the Shanghai Tins») 

wore paid hy si and his aoa. The uotive for tue mraer was 
that Li and hie eon wished to take hold of the share» of the 

Hwa Ta.-fi Tobacto Co., belonging to «r. Sa. They are not 
arrested aod it is learned that they were also coneeaned in 
the shooting of the Japanese wrine (Hideo Mahayana) during * 

Moveaber, 19Ô&. 3

-•• hoping that you will put than trader arrest. |
They are residing at Mo. Yoong Tseng U» Seward |

Road, and ths proprietors of the Toong Jtoong Tahang hardware 1
; Shop* I

Anonyaous. ;



F, 22 ÿ
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. / c /
Z / ;

CRIME DIARY.

171/38
CRIME REGISTER No:— ........................ ..—Police Station**January 6. —

Diary Number:— JW/fc Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
The following enquiries have been nude as regards 

the anonymous letter», translations attached.

Lin Ts Yana (41 )• allas Liu Da Myoon (%i K )•
aged 87 years, native of Hsien<»tsheng, baa resided la 

back room upstairs, at Is* M Ts Yang Miso Road, Chapel, 

for £ years, the chief tenant of the house is Chao Ts j

Ts—ng ( 3 ? )• 14» is sow enployed as a coolie at |

the U.S. Marine CorpsCamp, Ghengtu Bead and Bubbling 

Road corner. Mis «age is about 110 per sooth. Ko . ..r # 
cm—neeo uorfc at t a*n* and finishes at 8 p*su daily* 

It «as learned fr— the chief tea—t Gh—, ths* Lin 

seldom leaves the house after returning fr— his —ofc st 

night*In Ah Soong )• aged 88 years, native of

Halon-taheng, resided at Mo* M Sung Ka Zah 

Rost side of the Da Shing Market. Tatung Rest, for 7 

years* He «as formerly —ployed as a coolie la the 9*8* 

Marine CorprCa—• During Moy, ISM, he «as concerned in 
the assault of one Koo Wag Tung (^<^4 (Vide T.X.R. 

1?</S8 Gorden Road), Milch occurred at Terry and Ruting 

Road corner, ho later absconded* His wife and ether 

■embers of the family still reside at the above address, 

but they insist they do not knee the ahemabouts of Lu. 

but it is believed be is in Hanking*



5 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number:— 14/2

............................Division.

............................Police Station.

........................................ ^9
Nature of Offence:— 1

Time at which 
investigation begun | 

and concluded each day

Places
I visited in 

course of 
investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

In eonneeUon <1U iaag Chlug Dtmg ( ). D.S.I.

Vas Tide fbe with the aaolstanoe of C.P.C. 4001 attached to 

the D*h Kyl% Bead Police Station. 3.P.8. Bureau, a* 4 p.au | 

on tea 2S-12-3S proceeded to Dah Kylng Road. but were x
unable to find Me. 17 Bah Kyl% Ka. Bn^uirlea in thia |

res* proved abortive aa regarde anybody tv the naan of 

Song Chios Dong being known.

Regarding Lieu Sing 8 ( 4 ) in ). Ho 12 Dah lying 

Ka «ne found to bo one of a «steer of a new row of build» 

Inge intended for chops. at nntesMteed. j

Bo laforaation could be obtained re Lieu Sing 8.

Letter nadated.addreo»ed to Officer Vo Dixwell Road 

station. j

ting Ah Ryl ( - ). aged 20 yearn, native of ;

twngcbov. ban been enployed an a private rlcoha coolie hr | 
the m 81% Silk Store. Bo. 438 Poki% Road. holdi% | 

license Bo. 10881. for four years, hie wage do $12 per | 

■oath. B« oleoBS in the silk store. aad hie habita are 

regular.

St waa learned fron the haaager of the oboe*, awaed 

lai Yeoong Bal ( të) and the eub-mnager naned faba 

Mt% «« ( teat about 3 weeks age an anonyuMM

letter was received by then alleging teat 81% Ah Byl had 

stolen a qnnnttty of silk fron tea store, tele was found



* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— l?</38 ...........................Police Station.

Diary Number:— Id/» Nature of Offence:— J

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

to te ont rue. both of ths above oentioned ptrtOM glte

flag Ab Hfrl a good eharaater.

flag Ah hyi aeapeets (MM aaaed Ten Yooqg Tai

( )• Sft OOqX&O Of ttbO OfcMMIt BO I

M writer of tee aaetqnma tetter», a» te w dUnImMd | 
owing to boniness dopresaioa whilst Ting was kept on. j

Bmuiriee by fi.S.le.Crowther. Vhn Tub »oo and |

D. D. O. ^C*



Translation of Tree!* of anonymous loiter

December 22, 1933. 
TO

The CcMedasioner of Police*
Shanghai ifanisipal Connell.

Sir,
Lia Tn Tuan residing in a rear upstairs room at House Me. 44 

(one Mr. Chao also reside* in an upstairs room of that house)* Ta 
Tang Mias Hoad* Chapei* 1» * bandit chief and responsible for «any 
arnod robberies. Xu>h Soong maiding in a atm* hut in the boat 
of the Th Hsing Mamet is canted by th* authorities. On a certain 
day in Nby* if not in lune* Mt Koo Von T'ung was aoMulted at ths 
corner of nurkhaa and Outing Honda. The aforesaid hlu can 
instigator of the assault. Th* shooting of Mahayana* a fapanooo* 
«ne perpetrated ty a follower sumaned Ch*n of lia. On Wat day 
S persona planned to proceed to Morth Saochuen Bead and attmnptod 
to cornait an arned robbery them. They passed ths Teng I«oh I»i 
Alloyway and urinated. Seeing that they did not speak Japaneee* 
the Japanese assaulted them badly. Th* aforesaid Chen became co 
angry that he shot the assailant with a pistol. Kin loaned hi* 
(Chen) 110 and told him to leave for Koupo. He i* a native of 
Kan Ho Pang, X4u Chin Kin. Tor this reason it is very difficult 
to locate hia in Shanghai. They have altogether 4 pistols* two 
of them bei< purchased at 1ST. «here did they obtain the 
reminder, no one has the knowledge. X4Lu To Tuan la a follower 
of vang Ku*i Chang and ?'an Kin Ch'u. They know the official* nt 
the Bureau*. The case can never bo brought to light If you do net 
effect th* arrest of th* above per**» which should be promptly 
carried cut between 4 a.a. and S a.*.

Het signed. 
Translator's note i The letter itself Is illiterate.



Chief Inspector, Oixwell Road Police Station.

It io learned that the disguised assassin of Kidoo 

Makayaaa of ths J.M.L.Party w one named Àh Kfi, who is a 
private riesha puller employed ty Mr. Lai of the Yoh Sing Silk 
Store at 435 Bung long Leong, Peking Road.

Ke io hiding in the Yroneh Gonoession during the 
night, and working in the dsy as usual.

He is in possession of one *Man Ling* loaded 
pistol, whieh he carries in his s*U short Jacket pocket. 
Yreeaations are to be taken at the tine of arrest.

(id) Loo Sou Igao.
Confidential Informer.



Hongkew Police Station

Deoember 23, 1935
The following is the translation of an anonymous letter 

received by the manager of the Japanese haberdashery shop, 
“Taishoya", at Woo sung and Hanbury Roads corner.

To the Kanager of Taishoya,

In connection with the murder of a Japanese 

marine, Hideo Wakayama, which happened on the night of 
the 9-11-35, I beg to inform you that the following two 

persons, detailed below, are responsible
Wong Ching Dong ( ),

Residing at the upstairs room of 17 Dah Ching 

Ka, Chu Meu Di, lantao,

Liu Sing 2» (404
Residing at 12 Dah Ching Ka, Chu Men Di, Vantao, 

The motive of the murder was originated in 

altercation, Please submit this letter to the Japanese 

Consul,

Unsigned,



’°v ‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— F.Z.R. 178/3&

Diary Number:— X3^L

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

TA ‘ *... -H......... -Drviswn.
StmUJitod. .Police Station.
---... I9 a»

Nature of Offence:— J

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
«Uh ref «rom D.S.X. Manure* a report toted 5-UkK

to the effect that Mr. Cejo. naaager of the Shanghai Branch 

of the "Deapo Tsttshiasha". telegraphic nows agency» ton 

amraynonoly inform hr telephone that the murderer of 
H. Mayras ano a Cantonese nnraed Dong ( /I )• residing 
at Mo. 8*3 Jukong Read. Chapel. D.8.Xo. Crowther and On | 
Chi Huang with the assistance of the Yong Shing Mood I 

Police Station. node enquiries at Mo. 80S Mong J
Road.

the ground floor of MO. 80» Baks»» Road is a mrtor*»1 

«hop.
Dors fih Heng < /£ W. aged 31 years. native of 

Canton, enployed ty the Auto Petrol Onion. Mo. • Central 
Arcade. Kiaklaag Road, resides with hie wife and too 

children on the lot floor.

It eno farther entertained frea Dong Jih Heng that 
he had resided at 80» JSkong Road for the jest elx sooths. 
Be eno formrly a etadent of the Chi toe Cnivereity. 
Kiangnm Rorâ. 0.04>., a clerk in the Miag On Co. Hanking 

^S*w*Tin the Stongl*! Telephoao Co. MS too Seen in 

atongtod over 10 years.
It van stated ly the Japan»** Consular mine in 

their inftonation to D.8.X. Marana that they tod 

conducted regarding the inforantien and fan*

toe tortor*s shop, tot tod failed to find the identity 

of the arsons Using in the w>9to floors, towewr. it sac



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL police.

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Diary Number:— xa/2

...........................Division, 

.................  ....Police Station.

.........- ...................................... J 9
Nature of Offence:— 1

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION" 
learned fey D.S.X. croother that two Pnsaoeass. rvgisterod 

in the Japanese Coasnlafee. oooopicd a roon on the second 

floor.

Xothlag at a snepieions aataro feeing attached ta 

Bong Jih Beat ana ha having stated he had eoaplained 

ofecat the Ihraosam wing ta a ntiiosnae caasod feg « dag 

they kept. thia inforastiea was given ta B.8.X. SWtoenta f 
and he with tha Japanese Goosalar Police nude ontpiiriea* 

when the attached translation af atatomnta were taken 

fra» tn sa Ten ana gyn flyekn Baa* «he reside an tha tn* 

flow ar 80S Jokcng Bond.
®ith reference te B.8.X. Ifalasmim’s report dated - 

Becenfeer 4th. 1930* re: ansaynMie letter roeeived fey the 

Japanese Koval landing Barty. stating Bong Tdgg 

residing a/88 Ttwa Hn% Leo. Bigg »aag Ka lagg, 9.8.1a. 
grwther and Cha Chi sangg loonied hi» at the said 

address shea it ana learned hie age is M years* native 

of to T1 Mgghhi. carried vegetable dealer»
share holder of the «ei loh WgetaUo Sow» Sooohos Bead, 
also tea sontmetor for the Ting Tong Toaahay, Kaifeng 

Boat* 0«0«X.« le «as fhrmrly ehioken stall keeper in 

tte Bongkev Market. Ke has toon in Shanghai for over 
M yearn. ®» euspieion is attnohed to thio saa*

With refcrenee ta BUI.X. 8hkaaa»a«s repart dated 

Deeeaher Oth. 1988* re anogynono latter resolved fey the 
1 Chlor of the Jch»mm Consoler Police enquiries fey B.8.S0.



G. 5OM^B-35
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— V«X«R« 174'86

Diary Number:— to/8

...........................Division»

...........................Police Station.

..........................................................................

Nature of Offence:— &

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Crwttet ata Cta CM JtaMg prmea tael* particular» an

s.

?4Mt Xml OMg *Mm Irtm Aaag

aged abatrt 31/2 yurt, native < 8taatai«« fort 

tenter (for r&rtUft coolie»), toraorly real&tag ta 

a loft atom fcta C<w<» 14 aXMrw• CW» tat» 

retarnM to hie mUw plaoe a few w ago <m 

aeeoaat oC tad taalmaa.

Tata to i ^h «Maa Stan Staking Mt I
ago 30» native of Making» trait tanker to tta ft 

Woo 14 allognw» tomùtag «ta Ctapoo Reale» at 
preeert residing to U» loft atom toe Ctagea X4 

alleyway, Chapeo Beal»

14 Uli CM ( altaa CMo Cto ( age 

atort MzBa native at 4<M@a« fata tanker ( for 

rtaata aoaUea}» fwaerto Matotog tegettar vita 
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Hongkew Police Station.

December 6th, 1936. 

Sir»
I beg to forward herewith the translation of 

an anonymous letter written in Chinese received by 

Mr. fujuyama, Chief of the Japanese Consular Police, 

Shanghai, in connection with the murder of Seaman Hides 

Hakeyaaa.

Mr. Jukuyama expressed doubt as to whether or not 

there is any truth in this letter but at the same time 

he is of the opinion that it may be worthwhile looking 

into the matter.

I am, Sir,

Tours obediently,

Sd. lakamura



Japanese Consular Police,
Shanghai.

Sir,
I beg to bring to your notice all that I know regarding the 

incident In idiieh Seaman Hideo Kakayama of the Japanese Kaval Landing 

Party «as murdered by shooting.
Since the incident occurred, people hare become uneasy as to 

«hat will become of Shanghai. Owing to the case being still left 

in abeyance, uncivilised people have rented unfounded rumours, which 

resulted in the evacuation of people and removal to safe places to keç 

off the unforeseen misfortune.

Originally China and Japan are nations of the same race, and all 

over the countries, the two characters, «Shin Zerf* (amity) are longed 

for. Xt is indeed a matter of great regret that such an incident 

took place.
All concerned are taking a serious view of the ease, and the 

police have started investigations in an effort to bring to light 

the murderer at any cost, offering a reward of $1,000.00.
«hen this incident happened at about 9 p.m. on the 9-11-3», X 

happened to be passing along Tong Loh Li, Darroch Road. X heard two 

shots and had a glimpse of a figure dressed in black foreign clothes. ; 
Ke looked panic-stricken. Ke crossed the road and hurried away.

X, out of curiosity, shdoved him to Honan and «ooohang Reade | 

corner, where he vas lost sight of. Subsequently, X, on business, |

passed Rao Shan Road and, on coming to Tiendong Road, saw the man j
again. At this time, he «as arguing with a hawker and doing violence ■ 

against him at a small market. X approached and stopped the trouble, 
«hereupon, ho walked away. X followed him again, and traced him to [ 

a food stall situated in Chapoo Lee, Chapoo Road. Ko vac sitting at 

the stall and chatting «1th the stall-keeper. X then returned to 

the market and, getting In touch with the hawker, asked him if he 

knew the mon dressed in black foreign clothes. Kc said that the man j
I 

was a mastermind rogne with a number of follovers, swindling and 

blackmailing for living, and all innocent neighbours are afraid of 

him.
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I continued my enquiries amongst vendor» and hawker» living 

in I>1 en Oen Lee, off Chapoo Road, and Yih Woo Lee, off Woochang Road» 

and eventually learned that the man had recently obtained a large sum 

of money by obtaining a reward participating in abig serious case, and 

further that the aforesaid stall-keeper and a sweet potato vendor in 

the sane alleyway were his accomplice».

X invited one of the neighbours and treated him to wine, who 

•aid that if he had no mother and wife he would go to the Police and 

obtain reward of 11,000.00. kt first he hesitated but finally he

exposed the identity of the following three man :•

1. Bar Kwei Ding ( ), alias Lao Hsiang ( )

living in Yih Woo Lee off Woochang Road.

2. Tsu Myo Ling ( ), alias Sleu Man King ( )•
belonging to Tsing Pong ( ) Party, sweet potato vendor
living in Yih Woo Lee, Woochang Road.

3. Lee Lih Kih ( ), allas Myo Chah ( ),
food stall keeper, living in Chapoo Lee, Chapoo Road.

I respectfully suggest that you will detail alert offers, 

preferably plain clothes men.

Were it not for ay old mother and profession, I should like to 

go to the Police. I now inform this as an obligation a» a citise* 

for the benefit of the public, therefore, I do not wish to obtain the 

reward.

What Z want is only the restoration of the friendly relations 

between the two countries,



Special Political Section,
Hougkew

December Sth, 1WÆ, 

Sir,
X beg to report that the local Japanese Consular Police 

received a telephone message fran Mr. (HJe, manager of the 
Shanghai Branch of the *Dempo Tsushinsha* (telegraphic news 
agency) to the effect that the latter was anonymously informed 
by telephone on the 23»11»3S that the warder of the sailor of 
the Moral Landing Par(y was a Cantonese one named Dong ( /K ) 

living at Mo. 5v? Jukong Road, Chapel.
The message was in Chinese, and the informant added that 

he would require half «£ the reward in case the above person 
was arrested.

Japanese Consular Police have, noting on this information 
conducted brief enquiries and ascertained that the ground floor 
of the said premise* was a barber* * shop known a* *kwong M« 

but failed to obtain any information as to the identity 

of the persons living on the upper floors.

I am, Sir,
Yours obediently, 

8d. Mhkamura



Hongkew Police Station

Dec.9th.1935

Sir,

With reference to the anonymous telephone message 

received by the local Japanese Consular Police to the effect 

that the murderer of Seaman Hideo Nakayama vias residing at 

503 Jukong Hoad, Chapel, enquiries made of the two Foi’mosans 

living at the above address by the undersigned with the assist

ance of Sergeant Suzukawa of the Japanese Consular Police re

vealed nothing of an incriminating nature against them who 

are registered at the Consulate as local Japanese residents.

Their statements are as follows

1 Name Fu So Ten, age 23,

Permanent address:- 135/1 Baramon, Kokosho, 

Shinehiku-Gun, Shinchiku-Shu, Formosa.

I had been apprenticed at a certain Japanese Hos

pital in Yingkow, Manchukuo, until August 1934, when 

I came to ohangnai in order to enter the ’’Tung Nan” 

Medical College, and have since been preparing at home. 

Whole expenses are furnished by my brother in Formosa.

On the 9-11-35 at about 5 p.m. I, in company with 

a friend of mine named Rin Ki Ko, Formosan student in 

the 5th.ye ar class of the above mentioned college, 

visited a Chinese shop on Foochow Road and purchased d. 

gramophone, thence visited the "Sakae Shokal” at Boone 

and Chapoo Roads corner and purchased several Japanese 

gramophone records. We then visited the "Suzukake” Cafe 

on Chapoo Road and, obtaining drinks there, left for 

home at about 10.30 p.m. When I arrived at home, my 

Inmate, Ryu Gyokn Bal, had already In bed. I was un

aware of the incident until I read the Chinese newspaper 

"Shing Pao” on the following morning wth my Inmate.



X

2 Nan»»- Ryu Gyoku Bai, age 27,

Permanent address»- 51 K^tokywloi. Hori, 

Horigai, Noko-Gun, ‘raichu-Shu, Formosa.

I came to Shanghai in August 1934 and entered 

the "Tung Tuh* Medical College and have since been 

studying there with the expenses f’imlshed by my 

parents in Formosa.

On the 0-11-35 at 2 p.m.I returned from the 

College and, reading books until about 8 p.m.at home, 

went to bed. At 7 a.m.on the following day, 1 went 

to Hcagkcw Perk for a morning stroll, and on my wsy 

home I bought a Chinese newspaper, "Shing Pao" and 
-* / ■ «

knew the incident. «
î I

I at. Sir,
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

-----................ .... 'Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 176/36 DlXWCll.loM .Police Station.
_____________________________ .Pooesber.a*............ i9 36

Diary Number:— 12/1 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

’ RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Ftrnmi.
Witness Woo Meng Woo at about 9 p.n* on the 9-1U36 

was about to enter So. 90 Darroch Boat* a ehoenakar's 

•hop owned by eno Tekaoka. Thio witness haerd tho sound 

of an explosion to tho Worth of bin* he inaodiataly turned 

his head in tho direction and observed a san soaring dark 

coloured clothing* a Short Jacket and long trousers and 

leather boots running fWn tho castre of ths Derrooh Bond 

Bast into the Wug hah 14. SianltaMously ho observed I 

a nan also soaring dark coloured clothing lying in tbs 

roadway.

coo Meng wo isnodiately infbraod Takaaka Oho cas 

inside B0« fO DarroOh Bead* whom he knees and «bun he 

has narked fbr* They both sent to the aceno and found 

a Japanese sailor lying wounded in the roodnoy*

Regarding the description of the nan who nos soon 

runnier fro® the •««•t Woo Mang Voo* although 

questioned easy tlnoo during ths enquiry* has adhered to 

the float that the nan ho an* cas soaring the apparel 

described above. Takeoka ecrrOboratad Voo Mang We 

inasnoeh as that Voe reported to hie and that ho aonaaya j 
niod hln to tho aeons* prior to which whilst Takaoka was | 

playing a gramophone in his house ho hoard tho sound of 

an explosion which ho took to bo tho buroting of a tyro* 

Wo Mang Wo staled he only osar twspUblie ricoha coolies 
with their ricohas hoar the wane after the shootliw



8 5 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 179/38
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..................... ...... Police Station.

.........  i9
Nature of Offence:— X
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each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. 
Taksoka stated flat soon eftar M« arrival at the aceno 

two Japanese IB lapSMM drees «nA another Japanese, 

Whose clothing ha eonld not recollect, cane on the scene* 

teaodictely after their arrival a Japanese sailer cane 

aha Takaokn told to report to the Japanese levai landing 

a&rt/«
It is reasonable to believe that lino Slang boo, «d 

Tahaoka «ere the finit too persons oa the scans*

Witness Chan ting stated that whilst she was 

walking Sooth on Darroch Bead she ant a Japanese sailor 

walking north on Darroch head oa the west side* and 

walking parallel with the sailor in ths saae direction 

on the Xast side of the road was a nan «earing dart 

foreign styled clothing and a felt hat, colour of tbs 

hat she could not state* She had reached a spot acne 

108 feet death of the scene of the crino, this being 

sens 99 feat beyond where she net the Japanese sailor 

when she heard the sound of an enplosian* She flMste 

ly turned round and as* a Japanese sailer lying in ths 

roadway* She stated she could see the white stripe on 

hia sailor collar* 8hc did not owe the civilian. As 

stated by her she did not go to the mom but shortly 
afterwards she sav a nolo Chinese wearier a bine chart 
Jacket and pants, cone out fian the Darroch Terrace 

when ahe had seen on a provieus oocaaten canylag ehoes, 

so «he knew she was a Ohoenafcer* Deweer she eonld not



■*" ” SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— F.IUU 17S/35 .........  _ _____ Police Station.
_.......... !9
Diary Number:— IMS Nature of Offence:— X
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course of 

investigation
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
identity Woo Zisng Woo, who io • shoemaker «nA further

to her statement regarding the White etripe on the 

sailer's collar oho said «he could eoe, thio ia hardly 

credible owing to the darkness and the fact she was 103 

feet froaj the acene* Wrthsrmere after seeing the 

sailor lying in the roadway she rm through a hot water 

shop where there wore many Chlneee, into wing On Terraco* 

She did not apeak to any of the Chinese in the hot water 

shop, this again would appear not to bo the troth.

Taking into consideration the statements made by 

Woo Ziamg too which has not been shaken end if the 

statement of Foe Chau Ying is true it seems impossible 

that wo Zieng Wo should not have seen the sailor and 

the civilian who were walking in the sane direction as 

he wao Won approaching We. 90 burrock Bead* Bo. 90 

Parroch Wad is within the distance ef 108 foot iron the

scene.
Cccparisw the intelligence of ths two witneww. 

Wo Zieng wo and Wo Chai Ttag, the fbnaar io far more 

Intelligent than the latter. The witness Wo Slang Wt 

is still available whereas the witness We Cham Ying, 

although permanently employed by a Japanese family before 

the affhir, has since left Shanc^>ai fbr her native plane*

Wo Zieng Woo and Poo Chau Ying are the only two 

persons that have been obtained who were near the scene 

in the roadway.



G 5 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 17C/35
............................ .Division.
--------- ------------- Police Station.
-----  Z9

Diary Number:— 12/4 Nature of Offence:— X

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
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visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
T. YOohida state® that he wta wlkicg and pushing 

hie blcjcla Boat In the Feng Loh Li and abac, a few yards 
Wert of the wetehMO** hut he heard a alight sound which 
he could not piece. Re walked on until a th* yards peat 
the watchman •• hut and then decided to retrace hie steps 
to a awest shop called. CsiMPl, ha horned bis bicyela round 
and after talking a faw penes noentod hie bicycle and rods 
at a speed a little fhster than & walking pees* Between | 
the wûtdswi’a hut and ths cmriswoot Shop he state* he 
Mt two nan dressed in Chinese long ^owa» w&lklng 
separately Fartwurtl in the Ibng hoh LI on th* South 
pavesicmt. Me could not stats the colour of the gowns 
other than th»t they were not White. Both am were 
walking leisurely. When Techida arrived at the 9th 
alleyway in th* Fong leh It near the Parroeh Bead 
entrons* ho gave op th* Idea of going to the sweet shop 
and decided to return hone vie th* Barroeh Rood. Os 
approaching Darroeh Road h« observed a crowd gathered 
which included several Japanese on* Taksok* on the 
B«rroCh Toad standing neer ths sailor lying la th* 
roadway. Ybehid* cannot rwMteber seeing say Chinese |
constables there. YbshidaM ctatMoent is of littl* I
aaterial win* to the crim as hl* first intinatien of J

1 ■ 
the incident was vdwa he saw th* crowd gathered on ths 
Barroch Rood. If in tbs first instance that la ohm ho 
was near the wetetaaa** teat» he realised ths sound ho
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— F.T.S. 17*3/32
................................Division.
____ ____ _______Police Station.
-----  i9

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
heard ta be eoHMcted with cone untoward Incident and 
beesno cognisant it weald be ewpeeted that he would have 
given hie attention to way person he not* he thia | 

instanee the two persons thon he ant he states wore walh- 1 
tn an unconeerned nanner*
vitnosa Koh Ah Liang hat been under detention» the I 

antenne of which went to prove he could not have been \ 
on the aoene but wan in the vicinity of the end alleyway 
leading fren the fteng Loh Id on the South aide at the 
Worth Ssechuea Bead end* At thia spot he heard the 
sound of on oapLoolen which he teok to be the bursting of » 
a tyre and slightly turning hie head» gxv no Author 
thought to it* Seeing that he could net gam entrance 
to hie hone by the flrot alleyway on the Berth aide of 
the Amg Uh Li, an the Iran gate wee elooed* Bo returned 
to the 2nd alleyway on the Berth aide of long Uh 14* 
There ho sow four Chinone snobs running towards hln, one 
of than told hln that a Japanese soldier had been killed 
en Barroeh Bead» the aaaha still running passed hln and 
ran towards Berth Ssochuen Bead* Ba then proceeded into 
the 2nd alleyway and infbraod Bro* NatUbara» wife of the 

proprietor of the Batsubora Toko bicycle shop, of what he 

had heard*
Analyalng the statWMUta of Koh Ah Liang and TMhida 

in tu order as given by then both heard the sound of the 
«plosion end both still walked « « fw yards Bust in the



“ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. ’

Fong Li* xllcvdng thw time of a minute ©r a© to 
elapie th In allov the e^2h& to Log&bw awtfi of the
îneîûaot rur in the Fan* Loh Li. The saahs 
uoulf laterally be between ïauhldü. anc the ee<m« of the 
cri*«u. Xt Tuu net been disproved that the ansha did not 
Infor»’ ! <>h Ah Li&ng tut W* beets substantiated "&J the 
statcr^nt of Mr®. Mataub^ra &Uiuoncb us that Such Ah bleu* 
told Vr he had ret the «asti. Eow is it then that IfoShî- 
da did not meet th? j

witnsM i'Mchlro Huyakaee hi Lie* states
at About 9 p.t*. on the £*11-28 he loft the "Astoria Cate** 
Worth rreehnen Fnsd opposite the Thoetae ctenbury and 
Public Fchcol with s friend n&ced Eiroyoki £&£©• Thsgr 
walkod uncoacrmed^tovardG the Jupamiu« Bavai Barrseto end 
turned Into ‘Dtn'roeh hoed. They had nearly reached the 
entrance te Fma* Lob Li uhen £• Hiyiieua eav the body 9$ 
a hmco Via* In the roadway* near the ïeat aide 
also sit. opnooito thé Foi< :©h Li* he talked a feu pstwit 

tbrvard* he dW not larrtdlat-tly rush forward* as he 
thou^tt It wp a drunk. He then aroaaed over a&d found 
it woe a Japanese eallor. frier to fioi»£ towards the 
body b? state* he saw three or four persons whoa he thought 
rare Chinese, however* h* adds* ttf sn not sure of this 
point** but was euro nona of thoa wore in unifortu He 
goes on to state he heard some one runnix^ behind him and 
than two Chinese ownstahles arrived» He also states he



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— lîfl/36
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
could net ranwAar Mela* any Mjr riming north on
DarreCh Bead prior to sooing tte body lying 1» the 
roadway* So did not boor any wound of on exploataa» J 
tho latter gooe to prow ho anet bow boon tn the 
•Aataria CefB- which to Wont two ulantoo walk ftwi tho 

t 
•90».

It baa boon otated by tho dOpaneao eentry wteoe 
box la eitnetod iwodiato to tho cntranoo into Damch 
flood firw Worth flawteen flood» thet ho hoard on o*>loaioa 

I; and later aww a Chlnaao each aged about Id yoaro» waring 
| a abort Jacket and panto» run Worth fiwo Dwrwoh flood 

towarde two C*P*Ca*» whan ate opoka to and than wo own 
to load tho C.F.Ca. towarde harrooh flood*

S* Bayatewa did not hear the wand of on euploaian 
which plaeeo hia bchlte the ttee the oentry ow tho cote» 
and therefore» It weld appear that tho C*P*Ca« were on 
tho aeono before hte* Although C*P*Co* Seo* tflM end 
Sflfll haw wtntolnod there wro no pereono on the ooena 
when they orrlwd thio wold appear not to bo a tern 
fleet no there lo atiU to be recalled the atetewnta of 
nao *iang «bo and TAnoka*

te oiftlng the atataneata of Yoahlda and Hayakatw 
it would appear that they ham been earried away In their 
oagnraooe to be of oono notorial aoalotawe*

It lo a great pity that the Chinone girl who report
ed to tho C*?*Co* ao hawing man a nan lying in the road
way tea not boon found*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 173/35
............................ ...Division.
...............................Police Station.

Places 
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course of 
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   ......... T9 
Diary Number:— 10^/1...............Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

farther notorial statcnants of Meyeko of the Kam 
Ketabliahnent, 27 Mei He Li off the Sorth Szoctacn Reed, 
shewn definitely that the deceased had been a regular 
visitor there and left the place eon» where in the region J 
of 8.40 p*n* on the 9-11-35 art that she eon be mid to 
here boon the lest person to have Men deceased alive a» I 

no other witnesses have bon» obtained to discredit this* !
j 

She son bin leave the ortobllrtinewt in a narnal soaidition ; 
carrying a bundle Mhich it wee learned later to contain 
Japanese rise cakes etc* art stated by the Japanese 
levai Landing Party to have boon found lying by the aids 
of Rakayana la the rort* These cakes and a latter 
found on his parson having boon given to bin by Moye 
Sasaki of S3 Md Me Li to deliver to scan» Aokl.

Regarding the poet life of deceased it bos been 
proved that he bod a "steady* in the Kann latabllahnmt 
In the person of one Chita who it la said om^leted her 
contract with the homo and left for Japan on the 30th 
Sept sober, IM. ■syatoo la one instance said Me had no 

1 “regular an" and yet In a revised statenant taken In tbs 

prssanso sf the S*P*O* and Hr* Sÿohora* A«C*P*t shs 
adeittod hairing oosnssttsns with a seonon nanad Mori* la 
view of this womb's life why shoold She want to eoneool 
thio foot so oho edadttod having slept with Mayans on 
ths night of the 0-11-38, which ho had expressed to bar 
to keep (plot*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— F«S«R* 17S/36
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............................... Division, 
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..............  ......................19
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each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Smm slgnlficanao auuit ba placed on the fact» in

view of the ekhanstive enquiries that have already bean
conducted with the poosibillty of Itakayoaa having been 
abet by earn person who nay hove net bin on Dsrroefe Hood 
and resided within that area* that he did leave Bo. S7
Koi Me 14 and that ha wan a regular visitor to that 
loeality and became known In parson. vurtbornero the 
tine fer Ma to return to the barraeka eno U p«n*y but 
bo wee on hie way back to arrive at • p.au» therefore it 
is reasonable to Manioc that ho was fbllowod ikon thia 
locality by oone parson unknown» but acquainted with Mi 
aovemoata and intention of returning earlier» end that ho 
intianted to Heyoko that intention» that he would be bank 
in the barracks by • p*n.

The rinding Of the .» ante pistol by 6ub-lr»peetor 
KaneyMU behind the wotahnanU hut in the Mang Loh 14 SOB 
feet free the scene» wane about in an wwrtbodos way* bo 
was probing with Me walking stick* it cannot bo definite 
ly stated which way the pistol woo lying 00 at flrot it 
woo touched and saved about by the stick and than sone*

The absence of any knowledge of the asset position 
in which ths pistol lay louves an eUnant of dodbt In 
nonet ruing what pooitlon the peroon would bo in who 
planed it there* '1

It ie Shown by the plan ends of the Feng Lab U 

and its environs that there are throe alleyways leading



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 176/ï»
...............................Division.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
off the Fbng Loh U on the North side between the wuteh- 
w*e hut and the hoot entrance of the Fong Loh Li 
(Dorroeh Road). The first alleyway from the West Is 
blind hat ee an alleyway leading Last from it which ran 
into the second and third alleyways stated* the second 
and third alleyways give access to the leeblo dardons end 
the Tee la fbng which run parallel with the Fang Loh Li* 
Xwoodiatoly Bast of the watchman's hat is another alleyway 
linking the Fong Loh id «nd the Tso An Fang*

As enacted by D.S.I. Crowther end 0*S. Craig* the 
faraer hawing a bicycle representing Yoshida* and the 
latter the assailant* it was an easy natter far D*S* 
Craig to dash away from the scene into the first alleywcy 
on the Wrth* before D.S.Z. Crowther walking with the 
bicycle and turning round as stated by Yoshida* had rid- 
den a few yards*

iron the first alleyway* the assailant would hare 
wended his way through any of the others nentioaed and 
planed the pistol behind the hat*

Surmising the assailant did taka this course it
would Show that he was familiar wfth the locality* this | 
being boms out by the distance be carried the pistol*

The pistol has definitely been prewad to hawe fired 
the shot which caused the death of the deceased*

The report and sketch compiled by 3*s* Oakley sf the 
A*X*fi>* regarding the tooting of the pistai shows it nakee
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erratic ejections of the ewpty cartridge ceaofl when fired. 
Out of 10 ehots flrod, otto obeli wag ejected and thrown 
IB foot behind the flrer.

Nodical Co ■wonder JUnkichl Ogawa of the Japanese Naval 
Landing P®rty ta hie nodical report states that gon powder 
wu freooat on the heed of the deceased surrounding the 
point of entry of the ballet. He aoamod the shot use 
fired fro® a distance of 60 e.n. (19.6 Inches).

Considering one of the 10 roanda of msranltion fired b 

by 0.8. Oakley the enpty cartridge case of which neo 
ejected and thrown IB feet behind the flrer, and as the 
enpty cartridge ease of the fetal ballet ves found 27 
foot fron the pool of blood on the Bast aldo of Darroeh 
Bead, it can bo construed, as the wictln was on the vest 
side of the rood when flint, hla assailant approached bin 
ta a diagonal direction, that* is across bameh load taon 
the Bast aids to the Vest, ta the rear of the victta. the 
spentbollet being found 8 foot Sooth of the pool of blood 

i 
and 4 foot 4 Inches taon the west kerb practically opposite^ 
to vhflre the enpty cartridge ease was found. The distance j 

•part of the enpty cartridge ease and spent bullet botag 
29 feet. Thia end the position of share the ballot 
entered the deceased's hoed wold wllew tar the oapty 
eartriage ease of the ballet fired to be ojootfld and thrsm 
as was ta the ease of one ta the 10 rounds fired by D.S. 
Oakley, also aliening tar the espty cartridge ease to

"X
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bounce or roll on th* roedwy niter striking it.
The foregoing io theorised from f/cte present, that 

the deceased we walking worth «a Darroch Read on the 
Vest aide* he w»a not hmm of hie assailant’s approach, 
rad that the asaallwt flrod the pistol with a right hand 
Thia io gainsaid hr the fatal bullet hewing entered the 
lower right aide of the head behind the right ear and 

intrjing fron the left upper part of th* forehead.
Conpilod by Condnit, D.D.O. "C", and D.Ê.I. 

Crowther.
Attached 1. Trwalation of letter addressed to 

--r—wi Aeki by bojrw Sasaki, carried by the deceased.
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with reference to the anonynoue letter, dated 
21-11-36, addreased to the A/C of P, written both in 
English and Chinese, signed H.F. Mug and Ling Soo 7, 
the perron referred to therein, one long Mai Dong 
( fa ), alias Kuh leu Wong ( tâfc ), aged 38 years, 
native of Mlngpo, at 10 a*n* on the 27-11-36, was 
located by D.S. Craig, U.S* I. Cta Chi Hoang and C*D*S* 
320, at House 28, Lane 78 YUenfong Bead, where ho resides

Interrogation of Wong Mai Dong failed in any way 
to asaociate bin with thia crime •

He ia at present eeployed end has been for the 
past 3 years ia the Ming Bwa Teashop and Theatre, 4M 
East Seward load* Ke has easy frtonda esployed ia ths 
Jardine A Matheson river boats* It to also known to
détectives that he is a nosey-lender - this ha denied* 

It is obvions the sender of the letter desired to
involve his fbr an ulterior active*

Witnesses Koh Ah Liang ( N ) and Li Ong Ping 
< ) were again questioned on the 26-11-35, this
led to the questioning of two private riesha coolies, 
sanely Tsang Ah Doo ( ) and Zia Kya Byisn (
and a cook nswMd BO Sing Zai who are «ployed
at lo. 2? Hong Loh Li, and sleep together with Li Ong 
flag in a loit in lo* 10 long Loh Li, nothing of interest 

was unearthed*
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The Une of reasoning was that, as the pistol, «mA 

la the crise, was feond behind the watciMan's het in th* 
Fong Loh Ll9 Which la the hut of Id Ong Fing, « parson 
desirous ta Involve Id Ong Flag la the crime, had placed 

the pistol there* The Motive iter the «rise still being 
net known, It ana reasoned that Id Ong Fing any have had 

an affair with either a sweetheart or a wife of eons non, 
also enployed la the Fong Loh Id ar its onvirom.

M thia eoaneetie* Wei Kyi an* ), alios
Wol Ah Sen ( ), aged 39 years, native of ZauWhlng,
enploywd la the Keeblo Oardens as a private watehran end 
«weeper, was questioned. However, nothing w?a fortheera 
ing to suggest any Motive.

Dy on artlfloe nothed the Jackets of Koh Ah Liang, 
Li Ong Flag and eel Kyi Zeng wore obtained firon then,*0, 
«hleh F.6. SOO Formates applied a toot for nitrate.

The Jackets of Idas Ong Fing and Koh ah Ling proved 
negative, whilst a positive remit was Obtained ibon the 
right sleeve of a bleak coloured Jacket worn by Wei Kyi 
Zag underneath a bine coloured Jacket*

A elide was prepared fins the residue of the test 

and F.B. Ferrantes sWbadtted it to Dr. F. KnpfSr of the 

Kate Anerlem Drag Co., Factory Laboratories, terd load, 
Who testât it and stated it wee positiva.

vei Kyi Zang stated that this particular Jacket an 

went to bin by his rather new la trashing, hsvligi bran
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brought by an aant of Ma, mmed Wei Tong So (-^ 2- )

residing at 10. 19 Sengln heed. We gave the 
the annt'a arrival in Shanghai on or about tbe

«Sate of

and that he obtained the Jacket from her on ex*
14-ivas, 
rbent the

i

17-U-36.
without the knowledge of the enquiry Wei Tong S® was 

located at 3*10 p«n« on the î?7-ll-35 and brought to 
Songkow Station by Crdg, CJD.X. Wei Xyung Fbh and 
C«D«S« 100.

The result of she being interrogated proved without 
doefet that the statnoent of Wei Kyi some woe true, eud 
the black eoloured jacket, ehlah she identified from among 
twelve other similar Jeeteta, we not in Shanghai ehen 
thio erime we eomnitted»

Continued efforts en the part of t.S«lh «Crowther,
BeFhoe, Che Chi Huang, 3.S. Craig, CJ>.Se* m9 IBS, 330, 
C«D«Ca« 152 end 330, hnve fhlled to obtain any definite 
information.

Seekers, rlesha eeeliea, wtetem md anriho net in 
the Oinwoll Mead his trie t hove been soltoited.

C.P.CS' 2864 and £001 (plain elathae dnty) hrve alee 
failed to neat or fain any InCeraatlon as regarde the amah 
who reported to then an the night of the

On the afternoon of S7«1U3S, at the S.b.Q. «C««s 

office a revleed statement was taken fton fthnjo Kam, alias

J-

■

:

F
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KejolM, by D.u. InWpratad by C.A. str. j^washina

In the premnoe of the tmJ Mr. Uyehara, A.C.F.

(Jap^meae). Qmtiom were al^o put to Mcycku by j

Mr. Uyehenu \

With refbretwe to Otte Sekai, who ws tbrnerly | 
employed in the Kp*w C®fe, 27 Eel Me Li, 9t£ |

Ssechmm Read, end past "staaûy” of ths dsceaawtf Xidee | 
W^kaywAf It hr» been arrcngcc by bx • with the !

Ccnuml General fbr «Tapen» thet enqairfe© will t>« neâe •
by the Vagesekl Fol tee a» Chito'e aeeoeietioa
with H14ee W^keywe or «ny other person in pirtlcilar. r 

Sn^t.tries proceeding.
Attached, otateoenU 3 (Re/iseÆ Ilsyoko, Ysi r.yl 

tong and Wet ®o»5
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Movements of rcamEii H. Ki ta upon leaving the 

barracks for a second time cn the 9/11/36.

At about 2 p.m. on the 9/11/35, seaman Kita left 

the barracks for the ITsval Club in Killer Road, proceeding^ 

by N. Azechuen and Raining Roads, arriving there at about I 

2.30 p.m. He read books until 4 p.m. and later had I

dinner. Intending to spend the night in the club he |

bought a bed ticket, and then read books until about 8 p.J<’ 

At this tine he found the club was too noisy so decided 

not to sleep there, and left at about 8.10 p.m. and went 

to the Nidoriya Restaurant on Raining Road and ate some 

rice chkes. At about 8.25 p.m. he left this restaurant 
for the barracks, walking along North Szechuan Road and 

Darroch Road. Arriving near the Yakko Restaurant on 

Darroch Road, he observed two or three persons standing 

on the roadway between 20 and 30 metres ahead of him.

Dogs were barking, and he thought there was a fight 

among Chinese. Upon arriving at the scene, to hie surprise 

he found his comrade (H. Wakayama) lying on the road.

He raised the upper portion of Wakayama’s body end shouted 

to him saying "Do mt worry, you ere alright" however, 

there was no response from Nakayma . Realising that it 

was serious, seaman H. Kita rushed to the N.L. Party 

Headquarters and reported to an adjutant on duty, and a 

N.C.O. In charge of the guard.
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It has been ascortained by D.S.I. Nakamura, the 

sailor Who was instructed by the sentry to go to th* 

scene on Dsrroch Road and investigate, is 2nd Class 

Herman Saburo Tsuzaka, 8th Company 4th Battalion.

Commander Yasuda informed D.S.Ï. Nakaimra, this 

sailor’s movements prior to meeting the sentry, has no 

bearing on the mui-der. he being one of the many blue

jackets returning from liberty shortly after 9 p.nu on 

the 9/U.^I.
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With reference te th* Inference el tae ./£. of P.» 

in aoona«ti*u with Mar/ 7» further eu^ulriec oeve to*ua 

wade by U.S. I. MaJounara» ».«• Xgvurài aud j.s. auaukhwu, 

Japanese Consular Police» and th* folle«log han been 

a seer tai nod.

Th* girl» M*yoko» ha* no speeds! eu*. j
tlth r*f****** t* th* ri*« ***** stated to nav* I 

h*** *arri*d by th* d*«*nsed at th* sla* a* wa* shot» it 

h»a been learned fro* Lieut. Ouaadr. Odawar* that th* 

bundl* found at th* seen* of orine aoatained riie oak**»

Regarding th* a*v*n*nts of aeaearn a À ta, who la said 

t* have told th* «entry that seaaone was lying ou th*

Darroob Hoad» a*d afterwords ran into th* J • Li. L. Party 

and mad* a report» and one other «aller who* th* «entry 

ie said to have told to prone** to Oarrooh Hoad on h* 

approaching the barraeks at about 9 p.a. ou the 9/11/3&» 
Haut. Conradr. udawara atatad h* would forward a wrlttM | 

reply as the sailors war* out on exeroin*.

Liout. wOM&dr. Odawara also abated to D.a.I. 

yakauura that h* had personally read th* latter sddr****< 

to aeauan Aoki and that it did **t **ataia anything 

relevant to th* **•* under lnv*«tigatie*.

F/rther to th* wo voient* of Mid** Maka/iaan prior 

to being ehot. A* w*e du* back from epeoial leave at 

7 a.a. *n th* lO/U/»» but had th* *pti*n *f returning 

hr U p«B« a* th* 9/U/tù if ha a* d**ir*d in order t*
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save the expsaiLw of ledging cutride. Hfe snvomnto 

between Uw line left Ko. f? Mel Me 14, i.e. damt 
ü e«m. on the 9-11-36, arid t?>e tlis ho returned to the 

rnrraoks» l.n. rtxnit 1.1 cuite» imve proved

abortive* Aise, 'ns «novonento between £.40 p.su on the 

St» 11-31»» >bleh tier fee left the barrack», «nd 8 p**« set 

the evA« «late, are 'lav unknown.

Tt will ba noted, Vejrofco* in her etatewmt sentions 

that «idee UikwyatMi, whilst dressing in her roost on the 

<>f the mid that he wee going to tooaung

Wood to have n new gX^en prat in his wrist »?eteh, which 

had Iwokea the night previous. In this oomiection 

T/Ù.S. 121 Idu^i acd J.z>,C. 161 Tanaka have visited the 

■mdemcntloned wstehwker’w and repair shops frequented 

tn Japaaose seilore, but enquiries failed to reveal angr 
indication W4- ths deceased had visited *ny of those 

rhots ob the morning of the \5-ll-36. However* it web 

learned HMw V «m the Pl-S-SO visited Bo. 3©< 

loosing load «hen he hed his w-toh repaired.

laioeide 3M WeoMn* Bead
tiigagoaonwya toosong Bead
Oda Xoto tM Selni^i hoed
Àaano Yoke 316 Chapoo Bead
Hfrata ShokS
bljraaass & Co. 
fttkasawa d Co. 
kcx Lea d <ons

Boom Baod 
36K Boone Bond

Wei Kyf 
bhiag ô<x» «isng

W Millar Bead 
STB Voooung Bead 
KL? Beoeaag Boa* 
307 weoawng Bead.

p.su
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V>ith reference to the anonymous letter, dated 
18/11/35, addressed to the Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
and handed to D.S.I. Nakamura on the 20/11/35, D.S.I.s.

' I Crowther, McPhee and C.D.S. 320, at 6.30 p.m. on the * ■ 
20/11/35 with the assistance of the North Szechuen Road 
Police Station (Constable 2404), proceeded to Lane 189, J 
House 34, Chen Chun Road. The house was found to be om 

of a row of houses, Where persons of the middle class 
Chinese dwell.

Enquiries were made at House 34, and the party were | 
met by Woo Z Ling ( subject of the anonymous lett- s
er. Woo Z Ling rents two rooms on tin ground floor, a 
front room used as a general living rows and a back room 
used as a bedroom. He lives with his wife and one son. j

Constable 8404 S.P.S.Buroau made a search of these |
two room in the presence of Woo Z Ling, D.S.Is. Crowther, j 
McPhee, and C.D.S. 320, but nothing of an incriminating 
nature was found, or anything that suggested an interest | 

in the murder of Nakayama. j
Woo Z Ling willingly attended the North Szechuan 5 

Road Police Station, and later with Constable 2404, P.S. 
Bureau, case to the office at Hongkew Police Station. |

Between 8 p.m. and 12 m.n. on the 20/11/38 a state
ment was taken from him by D.S.Is. Crowther, McPhee and S. 
Chu Chi Huang. \ >
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There is nothing to suggest that he was concerned

in this crime, and owing to his past, and his present 
position in life, it would appear he is the victim of | 
spite. J ‘

Woo Z Ling returned to the Worth Szechuen Road j 

Police Station, S.P.S.Bureau, at 1 a.nu on the 21/11/35. |
IThe deputy of the Officer i/c of the said station : 

stated, Woo Z Ling’s movements would ho watched in the 

future. It was also learned Woo Z Ling is known to the 

personnel of the North Ssechuen Road Police Station, as 

he is an old resident, of Chan Chun Road.

The undermentioned private ricaha coolies have
f 

been Interrogated by D.S, Craig, J.D.Ss. 51, and 131,

J.D.C. 151 and C.D.Ss. 188 and 320. All of then denied 

being in the vicinity of Darroch Road and Fong Loh Li 

on the night of the Ô/11/35, or at about 9 p.m. sane date.

Tong Kyung Hsing S.M.C. Lie. No. 8648,

employed at 147 Darroch Road.

Kyi Ah Nyi ( S.M.C. Lie. No. 9364 employed

at 109 Darroch Road.
Loh Tshung San S.M.C. Lie. No. 11226

employed at ISA Darroch Road. /

Vong Tseng Dza ( S.M.C. Lie. No. 4823,

employed at 270 Yue Chin Li off Darroch Road.
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L. * *

Zau Yoh T« ), S.M.C. Lie. No. 8327, employed g
at 185 Darroch Hoed.

Tong Tub Ka ( ), S.M.C. Lie. Ho. 9393,
employed at 24 Darroch Road.

Lee Ah Nyi — ), S.M.C. Lie. No. 2727, employed 

at 266 Yue Chin Li off Darroch Road.

San Ah Foh S.M.C. Lie. No. 6064, employed
at 36 Darroch Road.

*
Poo Ah Kung (AW), S.M.C. Lie. No. 5068, employed,

! 
at 27 Darroch Road. Î

Sung Yoong Liang ()^£i >> S.M.C. Lie. No. 10884, 

employed at 2 Ming Tufa Fong, off Darroch Road.
Tseng Ah Doo ( )» S.M.C. Lie. No. 6682, |

employed at 27 Fong Loh Li off North Szechuan Bead.

Zia Kya Lu ( ), S.M.C. Lie. No. 6682,
employed at 27 Fong Loh Li, off North Szechuan Bd.

Taung Ah Nyi ( 3- ), S.M.C. Lie. No. 3482, -
employed at 25 Darroch Road.

Tsai Hong Shan S.M.C. Lie. No. 3714,
employed at 103 Darroch Road.

Vong Kyung Plan ( S.M.C. Lie. No. 4914,

employed at 51 Darroch Road.
Lee Nyoh Kwoi At), S.M.C. Lie. No. 9352, 

employed at 24 wing On Terrace, off North Szeehuen 

Road.
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A check of the following garages in as follows»- ! 
Ford Hire Service, North Szechuan Road Station, 

entrance to the Keeble Gardens. \

M/Car Lie. Ho. 12281, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 6526, 

Zor Ah Ling. Left station at 8.50 p.m. 9/11/35, for Hai ‘ 
Alai Auditorium. Passengers, five male Japanese - all were 

foreign styled clothing. Were seen to enter the Auditorium 

by the chauffeur.
M/Car Lie. No. 12407, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 3087, 

Zau Zung Foh. Left station at 8.50 p.m. 9/11/35, for 

Canidrome. Passengers, one male and one female Chinese, 
both wearing Chinese dress, were seen to enter Canidrome 

by chauffeur.

M/Car Lie. Ko. 12357, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 2744, 
Vu Yung Kung. Left station at 8.60 p.m. 9/11/35, ftor 

Avenue Edward VII near The Bund. One male foreign passenger 

wearing light coloured suit and light coloured overcoat, 

spoke English.
M/Car Lie. Ho. 12277, driver C.M.F. Lie. Mo. 2884, 

Zsu Ah Foo. Left station at 9 p.m. 9/11/35, for Canidrome. 

Passengers one male and one female Chinese. Both seen to 

enter Canidrome by chauffeur.
M/Car Lie. Mo. 12356, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 1663, 

Ku Liu Kung. Left station at 9.15 p.«. 9/U/36, for 

Canidrome. Passengers one fenale and one malt foreigners. ,
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M/Car Lie. So. 12317, driver C.M.F. Lie. Mo. 15096, 

Tseu Nyi Fao. Left station at 9.15 p.m. 9/11/35, for 

Siccawei Convent. Passenger, one Chinese female.

M/Car Lie. Ho. 12385, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 1816, 

Li Fob Zeu. Left station at 9.40 p.m. 9/11/35, for Avenue 

Road and Ferry Road corner. Passenger, one male Chinese, 

wearing foreign styled dark coloured overcoat, spoke 

Shanghai dialect.

Kung Woo Garage, Worth Szechuan Road, opposite 

Darroeh Road.

M/Car Lie. No. 18246, driver fecMuB. Lie. Ho. 9592, 

Lung *h Z. Left garage at 8.45 p.m. 9/11/35, for Hanking 

Theatre. Passengers, 2 males and 2 fatale Chinese. Vers 

seen to enter theatre by chauffeur.

M/Car Lie. Ho. 18886, driver Lie. Ho. 4416, Woo 

Tsung Ping. Left garage at 9.30 p.m. 9/11/35, for JoffPO 

Terrace. Particulars of passengers could not be obtained 

from the chauffeur or the garage.

Wing On Garage, Worth Ssechuen Road near Fong Loh Li.

M/Car Lie. Mo. 18098, driver Lie. Mo. 10808, Tsu 

Loo Ping. Left garage at 8.40 p.m. 9/11/35, for Rue 

Admiral Boyle. Passengers, 5 Chinese, one male two 

females and two children.

M/CaT Lie. Wo. 18100, driver Lie. Wo. 6788, Zoe » 

Fob. Left garage at 8.46 p.«. 9/11/35, for Route de Say
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Zoong. Passengers, two female Chlnena

M/Car Lie. No. 18103, driver Lie. Re. 6338, Loo

Ching Foo. Left garage at 9.S6 p.T>. 9/11/35, for the

Shingetsu Kadan Restaurant, Fiangwan. Road. Car hired bjr

telephone. Passengers, one female and 3 male Japanese, 

wearing foreign styled clothing. Passengers entered ear

at ths restaurant and Instructed the chauffeur to drive

Kashing Road where one of* the males alighted, then

to Thome

Continued

Road near Dlxnell Road where the female alighted, 

to Fashing Roid near Woosung Road where one

more male alighted, then to Wooevng Road near Yühnng Road

where the last male alighted

All the chauffeurs have been questioned hut nona

of them noticed anything of a

to any of the passengers

Further enquiries, have

continued at all Chinese maid

suspicious nature attached

been made and &re being

servante employment bureaux.

Nightly, detectives have visited the vicinity of

the crime but no information has been obtained.
Attached are statements of J.P.C. 173, J.P.S. 61

Woe Z Ling «nd that of Mr. Z. Teksoka taken by the Japanese! 
Consular Police on the 10/11/35. Also attached»translation !

of anonymous letter,

D.D.O."C*»



Translation of the anonymous letter addressee to 
the Japanese Kaval Landing Party---

With reference to the shooting tf the Japanese sailor, named 

Bides Wakayama, attached to the Japanese Waval Landing Party, which 

took place at 8.45 p.m. on the 10-11-35, I hog to report that this 

crime was instigated by one named Woo Z Ling, a notorious loafer, 
formerly employed as a bodyguard by someone residing in the Trench 

Concession. This man is the leader of a gang of loafers and is 

known to be in possession of a pistol.
About 6 or 7 months after he lost his Job, he felt he was in 

great difficulty. He therefore gathered together his followers and 

made arrangements to murder Japanese marines.

Woo B Ling has a bicycle and he rode same out to Darroch Road, 
Worth Szechuen Road, Bong Chi Road, Chapei, to scatter rumours that 
there would a big fight in the near future to the residents.

Only throe days after they had definitely planned to murder 

Japanese marines, Hides Wakayama was leaning against a wa’’’ sleep

ing, when a crowd of loafers arrived with their leader. Woo Z Ling. 
Woo drew out his pistol and fired at Wakayama. They then made 

good their escape. The next day they wont around Scott Road, 
Hung Tong Li, 8s Dah Li and Worth Ssechuen Road to scatter the 

rumour. Wakayama was* shot on the loth and the residents of the 

above places evacuated from nth to 14th. The nain hope of the 

loafers was to scatter such rumours and cause people to remove, so 

that they would have the opportunity to steal money and clothing.
Woo Z> Ling is a habitual gambler and his present business is 

extortion. X therefore ask that the Japanese Waval Officers will 
put this man Woo under arrest at once.

If you want to arrest him, you had better & to his home at 

7 p.m. Be is residing at Wo. 34, Lane 189 Chan Chun Road and 

the following is his description.

Tat strong build, round face, hair cut short, has a 

cataract on his loft eye.

Xf you do not get rid of this man, X believe more cases of 

a similar nature will be perpetrated in the near future.

Xf you are going to arrest him do not send men in uniform, or



he will lamedlately abscond, so please be careful»

When you get rid of this man, no such eases will ever 

happen again in the Hongkew District»

Dated 18-11-35.
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Vita reference to the questionnaire free the

A/C of 9 forwarded by Um s.f.O.. the undersigned on the 
instructions of D.».<FC* instructed J .©.8. 131 Xguchi to 
obtain the assictanee of the Japanese Consular Police 
and request Shnjo Bara, alias Meyoko, to attend the
B.9.0.  *C*’s office so that the pointe raised in the 
questionnaire could bo gone Into»

J«9.8o. 131 Xguehi and 81 Bom* obtained ths 
assistance of D.8. Bmkaea of the Japanese Consular 
Police. ©.8. Swanks» did not deem it necessary far
the vltaees to attend the ©.P.O. *C*’s office» but at

'^ihi

10.13 aau on the 10-11-33 ho aoecnpanlod JU).8s. Igashi 
and Hasue to the Kono Cafe» «o. 8? Mel Me Li, off lorth 
Ssochsen Road, and in their presence questioned Moyoko.

The following has been oubmittod in writing Ry 

D.3. Ignohi.
limn to question (1) s- lo thio Oho replied 

that she van unable to point out any definite person 
oho dept with her previously. She denies having any 
regular visitor. In thio conMcti» it oust bo motioned 
that no outside», other than bluejackets, an aliened 

on the promis». the locality being regularly patrolled 
by Mwai Petrels. The premises a» regularly closed far 

the sight at 11 p.n. and the girls a» aside*, if over, 
permitted to leave the establish*»*. MUs Ma» denies 
haring any paramour outside, and this statement has bee*

■ ;?.ï <£•

A-
*
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substantiated by independent inquiries nude outside and 
also from Mr. Orita, the proprietor.

Answer to question (2) Xt is evident that Hakayaa* 

did not anticipate any trouble with anyone by sleeping 
with Mies Bar*. Uw was the only girl available when he 
visited the eotabliahaent. Xt will be seen fro* her 
statement that originally he did not ware such about 
sleeping with her, and therefore ho first invited her 
to go with hi* to ths restaurant to haw something to eat. 
The girl, however, refused by raying that a* oho had no 
business that night she preferred to remain. and only 
coneented to leave when Xakayana assured her that ho would 
engage her for the night. According to Japanese custon*. 
it is regarded as a bad etiquette to change a girl each 
tine one visits licensed promises. and a careful psycho
analysis of Japans sc teaperaaent is necessary for an 
Occidental to appreciate thio lino of reasoning peculiar 
to Japanese. The feat that Mahayana asked Miso Hara not 
to mention to other girls about his visit oast not bo 
taken so seriously. Ho merely said that to avoid being 
teased by other girls. Xt is true that his paramour was 
no longer 1* Shanghai, and ho was at liberty to go with 
any other girls if he so wished, but since he is so well 
known to people in this establishment he could not help 
feeling embarrassed when going with another girl.

Mr. Orita. ths proprietor of the Koan Cafe, gave
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very good opinion about Hakayaam «ho he stated was sober 

and steady young nn,

J.b.S. 51 Hasuo at 11 a.n. on the 13-11-35 inter» 

viewed Lieut. C«mdr. Odawara, Officer of the Guard, at 

the Japanese bavai Landing Party Headquarters from whoa 

he learned the following points.

1. The Haval Landing Party Headquarters was first ;
notified about the incident at about 9 p.au on the 9-11-35 ; 
by a 2nd class seanaa naned Kita, who returned to the 

barracks via Barroeh Read, fie also spoke to the sentry 

standing at the entrance of Bairoeh Road to whoa he stated 

that semons had been attacked and was lying on Barrack 

Road.
2. The sentry on Sorth Ssechuen Read near Darroeh

Road first heard a report of an explosion and then saw a

Chinese aoah, aged about Id years, wearing Jacket and paste, 
running towards two C.P.Cs. on lorth Ssechuen Road from 

Barroeh Road. This anah spoke to the constables and then 

was soon to load then to Oarroch Road. Soon after thio 

the sentry saw eoanan Kita who told him that there was 
soseone lying injured on Barroeh Read. This sailor 

iMOdiatoly rushed to the J.H.L. Party Headquarters to 

report the affair. Shortly after thio another Bailor 

returning from leave was observe# |y sentry walking 

on Morth Ssechuen Road and proceeding towards the barracks. 

Ro stopped the Bailor and asked him to proceed to Barroeh 
s 8
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Boat and Inquire into the natter.

3. Lieut. Cmntr. Odawara alee» stated Meet 

both a bundle and a letter wore found oa tbs person ef 

the ▼loti*» but was reluctant to divulge the contents of 

tbs letter as it was a private one addressed to seasan 

Mkl.
On the aoming of the 19»U-3t. D.8.X. Xakanwra 

received the pistol need la this crise frost the custody 

of the Japanese Caval Landing PartyUtt 11.30 a.*. It ana 

handed ty n»d»I» Crowther to the Aras Idoatifioatioa 

Section for a re~exaalnatlon.
Op to Ute present the wash otto reported to

C.P.Co.  2991 and 2SM has aot boon located.
further stateaeata (attached) hero been taken 

fro* c.r.ca. 2991 aad SSM.aad F.S. 830 Wilkinson.

B. Ô. 0. •©•
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The nitees* Koh Ah Liang f ) appeared 

before the S.L.D.Court oq the 15/11/35 when a euoueeefal 

application for a rit uf intention was made*

It wae believed from the otatooMSte te hand

that at the time the nurder was exonitted Koh Ah Liang

was actually outside a cigarette and exohange shop

alboated at ho. 93 Jarroch Bond (darner of Darrooh Mead 

*.tfd Jwrrooh lerraue) wulcto shop la kept by £uog hah baa 

( j a ooasia of koh . i Liang.

luis belief was substantiated by the counting

of ooppere - the witness £oh Ah Liang having stated he 

was u canting espoera when ae heard the sen ad of an 

explosion.

It did not sound feasible that he wsuld be

counting ooppers walls! walking la the tong Loh Li near 

the entrance to the north Sscohaen ^osJL. He had stated 

taat between S p.a. and 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 he rent te 

the said olgarette and exohango shop to ohunge 40 osnto 

silver to ooppora, revolving 9A ooppero for the silver 

please tendered «iiich he divided into t^o lots and planed 

in hla Jaoket pooketa. It wan definitely proved ho visited

the shop. During the reoanstruotlcn «f hl* action* after

a/
leaving the exohaihpe shop* Koh Ah Liang valhed slowly 
from the shop aoro^d the Darrooh Road to Jfong Loh 14 io 

ahleh aUeywor *»• pmeedod JOistward keeping to th* Booth
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aid* pavanent until he arrived at the spot whore ha said 

he had heard the explosion - which he had taken for the 

bursting of a tyre • he kept his arm folded across the 

front of hie body with hie hands in the sleeves of hie 

Jrioket. ’jneationed, in which Manner ho walked on the 

9/Ll/<5b he adhered to the fast that he had his arm 

folded as described, from the tine he left the shop, and 

even on his way to the shop he had his arm folded*

This did not agree with the fast that he had told 

a Hrs. Matsobers, who resides at do* Id Sorth fang Loh Li* 

imodlately after the murder, that whilst he was counting 

ooppers, which action he demonstrated with his hands, he 

hen heard the sound of an explosion*

it nas ©eon observed by investigating officers 

that koa La Liang has a tendency to fold bls arm at all 

tines* ïuis habit which is conn an to most JUlusse who 

wear their national elothieg is amt natural and prominent 

in JM»h «h Liang's ease, which has been noticed by Mrs* 

hatsubara curing the tine she has known blau

ùung too Sa wife of the exchange shop

muster had said she had given M coppers in exabango for 

<0 cents silver tendered by hob ah Liang, nuking the 

a iff creme of two ooppers,

owing to the foregoing and the oireumbanoee id 

which hob Ah Liang was placed and those surrounding this
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murder» it was Del lewd he was with-bolding valuable j 
inforoutioo.

firing hie detention he has been re-interrogated 

during the sights of the 14th and 15th Sovester 1935»

de teelive*e assistant was ooufiaed with a La out nothing

h&s been forthoosiug other than hie initial statement» 

which is to the effect that he had arrived at the 2nd 

alleyway in the i’uag Loh 11 frees the lorth Sscehaea Read 

entrance wheti he heard tae sound of an explosion» and 

shortly afteiwards 5 or 4 Chinese anahc whom he does not 

know, jiuae running from the direction of Durroah Road in 

the rang Lot LX tad they told hits that • Japanese eoldier 

had been killed» relieving which he told Kr». Katsubara 

of Na. 1(J s**>rtb fang Loh Li of the cm end. then vent to 

hi** Homo*
An application for Koh mh Lteng*» release tslll be 

made lo the 3. 3.Court on the 18/U/35.

The witness ?oo Chea Ying w*»a sort for *

detectives on the lfi/11/35 but it was learned she left 

Shatj^hSvi for her native ylace in latpe at ? on the 

14/11/35.

Extensive enquiries have been node and are still 

continuing in an effort to locate any publia or private 

rleaha oooliec who according to witnesses JPoo Chan flag 

and Too -lang Woo were near the so one when tho crise ««
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oomattteâ. T'^e Chloe»® who reported ths arise to 

C.P.Ce. 3M4 ar,d 2891 Is felao being sort for - the C.^.Co. 

here been given plein olotnei» duty.

*ew»rd Moticer R% 1396 received on the 14/11/36 

have been posted throughout "C" Pivislou and otrou1ftted 

to all rloch® hongs and p.M././. in Kashing Road Platriot 

and fte breroboe. 200 copie» of these notioos war» alee 

handed to Supt. Heng i/o 5th Division* s.i'.S. Bureau, bjr 

X.% I. EoPhec on the 14/11/38, who stated h» would have 

then olraulfted within hie division.

Th8. Greig during the nights of 15th end isth 

November 1636* vleited the following csberets in ®n effort 

to obtain information* but nothin of velue who obtained.

3t. t»eorgoe - Hue Per® try.

Wft’eetio Cfft * Bubbling well Road.

Moon palace «» .worth hseehuen Road.

Happy 7p»nd «» North hz4ohu«n Road.

Red Rowe «• /nkong Rn»d, Chapel.

Venus * Jokong Road* Oii^pri •

Money*»» 4» h, Pufj-shnon -l uM.

Ambassador 4» Avenue Rduard VII.

7abarin Cafe OR Hua fihn ^ro Ran.

Mew Royal Safe as « o • •

fPleco Cabaret me « » • •
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jfarther enquiries which have been ta

hav« been as-de Msoug food hawkers who resort

\ov-d and Its vicinity,

Thera being & possibility that Kldeo

no mil.

to ÎXrrooh

Saklyas»*

prior to being shot visited * Japanese restaurant situated

i.t 171 Durrooh Hoad. D.S. Hasuo was instructed to sake

enquiries wbeo lie learned fro* Mr» Torhlao bhiaidsu.

proprietor of the said restaurant, that at 

ou the 9/11/35 two J&puoese sailors* tasses

about 6 p.m.

unknown visited

there, they partook of food and drinks and left shortly

after 10 9»u« caae date, they having been recalled to

their barracks due ta the incident

Aoeording to the proprietor these were the only

two Japanese sailors to visit hie restaurant on the day

of 9/11/35.

Woe Ziang Woo io the only witness that

states hs saw a man in dark coloured clothing running froai

the scene of eriae into the Jfdng Loa Li,

neat states she not a Japanese sailor walklag north on

Dnrrooh Hoad on the West side, aoi walking parallel with

the sailor in the seas direction on the snot side of the :f

roadway was a sms wearing dark foreign styled clothing

and a felt hat. colour unknown

Hhe had reached a spot 10® feet (sioaaared) Booth

IS® A®

&
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of tho scene of ariae, this baing $8 feet (aeasured) 

beyond wnero tne sew the Japanese sailor and olvlliaa, 

►hen aha heard the sound of an explosion - upon turning 

round, nnd an meoaa trusted by her* a ri^ht about turn, 

tfhe saw the Japanese sailor lying an the roadway, bat aha 

did not see the civilian again*

The manor in which she states sue turned and 

ieuonstrnotad would naturally bring her first line of 

rtalon on the West side of the read, where Hides Hakayaua 

wan snot* Immediately she saw the Japanese sailor 

lying on the roadway she states she ran into the ting un 

Terrane through a hot water shop, ho. 137 Uarrooh Hoad -> 

a»i although as stated by her, there were many dhineae la 

the hot water chop - she did not apeak to any of them • 

thio would appear unnatural for a person of her position 

in life.

la the ease of woo Hung Woo, ho upon seeing the 

Japanese sailor lying on the roadway and the wan in dark 

coloured clothing run into the Woag 14>h id - immediately 

inforswd Mr. Taiu.oka, who iamedlately wont with Woo Jiang 

doo to whore the sailor wan lying.

The witness Mr. T. Toahida has stated that when ha 

was eery near to the watehnan*s hut in the Wong i*oh l>i 

walking la the dirootion of north bseohuon Hoad, at the 

sane tine pasting hie hisyele he hoard a alight sound
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which he could not place» he them walked en ebioh brought 

h in n fnv ;jat?es the ruccltnjan’a but, when he thought 

of visit to# e. J»p*«*eee sweet shop (bmeri) 00 Mounted Mo 

blayule and returned in ni» traoK» at a speed a little 5 
j 

faster than a walking pace. «hen opposite to <* private . 

hospital he observed * man dressed in e tininess lent? a®**» I 

walking without hurry on the death pavement, the | 

colour of the g awn other taan tout it sue act white - he | 

ou .mot say* "tear lane «<>• 9, be met another man oasrieg 

a Chinese long gown of similar colour to the lirai vqc he 

had seen, also walking east on the -sou th pavement • the aU. 

al*;o appeared to be walking normally.

by this time Î'. loehiea tad given up •»«* iUet. 

of visiting the sweet shop sod had decided tu proaeed 

home via uarroeb dead when he case upon tue susaw of the 

murder.

vi tease ar, ^hlohlro hayaiuuia la a is statement | 

states he left the estera oafs, Sorth o*«aau*a io*u, 

opposite tbs TEexas Hanbury and rutile Louocl for £oys, j
with hi» friend, proceeded towards the J.Ji.l*. isrtj I

barracks and turned aouth into imrrooh ittt «ad tui on the’ 
scene with the kapanese «aller lying ou the roadway, which | 

is only a master of 1 or à minutes walk Irou the ‘Ætora 

unfa, Tnc C.J’.Cs. 2H64 and 3»V1 us abated by thia witness

‘ arrived sisialtHieottaly.
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he hud nut hdfewer hetrd the sound of »n exploetoa, 

before arriving on the soene. Ho also states he did not 

see uny~Wjdy running Aurta in Surruah Hoad.

<ne lew uentliaad tend to subataatlate - |
f 

tue a uc eu eat j of :Uang 1 auB?uuaa» as none of the I 

uLier witnesses neither ^aet aar saw any perooa running

Uie b aerie.

it is possible that tno asj&llout upon entering 

the ^oog ooa Li, tiuk the first allej^t-y on the larth side! 

of song «oh ui, leading Uto the k*. able Garden*, and 

«Merged agaia into tae rvug uah XI by the alleyway *■ llttlel 

uufct of the wa.taun&n*s hut. Ibis xould. account for I

a. ïoehida in not observln.^ poract leading the eoene I 

in a hurried &aauer* 1

inquiries a.e proceeding - gurt-ges ntur the eaene 

af orifiia are being wnecKed. if it ie a ft.ot or net 

that hiueo kukuywnt» sxs currying t parrel -.lon'.ainlng rloe 

sakes, and u letter od ills psrooc uddreaasd to & Japanese 

sailor qauuù Ackl, at the time he ‘><ae shot.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Checking of th# stateaenta obtained from witnesses

in connection with thia oriae revealed many diaorepanoea 

in respect of the statements made by the witness Koh Ah 

Liang ( $1 frT A )•

His own statements and present demeanour leads to 

a strong belief that ho is with-holding valuable infom

ation from the Police officers investigating the murder 

of Hideo Makoyama, a Japanese sailor attached to the 

Japanese Bavai Landing Harty, Shanghai, which was oornait- 

ted at about 9 p.m. on the 9-11-35 on the Darrooh Road, 

by acme person at present unknown.

Owing to the oiroumstanoes which prevail and have 

arisen through this oriae - it is believed that the wit

ness Koh Ah Liang will abscond, therefore a writ of 

Detention will be applied for in the S.S«D« Court on the 

morning of the 15-11-35 to enable further investigation.

D. D. 0. *C*



FM 2 .
g. 40,000^.35 ’ File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. " )

.•c*...»lvl»ipn. .Station, 
REPORT _ _ «...

Date.....^Vf^aM9..V&I9 36.
Subject..............

Made by.......fl»:?t....K«nnedy Forwarded by.

At about 12.15 a.m. cm 10/U/S*» Su pt. Wu and I entered 

and searched the house at the South corner of Darroch Road and 

Pong rx>h Li. This was don© with the pemission of the inmates 

and of Supt. Liang» i/o Sth Division» P.S.B.
The house was inhabited by Dr. Chen and his family* 

■«a of whoa were absent at the Canidrome (fAey were seen to __  ;
—return at 1.30 arfu >V Su^t. Wu ).______________ |

nr. Own appear* • a can of good standing and wi eager | 

♦a Mnaiwt the Plioe» He could not give any information and __  ?
_ Hfttntiw incriminating was found in the house. | 

the position of the cartridge oaee and the nature | 
nt tha bw<m it was obvious the fatal shot could not have been ’ 

—fired^fromthiahouse.| 
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and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. ’

inquiries regarding the actions of the victim prior
to be being abet on the terrech Bend* it bee bee* ascertain 
ed by J.D.S. 131 Iguehl» J.B.S. SI Own», end J.P.C. 33
ooene that he left the teval Landing arty mrrmekw at
12.30 p.m. en the t/ll/M. he having eocial leave thle 
date ee he wan exported te leave for Japan In the »nr t

future. He then proceeded te the Japanese Naval Club 
situated at Mo. 403 ruler head. Ho loft thio address at f

about 4 P.m. and returned te the Naval Landing nrty 
Barsaeko. At 4.40 p»m. he again left the barraoko and not 
until about 3 p.m. his actions osa bo learned. At about 
3 p.a. ho slotted an establishment of aawwoment fw 
Ja anose Naval nan» known an the •Balgetsu* situated at 
Vo. 33 Vol Mo lee near Vong Hang Bridge» Berth Sseohuon 
Hoad» O.o.L.. willed» place Is under the naaagonmt of one 
mused Mrs. T. Vatekura. At thio place he had an Idin 
conversation with a Japanese fswnle nous* Moye Sasaki for 
about 30 minutes, he did not appear to bo under the 
influence of alcohol, and Mo demeanour uno quite nornal.

Ho left thio place and at about 3.30 p*m. he visited 
Bo. 37 in the osmo alleyway which smioeniwit plane Is known/ 
an «Ko w*. under the nenagonent of Br. K. orlta. in tMa I 
place ho spoke to a fewnle caned shiyo Hara» and although | 

oho acted bin to «W overnight» ho left about 13 wdnotoo
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after lia Ind entered, saying he would he in hmoka ty 

9 p*n. Thia would be about B*dO p.m. Ha was last Men 

walking alone out of the *Ko Ü* establishment. from Jlo.fi», 

Wei we Lee to the Japanese fiaval Landing Mrty at a slow 

gait is about 20 minutée walk. Zt has not been ascertained 

if he was not by nay omen after leering the latter 

address.
Between Jfiurah and September this year, he frequently 

riel ted the «Ro W establishment, to see a female named 

Chits sakayo - this fenale left Shnngimi for Jason on the ■ 
30/9/3S. J

It is not known whether or not ho has had trouble 
with any pereon in the past • haring been etationediin 

Shanghai for over two years*
Baring the morning of ths ItydLl/M nine food 

wonders whs are known to frequent the Bameh hood were 

questioned at Mxwell fiend Polios Station but no Infow 

tion was obtained • they denied knowing anything about ths 

shooting* three private riosha ooolioa located on the 

Darroch Hoad were alee questioned with a similar result*
It was learned on tits 1^1/M the Japanese Military 

felloe were questioning an alleyway cleaner employed in 

the long Loh Li* At about 9 p.m. on the 1^11/M J.O.S. fit 

memo brought this am named Koh Ah Liang ( te

Mxwell Read Station - the Japanese Xlli^sry felloe having
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honied hint over*
A statanent» atte«h«d| wa taken fron hi» By 

D.8.I. Crowther»
At 8 P»®» on the UZU/SS on the iaetructiens of 

the ©.9.*C* the witneoo Koh Ah Lians with to* tang tah g 
tan ( *£ ) the oener of a cigarette and exchange stop |

situated at Mo. >3 tarrooh anad wae taken ta the acene j 
vg orient where interrogation of these two witnesses with |5 
zwng tah Staa’e wife» nautol iung woo ! wan i

conducted tgr Lieut, (tamender Ynstos» those present were 

Mr» fajlna, taC.P. (Japanese)» D.O.*C*» D.fi.O»*C* and 
j Japanese Coaeular Police officials» this questioning

following a reconstruction of the witnesses actions lasted 
until 1 a.n. on the 1VX1/M. A tapasses nsnsd Tcukasa 
Yoshida alee gave an aosount of tant ooonrrod when he to 
la i’s Fong tab Li on the ni^it of the g/Xl/ta.

Between 1 a.», and S ata. on the MAV*8 a ftottar ! 

stateMot was taken ky supt. Conduit, ©.D.O.«C« fm Koh 

Ah Liang» and etatoaenta wore taken fran ». Tsukasa 
Yoshida» tang ta Sung ant tang too 8s of Ro. 98 tarrock 
Bonds Id eng Mag ( <>l^)e private watatann 9g the Mg 

Loh L1» and Koh Lee ta» wife of Kwh Ah Liang.

fto witness to Oton Ying ( )• asntioMd in
J ■ . ■■ ’

Diary 8 sheet 1» fails te Identity witness see Slang woo» 

■entiemd in Diary 1 shoot 8» She having stated in her .

j ' ■ ■ ■ < w;'-? _JA J J-.
i............. -...... - - __________ ___ ■.

■IltvlO

I ? .$p... ' :
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otatanent that she observed a ahoemker emerge frees the y 
fiarroch Terrace after seeing th* sailor lying on the road. 1 

StM further stated aha had seen the ahoe-mhor on previous £
ooeaeions. wee ziang Woe la a ahoo- wntar by Meads.

At B*1S >*n* on tide Supt. Conduit*
took a further atatamt free W. Teukaea Yoshida. . \ 1 

Statements era now being chookod and all sources of I 
inf ormtlon are being utilised. |

A ssessago was circulated by teleprinter at 5.OT
on the 1VX1/3S asking that enquiries be nads at all 1 

oublie riesha hongs in an effort to locate say ocoUs that 

nay haw been la the vicinity between 8.46 p.m. and
9.1» p.m. on the »/ll/56.

Statemonto of Koh Ah Liang taken hr Zung
Pah Sun, Zung Woo Sa> Koh Loe Sa and W. Toubts Yoshida 

forwarded on Mie turning of the lyll/i».
utatonent of Koh Ah Liang taken by D.8.I. Crowther*

1 '•

further one of Mr. T. Yoshida taken by D.».o.*c«, Li eng

2faV* and those forwarded by the Japanese Military Belloo

attached.

JMUO.*C»

- W-C ■?:
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
M t.40 a.*. 181 sad 1*3 hronght

tn Wn station »•
fa «an Zing ago 38 roars* «obeoi» tV'voaver

as* it laag iheag Lee* uaoog £• Sing head» Qhagei 
voog Seing Tuh ( «g» 34» Aeheei*

od» to. It tang Khom X«Mt toong Ho Sing Road, I 

OmmoI» I
U ft» Va )t ago Aatarai* u/ananployed»

So. 12 xaog <bom Loe» uocag Ho slog Bead» Oh*» i 

rel
ease they had arrested oo the Sarroeh toad for loitering* I

ÜW traders igned» a*S*5* T4 and G*9*3* ttd qpeottoned 
the Moyeeta vbea it was «remained that the lot oaaed 
eon the orner of a small waving nlll la Chapel*

The 2nd and 3rd named are nephew and cousin respeot* 
insty of ths 1st aaarad» nod arrived la htrangnai earl/ I 

thia month from Anhwei» via tenting*
At the tino of their arrest ttray wore oo their sag 

tn Yongtsegoa to Interview a friend named «a fa Mag 
)• antlered in a gotten nill* io the bags that hd . 

oomld troanre anrlornoat far then*
the stat snoots of the throe earn ehooM and nothing 

mrarUlouo in their stories ana hrwgbt to light*
Bpeolal sraraeh» sa» «are infoomed sad u*a.X» tferaa 

and US.X. gee Yoe «nag attended the station sod further
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questioned the three »en. ho evidence to thow their 

association with radicals or anti-uaverwaent parties was 

procured and they were finally released at about 4 .

13-11-35. «

The Japanese «aval Landing Party, who were aware of 

the arrest of these sen, were informed and expressed their *. 

satisfaction with Municipal Police enquiries.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Mtsoellaneons repars *o. XU/&» D.ftâ., now foras 

fLâMft la^SJUBâA—______
In essp«eS of tiw oltwooWoo Xteag *o» ( ).

v>ao».’o ï rlfîca etatepent has already becs forwarded. tes 
.os first 41WEtinned ty Craie, C.ü.c. 119 and Clerk 

Ciii Xoong Shou ( ), lu th* preeeoee ©f J.D.®. SI
liasus uïtg J.2.C. 93 Osano. he stated, after tee heard 
toe report of «4». rjrplo-lon he raw one J*p*ne*ti ««idler 
runslug i&i& into the Forv; Loh 1.1, end another lying ca 

Uw itarrtMtéi ï.oiid.
Tùl« in at variant»» with his written staftewnt.
it ùm teen arranged that another stateiwnt win be 

token fruut tiiiô ■eltsm'ts 'ey Su;t* Conduit. 3.TJ.O. •(!*, on 

tm ik-u»sn.
<t3 9 a.w. en ti>ô & telephone -^as^e

vss received at febts station frat lacut. Cosuander XaeuAt. 
•tatiteg their MUlte-gy -’olise UM located a female wt* 
woe belX«Tsd tu Ev the ftn&lr that reported to C.P.C.e 
SSV1 and tSSi cn the eight at tee 9-11-36 that a wui w 
lying on the herrech hood» Liaut. asmOr, Tetrads roQueat*» 
•d that S.M. PolUa Offioers ahoald «tteeS ths aaese of 
the saurder at 9.30 a.a. <mi the 11-U-SS. so that they 
eoold edtneee ths foiMls give her nnlM of ths affair*

A*c*f* Uyehara. Vsopt* Kaaeal. S*X. Bateher. o*S* 
Craig and J*D*S. SI SMae attended ths scene*

Japanese «mal Umdiw forty eonsiated of Lient.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Cownâr. Yasuda and staff attending the teens, bownr, 
the Military Pause were unable to ^rodnoe the renal* 
witness, they stating she had ran away.

Jtarteor enquiries MMg Japanese residents in th* 
Vong Xsh 11 and its vieiaity by detectives attetehed tn 
this station resulted la an ash naaed Zea Zung 8* ( )
being located at no, Mid north dseehuen Road* this osait 
gave information which led to the finding of a tonale 
witness neaed Poo Chau Ying ( ) at W, 10 SÿiW Slag
U ( ), 8s Ching Road ( )• Chapel,

this witness with th* ©**op€ration of the Publie 
Safety Rares» ass brought to this station share a state* 
seat ans taken. She states, on the nlgnt of th* 9-U*88 
she arrived outside a hot ester shop on Parroeh Road, this 
aeassred was 108 fest South of where th* pool of blood san 
foaad. Just before ah* arrived at this *yot, MMSored 
88 feet fs«* Ro. ltd Rarresh Road, ah* mt • sails* 
(Japanese) and a civilian, ths latter aha csasst describe 
other than test he can wearing a foreign styled salt, dark 
colour, and s felt hat, colour af which she doo* not lease. 
Th* Japanese sailor eb* state* as* walking Barth os the 
Best side of Rarroch Road, tbs eivllte* an* walking Mi 
th* Rast site af RarraSh Road in the sane dirsetiea a* Mm 
sail**. The witness walking in th* mates of tee read 
la a doatberaly direction passed betwoMi the civilian and 
sailer, Meordlng to this witness tes sails* and
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eiriXiaa were pnraXXel te oach otter «ten ate puied 
U iwoon tten.

Ob arririag ao otated oataide tte hot water step ote 
heard tte mate of an explonltHi, ate in—dtetely tar—d 
rente ana —w tte Japaaaoo nailer lying an tte roadway, 
he—r, ate did not —e tte eiriliaa.

At d p.a. an tte 1X-1X-3B, water tte —parrinioa 
of tte D.D.O. thia vitneao at tte —a— gnaw ter 
—ion for tte tenaflt of tte lapa— Iteal landing 
Party. Thooe pre—nt worn, Co—hr. Oteugi, Meut, tenter 
Hooten.

Otte— p—neat wara. Chief Inapt. ftenyona ate Inapt, 
rwi—aa ad tte Japa— Cananlar Poliee» tergt. Mntnte. 
/•Molino, ate ar. tyeteia» A.C»>« (fapanaaa).

A photograph «• also taken ty a photographer of tte 
Japanaao BawaX Landing Party of tte pooitioa team ate 
panned tte Bailor and eiriliaa «Allot walking Baath a* 
Bnrreeh Rote, tte —iler teing ontetitnted W Bergt. 
Matote and tte eiriliaa ty another fapa— oiwiXiaa 
Créante in foreign olotteo oho «m praoaat. Tte peoltian 
tte fenale nitneoa took ay * little Sant of tte 
eeotra of tte roadnay - <yaite oloso to tte ohtetitwteA 
eivilian. Thin neaeladed tte dananetratite of tte 

witnoM’o aotieno • tte teiag felt p.«.
On tte night of tte «order» nt 0.88 p.n. B»11«M, 

a eaXX wao rent throng* «**• •*»*<*> regnant-
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
tog that an anhulanec 1» sent to Kiangmn Road and Suna

Road earner re aa assault casa»

8.X. butcher «as aa the scene whrn the Fire Brigade 

inteilnnoe arrived • the victim had hr this tim Seen . 
reanmd ta the Japamov flsval lauding I’arty hospital. |

S.X. Butobev Ififwwi the staff of the asfaalanM ta thia 

effeat* aa they returmd to their station»

At <«30 p.ra. on the li-ll-^S. « funeral eerosMMy 

uaa hold aa the tody of the Coeeaaod sails* at tto 

Ssadeuarterc •t the Japanese Bavai landing Barty. Gapt. 

Kaaas^r* and Mr. Uyehara, A.C.B. (dapaaeasj

attended.

MtMhad arc statemats of Fea Chea Xlag» G.P.GS. 
&8M and Mdd. Ia

Flan drawn ta seals of Japanese and Chimes 8.X.
3 

Faltas heats severing ths scene of crim sad its visinity I 

forwarded. *

Fr^rrrr’c* j

Officer i/o Special Branch.
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' RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Shootlag of a Japanese Bailor on Darroch Road,

At 8.30 p.m. on the 10/11/38» under the 

supervision of the Officer i/o of this district, witness 

and officers of the S.M.Police awaited the reconstruction 

of the incident at the Headquarters of the J.X.L. Party.

At 8.45 p.m. on the 10/11/35, the following 

officers attended the scene of the shooting»- Mr. Tajima, 

Deputy Commissioner, Rear Admiral Araki, Commander Ohsugi, 

Lieutenant Commander Yasuda, Havel attache Oklno, Sergeant 

Major, Matoba, Military Police, Chief Inspector Jukuyama, 

Japanese Consular Police, Inspector Okumura, Japanese 

Consular Police.

The reconstruction of the incident commenced and 

Captain Kennedy, D.O.«CW and 8upt. Conduit, D.D.0.*C*, 

arrived later.

The positions of the S.M. Police on duty at about 

9 p.m. on the 9/11/38 wore explained as follows.

C.P.Cs. 2864 and 2891 (present) walking 8 beat 

were at Horth Szechuen Road and Kiangwan Road junction 

opposite the Headquarters of the J.H.L. Party.

C.P.C. 2780 (absent, as on leave), walking 8 

boat which covers the scene of the incident, was at Horth 

Bseohuen Road and Darroch Road Junction.

C.P.C. 213 (present) walking ! boat, was at 

Horth Ssochuen Rond and Dixwoll Read Junction.
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C.P.C.3231 (present)» on point duty, Mo.l Post, 

Korth Szechuen Road and Dixwell Road junction.

J.-P.C. 173 (present), walking 3 beat, which alee 

covers the scene of the incident, was at Darroch Road and 

Horth Szechuen Road junction.

J.P.C. 9? (present), walking 2 beat, was at 

lorth Szechuen Road and Scott Road junction.

Lieutenant Commander Tasuda questioned witnesses 

Woo Ziang Woo (i$;f^p), Takaoka, C.P.Cs. 2864 and 2891.

The position of the victim was demonstrated by 

an article made of cloth.

The reconstruction concluded at about 10.30 p.m. 

on the 10/11/35. All questioning being done through the 

medium of Mr. Tajima, Deputy Commissioner of Police.

At 10,43 p.m. further questioning of C.P.Cs. 2891 

and 2864 and 7.8. 230 Wilkinson continued in the Detective 

Office of this station by Lieutenant Commander Yasuda 

through the medium of Mr. Tajima. Capt. Kennedy, D.0.*C*, 

was present throughout most of the questioning. All 

questions and answers were taken down in writing by D.S.I, 

Crowther • will be forwarded later.
At 10 a.m. on the 10/11/33, Capt. Keanedy,D.O.”C*, 

Supt. Conduit, D.D.0.*C*, and Mr. Vyehara, A.C.P. (Japanese] 

attended the J.M.L. Party where they viewed the body of 

the deceased sailor.
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investigation begun 
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each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A report ha a "been received from the Anes

Identification Section regarding the auto-pistol seised '

which reads, "The pistol is in good working order and

has "been very recently fired. Previous records - none. The ■ ' / 
above pistol fired the bullet and ejected the case found j 

at the scene*. > j
In connection with the pistol the number of same I 

has now been ascertained to be 241146 and not 14114 as ; 

stated in the first report. The mistake having been made ■ .. . i
owing to its condition at the first examination by the |

A.I.S. f

At 7.30 a.m. on the 10/11/33, under the supervision!
18 ® 

of D.S. I. Dickson, 10 photographs wore taken of the senne j 

of shooting and the Mong Loh Li. i
At 3.43 p.m. on the 10/11/33, D.S. Craig and J.P.S. | 

61 handed to the Officer i/c of the Japanese Military 

Police, 26 Cherry Terrace, a copy of the A.I.S. report I 

and photographs of the pistol • this being done tri th the I 
compliments of the D.C. (Crime) as instructed. |

The pistol, one magasine containing six rounds of | 

ammunition, was handdd to Sergt. Major Matoba by the A.I.sj 

at 10.45 a.m. on the 10/11/33, on the understanding that 

it would be returned to the S.M. Police.

At 11.10 a.m. on the 10/11/35, in coapany of D.S.

Craig, J. D.C. 83 Os ano, the witness Woo Ziang Woo was
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CRIME REGISTER No:— Mise. 112/35.

Diary Number:— 3^4 •

_________________ Police Station.

............................................ *9
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

taken to the Japanese Consulate where he "was questioned 

by their Consular Police.

At 13.30 p.m. on the 10/11/35, the witness Wo 

Ziang Wo was taken to Crime Branch Headquarters where 

during the afternoon he was questioned by D.S.I.Willgose 

and staff»

Plan and photographs forwarded.

Statements of F.S. Wilkinson and JJP.S. 61 

attached.

Statements of C.P.Cs. 2891 and 2864 will be 

forwarded later.

P.D.0.*C«
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POLICE?
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Crime Register No..
....... Police Station.

.... Move«b.«r 11<. T9 35»
Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence: — Barder» (1)

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

•— mln 
alary. Places visited in 

course of 
investigation 

each day.

Peene ef «rie» «a* ridai tf*

elective effîce*

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. à

Place or description of 
premises.

Tnrrot'a '-ai «bag'Loh >1 ( 4^ M
_ _ &

Time and date of offence. About 9 p»®u on the ft/xi/Sb. ___ |

„ ,, „ reported. 9,0b p»»» 9/1 i/o t> by telohoa».__________________ |
Name, occupation and ad

dress of complainant.

àStevai landing ~arty, I

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. * 1

Arrests.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Value $

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

(B) On back, shout 9* fro» ^®ot erb of ; arrt>«h 
Bead, Blood ooeisg fro» boad*

(C ) Ballet «o«nd ia tlw bead»
05) Unknown.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points(e) to (Î) should be answered, 
if kncwn. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)



Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

*CW ................................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:—Mise. 112/35. Station.
.................................................................................. Moyenber IQn............. i9 35 • 

Diary Number:— 1A. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Shooting of » Japanese sailor on Darroch Road..

At 9.05 p.m. on th» 9A1/35, C.P.C. P864, by 

street telephone Box 1* informed Dixwell Road Station 

that a Chinese had been hurt by a Japanese soldier on 

KLangwan Road near the Headquarters of the Japanese 

Bavai Landing Party.

y.s. 230 Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 attended and at

9.10 p.m. on the 9/11/35, r.S. Wilkinson, by the sane 

telephone box, infomed this station that sonething 

serious had happened and requested that S.I. Butcher 

and a foreign detective should be sont iaMdiately.

(The above includes message entered in the 

Telephone books).

S.I. Butcher and U.S. Craig attended to find that 

a Japanese sailor had been removed from Darroch Road to 

the Japanese Maval Landing Party Hospital suffering from 

a bullet wound in the head.
Immediately after P.8. Wilkinson had telephoned 

the station he and J.P.S. 61 found a Japanese sailor 

lying on the Darroch Road near the Bong Loh Li )

with a wound in the head, standing round him were many 

pedestrians. M.S. Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 immediately 

informed the officer on duty at the Headquarters of the 

Japanese Maval Landing Party and stretcher bearers with
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

other Ball ore were despatched to the seene and resiowed 

the wounded sailor to their Hospital*

^iquirleB by D*D*0*wC* and D*S*I* Crowther*

A Japanese named Hidio Wakoyama ( ), age

?4, let class sailor, attached to the Japanese Kneel 

Lending Party (on liberty) whilst walking on Darrooh 

Road near the Jbng Loh Li received a bullet wound to the 

head.

A pool of blood was found on the roadway 8 feet 

from the West kerb of Darrooh Road, pratioally opposite 

Wo. 736 Darrooh Ro?d which house is situated on the Hast 

side*
A spent bullet was found by J.P.S. 61 on the 

roadway about 5 feet South of the pool of blood and 

about 4 feet from the "est kerb*
J.D.S. 51 Hasuo found an empty cartridge case 

about 3 feet from the wall of 736 Darrooh Road.

At about 11.40 p.m. on the 9/11/35, S.I. Kaneyasu 

who was searching with others in the ibng Loh Li found 

behind a wooden watchman’s hut situated on the Worth side 

of the Fong Loh Li, approximately 200 yards from the pool 

of bleed and approximately 80 yards from Worth Ksechuen 

Road entrance, one .3? calibre automatic pistol»Wo.14114, 

Beretta make, with one round of ammunition in the breech 

and five rounds in the magazine which was inserted in
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the pistol.

A witness named Woo Zlang Woo ), whose

statement io attached» at about 9 p.a. on the 9/11/59 

was about to enter Wo. 90 Darroch Road» which is to the 

South of tho spot whore the blood was found» states he 

heard the report of a firearm being discharged» he 

immediately looked Northwards and saw a man wearing dark 

coloured long trousers and short jacket running Knot into 

the Jbng Loh Li, thon he observed a man lying on the 

roadway. He informed a Japanese named Z. Takaoka, residing 

No. 90 Darroch Road, of the incident and they both went 

to the scone to find a Japanese sailor lying wounded.

The roadway where the shooting occurred is poorly 

lighted at night.

The finding of the pistol at the place mentioned 

definitely prove* the assailant was making his way to 

Worth Ssochuon Road, either having continued along tho 

Ibng Loh LI, or taking a branch alloyway which loads to 

Ke eb It Gardens where ho could also gain the Worth 

Ssochuon Road. C.P.C. 5261, who was on point duty at tho 

corner of Dizwoll and North Szechuan Reads oppool to to 

tho entrance of the Jong Loh Li, has been questioned, bat 

states ho failed to see any person making an harried 

exit from the tong Loh Li at about 9 p.m. also he did 

not hear any shot fired.
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According to the report of the 3.M.L. Party’s 

Medical Officer (attached) the sailor died at 1.10 a.m. 

on the 11/11/35. It is believed he was unable to speak 

from the time he was shot.

The shooting of the sailor caused the sending of 

numerous members of the J.H.L. Party to the scene and its 

vicinity. Special precautions were ordered to be taken 

by the P.O. WC", idio was present throughout.

Reserve Unit also called out.

The spent bullet, empty cartridge case and pistol 

were immediately sent to the A.I.S. for examination where 

it was definitely ascertained that the pistol had been 

recently fired and that the spent bullet and empty 

cartridge case were fired by the pistol found.

Prior to this examination P.S.I. Dickson examined 

the pistol for possible finger prints, none wore found.

Copy of the statement from witness Woo Zlang Woo 

given to M.L. Party.

Photographs will be taken and a plan to scale will 

be ma^e of the scone and its vicinity during the early 

hours of the 10/11/35.

Major Bourne, A.C.P.

Mr. Young, D.C. (Crime).

Mr. Aiers, D.C. (Divisions).

Mr. Oyehara, A.C.P. (Japanese),
infonned and attended.D.D.0.”C D.8.I
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[Responsibility Refused 
By Chinese For Murder

Of A Japanese Sailor
Chinese Police Never Had Jurisdiction Over The 

I Scene Of Murder; Safety Bureau Co-operating 
| In Investigations Conducted On Killing
j NO ULTIMATUM WHATEVER IS PRESENTED 

‘DEMANDING SATISFACTION”
‘‘Local Chinese authorities are not responsible for the 

î unhappy incident on Darroch Road on Saturday night when- 
a Japanese sailor dropped dead with a bullet wound in his' 
head, because Chinese police have no jurisdiction over thei

• road, which is guarded by Japanese military and Settlement! 
| police. The rumour that the Greater Shanghai City • 
! Government has received demands from the Japanese in |
• connection with the incident is absolutely groundless.” The! 
i above statement was made last night to a representative of
“The Shanghai Times” by a responsible official of the 
Greater Shanghai City Government. The statement that 

----- -------------  • I no ultimatum had been presented 
by the Japanese Naval Command 

I “demanding satisfaction” was 
! confirmed by Lteutenant-Com- 
mander Matao Okina, Assistant

; Naval Attache.
The Chinese official went on to 

’ i say that the Chinese police had 
; never been allowed to patrol the 
road where the sailor was i%wt. 
He confirmed the news, however, 
that the Japanese military had 
requested Chinese authorities to J 
co-operate with them and Settle
ment police in arresting the 

; criminal. The request was made 
* to Mr. O. K. Yui, general secret- 
; ! ary of the City Government. He 
L di d not believe that the situation i 

; would assume serious proportions |

• ; Officials Returning
\ From Nanking i>
I ; •------------- . J;

;; NANKING, Nov. 10.—Mr.
! W’u Hsin-ya. Director of the ;
• Bureau of Social Affairs, and ?

’• Mr. Yang Hu, chief of the j 
J Peace Preservation Corpse vrho |

• ; arrived here a few days ago to J
attend the Fifth Kuoro/ntang 
Congress, are expected to re
turn io Shanghai to-day owing 
to the fatal shooting there last 
night of a Japanese marine.— 
Reuter.

since, he said, during their con-i 
versation with Chinese authori

t

i
ties, the Japanese officials them
selves could not lay blame on 
any Chinese. The report that the 
sailoi' was killed by an “unidenti
fied Chinese” was incorrect, he 
said.

’ “As a matter of fact,” he said, 
“I have learnt from an authorit
ative source that an ^ye-witness 
of the incident has told the 
Settlement police that he saw 
that the man who ran away after 
the shooting was dressed very 
much like the man who was shot.”

Rumours that the Japanese 
naval command had presented an



ultimatum to the Chinese authori
ties $ “demanding statisfaction” 
for the murder of the Japanese 
sailor were emphatically denied 
last night by Lieutenant-Com
mander Matao Okino, Assistant 
Naval Attache.

The interview took place 10 
paces from the spot where Hideo 
Nakayama, first-class sailor, was 
fatally shot by an unidentified 
assassin.

Exodus Deplored
“While i^ is a matter of no 

direct concern to us, we feel 
aggrieved to know that baseless 
rumours are causing a mass 
exodus of residents from the 
Chapei and Hongkew district into 
the Settlement.

“Aside from asking the fullest 
co-operation from Chinese au
thorities on the apprehension of 
the culprit, we have made no de
mands whatever,” the naval offi
cer declared.

Sympathy Expressed
Chinese expressions of sym

pathy and promises for full co
operation were received by the 
Japanese naval authorities in 
Shanghai yesterday as law en
forcement agencies in the Inter
national Settlement and outside 
pushed their search for the un
identified slayer of Hideo Nak
ayama, Japanese sailor.

Participating in the quest for 
clues were the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police, the Public Safety 
Bureau, the Japanese Consular 
police, the Special Naval Landing 
Party and gendarmerie.

Pledges to co-operate to their 
fullest extent in tracking down 
thé criminal were made by the 
Chinese authorities on four 
separate occasions yesterday, ac
cording to Lieutenant-Commander 
Matao Okino, Assistant Japanese 
Naval Attache.

Premises Co-operation
Mr. O. K. Yui, secretary

general of the Municipal Govern
ment of Greater Shanghai, made 
this attitude clear at 1 o’clock on 
Sunday7 morning in an interview 
with Lieutenant - Commander 
Yoshitatsu Yasuda, staff officer 
of the Special Naval Landing 
Party, Lieutenant - Commander 
Okino said, to a Rengo representa
tive.

Similar views were expressed by 
the Japanese consular police, who 
yesterday morning questioned at 
length Woo Ziang-woo, Chinese 
employee of the Takaoka Shoe 
Store; 194 Darroch Road. Zenshiro 
Takaoka, proprietor of the estab
lishment, was also summoned to 
the Consular Police headquarters 
but released after an examination 
yesterday morning.

Shanghai Municipal Police 
authorities were reported to be 
looking for two riesha coolies who 
were seen near the scene of the 
shooting on Saturday night.

Lieutenant - Commander Okino 
emphatically denied that any ar
rests had been made. “Reports 
that the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Party had taken Chinese 
suspects into custody are absolute
ly unfounded,” he said.

“We are trusting the Chinese 
and Settlement ’authorities and 
sincerely hope they will exhaust 
every possible clue in finding the 
assailant.

Serious Effect
“We are gratified that the Chin

ese authorities spontaneously offer
ed to carry on an intensive search 
for* the slayer. Nevertheless we 
cannot but feel that the incident 
will have serious effects upon 
Sino-Japanese relations,” he fur
ther remarked, according* to Rengo.

Lieutenant - Commander Okino 
made a full report of the affair 
to Vice-Admiral Teijiro Sugisaka, 
commander of the Japanese 
Eleventh Flotilla, when the latter 
arrived from up-river ports aboard 
his flagship, the gunboat Ataka, 
at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon. 
The arrival of H.I.J.M.S. Ataka 
brings the number of Japanese 
war vessels in port to- four, includ
ing the cruiser Idzumo, flagship 
of the Third Fleet. The others are 
the gunboat Hozu and the 
destroyer Tsuga.

Funeral To-day
Nakayama, victim of the assault, 

will be buried with full naval 
honours at 4.30 this afternoon. Ser
vices will be held in the yard of

the Japanese Special Naval Land
ing Party Headquarters.

This will cause Japanese war 
vessels in port that will dress ship 
in celebration of Armistice Day 
to take in the decorations before 
the services begin.

Deceased, who was officially 
commended as an “exemplary 
sailor, gentle and laborious,” was 
on his way back to the barracks 
from a cafe near Wangpangjao 
Bridge on North Szechuen Road, 
official investigation has revealed. 
He was seen leaving the establish
ment at about 8.45 o’clock. He was 
ratally shot between 9 and 9.30 p.m.

Chief Inspector Wang Ta-tsui 
and Mr. Liang Fu-tsu, chief of the 
North Station Branch Police 
Station of the Public Safety 
Bureau, called on Rear-Admiral 
Sadaaki Araki, commander of the 
Special Naval Landing Party, at • 
his headquarters on Kiangwan 
Road at 10.30 o’clock in the morn
ing. They acted as representatives 
of Mr. Tsai Chin-chun, director of 
the Bureau of Public Safety.

Following then» came Mr. Wang 
Chang-chun, Japanese secretary of 
the Greater Shanghai Municipal | 
Government, acting on behalf of j 
Mayor Wu Te-chen. |

Lieutenant-Commander Yasuda ! 
called on Mr. Yang Fu, director 
of the Bureau of Peace Preserva
tion at .1 o’clock in the afternoon, 
and secured similar assurances.

Japanese Suspect Chinese
Meantime, Japanese naval and 

police authorities apparently were ; 
carrying on their investigations— 
under the conviction that the slay- 
ed was a Chinese.

“Judging from the pistol that 
was used,” Lieutenant-Commander 
Okipo said, “we are convinced that 
the assailant was not a member 
of the Japanese Navy. For one 
thing, we do not use that type of 
gun. Moreover, the only eye
witness of the attack says that the 
man was wearing a short jacket 
and baggy trousers, a typical 
Chinese dress. The report that the 
shooting was the outcome of a 
fight had been proved to bë un
founded from the statement of this 
eve-witness,” Commander Okino 
told Rengo.
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^Date___  : . '

"C" Division.

Dixwell Road Police 
Station.

November 11, 1935.

Crime Register No..WW?§t.........

Nature of Offence:- Murder.(1)

Time at which 
investigation begun 
and concluded each 
day.

Please see main 

diary.
Places vid. ted 
course of 
inve stigation 
each dar.

Scene of 
crime and 
vicinity. 
Detective 
office.

Record of investigation

Place or description Roadway, Darroch Road near Fong Loh Li 
of premises.

Arrests.

Time and date of off
ence.

Abupt 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35.

Time and date 
reported

9.05 p.m. 9/11/35. by telephone.

Name, occupation 
and address of 
complainant.

Japanese Naval Landing Party.

Number of criminals 
with full individual 
description.

-

Classification of 
property stolen

In cases of Murder 
or Suspected Murder 
points (a) to (d) 
should be answered.
(a) Timeaand date 

body was dis
covered.

(b) Position, appear
ance and marks on 
body.

(c) Apparent cause of 
death.

(A) About 9.02 p.m. 9/11/36.
(B) On back, about 8’ from West kerb of 

Darroch Road, Blood oozing from head.
(C) Bullet wound in the head.
(D) Unknown.



.November 10,1935.
SHOOTING OF A JAPANESE SAILOR ON DARROCH ROAD

At 9.05 p.m. on the 9/11/35, C.P.C. 2864, by street 

telephone box 1, informed Dixwell Road Station that a Chinese 

had been hurt by a Japanese soldier on Kiangwan Road near 

the Headquarters of the Japanese Naval Landing Party.

F.S. 230 Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 attended and at

9110 p.m. on the 9/11/35, F.S. Wilkinson, by the same telephone 

box, informed this station that something serious had happened 

and requested that S.I.Butcher and a foreign detective should 

be sent immediately.

(The above includes message entered in the Telephone 

books).

S.I. Butcher and D.S.Craig attended to find that a 

Japanese sailor had been removed from Darroch Road to the 

Japanese Naval Landing Party Hospital suffering from a bullet 

wound in the head.
Immediately after F.S. Wilkinson had telephoned the

station he and J.P.S. 61 found a Japanese sailor lying on the 
Darroch Road near the Fong Loh Li(^/<^'^ ) with a wound in 

the head, standing round him were many pedestrians. F.S. |
Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 immediately informed the officer on I

duty at the Headquarters of the Japanese Naval Landing Party |
i 

and stretcher bearers with other sailors were despatched to (

the scene and removed the wounded sailor to their Hospital.

Enquiries by D.D.O.WC* and D.S.I. Crowther.

A Japanese named Hidio Nakoyama ( di Age

24, 1st class sailor, attached to the Japanese Naval Landing |

Party (on liberty) whilst walking on Darroch Road near the j

Fong Loh Li received a bullet wound to the bead.

A pool of blood was found on the roadway 8 feet 

from the West kerb of Darroch Road, pratically opposite

1 
1 

....... .................... . .......
'■ ■ "h ■ . ! '•

\ • ■ • I-



No«236 Darroch Hoad which house is situated on the East side

A spent bullet was found by J.p.S. 61 on the road

way about 5 feet South of the pool of blood and about 4 

feet from the West kerb.

J.D.S. 51 Hasuo found an empty cartridge case 

about 3 feet from the wall of 236 Darroch Road.

At about 11.40 p.m. on the 9/1135, S.I. Kaneyasu 

who was searching with others in the Fong Loh Li found 

behind a wooden watchman’s hut situated on the North side 

of the Fong Loh L. approximately 200 yards from the pool 

of blood and approximately 80 yards from North szechuen 

Road entrance, one .32 calibre automatic pistol, no.14114, 

Beretta make, with one round of ammunition in the breech 

and five rounds in the magazine which was inserted in the 

pistol.

A witness named Woo Ziang Woo 4‘Z) f whose

statement is attached, at about 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 was 

about to enter no.90 Darroch Road, which is to the South 

of the spot where the blood was found, states he heard 

the report of a firearm being discharged, he immediately 

looked Northwards and saw a man wearing dark coloured long 

trousers and short jacket running East into the Fong Loh 

Li, then he observed a man lying on the roadway. He 

informed a Japanese named Z.Takaoka, residing No.90 DarrocJj 

Road, of the incident and they both went to the scene to 

find a Japanese sailor lying wounded.

The roadway where the shooting occurred is poorly 

lighted at night.

The finding of the pistol at the place mentioned 

definitely proves the assailant was making his way to North 

Szechuen Road, either having continued along the Fong Loh 

Li, or taking a branch allpyway which leads to Keeble 

Gardens where he could also gain the North Szechuen Road.
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C.P.C. 3251, who was on point duty at the corner of 

Dixwell and Worth Szechuen Roads opposite to the entrance 

of the Fong Loh Li, has been questioned, but states he 

failed to see any person making an hurried exit from the 

Fong Loh Li at about 9 p.m. also he did not hear any shot 

fired. 

According to the report of the J.N.L.Party*s 

Medical Officer (attached) the sailor died at 1.10 a.m. 

on the 10/11/35. It is believed he was unable to speak 

from the time he was shot. ’

The shooting of the sailor caused the sending *

of numerous members of the J.N.L.Party to the scene and j
I . 

its vicinity. Special precautions were ordered to be I
taken by the D.O.'’C", who w as present throughout. I

Reserve Unit also called out. ,
* 

The spent bullet, empty cartridge case and pistol 

were immediately sent to the A.I.S.for examination where 

it was definitely ascertained that the pistol had been 

recently fired and that the spent bullet and empty 

cartridge case were fired by the pistol found. 

Prior to this examination D.S.I. Dickson examined A ' 
the pistol for possible finger prints, none were found. 

Copy of the statement from witness Woo Ziang Woo 

given to N.L.Party. 

Photographs will be taken and a plan to scale will 

be made of the scene and its vicinity during the early 

hours of the 10/11/35. \

Major Bourne, A.C.P. 

Mr. Young, D.C.(Crime). *

Mr. Aiers, D.C.(Divisions). f

Mr. Uyehara, A.C.P. (Japanese), ,/t

informed and attended.



Nov. 10, 1935.

Shooting of a Japane se sailor on Darroch Road.

At 8.30 p.m. on the 10/11/35, under the 

supervision of the Officer i/c of this district, witness 

and officers of the S.M.Police awaited the reconstruction 

of the incident at the Headquarters of the J.N.L.Party.

At 8/45 p.m. on the 10/11/35, the following 

officers attended the scene of the shooting:- Mr. Tajima, 

Deputy Commissioner, Rear Admiral Araki, Commaider Ohsugi, 

Lieutenant Commander Yasuda, Naval attache Okino, Sergeant 

Major, Matoba, Military Police, Chief Inspector Fukuyama, 

Japanese Consular Police, Inspector Okumura, Japanese 

Consular Police.

The reconstruction of the incident commenced and 

Captain Kennedy, D.O."Cn and Supt. Conduit, D.D.O.MC’', 

arrived later.

The positions of the S.^.Pblice on duty at about 

9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 were explained as follows.

C.P.Cs. 2864 and 2891 (present) walking 5 Beat 

were at North szechuen Road and Kiangwan Road junction 

opposite the Headquarters of the J.N.L.Party.

C.P.C. 2760 (absent, as on leave), walking 4 

teat which covers the scene of the incident, was at North 

Szechuen Road and Darroch Road junction.

C.P.C. 213 (present) walking 1 Peat, was at North 

Szechuen Road and Dixwell Road junction.

C.P.C. 3251 (present), on point duly, No.l post, 

North Szechuen Road and Dixwell Road junction.

J/P/C. 173 (present), walking 3 beat, which also 

covers the scene of the incident, was at Darroch Road and 

North Szechuen Road junction.

J.P.C. 92 (present), walking 2 teat, was at North 

Szechuen Road and Scott Road junction.

Lieutenant Commaider Yasuda questioned witnesses 

Woo Ziang Woo (-^R zfX ) , Takaoka r «
c.p'i-ri >, laxaoKa, C.p.gg, 2864 and 2891.
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The position of the victim was demonstrated by 

an article made of cloth.

The reconstruction concluded at about 10.30 p.m. 

on the 10/11/35. All questioning being done through the 

medium of Mr.- Tajima, Deputy Commissioner of Police.

At 10.45 p.m. further questioning of C.P.Cs. 2891 

and 2864 and F.S. 230 Wilkinson continued in the Detective 

Office of this station by Lieutenant Commander Yasuda 

through the medium of Mr. Tajima, Capt. Kennedy, D.O."C", 

were i>resent throughbout most of the questioning. All 

questions and answers were taken down in writing by D.S.I. 

Crowther - will be forwarded laiter.

At 10 a.m. on the 10/11/35, Capt. Kennedy, D.O."CM 

Supt. Conduit, D.D.O."C“, and Mr. Uyehara, A.C.P.(Japanese) 

attended the J.N.L.Party where they viewed the body of the 

deceased sailor.

A report has been received from Arms ■‘■dentification 

Section regarding the auto-pistol seized which reads, “The 

pistol is in good working order and has been very recently 

fared. Previous records - none. The above pistol fired 

the bullet and ejected the case found at the scene."

In connection with the pistol the number of same 

has now been ascertained to be 241146 and not 14114 as 

stated in the first report. The mistake having been made 

owing to its condition at the first examination by the 

A.I.S.

At 7.30 a.m. on the 10/11/35, under the supervision ■ 

of D.S.I.Dickson, 10 photographs were taken of the scene 

of shooting and the Fong Loh Li.

At 5.45 p.m. on the 10/11/35, D.S.Craig and J.P.S. 

61 handed to the Officer i/c of the Japanese Military



Police, 26 Cherry Terrace, a copy of the A.I.S. report 

and photographs of the pistol - this being done with the 

compliments of the D.C. (Crime) as instructed.

The pistol, one magazine containing six rounds of 

ammunition, was handed to Sergt. Major Matoba by the A.I.S. 

at 10.45 a.m. on the 10/11/35, on the understanding that 

it wuld be returned to the S.M.Police.

At 11.10 a.m. on the 10/11/35, in company of

D.S. Craig, J.D.c. 83 Osano, the witness Woo Ziang Woo was 

taken to the Japanese Consulate where he was questioned by 

their Consular Police.

At 12.30 p.m. on the 10/11/35, the witness Woo Ziang 

Woo was taken to Crime branch headquarters where during 

the afternoon he was questioned by D.S.I.Willgoss and staff.

Plan and photographs forwarded.

Statements of F.S.Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 attached.

Statements of C.P.Cs. 2891 and 2864 will be 

forwarded later.
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Statement of G.P.G. 2864

at Bixwell Road Station on 9.11.35, translated by Clerk Tong

At 9.05 p.m. on the 9.11.35 1 was on duty with G.P.G.

2891 on Kiangwan Road near N. Szechuen Road, Suddenly a 

female Chinese reported to us that there was one Japanese 

lying on the ground. Therefore, we immediately proceeded 

to the scene and saw a Japanese marine with a wound in the 

head. I at once telephoned to the station and reported 

the same while G.P.C. 2891 remained there and watched thfe 

injured person. Afterwards, R.S. 230, Wilkinson came !

upon the scene and enquired if any one had seen this |
I 

accident. As a result of that we got a Chinese and a |

Japanese as a witness and brought them to the station,

V

C.P.C. 2864.
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Statement of C.P.C. 2891

at Dixwell Rd. Stn. on the 9.11,35 translated by Clerk Tong»

At 9.05 p.m. on the 9.11.35 I was on duty with C.2.C.

2864 on Kiangwan Road near N. Szechuen Road. Suddenly a 

female Chinese reported to us that there was one Japanese 

lying on the ground. Therefore, we immediately proceeded 

to the scene and saw a Japanese marine with a wound in the 

head, C.P.C. 2864 at once telephoned to the station and 

reported the same while I remained there and watched the 

injured person. Shortly afterwards, -tf.S. 230 WilkL >n ->

came upon the scene and enquired if any one had seen this f

accident. As a result of that we got a Chinese and a 

Japanese as a witness and brought them to the station, '

t-

C.P.C. 2891.
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Statement of Woo Ziang Woo 

native of Zangchow FT taken by Clerk Li Yang Kao. 

at 11.40 p.m. on the 9.11.35.

My name is Woo Ziang Woo, 26 years of age, native of 

Zangchow, M/shoe-maker, residing at No.62 East Paoshing Hoad.

At about 8.45 p.m. on the 9.11.35, I left my home (East 

Paoshing Road) and proceeded to a Japanese shoe-maker’s shop, 

named *Takaoka,“ on Darroch Road to get my pay. At about 

9 p.m. on the 9th of November, 1935, I had nearly reached 

the door of the Japanese shoe-maker’s shop, when I heard the 

report of a shot being fired. I immediately turned my head 

and looked Northwards and saw a male wearing black clothing 

running East into Pong Loh Li, off Darroch Road. Simultaneous

ly I saw a man, also wearing black clothing, lying on the 

roadway. I immediately went into the shoe-maker’s shop and 

informed the master, a Japanese, of the incident. We both 

proceeded to where the man was lying and saw that he was 

a Japanese marine. The tester of the shoe-maker’s shop then 

instructed me to come to the station where I made the report.

The clothing worn by the man who ran away was similar 

in colour as that worn by the man lying on the roadway. It 

was long trousers and short jacket and not a long gown.

This is my tfcue statement.

Signed: Woo Ziang Woo.

Taken in the presence of D.S.I. M.L. Crowther, J.D.S. 51 

Hasuo, J.D.S. 34 Kobayashi and Clerk Ling Wei Ju (Hongkew).
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Statement of Poo Chau Ying

native of Kompo taken by D.S.I. M.L. Crowther.

at Dixwell Rd. Stn. on 11.11.35. interpreted by Clerk Li

Ify name is Poo Chau Ying, aged 17 years, native of Kompo, 

maid servant, employed by a mt. Koona Japanese,

residing at No.95 Wing On Terrace.

At about 8 p.m. on the 9.11.35, I was instructed by my 

Japanese mistress to take her female child, aged 3 years, to 

her friend*s house on Kiangwan Road, near the railway - for 

amusement.

I proceeded by the .worth Szechuen Road. I arrived there 

about 10 minutes after leaving 95 Wing On Terrace.

I left the address about one hour later. I proceeded 

along Darroch Road carrying the child in my arms until I cane 

to a hot water shop on Darroch Road. Just before I arrived at j 

the hot water shop, I naw two men- one a Japanese sailor and

the other a civilian wearing dark foreign styled clothing - the

clothing was a short jacket and long trousers and a felt hat, 

colour of hat I do not know. I could not distinguish his face. ;

At this time I saw a private ricsha on the Rast side of the
I 

road - the coolie was sleeping between the shafts. I was walk

ing in the middle of the roadway and passed between the sailor

and the civilian. I was nearer to the civilian. I cannot say 

what his nationality was. After the Japanese sailor and the
I 

civilian had passed me and I had arrived near the hot water shop, I 

situated on the ifiast side of Darroch Road, I heard a report of |
I

an explosion. 1 then turned round and saw the Japanese sailor I 

lying on the roadway. I could see the white on his collar. I \ 

\ did not see the civilian when I turned round, but shortly after- <

wards I saw a male Chinese wearing blue short jacket and pants

come out from Darroch Terrace, on the West side of the road, this

man I have seen before carrying shoes - so I know he is a shoe-



Statement a£ Poo Chau Ying.
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maker. I saw some Chinese policemen at Kiangwan Hoad and North 

Szechuen Road corner - but 1 Rbek do not know how many.

After seeing the sailor lying on the road I ran into the 

Wing On Terrace through the hot water shop. There were many 

Chinese in the hot water shop but I did not speak to them. When 

I arrived at my master’s house I told my mistress, whilst I 

was returning from her friend’s house, I saw a Japanese sailor 

and a civilian, and I saw the sailor lying on the road shouting. 

I do not know what he was shouting. I did not tell my mistress 

anything else. I then washed sane clothing.

The mistress then asked me if I knew who fired the shot.

I told her I did not know. My mistress then said the shot must 

have been fired by a Chinese and there may be a fight.

After I had finished washing the clothing I went to bed.

On the 10.11.35, 1 went out with the child again and 

returned late, so my mistress scolded me. I then ran away to 

my aunt’s home An Chapei - this is where the Police found me 

on the 11.11.35.

Finger-printed» Poo Chau Ying,

Taken in the presence of Supt. Conduit, D.D.O.’’an, J.D.S.

51 Hasuo and J.D.C. 83 Osano.

(Note by D.S.I. Crowther, Witness is of the country type, only 

about 1 year in Shanghai, when being questioned at the scene by 

D.D.O.MC* in presence of Lieut.Commander Yasuda, Commander 

Ohsugi, Mr. Uyehara, A.C.P., Chief Inspt. Fukjjyama of the 

Japanese Consular Police, she stated she had been to the Ming 

Tuh Fong, off North Szechuen «oad at the rear of the Headquarters 

of the J.N.L. Party,



Statement of Z, fakaoka living at 90 Barroch Hoad

native of Japan taken # at DiMwell Hoad Station, 

at 1 a,m, on 10,11,35. interpreted by J.D.S.131 Iguchi.

My name is Z. Takaoka. I am a shoe-maker living at 

90 Darroch Hoad,

At about 9 p.m. 9,11.35 I was playing a gramophone at 

my home and heard a sound which I thought was that of a m/car 

tyre’bursting. Immediately afterwards, my Chinese employee 

named Woo Ziang Woo opened the front door of my house

from outside and informed me that a man was lying on the roadway. 

Realizing that the sound that I heard was a report of a fire

arm, I left my house and saw a man lying some distance to the 

North of my house. I then approached and found that the man 

was a sailor of the Japanese Naval Landing Party whom I know 

by sight. He was lying on his side, his right arm outstretch

ed, his body was at a slight angle to the edge of the road. His 

position was near to the kerb of the west side of the road. He 

was groaning, and although 1 spoke to him there was no reply. 

In the meantime, two or three sailors arrived on the scene and 

I told them to report the matter to the J.K.L, P. Headquarters. | 

Two or three Japanese civilians two of whom were dressed in 
"Kimono* also came on the scene. I did not know who they were, | 

but I told one of them who was with a bicycle to report the I 

matter to the Headquarters. |

At the moment I left my house I did not observe any person | 
i 

in the vicinity.
i 

-his is t rue, <

Z, Takaoka,

Taken in the presence of 
Japanese Consular Police official S. Kosonoi, 
J.D.S.s Hasuo (D.R,) and Unemoto (H.Q,)
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Crime Reg. F.I.R.176/35 Dixwell Road Police Station

November 11, 1935

Miscellaneous report NO.112/3S D.Rd., now 
forms the subject of this F.I.R. 176/35 D.Rd

In respect of the witness Woo Ziang Woo

whose written statement has already been forwarded, he was first

questioned by D.S.Craig, C.D.C. 119 and Clerk Chi Yoong Shou

), in the presence of J.D.S. 51 Hasuo and J.D.C. 83 Osana

he then stated, after he heard the report of an explosion he saw

one Japanese soldier running East into the Fong Loh Li, and

another lying on the Darroch Road

This is at variance with his written statement

It has been arranged that another statement will be

taken from this witness by Supt. Conduit, D.D.O.,’C”, on the

12.11.35

At 9 a.m. on the 11-11-35, a telephone message was 
at this station 

received/from Lieut. Commander Yasuda, stating their Military

Police had located a female who was believed to be the female

that reported to C.P.C.s 2891 and 2864 on the night of the 9-11-35

that a man was lying on the Darroch Road. Lieut. Commdr. Yosuda

requested that S.M. Police Officers should attend the scene of

the murder at 9.30 a.m. on the 11-11-35, so that they could witness

the female give her version of the affair

A.C.P. Uyehara, A/Supt. Kasumi, S.I. Butcher, D.S. Craig

and J.D.S. 51 Hasuo attended the scene.

Japanese Naval Landing Party consisted of Lieut Commdr

Yasuda and staff attending the scene, however, the Military Police

were unable to produce the female witness, they stating she had

run away.

Further enquirieihs among Japanese residents in the

Fong Loh Li and its vicinity by detectives attached to this

station resulted in an amah named Zau Zung Sz ) being

■ ■

^4^9^ '

Will
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located at No.958 North Szechuen Road. This amah gave information 

which led to the finding of a female witness named Poo Chau Ving 

( ) at No. 10 Kying Sing Li( ), Sz Ching Road( ),

Chapei.

This witness with the cooperation of the Public Safety Bureau 

was brought to this station where a statement was taken. She states, 

on the night of the 9.11.35 she arrived outside a hot water shop 

on Darroch Road, this measured was 108 feet south of where the pool 

of blood was found. Just before she arrived at this spot, measured 

38 feet from No. 191 Darroch Road, she met a sailor (Japanese) and 

a civilian, the latter she cannot describe other than that he was 

wearing a foreign styled suit, dark colour, and a felt hat, colour of 

which she does not know. The Japanese sailor she states was walkirg 

North on the West side of Darroch Road, the civilian was walking 

on the East side of Darroch Road in the same direction as the 

sailor. The witness walking in the centre of the road in a 

Southernly direction passed between the civilian and sailor. 

According to this witness the sailor and civilian were parellel to 

each other when she passed between them.

On arriving as stated outside the ho/t water shop she heard 

the sound of ai explosion, she immediately turned round and saw 

the Japanese sailor lying on the roadway, however, she did not see 

the civilian.

At 6 p.m. on the 11.11.35, under the supervision of the 

D.D.O. rtCM, this witness at the scene gave her version for the 

benefit of the Japanese Naval Landing Party. Those present were, 

Commdr. Ohsugi, Lieut. Commdr. Yasuda.

Others present were, Chief Inspt. Fukuyama and Inapt. 

Okumura of the Japanese Consular Police, Sergt. Matoba, J.M. Police 

and Mr. Uyehara, A.C.p. (Japanese).

A photograph was also taken by a photographer of the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party of the position where she passed the sailor and 

civilian whilst walking South on Darroch Road, the sailàr being 

substituted by Sergt. Matoba and the civilian by another Japanese 
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civilian dressed in foreign clothes who was present* The position 

the female witness took up was a little East ofthe centre of the 

roadway - quite close to the substituted civilian. This concluded 

the demonstration of the witness's actions - time being 7*19 pjm.

On the night of the murder,a t 9.22 p.m. 9-11-35, a call was 
C.C.R.

sent through/from this station requesting that an ambulance be sent 

to Kiangwan Road and Darroch Road corner re an assault case.

S.I. Butcher was on the scene when the Fire Brigade Ambulance 

arrived - the victim had by this time been removed to the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party Hospital. S.I» Butcher informed the staff of 

the ambulance to this effect, so they returned to their station.

At 4.30 p.m. on the 11-11-35, a funeral ceremony was held on 

the body of the deceased sailor at the Headquarters of the «Japanese
1

Naval Landing Party. Capt. Kennedy, D.O. "C", and Mr. Uyehara, 

fi.C.P. (Japanese) attended.

Attached are statements of Poo Chau Ying, C.P.Cs. 2891 and 2864.

Plan drawn to scale of Japanese and Chinese S.M. Police beats 

covering the scene of crime and its vicinity forwarded.
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Dixwell Road Station, 
November 13, 1935.

Re the Statement of ’Witness Woo Ziang Woo re.F.I.R. 176/35

Made by J.D.S. 51 Hasuo

Sir,

I beg to state that on the night of the 9-11-35

I, together with C.D.C. 119, J.D.C. Osano and D.S. Craig, 

questioned a witness, Woo Ziang Woo, at the Crime Branch 

Office of this Station with the assistance of Clerk Chi 

Yoong-shou.

The witness stated that at about 8.45 p.m. 9-11-35 

he proceeded to a Japanese shoe-maker’s shop at 90 Darroch 

Road to collect money. On nearing the shop at about 9 p.m. 

even date, he heard a loud report like a pistol shot and, 

on looking in the direction, saw a Japanese sailor collapse 

on the roadway and another sailor run into Fong Loh Lee.

I, therefore, cross-examined the witness asking 

him how he could say that the man who had run away was a 

Japanese sailor and further if he could obtain a distinct 

view of the man from such a distance away in the darkness, 

when he changed his statement stating that he saw that the 

man was dressed in black clothes and that he could not say 

that he was a Japanese or Chinese.

He then continued his statement relating that 

he hurriedly entered the shoe-maker’s shop and told 

Mr. Takaoka of the incident. Mr. Takaoka and he, then, 

went to the scene, and later he accompanied two Chinese 

policemen to Dixwell Road Station as a witness.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

Hasuo (signed)

JD.D.S. 51
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Dixwell Rd. Station

Nov.13th, 1935

Re.the statement of a witness, Woo Ziang Woo, F.I.R.176/35

J.D.C.Osano

Sir,
I beg to state that on the night of the 9-11-35 I, 

together with C.D.C.119, J.D.S.Hasuo and D.S.Craig,questioned 

a witness, Woo Ziang Woo, with the assistance of Clerk 

Chi Yoong Shou at this Station.

The witness stated that at about 8.45 p.m. 9-11-35 he 

proceeded to a Japanese shoe-maker’s shop at 90 Darroch Road 

to collect money. When he came near the above shop at about 

9 p.m. same date, he heard a loud sound like a pistol shot, 

and, on looking in the direction, saw a Japanese sailor 

fall on the roadway and another Japanese sailor run into 

Fong Loh Lee. He hurriedly entered the shoe-maker’s shop 

and informed the shop master, Mr. Takaoka, of the incident. 

He then in company with Mr. Takaoka went to the scene, and ; 

subsequently he accompanied two Chinese policemen to |

Dixwell Road Station as a witness.

I, together with J.D.S.Hasuo and D.S.Craig, carefully / 

questioned the witness how he could say that the man who | 

hadrun into Fong Loh Lee was a Japanese sailor and if he I 

could see him clearly from so far away at night. The |
witness changed his version stating that he could only see I 

that the man was dressed in black clothes and that he could ? 

not see whether he was a Japanese or Chinese. ■

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant,

S.Osano
J.D.C.83
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m Report of investigations made by M. Susukawa, Sergent of 1
w th<-Consular Police» }

On receiving a telephone meeeage from Constable Tanimate 
stationed at the Consular Sub-Station, Siu Ching Lt (^4^ 7 1, 

I proceeded to the scene of the incident at 9,20 p.m» The 
result of my Investigation is as follows t- 
Tlae and date of the incident 

About 9,5 p.m» November 9, 193B. 
Place 

On the road in front of 23d, Darroch Road» 
Victim 

Hi doo lakayana, 1st class seaman of the Japanese Maval Landing 
Party. 
Description of the wound 

A .32 calibre bullet had penetrated from the right aide of 
ths back of the head. The victim was unconscious and was 
immediately removed to the Japanese laval Landing Party Barracks 
for treatment, but succumbed to his injuries at 1 a.m. lovomber 
10» 
Conditions at the s cens of the shooting >

According to the statement of a Japanese named Takkoka, 
i residing in the vicinity of the scene of the crim, as he was

playing his gramophone in hisnhome at about 9 p.m., he heard the 

sound of a shot, but thought it was a ricsha tyro bursting» 
Immediately afterwards, Woo Zlang Woo a shoemaker
residing at <2 Rast Paoshing Road, called at Takaoka •• ship in 
connection with businets, and informed Takaoka that he had seen 
a Japanese lying on the road. Takaoka went out and saw a 
Japanese sailor, whom he know only by sight, lying on the ground 
on Darroch Road, in front of a garage owned Ry a Cantonese named 

Ling* This man was lying on his right side, with his head ? 
pointing in a north-easterly direction. His right am was 
outstretched, and hie left am waa hanging by his side» Ko was 
groaning* Takaoka called out to him to be bravo, as the wound 

was not serious. At bih io moment a sailor who was returning
to barracks, cane up from the South. Takaoka told him wha* had 

! 
happened and asked him to report the matter to the Landing ^•ttyiJW

■ ■ . /■■■■'%<’ . .•?; ■' 'liw
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and also sent there one or the person* who had guttered at tte 
acene ty thio Um. A party of four or fire guards from tte 
Landing Party then arrived at tte acene. An officer later 
arrived . and tte victim wa* removed to the barracks on a 
stretcher.
Activities^ tte Shanghai Municipal Police

Soon after tte natter was reported* Deputy Coaeiaaionora* 
Chief Detectives and otter officer* arrived on tte noene and made 
every effort to effect tte arrest of the aacallant.
Activities of the Public Safety Bureau

Mr. Liang. Chief of tte Branch Bureau at the Worth Bailway 
Station, received an account of the circumstances of tte incident 
from staff officer Yasuda of tie Landing Party and made an inepec* 
tioa of tte acene.

The pistol used in the shooting san discovered ty an 
officer of Dixacll Road Station, concealed behind a watchman*» 
hut at tte entrance to Wo. 8 Lane of Horth fang Loh Li.



Report of téléphona message fro* Tmraso

•At 9*9 p*a«, Xovsebor 9» 19», X hMrd 
the sound of a shot cmtolde ay houM* I want 
out and aaw a Sailor of the Maval landing Barty 
lying in a pool of kXeod***

Che above message was telephoned to the 
Japanese Cannulate at approximately 9*B p*m*» 
Kovember 9» by Tenue Asnhina, of Murroah Torrace. 
The message was relayed to the Siu Ching Bead 
Suie»Station for investigation, and the Ssval 
landing Barty and the Chief of Belies were infomed*

Asahina states that he was asked by 
Janahiro Talosaka to send the message» as Takaoka 

had no telephone in Ms house* Tnkaokn eonfirae 
this statement, and nay» he despatched his wife 
to ask asahlna to telephone the Consulate*



Report of telephone message from Torazo 
Asahina, residing in Darrooh Terraoo.

"At 9.5 p.m. November 9» 1935» I hoard 

the sound of a shot outside my house. I went 

out and saw a Bailor of the Moral Landing Party 

lying in a pool of blood*.

The above message was telephoned to the 

Japanese Consulate at approximately 9.5 p.m.» 

November 9» by Torazo Asahina» of Darrooh Terraoo. 

The message was relayed to the Siu Ching Road 

Sub-Station for investigation» and the Naval 

Landing Party and the Chief of Police were informed.
Asahina states that he was asked by Jenshiro 

Takaoka to seud the message» as Takaoka had no 
telephone in his house. Takaoka confirms 

this statement» and says he despatched his wife 

to ask asahina to telephone the Consulate.



itoport of invsntigtitlon® iwie lay M* uusutasm» 
Sogfgauni_of ..the Consular aOtas*- _
On receiving a talephono message from Constable 

fOnlmoto stationed at the Consular Sutaütation» Siu 
Chins ÎJ» X praoeedod to tixo acene of tin

Incident at 9*29 p*m* The result of lay investigation 
io as follows i«

About 9*S p«m*» hovmber 9» 1935» 
jJAnpa

on the road in front of &34» Jarroch head* 
Victim

liidao hahayama» lot aloes bemun of th© Japanese 
Maval tending ?urty*

,to, .wobi
a «33 oalibre bullet wont’had penetrated 

the right side of the book of the head. too victim 
was une onip ions and one fesaodiutely rornved to the 
Jop-mooe SerttM tending tarty .Barracks for treatment» 
but ouooumbod to hie injuries at 1 a*m«» Movmber 10» 
Condi tiona at teaBQenuoftha shooting.

According to the statement of a Japmsse named 
Aukaoka» rseiding to the vicinity of the eccne of tho 
estas» as ho was playing his gramophone in his homo 
at about 9 p*m*» ho hoard the sound of a shot» but 
thought it was a riosha tyro bursting* Immediately 
afterwards» Woo Jliang-woo (^îf^)» a ohoomatar 
residing at 42» East J^ioehlng taad» called at Takaoka's 
shop to oonnootion with business» and informd Shkaoka 
that ho had soon a dopsnooo lying on the road* 
Takaoka wont out and sear a Japanese Sailor» whoa ho 
knew only by oisht, lying on the ground on oarrooh 
Hoad» to front of a garage owned by a Cantonese msaed 
Ling* This man was lying on his right sids» with 

his Hoad pointing in a northMmstorly direction» 
Ms right am was outstretched» and his left am was



U) 
wai hanging «y Mo alto» ma groaMag» tntaaim 
oallM oat t» Mb t« le Wm» aa the «mm vm aot 
aérions* At thla menant a tailor «ha vaa rotuming 

ta Mraafcs, oaaa u» from tes aawklb Xakaokn tait 
Mb what MA happened and ashed Mb ta report the 

natter to the Standing JfturtXa fiB< oloo there one 
af tea portons vte had gathered at too soeae Uy tnta 
ttoa* A jxurty of four or five gnards from tea 
landing *Wty then arriwd at tea asom* an effioer 
later arrived* «od tea riotlm ma removed te tea 

harraoha on a ataateber* 
tellvllteg ar ilw jmmlcinal JOllec*

Soon Mtar tea matter aaa reported, Jopaty 
CoMoloslano»»» Utlef und otter oiiioora
arriva* an tea aeaaa uu mate owry effort te affaat 

tea arraot of tho aaaaUaat» 

4ÉlUyiMÜkNUNLJHNU£U0db&Mi^^
». Mon*» Chlaf of tea Aranah >dt»«au at tea 

Korte tellway Station* rooeiwd an aooowit of the 
olrounotMMoo of tee inoloaut from staff Cffloar 
IfcVMUi of tea teMlng iarty and «ado an inopoation 

or the mom»

tea Motel Me* In tea teootlns waa dioomrod 
IT •» offioer of MawaU teu< oteUou* ooneeaed 
boblM a vatalOMK*s hat at tee entraaoa to M» 3 team 

of Morte rang Man M»



Report Sergeant SU^UKAWA

A detailed account of the incident is still lacking.

It is reported that, according to a Chinese witness, two sailors 

of the Landing Party were walking together and when they reached 

a point in front of 23d Darroch Road, one of them fell. The other 

sailor, it is stated, ran into a nearby alleyway, and the Chinese 

witness is reported to have expressed the belief that the shooting 

occurred between the two sailors.
Precautionary measures hare been adopted by the Landing 

Party in the area frost Wang Pang Bridge to Headquarters, 

the Chief of Police has been informed of the contents 

of this message.



kWKilT stumutfA

A detailed Moownt of the inoiderit is still 
lacking* It 1* reported that* aooording ta * Chinese 

witness» two sailors of the Lending Party ware walking 

together and when they reached a point in front of 230» 

tarrock Hoad» one of them fall, the other bailor, it 

ie stated» r.« into a nowûy alleyway, and the Chinese 

witness io reported to huw «greased the belief that the 

ehooting oooiunHd between thn two Baller*»*
Preoautlonary maasnrea hare been adopted 

by the Landing Party in thr area from ‘ang Peng 

Bridge to headquarters*

She iïhief of Pel lee has been informed 

of the contents of this nosae^e*



Kovemmr lû. K>th yw of horn
(1936)

on. .thd. .secret .entr/..Qf Chtooe plalnrelothes

I beg to aubeilt th® folXowlr« report on the present 

situation»*

1) Accoixïi!^ to Infomation obtained by Uhi^tero bomi 

iron Ai Yu:t L1U and Çha.i-p/31m. .Ling* Ladera of the Groon Mng» 

rodding in the French Concession, on or nlxxit îTovctdber G nnd 

7 tho Chinese Government soci* tly «sent 6,000 plain-clothes 

soldiers to the Chinone controlled territory of dhanphai to 

asolut the Bureau of Public Safety in mipproasing any riote and 

mki^Mtpeech that -ight take place following the introduction 

of Use currency reform* festarday the Bureau of ublic dafbty *

nade an investigation into the mount of allvor dollars held f
0 by the various shops and afterwards chopetfsd and. sealed then*

2; inquiries were mds regarding the sou-ce of the report 

published in the evening issue of Use -ihan ;Iiai Matniohi on I

Nov^raber 9 to the effect that Chinese pla.4i-»clothes soldiers had ' 

secretly entered dloi>.;hal< This infeamation, it ha® been | 

ascertained, was collected by Mr* j^onoda and two other reporters 

of the ^han^rhai ’’alnichl about a csonth ago fro» various Japanese 

banks, co»pani@a and exchangee* The raissim of the plain* 

clothes soldiers as reported by the ÿJhmghal Malnlchi is the same ' 

as that iven in the first paragraph*

3) ihigataro Sanai states that th© chief of the investigation 

Department of th® American standard Oil Caap&w had infomea him 

that a large number of Chinese plnin-olothos soldiers have 

secrebly «m.terod Shanghai md that the Company hart detailed 

many secret agents to oecura information regarding the develop* 

monts in the currency reform rassures as mil as in ths cace 

of the muEdor of the Japanese marine»



November 10, 10th year of Show*. (1935)
I

Report on the secret entry of Chinese plain-clothes 
soldiers into Shanghai.

Made by' Sergeant jjyuta.ro Higuchi.

I beg to n submit the folloving report on the present 

situation»*

1) According to information obtained by Shigetaro Sonai 

from Pu Yuet Liu and Cnang Shu Ung, leaders of the Green Pang» 

residing in the i'renoh Concession, on or about bovember 6 end

7 the Chinese Governaont secretly sent 6,000 plain-clothes 

soldiers to the Chines? controlled tsrx’itory of Shabghai to 

assist the Bureau of Public safety in suppressing any riots and 

sppech making that might take place following the introduction 

of the currency reform, testerday the Bureau of Public Safety 

made an investigation into the amount of silver dollars held 

by the various shops and afterwards chopped and sealed them.

2) Inquiries were made regarding the source of the report 

published In the evening Issue of the Shanghai Kainxchi on 

November 9 to the effeot that Chinese plain-clothes soldiers had 

seorotly entered Shanghai. This information, it has been ascertained 

was oolleoted by Mr. Bonoda and two other reporters of the Shanghai 

Mainichi about a month ago from various Japanese banks, companies 

and exchanges. The mission of the plain-clothes soldiers as reported 

by the Shanghai Mainiohi is the same as that given in the first 

paragraph.

3) Shigetaro Bo nui states that the ohief of the Investigation 

Department of the American Standard Oil Company had informed him 

that a large number of Chinese plain-clothes soldiers have secretly 

entered Shanghai and that the Company had detailed many secret 

agents to secure information regarding the developments in the 

currency reform measures as well as in the case of the murder 

of the Japanese marine.

jjyuta.ro


Xorenber 9, 193»
Seport «T inreatigationo made tay 
gimtw lh ftIMli ......... „. ..

(1) aaMMBt tf MMW BMMSA.
JÇf mm ta J«uMn tnkaaka» age sa» ef il» 

Thkaote shomakor'a Shop, 90 Jtarrooh Bead.
At «bout 9 p.n» Xorenbor I» m X vm Maying 

ny grmopheno X heard tha oound of a abat being 
fired, but trek A* noUoo aa X thought it was the 
hunting of a rleaha tyre, Xecsediately afterwards 
Woo ( )» a ahownaker, cane la and raid there
vas a man lying on the road, X rent «ut to lode 
and saw a Sailer lying on the ground, X called 
out to bin to bo brare aa the wound was not wrloua 
but ho only groaned and nado no reply* by thio 
tins two or throe more Jaj?aatw had gathered there» 
and X asked then to report thio occurrence to the 
Karel landing Party, but Irmodlataly afterwards a 
sailor arrived» Whan X arrived on the renne X 
did net are anybody olre there.

U) **» a»ren «* *** artre.
Aere wee rely a Mood stain on the read*

(»
The Metal wee disoorered at aboet ll«80 oau 

and van tnrertlately rent to the Aren Xdentif ieatlon 
aretire of the Shanghai MniolyoX Polioe. Xt tai 
a mall Motel»



November 9, 1936

R.eporX^f-4-8ysstlkatX^^_»a4e„by3LQn6tpble 8. Kosonoi.

(l)u âli&VeuV81.l9LÀ^a?^X^J.^!^S
My nam 1s Jenshiro Takaoxa, age 53, of the Takaoka 

Shoemaker’s Shop, 90 Darroch Ro&d,
At about 9 p.m, November 9, as I vas playing my 

gramophone X ixe^rd the sound of a shot being fired, but took 

no notice as 1 thought it was the bursting of a riosha tyre. 
Immediately afterwards, vJoo ( )» a shoemaker, cam in and

said there w a man lying on the gnats* road, I wont out 
to look and æw u sailor lying on the ground, I called out 

to him to be brave as the wound was not serious, but he only 

groaned and made nd reply. By this time two or thre; more 

Japanese had gathered there, and I asked them to report this 

occurrence to the Bawl Landing Party, but immediately after

wards a sailor arrived. When X arrived on the scene X did 

not see anybody else there.

(8) yftf sqene qf , the, iRfeae,*
There was only a blood stain on the road.

(3) Pistol
The pistol was discovered at about 11.30 p.m. and was 

immediately sent to the Arm Identification Section of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police. Xt was a snail pistol.



Report of Constable Taniraoto

Immediately after receiving instructions from the 

Consulate I proceeded to the scene of the shooting* The 

victim had already been removed when I arrived. Details of 

the crime are not yet known, but it is reported that the sailor 

was shot by some person lying ambush. On receiving this report 

X gave orders for further investigations to be made, and Sergeant 

Suzukawa and Constable Magaoka proceeded to the scene of the 

crime for this purpose.



November 9, 193S. Constable Kaahiro Tanimoto.
Attached to the 3ub-Statloo 

on Sx Qhing Road*

Report on the Murder of a Sailor of the Japanese 
Spécial Naval Landing Party*

/inquiries «ereiJLde into the murder of a sailor of the Japanese 

Special Naval Landing Party on Darrooh Road at about 9 p.m. this date 
(November 9) «nd the following foots ascertained***

Hideo Nakayama, agnd 24, 1st class seaman of the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing party, visited two naval entertainment houses 
in Mei Mei Li ( 'f ) on the afternoon of November 9. at about 9 p.m 
he left the entertainment house for the barracks of the Naval Landing 
Party. On the way, he was shot through the head with a pistol bullet 
fired by an unknown person at ths oorner of Darroch Road and foong 
Loh Li. He collapsed unconscious on the spot. Two Chinese constables 
(Nos. 2891 and 2864) a£ the S.M.2. rushed to the scene and immediately 
reported the matter to Dixwell Road Station. Upon receipt of the 
information sergeant Yasukawa and a foreign policeman So 230 (Wilkinson) 
attached to that Station proceeded to the scene, sergeant Yasukawa 

reported the matter to the Naval Landing Party. About 16 members of 
the Landing Party arrived at the soene and removed Nakayama to the 
Landing Party Barracks on a stretcher. I reached the soene after 
Nakayama had been removed to the Landing Harty Barracks. Later many 
members of the landing Party and s.M.P. attended and posted guards 

and oonduoted investigations.
Later, a Chinese named Woo 2iang Wu who had seen the sailor 

collapse, was interrogated. According to this witness, he is known 
to a Japanese named Takaoka, a shoemaker, who resides in a house 
about 40 feet from the soene of the shooting. Ao he reached the 
front of Takaoka’s house ho heard • pistol shot. Ho looked in the 
direction of the report and noticed a sailor lying on the ground and 

a man running into the Noong Loh Li. The sum who osoapod was attired 

in a blue coat and long trousers but was hatless.
The wife of Nada, a school teacher, on Darrooh Road, stated 

that when she reached the scene after hearing the pistol shot she 



found more than 10 persons already there.

Takaoka, a shoexaker, Is said to have rushed to the soene 

after being Informed Of the shooting by the Chinese named <oo 

Ziang-wu.

Chinese constables Nos. 2891 and 2364 of the S.M.P. stated 

that when they arrived at the soene there was nobody taere except 

Naki.yama, the injured sailor.

A pistol was found between a wall and a watchman’a hut m 

Poong .Loh Li about 80 yards from Darroch Road. Its muzzle was 

pointed toward North Jzeoiiuen Road and one shot appears to have 

been fired from it. A Ohine.se watchman named Lea Hong Ping 

goes off duty «t 6 p.m. every day. He is not armed with & pistol 

when on duty, but carries a baton.

Ohine.se


Xnnedlatoly after reoolvlng instrueticms 
from the Consulats X pwowàH to the sonne of 
the shooting* nie viotln had already been 
rtnuvod when X arrived* stalls of the orlne 
are not yet known» but it in reported that the 
Sailor was shot by nose person lying in ambush* 
On reooiving this report 1 gave orders for 
further investigations to bo node» and Sergeant 
Suaukawa and Constable Magaoka prooeedad to the 
scene of the crime for thia purpose*



November 9, 1936» Constable Hachlro Tanlmoto.
Attached to the substation 
on 8s Ching Hoad*

inquiries were made into the murder of a sailor of 
the Japanese 3pe cial Naval Landing Party on Darroch Bead at 
about 9 p.u., this date (No veiJ>>r 9) and the following facts 
ascertained i-

Mdao Nakayama, aged 24, 1st class eessnan of the 
Japanese Special Naval Landing Party» visited two naval 
entertainment houses in Mei Mei Li ( K T ) on the afternoon 

of November 9* At about 9 p*m* he left Ums entartainnent 
house for the barracks of the Naval Landing Party* 0» the 
way, he was ehot through the head wiUi a pistol bullet fired 
by an unknown person at the corner of Darrooh Hoad and Foong 1 
Loh Li* Mb collapsed unconscious on the spot. two 

Chinese constables (Nos* 2891 and 2864) of the S*M*F* rushed 
to the scene and immediately reporte the matter to Dixwell 
Road Station* Upon receipt of the information Sergeant 
fasukawa and a foreign policeman, No.230 (.vilklnaon) attached 
to that Station proceeded to the scene* Sergeant fasukawa 
reported the matter to the Naval Landing arty. About 16 
members of the lending Forty arrived at the scene and removed 
Nakayama to the Landing rnrty Barracks on a stretcher* t 
reached the scene after Nakayama had been removed to the 
Landing Forty Barracks* later many members of the Landing 
Party and 8*M*F* attended and posted guards and conducted 
investigations*

Later, a Chinese named woo Ziang Wu who had seen 
the sailor collapse, was interrogated* According to this 
witness, he is known to a Japanese named Takaoka, a shocmater* 
who resides in a house about 40 feet from the scene of the 
shooting. As he reached front of Takaoka*a house ha
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heard a pistol shot* lie looked in the direction, of the 

report and noticed a sailor lying on the ground and a man 
running into the Fbong Loh Lt* the man who asoaped was 
attired in a blue coat and long trousers but was hatless*

The wife of Muda, a school teacher, on Darrooh 
Hoad, stated that when she reached the scene after hearing 
the pistol shot aha found wore than 10 persons already 

there*
Takaoka, a shoemaker, is said to have rushed to 

the scene after being informed of the shooting by the Chinese 
named Woo hianj wu*

Chinese constables Nos* 2391 and 2364 of the 
a*M*P* stated that whan they arrived at tho scone there was 
nobody there except Nakayama, the injured sailor*

A pistol was found between a wan and a watchman's 
hut in Sbong Loh Li about 80 yards from Darrooh HoaS* Its 
mussle was pointed toward North dsechuen Hoad and one shot 
appear» to have been fired from it* A Chinese watchman 
named Lae Hong Hng ‘M ) gees off duty at 6 p*m* 

every day* He is not aimed with a pistol when on duty, 
but carries a baton*



Movamber 10, 10th year of ahowa (1935)

Report on the purler of a marine of the Landing Party. 

Made by Constable Takeo Nagaoka.

As regards ths recent movements of the late Hide© 

Nakayama, age 24, first alas* marine of the 7th Company 

4th Battalion of the Shanghai Special Landing Party at the 

Xansno (Translator’s note - This is a brothel especially 

eetaoliahwl for marines’) in Mei Mei Lee, North Szechuan Road, 

I have already Bubmitted a report yeaterday. I nov beg to 

au unit a further report on the late Nakayama. Mor the past 

two ye-.rn he was in love with a waitrees named Chi to Sakai 

alias 1'ayeko, age 24, of the Koriu Cafe. He used to visit 

the Komu J-^fe on an average of two or three times a month 

and pusced nights with the girl. In September, previous 

to the aeparture of Chito Sakai for Japan, Nakayama visited 

her whenever ne had leave of absence frum the barracks -nd. 

passed nights with her on six occasions. Ths term of Chi to ;

Sakai*e service with the Aomu Cafe expired at the end of j
i 

August, but she remained there during the whole of September |
to earn her passage to Japan. At the beginning of October, |

she returned to Japan to get married. It is reported that she I 
I hae been married Ao a certain person in Osaka. After the 

departure of Chito Sakai for Japan, Nakayama for the first time 

visite a the Baigetsu Cafe in company with Masao Awoki, 1st 

Claes Seaman of the same Company, on the night of November 8, 

the date previous to the shooting incident. Awoki passed |

the night with Uioegtku at the Baigetsu Cafe, while Nakayama J

went to the Komu Cafe and passed the night with Miyo Hara alias ’

Miyoko, aged 21.. Nakayama and Awoki returned to the barracks 

on the following mmrning. They were very intimate friends bat 

as the detes of their leave did not ooinoide, they were not

J



able to go out together. Nakayama was granted special

liberty on Novoiaoar 8 as he was due to return to Japan on 

the 13th, so ne went out in company with Awoki. November 9, 

the day on whioh the shooting incident occurred., was Nakayama’s 

regular day of leave. Nakayama wue asked, by Awoki to deliver 

a letter to Umegiku of the Baigetsu Cafe. Nakayama went to the 

Baigetsu Cafe to deliver the letter and remained there for about 

SO minutes awaiting the girl's reply. After receiving the 

letter of reply and a box of cakes from Umeglku, Nakayama proceeded 

to the Komu Cafe where he stayed about 10 minutes chatting with 

Miyo Hara alias Miyoko. It is reported that Umogiku of tho 

Baigetsu Cafe saw Nakayama lave the Mei Mei Li alleyway alone 

before 9 p.m.

krom inquiries made at other cafes the following Information 

was obtained from a waitress of the “bhanghal Club" Cafe named. 

Kuniye «iyake alias Kuniko, aged 2bs- rtI am not sure about tho 

exact tide but I believe it was about 8 p.m. when I saw Nakayama 

standing in front of my place with two or three other Bailors.

I went inside without paying any attention to them because I had 

a visitor nt the time. I do not know where he went. I know hie 

name because I heard his friends call him Nakayama” when he came 

to my cafe in company with two or three other sailors in January 

this year. Since that title Nakayama used to visit my plaoe but 

he never spent a night there.”

.at the Cafe Taishokan it was learned that Nakayama used to 

visit the cafe in company with two or three other sailors but never 

•pent the night there. Nakayama was not known at other plaoos*

As has been already mentioned, Nakayama was not well known 

among the cafes in the Mei Mel Li alleyway* kor this reason* 

inquiries there have had no satisfactory results. The girl with 

whom Nakayama was in love was married at Osaka, and there la no 

reason to believe that he had been involved in any other love 

affair or that any person or persons had any ill-feeling against him 

further enquiries are proceeding.



Kowmber 10» 10«h year of Shewa 
(!•»)

Report cm the murder of « marine of the
Landing Mty. Made by Constable Moo Magaotau

«»es«MsHWms»

Ao regarda the recent aovemante of the late 
Kidao Katayama* ago 24» first claaa marine of the 
7th Company 4th Battalion of the Shanghai fecial 
Landing Mty at the Xanaho (Translator’s note - 
This Is a brothel specially established for marines) 
in Mei hoi Loe* Berth asoohuan Mead» X hare already 
submitted a report yesterday* X new bag to submit 
a further report cm the late Katayama. for the 
past two years ho was in low with a waitress 
named fiiyiftJMSl «Xiao «0* 34» of the 
itau cafe* Be used to visit the Komi Cafe on 
an wrerago of two or three tines a month and passed 
nights with the girl* In September, previous 
to the departure of to* Japan, Katayama
visited her whonewr ha had leaw of absence from 
the barracks and passed nights with her on nix 
Oceanians* fho tom of Chito Sakai’s service 
with the Kama Cafe expired at the end of August» 
but she remained there (hiring the whole of September 
to earn her passage te Japan. At the beginning 
of October, she returned to Japan to got married* 
Xt is reported that she has been married to a 
certain person in Osaka* After the departure of 
Chito Satai for Japmi» Katayama for the first time 
visited ths Balgotsu Cafe in company with Mao 
Awoki, 1st Class seaman of the same Com,»any, on 
ths night of Kowmber •» the date previous to the 
shooting incident* Awoki passed the night with 
Umeglta at ths Balgotsu Cafe, while Katayama wont 
to the Kmu Cafe and passed the night with Mlyo



Bara alias Mlyoko, aged 21. Mahayana and 
Awoki returned t-e the toarraaks on the fallowing 
Morning. they ware wry intlmto friande 1ml 
as the Batea of their leave did not coincide, they 
wore not abla to go out together. Bukayam was 
granted spooial litoerty on Mowntoer ft cm he was 
due to return to Japan on the 13th, no he went 
out in company with Awoki. Movomher 9. the 
day on which the shooting incident occurred. was 
Hakayaraa'e regular iay at' leave. Mahayana was 
asked lay Awoki to deliver a letter to Umeglku 
of the Balgotau Cafe. Makayma went to the 
Baigelou Cafe to deliver the letter and remitted 
there for stout 90 Minute» awaiting the girl's 
reply. After receiving th® letter of reply and 
a hex vf oaken from Uoeglku* Sakayama prooeadod 
to the Km Cafe where he stayed atout 10 minutes 
chatting with Miyo Hara alias Mlyoko. It io 
reported that Uracglku of the Balgstsu Cafe sew 
Makaymsa leave the Mel Mel 11 alleyway alone 
kef ore 9 p.n.

Free inquiries made at other oafes the 
following information was ohtalned from a waitress 
of the «Shanghai Cluto* Cafe named Kunlye Miyake 
alias kunlko» aged 29 •• «X am not sure atout the 
exact time tout X toelleve it was atout ft p.m. when 
X aww Makayana standing in front of ay place with 
two or three other haliers. X went inside 
without paying any attention to them toeoausa X 
had a violtor at the time. I do not know where 
he wont. X know hie nano toecauso X heard his 
friends call hlm «Makayuna* when ha cane to my 
oafo in company with too or three other sailors 
in January this year» Since that time Bakaysm



used to visit «y plaça but he novar spent a niyht there*r'

At the Cafe fulshokan it was learned that dakayama 

used to visit the oafe la oompuny with two or three other 

sailor» out never epent the night there* Mahayana was 

not known at other places*
as has been already mentioned* hakayataa wae not 

well known among the o .foe in the Mei Mol 14 aHeywsy* 

yor this reason* inquiries there have had no satisfactory 

results* fho girl with whoa b'akayaraa was in love was 

married at Osaka* and there io no reason to oelleve that 

he had bean involved in any other love affair or that any 

person or persons had any lH«feoling against him* 

further enquiries are proceeding*



Kovcober 9, 1906 Constable Takeo Nagaoka.

Re.ort ****

Acting ©a instructions in connection with the 

assassination of Uideo 'îakayam, 1st class seaman of the 

Japanese Kuval Landlr»® *arty, in the vicinity of No«235 

Darroch xoaa at about 0 p*a» today, 1 forward herewith the 

result of Inquiries mde on the X'm.uK of tne sailor 

at the vturioA* cnUrtainmnt houses in the âoi .'iei 11 
alleyway*

At about 7*30 p»m« November 8, Naicayaiaa in company 

with Masao A*okl, 1st class seaman of the aa.ue company* 

visited the Baigetau Cafe at No.33 Mei itei Li* There 

Nakayama Joked al th the waitresses» saying that he had 

abstained from drinking for a long tiw but that ni^ht he hi 

partaken ©f sevei-al drinks« Nakayama i'wasô.ned there about
half an hour and tten callad at the Komu Cafe at No *27 in 

the same alleyway, where he spent th© night with one of the 

waitresses nwaod Mlyu Bara alias Myo ko, aged 21, while 

Awoki passed the night at the Balgetsu Cafe with Moyo 

3aaaki alias ihaegiku, aged 27* The two sailors returned 

to the barracks of the Landing Party on the following 

moraing*
Cki November V, Nal^ayauea left tho barracks alone 

at 
and called at the Baigetsu Cafe/about 8 p«a* Thera he 

received a letter from itaegiku for delivery to Awoki* After 

remaining about 30 minutes at the Baigetsu Cafe he visited 

the Koau Cafe wher*» he chatted with Miyoko for about 10 

minutes and then left for the barracks»
Thirln-’ tho tin*' that a waitress named Chito Sakai 

alias Tayeko, aged 24 was with the Kono Cafe» Nakayama need 

to confine his attentions to her only* Following her

m.uK


departure for ..‘remn in tlr b*■ ginning of October, ffa&ayama 
for ihe ilrst ’iir.io p-wrl a. nl,ght with Miyoko at thia caffe* 

Wakayama w»vs « mn of gentle disposition and vraa noi 
involved in any love aflhirr»



ember 9, 1935. Constable Takao Nagaoka

Report on the Assassination of a sailor of the 

Japanese Naval Landing Party 

Acting on instroutions in connection with the assassination 

of Hideo Wakayama, 1st class seaman of the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party, in the vici nity of No. 236 Darroch Road at about 9 p.m. 

today, X forward herewith the result of Inquiries made on the 

movements of the sailor at the various entertainment houses in 

the Mei Mei Li alleyway.
At about 7.30 p.m. November 3, Nakayama in company with 

Masao Awoki, 1st class seaman of the same company, visited the 

Baigetsu Cafe at No. 33 Mei Mei Li. There Nakayama Joked with 

the waitresses, saying that he had abstained from drinking for 

a long time but that night he had partaken of several drinks. 

Nakayama remained there about half an hour and then called at 

the Kama Cafe at Io. 27 in the same alleyway, where he spent the 

night with one of the JtitjananOKS waitresses named lUyo Hara alias 

Miyok, aged 21, while Awoki passed the night at the Baigetsu Cafe 

with Moyo Sasaki alias Umegiku, aged 27. The two sailors returned 

to the barracks of the Landing Party on the following morning.

On November 9, Nakayama left the barracks alone and called 

at the Baigetsu Cafe at about 8 p.m. There he received a letter
1 

from Umeglku for delivery to Awoki. After remaining about 30 

minutes at the Baigetsu Cafe he visited the Xomu Cafe where he i
chatted with Miyoko for about 10 minutes and then left for the I
barracks.

During the time that a waitress named Chito Sakai alias 

Tayeko, aged 24 was with the Komu Cafe, Nakayama used to confine 

his attentions to her only. following her departure for Japan | 
in the beginning of October» Nakayama for the first time passed | 

a night with Miyoko at this cafe. Nakayama was a man of gentle | 

disposition and was not involved in any love affairs.



IJ
The following information has been received from 

the local Japanese Consular Police regarding the identity 

of the murderer of Nakayama of the Japanese Naval Landing Party:-

From what is being said amongst Chinese residents in 

the vicinity of t.<e scene of the crime and in Fong Loh Li 

alleyway, there is not the least doubt that the person who 

shot Nakayama was a Chinese youth whc wore a ’•sports jacket", 

the colour of which at first sight appeared to be black, and 

a pair of trousers tight-fitting in the legs. The jacket

was bcttonless and of this design He was hatless
ft ft

He ran at a terrific speed along Fong Loh Li towards North

Szechuen Road. His hair was so long that mien he was running 

it bobbed up and down. He is slim of build and his height 

is about 5 feet 6 or 7 inches. The witness is reported to 

have said that, after careful thought, tne appearance of 

the aforementioned person indicated him to be a Cantonese.

The Chinese who had witnessed this informed hie

Chinese friends of what he had seen, but refused to speak 

about it to others. If any person having the appearance of 

a Japanese were to approach this witness, he would stop 

talking as a matter of precaution. This witness Is reported
1 

to have further stated that none of the persons taken to ?

the Police Station had made a statement acowding to the facts.

Notes

1. A witness who was interrogated at the Police Station soon
I 

after the incident said as follows:- "The culprit was wearing 

clothing similar to that of the sailor." Later, the Japanese

Naval Landing Party issued a statement that "this was an 

objectionable statement” and that "the inquiries were not 

sufficient, etc." Probably it was due to this that the 

Municipal Police have stated that "the witness said that the 

culprit was wearing a foreign dress."

2. In view of these circumstances, any ignorant Chinese

•



upon seeing at night the clothing mentioned would undoubtedly 

make an irresponsible statement such as "the clothing was similar 

to that of the sdilor.’* It would have been more correct to say 

that the person was wetring clothing as described by the Chinese 

referred to in the first part of this letter. The first statement 

(although the wording was incorrect) may be regarded as excusable. 

It is possible that the witness, who was being interrogated in 

the midst of the excitement following the incident and having 

insufficient time to think over the matter before making a reply» 
clothing

would say that "the KJdbadtx was similar to that of the sailor."
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Sin Wru lec and other local newspapers

Til NjÆAYALÀ MURDER CASE:TEXT GF JUDGkENT DISMISSING APPEAL

The appeal of Yang Wen Dao and Yih Hai Sung against 
the sentence of death passed on them by the First Special 
District Court in connection with the Nakayama. Murder Case 
on Derroch Road on November 9 last year, was dismissed by 
the Second Branch Kiangsu High Court on December 9»

Copies of the decision were sent on December 10 to 
the appellants and their attorneys.

As great attention was paid to this cese by the 
public, the full text of the decision of the High Court 
dismissing the appeal is hereby published.

FACTS

Yang Wen Dao was the chairman of the former Hung 
Zen Mutual Aid Association, while Yih Hai Sung, alias Siax> 
Kwangtung, was a member of the Association. Later, owing 
to the departure from Shanghai of Yang Wen Dao, the 
association was dissolved. In January, in the 23rd year 

•'of the Chinese Republic, Yang Wen Dao returned to Shanghai. 
Together with Yih Hai Sung and others, Yang Wen Dao 
organized two bodies known as the Dong JenQîÉj'fc- ) fnd Dong 
Nyi(\^J&j ), of both of which Yang Wen Dao was the chairman 
with Yin Hai Sung as member. Owing to lack cf members, 
the influence of these two federations was smaller than 
that of the fonner Hung Zen Association, In an attempt 
to expand their influence, Yang Wen Dao and Yih Hai Sung 
conspired together to carry out attacks on Japanese officials 
and marines so as to stir up disturbances. Consequently 
they made their plans, and carried out an inspection on 
Darroch Road at 3 p.m. November 3. On the night of November 
5, they drew lots in the Dong Nyi Federation at No.71, 
Yung Chi Lee(^</^'X-), Range Road, and Yih Hai Sung was 
chosen by lot to execute the plan. At 8 p.m. November 9, 
Yang wen Dao, Yih Hai Sung and . Jack left the
Moon Palece Hotel and walked to the Japanese School on 
North Szechuen Road. Yang Wen Dao produced a pistol 
from a book and handed it to Yih Hai Sung. They then 
walked to Darroch Road- and saw a Japanese marine named 
Nakayama walking there. Following the Japanese marine 
up to the vicinity of Feng Loh Li) on Darroch Boad, 
Yih Hai Sung drew his pistol and shot tfiê marine in the 
head from behind. Soon after, Nakayama died. Yih Hai 
Sung ran into Feng Loh Li and threw his pistol under a 
Police watchman’s box.in the Terrace. He mt de good his 
escape. All this was discovered by the Police The 
appellants were arrested. In the house of Yang Wen Dao 
at No.18, Tung An Li (ftp #3L), Tongshan Road, a book on 
Physics, which was usea to conceal the pistol, was found 
by the Police and handed to the Court.

REASONS

There is a round wound of entry of about seven 
milimctre in diameter at about 6 centimetres above the 
rear of the outer cavity of the ear and about 7 centimetres 
on the right side of the central joint of the back part 
of the head of the victim, the Japanese marine Hideo
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Nakayama. The bullet touched an artery of the head and 
this was the cause of the profuse bleeding. There is also 

an irregular shaped wound of exit of about 2 centimetres in 
diameter on the front part of the head. The skull around 
it was badly injured. The damaged parts became so swollen 
that they were congested with blood. Moreover, a great 
quantity of brain was visible outside the skull and much 
blood escaped owing to the rupture of the artery. This 
clearly shows that the deceased had died of henimorjhige and the 

• effects of a head wound caused by the bullet v/ound in the 
head. All these facts were established by Mr. ftgava, 
Military Doctor of the Japanese Naval Landing Tarty, after 
he had made an examination and a report to this effect was 
drawn up by him. Furthermore, a spent bullet was later 
found by Japanese Constable No.61 at the scene of the incident 
about 8 feet to the south of the blood stains. Simultaneous 
with this finding, Japanese detective No.50 found at that 
place an empty cartridge, while Japanese Sub-Inspect or 
"Kayinyasu" found the pistol No.241146 which still contained 
six rounds of ammunition under a watctoui’t woodon box in 
Feng Loh Li alleyway. Both the spent bullet and the empty 
cartridge found at the scene of the incident and which had 
caused the death of the Japanese marine were fired from 
this pistol. Moreover, this fact has also been established 
by the S.M.P. ballistics expert Mr. Caley (vide the report 
and photographs which he submitted to the Court). The 
book on Practical physics which was used for the purpose 
of concealing the said pistol v/as found at the home of Yang 
Ven Dao at House No. 18 Tung An Li off Tongshan. Road on 
April 19. In view of the fact that the hole excavated 
inside the book is similar in length, width and size as the 
pistol in question.and the rust marks remaining in the hole 
of the book corresponded exactly with those of the pistol 
in more than 40 points, it is therefore evident that the 
book in question was the one that was used for the purpose 
of concealing the said pistol but not other pistols of a 
similar type as the one seized. This fact has been 
corroborated as a result of examination by the S.M.P. Finger 
Print expert Mr. Dickson and the Medico-Legal Laboratoiy 
of the Ministry of Justice. Furthermore, when the book
in question was taken back to the Police Station and plaoed 
on the desk after its discovery, Yang Wen Dao, upon seeing 
it, at once admitted that the book belonged to him before 
he was even interrogated. This admission was made in the 
presence o^jD.S.I. Crowther and Mr. Kawashima and can be 
referred toAhe verbal reports made in the Court of First 
Instance (vide the written records of the Court of First 
Instance taken down on July 8). Even on April 20 when 
Yang Ven Dao was arraigned before the Court of First Instance 
the first time, he admitted that the hole inside the book 
was exeavated by him for the purpose of concealing a pistol, 
although he later retracted this statement and asserted that 
the book which he had used for the purpose of concealing 
a pistol was one in English, that the licence of his pistol 
was secured from the Bureaujof Public Safety, that the pistol 
belonged to one Li Mou (^ -^ ) and that the book in question 
was not his property but was one that had been planted in 
his house by Yang Chien Chung to incriminate him.
However, vhen the pistol, a "Demon", vhich was loaned tc 
Yang Ven Dao by Li Mou,was secured from the Bureau of Public
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Safety by the Municipal Police for comparison, it was 
found that this pistol did not fit the hole in the book; 
moreover, Yang Chien Chung appeared in the Court of First 
Instance and denied the allegation that he had planted 
the book as he had no personal grudge against Yang Wen 
Dao, nor had he ever visited the home of Yang Wen Dao, 
nor did he know where Yang Wen Da.o lived. He further 
sbjtcci thet he had never seen this book before. From 
this, there can be no doubt that the spent bullet and 
the empty cartridge produced in Court had caused the 
dec th of the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama and that 
the book on Practical Physios that was used to conceal 
the weapon was the property of Yang Wen Dao.

Now as to the question of whether or 
not the appellants are the murderers» It is to be noted 
that the accused Yih hai Sung during his trial in the 
Court of First Instance at first denied having committed 
the crime and although later he admitted the crime, yet 
his statements were very contradictory because at first 
he stc. ted that it was Yang Wen Dao who fired the shot and 
later he retracted this statement and admitted that he 
alone was responsible for the crime and that it had no 
connection whatever with Yang Wen Dao and others. It 
was only until after he had been informed of the 
significance of the cage and closely examined by the 
Court of First Instance that the accused began to state 
how Yang Wen Dao had planned to assassinate Japanese 
marines, how the matter was discussed at the Dong Nyi 
Federation, how they proceeded together to make an 
inspection of the place where the crime was to be 
committed, how they later drew lots at the jfederation 
and how he drew the lot which contained the word "go”, 
etc. Yih Hai Sung further saidtf- "On November 9 last 
year, I occupied Room No. 9 in the lioon Palace Hotel 
( ) under the name of Hsia Tsung Kee ( ).
At about 8 p.m. that day, Yang Wen Da.c, Jack end I left 
the Loon Palace Hotel and walked northwards to the 
Jap.nese school when Yang Wen Dao took out s pistol from 
within a. book and handed it to me. On arrival at Dajjroch 
Road, we saw a Japanese marine. Yang Wen Dao made a sign 
to me with his mouth. I followed the marine a short 
distance. As there wore no policemen, I shot him, after 
which I escaped through Dou Do Li ), threw the
pistol away and returned to the Loon^Palace Hotel.
All .hot I have said this time is true and I will not 
retract." The Judge in the Court of First Instance 
took Yih Hai Sung to the spot for investigation. In 
the presence of the Judge, Yih Hai Sung gave full 
particulars regarding the place where Yang Wen Dao had 
given him the pistol, where he saw the marine, where he 
opened fire and how he escaped after the shooting. In 
the meantime, Yih corrected the point in which witness 
Hu Ziang Wu , during a reconstruction, had said
that he saw a. man running into Feng Loh Li from behind 
an electric pole; Yih said that he went direct to Feng 
Loh Li and did not go behind an electric pole. This 
statement is more logical. Witness Hu Ziang Wu said 
t.m t when he heard a pistol report that day, he saw a man 
wear..ng black clothing, running into Feng Loh Li. Witness 
pan Chiao Yin ' stated that when she was walking
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on Darroch Road to the south that night, she saw a Japanese 
marine and a man wearing black foreign clothing, walking 
in :he northern direction one on the eastern side : nd the 
other on the western side of the road. Afterwards she 
heard a pistol report. This statement corresponds with 
the confession made by Yih Hai Sung in the Court of First 
Instance, that on November 9, 10 and 11 last year, he wore 
the black foreign clothing which is on record.

When Yih Hai Sung was on the way to the place 
of t'.'.e murder, he was seen by witness Chang Zay Yuan 
This witness testified^- "At about 8 p.m. November 9, 
I visited No. 14 Yu Ching Li ( '£ ) to look for a dance
girl named Seu Yin ( £ ). I came out and found many
motor cars parked at the entrance to Yu Ching Li. I made 
a. detour to the pavement on the western side and walked in 
a southern direction to return to the Nanyang Dance Hall 
( )• At this time, I sa.w Siao Kwangtung in front
of me about five or six houses away. He was followed 
in the rear by two men, one of whom was Jack. I do not 
know the other man. They were walking in the northern 
direction and passed, by me* I did not pa$ attention 
to them. As soon as I arrived at the dance hall, I heard 
about the shooting case", . •

Witness Hai Lo Ya ( ) made the following
statement regarding Yih Hai Sung's return to the Moon 
Palace Hotel »- "At about 10 p.m. that day, I visited 
the Moon Palace Hotel to look for friends. When I reached 
the door of Room No. 9 with Ah Cha ), the latter
pushed the door half open and asked'iih Hai Sung why 
he was in such an extraordinary state. Yih replied that 
he had just returned from a. fight". This may be used as 
evidence «

In the Court of First Instance, Yih Hai Sung 
confessed that he occupied Room No. 9 in the Moon Palace 
Hotel under the name of Hsia Tsung Kee and that he ran 
back to the hotel after the shooting. Yih Hai Sung 
stated that the pistol that was handed to him by Yang Wen 
Dao 'vas taken out f rom a book, and the book was seized by 
the Police at the home of Yang Wen Dao. Yih Hai Sung's 
statements correspond with the facts and this may be adopted 
as evidence to prove the crime committed by the appellants. 
Yih Hai Sung later retracted his statement, stating that 
his confession was made under torture, that he ha,d swallowed 
buttons, keys etc. in order to kill himself quickly end 
that he felt pain in his two. èideÉ^.» the more painful on 
the left side. The Court of First Instance sent him to 
the S.l'.C. Hospital for an examination at which the Court 
doctor assisted. As a result of the examination, no 
metal articles were found in his stomach nor any injury 
could be found to his ribs. The report of the Court 
doctor Wei Lih Kung ) may be used as reference.
(Vide page 147, Volume 2, the Court of First Instance.) 
The scar on his upper lip below the nose was caused by 
Yih Hai Sung himself by scraping. This information was 
given by Yih Hai Sung to his lawyer Chang Tse Niang during 
an interview at the Police Station on May 21 this year. 
The Court of First Instance questioned the lawyer about 
this point and the lawyer admitted this. According to 
Yih Hai Sung’s statement, he was tortured two weeks after 
the remand ordered by the Court of First Instance on May 6 
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according to the record of the Court of First Instance. As 
Yih Hai Sung's confession was already on record prior to 
Kay 6, his statement that his confession was made through 
torture is obviously a fabrication.

The present appeals are based on five points. 
With the exception of Point (3) on the motive of murder, 
Point (4) on the counter-evidence given by the accused, and 
Point (5) on the various facts, etc., the rest is all 
speculation and lacks concrete proof to support the contentions.

Point (1) criticises the material evidence 
produced by the Police. It asserts that as the bullet had 
entered the back of Nakayama’s head and emerged through the 
forehead, it should have dropped in front of the marine and 
not at a spot about 8 feet away behind the marine where it 
was actually found. After an examination of the diagram 
drawn up by the Court of First Instance at the time of the 
reconstruction of the crime, we find that the spot (marked 
red) ■’. here Nakayama was shot and the spot v’here he collapsed 
are three paces apart, while the bullet dropped between these 
two spots (marked green). The spot where the bullet dropped 
is in front of the spot where Nakayama was shot. According 
to a report by Japanese Medical Office Ogawa, when Nakayama 
was removed to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headuqarters, 
his temperature was 36.5 degrees, his pulse was 90 and his 
breathing 22. His condition Was like ehat of a man in 
normal conditions and it was possible that he had walked 
a few steps even after he had been shot. As Nakayama was 
a man of strong physique, it is reasonable to surmise that 
for a short space^time after he was shot he had made three 
paces forward and then collapsed. One cannot ignore the 
diagram drawn up at the time of the reconstruction of the 
crime by steadfastedly sticking to the point that the bullet 
had dropped behind the spot where the victim had collapsed 
to the ground.

Again, a bullet penetrating a living being 
may not gather blood stains. This has been found conclusive 
ty the various experts of the Medico-Legal Laboratory and of 
the Arms Identification Section of the 3.M.C. Such evidence 
cannot be attacked by the appellants by using empty words 
alone.

& The appeals further state» "Witness Chang 
Tsun( 5"R ) in his statement stated that when Tseng Yuan
« %/) and Zung 'lei Ming("$Y JL ) were smoking opium on 
a bed, he drew a sketch of a pistol with a pencil. Later 
Tseng Yuan introduced him to Zung '!ei King who said that if 
he (Chang Tsun) would call at the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party Headquarters and make a report to the effect that the 
marine Nakayama had been murdered by Yih Hai Sung, Yang "en 
Dao and a Korean named Jack, he could claim the $4,000 reward. 
Questioned about this statement at a hearing in the Court of 
First Instance, Tseng Yuan replied, ’Quite right, quite right.' 
At a hearing in the Court of First Instance, Yang Chien Chung 

) also admitted that he knew Zung Wei Ming and that 
he had supplied Yang Wen Deo’s address to Zung Wei Ming from 
whom he had sought a loan. It is not altogether an 
impossibility that the book containing an excavation in 
the shape of a pistol had been planted by Yang Chien Chung 
as part of the conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng 
Yuan."
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Chang Tsun was formerly on friendly terms with 
Tseng Yuan, Zung "ei Ming and others and was one of the party 
to claim the reward. Later, there was a rupture over 
conflicting interests and he called at the office of lawyer 
Kuh Chao Chi, the lawyer of Yang Ven Dao, to give his evidence. 
His petition which is in favour of Yang Ven Dao was drawn up 
by a man named Yih(^7 ) and submitted/to the Court. It is 
doubtful whether his words are reliable. Assuming, as 
contended by appellants, that Zung Wei Ming and others had 
actually conspired to give information in order to secure the 
reward, this is a totally different matter from the planting 
of evidence and the making of a malicious accusation. The 
evidence given by Chang Tsun merely proves that Zung Wei Ming 
and others are suspected of having conspired to give the 
information. No proof was produced to show how Zung ”ei 
Ming had planted the false evidence. The ruling of the 
Court of First Instance in rejecting the evidence given by 
Chang Tsun, Zung Wei Ming and 1’seng Yuan cannot, therefore, 
be said to be without reason. It is alleged that according 
to the report of the Medico-Lefeal Laboratory, none of the 
finger-prints and blood stains found in the book were similar 
to the finger-prints or pAlm-prints of Yang Wen Dao; that the 
paper had been broken at two places at a spot directly 
opposite the safety catch of the pistol; that the edges of 
the breaks had curled and bore rust marks and grease stains; 
that the rust had been caused by grease; that the deep 
Impressions and breaks in the pages of the book could not 
have been made without strong pressure from the outside, 
showing that the impressions and breaks had been deliberately 
and extemporarily made by applying exterior pressure on the 
book; that the marks of excavating the hole in the book were 
very fresh, especially at the two bends on the lower left 
side and at the short left-hand edge on the upper left side 
of the book, showing that the book had been manufactured 
extemporarily and planted in the house of Yang Ven Dao. The 
accused had failed to note that the finger-prints left in the 
book were few and mostly incomplete, as pointed out in Report 
No. 100, Character "Chien" ), made by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory, and it was for this reason that the Laboratory 
had been unable to find any of Yang Wen Dao’s finger-prints 
in the book. At the most, we can only say that the 
result of the examination failed to prove that the book 
bore the finger-prints of Yang Wen Dao, but it cannot be 
taken as evidence in favour of the accused. Rust is caused 
by the oxidation of iron in the air. The speed of the process 
of rusting is according to the himidity of the air at the 
place where the pistol is kept and by the presence of grease 
on the surface of the pistol; therefore it is impossible to 
determine from the rust marks the period of time in which 
the pistol had been kept. As to the deep impressions 
and breaks in the pages, they could not have been made if 
there had been no external pressure or if the pistol had not 
moved to and fro inside the book because the weight of the 
pistol was only 600 grams. Any heavy book or other article 
placed on the book containing the pistol would have provided 
the pressure required to make the impressions and breaks. 
The marks of excavation were inside the book and did not come 
into contact with light or dust; the period of their existence 
cannot therefore be determined according to freshness. All 
this has been explained in Report No. 99 of the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. If a pistol is put infalry place and coated
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■with grease, oxidation will take place more slowly. Now the 
pistol in this case was greased on the surface and tnis 
grease should have had an anti-rust effect upon the pistol. 
Yet the appellant alleges that the grease had accelerated 
the rusting. This is not in acckirdanoe with the statement 
made in the report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory. Furthermore, 
the breaks in the pages can also be caused by the pistol 
moving to and fro inside the book, external pressure is not 
the only cause. Therefore, the appellants cannot attack 
the original judgment on this point,

The second point stressed that the statements 
and reconstructions made by Yih Hai Sung had not been made 
voluntarily. This Court has examined the record of the Court 
of First instance and found that although the various o —Irx. 
confessions of Yih Hai Sung did not totally correspond with 
one another, they had not been made under torture? they t v 
corresponded with the facts. The Court record regarding the 
reconstruction made at the scene of the crime by Yih Hai Sung and 
and the witness Hu Ziang Wu in the presence of the Judge of 
the Court of First Instance contains nothing to show that 
Yih Hai Sung had been prevented from making his reconstruction 
freely by threats or inducements or by some forcible or 
fraudulent or other unlawful means. The lawyers of the 
appellants were present at the reconstruction and had accepted 
the record as correct and signed it. They had not said 
anything About Yih Hai Sung not having been allowed to 
reconstruct the crime freely. How dan the appellants 
now say this after they have filed the appeal? Yih Hai 
Sung had both of his hands handcuffed to two Japanese 
policemen only as a measure of safeguard? he cannot be said 
to have lost his freedom because of beihg thus handcuffed.

According to a reoonstrudtion given by accused 
Yih Hai Sung, the distance between the spot where he fired 
the pistol and the spot where Nakayama stood was about five 
or six ordinary paces. The distance was found incorrect 
because an examination by the Medioo-Legal Laboratory of the 
powder marks on the wound of entry showed that the distance 
must have been about 5 centimetres. When a person commits 
a murder, he is usually over-excited. It is true that he 
will not lose valuable time in considering the distance of 
the shooting and ttfzthe fact carefully in mind. We cannot 
overlook thefacts entirely because of the slight differences 
about the distance of the shooting during the reconstruction. 

According to a statement made by witness Pan 
Chiao Yin, she saw a marine and another person walking in the 
same direction one behind the other. The s tatement made 
by accused Yih Hai Sung to the effect that he followed the 
marine is therefore not absolutely unsupported.

During the reconstruction given by witness Hu 
Ziang Wu, the latter pointed out that accused Yih Hai Sung 
escaped by the side of an eleotrio pole and that the clothing 
worn by the escaping man was similar to that worn by a marine. 
This point has been explained by this Court as well as by the 
Court of First Instance in its judgment as being due to a 
mistake of judgment. u .

Besides, witnesses Ghu Sun Fu ( ) and Chi
Ah Keng ( stated during the hearings at the Court of
First Instance that Yang Wen Dao s eldam went to the Dong Nyi
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Federation aa he had been there only one or two times in all 
and that they had never seen accused Yih Dai Sung nor the 
Korean. Some differences were found when these statements 
were compared with that of accused Yang Wen Dao to the effect 
that he attended to his duties at the Federation everyday 
or with that of Hung Wen Wei ( who presented himself
as a witness in the course of a hearing in this Court and 
stated that Yang Wen Dao was always at the Federation. 
According to a statement made ty witness Hung Wen Wei, between 
7 and 11 p.m. November 9 last year, he was in the Federation 
with Yang Wen Dao. After he (Hung) reached home, he was 
informed by some boys that a Japanese marine had been murdered. 
Next day, he told Yang Wen Dao of the matter.

Witness Hung Wen Wei and accused Yang Wen Dao 
alsos tated that they learned of the murder three or four days 
later from the newspapers. As there are likewise some 
contradictory points in these statements, the evidence presented 
by the witness Hung Wei itfei cannot be aodepted.

In conclusion, with the exception of the case 
against Chow Shou Yong ( # ), which has been concluded
and requires no further disousbion, the Court of First Instanoe 
has regarded the murder of the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
by the appellants as a matter of great importance because the 
murder was liable to give rise to trouble between China 
and foreign nations. There is no possibility of granting 
a pardon to the accused. Yih Hai Sung is the principal 
culprit, while Yang Wen Dao was responsible for having planned 
the murder. It is only reasonable that under Article 26, 
Article 271, Section 1, Article 37, Section 1, Article 3P, 
Section 1, Paragraph 1 and 2, of the Criminal Code, the 
accused are sentenced to death and deprived of civil rights 
for life, while the pistol, the six rounds of ammunition, 
the empty cartridge, the bullet and the book on Practical 
Physics which was used to conceal a pistol were ordered to be 
confiscated. As the reasons given in the appeal can hardly 
be considered aa logical, the case should therefore be dealt 
with as above in accordance with Article 360 of the Code 
of the Criminal Prosedure. Procurator Ling Ngoo Min of 
this Court has attended Court to deliver his views in this 
ease.



S.1Ï.C. (RESPONDENTS)

VERSOS

YANG WEN DAO AND YIH HAT SUNG (APPELLANTS)

The following written argument is sutmitted in 

answer to the appeals filed by Yang Wen Dan and Yih Hai Sung 

against the sentence of death imposed on them by the Shanghai 

First Special District Court for the murder of a Japanese 

marine named Hideo Nakayama.

I. The material evidence produced by the Police.

The proofs produced by the Police were articles 

which were actually used by the accused in the commission of 

the crime and consisted of a “Beretta" pistol of Italian make, 

No. 241146, .52 calibre, six rounds of .32 calibre ammunition 

in the pistol, one bullet of .32 calibre, one spent cartridge 

No. C 1109 of .32 calibre, and a book on Practical Physics 

published by the Commercial Press, Ltd. It is generally 

agreed by the various Chinese and foreign experts, after an 

examination, that the spent cartridge produced in Court belonged 

to the bullet and that the bullet had been fired from the pistol 

No. 241146 and that the book on Practical Physics with an 

excavation in it is the book that held the pistol No.241146. 

The respondents hereunder deal point by point with the reasons 

set forth by the appellants in their appeals attacking the 

above-mentioned proofs and the evidence given by the experts.

(1) The appellants sutmitted that the circumstances 

surrounding the finding of the pistol No. 241146 and the six 

rounds of ammunition it contained (such as the delay of about 

one and half hours after the murder and the distance of 509 

feet away from the scene of crime) were insufficient to prove 

that the said pistol had been used in the murder.

The immediate measure which this question calls 

for is to ascertain whether or not the said pistol was the one 

that had fired the said bullet and the possibility as to whether 



the said bullet could not have been fired from the said pistol* 

These questions can only be answered by experts on the basis of 

scientific facts, for this is a. technical matter and cannot be 

guessed at or talked about recklessly by lay men.

The examination made by D.S. Oakley, ballistics 

expert of the S.M.P., has proved conclusively that the bullet of 

• 32 calibre and the spent cartridge No. C 1109 were fired from 

the pistol No. 241146 and that it was impossible for them not to 

have been fired from the said pistol. (See Chapter 1 of the 

record of enquiries made by D.S.I. Crowther dated November 10, 

1935, regarding the examination conducted at that time by the 

Arms Identification Section of the said pistol, the bullet and 

the spent cartridge and also the evidence given by the ballistics 

expert, D.S. Oakley, together with photographs produced in Court 

at the hearing held on May 1, 1936). At that session of the 

trial the accused did not produce any proof to the contrary or 

to prove that the findings of the said expert were wrong| they 

simply declared that the time of the finding of the pistol should 

not have been so long, that it should not have been found so far 

away from the spot, that it was not reasonable that a culprit 

would have left the pistol behind upon taking to flight after 

committing a crime, that the finding of the pistol beneath a 

wooden box by means of a stick was unbelievable, that owing to 

the large number of spectators having assembled at the spot at 

that time it was probable that the pistol had been planted there.

(2) The bullet of .32 calibre and the spent 

cartridge No. C 1109 were actually fired from the seised pistol 

No. 241146.»

The arguments submitted by the appellants may 

be put under the following three heads i-

(a) The bullet and the spent cartridge should not have been 

found idiere they were.

(b) There was no trace of blood on the bullet.
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fixed
(o) There was a possibility of the bullet having been/from a pistol 

of similar size.

Su oh an apparently true but actually wrong argument 

is liable to give rise to misunderstanding that would make it 

difficult for the truth to be discovered. However, the argument 

can be of no benefit to the appellants.

The respondents submit the following detailed argument 

against the three aforementioned contentions set fortii by the 

appellants «-

(a) Besides a knowledge of law and logic, a person 

handling a criminal case requires wide common knowledge. In a 

metropolis, are to be found idlers who are fond! of listening to 

gossip and looking on at occurrences that do not concern them. 

Many persons will assemble and listen to a quarrel between two 

women; giany persons will collect together and watdh a fight 

between drunkards! a greater number of persons will assemble 

to witness a fire, a shooting or any other serious incident. 

This is a fact; it is human weakness.

Hideo Nakayama was fatally shot on Darroch Hoad at 

9 p.m. Several minutes afterwards, it is possible that a crowd 

of several hundred persons had assembled at the spot. Chinese 

Policeman No. 2864 arrived on the scene at 9.05 p.m., Foreign 

Policeman No. 230 and Japanese Policeman No. 61 arrived at

9.10 p.m. Prior to the arrival of ihese officers, there had 

already been a number of on-lookers around the deceased. (See 

Chapter 1 of the record of enquiries made by D.S.I. Crowther dated 

November 10, 1935). The bullet and the spent cartridge were 

found at about 10 p.m. the same evening, that is about one hour 

after the crime, (vide the written reports made by Japanese 

Policemen Nos. 51 and 61 dated May 2 and 3 this year which have 

been produced in Court and also the statements made by the said 

Japanese policemen at the hearing held on May 1 this year). The 

bullet and the spent cartridge had probably been unintentionally 
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moved by the feet of the crowd from the original spots where they 

had dropped. The fact that the bullet and the spent cartridge 

were not found at the places where they "should have dropped" 

supports this theory. This is not surprising and should not 

be regarded as untenable.

The fact that Hideo Nakayama was fatally shot in the 

head is not refuted by the accused. Unfortunately, the bullet 

that caused the mortal wound dropped/4!b® ground after penetrating 

the head because it was fired at too close range, otherwise it 

would have bad to be extracted from the deceased’s head by a 

doctor and then examined by a ballistics expert to ascertain 

whether it had been fired from the said pistol. This would 

have settled the issue. It was fortunate that according to the 

doctor’s certificate the wound suffered by the deceased was 

inflicted by a pistol bullet and the wound was caused by 

one bullet. Now at the scene of the crime, only one man was 

killed and only one pistol, one bullet and one spent cartridge 

were found. Witnesses Hu Ziang Ho and Pan Chiao Ying stated 

that they heard only one pistol shot. After making an 

examination that evening, the ballistics expert declared that 

the said bullet and the spent cartridge had been fired from the 

said pistol. If the accused suggest that the bullet was not 

the one that had killed a man, let us askt where had this bullet 

come f rom? Who had been struck by it? =nu Where is the bullet that 

had caused the death?

(b) The respondents have not suggested that there was 

no blood stain on the billet. In his statement made in Court 

during the trial held on May 1 and his written report, now on 

file, dated May 3, Japanese Policeman No. 61 stated! "At the 

time of its discovery, there were blood stains and some sticky 

substance on the bullet." Judging by the circumstances existing 

at that time, the Police concluded that the said bullet was the

one that was responsible for the death and subsequent examination 
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by an expert after the di boo very of the pistol further confirmed 

this belief* Under the circumstances, it is not necessary that 

the blood stains should be retained on the bullet, and it was to 

be expected that the blood stains would no longer be found on the 

bullet by the time the accused were arrested and during the trial 

which took place six months later. How can the appellant» assert 

that the bullet is not the one that had caused the death of the 

marine simply because of the absence of blood stains on it at 

present?

Supposing the appellants have actually rebutted the 

statements of Japanese Policeman Ho. 61 and proved that there 

were no blood stains on the bullet when it was found, let us refer 

to Beport Ho, 101, Character Chien ( ) » dram/by the Chen Ju

Medico-Legal Laboratory of the Ministry of Justice, The report 

says: "A bullet passing through a living being at a close range

may not gather any blood stains,* That being so, then the 

question as to whether or not there had been blood stains on 

the bullet will not prove in favour of the appellants,

(0) When a shot is fired, both the spent bullet 

and the empty cartridge will bear on their surface the special 

marks of the pistol from which the shot had been fired. Every 

pistol has its own special marks which are never the same as 

those of other pistols, A spent bullet and an empty cartridge 

have each on their surface the peculiar marks of the pistol 

from which the bullet had been fired. There has never happened 

such a case where suoh marks are so complicated that they 

cannot be distinguished from those of other pistols. This is 

the same principle followed in the identification of finger 

prints. This modem, scientific development in the identification 

of firearms is probably unknown and inexplicable to the 

appellants, and this is why they have regarded such an identi

fication as being so wonderful and beyond their power to

1



understand. Is it due to this fact that they have declared 

that other material facts are necessary in order to justify 

this identification?

(3) The book on Practical Physios, published 

by the Commercial Press, in which a hole in the shape of 

a pistol had been excavated, was discovered by the Japanese 

Constable No. 164 of the Dlxwell Road Police Station at the 

home of Yang Wen Dao, one of the appellants, at House No, 18, 
Dong /ai Lee ( $ $ 'C ) off Tongshan Road at about 5 p.m. 

on April 19 this year. It must be noted that at the time of 

the search, not only the foreign and Chinese Detective 

Sub-Inspectors of the Police Station, but also Chen Sui Chin 
(^)> the concubine of Yang Wen Dao, were present. 

The book in question was handed over for safe custody to 

D.S.I. Crowther, who was then in charge of the case, immediately 

after its discovery by the Japanese Constable. On the 

following day, it was passed to kr. Dickson, an expert in the 

identification f finger prints, for examination, as a result 

of which it was established that the book was actually the 

one wlùch was used for the purpose of concealing the pistol, 

No. 241146, that was used in the murder. (Vide the reports 

Nos. 17 and 19 of D.S.I. Crowther as well as the verbal 

reports made in Court by All the police officers above mentioned 

on Lay 1 when this oaseAheard.) It is not likely that the 

appellant (Yang Wen Dao) will Any knowledge of all the facts 

mentioned above. The point that requires consideration at 

present is whether the appellant is able to produce counter

evidence to substantiate his allegation that the book in 

question was not the one which belonged to him but had been 

planted by some person or persons to implicate him with the 

intention of earning the rewards.



Leaving aside the various statements made 

by Yang *«n at the Police Station, in all of which he 

admitted that the book belonged to him, when Yang wen Lao on 

April 20 was arraigned before the Court for trial the first 

time this year, he likewise stated that the book was his 

property. Such a statement made in the presence of a Judge 

should, of course, be taken as reliable and cannot be 

retracted afterwards under the excuse that he could not see 

the book dearly. The trial of a case is not a trivial 

matter, nor should it be regarded as a joke. Moreover, the 

accused Yang Wen Lao is a man of mature^ Was it likely that 

the accused would have recklessly admitted the ownership 

of a piece of important material evidence if he could not 

see it clearly at the time? The object of the accused in 

confessing to the ownership of the book at that time was 

quite obvious. He knew full well that he could not deny 

ownership of the book seized at his homes at the same time 

he had hoped that by alleging that the book had been kept 

by him for the purpose of concealing another pistol, he 

would be able to conceal the real facts, thereby enabling 

him to escape punishment. On April 27 when the case was 

again heard, the Municipal Advocate declared that the statement 

made by the accused to the effect that the book in question 

was used for concealing another pistol was incredible and 

unreliable. An examination of the book was therefore made 

in Court and itA ascertained that the book could not have 

been used for concealing another pistol. Moreover, it was 

established by means of photographic examination and a 

theoretical explanation by Mr. Dickson, an expert in the 

identification of finger prints, that the book in question had 

actually been used to conceal the pistol used in the murder. 

As a result of this established fact which proves that his 

allegation was unfounded, the accused, being helpless, had



no alternative but to re tract his former statement under the 

excuse that he did not see the book clearly, in the hope of 

nullfying all his fonner statements so as to enable him to 

avert the consequences of his criminal act. The Court of 

First Instance was definitely of the opinion that both the 

book and the pistol in question were the property of the 

accused Yang Wen Dao and that the book had been exclusively 

used by Yang Wen Dao for the purpose of concealing the said 

pistol, because the Court regarded the statement in which he 

admitted the ownership of the book made by him (Yang Wen Dao) 

on April 20 as well as the result of the examination of the 

book and the pistol made by the police expert as believable 

and reliable. Such a conclusion reached on the basis of 

evidence and theoretical knowledge is not one that can be 

easily refuted by unsupported allegations and vague assertions.

The above is the reason why the Court of 

First Instance came to the definite opinion that the book 

in question was the property of Yang Wen Dao. The matter 

that deserves consideration and attention at present is to 

ascertain, from a reverse point of view, whether or not the 

book in westion vas one that had been planted to implicate 

the accused by some person or persons in a conspiracy to 

obtain the rewards. The point can be decided by a chronological 

inference from the facts and reasons set forth in the written 

appeal drawn up by the counsel for the defence of the accused, 

Yih Hal dung.

(A) Whether or not the informer or informers 

who reported the affair to the police/were moved by an 

intention to obtain the rewards and Whether or not the arrested 

person was guilty and should be held responsible for the 

consequences of his criminal act are two different questions 

that have no subsequent connection with each other whatever.
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I

The prosecution was not based entirely upon the information 

supplied by the informer. Moreover, the sentence delivered 

by the Court was based entirely upon proper and reliable 

evidence. If it be said that an informer who supplies the 

information to the Police must be a perjurer and that the 

evidence thus obtained must be planted evidence, then the 

offering of rewards is tantamount to an act of inducing 

perons to commit crime. In this respect, strict legislative 

measures should be immediately adopted to prohibit the 

offering of rewards, while the Court should refuse to deal 

with any case in which a reward has been offered, nor is it 

necessary for the Court to study the evidence in such cases) 

all that it need do is to return a verdict of “not guilty”.

Furthermore, the Court of First Instance did 

not even use the statements made by Zung Wei Min 

and Tseng Yuan ( d /i> ) as a basis for its Judgment in 

connection with this case, nor were the names of these two 

witnesses ever mentioned in the written judgment. All this 

shows that the Court was very strict and careful in accepting 

the evidence. It is, therefore, too unreasonable for the 

appellants to criticize the judgment on the basis of evidence 

that had not been taken down by the Court.

This is the reason why the Court of First 

Instance did not take into consideration the evidence given 

by Zung Wei Min and Tseng Yuan, It is the duty of the |

appellants to prove how these two witnesses had manufactured 

the evidence and how it was planted by Yang Chien Chung

The witness Chang Tsun was also one

of those who desired to obtain the rewards. At first, he 

was even on quite good terms with Zung Wei Mln, Tseng Yuan f

and others, but later, owing to some dispute over benefits ?

and rights amongst themselves, he began to give hostile f

evidence. Judging from his psychology and personality, he 1

appears in every respect to be a person of a mean and low >

mind. It was, therefore, only natural that lis evidence was 1

■ ' X •, * ■ '.y ' ■ v . y' '

_ ... • ...... /■ '<yyxl,y.ry <xy.-'y^^ yy Wyx'-y ; • x^-'
* / * -y • '

' • ■ ■ ■ y . .. \ . ■ ■ ■,'* ? .A, ' yyyX’—''^ , / -
■ ■ ■ ■■■■ -y ■ ■ ■' ’: . IF! / ' 
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not given consideration by the Court of First Instance» 

Even if his evidence could have been relied upon» yet there 

was a till lacking sufficient and reliable evidence to prove 

the facts and circumstances as to how the piece of vital 

evidence was manufactured and planted by the other witnesses. 

It wU8, therefore, quite proper for the Court of First 

Instance not to have taken into consideration the counter

evidence given by Chang Tsun, because it was regarded as 

insufficient to prove its reliability.

Thenallegation that the evidence was planted 
11 

by Yang Chien Chung was first made by Yang Wen Dao himself. 

This can be proved by the fact that although he did make 

several contradictory statements and illogical explanations 

as regards the book and pistol in question during the 

hearings on April 20 and 27» lay 1 and 6» he never mentioned 

the name of Yang Chien Chung. It was during the hearing 

of Kay 6» about 30 minutes before the Court rose» that 

lawyer Kuh Chao Chi ( counsel for the defence of

the accused Yang Wen Dao» suddenly rose and stated on behalf 

of his client that there were reasons to believe that Yang 

Chien Chung was the person who had planted the evidence 

against his client, and requested the Court to interrogate 

the witness Chang Tsun. When the latter was asked to give 

his evidence, he simply read out a draft drawn up beforehand 

by a certain person named Ylh ( ) at the office of the

aforementioned lawyer. On May 20 Yang Wen Dao made a 

similar statement in Court when the case was further heard I 

he alleged that Yang Chien Chung had planted the evidence 

against him. It was as a result of this allegation that 

Yang Chien Chung became connected with this case. This 

allegation was regarded by the Court of First Instance as 

extraordinary and mysterious and as one which would create 
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a doubt in the minds of the listeners and make them. regard 

it as vague and incredible, to say nothing of the fact that 

Yang Chien Chung later presented himself in Court and made 
Jids 

a denial of this unfoundAallegation. His denial was supported 

by reasonable and matter-of-fact explanations, which alone 

were sufficient to refute this allegation, Now even if 

Yang Chien Chung had not been located or if had refused co 

give any explanation, such a statement would have been 

untenable. It would never have been taken into consideration 

by the Court of First Instance which has has so strict and 

careful in sorting out evidence.

(B) There was absolutely no need to examine 

the book for finger prints. This point has already been 

clearly defined in the report, No. 100, Character “Chien", 

of the le di co-Legal Laboratory on the result of its 

examination. Roughly speaking, the marks of the finger 

prints that remained in the book were either too short or 

too insufficient for examination. It is just the same as if 

a hand-writing expert is unable to rely upon one or two 

characters to justify his decision as to whether or not 

it is the hand-writing of a certain person. Now, the 

appellants, taking advantage of the fact that it was practical  ̂

impossible to find out the finger prints, allege^tl^t the 

book was not the property of Yang Wen Dao and that it was 

the book that had been planted to implicate him, We regret 

to state that we are unable to understand how they came to 

reach such a wonderful conclusion,

(C) The report, No, 99, Character "Chien” of 

the Medico-Legal Laboratory indicates that there were oil 

stains on the pietol and on the pages of the book. This 

point corroborates the statement made in Court on May 1 by 

Mr, Dickson, the finger print expert of the &.M.PS "The pistol
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having been oiled, there were no finger print®, therefore, 

it is impossible to examine or to form an opinion*» 

The book and the pistol became ruetyowing to the presence 

of oil; it cannot be proved thrt the rust hue been

manufactured by the conspirators. Although the marks on 

the pages "can hardly be formed without strong exterior 

pressure*, the appellant h.s not proved that alter the 

seizure of the pistol and while it was in the custody of

the Police, some person had hollowed out the shape of

the pistol and placed the pistol in the book; furthermore,

the exterior pressure was applied so as to keep the rust

makks on the pages preparatory to planting the evidence later»

The expression "it can hardly be formed* means a comparison 

between difficulty and ease; it does not mean that it 

actually "cannot be formed*» The report aoes not mean 

that "it is sufficient to prove thst the book was made 

at that very time”» The appellant drew a wrongful 

inference 'f-er the report and argued thrt it was improper 

that this point was not referred to during the hearing 

by the Court of first Instance. This is due to a

mi sunder standing»

(D) If we reau the whole paragraph of 

faction 4 of the report, Ho. 99, Character Chien", of the «
Medico-Legal Laboratory, it is very easy to understand it. I

As to the reason why "it is rather difficult to judge how j 
long it was made”, the report says: "The four sides of |

the shape of the pistol cut out in the book and the marks f

of the excavation are regular except that the left side a 
is slightly rough and the colour is shining. This colour 4
has no remarkable difference fron the sheen of the paper*» s|

A study of this shows that the report contains no perverted | 
argument that "there could never be such marks unless they f

y : ' ■■ s '7 ■ /x';' '■<-■' ' ; .

; ;lOxP'll 1



were made at th^t very time1'’. The Medico-Legfil Laboratory 

has frankly confessed its ignorance when it does not know/ 

so it says "it is rather difficult to judge how long it 

was made". The fr nk and honest attitude of the Laboratory 

is praiseworthy. The appellant declares that he knows 

when,in reality, he does not know; he is so bold as to come 

suddenly to a decisive -weed: * There could never be such 

m-rks unless they were made rt that very time*.

(E) Whether or not the book, in which a pistol 

was conce led, was possessed by Yang Wen Dao and whether 

or not it was a fret thet Yang Wen Dao had acknowledged 

the book to be his property in Court has been mentioned 

and studied in detail in previous paragraphs. The appellant 

is again attempting to hide his wrong doings as he did 

during the trial. It is not here necessary to reply to him.

(7) The book on record identified in the 

Court of first Instance is, in fact, the book in which the 

pistol was concealed. Not only are the shape, tlie sise 

and the marks of the pistol similar to those around the 

hole hollowed out in the book, but there are as many as 

40 points of similarity between the rust marks on the 

surface of the pistol and those in the hole. (Vide the 

photos and reports on file.) The report made by the 

Medico-Legal Laboratory says: "It 1b possible thrt there 

are points that correspond accidentally. But the positions 

and the condition of the rust marks can hardly be expected 

to be similar at every point". There are as many as 40 

points in which the rust in the book corresponds to that 

on the pistol. Boes the appellant still hold the view 

that this is insufficient? If so, then how many such 

similar points, in the opinion of the appellant, will 

satisfy him ;nd convince him that the Court of first Instance 

had no "misunderstanding"?
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(Gj What Chen Yung Sung )» the servant

of Yang Wen Dao» stated at the very beginning regarding the 

book can be seen from his statement made on April 26 which is 

on record and file. This statement says that a book with 

a hard green cover was actually the property of Yang Wen Dao> 

that the book was placed in the bedroom and that he frequently 

saw it when he sprinkled water and swept the floor. The 

book on record was identified by Chen Yung Sung as Yang’s book 

from among five books of a similar kind. All these 

particulars have been made in writing and cannot be altered 

arbitrarily. The contention of the appellant that the book 

had been obtained or made in conspiracy by others and that 

Yang’s book was an English book are all without basis. If 

it is true that Yang’s book was an English book and if the book 

on record had really been made by others in conspiracy* then 

why should the person» who had planted the evidence» leave this 

clue and why shswld did he not use a similar English book so 

that Yang Wen Dao* who was to be falsely accused» would more 

easily *be unable to see it clearly* and 44- would be given him 

no ground for argument.

(H) The Court of first Instance found Yang 

Wen Dao guilty. Its judgment was not based only on the book» 

but according to things belonging to Yang Wen Dao» such as 

his pistol used in the murder case and which was actually 

found to have been secretly concealed in the book. At the 

same time» the Court of first Instance regarded the statement 

of Yih Hai Sung» an accomplice, as being true. furthermore, 

the Court used the statement of the accomplice, though it 

was unfavourable to himself, and regarded it as acceptable. 

Therefore, the Court came to the decision that Yang Wen Dao 

ic an accomplice and must be held responsible. This conclusion 

is correct in law and logic. The appellant, however, 

misinterpreted the meaning, declaring that the book and pistol
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were insufficient evidence to prove Yang guilty* If one would 

read the verdict carefully and not purposely mislead oneself 

or overstress the expression "the statement of Yih Hai Jung» 

that the pistol used in the manslaughter was given to him by 

Yang Wen Dao» is much believed and proved"* then one can have 

a clear understanding at heart and agree with the findings of the 

Court*

2* at,a foment..

As the Court had used Yih Hai Sung’s statement 

and reconstruction in coming 'o its conclusion* the appellant 

attacks this statement and reconstruction on the ground that 

they were not made voluntarily and did not correspond with what 

act ly occurred* The appellant further declares that the 

Court should not have adopted such evidence* The appellee 

will discuse the matter separately*

(1) The accused made a confession mostly on the 

following ground st»

(à) He sincerely repented having committed the 

crime and was willing to disclose all the facts in order to 

ease his conscience*

(B) After being arrested» he was afraid of 

punishment* He therefore confessed the facts in the hope of 

receiving a light punishment*

(C) During the trial» he knew that there was 

adequate evidence and that he could not deny it and that it 

would be better for him to reveal the real facts» leaving his 

fate in the hands of Providence*

According to law» a statement must be made 

freely* This principle is known to everybody* If an accused 

is cunning and refuses to confess and attacks the investigation 

organisation by saying that his statement was made under torture» 

he may draw attention to hie case* The accused» on many



occasions, confessed his crime in Court and gave full 

particulars. Nevertheless, the accused later declared that 

after he had made his confessions* he was tortured to obtain 

a statement from him. He bias thus refuted his statement 

under a pretext but it is not reasonable. Officers who 

undertake investigations are not so mad or foolish as to 

resort to torture after an accused has already confessed in 

Court on several occasions. What could be their motive? 

At six hearings of the case on April 21 and 27* May 1* 6* 9 

and 20* Yih Hal Sung did not say anything about his being 

tortured. Even during the trial on May 27, after the lawyer 

for his defence had been designated* when he alleged the 

torture* he also declared that the period of his torture was 

"during the several days after the case was remanded for 

two weeks.* It will be remembered that the period of the 

remand for two weeks was between May 6 and 20* but before 

May 6* Yih Hal Sung had already* on many occasions* given all 

the real facts in Court. Owing to these confessions made by 

the accused, the investigators* the prosecutors and the triers 

had already known all whit they wanted to know. Then what 

was the reason of employing torture and was it absolutely 

necessary to do so?

As to the source of the allegation of Yih Hal 

Sungdbeing tortured, there are points worthy of attention. 

As the appellant holds the view that the period of torture 

was between May 6 and 20, then why did he still make confessions 

and did not mention the torture at the hearing on May 20? 

On the afternoon of May 21, lawyers Chang Ts Niang 
and Wong Ss Chung ( J. called at Chengtu Bead Police

Station and interviewed the appellant Yih Hai Sung. Besides 

the Japanese policemen of the detention house (cell)» there 

were also senior officers D.S.I. Crowther, D.S.I. Ross,



Chinese Detective Inspector Sih ) and others* who were

present during the interview. Hot only Hai Sung

fail to make any coupla in t of torture* hut he stated that he 

was quite satisfied with the treatment accorded him by the 

Police. Furthermore* when lawyer Chang voluntarily asked 

Yih Hai Sung about the scar on his upper lip, the accused 

replied that it was caused when he accidentally bit it with his 

teeth. The accused made no allegation that he had been 

tortured with burning cigarettes or with water being poured 

into his nostrils (vide the interviews mentioned in Chapters 

26 and 27 of the Police Investigation Record as well as the 

written reports on interviews submitted by the officers of 

various Police Stations).

On May 27 when a hearing took place* lawyer 

Chang contested the genuineness of the material evidence produced 

in Court and it was he who, before the accused said anything, 

made allegations of torture and injury. He used all kinds 

of Illustrations to support his statement so much so that he 

imagined them to be actual facts. His statement lasted one 

hour (vide record of the hearing of May 27).

The appellee has no knowledge whether the 

accused had received any hints at that time. But since then, 

Yih Hai Sung immediately retracted his statements and alleged 

that he had been tortured by the Police. The mind of a 

criminal is fickle) whenever he sees a chance to avert 

punishment or an opportunity to shift the responsibility, he 

will try by all means to make use of it no matter whether his 

statement Is Illogical or unbelievable. Therefore, the 

accused’s allegations of torture should likewise be dealt in 

this light. The Court of First Instance was not misled 

by the statements of the accused because these ^legations of 

torture and their particulars were too extraordinary and 

incredible. The Court therefore came to the conclusion
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that "it was quite obvious that the accused* in making use 

of these pretexts* had the intention of retracting his 

statements."

(2) The reconstruction of the crime was 

carried out under the direction of the Presiding Judge in 

accordance with his legal authority. All the lawyers for the 

defence were present. These facts cannot be denied by the 

appellant. The accused was held by Police officers and his 

two hands were handcuffed during the reconstruction of the 

crime. This was necessary as a matter of Police precaution. 

As the reconstruction was conducted in full view of the public, 

the Police could not have forced Yih Hal Sung to move on if

he did not want to nor could the Police have forced him to 

stop if he did not want.^. If there had been Police direction 

during the reconstruction (no complaint was lodged at that time 

by the lawyers for the defence who were present in the interests 

of the accused)* such direction was due to the negligence of 

duty on the part of the lawyers the appellant. Yet, they 

are now making use of these allegations to criticize the 

Judgment of the Court. Why are they now less indulgent than 

before?

(3) As regards the statement and the 

reconstruction which are alleged in the written appeal as being 

contrary to facts, the following points should be noted 1-

(a) It is a psychological fact that a 

person in the act of conn itting a murder is likely to become 

over-excited and full of fear. furthermore» the murder took 

place at a late hour at night and at a place which was not 

familiar to all. In a flash a bullet has been shot cut from

a pistol* in another flash the murderer has made good his escape. 

Can it be believed that the murderer would still .remain there 

long enough to make a dose examination and to ascertain the 

actual distance of the shooting so as to make use of this



information In future when a statement or a reconstruction 

of the crime was required? In addition» the .Police firearms 

identification expert has already established the fact that 

the distance of the shooting was very small. Theoretically» 

the Police do not entertain any hope that the accused would 

be able to recollect the exact distance. As each one has 

his own standard when Judging another’s kindness or wisdom» 

the Police» in order to form an accurate conclusion» has 

ignored the phrase "a distance of fire or six steps'* as 

mentioned in the statement by Yih Hai Sung.

(B) Witness Pan Chiao Ying also gave a 

reconstruction because it was deemed necessary to have her 

evidence which must be based on an actual reconstruction. 

As the result of her reconstruction corresponded with the 

aotnal facts, the appellant aould find no grounds of rebuttal.

(0) There were some differences during the 

reconstruction made by Yih Hai Bung and the reconstruction by 

the witness Hu Ziang Ho regarding the point about the fleeing 

man passing by the electric pole, but this point was made 

clear by Yih Hai Sung at the time of the reconstruction as 

a result of the logical explanations given by him.

(D) There are no remarkable differences 

between the style of a marine uniform and that of foreign 

clothing when seen from behind. It is true that one may, 

at a casual glance, notice sane differences between the height 

of a person whilst running and his height when he is standing 

upright. If the foreign clothing is buttoned up, the 

waist of the person would appear narrow and small. An 

understanding of all such matters can be obtained by conxnon 

sense.

3* of Myider>

One cannot Judge the motive of a person

who commits^crime on the basis of one's imagination. Oases 



of larceny by persons moved by hunger are of frequent 

occurrence. It may be argued that not all who are hungry 

will commit larceny nor is larceny a good way to solve the 

hunger question» therefore such a motive was 

unreasonable* This is stupid argument and cannot be relied 

upon. In Judging the mind of a low-minded person by the 

standard of a saint* the appellant has exposed his narrow- 

mindness and vileness as well as his ignorance of social 

conditions.

4. The Counter-Evidence of the Defence.

The aounter-evidenoe of the defence consists 

of two points> namely»

(1) that on November 8 he was participating 

in the inaugural ceremony of the Nanyang Dance Hall.

(2) that he was giving a party at the Dah 

Chung Hwa Restaurant on the 10th on the occasion of his 

mother’s birthday.

But he could produce no counter-evidence 

about November 9 on which date the Japanese marine was murdered 

According to the appeal* the accused was 

busily engaged in other matters on the day prior to the murder 
t

as well as on the day after the murder» therefore it was not 

possible for the accused to have committed a murder on the day 

between these days.

The appellee is at a loss to see why the plot 

of a murder* which had been previously planned* could not have 

been carried out on the day between these two days when the 

inauguration ceremony and the birthday celebration took place.

6.

According to the appellant* the deductions 

from the evidence produced in this case are not logical. It 

is true that jealousy over women may have been the cause of 



the murder, but the appellant could give no names of any 

persona who were rivals of the victim over women. It is 

indeed unreasonable for the appellant to use his imagination 

to pervert the facta ao strongly in trying to enable the 

accused to avoid the consequences of his criminal acts.

The 2nd Branch of the Kiangsu High Court is therefore requested 

to regard the appeal as illogical and to dismiss the appeal.

3*iled by Messrs. Bryan and Paul Ru» Municipal

Advocates of the S.M.C. on ÎToveiaber 18, 1936.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE t TWC ACCUSED SENTENCED TO DEATH

The Nakayama murder case which has 
attracted the attention of the foreign and Chinese public 
came-up for final hearing at the Shanghai First Special 
District Court yesterday afternoon.when Yang Vung Tao 
(TtiJCAw^ )•and, Yih Hai Sung ( V'fia > ) alias Siao
Kwangtung ( ) were both sentenced to death, while
the third accused Tseu Shou Yong ( ) was found not
guilty.

Precautionary measures were adopted within 
and without the buildings of the Shanghai First Special 
District Court from 1 p.m. yesterday. All the persons 
attending the hearing were subjected to careful search 
by the judicial police before being allowed to enter 
the Court room on the third floor.

At 1.30 p.m. the accused Yih Hai Sung 
was brought into Court under an escort of Japanese 
detectives. He was still dressed in a suit of blue foreign 
clothing and looked very pale. Later, Yang Vung Tao 
and Tseu Shou Yong were brought in. The three accused 
were seated together on a long bench in the middle of 
the room, while four Japanese detectives stood on guard 
beside them.

At 2 p.m. Presiding Judge CJiien Hung Nieh 
) and Judges Siao Sih Feng ( 1$ X ) .and 3?eng 

Shih Tun ( 1» Procurator Tong Pei Yu ( ) and
Court Clerk Ting Zoong Nan ) entered the! Court.

After a brief interrogation of the three 
accused, Chien Ev.ng Nieh, the Presiding Judge, announced 
that r^decision vias about to be delivered.

Taking up the written judgment, he announced 
the following verdict

-Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung are each 
sentenced to death and permanently deprived of civil 
rights for conspiracy to commit murder. The pistol, the 
six rounds of ammunition, the cartridge shell, the spent 
bullet, and the book that was used for concealing the 
pistol are to be confiscated. Tseu Shou Yong is discharged. 
All the accused are to be taken back for detention at the 
Police Station during the period of appeal»'1

Upon hearing the verdict, Yang Vung Tao 
though excited was silent. When the Judge announced that 
they could file an appeal, Yih Hai Sung, with tears in 
his-eyes, clenched his fists and bit his lips. He then 
said» “Death to a man like me ia nothing. What is the 
use of filing an appeal?K

As Tseu Shou Yong, the third accused, did 
not understand what the Judge had said, he was unaware 
of his good fortune. He was later informed by his lawyer 
of the good news.

When being taken away from the Court room, 
Yih Hai Sung repeatedly shouted out» “Injusticel InjustioeZ”

Both Yih Hai Sung and Yang Vung Tao were 
then escorted to the Ward Road Gaol for detention pending 
an appeal. Tseu Shou Yong was taken back to Central Police
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Station for detention.

The lawyers for the defence are determined 
to file an appeal. It is learned that the Police are 
dissatisfied with the decision regarding Tseu Shou Yong 
and will likewise maXe an appeal.

Full Text of Judgment

The full text of the judgment was not 
completed by the Court until yesterday afternoon and 
was handed to the Legal Department of the S.M.C., the 
various accused and their respective lawyers after 6 p.m.

Sentence

Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung are each 
sentenced to death and are permanently deprived of their 
civil rights for conspiracy to commit murder. The pistol, 
the six rounds of ammunition, the empty cartridge, the 
spent bullet and the book that was used for conceàling 
the pistol are to be confiscated. Tseu Shou Yong is 
d ischarged.

The Facts

Yang Vung Tao was formerly the chairman 
of the Hung Zung Mutual Aid Association, while Yih Hai 
Sung alias Siao Kwangtung was a member of the Association. 
This Association, which was formerly known as the "Axe 
Party", gradually broke up following Yang Vung Tao's 
departure from Shanghai sometime in the middle of November 
of the 23rd Year of the Chinese Republic (1934), because 
of certain affairs. After his return to Shanghai in the 
same month, he, with the collaboration of Yih Hai Sung 
and others, organized the Dong Zung and Dong Nyi Co-operative 
Associations and was the chairman of both, while Yih Hai 
Sung was a member. However, as the two Associations had 
only a few members, the influence of the two Associations 
was below that of the Hung Zung Mutual Aid Association. 
At the end of October in the 24th Year of the Chinese 
Republic (1935), Yang Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung and others 
secretly conspired to assassinate some Japanese military 
officers or soldiers with the object of stirring up 
disturbances, thereby enabling them to seize the opportunity 
of extending their influence in Hongkew district. Having 
thus decided, they, at 3 p.m. November 3 the same year, 
proceeded to Darroch Road for the purpose of first conducting 
a survey of the district. On the night of November 5, 
they drew lots at the Dong Nyi Co-operative Association, 
No. 71 Yung Chi Lae ( ■ÏJGÇ'J ) alleyway off Range Road, 
to decide who was te undertake the deed. Yih Hai Sung 
drew the lot on which was written the word "Go", and was 
therefore given a pistol by Yang Vung Tao sometime after 
8 p.m. on November 9. Immediately after receiving the 
pistol, Yih Hai Sung proceeded to the intersection of 
Darroch Road and waited there until about 9 p.m. when 
he noticed a Japanese marine (Nakayama) walking along 
the ad Ifih Hai Sung at once followed the marine and
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on reaching a spot ^in^the vicinity of the entrance of 
Foong Loh Lee ( 4? 1 ) on Larroch Road, when it was
9 p.m., he drew out the pistol and fired from the side 
at the head of the Japanese marine who immediately 
collapsed and died shortly afterwards. Immediately after 
the shooting, Yih Hai Sung ran into Joong Loh Lee alleyway 
and discarded the pistol, No. 241146, under a wooden hut 
(police 101;) of the watchman of the alleyway in question, 
which was then unoccupied, and returned to the Koon Palace 
Hotel (fit (£ $u/k ). Sometime in April this year, the 
police discovered these facts and detailed officials to 
Tsingtao where Yih Hai Sung was arrested. Cn April 19, 
Yang Vung Tao was arrested at his home, No. 18 Dung An 
Lee ) alleyway off Tongshan Road. In his bed
room was found a green bock on practical physics in which 
a hole had been excavated for the purpose of concealing 
the pistol. In company with Tseu Shou Yong, who had been 
arrested on suspicion, the other two urrested persons 
were charged before this Court.

The Reasons

The late Japanese marine Nakayama was fatally 
shot in the head at 9 p.m. November 9, 1935 at the entrance 
to Foong Loh Lee on Darroch Road. Death was due to 
injuries and haemorrhage of the brain» At 1.10 a.m. 
November 10, Japanese military doctor Ogawa examined the 
deceased and issued a certificate. According to a report 
made by Japanese Sub-Inspector ”Kai Ye Ya Sou (/fj 
attached to Eashing Road Police Station, he found a pistol 
(No. 241146) and 6 rounds of ammunition beneath the 
watchman’s hut in Foong Loh Lee at 11^40 p.m. November 9. 
Japanese policeman No. 61 of Dixwell Road Police Station 
reported that following the shoo-tiing which took place at 
9 p.m. November 9, he found a round of ammunition at a 
plaoe about 8 feet south of the blood stain at the scene 
of the crime. Japanese detective No. 51 of Dixwell Road 
Station reported that at about 10 p.m. November 9 he 
discovered an empty cartridge at the scene of the murder , 
on Darroch Road. Foreign Detective Sergeant ’’Early1’ Q 
of the Arms Identification Section of the S.M.P. reporteds- 
"At 12*15 p.m. November 10 last year, a pistol No. 24.1146 
was handed to me for examination. I found the machinery 
of the pistol complete* The pistol had been recently 
fired. An empty cartridge and a round of ammunition 
iffound respectively by Japanese detective No. 51 and 
Japanese policeman No. 61 were handed to me for examination. 
I have now come to the conclusion that the ammunition and 
the empty cartridge had been discharged from this pistol”. 
The Police presented the pistol, the ammunition and the 
empty cartridge in Court as evidence. There is no dcubt 
that the pistol with the ammunition submitted by the Police 
is the weapon used in the killing of Nakayama* What 
required investigations was whether or net the accuse! 
are the assassins.
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Yih Hai bung made the following statement 

to the Police and the Court "I was in the Dung Nyi 
association at the end of October, 1935 when Yang Vung Tao 
said: ’1 intend to kill a Japanese officer or marine and 
in this way, great disorder win certainly take place in 
Hongkew. We may thus take this opportunity to enlarge 
our influence in Hongkew, and we shall all benefit. But 
we must first examine the locality before taking action’, 
rtt 3 p.m. November 3, we proceeded to the north, turned 
towards the west on arrival at Darroch Road; later we 
left the Hongkew Park from the north and then returned 
home by tram. At 9.30 p.m. November 5, we were in the 
Association (No. 71 Yung Chi Lee). Yang Vung Tao prepared 
some papers one of which had the character ‘go*. I
took one paper and found that it had the character ’go’. 
Yang Vung Tao said: ’Good. We shall take action on the 
evening of November 9’. At 8 p.m. November 9, Yang Vung 
Tao handed me a pistol and told me to wait on Darroch Road. 
:rfter waiting for more than half an hour I saw a Japanese 
marine walking in front. I followed him on Darroch Road 
and at^spot near Poong Loh Lee, I shot him in the head, 
afterwards I escaped through Foong Loh Lee and .threw 
the pistol beneath a Police Box". Later Yih also said:- 
"Yang Vung Tao taught me how to use the weapon preparatory 
to dealing with ’the 36 Gang’ of the Butterfield & Swire 
Wharf. At that time, I saw 4 or 5 pistols in the No. 1 
godown of Butterfield & Swire. These pistols are different 
from that used in the killing of the Japanese marine.” 
This is a clear account of the murder.

The Judges later proceeded to the scene 
of the murder and also to the Moon Palace Hotel and the 
old address of the Dung Nyi Association at No. 71 Yung Chi 
Lee to make an investigation. Before the Judges, Yih 
Hai bung clearly explained the discussion of the plot, 
the examination of the locality; how he followed the 
Japanese marine and fired and how he threw the pistol away 
and made his escape. The written record and pictures 
of the reconstruction will prove this. The construction 
is also consistent with the statement of witness Hu Ziang 
Woo who had said that after he heard the pistol
report, he saw a person dressed in black clothing running 
from the middle of the road into Foong Loh Lee and with 
the statement of witness Pu Chiao Ying ( )RhJ) to the 
effect that when she was walking past No. 191 Darroch Road 
in a southerly direction, she saw a Japanese marine and 
a person dressed in black foreign clothing walking in a 
northerly direction: one on the eastern ?->d the other on 
the western side; that later she heard a pistol report 
and saw a Japanese marine fall to the ground, while the 
person dressed in foreign clothing disappeared. The 
Police obtained a suit of black foreign clothing of Yih 
Hai Sung at Tsingtao. When questioned, Yih acknowledged 
that about November 9 last year he wore that suit
of foreign clothing. This shows that Yih’s statement 
is consistent with the facts. This accused has always 
been known as a member of the Axe Gang (vide the documents 
of the Wooisung-Shanghai Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters) 
and his explanation of the murder is definite. Yih had said 
the t he fired the shot behind the marine, but'according to the 
evidence given by Pu Chiao Ying, the marine was walking on the
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on the western side of the road,while the perffon 
the Mack foreign clothing was walking on thd’^g/gt side. J,....... J, 
As she had walked through between these two peraohjj^jrt . 
shows that the assassin had fired from the east side of the 
marine and not from the back of the marine. This is 
consistent with the certificate issued by Ogawa and with 
the statement of Hu Ziang Woo that the culprit was seen 
running towards Joong Lo Li from the middle of the road. 
In that case, the statement of Yih Hai Sung that he had 
fired the shot behind the marine cannot be accepted. As 
regards the bullet found behind the dead body, D.S.I. 
Crowther stated that the bullet might have been moved by 
the feet of some person to the south side behind the corpse 
because at that time more than one hundred persons were 
present at the scene. This is possible because the place 
where the bullet was picked up lay in a straight line 
with the place where the empty cartridge was dropped, (see 
plan) Hu Ziang Woo has stated that the man <ho ran 
away was a marine, but Pu Ohio Ying stated that the man 
who escaped was dressed in black clothing, foreign suit. 
As Hu Ziang Woo was some 84 feet away from the escaping 
man while Pu Ohio Ying had actually passed side by side 
with the man, the latter’s observation would be clearer 
and more credible than the former one who saw the man 
escapes in a dimly lighted street.

The statements made by Yih Hai Sung do not 
agree with one another, but during the third hearing when 
Yih was given a special explanation by the Court of the 
disadvantages of making false statements, he declared 
that he would not go back on his words this time. When 
Yang Vung Tao was brought up to confront Yih Hai Sung, 
the latter told Yang that on November 3 when they returned 
from Hongkew Park after inspecting the place, he drew 
a lot with Yang on the 5th, and the paper which he drew 
contained the word *goB. This stater, ent was made 
spontaneously. Luring the reconstruction, Hu Ziang Woo 
stated that the escaping man turned into Joong Lo Lj behind 
the electric pole; but Yih immediately made a correction 
saying that he would never have escaped through a narrow 
lane after killing a man. He then gave a convincing 
discription of the manner of his escape. There is no 
doubt that he is the murderer. Unexpectedly, during the 
fourth hearing of the case on May 27, he refuted his former 
statements and said that his former statements had been made 
under torture, and that he had swallowed buttons and two 
keys at the Police Station. However, the Court ordered 
the judicial doctors to examine him and they reported that 
Yih Hai Sung had been examined under X ray in the S.M.C. 
Hospital and that no article of metal could be found in 
his intestinal tracts. This proves that he had not swallowed 
any of the things he had mentioned. He also said that he 
was suffering from pain in his ribs on both sides, but that 
this was not the result of torture. It seemed that the body 
between the 6th and the 8th ribs had been rubbed with some 
soft object. There were no injuries to the skin at this 
spot but from beneath his left nostril to his upper lip 
there was a-imark about one centimeter long, half minute 
wide. It seemed that the skin on this part had fallen off 
some three weeks prior to the examination. According to 
the report of the judicial doctor Wei Li Kung made
on Lay 28, it could not be certified that Yih had received 
any torture. Yih stated that he had been tortured two S
weeks after the case was remanded. That was May 6, The g
accused had confessed to the murder of the Japanese marine t
prior to May 6, Therefore it is evident that the j.
accused was attempting to refute his former statements 
under a pretext.
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As to the accused Yang Vung Tao, he 
confessed that he was formerly chairman of the Kung Zung 
Mutual Aid Association. The Association was dissolved 
after he left Shanghai in November in the 22nd year of the 
Chinese Republic. He returned to Shanghai in November 
the same year. Two federations called the Dong Jen and 
the Dong Nyi were then organized of both cf which he was 
the chairman. Cnly a few persons had joined the federations. 
However, he denied having conspired with others to murder 
the Japanese marine. Nevertheless, the disadvantageous 
statement made by his accomplice can be used as proof 
against him. According to Yih Hai Sung’s statement, Yang 
Vung Tao was present at all the discussions cf the plans 
for the murder. furthermcre, the pistol which was used 
in the murder was supplied by Yang Vung Tao. The pistol 
has been produced in evidence. He was responsible for the 
conspiracy and this could not be denied. Moreover, the 
Police on April 19 found a book on practical physics in 
the house of Yang at No.18 Tung An Lee, Tongshan Road.
A hole had been cut in the book for the purpose cf concealing 
the pistol. According to D.S.I. Crowther, the accused Yang 
immediately stated that the kook belonged to him before any 
question had been put to him. This book together with the 
pistol No. 241146 was sent to the Medico-Legal LabpsAtcry 
for examination. According to the report cf the Laboratory, 
the bock from Page 16 to Page 383 had been cut and a hole 
made having the shape of a pistol of about 15.6 centimetres 
long, a blue pencil drawing of a pistol could be noticed, 
and there were three spots cf rust stains cf a yellow brown 
colour. The stain on the left side was in the shape of a 
slanting line, the middle one was bow-like and the one on 
the right had a few dots of rust and a pressure mark of 
slanting lines. These marks corresponded with the sizo 
and shape cf the pistol No. 241146. (Vide report No. 99 
Character •’Chien” of the Medico-Legal Laboratory).
According to the report of Mr. Dickson of rhe finger Print 
Bureau of the S.M.C., the book (i.e. the green coloured book 
on practical physics) concealing the pistol had on both 
sides marks of the pressure made by the P.B. pistol No. 
241146; the circle on the handle on the pistol and the 
words P.B. inside the circle, the safety catch, the screw 
heads and the lines of the handle are clearly defined in 
the kook. The rusty parts of the pistol had also stained
the book. All these have been photographed, furthermore,
the space between the various marks and stains corresponded 
with those of the p*B. pistol. (See memorandum of May 1). 
.After the bock was produced as evidence at a previous 
hearing, it was brought back to be magnified by a microscope 
and three photographs were takent first photo bore the 
wrinkled marks of the back part of the pistol, the second 
photo showed the screw mark on the book, and the third 
photo showed the mark cf the two characters P.B. on.the 
handle of tho pistol. In addition, there were also rust 
stains caused by the careless keeping of the pistol. After 
taking the photographs, Mr. Dickson drew red circles abound 
the corresponding pointa, that is, the portion of the 
rusted parts of the pistol with the portion of the rust

I

i
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In their statements at the Public Safety- 
Bureau, Chu and the other prisoner had merely said that 
Shih Feng Bing R ) had done the shoctingj they 
did not see how the shooting was actually carried out. 
They also said that Shih Feng Fing wore a long gown at 
the time. This does not correspond with the evidence 
given by witnesses Hu Ziang Woo and Pu Chiao Ying who 
stated that they actually saw the murderer wearing a 
short coat (foreign dress). In view of this difference, 
the statements of Chu and Zung cannot be accepted as a 
counter-evidence advantageous to the accused.

The murder of the Japanese marine is liable 
to give rise to trouble between China and foreign countries, 
and may have dangerous consequences. The accused Yih Hai 
Sung in this case is the person who actually committed 
the murder, while accused Yang Vung Tao is the person who 
first conceived the crime and who acted as a director in 
the commission of same. They should both be given the 
capital penalty as a warning to others.

As regards the accused Tseu Shou Yong, he 
has, throughout the trial, denied having taken part in the 
murder. The parts in Yih Hai Sung's confession which 
involve Tseu Shou Yong are not supported by evidence. His 
case is different from that of Yang Vung Tao in whose 
house a book used to conceal a pistol was found which bore 
rust marks that corresponded with those on the pistol used 
in the murder. Furthermore, Yih Hai Sung had made statements 
involving persons other than Tseu Sh^u .Yong as, for example, 
the Korean "Jack0 (Han Gee Liang^-1^ ). This Korean 
was however found by this Court to be a stranger to Yang 
Vung Tao as was Yang to him. In the course of the trial 
of this oase, which has lasted several months, no definite 
evidence has been unearthed to prove that Tseu Shou Yong 
was concerned. The statement of Yih Hai Sung involving 
Tseu, in the absence of such evidence, cannot be taken 
as a base for inflicting punishment upon Tseu. This 
accused is therefore found not guilty.

The decision of the Court has been given 
as stated above in accordance with Articles 28,and 271, 
Section 1, and Article 37, Section 1 and Article 38, 
Section 1, Sub-Section 1 and 2, of the Criminal Code 
and Article 291, first paragraph,and Article 293, Section 1, 
of thd'-?Code of Criminal Procedure.

Procurators Chang Chun Shih ( ) and
Tong "jei Yu attended the hearings and gave opinions 
regarding this case.

(Seal) Chen Hung Nieh, 
Presiding Judge, 

Feng Shih Tuh,
Judge,

3iao Sih Feng
Judge,

Cctobey 2, 25th Year of the Chinese 
Republic (1936).
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1. In one part of the statement taken by the Municipal 

Police from the Chinese shoemaker there appears the following 

passage: "The clothing worn by the man who run away was similar 

in colour as that worn by the man lyin'” on the roadway. It was 

long trousers and short jacket and not a long own."

I'hia statement is liable to cause one to think that tne 

assailant was, in fact, wearing the same kind of clothing as 

the victim. It Is desirable, therefore, that a correction be 

made In accordance with the statement made subsequently by 

the sa.æ witness on the night of the reconstruction of the 

crime which was held jointly at the scene of the aurder, 

namely, to the effect that "The clothing worn by the assailant 

was black and did not resemble a foreign overcoat or a Chinese 

lonr gown."

2. )ne part of the statement taken by the Municipal Police 

from TaJcaoka, the shoemaker, has been worded in such a way as 

to indicate that "At the same time two or three sailors arrived 

there" and that "Two or three Japanese civilians arrived later.'

'fe hope that a correction will be made in accordance 

with the statement made by this witness on the night 01' the 

reconstruction of the crime which was held jointly at the scene 

namely, to the effect that "Two or three Japanese civilians 

arrived there first"and that "A sailor came later."

3. .&?.$. jga^ghmftp.

In their statem nts, Kuo’s wife md the ife of the 

bicycle shop-keeper said that Kuo had spoken to them as 

follows: "I heard a snot as I was counting the coppers and was 

astonished." In the statement made by Kuo himself, there 

appears the following passage, "I counted the coppers once 

only in front of the exchange shop."



( a )

After etlrtjrlog those st&uaaent» we ara al the opinion 

ciut Kuo nuet have been ln the vicinity of the seen* of 
the orine et the tine et the shouting. Xhereforo. we hope 

that this person will he subjected to stricter investigations 

sad that a oopy of hie etateaaat he furnished to us as early 

as pesaiùle» 
4* the sUViafânts of Vis Ghitioae aeaetalg&au Mu,2444 and 

Xo»2hdl mde un the sight of the s^ons true tian of the erine 

held Jointly at the soene of the m»der contain great 
diocrepunoi®'3 on certain pointe » deuplto the fact that they 

had arrived at th» «sens at th» «nsæ tine. Moreover, thhâv 

statonante do not completely eotaaido with that »ado by the 

foreign policeman Ho.230* the statements m»*ie by these two 

Chinese constables are on ths whole vary difficult to 

understand* Iherefore. we hope that these two cens tables will 

ho imhjeeted to a further strict investigation and that a 

copy of their ot&tencnts will ho forwarded to uo at your 

earliest eomrenimco* 

». It la also hoped that copies of oil other docunmoto 

relying to the incident will bo furnished ta us for use 

in cur enquiries.

Should you retire any infornution useful to your 

invoatiaatlQAS. please utMMuaicuta with
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*’B'5 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE. INVESTIGATIONS.

Thakar Slosh
The following is the statement of.. ..................... .....

r Punjab, India. . , D.S. Craig.
native of. ......... taken by me....................................
af 1 on the.........15A1/35. ,nd interpreted by.... ......7«.

My name la Thakar Singh, British Indian, ago 42» native 

of Punjab, India, married private Watchman, residing at 213 

Darrooh Terraae off Darrooh Road.

I have been employed as private watohman in Darrooh 

Terrace off Darrooh Road for the past three years and eight 

months, by Mr. T. Masuda, residing Mo. 156 Darrooh Road.

My hours of duty are from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. on day duty 

and from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. when on night duty, changing duties 

every Munday with another watchman named Hokum slngh who is 

also employed as watchman by Mr. Musuda. When on duty we patrol 
Inside Darrooh Terrace and various small branch alleyways.

On the sight of the 9/12/35 I was on night duty. At about 9 p.m. » 

on the 9/11/35 I was standing outside :he watchman’s hut In 

Darrooh Terrace near the MorLaura Oarage, Mo. 100 Darroch
I 

Terraae, approximately 100 yards from Darrooh Road when I hoard j 
i 

a lound explosion She sound of whioh apparently earns from the | 

direction of Darroch Road, but at the time I did not pay any |

attention to it as I thought it was a Chinese lotting off a |
1 fire-oraeker. About half an hour later while I was still standing- 

in the same plaoe outside the watchman's hut a male Japanese, | 

dressed in black shirt and black shorts, osmo from the direction | 

of Darroch Road and asked me if 1 had seen anything happen on [• 

Darrooh Road. 1 replied that I had not, then the Japanese Î

civilian told me that a Japanese sailor was dead lying on Darrooh 

Road. The Japanese civilian then asked mo to aocompany him and j 

he would show me. The above conversation between the Japanese i 
civilian and myself was spoken in Chinese language. I then



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.................... .......... .......... ......... ...... ...... .......

native of. ............ ...... ......... ...... .. .... taken by me__  .. ..... ..................

at......................... on the----------- ------ ------ — .and interpreted by................................... -............ .

I 
accompanied the Japanese civilian to Darrooh Road where I 

observed a large crowd of people and a number of Japanese sailors 

anted with rifles with bayonetoo fixed, also several foreign, 

Japanese and Chinese Policemen. X did not see the dead Japanese 

sailor. After stopping at the entrance of Darroch Terrace for 

about one minute I re-entered Darrooh Terrace and ooasnenoed 
patrolling the alleyway. irum the time I hoard the sound of the 

explosion until I was spoken to by the Japanese civilian, no 

other person entered of left Darroch Terrace. It io impossible 

for me to see anything that would occur on Darroch Road, because 

Darroch Terrace has a rignt angle turn about 30 yards from the 

watchman'a hut where X was standing-* X have never before seen 

the Japanese civilian who questioned me nor have I seen him since

This is my true statement, 

feigned in Xndiaa( Thakar Singh)



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of____________JfeiKT Slttgil-----------------------  -------- ------
native of.. . JhwJX.BAX®® .  taken by me D>Se CTBlg.. -      

at_____ 9. ____on the....... __________________and interpreted by.....8<kP.<G>...TA-------------

Mr name is Maher Singh, age 40, single private watchman 

employed at 265 Darroch Road, and residing at the Sikh Temple, 
Paoshan Road, Chapei. X came to Shanghai about two years ago 

and shortly after my arrival X secured employment aS watchman at 
265 Darroch Road. X am permanently on night duty at the above 

address, my duty being to patrol round the grounds from 6 p.m. 
to 6 a.m. At about 9 p.m. on the 9-11-35 X was sitting in a 

summer house at the Sorth Bast end of the garden when X heard a 

loud explosion, but thought it was a firecracker. The noise of 

the explosion seemed to come from the direction of Darroch Road. 

About 10 minutes later I was still sitting in the summer house 
when my attention was attracted by lot of people talking very 

loudly on Darroch Road, so I left the summer house and walked j 
over to the drive way and stopped about 10 yards away from the |

front gate. I stood at this point for about two minutes and I |
overheard someone An the crowd say that a Japanese was dead, X 

then continued patrolling round the grounds returning to the « 

front door of the house about half an hour later when I observed ; 
a large number of Japanese soldiers, armed with rifles with I
bayonets fixed, on Darroch Road. I stood at this point for |

about half an hour and then patrolled round the grounds three 
times returning to the front door of the house. About 11 p.m. 

X unlocked the front gate and one foreign, two Japanese and two ! 

Chinese policemen came into the grounds, the foreigner question- 

, ed me through the medium of Lekha Singh, bodygurad employed by , 
my master, whether X had seen anything happen on Darroch Roaà. j

I replied as previous"ly stated. This party of policemen 1
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The following 

native of.

at.......

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

. , Meher Singhis the statement or___  .. ... . .... ___  _____________ _____ ______ _

.. __________________ . taken by me... . ____ _______ __ ______ _

on the------- ---------------------- .and interpreted by..................... ............. ...................

j using electric torches made a search in the garden at the 

I front of the house but what they were looking for X cannot

say. After searching, the police left by the front gate*

With the exception of the policemen no other persons entered 
! or left the premises until 6 a.ra. 10-11-35 when Maranzan Singh

who ie also a watchman came to relieve me«

This is qy true statement*

Cross marked and finger printed
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Translation of the statement of S. Hayakawa 
taken by the Japanese Consular I-olice on 12.11*35.

Kame in fulls Shichiro Hayakawa.

Address: 15 North Joong Loh Li, North
Szechuen Road*

Occupation: Tailor.

I am assisting my brother-in-law who conducts 

a tailoring business at No. 15 Joong Loh Li, North 
Szechuen Road.

In connection with the murder of a sailor of 

the Naval Landing Party at about 9 p.m. on November 9, 

I am making a statement of what I saw at the time 

of the incident*

At about 8*30 p.m. on November 9th I visited 

Mr. Tsugeno at No. 43 Heng Joong Li, Scott Road, to 

deliver a spring coat which ho had ordered. I left 

Mr. Tsugeno*8 at about 8*45 p.m. for my home. On 

the way back 1 met one of my friends named Hiroyuki 

Endo ( a clerk of Riwa Yoko, 5th floor of the 

Mitsubishi building, Canton Road) on North Szechuen 

Road. I went to the “Astoria“ (a Russian tea shop 

situated opposite the Public School for Boys) in 

company with Mr. Bndo. About ten minutes later 

wo left the Astoria to go to Mr. Minoru Tanaka's 

house at No. 81 Darrooh Road. It was then just 

9 p.m. by the clock in the Astoria. We turned into 

Darrooh Road at the corner of Darrooh and North 

Szechuen Roads. As we approached the mouth of 

Joong Loh Li, I saw a man lying on the ground with 

four or five persons about him. I thought the sum ;
I 

was drunk. I approached and saw that he was in 1
! 

sailer's uniform and it came to my mind that he must |

be a Japanese sailor* I had a more careful look, j

and upon noticing that he was bleeding profusely in ' | 

the forehead, I struck a match and by its light 1 j t 
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saw that his forehead, was swollen and had a hole 

as large as the tip of a little finger. I then 

realized that he had been shot with a pistol. At 

about the same time that we reached the spot, some 

persons came running up from the north. I looked 

up and noticed that there were Chinese constables 

carrying pistols in their hands. They asked what 

had happened. When the constables arrived, I was 

looking at the sailor* The constables turned their 

electric torches upon the man on the ground and 

were astonished to discover that he was a Japanese 

sailor and that blood was flowing from his forehead. 

The constables asked, in Chinese, the five or six 

persons who were there what had happened. All this 

time I waslooklng down at the injured man but I 

heard somebody (probably a Chinese) say to the 

constable in Chinese "Sou Chang* (pistol). On 

hearing this I came to the conclusion that a sailor 

had been shot with a pistol. I looked up and saw 

a man (probably a Chinese) saying in Chinese that 

two men had run away, and pointing in the direction 

of Noong Loh Li, at which I concluded that two 

persons had bean concerned in the shooting and had 

run away into Foong Loh Li alleyway after firing 

at the sailor.

Then a tall constable told the other 

constable to report to the Naval Landing Party, but 

the latter hesitated. I told the second constable 

to report the matter, and pointed in the direction 

of the Naval Landing Party. Then, the constable 

ran toward the Naval Landing Party. The tailor 

constable made an attempt to clear off tho crowd 

and later he also ran toward tho Chionin Temple* 

By this time there were several persons at the 

scene. Among tho Japanese whom I saw, I know 

Takaoka. a shoemaker, but T çould not tell who 



saw that his forehead was swollen and had a hole 

as large as the tip of a little finger. I then 

realised that he had been shot with a pistol. At 

about tne same time that we reached the spot, some 

persons came running up from the north. I looked 

up and noticed that there were Chinese constables 

carrying pistols in their hands. They asked what 

had happened. ft'hen the constables arrived, I was 

looking at the sailor. The constables turned their 

electric torches upon the man on the ground and 

were astonished to discover that he was a Japanese 

sailor and that blood was flowing from his forehead. 

The constables asked, in Chinese, the five or six 

persons who were there what had happened. All this 

time I waslooking down at the injured man but I 

heard somebody (probably a Chinese) say to the 

constable in Chinese "Seu Chang** (pistol). On 

hearing this I came to the conclusion that a sailor 

had been shot with a pistol. I looked up and saw 

a man (probably a Chinese) saying in Chinese that 

two men had run away, and pointing in the direction 

of Foong Loh Li, at which I concluded that two 

persons had been concerned in the shooting and had 

run away into Foong Loh Li alleyway after firing 

at the sailor.
Then a tall constable told the other 

constable to report to the Naval Landing Party, but 

the latter hesitated. I told the second constable 

to report the matter, and pointed in the direction 

of the Naval Landing Party. Then, the constable 

ran toward the Naval Landing Party. The taller 

constable made an attempt to clear off the crowd 

and later he also ran toward the Chionin Temple. 

By this time there were several persons at the 

scene. Among tho Japanese whom I saw, I know 

Takaoka. a shoemaker. but I qould not tall whn



the other Japanese were*

Shortly afterwards, a Japanese who was riding a 

bicycle came up but he remained a very short while 

and left apparently to report to the Haval Landing Party, 

About 10 minutes after our arrival at the scene, a 

foreign sergeant and a Japanese sergeant whose name, 

I believe, is Kakayama (?), arrived on bicycles from 

the direction of the Chionin Temple. I think they had 

come after having been informed of the affair by the 

above constables. Finding that the sailor had been 

shot with a pistol, they immediately proceeded in the 

direction of the Landing Party, probably with the object 

of reporting the matter to the Haval Landing Party. 

About five minutes after they had left, 5 armed sailors 

arrived and a little later about 10 more sailors appeared 

and removed the wounded sailor on a stretcher.

Shortly before the removal, Hasuo, a detective of 

Dixwell Road Station, arrived and commenced a search in 

the neighbourhood. As I am a member of the Police 

Specials, I assisted him the search for evidence, but 

I could find nothing. In the meantime I heard Hr. 

Okada, a haberdasher, state that he had found a cartridge 

on the roadway.

Questioni Are you sure that you left the Astoria at 
9 p.m, ?

Answer i Yes. As X stated above, it was 9 o'clock 
for I looked at the clock.

Q. How many minutes did you take to reach the
scene from the Astoria?

A. As it is about one "cho" from the Astoria to
the scone, X think it took me two or three 
minutes,

Q. Did you hear any report of pistol firing?

A. X did not hoar any shooting. I asked Mr.Endo
whether ho had heard any firing but he also 
said •Ho*.

Q. What was the nationality of the two persons
who had made their escape?



A. I did not ask what their nationality was*

<4. Bid the constables who came to the scene make 
any investigation regarding the nationality of 
the two persons?

A. The constables appeared to be astonished at 
finding the victim to be a Japanese sailor and 
at learning from a man who seemed to be a 
Chinese that the culprits had escaped into 
Foong Loh Li. They did not make any investigation 
regarding the culpritsj they were engaged in 
clearing the crowd.

Q,. Have you anything else to state?

A. The above is all I know*

Tiie witness testifies that the above 

statement is correct and has signed his name and 

affixed his thumb print thereto.

Shichiro Hayakawa.



bhiehiro Hayakam.
Japan Orowther

Hongkew b-ta. 14-11-33 a. A. X» Kawashina*
Witnessed By J.3.S. 1» Xguehi*

o«m is baUohiro Hayakswa, aged 24 years* eiaglo* tailoj 

residing at so* IS fong Loh 11. X mi a partner -no Tea Tailor 

ehop of the latter address.

At about • p.n. OB V-ll-35, x loft the Asters Oaf a on 

Barth Ssoohnen load» opposite the Thanas Banbury and Publia 
School for Baye» together with a friend naaod Slroyuk Mode* wo 

hawing had tea in tho said cafe. 1 left the cafe to proceed to 

tho roaideaee of «r. Minora Tanaka* 51 Oarroeh Terrane, off 
Barrons Hoad. gy friend and X proceeded along Berth Maschaon 
head on the north pavanent towards the J.X.L* Barty Barracks. 

Vo enacto Barrooh need and tamed into Barrech Mead and proooedod 

heath* keeping to the vast side of the roadway. to had nearly 
reached the entrance to the Leh Id* Barrooh Bead* whoa 1 

san a body of a hn—n Seing lying on the roadway* near tho Went 
aide* alaost opposite tho Bong leh Li. Upon seeing tho Bogy, X 
walked a few paces forward and then omened tho readway towards , 

the Bogy* and then X know it wan a Japanese sailor* Brier to 
walking towards tho Body* X observed sheet J « 4 persons* who X 

think wore Ohl nene - this point X mi not ware of • hat X an earn 
that none of then were to Mifova. Two Ohioeee constables of th 

L
3.X.  mice arrived on tho eosae ianadlately afterwards. X hoard 

then running Behind ne as X walked towards the Bogy* They earn 

free tho Berth* X «Minot renenber cooing anybody running earth 
on Barmeh lead Before and after seeing tho Body* As X thoaght 

it was a drunken person lying on the radny» X did not ianodlati 
ly meh forward* Owing to the peer lighting* X struck a natch j
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W SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

1 he following is the statement of. ShiOhirO gayakawa
native of.................  ......... .  ..... ..... taken by me...............

at- .......... .................on the— .............. . .. .and interpreted by.......

i with a view to examining the body and at the same tine one of the 

, constables, the taller of the two who was the flrat to arrive, e 

! closely followed by the other one, flashed an electric torch on

the body» The sailor was lying on his back with the ri^ht am 

outstretched and the left am bent with the hand near the head. 

The taller constable and 1 looked closely at the body, and I 

| think the taller constable touched the body, but I aw not quite 
I sure» The constable and I bent ■ and 1 found on the left 

j side of the head, a little above the forehead* a swelling, in the 

centre of which was a small opening. The sailor was groaning.

The taller constable evidently realised that the sailer had been 

shot and dispersed a crowd of 5 or d persons and then he* the 

taller constable, told the ether constable to go* pointing in the 
dirdotion of the B,L, Party barracks. The constable hesitated M 

for a mount, so I pointed in the direction of the B,L, Party 

barracks* and eaid in mglish, "report". Bo immediately wont* 
and ran Borthward en Darroch Bead, The taller constable remained 

and again dispersed the crowd, and then I lost sight of him, but 
when at a glance I saw him in the distance near the entrance of j 

the Keeble dardons, I did not notice these constables return* 
but about five minutes after they had left* a foreign and Japanese i 

Police Sergeant arrived on bicycles» Prior >o those two arriving i 

I felt the pulse of the sailor, I have omitted to say that when | 
the constables arrived on the scene* the taller one asked the Î 

crowd what was the matter. Someone in the crowd* pointing towards I
i 

the Pong Loh Li* replied in Chinese* and I heard the words* "pistol 
i two men".
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• !*3’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.. . ^hichiro .... ............. ......

native of...............................    .taken by me. . ....__  _  ....__  ____

at.. ............................ on the........ ................     and interpreted by----  ------

Before the foreign and the Japanese Police sergeants arrived a 

> Japanese sailor came from the South along Darroch Road in a new 
i style publia riosha, he alighted at the scene and paid the eoolio 
1 This sailor looked at the body, and when I told him that the 

sailor had been shot, he ran towards the Bavai Barracks,

After the foreign and Japanese Police sergeants looked at the 

body, they immediately rushed away in the dlr notion of the J,V,L, 
Party Barracks, Later several Japanese sailors arrived and then 

' the stretcher bearers arrived and removed the body. About five 

or six minutes later the body had been removed a Tire Brigade 

Ambulance arrived on the seene from the Berth and stopped for a 

little time near the scene outside the Keeble dardons.

Signed, 8, Mayakawa,



Translation of the statement of T. Yoshida taken by the 
Japanese Consular Police

Name In full» Tsuk^a Yoshida.

Addressi No. 2 Foh Sing Li, Sul Ching Hoad, 0.0.L.
Occupâtloot Laundry keeper.

Age t 24.

I came to Shanghai at the end of August, 1934,

and have been operating a laundry business with my 

brother named Jujikura Yoshida since January this year. 

I am very familiar with the area around Joong Loh Li 

off North Szechuen Road and Darroch Road because I pass 

this place daily on business.
On November 9, 1936, I went out on business as 

usual. At about 7 p.m. I called at the Araki Tatami 

Shop at No. 106 Foo ng Loh Li and remained there for about 

two hours gossiping with the inmates, with whom I am well 

acquainted. Deciding to return home by way of No Sth 

Szechuen Road, X walked along Joong Loh Li towards North 

Szechuen Road, pushing my bicycle along. Shortly after 

I had passed a watchman’s hut at the entrance to the 2nd 

lane of North Joong Loh Li, I heard a sound which, I 

thought, had been caused by the bursting of a bicycle 

tyre or the firing of a shot. X paid no special attention 

to this and I continued on my way. After proceeding 

a short distance, X changed my mind and decided to visit 

the Omoriya Confectionery at the entrance to Jiu An Li 

to have some cakos. I used to call at this shop at 

frequent intervals. I, therefore, turned and ro/de 

at a slow speed to the shop. When I had reached a point 

in front of a house bearing the signboard of a Chinese 

female obstetrician at the entrance to the 6th side alley

way, a person wearing a Chinese dress appraschod from 

the opposite direction and passed me. Then, I met 

another person, also wearing a Chinese dress, at a point 

a short distance frees the mouth of the side alleyway
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In which the Araki Tatami Shop ie located. When I cane to 

Darroch Road I saw a number of persons, Including several 

Japanese, gathered around a Japanese sailor lying on the 

ground. Upon inquiring whether a report had been made 

to the Landing Party, some one replied that it had been 

done, while another asked me to go to the Landing Party* 

I hastened to the Landing Party Headquarters on bicycle 

to report the incident but found that the information had 

already reached them. Wen I returned to the scene, more 

persons had gathered there. In the meantime, members ef 

the Landing Party had arrived and removed the injured

sailor I w.s present when a cartridge and a bullet

were found. I then left the scene

The undermentioned queries were put in order

to clarify the above statement»-
When and where did you hear the sound which you thought 
was a shot?

j,. I cannot give a definite time as I did not see any clock, 
but I think it was^S p.m. The place was near the watchman’s 
hut aa I have already mentioned in the statement. I did 
not see anybody in the vicinity at the time.

q. From which direction did the sound come?

Ab I was walking towards North Ssechuen Road I am not 
certain whether the sound had come from behind*

At first I did not know what the sound was but after 
to» hearing that a sailor had been shot with a pistol I 

realised that the sound must have been report of a shot*

o. Can you give a decor1pt ion of the appearance or the 
clothing, etc. of the male adult whom you mot in the 
vicinity of the house bearing the signboard of a Chinese 
obstetrician?

jk. The person wore a Chinese longgown. As far as I can 
remember, he was hatless, tat I cannot give you the 
colour or the pattern of the clothing, but I can definitely 
state that his dress was not a white one* I do not 
know what kind ef shoes he was wearing* He was a person 
of medium build. I cannot tell his age, but ho seemed to 
bo a youth. He did not appear to be in a state of 
confusion for he walked at an ordinary pace* It is 
difficult to give his nationality but I think he might 
have been a Chinese because he was wearing a Chinese 
dress. My impression is that he was neither a Japanese 
nor a European. Therefore he must have been a Chinese.

q. What was the appearance of the person whom you met at 
the entrance to the Araki Tatami Shop?



but without a hat. I cannot say anything about 
his shoes. He was a person of medium build and 
was a little shorter than the first person whom I 
had met. He did not appear to be excited and walked 
towards me at an ordinary pace. He did not run 
either before or after passing me. I do not know 
his nationality but I think he must have been a 
Chinese.

Q,. How many persons did you meet from the time you 
heard the sound which you thought was a shot until 
you arrived at the place where the injured sailor 
was lying?

A. I did not meet any other person besides the two I 
have already mentioned. I oannot say whether they 
had entered Foong Loh Li from Darroch Hoad or had 
come out from one of the side alleyways in Hoong Loh 
Li.. After turning round near the watchman*s hut 
I rode my bicycle at a speed that was a little faster 
than a walking pace.

Q. Did you not call at the Omori Confectionery?

A. As I have already stated I was riding my bicycle at 
a slow speed to the confectionery. When I reached 
the front of the confectionery, I saw a crowd of 
people on Darroch Road. Therefore, I did not go 
into the shop but proceeded to the scene where I 
discovered a Japanese sailor lying on the ground.

Q,. How many persons were there when you reached the 
scene and what were their nationalities?

A. There were several Chinese and Japanese but I oannot 
definitely state their number. I am certain that 
Jenshiro Takaoka was among the Japanese. I do not 
remember the presence of any constables of the 
Municipal Police at the scene.

Q. Did you notice any peculiarity about the two persons 
idiom you had met?

A. I was proceeding on the left side of the alleyway 
while each of the two men had walked on the right 
side. I passed them very close. I did not pay 
any special attention to them. I think they were 
Chinese because of their appearance, their manner 
of walking and their clothing.

Q. Have you anything else to state?

A. Ho. I have nothing more to say. *

The witness tesflfied that the above statement

is correct and has signed his name and affixed his thumb

print thereto



* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS, 

further ======= 
The following is the Statement of__________________________________

native of____ ______________ __ ______  ___ taken by me___ -------------------------------------------- -

at...... ______________ on the-----______________ .and interpreted by..... ..........................................

I had oft^g Uw to «hare whoa I loft Arakl house at IM, 

Fong Loh Leo. X walked towards North .^ûohMa Road rushing ar 
tri cycle» I intended going hone via North Szeehusu Road because 
the road hone that say ie better for cycling.

ihen X heard the eml it wae wry slight, and 1 did not 
rtive any attention to it.dt that tine X had ample tin» to share, 
os X thought I would go and visit Oaari west Shop to pmmi amy 
the time, therefore X turned about and faced the «est» X Mounted 
wy bicycle and proceeded toward» the meet shop. X sac cycling 
sloe a little faster than sulking pace. asm X was walking along 
Fong Loh Id towards North ^eobuea Road X cannot rerasabsr if 
anyone au walking in front of no«

ihen X was proceeding seat keeping to the left of the 
roadway I caw a mn dressed in a Chinese long gown, sulking on 
the «South pavenwnt towards the Sast, X took hi* to bo a Chinese 
he was about 5 ft. < inches, in height, mmUub built, X an not 
sure whether ho was oaring say head drees. X cannot renenber 
wtet footwear ha had* X cannot resaschor ths colour of his gown 
but It was not white, this ram was walking as If he sms not in 
a hurry. Near lane Wo. 9 I not another nan dreseod in Chinese 
clothes, he was also walking on the South pavement towards the 
Kast. Wo was n little shorter than the other ®aa, ho was also 
veering « loo« «°** ** eladlar odour* I cannot remember whether 

! ho wan wearing * hat or not* X did not notice hie shoos. He 

appeared to bo walking ncsmal* etween when I turned about In 
the Tong Loh 11 and cuarl sweet ehop I gare up the Idea of 
visiting thio shop and decided to go ocm via Qamch Bond. X did
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not oeo sjnycno run into Iho «-rng frtm Darr ooh

Arriving on larroeit Z fcdr cr five otanoing

around a sailyr who «nn iylc# <?/i tun road. I did not nolle* 

any ollcertoa thare* i »Wat<sd and aakod. if u had 4«e orted 

at t>je landing twiy* aor.yjoac vTouted out >X=aew*<o o»t oaoa* 

therefore i .JuapM r< ùUju.o rayorlM.
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I he following is the statement of. i

native of.

at.^ehJeOiati^O on at

.taken me ^ • ftilü Of

1» and interpreted by.. V •...»>■» •XjuC.hi.................

At about ? p.m.on tin. Sta.of November £ vloite.t a wooden MOs- 

©t and bath tuo laaicer’s nuuce on fashing r «rA.i for the >ur>ose of 

taking ar .era, and after completing ti& business t lore» iamdiately 

proceeded via ■ ixwell oau to Araki*s house at iOS Fong Loa Lee 

vine re, after spending a ;>eri<y’ of about one arri tialf or two hours» 

£ then left the house and proceeded in tae direction of North n»e- 

chuen '■ oad in order to return home, (walking, and pushing tap bi

cycle).

After X had walked a little ^.st a micteai’a hat I heard , 

a alight sound which X coula not place. X walked further about 

one ""ken" (about 6 feet)» ^îien £ thought of visiting Gmori swcts 1 

shop In Fong IxA Lee and taking sorae awe ta, and mounting on wy 

bicycle, proceeded at a speed a little faster than that of a walk- <. 

lag pace, during which time, at a place «here there is a oigh 

board of ”Midwife”, X met a nan dressed in a CrdLneoe long pawn. 
; 

£ do not retijember tnc colour of the gown. I can only say that the 

gown was not white. After tula, I «et another roan pressed in sim

ilar clothes near Lane îo.9, Fong Loh l<ee. Tiiene two raen were 

walking naturally an t did not appear to be in a Hurry.

Giving uo the thought of vialting wjrl swots shop, £ pro* 

> ceeded a little w beyond tne front of the shop. X then saw 

: four ar five peraooa gathered on arroch Food and proceeded to 

' tac scene. arrival, X noticed Hr.Takoaka on the scene. X do 

! not remoter whether any cither Jn.AUieoe were there.

'eailalng t.mt a sailor »ia... collapsed» X» before approaching 

the body, asked tfcr throng if any one had ;:one to the Lan ling
I Party, when soiae one told me to go and report.
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ting is the statement of. . .. .............

. .. . . . . .. taken by me . ... _______

........ on the .................... . .and interpreted by.. ............. .............................

| ï tnon sped to the um tting an bicycle anu inform»

i cd toe tpjard sotie» t=iat a sailor had collapsed, an..; 1 vas» told 

tint they already xneo about it.

1 Wien returned to the scene «here X saw tw or three Chi» 

neoe policemen of the S.if.J*olice ana a nunber of Jaxuieae anti 

Chinese •

1 repeat to atate that whilst ï «aa pausing alon^ 

Lon i^ee l saw no one oWier Wian the two sen aa afureswntiooeti.

Tnud&aa foaiii ja

iïo.2 Foil Shing Lee, off 

woo Ching road.

ThoiabpriiitL- a.

Tu^en W •L.huauo in the presence of ^er jeaat 

üiUkinawa of »**£ consular Police-



Translation of statement of Tsunezo Asahina taken by the 
Japanese Consular Police on November 12, 1935»

Name in full: Tsunezo Asahina*

Address: No* 93A Darroch Road.

Occupation: Gardener*

Age: 36.

I have resided at the present address since October, 1934 

The front door of my house is located across the alleyway at 

a distance of about 9 feet diagonally from the back door of 

Mr* Takaoka's house*

On November 9, 1933 after I had finished my dinner, I 

was examining an account book when I heard the firing of a 

shot in the direc. .on of Darroch Road in front of Mr. 

Takaoka's premises* I hesitated to go ou* immediately 

because I thought it would be dangerous for I believed that 

the shot had been fired by a robber* About 5 minutes later, 

Mrs* Takaoka called to my wife from outside and asked her 

whether I was at home* Upon being told that I was at home, 

Mrs* Takaoka informed my wife that a Japanese was lying 

on the ground and returned to her home* I was surprised at 

this information and immediately went out to Darroch Road, 

where I found a Japanese sailor lying on the ground* He was 

suffering from a serious injury in the forehead which was 

bleeding profusely and was almost at the point of death* I 

was very much surprised on seeing this* I immediately 

returned to my house and reported the matter to the Naval 

Landing Party and the Consular Policeby telephone* At the 

time of my arrival at the scene, I saw a Chinese boy of about 

7 or 8, a Chinese girl of about 16 or 17, a Chinese adult 

(whose sex I failed to notice) and a tall Chinese constable 

near the injured sailor* When I returned to my home the 

constable also left in a hurry* I cannot say whether he went 

in the direction of the Landing Party or Foong Loh Li*

The following queries were put with the object of 

clarifying tho above statement:



Q. What time did you hear the shooting? How could you tell 

that the sound was the firing of a shot?

A» As I did not see a clock I can not say what time it was. 

But I think there was an interval of about 10 minutes 

between the time I hoard the shooting and the time 

when I rnng up the Lending Pert y and the Consular Police 

reporting the incident. I thought the sound was that of 

a shot.às I am ex-artillery man and have had experience 

of pistol firing I can distinguish a shot from other reports.

Q. When you reached the scene was Jenshiro Takaoka there?

A. Only those persons whom I have already mentioned were present. 

I remember no Japanese were present; therefore, Takaoka could 

not be there.

Q. Takaoka stated that he was the first man who reached the 

scene and that he remained there until many Japanese and 

foreigners «'lie the scene. Bid you not see him?

A • Takaoka must have gone to the scene after I had returned 

to mgr house to telephone. It is true that the tall constable 

left the scene in a hurry. Takaoka believes that he was the 

first man to appear at the seene because he must have reached 

there after all the persons whom I had seen at the place 

had fone away.

Q. Did you see any suspicious persons.

A. I did not see any suspicious persons when I reached the scene.

I used to go out in the evading to take a walk in the 

vicinity of Darroch Road, Horth Szechuen Road and Foong Loh Li 

to exercise my dog. On these occasions I noticed, on three or 

four successive days prior to the incident, a Chinese 

loitering on the pavement on the west side of Darvoch Road 

in the vicinity of Mr. Yuklchl Hayashi’s residence, which is 

located about 20 yards north of the scene. He was a Chinese 

of about 30 years of age, attired in a Chinese jacket and 

pants. He was of medium build and height. The material of 

his clothing may have been white but it was very dirty.



He had the appearance of a labourer of a class that 

is a little bettwa than the coolie. He wore a felt hat* 

I am sure he was a Chinese but he was not a man of strong
Cb

build. I passed the vicinity of Mr. Hayshi’s residence 

on the evening of November 11 but on that occasion I did 

not see the Chinese. I do not know why he was loitering 

at the place. There may be some connection between this 

man and the incident.

The witness testifies that the above statement

is correct and has signed his name and affixed his thumb 

print thereto.

Tsunezo Asahina.



Hongkew Police Station

December 15th.1935

Sir,

I beg to forward herewith translations of state

ments of Katsuzo Fukushima, proprietor of the Komtu Res

taurant, 27 Mai Mei Lee off Forth Szechuen Road, and 

Shio H»ra, alias Miyoko, waitress employed therein, taken 

by local Japanese Consular Police on the 3ftd.Inst.,with 

reference to Chito Sakai, alias Tayeko, now in Japan, who 

had formerly been amuainted with the deceased seaman 

Hideo Faksyar.a.

Ae Chito Sakai’s life in Shanghai and Japan,

the Japanese Consular Police state, she hod already en

tered a married life, and the statement given by her for

mer employer, Kat^uzn Fukushima,being satisfactory sr. far 

as she is concerned, no enquiry was made to the home police 

concerned.

X , o ir,



* Translations of statement of Katsuao Fukushima, age 42, 
p$>prietor of the Komu Restaurant, 27 Mai Mei Lee, North Szechuen 

Road, taken by Japanese Consular Police.
•• •• • • «I» "* «M» «► '•» ” ’• -> •* **r «4P M* ■*» iw «

Tayeko returned to he original bos? < t Vag’.’yo—xura,

Nishisonoki-gun, Nagasaki-Prefecture, on the 30th.September 1935, 

quitting business.

Seamen Nakayama who was shot deed on the 2th.November 1935 

used to visit her threa to 1‘Lve tines a month Ir’int the usst one 

year prior to her departure.

Tayeko w&x e wh-f an never ma’c ony +r;vî-> • ;th custom

ers in entertaining i.no.n. -hr ' cd * ^r? c” the rort - gets 

into trouble by nr king r. frerirc to «v hr. If "’n ^jokc.

She never i romis^fl. .‘rrrrr .-’rVnye’\' to . I rh^iild say he 

was simply a ropulnr cu'-toner of lo::r ct-r:?’‘ng. fbc h.:-f o r*codly 

number of customers, amongst whnr th®re ' -ne no , fatten v.r ere ’vho 

was so deeply eceijainted •ith.

After my arrival in c.h«‘.'.<ÿ-ai, 7 n.'do »,c.5rt:>.nc 2 -ith one 

named. Chur.cro . vf-aûa, a e native cf F*,kui-Prefect-.:x‘e, who wss 

the manager of tl © "Tai $ho 7okn’- (Ihnrn.ncy) on Chao Tung Road. He 

visited my rebt«.ur«'nt 1?.-om time to time and chitted ad th Teyc! o ’rid 

others.

In May or «.une 1£-3c, C sugt’fc*»tfew Shii-iada and Tayeko to get mar 

rled after Tayeko quitted bus?roto. I ■ cvcd is 9 <o-botween. and 

they made a verbal. e-h‘**-3ei',er.t of rricrc.

In the end. o’ «luiy or ca-iy in '.ip.;.- -v ?fv~> ' returned

to the Purchase DepartmcnT, of th*« ’’CkU Mt» *.rol'ort et To.491 Higsshl- 

sakamachi, Higashi-ku, esc.*’?.

After Tayeko htiti neturre-’ to <J>lv:n, T î-ecsivc-d ■. I'.ttc-v from 

her in the middle of Octorer 1935, by which T ledrmd that she was 

leading a married life with Shimada.

SBiaeda did not Srlnk. et all, and was a ni. 13-mannered gentle

man. He was net like those who dto’c to pick up a qudrrel. He was 

always honestly devoted to hie business, ts regar3s the engage

ment, there was no question of money st all. He did not pay her



debt to enable her to quit business.

Shlmada, on returning t? Japan, told to send her 

back to J-»*, an at time that would suit my convenience. 

Tayeko used to say hhe would work until the end of September

1935.

Katsusn Fukushima.

dec tib'itcr 3rd. 1933



Translation of further statement of Myoko, age 21, 

/^waitress at t^s "Kouu* Heataarant, 27 Mai Mel Lee, Iforth 

Szechuen Road, v ' / t, p. " ...^. > .

T ’13T*’ b-r« employed r.t the ’•Komu* Restaurant as a 

waitress ainoe -kjccribcr 1933.

Sewaon Sukcyum who wr.s shot dead on Darroch Road on 

the 9th.Huvc;.ïLcr 1035 used to coœ and. see a waitress, Chi to 

Sakae, alias Toyeko, who was employed together with me, bo I 

kntA Geauan k’ùû:ay«àj& ty n&.e uncl sight after about May 1935, 

but I did not excaange vords with him eo often.

Tayeko re turned to he)’ native country in Msgasaki on 

the 3Ctix.J-cpv<aab«..c 133s. I do not know her exact address.

ühortl^ «uter lu p.m.o'i the Bth.^ovemher 1935, Pearnen 

Wakayara. enwe ho ike ’’Koru" Restaurant alone end, spending the 

night with iuc, left the restaurant at about 9 a.m.on ■* '** follow

ing da^.'.

At about 8.3u p.m.on the Oth.Howinber 1935 (I can net 

mention the evwfc txue ns 1 did not see rho watch.) Eieawan lîaka- 

yama come to fcne •‘Kxw.-.u* xb?sraur-ait.2 iuc.de- h ben ,;c b.ii* but I did 

not accost hin. Re di<i s;?nak to ne ctthp.r, a’.cut fire 

minutes inter he left hie re?tnurant o??ying ’^layon^a’’ (good

bye), not addressing particularly to nny one there. He was 

not drunk e.t thpt tira».

Cn the, ni<put of the 6th. he told re not to tell to any 

of the u'.hci girls he slept rt. This, I think, he 

said for fear of tcirig pointed cut and whispore 1 about by other 

girls if it ■•.'eyAiOi krown '•<> ti-cr in r-f w* th & different 

girl Boon ciftor Ldf- _,ir2,

It i£ generally saie ro by sailors who coins to liai Mei 

Luo.

^uestic-n Hew often did llakayama come and see Tayeko ?

Answer fte used to owns three or four tines a month,

q,. Van there any other seaman besides Rakayam

who was elosely acquainted with Tayeko 1
A. I did not know whether or not there was any
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Revised Statement of Shio Kara* alias Miyoko, age 21, native of
, Ja$an, taken by U.S. Kao Adie and interpreted by Mr. T. Kawashima, 

in the presenoe of Mr. Uyehara, A.C.P., and Mr. Robertson, S.P.O. 
on November 27, 1935.

My name is Shio Hara, alias Miyoko, age 21, native of Nagasaki 

Prefecture Japan, S/waitress, employed and residing at the Komu Cafe, 

27 Mei Me Id, off North Ssechuen Road. 1 arrived in Shanghai from 

Nagasaki on board the *Shanghai Maru" on 21st April, 1932, accompanied 

by 7 or 8 other girls, under the care of a Mrs. Fukushima who is at 

present accountant in the Komu Cafe. On our arrival in Shanghai, 

Mrs. Fukushima took us to a house situated in an alleyway off Jukong 

Road, O.O.L., where we all lived together for about one month.

On or about the 22nd May, 1932, Mrs. Fukushima took me from the 

address in Jukong Road to the Komu Cafe where I was employed in the 

capacity of a maid-servant until Jeoember, 1933, when I started 

entertaining customers. I have resided at this Cafe since the 

aforementioned date in 1932.

Nakayama, I was told, was seen frequently in this establishment 

from March this year. As he was a frequent visitor I began to take 

notice of him and recognize his face in May.

On every occasion that he visited the cafe he slept with a girl 

named Tayeko Sakai, her real name being Chito Sakai, but she was 

known to the customers by the former name.

About this time I learned that his name was Nakayama. From then 

on I observed that Nakayama visited the Cafe three or four times a 

month, Invariably alone, and he used to confine his attentions to 

Tayeko Sakai, Wen Nakayama visited the Cafe ha invariably appeared 

to bo sober, but on several occasions I have observed that he was 

slightly under the influence of drink.

Tayeko Sakai having fulfilled her contract with the Komu Cafe 

on the 30th September, 1935, left for her home in Nagasaki Frefnature 

Japan.

Between • p,m. and 9 p,m, on the 8/11/38, I was sitting in the 

Cafe together with five or six other girls also employed in the 

Cafe whom Nakayama amd another Japameeo sailor, unknown to me, 

entered the Cafe, I notieed that ho, Nakayama, was slightly 
under the influence of drink, his movements whilst walking mt



oeing quite norml. On this occasion Nakayama stayed on tho premises 

approximately fire minutes and held a short conversation with the 

other Japanese sailor and then Mahayana exchanged conversation with 

the girls present addressing no particular girls* When they left 

the premises the unknown Japanese sailor had his arm around Nakayama's 
shoulder, but their direction after leaving tho cafe is unknown to me.

Between 10 p.m. and 10.30 p.ra. the same evening 8/11/35, 
Nakayama returned to the cafe alone and as I was the only girl sitting 

downstairs (all the other girls being engaged) Nakayama suggested 

that I accompany him to the Senyu (4^ ) Bestaurant and partake

of tea and cakes. I replied that as 1 had no customer for the night 
I would not go, whereupon Nakayama stated that he would engage me 

for the night.
On this promise being made 1 then accompanied Nakayama to the 

Senyu Restaurant directly opposite the Komu Cafe whore wo partook of 
tea and cakes to the value of 30 cents.

We remained in the Senyu Restaurant for about two or three 

minutes then returned to the Kcmu Cafe* where Nakayama accompanied
me to my room on the second floor.

Nakayama slept with me that night and whilst he was dressing 
in the morning of 9/Ï1/35 he told me that he was going to Woosung |

Road to have a now glass put in his wrist watch, as he had broken |

sane tho previous night. Ho left my room at about 9 a.n. 9/11/35.

During tho night whilst Nakayama was in bed with me he did not |
converse with me on «ny particular subject, * ut informed me that ho I
had one day's special leave from 12 noon 8/11/35 until 11 a.m. 9/11/35. 

Nakayama also informed me that since the departure of Tayeko Sakai 
on 30th Sept. 1935 he had never spent the night with any girls.

During the night Nakayama asked mo not to mention to the other | 
girls that he had slept tho night with ms, for if they had known 1

Nakayama stated ho would remain, a laughing stock» Between 8.30 p.m. |

and 9 p.m. 9/U/35 (I am not quite sure about the time) Nakayama 

again visited the cafe alone, ho was quite sober, and was carrying 

a snail square shaped handle wrapped in a dart coloured cloth. Ho ]



-itauthe Cafe fer about fire Minutes without speaking 

and thon got up and walked out by himself saying “good night** 

without addressing anyone in particular, taking his bundle with 
him.

When Hekayana emerged from the door of the safe ho 

turned left n the Mei Me Li, after that X cannot state where 

he went.

I an unable to fora any opinion as to his tenperasumtal 

disposition as I haws only boon on Intimate terne with him for 

one night.

igr. ttrehara • Hare you any particular man of whoa you are fond ?

I X here no particular sweetheart but there is a oailor 

| named Jar! who calle on ae rather regularly about two 
if f or throe times a non th.

Mr. Crehara > When did Mori visit you loot Y
Mlvoka : Mori visited ne ta the Sth of this month and he was with 

me last night (26th) and four days ago (23rd), but he 

never visited as in the interval because the landing 

Marty has besa mobilised since the 9th.

Bra .Srffrm * Did Mori and Wakayama aeet in the sama cafe at any 

previous timet

Mivoko t I have not seen Mori and Wakayama together because X think 

they are on different duties.

Sg&Jte&si * When Wakayama visited your restaurant, did Morl happen to 
fi-

to^there?

Miyoko « Wo.

Mr. Jhrehara t At any time have you ever hoard Mori epeak of Wakayama?

Miyoko i Wo.

gEs-SfgfraOT » How long have you known Mori approximately?

&Z&£ • Since May 1930.

Hr.*,« Has Mori since he net you been a regular customer of yours?

Miyoko a calls on ms two or throe times a month regularly.
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Mr,._ Wehara t Haye you any particular person other than a sailor?

Miygko t Mo.

3* %-Çy, 3 Were you and Chito (Tayeko Sakai) on good friendly 

terms ?

*1X2*0 * All the girls in the Cafe are friends and get on well 

together*

Mf.r—gy.fer.a, & I® Chito a nice looking girl or very popular?

*1X2*2 » Chit© was a very nice looking girl and was the most 

popular girl in the house - she had most buslneE®.

l£x-JXehara Do you know any ether sailor or other mnn friendly with 

Chito before she left lhaoghai?

^iyok a j Chito used to iet many repsl^r Tir.ttcr$ tut X cannot re

member the name of any particular on© except Wakayama.

Mr. Sahara 1 •Jas Majrnyvwi with Chito more than any other man?

Mlyoko t i cannot say whether Makayamn was Chit©’® favourite 

or whether he called more thw? any other man.

M£s-JX®h&£â 1 Bld you/ ever hear anything Chit© said about Sakuyasia ?

Miyoko t Mo.

M£x-ÜKÊàâ£& 1 Do you know if Wakayama end Chito were on raorc 

friendly terms than custom demanded.

£1X2*2 ‘ X cannot say that for certain.

lu..ar.?feasa 1 Have you ever heard Chito and Wak^ny-.*» quarrel at any 

time?

*1X2*2 « X oennot say what took place 1n Chito1* room, but I 

have not seen her quarrel with Waka/am or anyone?

Mr, Uyehara I Do you remember the Japanese nllor who ceme together 

with Wakayama between 8 p.m. and 9 p.su on Movembcr 

«, 1M3».

M1X£*2 « X only saw the sailor with Hakaysm on that one 

occasion and L had not seen hi* before.

Mr, üyshare I When fakayima told you that since the departure of ?
h

Chito on September 30, 1935, he had never’ spent the 

night with any girls did he say anything else.

Miyoko i Mo, he did not say anything else.

. .   . L„ _ . ..i,;. J
• ' *

\ < • ■

■ ' • ■ ■■ ’ ■ • ' ' > / ' . ;

p.su
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Ur. Urehara s During the night Mahayana asked you not to Mention 

to the other girls that he had slept the night with 

you for if they knew he would lose face » how did you 

take it - ordinarily or otherwise « or did you think 

there was a special Meaning attested to it»

fiUte* « As Wakayama was a regular visitor to Chito» it was not 

very nice of him to call on another girl ta the 

sane establishment a month from her departure and it 

was probably due to his fearing betag teased that Make* 

yens told no not to mention his visit to the other 

girls»

y. ttreham t Shen Mahayana earns again on Movwsbor 9 about 8» 30 p»m» 

how did he hook - normal or upset about anything» as 

you said te only remained about ft minutes»

Mlvoko » Makayama did not speak to the girls but there wm 

one or two sailors in the house and I heard him speak 

to one of thon» His attitude was quite normal 

when he eame in and I did not find anything strange, 

in his manner»

ffr» gyeharu i tant do you think of Morl - his character ?

Miyoko • Me is/very quiet and sober Individual - be is moderate.

nr. Uyehara s Would Mori have been upset if ho had known Makayama 

had slept with you ?

ÜXtiEft * Mo» he would not get angry because ho know we had 

our business to attend to»

tel, 8»Mrum Bo you know a-y of the sailors who were present on the 

night of November 9» when Wakayama called?

texte* • Mo» 1 don't»

tet-ltetelm As far as you could see was the conversation between 

Wakayama and the others on the night of the tth in 

the house» normal or exalted in any way ?



Hlroko i 1 did not listen, so X cannot tell what they were 

talking about* They were speaking rather loudly 

but no signs of quarreling*

ttr*Rotertsoni You know that Makayama paid a lot of attention to Chito 

wa* there any other man who paid her equal a^tentiont

»lX2*o i X don't know because Chito did not disons»

her affairs with the other girls*

Mr* Robertson t During all the time you hare aeon Makaynm doming 

to the place* hare you ever seen him quarrelsome or 

other than an ordinary young fellow T

Miyoko t 1 have not seen him drunk and disorderly or misbehave*
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/ r «tant af Shujo H&r», allas Meyokc, ago 21* native of Japan, 
<* Taken by D. 3. Or al g and Interpreted by Mr. T. Kawashima.

enfia«»a» eaa»a»«» *»«■»•*•«««a* w«a *• «««««n œ«•«■»«» *•••»••«» **«• *«••»«»■• <•«» <•• •<•»««,,»

My wmbl9 1» bhujo fk-FK) allas Meyoko, age 21, native of Magashki 

Prefecture Japan, ti/naitress, employed and residing at the Komu Cafe, 
Mo.27 Mei Me 11 off Morth Szechuan Hoad. I arrived in ,haughai front 

Magasaki on board the "Shanghai Maru* on 2nd April 1932, aooompanied hy 

7 or 8 other girls, under the cate of a Mre. fuhushima who is at present 

aocountant in the Komi Cafe. On our arrival in Shanghai Mrs. ruhusnlma 

took us to a house situated In an alloyway off Jukong Road, C.O.L., whore 

we all lived together for about one month.
On or about the 22nd May 1932 Mrs. tuhushima took mo from the 

address in .Tukoog Road to the Komu Oaf o where I have been employed and 

resided since the aforementioned date.
During the month of May 1933 I saw Makayama when he came into the 

cafe and as he had paid several visits prior to that, X forsmd ta opinion 

that he was a regular customer.
On every occasion that he visited the oafo he slept with a girl 

named Tayoko Sakai, her real name being Chits Sakai, but she was known 

to the customers by the former name.
About this time X learned that his name was Makayama. Mr on then 

on I observed that Makayama visited the Cafe three or four times a month, 

invariably alpne, and he used to confine his attentions to Tayoko Sakai, 

when Makyama visited the Cafe ha invariably appeared to bo sober, but 

on several oooasions 1 have observed that he was slightly under ths 

influence of drink.
Thyoko Sakai having fulfilled her contract with the Komu Cafe 

on the 30th September 1933, loft for her home in Nagasaki x»refeotnre 

Japan.

between • p.m. and 9 p.m. on the 8/11/33 I was sitting la ths 

Oafs togethsr with five or fix other girls also employed in the Oafs 

when Makayama and another Japanese sallsrf unknown to ms, entered ths 
Oafs. X noticed that ho, Makayama, was slightly under the influence of 

drink, his movements whilst walking not being quite normal, on this 

occasion Kak&yama stayed on the promises approximately five minutes and 

held a chert oonveroatlou with the other Japanese sailor and then
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N^kayam exchanged conversation with the girl*  present addressing ne 

particular girls. When they left the premises the unknown Japanese 
Sailor had his am around Nakayama’s should^but their direction after 

leaving the cafe is unknown to me.

*goodnight” without addressing anyone in particular* taking his bundle 

with him*

Between 10 p.m. and 10.30 p.m. the same evening g/11/35*  Nakayama 

returned to the aafe along and as X was the only girl sitting downstairs 
(all the other girls being engaged) Vakayana suggested that X accompany 

him to the Senya Restaurant and partake of tea and oakes. I replied 
that as I had no customer for the night X would not go. whereupon 

Nakayama stated that he would engage me for the night.
On this promise being made I the*  acocmpanied Nakayama to the 

Senyu Restaurant directly opposite the Komu Cafe where we partook of 
tea dad oakes to the value of 30 cents.

We remained in the Sough Restaurant for about two or three minutes 

then returned to the Komu Oafs*  where Nakayama accompanied me to my 

room on the second floor.
Nakayama slept with mo that night and whilst he was dressing in 

the morning of 9/11/35 he told me that ho was going to Woosung Read 
to have a now glass put in his wrist watoh*  as ho had broken saae the 
previous night. He left my room at about 9 a.m. 9/11/35.

During the night whilst Nakayama was in bed with mo ho did not 
converse with me on any particular subject*  but informed me that he 
had one day’s special leave from 12 noon 8/11/33 until 11 a.m. 9/11/35. 
Nakayama also informed me that since ths departure of Tayoko Sakai on 

30th Sept. 1933» ho had never spent the night with any girls.
During the night Nakayama asked me not to mention to the other 

girls that ho had slept the night with me*  for if they knéwii Nakayama 

stated he would lose face. Between 8.30 p.m. and 9 p.m. 9A1/36 (Im

qnite sure about the time) Nakayama again visited the cafe alone*  ho was
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When emerged from the Joar of the safe he turned

left la the xei he Li, after that I oaunot state where he went*
X am unable to form any opinion as to hie iemp«r<*a»ental disposition 

as I have only baen on intimate terms with hi<* for oae night.

Signedi Shujo Hara.



Statement of Moyo Saoaki alias Umegiku, age 27, 
' taken by D.S.I. McPhee, interpreted by J.D.3.Iguohi.

My name is Moyo sasaki alias Umegiku, age 27, 8.Waitress employed 

at the Baigetsu Restaurant Mo.33 Mei Me Li alleyway, near Wang Pang Jau, 

off North Szechuen Road, and residing at the same address.

I am a native of Nagasaki prefeature, and arrived in Shanghai 

from Nagasaki on 18th April 1932 and since my arrival. I have been 

employed and resided at the Baigetsu Restaurant.

The deceased sailor Hideo Nakayama has been observed by me to 

visit tho Baigetsu Restaurant on several occasions in the company of 

other sailors, and whilst in the restaurant I have seen him drinking 

beer.

I never spoke to Nakayama prior to 8/11/36, and his name was 

also unknown to me until 8/11/35.

Between 8.30 p.m. and 9 p.m. 8/11/35 Hideo Nakayama visited the 

Baigetsu Restaurant, accompanied by a sailor known to me as Aokl.

Aoki visited the Restaurant for the first time on 11/10/3&, when 

we became acquainted and sinoe that time he has visited the restaurant 

on two or three occasions.

When Aoki and Nakayama visited the restaurant on the evening of 

8/11/35 they were both slightly under the influence of drink.

Aoki introduced me to Nakayama, Aoki stating that Nakayama was 

his friend, and had Joined the service the same year.

After talking with Aoki and Nakayama for about 5 minutes inside 

the front door of the premises, Aoki proceeded upstairs to my room which 

is situated on the first floor, whereupon Nakayama left, the premises by 

the front door.
When Nakayama left the premises I proceeded upstairs to my room 

where I joined Aoki, and we spent the night together.

At about 8.35 a.m. 9/11/35 I awoke and knowing that Aoki mnst 

report at the Naval Landing Party Headquarters before 7 a.m. 9/11/M 

I immediately awoke him and told him to hurry or he would bo late* 

Aoki was angry when I awoke him, stating that I should have awakened 

him early and not late.

Aoki immediately arose and dressed himself leaving the proelooe 



without making any further or angry remarks.

At about 6 p.m. 9/11/35 I wrote a letter to Aoki, as I was 

anxious to asoertain if he had arrived baok at the N.L.P. Headquarters 

before 7 a.m. 9/11/35.
I ««aided to give the letter to any sailor who would visit tho 

restaurant on the evening of 9/11/35 and request the sailor to deliver 

the letter to Aoki» but before I oarried out my plans. Hideo Nakayama 

visited the restaurant at about 8 p.m. 9/11/35 and asked for me.

At the time Nakayama visited the restaurant I was in the Senyu 

Restaurant next door talking with the Proprietress name unknown.

One of the waitresses where I am employed visited the Senyu 

Restaurant and informed me that a sailor had visited tho Baigetsu 

Restaurant and wanted to see me» whereupon I immediately returned to 

tho restaurant where I learned that Nakuyasaa was the person asking for 

mo.

Nakayama handed me a letter stating that he was requested by 

Aoki to deliver the letter to me.

Tho contents of the letter was to the effeot that he had arrived 

bank at the Naval Landing Party Headquarters before 7 a.m. 9/11/35 and 

requested mo not to worry.

Aoki also requested in the letter that I should send a reply to 

him by Nakayama.

I cannot remember if I destroyed the letter 1 resolved from Aoki» 

through Nakayama, or if the letter is still in my room.

I handed the letter over to Nakr.yama whioh 1 had written at 8 p.m 

9/11/35, requesting him to deliver same to Aoki.

Nakayama did not appear under the influence of drink when ho 

visited the restaurant at 8 p.m. 9/11/35, and whilst in tho restaurant 

he never had anything to drink.

I talked with Nakayama for about 30 minutes, and then we both 

loft the premises, whereupon I proceeds! to a Japanese food Shbp 

situated in the Mei Me Li alleyway where I purchased rice oaken to 

tho value of 50 oents, and handed same over to Nakayama requesting him 

to give the cakes to Aoki, to whioh he agreed.



I oannot i’eni ember if Mak^ajau ontered the Japanese J?ood Shop 

with me, or if he remained in the alleyway*

Nakayama then proceeded Vest along the Mei Me 1*1 alleyway towards 

North Szeohuen Hoad, whilst I returned to my plaoe of employment.

I am unable to give any Information as to Nakayama’s whereabout* 

from the time he left me, to the time he was shot on Darroah Road.

ylgnedi koyo Sasaki.



Statement of Mro. Matoubara wife of tho proprietor 
of tho Matsubara Toko Bioyolo Shop, situated at 
Mo. Id north Jh>ng Loh Li. Taken by D.3.I. Crowther, 
interpreted by 0.A. Mr. T. Kuwashiàia at 11 a.m. on 
the 16/11/36.

My full hams i« Mrs. fosulye Matoubare aged 3# years. I have 

resided at Mo. lw burth kong Loh Li, einoe July 1933. I know a 

person mused Koh Ah Liang, employed in the kong Loh Li. 1 ease 

acquainted with him by meeting him in a fruit and grocery shop 

in the alleyway. He has done errands for use and I know ho supervisee 

the artesian well which supplies water to the Mong Loh Li.

On the night of the 9/11/36, exact time X as not certain of* 

but 1 think round about 10 p.m. Koh Ah Liang knocked on the window 

of tho oath room situated on the ground floor at the b»ok of tay 

house. X saw hia. through the glass of the window.
X was in the bath room undressed, and taking burning seals 

from a store whioh heats tho teeth water, whieh coals I was extinguishing 

with water. This was prior to ny entering the bath wherein w ay 

male Japanese shop assistant whose name in Kuwamoto. As the back 

door was within ay roach X opened it and allowed Koh Ah Liang to enter.

9hilst X was still pouring water on the burning coals and my male 

Japanese shop assistant was telling me in a loud voice that If the 

coals wore Isft in ths stove it might cause the wooden bath to set on 

firoi at this moment Koh Ah Liang told ms that whilst he was counting 

ooppors, whioh action he demonstrated with his hands, he had heard 

the sound of an explosion whioh ho had taken to be the bursting of a 

tyre, and after hearing tho explosion he had met 3 or 4 Chinone amahs 

who had told him that a Japanese soldier had been killed on the 

Darrooh Road. I asked him if ho had witnessed the killing and he said 

he had not. He said ho was very afraid. He did not seem to me to bo 

unduly excited, as when ho entered through the door, his arms were 
folding in front of his body with his hands in the sleeves of hie jacket.

After be had said he was very afraid ho told me to be earefhl 

with tho fire, and as ho was leaving by tho book door, he said he was 

going home to bleep.

owing to the faet that X wae attending te the clove and my chop

assistant was speaking to me in a loud voice, and that Koh Ah Liang 



spohe la a (plot tone, «y she, assistant did not overhear the 

oesrersstlon.

Koh /Ja Liang has often oomplalned to ue that ho had yalo* 

in tno hoad.

Thom io ont peculiarity of Koh Ah Kiang* whenever he is 

walling he folds hie arms across the front of his body and planes 

his hands in the sleeves of his garment» aven if he is not wearing 

a garment with long sleeves when he walks he folds hla ansa across 

the front of his body.

olgaod» Toaaiye dataubara.



Statements forwarded ter the Japanese
* gendarmerie Headquarter»

Statement» made by wife of the proprietor of the Mhteubara 

Bioyele ohoP» Mr. Sndalohl Takahashi» proprietor of the Takahaahl 

Tailor Shop» etc.
Mrs. Mtsnbara made the following statement to a gendame,» 

*On the night of the incident, I cannot recall the exact 
time» I heard a knock on the door ae I was about to take a bath, 
on opening the door T found the watchman Koo Ah Hang ( nt

the door who entered and told œ» that as he wae counting co pore 

in an exchange ehop a little while ago he heard a report of a pistol 
and, on learning that a Je.uneca sailor had been murdered, rushed 

buck immeidately. The «atciiaun was highly excited when narrating th» 

pbove ’story. "
(Statement taken down at 10 a»m. on 12/11/5S).

In order to verify the above statement, the gendarme Interviewed
Mr y» Vatsubara at 7,40 p«m. on the earn» day and it was then aecertain»

f 
ed that h?r deposition was correct» i

Mr. Sadaiohl Takabnehi, profristor of the Tea Tailor Shop, a
r- neighbour of Mr. Mhtsubara, called at the offices of the rendamerie v 4 

at 4 p.m. on the same day and immIo a similar statement to that made
by Mrs. Wtsvbara. ' |

Statement made by T. fo sill da. |
(II.B. Yoshida who resides at 13 3s Clilug Road |

(12 S» Ching Li off Herth P^echuen Hoad) was formerly employed us | 
an artisan at the Ulsutaya, coopers» located in the foong Loh 11 I
( )• Yoshida who ha pened to bo in th» vicinity of looua !

of the incident stated ae ïallowsi» |

*At about 7 o’clock on the night of the incident» I called at
th» Arakl Tatami shop situated in the Sth Lane off the Boong Loh Li | 

tahere I remined for about two hours talking on general subjects»
On my way home I pushed the bicycle along the Moong Loh Li» walking |

In the direction of Worth Sseehnen Bead» when X got as far as the *

mteubara Bicycle Chop, X heard a report of shooting» After hawing 3

walked ser rai paces farther» X suddenly remembered about the j

. ... .... ‘ .....



X had to make on a Chinose residing at 9 Joong Loh LI and immediately 

turned hack proceeding towards Darrooh Road, on the way I met • Chinese 

walking towards me proceeding In an easterly direction* Thio was 

outside the premises occupied hy a Chinese doctor» specialist in 

gynaecology, which is on the corner of the 6th Lane in the same alleyway 

He was wearing a long dress but owing to darkness I am unable to tell 

the colour clearly. I believe it was either black or brown but I am 

positive that it was not white. I am not sure as to whether the man was 

wearing a hat or not. As I went along I met another Chinese at the 8th 

Lane. I amposltlve that he was a Chinese but I cannot recollect as to 

what he was wearing and how he looked. It took me about two minutes to 

get to the scene of the crime. On Darrooh Road X found a couple of amahs 
gathered around the victim and among the crowd I ales saw the master of 

the Takaoka Shoe shop. X then rushed to the Landing arty headquarters 

to report the occurrence. When X aerlved there the centry at the 

entrance told mo that they had already been notified about the incident 

and thanked me for w prompt action* •

statement made by Koo Ah Liang ( H )• watchman for the Joong 

loh Li alleyway.

(N.B. Koo Ah Liang who is 36 years of age is a native of Hingpo 

and is employed as a watchman by the China Realty Co. who are the 

landlords of the property in the Joong Loh Li area. He has two previous 

convictions» one for larceny and one for receiving stolen property).

Koo Ah Liang in the course of conversation with a nenber of this 

gendarmerie made the following statement in connection with the murder 

of 1st olase sailor Xakayana who was shot in the back of the head by 

an unknown assailant on Darrooh Road at about 9.07 p.m. un November 

9» 1836.

"Shortly after 8 p.m. on the night of the incident» X left the 

house and proceeded to the Dsung Oong Dao Kxehange ehop on

Darrooh Road to change coppers. After having received ths coppers I 

put same in my pocket md folding ny arms in front of me» entered the



To^ag Loh Li alleyway and walked towards my horns» keeping to the 

south side of the footpath as X went along. No sooner I got to the

interaeotion of the 2nd I&ne than T heard a sound of explosion but 

I thought it was a case of mature of a bi cycle tyre* I looked 

around but could find no one in the vicinity. I then went home but 

found ths iron <^ate cloned so I turned back and proceeded west along 

the To on g Loh Li alleyvny. ’;^en I came as far aa the ifateubara Bicycle 

shop T saw aerer^l irnhs coming from the opposite direction who told 

me that a Japanese sailor hue Juct o^eu murdered on Darroch Road and 

tliat his body was still lying there. 11*1» was the first report of 

the incident I got. The anal* disappeared after this and I am unable 

to state whether they went toxards Aorth Szechuan Road or not.

*1 noticed that lights wore still on at the Kataubara Bicycle 

shop so I knocked at the deor and informed the retstress about what 
X heard from the amhn. I then entered ny house through the back door 

and went to sleep.

•At the intersection of the 2nd lane and the Joong Loh Li 

alleyway» I heard a report of explosion and I then looked around but 

found nobody in the vicinity, hen X got home I repeated to »y wife 

that J beard fror the a*ahs. Apart fr*ua this I did not tell her anything 

else*.
Statement reads by wife of Koo Ah Liang» watchman for the Wong 

Loh Li off North Szeehien Hoad.

in the course of conversation with a member of this gendarmerie» 

wife of Koo Ah Li-mg mde the following statement at 10 a«m. on 

12/11/35 in connection with the murder of 1st class sailor Nakayama of 

the Japanese KAv^l Landing Perces.

•On the night of the incident X went to bod at about 7 o’clock. 

X cannot say exactly what time my nusbaad cane back.
•He told sae that as ho was counting coppers at an exchange 

shop he heard a report of pistol and» being alarmed» ran home 

immediately.*

rith regard to the last paragraph of this statement» the 

gendarme questioned her three tines and asked her whether she was 

I
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positive about this statement and she replied, "Yes’’. She vas 

than questioned a<ain in the .'reaence of her husband Koo Ah Liang 

and aha still adhered to her original deposition»



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

c h • -, , ( Z.Takaoka living at 90 Darroch Hoad1 he roilowing is the statementor.. . . . .. . ... . ______

native of. Japan __ taken by me... Hd.Station
at 1 a.m. ~ on the 10-11-35 and illterpi.eted by J.D.S.lSl Iguchi

My name is Z.Takaoka. I am a shoe-maker living at 90 Darroch 

i Hoad.

J At about 9 p.m.9-11-35 I vas playing a gramophone at my home 

; and heard a sound which I thought was that of a m/car tyre 

| bursting. Immediately afterwards, my Chinese employee named

I Woo Ziang Woo opened the front door of my house from

J outside and informed me that a man was lying on the roadway. 

Realizing that the sound that I heard was a report of a fire-

i arm, I left my house and saw a man lying some distance to the 

North of my house. I then approached and found that the man

> was a sailor of the Japanese Naval Landing Party whom I know

> by sight. He was lying on his side, his right arm outstretch

ed, his body was at a slight angle to the edge of the road. His 

position was near to the kerb of the west sidd of the road. Ho 

was groaning, and although I spoke to him there was no reply.

: In the meantime, two or three sailors arrived on the scene and

' I told them to report the matter to the J .N.L.P .Headquarters.

: Two or three Japanese civilians two of whom were dressed in

J "Kimono* also came on the scene. I did not know who they were, 

but I told one of them who was with a bicycle to report the mat 

ter to the Headquarters.

At the moment I left my house I did not observe any person in 

the vicinity.
This is true.

Z.Takaoka.

Taken in the presence of
Japanese Consular police official S.Kosonoi, 
J.D.S.s Hasuo(D.R.) and Umemoto (H.Q. )



statement modo by Mr. ieaahiro Takaoka, aged «3» 
* married shoemaker» reeidiag at 90 aarroeh Raad»

taken V Japanese Oonaular Police on the 13/11/35. 
«•»<•«» *«»•» «»«• «a•••••♦«•*neweoe»mieaen *<•«••••••••«»»»«>••«<•«

1 sane te «Shanghai about 30 years ago far the first tine 

and hare sines been engaged in shoemaking, having reaoved to 
tho present address in 1930» «y family consists of three persons, 
namely» myself» my wife named Kani, aged 43» and a son nailed 
«seaman» who io at present 31 years old. 1 also have a Chinese 

employee popularly known under tho name of Siao Man» aged about 
gg/g years. I believe he resides somewhere in tooaung Road.

On Bovember 9» 1933 bias Man Mil to the shop on bioyels 

at about « a.m. and loft about 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
Last night I had ay dinner together with tho family at about 

3 p.m. I then prepared tho bath and at the ism time X also began 
to play gramophone. After having played 3 or 4 records, X suddenly 
heard an explosion outside bet X did not pay muoh attention to it 
as X thought it was bursting of a bioyole tyre. The report was 
fairly loud but 1 still kept on playing the gramophone. At this 
juncture, woo Sian woe» who does business with mo on commission 
basis» knocked on tho front door» and pooped into the house with 
tho door half open and told no in his usual tone that a Japanese 
is lying on the road. X immediately stopped the gramophone and 
rushed out in ay Japanese dross X was wearing at the tine and 
observed a black object lying on Barroeh Road a little over 10 ken 
(1 ken is equal to approximately 3 feet) to tho north of my shop. 
X then recalled tho explosion which X hoard a little while ago and 
fearing that some plain clothes soldiers (Chinese) were in tho 
vicinity» looked around very oareftUy and wont to tho scene, upon 
arrival at the aceno l un a Japanese sailer lying at a alight 
angle to the road with hie hood to tho north. Sis loft hand wan 
resting on his body whilst tho right hand was etretohod out slightly 
at an angle to tho body. Tho sailor was lying on his side and was 
bleeding from a swelling measuring 3 or • bu (1 bu io approximately 

1.19 inches) above hie left eye. X told tho sailor not to worry 

as tho wound was Mt serious bat he simply groaned and made no reply
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mm after my arrival at the scene two Japanese in Japaaooo 
t

dreee and another Japanese whose clothing I cannot recollent case 

to the aeons* Immediately after their arrival a Japanese sailor 

also «mi hat he rushed baek booause X -eked him to report the 

occurrence to the Japanese naval Landing r&rty. la the meantime one 

of the three Japanese left the cocao and oame back with a bieyole* 

X also asked this man to notify the Maval Landing Party to which he 

immediately complied. A little later Japanese* foreign and Chinese 

polioomen arrived on bleycles followed closely by a party of 3 or • 

Japanese blue Jackets wearing bullet-proof vests* X think sons of 

ths marines also came in motor cycles but X am not sure on thio point* 

X ws then asked to go to the Dixwoll Road Station so X do not know 

what happened afterwards*

q. hid you notice anything peculiar in the manner of Woo Clang 

woo when ho told you about the incident ?

A. There was nothing unusual* Mo was calm and spoke with a smile*

q* when you wont out of the shop could you tell whether it was a

human body lying on the read ?

A. All I could see was ao&ethisg black lying on the road a little 

over 10 kens from whore X wao and X took it to be the body of 

human being as Wo had already told me to*

q* who wore these Japanese present at the scene of the crime with 

you T

A. X have never mot them before so X am unable to say*

q* when you first saw ths victim was ho almost at ths point of death I

A* without doubt X ooald ass that it was hopeless*

q. How long is it sines you began transacting bucincce with Woo ?

A* I could not say the exact time but it was ooms tims last your.

woo somas to my shop 3 or d times a month to collect his commission 

but X cannot say whan ho camo to We stop last*

q. what io your opinion the character of Woo 3iasg Woo ?

A* 1 find him to be of very guiot and retiring disposition*

q* what is ths condition of truffle like on ordinary days outside 

your shop v

a* row pedestrians are ossa on ths road after otutsot.



Were did those three Japanese that you met *t «ha scene of 

arise acme fro® T

a. They told me that they heard a sound of explosion at the corner 

so they same, by "aorner" they probably meant either the 

entrance of Keeble Gardens or the oorner sf Darroeb hoed and 

north Uaeohuen Raad»

vhat fe your opinion of this affair ?

A. I was only V * «rested in looking after the victim and therefore
I tua unable tt express any opinion regarding the warder.

The foregoing statement was road out to the witness who 

attested to the veracity of same and consented to sign his muse and 

also affix his seal.
Taken at the relise Depart, of the Japanese wonsulato-Goneral 

at Shanghai on 10/11/3S.

□hopped and signed* Mr.X. Takaoka.
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‘T SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
FORM 40,

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

7 he following is the statement of Kwoh Lea Sz. ..........

native of. . Ningpo. ............ taken by me. D.S.I. Crowther. __

at D.Rd. Stn.---- on the.. 13/11/35. and interpreted by...... D.S.I.Chu Chi Huanff

Hfy name is Kwoh Lee Ss ( I» age 38. native of Ningpo.
i 

married female, residing at So. 10 Feng Loh Li. Nÿ husband is

| mmed Kwoh Ah Liang ( ) his age is 37 years, also a native

of Ningpo. tia in employed as a alley way cleaner in the South
i

Feng Loh Li ( ) by Chi Tih ( ) Finance Corporation.

and is also employed by the China Reality Company to supervise 

water supply to the North Feng Loh Li. He also keeps a fruit 

stall in a vegetable shop at No. 17 South Feng Loh Li.

I was married to him when I was 24 years of age - that is

, 14 yeais ago in Shanghai.
! I have borne four children by him. I have lived with ay 

husband for twelve years at So. 10 H. Feng Loh Li. At So. 10
ÆA» f k/Qty

North Feng Loh Li my husband supervises the arxtwMi well that 

supplies the North Fong Loh Li water. I know that my husband 

every month accompanies the shroff of South Ibng Loh Li. to 

collect rents. I have never heard from him that he had any ■t 
trouble with any residents of the South and North 3bng Loh Li. | 

On the 14th of the 10th Moon (9/11/35) at about 7 p.m. my *
husband left home. X do not know where he went, but I thought I

he was going to see our relative named Zung Ming Dau ( ) f

master of the Van Zung Ziang ( ) Cigarette and Exchange
shop.situated on Darroch Road nearly opposite the Meng Loh Li I 

( ) alleyway. The master of this shop is cousin to my

husband* The reason X thought he had gone there was because he 

often visits this shop.and whenever my husband wants a letter 
■ à

written to send to our relatives in the country - the shop master 
always writes the letters.I cannot give any other reason why X |
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, thought he had gone to this shop*

Snoxtiyjaftc-r my husband had left my room I went to bod 

with my three children - one of the children in in the country» 
i

I Later I was awakened by my hueband’s return - hut not oie

word was spoken between us. Hfy husband has his own bed* He went 

to his bed in the «ane room as ny bod was and then I went to 

sleep a^ain.

Later I wpb awakened by soiic-one banging at the iron gate 

I at the mouth of the alleyway. I then heard my neighbour, wife 
I of the gate keeper of the North Feng Loh Li ( ) asking

what was the matter. I then heard sone-one speaking in Chinese 

asking for the gate keeper. I then overheard the gate keeper 

and his wife going downstairs, they were speaking to one another 
- saying who were the men that were banging.

At this time my husband and myself arose iron our 

respective beds, My husband looked out through tho window and 

told me that there were many Japanese soldiers outside. He came 

from the window and then told me the reason that tho soldiers 

were there - night be due to the death of a Japanese soldier 

who was killed at the roar. Z asked him where, and he told me 

that he did not witness the killing but that some Chinese maid 

servants had told him, whilst he was on his way home in the 

Feng Loh Li from our cousin’s exchange shop on Harroch Bo ad. 

He did not say where he met the Chinese maid servants, but he 

told me that he had heard an explosion which he thought to be 
the bursting of a riesha tyre ** this explosion he said he heard 

after leaving tho exchange shop - he did not toll ma where he
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; was when he heard the explosion.

I then asked him at what time he returned home and he 

told me it was at about 8.30 p.m.

My husband then aroused a watchman of tlie alleyway who 

j lives in a loft above our room and the watchman went downstairs 

This watchman kIudbx shortly afterwards returned to hit loft.

I then went back to my bed* I also saw my husband go to 

his bed.

After about fifteen minutes later I heard the wife of 

the gate-keeper of the Morth Teng Loh 11» colling for the 

watchman» then I heard the watchmen going downstairs.

After this 1 went to sleep and do not know when the 

watchman returned.

Vy husband did not lesve our room during the night after 

he returned home.

My husband and I aro«e at ebout 6 a.m. the morning.
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X reside at 17, Fon -oh .1 in tue upstairs portions. X

live with w wife and three children a.jed 17, 3, and 3 respective 

ly. 1 an employ ed at the oat iff ice, in Morth 3z,ecauen Road 

3 ib- ost office. I also nave a Ci/arette and general shop at

•n. J3 Darroch Road, ay wife and I work tnerc also. I have been 

in Ssxan^hai 12 years and worked for toe oat office for 10 year».

tj tne 9-11-3P a distance relative of mine mimed Koh Ah Liang 

came to icy shop at about after 8 p.m. to c;xange 4» cents silver 

into cuppers. wife served hits. I was counting coppers and X * 

heard niia huh asked xsy wife if the price of tîie cigarettes were 

Higher, wy wife ttld him yea. X did not near any further conver

sation, because 1 turned u^ny to count tne cuppers. X do not 

know what tne tisac was but I should think about after ï.'.oh left 

X heard an explosion. I thought it was a ricaixa tyre. X did not 

look out of the Window, X was still counting tue coppers. X then 

wrote in the accounts book the money received during a period • 

of four days. The first time X knew that shooting had taken * 

place was when Japanese and C ilnese were talking outside tjy shop. |
I 

X understood from their conversation that a Japanese soldier had * 

been killed. At about 10 p.a. X closed the shop and went home |

at 17, Pung 14. .jy wife regained at the shop. After I was |
questioned tzie Foreigner, Japanese and Gulnese but X know Î 

I 
nothing about tne affair. Since X nave worked at tsie ost Jffice j 

X only belong to the Post office Xi. x>loyees Jnion. X am not a | 

.member of any Communistic society or Anti-Japanese Society. I | 
have no other interest but that of oy Post Office Duties and | 

looking after tsy shop. |

T mu ibprinted, crus» mrked and signed by I 

hung Dali Sun. |
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X haw teen in OiWi^-uU yearn, c?t?sAng fr.ja lung..»). I iave 

throe ealMrtm 17, 4 u*ul ü yearn r- -iyceiiivcly. * Uvc

.. teteud at 4..», 17 Poog y .-’M.jmtFl '•«arko at tne cuilftest

. ;»»t d Cite t-.ntj uia ft Cigarette > at o?. )à rat.-r.MMi ''-màIo X 

alee ■■ at t-ie atxoj every nV-at, -if eideat «teinter iwu» aft«r 

Mc -thcr c.iir.;ren. X nave never .uwi any brmMt vei'jre w.U 

ntwae. .‘sting t.w Ui>ü trutec uajyiujd and * *»*ta tui 

cuil'-ren wnt M live at t.» « ->et A'fice Am ua :i;>at4uiten.

;; 1 reæ ,ter tac ni ;ht j£ t.x â'iVûû X .la ujt rucieater Me tit»

. .hi An '.lang cam t> Me -» c.>ea »i->t c-«® re.uar, le cte» 

ja the t.i change 4.) cents jllvcr Ante i.:»p?ern. * gave

aApi iu> cj^yera .mw & uà in& AiiaS ,.»rxte of cigaretU

are a»F. i Mid iun l did not hn>a. 1 thanked iiAu very

hack. Tnere tsaa on fartaer o veraatian. X -3 net unaw whvtt»r 

a® e.Tinted tae Cti^/firn .-»r nat, he left Ue chanter. After 

| that i»wa X had cwanted ar 4,0.X) eajjicrs a»M X iteard a .laiae

I fArat ti.je ttmt any..»iw iuxo teen aiiat »aa teuftii a 4JAioe*>e
1.
| «ralicai.a&a co.» to Guv a»d o»tee6 tae if X &»« ftnytuiug about
ft
? tac sailor being fcwt. 1 Mid aiu 1 old not iJio® anything. X

tujsi^Ut that the report iiad teen eaaoed tae terming of a 

rAbOhn tyre, -y’ .«ou^xter wus ia ue ao;> at tae time. After 

taut ufj elaacd tue it «au uuiut 10 J»®» X otX n-j>t eve any 

Jaj&iiede «laiim» quarraHing ?4tai.ift ;ay sfeu^ t«mt ntgut and X

iv.c a riea;m tyiec M^r<itlng. x »»*d iwt .jive &iiÿ «uwuti.m ta thia 

out sent m e-iuntit^ tue eo^ra, ,;u&er î aeorâ rwy '«o?le 

outside Mliimj ühwI aftÿxn?; T-hUc-ewen at?e c >tiing« 1 Md not is»» 
%

: vtiÿ Me i»iicemen .rare cnaiag. I waa c-j eating w «a^ro. The
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ct*a n.; till «.laatiog.

Tux.;to;n*iat«d arwS c»:>3a «xu’fced

’d:»O Ü3
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My name is Koh Ah Liang, age 37 years, native of Ningpo, 

I have been working in the Pong Loh Li for 12 years* I do not 

visit any teashops and have no friends in Shanghai* During the 

war of 1932, I went to stay in the Tsung Nan hotel, Avenue 

Edward Vll. Whilst I was in the hotel, I telephoned to a 

relative of mine named Zung Ming Dau, he works at the Sub-Post 

Office, Rue Montauban, he resides now at No* 17 Pong Loh Li and 

is the master of a cigarette shop on Darroch Road, shop is called 

Van Zung Ziang, it is the same shop that the Police visited 

tonight. I went to the cigarette shop just after 3 p.m. on 

the 9-11-35. I guessed the time, I have no watch* I went to 

change 40 cents silver, i*e* two twenty cent pieces. I changed 

the money because I wanted same coppers for change at the 

Japanese vegetable shop situated on the g round floor of No« 17 

Jong Loh Li* I work there every day, starting at 7 a.m. and 

on and off throughout the day* I have another man to help me 

clean up the alleyways during the day, he is a wheelbarrow 

coolie residing Jeu Ts Li, corner of Dixwell and North Szechuen 

Roads. I did not see him in the alleyway on the night of the 

9th. When I went to the shop to change the silver, I gave them 

to the woman there, her name is Zung Woo Sz* I spoke to her 

and told her the price of cigarettes were high and she said 

cannot you buy some cheap one. I asked her how much more was 

the price of Victory cigarettes, she said one cartoon is 10 

cents dearer* I did not buy any* My cousin was there writing, 

but X did not speak to him* His wife was counting the coppers. £ I 
After receiving the coppers, 96, X counted them once and placed »

i-
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I 
thegi in my pocket. I then left the shop. I did not hear any 

pistol shot or any noise like a pistol shot at this time. I did 

not see anyone from the time I left the cigarette shopto the 

time I saw the about four amahs, I did not meet anyone at all 

in the Fong Loh Li until I met these four amahs. I walked along 

the Fong Loh Li very slowly. When I was outside the 2nd 

alleyway on the South side I heard a weak explosion and half 

turned round, and then continued to walk on until I arrived 

outside the first alleyway on the North side, I saw that the 

iron gates were closed. These gates are closed by the Yung 

Fong rice shop. They generally close these gates at 3 p.m.

The reason I went there was to see if the gates were open and 

because it was dark inside the second alleyway. When I moi 

found the gates closed I retunred to the 2nd alleyway. Before 

entering the 2nd alleyway and saw four amahs they were the 

distance of four alleyways away, they were running and coming 

towards me. I stopped and then I asked them why they were 

running so fast, they said that a Japanese soldier had been 

killed on Darroch Road, they did not say who shot him, one of 

them said this in the Shanghai dialect. From the first time 

I saw these amahs four alleyways away they were running fast. 

When they passed me they were in a line one after the other, but 

very near each other when they passed me. When I called to 

them and asked what was the matter, I think it was the second 

or third amah that answered me. I know every amah in the Fong 

Loh Li, but these amahs do not wor> there, they were all 

strangers to me, but X think they may have come from Darroch
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Road, but I am not sure. ’When they passed me they went onto 

North Szechuen Road» If I saw them again I could not identify 

them» When I entered the 2nd alleyway to go home and when at the 

back ôf a Japanese bicycle shop, I saw the mistress of the shop 

in the back kitchen, I tapped on the window and told the Japanese 

female that several amahs had told me that a Japanese soldier 

had been killed on Darroch Road. She asked me where did I come 

from, I told the Japanese female that I had come back from 

Darroch Road after I had changed some coppers. After that I 

proceeded around into the neit alleyway to my own home. I then 

went to bed. My wife was already asleep. I have three children. 

I sleep with my two daughters, aged 11 and 6 years respectively, 

and my wife sleeps with my son, 4 years old.

At about 11 p.m. a Japanese policeman knocked on the iron 

gate of the alleyway» He was calling the watchman of the Jong 

Loh Li named Dee Sung Ling. He lived in the same house as me* 

We both got up and went with the Japanese policeman to the •
i 

watchman's hut and opened it» l*our or five policemen were |

there, they went into the hut and inspected it» %hen they had 

finished, the hut was locked up again» We both returned to our 

home. 1 then went to bed» About half hour after the first -t 
$ 

visit , and when I had got to bed, we were called again by a * 
I 

Japanese policeman, *ho called the watchman to come to the 1

station» I did not get up» The first time I was called, my | 

wife asked me what was the matter» I told her that a Japanese 
soldier had been murdered on Darroch Road. My wife asked me how | 

do I know this, I told her I had met several amahs who tol4 me.
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!
I My wife did not ask anything else.
I „My wages are $18.00 per month from the China Trading 

Corporation and $6.00 from Jien Yih Co. I am a partner in the 

I Fruit and Vegetable shop at No. 17 Vong Loh Li. We do not share 

: a profit, owing to many Japanese owing us money. I also receive 
i $16.00 altogether from 83 houses in the Vong Loh Li. My total 

income is $40.00 per month. Uy house is free. What I have 

now stated is true. I know absolutely nothing about the shooting 

of the Japanese soldiers

Yesterday afternoon. 11th inst. at about 2 p.m. I was asked 

to go to a Japanese house, No. 57 Vong Loh Li, occupied by a 

Japanese named Kau Jau. He asked me if I knew the man who 

fired the shot that killed the Japanese soldier. I told him 

that I did not know. This Japanese spoke to me, another 

Japanese was acting as an interpreter, he was from the Military 

Headquarters, but I did not know this then 1MI thought he was 

a Chinese, but when I was taken to the Military Beadquarters 

on the 11th inst. at about 4 p.m., he again acted as an
I 

interpreter and then I knew he was a Japanese, Another 

Japanese was also present at No. 57 Vong Loh Li, he was in 

uniform. There they struck me on the face. Kau Jau then said, 

•do you know where the pistol is hidden Î* I told them I did 

not know where it was hidden. Kau Jau told me he had found it 

himself behind the hut. At 4 p.m. I was taken to the Japanese
I 

Barracks. I was again questioned with the same questions that j 
was put to me at No. 57. I told them I did not know anything 

about the affair. I was kept there until 9 p.m. when I was

I

J
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again questioned, and I told them I did not know anything about 
the affair. Then they released me and I returned home.

! At about 8 a.m. on the 12th inst. Kau J au ca*iie to aiy home 

and took the watchman away to Mo. 57 Pong Loh Li. A little 

time afterward* Kau lau retunned and took me to No. 57. I was 

first questioned there and then taken to the Military Barracks. 

I was again questioned. I again told them I did not know any

thing. At about 7 p.m. on the same day I was sent to Dixwell 

Road Station.

The only reason I can give for Kau Jau wanting to say I 

committed the crime is that I assist rent collector every month 

and that Kau Jau owes 5 or 6 months house rent.

finger printed and signed by Koh Ah Liang.
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:,t - -on thc - and interpreted by. .

I \
name lo Koh Ah Liang, ago 37 years» native of Fingpo,

' residing So, 10 Tong Loh Li, ennloved by the China Trading 
!
i Corporation as an alleyway cleaner in the Song Loh LI. Shortly

I after 8 p.m. on the 9/11/35, having had my dinner» I went to a
I
i cigarette and exchange ehop» situated on Darroch Road and Darroch 

Road Terrace corner to change <0 cents silver into co pers. When 

I arrived at the cher, I stoke to the wife of the shoo master

I about the business of her husband*s uhop. The conversation lasted

1 about one minute. To get to the shop I vaalksd .est in Fong Loh 
; 11» to Darroch Road» and then across the roadway to the shop. X

> left the shop and returned by crossing ths Darrooh Road and gulned 

the Fong T.oh 11» in which alleyway X alked in an Sisterly!
i direction until I arrived at tho second alleyway from the north

. Szechuan Road entrance. This was passed tho watchman’s hut. At

i this oint X heard the sound of an explosion, which I thought to

‘ be a tyro bursting, so I did not pay any attention. X then walked j 
on until X reached the f irst alleyway on the Worth side fro» tho 1 

Worth Snenhuen Road entrance and because I the iron gate of .
I ' this alloyway closed» I intended to return to the second alleyway ? 

fro» the Worth Szechuan Road entrance» also on the Worth side. X * 
had just turned round and walked a few paces from tho first |

alleyway, when I saw about four Chinese maid servants running |
i 

towards no. X inamdlatoly stopped and when they reached as» I 
asked them why they were running, they told no that a Japanese 

soldier had been killed on Darroch Road - at this tins they wore

still running and ran onto the Xorth Szechuan Road where X lost t
i sight of thin. I then ran to the second alleyway on tbs Sorth aids
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of Fong Loh LI from the Forth ^zochuon Road* which I entered end 

walked to ay noate at ”o. 10 Fong Loh Li by the Tiret entrance In 

this alleyway which runs Tast» where I vent to bud. I told my 

wife of what I saw and heard fro® tüie mid 3 er van is. I took them 

to to maid servante front their appearance. i xurther-state* as X 

was walking aseod the back door of u. J&,wiese bicycle shop in 

the second alleyway on the Forth side of Fong Loh L1» I saw the 

Japanese mistress whom I have known for a Lang time * she was 

washing the kitchen. The buck door ws closed and I saw the 

mistress through the window. I knocked on the window pane* the 

Japanese mistress opened the window. I told her that I had been 

told by several Chinese mid servants that a Ja «anses soldier 

had been killed on Darroch Ruud. The Japanese mistress asked ne 

where I "haA come 1’rora* X told hcr that I had coma from Darroch 
Road where X exchanged sone silver nieces at an excliange shop.

I did not notice any other persons In this alleyway other 

t an the maid servants « I did not ay any attention as only ths 

maid servants were running.

Thumb printed and cross signed by Koh Ah Liang

Taken in the presence of J.D.S. bl Hhouo.
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jgy mwe le 14 cng-i4ng* »• native of Tientsin* 

residing at Mo. 10 Pong ikrit **1, employed an a watchmn by the 

natmg Kuo Trading Co.* 890 Kluklang Road for tlia past three 

non the.
i?y hours of duty are between 0 a.m. and « p.m. dally.

«lu» I came off duty at 6 S.n. on fl/U/» X wont to ay 

hot» at Ho. 10 Fong ^oh 14 cooked some rice and after partaking 

of same X retired for the ni^ht.
At about 10 ^.m. on the 9/U/SS I wee aroused from sy 

i sleep by five or six Japanese dressed In foreign style clothing 

and told no to some outside as they wanted to look Inside the 

watchman•a hut In the Fong hah X4. X cams outside and went to 

the hut* accompanied by the S or d Japanese and opened the 

door of the hut. After searching the hut the Japanese then 

questioned me regarding ny heure of duty. X told them that X 
one on duty from 6 a.m. to d p.m. dally. I was further question» 

ed whether or not there was a night duty watchman. I replied 

that there was not. The Japanoeo then asked ne if X know that 

a ma had been killed. I replied, X had no knowledge of anybody 

being killed.
After answering the above questions X returned to ay 

homo without aieeting anyone in the Vongt 14 or any of the 

other two occupants when X enttrod ny hone. After entering ay 

hemo I immediately wont to bed but wan attain aroused at about 

11 p.a. by one Ja ansae and ano Chinese detectives who 
an to Diacwell Road Police station where X was questioned about 
ay hours of duty and whether X had any knowledge that a
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iaan had been killed9 I replied that tsy hours of duty were fro® 

6 a*m* to 6 p*m* dally and I knew nothin* of any man haying 

been killed. After being questioned X was allowed to leave <, 

j aixwoll Road Station to go hone, the tine being about 8 a*m* ’ i 

| 10/11/35. On returning to ay home I immediately went te bed and 
! arose about 5 a.ra* and vent on duty at 6 a*m. During iqy to*» of 

duty on the 10/11/35 I did not have any conversation with any 

person and was not Informed by any of the residents in the 

Fong Loh Li that a man had been shot* X came off at d a.m*

! 10/11/3® and after partaking of ®y evening neal I went to bed at

j about 7 p*m* and slept till about 5.30 a*m* on the 11/11/35 and * 

went on duty at 6 a.m. As quite a num er of tenants had been 

removing suitcases from their ren"active homes in the fang Loh 

Li X asked several of them why they were removing and they

stated that ao there was a number of Ja xineee soldiers patrolling■ I 
the vicinity they had become afraid and were removing. At 9*15am 
on the 11/11/35 X proceeded to the Ching Kuo Trading Co. 290 I

I 
Kiuklang Road and informed Mr* Chang the aco untant that the | 

majority of the tenants in Fong Loh Li had removed because they ♦ 
i 

were afraid of the Jaaneee soldiers who were parading the Fong

Loh Li. Kr* Chang thon informed me that he had read in the 

newspaper that a Japanese had boon killed on Darroch Road near |

Fong Loh Li* X was then instructed by Mr* Chang to return to |

Fong Loh Li immediately as the Foreign compradors had already 

gone there* I returned to Fong Loh Li and heard or eaw nothing 
until about 2 p*au 11/11/35 when a Foreigner* name unknown 
connected with Chung Kuo *vdi Trading Co* came to Fong Loh Li |

I
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ah .............   ..on the.................... . . ____ _ .and interpreted by........ ....................................... .

and I reported to his as I reported to W. Chang earlier in 

the day. 1 continued ny duty until 6 p.ra. then ©an® off duty 

and went to bed and arose Just after 5 a.m* lfyOU/35 and went 

on duty at 6 a.®* At about Ô a.m. l^Ll/39 whilst on duty one 

Japanese soldier dressed in khaki oaring red cap and carrying 

a sword» together with two civilians dressed in Foreign style 

clothing took me to the home of a Ja-aneeo» named Takahashi 
(\^|^) residing at SV South Fong Loh 14 where X wns questioned 

b them regarding sy hours of duty» X told theta that my hours 

of duty wore from 6 a*m* to 6 p*n* daily* I was further rtueetlon* 

j ed as to whether I had any knowledge that a Ja.nneee soldier 

had been killed* I told them that I was not aware of the matter* 

They also asked me if I knew anything about Kau Ah Liang going 

to a cigarette shoo every day to change money» I replied in the
I !
I negative. They also asked me Mho the Forel^aer was that X had •
I j

e oken to yesterday 1X/U/3&» I told then that he was a Foreign ;
’ employee of ths Chung Kuo Trading Co. At about • a*m* U/ll/36 j

X was allowed to leave premises Hu* B? South Fong Loh 14 when 

X returned to sy duties* J

At d p.®. l^/ll/Sb 1 was w>ia taken to Dixwell Road 

tOlice station by Vorei^i» Ja;vmoso and Chinese detec tires and 

again questioned.

The above is ny true statement.
Thv.tjbr'î’intod» Signed and oroesaarked* 

.'4 Ong :1ing*



;r'3’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

Poo CMMi XiSR ( '-i
The following is the statement of ■

D.S.X. Vrowth0*«
native of t:lke" b>' ,ne .....................

D. Rd. Sta. U-ll-M Cl»** U Yang Km.
at . . . ..on the . . and interpreted by.. .......... .

nw la Poo Chau liw «8»* ™ years. native of Koape. 
nald hhw>, vtfLogft by a hr. Koons ( /-Tfj' ). Japanese, resid

ing at »o. 99 «ing On »•«*•*
At about a p.m. oa the 9-11-JW. X was instructed by «T 

Japanese mistress to take hat fetasle child, agod a years, ta 

her friend’s house oa Kiai^wM Read» mm the railway - for 

anusenent.
X proceeded by the «orth ssaatam Road. X arrived there 

about 10 misâtes after leaving 90 Rias °» Terrana.
X left the address about one hour later. X proceeded

i
along Darrooh Road carrying the child in ay am until X cane 
to a hot water shop on Darroch Road. Just before X arrived at

j tM not water chop, X san two mu* • one a Japanese sailor and 

I the other a civilian wearing dark foreign stylod clothing • the 
clothing wan a short jacket and long trousers and a felt bat» 
colour of hat X do not know. X could not disti^niah hie face.

At thio liai X saw a private xiasha oa the Rast aide of the 
! ? j road • the coolie was sleeping between the shafts. X was walk* 
lag in the aiddlo of the roadway and yaosod between the sailor 

I and the civilian. X eno nearer to the civilian. X cannot say

I what hie nationality was. After the Japanese sailor and ths 
| civilian had passed no and X had arrived near the hat water ahdp, 
| situated on the Rast side of Darroch Road. X heard a report of 
an cnylsnion. X then tamed round and one the Japanese sailor 

lying on ths roadway. X could see the white on his eelhsv. X 

did not see the civilian wasn X turned round, but shortly after- s 
wards X aw a sale Chineoe wearing blue short jacket and Liants

x
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of C11MU YÀHg*
native of taken by me

at. ....... on the ... ___ .and interpreted by . ...

cone out from JJarroch Terrace. on the «ont nlde of the road. this 
mi 1 have seen before carrying shoes • so X know ho is a choc» 

tanker. X saw bow Chlnooe policemn at Klangwan Bead and Horth 

Ssochuea Road corner - but X do not know hoc taany.
After seci^ tine sailor lying an the road X ran into the Wing 

> Os Terraco through the hot water shop. There aero anoy Chinese 

ia the hot water shop hut X did not speak to then, «hen X 
arrived at nr waster's house X told nr alstsess, Whilst X was 
returning froa her friend's house. X sas a Japanese sailer and a 

civilian, and X saw the sailor lying on the road shouting. X 

do not know «hat he «as shouting. X did not tell ny aistreao 
. anything else. X then washed oom clothing.
I The Mistress then naked as if I knew who fired the shot. X 

i told her X did not know, Hy Mistress then said the shot oust 
I have keen fired by a Chinese and there nay he a fight.

After X had finished washing the clothing X went to bed.
On the 10»ll«38. X went out with the child again and returned 

late, so ar distress scolded ne. X then ran away to ay aunt's 
: ham in Chapel • this is shore ths Police found no on the 11«U» 

3».

fiagwprlated» Poo Chau Ying.
Taken in the presence of Supt. Conduit. D.D.O. *C*. J.9.B.
SI Basus and J .D.C. 83 Ooano. 

i
(Mote hr »•*•!. Crowther, ^itnooo is of the country typo. only 
about 1 year in Shanghai, when being «Motioned at the scene ty 
D.D.Q. •€" in presonso of Lieut. CoM*ndar Yasuda. CiMuniider 
Ohmigl. Hr. qyehara. A.C.P.. Chief Inapt. YUknyaoa of the Japanese 

Consular Police, she stated she had boon to the Ming tuh JhHW. off 

Worth Ssochnen Bond at the rear of ths headquarters of the J.V.L. 
Tarty.



Statement of Wei Wong Sz ( ), taken by D.S.I. MoPhee
and. interpreted by Clerk Li Yang Kao, on 27-11-35, at Hongkew 
Polioe Station. ..

My name io Wei Wong Sz 3- , age 42, native of

Zauahing, widow, residing at No. 72 Sawgin Road.

I was married at Teu-Kyi, Zaushing, when I was 17 years 

of age.

About 4 years ago my husband Wei Tean Yao died.

I first arrived in Shanghai about 20 years ago, and I 

am at present unemployed.

Since my arrival ir. Shanghai I have held several 

positions as &n exch and wet nprse.

On 3rd or 4th rovember, 1935, I returned to my native 

place, Teu-yyi, Zaushing, to collect about 430,00 from a money 

olub, of which I as a member.

After remainin" in Zaushing for about 10 days 1 arrived 

baok in Shanghai on or about the 14th or 15th Novemoer, 1935.

Whilst in Zaushtng I met my sister-in-law, named Wei, who 

requested me to bring a black jacket to Shanghai, ana give same 

to her eon, named Wei Ah San ( J, who is employed at

Keeble Gardens off Darroch Road as an alleyway cleaner.

I agreed to bring the jacket to Shanghai, whereupon 1 

placed same in my suitoase amongst my own clothing.

The morning following my return to Shanghai, I proceeded 

from Sawgin Road to Keeble Gardens, where I met Wei An San, who 

was busy sweeping the alleyway.

Wei Ah 3an know that I had bean to Zaushing and he 

questioned me ss to hit mother’s health, whereupon I told him 

that his mother was enjoying good health, and that she had 

given me a jacket to bring to Shanghai for him. I then told



Wei Wong Sz 2nd sheet

Wei Ah San to visit my home and receive the jacket, whioh he agreed 

to do.

After talking with Wei Ah San for about 2 or 3 minutes, I made 

ray way b^ok to No. 72 sawgin Road.

At about o p.ra. the following day Wei Ah S&n visited my home 

and received the jaoket whioh I brought to Shanghai for him from 

Zaushing.

After remaining in my room for about one minute, he left the 

premises, stating that he was returning to hio place of employment.

At about 7 a.m. the morning following Wei Ah San’s visit to 

my room, I proceeded to the North Railway Station with my nieoe Wei 

Ah ling ( ), who was returning to Zaushing due to the faot

that she had lost her job us a wet nurse, having been employed at 

an unknown address in the Kashlng Road District.

When we arrived at the North Railway Station we met Wei Ah San 

and his wife, name unknown, whereupon my nieoe Wei Ah Jing infonued 

me that Wei Ah San’s wife was also returning to Znuohing, and that 

they were travelling together.

My nieoe also told me that Wei Ah San’s wife was returning to 

Zauehing, as it wae rumoured that there would be fighting in 

Shanghai, but she did not state who was going to do the fighting.

At about 9 a.m. 1 left the North Railway Station and returned 

to my home.

Thumb printed and cross marked by

Wei Wong Sz.



Statement of Wei Kyi Zu rig, alias Wei Ah San 1 <' 1' }t
taken by Supt. ft. Conduit/and interpreted by C.S.I. Chu on the 
27-11-3».(p.3.1.3rov.-t.her)

I am 39 years of age. I am married. My wife departed 

from Shanghai on the 16-11-35. She now resides at feu-Kyi, 

Zaushing. I have two ohildren, one son a-^ed 6 years, and a 

daughter aged 3 years. She resided in Shanghai with a 

Portuguese family at 20 Liaohin Terrace, off dortn Szechuen 

Road Extension. My two ohildren are oared for by my mother 

at Zaushing. My wife is 33 years of age und is also a 

native of Zaushing. I have been In ‘hangnal about 12 years. 

My wife came to Shanghai one year before me. 1 married my 

wife 15 years ago et Zaushing. 1 have oeen working at Keeble 

Sardens for 3 years. After the Japanese fighting, in April, 

1932, my wife was working at no. 120 Boone Road with a 

Cantonese family near ^uinsan Cardens.

About the 29 th January, 1932, 1 went with iuy wife to 

Zausning. 1 had been working with a Portuguese family also 

residing at 120 Boone Road.. 1 was a coolie.

Since I have oeen working at Keeole hardens 1 met my wife 

about twioe a weex. She slept with me iu cas watchman’s hut 

at the enti'anoe to Keeble Sardens off Darroch Road. My wife 

left for Z&uching as there were rumours that tnere would be 

fighting between Japanese and Chinese. I uo not know the reason 

for the rumours of fighting. My wife went to the country 

with my nephew’s wife, named Lan Ying. Lan Ying’s husband 

died about four years ago. Lan Ying is over 40 years of age. 

She dies not have a sweetheart. I know she is not the kindjof 

woman to have a sweetheart. My wife Is not pretty in looks, 

and I can vouch for her character regarding having connections



Ui Kyi «w» aiias

•■•'Ith other mtn. Thit can also be verified by th® Fortufcueee 
family ft to Urchin Terrace off Sorth ssechnen Hoed KxV'nxion.

I get t-15 pur as a private •.»<tchctsr. «nd alleyway eleaner 

in the Keeble Gardens f^oa ïâ-. Lieu, who lives at No. ® feeble 

Gardena. Since holdir^g ay present Job, 4 h&vc h&x. uo trouble
<TV

v.ltT sny othür parson wi persons who wk nearby the Keable 

Gercer®. Above vy w.-’^os I jjet 4C cents silver freæ each of the 

16 f»t.iliac living ia the teeble G rdens, as 1 keep their 

garder» clean, .soet of the feuillet aie Japanese. 1 doa*t 
knar %ny other persons vho avt employed nfcf r the Ae-cble Q»rdens.

6. ïou hrv? beer errlcyed in the feeble Gardens for * period 

of 3 ye ere, her If it that you <5© not know eny other portons 

lit tbtt arte?
A. X never «peak to ethers, mH T always aind my own ‘business.
o. '.w’t yor. apeak to en;r ©p the maid nervantn employed by 

different PamlUee?

A. Ho, they ere ell natives of Koww, eo X do not mke their 

Acquaintance.
Q. h»w do you then ©fciry out your duties re s private watcheMua? 

a. I hfevo taKen complaints froa iwmliee tb?oi?gr their servante 
.wno in u»n> I u»lu ay «flayer9 Mr. Lieu.

Bave your «svar let off flxht-eraakero within a recent date?
A. So, 1 heve never let off fire-orackere in SWnghei. But did 

so som« ten ywais s^o 1© the country.

q. Jid bnyerje in your Urraoe let off fire works?
A. XO.

2. Have you ever fired a pistol?
A. Ks, never.



Tel Kyi aline Wei

i.. long have you hai the "bort Jacket vou Pre erring?
/. 7 bo^.t the ■ U'M •! for 20 cents taring -W 1&3£, «nâ <*• 

jf cjret re» ysie by f CbInez•£^t;s 1l»5r nt Slnst-*k«ai 

Ct. , t i.? To" SO centra 

fibers iH yo’.;. fcs/ the raaterinl?

;• '.’ou.rht it fros? r street hanker in the Keeble OrrdMO* 

r io rot brow thn hewker»

x« Ita? second «Jrcket you ore oe^rir^, when did ynu bay that?
A. it wa® br-u^t to "=e fro?* Uz ocurtry one *feek ago.

\ .-.h t Ir.te?
*-.. «bout the 17tli nr 3Mh Inst*

<ho brought it to you?

A. :iy sunt, n md Ah Htt», raeldtog in r’wrîn Road* X tin 

too* the noH<be*’.

Q. Thy ehotiM she bring you a Jacket?
A. Became of tLv cold wo&ther, %y «wther eent it to W» 

Ho* do you pay ibr the^acket yotu- aunt brou^t to jratf?
A, i did not piy anything, s^f aether bought it.

Q, «hen did your oust comc to Shm^hcd?
a. G« th« 14th or ISth of thie jennth,

Ç. Ho® iid your « uut coæo to ShSHlgbnJ?
A, By train.

<. ..Hen did yonr eunt tall you aha had a Jacket for you?

A. On the 14th or 16th A'oveaftiary 1S3S.
q, shei'O?

A. At a& piece of ««uployiavnt, Aeuble Cardan»* 
»tau ti-Sfc?

A. In the aeming at about 9 a*n* er lû a^a.



Wei Kyi alias Wai Ah San.

Did she some by herself?
Yea.
Did she bring anything elee for ,ron?
No.
Did anyone see your aunt tilklagto you?
I do not know, I w&e at ^y aaster’s house and there was 
no body there.
who is your master?
Mr. Lieu Ta Ching.
What does your naster do?
He works for an Aararican firn.
When did your aunt give you the Jacket?
on the 17th or 18th of this month.
Where did she give you the Jacket?
At ny aunt’s house on Sawgin Hoad.

Signed, thuub printed and cross narked by 
Vol Kyi &ung9 alias Wei Ah Sea.



3 Mag ).
K^u-ysu, Yaa^ohow. lus. I». (Jr jwther and i>oPheo.

• *,BU 20/11/35. D.S. I. >tt Uhl Huang.

-y n<«e is aoe 3 Mng tâ'iïfch a^9 50. native of Kan*yon, 

•’tmj'.c.n», Y/i:n«®?lo/e , residing at .une 139, Mouse Mo. 34 ûhan 

'ftun j&oeG

l 3»£se to iUuii*î.i frcu •.•oxu.-ye i, Yaagchw, when 1 wae 21 

ye^r? eu’ •;*«, and août to live ut ûan« 139. Mouse 3g. 34 .'hua 

Jhun i«Ad, .ïn&pti, ay present address.

/-fter residing in ^naaghai for 3 or 4 rioatfcs, 1 oosmenoed 

ta teunh children in a straw tint, surrounded V straw hate, at 

Jukon^ Jau. near Dixwell doad, whioh X ooatlnued for a period of 

2 years. dnriM ehieh tVse X taught 20 to 30 ohildron daily, and 

in one your x ootained approximately #100.00.

nt the end ef tho tw> years, 1 obtained a position as a 

palla«son in the Jhapol reliae Verse* and was «ttaehed to the 3tb 

Division 2nd Dlstriet. «a bad no nunbero in those days.

I rerved in the Ôh&poi bailee voree for about 7 er 8 /ears, 
r- 

one! resigned ae> the sortie «a» t^ken over by ths hortharners, I 

fortheraore the wejortty of the /ores ooneisted of northerners, t 
the food appalled donslrtod of whst’tbread, and 1 being aoeostoaed* 

to Southern food (rioe), thie did not egree with »y oeastitatioa.4 ■s j 
I only received 3d «T fS wages per month with board. |

/fter leaving the Felloe /ores X returned te ay native 
place where I stayed far sbont A nonthe, and then returned te | 

ühan^-hfti. |
At that time the house in whleh 1 now reside was a straw |

hut rhitih ms built by f*t» «nd on my return to Shanghai, X vent
| 

to live there ojaia. Iw 
i(y straw hat was later demolished and the present stone $





3

Woo Z. Ling.

I wao unemployed for about 1 year and remained at my present 
address.

At the beginning of 1932 I obtained a position as bodyguard 

to a Mr. i*eu ïoeng Job a building contractor, reoidinf
at Mo. 12 Avenue Poch, «bo now resides at Route .Prosper Paris.

X obtained tais position through the introduction of one named 
Tea Yao Ding, Es-deteotive of tho french Police, who is the 
former master of Wooaung Ricsha Hang wbere X was employed as an 

accountant,
1 m a bodyguard for Mr. Pen Yoong Pon until October 1934, 

when my services were dispensed with (note:» at this Juncture, 
woo Z Ung produced a Curfew Pass, Mo. 11604, dated March, 1932, 
issued to him by the S.M, Police).

Since October, 1934, 1 have been unemployed, but ay wife 

is employed as a maid servant by a Portuguese family residing 

on Wooaung Road.
X «a still a follower of Tow Yao Ding.
During July, 1933, I had a quarrel with a fellow country ; 

man, named «oo Yoh Ho ( & ltf)9 over a money club, which X

condcuted, and also the Banker,
Woo Yoh Ho*s wife is employed as an amah by a Russian 1 

Polies Officer of tho 3,M, Police, who was formerly attached to 

Dixwell Road Station, and at present resides near the Japanese 

Maval Landing Party (probably Ramos Apartments). «
i

Q. Have you had any trouble with any other persons other than # 
Woe Yoh Hof Î

A. *. J

4



Haro you guaranteed any person in buslaeoa or «ooey 

tr&naaotions?
tes, 1 guaranteed a friend uaaed Lien Tuh an l )» 

earyenter» formerly residing in a stras bat off Cbl Mal 
Head* Obapei» for the «oothly yayseat of dlO»OO te a «eue/ 
olab oonduetod by one namod Htm feong foo ree la
in# at dha«g«iea Jan.

Bov did you guarantee Lieu?
Lieu drew tho a«M of falO.Od» frost tbe money elub» snd Z 
obtained s shop guarantee frost one named %oag Sung Yhi 

( master of a sandy ahoy» situated at lo« 129
ttsott Head» on bis bobelf» as other ««steers of tbo slab 

dl A not trust sis* 

why did you guarantee Lieu io thia way?
as it was neeossary for Lian* 

shore wore you on the night of 9-11-3»?
I «as at hone.
goo can you r«senteer this yartloular night? 

booanoe 1 noser go ont at night*
3* you assooiato with any bad oharastero? 
so*
You said in your statement that you are a follower of Tan 

Yho Mag?

1—9 X sail him •toaoher*.
*hoo did you last ace You Yho Mug? 
String the Shineae hens Year.
Bo you own a bieyole?



Re you regularly rite bleynlet

Kow often!

theawver I go oui*

Re y eu gpweblet
ao,

ïe», «ben I «ne a Wyguarâ X umü te gaable, but never 

alnee»
Are you ae^aalnteé vit*. MameU Roaâ Rieirletî
!•• only teott B««MU
lot yen bave sait la yaar atat«®eat that y<»u bave reeiàeâ 

a* Çàan Chui^aaé fer away year», hew 1» it that you to 
net knew the renin trnrronnMag 

tee# 1 knew tàa *«•«••
*oUta renie 4e keewt
kartu k»echa«tt Road, âarreeh Beat» ?an< Xx»h U and Jongle

Re*A«
-a»« pa a*v ftient» re»MAng la tte vielalV »f MrrMrit 
Homal

«».
«ben ai4 yoa Uet vieil iXrraeh Reait

X nave never keen te Rarroeh Roaâ»
ôarroch René 1» a very «ber* Ba*4» haw de ye*» know the 

roait
I nave aeen a elenlMarà elta âarroeb Rents thereon, whilst



v>oo 3 Ling

i?e*»ine along ifcrih Ssechuoo Rtad.
«I. «Use *13 you Xamt vieil Sorth Saeehuen fcowlî
A. On the wrning of ia-11-35 whilst on ay W *» »««?? Pead.

y au ever Wen In fong Loh LIT
a, ^o, nut during th* post 5 ye*n« 

ki, You have W«n there?
A. Yen» l y**eü «go I walked through.
4, •here did you enter /eng Loh Li?
A. i nave never been to the Song Loh Li. $

You have Juat stated that you walked through the >'oag loh

Li.

A. I knee where the Yong Loh Li le. hut X have never been 
there.

<1. You seem to be nfraid of something?
A. Im «»t afraid, of anything.

Toy lo you change your stateaent, if you are net afraid?

A. X have not ehanged ay atatnanat.
WhSM you were la the police ferne did you carry flreasua? | 

A. Lo, only a tatou» 1
«I. Are you aoqualnted with the workings of a ftreats? '

A. Inn. X heeaae antuaialnd with ths working» of < flrwara 
«?hen X wan a bodyguard, 
hho taught yon tn handle • fimara* 

A. Ton Yao Ping taught m. 
q. %h«n did he teach you? 
A. Before X obtained the Job an a bodyguard, 

there did he teach you?



1

£ âin<

Xn tht carpenter** üulld mi ^waw «Ioffre»
M«i yyu fin- IM ?i»toi X» ï^»r>s®U.«B» ^ttiiâV

A*
011 yeu à&î# a *4»t»*«

Mitose eue itî

feu Taa Slag*a j?xatul.
waa &44fe ^xeteX loaded «ben «w wi iM«t.eu©Uwg youî i

Ja. taa ï&a 31^ unü* yat U» miaaln»* |
»;an Tau Ta» ^lag « deteetiW; at that tâwt |

Jb« '*•••
Ha* ssaay year a a-ja w&a talfT

Jaat vSkvt ta «a aWUalng th* &* « bodyguard* !
Sér» y*a ear UelmUX V ?«U«a t* uaa flraaraat

**• &**•*•
f

<^e Mve i*u iw fired « pistol?
Te*t 3 fir*4 ü-b« round la «çr friend*» üouae la the ftantili

fciM. AVtv: vKaÇ. v£ <4^ *m!1® & WUf RilbMÀtinted

«lia a pl«eie of '"JUber aa'«8 lu tba ahau* af a tatUet» 

tbea was Uûa?
I wa» a aoà the ^i*t*l I fired «ae w

aaeler*»,
<. «à» waa prwaent »nen y*u firud the platolt

T«« ^aliee «atetea. and mw other tadyguari» ale* ewlhjrWI

ty aaater* |
B« yw wn a platel at yreeeatt J

A* I



$oo E Ling

«hen sas ths last tim you handled a pistait

When I «as a bodyguard.
Do you eant a JoWT

do, my «ye sight is very had, especially at night»
way

Are you in any connected with Japanese!

ao.
Da you know any Japanese?

MO»

Do you know why you are being questioned?

X have no idea.

Are you aware that families have evacuated from the vicinity 
of your homo?

Yes, wealthy Cantonese families have removed»

Why?
Because it. was rumoured that the fighting would occur»

Who was spins to fight?

X don’t know.
Be you read the newspapers?

Mo, my eye sight is had»
Can you read?

Yes, X can, hut ay eye sight fails me.
How long have you Seen married?
31 years ago»

Have you any family?

One son, age Id»

Xs your wife alive?

Yoe, she resides with me.



Z uiug

there does your son live?

liven with ne,
^n«re la y3ur son employ3d?
My son la still at oehnol.

Whieh school?

Ha attende the Sa Rung Prtanry School, îlendong Road, Chanel
Roes he apeak Japanese?

Mo»

Does he apeak Engl lab?
Yes, a little.

Are you interested in Polities? 
do,

.to your son interested in Polities?
Ko, he lo not.

when do you retire for ths night?
At shout 9 p.m. or 9 t>.R. every night.

You any you have bad eye sight, how do you ooae to ride a 

bicycle?
I only ride in tho day light.

Ton nust have money outing so much land in the country?

The land is all Mortgaged»

Signed t Woo Z Ling.
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October 9, 1937 Morning Translation

Social evening News of October 8

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE : REQUEST OF YANG WEN-TAO AND YIH 
HAI-SUNG FOR RET .EASE

At about 7 o’clock on the night of November 9, 
1935, a Japanese sailor was found dead on a quiet street 
known as Darroch Road in an area densely populated with 
Japanese. Several minutes later the discovery caused a 
panic among the residents in North Szechuen Road. The 
Japanese Special Naval Landing Party detailed a, large number 
of fully aimed marines to stand duty at various places, while 
the entire forces of the Public Safety Bureau (known at 
present as the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau) and 
the Shanghai Municipal Police were mobilized because of the 
murder. The situation at that time presented a scene 
similar to the one on the eve of the January 28 Incident.

Every law enforcement officer paid attention 
to this dead Japanese. Those who had seen the body well 
remembered that the man was of a strong build and fierce 
looking. One knew at a. glance that he was a drunkard by 
the strong smell of liquor. In Shanghai the murder of 
a foreigner, particularly a Japanese, was a. great affair. 
For this reason the Police at once began a, house to house 
search for the culprit but no one was apprehended. The 
body was removed and the spot where the body was found was 
marked with white chalk and several armed Japanese marines 
were pos ted on guard.

On the following day the murder was prominently 
featured in the local newspapers and the public were thus 
acquainted that the murdered sailor was Hideo Nakayama. 
The Japanese authorities in Shanghai continually pressed 
General Wu Te-chen, former Mayor of Shanghai, to bring the 
culprit to justice. They seemed to be sure that the murder 
was committed by Chinese. At the same time, Japanese 
marines patrolled the district everyday, and this caused 
a. general exodus from Chapei. Invisibly trade in Shanghai 
was adversely affected, while the insurance companies raised 
the war risk rates in the districts of Chapei end Hongkew.

In order to bring the case to an early close, 
the Shanghai City Government offered a reward of $4,000 for 
information leading to the arrest of persons responsible 
for the murder. The action was copied by the Shanghai 
Municipal Police and the Japanese Special Naval Landing 
Party who each offered a reward of $4,000. It happened 
that the total reward of $12,000 had its effect and some 
time later three ‘'culprits!' by the name of Tseu Shou-yong 

Yih Hai-sung ( ) and Yang Wen- tao (7^
were apprehended.

■P As a. result, the Shanghai First Special District
Court^Tseu Shou-yong not guilty, but sentenced both Yih Hai- 
sung and Yang Wen-ta.o to death. Armed Japanese naval men 
attended the handing down of the decision. When Yih and 
Yang were sentenced to death, they cried out '’grievance". 
Enquiries made from various sources show that the truth of 
the case has every connection with the reward of $12,000.
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As a matter of fact, a large number of persons 
understand that both Yih and Yang were wrongly involved in 
the case. The reason is thisJ we are people of a weak 
nation and Yih and Yang have become sacrifices.

Ijr order to protect personal rights, Mr. Chang Tse- 
niang ( I)> defence of Yih Hai-sung, and
Mr. Tang Wei-chun ( ), lawyer defending Yang Wen-tao.
made an appeal to the Supreme Court against the decision 
passed by the Second Branch of the Kiangsu High Court.
As a consequence, however, the Supreme Court handed down a 
ruling maintaining the original decision, that is, death 
penalty for the two accused.

A nation-wide defensive war has been started in 
China and all the fears entertained in the past should be 
abolished. The expression ”X X" has now been changed
direct into ’’Japan" and every Japanese soldier has become 
our foe. Past grievances should be cleared off now. 
Yih Hai-sung and Yang Wen-tao should be released. Both 
lawyers Chang Tse-niang and Tang Wei-chun have submitted an 
application for the release of the two accused.

On October 7, lawyer Tang Wei-chun made the 
following statement to our reporter J- "It is true that 
the two accused were wrongly charged. In view of the 
difficult position of the authorities, we did not make 
excessive demands. However, the protection of personal 
rights is the duty of all lawyers. Furthermore, the accused 
are truly not the principal offenders in the case and they 
should be liberated especially at the present time when 
Japan herself does not resort to reasoning to deal with 
affairs. The public are urged to uphold justice".
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NAKAYAMA MUBDEBEBS LODGE NEW APPEÆ

Despite the fact tha.t more than one year has 
elapsed since Yih Hai-sun ( Hill 1 ) and Yang Wen-tao 
( ) «ho were arrested oy the Municipal Police
for the murder of Nakayama, a Japanese marine, made an 
appeal to the Supreme Court against the death, sentence 
imposed upon them by Judge Chien Hung-yih ) of
the Shanghai First Special District Court, no information 
whatever about the case has been received.

It is now learned that the families of Yih 
Had-sun and Yang Wen-tao have engaged lawyers to file a 
statement with the Supreme Court requesting it to cancel 
the original judgment and to find the accused not guilty.



FINAL VERDICT IN NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE TO EE 
DËnvËREB--------------

One year and a half has elapsed 
since the Nakayama murder took place. Yang Vung-tao and 
Yih Hai-sung, accused in the case, filed an appeal with 
the Supreme Court against the judgment handed down by 
the Court of first instance and approved by the Kiangsu 
High Court. According to information received from the 

the latter is expected to receive a notification 
in the middle of this month from Nanking regarding the 
case and it is believed that the Supreme Court will deliver
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CONTEMPLATED RECEPTION FOR YANG_VUNG-TAO_AKD 
YIH HA~I-SUNG BY SAN HUH SOCIETY

Criticism has been levelled 

at the Nanking Supreme Court because of the delayed 

trial of Yang Vung-tao and Yih Hai-sung, accused in the 

Nakayama murder dase. In connection with the Nakayama 

murder case, a strange rumour is now being circulated 

to the effect that the San Huh Society is making 

preparations to receive Yang Vung-tao and Yih Hai-sung 

as they will be released shortly on being found not guilty 

by the Supreme Court. Several other secret societies 

belonging to the San Huh Society have become active. It 

is fairly certain what verdict the Supreme Court will 

hand down, judging from the sentence passed y the Court 

of first instance and the Kiangsu Eigh Court. The 

prisoners are now being detained at the Ward Road Jail.
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5in Wan Pso and other loc&l newspapers•

THE NAKAYÀLA LURBER CASE? YIH HAI SUNG’S APPEAL

(continued from January 9 )

(a) The Court of Second Instance declared that 
both Hu Ziang Wu and Pan Chiao Ying had said the t they saw 
a e’an wearing black clothing. It will be recalled that 
in cold weather people usually wear dark coloured clothing, 
especially in foreign dress and military unifoims. On 
July 7, the Court of First Instance wrote a report on the
re construe tion of the crime in which it sayss "There was 
an electric lamp on an electric pole, but the light was 
oomprratively weak as the lamp was very high and the street 
wa s deserted and wide. The place was very de rk, but the 
length and the bright colour of the clothing could be 
distinguished. All dark coloured clothing seen under 
such a street lamp can be said to be black clothing. Hu 
Ziang Wu’s statement, as given in Paragraph (c) above, 
readsS "Xt seemed that the clothing of the men who escaped 
had the style of the clothing worn by marines." Therefore, 
the so-called dark colour must be intended to mean this.

(b) The Court of Second Instance regarded
the st- tern ent of Chang Zai Yuen to the effect that on that 
evening he saw the appellant and others walking on North 
Szechuen Road towa.rds the northern direction as true.
But at the Police Station and in the Court of First Instance, 
Cheng Zai Yuen repeatedly stated that at that time the 
appellant was dressed in a. Sun Yat Sen style of uniform. 
(Vide the written reoord of Volume 1 of the Court of First 
Instance and statement Page No. 47). Can his statements 
then be believed?

(c) The Court of Second Instance accepted
the statement of "Hai-Loh-Ya" (^5 4^ $, ), a Portuguese, as 
urue. This witness stated? "The door of Room No.9 
was pushed half open and I saw Yih Hai Sung in the room." 
As a. ratter of fact, the entry of Room No.9 near the door 
is nsrrow, so that with the door only half open one would 
only have seen the wall and not the interior of the room. 
This can be proved by referring to a plan of the room. (Vide 
Court File Page No.102, Volume 2, of the Court of First 
Instance.) The statement of this witness is evidently 
unfounded.

(d) The appellant olearly stated in the Court
of First Instance that Room No.9 in the Moon Palace Hotel 
was booked by Au Tsung Kyi (K | £ ). The Court regarded
this statement to mean that the appellant had booked
the room in the name of Au Tsung Kyi. This is a gross 
mistake. Au Tsung Kyi is the name of an actual person 
and is not a fictitious name used by the appellant.

(e) The appellant did not state in his confessions 
on Lay 1 and Kay 6 that Yang Wen Tao had taken a pistol
out of a book and handed it to the appellant. He said 
this only in his written statement which he copied from one 
prepared by the Police after he was severely tortured. ?
The book was seized by the Police in April. If the Court j
of decond Instance holds that the seizure of the book shows “
that the appellant’s statement corresponds with the facts, ;
then the arrest of Yang Wen Tao can prove the same thing. ;
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There is no ground on which the Courts could have rec ched 
this conclusion* If the Supreme Court will compare the 
points for end against the theory that appellant's statement 
corresponds with the facts9 it will immediately see whether 
or not the statement does correspond with the facts.

( 7) general study of all the evidence in this cage;
(aj The evidence in this case secured and produced 

by the Police would not have been sufficient to jus ify 
the charge against the appellant and Yang Wen Tao for the 
murder but for the statements made by the appellant under 
torture. Speaking from a. logical point of view, even if 
the book in question was actually seized at the home of 
Yang Jen Tao and was proved to be actually his property 
and the-1 it was actually used by him for the purpose of 
concealing the pistol that was produced in Court as an 
exhibit and that the spent bullet that had caused he death 
of the Japanese marine Nakayama and the empty cartridge 
shell produced in Court were actually found to have been 
fired from the said pistol, can all this be regarded as 
evidence pvpving that the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
wag murdej\%y Yang Wen Tao? What was seized in the home of 
Yang Jen Tao was only a book and not the pistol the t was 
produced in Court an an exhibit; in other words, it was 
only an article that was used for the purpose of concealing 
the criï. e weapon (if the pistol produced in Court is actually 
the weapon that was used in the murder); it was not the 
weapon itself. Moreover, it was known that the pistol (the 
murder weapon) was not found in the possession of Yang Wen 
Tao, but was concealed beneath a wooden box where it was 
subsequently found, while the book which was known to have 
been used for the purpose of concealing this pistol was 
safely deposited at the home of Yang Wen Tao. Now, can it 
be definitely alleged that Yang Wen Tao had used this pistol 
(the crime weapon) to commit the murder and that he is 
a murderer simply because the book which wag u >ed for the 
purpose of concealing a pistol was seized at his home?
Such a hypothesis is untenable. Can a person be held for 
the murder of another person simply because a knife which 
was found beside the murdered person is his property? 
No 5 in the sa-me way, much less will he be held guilty if 
the knife does not belong to him and still less so if only 
an article used for the purpose of concealing this knife 
is found at his home.

(b) Prom the above, it can be seen that even if 
all the evidence produced in Court by the Police remains 
unchallenged, it cannot be used to prove that Yang Wen Tao 
was the person who had murdered the Japanese marine Nakayama. 
Supposing that Yang Wen Tao can be held as a suspect for 
the murder because the book was seized at his home, this fact 
has nothing whatever to do with the appellant, who would not 
have been charged frith the crime if he had not made any 
statements under torture. This is quite clear and deserves 
consideration by the Supreme Court, because one who "goes 
inside the horn of an ox" (meaning one who is handling a case), 
is li-ble to go astray, but one who remains an on-looker 
"above the sky", sees quite clearly. From this, it can be 
understood that the appellant would not have become involved 
in this case but for his statements made under torture.
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(P-) The motive o ' the murder*
The Municipal Folios declared that they wore 

unable to find a motive for the murder. It was only after 
having repeatedly been asked by the Court of First Instance 
to find the motive that the Police submitted the statement 
of t:.e appellant and declared that the appellant had admitted 
at the Police Station that the murder was committed with 
the object of creating a disturbance and expanding’ the 
inïluence of his clique in Hongkew. However, it has to 
be noted that the Dong .Ten and Dong Nyi Associations are 
benevolent organizations and that the appellant and Yang 
Wen Tao are persons of common Intelligneoe only, therefore 
the influence they would enjoy in Hongkew cannot be gauged. 
In the event of disturbances taking place in Hongkew, how 
would they expand their influence? Furthermore, the 
method of expanding one’s influence by assassination is 
unheard of. It was, therefore, improper of the Courts 
of First and Second Instance th believe this point without 
giving careful consideration to the statements made by 
the appellant.

(9) The Counter-evidence brought by the accused*
During the first few hearings of the case in 

the Court of First Instance, each time that the Municipal 
Advocate submitted the statements of the accused that 
had been taken and written up by the Police after interrogating 
accused and requested the Court to question the accused 
according to these statements, the witnesses, after their 
statements had been taken by the Police, attended the 
Court and admitted their statements. Although a public 
charge had been filed against the accused, the Court of 
Criminal Division of the Court of First Instance based 
its inquiry on the result of the Police investigations* 
In the meantime, the Police continued their*investigations. 
Furthermore, the Police had exceeded their authority to 
investigate entrustedju them by the Criminal Division of 
the Court. ^^The Police made the investigations not only 
in Shanghai/as far as Tsingtac. As a result, it has 
happened that witnesses came but did not dare to tell the 
truth, while other witnesses went into hiding. Sometimes, 
statements advantageous to the accused were obtained, 
but they were put aside. Many statements of such a nature 
were obtained and brought to Shanghai from Tsingtao, but 
none of them was produced in Court. Cn the oontrary, 
the Police regarded the common suit of foreign dress 
and the letter of introduction as important but the letter 
was rejected by the Courts of First and Second Instance. 
This shows how difficult it has been for the appellant 
to produce counter-evidence»

The following are a few points th?t are 
advantageous to the accused

(1) With reference to tne report that the 
appellant had a fight with somebody at the Hanyang Dance 
Hall on the nve of the opening of the hall, both Yao Soong 
Ding )> a private detective of the hall, and Chang
Zai Yuan, a police witness, stated that a fight took place 
that evening and that a few minutes later, they saw the 
appellant standing outside the hall. (Vide the 27th report 
of the Police.) Yao Soong Ding further stated that the
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Nanyang Tance Hall v/aa opened on November 3, 1935. (Vide 
the written record of the Court of First Instance of 
June 16.)

(2) Cn November 10, 193t, tne appellant hired
some rooms at the Great China Restaurant » J to
celebrate the birthday anniversary of his mother. The 
dinner arrangements was made on behalf of the appellant
by Chang Zai Yuan, a Police witness, and this was admitted 
by Chang. (Vide the written rdcord of the Court of 
First Instance on June 16:) Therefore, on the day before 
the murder of Nakayama and on the day after the murder, 
appellant was engaged. Can it be believed that the 
appellant would suddenly resort to murder on the day 
between these two dates?

(3) It will not be difficult to prove that 
at night the appellant usually visited the restaurant 
on the upper and the dance hall on the ground floor of 
the Noon Palace Hotel. In those confessions of the 
appellant which were made under torture, he confessed to 
the murder, saying that he left the Koon Palace Hotel 
before the murder and that he returned to the hotel af$er 
the murder. The tine was too short for the commission of a 
murder «

(4) The appellant had received a telepnone
message from Chang Zai Yuen( ) advising him to
make good his escape because the Police were about to arrest 
him. Upon learning of this, the appellant passed the 
information to Mi x’au Sun( Ml 1 ) who verified this
at a hearing of the Court of First Instance (vide record 
of the hearing held by the Court of First Instance on 
September 16). If the appellant had been guilty of the 
crime, he would not have remained in Shanghai.

(TO) The facts in the case as revealed by the evidence : 
The investigation made by the Court of First 

Instance into this case shows that the appellant had nothing 
to do with the murder of the marine Nakayama; it gives an 
indication of the kind of person who had killed the marine. 
According to an examination made by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory, the powder marks show that the distance of 
the victim’s head from the firing spot is only about fivo 
centimeters (vide Item 6 (a)). If the murderer was 
following the victim at the tirr.e of the murder, there is 
no reason why he should have fired only when he had come 
into contact with the victim. It clearly shows that the 
murderer did walk side by side with the victim and then 
fired. (Pu Chiao Ying's statement proved that the murderer 
and the victim did walk side by side, see Item 6 (b)). 
Furthermore, U.S.I. Crowther stated that the movements of 
the victim on the day in question between 6.40 p.m. and 
3 p.m. could not be asoertained, except that from 4 p.m. 
to 6.40 p.m. he was in the barracks and that the victim 
had spent nearly all his time in brothel-like places. In 
all he visited four places. D.S.I. Crowther added:- "At 
the time in question Kaiji Nishikawa did ask the victim to 
pass the night at the brothel but he declined," (vide 
record of the hearing held by the Court of First Instance 
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on May 1). Tais proves that the victim was f man of lust. 
The murder occurred just after he had refused to pass the 

night at the brothel and he was returning to the barracks. 
The shooting might have been due to jealousy over seme woman.

In view of the various reasons mentioned 
above, appellant has no connection whatsoever with the 
murder of Kakayrma. His accusation was brought about 
by certain person or persons who desired to secure the 
reward and who conspired to bring a false accusation against 
him. The Supreme Court is requested to study the anneal 
carefully and to quash the decision of the Courts of First 
and Second Instance and to return a verdict finding the 
appellant net guilty or to order ' re-trial.
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Sin Wan Pso and other local newspapers:

'THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE? YIH HAI SUNG'S APPEAL

(continued from January 9)

(a) The Court of Second Instance declared that 
Loth Hu Ziang Wu and Pan Chiao Ying had said that they saw 
a ; an wearing black clothing. It will be recalled that 
in cold weather people usually wear dark coloured clothing, 
especially in foreign dress and military uniforms. On 
July 7, the Court of First Instance wrote a. report on the 
reconstruction of the crime in which it says: "There was 
an electric lamp on an electric pole, but the light was 
comparatively weak as the lamp was very high and the street 
was deserted and wide. The place was very de rk, but the 
length and the bright colour of the clothing could be 
distinguished. All da.rk coloured clothing seen under 
such a street lamp can be said to be black clothing, Hu 
Ziang Wu's statement, as given in Paragraph (c) above, 
reads: "It seemed that the clothing of the men who escaped 
had the style of the clothing worn by marines." Therefore, 
the so-called dark colour must be intended to mean this.

(b) The Court of Second Instance regarded
the st tarent of Chang Zai Yuen to the effect that on that 
evening he saw the appellant and others walking on North 
Szechuen Road towards the northern direction as true. 
But ot the Police Station and in the Court of First Instance, 
Cheng Zai Yuen repeatedly stated that at that time the 
appellant was dressed in a. Sun Yat Sen style of uniform. 
(Vide the written record of Volume 1 of the Court of First 
Instance and statement Page No. 47). Can his statements 
then be bel i e ve d?

(c) The Court of Second Instance accepted
the statement of "Hai-Loh-Ya" (;^ji 4^ $ ), a Portuguese, as 
true. This witness stated: "The door of Room No.9 
was rushed half open and I saw Yih Hai Sung in the room." 
As a l atter of fact, the entry of Room No.9 near the door 
is narrow, so that with the door only half open one would 
only hove seen the wall and not the interior of the room. 
This can be proved by referring to a. plan of the room. (Vide 
Court File Page No.lC2, Volume 2, of the Court of First 
Instance.) The statement of this witness is evidently 
unfounded.

(d) The appellant clearly stated in the Court 
of First Instance that Room No.9 in the Moon Palace Hotel 
was booked by Au Tsung Kyi (I M ). The Court regarded 
this statement to mean that the appellant had booked
the room in the name of Au Tsung Kyi. This is a. gross 
mistake. Au Tsung Kyi is the name of an actual person 
end is not a fictitious name used by the appellant,

(e) The appellant did not state in his confessions 
on Muy 1 and May 6 that Yang Wen Tao had taken a pistol
out of a book and handed it to the appellant. He said 
this only in his written statement which he copied from one 
prepc red by the Police after he was severely tortured.
The book was seized by the Police in April/ If the Court 
of Second Instance holds that the seizure of the book shows 
that the appellant's statement corresponds with the facts, 
then the arrest of Yang Wen Tao can prove the same thing.
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There is no ground on which the Courts could have reached 
this conclusion. If the Supreme Court will compare the 
points for and against the theory that appellant's statement 
corresponds with the facts, it will immediately see whether 
or not the statement does correspond with the facts.

( 1 general study of all the evidence in this case»
(a") The e vi den ce in this case secured and produced 

by the Police would not have been sufficient to jus ify 
the charge against the appellant and Yang Wen Tao for the 
murder but for the statements made by the appellant under 
torcure. Speaking from a logical point of view, even if 
the book in question was actually seized at the home of 
Yang Jen Tao and was proved to be actually his property 
and that it was actually used by him for the purpose of 
concealing the pistol that was produced in Court as an 
exhibit and that the spent bullet that had caused he death 
of the Japanese marine Nakayama and the empty cartridge 
shell produced in Court were actually found to have been 
fired from the said pistol, can all this be regarded as 
evidence i^rpving that the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
was murdem^by Yang Wen Tao? What was seized in the home of 
Yang Jen Ta.o was only a book and not the pistol the t was 
produced in Court an an exhibit? in other words, it was 
only an article that was used for the purpose of concealing 
the criz e weapon (if the pistol produced in Court is actually 
the wecpon that was used in the murder)? it was not the 
weapon itself. Moreover, it was known that the pistol (the 
murder weapon) was not found in the possession of Yang Ven 
Tao, but was concealed beneath a. wooden box where it was 
subsequently found, while the book which was known to have 
been used for the purpose of concealing this pistol was 
safely deposited at the home of Yang Wen Tao. Now, can it 
be definitely alleged that Yang Wen Tao had used this pistol 
(the crime weapon) to commit the murder and that he i s 
a murderer simply because the book which was used for the 
purpose of concealing a pistol was seized at his home?
Such 3 hypothesis is untenable. Can a person be held for 
the murder of another person simply because a knife which 
was found beside the murdered person is his property? 
No 5 in the same way, much less will he be held guilty if 
the knife does not belong to him and still less so if only 
an article used for the purpose of concealing this knife 
is found at his home.

(b) From the above, it can be seen that even if 
all the evidenee produced in Court by the Police remains 
unchallenged, it cannot be used to prove that Yang hen Tao 
was the person who had murdered the Japanese marine Nakayama. 
Supposing that Yang Wen Tao can be held as a suspect for 
the murder because the book was seized at his home, this fact 
has nothing whatever to do with the appellant, who would not 
have been charged frith the crime if he had not made any 
statements under torture. This is quite clear and deserves 
consideration by the Supreme Court, because one who "goes 
inside the horn of an ox" (meaning one who is handling a case) 
is li-ble to go astray, but one who remains an on-looker 
"above the sky", sees quite clearly. From this, it can be 
understood that the appellant would not have become involved 
in this case but for his statements made under torture.
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( 8) The mot ire of the murder*
The Municipal Police declared that they wore 

unable to find a motive for the murder. It was only after 
having repeatedly been asked by the Court of First Instance 
to find the motive that the Police submitted the statement 
of toe appellant and declared that the appellant had admitted 
at the Police Station that the murder was committed with 
the object of creating a disturbance and expanding the 
inlluence of his clique in Hongkew* However, it has to 
be noted that the DOng Jen and Dong Nyi Associations arg 
benevolent organizations and that the appellant and Yang 
Wen Tao are persons of common Intellignece only, therefore 
the influence they would enjoy in Hongkew cannot be gauged. 
In the event of disturbances taking place in Hongkew, how 
would they expand their influence? Furthermore, the 
method of expanding one’s influence by assassination is 
unheard of. it was, therefore, improper of the Courts 
of First and Second Instance th believe this point without 
giving careful consideration to the statements made by 
the appellant.

(9) The Counter-evidence brought by the accused*
During- the first few hearings of the case in 

the Court of First Instance, each time that the Municipal 
Advocate submitted the statements of the accused that V
had been taken and written up by the Police after interrogating 
accused and requested the Court to question the accused 
according to these statements, the witnesses, after their 
statements had been taken by the Police, attended the 
Court and admitted their statements. Although a public 
charge had been filed against the accused, the Court of 
Criminal Division of the Court of First Instance based 
its inquiry on the result of the Police investigations» j
In the meantime, the Police continued their investigations. |
Furthermore, the Police had exceeded their authority to '
investigate entrusted/them by the Criminal Division of i
the Court. ^^The Police made the investigations not only 1
in Shanghai/as far as Tsingtao. As a result, it has 
happened that witnesses came but did not dare to tell the 
truth, while other witnesses went into hiding. Sometimes, 
statements advantageous to the accused were obtained, 4
but they were put aside. Many statements of such a nature 
were obtained and brought to Shanghai from Tsingtao, but 
none of them was produced in Court. Cn the contrary, 
the Police regarded the common suit of foreign dress 
and the letter of introduction as important but the letter 
was rejected by the Courts of First and Second Instance.
This shows how difficult it has been for the appellant 
to produce counter-evidence» ,,

The following are a few points that are 
advantageous to the accuseds-

(1) With reference to tne rapcrt that the s
appellant had a fight with somebody at the Hanyang Dance 4
Hall on the Æve of the opening of the hall, both Ÿao Soong fe
Ding a private detective of the hall, and Chang
Zai Yuan, a Police witness, stated that a fight took place 
that evening and that a few minutes later, they saw the 
appellant standing outside the hall. (Vide the 27th report |
of the Police.) Yao Soong Ding further stated that the • .

I
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Nanyang Dance Hall was opened on November 3, 1935. (Vide 
the written record of the Court of First Instance of 
June 16.)

(2) On November 10, 193f , tne appellant hired 
some rooms at the Great China Restaurant (( ^-XT ) to 
celebrate the birthday anniversary of his motner. The 
dinner arrangements was made on behalf of the appellant
by Chang Zai Yuan, a Police witness, and this was admitted 
by Chang. (Vide the written record of the Court of 
First Instance on June 15.) Therefore, on the day before 
the murder of Nakayama and on the day after the murder, 
appellant was engaged. Can it be believed that the
appellant would suddenly resort to murder on the day 
between these two dates*

(3) It will not be difficult to prove that 
at night the appellant usually visited the restaurant 
on the upper and the dance hall on the ground floor of 
the Noon Palace Hotel. In those confessions of the 
appellant which were made under torture, he confessed to 
the murder, saying that he left the l'oon Palace Hotel 
before the murder and that he returned to the hotel after 
the launder. The time was too short for the commission of a 
murder.

(4) The appellant had received a telepnone
message from Chang Zai Yuen( ) advising him to
make good his escape because the Police were about to arrest 
him. Upon learning of thi§, the appellant passed the 
information to Mi Pau Sun( p ) who verified this 
at a hearing of the Court of First Instance (vide record 
of the hearing held by the Court of First Instance on 
September 16). If the appellant had been guilty of the 
crime, he would not have remained in Shanghai.

(10) The facts in the case as revealed by the evidence 1 
The investigation made by the Court of First 

Instance into this case shows that the appellant had nothing 
to do with the murder of the marine Nakayama; it gives an 
indication of the kind of person who had killed the morine. 
According to an examination rade by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory, the powder marks show that the distance of 
the victim’s head from the firing spot is only about five 
centimeters (vide Item 6 (a)). If the murderer was 
following the victim at the time of the murder, there is 
no reason why he should have fired only when he had como 
into contact with the victim. It clearly shows that the 
murderer did walk side by side with the victim and then 
fired. (Pu Chiao Ying’s statement proved that the murderer 
and the victim did walk side by side, see Item 6 (b)). 
Furthermore, D.S.I. Crowther stated that the movements of 
the victim on the day in question between 6.40 p.m. and 
3 p.m. could not be ascertained, except that from 4 p.m. 
to 6.40 p.m. he was in the barracks and that the victim 
had spent nearly all his time in brothel-like places. In 
all he visited four places. D.S.I. Crowther added:- ”At 
the time in question Kaij:i Nishikawa did ask the victim to 
pass the night at the brothel but he declined,” (vide 
record of the hearing held by the Court of First Instance 
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on May 1). Tais proves that the victim was £ m&n of lust. 
The murder occurred just after he had refused to pass the 

night at the brothel and he was returning to the barracks. 
The shooting might hfve been due to jealousy over some woman 

In view of the various reasons mentioned 
above, appellant has no connection whatsoever with the 
murder of Nakay'ma. His accusation was brought about 
by certain oerson or persons who desired to secure the 
reward and who conspired to bring a false accusation against 
him. The Supreme Court is requested to study the anneal 
carefully and to quash the decision of the Courts of First 
and Gecond Instance and to return a verdict finding the 
appellant not guilty or to order £ re-trial.
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THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE ; YIH HAI SUNG'S APPEAL

(Continued from yesterday)

At the third session held on May 20, the 
appellant made a similar statement and gave more detailed 
answers to questions put to him.

The appellant gave a reconstruction of the 
crime at the spot on May 22. Here, the evidence produced 
by the Police, which had been rendered valueless by the 
appellant’s new statement at the second hearing, was still 
applicable. The only change was that the Police charged 
the appellant as the chief culprit who fired the fatal shot 
instead of the charge of being an accessory. However, the 
record of the hearing of the Court of First Instance of 
May 20 contained the following note;- "Yih Hai Sung wept. 
Cuestion: ’As you committed the crime alone and as you alone 
should bear the consequences, why should you weep?’ Yih Hai 
Sung gave no reply."

The record of the reconstruction of the crime 
dated May 22 contained the following note:- "Questions ’Lid 
you not previously state that you ran southward upon with
drawing from the scene?’ Answers ’As the facts in the case 
show that the murderer fled southward, so I stated that I ran 
southward.’ Subsequently Yih murmured that he was being 
falsely accused." The record also contained the following 
note:- "Question: ’Did you not previously state that you 
returned to the Moon Palace?' Answer: 'Eh ..... I returned 
to the Moon Palace.' Question: 'Speak properly. Where 
did you actually go?' Answer: 'Moon Palace.” He then 
cried in a low tone, 'Judge, please save my life.' Question: 
'Why did you cry out, "Save life"?' He stammered out some
thing and failed to give a reply."

At the hearing on May 27, the appellant wept 
bitterly and denied any connection with the murder of the 
marine. He took off his clothing in Court to show the t he 
had bien tortured at the Police Station. A detailed
description of the tortures to which the appellant had been 
subjected is contained in the notes written on 14 sheets of 
paper by the appellant and submitted to the Supreme Court 
together with a petition on December 26. The following is 
an extract from the notes giving an account of events which 
occurred after the appellant had admitted on May 6 that he 
had killed the Japanese marine single-handed;- “A wooden 
box was brought in. It contained an electric battery; it 
is called an electric box. My eyes were blindfolded with 
a piece of black cloth. I was stripped of all my clothing. 
I was laid on a bench and my hands and feet were tied to the 
bench. I heard a rattle and something passing over my ribs. 
I fainted and became unconscious as if I was dead. Cold 
water was then poured over my body. I felt a chill and 
gradually regained consciousness. Twentyminutes later 
something charged with electricity was fi^over my private 
organ. After a few minutes, semen began to flow like water. 
When they released me from the bench, I was unable to speak 
or walk. My body was as soft as cotton ........ My eyes
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were again blindfolded, but this time they did not use 
electricity. They poured water into my nostrils and 
stuffed my mouth with cotton so that I could not breathe 
through the mouth. My ribs were rubbed with fists to ceuse 
the water to flow into my body. This went on for more 
than one hour. After this they thrust burning cigarette 
butts into irçy nostrils ......................... I could not stand the
torture and was compelled to copy word by word a statement 
previously prepared by Zung Wei Ming."

This was the most serious part of the 
torture. When the appellant stated that he had been 
tortured, the Court of First Instance ordered him to be 
examined by the Court Doctor who issued the following 
report s- "He (the appellant) stated that he felt pains 
in the ribs, especially in the left side, and that the 
pain was caused not by blows but by the rubbing of some 
soft article. Upon examination it was found that the 
pains occurred at the 6th, 7th and 8th ribs."

This is definite proof of the allegation 
that water was poured into his mouth and that his ribs 
had been rubbed to cause the water to flow into his body. 
The Doctor’s report went on;- "There is an oval shaped 
scar on the upner lin beneath the nostrils, 1 centimeter 
in length and 5 millimeters in width. The scar is soft 
and regular in stupe. The centre part was of pink colour 
with white lines. Judging by its condition, the skin must 
have dropped off not longer than three weeks ago."

Evidently this wound was caused by burning 
with a cigarette end. The certificate issued by Superin
tendent Johnson of the Municipal Hospital also stated that 
it was possible that the scar had been caused by burning. 
The regularity and size of the scar shows that it was not 
caused by scratching or biting.

The Courte of First and Second Instance 
evaded the point regarding the rubbing of the ribs by 
simply saying that there was no external injury. As to 
the wound on the lip, it is true that the appellant told 
the lawyer when the latter went to the Police Station to 
interview him that he had caused it himself by scratching, 
but he had said this because he did not dare do otherwise 
in the presence of the Chinese and foreign Detective Sub
Inspectors, but he did clearly say that he knew nothing of 
the murder. He also wept very hard and said that he 
wished he could be a spirit so that he might take revenge 
on the persons who had falsely accused him. Again, the 
Courts of First and Second Instance failed to pay attention 
to this point.

The appellant told his lawyer during an 
interview about the swallowing of a metallic article. 
The lawyer was also told at the time that the appellant 
was suffering from diarrhoea. This was heard by the 
Chinese and foreign police officers present during the 
interview end was mentioned in a petition submitted by 
the appellant’s lawyer the next day. It was possible 
that the metallic article swallowed had been discharged 
from the bowels before the appellant was exami usd by the 
Court Doctor and this might oe the reason why the Court 
Doctor had failed to find any metallic article in the bowels 
of the appellant. This, however, is an altogether different, 
question and does not prove whether or hot torture had been 
applied.
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The Courts of First and Second Instance asked 
why, if the appellant had been subjected to torture after 
May 6, he had made a confession before May 6. The Courts 
have misunderstood this point. The appellant was subjected 
to torture not only after May 6, but also before May 1, on 
which date the appellant made the confession, only that the 
torture applied after M. y 6 was more vigorous than that applied 
before that date. This can be seen from the statement made 
by the appellant in Court and also from the notes written by 
the appellant (which I request the Supreme Court to regard 
as a part of the reasons for the appeal). The appellant 
on May 1 admitted that he had aided and abetted in the murder 
but on May 6 he changed his statement and said that he 
committed the murder single-handed. For this reason he 
was subjected to more severe torture after May 6, until he 
made up for the inconsistency of his statements on May 20. 
This was what had actually occurred.

(5) The reconstruction of the crime was not made 
by appellant of' his own free will

Cn May "2 the appellant gave a reconstruction 
of the crime at the -xace where it occurred. The reconstruction 
was based directly upon his statements made in Court on May 20. 
At the time he not only still bore in mind the torture to T,hich 
he had been subjected, but prior to the reconstruction he had, 
on several occasions, been led by the Police to the scene of 
the murder to reconstruct the crime. For this reason, what
ever mistakes he might have made in the reconstruction had 
already been corrected, (vide the appellant’s statement 
contained in the record of the Court of Second Instance and 
his written statement which was attached to the previous 
appeal). Even U.S.I. Crowther admitted that the appellant 
was led on two occasions to the scene to reconstruct the 
crime, (vide the record of the Court of First Instance of 
May 20). Thus, the appellant had full knowledge of all 
particulars about the place and of the reconstruction itself. 
Moreover, from the beginning to the end of the reconstruction, 
he was held by two Japanese policemen, one on each side, and 
his hands were handcuffed separately to the two officers. 
Furthermore, a number of Japanese policemen closely surrounded 
him. All this can be verified by the photographs of the 
reconstruction published in local newspapers and which were 
submitted to both the Courts cf First and Second Instance by 
appellant's lawyer. Therefore, during the reconstruction, 
the appellant moved only when others moved and stopped when 
others stopped. It was a reconstruction in name only; to 
tell the truth, it was a kind of "directed" reconstruction. 
As the record on the reconstruction does not indicate that 
it was made under compulsion and force, the Court of Second 
Instance, therefore, took it for granted that the 
reconstruction of the crime was made of appellant's free 
will. This is incorrect. The Court further declared that 
the appellant's lawyer had initialled the record on the 
reconstruction at that time and had not said anything about 
the reconstruction not being made with appellant's free will. 
However, it is to be noted that the record contained only 
what took place during the reconstruction; the record doss 
not say ’ hether the appellant had been subjected to torture 
prior to the reconstruction, nor does it say anything about 
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the movements of the hands of the two Japanese policemen v;ho 
were handcuffed to the appellant at that time. Moreover, 
lawyer Chang Tse IJiang declared at the time when he was asked 
to initial the record: "I was present during the reconstruc
tion, but owing to the large number of persons present, I did 
not hear quite clearly the questions put to the accused and 
his replies. So, I am adding the characters 'Generally 
Correct* after my initials on the record.*' Moreover, lawyer 
Tong likewise stated» "Accused Yih Hai Sung was supported by 
two Japanese policemen; his hands were handcuffed. This is 
most improper.” However, the Court of First Instance 
declared» "This is another matter, and this Court is at 
present unable to state ’hether or not this can be believed 
because this Court is at present unaware whether the lawyer 
for the defence, who was present at the reconstruction, will 
declare that the record, which was loudly read out at that 
time, contained parts which do not correspond to the facts.” 
(vide the record of the Court of First Instance of May 27). 
Is the allegation of the Court of Second Instance to the 
effect that appellant’s lawyer had failed to make any objection 
at the time he initialled the record, reasonable? A study of 
the record on the reconstruction shows that it contained the 
following statement about Yih Hai Sung:- "Yih Hai Sung replied 
that when he was told to run in a southerly direction, he ran 
in a southerly direction. (Afterwards he sighed and said in 
a low voice that he was being wrongfully accused.) Ahl 
Later (?) he returned to the Moon Palace Hotel. (Afterwards 
he cried in a low voice asking the Presiding Judge to save 
his life.) When he was asked why he cried, he gave no reply 
even after a long pause," The Court of Second Instance alleged 
that the appellant’s lawyer had not made any protest, but it 
has also to be noted that the Court failed to notice sighs 
of the appellant during the reconstruction and that he had 
cried that he was being wronglilly accused.

(6) Appellant's statements and reconstruction 
do not correspond with facts»

According to Article 27Q of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, the confessions of an accused cannot be 
regarded as reliable evidence if they had been obtained by 
means of compulsion or coercion or triclery or seduction or 
through any other unlawful and improper means; and furthermore, 
they should should correspond with the facts. But the 
statements appellant made after he had been subjected to 
torture by the police do not correspond with the facts on 
many pointe.

The following are a number of these 
irregularities» x

(a) Report Ho.43, Character Ven( X- ), of 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory states that, according to the 
angle of the bullet’s course in the head, the bullet could 
have been fired from a distance of 50 centimeters, but 
according to the powder marks at the point of entry, the 
distance could have been only about 5 centimeters. During 
the reconstruction of the crime, the appellant demonstrated 
that he fired from a distance of 5 or 6 paces; this is several 
tens greater than the distance calculated by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. To get the angle of the bullet’s course at such 
a distance of 5 or 6 paces, one has to shoot from a lying-down 
position, but then it will not cause powder marks at the point 
of entry. This is a most important part because it shows 
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that the reconstruction does not tally with the facts, 
because in ordinary cases of shadowing and shooting a victim, 
the murderer usually fires from some distance and never fires 
with his pistol close to the victim's head. It follows 
therefore that the persons responsible for the direction of 
the reconstruction had caused it to be carried out in an 
ordinary way but these persons did not know that the shot 
which killed the Japanese marine was fired close to his head, 
a fact which is supported by evidence.

(b) Pu Chiao Ying( , a Police witness
stated;- "At that time I saw a Japanese marine and another 
person walking northward parallel to each other, (see the 
record of the h-aring at the Court of First Instance on
July 28). While at the Police Station, I also stated that 
these two oersons were walking side by side in the same 
direction" (see the third record of the Police). The 
statement of this witness does not correspond with the 
statement of the appellant who said that he followed the 
Japanese marine a few steps apart._

(c) Hu Ziang Ho(^ stated:- "The
fleeing man was dressed like the Japanese marine" (see the 
record of the hearing at the Court of First Instance on 
May 6). He also stated: "The fleeing man was shorter
than Yih Hai Sung and his body at the waist is larger 
than Yih's" (see the record of the reconstrustior. of the 
Court of First Instance). The description ef the dress 
and the height of the fleeing man given by Hu Ziang Ho does 
not fit the appellant.

(d) While demonstrating his flight from 
Darroch Road, the appellant showed that he fled between 
two wooden posts in Foong Loh Lee( Mfr ), while the 
witness Hu Ziang Ho stated that the man fled from a point 
near the electric pole (see the record of the reconstruction 
of the sc ne)•

(e) In reconstructing the crime, the appellant 
stated that he fled direct to his home in Jukong Road (see 
the record of the re-enactment of the crime), but in a 
previous statement he said that he returned to the Moon 
Palace Hotel. This is another discrepancy.

(f) The statement that he fled into Foong 
Loh Lee, passed through a number of small alleyways and 
returned to Foong Loh Lee, and that he did not flee direct 
to North Szechuen Road cannot be believed.

(g) The appellant stated that he had a
consultation at the Dong Nyi Association^ |T) % ) and
that during the consultation two Koreans, including Jack, 
were present. But according to Chu Sun Fu(
the house owner, and Chi Ah Keng( ), a boy of the
Dong Nyi Association, the appellant had never been to the 
place nor had the two Koreans, (see the record of the hearing 
at the Court of First Instance on May 20).

(h) When questioned in the Court of First 
Instance as to Yang Wen Tao's office hours in the Dong Nyi 
Association, Yih Ah Tac CS r.v ffl), a boy of the Association, 
stated: "He comes at 2 or 3 p.m. everyday and does net leave 
until about 11 p.m.," "He does not go out," "Whenever there 
are some matters to be attended to, he sends for the secretar; 
to act on his behalf," "I have been a boy in the employ cf th 
Association for two years during which period I have not seen 
him sick." Asked wh re Yang Wen Tao wag on November 9, 1935, 
he replied» "He did not go cut."
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(Vide the written record of the Court of First Instance 
on May 6.) This shows that appellant's statement “that 
Yang Wen Tao and the appellant had a consultation at the 
Yong Nyi Association, that on the evening of November 9, 
1935 they left the Moon palace Hotel together and that on 
the way the pistol was handed to the arpellant" is not true.

(i) The Korean .Tack was an important witness 
found by the police and was detained by the Japanese 
authorities. At every hearing of the case, the Municipal 
Advocate declared that .Tack would appear in Court, but at 
the next hearing the Advocate would say that Jack had not 
yet been hsnded to the police by the Japanese authorities. 
Jack did not appear in Court until July 8. Ifter being 
interrogated, Jack completely denied having had a consultation 
with the appellant and others or that he had left the
Moon Palace Hotel together on the evening of November 9, 
1935. (Vide the written record of the Court of First 
Instance on July 8.) This shows that the appellant's 
statement is untrue.

(j) In appellant’s confessions, it is clearly 
stated that the two meetings in the Pong Nyi Association 
between Yang Wen Tao and the appellant were held as a 
result of an invitation to the appellant by Tseu Shou Ycng 
acting on instructions from Yang Uen Tao, that Tseu also 
took part in the inspection of the place and the drawing 
of lots afterwards. However, the Court of First Instance 
found Tseu Shou Yong not guilty, and the Police did not 
charge him. This is one point in which the confession 
did not correspond with facts.

(k) When the Court of Second Instance was
trying the case, witness Hung Wen Wei ) said that
between 7 and 11 p.m. November 9, 1935 he was in the office 
of the Association together with Yang ven Tao. This is 
sufficient to prove that the allegation that the appellant 
had left the Moon Palace Hotel together with others is 
untrue. As Hung's replies to the minor questions put .
by the Court were slightly different from the statements 
of Yang Wen Tao, the Court of Second Instance did not 
accept Hung’s statement. This was improper.

AH the above points are sufficient to prove 
that the confessions of the appellant do not correspond 
with une facts and should not have been adopted. What 
we are now questioning is: on what basis the Court of 
Second Instance makes the assertion that the confessions 
of the appellant were in agreement with the facts?

(To be continued)

The “China livening News1' published the folio1 ing article on 
January 8

THL CHILDREN'S FRILND SOCIETY

Owing to interfer nee by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, the proposed inaugural me ting of the Children's 
Friend Society scheduled for December'12 last at the Carlton 
Theatre h-d to be ^ostp'aedJ However, this paper thanks its 
young friends for making preparations for the staging of a 
performance entitled “Bell Ringing in an Ancient Temple"
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THE NAKAYAMA MUHDER CASE ; YIH HAI SUNG’S APPEAL

(Continued from yesterday)

At the third session held on May 20, the 
appellant made a similar statement and gave more detailed 
answers to questions put to Him.

The appellant gave a reconstruction of the 
crime at the spot on May 22. Here, the evidence produced 
by the Police, which had been rendered valueless by the 
appellant's new statement at the second hearing, was still 
applicable. The only change was that the Police charged 
the appellant as the chief culprit who fired the fatal shot 
instead of the charge of being an accessory. However, the 
record of the hearing of the Court of First Instance of 
May 20 contained the following note;- "Yih Hai Sung wept. 
Cuestion: 'As you committed the crime alone and as you alone 
should bear the consequences, why should you weep?' Yih Hai 
Sung gave no reply.”

The record of the reconstruction of the crime 
dated May 22 contained the following note:- "Questions 'Did 
you not previously state that you ran southward upon with
drawing from the scene?' Answer: 'As the facts in the case 
show that the murderer fled southward, so I stated that I ran 
southward.’ Subsequently Yih murmured that he was being 
falsely accused.” The record also contained the following 
note:- "Question: 'Did you not previously state that you 
returned to the Moon Palace?* Answer: 'Eh ..... I returned 
to the Moon Palace.* Question: ’Speak properly. Where 
did you actually go?' Answer: 'Moon Palace.” He then 
cried in a low tone, 'Judge, please save my life.' Question: 
'Why did you cry out, "Save life"?' He stammered out some
thing and failed to give a reply."

At the hearing on May 27, the appellent wept 
bitterly and denied any connection with the murder of the 
marine. He took off his clothing in Court to show that he 
had bien tortured at the Police Station. a detailed
description of the tortures to which the appellant had been 
subjected is contained in the notes written on 14 sheets of 
paper by the appellant and submitted to the Supreme Court 
together with a petition on December 26. The following is 
an extract from the notes giving an account of events which 
occurred after the appellant had admitted on May 6 that he 
had killed the Japanese marine single-handed;- "A wooden 
box was brought in. It contained an electric battery; it 
is called an electric box. My eyes were blindfolded with 
a piece of black cloth. I was stripped of all my clothing. 
I was laid on a bench and my hands and feet were tied to the 
bench. I heard a rattle and something passing over my ribs. 
I fainted, and became unconscious as if I was dead. Cold 
water was then poured over my body. I felt a chill and 
gradually regained consciousness. Twentyminutes later 
something charged with electricity was fi^over my private 
orgàn. After a few minutes, semen began to flow like water, 
tfhen they released me from the bench, I was unable to speak 
or walk. My body was as soft as cotton  ............ My eyes
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were again blindfolded, but this time they did not use 
electricity. They poured water into my nostrils and 
stuffed my mouth with cotton so that I could not breathe 
through the mouth. My ribs were rubbed with fists to cause 
the water to flow into my body. This went on for more 
than one hour. After this they thrust burning cigarette 
butts into my nostrils ........................ I could not stand the
torture and was compelled to copy word by word a statement 
previously prepared by Zung Wei Ming.”

This was the most serious part of the 
torture. When the appellant stated that he had been 
tortured, the Court of First Instance ordered him to be 
examined by the Court Doctor who issued the following 
report "He (the appellant) stated that he felt pains 
in the ribs, especially in the left side, and that the 
pain was caused not by blows but by the rubbing of some 
soft article. Upon examination it was found that the 
pains occurred at the 6th, 7th and 8th ribs."

This is definite proof of the allegation 
that water was poured into his mouth and that his ribs 
had been rubbed to cause the water to flow into his body. 
The Doctor’s report went on?- "There is an oval shaped 
scar on the upoer lip beneath the nostrils, 1 centimeter 
in length and 5 millimeters in width. The scar is soft 
and regular in shape. The centre part was of pink colour 
with white lines. Judging by its condition, the skin must 
have dropped off not longer than three weeks ago."

Evidently this wound was caused by burning 
with a cigarette end. The certificate issued by Superin
tendent Johnson of the Municipal Hospital also stated that 
it was possible that the scar had been caused by burning. 
The regularity and size of the scar shows that it was not 
caused by scratching or biting.

The Courts of First and Second Instance 
evaded the point regarding the rubbing of the ribs by 
simply saying that there was no external injury. As to 
the wound on the lip, it is true that the appellant told 
the lawyer when the latter went to the Police Station to 
interview him that he had caused it himself by scratching, 
but he had said this because he did not dare do otherwise 
in the presence of the Chinese and'foreign Detective Sub
Inspectors, but he did clearly say that he knew nothing of 
the murder. He also wept very hard and said that he 
wished he could be a spirit so that he might take revenge 
on the persons who had falsely accused him. Again, the 
Courts of First and Second Instance failed to pay attention 
to this point.

The appellant told his lawyer during an 
interview about the swallowing of a metallic article. 
The lawyer was also told at the time that the appellant 
was suffering from diarrhoea. This was heard by the 
Chinese and foreign police officers present during the 
interview and was mentioned in a petition submitted by 
the appellant's lawyer the next day. It was possible 
that the metallic article swallowed had been discharged 
from the bowels before the appellant was examined by the 
Court Doctor and this might oe the reason why the Court 
Doctor had failed to find any metallic article in the bowels 
of the appellant. This, however, is an altogether different 
question and does not prove whether or hot torture had been 
applied.
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The Courts of First and Second Instance asked 
why, if the appellant had been subjected to torture after 
May 6, he had made a confession before May 6. The Courts 
have misunderstood this point. The appellant was subjected 
to torture not only after May 6, but also before May 1, on 
which date the appellant made the confession, only that the 
torture applied after M< y 6 was more vigorous than that applied 
before that date. This can be seen from the statement made 
by the appellant in Court and also from the notes written by 
the appellant (which I request the Supreme Court to regard 
as a part of the reasons for the appeal). The appellant 
on May 1 admitted that he had aided and abetted in the murder 
but on May 6 he changed his statement and said that he 
committed the murder single-handed. For this reason he 
was subjected to more severe torture after May 6, until he 
made up for the inconsistency of his statements on May 20. 
This was what had actually occurred.

() The reconstruction of the crime was not made 
by appellant of his own free will '

Cn May 22 the appellant gave a reconstruction 
of the crime at the place where it occurred. The reconstruction 
was based directly upon his statements made in Court on May 20. 
At the time he not only still bore in mind the torture to which 
he had been subjected, but prior to the reconstruction he had, 
on several occasions, been led by the Police to the scene of 
the murder to reconstruct the crime. For this reason, what
ever mistakes he might have made in tne reconstruction had 
already been corrected, (vide the appellant's statement 
contained in the record of the Court of Secouu Instance and 
his written statement which was attached to the previous 
appeal). Even D.S.I. Crowther admitted that the appellant 
was led on two occasions to the scene to reconstruct the 
crime, (vide the record of the Court of First Instance of 
May 20)• Thus, the appellant had full knowledge of all 
particulars about the place and of the reconstruction itself. 
Moreover, from the beginning to the end of the reconstruction, 
he was held by two Japanese policemen, one on each side, and 
his hands were handcuffed separately to the two officers. 
Furthermore, a number of Japanese policemen closely surrounded 
him. All this can be verified by the photographs of the 
reconstruction published in local newspapers and which were 
submitted to both the Courts of First and Second Instance by 
appellant's lawyer. Therefore, during the reconstruction, 
the appellant moved only when others moved and stopped when 
others stopped. It was a reconstruction in name only; to 
tell the truth, it was a kind of "directed" reconstruction. 
As the record on the reconstruction does not indicate that 
it was made under compulsion and force, the Court of Second 
Instance, therefore, took it for granted that the 
reconstruction of the crime was made of appellant’s free 
will. This is incorrect. The Court further declared that 
the appellant’s lawyer had initialled the record on the 
reconstruction at that time and had not said anything about 
the reconstruction not being made with appellant's free will. 
However, it is to be noted that the record contained only 
what took place during the reconstruction; the record doos |
not say 1 hether the appellant had been subjected to torture ®
prior to the reconstruction, nor does it say anything about |

I 
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the movements of the hands of the two Japanese policemen who 
were handcuffed to the appellant at that time. Moreover, 
lawyer Chang Tse IJiang declared at the time when he was asked 
to initial the records "I was present during the reconstruc
tion, but owing to the large number of persons present, I did 
not hear quite clearly the questions put to the accused and 
his replies. So, I am adding the characters ’Generally 
Correct’ after my initials on the record." Moreover, lav/yer 
Tong likewise stated» "Accused Yih Hai Sung was supported by 
two Japanese policemen; his hands were handcuffed. This is 
most improper." However, the Court of First Instance 
declared» "This is another matter, and this Court is at 
present unable to state whether or not this can be believed 
because this Court is at present unaware whether the lawyer 
for the defence, who was present at the reconstruction, will 
declare that the record, which was loudly read out at that 
time, contained parts which do not correspond to the facts." 
(vide the record of the Court of First Instance of May 27). 
Is the allegation of the Court of Second Instance to the 
effect that appellant’s lawyer had failed to make any objection 
at the time he initialled the record, reasonable? A study of 
the record on the reconstruction shows that it contained the 
following statement about Yih Hai Sung:- "Yih Hai Sung replied 
that when he was told to run in a southerly direction, he ran 
in a southerly direction. (Afterwards he sighed and said in 
a low voice that he was being wrongfully accused.) Ahl 
Later (?) he returned to the Moon Palace Hotel. (Afterwards 
he cried in a low voice asking the Presiding Judge to save 
his life.) When he was aeked why he cried, he gave no reply 
even after a long pause." The Court of Second Instance alleged 
that the appellant’s lawyer had not made any protest, but it 
has also to be noted that the Court failed to notice sighs 
of the appellant during the reconstruction and that he had 
cried that he was being wrongfully accused.

(6) Appellant’s statements and reconstruction 
do not correspond with facts:

According to Article 270 of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, the confessions of an accused cannot be 
regarded as reliable evidence if they had been obtained by 
means of compulsion or coercion or trick?’.*/ or seduction or 
through any other unlawful and improper means; and furthermore, 
they should should correspond with the facts. But the 
statements appellant made after he had been subjected to 
torture by the Police do not correspond with the facts on 
many points.

The following are a number of these 
irregularities:

(a) Report Ho.43, Character Ven( X- ), of 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory states that, according to the 
angle of the bullet’s course in the head, the bullet could 
have been fired from a distance of 50 centimeters, but 
according to the powder marks at the point of entry, the 
distance could have been only about 5 centimeters. During 
the reconstruction of the crime, the appellant demonstrated 
that he fired from a distance of 5 or 6 paces; this is several 
tens greater than the distance calculated by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. To get the angle of the bullet’s course at such 
a distance of 5 or 6 paces, one has to shoot from a lying-down 
position, but then it will not cause powder marks at the point 
of entry. This is a most important part because it shows
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that the reconstruction does not telly with the facts, 
because in ordinary cases of shadowing and shooting a victim, 
the murderer usually fires from some distance and never fires 
with hie pistol close to the victim's head. It follows 
therefore that the persons responsible for the direction of 
the reconstruction had caused it to be carried out in an 
ordinary way but these persons did not know that the shot 
which killed the Japanese marine was fired close to his head, 
a fact which is supported by evidence.

(b) Pu Chiao Ying( ^ ), a Police witness 
stated;- "At that time I saw a Japanese marine and another 
person walking northward parallel to each other, (see the 
record of the hearing at the Court of First Instance on
July 28). While at the Police Station, I also stated that 
these two nersons were walking side by side in the same 
direction" (see the third record of the Police). The 
statement of this witness does not correspond with the 
statement of the appellant who said that he followed the 
Japanese marine a few steps apart._

(c) Hu Ziang Ho(^ stated:- "The
fleeing man was dressed like the Japanese marine" (see the 
record of the hearing at the Court of First Instance on 
May 6). He also stated: "The fleeing man was shorter
than Yih Hai Sung and his body at the waist is larger 
than Yih’8" (see the record of the reconstrustion of the 
Court of First Instance). The description of the dress 
and the height of the fleeing man given by Hu Ziang Ho does 
not fit the appellant.

(d) While demonstrating his flight from
Darroch Road, the appellant showed that he fled between 
two wooden posts in Foong Loh Lee( , while the
witness Hu Ziang Ho stated that the man fled from a point 
near the electric pole (see the record of the reconstruction 
of the sc ne)•

(e) In reconstructing the crime, the appellant 
stated that he fled direct to his home in Jukong Road (see 
the record of the re-enactment of the crime), but in a 
previous statement he said that he returned to the Moon 
Palace Hotel. This is another discrepancy.

(f) The statement that he fled into Foong 
Loh Lee, passed through a number of small alleyways and 
returned to Foong Loh Lee, and that he did not flee direct 
to North Szechuen Road cannot be believed.

(g) The appellant stated that,he had a
consultation at the Dong Nyi Association( i/Q ) and
that during the consultation two Koreans, including Jack, 
were present. But according to Chu SunFu(k^ ), 
the house owner, and Chi Ah Keng( fa f") ffk ), a boy of the 
Dong Nyi Association, the appellant had never been to the 
place nor had the two Koreans, (see the record of ths hearing 
at the Court of First Instance on May 20).

(h) When questioned in the Court of First 
Instance as to Yang Wen Tao's office hours in the Dong Nyi 
Association, Yih Ah Tao(^ f$T fi] ), a boy of the Association, 
stated: "He comes at 2 or 3 p.m. everyday and does net leave 
until about 11 p.m.," "He does not go out," "'Whenever there 
are some matters to be attended to, he sends for the secretar 
to act on his behalf," "I have been a boy in the employ cf th 
Association for two years during which period I have not seer 
him sick." Asked wh re Yang Wen Tao was on November 9, 1935, 
he replied: "He did not go cut."
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(Vide the written record of the Court of First Instance 
on May 6.) This shows that appellant's statement "that 
Yang Wen Tao and the appellant had a consultation at the 
Long Nyi Association, that on the evening of November 9, 
1935 they left the Moon Palace Hotel together and that on 
the way the pistol was handed to the appellant" is net true.

(i) The Korean .Tack was an important witness 
found by the police and was detained by the Japanese 
authorities. At every hearing of the case, the Municipal 
Advocate declared that Jack would appear in Court, but at 
the next hearing the Advocate would say that Jack had not 
yet been handed to the Police by the Japanese authorities. 
Jack did not appear in Court until July 8. After being 
interrogated, Jack completely denied having had a consultation 
with the appellant and others or that he had left the
Moon Palace Hotel together on the evening of November 9, 
1935. (Vide the written record of the Court of First 
Instance on July 8.) This shows that the appellant's 
statement is untrue.

(j) In appellant’s confessions, it is clearly 
stated that the two meetings in the Pong Nyi Association 
between Yang Wen Tao and the appellant were held as a 
result of an invitation to the appellant by Tseu Shou Yong 
acting on instructions from Yang Ven Tao, that Tseu also 
took part in the inspection of the place and the drawing 
of lots afterwards. However, the Court of First Instance 
found Tseu Shou Yong not guilty, and the Police did not 
charge him. This is one point in which the confession 
did not correspond with facts.

(k) ''Then the Court of Second Instance was 
trying the case, witness Hung Wen Wei (Xx^ ) sai^ that 
between 7 and 11 p.m. November 9, 1935 he was in the office 
of the Association together with Yang ,ren Tao. This is 
sufficient to prove that the allegation that the appellant 
had left the Moon Palace Hotel together with others is 
untrue. As Hung's replies to the minor questions put .
by the Court were slightly different from the statements 
of Yang 'Jen Tao, the Court of Second Instance did not 
accept Hung’s statement. This was improper.

AH the above points are sufficient to prove 
that the confessions of the appellant do not correspond 
with the facts and should not have been adopted. What 
we are now questioning iss on what basis the Court of 
Second Instance makes the assertion that the confessions 
of the appellant were in agreement with the facts?

(To be continued)

The "China Evening News1' published the following article on 
January 8 j-

THE CHILDREN'S FRIEND SOCIETY

Owing to interfer nee by the shanghai Municipal x 
Council, the proposed inaugural me-ting of thjs_J^addcH:en'1 s y 
Friend Society scheduled for Decemb^i^-SrS'^Iast at the Carlton 
Theatre h-d to be ^ostp* —However, this paper thanks its
young friendsffil—œerfcîngpreparations for the staging of a 
perfopxia»ee^rrtitled "Bell Ringing in an Ancient Temple"
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THE NAKAYAMA IHJRDER CASE. YIH H AI SUNG'S AFPEAL 

(continued from yesterday)

(d) In appearance the edges of the hole that 
was exsa^ated inside the book are dirty, old and irregular, 
but the marks of the cut inside the hole are regular and 
quite fresh, especially at the two curves on the lower left 
side of the book and on the left of the upper left side of 
the book. If it was not made for this special purpose, 
it would not have shown such marks. The report of the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory says that it is difficult to tell 
whether the marks of the cut are old or new; the reason 
why the Laboratory was unable to do so is clearly stated
in the report, viz., that it was due to the fact that it 
was possible to tell whether the marks of the cut on 
ordinary paper were new or old on the basis of the colour 
of the paper being fresh or otherwise,,but in the present 
case the marks of the cut for the mouth of the pistol are 
located inside the book, therefore they seldom come into 
contaet with light or dust from the outside. This clearly 
shows that the reply of the Medico-Legal Laboratory to 
the point raised by the Court of First Instance is based 
upon its examination and its observation of the hole itself. 
The Court of First Instance, however, failed to refer other 
material evidence to the Laboratory for examination, such 
as, the book which was alleged by the Police as the one 
used by Yang Wen Tao for the purpose of concealing the 
pistol. Now if this book had actually been used for this 
purpose and in view of the fact that it had been used for such 
a considerable period of time as to result in several of the 
sheets on the top of the hole becoming so dirty and old 
and the marks of pressure so deep as above mentioned, is 
it possible that the book would retain the marks of the 
cut inside the hole in such a regular and fresh state?
This is impossible. However, this point was not submitted 
by the Court of First Instance to the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory for examination, and it was only natural that 
the Laboratory did not mention this point in its report. 
In the opinion of the appellant, this point could have been 
easily explained by common sense, yet both the Courts of 
First and Second Instance committed the mistake of thinking 
that this point had already been solved by the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory. It is indeed an act of misinterpretation 
on the part of the two Courts. It is to be noted that the 
lawyer of the appellant, noticing this mistake on the part 
of the Court of First Instance, purposely raised this point 
in the Court of Second Instance and requested it to refer 
it to the Medico-Legal Laboratory, yet the Court not only 
refused the request (vide the records of the Second Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court) but failed to make any mention 
about this point in its written judgment.

(e) According to the circumstances existing at 
the time when the book was seized (see the various points 
mentioned in auction ’a') and judging by the various points 
mentioned in the previous paragraphs, it is evident that 
the book was not the property of Yang Wen Tao but had been
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planted as a piece of false evidence. Yet the Court of 
Second Instance stated that when the book was brought back 
to the Police Station and placed on the desk after its 
discovery, Yang Wen Tao, upon noticing it, at once admitted 
that it was his property before he was even interrogated 
and that this is corroborated by the reports made by U.S.I. 
Crowther and Mr. Kawashima. However, in his statement 
made in the Court of First Instance on May 1, D.3.I. Crowther 
clearly stated: "The book remained under my arm throughout 
the time. However, when the first accused, i.e. Yang Wen 
Tao, was brought back to the Police Station, he at once 
stated that this book belonged to him when he noticed it under 
my am even before being interrogated.*’ (Vide the records 
of the Court of First Instance of May 1). The Second Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court, however, failed to notice this 
point. It is to be noted that Mr. Kawashima is a Japanese 
Clerical Assistant of the Shanghai Municipal Police. At 
the time when he made the statement to the effect that the 
book in question was the property of Yang Wen Tao, he said 
that, at that time, the seized bock was placed on a table 
by P.S.I. Crowther. This statement clearly indicates that 
it is different to what had been previously stated by 
D.S.I. Crowther. Mr. Kawashima further said that Yang Wen 
Tao spoke the Shanghai dialect. However, it is to be noted 
that Yang Wen Tao, when he was questioned by the Court, 
always spoke with a Cantonese accent and what he says is 
hardly intelligible. There is absolutely no Shanghai accent 
in his expressions whatever. This clearly indicates that 
the statement of Mr. Kawashima is unreliable and untrue. 
Mr. Kawashima further said: "At that time some fish scales
were found on the covers of the book and its surface was 
very dirty. This accused (meaning Yang Wen Tao) took it 
in his hands and after snif flng^jit he declared that it was 
his property.” And yet the Court of Second Instance believed
this statement. It is most surprising. The Court even
stated that when Yang Ven Tao was arraigned before the Court 
of First Instance the first time on April 20, he likewise 
admitted that this book was his property. But on April 27, 
when Yang Wen Tao was again arraigned before the. Court of 
First Instance, he declared that the book was not his
property. The book which he owned was in English and the 
pistol thatjwas concealed in his book was loaned from one 
Li Mo (>£■ . In the Court of First Instance, Yang Wen
Tao was only shown the book from a desk in the Court room} 
he was not handed the book for examination. In view of the
Icng distance between him and the book, Yang Wen Tao was 
unable to identify it. The book belonging to Yang Wen Tao 
is in English, although it was identiaal in shape and colour 
to the one seized in connection with this case, but which 
is in Chinese. (The book submitted to the Court as an 
exhibit is published by the Commercial Press and is identical 
in shape and colour to the original English edition as well 
as to the Chinese edition.) Moreover, as a book with a 
hole excavated for the purpose of concealing a pistol is a 
very uncommon object, therefore when he was interrogated, 
he admitted it to be his property without first examining it. 
This clearly indicates that he is an innocent and straight
forward man. As regards the point that Yang Wen Tao was not
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h-need the book for examination at his first appe-rance 
in he Court of First Instance, a. study of Page 29 of 
the record of the same Court of lay 9 shows th- t Yang Wen 
Tao ws esked by the Court to explain why he could not 
s;e the cook clearly, the distance being about the same 
as it was then, after he had stated that he could not 
s,-:e it clearly because the distance was too great. This 
ole rly shows that at Yang Wen Tao's first appe rance in 
Court, the book was actually shown to him from the desk 
and had not been handed to him for examination. If the 
st, tarent made by U.S.I. Crowther to the effect the r Yang 
‘Jen Ta,o had admitted the book to be his property before 
he w-s even interrogated is true and reliable, the reason 
for his mistake in admitting the book to be his property 
is the same as that which caused him to admit, when he was 
ashed in Court that the book belonged to him. This is 
insufficient to be used as evidence against him. and 
indie; tes that he considered it unnecessary to deny that 
he formerly possessed a book which he had used for the 
purpose of concealing a pistol.

h(f) JThe servant of Yang Wen Ta.o named 
Chen Yung Sung <£'-£ ) was arrested simultaneously 
with, the other accused but the charge against him s 
dropped. The servant denied having seen this book in 
Yang Wen Tao's home each time he was questioned by the 
Court of First Instance, and stated that the book which 
belonged to Yang Wen Tao was in English. This statement 
can be used as evidence.

(g) Whether the book submitted to the 
Court was actually the one that was used for the purpose 
of concealing the pistol that was seized and produced in 
Court as an exhibit remains to be proved, because the 
structure of pistols of the same size and type is identical 
to the one produced in Court. For this reason, a. hole 
excavated for any one of such pistols will fit other 
pistols of the same type and size and will produce and 
le- ve the same kind of rust marks. According to a report 
mate by Detective Sergeant Oakley, which ’was attached to 
lie record of the first hearing of the case, raretta. pistols 
( lie brand of the pistol produced in Court) are used 
widely. The Police have issued 140 licences for Laretta 
pistols. Thus, it is easy to obtain this kind of pistol. 
According to kr. Dickson, there are 41 points of similarity 
between the rust stains and the rust marks on the pistol, 
but his statement cannot be regarded as expert evidence 
because Mr. Dickson is only an employee of the Finger 
Print Bureau of the Shanghai Municipal Council, it is 
incorrect to call him an expert as was done during the 
first hearing. The Court of Second Instance declared 
th; t this question had been verified by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. We do not know to which report of the 
Laboratory the Court of Second Instance is referring* 
The report No. 99 of the Laboratory clearly refers to 

me rks of pressure and expresses the conclusion that the 
marks of pressure in the book were formed by a pistol 
of th s shape. The Laboratory did not definitely say 
that these marks were formed by the pressure of the pistol 
on exhibit. One of the questions answered in report 
No. 127 is "whether the rust marks in the book holding 
the pistol are similar to those of a pistol of the same 
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brand and size". In other words, will the rust marks 
in a book holding a certain pistol be similar to those 
of another pistol of tne same brand and size? Everyone 
knows that these marks will not be similar. Therefore, 
this report gives the following reply, "Occasionally, the 
rust marks hud the positions of the marks of pistols of 
the same brand and size are not similar; for this reason, 
the rust marks, their positions and the characteristics 
of two pistols of the same brand and size will not be similar 
to each other". Replying to the question put up by the 
Court of First Instance: “Is it always true that the rust 
marks in a book will never be similar to the rust of 
another pistol of the same brand and size placed in this 
book?", this report sayss "If two pistols of the same 
brand and size have rust in many places, it is not altogether 
impossible for the rust marks left by these two pistols 
to be similar accidentally. The positions and characteristics 
of the rust marks can hardly be similar to each other in 
all cases". This is only natural, but it is not the 
problem that required a solution in this case. It is a 
question as to whether the rust marks in tne book on record 
were caused by the pistol cn record. In other words, 
whether or not the rust marks in the book on record are, 
in every way, similar to the rust on the pistol? This 
problem was not brought up by the Court of First Instance, 
so t.,e Medico-Legal Laboratory did net deal with it. 
However, the Court cf First Instance eventually regarded 
the explanations and replies of the Laboratory and of 
Mr. Dickson as referring to tne same question and that 
their replies were corroborative. Appellant’s counsel 
had requested the Court of Second Instance to let the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory decider all these questions, but 
the request was ignored. Furthermore, the Court of Second 
Instance held the same view as the Court of First Instance. 
This is really a serious misunderstanding. Since the 
connection between the book on record and the pistol on 
record has not yet been established, then the book has no 
connection whatever with the death of Nakayama. How can 
this be used as evidence against the appellant?

(4) Confessions made under torture.
If the abovementioned evidence is reliable, 

then only Yang Wen Tao is involved and the appellant had 
nothing to do with the crime. Appellant is being involved 
in this case because of his confessions. Therefore, this 
brings us tc a most important point in the case whether 
or not these confessions can be accepted and believed. 
The Court may read over the record of the Court cf First 
Instance, showing that after the Police had filed a charge 
against the appellant, the latter made different confessions 
during the hearing of the case on three occasions. This 
is most strange. What is the cause? The Court is 
requested to pay special attention to this question.
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The appellant wag arrested in Tsingtao. After 
being transferred to Shanghai, he was arraigned before the 
Court: of First Instance on April 20 and 27, 1936, and was 
remanded in custody at the request of the Police. At these 
two hearings, the appellant made a true statement that he had 
nothing to do with the murder of the marine Nakayama and that 
he had never even been to Darroch Road. The Police did not 
bring any charge owing to insufficient evidence.

At the hearing in the Court of First Instance 
on May 1, the Municipal Advocate requested the Court to punish 
Yang Wen Tao for having opened fire and the appellant for 
having assisted in the commission of the crime, (vide record 
of the session held by the Court of First Instance on May 1 
which also contains the following statement made by the 
Municipal Advocate* "The Municipal Police have now 
ascertained that it was the first accused Yang Wen Tao who 
fired the shot and the second accused Yih Hai Sung had 
rendered him assistance on the spot.") During the trial 
the appellant admitted the charge stating that he went 
together with Yang -r'en Tao and that he fled after Yang had 
fired.

The attention of the Supreme Court is drawn 
to this statement for it was made merely to implicate Yang 
'en Tao so that some of his fellow countrymen might be held 

responsible for the murder of the Japanese marine.
At the second hearing in the Court of First 

Instance, the Police produced a statement written by the 
appellant at the Police Station after the first hearing. 
This statement outlined the events prior to and after the 
commission of the crime. In the belief that he would not 
be able to extricate himself from the false accusation and 
preferring death to implicating innocent people, the appellant 
suddenly admitted that it was he who murderdd the Japanese 
marine and that it was he who had made the hole in the book. 
Moreover, when witness Hu Ziang Ho stated that he did not see 
either of the two accused immediately after the crime, the 
appellant declared: "He did not see me, but I saw him." The 
appellant also stated: "I told lies because I was afraid of 
further sufferings" and "The Police Inspector at the Police 
Station told me that I had to make a statement anyway and 
that I would get a reduction of punishment if I made one. 
Therefore I wrongly implicated him on the two previous 
occasions when my head was not clear." (Vide record of the 
session of the Court of First Instance on May 6 ) » The 
appellant’s new statement did not in any way correspond with 
the evidence and views submitted by the prosecution. A 
remand for two weeks was then applied for and granted.

'When applying for permission to detain Tseu 
Shou Yong()p| ) on May 9, the Municipal Police submitted 
to the Court a new statement made by the appellant to the 
effect that Yang Wen Tao, Tseu Shou Yong and the appellant 
had planned to go out that night, that Yang Wen Tao handed 
the pistol to the appellant on the way and that the appellant 
alone went to Darroch Road and fatally shot the Japanese marine. 
The appellant admitted this statement in Court.

(To be continued)
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(d) In appearance the edges of the hole that 
was exaavated inside the book are dirty» old and irregular, 
but the marks of the cut inside the hole are regular and 
quite fresh, especially at the two curves on the lower left 
side of the book and on the left of the upper left side of 
the book. If it was not made for this special purpose, 
it would not have shown such marks. The report of the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory says that it is difficult to tell 
whether the marks of the cut are old or new; the reason 
why the Laboratory was unable to do so is clearly stated
in the report, viz., that it was due to the fact that it 
was possible to tell whether the marks of the cut on 
ordinary paper were new or old on the basis of the colour 
of the paper being fresh or otherwise,but in the present 
case the marks of the cut for the »■ th cf the pistol are 
located inside the book, therefni they seldom come into 
contaet with light or dust from the outside. This clearly 
shows that the reply of the Medico-Legal Laboratory to 
the point raised by the Court of First Instance is based 
upon its examination and its observation of the hole itself. 
The Court of First Instance, however, failed to refer other 
material evidence to the Laboratory for examination, such 
as, the book which was alleged by the Police as the one 
used by Yang Wen Tao for the purpose cf concealing the 
pistol. Now if this book had actually been used for this 
purpose and in view of the fact that it had been used for such 
a considerable period of time as to result in several of the 
sheets on the top of the hole becoming so dirty and old 
and the marks of pressure so deep as above mentioned, is 
it possible that the book would retain the marks of the 
cut inside the hole in such a regular and fresh state?
This is impossible. However, chis point was not submitted 
by the Court of First Instance to the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory for examination, and it was only natural that 
the Laboratory did not mention this point in its report. 
In the opinion of the appellant, this point could have been 
easily explained by common sense, yet both the Courts of 
First and Second Instance committed the mistake of thinking 
that this point had already been solved by the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory. It is indeed an act cf misinterpretation 
on the part of the two Courts. It is to be noted that the 
lawyer of the appellant, noticing this mistake on the part 
of the Court of First Instance, purposely raised this point 
in the Court of Second Instance and requested it to refer 
it to the Medico-Legal Laboratory, yet the Court not only 
refused the request (vide the records of the Second Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court) but failed to make any mention 
about this point in its written judgment.

(e) According to the circumstances existing at 
the time when the book was seized (see the various points 
mentioned in section ’a’ ) and judging by the various points 
mentioned in the previous paragraphs, it is evident that 
the book was not the property of Yang Wen Tao but had been
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planted as a piece of false evidence. Yet the Court of 
Second Instance stated that when the book was brought back 
to the Police Station and placed on the desk after its 
discovery, Yang Wen Tao, upon noticing it, at once admitted 
that it was his property before he v/as even interrogated 
and that this is corroborated by the reports made by D.S.I. 
Crowther and Mr. Kawashima. However, in his statement 
made in the Court of First Instance on May 1, D.S.I. Crowther 
clearly stated: "The book remained under my arm throughout 
the time. However, when the first accused, i.e. Yang Wen 
Tao, was brought back to the Police Station, he at once 
stated that this book belonged to him when he noticed it under 
my arm even before being interrogated.” (Vide the records 
of the Court of First Instance of May 1). The Second Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court, however, failed to notice this 
point. It is to be noted that Mr. Kawashima is a Japanese 
Clerical Assistant of the Shanghai Municipal Police. At 
the time when he made the statement to the effect that the 
book in question was the property cf Yang Wen Tao, he said 
that, at that time, the seized bock was placed on a table 
by D.S.I. Crowther. This statement clearly indicates that 
it is different to what had been previously stated by 
D.S.I. Crowther. Mr. Kawashima further said that Yang Wen 
Tao spoke the Shanghai dialect. However, it is to be noted 
that 'fang Wen Tao, when he was questioned by the Court, 
always spoke with a Cantonese accent and what he says is 
hardly intelligible. There is absolutely no Shanghai accent 
in his expressions whatever. This clearly indicates that 
the statement of Mr. Kawashima is unreliable and untrue. 
Mr. Kawashima further said: ”At that time some fish scales
were found on the covers of the book and its surface was 
very dirty. This accused (meaning Yang Wen Tao) took it 
in his hands and after snifflng^jit he declared that it was 
his property.” And yet the Court of Second Instance believed 
this statement. It is most surprising. The Court even
stated that when Yang Ven Tao was arraigned before the Court 
of First Instance the first time on April 20, he likewise 
admitted that this book was his property. But on April 27, 
when Yang Wen Tao was again arraigned before the Court of 
First Instance, he declared that the book was not his 
property. The book which he owned was in English and the 
pistol that^was concealed in his book was loaned from one 
Li Mo (zj1 xL ) • In the Court cf First Instance, Yrang Wen 
Tao was only shown the book from a desk in the Court roomj 
he was not handed the book for examination. In view of the
long distance between him and the book, Yang Wen Tao was 
unable to identify it. The book belonging to Yang Wen Tao 
is in English, although it was identiaal in shape and colour 
to the one seized in connection with this case, but which 
is in Chinese. (The book submitted to the Court as an 
exhibit is published by the Commercial Press and is identical 
in shape and colour to the original English edition as well 
as to the Chinese edition.) Moreover, as a book with a 
hole excavated for the purpose of concealing a pistol is a 
very uncommon object, therefore when he was interrogated, 
he admitted it to be his property without first examining it. 
This clearly indicafes that he is an innocent and straight
forward man. As regards the point that Yang Wen Tao was not
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h- need the book for examine ti on at his first appe-rc-nce 
in he Court of First Instance, a. study of Pa.oe 29 of 
the record of the same Court of lay 9 shows th. t Yang Wen 
Tao w- s asked by the Court to explain why he could not 
see the book clearly, the distance being about die same 
as it was then, after he had stated that he co’-.ld not 
see it clearly because the distance was too great. This 
ole- r-ly shows that at Yang Wen Tao's first a.ppe rance in 
Court, the book was actually shown to him from the desk 
anc had not been handed to him for examination. If the 
statement made by D.S.I. Crowther to the effect the; Yang 
Wen Ta.o had admitted the book to be his property before 
he vas even interrogated is true and reliable, the reason 
for his mistake in admitting the book to be his property 
is the seme as that which caused him to admit, when he was 
asked in Court that the book belonged to him. This is 
insufficient to be used as evidence against him and 
indie: tes that he considered it unnecessary to deny that 
he formerly possessed a book which he had used for the 
purpose of concealing a pistol.

The servant of Yang Wen Tao named 
Chen Yung Sung ) was arrested simultaneously
with the other accused but the charge against him we s 
dropped. The servant denied having seen this book in 
Yang Wen Tao's home each time he was questioned by the 
Court of First Instance, and stated that the book which 
belonged to Yang Wen Tao wag in English. This statement 
can be used as evidence.

(g) Whether the book submitted to the 
Court was actually the one that was used for the purpose 
of concealing the pistol that was seized and produced in 
Court as an exhibit remains to be proved, because the 
structure of pistols of the same size and type is identical 
to the one produced in Court. For this reason, a. hole 
exccv- red for any one of such pistols will fit other 
pistols of the same type and size and will produce and 
le- ve the same kind of rust marks. According to a report 
ma: e by Detective Sergeant Oakley, which wag a ttached to 
lie record of the first hearing of the case, Daretta pistols 
( lie brand of the pistol produced in Court) are used 
widely. The Police have issued 140 licences for Earetta 
pistols. Thus, it is easy to obtain this kind of pistol. 
According to Mr. Dickson, there are 41 points of similarity 
between the rust stains and the rust marks on the pistol, 
but his statement cannot be regarded as expert evidence 
because Lr. Dickson is only an employee of the Finger 
Print Bureau of the Shanghai Municipal Council; it is 
incorrect to call him an expert as was done during the 
first hearing. The Court of Second Instance declared 
th- t this question had been verified by the Medico-Legal 
Lcboratory. We do not know to which report of the 
Laboratory the Court of Second Instance is referring* 
The report No. 99 of the Laboratory clearly refers to 
marks of pressure and expresses the conclusion that the 
marks of pressure in the book were formed by a pistol 
of this shape. The Laboratory did not definitely say 
that these marks were formed by the pressure of the pistol 
on exhibit. One of the questions answered in report 
No. 127 is "whether the rust marks in the book holding 
the pistol are similar to those of a pistol of the same 
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brand and size”. In other words, will the rust marks 
in a book holding a certain pistol be similar to those 
of another pistol of tne same brand and size? Everyone 
knows that these marks will not be similar. Therefore, 
this report gives the following reply, “Ccoasionally, the 
rust marks and the positions of the marks of pistols of 
the same brand and size are not similar; for this reason, 
the rust marks, their positions and the characteristics 
of two pistols of the same brand and size will not be similar 
to each other”. Replying to the question put up by the 
Court of First Instance: :JIs it always true that the rust 
marks in a book will never be similar to the rust of 
another pistol of the same brand and size placed in this 
book?”, this report says? ”If two pistols of the same 
brand and size have rust in many places, it is not altogether 
impossible for the rust marks left by these two pistols 
to be similar accidentally. The positions and characteristics 
of the rust marks can hardly be similar to each other in 
all cases”. This is only natural, but it is not the 
problem that required a solution in this case. It is a 
question as to whether the rust marks in tne book on record 
were caused by the pistol on record. In other words, 
whether or not the rust marks in the book on record are, 
in every way, similar to th-e rust on the pistol? This 
problem was not brought up by the Court of First Instance, 
so t.e Medico-Legal Laboratory did not deal with it.
However, the Court of First Instance eventually regarded 
the explanations and replies of the Laboratory and of 
Mr. Dickson as referring to tne same question and that 
their replies were corroborative. Appellant’s counsel 
had requested the Court of Second Instance to let the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory decide'.- all these questions, but 
the request was ignored. Furthermore, the Court of Second 
Instance held the same view as the Court of First Instance. 
This is really a serious misunderstanding. Since the 
connection between the book on record and the pistol on 
record has not yet been established, then the book has no 
connection whatever with the death of Nakayama. How can 
this be used as evidence against the appellant?

( 4 ) Confess! ns made under torture.
If the abovementioned evidence is reliable, 

then only Yang Wen Tao is involved and the appellant had 
nothing to do with the crime. Appellant is being involved 
in this case because of his confessions. Therefore, this 
brings us tc a most important point in the case whether 
or not these confessions can be accepted and believed.
The Court may read over the record of the Court of First 
Instance, showing that after the Police had filed a charge 
against the appellant, the latter made different confessions 
during the hearing of the case on three occasions. This 
is most strange. What is the cause? The Court is 
requested to pay special attention te this question.
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The appellant was arrested in Tsingtao. After 
being transferred to Shanghai, he was arraigned before the 
Court: of First Instance on April 20 and 27, 1936, and was 
remanded in custody at the request of the Police. At these 
two hearings, the appellant made a true statement that he had 
nothing to do with the murder of the marine Nakayama and that 
he had never even been to Darroch Road» The Police did not 
bring any charge 'wing to insufficient evidence*

At the hearing in the Court of First Instance 
on May 1, the Municipal Advocate requested the Court to punish 
Yang Wen Tao for having opened fire and the appellant for 
having assisted in the commission of the crime, (vide record 
of the session held by the Court of First Instance on May 1 
which also contains the following statement made by the 
Municipal Advocate^ "The Municipal Police have now 
ascertained that it was the first accused Yang Wen Tao who 
fired the shot and the second accused Yih Hai Sung had 
rendered him assistance on the spot.") During the trial 
the appellant admitted the charge stating that he went 
together with Yang -r-en Tao and that he fled after Yang had 
fired.

The attention of the Supreme Court is drawn 
to this statement for it was made merely to implicate Yang 
en Tao so that some of his fellow’ countrymen might be held 

responsible for the murder of the Japanese marine.
At the second hearing in the Court of First 

Instance, the Police produced a statement written by the 
appellant at the Police Station after the first hearing» 
This statement outlined the events prior to and after the 
commission of the crime. In the belief that he would not 
be able to extricate himself from the false accusation and 
preferring death to implicating innocent people, the appellant |
suddenly admitted that it was he who murder-id the Japanese j
marine and that it was he who had made the hole in the book. (
Moreover, when witness Hu Ziang Ho stated that he did not see !
either of the two accused immediately after the crime, the 
appellant declared: "He did not see me, but I saw him." The 
appellant also stated: "I told lies because I was afraid of 
further sufferings” and "The Police Inspector at the Police 
Station told me that I had to make a statement anyway and 
that I would get a reduction of punishment if I made one.
Therefore I wrongly implicated him on the two previous 
occasions when my head was not clear." (Vide record of the 
session of the Court of First Instance on May 6 ). The 
appellant’s new statement did not in any way correspond with 
the evidence and views submitted by the prosecution. A 
remand for two weeks was then applied for and granted, 

/«Then applying for permission to detain Tseu 
Shou Yong()p| ) on May 9, the Municipal Police submitted 
to the Court a new statement made by the appellant to the 
effect that Yang Wen Tao, Tseu Shou Yong and the appellant 
had planned to go out that night, that Yang Wen Tao handed 
the pistol to the appellant on the way and that the appellant 
alone went to Darroch Road and fatally shot the Japanese marine. 
The appellant admitted this statement in Court.

(To be continued) '
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers»

THE 1AKAYAMA MURDER CASE i YIH HAI GUNG’S APPEAL

(continued from yesterday)

(c) Th» fact that no blood stain was at any 
time found on the bullet lends support to the argument 
that it vas not this bullet which had killed Nakayama. 
Although the report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory states 
that it is possible for a bullet fired at close range to 
penetrate an animal without collecting any blood, this 
possibility is only an exception, normally we expect to find 
some blood stain on such a bullet. Therefore, if the 
bullet does not bear any blood stain, we can assume that
it was not the bullet that killed Nakayama. The Police 
cannot object to this assumption, unless they can furnish 
proof to the contrary.

(d) The bullet cannot be linked up with the 
seized pistol unless it had actually been fired from the 
pistol. This was held to be so by the Court of First 
Instance and the Court of Second Instance, which based their 
views on the report and photographs submitted by D.S. Coley 
of the Arms Identification Section of the S.M.P. D.S. 
Caley stated in Court;- ”1 fired one shot from this 
pistol and compared the spent bullet and cartridge case 
with those produced by the Police. As a result, I am cf 
the opinion that the spent bullet and cartridge c^se produced 
by the Police were fired from the seized pistol.” (Vide
the written records of the Court of First Instance taken 
down on May 1, 1936). D.S. Caley based his opinion on 
a comparison of the bullet and cartridge case produced by 
the Police with those obtained from the test firing. It 
should be noted th°t bullets of the same ma.K.e and size 
fired from pistols of the same make and size will bear 
the same marks. Similarly, the cartridge cases left in 
the pistols will have the s^me markings. The similarity 
between two spent bullets or cartridge oases shows only that 
it is possible that the bullets may have been fired from 
the same pistol or the cartridge oases may have been ejected 
from the same pistol, but it does not definitely prove 
that they had been fired or ejected from the same pistol. 
D.S. Caley further stated: - ’’Later I took photographs 6f 
the cartridge case produced by the Police and of the one 
I had fired with the pistol and found that the markings 
on the cartridge oases due to friction in the pistol were 
the same. I also rolled the bullet produced by the Police 
and that fired by me over soft lead and photographs taken of 
the lead revealed the same marks for each bullet.” We 
know by common knowledge that when two pistols of the same 
make and size are used to fire bullets of the same make, 
and size, the spent bullet and cartridge case from each 
pistol will bear the same markings as those from the other 
pistol. D.S. Caley did not point out in his statement 
that when bullets are fired from pistols of the same make, 
the spent bullets and cartridge cases will bear different 
marks peculiar to c-ach of the pistols from whioh they had 
been fired. D.S. Caley is a detective officer employed 
by the Shanghai Municipal Council. His report cannot be 
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regarded as that of an expert although the Courts of First 
and Second Instance, referred to him as an expert.

For the above reasons, the bullet produced 
by the Police has not been proved to have been fired from the 
seized pistol. Appellant’s lawyer requested the Courts of 
First and Second Instanoe. to ask for a report of the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory on this point, but the requests were overruled. 
The Courts of First and Second Instance had failed to consider 
with care the report of D.S. Caley, but had thoughtlessly 
called it an expert’s report and on it they based their 
decisions. This is not proper.

(2) The pistol and the six rounds of ammunition 
contained in it produced by, the Police

It is said that the pistol and the six 
rounds of ammunition contained in it were found by a Japanese 
Sub-Inspector beneath a watchman’s wooden box in Foong Loh 
Li ( 5; ) Alleyway at 11.40 p.m. (Vide statement of the
J.S.I. in Court on May 1), that is, one hour and thirty 
minutes after Nakayama was killed. The spot where the 
pistol was found is 509 feet away from the spot where Nakayama 
was killed. (Vide report made by S.I. Crowther in Court on 
May 1.) There must be some doubt as to whether that pistol 
was the one that was used to kill Nakayama.

It has been said that the pistol was found 
beneath a watchman’s box. During a reconstruction of the 
crime given by appellant, the foreign detective had to remove 
the pistol from underneath the box with a walking stick. Tne 
Municipal Advocate saidt "When the Japanese Sub-Inspector 
arrived at the scene that night, he reflected that there must 
be a pistol. He therefore searched the place with his torch. 
"When he flashed the light on the spot underneath the wooden 
box, he discovered the pistol. He got it out from beneath 
the box with the aid of a wooden bar.” (Vide records of 
reconstruction of crime made by the appellant.) A murderer 
runs away after » crime because he fears discovery. A 
pistol is a weapon wfith which one can defend oneself; if one 
carries it away with him, it can be of use fend will not do 
one any harm. It is absurd to say that he would throw 
away the pistol to the ground without fear that such an act 
would create some noise; it will be more absurd to say that 
a murderer would, whilst making his escape, stop on his way 
and leisurely bend down to place the pistol underneath the 
wooden box.

The Japanese Sub-Inspector stated, "I 
received a report from Japanese Detective Hariyama at 11.40p.m. 
that a Japanese marine had been killed. I immediately went 
to the scene.” On another occasion he stated, ”1 found 
the pistol at 11.40 p.m.” (Vide Court records of May 1.) 
This means that the Japanese Sub-Inspector after receiving 
the report immediately went to the scene and immediately 
found a pistol underneath the wooden box, a place obviously 
not directly exposed to sight, as can be seen from the fact 
that the flashlight had to be directed underneath the box 
and the pistol had to be retrieved by means of a wooden bar. 
It is strange that he should have guessed so correctly.
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When the Police were making enquiries into 
the murder of Nakayama, they came to a conclusion regarding 
the pistol that "the pistol used to commit the murder vas 
found behind the wooden ton occupied by Li Hung Ping 
m the Poong Loh Li alleyway" and that "someone had placed 
the pistol there with intent to implicate Li Hung Ping." 
(Vide 11th report submitted by the Police). The watchman 
Li Hung Ping stated a.t the Police Stations "At about
10 p.m. November 9 I was roused from sleep by five or six 
Japanese in foreign dress who wanted me to open my box
to allow them to make an inspection inside it............. ..
At about 11 p.m. I was again wakened up. I went with a 
Japanese detective and a Chinese detective to the Dixwell 
Road Police Station. (Vide Ling Hung Ping's statement, 
Court File Page 52, Vol. 3 of the Court of First Instance). 
This shows that at 10 p.m. Li Hung Ping was awakened by 
five or six persons and told to open the wooden box and 
at 11 p.m. detectives went there and took him to the 
Police Station for interrogation. Up to that time,
11 p.m., nothing had been discovered which could have 
been used as evidence in a crimes yet at 11.40 p.m., a 
pjpstol was suddenly discovered. th^n<*er c*rcums tances, 
the Police wery reasonably came to/\conclusion that the 
pistol had been planted there to implicate Li Hung Ping. 
Furthermore, a foreign Detective Sub-Inspector stated
on May 27î "Between 100 and 200 officials arrived at 
the scene." The Municipal Advocate also stated on 
July 10s "Besides the officials who numbered between 
100 and 200, there were between 300 and 400 spectators 
who occupied an area within a radius of half a mile around 
the scene of the crime." (Vide Argument (1) (a) of this
petition.) Since the Police clearly asserted there 
was such a large number of persons and such confusion, 
the theory that the pistol had been planted there by 
some person becomes more conceivable. Therefore, the 
pistol as a piece of evidence is worthless.

() r^ie book 3n which a hole in the shape of a 
pistol had been excavated..

In producing a book on practical physics 
in which a hole in the shape of a pistol had been excavated, 
the Police stated that it was found by Japanese Constable 
No.164 in the home of Yang Wen Tao. However, this book 
does not belong to Yang Wen Tao; it had been planted 
there by the persons who had conspired to implicate him 
in order to secure the reward,

(a) In his statement, Yang Wen Tao pointed out 
that he took a pistol from Li Mo ( >£ ) in the 22nd
Year of the Chinese Republic and fearing that the pistol 
might fall into the hands of children, he was shown by his 
nephew Yang Chien Chung (5P9-£È,£ ) a method of excavating 
a hole in a book in which the pistol could be concealed. 
This he did. After the pistol was returned, the book 
was forgotten and was played with by children. The 
book produced by the Police had been planted by Yang Chien 
Chung.
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Witness Chang Tsun (O ) in his statement 
said that he was a school-mate of Tseng Yuan. When he 
called on Tseng Yuan last winter (? 1935), he saw one Zung 
Wei Ming if (otherwise known as Motoichi Hirayama, a 
naturalized Japanese subjects According to a report made 
by a foreign detective sub-inspector on May 21, the arrest 
of Yang Wen Tao was made on information supplied by this 
man.) He was smoking opium side by side with Tseng Yuan 
on a bed and afterwards he drew with pencil a sketch of a 
pistol on a sheet of paper. Tseng Yuan asked him to 
accompany him to Zung Wei Ming’s place to receive some 
money. Zung was not in when they called, but returned 
soon afterwards. Chang Tsun became acquainted with Zung 
through the introduction of Tseng Yuan. On the next day, 
Zung Wei Ming came and stated that if he (Chang Tsun) would 
call at the Japanese Landing Party Headquarters and make a 
report to the effect that the marine Nakayama had been 
murdered by appellant, Yang Wen Tao and a Korean named Jack, 
he could claim the $4,000 reward. Questioned about this 
at a session of the Court of First Instance, Tseng Yuan (who 
was present in Court as a witness for the Police) replied, 
"Quite right, quite right." (vide record of the hearing held 
on May 6 by the Court of First Instance.) Furthermore, 
Chang Tsun submitted to the Court a document written 
personally by Tseng Yuan implicating a girl teacher named 
Zung Hoong Pih(f^ '■*- ) of the Kwangtung Primary School 

% • After being questioned by the Court, Tseng
Yuan admitted that he wrote the document (vide record of 
the hearing held on June 16 by the Court of First Instance.) 
Chang Tsun then made a detailed statement regarding the 

conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng Yuan.
It is to be noted that Yang Chien Chung had 

been at large for a long time. After the arguments in the 
case were resumed in the Court of First Instance, Yang Chien 
Chung surrendered himself to the Police in August and was 

brought to Court by the Police at the hearing of August 19. 
Questioned, he acknowledged that Yang Wen Tao was only a 
distantly related senior member of the family, and that he 
knew Zung Wei Ming six or seven years ago (Police records 
show that Zung Wei Ming and Yang Chien Chung had known each 
other for 10 years. The record of the hearing held by the 
Court of First Instance on July 8 states that Zung Wei Ming 
and Yang Chien Chung had known each other for more than ten 
years.) He saw Zung Wei Ming on April 2 and 16, 1936. 
On one occasion he handed the address of Yang Wen Tao to 
Zung Wei Ming and then left together to visit Yang Kwei

He once asked a loan from Zung Wei Ming. 
After the charge against the accused in this case had been 
drawn up by the Police, he proceeded to Canton in May and 
subsequently went to Nanking, Hangchow and Chinkiang (vide 
Police records and the records of the hearing on August 19 
in the Court of First Instance.) At the Court of First 
Instance, he also stated? "Later as I heard that I had 
been marked for death, I left for other places." If Yang 
Chien Chung had not done something wrong, he would not have 
run away, and if he had not conspired to bring a false 
accusation against others, he need not have had any fear 
of being done to death.
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Chang Tsun also stated that one day when the 
wife of Tseng Yuan asked him to accompany her to the 
home of Zung Wei Ming to claim some money, he saw Yang 
□lien Chung sitting in the parlour (vide reocrds of the 
hearing on June 3 in the Court of First Instance). 
Taking into consideration the various statements given 
above, the suggestion that the book submitted to the Court 
had been planted by Yang Chien Chung as part of the 
conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng Yuan is not 
altogether without grounds.

As regards the statement that none of the 
finger prints found in the book are similar to those of 
Yang Chien Chung, it was not necessary for Yang Chien Chung, 
in planting the ’ -ok, to press his hands upon the pages 
of the book; he could have handled the cover of the book 
only. As the finger prints discovered in the book were 
all on the inside pages of the book and not on the covers 
of the book, it is only natural that the finger prints were 
not those of Yang Chien Chung.

As regards Yang Chien Chung’s denial that he 
had planted the evidence, as declared in the Court of 
First Instance and the Court of Second Instance, it is 
only logical that he should not admit his crime. Yang 
Chien Chung's conspiracy and the planting of evidence can 
be seen clearly from a study of the confessions made by 
Yang Chien Chung, the statements of Chang Tsun and the 
particulars mentioned below. D.S.I. Crowther said that 
the book wa.s discovered by Japanese policeman No, 164 on 
the floor between the bed and the ccat hanger. (Vide the 
written record of May 1 in the Court of First Instance.) 
It cannot be believed that Yang Wen Tho knowing the existence 
of the book to hold a firearm would have been so careless 
with it. The Court of First Instance did not pay attention 
to this point and this is unfair. If the pistol and the 
book actually belonged to Yang Wen Tao and Nakayama was 
murdered as the result of a plot conceived by Yang Wen Tao 
and the appellant, then Zung Wei Ming could have easily 
charged them with it and would not have resorted to j,oin 
the conspiracy of Tseng Yuan or Chang Zai Yuan ( )•
The Court of First Instance declared that originally - 
Chang Tsun, Tseng Yuan and Zung Wei Ling had tried together 
to get the reward, but they surrendered and offered 
themselves as witnesses because they could not agree with 
one another. What is the basis of this declaration?

-WJien he called at the office of lawyer Kuh 
Chao Chi ( ) to surrender himself and to act as a
witness, Chan'g Tsun wrote a report giving full particulars 
about the case. La.wyer Kuh, finding the report too long, 
instructed one Yih (*T ) to shorten it. After leaving 
the lawyer’s office, bhang Tsun surrendered himself to 
the Police end presented this shortened report. All 
this can be seen on Page 20, Voltune Two of the Court of 
First Instance and from the statement made by Chang Tsun 
at the Police Station. The Court of First Instance did 
not have a full understanding cf the particulars regarding 
the surrender of □lang Tsun azid his offer to act as a 
witness, but declared that Chang’s report was suspicious 
for it had been drafted by one Yih. This is negligence 
on the part of the Court of First Instance.
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(b) At the request of the Court of First Instance, 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory examined Yang Wen Tao's finger

prints, palm prints and all the finger prints discovered in 
the book and made a comparison. Diligent examination failed 
to show that Yang Wen Tao's fingerprints corresponded with 
those found in the book. There are blood marks in the book 

and it is clear that the blood was left there when the book 
was being hollowed out with a knife. Tr.ere are also blue 
fingerprints in the book; it was due to the drawing of the 

shape of the pistol with a blue oencil. These fingerprints 
de not correspond with those of Yang Wen Tao. (All this may 
be seen from the examination report of the Laboratory No.127, 
Character Chien.) If the book belonged to Yang Wen Tao, 
there would have been no such results. This serves as real 
proof that the book was planted in Yang’s home. Yet, such 
an important piece of evidence was entirely set aside by the 
Court of First Instance. The examination report No. 127 
clearly states that a diligent examination had failed to 
establish that Yang Wen Tao's left and right hand finger 
prints and palm prints corresponded with those found in the 
book. The examination report No. 100 also contains such a 
declaration. Therefore, it is obvious that all the finger 
prints in the book are not the finger and palm prints of 
Yang Wen Tao. This evidence is beneficial to the appellant.

(c) Although the book presented to the Court is 
dirty and old, the examination report No. 99 of the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory declares that iron rust was found in the 
book. Iron rust can also be formed by human agency. The 
report further states; "The depth of the marks of pressure 
in the book in question extends as far as ten pages upwards, 
but the weight of the pistol is only 600 grammes. Even if 
the pistol had been in the hole of the book for a considerable 
length of time, it is still not easy for it to have caused 
the hole and such deep marks of pressure. Therefore, these 
deep marks of pressure could not have been caused without 
outside pressure." This clearly shows that there is no doubt 
that these marks of pressure and the hole were made in the 
book at that time for this purpose. However, despite this 
strong point in the examination contained in the report of 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory showing that this had been 
purposely made at that time, yet the Court of First Instance 
had failed to refer to this point, but alleged that the hole 
in the book could have been produced by the movements of
the pistol after it had been placed inside the hole. 
Nevertheless, the Court of First Instance failed to see 
that although this argument could be applied to the hole, 
yet it could not be upheld as regards the marks of pressure 
whose depth reached as far as ten pages upwards. The Court 
of First Instance failed to give any explanation regarding 
this point. Therefore, it is quite evident that the Court 
had failed io make a close study of the facts. Moreover, 
the book had always been indoors; it had not been placed in 
a boat or in a car. Therefore, there is hardly any possibility 
even by the movements of the pistol, to produce the present 
form of the hole.

(to be continued)
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Sin Jan Fao and other local newspapers:

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE? YIH HAI SUNG APPEALS TO 
SÛPREÎCÊ COURT

Dissatisfied with the death sentence passed on 
them by the Shanghai First Special District Court for the 
murder of a Japanese marine named Mr. Nakayama» Yang Wen Tao 

) and Yil1 Hai Sung ) appealed to the 2nd
Branoh of the Kiangsu High Court. When their appeal was
dismissed on December 9, 1936, Yih Hai Sung and Yang Wen^Tao 
instructed their lawyers, Messrs. Chang Ts Niang fl ) 
and Tang Huai Chun, to file ^appeal with the Supreme Court 
at Nanking.

On the basis of the notes written on 14 sheets 
of paper by Yih Hai Sung himself, his lawyer Mr. Chang Ts 
Niang has submitted the following petition to the Supreme 
Court at Nanking:-

Dissatisfied with the judgment No*297, character 
"Zhang’* (Ji ), 1936, delivered by the 2nd Branch of the 
Kiangsu High Court in a case of homicide, appellant Yih Hai 
Sung, native of Kwangtung, now in the custody of the Police, 
appoints lawyer Chang Ts Niang of House No.280 Peking Road, 
Room 2, 2nd floor, Shanghai, to file an appeal with the 
Supreme Court and to give detailed arguments to prove his 
innocence•

The charge in this case was brought by Dixwell 
Road Police Station of the 3.M.C. in the Shanghai First 
Special District Court. The charge states that on the 
evening of November 9, 1935, a Japanese marine named Nakayama 
was murdered on Darrooh Road, that this murder was committed 
by the appellant. The shot was fired by Yang Wen Tao who 
was assisted by the appellant (vide the written record of 
May 1 of the hearing in the Court of First Instance). 
In the judgment of the Court of First Instance, it is stated 
that the shot was fired by the appellant; that the appellant 
was the principal offender, that Yang Wen Tao was the 
instigator and had directed the commission of the crime; 
that both accused should be given capital punishment.

The judgment further points out that Yang Wen 
Tao and appellant are joint offenders in the crime of homicide 
and both are therefore sentenced to death, with
deprivation of civil rights for life. One pistol, six 
rounds of ammunition, one empty cartridge shell, one spent 
bullet and a book used to conceal the pistol were ordered 
to be confiscated. The accused Chow Shou Yong was found 
not guilty.

Dissatisfied with the judgment, the appellant 
filed an appeal with the 2nd Branch of the Kiangsu High 
Court. The case was given only onehearing by the 2nd 
Branoh of the Kiangsu High Court anfl^concluded in one day. 
The Court hastily dismissed the appeal. The appellant 
is not satisfied with this and files an appeal with the 
Supreme Court.

The High Court stated that the spent bullet 
produced by the Folice was the one which killed Nakayama, 
and the empty cartridge shel^xW^s found belonged to the bulle 
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The pistol was the weapon which fired the shot. The book 
on physics in which a hole in the shape of a pistol was 
excavated was used by Yang Wen Tao to conceal the pistol. 
Yang Wen Tao and appellant, in an attempt to extend their 
influence, had plotted attacks on Japanese naval officers so 
as to give rise to disturbances.

On the night of November 9, 1935, in company 
with Jack, they left the Moon Palace Hotel. On the 
way, Yang Wen Tao took the pistol from the book and handed 
it to appellant, who used this pistol to kill the Japanese 
marine Nakayama. The judgment which found the appellant 
and Yang Wen Tao guilty of the murder of the Japanese marine 
was based (1) upon the death of Naikayama, (2) the bullet 
which was produced in Court as an exhibit, and (3) the 
connection between this bullet and the pistol as well as 
the connection between the pistol and the book and that 
between the book and Yang Wen Tao, and as between Yang Wen 
Tao and the appellant.

But all these materials and other evidence which 
had been used as a basis for the judgment by the Court of 
First Instance are not reliable and substantial evidence 
against the appellant unless they have been given in evidence, 
that is to say, if the relations between any one of the 
exhibits produced in Court cannot be established, then 
the appellant cannot be held responsible for the death of 
the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama. Moreover, unless 
there was sufficient evidence to prove that the appellant 
did use the pistol and had used it to shoot the Japanese 
marine, thereby causing his death, the appellant could not 
be found guilty of murder. However, a study of the case 
teveals that none of the material proofs submitted to the 
Court were reliable, nor were the connections between all 
these exhibits proved. Yet, in the face of all this, the 
Court of First Instance based its judgment entirely on 
appellant’s statements which had been obtained under torture 
and on his other statements which were contradictory to 
one another. This clearly shows that the Court of First 
Instance had not dealt with the case properly and in a 
just manner.

It is to be noted that this unjust prosecution 
was due to a conspiracy on the part of Zpng_ Wei Ming 

4^ Æ ) alias Hirayama , Tseng Yuen ( $ ), Chang Zai
Yuen \ ) and Yang Chien Chung ( <)£ ,&■> ) who, with
the object of securing the large rewards offered by the
S.M.C. and the Japanese authorities for information leading 
to the apprehension of the murderer or murderers, plotted 
to create false evidence against the appellant and Yang 
Wen Tao. However, the Courts of First and Second Instance
recklessly sentenced the appellant to death for the murder 
of the Japanese marine simply on this superficial evidence 
without first considering whether such evidence was true 
or otherwise.

The following detailed arguments, classified 
under separate headings, are submitted for consideration:-

(1) The police exhibits produced in Court, viz. 
one spent bullet and one empty cartridge shebl

The exhibits, namely, one spent bullet 
and one empty cartridge shell produced in Court by the 
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a/Olice were said to have been picked up separately at 
the scene of the incident by Japanese Constable Id). 61 
and Japanese Detective Do. 51 cf the Dixwell Road ^olice 
Station. The Court of First Instance regarded these exhibits 
as having been actually found at the scene of tne incident 
and that the bullet was tne one that h>d caused the death 
of the Japanese marine and was actually fired from a 
pistol produced as an exhibit in Court. However, all 
these points not only lack substantial proofs but had 
also given rise to much doubts they also show, that 
this bullet had in fact no connection whatever w.th the 
death of the Japanese marine Nakayama, because

(a) According to the statement of the 
Japanese Constable No. 61, he picked^he spent bullet 
at a spot about 8 feet to the south of the blood stain 
(vide the record of the Court of First Instance of Nay 1). 
But the deceased Japanese marine at thac time was walking 
in a northerly direction on Darroch Road on his way to 
barracks (vide the record of the same Court of Nay 1 and 
the verbal statements on the movements of the deceased 
Japanese marine on that day made by D.3.I. Crowther). 
The bullet entered the head of the deceased marine from 
the back and emerged from the front. Moreover, there 
was only one bullet wound (vide the report of examination 
made by the Japanese military doctor Ogawa and his verbàl 
statements made in the Court of First Instance on Fay 6). 
If this was actually the bullet which had caused the 
death of the Japanese marine, then it should have dropped 
in front of the marine instead of at a spot about 8 feet 
behind him where it was subsequently found. Therefore, 
irrespective*of the fact as to whether or not it was 
actually found at that place after the murder, there is 
serious doubt as to tne origin of the bullet. This point 
deserves careful eonsiderat ion before it cm be definitely 
alleged that this bullet was actually the one which had 
killed the Japanese marine. It is to be noted that it 
was only until after this point was raised in the Court 
of First Instance by the appellant’s lawyer that the 
Municipal Advocate began to say that this bullet was 
actually found at a spot in front of the deceased marine. 
■When the lawyers produced a _.lan to the Police showing 
the various points, D.3.I. Crowther, at first, argued 
that the bullet had entered the back part of the head 
slantwise. If it is true that the bullet had entered 
slantwise,then the bullet should have dropped tb the side 
in front. The report made by the military doctor Ogawa 
and the photograph of the head of the deceased show that 
the bullet had entered slightly inclined to the side. 
For this reason, this military doctor, when questioned 
in the Court of First Instance as to whether the bullet 
had entered by the back part of the head and emerged 
from the front , replied in the affirmative. The 
explanation “there is a hole at both the back part and 
the front part of the head" can hardly be established. 
D.S.I. Crowther continued his argument, saying "The 
height of the deceased was 5 feet, 8 inches. He was 
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suddenly shot and it is possible that he fell to the 
ground after he had moved forward two steps". This 
argument was adopted by the Court of First Instance, 
Still dissatisfied, D.S.I. Crowther made a. further 
explanation, saying that the bullet might have been kicked 
away because as many as one to two hundred persons had 
visited the scene of the murder. (Vide the written record 
of the Court of First Instance made on May 27.) The 
Municipal Advocate, in his first argument in the Court 
of First Instance, stated that in all some 300 to 400 
persons had visited the scene of the murder.» (Vide the 
written record of the Court of First Instance made on 
July 10.) The Court of First Inst nee adopted this 
explanation as one of the foundations of its decision. 
If actually so many persons had visited the scene of the 
murder nd conditions were in such a disorder, then it 
is also possible that some person had planted the evidence 
and placed the bullet and the empty cartridge shell there. 
The Japanese policemen who claimed to have found the 
bullet end tie empty cartridge shell arrived at the scene 
of the murder several minutes after 9 o’clock that evening, 
but the bullet and the empty cartridge shell were not 
found until about 10 o’clock. (Vide the statements made 
by Japanese policeman No. 61 and Japanese detective No. 51 
on May 1 in the Court of First Instance and the answers 
of the Police to arguments.) This strengthens the 
possibility that someone had planted the evidence by 
placiih, rhe bullet and the empty cartridge shell there. 
Furthen, ere, D.S.I. Crowther explained that it was only 
a possibility that the bullet had been kicked away by 
someone, but it was also possible that the bullet had 
not been kicked away by someone and wag in its original 
po si tion.

V/hat the Police should prove is chat the 
bullet found wag the one that killed Nakayama and that 
it was kicked away in a southern direction by somebody 
after the murder? otherwise, it cannot be admitted that 
the bullet he s any connection whatever with the death 
of Nakayama, The appellants gave a detailed explanation 
of this point in the Court of First Instance. Although 
the Police maintained its former views, the Court of 
First Instance dropped this point and explained "that 
the spot where Nakayama was shot was only three large 
paces from the place where he fellj that the bullet had 
dropped at the place between the spot whe re he wag shot 
and the place where he fell? that after being shot, Nakayama 
still continued to move forward three steps before he 
collaps d". The pistol that s ho t Nakayama wag discharged 
5 centimetres behind the back part of his head (Vide below 
I tern A, Section 6) and the bullet penetrated the brain.

The report made by Japanese military doctor 
Ogawa clearly states? "There wag a bullet wound at the 
back part of the head and a la.rge quantity of blood 
came out. There wag a. hole in the front part of 
the head, and around the hole the skull wag broken 
and swollen, and some of the brain had fallen out.
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There was profuse bleeding due to a rupture of the arteries.1' 
Again, "Death was due to injury to the brain and haemorrhage 
of the brain." Can it be believed that a man, after having 
been struck in the head by a bullet which had penetrated the 
entire brain, fractured the skull, ruptured the arteries and 
caused haemorrhage, could have walked forward 8 feet beyond 
the spot where the fatal bullet had dropped? The spot where
Nakayama collapsed is 8 feet in front of the place where the
bullet was said to have dropped, (vide the statement of 
Japanese Constable No.61 who claimed to have found the
bullet and the record of the session held on May 1 by the
Court of First Instance). A bullet after passing through 
a human head does not drop immediately upon emerging but 
continues in its trajectory. This is one of the established 
theories of physics. Therefore it follows that there must 
be some distance between the spot where the bullet dropped 
and the spot where the bullet entered the skull and to this 
distance should be added the distance (8 feet) which the 
marine had moved before he collapsed. It is almost 
incredible that the marine, after having been shot. Id 
have moved such/di stance. If this incredible circumstance 
is a fact, then the bullet could not have been the one which 
had killed the marine. Nevertheless, the Court of First 
Instance regarded it as a fact and used it as a basis for 
finding the appellant guilty of murder and sentenced him to 
death. Needless to say, such a judgment is improper.

The Court of First Instance further accepted 
as fact a statement that the place where the marine was shot 
was three paces from the nlace he collapsed, and that the 
bullet fell at a spot between them. It should be remembered 
that the bullet was found at a spot about 8 feet away from 
the nlace where the marine collapsed, (vide the statement of 
Japanese Constable No.61 who claimed to have found the 
bullet). It is quite clear that, in addition to the 
trajectory of the bullet, the distance should have been 
more t "an thi-ee paces. Yet, the Court of First Instance 
accepted as fact that the place where the bullet nad dropped 
was somewhere midway of these three paces. This i-s a 
further misunderstanding of the facts on the part of the 
Court of First Instance. This misunderstanding was due 
to a plan based on the first reconstruction of the crime. 
It should be borne in mind that in this plan it is clearly 
stated: "The place where the marine dropped, as indicated
by the witness Hu Ziang Ho ( -ty , is about three paces
apart from the place which Yih Hai Sung pointed as the spot 
where the marine stood." The location of these two places 
was notaresult of the reconstruction, but was based on the 
evidence of the witness and the appellant. The distance 
between these two places did not tally with the statement 
of the Japanese Constable who claimed to have found the 
bullet. The Court of First Instance should regard this 
as one of the points in appellant's statements which did 
not tally with the facts.

(b) In the Court of First Instance, Japanese 
Constable No.61, who claimed to heve found the bullet, after 
making his report on the finding of the bullet, added: "'«Then 
I found the bullet, I saw there was some reddish colour 
resembling blood. There was also some oily substance and
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sqme n&ir sticking to it." Yet, the report No. 101 
Character Chien (|fj^ ) of the Medico-Legal Laboratory states: 
" No blood stains were found on txie bullet nor were any human 
cells found in a precipitate msde of the fluid in which the 
bullet had been soaked." The report also says: "If there 
had been blood stains on the bullet and they had been cleaned 
away with paper or cloth, some blood stains would generally 
remain in the riflings and at the tip of the bullet." It is an 
indisputable fact that no blood or human cells were found on 
the bullet* The evidence of the Japanese Constable is there
fore unreliable. The Court is requested to consider this 
point and to study the other points mentioned above and to 
decide whether or not the bullet had not been planted there.

(To be continued)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
î ------------------------

O REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.
C =====
The following is the statement of D3fi5 8» Ctaig

native of ■ . .taken by me ..

at D, Rd* Stjation.on the. XX~11“<55...........and interpreted by..

■»

Verbal statement of witness Won Ziang Woo made in the 

presence of J.D.S. SI Hasuo» J.D.C* 83 Osano, C.D.C. 119 and 
!
j Clerk Chi Young Shou,

I loft home at about 3.45 p.m. J-11--55 and proceeded to 

a Japanese shoe-maker’a shop at No. 90 Parrocn Road owned by 

Mr. Takaoka, to collect some money.

At about 9 p.m. aa I neared my destination I heard a 
loud report like a pisÿol snot so Ï immediately looked in the 
direction of the sound and saw two Japanese soldiers both

i wearing black clothing, one of the Japanese soldiers was running 

Bast into fong Loh Li and t he ocher one was lying on tne roadway

I then hurriedly entered No. 90 Darroch Road and informed 

j Mr. Tf.kvokc of the incident.
i

Kr. Takaoka and I then went to the scene and later he

: instructed me to go to the Police Station and report that X had 

witnessed the affair.

I I then accompanied two Cninese policemen to Dixwell Road 
! Station.



FM, 2.
G. 40M-9.lt PUS NO...............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Pixwe11 ...Station,
REPORT „

___ 19 35
Subject  the ...statement Wop .Ziang Woo 176/35....

Made by...A................................. Forwarded by.......... ....................... ...................................

üir,.

_____ I beg to state that on the night of trie 9-11-35 I. together 

with. C.R.C.119, J,T>,C,Osano and D«3«Craig, questioned a witness, 

ft 00 Ziang Woo, at the Crims Branch Office of this Station with the 

assistance of clerk Chi Yoong Shou,__________________________________

The witness stated that at about 3,45 p.m,9-ll-35 he proceed

ed to a Japanese shoe-maker*s shop at 90 Darroch Road to collect 

money, on nearing the shop at about 9 p.m,even date, he heard a

I loud report like a pistol shot and, on looking in the direction, 
L
g saw a Japanese sailor collapse on the roadway and another sailor 
I run into Fong Loh Lee._________________________________________________

I, therefore, croas-exaiained the witness asking him how he 

could say that the man who had run away was a Japanese sailor and 

further if he could obtain a distinct view of the man from such 
his 

a distance away in the darkness, when he changed statement stating 

ii that he saw that the man was dressed in black clothes and that he 
|l could not say that he was a Japanese or Chinese,________________ ___

He then continued his statement relating that he hurriedly 

entered tne shoe-maker*s shop and told Mr,Takaoka of the incident, 

ür«Takaoka and he, then, went to the scene, and later he accompan

ied two Chinese policemen to Dixwell Road Station as a witness,

I am, Sir, 

Yours obediently
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G. File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

,!d- sm
REPORT UaT.iaUl......  „ Ü5

Subject a doo <üan^ Uoo, 7.I.R.176/3&

Made by.............£..........  Forwarded by............................... ........... ................................. -..............

Sir,___________ __ ____ _____________

______ X beg to state tdat on the night of the 9-ll-3o I» together 

with C, *C*119, J,2*S*Hasuo and D.S*Craig, questioned & witness, 

woo slang Woo, with toe assistance of clerk Cai Young Shou at 

this Station* .

The witness stated that at about 8*45 p*ta*9-ll-35 he proceed* 

ed to a Japanese shoe-maLer*3 shop at 90 darroch Road to collect 

money* When he came near toe above shop at about 9 u.m*same date* 

he heard a loud sound like a pistol shot and, on looking in the 

direction* saw a Japanese sailor fall on the roadway and another 
|l Japanese sailor run into Fong Loh Lee* He hurriedly entered the 

shoe-maker*s shop and informed toe shop master, Mr.Takaoka, of 

tne incident* de then in company with Mr .Takaoka went to the 

acene, and subsequently he accompanied two Chinese policemen to 

Dixwell Road Station as a witness*,

I, together with J.D.S.Hasuo and P.S.Craig, carefully goes- . 

tioned the witness how he could say that the tan who had run into 

Fong Loh Lee was a Japanese sailor and if he could see him clearly 

from so far away at night* The witness changed his version stat

ing that he could only see that toe man ms dressed in black clathi 

es and that he could not see whether he was a Japanese or Chinese•

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,



‘'T SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of  G ^.G. HR Mo Zeb Hying........... -- - 
native of ........................ taken by me..........  ........ ......

3t D» Rd, 3tn. on t*ie------- 14)«»11*3S and interpreted by..Clerk Li Xang KaO. -

I
I C.D.C. 119 Ho Zeb Eying, attached to Dlxwell Road Police 

Station, reports,

At ô p.nx. on the 9-11-35, I came to tne station on night 

duty. At about 9.10 p.m., C.P.C. 2864 reported by telephone 

that a Japanese soldier nad been murdered on Darroch Road. After 
receipt of the telephone message, D.8.X. Crow tuer, D.S. 326 

Craig and 1 proceeded to Darroch Road to xake enquiries. On 

arrival we found that the Japanese sailor had oeen removed away. 

I>,8. Craig then told me that a witness had been brought to the 

station by a C.P.C. and instructed me to come back to the

I station to bring the witness to the detective office for 

enquiries. Whilst in the detective office I heard that ths 

witness give the following statement.

*My name is Woo tiang Woo, 26 years of age, native of 

Zangchow, married shoe-maker, residing 62 Vast Paoshing 

Road. At about 8.45 p.m. today (9-11-35), I left home and 

j proceeded to a Japanese ehoe-maker*s shop, named *Takaoka*, 

Darroch Road, to collect money. At about 9 p.m., when X 

| was near the shop door, X heard the rooort of a shot being 

fired. X immediately looked forward and saw two Japanese 
I.

soldiers, both wearing black short clothing, one was running 

way into ths long Loh Li and the other was lying on the 

roadway. X immediately entered the Japanese shoe-maker* s 

ehop and informed the master of the incident. The master and 
X then went to the scene and later he instructed me to com 

to the Police Station to be a witness. I then accmspanied a 

Chimoo policeman to the Police station.**

Signed, Mo Zeh Ry Ing, C.D.C. 119.



File No..... .........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Stat-on>
REPORT

Date. MOVOUbor l.C^zp 36.

Sul^c^t Re a telephone and a bri *f 'luestloniag.

Made ricrk Ch.x. Yo«W...e.^».... ...Forwarded by.................................... .

fir.________________ ____________________
I beg to report that st 9.05 p.m. S/ll/35 I received a

telephone measare from c.P.c. 2864 through the JBfo.l Box (Kiangwan 

Road) ctfeting that a Chinese had been hurt by a Japanese soldier 
on Kithi^en voad near the Japanese BTnval Landing ’arty. 

At 9.CO p.m. I saw C.P.Ce. 2864 and ?891 bringing into 

the Charge boon a aale Chinese who was said to be the witness of 

the shooting, and according to the speech given by these C.P. o. ■ | 
I began to understand that those two involved in thio matter * ------- Z__________________ ______________________ .___________________ f 

• f were all Japanese.

_________ Afterwards, this witness tolu æ that at about 9 o* clock .. 

in the afternoon of November 9, 193b. lie went froti Waet Pao Shing 

Fuad where he was now living, to Darroch Load nesr Fong Loh Lee 

to get rtoise money back from a Japanese. As soon as 'in reached 

the above- mentioned place sue before be had entered the Japanese j 
house, he suddenly ise^rd a bang which he took to be the burst 

i|of a riesha tyre, fuming back his he*sd he perceived a Japanese | 

Isoldier lying on the ground and another one wearing black garaeat| 
similar to that of the ffmt one and er ending into vong Loh Lee* | 

Being frightened, he hurried into that J»?nne»v Louse and called | 

him out to the scene. ___________ _ j
------------------ -------------------------------------I sm, Sir._________________________ | 

Your obedient servant._________ '
- -— ---------.---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ — j

 Srd» f hi Toong Shon.

J >
.....  . W-W ' ' ' N '
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Translation et report entered in the Chinese Occurrence 
I Bodu_ Dixwell Itoad 3 tatl on.taelerkChl Xeone Shsu,

Àt 9.20 p.n. 9-11-3S, C.P.Cs. 2884 and 2891 brought to the 

station froa Darroch Road near Fong Loh Li a witness, named Woo 

Zlang Woo. 28. Changeha^. JLshoe-aaker. realdlng at 82 Bast Feo* 

Shing Road and reported that at 9.S p.m. tonight whilst he was 

proceeding along Darroch Road with the intention of collecting sone 

money from a Japanese who résidas near Fong Loh LI. Before enter

ing the house of the said Japanese, the witness suddenly heard the 

sound of an explosion. he Immediately turned round and saw a 

Japanese soldier lying on the ground. a t the sane time he also 

saw another one whose clothing was similar to that worn lay the 

Japanese soldier running into Fong Loh 14. Tb* witness then report

ed the incident to the Japanese from whom he wanted to collect the 

money. The Japanese and the witness the» «ent to the scene and 

saw that Police had already arrived* j

I 
L 'J-



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

lhe following is the statement of.

mtive 0[... ÎMWS1U»' uker, 1>y me Clerk U leog Kao
Llt 11.40 p.a. „„ the 0-11-S» and ,mcr[mted by

Sy name is Woo 2lang Woo, 26 years of age, native of 

Zangchow, «/shoe-aaker; raiding at Vo. 62 Knot Paoshing Road,

At about 8,45 p.n. on the 9-ll»3fi, X left ay home (Rast 
j Paoehlng Road) and proceeded to a Japanese ahoe-taaker’s shop, 

named *Takaokav, an 3arroc Road to get ay pay. At about 
9 p.m, oa the 9ta of Uovcmber, 1936, X had nearly reached 

the door of the Japanese ohoe-naker’s shop, when X heard the 

report of a shot being fired, X Imedlately turned ny head
I and looked Horthwarde and oaw a male wearing black clothing
I running East into fong Loh 14, off Darroch Road, Simultaneous» ” 

ly X saw a wan ,&lao wearing black clothing, lying on the 

roadway, X latasdiatoly wont into the shoe«naker9s shop and 

informed the leaater, a Japanese, of the incident, We both 

proceeded to where the mn was lying and saw that ho was 
a Japanese marine. The master of the shoe-maker’s shop thon 
instructed me to come to the station where I zaado the report, |

The clothing worn by tlie wm who ran away was slailar | 

in colour as that worn by the iwui lying on the roadway, Xt | 
was long trousers and short Jacket and not a long gown,

I 'Ihis is ay true statement.

Signed, Woo Zlang Woo, 
Taken in the presence of D,S,X, K,L, Crowther, J,D,S, 61 
Hasuo, J.S.fL 34 Kobnyaehl and Clerk Ling Wei Ja (Hongkew),

I

1 .
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Zangchow

H.Q.C.B.

Woo Ziang Woo , age 26, married,
residing at 62 Rast Paoshing Road, 

xx D.S.I. Vung Ts Ming in the 
presence of D.S.I. Wlllgoss 

10—11—35 xxxxjqdcx Tsaung Zung Pau
translated

I am a shoe-maker by profession and only do business with 

the Japanese.

/' At about 8.45 p.m. on the 9-11-35 I left my home and

proceeded to the Takaoka Shoe-maker, 90 Darroch Road, for the 

purpose of collecting a sum of money from the owner of the shoj 

As I was going to open the door of the house, the sound of a

* gun shot was heard and I saw a person collapse at a place about

20 yards to the west of 90 Darroch Road. At the same time I 

saw ahother person, dressed in a black short jacket (l cannot 

remember whether he wore a hat or not), run away from the 

scene and proceed to the north, where he entered the Poong Loh 

Li alleyway. The height of this man was about 5 ft. and he was 

probably dressed in Japanese military uniform. The above inci

dent occurred at about 9.03 p.m. I then entered the shop and 

reported the matter to the Japanese proprietor. We went to 

the place where the person lay, and I found that his dress was 

similar to the one who escaped. The Japanese owner of the shop 

told me that the wounded man was a Japanese marine. Two 

Settlement Chinese Policemen arrived soon afterwards. I remained 

at the entrance of the house (Wo. 90) for about 5 minutes, when 

the Japanese shop-owner told me to go with the Policemen to the 

Police Station and make a statement.

Signed by Woo Ziang Woo



The following is the statement of 
j.p.s. T. Yaoukawa, Dixwell Road 
Station, taken by D.S.I. Crowther « 
on the 20A1/35.

At about 9*07 on the 9/ll/3&9 X me in the Japanese 

Cffice of Dixson Hoad Police station when I me inforned by 

telephone by -ergt. 1SS stocks on Charge Room duty that he had 

received a telephone eeeea e fro» a C*?»C. stating that there 

«as ®o®e trouble between Japanese callers and Chinees on the 
Darroch &W* 1 iwaadlatoly p^ooeoded to tiw C-'i&rge Rcœa and 

obtained a Meyc^e and loft the a tat ion for Darroch Hoad* process 

Ing along Dlxmll Road» Sorth ^zachuon Road to ’laagwan Road.
before I roaohod tbe comer of Darroch Road and Worth 

Sceobuen mad 1 «*w sergt. 230 rilklneoa riding a bicycle» who 

was eating a eu&plote lum in the fore at a circle on hie bioynli 
at the ooraw of W*rth naeobwei Road and Darroch Rood. Re then 

saw se and pointed with bio hand dam Darroch Road, and at the , 

mm ti«e shouted *0vsr there* several time. Ssrgt. riiMnse* j 
than procool-rd 'Wth into Tnrroch Road - this all occurred wlthli 
a few ^eeeuds. s

I arrived at the etrw of Ttarrmh Boat and Worth 1 
Saeehuen Road» bet X could not coo Sergt. Wilkinson* however* in 

the distance* I new a crowd of persone gathered eu the Wet «idg 

cf Darroch Rood. I lanediately ttycled fmart and î naw a Japans 

sailor lying a» hic back with hie head in a pool of Mood being 

attended by toe or three Jb' Wwoo sailors*
About 12 fee* South of shore the sailor lay 1 saw 1* or 

18 persona. Tn the neantinc J.P.C. It3 cam fren the direction o 
the crowd* id» told uo that ho had found a Japanese ettneaa* and’ 
•he had Mil hi** that the sailor had boo* shot. I told 1 
to otay at the sosuo. hr this tlao J.2.S. 88 had arrived c* the 



scene, who I told to go and get J.D.S. SI Tfesuo. ï then mounted 

my bicycle and wont to the jr.jr.L. arty Boadouartore where I
a report of wl«*t X hud e^on- Jo Having which I televlamod 

from Box Mo.l, situated at riangwan «nd Sorth S'seohuen lioade 

corner» to Wjt. Stoofej on Giarge Rooks duty at Dixsscll Pond 

Police ^t&tia’)* infocraing him that a Ja,ja»a>« miler had bee® 

injure* on h?ïrroofc ftoad.
Vim retuanltif ta the scene, at Wrth 3- -ahum Road s»d 

Darrooh Tto&â eo-^ar» I not Jha-mese oailore conveying the 

injured eaiJ.or <m a stretcher temrde the J.B.L. -arty Beadquar- 
tears. I

At the «p.jm tint ? met J.D.S* 51 *ïa»uo, Tdw me abated in 
a riceha, rr»d I told hl» what hod secumid. I them rode te the 

•cone followed by J.D*S. 51 Brouc, I then told J.P.C* ITS to 

take the Mosnose wttaeee {nawad Thkacka.) to the Station»

I then proceeded to Unapt, nirni»» addreee. Bo. «M U*xwel2 
Bead, and Interned him. X then returned to the station end infore 

ed the Japaneee Consular ®lieo by telephone.
hmediatoly X had informed then X van net by CaFt. Keane^, 

3.0.•?* in the Charge Ro<m, who inetruoted so to Infor» 

»r. UyfaKHk i»c»p, (Ja aneeo), oo X prooeeM to hie address 
Vo* 555 Dixwell head sad carried out Me Inotrtwtlon*.

After thia X returned to the eoone of ortae and opnrnsneed
■i 

a search with others* X later found eno round of spent asMtaaltiwi 
abrast 8 feet South of the pool of blood. j

whan you arrived on the ecene* did yen eeo sergt. Wilkins» 
a* Tn. |



Q. «haro vas be ?

A. standing noar tho injured sailor* 

Did ha go xith yep tc the J.ff.L* hrty Head uartoro 1» 
Eüra a report ?

A. Wo.

*4* Did he give you any instruction» ?
A. Yas» ha toll m to go and report the occurrence to the 

urty*
1* Did. you æe say Chinone Constables «® tha scene ?
A* At the Une I »w J,P»C. 173» I also saw one tall C*P.C* 

'.• Do you low» Me ember 7 
A, 0.

1* Can you say «'ho ^«re la tho ero»47
A. ïhey were all eiviliane. 
q« «ore they Jaanese or Chlnooo ? 
A* X oaunot any» hat X think août of then were JaâanaiMi.
Q. Did yea seo «»gt. t'ixkinoon riae you returned fran the 

J.S.L. «ferty and having Informed hixwoll Bond Police 

station V telephone ?

A« ^O.

<U 3o you Josw rticre he had gone 7

A. 1?a.
o» whan yon first arrived <m the acene did you see any 

ya pt-neon civilians standing by the ixjurod sailor» other 

than the 1 or 2 Japanese sellers 7

A. Wo.
q. whan you ruported to the J.M.L. Mrty» to ®hon did you 

■eke the report T



The perso® «ho I Infor®®! was wearing & wtty üfflcor*» 

uniform.

en you iaformâ thin ntty offleer £id ho appear ta be 

aware of the incident ?
Te»» as 1 uas told by a sailor that thay were .•i.’oars o.f the 

ooenrreace» further I waw worae fa-^wretw» sailors arad with 

rifles and fixed bayonets» wearing stool hft^wats» leering 

the min entrance ant proceeding toward® JMrrooh Hoad* 

«hna you first saw the miler lying cn the road* did y-x 

sow a bundle of kind t 

I oanaot renantbsr.



Statement of J.P.O. 173 T. Sawano, attached to Dixwell Road 
Station, taken by D.S.I. McPhee on 20-11-35 and interpreted 
ter Tt Kawashjaa, ......... ....... .........................................

ify naae is T. Sawano, employed by tbs S.M.C. as 

Japanese Police Constable Mo. 173. attached to Diawell Bond 

Police Station.
At about 6.43 ppa. J-11-3Û, X reported for 2nd day 

duty. l.e. 7 p.m. to IX p.m.. and «as instructed to walk 3 
Seat which cover» Darroch Read, fong k>h 14. Darroch Terrace. 

k«eble Garden», Tse An tong alloyway and Kurth Saecaueu Bead. |
At about 9 p.m. 9-11-35» 1 left the comer of l^rroch 

and Sorth Saaehuea Roads and proceeded lest on burrock Read.
then X arrived at the corner of Darroch Road and Bast ■ 

%'aag Pang Road, leading to Chinese Territory. X met three sale « 

Chinese of the labour class. One of the three Chinese was 
tarrying a pareel and he Infomed sc in Chinese that there ran . 

some trouble with a Japanese soldier. X asked where and he | 
pointed Morth on Darroch Road and said. “a little way ahead’*, 
this «an about 9.07 p.a. 9-11-35.

Xsæædlately this infoneatioa was inparted to me. X 

proceeded Sorth on Darroch Bong, without asking the Chinese 
any farther question».

When X arrived at Darroch Road near the Tong toh 14.
X observed two C.P.Cs.. tatart unknown. 2 or 3 Japanese sailers
7 or 0 wale Japanese civilians and 7 or a sale Chinese civilians

i! ■ 
standing around a Japanese sailor who was lyfe* on the «cat side 
of harroch Read. s

Ths sailor was lying on his back at a slight angle 
to the Wet kerb, his head towards Mortel. 1

As it «as dark where the aallor was lying. X borrowed



T» MÆW&liO

an electric torch frcra un? of the C.P.Cr. and «h-sne th6 light of 

th* tcrch on the w41cr*c face, whes 1 observed tn&t bis head 

nw.fi lying in s pool of blo.?d, hi® eye® closed, ^nd fo&ntag fro* 
the aonth*

The satiny hnrt r. smrll wound an the to; of the ha&d sad a 

white aubeteno* wee protruding frow bp««.

• blue cloth hundl* war lying ®R the road near the sailor** 

rl^tt foot, f'M w^en 1 questioned the persons present as to whoa 

the alotb bundle belonged, one of ths •Tf.p.'neee pedes tri ana 

sUted that it was the property of s saixor, but did not say 

which sal J or. I

as unknown Jupnneee amongst the crowd was then heard by *e
I to any, that the Bailor appeared to be suffering from a bulls* 

wound, whereupon I ordered the crowd to stand baux fro* the g 

injured sailor. !
tfhen I s»ked If the UixweXl ^oad Pol toe station and «aval | 

banding i’nrty bed been Informed one of the stated that i

he hrd informed the «tattoo by telephone, and an unknown Jap&nei 

in the crowd stated tn®t the Mswel Landing ?arty nud also been t 

in for» ed, but he did not say by who*.

At thi* polttt I looked at ay wrist watch and th* time was t

S.10

I then ioetruoted the two G#J?,Oe. to question the dhioMo 

who were present if anyone had witnessed how the seller roeeiwet 
his injuries, whilst X qne*tinned the Japeneee present with the^ 

same object, but no witnessed were looated, |

Whilst 1 was queetioning the Japanese present, a foreign |



>

T» Bawano.

forgeant and J.P.8. fil, arrived ai the scene on bicycles, aod 

after looking at the injured sailor, they lam diate ly left th® 

scene in a Worthsrly direction.
Atout 9. IS p.Bj. 9/11/35, 4 awed Japanese «urinas led W 

an a.C.O. arrived at the acene from the Japsæae «aval Landing 

’arty, and after looking at the inJared Sailor they left running 

Worth on Darroch Road, aad a few mimâtes after they left another 

party of Japanese Marines consisting of ft or • carrying a 
stretcher, and led by an Officer arrived at the scene.

The Officer epoke to ne saying that the Rolice would he 

informed, and then gave instructions to the 6 or 6 .«arises to 

lift the injured Bailor on to the stretcher which they did, and 
Immediately left together with the Officer in ths direction of 

the Jiaval landing arty.
The 2/3 Japanese sailors Who were present at the scene shea 

I arrived, left together with the party who removed the injured 
sailor.

The foreign Sergeant returned to the acene before the injured 
sailor was removed, and left atout 1 minute later, and again 
returned to the scene after the injured sailor had been removed.

After ths injured sailor had been renewed X instructed one 

C.R.C. to nuke enquiries at an exchange shop situated on the 
west aide of Sarroeh Road, sear the entrance to Darroch Terrace,

I with a view to locating witnesses. »
X than instructed the other C.F.C. present, to «'it ea^nirlet. 

amongst a crowd of Chinese wuo had hr this ü«e aooeabied an the 

bast side of Darrooh Food near the Fong lob Li, with the came



>

T,

oiyect la vice.

X t«wm ^ueiUoaed the Japanese «ho were present, whereupon 

a mie Ja,>aiiese residing at Wo» 90 Darroch Road approached oc 

from amongst the crowd anâ told ne that a amie Chinese who was 

known to hlm had witnessed the iaoideat»

IV this time J.?»S» «1 hod returned to the scene» whereupon 

X imparted this information te hlm»

The «aie Japanese then returned to his home »t 90 Darroch. 

Bead, and drought a «ale Chinese dressed in Use Jacket and 

pants to the scene, stating tint he wr« the witness. X then 

instructed the two c»F»Gs- to take the «ale Chinese witness to 

the Station which they did» whilst X a^oapaaled the Japanese 

informal to the Station» whom I later ascertained to he one 

named Mr» Takaoka.
M arriving at the station J»P»8» flhkanura and X took a 

statement from Mr» Takaoka.

At 10-30 ?•»• fc'll/as X returned to the acene, wiser* X 

rewined until 1.40 a»n» ixv'il/SS, when X returned to the 

Station, and reported off duty at 2 a.a» lo/ll/SS.



Report of j.p. S. Nakamura of Dlxwell Road, Station»

Upon being informed, that a Sailor of the 

Landing Party had been ahot at about 9.10 p.m. 

by an unknown person in front of the office of 

the Darrooh Road Street Union, X immediately 

proceeded to the scene. The bullet had entered 

the forehead and penetrated through the back of 

the head.

According to a statement made by a Gninese 

eye-witness, persons wearing similar denes nad 

fired at eaoh other, but this was not verified. 

The victim was removed to the Landing Party Barracks, 

and the Chinese witness was detained. A bullet was 

found in the vioinity of the scene and was taken 

by the Landing party. The seriousness of the 

injury and the name of the victim are unknown.
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° V35. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS, 
further

The following is the/statement of. . .............

native of_______  __ _______  . ..... .taken by me. JfoPhee#
at .on the.. i9/ll/àS»....... . .and interpreted by....... . ... ... ________ _

' My name is T.js. Wilkinson» employed by the S.M. C, *•

foreign sergeant 230 attached to Dixwell Road Police Station.

At about 9.05 p.m. 9/11/35 I visited the Dixwell Road 

Charge Room with a dog which I had oaptured on Kianjwan Road a 

few minutes previous*
I had only arrived in the charge room about two minute* 

when the street Telephone bell rang» which was answered by Clerk 

Kyi» who informed /.3. 108 stock* on charge room duty that 

C.P.C. 2364, was reporting that a Chinese had been injured by a 

Japanese soldier on Darrooh Road.

Immediately I hoard Clerk Kyi Inform f.3. 193 Stock* 

that a Chinese had been injured on Jarrooh Road, X left the 

oharje roam and proceeded to dorth Szechuon Road and Kiangwaa 

Road on a nioyole, turning South on Darrooh Road and wnen a few 

yards south of the Fong Loh Li alleyway 1 observed about 20 

Japanese civilians standing ou the West side of Jarroch Road» 

I Immediately dismounted iay bioyole and C.P.O. 2864 pointed to 

a Japanese Sailor who was lying on the Road.

When I observed the sailor he was lying o* hi* back at a 

slight angle to the ïest kerb, bleeding from the head, and hi* 
head lying in a pool of blood.

A* I was viewing the injured sailor, J.P.3. 61 Rixwsll 

Road Station Interpreter arrived at the scene an a bicycle, where

upon he looked at the injured sailor»

I then revested T.P.3. 61 to accompany to the Japanese 
Bavai Landing Party Headcuarter* to report the matter, which he



C!5>l” SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

IPeS* 230 *2-
The following is the statement of..

native of---------- ------- -------------------- ----------  .taken by me.__  ____ ____

at.. - --------------on the.. . ..... -------------- .and interpreted by.............       ..

When wo arrived at the Naval Landing Party, I in»trueted 
J.P.S. 61 to inform the Offloar of the guard, that a Japan see 

Jailor had been Injured and was lying on Darrooh Hoad, and to 
request that an Ambulance be sent to remove the injured man.

Immediately the Officer of the guard was informed by 

J.P.Ü. 61 ho looked surprised and shouted in the Japanese language, 
whereupon the guard turned out.

At this point, I left the Naval Landing Party, leaving 
J.P.S. 61, whilst 1 prooeoded to the No. 1 Street Telephone Box 

situated on the bast side of Kiangwan Road opposite the Naval 

Landing Party and telephoned the Station, Informing K.S. 198 
Stocks on charge room duty that something serious had happened 

on Darrooh Road, and requesting that the Crime Branch and 
Sub-inapt, butcher be informed. j

I then returned to tho scene, and about 1 minute later Î
about 8 Japanese Sailors armed with rifles and 4 earrjrlng a I

1 
stretcher arrived at tho soene. j

The injured sailor was then lifted on to the stretcher by | 

Japanese Sailors, and rmsovod to the Naval Landing Party by 4 
stretcher beareru, whilst the 8 M»«d sailors remained at the t-’ene

I then made enquiries at shops in tho vicinity and amongst 
the Japanese who had assembled at tho scone, with a view to 
locating witnesses, but without result.

The only Chinese pedestrian observed by me at the soene 

was a Chicose male dressed in bluo Jacket and pants, and on being 

questioned he stated in Chinese that ho had witnessed what 
happened.



FOR^40 .G^35' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. £30. .

native of............ .......................... -..................................... taken by me. ..... ............

at ...... ...............on the. ...............  and interpreted by.......

I
I then instructed C.P.Gs. 2891 and 28C4 to t&ke tha 

Chinese witness to the station, whilst I renaln&d at the scene 

with a view to locating other witnesses, tut with negative 

results*

I then returned to the station 1e«ring J.P.d. 173 at the 

scene together with armed Japanese Callers from the Kav&l 

Lending party.

y.S. 230



ÿurtner statement of C.P.C. 2864, Hsu Sang V.'oo, attached 
to Di.Ji.well Road Police Station, taken by D.S.I. McPhee, 
and interpreted _by Cleek S.Y. V.ong on 18-11-35. _________

My car.? 13 h5U no ( J, ewipioyed by the

S.S.C. »s C.P.C. 2864, attached to •lov.d voixce station.

At 6,45 p.:% ~-H-35, x x'fipcrUd for 2n« «iay ®uty,

7 p.**. to 11 an i won inatrxteu t<.. ..'all S JJeui ligetaer 

with C.’’.C. 2891.

At about 9.02 p.m. 9-11-35, C.I’.C. 2831 and X ’*ete 

standing on the laat aide of Kiangwan Raaô opposite th® Japanese 

Naval Landing Party duu^awteu, then my attention was attract

ed by an unknown Chxaese girl, a^e liStuM 12 and 15 years, cireai 

ed in blue short Jacket uuü pants, who wan standing on the South 

Tact corner of ‘Darxacu anu lioxuh. Saecuutn F.qucuj, abouti ng in 

EottjO dialect that a mm tuas lying >n the rsed, fc.it did not 

mention whlcu ’.'oad.

IimaeJiat'ily after the girl siroited, O.n.C. 2321 and I 

proceeded to tee Suutli l ast corner of Darroch. and .forth Ssechusn 

Roads, where the girl was otill standing. j

T‘c uae»t»J-ohea <;he «jirl as to where the rann warn lying i 

and she answers! that th.j j*i Vi3«J }n Raad near the

?anc Doh Li.

C.D.C, <:321 as? I Uith laft Its g1 rl 71 tn-tins '’t the 

corner of Di.troth erd JDr’cn Sx#cruet. Roe it, without asking any i 

further ^uc. tiens, and proceeded Ssuth on Darroch Road.

I’hsn a few yards South of the Jong Loh Li, C.P.C. 2891 ,

drew my attention to a body lying on tne feet side of Darroch 

Road, whereupon v?e i.yproached and C.R.C. 2891, who was carrying j 

an electric torch, hi® own property, shone the light of the 

torch >i the holy» ’Th~n ’3,e diacowred same to be a Japanese



sailor, lyin>* on nia aid*?, at. a uj^v >o tut --.css -<erb,

witn his right ana outfit re scuta, **uu i'?u..i the fo ehaad,

No person wa*» to ue aeau *a v.i_ v-uid4.jy -utn we arrived 

' t the scene. 1 then placed ao aaad uuux uue aallur ' « mouth 
. then , . . .
to ascertain if he was ortataxo^, «*uù .jxUuCu his fcrist ( left 

or right I cannot reaemoer) to xtsi uifi pulse.

I told C.P.C. 2i91 to watch tue cod/ whilst X telephoned 

to the station for assisûuûce.

1 then left tae ^cene ana pxueeaasu to street 

telephone boa situated ja the Luu» siit Ifiar.^-wun Rood, 

opposite tne Japanese Naval -xanulns îaxty Asadquarte re, where 

1 telephoned tne station sUtiu^ Utt a Japacesr sailor was 

lyiitg on Darroch Road near the fong Luh Li alleyway with blood 

nosing from bls head.

After sut uoaeucc al about 5 itiiuutea 1 returned to barroch 

Road and joined C«x\Ci» 2o»l who «au tho only person at the scene 

about U fiuriuteu after X re earned to tne scene, t’»S. E30 

dililajoa uno «51 arrived at the scen<r on bicycles, and

looacd ut tut iajare.i uallor, th«n pxvjceeded North on 

Larrocn Road.

about 2 ixi.nu.tea after s’.3. 230 trilkinsoa and «/.?.&. 61 

left the scene, a Japanese eailor wiio was uaixlng Noruh on 

barr jco. Road, on obser ving the body lying on the road to be that 

of n. Japanese sailor, he approaehed and shouted two or those 

Li ai es in t'nt- Jups-ncso language and then left running North on 

Parroch Road.

About 4 minutes later about 10 Japanese sailors carryiim



3

iuxcB i,./i i’ .-a '«cops t'b'% direction of the Japanese

j in^ "?.*Vr 7?ndn’F'rt^r» hpo ebuu*. minutera after their 

anirl, pire '* «l-* ■K*»*» «Mlore arrived with a stretcher* 

The ir j<it€£ ve*- t*r” *'n "h* *t rate, her toy Japanese

se.ilors, rr.ti fpyriF.fi rwy in **•*» fiireetion of the Japanese Bawl 

Lr.n/inr Prrty.

.’’her. th'i in.1 ured sailor -ras toeing lifted on to the stretcher 

I oU?n(-J a hi nr cloth bundle lyino w the road near where the 

injured pallor saa lying*

I'-»’ y indie was picked up by one of the Japanese sailers 

«no arrived with the stretcher.

I i;». tMjble to siftte when F.S. Wiikinsj» returned to the 

stunr, but 1 iFicdietoly after the injured sailor was removed I 

observed F.S, W ilMnson cur«tinning a male et tue. entrance te 

a cigarette shop situated on the West side Of Darroch Road near 

the scene.

Two or three «alnvtes after the bofy wos reeved, about 10 

nerenns indu ing T», lanese end Chinese nrrivec at- the scene* 

hi 1st P.S, ^llllnsen ms cucstioning the persons who had 

assembled at the scent if they hr.*’ witness*1! how tne sailor 

received hic injurie», n •,"rie Ohinene dremeP in blue jacket 

sett pants approached F.S. Tillcinson and stated in Chinese that 

he knew how t’e sailor received his Injurias»

y,&. 230 1 ilkiuoon then instructed C.P.C. 2391 and I t® 

take the witness to the station, vtoich we did, I did not 

question the Chlntue witness at the scene or on the way to 

the station»

Signed, Hsu Sung V»oo

fpyriF.fi


SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.
r.».C. ”864.

native of. .... .taken
atTlWlX M.StO.0n fhe 9/11/5B. andW?pW»by. Clerk Tong.

At *>•«• jo the 9/11/sS 1 wars on duty *ith c.P.c. ”Stl
i
I on 'Clenf-exi '"ofad near 9. Rzechuen Coad. fuddenly a fenale hiMM
I reported to aa that there vas one Japanese lying on the ground*

, Therefore we insedistely proceeded to the ecene and sav • Japanese 

narine ai th a wound in the head. I at once telephoned to the 
| statinn and reported the ease while "891 remained there

and ’^sitchec tko injured person. Afterwards. P.r. P3O. 'llkinoon 

cam u on the ecene arid enquired if any one had seen thio 
'accident. Ae a recuit of that »e got a Chinese and a Japanese aa 
i
Ja fcitcsfts and brought them to the etrtion.

« 
f

'.P.f. *'364.
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Further statement of C.P.C. 2891, Tsu Ts Ching, attached 
to Dixwell Road Police Station, taken by D.S.I. McPhee 
and interpreted by Clerk S.Y. V.'ong, at Hongkew Station 
on 13-11-35._____________________________________________________ _

¥y na-te is Tsu ïs Ching ( )* employed by the

S.m.C. as C. ’.C. 2891, attached to Dixwell Boai Police Station*

At 6.45 p.u. 9-11-Jù, 1 ispurCua iir üaà aay uuty, i.e, 

7 p.m. to 11 ?•&•, and I >?:xa inutxucuea oo WBxk. o aeat together 

with C.P.C. 2864.

At about 3.5.> p.u. 9-L1~u;j, u.e.C. Iod4 and 1 arrived 

ht the crotter oi aiuagwau <*nu Aorth Szecauen Hoads, and stood on 

the East pavement oppoaxte t.ue Japanese naval ending Party 

Headquarte if.

At about 9.4 p.ci. j-ll-bb, t’.P.C. 2.J64 and 1 v/ere still 

standing on the TZüàZ ^u«emcnt ok hiaugwau Hoad, when X observed 

a Chinese girl, age ubw-ut u<5 or 14 yuars, uxessed la short 

jacket and punts, ruhuiag South to Jor&h on liurrocii aoaa, and on 

arriving at lue ccratx of oairoca and Jortu Szocnuin Roads, she 

stopped at the South Kust corner, and started shouting in Kosipo 

dialect, "Policeman, Policeman, taerc is a ma lying on Darrouh • 

Hoad."

C.P.C. x.354 «.&. X *iu-e-iat%ljf ran across Jirth Szechuen r 

■Road, and continued Uput’a on Sùrxoch Head, pans lag tv. jlrl who 

had r..-iaed t *c «-larx, a.-,.,- ua- >.*as ttill atandie; nt th? corner of 

iiurroca. and ïuxla. Ruais.

Alter passing tus girl «no raized the a lam X did not 

see her again, but £ tfould be able to identify r?er should I sec 
1 

her at any future date.

$hen C.P.C. 2864 aud I arrived a few yards South of the 1 

Fong Loh Li* X observed a body lying on the West aide of Pnrroeh I 

Hoad, whereupon I lighted my private torch and shone the light |

■

/ '

■* ■ >, *
' '. ’ ' I •



ou tut tooüy lyirij <>’« the road, &rA discovered 8à«c to 1» that 

t’ji a J a pacte .»e î'-llot.

£;?fc< ;.•{ .1 1 then r.psrofrehpd the saxlor whu *»B 

jto&axm, uux I stcîrv«<; tAvf.t he eas iyiug ou n.u U-.es ut a 

.sJ.lj-m r aj; it cr.v 'fi; jKÊi’b, >iU bleeding Lw firehead, 

UX£ tiîFà iyi»^, in r. ->ool of blood.

x ù i.;.Q ,,.ÆC/''i'.ù H b>lU? slstii Otllîdlt xj, Àu^, £&H.tXP*3

aide.

vv uj.,2 tv.irh the vody» f-üd oa arribxug ».L l-io scene 

nn ,)€.■•*up • uc to be seen in the viciai^*

i then told C.’>.C. 2864 to telephone ta», oo&tioa far 

nodi.-, unve, «tf’Jlot I remined at the scene*

«. 2.r?/ '-hen left to telephone uiaticn nnd ret urne

h ’.a-i tt»3 leter. ■

Oaring fch« -'.so-.nc? of C.P.C. 2864 no person arrived at the 

ouetie, or observed by me in the vicinity* j

M mt 4 minutes alter C*P*C* £844 rtturt<e<5 tc the eeeae, 

i.J. lillinson uni 3.P.S. G1 arrivée fat tat acene on bicjrclea* 

nnc after leaking at the aailor lying on the road, they laM* 

ciirtely left the scene in a Northerly direction on Darroah 

Eoad, without saying anything*

About 3 minutes after k.Ü. WllkiJteon and J*P«&* *1 |

left the scene, a Japanese sailor vailing South to lorth on 

darroch Road arrived os the scene and «ben he obaerved jtt» 

eailor lying on the road, he approached the sailor and shouted 

t«o tkeb in the Je.paneee language, aad then laaediately loft 

running He rth on Darroch Read* ... -



3

Three minutes Inter, l'iù arrived on the scene, and
at about the cam time a Japanese civilian dressed in a kiaono 

also arrived on the scene.

The Japanese civilian upproach&d the body and touched 

the sailor's uouth with his head, and ttu>& started a conversa» 

tion with J.P.C. 173.
F.S. Wilkinson and &1 retorted to the a cane after

an absence of about 7 minutes.
About 1 minute aXtnr T,S, LÜÜ lliAlauon and 

returned to the scene, about 13 ar 14 Japumuse sailors arrived, 
two of whom wore carrying a stretcher.

The injured jailor waa tiiuu placed ou hw<- stretchsr by 

Japanese sailors, and carried away in the direction of the 

Japanese Bavai Landing Party aacUquart^rs.
1 do not know who picked up thô «lue cloth bundle shleh 

•as lying on the road, near the injured Shi 1er, but after the 

injured sailor was removed, 1 did not *,ee tiu» uloth bundle again

A few minutes after the injured u&ilor uad been removed, 
about 10 or 11 Japanese acd Chiot sc vet^strlane arrived at the 

scene.

After ths injured sailor had teen removed, J,S, 290 
Wilkinson questioned a sale Chinsso in a cigarette shop, situât» 

ed on the vest side of Darroch Bond, if he knew hew the sailor 

received his injuries,

JJü, £30 Wilkinson also made enquiries aaongst the 
pedestrians who had assembled at the econo, and was successful 

in locating a sale Chinese dressed in Hue Jacket and panto, wks



state’? tjmt hc Iras» 'i-jw u» entier received tile injuries*

C.P,C, 3884 end I wre then instructs* Hjr y*8> 230

Wilklm»o8 to teko the thine*® witness to the station which 

di dr did not question th* witness nt the scene, er on 

tue ny to tiu? station,

ïtûÊ 1^> h trtu »U.learnt.

Signed, Tan Ts Ching ( ).



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. . . C, J5®®!* ........

native of....................  ..taken by me.

at- rinweil '-d.-Stm1 the...... v/il/sb , tranelatad _ m 
and ■ ........Clcrh Tong.

At ®.3t oa the ®Al/3® X nt on dutjr ***** c,?.c.S«®4 

on Kim^an W>ad no&r 3» fseehuen road. Suddenly « tonale Chlnewe 

re ortei to us that thoto wae one fa^eneoe lying on tho ground* 
Therefore *e inned lately 'rncoeded to the econo and eew a Japanese 

marine with a seund tn the head, f,%r. ?8W at once telephoned 

to the station end reported the earns chile I remained there and 

watched tho injured perron. rnortly afterwards, ?»r» T30,uHklaeon 
i tr.se u.on the arene and enquired if any one had eeon thle ereldent* I

Ao a result of that re got a rbineoo &nd a dapmeee an a vltoeee 

and brought them to the etetion.
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Youthful Amah’s Story Oi 
Nakayama Shooting

. .... . .. mmiwn~.ni...  • —z.. ‘"W
Men In Black Foreign Clothes Who Stalked His 

Victim In Darroch. Road; Girl Fails To 
Indentify Any Of Accused As The Man

An 18-year-old amah, Pu Chao- < presence of “Shao Kwangtung,” 
zing, whose appearance in the i Yang Wen-tao and Chou Tso- 
?irst Special District Court in i yung. 
onnection with the Nakayama , Pu testified that being an amah 
ase had been requested by Judge I in a Japanese family in Yung An 
Sien, who reserved his decision on*| Alley, North Szechuen Road, she 
iccount of the absence of her < led several children to a woman 
sestimony, finally appeared in friend’s home in Min Deh Fang 
court yesterday. She testified near the Kiangwan Headquarters 
that on the night of November 9 of the Japanese Landing Party 
she heard a shot and saw Naka- ; about 8 p.m. on November 9 last 
yama lying on the ground but she i year. When returning she passed 
could not point out the assailant • through Darroch Road where she 
She said he was dressed in black, saw a Japanese officer walking i

The three accused said they did foreign clothes, walking on . the 
not recognize Pu and the amah eastern side of the street. 
could not identify any of them as ^tVaJklng'''Between* Men.
being the man who fired the shot. . ’

Summoned to Shanghai from! waf
her home in Kiangpeh, Pu’s ap- middle of tke xstr*et’ between them,, 
pearance in court wasrax surprise i aJ}d saw that the Japanese and 
to all except a few police officers, | tke ino^e:Çn clo hesA2^e , 
lawyers and the judges. Her ! about 20 or 30 feet apart. At this 
testimony Was given before an Juncture, the judge stopped Pu 1 
almost empty court roorn^ in the a”d asked her lf ,she ,could recog- 

 ; nize any one of the three accused
as the man she sawr in Darroch 
Road. She shook ber head vio-
teuUy* *****

Proceeding, she said she snd- i 
denly heard gunfire while nearing I 
a boiled-water shop. She dared 
not turn her head and slipped in
to the shop the protect herself.; 
After hiding for sometime she re- | 
turned to her mistress’s home by i 
another road. She told her mis- j 
tress what she had heard in the I 
street but did not mention the man j 
in the black sïïïE, ' SF^^""bFeTght i 
^aysJaSE^ 
continued and she__s^^ack~JAl 
her Kiangpeh home?

QïïêsnoneT*âFTo"whether or not 
she could remember the roads she 
passed through, Pu answered in 
the affirmative.

It is understood that as the 
result of this testimony, the form- 

I al re-opening of the Nakayama 
case which was arranged for Fri- 

| day., July 31, may be postponed.
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■ ' ** •*

Decision to maintain “a silent 
watch” over the future develop^Sæ 
in the “Nakayama” and “Kayau” s 
cases was reached on Thursday by 
the Foreign Relations Committee of 

: the Japanese Residents’ Corporation, 
the “Shanghai Nippo” reports. The 
conferees also agreed, according to 
the journal, to maintain a “prudent 
attitude” towards the 14th public ; 
hearing in the trial of the alleged j 
killers of Warrant Officer Hideo i 
Nakayama, on November 9 last, set S.- 

for July 31. ___



July 23, 193Û.

Lih l’ao and otherlocal newsnapers:

D.7073

THE ITAKAYAnA IIÏREEA CASE: EU'fTHEE HEARING SET ?(T< JULY 31 

In connection with the Eakayama murder case, the 

Shanghai 'irst Special District Court at the !■ st hearing 

announced that the important witnesses in this case would he 

recalled, The Co rt has now set the next hearing of the 

case at 2 p.m. July 31,

Poo Chiao Ying ( it an important witness in

the case, is at present at Kaoyu / • A detective of the

'■ unicipal Police has already been despatched to summon the 

witness. The officier left here on July 21 with a summons 

issued by the Court.
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Nakayama Case 
Opening Opposed

Attorneys Disgusted ; 
Wild Rumors Spread 

About Kayau Case
f Complete disgust with the re- 
y opening of the pleadings in the 
. Nakayama case was expressed by 

lawyers defending the three ac~ 
> cused. Yang Wen-tao, Yih Hai- 
j sen (Shao Kwangtung) and Chew 
. Hsio-yang, when called by the 
. Evening Past and Mercury this 

morning.
Mr. G. R. Grove, lawyer for 

. the defence, expressed his opinion 
that both he and his colleague 
attorney were convinced cf the 
innocence of their clients, tut 
that nevertheless he could see no 
t ea .on why judgment had not 
been given as scheduled last week.

Would Have Appealed
It was pointed out that if judge

ment hac: been rendered at that 
time, all contingencies could have 
been taken care cf by appeal 
cases. It is known that if a verdict 
of guilty is turned in the de
fendants will appeal and it is 
almost certain that if a verdict 
of non-guilt is rendered, the 
police will appeal the case. The 

jnext hearing in the trial is 
scheduled or Friday, July 31, at 2 p.m.

It is not believed, as previously 
stated, that evidence concerning 
the manufacture of the death 
bullet will be given. It is, how
ever, understood that Judge Daien 
wished to hear the testimony of ' a woman who reported seeing a 
figure fleeing from the scene cf the crime.

I responsible

Feared Consequences?
While it has now been fairly 

definitely established that the 
pleadings in the case were reopen- 
ed because of Instructions from 
Nanking, it was further stated by 
authoritive ocurces this morning 
that certain statements published 
in Japanese papers and certain 
statements . emanating from 
Japanese sources brought so 
much pressure to bear that in 
fear of possible consequences, the 
ease was re-opened.

(Wild rumors concerning the 
i killing of Kosaku Kayau cn Chi
me! Road on the night of July 10 
have been circulating freely 
throughout Shanghai in the past 

! few days. Anonymous tips and 
! una?ked~for conjectures have all 
1 been carefully tracked down, but 
Japanese, Chinese and (Settlement 
authorities express themselves as 

; much in the dark as ever con
cerning the actual murderer or 
the motive for the slaying.

The theory that Chinese 
cabaret girls had anything, to do 
with or had any knowledge of 
the crime is not given credence in 

quarters. 
------- ---------
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I First Heftring Of 

Reopened Nakayama
Case Set July 31
First hearing of the Naka

yama murder case since its re
opening last Friday will be h£ld 
before Judge Dzfen in the First 
Spécial District Court on Fri
day, July 31, starting at 2 
p.m., it was announced yester
day. It is understood that the 
testimony of a witness who 
professes to know something oi 
how th? death bullet was manu
factured will be taken.

The case was closed two 
weeks ago after a series of 10 
hearings stretched out over a 
period of three months. At 
that time it was announced tnat 
judgment ofl the three accused 
men, Yang Wan-tao, Yih Hai- 
sen (Hsiao Kwarigthngi, and 
Chow Sha-yung, would ne 
handed down on Friday, July 
17. When Friday arrived, the 
three prisoners were brought co 
court and Judge Dzien announc
ed reopening of the trial.
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DECISION DEFERRED i

IN NAKAYAMA CASE j
, <WWWWtW>*^^ -*-•♦ *•’■ !

Fresh Evidence Given as 
Reason for Delay

i
Judge Tsien Hung-yih of the First ‘ 

Special District Court, who presided 
at the trial of Yih Hai-sen, alias i 
“Little Cantonese,” Yang Ven-tao, ; 
and Chow Zeu-yoong, all Cantonese; 
charged with the murder of H. 
Nakayama, a Japanese marine, on 
Darroch Road on November 9 last, 
announced yesterday that, instead of 
giving his decision in the Nakayama 
case yesterday morning as announced j 
last week, he had decided that I 
pleadings would be re-opened in the j

t case at a date to be fixed, as the 
police had introduced fresh evidence 
and additional witnesses would arrive 
here from outports.

After Judge Tsien had said this, the 
three prisoners, who were brought 
before the Court for judgment, were 
returned to custody. The whole 
affair lasted not more than five 
minutes.
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All Quiet Along 
Hongkew Front

Reopening ^akavaina 
Case Fails To Cause

Reverberations
The two Japanese murder cases 

were still occupying the Shang
hai limelight this morning, Ibut 
expected reverberations of the re
opening of the pleadings in «the 
Nakayama case failed to lead to 
any untoward incidents, and the 
Japanese and Chinese communi
ties remained calm.

Chinese dancing girls and North 
Szechuen Road again leaped into 
prominence when it was reported 
thait five taxi-dancers living in 
back of the Moon Palace which 
figured so prAmi»v*ntiv n 
“hangout” of Yih Hai-sen (Shao 
Kwangtung) when he was put on 
trial for his life for the murder 
c,f Hideo Nakayama, were detain
ed by police early this morning 
and were later handed over to the 
Pureau of Public Safety for Ques
tioning.

Wjhile the ostensible reason for 
the re-opening of the Nakayama 
case W3s the introduction of new 
police evidence, and while it has 
been expressed that the court is 
not auite clear over the motive 
for the slaying, it was again 
stated by authoritative quarters 
this morning that the pleadings 
in the case were re opened on in
structions from Nanking.

Meeting in an emergency ses
sion, officials of the Federation of 
Amalgamated Japanese Street 
Hnicn yesterday discussed the 
latest developments in the Naka
yama case. *"

Reports on their conversations 
with the authorities of the Japan
ese Consulate-General and the 
Special Naval Landing Party were 
also made by Mr. Yuzo Hayashi 
and Mr. Hikaru Kondo, respec
tively honorary president and 
chairman of the standing com
mittee of the Federation.

The deliberations continued for 
nearly two hours, following which 
it was decided to call other 
emergency sessions in ca^e of 
necessity, local Japanese papers 
reported.

Five Chinese taxi-dancers, said 
to be involved in the murder of 
Mr. Kosaku Kayau, were detained 
by the officials of the North Sze- 
chuen Road Police Station of the 
Public Safety Bureau yesterday.

Following a brief examination 
all five were taken to the head
quarters of the Bureau in Nantao 
for further questioning.

The dancers lived behind the 
Moon Palace Dance Hall, on North 
Szechuen Road.

Two brothers-in-law and a five- 
year-old son of Mr. Kayau will 
leave here on Tuesday for Japan 
aboard the Shanghai Maru, carry
ing with them an urn containing 
the ashes of the murdered man.

On Friday, Mr. Kayau’s re
latives paid courtesy calls on kcal 
Consular and civic officials^
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Nakayama Case Hearing 
Will Now Be Reopened ' 
As Motive Is Not Clear

, ;

General Tension Drops As Order Is Pronounced: 
By Judge; Four Motives Had Been Given ■ 

For Killing By ‘‘Shao Kwangtung” w

JAPANESE HOLD MEETING AND DECIDE 
WATCH FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

TO

Coming as a bombshell on the court room crowded with 
lawyers, Settlement Police, Japanese Consular Police, re
presentatives of the Japanese Naval Landing Party and 
other interested parties, came the announcement at 8.35 
a.m. yesterday that the hearing of the Nakayama case 
would be reopened. The announcement greatly relieved the| 
tension which was hanging over the court room for about * 
half-an-hour since officials commenced to gather.

Although coming as a great surprise to both the pro
secution apd the defence, the ruling was cleared up when 
it was explained that the three judges presiding over the 
case were not satisfied with the motive given for the killing 
of Warrant Office .Hideo Nakayama of the Japanese Naval 
Landing force on Darroch Road on the evening of November 
9, last.

In the court room the chief ! 
judge, Mr. Dzien, pointed out that 
the court after due deliberation 
considers it necessary to question 
ah amah named Pu Chiao-ying, 
who was alleged to have witness
ed the killings but was never ques-

,'tioned in court. Judge Dzien 
; therefore remanded the case sine 
die pending the appearance of the 
witness, who is now in Yangchow, 
Kompo. It was also indicated by 
reliable sources that other 
nesses would be recalled for fur
ther

wit-

questioning by the court.
_ Four Motives Given

was stated on reliable author
yesterday that Judges

It 
ity 
Dzien, Feng and Shao upon coming 
to rule on the case, found them
selves confronted with four separ
ate motives for the killing put 
forward by Yin Hai-sen, alias 
“Shao Kwangtung,” who alterna
tively confessed to the killing, I 
denied any part in same and im- | 
plicated others afterwards exoner- ’ 
ating them.

In reviewing the case among 
themselves in order to pass judg
ment on the three accused, the 
judges found a stumbling Iilock in 
the four separate motives, neither 
of which, it was stated, proved 
plausible to them. At various ‘ 
times “Shao Kwangtung” had told 
the court that he had killed the ; 
Japanese marine becaused he hated > 
Japanese. His second motive was | 
because Jack the Korean had asked . 
him to commit the crime, thirdly 
he said he shot the Japanese in 
order to show that his organization 
and China was powerful, and his 
fourth motive given at one of the 
hearings was that he killed the 
man in order to create trouble in 
Chapei and embarrass the Nan
king Government.

Police Satisfied
The police, according to Assist

ant Municipal Advocate Paul Y. 
Ru, who ably conduced the pro
secution in the case, were quite 
satisfied with the way the case was 
conducted, the evidence which was 
produced and were expecting judg
ment to be passed yesterday morn
ing. The defence counsel yester
day morning also proved to be sur
prised and immediately after the 
hearing could not .nut forward any

, explaination as to why the case 
: was ordered to be reopened.

Precautions were taken in the 
actual court room and in the court 
compound yesterday morning to 
prevent any outbreak as a result 
of tense feeling over the expected 
verdict. A number of officers of 
the Reserve Unit, S-M.P.. were 

, seen patrolling in the court com
pound and outside. A red riot van 
stood parked near-by on Tsepoo 
Road. A high ranking officer of 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party 
accompanied by some 12 marines 
was also present as was Assistant 
Commissioner S. Uehara.

Shortly before 8.30 a.m. the 
three accused, Yih Hai-sen, Yang 
Wen-tap and Chow Hsia-yung. 
were led into the dock. They all 
stood with their heads dropped, 
looking at the floor. A few minutes 
after 8.30 the court was called to 
order and the three judges walked 
in. Perfect silence settled over the 
court room and then standing-up 
while everyone including the 
accused held their breath Judge 
Dzien ordered the case to be re
opened. Everyone stood as in a 
trance while the judges trooped 
out of the court room. The three 
accused were led away and then 
a babble of conversation com
menced, until everyone walked out 
of the court room.

Meeting in an emergency session, 
officials of the Federation of 
A malgamated Japanese Street 
Unions yesterday morning discuss
ed the latest developments in the 
Nakayama case.

Reports on their conversations 
with the authorities of the Japan
ese , Consulate-General and the 
Snecial Naval Landing Party were 
also made by Mr. Yuzo Hayashi 
and Mr. Hikaru Kondo, respective
ly honorary president and chair
man of the standing committee of 
the Federation.

The deliberations continued for 
nearly two hours, following which 
it was decided to call other 
emergency sessions in case of 
necessity, local Japanese papers 
reported. !
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office and then back to the black 
patrol wagon for conveyance to 

Their cells. Municipal Advocate 
R. T. Bryan and Assistant Advocate 
Paul Y. Ru were both present at 

«the proceedings and both hurried 
away immediately after the judge 
had announced the reopening.

Mr. R. D. Grove, attorney for the 
defendants, stopped long enough 
to speak to newspapermen. “It’s 
nonsense. Absolute nonsense,” he 
declared.

No further developments in con
nection with the slaying of Mr. 
Kosaku Kayau last week were re
ported yesterday. Secrecy still 
surrounds the investigation of the 
crime.

Two brothers and a five-year-old 
son of the murdered man arrived in 
Shanghai yesterday aboard the 
Nagasaki Maru to take the remains 
of the dead man back to Japan for 
burial. Kayau has two other youn
ger sons and his wife living in 
Japan.

I Love Triangle Denied
The idea of a love triangle being 

1 involved was definitely denied by 
: the Japanese authorities yesterday. 
The latter still hold the opinion 
that it was a political killing.

In the meantime, all is quiet in 
the Hongkew area, although a very 
definite high tension feeling was 
manifest among members of the 
Japanese community who hold that 
sufficient evidence has already been 
presented in the Nakayama Case to 
warrant a conviction.

Meeting in an emergency session, 
officials of the Federation of Amal
gamated Japanese Street Unions 
yesterday morning discussed the 
latest developments in the Naka
yama case.

Reports cn their conversations 
with the authorities of the Japanese 
Consulate-General and the Special 
Naval Landing Party were also 
made by Mr. Yuzo Hayashi and 
Mr. Hikaru Kondo, respectively, 
honorary president and chairman 
of the standing committee of the 
Federation.

The deliberations continued for - 
nearly two hours, following which' 
it was decided to call other emer
gency sessions in case of necessity, 
local Japanese papers reported.

No D ecisioii
In Nakayama „ 

f 3S.&. Given

Trial To Be Reopened 
On Basis Of New 

Police Evidence
Although judgment was schedul

ed, Judge Dzien in the First Special 
District Court yesterday morning 
ordered the reopening of the Naka
yama murder case for the purpose 
of taking further police evidence. 
It is reported that a witness has 
been found who can tell how the 
bullet that killed Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama on November 9 of 
last year was manufactured.

The three accused men, Yang 
Wen-tao, Yih Hai-sen (Hsiao 
Kwangtung), and Chow Sha-yung, 
were brought into court early yes
terday morning but were there only 
a few minutes. Immediately after 
taking his seat, the judge announc
ed the reopening of the case and 
remanded it sine die.

Few Spectators In Court
There were only a few spectators 

in the courtroom. No one had 
expected that the case would be 
brought up in the morning since it 
had been remanded from the last 

J hearing until 2 p.m. yesterday for 
judgment. A few police stood 
outside the court while the only 
Japanese present were police officers 
and a few official observers. They 
refused to comment on the action 
of the court when questioned by a 
China Press representative.

Although the action of the court 
came somewhat as a surprise, there 
was no disturbance. The three 
prisoners were hustled out of the 1 
dock, downstairs to the distributing t
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The Nakayama Case
Tk/jORE THAN the defendants are on trial in 

the Nakayama murder case, verdict in 
which was postponed yesterday on orders 
from Nanking. Certainly no consideration of 
this delicate matter can exclude the factors 
of the independence of the Chinese judiciary, 
and the self-restraint of Japanese having a 
vital interest.

It seems to us imperative that the Chin
ese authorities be given the benefit of all pos
sible manifestations of confidence and co
operation, from every quarter. There are in
dications of new evidence, and if that can 
be adduced it is obviously desirable that it 
be brought forward—without complications 
through malicious reports concerning either 
intimidation (to prevent an acquittal) or 
pressure (to force conviction). Rumors are 
merely rumors and should be treated as such.

Certainly it is to no one’s' Interest that any
thing but justice be done. An unjust verdict 
in either direction would inevitably stir up 
trouble one way or the other. The court has 
no easy task, but at least it has a 
clearly-indicated one. And when the court 
hAs completed its task, and given a verdict 
according to evidence and law, it will be the 
duty of everyone to accept that verdict as 
filial.

Any other attitude will sow seeds which 
may easily result in international complica
tions of great and grave magnitude.
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^fakayama £ ase

Re-Opened By

'Great precautions were taken — -Li
at the First District Court this vdth" the case'1 
morning -to forestall any possible 
mtibreak of feeling over the result 
of the scheduled verdict. Outside 
the court building a number of 

Tk • . • . I Chinese and foreign police were
I JlSiriPl I mirf I on patrol. In the courtroom itself,
1X1311111 M Chinese police arid Japanese

________ police from reserve units and 
I from various stations rubbed 

e?bc<ws. A few foreign policemen 
were there in uniform. Two for
eign detectives who have been 
working on the case all along 
istcod by and watched proceed 
ings. Very few spectators at
tended.

Japanese Officers Present 
About 8:25 o'clock, the chief 

oi the Japanese Naval Landing j 
Party strode in followed by a half i 
a dozen officers in pea-green uni
forms. Mr. S. Uehara, assistant 
commissioner of the Shanghai 
Municipal Ptlice, turned to greet 
them. 

Chcrtly afterward?, Yih Hri
sen. Yang Wen tao and encl

Order Declared Issued 
By Nanking Authorities 

To Avoid Trouble

JAPANESE REMAIN 
UNUSUALLY QUIET

Report Circulated Navy 
Landing Party Ready 

To Occupy Center
Following fast on the heels of 

the re-opening of the Nakayama 
case ty Judge Chien in the First 
District Couit this morning came 
the startling announcement that 
orders had come down from the 
Central Government in Nanking 
not to give any verdict today.

While the Shanghai Evening 
Pest obtained tnis piece of news 
iivm a reliable source, no direct 
confiimation of the reasons for 
the postponement of tne verdict 
could be unearthed up until 1 j 
o’clock today.

Ta»ke Over Civic Center?
It was rumored that the intel

ligence bureau of the Central 
Government had dug up the in
formation that the Japanese in 
Shanghai were ready to take over 
the Civic Center if a verdict of 
“not guilty” were returned against 
Yih Hai-sen, alias Hsiao Kwang- 
tung, Yang Wen.tao and Chow 
Hsia-yung, and that this was the 
real reason why instructions were 
given to re-epen the case.

No untoward incidents have as 
yet occured as the result of today’s 
decision, and the Hcngkew dis
trict went about its business in a 
normal way. Japanese officials, 
who have recently been issuing 
strong statements regarding the 
verdict in the Nakayama case and 
regarding investigations into the 
killing of Kosaku Kayau last week, 
this morning were attempting to 
keep their nationals quiet.

New Witness
It was reported that defense at

torneys after the announcement 
of the re-opening of the case were 
going to institute an urgent search 
for a witness who claimed to know 
who manufactured the bullet that 
killed Nakayama. This man is 
alleged to have come forward 
with this information after plead
ings in the case had been closed 
and when it was too late to sub
mit the evidence.

It was also stated

Hbia-yung. the three accused were 
brought in and placed in the 

i dock. They ke.nt quiet and locked 
' àt the ground. Shao Kwangtung 

(Yih) kept looking at his patent 
leather dancing pumps which 
were without shoe laces.

About 835 o’clock, Judges 
Chien, Feng and Shao came in 
and took their, places on the 
bench. Spectators loaned for
ward to catch Judge Chien’s 

I words. They were delivered in 
such a low voice that only those 
right beneath his desk could catch 
them.

Further Evidence
In substance, the judge declar

ed that the pleadings in the 
'Nakayama case would be re-apen- 
ed as the police had further evid
ence to present.”

A startled murmer went up 
from the spectators in the court
room. Certain Japanese faces 
looked around in a bewildered 
manner. The prisoners were led 
swiftly away, and the court room 
emptied quietly and wfth no out
ward fuss.

Paul Y. Ru, assistant municipal 
advocate who has been prosecut- . 
ing the case, hurried away with f 
Municipal Advocate Bryan before 
reporters had a chance to speak 
to them. Mr. R. D. Grove, when 
approached by a reporter and 
asked if he was still as surprised 
over the judge’s decision as he 
hat expressed himself yesterday, 
was extremely voluble.

i “It’s nonsense. Absolute non- 
sence,” he declared and went on 
to give reasons.

Feeling Strung
A definite statement of Japan

ese attitude could not be learned 
officially from the consulate here 
this morning, but it is understood 
that the Japanese officials and 
community feel very strongly 

1 that the guilt of both Yih Hai- 
sen (Shao Kwangtung) and Yang 
Wen-tao has been definitely pro
ven, and that anything but a con-

in Shanghai, had anything to do 
,.L1. ----- At 10 a.m- this
mining, Mr. Wakasugi called 
on Mr. C'ikawa, commander-in- 
chief of the 3rd Squadron, and at 
11 a.m. callee - on Mr. H. E. 
Arnold, chairman of the Shang
hai Municipal Consul. At 3 o’clock 
he was to call on General Yang 
Hu, garrison commander of the 
Shanghai ' and Woosung areas. 
While it is believed that the calls 
were to be'of a purely social na
ture, it is thought that the Naka- 
yr-ma and the Kayau cases will 
come up for discussion in 
meeting with General Yang

Kayau Case Quiet 
i Nc- further developments 
arisen in the death of Kcsaku 

I Kayau, Japanese sea-food broker 
who was killed on Chimei Road 
on the night of July 10. Another 
set-back has been met with, how
ever, as the riesha puller who took 
Mr. Kayau to the Foo Ming Hos
pital says that he had found no 
blood on his riesha. No love-angle 
is possible involved, Japanese

the 
Hu.

have

authorities state, but a previous 
spokesman of the Japanese Police 
had said that mure er mijht 
have keen caused by political rea
sons.

Secrecy still surrounds the in
vestigation which has been going 
on with redoubled intensity. It is 
believed that a meeting of detec
tives of the Bureau of Public 
Safety has taken place for the 
purpose of discussing the crime 
and to exchange views on the 
situation.

Relatives Arrive
Two brothers and a five.yeai 

old son of Kayau, arrived here 
yesterday aboard the Nagaaski 
Maru to take the remains of 
Kayau back to his native place in 
Chiba Prefecture.

Immediately upon arrival here, 
the three relatives went to the 
HJonkokuji Temple on Chapoo 
Road, tc- pay respects to the soul 
of the murdered man.

Kayau has two other younger 
cons and his wife in Japan.

Statement Made
The murder of Kayau has oc

casioned much comment in the 
Japanese community. A state
ment was made Wednesday by the 
Foreign Relations Committee oi 
the Japanese Residénts’ Corpora
tion to the effect that since the 
assassin is still free, much un
easiness is being caused.

The Bureau of Public Safety, 
has increased the patrols that have 
been policing the districts where 
many Japanese reside.

sources that the defence attorney 
formerly had two witnesses whose 
testimony was of prime im
portance in the case, but that 
they had been badly beaten by

by Chinese viction for these two defendants
can be only regarded as a de 
finite miscarriage of jutice. The 
recent slaying of Kosaku Kayau 
has put the Japanese community 
into a fevered state of unrest,
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“Japanese” and with their eyes 
badly blackened had gone off to 
Hongkong without being called to 
give testimony in the case.

Effect Of Pressure
Japanese officials refused to 

comment on the decision of f 
Judge Chien this morning, but it 
was pointed out by certain sources 
that if the re-opening of the 
pleadings was designed to have 
the effect of forestalling Japanese 
action, it might possibly have the ; 
opposite effect of bringing Japan
ese pressure to bear on Chinese 
officialdom in order to insure a

and it is alleged that Japanese 
officials are having a .difficult 
struggle in their attempt to stem 
the rising tide of resentment 
among their countrymen.

While it is believed that Ja
panese officials will make some ; 
sort of statement concerning the 
re-opening of the Nakayama 
case, and while it is almost cer
tain that they will make repre
sentations to Chinese authorities, 
no evidence was forthcoming that 
the calls made today by Mh 
Kaname Wakasugi, newly ap
pointed Japanese consul general

uoeedv verdict.
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Verdict Today ' ■ \ c.', J"
In Nakayama
Case Uncertain

Official Sources Still
Say Judgment To 

Be Rendered
Although denied in official quart

ers, reports that the First Special 
District Court will withhold its 
verdict today on the Nakayama 
ease continued to gain currency last 
night.

From usually reliable sources, Thf 
China Press learned that the Court 
will re-open pleadings of the case, 
in which three accused, Yih Hai- 
sen (Hsiao Kwangtung), Tang Wen- 
tao, and Chou Shan-yung, are 
facing a charge for allegedly murder
ing Japanese Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama on the night of Novem
ber 9, 1935 on Darroch Road.

Despite reports that judgment 
will be postponed, official sources 
insisted that when the Court comes 
to order this afternoon, the judges 
will deliver its ruling as scheduled. 
In keeping with ordinary procedure, 
the bulletin board of the First 
Special District Court yesterday 
listed the Nakayama case as one of 
the cases in which a verdict is 
pending today.

It was widely reported yesterday 
that the Japanese have made a 
demand for the conviction of at 
least two of the three accused. The 
demand further stated that in the 
judge’s • summary of the case he 
must point out that the motive for 
the murder is political, said yester
day’s widely-circulated stories.

These reports could not be con
firmed.

The two accused named in the 
alleged demand for conviction are 
understood to be Yih Hai-sen and 
Yang Wen-tao.

Japanese Press Warned
Meantime, Japanese official 

sources continued to make strong 
statements regarding the case. The 
local Japanese newspapers, the re
porter learned, were yesterday 
ordered not to print any report on 
the verdict if it is given today. This 
order, originating from the office of 
the Consul-General, stated no rea-

I son for the news ban. •
Rear-Admiral Eijiro Kondo. Com

mander of the Special Japanese Naval 
Landing Party, who conferred yes- i 
terday with leading residents of | 
the local Japanese community on 
projected measures to defend the 
lives and property of Shanghai 
Nipponese, in a statement stated:

“The Nakayama case, represent
ing as it does an insult to the Im
perial Navy, is the subject of deep 
indignation not only among the 
officers and men but among the 
people as well.

“By restraining our emotions and 
maintaining a calm attitude, we 
have waited the just action of the 
Chinese judiciary. However, should 
an attempt be made to bury the 
case, I fear that the imperial navy 
will be unable to watch such move 
in silence.’*

His statement was followed by 
this comment by the Foreign Re
lations Committee of the Japanese 
Residents Association, which’ said:

“All evidence in the Nakayama 
case convinces one that the de
fendants should be found guilty. We 
fear that a serious situation* would 
be created by the failure of the 
Court to bring in a verdict to this 
effect.”

Kayau, Japanese indenendent broker 
was slain on the night of July iO.

Other patrol stations are scat 
tered on Scott Road, Chapoo Read 
and one each in the Yangtsepoo 
and the Western district. A Japan
ese officer who gave this informa
tion was unable to say where the 
patrol quarters in Yangtsepoo and 
the Western district are located, 
but he admitted that these special 
stations have been set up.

Patrch Augmented
A visit to the Dixwell Road and 

Hongkew districts last night in
dicated that <thc Japanese Naval 
Landing Party- patrols have be.m 
•visibly augmented. But the re
sidents in these areas, both Japanese 
and Chinese, were quiet.

Also, immediately around the 
nlace where Kayau was killed, 
Bureau of Public Safety police had 
put on several additional guards.

' In other places under its jurisdic 
tion. the regular beat of one con
stable is being patroled now by a 
party of several -officers.

Those Chinese policemen were 
. making their rounds in the Chapei 
and Dixwell Road districts last 
night.

At the First Special District 
Court today, a large crowd of 
Chinese spectators and Japanese 
official and military men arc ex
pected to fill up the court room 
long before the session starts at 2 
o’clock. Like in the previous hear
ings, tickets of admittance to the 
court will be issued to members of 
the general public who want to 
watch the proceedings. |

These declarations were accom
panied by the report yesterday that 
;he Special Japanese Naval Landing 
Party has established five emer
gency patrol stations in different 
parts of Shanghai. One of these is 
ocated on Dixwell Road, about 100 

yards from the spot that KosakuU
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Nakayama Case
i Reopening Seen

> Rumor Is Circulated 
No Verdict Scheduled 

For Tomorrow
While the assassin of Mr. 

Koacaku Kayau, shot and mortal
ly wounded on Chi Mei Road on 
the night of July 10. is still at 
large and while a statement has 
been issued by the foreign re
lations committee of the Japanese 
Residents’ Corporation to the 
effect that the shooting of the 
clerk would bring about “another 
Kayau case,” the rumor that the 
“Nakayama Case” was going to 
recpdn tomorrow and that no 
judgment would be handed down 
by Judge Chen Hung-nyieh against 
Vih Hai-sen, alias Hsiao Kwang- 
tung, Yang Wen-tao and Chow 
Hsia-yung. who have been stand
ing trial for the murder of the 
Japanese marine on November 9 
on Darroch Road, threw conster
nation into Japanese circles thte 
morning.

While no direct confirmation oi 
the news that no verdict will b( 
given in the “Nakayama case’ 
and that pleadings will again be 
resumed has yet been obtained 
the Shanghai Evening Post learn
ed from authoritative sources thb 
morning that “due to certain rea
sons” the case is almost certain 
to be reopened tomorrow morning

All Surprised
A call to the office of the muni

cipal advocate’s revealed the fact 
that they were completely in the 

; dark concerning the rumor. Mr 
; G. R. Grove, attorney for the de

fense, expressed complete sur
prise when told over the phone 

j this morning that the case may 
. reopen once more to allow fur

ther pleadings. The lawyer said
- that his latest information was 
, to the effect that a verdict will 
f be given. Another source denied 
s the rumor saying that “Japanese 
. pressure” would force a verdict.

Japanese officialdom was taking 
t a keen interest in the verdict to 
1 be handed down in the Nakayama
- case and it is believed that they 

are awaiting the verdict in :his
- case before bringing full pressure 
. to bear on the Chinese authorit- 
i ies to find the murderer Of Kayau.

| we have awaited the just action I 
I of the Chinese judiciary. How- | 
! ever, should an attempt be made 
to bury this case, I fear that the 
Imperial Navy will be unable to 
watefi such a move in silence.

“Under these circumstances, 
the Kayau case assumes an ex
tremely serious aspect. It goes 
without saying that, if this case 
is regarded lightly, similar occur
ences are bound to happen.”

Requests Filed
Concerning the Kayau case, the 

Japanese Foreign Ministry has 
already filed formal requests with 
the Nanking government and the 
Greater Shanghai Municipality 
for the apprehension. cf the cul
prit as well as for the adoption 
of measures designed to safe
guard Japanese lives and pro
perty- .,.x eAnticipating the possibility of 
an acquittal of the Chinese now 
being tried on charges of having 
assassinated Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama in Shanghai 
November 9 last, the Gaimusho 
has already instructed its repre
sentatives in China to take all 
necessary steps to cope with any 
possible development.

2 “Should Be Found
- The Foreign Relations Commit

tee of the Japanese Residents’ 
Corporation, commenting yester
day on the Nakayama case are 
reported declaring that all evid
ence convinces one that the de
fendants should be found guilty.

“We fear that a serious situa- 
" tion would be created by the 

failure of the céurt to bring in a 
verdict to this effect.”

i Other Japanese official sources
• continued to make strong state- 
> ments concerning both the Naka- 
, yama and Kayau cases. Declared
• one:
f Japanese Indignant

“The Nakayama case, represent
ing as it does an insult to the 
Imperial Navy, is the subject of 
deep indignation not only among 
the officers and men in the ser
vice but among our people as 
well.

“By restrain’ng our emotions 
and maintaining a calm attitude.
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Japanese Diplomats Take 
Serious View Of Likely

Nakayama Case Decision
“Ambiguous” Verdict Would Affect Diplomatic 

Relations, Suma States; Naval Officials 
Intimate Taking “Necessary Steps”

CHINESE POLICE TAKE MEASURES TO 
PROTECT JAPANESE LIVES

A series of conferences was held by Japanese diplomats 
and naval officers yesterday in connection with the judgment 
to be deliveredrin the First Special District Court to-morrow 
morning on the three alleged slayers of Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama of the Japanese Naval Landing Party. Mr. 
Y. Suma, Consul-General at Nanking, drew the attention of 
the Chinese authorities to the fact that an “ambiguous” 
verdict would seriously affect diplomatic relations between 
the two countries. Naval officials intimated that unless a 
verdict “justified by the defendants’ confessions and 
evidence” was given the Navy would take “all necessary 
------------------------- | steps. ' ’

! In the meantime the Chinese
! authorities had greatly increased 
their police patrols in all areas 
populated by Japanese and were 
working hard in an attempt to 
apprehend the slayer or slayers 
of Kayau who was murdered off 
Dixwell Road on the night of July 
10 the day that the Nakayama trial 
was concluded.

The judgment to be given to
morrow by the First Special 
District Court on the “Nakaya
ma case,” yesterday monopoliz
ed the attention of local Japan
ese diplomatic and naval officials.

Mr. Shigeru Kawagoe, Ambas
sador to China, spent the entire 
morning and most of the after
noon conferring with Mr. Yaki 
chiro Suma, Consul-General in 
Nanking, who arrived here on 
Tuesday night on a hurried 
summons from the envoy.

Mr. Suma, Domei learned, made 
a detailed report to Mr. Kawagoe 
regarding his interview with Mr. 
Hsu Mo, Vice-Minister for For
eign Affairs, on July 12, during 
which he called the attention of 
the Chineses Government to the 
fact that an “ambiguous” verdict 
in the case would seriously affect 
the Sino-Japanese diplomatic re
lations.

No Doubt Of Guilty
The Consul-General told Mr. 

Hsu that the general tenor of the 
last session of the court, on July 
10, w^s favourable to the two 
principal defendants, Yih Hai-

* sen and Yang Ven-tao, although 
there was “no doubt that they 
were guilty of the crime of which 
they were accused,” Domei learn
ed.

Staff officers of the Third Fleet 
and the Special Naval Landing 
Party yesterday continued to 
confer on the possible verdict In 
the “Nakayama case.”

Nava] officials intimated that if 
the First Special District Court 
fails to bring in a verdict “justified 
by the defendants’ confession and 
the evidence,” the Navy would 
take “all necessary steps,” fore
shadowed in a statement- issued on 
July 11 by Vice-Admiral Eijiro

i Kondo, Commander-in-chief of the 
| Special Naval Landing Party.
I May Take Steps
j In his statement, issued in con
nection with the assassination of 

? Mr. Kosaku Kayau, the officer de- 
[ dared that the Naval Landing 
; Party may be “compelled to take 
i steps it considers necessary at any 

time that it should find that the 
Chinese authorities lack the good 
faith or the ability to, maintain 
order or to protect the lives and 
property of our residents.”

Recalling that eight months had 
elapsed since the murder of War
rant Officer Hideo Nakayama on 
Darroch Road, the statement re
marked that the Chinese officials 
were “unable even to arrest the 

Î criminal. This had to be done by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 

( authorities.”
1 “In the course of the trial of 
* the criminals, we had to serve 
several warnings upon the Chinese 

! in view of their apparent failure 
‘ to appreciate the seriousness of the 
; case and to deal with the issue 
; conscientiously and with the neces- 
j sary care.

Insult To Navy
1 “The Nakayama case, represent
ing as it does an insult to the

■ Imperial Navy, is the subject of 
deep indignation not only among 
the officers and men in the Service 
but among our people as well.

“By restraining our emotions 
and maintaining a calm attitude, 
we have awaited the just action 
of the Chinese judiciary. However, 
should an attempt be made to bury 
this case, I fear that the Imperial 

! Navy will be unable to watch such 
1 a move in silence.
i “Under these circumstances, the 
Kayau case assumes an extremely 
serious aspect. It goes without 
saying that, if this case is regard
ed lightly, similar occurrences are 
bound to happen. The Special 

’ Naval Landing Party, charged 
with the important duty of pro
tecting Japanese lives and property 
finds itself unable to watch the 
situation with equanimity and 
sincerely hopes that the Chinese 
authorities will exhibit their good 
faith and speedily arrest the 
criminal,” the statement concluded.

Measures Taken
Measures taken by the Chinese 

authorities to protect the lives 
and property of Nipponese 
residents were described in a 
letter addresssed by Mr. Yu 
Hung-chun, acting Mayor of 
Greater Shanghai, to Mr. Arata 
Sugihara, acting Consul-General 
here.

The letter, quoted» in full in 
local Japanese papers, was dis
patched in connection with the 
thus far fruitless^ search for the 
gunman, who, on the night of 
July 10, shot and mortally 
wounded Mr. Kosaku Kayau, sea
food broker, on Chi Mei Road.

Since Mr. Kayau’s murder, the 
letter said, the Public Safety

Bureau has assigned 167 special
ly trained constables to its North 
Station branch and sub-branches 
in the district.

These men, the communication 
added, have been since patrolling, 
in plain clothes and uniforms, 
the district most heavily inhabit
ed by Japanese. Arrangements 
have also been made to increase 
the number of police officers, 
should necessity arise.

Eighteen detectives attached to 
the North Station branch, the 
letter continued, have been order
ed to patrol North Szechuen, 
Scott, Darroch and Dixwell 
Roads, where r the Japanese 
population is especially dense. r

Four superintendents, the com
munication went on, have been 
detailed to the North Station 
branch to supervise its activities, 

’ in safeguarding Japanese lives 
and conducting a search for Mr. 
Kayau’s murderer.

In accordance with a table sub
mitted by the Japanese Consulate- 
General showing the distribution 
of Nipponese population in the 
city, tne North Station branch 
and its sub-branches have divided 
their functions between them
selves.

Arrangements have also been 
made, Mr. Yu’s letter concluded, 
to exchange information witji the 
Shanghai Municipal police and. 
Japanese authorities.

Japanese Dissatisfied
Dissatisfaction with the trial - 

of the alleged assassins of War
rant Officer Hideo Nakayama now 
coming to its close at the First ; 
Special District Court was ex^ 
pressed in a resolution passed on 
Tuesday by the Seikokai Society, 
an organization composed of local 
Nipponese politicians and busi- •: 
nessmen.

The resolution, according to the ç 
Shanghai “Nichi-Nichi,” also * 
urged the local Nipponese author- ; 
ities to keep a strict watch upon 
the attitude of the Chinese ! 
officials in disposing of the case. x

The resolution was presented to t 
the Japanese Consulate-General 7 
and the Naval Attache’s Office- ; 
yesterday morning. The delega
tion which submitted the docu
ment included Mr. Hachiro 
Hayashi, a member of the Coun- ? 
cil of the Japanese Residents’ 
Corporation, and Mr. Jutaro ? 
Aiuchi, Director of the Great . 
Eastern Trading Company. >

More than 40 “professional as
sassins” have arrived in the city 
recently on an errand from the 
South-Western authorities, the- 
Shanghai “Mainichi” reported > 
yesterday.

Rumours have been circulated 
by Japanese papers to the effect ■ 
that a large party of “profession
al assassins” have arrived from - 
the South-Western authorities in -, 
order to continue the killings, 
but in a more subtle manner.

The men, the journal asserted, 
have been in close touch with



various local, secret organizations. 
The paper tadded that the as
sassins would in the future re
sort to poison instead of arms, 
in view oi the unsatisfactory 
consequences' of the use of a pistol 
in the murder of Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama.

Hirota’s View Sought
TOKYO, July 15—Premier Koki 

Hirotâ’s understanding for the 
“strict stand” to be taken by the 
Gaimusho in connection with th»' 
murder of Mr. Kosaku Kayau in ■ 
Shanghai on July 10 was sought 1 
this -fnorning by Mr. Harhiro 
Arita,^ Foreign Minister, Dome’ 
learned from authoritative sources.

High Gaimusho officials said to
day that the assassination of Mr. 
Kayau served as an indication of 
the aggravation of anti-Nipponese 
sentiment among certain Chinese 

(groups.
L The Foreign Ministry has already 
filed formal requests with the 
Nanking Government and the 
Greater Shanghai Municipality for 
the apprehension of the culprit, 
as well as for the adoption of 
measures designed to safeguard 
Japanëse lives and property.

Anticipating the possibility of 
an acquittal of the Chinese now 
being tried on charges of having 
assassinated Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama in Shanghai on Novem
ber 9 last, the Gaimusho has 
already instructed its representa
tives in China to take all necessary 
steps to cope with any possible
developments.

Reports received here from
I Shanghai indicate that the
~ Japanese community there is

highly perturbed by the anticipated 
dismissal of charges against the 
defendants in the “Nakayama 
case.”—Domei.

leign Minister, Domei learned to
day.—Domei.

NANKING, July 15—A speedy 
apprehension of the murderer of 
Mr. Kosaku Kayau, a Japanese 
sea-food broker, shot in Shanghai 
on July 10, and the adoption of 
all necessary measures for the 
protection of Japanese residing in 
Chinese territory was requested 
to-day by Mr. Motoki Matsumura, 
Third Secretary of the Japanese 
Embassy in China, during a call 

I on Mr. Chen Chieh, Vice-Minister 
for Foreign Affairs.—Domei.

To Issue Statement
TOKYO, Jkily 15.—Instructions 

to is^ue a statement clarifying 
the Japanese Government’s stand 
o« the “Nakayama case” im
mediately after the First Special 
District Court in Shanghai de
livers its verdict in, the trial of 
two Chinese accused of murder
ing Warrant Officei Hideo 
Nakayama will be issued to Mr. 
Shigeru Kawagoe, Ambassador to 
China, by Mr. Hachiro Arita_. For-
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Japanese Give 
Full Attention 
To Fri. Verdict

Nakayama Case Agita- 
tion Mounting In 

Community
The judgment to be given to

morrow by the First Special District 
Court on the “Nakayama case” yes
terday monopolized the attention of 
local Japanese diplomatic and naval 
officials.

Mr. Shigeru Kawagoe, Ambassa
dor to China, spent the entire 
morning and most of the afternoon 

.conferring with Mr. Yakichiro 
Suma. Consul-General in Nanking, 
who arrived here on Tuesday night 
on a hurried summons from the en
voy.

Mr. Suma, Dome! learned, made 
a detailed report to Mr. Kawagoe 
regarding his interview ' with Mr. 
Hsu Mo, Vice-Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, on July 12 during which he 
called the attention of the Chinese 
Government to the fact that an 
“ambiguous” verdict in the case 
would seriously affect the Slno- 
Japanese diplomatic relations.

. Say Pair Guilty
The Consul-General told Mr. Hsu 

that the general tenor of the last 
session of the court, on July 10, was 
favorable to the two principal de
fendants, Yih Hai-sen and Yang 
Wen-tao, although there was “no 
doubt that they were guilty of the 
crime of which they were accused”, 
Domei learned.

Staff officers of the Third Fleet 
and the Special Naval Landing 
Party yesterday continued to confer 
on the possible verdict in the 
“Nakayama case”.

Naval officials intimated that if 
the First Special District Court 
fails to bring in aj verdict “justified 
by the defendants’ confessions and 
the evidence”, the Navy would take 
“all necessary steps”, foreshadowed 
in a statement issued on July 11 by 
Vice-Admiral Eijiro Kondo, Com
mander-in-chief of the Special 
Naval Landing Party.

j Special District Court in Shanghai 
delivers its verdict in the trial of 

'two Chinese accused of murdering 
Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
will be issued to Mr. Shigeru Kawa- 
goe, Ambassador to China, by Mr. 
Haçhiro Arita, Foreign Minister, 
Domei ’loathed today.

Nanking Asked To Help
NANKING, July 15.—(Dc.-ei).—A 

(speedy apprehension of the 
(murderer of Mr. Kosaku Kayau, a 
(Japanese sea-food broker, shot in 
Shanghai on July 10, and the adop
tion of all necessary measures for 
the protection of Japanese residing 
in Chinese territory was requested 
today by Mr. Motoki Matsumura, 
Third Secretary of the Japanese 
Embassy in China, during! a call on 
Mr. Chen Chieh, Vice-Minister for 
Foreign Affairs.

* Arita Map/ Policy
TOKYO, July 15.—(Dome!).- 

Premier Koki Hirota’s understand
ing for the “strict stand” to be 
taken by the Gaimusho in connec
tion with the murder of Mr. Kosaku 
Kayau In Shanghai on July 10 was 
sought this morning by Mr. Hachlro 
Arita. Foreign Minister, Domei 
learned from authoritative sources.

High Gaimusho officials said to
day that the assassination of Mr. 
Kayau* served as an indication of 
the aggravation of anti-Nipponese 
sentiment among certain Chinese 
groups.

The Foreign Ministry has already 
filed formal requests with the 
Nanking Government and the 
Greater Shanghai Municipality for 
the apprehension of the culprit, as 
well as for thé adoption of mea
sures designed td safeguard Japan
ese lives and property.

Kawagoe To Issue Statement
TOKYO, July 15.—(Domei) 

Instructions to issue a statement 
clarifying the Japanese Govern
ment’s stand on the “Nakayama 

lease” immediately after the First
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FOREIGN RESIDENTS
PROTECTED

Adequate Measures Devised 
by Chinese Police

KAYAU MURDER CASE ,

While officers of the Bureau of 
Public Safety, the Settlement Police, 
and the Japanese Consular Police 
are sparing no efforts in their 
investigation of the murder of Mr. 
Kosaku Kayau, a Japanese sea-food 
broker, in Chi Mei Road, on July 10, 
adequate measures have been devised 
by the Chinese Police for the protec
tion of foreign residents in Chinese 
territory, especially in Chapei. A 
meeting of inspectors in charge of 
various police sub-stations in Chapei 
was held yesterday afternoon, when 
detailsi concerning police patrols and 
guards in areas where foreigners 
live were reported. Maps showing 
the houses in which foreigners 
reside Were displayed at the meet
ing, and it is understood that police 
posts in these areas already have 
been doubled.

Neither the weapon used in the 
crime nor the cartridge case have 
been found yet. A high police officer, 
interviewed by a representative of 
the “North-China Daily News,” ex
plained that in the case of certain 
weapons, the empty cartridge case 
remains in the pistol after the shoot
ing until it is ejected by the user. 
This probably explains the absence 
of the empty cartridge case on the 
scene of the killing.

Settlement Police, who are assist
ing the Chinese Police in the 
investigation, have assigned addi
tional officers to the work, and are 
co-operating with the Chinese Police 
in every way.

The statements of two rickshaw 
pullers are being examined by the 
Chinese Police, but it is reported 
that no valuable clue has been ob
tained from either of them. Accord
ing to a Japanese report, the two 
pullers; Chen Lung-chuang and Liu 
Keu-kfen, told the police they reside 
in Chi Mei Road. Both thought the 
Japanese was drunk. They sâw no 
blood. One of the pullers conveyed 
Mr. Kayau’s body, another a Japan
ese woman, to the Rooming Hospital, 
where some five hours later the 
victim succumbed to his wounds.

Settlement Police Thanked
Mr. Hidenari Terazaki, Japanese 

Consul, yesterday called on M.M. 
Baudez, the French Consul-General, 
to ask for the protection of Japanese 
residents in the French Concession 
and to acquaint him with details of 
the Kayau case. Mr. Masusaburo 
Amano, President of the Japanese 
Residents Corporation, called on Mr. 
A. Tajima and Mr. S. Uyehara, re
spectively Deputy Commissioner ancü 
Assistant Commissioner of the Shang
hai Municipal Police, to thank them 
for the prompt measures taken by 
the S.M.P. for the apprehension otf 
the assassin of Mr. Kayau. i

Mr. Hikaru Kondo, Chairman of th^ 
Federation of the Amalgamated* Î 
Japanese Street Unions, presented tcj- 
Mr. Sugihàra, acting Consul-General^ I 
a copy of the resolution Adopted Ï 
that body on Monday afternoon. The,, 
resolution Urged the local ^apanest|* 
Consulate-General to approach 
Nanking Government with a request s j 
for the safeguarding of peace ancF 1 
order in Shanghai. (
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NICHI—NICHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE

At 6 p.m. yesterday a Japanese 
organization known as the ’’Seiko Society" held a meeting 
at the Japanese Club to consider the Nakayama and the 
Kayau cases.

The meeting decided to urge 
the Japanese authorities to keep a close watch on the 
attitude of the Chinese authorities in connection with 
the Nakayama and the Kayau cases because Japanese lives 
are in danger and the Chinese judiciary is unreliable.

At 9.30 p.m. July 15 officers 
of the Society will call on the Japanese Consular 
authorities and the Japanese Naval Attache’s office 
to convey to them their decision.

MAINICHI

Yang Ven Tao and the Blue Shirts i3ociety•

It has been ascertained that 
Yang Ven Tao was at one time connected with the Blue 
Shirts Society. In 1933 prior to the Fukien incident, 
Yang Ven Tao had, together with Tsu Tso Ven and ^ei Kwang 
Pei) planned to unify all the Red i’angs throughout China. 
Mayor \7u of the Shanghai City Government submitted a 
report to the Nanking Government on their activities 
and issued a warrant for their arrest. Consequently 
Mei Kwang Pei was arrested and sent to Nanking, while 
Yang Ven Tao and Tsu Tso Ven ran away to Canton and 
Hongkong respectively. Later Yang Ven tao and Tsu 
Tso Ven took part in an abortive independence movement 
in Fukien. Tsu Tso Ven was arrested by General
Chen Chi Tang and Yang Ven Tao was engaged as a spy for 
the Nanking Government to secure information regarding 
the movements of important officials in Fukien and Canton. 
Chiang Kai Shek instructed the Blue Shirts in Canton 
to co-operate with Yang Ven Tao. The Tong Jen
Association in Shanghai, which is under the control of 
Yang Ven Tao, co*operated with the Blue Shirts and 

certain members of the Association received their pay 
from the Blue Shirts. The Social
Bureau of the Shanghai City Government issued an arms 
license to Yang Ven Tao for seme other reason than that 
because he was connected with the I9th Route army.

The Chi Mei ^oad murder case.

Yesterday morning Mr. Hayashi, 
honorary chairman of the Japanese Amalgamated Association 
of Street Unions,accompanied by other committeemen, called 
on Mr.Sugihara, acting Japanese Consul-General, and 
handed him the resolution passed by the Association. 

The Acting Consul-General 
informed Mr. Hayashi that the Chinese authorities will 
issue another order to the Chinese people to maintain 
good relations with neighbouring countries. He also 
reported the conversation he had with Mr. 0. K. Yu, 
Secretary of the Shanghai City Government.
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MAIN I CHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE AND THE CHI MEI ROAD CASE: 
Earning to city government.

All parties concerned are paying 
close attention to the last hearing of the Nakayama case 
because the Chinese authorities seem to be adopting a most 
insincere attitude in the case.

The public is being led to believe 
that the Chi Mei Road murder has some connection with the 
Nakayama case. Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung are reported 
to be also involved in the attempted murder of Wang Ching Wei 
and in the murder of Tang Yu Jen. Eor this reason, the 
jud©nent to be handed down by the Coux't in the Nakayama case 
is being awaited with exceptional interest. Should the 
accused be found not guilty, in accordance with the views of 
Procurator Chang, all the parties concerned will regard the 
matter as serious and a grave situation will arise.

On the morning of July 13 Acting 
Consul-General Sugihara held a conference with Japanese naval 
author! ties.

At 2 p.m, he called on Mr. O.K. Yu, 
Acting Mayor of the Shanghai City Government, and informed 
him that should the accused in the Nakayama case be found not 
guilty,^serious situation would be oreated. He further 
warned zthat the Chinese Judges should act justly. The 
Acting Consul-General then drew Mr. Yu's attention to the 
seriou.ness of the Chi Mei Road incident.

Suspicious Attitude of the Court and Bureau of 
Public Safety in Nakayama Case,

The attitude of the Chinese 
authorities in the Nakayama case is being criticized on the 
following grounds

(1) The insincerity of the Bureau 
of Public Safety in the investigations intqthe Nakayama case.

(2) The attitude'of the Court in 
disregarding, without reason, the scientific evidence and 
witnesses submitted by the Municipal authorities*

(.3) Procurator Chang's reckless 
arguments.

With the exception of two or three 
reports, the Bureau of Public Safety had forwarded no further 
information to the Japanese Landing Party regarding its 
investigations into the Nakayama case, whilst,on the other 
hand, the Municipal authorities kept in olose touch with the 
Landing Party and informed it of all developments in its 
investigations. The Bureau of Public Safety kept the S.M.P. 
officers waiting several hours when the latter called at the 
Bureau to secure assistance in searching the homes of suspects 
in the Nakayama incident. This action is very suspicious.

In the past, the Court used to 
accept everything submitted by the Identification Department 
of the S.M.C., but in the Nakayama case the Court referred 
the exhibits of the S.M.C. to the Chenju Medico-Legal 
Laboratory for further examination. As r égards the connection 
between the book on physics and Yang Ven Tao, the Court
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rejected the evidence already established without definite 
proof to the contrary. This shows that the Court was 
adopting an unnecessarily offensive attitude towards the 
Municipal Identification Department.

Procurator Chang attempted to 
establish the innocence of the accused at the last hearing 
by rejecting the connection between the book on physics and 
Yang Ven Tao on the ground of lack of evidence.

Biography of Yih Hai Sung.

Yih Hai Sung alias Siao Kwangtung, 
aged 27, who is being charged in connection with the Nakayama 
case, was born in Canton and brought up in Shanghai. When 
17 years old, he became a follower of Yang Ven Tao, the 
leader of the San Huh Association. During the Sino-Japaneae 
hostilities in Shanghai, Yih was very active as a member of 
the Dare-to-Die Corps of the 19th Route Army. He also 
became a powerful member of the Iron and Blood Corps. When 
the People’s Revolutionary Government was etablished in 
Fokien in 1933, Yih organized a plain clothes corps and was 
appointed Battalion Commander by General Chen Ming Shu. On 
the night of January 3 of the following year, he was arrested 
together with six others by officers of the Public Safety 
Bureau and the Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters as they 
were holding a secret meeting at the Moon Palace. In April 
he Was released through the good offices of Yang Ven Tao. 
It has been ascertained that the Assassination of Wang Ching 
Wei, Nakayama and Tang Yu Jen was the work of the same 
clique.

Chinese Throw Stones At Japanese Naval Officer 
Dixwell Road.

Acts of insult towards Japanese by 
Chinese are of daily occurrence.

At 9.50 a.m. July 13 several Chinese 
loafers approached a motor car carrying Captain Tsukamoto of 
the Flagship '•Idzumo” and used abusive language towards the j
officer and threw a stone at him. The incident occurred |
near the Chuwa Apartments on Dixwell Road. The stone dropped I
near the foot of the driver of the motor car. The officer |
alighted and gave chase after the Chinese who disappeared à
in the crowd. The stone was thrown from Chinese controlled | 
territory. This cannot be regarded as a ' mischievous 4
prank on the part of ignorant Chinese because it was done 
after the loafers had ascertained the number of the motor 
car. It is an insult to the Japanese Imperial Navy.

Chinese Youth Throws Stone at Aged Japanese. |

At 9 a.m. July 13 a Chinese of 
18 years of age threw a stone at a Japanese of 60 years of 
age as he was passing the Jukong Road Market in a ricsha. 
The Japanese was unhurt.

S. Akamatsu, proprietor of a shop |
at the corner of Woosung Road and Haining Road, who observed 
the incident, informed Chapei policeman No. 2485 who was on 
duty in the vicinity, but the officer did nothing. Mr.
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jCJANGTUIi-J CLUB ISJUliS •ic-TICE

The Awangtung Club publishes t’ e following 
urgent notice in the "Shun Pao" and. other local newspa-ers;-

According to a re >ort in yesterday’s locrl 
newspapers of the trial of the accused charged wit' the 
••urder of the Japanese marine Nakayama, it is stated that 

a. Portuguese witness gave evidence that he met Yang Vung 
Tao ( k. ) at our club several years ago. Je are 
exceedingly surprised over this statement. The Club has 
no member bearing the name of Yan Vung Tao nor has any 
.-ortuguese come to this Club for a talk. T^ avoid 
misunderstanding, we hereby publish this notice for the 
infer ation of the oublie.
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MAINICHI

YANG VEN TAO, PROFESSIONAL MURDERER, HAS A THOUSAND 
FOLLOWERS.'

Yang Ven Tao, age 42, who is now being 
charged with having instigated the murder of the Japanese 
marine Nakayama, was brought up by his grandfather. His 
father died when he was an infant. He was engaged in various 
trades before he secured employment with Butterfield & Swire 
in Shanghai as a tallyman. After the Manchurian incident, 
he organized the Hung Shun Association with Cantonese workers. 
As President of the Association, he collected strong anti
Japanese elements and secured about^thousand followers. 
Through the good offices of the Kuomintang, he obtained 
from the Social Bureau permission for the organization of 
the Association. He was appointed Councillor to the 
North-East Volunteer Army in the 22nd yea.r of the Republic 
(1933). He served in the 19th Route Army as an advisor 
during the Sino-Japanese hostilities in Shanghai and it was 
then that he secured the pistol used in the murder of Nakayama. 
After the hostilities, he ran away to Fokien Province where 
he was actively engaged in an anti-Chiang Kai Shek movement. 
It is said that the Nanking Government had issued a secret 
warrant for the arrest of Yang Ven Tao because of his anti
Chiang Kai Shek activities in Fokjen and Shanghai. He later 
participated in the establishment of the People’s Government 
in Amoy, whence he proceeded to Hongkong in company with 
General Chen Ming Chu where he held a conference with the 
persons connected with the 19th Route Army to consider an 
attack on the Nanking Government, Later, he secured an 
understanding with the Nanking Government and came to 
Shanghai and organized the Dong Zung Association with © 
large sum of money which he had obtained from persons 
connected with the 19th Route Army, it was Yang Ven Tao who 
planned the assassination of Wang Ching Wei and the creation 
of disturbances in Shanghai.

Arrest of Yih Hai Sung.

Yih Hai Sung’s arrest was effected 
in Tsingtao by Detective Inspector Nakamura and Detective 
Sergeant Tanaka of the Special Political Office of the 
S.M.P.

When the two officers raided Yih's 
home they found a secret passage in the ceiling leading to 
a room under the ground. Yih's arrest was made in that room. 
Upon being arrested, Yih asked whether he was being taken to 
Dixwell Road Station.

The Secret Organization known as "San Huh Association" : 
Lawyer Kuh~a'member. ” ~~

The San Huh Association of which 
Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung are members has great influence. 
It consists of various Cantonese secret organizations. Lawyer 
Kuh, who is defending Yang Ven Tao, is also a member of the 
Association. As regards the San Huh Association, the late
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Dr. Sun Yat Sen stated in one part of his book on China's 
political and diplomatic policy that his life was linked 
with the fate of the San Huh Association.

This Association has a long history.
It has a huge number of persons as members and concerns 
itself with political activities behind the scenes. In the 
United States it is known as the Chi Kung Party and is 
regarded as a. most powerful organization. No unauthorized 
person will be able to join the Association without being 
detected. The Association is a very powerful anti-Japanese 
body. Yang Ven Tao is a leader of one of the various parties 
in the Association. Yih Hai Sung is one of Yang Ven Tao's 
followers. For this reason, Yih Hai Sung is in a position 
to execute any order issued by the Association. It is not 
difficult to tell what part the San Huh Association played in 
the Nakayama murder.

Threatening Letter to Japanese.

At the beginning the Chinese 
authorities propagated that the Nakayama murder was an act 
of private vengeance. As a result of their investigations, 
the Japanese authorities discovered that the assassination 
was a political affair. Following the arrest of the accused, 
the Tung Yih Association and other secret organizations sent 
threatening letters to the Ja.panese authorities. A certain 
Chinese who gave important information has since changed his 
nationality to Japanese. Much difficulty was experienced 
in giving protection to important witnesses.

The Canton Fellow Countrymen’ s_Asso_ciation Actively 
Engaged in trying ro save Yang Ven Tao.

It is reported that following the 
arrest of Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung, the Canton Fellow 
Countrymen's Association, No. 16 Tuh Shing Lee, Boone Hoad, 
organized a body known as the "Society to save Yang Ven Tao". 
The Canton Fellow Countrymen’s Association is a very powerful 
anti-Japanese organization. After the first hearing of the
case on May 1, the officers of the Association held several 
conferences at which a large number of representatives of 
secret organizations, including Lee Dah Chao and Koh Shun 
of the Shanghai City Government, were present to consider 
ways and means to save Yang Ven Tao. The presence of 
important officials at the conference shows that the accused 
in the Nakayama case are important figures in politics.

As a result of the conference a 
movement was started to induce, through the good offices 
of high Chinese officials, Chiang Kai Shek, Mayor Wu of the 
Shanghai City Government and the Judges of the Court to save 
the accused. The reason advanced by the Association for 
its movement is that Yang Ven Tao is a good man.

Chinese Students Distribute Anti-Japanese Handbills 
~ On Nânkxxxg~~Roâd and Clash with Police Officers.

At 3 p.m. July 12 (?) about one 
hundred Chinese students assembled on Nanking Road near 
the Nev '-ortda d distributed anti-Ja >anese h-ndbillq and shouted anti-Ja-mnese slogans. The clashed M'th lAe voîïee 
ns they were npoqeeding towards Thibet Rond. severe! Pol ire of icefrs were injured. About 15 of them,, wÈo annenre? to 
be leaders, were arrested by the Police.
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New Evidencei 
Expected In 
NakayaniaTrigii

Hearing Of Murder
Case To Be Resum

ed Today
Majcr developments beneficial to 

the defense aie anticipated in the 
First Special District Court this 
afternoon when the hearing of the 
Nakayama murder case is scheduled 
to be resumed.

It is understood that reports from 
the Judicial Laboratory at Chenju, 
which was assigned to study seme 
of the exhibits concerning the case, 
will be revealed during the hearing.

The reports, according to Chinese 
sources, will contradict the confes
sions made by Yih Hai-sen, better 
known as “Hsiao Kwangtung,” and ( 
among ether things will attempt to

; disclose that Hideo Nakayama, of

c

t 
i:

v

. the Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
who lost his life on Darroch Road, 

'November 9, 1935, was shot at close 
range.

’ Yih Hai-sen, in one cf his earlier 
confessions, stated that he shot 
Nakayama from about five feet be
hind the man. This statement was 
later retracted, but despite this it is 
understood that the Judicial Labora
tory will venture the opinion that 
even if it i£ to be taken into consi
deration. there is some mistake, 
since the man was shot at close 
range.

Another revelation expected to be 
made has to do with fingerprints 
on the book which was used to hide 
the death gun. It is stated that no 
fingerprints of Yang Wen-tao, ac
cused with Yih, have been found 
although fingerprints of other per
sons have been discovered.

While no definite statement has 
been made to that effect, it is re- 
oerted that “Jack, the Korean,’’ 
who was arrested by Japanese au
thorities on the grounds that he was 
involved in the shooting, may ap
oear in court today. Th;s is far 
from certain, however. Reports that 
the Korean would be brought into 
court have been circulated on nu
merous occasions and up to the pre
sent time, he has failed to appear, 
usually because of illness.

The fourth accused man in con
nection with the slaying of Naka
yama is Chow Sha-yung, manager 
of a Ningpo Road cabaret.
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OF “AXE CORI’S”
Tsingtao Visit Made Public at 

Nakayama Trial

COURT AWAITS JUDICIAL 
LABORATORY REPORT

Yih Hai-sen, alias "Little Canton- 
ese,” one of the three men now held 
by the police on the charge of the 
murder of H. Nakayama, a Japanese 
marine, on November 9 last, had 

i connections with a loafer gang known 
as the “Axe Corps,” according to a 
statement made by Mr. T. S. Lea, 
Assistant Municipal Advocate, in the 
First Special District Court, yester
day.

Yih admitted that he was arrested 
by the Chinese military in 1934, but 
said he and all the others were re
leased after being detained foi' over a 
month, as there was no evidence 
against them.

The result of a visit paid to Tsing
tao by police detectives was un
folded before the Court by Det.-Sub- 
Inspr. Crowther, of Dixwell Road 
Station, who produced a suit of dark 
blue foreign-style clothing, a photo 
of Yih Hai-sen, and a letter, all of 
which he obtained in Tsingtao with 
the assistance of the Public Safety 
Bureau there. Witness said it was 
seen that, after the Darroch Road 
crime, Yih Hai-sen had "oney, as he 
entered into partnership with Tang 
Shek in the Vienna Cabaret in I 
Tsingtao. According to Tang Shek 
and another man called “Darky,” 
Yih Hai-sen at first offered $1,000 as 
his investment in the business, but 
later he produced only $500.

Connections With Jack
Regarding the connection between 

Yih Hai-sen and Jack, a Korean, 
Inspr. Crowther stated that the letter 
found in Tsingtao showed it was 
written by men named Costa and Lee, 
introducing the Korean to Yih. The 
latter had denied knowing the Korean, 
but from this letter, which was 
obtained from Yih’s brother-in-law 
in Tsingtao, it was not so.

Mr. T. S. Lea said that, during the 
period of remand, investigations were 
made on a number of points in ac-i 
cordance with the Judge’s order. 
One concerned the movements of ! 
Chow Zeu-yoong, the third accused, • 
in November last. According to 
Chow, he remained at home, but his 
tenant said he frequented dancing 
halls in that month.

Yih Hai-sen denied that the money 
invested in a Tsingtao cabaret was 
his, saying his wife, Zung Kwei- 
Ching, produced the money for him. 

Li Hurig-ping, a watchman in the 
Fing Loh Li Alleyway, Darroch 
Road; Yao Tsëng-tîng, a guard at the 
Nanyang Cabaret; Mee Pao-ching, an 
inspector at the Moon Palace Cabaret; 
and Tseng Yuan also gave evidence. 
The second witness said the Nanyang 
Cabaret was opened on November 3 
last year, contrary to Yih Hai-sen’s 
previous statement that he was pres
ent at the opening on November 9.

After questions about two threat
ening letters sent- to a Chapéi school 
principal, the hearing was again ad- * i 
journed sine die, the Judge mention
ing that he was waiting for reports 
from the Chenju Judicial Research 
Laboratory on a book, a pistol, and a 
spent bullet which had been sent 
there for special examination.
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Shao Kwangtung’ Said Had 
Funds After Murder

Heavy Guard In Court As Rumours Spread That A 
Threat Had Been Made To Murder The Chief

Suspect; Detective Back From Tsingtao
An allegation that the finances 

of Yin Hai-sen, alias “Shao Kwang- 
lu ng,” the alleged slayer of 
Wai rant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
of the Japanese Naval Landing 
force, had increased considerably 
following the murder of the 
marine on Darroch Road on 
November 9, last, were made by ! 
the prosecution at the resumption | 
of the long drawn out and com- j 
1 licated trial of three suspects in ! 
the First Special District Court 
yesterday afternoon. ‘

To substantiate the allegation ! 
the prosecutor told the court that, 
following the murder, “Shao 
Kwangtung” proceeded to Tsingtao 
and there invested money in a 
cabaret. It was further alleged 
by the prosecution that, following 
the murder, the chief suspect and 

[self-confessed slayer, became’ 
1 very friendly with Jack, the 
Korean suspect, held by the 
Japanese Consular Police.

The hearing yesterday was 
mainly occupied with the question- 
ing of several witnesses and a | 
lengthy outline of further evicl-1 
cnee by the prosecution and the I 
repTes of tho defence counsel. 
The hearing was again postponed . 
sine die pending the report being | 
issued on the expert examination i 
of the pistol and bullet allegedly 
used in the crime.

Suspect’s Life Threatened
A high tension of excitement 

seemed to be current in court 
yesterday when an extra heavy 
guard of police was on hand and 
always carefully surrounded 
“Shao Kwangtung.” It could 
not be ascertained definitely, but 
it was rumoured that the police 
had received a letter stating that 
“Shao Kwangtung” would be 
killed despite the fact that he was ' 
kept in police custody.

Notwithstanding the repeated 
requests made by Judge D^icn to 
have Jack, the Korean suspect, 
brought to court, the Japanese 
Consular Police did not bring him 
yesterday maintaining that they 
had not completed their inquiries. 
Murmurs of dissatisfaction on this 
point were heard during the pro
ceedings as it is believed that 
Jack’s appearance in the witness 
stand would greatly facilitate the 
investigation conducted by the 
Settlement Police.

Assistant Municipal Advocate 
T. S. Lea opened the proceedings 
by outlining the latest develop
ments. In his address he denied 
the allegation that the case was 
a frame-up. He stated that Yang 
Gien-chun, who was implicated by 
the defence in the alleged frame- 
up, had played a very small part 
in helping the informant, Tseng 
Yuan, to ascertain the address of 
Yang Wen-tao, a former employee 
of the China Navigation Company 
and one of the men facing trial.

Mr. Lea also told the court that 
Chou Tso-yung, the third accused, 
had lied deliberately in saying that 
he was in financial difficulties in 
October and November of last year, 
as evidence could be produced that 
Chou was well supplied with money 
at the time.

Detective Returns
Detective Sub-Inspector Crow

ther, who had been conducting 
investigations in the case since 
the crime took place, and who 
recently returned from Tsingtao, 
where he had been conducting in
vestigations, informed the court 
that “Shao Kwangtung” was quite 
well-to-do when he was in Tsing
tao.

Argument arose during the pro
ceedings between the defence and 
the prosecution over the letter of 
introduction taken by Jack to 
“Shao Kwangtung” in Tsihgtao. 
The defence contended that if the 
two knew each other in Shanghai, 
no introduction would be neces
sary; the contention of the pro
secution was that the letter was 
sent to inform “Shao Kwangtung” 
that Jack was “our extraordinarily 
beloved brethren” as written in the 
letter.

The prosecutor further contend
ed that evidence would be later ; 
brought forward to prove that 
“Shao Kwangtung” was one of the 
18 men arrested following the at
tempt to murder Mr. T. V. Soong. 
He was later released. Several 
witnesses were questioned by the 
judge before the hearing was 
adjourned sine die. !
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Gnard Yew
During I rial
Threats Said Made On

Life Of Nakayama 
Case Defendant

TORTURE CHARGES
1 ARE AGAIN AIRED

; “Hsiao Kwangtung” In
I Belter Spirits, Is
J Nattily Dressed

An unusually heavy guard com
prised of Japanese constables of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police Force 
surrounded Yen Hsi-san (Hsiao 
Kwangtung), Yang Wen-tao and. 
Chow Tung-sze, the three accused 
in the Nakayama murder case, as 
they faced the First Special District 
Court yesterday afternoon to under
go further question in connection 
with the slaying last November of a 
member of the local Japanese Naval 
Landing Party.

No explanation for the heavy 
guard was offered in court although 
six constables stood directly to the 
rear of the accused. The officers 
scarcely moved out of their steps 
during the three hours that tne 
session lasted.

After considerable inquiry, a 
China Press reporter <was informed 
that this was a precaution taken to 
prevent any possible attempts on 
“Hsiao Kwangtung’s” life. It was 
pointed ’ out that anonymous 
threats have been made against him 
and that the police are not taking 
any chances.

Nothing out of the ordinary oc
curred during yesterday’s hearing. 
Judge Dzien was not on thé bench 
but Judge Zee appeared in his place. 
“Hsiao Kwangtung’’ continued his 
allegations of police torture, while 
the police introduced evidence to the 
effect that the accused Lad been in- 

ivolved in a plot to assassinate a 
high ranking Government official 
some three years ago.

According k> the police, the ac
cused man was arrested but was 
later released owing to lack of 
evidence. Most of the afternoon 
was occupied with presenting this 
evidence.

The report of the Court Judicial 
Laboratories on the death bullet 
and book in which the gun was 
supposed to have -been kept, was 
not placed before the tribunal yes
terday as expected. It is under
stood that the investigations of the 
laboratory have not been completed 
and will probably be furnished the 
court at the next hearing.

“Hsiao Kwangtung” appeared to 
be in much better physical condition 
yesterday than he was during 
previous sessions. He was attired 
m a black suit of foreign cut, the 
trousers of which were of the 
knicker style, and mauve hose and 
black patent leather shoes. He 
answered questions in a clear, firm 
voice and was far from being the 
agitated nervous person he was a 
few weeks ago.

The case was remanded again in 
order to allow the Judicial Labora
tories further time ii) which to com
plete their report.
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NAKAYAMA MURDER TRIAL 
■--P~.-WSWMfc,-. I

i TO RESUME
The detectives who were sent to j 

Tsingtao to question witnesses named 
> by the defence in the Nakayama 
? murder case hiave returned to Shang- 
; hai and will appear in the First , 
, Special District Court at the resumed i 

, hearing to-morrow. I
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MURDER,TRIAL WILL 
RESUME TUESDAY

(Nakayama Case Again 
I 'Ê^ïore Court Alter

Bullet Tests
Hearing: of the case in which 

; Yih Hai-sen, alias “Shao Kwang- 
' tung,” Yang Wen-tao and Chou 
( Tso-yung are charged with inur- 
i dering the Japanese sailor Naka
yama, on November of last year, 
is scheduled to be resumed in the 
First Special District Court on 

! Tuesday at 2 p.m., the court hav- 
j ing finished its investigation of 
■the pistol and bullet allegedly used 
jin the murder.

Altogether five public hearings 
have been heard in connect ion 
with the ease, with “Shao Kwang- 
turg” making various confessions 
which led the court astray. At the 
last hearing he repudiated his 
former confession. The court then 
decided to examine the pistol and 
bullet allegedly used in the mur
der and entrusted the mission to I 

i the Institute of Legal Medicine, | 
; despite the fact that the police I 
I submitted proof that they had been 
pised in the crime.
I What the court wished to know 
then was whether or not the bullet 
found by the police was the one 
which had actually gone into the 
sailor’s brain as stated by a 
Japanese doctor attached to the 
Japanese landing force.

The Institute is reported to have 
finished its investigations and the 
court notified the three lawyers 

I defending the accused to appear 
at the Tuesday hearing.
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3RD-ÜEGKEE TACTICS
Editor, The China Press.

Sir:—The conflicting versions of the 
confession of the murder of Nakayama 
made successively by Yih Hai-sen leave 
no doubt that either the accused is 
mentally unbalanced or else these con
fessions were wrangled from him through 
the SQ-çalled .thirdjrste^ tactics 

misnomer for the ugly word 
"torture.”

Medical examination has been made 
recently on the accused and he was 
found to be sane. His apparent anxiety 
to admiU the crime, to have the whole 
thing over with, even though it means 
certain death, can only be attributed to 

I his inability to withstand „.™tha..xxu&t 
I ^maltreatmentat the Headquarter^, for 

> men do not go to their death so anxiously 
unless they are suffering extreme physical 
or mental anguish.

It makes me shudder to think of the
fate that awaited Yih as he was led, with 
tears streaming down his cheeks, away 
from the Court to be returned to the 
Police Station, after the judge had over
ruled the motion of his counsel that he 
be remanded in the Court’s detention 
cells.

. That the alleged torture shp^d . 
permitted to be „ perpetuated .Jn _ this 
"MQdÇl J^ettlement’’ is incredibje and,,.yet„

ing to its existence. By what means, for 
;'instahce^ïïavp~tlie*"police Been" able tC.

locate lOfe^ Tilde^xm^

Jitter the^arrest of the_lMUl, -
^leOaJ^ned in Jhe JeUlemgaa...

^Thepersonnel of the Police Depart- 
Jte_Settlem^Qg  ̂ssssesmlx 

weUL-BSlà. for and ratepayers have a

J30Vd«e®JgL JB
.æîSJsA^ssâs^fSfflUaasar- , 
UJatUtfiSaBS açJjmUXjgm^MÆta. JSsiag^

ÜJ&JügMto^thai l^.MuB,toaLJ2awa.- 
eU-awiBL-a^cofflæjgm to iwamaar. : 
ttW.matter.

With the notorious case of the torture 
of Tsai Yang-chi still pending (it is 
evident.Jhat, it Js„ through the protection* 
j?L^ the...Police Depaxtoujxf” J.hatTw”
OTWJ^of the MlJMcI Court

, fee
plicated were repegtfdly_Jgnored .with ’ 
Jinmuhi® , and with the Peters and Judd 
case still fresh in our memory, the public 
should demand in the name of humanity < 
ABdJteJthe reputaUdCdf jhi^ Sv' thfit 

. d^OJnpl measures be^ taken to safeguard 
^gatejtthe recu^^ '

JSow ,
believe that the Police are not sometimes 
jmSsCÆL Jæi'

Who think 
that the face of the Settlement authori
ties should be saved even at the cost of a 
few innocent lives, naturally want 30*, 
Ms^ up tde mattex but those who still , 
have a mite of decency left^cannot per-

C. H. K.
Shanghai, June 6, 1936.
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Moring Translation.

NIPPO (I1-7-36)

Procurator wildly advocates innocence .of. accused 
in the Nakayama case ~

The 8th hearing of the Nakayama 
case was held at 2.07 p.m. July 10 in the Special Distinct 
Court.

The Municipal advocate summing 
up the case declared that the evidence produced by the 
prosecution was sufficient to show that the three accused 
were concerned in the Larroch Road crime.

Seven Chinese lawyers appearing 
for the defence of the three accused then submitted their 
arguements, after which Procurator Chang rose to his feet 
and wildly stated that the connection between the book on 
practical physics and the pistol was clear but it could 
not be said that the book belonged to Yang Ven Tao. As 
regards Yih Hai Sung he said that Yih was not a person 
who could have created such a serious incident because 
he is a habituée of dance halls and had he committed the 
crime he would have fled. Ahe Procurator added that Yih 
made his confession under torture. As regards Tseu Shou 
Yung, he was arrested on Yih Hai Sung’s statement, but he 
had no connection with the case.

The procurator concluded by 
saying that the evidence against the accused was not 
sufficient.
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CONFERENCE,OF RESIDENT MILI TARY OFFICERS.

The Japanese Military Attache’s 
Office issues the following statement regarding a military 
conference»-

•’Taking advantage of the visit of Major-General 
Watari, Chief of the Second Section of the General Staff 
of the War Office, a military conference will be held 
on July II and 12 by Japanese military resident officers 
in China. Special importance is attached to this 
military conference because the Second Plenary Session 
is now being held in Nanking.

The conference will receive reports 
on the situation at their respective places and consider 
the North question, the South-West question and Nanking’s 
attitude. The rumour that the Foreign Office and the 
War Office are not in agreement as regards Japan’s 
policy towards China is untrue. As a result of an 
exchange of views between Ambassador Kawagoe and Major- 
General Kita, the former will support the military 
conference. After this conference all Japanese 
resident military officers in China will assist Ambassador 
in promoting Sino-Japanese relations.

DETERMINATION OF JAPANESE AUTHORITIES IN REGARD 
TO THE NAKAYAMA CASE

At the 8th public hearing of 
the Nakayama case in the First Special District Court, 
Procurator Chang stated that there was insufficient 
evidence against Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung for they 
had no connection with the crime.

As some political influence 
being exerted from a certain direction, the Japanese 
Consular authorities and the Japanese naval authorities 
held an important conference at the Japanese Consulate 
at 5 p.m. yesterday to consider the matter. The conference 
was attended by Mr. Sugihara, Acting Consul-General, 
Terasaki, Consul, Senior Staff officer Osugi of the 
Japanese Landing Party, Junior-Captain Minato, Lieutenant- 
Commander Okino, of the Naval Attache, Senior Staff officer 
Nishida and Staff officer Yamada of the Third Fleet.
It was agreed to keep a watch on developments in the case 
and on the attitude of the Court.
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MAINICHI, NICHI NICHI AND NIPPO

CHENJU MEDICO-LEGAL LABORATORY’S WILD EXAMINATION OP 
EXHIBITS IN NAKAYAMA CASES ATTITUDE OF COURT DOUBTFUL

The Nakayama murder case will come up for hearing 
to-day.

The insincerity and the political activities of the 
Chinese authorities in the case are being revealed as the 
trial goes on. The exhibits have already been given a 
strictly scientific examination by the Arms Identification 
Department of S.M.C* Headquarters, yet the Court has sent 
them to the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory for further 
examination. The result of this examination was published 
by local Chinese newspapers before the hearing on July 8. 
This reveals how the handling of the case by the judiciary 
is being affected by the political activities behind the 
scenes•

Violent Arguments and Mistakes Made by the 
Unscientific Examination

The greatest surprise is the unscientific 
examination made by the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory. 
This gave rise to the suspicions mentioned above. The report 
made by the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory is in four sections 
and is as followss-
(1) Is the rust in the excavated hole of the book belonging 

to Yang Vung Tao natural or had it been produced by 
human agency?

The Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory reported that 
the rust on the book and the pistol came from the same 
source and that the rust marks could have been produced 
by a pistol of the same model and size.

This statement is absolutely contrary to scientific 
principles because it has been scientifically proved that 
different marks are made by different pistols though 
they may be of the same model and type. The pistol 
in question is an old type weapon and had been painted '
over; for this reason, it left unusual marks in the book. <

In an attempt to give an impression that the marks |
had been made by human agency, the report stated :
that the oil stains in the book could not have been 
produced without some pressure having been applied on 
the book from both sides.

Yang Vung Tao used to carry the pistol by placing 
it in the book even when he was travelling, therefore 
the book must have received outside pressure.

(2) Does the book (“Practical Physics*) bear any of Yang 
Vung Taofs fingerprints?

The Chenju examination found none. On Page 27 i
of the book are some marks resembling fingerprints and I
it was evident that it was impossible to prove them |
clearly. It is meaningless to look for fingerprints 
in a book which has been handled by Police officers and 
Judges. For this reason, it would be strange had 
Yang Vung Tao’s fingerprints/found in the book.

I

/
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(3) The connection between the photographs showing the 
woundsthe doctor’s certificate and Yih Hai Sung’s 
confession.

Yih Hai Sung has stated that he shot Nakayama 
from 5 to 6 steps behind. In spite of this, the doctor’s 
certificate states that the attack had probably been 
made from about 50 centimetres behind. Therefore, 
these two points do not agree. The angle of the wound 
of entry and the wound of exit is thirty degrees. 
Basing its decision on the degree of this angle, the 
Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory surmised that the bullet 
must have been fired from a point of 5 centimetres away. 
This does not agree with the statement made by Yih Hai 
Sung. The report states that, according to the nature 
of the powder burns around the wound of entry, the 
shot must have been fired at a distance of 5 centimetres. 
This is contrary to scientific principles. The report 
had failed to take into consideration Nakayama’s motion 
in walking and the character of the resistance received 
by the bullet. It is unscientific to judge the 
distance between victim and attacker on the basis of the 
enlarged photograph of the wound of entry and the angle 
formed by the wound of entry and the wound of exit. 
The report had evidently ignored a scientific theory 
because it stated that no gun powder would remain around 
the wound of entry unless the attack was made from a 
spot 5 centimetres a,way from the victim. The theory 
established by science is p wder burns will be found even vh 
when a gun is fired 50 cenciiàetres away.

A study of the report of the Chenju Medico-Legal 
Laboratory shows that it contains many wrongful and 
unscientific surmises. Should the Court accept this 
report -— a report which is believed to have been 
twisted for political consideratiors —- and ignore the 
definite evidence produced by the S.MoP. the judiciary 
of China will lose the confidence of the public. 
Therefore, the Court proceedings should be watched with 
dose attention.
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--------- ------------- Police Station.
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Diary Number:— 12/4 Nature of Offence:— X

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
T. YOohida state® that he wta wlkicg and pushing 

hie blcjcla Boat In the Feng Loh Li and abac, a few yards 
Wert of the wetehMO** hut he heard a alight sound which 
he could not piece. Re walked on until a th* yards peat 
the watchman •• hut and then decided to retrace hie steps 
to a awest shop called. CsiMPl, ha horned bis bicyela round 
and after talking a faw penes noentod hie bicycle and rods 
at a speed a little fhster than & walking pees* Between | 
the wûtdswi’a hut and ths cmriswoot Shop he state* he 
Mt two nan dressed in Chinese long ^owa» w&lklng 
separately Fartwurtl in the Ibng hoh LI on th* South 
pavesicmt. Me could not stats the colour of the gowns 
other than th»t they were not White. Both am were 
walking leisurely. When Techida arrived at the 9th 
alleyway in th* Fong leh It near the Parroeh Bead 
entrons* ho gave op th* Idea of going to the sweet shop 
and decided to return hone vie th* Barroeh Rood. Os 
approaching Darroeh Road h« observed a crowd gathered 
which included several Japanese on* Taksok* on the 
B«rroCh Toad standing neer ths sailor lying la th* 
roadway. Ybehid* cannot rwMteber seeing say Chinese |
constables there. YbshidaM ctatMoent is of littl* I
aaterial win* to the crim as hl* first intinatien of J

1 ■ 
the incident was vdwa he saw th* crowd gathered on ths 
Barroch Rood. If in tbs first instance that la ohm ho 
was near the wetetaaa** teat» he realised ths sound ho
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CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— F.T.S. 17*3/32
................................Division.
____ ____ _______Police Station.
-----  i9

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
heard ta be eoHMcted with cone untoward Incident and 
beesno cognisant it weald be ewpeeted that he would have 
given hie attention to way person he not* he thia | 

instanee the two persons thon he ant he states wore walh- 1 
tn an unconeerned nanner*
vitnosa Koh Ah Liang hat been under detention» the I 

antenne of which went to prove he could not have been \ 
on the aoene but wan in the vicinity of the end alleyway 
leading fren the fteng Loh Id on the South aide at the 
Worth Ssechuea Bead end* At thia spot he heard the 
sound of on oapLoolen which he teok to be the bursting of » 
a tyre and slightly turning hie head» gxv no Author 
thought to it* Seeing that he could net gam entrance 
to hie hone by the flrot alleyway on the Berth aide of 
the Amg Uh Li, an the Iran gate wee elooed* Bo returned 
to the 2nd alleyway on the Berth aide of long Uh 14* 
There ho sow four Chinone snobs running towards hln, one 
of than told hln that a Japanese soldier had been killed 
en Barroeh Bead» the aaaha still running passed hln and 
ran towards Berth Ssochuen Bead* Ba then proceeded into 
the 2nd alleyway and infbraod Bro* NatUbara» wife of the 

proprietor of the Batsubora Toko bicycle shop, of what he 

had heard*
Analyalng the statWMUta of Koh Ah Liang and TMhida 

in tu order as given by then both heard the sound of the 
«plosion end both still walked « « fw yards Bust in the
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Diary Number:— 12/e Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. ’

Fong Li* xllcvdng thw time of a minute ©r a© to 
elapie th In allov the e^2h& to Log&bw awtfi of the
îneîûaot rur in the Fan* Loh Li. The saahs 
uoulf laterally be between ïauhldü. anc the ee<m« of the 
cri*«u. Xt Tuu net been disproved that the ansha did not 
Infor»’ ! <>h Ah Li&ng tut W* beets substantiated "&J the 
statcr^nt of Mr®. Mataub^ra &Uiuoncb us that Such Ah bleu* 
told Vr he had ret the «asti. Eow is it then that IfoShî- 
da did not meet th? j

witnsM i'Mchlro Huyakaee hi Lie* states
at About 9 p.t*. on the £*11-28 he loft the "Astoria Cate** 
Worth rreehnen Fnsd opposite the Thoetae ctenbury and 
Public Fchcol with s friend n&ced Eiroyoki £&£©• Thsgr 
walkod uncoacrmed^tovardG the Jupamiu« Bavai Barrseto end 
turned Into ‘Dtn'roeh hoed. They had nearly reached the 
entrance te Fma* Lob Li uhen £• Hiyiieua eav the body 9$ 
a hmco Via* In the roadway* near the ïeat aide 
also sit. opnooito thé Foi< :©h Li* he talked a feu pstwit 

tbrvard* he dW not larrtdlat-tly rush forward* as he 
thou^tt It wp a drunk. He then aroaaed over a&d found 
it woe a Japanese eallor. frier to fioi»£ towards the 
body b? state* he saw three or four persons whoa he thought 
rare Chinese, however* h* adds* ttf sn not sure of this 
point** but was euro nona of thoa wore in unifortu He 
goes on to state he heard some one runnix^ behind him and 
than two Chinese ownstahles arrived» He also states he
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CRIME REGISTER No:— lîfl/36

Diary Number:—

................  Division,

...................____ ....Police Station.
-------------------------  i9

Nature of Offence:— I

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places
visited in 
course of 

investigation
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
could net ranwAar Mela* any Mjr riming north on
DarreCh Bead prior to sooing tte body lying 1» the 
roadway* So did not boor any wound of on exploataa» J 
tho latter gooe to prow ho anet bow boon tn the 
•Aataria CefB- which to Wont two ulantoo walk ftwi tho 

t 
•90».

It baa boon otated by tho dOpaneao eentry wteoe 
box la eitnetod iwodiato to tho cntranoo into Damch 
flood firw Worth flawteen flood» thet ho hoard on o*>loaioa 

I; and later aww a Chlnaao each aged about Id yoaro» waring 
| a abort Jacket and panto» run Worth fiwo Dwrwoh flood 

towarde two C*P*Ca*» whan ate opoka to and than wo own 
to load tho C.F.Ca. towarde harrooh flood*

S* Bayatewa did not hear the wand of on euploaian 
which plaeeo hia bchlte the ttee the oentry ow tho cote» 
and therefore» It weld appear that tho C*P*Ca« were on 
tho aeono before hte* Although C*P*Co* Seo* tflM end 
Sflfll haw wtntolnod there wro no pereono on the ooena 
when they orrlwd thio wold appear not to bo a tern 
fleet no there lo atiU to be recalled the atetewnta of 
nao *iang «bo and TAnoka*

te oiftlng the atataneata of Yoahlda and Hayakatw 
it would appear that they ham been earried away In their 
oagnraooe to be of oono notorial aoalotawe*

It lo a great pity that the Chinone girl who report
ed to tho C*?*Co* ao hawing man a nan lying in the road
way tea not boon found*
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CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 173/35
............................ ...Division.
...............................Police Station.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

   ......... T9 
Diary Number:— 10^/1...............Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
farther notorial statcnants of Meyeko of the Kam 

Ketabliahnent, 27 Mei He Li off the Sorth Szoctacn Reed, 
shewn definitely that the deceased had been a regular 
visitor there and left the place eon» where in the region J 
of 8.40 p*n* on the 9-11-35 art that she eon be mid to 
here boon the lest person to have Men deceased alive a» I 

no other witnesses have bon» obtained to discredit this* !
j 

She son bin leave the ortobllrtinewt in a narnal soaidition ; 
carrying a bundle Mhich it wee learned later to contain 
Japanese rise cakes etc* art stated by the Japanese 
levai Landing Party to have boon found lying by the aids 
of Rakayana la the rort* These cakes and a latter 
found on his parson having boon given to bin by Moye 
Sasaki of S3 Md Me Li to deliver to scan» Aokl.

Regarding the poet life of deceased it bos been 
proved that he bod a "steady* in the Kann latabllahnmt 
In the person of one Chita who it la said om^leted her 
contract with the homo and left for Japan on the 30th 
Sept sober, IM. ■syatoo la one instance said Me had no 

1 “regular an" and yet In a revised statenant taken In tbs 

prssanso sf the S*P*O* and Hr* Sÿohora* A«C*P*t shs 
adeittod hairing oosnssttsns with a seonon nanad Mori* la 
view of this womb's life why shoold She want to eoneool 
thio foot so oho edadttod having slept with Mayans on 
ths night of the 0-11-38, which ho had expressed to bar 
to keep (plot*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— F«S«R* 17S/36

Diary Number:— 12/9

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

............................... Division, 

...............................Police Station.

..............  ......................19
Nature of Offence:— X

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Smm slgnlficanao auuit ba placed on the fact» in

view of the ekhanstive enquiries that have already bean
conducted with the poosibillty of Itakayoaa having been 
abet by earn person who nay hove net bin on Dsrroefe Hood 
and resided within that area* that he did leave Bo. S7
Koi Me 14 and that ha wan a regular visitor to that 
loeality and became known In parson. vurtbornero the 
tine fer Ma to return to the barraeka eno U p«n*y but 
bo wee on hie way back to arrive at • p.au» therefore it 
is reasonable to Manioc that ho was fbllowod ikon thia 
locality by oone parson unknown» but acquainted with Mi 
aovemoata and intention of returning earlier» end that ho 
intianted to Heyoko that intention» that he would be bank 
in the barracks by • p*n.

The rinding Of the .» ante pistol by 6ub-lr»peetor 
KaneyMU behind the wotahnanU hut in the Mang Loh 14 SOB 
feet free the scene» wane about in an wwrtbodos way* bo 
was probing with Me walking stick* it cannot bo definite 
ly stated which way the pistol woo lying 00 at flrot it 
woo touched and saved about by the stick and than sone*

The absence of any knowledge of the asset position 
in which ths pistol lay louves an eUnant of dodbt In 
nonet ruing what pooitlon the peroon would bo in who 
planed it there* '1

It ie Shown by the plan ends of the Feng Lab U 

and its environs that there are throe alleyways leading



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 176/ï»
...............................Division.
.......... -...................Police Station.

Diary Number:— 12/10 Nature of Offence:— J

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
off the Fbng Loh U on the North side between the wuteh- 
w*e hut and the hoot entrance of the Fong Loh Li 
(Dorroeh Road). The first alleyway from the West Is 
blind hat ee an alleyway leading Last from it which ran 
into the second and third alleyways stated* the second 
and third alleyways give access to the leeblo dardons end 
the Tee la fbng which run parallel with the Fang Loh Li* 
Xwoodiatoly Bast of the watchman's hat is another alleyway 
linking the Fong Loh id «nd the Tso An Fang*

As enacted by D.S.I. Crowther end 0*S. Craig* the 
faraer hawing a bicycle representing Yoshida* and the 
latter the assailant* it was an easy natter far D*S* 
Craig to dash away from the scene into the first alleywcy 
on the Wrth* before D.S.Z. Crowther walking with the 
bicycle and turning round as stated by Yoshida* had rid- 
den a few yards*

iron the first alleyway* the assailant would hare 
wended his way through any of the others nentioaed and 
planed the pistol behind the hat*

Surmising the assailant did taka this course it
would Show that he was familiar wfth the locality* this | 
being boms out by the distance be carried the pistol*

The pistol has definitely been prewad to hawe fired 
the shot which caused the death of the deceased*

The report and sketch compiled by 3*s* Oakley sf the 
A*X*fi>* regarding the tooting of the pistai shows it nakee



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

................................Division.

....................... ........Police Station.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

CRIME REGISTER No:— F.ZJR. 170/36

Diary Number:— 12/11 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION. ~
erratic ejections of the ewpty cartridge ceaofl when fired. 
Out of 10 ehots flrod, otto obeli wag ejected and thrown 
IB foot behind the flrer.

Nodical Co ■wonder JUnkichl Ogawa of the Japanese Naval 
Landing P®rty ta hie nodical report states that gon powder 
wu freooat on the heed of the deceased surrounding the 
point of entry of the ballet. He aoamod the shot use 
fired fro® a distance of 60 e.n. (19.6 Inches).

Considering one of the 10 roanda of msranltion fired b 

by 0.8. Oakley the enpty cartridge case of which neo 
ejected and thrown IB feet behind the flrer, and as the 
enpty cartridge ease of the fetal ballet ves found 27 
foot fron the pool of blood on the Bast aldo of Darroeh 
Bead, it can bo construed, as the wictln was on the vest 
side of the rood when flint, hla assailant approached bin 
ta a diagonal direction, that* is across bameh load taon 
the Bast aids to the Vest, ta the rear of the victta. the 
spentbollet being found 8 foot Sooth of the pool of blood 

i 
and 4 foot 4 Inches taon the west kerb practically opposite^ 
to vhflre the enpty cartridge ease was found. The distance j 

•part of the enpty cartridge ease and spent bullet botag 
29 feet. Thia end the position of share the ballot 
entered the deceased's hoed wold wllew tar the oapty 
eartriage ease of the ballet fired to be ojootfld and thrsm 
as was ta the ease of one ta the 10 rounds fired by D.S. 
Oakley, also aliening tar the espty cartridge ease to

"X
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

bounce or roll on th* roedwy niter striking it.
The foregoing io theorised from f/cte present, that 

the deceased we walking worth «a Darroch Read on the 
Vest aide* he w»a not hmm of hie assailant’s approach, 
rad that the asaallwt flrod the pistol with a right hand 
Thia io gainsaid hr the fatal bullet hewing entered the 
lower right aide of the head behind the right ear and 

intrjing fron the left upper part of th* forehead.
Conpilod by Condnit, D.D.O. "C", and D.Ê.I. 

Crowther.
Attached 1. Trwalation of letter addressed to 

--r—wi Aeki by bojrw Sasaki, carried by the deceased.
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Diary Number:— 11/1 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
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and concluded each day
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course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

with reference to the anonynoue letter, dated 
21-11-36, addreased to the A/C of P, written both in 
English and Chinese, signed H.F. Mug and Ling Soo 7, 
the perron referred to therein, one long Mai Dong 
( fa ), alias Kuh leu Wong ( tâfc ), aged 38 years, 
native of Mlngpo, at 10 a*n* on the 27-11-36, was 
located by D.S. Craig, U.S* I. Cta Chi Hoang and C*D*S* 
320, at House 28, Lane 78 YUenfong Bead, where ho resides

Interrogation of Wong Mai Dong failed in any way 
to asaociate bin with thia crime •

He ia at present eeployed end has been for the 
past 3 years ia the Ming Bwa Teashop and Theatre, 4M 
East Seward load* Ke has easy frtonda esployed ia ths 
Jardine A Matheson river boats* It to also known to
détectives that he is a nosey-lender - this ha denied* 

It is obvions the sender of the letter desired to
involve his fbr an ulterior active*

Witnesses Koh Ah Liang ( N ) and Li Ong Ping 
< ) were again questioned on the 26-11-35, this
led to the questioning of two private riesha coolies, 
sanely Tsang Ah Doo ( ) and Zia Kya Byisn (
and a cook nswMd BO Sing Zai who are «ployed
at lo. 2? Hong Loh Li, and sleep together with Li Ong 
flag in a loit in lo* 10 long Loh Li, nothing of interest 

was unearthed*
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CRIME REGISTER No:—
................................Division.
................................Police Station.

Diary Number;— X1/&
.........................19

Nature of Offence:— X

Time at which 
investigation begun 
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course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
The Une of reasoning was that, as the pistol, «mA 

la the crise, was feond behind the watciMan's het in th* 
Fong Loh Ll9 Which la the hut of Id Ong Fing, « parson 
desirous ta Involve Id Ong Flag la the crime, had placed 

the pistol there* The Motive iter the «rise still being 
net known, It ana reasoned that Id Ong Fing any have had 

an affair with either a sweetheart or a wife of eons non, 
also enployed la the Fong Loh Id ar its onvirom.

M thia eoaneetie* Wei Kyi an* ), alios
Wol Ah Sen ( ), aged 39 years, native of ZauWhlng,
enploywd la the Keeblo Oardens as a private watehran end 
«weeper, was questioned. However, nothing w?a fortheera 
ing to suggest any Motive.

Dy on artlfloe nothed the Jackets of Koh Ah Liang, 
Li Ong Flag and eel Kyi Zeng wore obtained firon then,*0, 
«hleh F.6. SOO Formates applied a toot for nitrate.

The Jackets of Idas Ong Fing and Koh ah Ling proved 
negative, whilst a positive remit was Obtained ibon the 
right sleeve of a bleak coloured Jacket worn by Wei Kyi 
Zag underneath a bine coloured Jacket*

A elide was prepared fins the residue of the test 

and F.B. Ferrantes sWbadtted it to Dr. F. KnpfSr of the 

Kate Anerlem Drag Co., Factory Laboratories, terd load, 
Who testât it and stated it wee positiva.

vei Kyi Zang stated that this particular Jacket an 

went to bin by his rather new la trashing, hsvligi bran
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
brought by an aant of Ma, mmed Wei Tong So (-^ 2- )

residing at 10. 19 Sengln heed. We gave the 
the annt'a arrival in Shanghai on or about tbe

«Sate of

and that he obtained the Jacket from her on ex*
14-ivas, 
rbent the

i

17-U-36.
without the knowledge of the enquiry Wei Tong S® was 

located at 3*10 p«n« on the î?7-ll-35 and brought to 
Songkow Station by Crdg, CJD.X. Wei Xyung Fbh and 
C«D«S« 100.

The result of she being interrogated proved without 
doefet that the statnoent of Wei Kyi some woe true, eud 
the black eoloured jacket, ehlah she identified from among 
twelve other similar Jeeteta, we not in Shanghai ehen 
thio erime we eomnitted»

Continued efforts en the part of t.S«lh «Crowther,
BeFhoe, Che Chi Huang, 3.S. Craig, CJ>.Se* m9 IBS, 330, 
C«D«Ca« 152 end 330, hnve fhlled to obtain any definite 
information.

Seekers, rlesha eeeliea, wtetem md anriho net in 
the Oinwoll Mead his trie t hove been soltoited.

C.P.CS'  2864 and £001 (plain elathae dnty) hrve alee 
failed to neat or fain any InCeraatlon as regarde the amah 
who reported to then an the night of the

On the afternoon of S7«1U3S, at the S.b.Q. «C««s 

office a revleed statement was taken fton fthnjo Kam, alias

J-

■

:

F
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

KejolM, by D.u. InWpratad by C.A. str. j^washina

In the premnoe of the tmJ Mr. Uyehara, A.C.F.

(Jap^meae). Qmtiom were al^o put to Mcycku by j

Mr. Uyehenu \

With refbretwe to Otte Sekai, who ws tbrnerly | 
employed in the Kp*w C®fe, 27 Eel Me Li, 9t£ |

Ssechmm Read, end past "staaûy” of ths dsceaawtf Xidee | 
W^kaywAf It hr» been arrcngcc by bx • with the !

Ccnuml General fbr «Tapen» thet enqairfe© will t>« neâe •
by the Vagesekl Fol tee a» Chito'e aeeoeietioa
with H14ee W^keywe or «ny other person in pirtlcilar. r 

Sn^t.tries proceeding.
Attached, otateoenU 3 (Re/iseÆ Ilsyoko, Ysi r.yl 

tong and Wet ®o»5
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course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Movements of rcamEii H. Ki ta upon leaving the 

barracks for a second time cn the 9/11/36.

At about 2 p.m. on the 9/11/35, seaman Kita left 

the barracks for the ITsval Club in Killer Road, proceeding^ 

by N. Azechuen and Raining Roads, arriving there at about I 

2.30 p.m. He read books until 4 p.m. and later had I

dinner. Intending to spend the night in the club he |

bought a bed ticket, and then read books until about 8 p.J<’ 

At this tine he found the club was too noisy so decided 

not to sleep there, and left at about 8.10 p.m. and went 

to the Nidoriya Restaurant on Raining Road and ate some 

rice chkes. At about 8.25 p.m. he left this restaurant 

for the barracks, walking along North Szechuan Road and 

Darroch Road. Arriving near the Yakko Restaurant on 

Darroch Road, he observed two or three persons standing 

on the roadway between 20 and 30 metres ahead of him.

Dogs were barking, and he thought there was a fight 

among Chinese. Upon arriving at the scene, to hie surprise 

he found his comrade (H. Wakayama) lying on the road.

He raised the upper portion of Wakayama’s body end shouted 

to him saying "Do mt worry, you ere alright" however, 

there was no response from Nakayma . Realising that it 

was serious, seaman H. Kita rushed to the N.L. Party 

Headquarters and reported to an adjutant on duty, and a 

N.C.O. In charge of the guard.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

It has been ascortained by D.S.I. Nakamura, the 

sailor Who was instructed by the sentry to go to th* 

scene on Dsrroch Road and investigate, is 2nd Class 

Herman Saburo Tsuzaka, 8th Company 4th Battalion.

Commander Yasuda informed D.S.Ï. Nakaimra, this 

sailor’s movements prior to meeting the sentry, has no 

bearing on the mui-der. he being one of the many blue

jackets returning from liberty shortly after 9 p.nu on 

the 9/U.^I.
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

With reference te th* Inference el tae ./£. of P.» 

in aoona«ti*u with Mar/ 7» further eu^ulriec oeve to*ua 

wade by U.S. I. MaJounara» ».«• Xgvurài aud j.s. auaukhwu, 

Japanese Consular Police» and th* folle«log han been 

a seer tai nod.

Th* girl» M*yoko» ha* no speeds! eu*. j
tlth r*f****** t* th* ri*« ***** stated to nav* I 

h*** *arri*d by th* d*«*nsed at th* sla* a* wa* shot» it 

h»a been learned fro* Lieut. Ouaadr. Odawar* that th* 

bundl* found at th* seen* of orine aoatained riie oak**»

Regarding th* a*v*n*nts of aeaearn a À ta, who la said 

t* have told th* «entry that seaaone was lying ou th*

Darroob Hoad» a*d afterwords ran into th* J • Li. L. Party 

and mad* a report» and one other «aller who* th* «entry 

ie said to have told to prone** to Oarrooh Hoad on h* 

approaching the barraeks at about 9 p.a. ou the 9/11/3&» 
Haut. Conradr. udawara atatad h* would forward a wrlttM | 

reply as the sailors war* out on exeroin*.

Liout. wOM&dr. Odawara also abated to D.a.I. 

yakauura that h* had personally read th* latter sddr****< 

to aeauan Aoki and that it did **t **ataia anything 

relevant to th* **•* under lnv*«tigatie*.

F/rther to th* wo voient* of Mid** Maka/iaan prior 

to being ehot. A* w*e du* back from epeoial leave at 

7 a.a. *n th* lO/U/»» but had th* *pti*n *f returning 

hr U p«B« a* th* 9/U/tù if ha a* d**ir*d in order t*
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

save the expsaiLw of ledging cutride. Hfe snvomnto 

between Uw line left Ko. f? Mel Me 14, i.e. damt 
ü e«m. on the 9-11-36, arid t?>e tlis ho returned to the 

rnrraoks» l.n. rtxnit 1.1 cuite» imve proved

abortive* Aise, 'ns «novonento between £.40 p.su on the 

St» 11-31»» >bleh tier fee left the barrack», «nd 8 p**« set 

the evA« «late, are 'lav unknown.

Tt will ba noted, Vejrofco* in her etatewmt sentions 

that «idee UikwyatMi, whilst dressing in her roost on the 

<>f the mid that he wee going to tooaung

Wood to have n new gX^en prat in his wrist »?eteh, which 

had Iwokea the night previous. In this oomiection 

T/Ù.S. 121 Idu^i acd J.z>,C. 161 Tanaka have visited the 

■mdemcntloned wstehwker’w and repair shops frequented 

tn Japaaose seilore, but enquiries failed to reveal angr 
indication W4- ths deceased had visited *ny of those 

rhots ob the morning of the \5-ll-36. However* it web 
learned HMw V «m the Pl-S-SO visited Bo. 3©< 

loosing load «hen he hed his w-toh repaired.

laioeide 3M WeoMn* Bead
tiigagoaonwya toosong Bead
Oda Xoto tM Selni^i hoed
Àaano Yoke 316 Chapoo Bead
Hfrata ShokS
bljraaass & Co. 
fttkasawa d Co. 
kcx Lea d <ons

Boom Baod 
36K Boone Bond

Wei Kyf 
bhiag ô<x» «isng

W Millar Bead 
STB Voooung Bead 
KL? Beoeaag Boa* 
307 weoawng Bead.

p.su
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

V>ith reference to the anonymous letter, dated 
18/11/35, addressed to the Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
and handed to D.S.I. Nakamura on the 20/11/35, D.S.I.s.

' I Crowther, McPhee and C.D.S. 320, at 6.30 p.m. on the * ■ 
20/11/35 with the assistance of the North Szechuen Road 
Police Station (Constable 2404), proceeded to Lane 189, J 
House 34, Chen Chun Road. The house was found to be om 
of a row of houses, Where persons of the middle class 
Chinese dwell.

Enquiries were made at House 34, and the party were | 
met by Woo Z Ling ( subject of the anonymous lett- s
er. Woo Z Ling rents two rooms on tin ground floor, a 
front room used as a general living rows and a back room 
used as a bedroom. He lives with his wife and one son. j

Constable 8404 S.P.S.Buroau made a search of these |
two room in the presence of Woo Z Ling, D.S.Is. Crowther, j 
McPhee, and C.D.S. 320, but nothing of an incriminating 
nature was found, or anything that suggested an interest | 

in the murder of Nakayama. j
Woo Z Ling willingly attended the North Szechuan 5 

Road Police Station, and later with Constable 2404, P.S. 
Bureau, case to the office at Hongkew Police Station. |

Between 8 p.m. and 12 m.n. on the 20/11/38 a state
ment was taken from him by D.S.Is. Crowther, McPhee and S. 
Chu Chi Huang. \ >
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

There is nothing to suggest that he was concerned

in this crime, and owing to his past, and his present 
position in life, it would appear he is the victim of | 
spite. J ‘

Woo Z Ling returned to the Worth Szechuen Road j 

Police Station, S.P.S.Bureau, at 1 a.nu on the 21/11/35. |
IThe deputy of the Officer i/c of the said station : 

stated, Woo Z Ling’s movements would ho watched in the 

future. It was also learned Woo Z Ling is known to the 

personnel of the North Ssechuen Road Police Station, as 

he is an old resident, of Chan Chun Road.

The undermentioned private ricaha coolies have
f 

been Interrogated by D.S, Craig, J.D.Ss. 51, and 131,

J.D.C. 151 and C.D.Ss. 188 and 320. All of then denied 

being in the vicinity of Darroch Road and Fong Loh Li 

on the night of the Ô/11/35, or at about 9 p.m. sane date.

Tong Kyung Hsing S.M.C. Lie. No. 8648,

employed at 147 Darroch Road.

Kyi Ah Nyi ( S.M.C. Lie. No. 9364 employed

at 109 Darroch Road.
Loh Tshung San S.M.C. Lie. No. 11226

employed at ISA Darroch Road. /

Vong Tseng Dza ( S.M.C. Lie. No. 4823,

employed at 270 Yue Chin Li off Darroch Road.
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L. * *

Zau Yoh T« ), S.M.C. Lie. No. 8327, employed g
at 185 Darroch Hoed.

Tong Tub Ka ( ), S.M.C. Lie. Ho. 9393,
employed at 24 Darroch Road.

Lee Ah Nyi — ), S.M.C. Lie. No. 2727, employed 

at 266 Yue Chin Li off Darroch Road.

San Ah Foh S.M.C. Lie. No. 6064, employed
at 36 Darroch Road.

*
Poo Ah Kung (AW), S.M.C. Lie. No. 5068, employed,

! 
at 27 Darroch Road. Î

Sung Yoong Liang ()^£i >> S.M.C. Lie. No. 10884, 

employed at 2 Ming Tufa Fong, off Darroch Road.
Tseng Ah Doo ( )» S.M.C. Lie. No. 6682, |

employed at 27 Fong Loh Li off North Szechuan Bead.

Zia Kya Lu ( ), S.M.C. Lie. No. 6682,
employed at 27 Fong Loh Li, off North Szechuan Bd.

Taung Ah Nyi ( 3- ), S.M.C. Lie. No. 3482, -
employed at 25 Darroch Road.

Tsai Hong Shan S.M.C. Lie. No. 3714,
employed at 103 Darroch Road.

Vong Kyung Plan ( S.M.C. Lie. No. 4914,

employed at 51 Darroch Road.
Lee Nyoh Kwoi At), S.M.C. Lie. No. 9352, 

employed at 24 wing On Terrace, off North Szeehuen 

Road.
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A check of the following garages in as follows»- ! 
Ford Hire Service, North Szechuan Road Station, 

entrance to the Keeble Gardens. \

M/Car Lie. Ho. 12281, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 6526, 

Zor Ah Ling. Left station at 8.50 p.m. 9/11/35, for Hai ‘ 
Alai Auditorium. Passengers, five male Japanese - all were 

foreign styled clothing. Were seen to enter the Auditorium 

by the chauffeur.
M/Car Lie. No. 12407, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 3087, 

Zau Zung Foh. Left station at 8.50 p.m. 9/11/35, for 

Canidrome. Passengers, one male and one female Chinese, 
both wearing Chinese dress, were seen to enter Canidrome 

by chauffeur.

M/Car Lie. Ko. 12357, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 2744, 
Vu Yung Kung. Left station at 8.60 p.m. 9/11/35, ftor 

Avenue Edward VII near The Bund. One male foreign passenger 

wearing light coloured suit and light coloured overcoat, 

spoke English.
M/Car Lie. Ho. 12277, driver C.M.F. Lie. Mo. 2884, 

Zsu Ah Foo. Left station at 9 p.m. 9/11/35, for Canidrome. 

Passengers one male and one female Chinese. Both seen to 

enter Canidrome by chauffeur.
M/Car Lie. Mo. 12356, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 1663, 

Ku Liu Kung. Left station at 9.15 p.«. 9/U/36, for 

Canidrome. Passengers one fenale and one malt foreigners. ,
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M/Car Lie. So. 12317, driver C.M.F. Lie. Mo. 15096, 

Tseu Nyi Fao. Left station at 9.15 p.m. 9/11/35, for 

Siccawei Convent. Passenger, one Chinese female.

M/Car Lie. Ho. 12385, driver C.M.F. Lie. Ho. 1816, 

Li Fob Zeu. Left station at 9.40 p.m. 9/11/35, for Avenue 

Road and Ferry Road corner. Passenger, one male Chinese, 

wearing foreign styled dark coloured overcoat, spoke 

Shanghai dialect.

Kung Woo Garage, Worth Szechuan Road, opposite 

Darroeh Road.

M/Car Lie. No. 18246, driver fecMuB. Lie. Ho. 9592, 

Lung *h Z. Left garage at 8.45 p.m. 9/11/35, for Hanking 

Theatre. Passengers, 2 males and 2 fatale Chinese. Vers 

seen to enter theatre by chauffeur.

M/Car Lie. Ho. 18886, driver Lie. Ho. 4416, Woo 

Tsung Ping. Left garage at 9.30 p.m. 9/11/35, for JoffPO 

Terrace. Particulars of passengers could not be obtained 

from the chauffeur or the garage.

Wing On Garage, Worth Ssechuen Road near Fong Loh Li.

M/Car Lie. Mo. 18098, driver Lie. Mo. 10808, Tsu 

Loo Ping. Left garage at 8.40 p.m. 9/11/35, for Rue 

Admiral Boyle. Passengers, 5 Chinese, one male two 

females and two children.

M/CaT Lie. Wo. 18100, driver Lie. Wo. 6788, Zoe » 

Fob. Left garage at 8.46 p.«. 9/11/35, for Route de Say
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Zoong. Passengers, two female Chlnena

M/Car Lie. No. 18103, driver Lie. Re. 6338, Loo

Ching Foo. Left garage at 9.S6 p.T>. 9/11/35, for the

Shingetsu Kadan Restaurant, Fiangwan. Road. Car hired bjr

telephone. Passengers, one female and 3 male Japanese, 

wearing foreign styled clothing. Passengers entered ear

at ths restaurant and Instructed the chauffeur to drive

Kashing Road where one of* the males alighted, then

to Thome

Continued

Road near Dlxnell Road where the female alighted, 

to Fashing Roid near Woosung Road where one

more male alighted, then to Wooevng Road near Yühnng Road

where the last male alighted

All the chauffeurs have been questioned hut nona

of them noticed anything of a

to any of the passengers

Further enquiries, have

continued at all Chinese maid

suspicious nature attached

been made and &re being

servante employment bureaux.

Nightly, detectives have visited the vicinity of

the crime but no information has been obtained.
Attached are statements of J.P.C. 173, J.P.S. 61

Woe Z Ling «nd that of Mr. Z. Teksoka taken by the Japanese! 
Consular Police on the 10/11/35. Also attached»translation !

of anonymous letter,

D.D.O."C*»



Translation of the anonymous letter addressee to 
the Japanese Kaval Landing Party---

With reference to the shooting tf the Japanese sailor, named 

Bides Wakayama, attached to the Japanese Waval Landing Party, which 

took place at 8.45 p.m. on the 10-11-35, I hog to report that this 

crime was instigated by one named Woo Z Ling, a notorious loafer, 
formerly employed as a bodyguard by someone residing in the Trench 

Concession. This man is the leader of a gang of loafers and is 

known to be in possession of a pistol.
About 6 or 7 months after he lost his Job, he felt he was in 

great difficulty. He therefore gathered together his followers and 

made arrangements to murder Japanese marines.

Woo B Ling has a bicycle and he rode same out to Darroch Road, 
Worth Szechuen Road, Bong Chi Road, Chapei, to scatter rumours that 
there would a big fight in the near future to the residents.

Only throe days after they had definitely planned to murder 

Japanese marines, Hides Wakayama was leaning against a wa’’’ sleep

ing, when a crowd of loafers arrived with their leader. Woo Z Ling. 
Woo drew out his pistol and fired at Wakayama. They then made 

good their escape. The next day they wont around Scott Road, 
Hung Tong Li, 8s Dah Li and Worth Ssechuen Road to scatter the 

rumour. Wakayama was* shot on the loth and the residents of the 

above places evacuated from nth to 14th. The nain hope of the 

loafers was to scatter such rumours and cause people to remove, so 

that they would have the opportunity to steal money and clothing.
Woo Z> Ling is a habitual gambler and his present business is 

extortion. X therefore ask that the Japanese Waval Officers will 
put this man Woo under arrest at once.

If you want to arrest him, you had better & to his home at 

7 p.m. Be is residing at Wo. 34, Lane 189 Chan Chun Road and 

the following is his description.

Tat strong build, round face, hair cut short, has a 

cataract on his loft eye.

Xf you do not get rid of this man, X believe more cases of 

a similar nature will be perpetrated in the near future.

Xf you are going to arrest him do not send men in uniform, or



he will lamedlately abscond, so please be careful»

When you get rid of this man, no such eases will ever 

happen again in the Hongkew District»

Dated 18-11-35.
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Vita reference to the questionnaire free the

A/C of 9 forwarded by Um s.f.O.. the undersigned on the 
instructions of D.».<FC* instructed J .©.8. 131 Xguchi to 
obtain the assictanee of the Japanese Consular Police 
and request Shnjo Bara, alias Meyoko, to attend the
B.9.0.  *C*’s office so that the pointe raised in the 
questionnaire could bo gone Into»

J«9.8o. 131 Xguehi and 81 Bom* obtained ths 
assistance of D.8. Bmkaea of the Japanese Consular 
Police. ©.8. Swanks» did not deem it necessary far
the vltaees to attend the ©.P.O. *C*’s office» but at

'^ihi

10.13 aau on the 10-11-33 ho aoecnpanlod JU).8s. Igashi 
and Hasue to the Kono Cafe» «o. 8? Mel Me Li, off lorth 
Ssochsen Road, and in their presence questioned Moyoko.

The following has been oubmittod in writing Ry
D.3.  Ignohi.

limn to question (1) s- lo thio Oho replied 
that she van unable to point out any definite person 
oho dept with her previously. She denies having any 
regular visitor. In thio conMcti» it oust bo motioned 
that no outside», other than bluejackets, an aliened 

on the promis». the locality being regularly patrolled 
by Mwai Petrels. The premises a» regularly closed far 

the sight at 11 p.n. and the girls a» aside*, if over, 
permitted to leave the establish*»*. MUs Ma» denies 
haring any paramour outside, and this statement has bee*

■ ;?.ï <£•

A-
*
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substantiated by independent inquiries nude outside and 
also from Mr. Orita, the proprietor.

Answer to question (2) Xt is evident that Hakayaa* 

did not anticipate any trouble with anyone by sleeping 
with Mies Bar*. Uw was the only girl available when he 
visited the eotabliahaent. Xt will be seen fro* her 
statement that originally he did not ware such about 
sleeping with her, and therefore ho first invited her 
to go with hi* to ths restaurant to haw something to eat. 
The girl, however, refused by raying that a* oho had no 
business that night she preferred to remain. and only 
coneented to leave when Xakayana assured her that ho would 
engage her for the night. According to Japanese custon*. 
it is regarded as a bad etiquette to change a girl each 
tine one visits licensed promises. and a careful psycho
analysis of Japans sc teaperaaent is necessary for an 
Occidental to appreciate thio lino of reasoning peculiar 
to Japanese. The feat that Mahayana asked Miso Hara not 
to mention to other girls about his visit oast not bo 
taken so seriously. Ho merely said that to avoid being 
teased by other girls. Xt is true that his paramour was 
no longer 1* Shanghai, and ho was at liberty to go with 
any other girls if he so wished, but since he is so well 
known to people in this establishment he could not help 
feeling embarrassed when going with another girl.

Mr. Orita. ths proprietor of the Koan Cafe, gave
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very good opinion about Hakayaam «ho he stated was sober 

and steady young nn,
J.b.S. 51 Hasuo at 11 a.n. on the 13-11-35 inter» 

viewed Heat. C«mdr. Odawara, Officer of the Guard, at 

the Japanese bavai Landing Party Headquarters from whoa 

he learned the following points.

1. The Haval Landing Party Headquarters was first ;
notified about the incident at about 9 p.au on the 9-11-35 ; 
by a 2nd class seanaa naned Ki ta, who returned to the 

barracks via Barroeh Read, fie also spoke to the sentry 

standing at the entrance of Bairoeh Road to whoa he stated 

that semons had been attacked and was lying on Barrack 

Road.
2. The sentry on Sorth Ssechuen Read near Darroeh

Road first heard a report of an explosion and then saw a

Chinese aoah, aged about Id years, wearing Jacket and paste, 
running towards two C.P.Cs. on lorth Ssechuen Road from 

Barroeh Road. This anah spoke to the constables and then 

was soon to load then to Oarroch Road. Soon after thio 

the sentry saw eoanan Kita who told him that there was 
soseone lying injured on Barroeh Read. This sailor 

iMOdiatoly rushed to the J.H.L. Party Headquarters to 

report the affair. Shortly after thio another Bailor 

returning from leave was observe# |y sentry walking 

on Morth Ssechuen Road and proceeding towards the barracks. 

Ro stopped the Bailor and asked him to proceed to Barroeh 
s 8
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Boat and Inquire into the natter.

3. Lieut. Cmntr. Odawara alee» stated Meet 

both a bundle and a letter wore found oa tbs person ef 

the ▼loti*» but was reluctant to divulge the contents of 

tbs letter as it was a private one addressed to seasan 

Mkl.
On the aoming of the 19»U-3t. D.8.X. Xakanwra 

received the pistol need la this crise frost the custody 

of the Japanese Caval Landing PartyUtt 11.30 a.*. It ana 

handed ty n»d»I» Crowther to the Aras Idoatifioatioa 

Section for a re~exaalnatlon.
Op to Ute present the wash otto reported to

C.P.Co.  2991 and 2SM has aot boon located.
further stateaeata (attached) hero been taken 

fro* c.r.ca. 2991 aad SSM.aad F.S. 830 Wilkinson.

B. Ô. 0. •©•
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The nitees* Koh Ah Liang f ) appeared 

before the S.L.D.Court oq the 15/11/35 when a euoueeefal 

application for a rit uf intention was made*

It wae believed from the otatooMSte te hand

that at the time the nurder was exonitted Koh Ah Liang

was actually outside a cigarette and exohange shop

alboated at ho. 93 Jarroch Bond (darner of Darrooh Mead 

*.tfd Jwrrooh lerraue) wulcto shop la kept by £uog hah baa 

( j a ooasia of koh . i Liang.

luis belief was substantiated by the counting

of ooppere - the witness £oh Ah Liang having stated he 

was u canting espoera when ae heard the sen ad of an 

explosion.

It did not sound feasible that he wsuld be

counting ooppers walls! walking la the tong Loh Li near 

the entrance to the north Sscohaen ^osJL. He had stated 

taat between S p.a. and 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 he rent te 

the said olgarette and exohango shop to ohunge 40 osnto 

silver to ooppora, revolving 9A ooppero for the silver 

please tendered «iiich he divided into t^o lots and planed 

in hla Jaoket pooketa. It wan definitely proved ho visited

the shop. During the reoanstruotlcn «f hl* action* after

a/
leaving the exohaihpe shop* Koh Ah Liang valhed slowly 
from the shop aoro^d the Darrooh Road to Jfong Loh 14 io 

ahleh aUeywor *»• pmeedod JOistward keeping to th* Booth
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aid* pavanent until he arrived at the spot whore ha said 

he had heard the explosion - which he had taken for the 

bursting of a tyre • he kept his arm folded across the 

front of hie body with hie hands in the sleeves of hie 

Jrioket. ’jneationed, in which Manner ho walked on the 

9/Ll/<5b he adhered to the fast that he had his arm 

folded as described, from the tine he left the shop, and 

even on his way to the shop he had his arm folded*

This did not agree with the fast that he had told 

a Hrs. Matsobers, who resides at do* Id Sorth fang Loh Li* 

imodlately after the murder, that whilst he was counting 

ooppers, which action he demonstrated with his hands, he 

hen heard the sound of an explosion*

it nas ©eon observed by investigating officers 

that koa La Liang has a tendency to fold bls arm at all 

tines* ïuis habit which is conn an to most JUlusse who 

wear their national elothieg is amt natural and prominent 

in JM»h «h Liang's ease, which has been noticed by Mrs* 

hatsubara curing the tine she has known blau

ùung too Sa wife of the exchange shop

muster had said she had given M coppers in exabango for 

<0 cents silver tendered by hob ah Liang, nuking the 

a iff creme of two ooppers,

owing to the foregoing and the oireumbanoee id 

which hob Ah Liang was placed and those surrounding this
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murder» it was Del lewd he was with-bolding valuable j 
inforoutioo.

firing hie detention he has been re-interrogated 

during the sights of the 14th and 15th Sovester 1935»

de teelive*e assistant was ooufiaed with a La out nothing

h&s been forthoosiug other than hie initial statement» 

which is to the effect that he had arrived at the 2nd 

alleyway in the i’uag Loh 11 frees the lorth Sscehaea Read 

entrance wheti he heard tae sound of an explosion» and 

shortly afteiwards 5 or 4 Chinese anahc whom he does not 

know, jiuae running from the direction of Durroah Road in 

the rang Lot LX tad they told hits that • Japanese eoldier 

had been killed» relieving which he told Kr». Katsubara 

of Na. 1(J s**>rtb fang Loh Li of the cm end. then vent to 

hi** Homo*
An application for Koh mh Lteng*» release tslll be 

made lo the 3. 3.Court on the 18/U/35.

The witness ?oo Chea Ying w*»a sort for *

detectives on the lfi/11/35 but it was learned she left 

Shatj^hSvi for her native ylace in latpe at ? on the 

14/11/35.

Extensive enquiries have been node and are still 

continuing in an effort to locate any publia or private 

rleaha oooliec who according to witnesses JPoo Chan flag 

and Too -lang Woo were near the so one when tho crise ««
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oomattteâ. T'^e Chloe»® who reported ths arise to 

C.P.Ce. 3M4 ar,d 2891 Is felao being sort for - the C.^.Co. 

here been given plein olotnei» duty.

*ew»rd Moticer R% 1396 received on the 14/11/36 

have been posted throughout "C" Pivislou and otrou1ftted 

to all rloch® hongs and p.M././. in Kashing Road Platriot 

and fte breroboe. 200 copie» of these notioos war» alee 

handed to Supt. Heng i/o 5th Division* s.i'.S. Bureau, bjr 

X.% I. EoPhec on the 14/11/38, who stated h» would have 

then olraulfted within hie division.

Th8. Greig during the nights of 15th end isth 

November 1636* vleited the following csberets in ®n effort 

to obtain information* but nothin of velue who obtained.

3t. t»eorgoe - Hue Per® try.

Wft’eetio Cfft * Bubbling well Road.

Moon palace «» .worth hseehuen Road.

Happy 7p»nd «» North hz4ohu«n Road.

Red Rowe «• /nkong Rn»d, Chapel.

Venus * Jokong Road* Oii^pri •

Money*»» 4» h, Pufj-shnon -l uM.

Ambassador 4» Avenue Rduard VII.

7abarin Cafe OR Hua fihn ^ro Ran.

Mew Royal Safe as « o • •

fPleco Cabaret me « » • •
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jfarther enquiries which have been ta no mil.

hav« been as-de Msoug food hawkers who resort to ÎXrrooh

\ov-d and Its vicinity,

Thera being & possibility that Kldeo Saklyas»*

prior to being shot visited * Japanese restaurant situated

i.t 171 Durrooh Hoad. D.S. Hasuo was instructed to sake

enquiries wbeo lie learned fro* Mr» Torhlao bhiaidsu.

proprietor of the said restaurant, that at 

ou the 9/11/35 two J&puoese sailors* tasses

about 6 p.m.

unknown visited

there, they partook of food and drinks and left shortly

after 10 9»u« caae date, they having been recalled to

their barracks due ta the incident

Aoeording to the proprietor these were the only

two Japanese sailors to visit hie restaurant on the day

of 9/11/35.

Woe Ziang Woo io the only witness that

states hs saw a man in dark coloured clothing running froai

the scene of eriae into the Jfdng Loa Li,

neat states she not a Japanese sailor walklag north on

Dnrrooh Hoad on the West side, aoi walking parallel with

the sailor in the seas direction on the snot side of the :f

roadway was a sms wearing dark foreign styled clothing

and a felt hat. colour unknown

Hhe had reached a spot 10® feet (sioaaared) Booth

IS® A®

&
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of tho scene of ariae, this baing $8 feet (aeasured) 

beyond wnero tne sew the Japanese sailor and olvlliaa, 

►hen aha heard the sound of an explosion - upon turning 

round, nnd an meoaa trusted by her* a ri^ht about turn, 

tfhe saw the Japanese sailor lying an the roadway, bat aha 

did not see the civilian again*

The manor in which she states sue turned and 

ieuonstrnotad would naturally bring her first line of 

rtalon on the West side of the read, where Hides Hakayaua 

wan snot* Immediately she saw the Japanese sailor 

lying on the roadway she states she ran into the ting un 

Terrane through a hot water shop, ho. 137 Uarrooh Hoad -> 

a»i although as stated by her, there were many dhineae la 

the hot water chop - she did not apeak to any of them • 

thio would appear unnatural for a person of her position 

in life.

la the ease of woo Hung Woo, ho upon seeing the 

Japanese sailor lying on the roadway and the wan in dark 

coloured clothing run into the Woag 14>h id - immediately 

inforswd Mr. Taiu.oka, who iamedlately wont with Woo Jiang 

doo to whore the sailor wan lying.

The witness Mr. T. Toahida has stated that when ha 

was eery near to the watehnan*s hut in the Wong i*oh l>i 

walking la the dirootion of north bseohuon Hoad, at the 

sane tine pasting hie hisyele he hoard a alight sound
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which he could not place» he them walked en ebioh brought 

h in n fnv ;jat?es the ruccltnjan’a but, when he thought 

of visit to# e. J»p*«*eee sweet shop (bmeri) 00 Mounted Mo 

blayule and returned in ni» traoK» at a speed a little 5 
j 

faster than a walking pace. «hen opposite to <* private . 

hospital he observed * man dressed in e tininess lent? a®**» I 

walking without hurry on the death pavement, the | 

colour of the g awn other taan tout it sue act white - he | 

ou .mot say* "tear lane «<>• 9, be met another man oasrieg 

a Chinese long gown of similar colour to the lirai vqc he 

had seen, also walking east on the -sou th pavement • the aU. 

al*;o appeared to be walking normally.

by this time Î'. loehiea tad given up •»«* iUet. 

of visiting the sweet shop sod had decided tu proaeed 

home via uarroeb dead when he case upon tue susaw of the 

murder.

vi tease ar, ^hlohlro hayaiuuia la a is statement | 

states he left the estera oafs, Sorth o*«aau*a io*u, 

opposite tbs TEexas Hanbury and rutile Louocl for £oys, j
with hi» friend, proceeded towards the J.Ji.l*. isrtj I

barracks and turned aouth into imrrooh ittt «ad tui on the’ 
scene with the kapanese «aller lying ou the roadway, which | 

is only a master of 1 or à minutes walk Irou the ‘Ætora 

unfa, Tnc C.J’.Cs. 2H64 and 3»V1 us abated by thia witness

‘ arrived sisialtHieottaly.
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he hud nut hdfewer hetrd the sound of »n exploetoa, 

before arriving on the soene. Ho also states he did not 

see uny~Wjdy running Aurta in Surruah Hoad.

<ne lew uentliaad tend to subataatlate - |
f 

tue a uc eu eat j of :Uang 1 auB?uuaa» as none of the I 

uLier witnesses neither ^aet aar saw any perooa running

Uie b aerie.

it is possible that tno asj&llout upon entering 

the ^oog ooa Li, tiuk the first allej^t-y on the larth side! 

of song «oh ui, leading Uto the k*. able Garden*, and 

«Merged agaia into tae rvug uah XI by the alleyway *■ llttlel 

uufct of the wa.taun&n*s hut. Ibis xould. account for I

a. ïoehida in not observln.^ poract leading the eoene I 

in a hurried &aauer* 1

inquiries a.e proceeding - gurt-ges ntur the eaene 

af orifiia are being wnecKed. if it ie a ft.ot or net 

that hiueo kukuywnt» sxs currying t parrel -.lon'.ainlng rloe 

sakes, and u letter od ills psrooc uddreaasd to & Japanese 

sailor qauuù Ackl, at the time he ‘><ae shot.
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Checking of th# stateaenta obtained from witnesses

in connection with thia oriae revealed many diaorepanoea 

in respect of the statements made by the witness Koh Ah 

Liang ( $1 frT A )•

His own statements and present demeanour leads to 

a strong belief that ho is with-holding valuable infom

ation from the Police officers investigating the murder 

of Hideo Makoyama, a Japanese sailor attached to the 

Japanese Bavai Landing Harty, Shanghai, which was oornait- 

ted at about 9 p.m. on the 9-11-35 on the Darrooh Road, 

by acme person at present unknown.

Owing to the oiroumstanoes which prevail and have 

arisen through this oriae - it is believed that the wit

ness Koh Ah Liang will abscond, therefore a writ of 

Detention will be applied for in the S.S«D« Court on the 

morning of the 15-11-35 to enable further investigation.

D. D. 0. *C*
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g. 40,000^.35 ’ File No.
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.•c*...»lvl»ipn. .Station, 
REPORT _ _ «...

Date.....^Vf^aM9..V&I9 36.
Subject..............

Made by.......fl»:?t....K«nnedy Forwarded by.

At about 12.15 a.m. cm 10/U/S*» Su pt. Wu and I entered 

and searched the house at the South corner of Darroch Road and 

Pong rx>h Li. This was don© with the pemission of the inmates 

and of Supt. Liang» i/o Sth Division» P.S.B.
The house was inhabited by Dr. Chen and his family* 

■«a of whoa were absent at the Canidrome (fAey were seen to __  ;
—return at 1.30 arfu >V Su^t. Wu ).______________ |

nr. Own appear* • a can of good standing and wi eager | 

♦a Mnaiwt the Plioe» He could not give any information and __  ?
_ Hfttntiw incriminating was found in the house. | 

the position of the cartridge oaee and the nature | 
nt tha bw<m it was obvious the fatal shot could not have been ’ 

—fired^fromthiahouse.| 
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inquiries regarding the actions of the victim prior
to be being abet on the terrech Bend* it bee bee* ascertain 
ed by J.D.S. 131 Iguehl» J.B.S. SI Own», end J.P.C. 33
ooene that he left the teval Landing arty mrrmekw at
12.30 p.m. en the t/ll/M. he having eocial leave thle 
date ee he wan exported te leave for Japan In the »nr t

future. He then proceeded te the Japanese Naval Club 
situated at Mo. 403 ruler head. Ho loft thio address at f

about 4 P.m. and returned te the Naval Landing nrty 
Barsaeko. At 4.40 p»m. he again left the barraoko and not 
until about 3 p.m. his actions osa bo learned. At about 
3 p.a. ho slotted an establishment of aawwoment fw 
Ja anose Naval nan» known an the •Balgetsu* situated at 
Vo. 33 Vol Mo lee near Vong Hang Bridge» Berth Sseohuon 
Hoad» O.o.L.. willed» place Is under the naaagonmt of one 
mused Mrs. T. Vatekura. At thio place he had an Idin 
conversation with a Japanese fswnle nous* Moye Sasaki for 
about 30 minutes, he did not appear to bo under the 
influence of alcohol, and Mo demeanour uno quite nornal.

Ho left thio place and at about 3.30 p*m. he visited 
Bo. 37 in the osmo alleyway which smioeniwit plane Is known/ 
an «Ko w*. under the nenagonent of Br. K. orlta. in tMa I 
place ho spoke to a fewnle caned shiyo Hara» and although | 

oho acted bin to «W overnight» ho left about 13 wdnotoo
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after lia Ind entered, saying he would he in hmoka ty 

9 p*n. Thia would be about B*dO p.m. Ha was last Men 

walking alone out of the *Ko Ü* establishment. from Jlo.fi», 

Wei we Lee to the Japanese fiaval Landing Mrty at a slow 

gait is about 20 minutée walk. Zt has not been ascertained 

if he was not by nay omen after leering the latter 

address.
Between Jfiurah and September this year, he frequently 

riel ted the «Ro W establishment, to see a female named 

Chits sakayo - this fenale left Shnngimi for Jason on the ■ 
30/9/3S. J

It is not known whether or not ho has had trouble 
with any pereon in the past • haring been etationediin 

Shanghai for over two years*
Baring the morning of ths ItydLl/M nine food 

wonders whs are known to frequent the Bameh hood were 

questioned at Mxwell fiend Polios Station but no Infow 

tion was obtained • they denied knowing anything about ths 

shooting* three private riosha ooolioa located on the 

Darroch Hoad were alee questioned with a similar result*
It was learned on tits 1^1/M the Japanese Military 

felloe were questioning an alleyway cleaner employed in 

the long Loh Li* At about 9 p.m. on the 1^11/M J.O.S. fit 

memo brought this am named Koh Ah Liang ( te

Mxwell Read Station - the Japanese Xlli^sry felloe having
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honied hint over*
A statanent» atte«h«d| wa taken fron hi» By 

D.8.I. Crowther»
At 8 P»®» on the UZU/SS on the iaetructiens of 

the ©.9.*C* the witneoo Koh Ah Lians with to* tang tah g 
tan ( *£ ) the oener of a cigarette and exchange stop |

situated at Mo. >3 tarrooh anad wae taken ta the acene j 
vg orient where interrogation of these two witnesses with |5 
zwng tah Staa’e wife» nautol iung woo ! wan i

conducted tgr Lieut, (tamender Ynstos» those present were 

Mr» fajlna, taC.P. (Japanese)» D.O.*C*» D.fi.O»*C* and 
j Japanese Coaeular Police officials» this questioning

following a reconstruction of the witnesses actions lasted 
until 1 a.n. on the 1VX1/M. A tapasses nsnsd Tcukasa 
Yoshida alee gave an aosount of tant ooonrrod when he to 
la i’s Fong tab Li on the ni^it of the g/Xl/ta.

Between 1 a.», and S ata. on the MAV*8 a ftottar ! 

stateMot was taken ky supt. Conduit, ©.D.O.«C« fm Koh 

Ah Liang» and etatoaenta wore taken fran ». Tsukasa 
Yoshida» tang ta Sung ant tang too 8s of Ro. 98 tarrock 
Bonds Id eng Mag ( <>l^)e private watatann 9g the Mg 

Loh L1» and Koh Lee ta» wife of Kwh Ah Liang.

fto witness to Oton Ying ( )• asntioMd in
J ■ . ■■ ’

Diary 8 sheet 1» fails te Identity witness see Slang woo» 

■entiemd in Diary 1 shoot 8» She having stated in her .

j ' ■ ■ ■ < w;'-? _JA J J-.
i............. -...... - - __________ ___ ■.

■IltvlO

I ? .
$p... ' :
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otatanent that she observed a ahoemker emerge frees the y 
fiarroch Terrace after seeing th* sailor lying on the road. 1 

StM further stated aha had seen the ahoe-mhor on previous £
ooeaeions. wee ziang Woe la a ahoo- wntar by Meads.

At B*1S >*n* on tide Supt. Conduit*
took a further atatamt free W. Teukaea Yoshida. . \ 1 

Statements era now being chookod and all sources of I 
inf ormtlon are being utilised. |

A ssessago was circulated by teleprinter at 5.OT
on the 1VX1/3S asking that enquiries be nads at all 1 

oublie riesha hongs in an effort to locate say ocoUs that 

nay haw been la the vicinity between 8.46 p.m. and
9.1» p.m. on the »/ll/56.

Statemonto of Koh Ah Liang taken hr Zung
Pah Sun, Zung Woo Sa> Koh Loe Sa and W. Toubts Yoshida 

forwarded on Mie turning of the lyll/i».
utatonent of Koh Ah Liang taken by D.8.I. Crowther*

1 '•

further one of Mr. T. Yoshida taken by D.».o.*c«, Li eng

2faV* and those forwarded by the Japanese Military Belloo

attached.

JMUO.*C»

- W-C ■?:
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M t.40 a.*. 181 sad 1*3 hronght

tn Wn station »•
fa «an Zing ago 38 roars* «obeoi» tV'voaver

as* it laag iheag Lee* uaoog £• Sing head» Qhagei 
voog Seing Tuh ( «g» 34» Aeheei*

od» to. It tang Khom X«Mt toong Ho Sing Road, I 

OmmoI» I
U ft» Va )t ago Aatarai* u/ananployed»

So. 12 xaog <bom Loe» uocag Ho slog Bead» Oh*» i 

rel
ease they had arrested oo the Sarroeh toad for loitering* I

ÜW traders igned» a*S*5* T4 and G*9*3* ttd qpeottoned 
the Moyeeta vbea it was «remained that the lot oaaed 
eon the orner of a small waving nlll la Chapel*

The 2nd and 3rd named are nephew and cousin respeot* 
insty of ths 1st aaarad» nod arrived la htrangnai earl/ I 

thia month from Anhwei» via tenting*
At the tino of their arrest ttray wore oo their sag 

tn Yongtsegoa to Interview a friend named «a fa Mag 
)• antlered in a gotten nill* io the bags that hd . 

oomld troanre anrlornoat far then*
the stat snoots of the throe earn ehooM and nothing 

mrarUlouo in their stories ana hrwgbt to light*
Bpeolal sraraeh» sa» «are infoomed sad u*a.X» tferaa 

and US.X. gee Yoe «nag attended the station sod further
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questioned the three »en. ho evidence to thow their 

association with radicals or anti-uaverwaent parties was 

procured and they were finally released at about 4 .

13-11-35. «

The Japanese «aval Landing Party, who were aware of 

the arrest of these sen, were informed and expressed their *. 

satisfaction with Municipal Police enquiries.
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Mtsoellaneons repars *o. XU/&» D.ftâ., now foras 

fLâMft la^SJUBâA—______
In essp«eS of tiw oltwooWoo Xteag *o» ( ).

v>ao».’o ï rlfîca etatepent has already becs forwarded. tes 
.os first 41WEtinned ty Craie, C.ü.c. 119 and Clerk 

Ciii Xoong Shou ( ), lu th* preeeoee ©f J.D.®. SI
liasus uïtg J.2.C. 93 Osano. he stated, after tee heard 
toe report of «4». rjrplo-lon he raw one J*p*ne*ti ««idler 
runslug i&i& into the Forv; Loh 1.1, end another lying ca 

Uw itarrtMtéi ï.oiid.
Tùl« in at variant»» with his written staftewnt.
it ùm teen arranged that another stateiwnt win be 

token fruut tiiiô ■eltsm'ts 'ey Su;t* Conduit. 3.TJ.O. •(!*, on 

tm ik-u»sn.
<t3 9 a.w. en ti>ô & telephone -^as^e

vss received at febts station frat lacut. Cosuander XaeuAt. 
•tatiteg their MUlte-gy -’olise UM located a female wt* 
woe belX«Tsd tu Ev the ftn&lr that reported to C.P.C.e 
SSV1 and tSSi cn the eight at tee 9-11-36 that a wui w 
lying on the herrech hood» Liaut. asmOr, Tetrads roQueat*» 
•d that S.M. PolUa Offioers ahoald «tteeS ths aaese of 
the saurder at 9.30 a.a. <mi the 11-U-SS. so that they 
eoold edtneee ths foiMls give her nnlM of ths affair*

A*c*f* Uyehara. Vsopt* Kaaeal. S*X. Bateher. o*S* 
Craig and J*D*S. SI SMae attended ths scene*

Japanese «mal Umdiw forty eonsiated of Lient.
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Cownâr. Yasuda and staff attending the teens, bownr, 
the Military Pause were unable to ^rodnoe the renal* 
witness, they stating she had ran away.

Jtarteor enquiries MMg Japanese residents in th* 
Vong Xsh 11 and its vieiaity by detectives attetehed tn 
this station resulted la an ash naaed Zea Zung 8* ( )
being located at no, Mid north dseehuen Road* this osait 
gave information which led to the finding of a tonale 
witness neaed Poo Chau Ying ( ) at W, 10 SÿiW Slag
U ( ), 8s Ching Road ( )• Chapel,

this witness with th* ©**op€ration of the Publie 
Safety Rares» ass brought to this station share a state* 
seat ans taken. She states, on the nlgnt of th* 9-U*88 
she arrived outside a hot ester shop on Parroeh Road, this 
aeassred was 108 fest South of where th* pool of blood san 
foaad. Just before ah* arrived at this *yot, MMSored 
88 feet fs«* Ro. ltd Rarresh Road, ah* mt • sails* 
(Japanese) and a civilian, ths latter aha csasst describe 
other than test he can wearing a foreign styled salt, dark 
colour, and s felt hat, colour af which she doo* not lease. 
Th* Japanese sailor eb* state* as* walking Barth os the 
Best side of Rarroch Road, tbs eivllte* an* walking Mi 
th* Rast site af RarraSh Road in the sane dirsetiea a* Mm 
sail**. The witness walking in th* mates of tee read 
la a doatberaly direction passed betwoMi the civilian and 
sailer, Meordlng to this witness tes sails* and
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eiriXiaa were pnraXXel te oach otter «ten ate puied 
U iwoon tten.

Ob arririag ao otated oataide tte hot water step ote 
heard tte mate of an explonltHi, ate in—dtetely tar—d 
rente ana —w tte Japaaaoo nailer lying an tte roadway, 
he—r, ate did not —e tte eiriliaa.

At d p.a. an tte 1X-1X-3B, water tte —parrinioa 
of tte D.D.O. thia vitneao at tte —a— gnaw ter 
—ion for tte tenaflt of tte lapa— Iteal landing 
Party. Thooe pre—nt worn, Co—hr. Oteugi, Meut, tenter 
Hooten.

Otte— p—neat wara. Chief Inapt. ftenyona ate Inapt, 
rwi—aa ad tte Japa— Cananlar Poliee» tergt. Mntnte. 
/•Molino, ate ar. tyeteia» A.C»>« (fapanaaa).

A photograph «• also taken ty a photographer of tte 
Japanaao BawaX Landing Party of tte pooitioa team ate 
panned tte Bailor and eiriliaa «Allot walking Baath a* 
Bnrreeh Rote, tte —iler teing ontetitnted W Bergt. 
Matote and tte eiriliaa ty another fapa— oiwiXiaa 
Créante in foreign olotteo oho «m praoaat. Tte peoltian 
tte fenale nitneoa took ay * little Sant of tte 
eeotra of tte roadnay - <yaite oloso to tte ohtetitwteA 
eivilian. Thin neaeladed tte dananetratite of tte 

witnoM’o aotieno • tte teiag felt p.«.
On tte night of tte «order» nt 0.88 p.n. B»11«M, 

a eaXX wao rent throng* «**• •*»*<*> regnant-
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tog that an anhulanec 1» sent to Kiangmn Road and Suna

Road earner re aa assault casa»

8.X. butcher «as aa the scene whrn the Fire Brigade 

inteilnnoe arrived • the victim had hr this tim Seen . 
reanmd ta the Japamov flsval lauding I’arty hospital. | 

S.X. Butobev Ififwwi the staff of the asfaalanM ta thia 

effeat* aa they returmd to their station»

At <«30 p.ra. on the li-ll-^S. « funeral eerosMMy 

uaa hold aa the tody of the Coeeaaod sails* at tto 

Ssadeuarterc •t the Japanese Bavai landing Barty. Gapt. 

Kaaas^r* and Mr. Uyehara, A.C.B. (dapaaeasj

attended.

MtMhad arc statemats of Fea Chea Xlag» G.P.GS. 
&8M and Mdd. I

a
Flan drawn ta seals of Japanese and Chimes 8.X.

3 
Faltas heats severing ths scene of crim sad its visinity I 

forwarded. *

Fr^rrrr’c* j

Officer i/o Special Branch.
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Shootlag of a Japanese Bailor on Darroch Road,

At 8.30 p.m. on the 10/11/38» under the 

supervision of the Officer i/o of this district, witness 

and officers of the S.M.Police awaited the reconstruction 

of the incident at the Headquarters of the J.X.L. Party.

At 8.45 p.m. on the 10/11/35, the following 

officers attended the scene of the shooting»- Mr. Tajima, 

Deputy Commissioner, Rear Admiral Araki, Commander Ohsugi, 

Lieutenant Commander Yasuda, Havel attache Oklno, Sergeant 

Major, Matoba, Military Police, Chief Inspector Jukuyama, 

Japanese Consular Police, Inspector Okumura, Japanese 

Consular Police.

The reconstruction of the incident commenced and 

Captain Kennedy, D.O.«CW and 8upt. Conduit, D.D.0.*C*, 

arrived later.

The positions of the S.M. Police on duty at about 

9 p.m. on the 9/11/38 wore explained as follows.

C.P.Cs. 2864 and 2891 (present) walking 8 beat 

were at Horth Szechuen Road and Kiangwan Road junction 

opposite the Headquarters of the J.H.L. Party.

C.P.C. 2780 (absent, as on leave), walking 8 

boat which covers the scene of the incident, was at Horth 

Bseohuen Road and Darroch Road Junction.

C.P.C. 213 (present) walking ! boat, was at 

Horth Ssochuen Rond and Dixwoll Read Junction.
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C.P.C.3231 (present)» on point duty, Mo.l Post, 

Korth Szechuen Road and Dixwell Road junction.

J.-P.C. 173 (present), walking 3 beat, which alee 

covers the scene of the incident, was at Darroch Road and 

Horth Szechuen Road junction.

J.P.C. 9? (present), walking 2 beat, was at 

lorth Szechuen Road and Scott Road junction.

Lieutenant Commander Tasuda questioned witnesses 

Woo Ziang Woo (i$;f^p), Takaoka, C.P.Cs. 2864 and 2891.

The position of the victim was demonstrated by 

an article made of cloth.

The reconstruction concluded at about 10.30 p.m. 

on the 10/11/35. All questioning being done through the 

medium of Mr. Tajima, Deputy Commissioner of Police.

At 10,43 p.m. further questioning of C.P.Cs. 2891 

and 2864 and 7.8. 230 Wilkinson continued in the Detective 

Office of this station by Lieutenant Commander Yasuda 

through the medium of Mr. Tajima. Capt. Kennedy, D.0.*C*, 

was present throughout most of the questioning. All 

questions and answers were taken down in writing by D.S.I, 

Crowther • will be forwarded later.
At 10 a.m. on the 10/11/33, Capt. Keanedy,D.O.”C*, 

Supt. Conduit, D.D.0.*C*, and Mr. Vyehara, A.C.P. (Japanese] 

attended the J.M.L. Party where they viewed the body of 

the deceased sailor.
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A report ha a "been received from the Anes

Identification Section regarding the auto-pistol seised '

which reads, "The pistol is in good working order and

has "been very recently fired. Previous records - none. The ■ ' / 
above pistol fired the bullet and ejected the case found j 

at the scene*. > j
In connection with the pistol the number of same I 

has now been ascertained to be 241146 and not 14114 as ; 

stated in the first report. The mistake having been made ■ .. . i
owing to its condition at the first examination by the |

A.I.S. f

At 7.30 a.m. on the 10/11/33, under the supervision!
18 ® 

of D.S. I. Dickson, 10 photographs wore taken of the senne j 

of shooting and the Mong Loh Li. i
At 3.43 p.m. on the 10/11/33, D.S. Craig and J.P.S. | 

61 handed to the Officer i/c of the Japanese Military 

Police, 26 Cherry Terrace, a copy of the A.I.S. report I 

and photographs of the pistol • this being done tri th the I 
compliments of the D.C. (Crime) as instructed. |

The pistol, one magasine containing six rounds of | 

ammunition, was handdd to Sergt. Major Matoba by the A.I.sj 

at 10.45 a.m. on the 10/11/33, on the understanding that 

it would be returned to the S.M. Police.

At 11.10 a.m. on the 10/11/35, in coapany of D.S.

Craig, J. D.C. 83 Os ano, the witness Woo Ziang Woo was
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taken to the Japanese Consulate where he "was questioned 

by their Consular Police.

At 13.30 p.m. on the 10/11/35, the witness Wo 

Ziang Wo was taken to Crime Branch Headquarters where 

during the afternoon he was questioned by D.S.I.Willgose 

and staff»

Plan and photographs forwarded.

Statements of F.S. Wilkinson and JJP.S. 61 

attached.

Statements of C.P.Cs. 2891 and 2864 will be 

forwarded later.

P.D.0.*C«
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Place or description of 
premises.

Tnrrot'a '-ai «bag'Loh >1 ( 4^ M
___ _ &

Time and date of offence. About 9 p»®u on the ft/xi/Sb. ___ |

„ ,, „ reported. 9,0b p»»» 9/1 i/o t> by telohoa».__________________ |
Name, occupation and ad

dress of complainant.

à
Stevai landing ~arty, I

Number of criminals with 
full individual description. * 1

Arrests.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Value $

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

In cases of Murder or 
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be 
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

(B) On back, shout 9* fro» ^®ot erb of ; arrt>«h 
Bead, Blood ooeisg fro» boad*

(C ) Ballet «o«nd ia tlw bead»
05) Unknown.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points(e) to (Î) should be answered, 
if kncwn. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)
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Shooting of » Japanese sailor on Darroch Road..

At 9.05 p.m. on th» 9A1/35, C.P.C. P864, by 

street telephone Box 1* informed Dixwell Road Station 

that a Chinese had been hurt by a Japanese soldier on 

KLangwan Road near the Headquarters of the Japanese 

Bavai Landing Party.

y.s. 230 Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 attended and at 

9.10 p.m. on the 9/11/35, r.S. Wilkinson, by the sane 

telephone box, infomed this station that sonething 

serious had happened and requested that S.I. Butcher 

and a foreign detective should be sont iaMdiately.

(The above includes message entered in the 

Telephone books).

S.I. Butcher and U.S. Craig attended to find that 

a Japanese sailor had been removed from Darroch Road to 

the Japanese Maval Landing Party Hospital suffering from 

a bullet wound in the head.
Immediately after P.8. Wilkinson had telephoned 

the station he and J.P.S. 61 found a Japanese sailor 

lying on the Darroch Road near the Bong Loh Li )

with a wound in the head, standing round him were many 

pedestrians. M.S. Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 immediately 

informed the officer on duty at the Headquarters of the 

Japanese Maval Landing Party and stretcher bearers with
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other Ball ore were despatched to the seene and resiowed 

the wounded sailor to their Hospital*

^iquirleB by D*D*0*wC* and D*S*I* Crowther*

A Japanese named Hidio Wakoyama ( ), age

?4, let class sailor, attached to the Japanese Kneel 

Lending Party (on liberty) whilst walking on Barroch 

Road near the Jbng Loh Li received a bullet wound to the 

head.

A pool of blood was found on the roadway 8 feet 

from the West kerb of Barroch Road, pratically opposite 

Wo. 736 Darroch Ro?d which house is situated on the Hast 

side*
A spent bullet was found by J.P.S. 61 on the 

roadway about 5 feet South of the pool of blood and 

about 4 feet from the "est kerb*
J.D.S. 51 Hasuo found an empty cartridge ease 

about 3 feet from the wall of 736 Darr ooh Road.

At about 11.40 p.m. on the 9/11/35, S.I. Kaneyasn 

who was searching with others in the ibng Loh Li found 

behind a wooden watchman's hut situated on the Worth side 

of the Fong Loh Li, approximately 200 yards from the pool 

of bleed and approximately 80 yards from Worth Ksechuen 

Road entrance, one .3? calibre automatic pistol»Wo.14114, 

Beretta make, with one round of ammunition in the breech 

and five rounds in the magasine which was inserted in
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the pistol.

A witness named Woo Zlang Woo ), whose

statement io attached» at about 9 p.a. on the 9/11/59 

was about to enter Wo. 90 Darroch Road» which is to the 

South of tho spot whore the blood was found» states he 

heard the report of a firearm being discharged» he 

immediately looked Northwards and saw a man wearing dark 

coloured long trousers and short jacket running Knot into 

the Jbng Loh Li, thon he observed a man lying on the 

roadway. He informed a Japanese named Z. Takaoka, residing 

No. 90 Darroch Road, of the incident and they both went 

to the scone to find a Japanese sailor lying wounded.

The roadway where the shooting occurred is poorly 

lighted at night.

The finding of the pistol at the place mentioned 

definitely prove* the assailant was making his way to 

Worth Ssochuon Road, either having continued along tho 

Ibng Loh LI, or taking a branch alloyway which loads to 

Ke eb It Gardens where ho could also gain the Worth 

Ssochuon Road. C.P.C. 5261, who was on point duty at tho 

corner of Dizwoll and North Szechuan Reads oppool to to 

tho entrance of the Jong Loh Li, has been questioned, bat 

states ho failed to see any person making an harried 

exit from the tong Loh Li at about 9 p.m. also he did 

not hear any shot fired.
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According to the report of the 3.M.L. Party’s 

Medical Officer (attached) the sailor died at 1.10 a.m. 

on the 11/11/35. It is believed he was unable to speak 

from the time he was shot.

The shooting of the sailor caused the sending of 

numerous members of the J.H.L. Party to the scene and its 

vicinity. Special precautions were ordered to be taken 

by the P.O. WC", idio was present throughout.

Reserve Unit also called out.

The spent bullet, empty cartridge case and pistol 

were immediately sent to the A.I.S. for examination where 

it was definitely ascertained that the pistol had been 

recently fired and that the spent bullet and empty 

cartridge case were fired by the pistol found.

Prior to this examination P.S.I. Dickson examined 

the pistol for possible finger prints, none wore found.

Copy of the statement from witness Woo Zlang Woo 

given to M.L. Party.

Photographs will be taken and a plan to scale will 

be ma^e of the scone and its vicinity during the early 

hours of the 10/11/35.

Major Bourne, A.C.P.

Mr. Young, D.C. (Crime).

Mr. Aiers, D.C. (Divisions).

Mr. Oyehara, A.C.P. (Japanese),
infonned and attended.D.D.0.”C D.8.I
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[Responsibility Refused 
By Chinese For Murder

Of A Japanese Sailor
Chinese Police Never Had Jurisdiction Over The 

I Scene Of Murder; Safety Bureau Co-operating 
| In Investigations Conducted On Killing
j NO ULTIMATUM WHATEVER IS PRESENTED 

‘DEMANDING SATISFACTION”
‘‘Local Chinese authorities are not responsible for the 

î unhappy incident on Darroch Road on Saturday night when- 
a Japanese sailor dropped dead with a bullet wound in his' 
head, because Chinese police have no jurisdiction over thei

• road, which is guarded by Japanese military and Settlement! 
| police. The rumour that the Greater Shanghai City • 
! Government has received demands from the Japanese in |
• connection with the incident is absolutely groundless.” The! 
i above statement was made last night to a representative of
“The Shanghai Times” by a responsible official of the 
Greater Shanghai City Government. The statement that 

----- -------------  • I no ultimatum had been presented 
by the Japanese Naval Command 

I “demanding satisfaction” was 
! confirmed by Lteutenant-Com- 
mander Matao Okina, Assistant

; Naval Attache.
The Chinese official went on to 

’ i say that the Chinese police had 
; never been allowed to patrol the 
road where the sailor was i%wt. 
He confirmed the news, however, 
that the Japanese military had 
requested Chinese authorities to J 
co-operate with them and Settle
ment police in arresting the 

; criminal. The request was made 
* to Mr. O. K. Yui, general secret- 
; ! ary of the City Government. He 
L di d not believe that the situation i 

; would assume serious proportions |

• ; Officials Returning
\ From Nanking i>
I ; •------------- . J;

;; NANKING, Nov. 10.—Mr.
! W’u Hsin-ya. Director of the ;
• Bureau of Social Affairs, and ?

’• Mr. Yang Hu, chief of the j 
J Peace Preservation Corpse vrho |

• ; arrived here a few days ago to J
attend the Fifth Kuoro/ntang 
Congress, are expected to re
turn io Shanghai to-day owing 
to the fatal shooting there last 
night of a Japanese marine.— 
Reuter.

since, he said, during their con-i 
versation with Chinese authori

t

i
ties, the Japanese officials them
selves could not lay blame on 
any Chinese. The report that the 
sailoi' was killed by an “unidenti
fied Chinese” was incorrect, he 
said.

’ “As a matter of fact,” he said, 
“I have learnt from an authorit
ative source that an ^ye-witness 
of the incident has told the 
Settlement police that he saw 
that the man who ran away after 
the shooting was dressed very 
much like the man who was shot.”

Rumours that the Japanese 
naval command had presented an



ultimatum to the Chinese authori
ties $ “demanding statisfaction” 
for the murder of the Japanese 
sailor were emphatically denied 
last night by Lieutenant-Com
mander Matao Okino, Assistant 
Naval Attache.

The interview took place 10 
paces from the spot where Hideo 
Nakayama, first-class sailor, was 
fatally shot by an unidentified 
assassin.

Exodus Deplored
“While i^ is a matter of no 

direct concern to us, we feel 
aggrieved to know that baseless 
rumours are causing a mass 
exodus of residents from the 
Chapei and Hongkew district into 
the Settlement.

“Aside from asking the fullest 
co-operation from Chinese au
thorities on the apprehension of 
the culprit, we have made no de
mands whatever,” the naval offi
cer declared.

Sympathy Expressed
Chinese expressions of sym

pathy and promises for full co
operation were received by the 
Japanese naval authorities in 
Shanghai yesterday as law en
forcement agencies in the Inter
national Settlement and outside 
pushed their search for the un
identified slayer of Hideo Nak
ayama, Japanese sailor.

Participating in the quest for 
clues were the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police, the Public Safety 
Bureau, the Japanese Consular 
police, the Special Naval Landing 
Party and gendarmerie.

Pledges to co-operate to their 
fullest extent in tracking down 
thé criminal were made by the 
Chinese authorities on four 
separate occasions yesterday, ac
cording to Lieutenant-Commander 
Matao Okino, Assistant Japanese 
Naval Attache.

Premises Co-operation
Mr. O. K. Yui, secretary

general of the Municipal Govern
ment of Greater Shanghai, made 
this attitude clear at 1 o’clock on 
Sunday7 morning in an interview 
with Lieutenant - Commander 
Yoshitatsu Yasuda, staff officer 
of the Special Naval Landing 
Party, Lieutenant - Commander 
Okino said, to a Rengo representa
tive.

Similar views were expressed by 
the Japanese consular police, who 
yesterday morning questioned at 
length Woo Ziang-woo, Chinese 
employee of the Takaoka Shoe 
Store; 194 Darroch Road. Zenshiro 
Takaoka, proprietor of the estab
lishment, was also summoned to 
the Consular Police headquarters 
but released after an examination 
yesterday morning.

Shanghai Municipal Police 
authorities were reported to be 
looking for two riesha coolies who 
were seen near the scene of the 
shooting on Saturday night.

Lieutenant - Commander Okino 
emphatically denied that any ar
rests had been made. “Reports 
that the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Party had taken Chinese 
suspects into custody are absolute
ly unfounded,” he said.

“We are trusting the Chinese 
and Settlement ’authorities and 
sincerely hope they will exhaust 
every possible clue in finding the 
assailant.

Serious Effect
“We are gratified that the Chin

ese authorities spontaneously offer
ed to carry on an intensive search 
for* the slayer. Nevertheless we 
cannot but feel that the incident 
will have serious effects upon 
Sino-Japanese relations,” he fur
ther remarked, according* to Rengo.

Lieutenant - Commander Okino 
made a full report of the affair 
to Vice-Admiral Teijiro Sugisaka, 
commander of the Japanese 
Eleventh Flotilla, when the latter 
arrived from up-river ports aboard 
his flagship, the gunboat Ataka, 
at 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon. 
The arrival of H.I.J.M.S. Ataka 
brings the number of Japanese 
war vessels in port to- four, includ
ing the cruiser Idzumo, flagship 
of the Third Fleet. The others are 
the gunboat Hozu and the 
destroyer Tsuga.

Funeral To-day
Nakayama, victim of the assault, 

will be buried with full naval 
honours at 4.30 this afternoon. Ser
vices will be held in the yard of

the Japanese Special Naval Land
ing Party Headquarters.

This will cause Japanese war 
vessels in port that will dress ship 
in celebration of Armistice Day 
to take in the decorations before 
the services begin.

Deceased, who was officially 
commended as an “exemplary 
sailor, gentle and laborious,” was 
on his way back to the barracks 
from a cafe near Wangpangjao 
Bridge on North Szechuen Road, 
official investigation has revealed. 
He was seen leaving the establish
ment at about 8.45 o’clock. He was 
ratally shot between 9 and 9.30 p.m.

Chief Inspector Wang Ta-tsui 
and Mr. Liang Fu-tsu, chief of the 
North Station Branch Police 
Station of the Public Safety 
Bureau, called on Rear-Admiral 
Sadaaki Araki, commander of the 
Special Naval Landing Party, at • 
his headquarters on Kiangwan 
Road at 10.30 o’clock in the morn
ing. They acted as representatives 
of Mr. Tsai Chin-chun, director of 
the Bureau of Public Safety.

Following then» came Mr. Wang 
Chang-chun, Japanese secretary of 
the Greater Shanghai Municipal | 
Government, acting on behalf of j 
Mayor Wu Te-chen. |

Lieutenant-Commander Yasuda ! 
called on Mr. Yang Fu, director 
of the Bureau of Peace Preserva
tion at .1 o’clock in the afternoon, 
and secured similar assurances.

Japanese Suspect Chinese
Meantime, Japanese naval and 

police authorities apparently were ; 
carrying on their investigations— 
under the conviction that the slay- 
ed was a Chinese.

“Judging from the pistol that 
was used,” Lieutenant-Commander 
Okipo said, “we are convinced that 
the assailant was not a member 
of the Japanese Navy. For one 
thing, we do not use that type of 
gun. Moreover, the only eye
witness of the attack says that the 
man was wearing a short jacket 
and baggy trousers, a typical 
Chinese dress. The report that the 
shooting was the outcome of a 
fight had been proved to bë un
founded from the statement of this 
eve-witness,” Commander Okino 
told Rengo.
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"C" Division.

Dixwell Road Police 
Station.
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Crime Register No..WW?§t.........

Nature of Offence:- Murder.(1)

Time at which 
investigation begun 
and concluded each 
day.

Please see main 

diary.
Places vid. ted 
course of 
inve stigation 
each dar.

Scene of 
crime and 
vicinity. 
Detective 
office.

Record of investigation

Place or description Roadway, Darroch Road near Fong Loh Li 
of premises.

Arrests.

Time and date of off
ence.

Abupt 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35.

Time and date 
reported

9.05 p.m. 9/11/35. by telephone.

Name, occupation 
and address of 
complainant.

Japanese Naval Landing Party.

Number of criminals 
with full individual 
description.

-

Classification of 
property stolen

In cases of Murder 
or Suspected Murder 
points (a) to (d) 
should be answered.
(a) Timeaand date 

body was dis
covered.

(b) Position, appear
ance and marks on 
body.

(c) Apparent cause of 
death.

(A) About 9.02 p.m. 9/11/36.
(B) On back, about 8’ from West kerb of 

Darroch Road, Blood oozing from head.
(C) Bullet wound in the head.
(D) Unknown.



.November 10,1935.
SHOOTING OF A JAPANESE SAILOR ON DARROCH ROAD

At 9.05 p.m. on the 9/11/35, C.P.C. 2864, by street 

telephone box 1, informed Dixwell Road Station that a Chinese 

had been hurt by a Japanese soldier on Kiangwan Road near 

the Headquarters of the Japanese Naval Landing Party.

F.S. 230 Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 attended and at

9110 p.m. on the 9/11/35, F.S. Wilkinson, by the same telephone 

box, informed this station that something serious had happened 

and requested that S.I.Butcher and a foreign detective should 

be sent immediately.

(The above includes message entered in the Telephone 

books).

S.I. Butcher and D.S.Craig attended to find that a 

Japanese sailor had been removed from Darroch Road to the 

Japanese Naval Landing Party Hospital suffering from a bullet 

wound in the head.
Immediately after F.S. Wilkinson had telephoned the

station he and J.P.S. 61 found a Japanese sailor lying on the 
Darroch Road near the Fong Loh Li(^/<^'^ ) with a wound in 

the head, standing round him were many pedestrians. F.S. |
Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 immediately informed the officer on I

duty at the Headquarters of the Japanese Naval Landing Party |
i 

and stretcher bearers with other sailors were despatched to (

the scene and removed the wounded sailor to their Hospital.

Enquiries by D.D.O.WC* and D.S.I. Crowther.

A Japanese named Hidio Nakoyama ( di Age

24, 1st class sailor, attached to the Japanese Naval Landing |

Party (on liberty) whilst walking on Darroch Road near the j

Fong Loh Li received a bullet wound to the bead.

A pool of blood was found on the roadway 8 feet 

from the West kerb of Darroch Road, pratically opposite

1 
1 

....... .................... . .......
'■ ■ "h ■ . ! '•
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No«236 Darroch Hoad which house is situated on the East side

A spent bullet was found by J.p.S. 61 on the road

way about 5 feet South of the pool of blood and about 4 

feet from the West kerb.

J.D.S. 51 Hasuo found an empty cartridge case 

about 3 feet from the wall of 236 Darroch Road.

At about 11.40 p.m. on the 9/1135, S.I. Kaneyasu 

who was searching with others in the Fong Loh Li found 

behind a wooden watchman’s hut situated on the North side 

of the Fong Loh L. approximately 200 yards from the pool 

of blood and approximately 80 yards from North szechuen 

Road entrance, one .32 calibre automatic pistol, no.14114, 

Beretta make, with one round of ammunition in the breech 

and five rounds in the magazine which was inserted in the 

pistol.

A witness named Woo Ziang Woo 4‘Z) f whose

statement is attached, at about 9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 was 

about to enter no.90 Darroch Road, which is to the South 

of the spot where the blood was found, states he heard 

the report of a firearm being discharged, he immediately 

looked Northwards and saw a man wearing dark coloured long 

trousers and short jacket running East into the Fong Loh 

Li, then he observed a man lying on the roadway. He 

informed a Japanese named Z.Takaoka, residing No.90 DarrocJj 

Road, of the incident and they both went to the scene to 

find a Japanese sailor lying wounded.

The roadway where the shooting occurred is poorly 

lighted at night.

The finding of the pistol at the place mentioned 

definitely proves the assailant was making his way to North 

Szechuen Road, either having continued along the Fong Loh 

Li, or taking a branch allpyway which leads to Keeble 

Gardens where he could also gain the North Szechuen Road.
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C.P.C. 3251, who was on point duty at the corner of 

Dixwell and Worth Szechuen Roads opposite to the entrance 

of the Fong Loh Li, has been questioned, but states he 

failed to see any person making an hurried exit from the 

Fong Loh Li at about 9 p.m. also he did not hear any shot 

fired. 

According to the report of the J.N.L.Party*s 

Medical Officer (attached) the sailor died at 1.10 a.m. 

on the 10/11/35. It is believed he was unable to speak 

from the time he was shot. ’

The shooting of the sailor caused the sending *

of numerous members of the J.N.L.Party to the scene and j
I . 

its vicinity. Special precautions were ordered to be I
taken by the D.O.'’C", who w as present throughout. I

Reserve Unit also called out. ,
* 

The spent bullet, empty cartridge case and pistol 

were immediately sent to the A.I.S.for examination where 

it was definitely ascertained that the pistol had been 

recently fired and that the spent bullet and empty 

cartridge case were fired by the pistol found. 

Prior to this examination D.S.I. Dickson examined A ' 
the pistol for possible finger prints, none were found. 

Copy of the statement from witness Woo Ziang Woo 

given to N.L.Party. 

Photographs will be taken and a plan to scale will 

be made of the scene and its vicinity during the early 

hours of the 10/11/35. \

Major Bourne, A.C.P. 

Mr. Young, D.C.(Crime). *

Mr. Aiers, D.C.(Divisions). f

Mr. Uyehara, A.C.P. (Japanese), ,/t

informed and attended.



Nov. 10, 1935.

Shooting of a Japane se sailor on Darroch Road.

At 8.30 p.m. on the 10/11/35, under the 

supervision of the Officer i/c of this district, witness 

and officers of the S.M.Police awaited the reconstruction 

of the incident at the Headquarters of the J.N.L.Party.

At 8/45 p.m. on the 10/11/35, the following 

officers attended the scene of the shooting:- Mr. Tajima, 

Deputy Commissioner, Rear Admiral Araki, Commaider Ohsugi, 

Lieutenant Commander Yasuda, Naval attache Okino, Sergeant 

Major, Matoba, Military Police, Chief Inspector Fukuyama, 

Japanese Consular Police, Inspector Okumura, Japanese 

Consular Police.

The reconstruction of the incident commenced and 

Captain Kennedy, D.O."Cn and Supt. Conduit, D.D.O.MC’', 

arrived later.

The positions of the S.^.Pblice on duty at about 

9 p.m. on the 9/11/35 were explained as follows.

C.P.Cs. 2864 and 2891 (present) walking 5 Beat 

were at North szechuen Road and Kiangwan Road junction 

opposite the Headquarters of the J.N.L.Party.

C.P.C. 2760 (absent, as on leave), walking 4 

teat which covers the scene of the incident, was at North 

Szechuen Road and Darroch Road junction.

C.P.C. 213 (present) walking 1 Peat, was at North 

Szechuen Road and Dixwell Road junction.

C.P.C. 3251 (present), on point duly, No.l post, 

North Szechuen Road and Dixwell Road junction.

J/P/C. 173 (present), walking 3 beat, which also 

covers the scene of the incident, was at Darroch Road and 

North Szechuen Road junction.

J.P.C. 92 (present), walking 2 teat, was at North 

Szechuen Road and Scott Road junction.

Lieutenant Commaider Yasuda questioned witnesses 

Woo Ziang Woo (-^R zfX ) , Takaoka r «
c.p'i-ri laxaoKa, C.p.gg, 2864 and 2891.
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The position of the victim was demonstrated by 

an article made of cloth.

The reconstruction concluded at about 10.30 p.m. 

on the 10/11/35. All questioning being done through the 

medium of Mr.- Tajima, Deputy Commissioner of Police.

At 10.45 p.m. further questioning of C.P.Cs. 2891 

and 2864 and F.S. 230 Wilkinson continued in the Detective 

Office of this station by Lieutenant Commander Yasuda 

through the medium of Mr. Tajima, Capt. Kennedy, D.O."C", 

were i>resent throughbout most of the questioning. All 

questions and answers were taken down in writing by D.S.I. 

Crowther - will be forwarded laiter.

At 10 a.m. on the 10/11/35, Capt. Kennedy, D.O."CM 

Supt. Conduit, D.D.O."C“, and Mr. Uyehara, A.C.P.(Japanese) 

attended the J.N.L.Party where they viewed the body of the 

deceased sailor.

A report has been received from Arms ■‘■dentification 

Section regarding the auto-pistol seized which reads, “The 

pistol is in good working order and has been very recently 

fared. Previous records - none. The above pistol fired 

the bullet and ejected the case found at the scene."

In connection with the pistol the number of same 

has now been ascertained to be 241146 and not 14114 as 

stated in the first report. The mistake having been made 

owing to its condition at the first examination by the 

A.I.S.

At 7.30 a.m. on the 10/11/35, under the supervision ■ 

of D.S.I.Dickson, 10 photographs were taken of the scene 

of shooting and the Fong Loh Li.

At 5.45 p.m. on the 10/11/35, D.S.Craig and J.P.S. 

61 handed to the Officer i/c of the Japanese Military



Police, 26 Cherry Terrace, a copy of the A.I.S. report 

and photographs of the pistol - this being done with the 

compliments of the D.C. (Crime) as instructed.

The pistol, one magazine containing six rounds of 

ammunition, was handed to Sergt. Major Matoba by the A.I.S. 

at 10.45 a.m. on the 10/11/35, on the understanding that 

it wuld be returned to the S.M.Police.

At 11.10 a.m. on the 10/11/35, in company of

D.S. Craig, J.D.c. 83 Osano, the witness Woo Ziang Woo was 

taken to the Japanese Consulate where he was questioned by 

their Consular Police.

At 12.30 p.m. on the 10/11/35, the witness Woo Ziang 

Woo was taken to Crime branch headquarters where during 

the afternoon he was questioned by D.S.I.Willgoss and staff.

Plan and photographs forwarded.

Statements of F.S.Wilkinson and J.P.S. 61 attached.

Statements of C.P.Cs. 2891 and 2864 will be 

forwarded later.
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Statement of G.P.G. 2864

at Bixwell Road Station on 9.11.35, translated by Clerk Tong

At 9.05 p.m. on the 9.11.35 1 was on duty with G.P.G.

2891 on Kiangwan Road near N. Szechuen Road, Suddenly a 

female Chinese reported to us that there was one Japanese 

lying on the ground. Therefore, we immediately proceeded 

to the scene and saw a Japanese marine with a wound in the 

head. I at once telephoned to the station and reported 

the same while G.P.C. 2891 remained there and watched thfe 

injured person. Afterwards, R.S. 230, Wilkinson came !

upon the scene and enquired if any one had seen this |
I 

accident. As a result of that we got a Chinese and a |

Japanese as a witness and brought them to the station,

V

C.P.C. 2864.
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Statement of C.P.C. 2891

at Dixwell Rd. Stn. on the 9.11,35 translated by Clerk Tong»

At 9.05 p.m. on the 9.11.35 I was on duty with C.2.C.

2864 on Kiangwan Road near N. Szechuen Road. Suddenly a 

female Chinese reported to us that there was one Japanese 

lying on the ground. Therefore, we immediately proceeded 

to the scene and saw a Japanese marine with a wound in the 

head, C.P.C. 2864 at once telephoned to the station and 

reported the same while I remained there and watched the 

injured person. Shortly afterwards, -tf.S. 230 WilkL >n ->

came upon the scene and enquired if any one had seen this f

accident. As a result of that we got a Chinese and a 

Japanese as a witness and brought them to the station, '

t-

C.P.C. 2891.
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Statement of Woo Ziang Woo 

native of Zangchow FT taken by Clerk Li Yang Kao. 

at 11.40 p.m. on the 9.11.35.

My name is Woo Ziang Woo, 26 years of age, native of 

Zangchow, M/shoe-maker, residing at No.62 East Paoshing Hoad.

At about 8.45 p.m. on the 9.11.35, I left my home (East 

Paoshing Road) and proceeded to a Japanese shoe-maker’s shop, 

named *Takaoka,“ on Darroch Road to get my pay. At about 

9 p.m. on the 9th of November, 1935, I had nearly reached 

the door of the Japanese shoe-maker’s shop, when I heard the 

report of a shot being fired. I immediately turned my head 

and looked Northwards and saw a male wearing black clothing 

running East into Pong Loh Li, off Darroch Road. Simultaneous

ly I saw a man, also wearing black clothing, lying on the 

roadway. I immediately went into the shoe-maker’s shop and 

informed the master, a Japanese, of the incident. We both 

proceeded to where the man was lying and saw that he was 

a Japanese marine. The tester of the shoe-maker’s shop then 

instructed me to come to the station where I made the report.

The clothing worn by the man who ran away was similar 

in colour as that worn by the man lying on the roadway. It 

was long trousers and short jacket and not a long gown.

This is my tfcue statement.

Signed: Woo Ziang Woo.

Taken in the presence of D.S.I. M.L. Crowther, J.D.S. 51 

Hasuo, J.D.S. 34 Kobayashi and Clerk Ling Wei Ju (Hongkew).
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Statement of Poo Chau Ying

native of Kompo taken by D.S.I. M.L. Crowther.

at Dixwell Rd. Stn. on 11.11.35. interpreted by Clerk Li

Ify name is Poo Chau Ying, aged 17 years, native of Kompo, 

maid servant, employed by a mt. Koona Japanese,

residing at No.95 Wing On Terrace.

At about 8 p.m. on the 9.11.35, I was instructed by my 

Japanese mistress to take her female child, aged 3 years, to 

her friend*s house on Kiangwan Road, near the railway - for 

amusement.

I proceeded by the .worth Szechuen Road. I arrived there 

about 10 minutes after leaving 95 Wing On Terrace.

I left the address about one hour later. I proceeded 

along Darroch Road carrying the child in my arms until I cane 

to a hot water shop on Darroch Road. Just before I arrived at j 

the hot water shop, I naw two men- one a Japanese sailor and

the other a civilian wearing dark foreign styled clothing - the

clothing was a short jacket and long trousers and a felt hat, 

colour of hat I do not know. I could not distinguish his face. ;

At this time I saw a private ricsha on the Rast side of the
I 

road - the coolie was sleeping between the shafts. I was walk

ing in the middle of the roadway and passed between the sailor

and the civilian. I was nearer to the civilian. I cannot say 

what his nationality was. After the Japanese sailor and the
I 

civilian had passed me and I had arrived near the hot water shop, I 

situated on the ifiast side of Darroch Road, I heard a report of |
I

an explosion. 1 then turned round and saw the Japanese sailor I 

lying on the roadway. I could see the white on his collar. I \ 

\ did not see the civilian when I turned round, but shortly after- <

wards I saw a male Chinese wearing blue short jacket and pants

come out from Darroch Terrace, on the West side of the road, this

man I have seen before carrying shoes - so I know he is a shoe-



Statement a£ Poo Chau Ying.
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maker. I saw some Chinese policemen at Kiangwan Hoad and North 

Szechuen Road corner - but 1 Rbek do not know how many.

After seeing the sailor lying on the road I ran into the 

Wing On Terrace through the hot water shop. There were many 

Chinese in the hot water shop but I did not speak to them. When 

I arrived at my master’s house I told my mistress, whilst I 

was returning from her friend’s house, I saw a Japanese sailor 

and a civilian, and I saw the sailor lying on the road shouting. 

I do not know what he was shouting. I did not tell my mistress 

anything else. I then washed sane clothing.

The mistress then asked me if I knew who fired the shot.

I told her I did not know. My mistress then said the shot must 

have been fired by a Chinese and there may be a fight.

After I had finished washing the clothing I went to bed.

On the 10.11.35, 1 went out with the child again and 

returned late, so my mistress scolded me. I then ran away to 

my aunt’s home An Chapei - this is where the Police found me 

on the 11.11.35.

Finger-printed» Poo Chau Ying,

Taken in the presence of Supt. Conduit, U.^.O.^C1*, J.D.S.

51 Hasuo and J.D.C. 83 Osano.

(Note by U.S,I, Crowther, Witness is of the country type, only 

about 1 year in Shanghai, when being questioned at the scene by 

D.D.O.MC* in presence of Lieut.Commander Yasuda, Commander 

Ohsugi, Mr. Uyehara, A.C.P., Chief Inspt. Fukjjyama of the 

Japanese Consular Police, she stated she had been to the Ming 

Tuh Fong, off North Szechuen «oad at the rear of the Headquarters 

of the J.N.L. Party,



Statement of Z. fakaoka living at 90 Darroch Hoad

native of Japan taken # at DiMwell Hoad Station, 

at 1 a,m, on 10,11,35. interpreted by J.D.S.131 Iguchi.

My name is Z. Takaoka. I am a shoe-maker living at 

90 Darroch Hoad,

At about 9 p.m. 9,11.35 I was playing a gramophone at 

my home and heard a sound which I thought was that of a m/car 

tyre’bursting. Immediately afterwards, my Chinese employee 

named Woo Ziang Woo opened the front door of my house

from outside and informed me that a man was lying on the roadway. 

Realizing that the sound that I heard was a report of a fire

arm, I left my house and saw a man lying some distance to the 

North of my house. I then approached and found that the man 

was a sailor of the Japanese Naval Landing Party whom I know 

by sight. He was lying on his side, his right arm outstretch

ed, his body was at a slight angle to the edge of the road. His 

position was near to the kerb of the west side of the road. He 

was groaning, and although 1 spoke to him there was no reply. 

In the meantime, two or three sailors arrived on the scene and 

I told them to report the matter to the J.K.L. P. Headquarters. | 

Two or three Japanese civilians two of whom were dressed in 
"Kimono* also came on the scene. I did not know who they were, | 

but I told one of them who was with a bicycle to report the I 

matter to the Headquarters. |

At the moment I left my house I did not observe any person | 
i 

in the vicinity.
i 

-his is t rue, <

Z, Takaoka,

Taken in the presence of 
Japanese Consular Police official S. Kosonoi, 
J.D.S.s Hasuo (D.R. ) and Unemoto (H.Q. )
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Crime Reg. F.I.R.176/35 Dixwell Road Police Station

November 11, 1935

Miscellaneous report NO.112/3S D.Rd., now 
forms the subject of this F.I.R. 176/35 D.Rd

In respect of the witness Woo Ziang Woo

whose written statement has already been forwarded, he was first

questioned by D.S.Craig, C.D.C. 119 and Clerk Chi Yoong Shou

), in the presence of J.D.S. 51 Hasuo and J.D.C. 83 Osana

he then stated, after he heard the report of an explosion he saw

one Japanese soldier running East into the Fong Loh Li, and

another lying on the Darroch Road

This is at variance with his written statement

It has been arranged that another statement will be

taken from this witness by Supt. Conduit, D.D.O.’,C’', on the

12.11.35

At 9 a.m. on the 11-11-35, a telephone message was 
at this station 

received/from Lieut. Commander Yasuda, stating their Military

Police had located a female who was believed to be the female

that reported to C.P.C.s 2891 and 2864 on the night of the 9-11-35

that a man was lying on the Darroch Road. Lieut. Commdr. Yosuda

requested that S.M. Police Officers should attend the scene of

the murder at 9.30 a.m. on the 11-11-35, so that they could witness

the female give her version of the affair

A.C.P. Uyehara, A/Supt. Kasumi, S.I. Butcher, D.S. Craig

and J.D.S. 51 Hasuo attended the scene.

Japanese Naval Landing Party consisted of Lieut Commdr

Yasuda and staff attending the scene, however, the Military Police

were unable to produce the female witness, they stating she had

run away.

Further enquirieihs among Japanese residents in the

Fong Loh Li and its vicinity by detectives attached to this

station resulted in an amah named Zau Zung Sz ) being

■ ■

^4^9^ '

Will
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located at No.958 North Szechuen Road. This amah gave information 

which led to the finding of a female witness named Poo Chau Ving 

( ) at No. 10 Kying Sing Li( ), Sz Ching Road( ),

Chapei.

This witness with the cooperation of the Public Safety Bureau 

was brought to this station where a statement was taken. She states, 

on the night of the 9.11.35 she arrived outside a hot water shop 

on Darroch Road, this measured was 108 feet south of where the pool 

of blood was found. Just before she arrived at this spot, measured 

38 feet from No. 191 Darroch Road, she met a sailor (Japanese) and 

a civilian, the latter she cannot describe other than that he was 

wearing a foreign styled suit, dark colour, and a felt hat, colour of 

which she does not know. The Japanese sailor she states was walkirg 

North on the West side of Darroch Road, the civilian was walking 

on the East side of Darroch Road in the same direction as the 

sailor. The witness walking in the centre of the road in a 

Southernly direction passed between the civilian and sailor. 

According to this witness the sailor and civilian were parellel to 

each other when she passed between them.

On arriving as stated outside the ho/t water shop she heard 

the sound of ai explosion, she immediately turned round and saw 

the Japanese sailor lying on the roadway, however, she did not see 

the civilian.

At 6 p.m. on the 11.11.35, under the supervision of the 

D.D.O. rtCM, this witness at the scene gave her version for the 

benefit of the Japanese Naval Landing Party. Those present were, 

Commdr. Ohsugi, Lieut. Commdr. Yasuda.

Others present were, Chief Inspt. Fukuyama and Inapt. 

Okumura of the Japanese Consular Police, Sergt. Matoba, J.M. Police 

and Mr. Uyehara, A.C.p. (Japanese).

A photograph was also taken by a photographer of the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party of the position where she passed the sailor and 

civilian whilst walking South on Darroch Road, the sailàr being 

substituted by Sergt. Matoba and the civilian by another Japanese 
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civilian dressed in foreign clothes who was present* The position 

the female witness took up was a little East ofthe centre of the 

roadway - quite close to the substituted civilian. This concluded 

the demonstration of the witness's actions - time being 7*19 pjm.

On the night of the murder,a t 9.22 p.m. 9-11-35, a call was 
C.C.R.

sent through/from this station requesting that an ambulance be sent 

to Kiangwan Road and Darroch Road corner re an assault case.

S.I. Butcher was on the scene when the Fire Brigade Ambulance 

arrived - the victim had by this time been removed to the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party Hospital. S.I» Butcher informed the staff of 

the ambulance to this effect, so they returned to their station.

At 4.30 p.m. on the 11-11-35, a funeral ceremony was held on 

the body of the deceased sailor at the Headquarters of the «Japanese
1

Naval Landing Party. Capt. Kennedy, D.O. "C", and Mr. Uyehara, 

fi.C.P. (Japanese) attended.

Attached are statements of Poo Chau Ying, C.P.Cs. 2891 and 2864.

Plan drawn to scale of Japanese and Chinese S.M. Police beats 

covering the scene of crime and its vicinity forwarded.
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Dixwell Road Station, 
November 13, 1935.

Re the Statement of ’Witness Woo Ziang Woo re.F.I.R. 176/35

Made by J.D.S. 51 Hasuo

Sir,

I beg to state that on the night of the 9-11-35

I, together with C.D.C. 119, J.D.C. Osano and D.S. Craig, 

questioned a witness, Woo Ziang Woo, at the Crime Branch 

Office of this Station with the assistance of Clerk Chi 

Yoong-shou.

The witness stated that at about 8.45 p.m. 9-11-35 

he proceeded to a Japanese shoe-maker’s shop at 90 Darroch 

Road to collect money. On nearing the shop at about 9 p.m. 

even date, he heard a loud report like a pistol shot and, 

on looking in the direction, saw a Japanese sailor collapse 

on the roadway and another sailor run into Fong Loh Lee.

I, therefore, cross-examined the witness asking 

him how he could say that the man who had run away was a 

Japanese sailor and further if he could obtain a distinct 

view of the man from such a distance away in the darkness, 

when he changed his statement stating that he saw that the 

man was dressed in black clothes and that he could not say 

that he was a Japanese or Chinese.

He then continued his statement relating that 

he hurriedly entered the shoe-maker’s shop and told 

Mr. Takaoka of the incident. Mr. Takaoka and he, then, 

went to the scene, and later he accompanied two Chinese 

policemen to Dixwell Road Station as a witness.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

Hasuo (signed)

JD.D.S. 51
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Dixwell Rd. Station

Nov.13th, 1935

Re.the statement of a witness, Woo Ziang Woo, F.I.R.176/35

J.D.C.Osano

Sir,

I beg to state that on the night of the 9-11-35 I, 

together with C.D.C.119, J.D.S.Hasuo and D.S.Craig,questioned 

a witness, Woo Ziang Woo, with the assistance of Clerk 

Chi Yoong Shou at this Station.

The witness stated that at about 8.45 p.m. 9-11-35 he 

proceeded to a Japanese shoe-maker’s shop at 90 Darroch Road 

to collect money. When he came near the above shop at about 

9 p.m. same date, he heard a loud sound like a pistol shot, 

and, on looking in the direction, saw a Japanese sailor 

fall on the roadway and another Japanese sailor run into 

Fong Loh Lee. He hurriedly entered the shoe-maker’s shop 

and informed the shop master, Mr. Takaoka, of the incident. 

He then in company with Mr. Takaoka went to the scene, and ; 

subsequently he accompanied two Chinese policemen to |

Dixwell Road Station as a witness.

I, together with J.D.S.Hasuo and D.S.Craig, carefully / 

questioned the witness how he could say that the man who | 

hadrun into Fong Loh Lee was a Japanese sailor and if he I 

could see him clearly from so far away at night. The |
witness changed his version stating that he could only see I 

that the man was dressed in black clothes and that he could ? 

not see whether he was a Japanese or Chinese. ■

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

S.Osano
J.D.C.83
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m Report of investigations made by M. Susukawa, Sergent of 1
w th<-Consular Police» }

On receiving a telephone meeeage from Constable Tanimate 
stationed at the Consular Sub-Station, Siu Ching Lt (^4^ 7 1, 

I proceeded to the scene of the incident at 9,20 p.m» The 
result of my Investigation is as follows t- 
Tlae and date of the incident 

About 9,5 p.m» November 9, 193B. 
Place 

On the road in front of 23d, Darroch Road» 
Victim 

Hi doo lakayana, 1st class seaman of the Japanese Maval Landing 
Party. 
Description of the wound 

A .32 calibre bullet had penetrated from the right aide of 
ths back of the head. The victim was unconscious and was 
immediately removed to the Japanese laval Landing Party Barracks 
for treatment, but succumbed to his injuries at 1 a.m. lovomber 
10» 
Conditions at the s cens of the shooting >

According to the statement of a Japanese named Takkoka, 
i residing in the vicinity of the scene of the crim, as he was

playing his gramophone in hisnhome at about 9 p.m., he heard the 
sound of a shot, but thought it was a ricsha tyro bursting» 
Immediately afterwards, Woo Zlang Woo a shoemaker
residing at <2 Rast Paoshing Road, called at Takaoka •• ship in 
connection with businets, and informed Takaoka that he had seen 
a Japanese lying on the road. Takaoka went out and saw a 
Japanese sailor, whom he know only by sight, lying on the ground 
on Darroch Road, in front of a garage owned Ry a Cantonese named 
Ling* This man was lying on his right side, with his head ? 
pointing in a north-easterly direction. His right am was 
outstretched, and hie left am waa hanging by his side» Ko was 
groaning* Takaoka called out to him to be bravo, as the wound 
was not serious. At bih io moment a sailor who was returning
to barracks, cane up from the South. Takaoka told him wha* had 

! 
happened and asked him to report the matter to the Landing ^•ttyiJW

■ ■ . /■■■■'%<’ . .•?; ■' 'liw
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and al*o sent there one or the person* who had guttered at tte 
acene ty thio Um. A party of four or fire guards from tte 
Landing Party then arrived at tte acene. An officer later 
arrived . and tte victim wa* removed to the barracks on a 
stretcher.
Activities^ tte Shanghai Municipal Police

Soon after tte natter was reported* Deputy Coaeiaaionora* 
Chief Detectives and otter officer* arrived on tte noene and made 
every effort to effect tte arrest of the aacallant.
Activities of the Public Safety Bureau

Mr. Liang. Chief of tte Branch Bureau at the Worth Bailway 
Station, received an account of the circumstances of tte incident 
from staff officer Yasuda of tie Landing Party and made an inepec* 
tioa of tte acene.

The pistol used in the shooting san discovered ty an 
officer of Dixacll Road Station, concealed behind a watchman*» 
hut at tte entrance to Wo. 8 Lane of North Pong Loh Li.



Report of téléphona massage fro* Teraso

•At 9*S p«m** lumber 9* 19», X hMrd 
tho sound of a shot outside ay house* i want 
out and aaw a Sailor of tho Maval landing Barty 
lying in a pool of blood***

Che above message was telephoned to tho 
Japanese Cannulate at approxiuately 9*t p*m«* 
Borembor 9* by Teresa Aaahina* of aarrooh Terraco* 
The message was relayed to the Siu Ching Bead 
Sub» Stat ion for Investigation, and the l«ral 
landing Barty and tho Chief of Belies were informed*

Aeahina states that he wan asked by 
Janahlro Tataaka to send the massage* as Takaoka 
had no telephone in hie house* Tnkaokn confirms 

this statement, and nays he despatched hie wife 
to ask asahina to telephone the Consulate*



Report of telephone message from Torazo 
Asahina, residing in Darrooh Terraoo.

"At 9.5 p.m. November 9» 1935» I hoard 

the sound of a shot outside my house. I went 
out and saw a Bailor of the Moral Landing Party 
lying in a pool of blood*.

The above message was telephoned to the 
Japanese Consulate at approximately 9.5 p.m.» 

November 9» by Torazo Asahina» of Darrooh Terraoo. 
The message was relayed to the Siu Ching Road 
Sub-Station for investigation» and the Naval 
Landing Party and the Chief of Police were informed.

Asahina states that he was asked by Jenshiro 
Takaoka to seud the message» as Takaoka had no 
telephone in his house. Takaoka confirms 

this statement» and says he despatched his wife 
to ask asahina to telephone the Consulate.



itoport of invsntigtitlon® iwie lay M* uusutasm» 
Sogfgauni_of ..the Consular aOtas*- _
On receiving a talephono message from Constable 

fOnlmoto stationed at the Consular Sutaütation» Siu 
Chins ÎJ» X praoeedod to tixo acene of tin

Incident at 9*29 p*m* The result of lay investigation 
io as follows i«

About 9*S p«m*» hovmber 9» 1935» 
jJAnpa

on the road in front of &34» Jarroch head* 
Victim

liidao hahayama» lot aloes bemun of th© Japanese 
Maval tending ?urty*

,to, .wobi
a «33 oalibre bullet wont’had penetrated 

the right side of the book of the head. too victim 
was une onip ions and one fesaodiutely rornved to the 
Jop-mooe SerttM tending tarty .Barracks for treatment» 
but ouooumbod to hie injuries at 1 a*m«» Movmber 10» 
Condi tiona at teaBQenuoftha shooting.

According to the statement of a Japmsse named 
Aukaoka» rseiding to the vicinity of the eccne of tho 
estas» as ho was playing his gramophone in his homo 
at about 9 p*m*» ho hoard the sound of a shot» but 
thought it was a riosha tyro bursting* Immediately 
afterwards» Woo Jliang-woo (^îf^)» a ohoomatar 
residing at 42» East J^ioehlng taad» called at Takaoka's 
shop to oonnootion with business» and informd Shkaoka 
that ho had soon a dopsnooo lying on the road* 
Takaoka wont out and sear a Japanese Sailor» whoa ho 
knew only by oisht, lying on the ground on oarrooh 
Hoad» to front of a garage owned by a Cantonese msaed 
Ling* This man was lying on his right sids» with 

his Hoad pointing in a northMmstorly direction» 
Ms right am was outstretched» and his left am was



U) 
wai hanging «y Mo alto» ma groaMag» tntaaim 
oallM oat t» Mb t« le Wm» aa the «mm vm aot 
aérions* At thla menant a tailor «ha vaa rotuming 

ta Mraafcs, oaaa u» from tes aawklb Xakaokn tait 
Mb what MA happened and ashed Mb ta report the 

natter to the Standing JfturtXa fiB< oloo there one 
af tea portons vte had gathered at too soeae Uy tnta 
ttoa* A jxurty of four or five gnards from tea 
landing *Wty then arriwd at tea asom* an effioer 
later arrived* «od tea riotlm ma removed te tea 

harraoha on a ataateber* 
tellvllteg ar ilw jmmlcinal JOllec*

Soon Mtar tea matter aaa reported, Jopaty 
CoMoloslano»»» Utlef und otter oiiioora
arriva* an tea aeaaa uu mate owry effort te affaat 

tea arraot of tho aaaaUaat» 

4ÉlUyiMÜkNUNLJHNU£U0db&Mi^^
». Mon*» Chlaf of tea Aranah >dt»«au at tea 

Korte tellway Station* rooeiwd an aooowit of the 
olrounotMMoo of tee inoloaut from staff Cffloar 
IfcVMUi of tea teMlng iarty and «ado an inopoation 

or the mom»

tea Motel Me* In tea teootlns waa dioomrod 
IT •» offioer of MawaU teu< oteUou* ooneeaed 
boblM a vatalOMK*s hat at tee entraaoa to M» 3 team 

of Morte rang Man M»



Report Sergeant SU^UKAWA

A detailed account of the incident is still lacking.
It is reported that, according to a Chinese witness, two sailors 
of the Landing Party were walking together and when they reached 
a point in front of 23d Darroch Road, one of them fell. The other 
sailor, it is stated, ran into a nearby alleyway, and the Chinese 
witness is reported to have expressed the belief that the shooting 
occurred between the two sailors.

Precautionary measures hare been adopted by the Landing 
Party in the area frost Wang Pang Bridge to Headquarters, 

the Chief of Police has been informed of the contents 

of this message.



kWKilT stumutfA

A detailed Moownt of the inoiderit is still 
lacking* It 1* reported that* aooording ta * Chinese 

witness» two sailors of the Lending Party ware walking 

together and when they reached a point in front of 230» 

tarrock Hoad» one of them fall, the other bailor, it 

ie stated» r.« into a nowûy alleyway, and the Chinese 

witness io reported to huw «greased the belief that the 

ehooting oooiunHd between thn two Baller*»*
Preoautlonary maasnrea hare been adopted 

by the Landing Party in thr area from ‘ang Peng 

Bridge to headquarters*

She iïhief of Pel lee has been informed 

of the contents of this nosae^e*



Kovemmr lû. K>th yw of horn
(1936)

on. .thd. .secret .entr/..Qf Chtooe plalnrelothes

I beg to aubeilt th® folXowlr« report on the present 

situation»*

1) Accoixïi!^ to Infomation obtained by Uhi^tero bomi 

iron Ai Yu:t L1U and Çha.i-p/31m. .Ling* Ladera of the Groon Mng» 

rodding in the French Concession, on or nlxxit îTovctdber G nnd 

7 tho Chinese Government soci* tly «sent 6,000 plain-clothes 

soldiers to the Chinone controlled territory of dhanphai to 

asolut the Bureau of Public Safety in mipproasing any riote and 

mki^Mtpeech that -ight take place following the introduction 

of Use currency reform* festarday the Bureau of ublic dafbty *

nade an investigation into the mount of allvor dollars held f
0 by the various shops and afterwards chopetfsd and. sealed then*

2; inquiries were mds regarding the sou-ce of the report 

published in the evening issue of Use -ihan ;Iiai Matniohi on I

Nov^raber 9 to the effect that Chinese pla.4i-»clothes soldiers had ' 

secretly entered dloi>.;hal< This infeamation, it ha® been | 

ascertained, was collected by Mr* j^onoda and two other reporters 

of the ^han^rhai ’’alnichl about a csonth ago fro» various Japanese 

banks, co»pani@a and exchangee* The raissim of the plain* 

clothes soldiers as reported by the ÿJhmghal Malnlchi is the same ' 

as that iven in the first paragraph*

3) ihigataro Sanai states that th© chief of the investigation 

Department of th® American standard Oil Caap&w had infomea him 

that a large number of Chinese plnin-olothos soldiers have 

secrebly «m.terod Shanghai md that the Company hart detailed 

many secret agents to oecura information regarding the develop* 

monts in the currency reform rassures as mil as in ths cace 

of the muEdor of the Japanese marine»



November 10, 10th year of Show*. (1935)
I

Report on the secret entry of Chinese plain-clothes 
soldiers into Shanghai.

Made by' Sergeant jjyuta.ro Higuchi.

I beg to n submit the folloving report on the present 

situation»*

1) According to information obtained by Shigetaro Sonai 

from Pu Yuet Liu and Cnang Shu Ung, leaders of the Green Pang» 

residing in the i'renoh Concession, on or about bovember 6 end

7 the Chinese Governaont secretly sent 6,000 plain-clothes 

soldiers to the Chines? controlled tsrx’itory of Shabghai to 

assist the Bureau of Public safety in suppressing any riots and 

sppech making that might take place following the introduction 

of the currency reform, testerday the Bureau of Public Safety 

made an investigation into the amount of silver dollars held 

by the various shops and afterwards chopped and sealed them.

2) Inquiries were made regarding the source of the report 

published In the evening Issue of the Shanghai Kainxchi on 

November 9 to the effeot that Chinese plain-clothes soldiers had 

seorotly entered Shanghai. This information, it has been ascertained 

was oolleoted by Mr. Bonoda and two other reporters of the Shanghai 

Mainichi about a month ago from various Japanese banks, companies 

and exchanges. The mission of the plain-clothes soldiers as reported 

by the Shanghai Mainiohi is the same as that given in the first 

paragraph.

3) Shigetaro Bo nui states that the ohief of the Investigation 

Department of the American Standard Oil Company had informed him 

that a large number of Chinese plain-clothes soldiers have secretly 

entered Shanghai and that the Company had detailed many secret 

agents to secure information regarding the developments in the 

currency reform measures as well as in the case of the murder 

of the Japanese marine.

jjyuta.ro


Xorenber 9, 193»
Seport «T inreatigationo made tay 
gimtw lh ftIMli ......... „. ..

(1) aaMMBt tf MMW BMMSA.
JÇf mm ta J«uMn tnkaaka» age sa» ef il» 

Thkaote shomakor'a Shop, 90 Jtarrooh Bead.
At «bout 9 p.n» Xorenbor I» m X vm Maying 

ny grmopheno X heard tha oound of a abat being 
fired, but trek A* noUoo aa X thought it was the 
hunting of a rleaha tyre, Xecsediately afterwards 
Woo ( )» a ahownaker, cane la and raid there
vas a man lying on the road, X rent «ut to lode 
and saw a Sailer lying on the ground, X called 
out to bin to bo brare aa the wound was not wrloua 
but ho only groaned and nado no reply* by thio 
tins two or throe more Jaj?aatw had gathered there» 
and X asked then to report thio occurrence to the 
Karel landing Party, but Irmodlataly afterwards a 
sailor arrived» Whan X arrived on the renne X 
did net are anybody olre there.

U) **» a»ren «* *** artre.
Aere wee rely a Mood stain on the read*

(»
The Metal wee disoorered at aboet ll«80 oau 

and van tnrertlately rent to the Aren Xdentif ieatlon 
aretire of the Shanghai MniolyoX Polioe. Xt tai 
a mall Motel»



November 9, 1936

R.eporX^f-4-8ysstlkatX^^_»a4e„by3LQn6tpble 8. Kosonoi.

(l)u âli3 * * &VeuV81.l9LÀ^a?^X^J.^!^S

(3) Pistol
The pistol was discovered at about 11.30 p.m. and was

inmdiately sent to the Arm Identification Section of the
Shanghai Municipal Police. Xt was a snail pistol.

My nam 1s Jenshiro Takaoxa, age 53, of the Takaoka 
Shoemaker’s Shop, 90 Darroch Road,

At about 9 p.m, November 9, as I vas playing my 
gramophone X heard the sound of a shot being fired, but took 
no notice as 1 thought it was the bursting of a riosha tyre. 
Immediately afterwards, vJoo ( )» a shoemaker, cam in and

said there w a man lying on the gnats* road, I wont out 
to look and æw u sailor lying on the ground, I called out 
to him to be brave as the wound was not serious, but he only 
groaned and made nd reply. By this time two or thre; more 
Japanese had gathered there, and I asked them to report this 
occurrence to the Bawl Landing Party, but immediately after
wards a sailor arrived. When X arrived on the scene X did 
not see anybody else there.

(8) yftf eqene qf , the, iRfeae,*
There was only a blood stain on the road.



Report of Constable Taniraoto

Immediately after receiving instructions from the 

Consulate I proceeded to the scene of the shooting* The 

victim had already been removed when I arrived. Details of 

the crime are not yet known, but it is reported that the sailor 

was shot by some person lying ambush. On receiving this report 

X gave orders for further investigations to be made, and Sergeant 

Suzukawa and Constable Magaoka proceeded to the scene of the 

crime for this purpose.



Constable Kaahiro Tanimoto.
Attached to the 3ub-Statloo

on Sx Qhing Road*
November 9, 193S.

Report on the Murder of a Sailor of the Japanese 
Spécial Naval Landing Party*

/inquiries «ereiJLde into the murder of a sailor of the Japanese 

Special Naval Landing Party on Darrooh Road at about 9 p.m. this date 
(November 9) «nd the following foots ascertained***

Hideo Nakayama, agnd 24, 1st class seaman of the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing party, visited two naval entertainment houses 
in Mei Mei Li ( 'f ) on the afternoon of November 9. at about 9 p.m 
he left the entertainment house for the barracks of the Naval Landing 
Party. On the way, he was shot through the head with a pistol bullet 
fired by an unknown person at ths oorner of Darroch Road and foong 
Loh Li. He collapsed unconscious on the spot. Two Chinese constables 
(Nos. 2891 and 2864) a£ the S.M.2. rushed to the scene and immediately 
reported the matter to Dixwell Road Station. Upon receipt of the 
information sergeant Yasukawa and a foreign policeman So 230 (Wilkinson) 
attached to that Station proceeded to the scene, sergeant Yasukawa 
reported the matter to the Naval Landing Party. About 16 members of 
the Landing Party arrived at the soene and removed Nakayama to the 
Landing Party Barracks on a stretcher. I reached the soene after 
Nakayama had been removed to the Landing Harty Barracks. Later many 
members of the landing Party and s.M.P. attended and posted guards 
and oonduoted investigations.

Later, a Chinese named Woo 2iang Wu who had seen the sailor 
collapse, was interrogated. According to this witness, he is known 
to a Japanese named Takaoka, a shoemaker, who resides in a house 
about 40 feet from the soene of the shooting. Ao he reached the 
front of Takaoka’s house ho heard • pistol shot. Ho looked in the 
direction of the report and noticed a sailor lying on the ground and 
a man running into the Noong Loh Li. The sum who osoapod was attired 
in a blue coat and long trousers but was hatless.

The wife of Nada, a school teacher, on Darrooh Road, stated 
that when she reached the scene after hearing the pistol shot she 



found more than 10 persons already there.

Takaoka, a shoexaker, Is said to have rushed to the soene 

after being Informed Of the shooting by the Chinese named <oo 

Ziang-wu.

Chinese constables Nos. 2891 and 2364 of the S.M.P. stated 

that when they arrived at the scene there was nobody taere except 

Naki.yama, the injured sailor.

A pistol was found between a wall and a watchman’a hut m 

Poong .Loh Li about 80 yards from Darroch Road. Its muzzle was 

pointed toward North Jzeohuen Road and one shot appears to have 

been fired from it. A Ohine.se watchman named Lea Hong Ping 

goes off duty «t 6 p.m. every day. He is not armed with & pistol 

when on duty, but carries a baton.

Ohine.se


Xnnedlatoly after reoolvlng instrueticms 
from the Consulats X pwowàH to the sonne of 
the shooting* nie viotln had already been 
rtnuvod when X arrived* stalls of the orlne 
are not yet known» but it in reported that the 
Sailor was shot by nose person lying in ambush* 
On reooiving this report 1 gave orders for 
further investigations to bo node» and Sergeant 
Suaukawa and Constable Magaoka prooeedad to the 
scene of the crime for thia purpose*



November 9, 1936» Constable Hachlro Tanlmoto.
Attached to the substation 
on 8s Ching Hoad*

inquiries were made into the murder of a sailor of 
the Japanese 3pe cial Naval Landing Party on Darroch Bead at 
about 9 p.u., this date (No veiJ>>r 9) and the following facts 
ascertained i-

Mdao Nakayama, aged 24, 1st class eessnan of the 
Japanese Special Naval Landing Party» visited two naval 
entertainment houses in Mei Mei Li ( K T ) on the afternoon 

of November 9* At about 9 p*m* he left Ums entartainnent 
house for the barracks of the Naval Landing Party* 0» the 
way, he was ehot through the head wiUi a pistol bullet fired 
by an unknown person at the corner of Darrooh Hoad and Foong 1 
Loh Li* Mb collapsed unconscious on the spot. two 
Chinese constables (Nos* 2891 and 2864) of the S*M*F* rushed 
to the scene and immediately reporte the matter to Dixwell 
Road Station* Upon receipt of the information Sergeant 
fasukawa and a foreign policeman, No.230 (.vilklnaon) attached 
to that Station proceeded to the scene* Sergeant fasukawa 
reported the matter to the Naval Landing arty. About 16 
members of the lending Forty arrived at the scene and removed 
Nakayama to the Landing rnrty Barracks on a stretcher* t 
reached the scene after Nakayama had been removed to the 
Landing Forty Barracks* later many members of the Landing 
Party and 8*M*F* attended and posted guards and conducted 
investigations*

Later, a Chinese named woo Ziang Wu who had seen 
the sailor collapse, was interrogated* According to this 
witness, he is known to a Japanese named Takaoka, a shocmater* 
who resides in a house about 40 feet from the scene of the 
shooting. As he reached front of Takaoka*a house ha
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heard a pistol shot* lie looked in the direction, of the 

report and noticed a sailor lying on the ground and a man 
running into the Fbong Loh Lt* the man who asoaped was 
attired in a blue coat and long trousers but was hatless*

The wife of Muda, a school teacher, on Darrooh 
Hoad, stated that when she reached the scene after hearing 
the pistol shot aha found wore than 10 persons already 

there*
Takaoka, a shoemaker, is said to have rushed to 

the scene after being informed of the shooting by the Chinese 
named Woo hianj wu*

Chinese constables Nos* 2391 and 2364 of the 
a*M*P* stated that whan they arrived at tho scone there was 
nobody there except Nakayama, the injured sailor*

A pistol was found between a wan and a watchman's 
hut in Sbong Loh Li about 80 yards from Darrooh HoaS* Its 
mussle was pointed toward North dsechuen Hoad and one shot 
appear» to have been fired from it* A Chinese watchman 
named Lae Hong Hng ‘M ) gees off duty at 6 p*m* 

every day* He is not aimed with a pistol when on duty, 
but carries a baton*



Movamber 10, 10th year of ahowa (1935)

Report on the purler of a marine of the Landing Party. 

Made by Constable Takeo Nagaoka.

As regards ths recent movements of the late Hide© 

Nakayama, age 24, first alas* marine of the 7th Company 

4th Battalion of the Shanghai Special Landing Party at the 

Xansno (Translator’s note - This is a brothel especially 

eetaoliahwl for marines’) in Mei Mei Lee, North Szechuan Road, 

I have already Bubmitted a report yeaterday. I nov beg to 

au unit a further report on the late Nakayama. Mor the past 

two ye-.rn he was in love with a waitrees named Chi to Sakai 

alias 1'ayeko, age 24, of the Koriu Cafe. He used to visit 

the Komu J-^fe on an average of two or three times a month 

and pusced nights with the girl. In September, previous 

to the aeparture of Chito Sakai for Japan, Nakayama visited 

her whenever ne had leave of absence frum the barracks -nd. 

passed nights with her on six occasions. Ths term of Chi to ;

Sakai*e service with the Aomu Cafe expired at the end of j
i 

August, but she remained there during the whole of September |
to earn her passage to Japan. At the beginning of October, |

she returned to Japan to get married. It is reported that she I 
I 

hae been married Ao a certain person in Osaka. After the 

departure of Chito Sakai for Japan, Nakayama for the first time 

visite a the Baigetsu Cafe in company with Masao Awoki, 1st 

Claes Seaman of the same Company, on the night of November 8, 

the date previous to the shooting incident. Awoki passed |

the night with Uioegtku at the Baigetsu Cafe, while Nakayama J

went to the Komu Cafe and passed the night with Miyo Hara alias ’
Miyoko, aged 21.. Nakayama and Awoki returned to the barracks 

on the following mmrning. They were very intimate friends bat 

as the detes of their leave did not ooinoide, they were not

J



able to go out together. Nakayama was granted special

liberty on Novoiaoar 8 as he was due to return to Japan on 

the 13th, so ne went out in company with Awoki. November 9, 

the day on whioh the shooting incident occurred., was Nakayama’s 

regular day of leave. Nakayama wue asked, by Awoki to deliver 

a letter to Umegiku of the Baigetsu Cafe. Nakayama went to the 

Baigetsu Cafe to deliver the letter and remained there for about 

SO minutes awaiting the girl's reply. After receiving the 

letter of reply and a box of cakes from Umeglku, Nakayama proceeded 

to the Komu Cafe where he stayed about 10 minutes chatting with 

Miyo Hara alias Miyoko. It is reported that Umogiku of tho 

Baigetsu Cafe saw Nakayama lave the Mei Mei Li alleyway alone 

before 9 p.m.

krom inquiries made at other cafes the following Information 

was obtained from a waitress of the “bhanghal Club" Cafe named. 

Kuniye «iyake alias Kuniko, aged 2bs- rtI am not sure about tho 

exact tide but I believe it was about 8 p.m. when I saw Nakayama 

standing in front of my place with two or three other Bailors.

I went inside without paying any attention to them because I had 

a visitor nt the time. I do not know where he went. I know hie 

name because I heard his friends call him Nakayama” when he came 

to my cafe in company with two or three other sailors in January 

this year. Since that title Nakayama used to visit my plaoe but 

he never spent a night there.”

.at the Cafe Taishokan it was learned that Nakayama used to 

visit the cafe in company with two or three other sailors but never 

•pent the night there. Nakayama was not known at other plaoos*

As has been already mentioned, Nakayama was not well known 

among the cafes in the Mei Mel Li alleyway* kor this reason* 

inquiries there have had no satisfactory results. The girl with 

whom Nakayama was in love was married at Osaka, and there la no 

reason to believe that he had been involved in any other love 

affair or that any person or persons had any ill-feeling against him 

further enquiries are proceeding.



Kowmber 10» 10«h year of Shewa 
(!•»)

Report cm the murder of « marine of the
Landing Mty. Made by Constable Moo Magaotau

«»es«MsHWms»

Ao regarda the recent aovemante of the late 
Kidao Katayama* ago 24» first claaa marine of the 
7th Company 4th Battalion of the Shanghai fecial 
Landing Mty at the Xanaho (Translator’s note - 
This Is a brothel specially established for marines) 
in Mei hoi Loe* Berth asoohuan Mead» X hare already 
submitted a report yesterday* X new bag to submit 
a further report cm the late Katayama. for the 
past two years ho was in low with a waitress 
named fiiyiftJMSl «Xiao «0* 34» of the 
itau cafe* Be used to visit the Komi Cafe on 
an wrerago of two or three tines a month and passed 
nights with the girl* In September, previous 
to the departure of to* Japan, Katayama
visited her whonewr ha had leaw of absence from 
the barracks and passed nights with her on nix 
Oceanians* fho tom of Chito Sakai’s service 
with the Kama Cafe expired at the end of August» 
but she remained there (hiring the whole of September 
to earn her passage te Japan. At the beginning 
of October, she returned to Japan to got married* 
Xt is reported that she has been married to a 
certain person in Osaka* After the departure of 
Chito Satai for Japmi» Katayama for the first time 
visited ths Balgotsu Cafe in company with Mao 
Awoki, 1st Class seaman of the same Com,»any, on 
ths night of Kowmber •» the date previous to the 
shooting incident* Awoki passed the night with 
Umeglta at ths Balgotsu Cafe, while Katayama wont 
to the Kmu Cafe and passed the night with Mlyo



Bara alias Mlyoko, aged 21. Mahayana and 
Awoki returned t-e the toarraaks on the fallowing 
Morning. they ware wry intlmto friande 1ml 
as the Batea of their leave did not coincide, they 
wore not abla to go out together. Bukayam was 
granted spooial litoerty on Mowntoer ft cm he was 
due to return to Japan on the 13th, oo he went 
out in company with Awoki. Movomher 9. the 
day on which the shooting incident occurred. was 
Hakayaraa'e regular iay at' leave. Mahayana was 
asked lay Awoki to deliver a letter to Umeglku 
of the Balgotau Cafe. Makayma went to the 
Baigelou Cafe to deliver the letter and remitted 
there for stout 90 Minute» awaiting the girl's 
reply. After receiving th® letter of reply and 
a hex vf oaken from Uoeglku* Sakayama prooeadod 
to the Km Cafe where he stayed atout 10 minutes 
chatting with Miyo Hara alias Mlyoko. It io 
reported that Uracglku of the Balgstsu Cafe sew 
Makaymsa leave the Mel Mel 11 alleyway alone 
kef ore 9 p.n.

Free inquiries made at other oafes the 
following information was ohtalned from a waitress 
of the «Shanghai Cluto* Cafe named Kunlye Miyake 
alias kunlko» aged 29 •• «X am not sure atout the 
exact time tout X toelleve it was atout ft p.m. when 
X aww Makayana standing in front of ay place with 
two or three other haliers. X went inside 
without paying any attention to them toeoausa X 
had a violtor at the time. I do not know where 
he wont. X know hie nano toecauso X heard his 
friends call hlm «Makayuna* when ha cane to my 
oafo in company with too or three other sailors 
in January this year» Since that time Bakaysm



used to visit «y plaça but he novar spent a niyht there*r'

At the Cafe fulshokan it was learned that dakayama 

used to visit the oafe la oompuny with two or three other 

sailor» out never epent the night there* Mahayana was 

not known at other places*
as has been already mentioned* hakayataa wae not 

well known among the o .foe in the Mei Mol 14 aHeywsy* 

yor this reason* inquiries there have had no satisfactory 

results* fho girl with whoa b'akayaraa was in love was 

married at Osaka* and there io no reason to oelleve that 

he had bean involved in any other love affair or that any 

person or persons had any lH«feoling against him* 

further enquiries are proceeding*



Kovcober 9, 1906 Constable Takeo Nagaoka.

Re.ort ****

Acting ©a instructions in connection with the 

assassination of Uideo 'îakayam, 1st class seaman of the 

Japanese Kuval Landlr»® *arty, in the vicinity of No«235 

Darroch xoaa at about 0 p*a» today, 1 forward herewith the 

result of Inquiries mde on the X'm.uK of tne sailor 

at the vturioA* cnUrtainmnt houses in the âoi .'iei 11 
alleyway*

At about 7*30 p»m« November 8, Naicayaiaa in company 

with Masao A*okl, 1st class seaman of the aa.ue company* 

visited the Baigetau Cafe at No.33 Mei itei Li* There 

Nakayama Joked al th the waitresses» saying that he had 

abstained from drinking for a long tiw but that ni^ht he hi 

partaken ©f sevei-al drinks« Nakayama i'wasô.ned there about
half an hour and tten callad at the Komu Cafe at No *27 in 

the same alleyway, where he spent th© night with one of the 

waitresses nwaod Mlyu Bara alias Myo ko, aged 21, while 

Awoki passed the night at the Balgetsu Cafe with Moyo 

3aaaki alias ihaegiku, aged 27* The two sailors returned 

to the barracks of the Landing Party on the following 

moraing*
Cki November V, Nal^ayauea left tho barracks alone 

at 
and called at the Baigetsu Cafe/about 8 p«a* Thera he 

received a letter from itaegiku for delivery to Awoki* After 

remaining about 30 minutes at the Baigetsu Cafe he visited 

the Koau Cafe wher*» he chatted with Miyoko for about 10 

minutes and then left for the barracks»
Thirln-’ tho tin*' that a waitress named Chito Sakai 

alias Tayeko, aged 24 was with the Kono Cafe» Nakayama need 

to confine his attentions to her only* Following her

m.uK


departure for ..‘remn in tlr b*■ ginning of October, ffa&ayama 

for ihe ilrst ’iir.io p-wrl a. nl,ght with Miyoko at thia caffe* 

Wakayama w»vs « mn of gentle disposition and vraa noi 

involved in any love aflhirr»



ember 9, 1935. Constable Takao Nagaoka

Report on the Assassination of a sailor of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party 

Acting on instroutions in connection with the assassination 
of Hideo Wakayama, 1st class seaman of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party, in the vici nity of No. 236 Darroch Road at about 9 p.m. 
today, X forward herewith the result of Inquiries made on the 
movements of the sailor at the various entertainment houses in 
the Mei Mei Li alleyway.

At about 7.30 p.m. November 3, Nakayama in company with 
Masao Awoki, 1st class seaman of the same company, visited the 
Baigetsu Cafe at No. 33 Mei Mei Li. There Nakayama Joked with 
the waitresses, saying that he had abstained from drinking for 
a long time but that night he had partaken of several drinks. 
Nakayama remained there about half an hour and then called at 
the Komu Cafe at No. 27 in the same alleyway, where he spent the 
night with one of the JtitjananOKS waitresses named lUyo Hara alias 
Miyok, aged 21, while Awoki passed the night at the Baigetsu Cafe 
with Moyo Sasaki alias Umegiku, aged 27. The two sailors returned 
to the barracks of the Landing Party on the following morning.

On November 9, Nakayama left the barracks alone and called 
at the Baigetsu Cafe at about 8 p.m. There he received a letter

1 
from Umeglku for delivery to Awoki. After remaining about 30 
minutes at the Baigetsu Cafe he visited the Xomu Cafe where he i
chatted with Miyoko for about 10 minutes and then left for the I

barracks.
During the time that a waitress named Chito Sakai alias 

Tayeko, aged 24 was with the Komu Cafe, Nakayama used to confine 
his attentions to her only. following her departure for Japan | 
in the beginning of October* Nakayama for the first time passed | 

a night with Miyoko at this cafe. Nakayama was a man of gentle | 

disposition and was not involved in any love affairs.



IJ
The following information has been received from 

the local Japanese Consular Police regarding the identity 

of the murderer of Nakayama of the Japanese Naval Landing Party:-

From what is being said amongst Chinese residents in 

the vicinity of t.<e scene of the crime and in Fong Loh Li 

alleyway, there is not the least doubt that the person who 

shot Nakayama was a Chinese youth whc wore a ’•sports jacket", 

the colour of which at first sight appeared to be black, and 

a pair of trousers tight-fitting in the legs. The jacket

was bcttonless and of this design He was hatless
ft ft

He ran at a terrific speed along Fong Loh Li towards North

Szechuen Road. His hair was so long that mien he was running 

it bobbed up and down. He is slim of build and his height 

is about 5 feet 6 or 7 inches. The witness is reported to 

have said that, after careful thought, tne appearance of 

the aforementioned person indicated him to be a Cantonese.

The Chinese who had witnessed this informed hie

Chinese friends of what he had seen, but refused to speak 

about it to others. If any person having the appearance of 

a Japanese were to approach this witness, he would stop 

talking as a matter of precaution. This witness Is reported
1 

to have further stated that none of the persons taken to ?

the Police Station had made a statement acowding to the facts.

Notes

1. A witness who was interrogated at the Police Station soon
I 

after the incident said as follows:- "The culprit was wearing 

clothing similar to that of the sailor." Later, the Japanese

Naval Landing Party issued a statement that "this was an 

objectionable statement” and that "the inquiries were not 

sufficient, etc." Probably it was due to this that the 

Municipal Police have stated that "the witness said that the 

culprit was wearing a foreign dress."

2. In view of these circumstances, any ignorant Chinese

•



upon seeing at night the clothing mentioned would undoubtedly 

make an irresponsible statement such as "the clothing was similar 

to that of the sdilor.’* It would have been more correct to say 

that the person was wetring clothing as described by the Chinese 

referred to in the first part of this letter. The first statement 

(although the wording was incorrect) may be regarded as excusable. 

It is possible that the witness, who was being interrogated in 

the midst of the excitement following the incident and having 

insufficient time to think over the matter before making a reply» 
clothing

would say that "the KJdbadtx was similar to that of the sailor."
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Sin Wru lec and other local newspapers

Til NjÆAYALÀ MURDER CASE:TEXT GF JUDGkENT DISMISSING APPEAL

The appeal of Yang Wen Dao and Yih Hai Sung against 
the sentence of death passed on them by the First Special 
District Court in connection with the Nakayama. Murder Case 
on Derroch Road on November 9 last year, was dismissed by 
the Second Branch Kiangsu High Court on December 9»

Copies of the decision were sent on December 10 to 
the appellants and their attorneys.

As great attention was paid to this cese by the 
public, the full text of the decision of the High Court 
dismissing the appeal is hereby published.

FACTS

Yang Wen Dao was the chairman of the former Hung 
Zen Mutual Aid Association, while Yih Hai Sung, alias Siax> 
Kwangtung, was a member of the Association. Later, owing 
to the departure from Shanghai of Yang Wen Dao, the 
association was dissolved. In January, in the 23rd year 

•'of the Chinese Republic, Yang Wen Dao returned to Shanghai. 
Together with Yih Hai Sung and others, Yang Wen Dao 
organized two bodies known as the Dong JenQîÉj'fc- ) fnd Dong 
Nyi(\^J&j ), of both of which Yang Wen Dao was the chairman 
with Yin Hai Sung as member. Owing to lack cf members, 
the influence of these two federations was smaller than 
that of the former Hung Zen Association, In an attempt 
to expand their influence, Yang Wen Dao and Yih Hai Sung 
conspired together to carry out attacks on Japanese officials 
and marines so as to stir up disturbances. Consequently 
they made their plans, and carried out an inspection on 
Dsrrcch Road at 3 p.m. November 3. On the night of November 
5, they drew lots in the Dong Nyi Federation at No.71, 
Yung Chi Lee(^</^'X-), Range Road, and Yih Hai Sung was 
chosen by lot to execute the plan. At 8 p.m. November 9, 
Yang wen Dao, Yih Hai Sung and . Jack left the
Moon Palece Hotel and walked to the Japanese School on 
North Szechuen Road. Yang Wen Dao produced a pistol 
from a book and handed it to Yih Hai Sung. They then 
walked to Darrooh Road- and saw a Japanese marine named 
Nakayama walking there. Following the Japanese marine 
up to the vicinity of Feng Loh Li) on Darrooh Boad, 
Yih Hai Sung drew his pistol and shot tfiê marine in the 
head from behind. Soon after, Nakayama died. Yih Hai 
Sung ran into Feng Loh Li and threw his pistol under a 
Police watchman’s box.in the Terrace. He mt de good his 
escape. All this was discovered by the Police The 
appellants were arrested. In the house of Yang Wen Dao 
at No.18, Tung An Li (ftp #3L), Tongshan Road, a book on 
Physics, which was usea to conceal the pistol, was found 
by the Police and handed to the Court.

REASONS

There is a round wound of entry of about seven 
milimctre in diameter at about 6 centimetres above the 
rear of the outer cavity of the ear and about 7 centimetres 
on the right side of the central joint of the back part 
of the head of the victim, the Japanese marine Hideo
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Nakayama. The bullet touched an artery of the head and 
this was the cause of the profuse bleeding. There is also 

an irregular shaped wound of exit of about 2 centimetres in 
diameter on the front part of the head. The skull around 
it was badly injured. The damaged parts became so swollen 
that they were congested with blood. Moreover, a great 
quantity of brain was visible outside the skull and much 
blood escaped owing to the rupture of the artery. This 
clearly shows that the deceased had died of henimorjhige and the 

• effects of a head wound caused by the bullet v/ound in the 
head. All these facts were established by Mr. ftgava, 
Military Doctor of the Japanese Naval Landing Tarty, after 
he had made an examination and a report to this effect was 
drawn up by him. Furthermore, a spent bullet was later 
found by Japanese Constable No.61 at the scene of the incident 
about 8 feet to the south of the blood stains. Simultaneous 
with this finding, Japanese detective No.50 found at that 
place an empty cartridge, while Japanese Sub-Inspect or 
"Kayinyasu" found the pistol No.241146 which still contained 
six rounds of ammunition under a watctoui’t woodon box in 
Feng Loh Li alleyway. Both the spent bullet and the empty 
cartridge found at the scene of the incident and which had 
caused the death of the Japanese marine were fired from 
this pistol. Moreover, this fact has also been established 
by the S.M.P. ballistics expert Mr. Caley (vide the report 
and photographs which he submitted to the Court). The 
book on Practical physics which was used for the purpose 
of concealing the said pistol v/as found at the home of Yang 
Ven Dao at House No. 18 Tung An Li off Tongshan. Road on 
April 19. In view of the fact that the hole excavated 
inside the book is similar in length, width and size as the 
pistol in question.and the rust marks remaining in the hole 
of the book corresponded exactly with those of the pistol 
in more than 40 points, it is therefore evident that the 
book in question was the one that was used for the purpose 
of concealing the said pistol but not other pistols of a 
similar type as the one seized. This fact has been 
corroborated as a result of examination by the S.M.P. Finger 
Print expert Mr. Dickson and the Medico-Legal Laboratoiy 
of the Ministry of Justice. Furthermore, when the book
in question was taken back to the Police Station and plaoed 
on the desk after its discovery, Yang Wen Dao, upon seeing 
it, at once admitted that the book belonged to him before 
he was even interrogated. This admission was made in the 
presence o^jD.S.I. Crowther and Mr. Kawashima and can be 
referred toAhe verbal reports made in the Court of First 
Instance (vide the written records of the Court of First 
Instance taken down on July 8). Even on April 20 when 
Yang Ven Dao was arraigned before the Court of First Instance 
the first time, he admitted that the hole inside the book 
was exeavated by him for the purpose of concealing a pistol, 
although he later retracted this statement and asserted that 
the book which he had used for the purpose of concealing 
a pistol was one in English, that the licence of his pistol 
was secured from the Bureaujof Public Safety, that the pistol 
belonged to one Li Mou (^ -^ ) and that the book in question 
was not his property but was one that had been planted in 
his house by Yang Chien Chung to incriminate him.
However, vhen the pistol, a "Demon", vhich was loaned tc 
Yang Ven Dao by Li Mou,was secured from the Bureau of Public
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Safety by the Municipal Police for comparison, it was 
found that this pistol did not fit the hole in the book; 
moreover, Yang Chien Chung appeared in the Court of First 
Instance and denied the allegation that he had planted 
the book as he had no personal grudge against Yang Wen 
Dao, nor had he ever visited the home of Yang Wen Dao, 
nor did he know where Yang Wen Da.o lived. He further 
sbjtcci thet he had never seen this book before. From 
this, there can be no doubt that the spent bullet and 
the empty cartridge produced in Court had caused the 
dec th of the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama and that 
the book on Practical Physios that was used to conceal 
the weapon was the property of Yang Wen Dao.

Now as to the question of whether or 
not the appellants are the murderers» It is to be noted 
that the accused Yih hai Sung during his trial in the 
Court of First Instance at first denied having committed 
the crime and although later he admitted the crime, yet 
his statements were very contradictory because at first 
he stc. ted that it was Yang Wen Dao who fired the shot and 
later he retracted this statement and admitted that he 
alone was responsible for the crime and that it had no 
connection whatever with Yang Wen Dao and others. It 
was only until after he had been informed of the 
significance of the cage and closely examined by the 
Court of First Instance that the accused began to state 
how Yang Wen Dao had planned to assassinate Japanese 
marines, how the matter was discussed at the Dong Nyi 
Federation, how they proceeded together to make an 
inspection of the place where the crime was to be 
committed, how they later drew lots at the jfederation 
and how he drew the lot which contained the word "go”, 
etc. Yih Hai Sung further saidtf- "On November 9 last 
year, I occupied Room No. 9 in the lioon Palace Hotel 
( ) under the name of Hsia Tsung Kee ( ).
At about 8 p.m. that day, Yang Wen Da.c, Jack end I left 
the Loon Palace Hotel and walked northwards to the 
Jap.nese school when Yang Wen Dao took out s pistol from 
within a. book and handed it to me. On arrival at Dajjroch 
Road, we saw a Japanese marine. Yang Wen Dao made a sign 
to me with his mouth. I followed the marine a short 
distance. As there wore no policemen, I shot him, after 
which I escaped through Dou Do Li ), threw the
pistol away and returned to the Loon^Palace Hotel.
All .hot I have said this time is true and I will not 
retract." The Judge in the Court of First Instance 
took Yih Hai Sung to the spot for investigation. In 
the presence of the Judge, Yih Hai Sung gave full 
particulars regarding the place where Yang Wen Dao had 
given him the pistol, where he saw the marine, where he 
opened fire and how he escaped after the shooting. In 
the meantime, Yih corrected the point in which witness 
Hu Ziang Wu , during a reconstruction, had said
that he saw a. man running into Feng Loh Li from behind 
an electric pole; Yih said that he went direct to Feng 
Loh Li and did not go behind an electric pole. This 
statement is more logical. Witness Hu Ziang Wu said 
t.m t when he heard a pistol report that day, he saw a man 
wear..ng black clothing, running into Feng Loh Li. Witness 
pan Chiao Yin ' stated that when she was walking
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on Darroch Road to the south that night, she saw a Japanese 
marine and a man wearing black foreign clothing, walking 
in :he northern direction one on the eastern side : nd the 
other on the western side of the road. Afterwards she 
heard a pistol report. This statement corresponds with 
the confession made by Yih Hai Sung in the Court of First 
Instance, that on November 9, 10 and 11 last year, he wore 
the black foreign clothing which is on record.

When Yih Hai Sung was on the way to the place 
of t'.'.e murder, he was seen by witness Chang Zay Yuan 
This witness testified^- "At about 8 p.m. November 9, 
I visited No. 14 Yu Ching Li ( '£ ) to look for a dance
girl named Seu Yin ( £ ). I came out and found many
motor cars parked at the entrance to Yu Ching Li. I made 
a. detour to the pavement on the western side and walked in 
a southern direction to return to the Nanyang Dance Hall 
( )• At this time, I sa.w Siao Kwangtung in front
of me about five or six houses away. He was followed 
in the rear by two men, one of whom was Jack. I do not 
know the other man. They were walking in the northern 
direction and passed, by me* I did not pa$ attention 
to them. As soon as I arrived at the dance hall, I heard 
about the shooting case", . •

Witness Hai Lo Ya ( ) made the following
statement regarding Yih Hai Sung's return to the Moon 
Palace Hotel »- "At about 10 p.m. that day, I visited 
the Moon Palace Hotel to look for friends. When I reached 
the door of Room No. 9 with Ah Cha ), the latter
pushed the door half open and asked'iih Hai Sung why 
he was in such an extraordinary state. Yih replied that 
he had just returned from a. fight". This may be used as 
evidence «

In the Court of First Instance, Yih Hai Sung 
confessed that he occupied Room No. 9 in the Moon Palace 
Hotel under the name of Hsia Tsung Kee and that he ran 
back to the hotel after the shooting. Yih Hai Sung 
stated that the pistol that was handed to him by Yang Wen 
Dao 'vas taken out f rom a book, and the book was seized by 
the Police at the home of Yang Wen Dao. Yih Hai Sung's 
statements correspond with the facts and this may be adopted 
as evidence to prove the crime committed by the appellants. 
Yih Hai Sung later retracted his statement, stating that 
his confession was made under torture, that he ha,d swallowed 
buttons, keys etc. in order to kill himself quickly end 
that he felt pain in his two. èideÉ^.» the more painful on 
the left side. The Court of First Instance sent him to 
the S.M.C. Hospital for an examination at which the Court 
doctor assisted. As a result of the examination, no 
metal articles were found in his stomach nor any injury 
could be found to his ribs. The report of the Court 
doctor Wei Lih Kung ) may be used as reference.
(Vide page 147, Volume 2, the Court of First Instance.) 
The scar on his upper lip below the nose was caused by 
Yih Hai Sung himself by scraping. This information was 
given by Yih Hai Sung to his lawyer Chang Tse Niang during 
an interview at the Police Station on May 21 this year. 
The Court of First Instance questioned the lawyer about 
this point and the lawyer admitted this. According to 
Yih Hai Sung’s statement, he was tortured two weeks after 
the remand ordered by the Court of First Instance on May 6 
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according to the record of the Court of First Instance. As 
Yih Hai Sung's confession was already on record prior to 
Kay 6, his statement that his confession was made through 
torture is obviously a fabrication.

The present appeals are based on five points. 
With the exception of Point (3) on the motive of murder, 
Point (4) on the counter-evidence given by the accused, and 
Point (5) on the various facts, etc., the rest is all 
speculation and lacks concrete proof to support the contentions.

Point (1) criticises the material evidence 
produced by the Police. It asserts that as the bullet had 
entered the back of Nakayama’s head and emerged through the 
forehead, it should have dropped in front of the marine and 
not at a spot about 8 feet away behind the marine where it 
was actually found. After an examination of the diagram 
drawn up by the Court of First Instance at the time of the 
reconstruction of the crime, we find that the spot (marked 
red) ■’. here Nakayama was shot and the spot v’here he collapsed 
are three paces apart, while the bullet dropped between these 
two spots (marked green). The spot where the bullet dropped 
is in front of the spot where Nakayama was shot. According 
to a report by Japanese Medical Office Ogawa, when Nakayama 
was removed to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headuqarters, 
his temperature was 36.5 degrees, his pulse was 90 and his 
breathing 22. His condition Was like ehat of a man in 
normal conditions and it was possible that he had walked 
a few steps even after he had been shot. As Nakayama was 
a man of strong physique, it is reasonable to surmise that 
for a short space^time after he was shot he had made three 
paces forward and then collapsed. One cannot ignore the 
diagram drawn up at the time of the reconstruction of the 
crime by steadfastedly sticking to the point that the bullet 
had dropped behind the spot where the victim had collapsed 
to the ground.

Again, a bullet penetrating a living being 
may not gather blood stains. This has been found conclusive 
ty the various experts of the Medico-Legal Laboratory and of 
the Arms Identification Section of the 3.M.C. Such evidence 
cannot be attacked by the appellants by using empty words 
alone.

& The appeals further state» "Witness Chang 
Tsun( 5"R ) in his statement stated that when Tseng Yuan
« %/) and Zung 'lei Ming("$Y JL ) were smoking opium on 
a bed, he drew a sketch of a pistol with a pencil. Later 
Tseng Yuan introduced him to Zung '!ei King who said that if 
he (Chang Tsun) would call at the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party Headquarters and make a report to the effect that the 
marine Nakayama had been murdered by Yih Hai Sung, Yang "en 
Dao and a Korean named Jack, he could claim the $4,000 reward. 
Questioned about this statement at a hearing in the Court of 
First Instance, Tseng Yuan replied, ’Quite right, quite right.' 
At a hearing in the Court of First Instance, Yang Chien Chung 

) also admitted that he knew Zung Wei Ming and that 
he had supplied Yang Wen Deo’s address to Zung Wei Ming from 
whom he had sought a loan. It is not altogether an 
impossibility that the book containing an excavation in 
the shape of a pistol had been planted by Yang Chien Chung 
as part of the conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng 
Yuan."
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Chang Tsun was formerly on friendly terms with 
Tseng Yuan, Zung "ei Ming and others and was one of the party 
to claim the reward. Later, there was a rupture over 
conflicting interests and he called at the office of lawyer 
Kuh Chao Chi, the lawyer of Yang Ven Dao, to give his evidence. 
His petition which is in favour of Yang Ven Dao was drawn up 
by a man named Yih(^7 ) and submitted/to the Court. It is 
doubtful whether his words are reliable. Assuming, as 
contended by appellants, that Zung Wei Ming and others had 
actually conspired to give information in order to secure the 
reward, this is a totally different matter from the planting 
of evidence and the making of a malicious accusation. The 
evidence given by Chang Tsun merely proves that Zung Wei Ming 
and others are suspected of having conspired to give the 
information. No proof was produced to show how Zung ”ei 
Ming had planted the false evidence. The ruling of the 
Court of First Instance in rejecting the evidence given by 
Chang Tsun, Zung Wei Ming and 1’seng Yuan cannot, therefore, 
be said to be without reason. It is alleged that according 
to the report of the Medico-Lefeal Laboratory, none of the 
finger-prints and blood stains found in the book were similar 
to the finger-prints or pAlm-prints of Yang Wen Dao; that the 
paper had been broken at two places at a spot directly 
opposite the safety catch of the pistol; that the edges of 
the breaks had curled and bore rust marks and grease stains; 
that the rust had been caused by grease; that the deep 
Impressions and breaks in the pages of the book could not 
have been made without strong pressure from the outside, 
showing that the impressions and breaks had been deliberately 
and extemporarily made by applying exterior pressure on the 
book; that the marks of excavating the hole in the book were 
very fresh, especially at the two bends on the lower left 
side and at the short left-hand edge on the upper left side 
of the book, showing that the book had been manufactured 
extemporarily and planted in the house of Yang Ven Dao. The 
accused had failed to note that the finger-prints left in the 
book were few and mostly incomplete, as pointed out in Report 
No. 100, Character "Chien" ), made by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory, and it was for this reason that the Laboratory 
had been unable to find any of Yang Wen Dao’s finger-prints 
in the book. At the most, we can only say that the 
result of the examination failed to prove that the book 
bore the finger-prints of Yang Wen Dao, but it cannot be 
taken as evidence in favour of the accused. Rust is caused 
by the oxidation of iron in the air. The speed of the process 
of rusting is according to the himidity of the air at the 
place where the pistol is kept and by the presence of grease 
on the surface of the pistol; therefore it is impossible to 
determine from the rust marks the period of time in which 
the pistol had been kept. As to the deep impressions 
and breaks in the pages, they could not have been made if 
there had been no external pressure or if the pistol had not 
moved to and fro inside the book because the weight of the 
pistol was only 600 grams. Any heavy book or other article 
placed on the book containing the pistol would have provided 
the pressure required to make the impressions and breaks. 
The marks of excavation were inside the book and did not come 
into contact with light or dust; the period of their existence 
cannot therefore be determined according to freshness. All 
this has been explained in Report No. 99 of the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. If a pistol is put infalry place and coated
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■with grease, oxidation will take place more slowly. Now the 
pistol in this case was greased on the surface and tnis 
grease should have had an anti-rust effect upon the pistol. 
Yet the appellant alleges that the grease had accelerated 
the rusting. This is not in acckirdanoe with the statement 
made in the report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory. Furthermore, 
the breaks in the pages can also be caused by the pistol 
moving to and fro inside the book, external pressure is not 
the only cause. Therefore, the appellants cannot attack 
the original judgment on this point,

The second point stressed that the statements 
and reconstructions made by Yih Hai Sung had not been made 
voluntarily. This Court has examined the record of the Court 
of First instance and found that although the various o —Irx. 
confessions of Yih Hai Sung did not totally correspond with 
one another, they had not been made under torture? they t v 
corresponded with the facts. The Court record regarding the 
reconstruction made at the scene of the crime by Yih Hai Sung and 
and the witness Hu Ziang Wu in the presence of the Judge of 
the Court of First Instance contains nothing to show that 
Yih Hai Sung had been prevented from making his reconstruction 
freely by threats or inducements or by some forcible or 
fraudulent or other unlawful means. The lawyers of the 
appellants were present at the reconstruction and had accepted 
the record as correct and signed it. They had not said 
anything About Yih Hai Sung not having been allowed to 
reconstruct the crime freely. How dan the appellants 
now say this after they have filed the appeal? Yih Hai 
Sung had both of his hands handcuffed to two Japanese 
policemen only as a measure of safeguard? he cannot be said 
to have lost his freedom because of beihg thus handcuffed.

According to a reoonstrudtion given by accused 
Yih Hai Sung, the distance between the spot where he fired 
the pistol and the spot where Nakayama stood was about five 
or six ordinary paces. The distance was found incorrect 
because an examination by the Medioo-Legal Laboratory of the 
powder marks on the wound of entry showed that the distance 
must have been about 5 centimetres. When a person commits 
a murder, he is usually over-excited. It is true that he 
will not lose valuable time in considering the distance of 
the shooting and ttfzthe fact carefully in mind. We cannot 
overlook thefacts entirely because of the slight differences 
about the distance of the shooting during the reconstruction. 

According to a statement made by witness Pan 
Chiao Yin, she saw a marine and another person walking in the 
same direction one behind the other. The s tatement made 
by accused Yih Hai Sung to the effect that he followed the 
marine is therefore not absolutely unsupported.

During the reconstruction given by witness Hu 
Ziang Wu, the latter pointed out that accused Yih Hai Sung 
escaped by the side of an eleotrio pole and that the clothing 
worn by the escaping man was similar to that worn by a marine. 
This point has been explained by this Court as well as by the 
Court of First Instance in its judgment as being due to a 
mistake of judgment. u .

Besides, witnesses Ghu Sun Fu ( ) and Chi
Ah Keng ( stated during the hearings at the Court of
First Instance that Yang Wen Dao s eldam went to the Dong Nyi
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Federation aa he had been there only one or two times in all 
and that they had never seen accused Yih Dai Sung nor the 
Korean. Some differences were found when these statements 
were compared with that of accused Yang Wen Dao to the effect 
that he attended to his duties at the Federation everyday 
or with that of Hung Wen Wei ( who presented himself
as a witness in the course of a hearing in this Court and 
stated that Yang Wen Dao was always at the Federation. 
According to a statement made ty witness Hung Wen Wei, between 
7 and 11 p.m. November 9 last year, he was in the Federation 
with Yang Wen Dao. After he (Hung) reached home, he was 
informed by some boys that a Japanese marine had been murdered. 
Next day, he told Yang Wen Dao of the matter.

Witness Hung Wen Wei and accused Yang Wen Dao 
alsos tated that they learned of the murder three or four days 
later from the newspapers. As there are likewise some 
contradictory points in these statements, the evidence presented 
by the witness Hung Wei itfei cannot be aodepted.

In conclusion, with the exception of the case 
against Chow Shou Yong ( # ), which has been concluded
and requires no further disousbion, the Court of First Instanoe 
has regarded the murder of the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
by the appellants as a matter of great importance because the 
murder was liable to give rise to trouble between China 
and foreign nations. There is no possibility of granting 
a pardon to the accused. Yih Hai Sung is the principal 
culprit, while Yang Wen Dao was responsible for having planned 
the murder. It is only reasonable that under Article 26, 
Article 271, Section 1, Article 37, Section 1, Article 3P, 
Section 1, Paragraph 1 and 2, of the Criminal Code, the 
accused are sentenced to death and deprived of civil rights 
for life, while the pistol, the six rounds of ammunition, 
the empty cartridge, the bullet and the book on Practical 
Physics which was used to conceal a pistol were ordered to be 
confiscated. As the reasons given in the appeal can hardly 
be considered aa logical, the case should therefore be dealt 
with as above in accordance with Article 360 of the Code 
of the Criminal Prosedure. Procurator Ling Ngoo Min of 
this Court has attended Court to deliver his views in this 
ease.



S.1Ï.C. (RESPONDENTS)

VERSOS

YANG WEN DAO AND YIH HAT SUNG (APPELLANTS)

The following written argument is sutmitted in 

answer to the appeals filed by Yang Wen Dan and Yih Hai Sung 

against the sentence of death imposed on them by the Shanghai 

First Special District Court for the murder of a Japanese 

marine named Hideo Nakayama.

I. The material evidence produced by the Police.

The proofs produced by the Police were articles 

which were actually used by the accused in the commission of 

the crime and consisted of a “Beretta" pistol of Italian make, 

No. 241146, .52 calibre, six rounds of .32 calibre ammunition 

in the pistol, one bullet of .32 calibre, one spent cartridge 

No. C 1109 of .32 calibre, and a book on Practical Physics 

published by the Commercial Press, Ltd. It is generally 

agreed by the various Chinese and foreign experts, after an 

examination, that the spent cartridge produced in Court belonged 

to the bullet and that the bullet had been fired from the pistol 

No. 241146 and that the book on Practical Physics with an 

excavation in it is the book that held the pistol No.241146. 

The respondents hereunder deal point by point with the reasons 

set forth by the appellants in their appeals attacking the 

above-mentioned proofs and the evidence given by the experts.

(1) The appellants sutmitted that the circumstances 

surrounding the finding of the pistol No. 241146 and the six 

rounds of ammunition it contained (such as the delay of about 

one and half hours after the murder and the distance of 509 

feet away from the scene of crime) were insufficient to prove 

that the said pistol had been used in the murder.

The immediate measure which this question calls 

for is to ascertain whether or not the said pistol was the one 

that had fired the said bullet and the possibility as to whether 



the said bullet could not have been fired from the said pistol* 

These questions can only be answered by experts on the basis of 

scientific facts, for this is a. technical matter and cannot be 

guessed at or talked about recklessly by lay men.

The examination made by D.S. Oakley, ballistics 

expert of the S.M.P., has proved conclusively that the bullet of 

• 32 calibre and the spent cartridge No. C 1109 were fired from 

the pistol No. 241146 and that it was impossible for them not to 

have been fired from the said pistol. (See Chapter 1 of the 

record of enquiries made by D.S.I. Crowther dated November 10, 

1935, regarding the examination conducted at that time by the 

Arms Identification Section of the said pistol, the bullet and 

the spent cartridge and also the evidence given by the ballistics 

expert, D.S. Oakley, together with photographs produced in Court 

at the hearing held on May 1, 1936). At that session of the 

trial the accused did not produce any proof to the contrary or 

to prove that the findings of the said expert were wrong| they 

simply declared that the time of the finding of the pistol should 

not have been so long, that it should not have been found so far 

away from the spot, that it was not reasonable that a culprit 

would have left the pistol behind upon taking to flight after 

committing a crime, that the finding of the pistol beneath a 

wooden box by means of a stick was unbelievable, that owing to 

the large number of spectators having assembled at the spot at 

that time it was probable that the pistol had been planted there.

(2) The bullet of .32 calibre and the spent 

cartridge No. C 1109 were actually fired from the seised pistol 

No. 241146.»

The arguments submitted by the appellants may 

be put under the following three heads i-

(a) The bullet and the spent cartridge should not have been 

found idiere they were.

(b) There was no trace of blood on the bullet.
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fixed
(o) There was a possibility of the bullet having been/from a pistol 

of similar size.

Su oh an apparently true but actually wrong argument 

is liable to give rise to misunderstanding that would make it 

difficult for the truth to be discovered. However, the argument 

can be of no benefit to the appellants.

The respondents submit the following detailed argument 

against the three aforementioned contentions set fortii by the 

appellants «-

(a) Besides a knowledge of law and logic, a person 

handling a criminal case requires wide common knowledge. In a 

metropolis, are to be found idlers who are fond! of listening to 

gossip and looking on at occurrences that do not concern them. 

Many persons will assemble and listen to a quarrel between two 

women; giany persons will collect together and watdh a fight 

between drunkards! a greater number of persons will assemble 

to witness a fire, a shooting or any other serious incident. 

This is a fact; it is human weakness.

Hideo Nakayama was fatally shot on Darroch Hoad at 

9 p.m. Several minutes afterwards, it is possible that a crowd 

of several hundred persons had assembled at the spot. Chinese 

Policeman No. 2864 arrived on the scene at 9.05 p.m., Foreign 

Policeman No. 230 and Japanese Policeman No. 61 arrived at 

9.10 p.m. Prior to the arrival of ihese officers, there had 

already been a number of on-lookers around the deceased. (See 

Chapter 1 of the record of enquiries made by D.S.I. Crowther dated 

November 10, 1935). The bullet and the spent cartridge were 

found at about 10 p.m. the same evening, that is about one hour 

after the crime, (vide the written reports made by Japanese 

Policemen Nos. 51 and 61 dated May 2 and 3 this year which have 

been produced in Court and also the statements made by the said 

Japanese policemen at the hearing held on May 1 this year). The 

bullet and the spent cartridge had probably been unintentionally 
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moved by the feet of the crowd from the original spots where they 

had dropped. The fact that the bullet and the spent cartridge 

were not found at the places where they "should have dropped" 

supports this theory. This is not surprising and should not 

be regarded as untenable.

The fact that Hideo Nakayama was fatally shot in the 

head is not refuted by the accused. Unfortunately, the bullet 

that caused the mortal wound dropped/4!b® ground after penetrating 

the head because it was fired at too close range, otherwise it 

would have had to be extracted from the deceased’s head by a 

doctor and then examined by a ballistics expert to ascertain 

whether it had been fired from the said pistol. This would 

have settled the issue. It was fortunate that according to the 

doctor’s certificate the wound suffered by the deceased was 

inflicted by a pistol bullet and the wound was caused by 

one bullet. Now at the scene of the crime, only one man was 

killed and only one pistol, one bullet and one spent cartridge 

were found. Witnesses Hu Ziang Ho and Pan Chiao Ying stated 

that they heard only one pistol shot. After making an 

examination that evening, the ballistics expert declared that 

the said bullet and the spent cartridge had been fired from the 

said pistol. If the accused suggest that the bullet was not 

the one that had killed a man, let us askt where had this bullet 

come f rom? Who had been struck by it? =nu Where is the bullet that 

had caused the death?

(b) The respondents have not suggested that there was 

no blood stain on the billet. In his statement made in Court 

during the trial held on May 1 and his written report, now on 

file, dated May 3, Japanese Policeman No. 61 stated! "At the 

time of its discovery, there were blood stains and some sticky 

substance on the bullet." Judging by the circumstances existing 

at that time, the Police concluded that the said bullet was the

one that was responsible for the death and subsequent examination 
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by an expert after the di boo very of the pistol further confirmed 

this belief* Under the circumstances, it is not necessary that 

the blood stains should be retained on the bullet, and it was to 

be expected that the blood stains would no longer be found on the 

bullet by the time the accused were arrested and during the trial 

which took place six months later. How can the appellant» assert 

that the bullet is not the one that had caused the death of the 

marine simply because of the absence of blood stains on it at 

present?

Supposing the appellants have actually rebutted the 

statements of Japanese Policeman Ho. 61 and proved that there 

were no blood stains on the bullet when it was found, let us refer 

to Beport Ho, 101, Character Chien ( ) » dram/by the Chen Ju

Medico-Legal Laboratory of the Ministry of Justice, The report 

says: "A bullet passing through a living being at a close range

may not gather any blood stains,* That being so, then the 

question as to whether or not there had been blood stains on 

the bullet will not prove in favour of the appellants,

(0) When a shot is fired, both the spent bullet 

and the empty cartridge will bear on their surface the special 

marks of the pistol from which the shot had been fired. Every 

pistol has its own special marks which are never the same as 

those of other pistols, A spent bullet and an empty cartridge 

have each on their surface the peculiar marks of the pistol 

from which the bullet had been fired. There has never happened 

such a case where suoh marks are so complicated that they 

cannot be distinguished from those of other pistols. This is 

the same principle followed in the identification of finger 

prints. This modem, scientific development in the identification 

of firearms is probably unknown and inexplicable to the 

appellants, and this is why they have regarded such an identi

fication as being so wonderful and beyond their power to

1



understand. Is it due to this fact that they have declared 

that other material facts are necessary in order to justify 

this identification?

(3) The book on Practical Physios, published 

by the Commercial Press, in which a hole in the shape of 

a pistol had been excavated, was discovered by the Japanese 

Constable No. 164 of the Dixwell Road Police Station at the 

home of Yang Wen Dao, one of the appellants, at House No, 18, 
Dong /ai Lee ( $ $ 'C ) off Tongshan Road at about 5 p.m. 

on April 19 this year. It must be noted that at the time of 

the search, not only the foreign and Chinese Detective 

Sub-Inspectors of the Police Station, but also Chen Sui Chin 
(^)> the concubine of Yang Wen Dao, were present. 

The book in question was handed over for safe custody to 

D.S.I. Crowther, who was then in charge of the case, immediately 

after its discovery by the Japanese Constable. On the 

following day, it was passed to kr. Dickson, an expert in the 

identification f finger prints, for examination, as a result 

of which it was established that the book was actually the 

one wlùch was used for the purpose of concealing the pistol, 

No. 241146, that was used in the murder. (Vide the reports 

Nos. 17 and 19 of D.S.I. Crowther as well as the verbal 

reports made in Court by All the police officers above mentioned 

on Lay 1 when this oaseAheard.) It is not likely that the 

appellant (Yang Wen Dao) will Any knowledge of all the facts 

mentioned above. The point that requires consideration at 

present is whether the appellant is able to produce counter

evidence to substantiate his allegation that the book in 

question was not the one which belonged to him but had been 

planted by some person or persons to implicate him with the 

intention of earning the rewards.



Leaving aside the various statements made 

by Yang *«n at the Police Station, in all of which he 

admitted that the book belonged to him, when Yang wen Lao on 

April 20 was arraigned before the Court for trial the first 

time this year, he likewise stated that the book was his 

property. Such a statement made in the presence of a Judge 

should, of course, be taken as reliable and cannot be 

retracted afterwards under the excuse that he could not see 

the book dearly. The trial of a case is not a trivial 

matter, nor should it be regarded as a joke. Moreover, the 

accused Yang Wen Lao is a man of mature^ Was it likely that 

the accused would have recklessly admitted the ownership 

of a piece of important material evidence if he could not 

see it clearly at the time? The object of the accused in 

confessing to the ownership of the book at that time was 

quite obvious. He knew full well that he could not deny 

ownership of the book seized at his homes at the same time 

he had hoped that by alleging that the book had been kept 

by him for the purpose of concealing another pistol, he 

would be able to conceal the real facts, thereby enabling 

him to escape punishment. On April 27 when the case was 

again heard, the Municipal Advocate declared that the statement 

made by the accused to the effect that the book in question 

was used for concealing another pistol was incredible and 

unreliable. An examination of the book was therefore made 

in Court and itA ascertained that the book could not have 

been used for concealing another pistol. Moreover, it was 

established by means of photographic examination and a 

theoretical explanation by Mr. Dickson, an expert in the 

identification of finger prints, that the book in question had 

actually been used to conceal the pistol used in the murder. 

As a result of this established fact which proves that his 

allegation was unfounded, the accused, being helpless, had



no alternative but to re tract his former statement under the 

excuse that he did not see the book clearly, in the hope of 

nullfying all his fonner statements so as to enable him to 

avert the consequences of his criminal act. The Court of 

First Instance was definitely of the opinion that both the 

book and the pistol in question were the property of the 

accused Yang Wen Dao and that the book had been exclusively 

used by Yang Wen Dao for the purpose of concealing the said 

pistol, because the Court regarded the statement in which he 

admitted the ownership of the book made by him (Yang Wen Dao) 

on April 20 as well as the result of the examination of the 

book and the pistol made by the police expert as believable 

and reliable. Such a conclusion reached on the basis of 

evidence and theoretical knowledge is not one that can be 

easily refuted by unsupported allegations and vague assertions.

The above is the reason why the Court of 

First Instance came to the definite opinion that the book 

in question was the property of Yang Wen Dao. The matter 

that deserves consideration and attention at present is to 

ascertain, from a reverse point of view, whether or not the 

book in westion vas one that had been planted to implicate 

the accused by some person or persons in a conspiracy to 

obtain the rewards. The point can be decided by a chronological 

inference from the facts and reasons set forth in the written 

appeal drawn up by the counsel for the defence of the accused, 

Yih Hal dung.

(A) Whether or not the informer or informers 

who reported the affair to the police/were moved by an 

intention to obtain the rewards and Whether or not the arrested 

person was guilty and should be held responsible for the 

consequences of his criminal act are two different questions 

that have no subsequent connection with each other whatever.
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I

The prosecution was not based entirely upon the information 

supplied by the informer. Moreover, the sentence delivered 

by the Court was based entirely upon proper and reliable 

evidence. If it be said that an informer who supplies the 

information to the Police must be a perjurer and that the 

evidence thus obtained must be planted evidence, then the 

offering of rewards is tantamount to an act of inducing 

perons to commit crime. In this respect, strict legislative 

measures should be immediately adopted to prohibit the 

offering of rewards, while the Court should refuse to deal 

with any case in which a reward has been offered, nor is it 

necessary for the Court to study the evidence in such cases) 

all that it need do is to return a verdict of “not guilty”.

Furthermore, the Court of First Instance did 

not even use the statements made by Zung Wei Min 

and Tseng Yuan ( d /i> ) as a basis for its Judgment in 

connection with this case, nor were the names of these two 

witnesses ever mentioned in the written judgment. All this 

shows that the Court was very strict and careful in accepting 

the evidence. It is, therefore, too unreasonable for the 

appellants to criticize the judgment on the basis of evidence 

that had not been taken down by the Court.

This is the reason why the Court of First 

Instance did not take into consideration the evidence given 

by Zung Wei Min and Tseng Yuan, It is the duty of the |

appellants to prove how these two witnesses had manufactured 

the evidence and how it was planted by Yang Chien Chung

The witness Chang Tsun was also one

of those who desired to obtain the rewards. At first, he 

was even on quite good terms with Zung Wei Mln, Tseng Yuan f

and others, but later, owing to some dispute over benefits ?

and rights amongst themselves, he began to give hostile f

evidence. Judging from his psychology and personality, he 1

appears in every respect to be a person of a mean and low >

mind. It was, therefore, only natural that lis evidence was 1

■ ' X •, * ■ '.y ' ■ v . y' '

_ ... • ...... /■ '<yyxl,y.ry <xy.-'y^^ yy Wyx'-y ; • x^-'
* / * -y • '

' • ■ ■ ■ y . .. \ . ■ ■ ■,'* ? .A, ' yyyX’—''^ , / -
■ ■ ■ ■■■■ -y ■ ■ ■' ’: . IF! / ' 
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not given consideration by the Court of First Instance» 

Even if his evidence could have been relied upon» yet there 

was a till lacking sufficient and reliable evidence to prove 

the facts and circumstances as to how the piece of vital 

evidence was manufactured and planted by the other witnesses. 

It wU8, therefore, quite proper for the Court of First 

Instance not to have taken into consideration the counter

evidence given by Chang Tsun, because it was regarded as 

insufficient to prove its reliability.

Thenallegation that the evidence was planted 
11 

by Yang Chien Chung was first made by Yang Wen Dao himself. 

This can be proved by the fact that although he did make 

several contradictory statements and illogical explanations 

as regards the book and pistol in question during the 

hearings on April 20 and 27» lay 1 and 6» he never mentioned 

the name of Yang Chien Chung. It was during the hearing 

of Kay 6» about 30 minutes before the Court rose» that 

lawyer Kuh Chao Chi ( counsel for the defence of

the accused Yang Wen Dao» suddenly rose and stated on behalf 

of his client that there were reasons to believe that Yang 

Chien Chung was the person who had planted the evidence 

against his client, and requested the Court to interrogate 

the witness Chang Tsun. When the latter was asked to give 

his evidence, he simply read out a draft drawn up beforehand 

by a certain person named Ylh ( ) at the office of the

aforementioned lawyer. On May 20 Yang Wen Dao made a 

similar statement in Court when the case was further heard I 

he alleged that Yang Chien Chung had planted the evidence 

against him. It was as a result of this allegation that 

Yang Chien Chung became connected with this case. This 

allegation was regarded by the Court of First Instance as 

extraordinary and mysterious and as one which would create 
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a doubt in the minds of the listeners and make them. regard 

it as vague and incredible, to say nothing of the fact that 

Yang Chien Chung later presented himself in Court and made 
Jids 

a denial of this unfoundAallegation. His denial was supported 

by reasonable and matter-of-fact explanations, which alone 

were sufficient to refute this allegation, Now even if 

Yang Chien Chung had not been located or if had refused co 

give any explanation, such a statement would have been 

untenable. It would never have been taken into consideration 

by the Court of First Instance which has has so strict and 

careful in sorting out evidence.

(B) There was absolutely no need to examine 

the book for finger prints. This point has already been 

clearly defined in the report, No. 100, Character “Chien", 

of the le di co-Legal Laboratory on the result of its 

examination. Roughly speaking, the marks of the finger 

prints that remained in the book were either too short or 

too insufficient for examination. It is just the same as if 

a hand-writing expert is unable to rely upon one or two 

characters to justify his decision as to whether or not 

it is the hand-writing of a certain person. Now, the 

appellants, taking advantage of the fact that it was practical  ̂

impossible to find out the finger prints, allege^tl^t the 

book was not the property of Yang Wen Dao and that it was 

the book that had been planted to implicate him, We regret 

to state that we are unable to understand how they came to 

reach such a wonderful conclusion,

(C) The report, No, 99, Character "Chien” of 

the Medico-Legal Laboratory indicates that there were oil 

stains on the pietol and on the pages of the book. This 

point corroborates the statement made in Court on May 1 by 

Mr, Dickson, the finger print expert of the &.M.PS "The pistol
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having been oiled, there were no finger print®, therefore, 

it is impossible to examine or to form an opinion*» 

The book and the pistol became ruetyowing to the presence 
of oil; it cannot be proved thrt the rust hue been

manufactured by the conspirators. Although the marks on 

the pages "can hardly be formed without strong exterior 

pressure*, the appellant h.s not proved that alter the 

seizure of the pistol and while it was in the custody of

the Police, some person had hollowed out the shape of

the pistol and placed the pistol in the book; furthermore,
the exterior pressure was applied so as to keep the rust

makks on the pages preparatory to planting the evidence later»
The expression "it can hardly be formed* means a comparison 

between difficulty and ease; it does not mean that it 
actually "cannot be formed*» The report aoes not mean 

that "it is sufficient to prove thst the book was made 

at that very time”» The appellant drew a wrongful 
inference 'f-er the report and argued thrt it was improper 
that this point was not referred to during the hearing 

by the Court of first Instance. This is due to a

mi sunder standing»
(D) If we reau the whole paragraph of 

faction 4 of the report, Ho. 99, Character Chien", of the «
Medico-Legal Laboratory, it is very easy to understand it. I

As to the reason why "it is rather difficult to judge how j 
long it was made”, the report says: "The four sides of |

the shape of the pistol cut out in the book and the marks f

of the excavation are regular except that the left side a 
is slightly rough and the colour is shining. This colour 4
has no remarkable difference fron the sheen of the paper*» s|

A study of this shows that the report contains no perverted | 
argument that "there could never be such marks unless they f

y : ' ■■ s '7 ■ /x';' '■<-■' ' ; .

; ;lOxP'll 1 



were made at th^t very time1'’. The Medico-Legfil Laboratory 
has frankly confessed its ignorance when it does not know/ 

so it says "it is rather difficult to judge how long it 

was made". The fr nk and honest attitude of the Laboratory 

is praiseworthy. The appellant declares that he knows 

when,in reality, he does not know; he is so bold as to come 

suddenly to a decisive -weed: * There could never be such 

m-rks unless they were made rt that very time*.
(E) Whether or not the book, in which a pistol 

was conce led, was possessed by Yang Wen Dao and whether 

or not it was a fret thet Yang Wen Dao had acknowledged 

the book to be his property in Court has been mentioned 
and studied in detail in previous paragraphs. The appellant 
is again attempting to hide his wrong doings as he did 

during the trial. It is not here necessary to reply to him.
(7) The book on record identified in the 

Court of first Instance is, in fact, the book in which the 

pistol was concealed. Not only are the shape, tlie sise 

and the marks of the pistol similar to those around the 

hole hollowed out in the book, but there are as many as 
40 points of similarity between the rust marks on the 
surface of the pistol and those in the hole. (Vide the 
photos and reports on file.) The report made by the 

Medico-Legal Laboratory says: "It 1b possible thrt there 

are points that correspond accidentally. But the positions 

and the condition of the rust marks can hardly be expected 

to be similar at every point". There are as many as 40 

points in which the rust in the book corresponds to that 
on the pistol. Boes the appellant still hold the view 

that this is insufficient? If so, then how many such 

similar points, in the opinion of the appellant, will 

satisfy him ;nd convince him that the Court of first Instance 

had no "misunderstanding"?
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(Gj What Chen Yung Sung )» the servant

of Yang Wen Dao» stated at the very beginning regarding the 

book can be seen from his statement made on April 26 which is 

on record and file. This statement says that a book with 

a hard green cover was actually the property of Yang Wen Dao> 

that the book was placed in the bedroom and that he frequently 

saw it when he sprinkled water and swept the floor. The 

book on record was identified by Chen Yung Sung as Yang’s book 

from among five books of a similar kind. All these 

particulars have been made in writing and cannot be altered 

arbitrarily. The contention of the appellant that the book 

had been obtained or made in conspiracy by others and that 

Yang’s book was an English book are all without basis. If 

it is true that Yang’s book was an English book and if the book 

on record had really been made by others in conspiracy* then 

why should the person» who had planted the evidence» leave this 

clue and why shswld did he not use a similar English book so 

that Yang Wen Dao* who was to be falsely accused» would more 

easily *be unable to see it clearly* and 44- would be given him 

no ground for argument.

(H) The Court of first Instance found Yang 

Wen Dao guilty. Its judgment was not based only on the book» 

but according to things belonging to Yang Wen Dao» such as 

his pistol used in the murder case and which was actually 

found to have been secretly concealed in the book. At the 

same time» the Court of first Instance regarded the statement 

of Yih Hai Sung» an accomplice, as being true. furthermore, 

the Court used the statement of the accomplice, though it 

was unfavourable to himself, and regarded it as acceptable. 

Therefore, the Court came to the decision that Yang Wen Dao 

ic an accomplice and must be held responsible. This conclusion 

is correct in law and logic. The appellant, however, 

misinterpreted the meaning, declaring that the book and pistol 
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were insufficient evidence to prove Yang guilty* If one would 

read the verdict carefully and not purposely mislead oneself 

or overstress the expression "the statement of Yih Hai Jung» 

that the pistol used in the manslaughter was given to him by 

Yang Wen Dao» is much believed and proved"* then one can have 

a clear understanding at heart and agree with the findings of the 

Court*

2* at,a foment..

As the Court had used Yih Hai Sung’s statement 

and reconstruction in coming 'o its conclusion* the appellant 

attacks this statement and reconstruction on the ground that 

they were not made voluntarily and did not correspond with what 

act ly occurred* The appellant further declares that the 

Court should not have adopted such evidence* The appellee 

will discuse the matter separately*

(1) The accused made a confession mostly on the 

following ground st»

(à) He sincerely repented having committed the 

crime and was willing to disclose all the facts in order to 

ease his conscience*
(B) After being arrested» he was afraid of 

punishment* He therefore confessed the facts in the hope of 

receiving a light punishment*
(C) During the trial» he knew that there was 

adequate evidence and that he could not deny it and that it 

would be better for him to reveal the real facts» leaving his 

fate in the hands of Providence*

According to law» a statement must be made 

freely* This principle is known to everybody* If an accused 

is cunning and refuses to confess and attacks the investigation 

organisation by saying that his statement was made under torture» 

he may draw attention to hie case* The accused» on many 



occasions, confessed his crime in Court and gave full 

particulars. Nevertheless, the accused later declared that 

after he had made his confessions* he was tortured to obtain 

a statement from him. He bias thus refuted his statement 

under a pretext but it is not reasonable. Officers who 

undertake investigations are not so mad or foolish as to 

resort to torture after an accused has already confessed in 

Court on several occasions. What could be their motive? 

At six hearings of the case on April 21 and 27* May 1* 6* 9 

and 20* Yih Hal Sung did not say anything about his being 

tortured. Even during the trial on May 27, after the lawyer 

for his defence had been designated* when he alleged the 

torture* he also declared that the period of his torture was 

"during the several days after the case was remanded for 

two weeks.* It will be remembered that the period of the 

remand for two weeks was between May 6 and 20* but before 

May 6* Yih Hal Sung had already* on many occasions* given all 

the real facts in Court. Owing to these confessions made by 

the accused, the investigators* the prosecutors and the triers 

had already known all whit they wanted to know. Then what 

was the reason of employing torture and was it absolutely 

necessary to do so?

As to the source of the allegation of Yih Hal 

Sungdbeing tortured, there are points worthy of attention. 

As the appellant holds the view that the period of torture 

was between May 6 and 20, then why did he still make confessions 
and did not mention the torture at the hearing on May 20? 

On the afternoon of May 21, lawyers Chang Ts Niang 
and Wong Ss Chung ( J. called at Chengtu Bead Police

Station and interviewed the appellant Yih Hai Sung. Besides 

the Japanese policemen of the detention house (cell)» there 

were also senior officers D.S.I. Crowther, D.S.I. Ross,



Chinese Detective Inspector Sih ) and others* who were

present during the interview. Hot only Hai Sung

fail to make any coupla in t of torture* hut he stated that he 

was quite satisfied with the treatment accorded him by the 

Police. Furthermore* when lawyer Chang voluntarily asked 

Yih Hai Sung about the scar on his upper lip, the accused 

replied that it was caused when he accidentally bit it with his 

teeth. The accused made no allegation that he had been 

tortured with burning cigarettes or with water being poured 

into his nostrils (vide the interviews mentioned in Chapters 

26 and 27 of the Police Investigation Record as well as the 

written reports on interviews submitted by the officers of 

various Police Stations).

On May 27 when a hearing took place* lawyer 

Chang contested the genuineness of the material evidence produced 

in Court and it was he who, before the accused said anything, 

made allegations of torture and injury. He used all kinds 

of Illustrations to support his statement so much so that he 

imagined them to be actual facts. His statement lasted one 
hour (vide record of the hearing of May 27).

The appellee has no knowledge whether the 

accused had received any hints at that time. But since then, 

Yih Hai Sung immediately retracted his statements and alleged 

that he had been tortured by the Police. The mind of a 

criminal is fickle) whenever he sees a chance to avert 

punishment or an opportunity to shift the responsibility, he 

will try by all means to make use of it no matter whether his 

statement Is Illogical or unbelievable. Therefore, the 

accused’s allegations of torture should likewise be dealt in 

this light. The Court of First Instance was not misled 

by the statements of the accused because these ^legations of 

torture and their particulars were too extraordinary and 

incredible. The Court therefore came to the conclusion 
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that "it was quite obvious that the accused* in making use 

of these pretexts* had the intention of retracting his 

statements."

(2) The reconstruction of the crime was 

carried out under the direction of the Presiding Judge in 

accordance with his legal authority. All the lawyers for the 

defence were present. These facts cannot be denied by the 

appellant. The accused was held by Police officers and his 

two hands were handcuffed during the reconstruction of the 

crime. This was necessary as a matter of Police precaution. 

As the reconstruction was conducted in full view of the public, 

the Police could not have forced Yih Hal Sung to move on if

he did not want to nor could the Police have forced him to 

stop if he did not want.^. If there had been Police direction 

during the reconstruction (no complaint was lodged at that time 

by the lawyers for the defence who were present in the interests 
of the accused)* such direction was due to the negligence of 

duty on the part of the lawyers the appellant. Yet, they 

are now making use of these allegations to criticize the 

Judgment of the Court. Why are they now less indulgent than 

before?

(3) As regards the statement and the 

reconstruction which are alleged in the written appeal as being 

contrary to facts, the following points should be noted 1-

(a) It is a psychological fact that a 

person in the act of conn itting a murder is likely to become 

over-excited and full of fear. furthermore» the murder took 

place at a late hour at night and at a place which was not 

familiar to all. In a flash a bullet has been shot cut from

a pistol* in another flash the murderer has made good his escape. 

Can it be believed that the murderer would still .remain there 

long enough to make a dose examination and to ascertain the 

actual distance of the shooting so as to make use of this 



information In future when a statement or a reconstruction 

of the crime was required? In addition» the .Police firearms 

identification expert has already established the fact that 

the distance of the shooting was very small. Theoretically» 

the Police do not entertain any hope that the accused would 

be able to recollect the exact distance. As each one has 

his own standard when Judging another’s kindness or wisdom» 

the Police» in order to form an accurate conclusion» has 

ignored the phrase "a distance of fire or six steps'* as 

mentioned in the statement by Yih Hai Sung.

(B) Witness Pan Chiao Ying also gave a 

reconstruction because it was deemed necessary to have her 

evidence which must be based on an actual reconstruction. 

As the result of her reconstruction corresponded with the 

aotnal facts, the appellant aould find no grounds of rebuttal.

(0) There were some differences during the 

reconstruction made by Yih Hai Bung and the reconstruction by 

the witness Hu Ziang Ho regarding the point about the fleeing 

man passing by the electric pole, but this point was made 

clear by Yih Hai Sung at the time of the reconstruction as 

a result of the logical explanations given by him.
(D) There are no remarkable differences 

between the style of a marine uniform and that of foreign 

clothing when seen from behind. It is true that one may, 

at a casual glance, notice sane differences between the height 

of a person whilst running and his height when he is standing 

upright. If the foreign clothing is buttoned up, the 

waist of the person would appear narrow and small. An 

understanding of all such matters can be obtained by conxnon 

sense.

3* of Myider>

One cannot Judge the motive of a person

who commits^crime on the basis of one's imagination. Oases 



of larceny by persons moved by hunger are of frequent 

occurrence. It may be argued that not all who are hungry 

will commit larceny nor is larceny a good way to solve the 

hunger question» therefore such a motive was 

unreasonable* This is stupid argument and cannot be relied 

upon. In Judging the mind of a low-minded person by the 

standard of a saint* the appellant has exposed his narrow- 

mindness and vileness as well as his ignorance of social 

conditions.

4. The Counter-Evidence of the Defence.

The aounter-evidenoe of the defence consists 

of two points> namely»

(1) that on November 8 he was participating 

in the inaugural ceremony of the Nanyang Dance Hall.
(2) that he was giving a party at the Dah 

Chung Hwa Restaurant on the 10th on the occasion of his 

mother’s birthday.

But he could produce no counter-evidence 

about November 9 on which date the Japanese marine was murdered 

According to ths appeal* the accused was 

busily engaged in other matters on the day prior to the murder 
t

as well as on the day after the murder» therefore it was not 

possible for the accused to have committed a murder on the day 

between these days.

The appellee is at a loss to see why the plot 

of a murder* which had been previously planned* could not have 

been carried out on the day between these two days when the 

inauguration ceremony and the birthday celebration took place. 

6.
According to the appellant* the deductions 

from the evidence produced in this case are not logical. It 

is true that jealousy over women may have been the cause of 



the murder, but the appellant could give no names of any 

persona who were rivals of the victim over women. It is 

indeed unreasonable for the appellant to use his imagination 

to pervert the facta ao strongly in trying to enable the 

accused to avoid the consequences of his criminal acts.

The 2nd Branch of the Kiangsu High Court is therefore requested 

to regard the appeal as illogical and to dismiss the appeal.

3*iled by Messrs. Bryan and Paul Ru» Municipal

Advocates of the S.M.C. on ÎToveiaber 18, 1936.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE t TWC ACCUSED SENTENCED TO DEATH

The Nakayama murder case which has 
attracted the attention of the foreign and Chinese public 
came-up for final hearing at the Shanghai First Special 
District Court yesterday afternoon.when Yang Vung Tao 
(TtiJCAw^ )•and, Yih Hai Sung ( V'fia > ) alias Siao
Kwangtung ( ) were both sentenced to death, while
the third accused Tseu Shou Yong ( ) was found not
guilty.

Precautionary measures were adopted within 
and without the buildings of the Shanghai First Special 
District Court from 1 p.m. yesterday. All the persons 
attending the hearing were subjected to careful search 
by the judicial police before being allowed to enter 
the Court room on the third floor.

At 1.30 p.m. the accused Yih Hai Sung 
was brought into Court under an escort of Japanese 
detectives. He was still dressed in a suit of blue foreign 
clothing and looked very pale. Later, Yang Vung Tao 
and Tseu Shou Yong were brought in. The three accused 
were seated together on a long bench in the middle of 
the room, while four Japanese detectives stood on guard 
beside them.

At 2 p.m. Presiding Judge CJiien Hung Nieh 
) and Judges Siao Sih Feng ( 1$ X ) .and 3?eng 

Shih Tun ( 1» Procurator Tong Pei Yu ( ) and
Court Clerk Ting Zoong Nan ) entered the! Court.

After a brief interrogation of the three 
accused, Chien Ev.ng Nieh, the Presiding Judge, announced 
that r^decision vias about to be delivered.

Taking up the written judgment, he announced 
the following verdict

-Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung are each 
sentenced to death and permanently deprived of civil 
rights for conspiracy to commit murder. The pistol, the 
six rounds of ammunition, the cartridge shell, the spent 
bullet, and the book that was used for concealing the 
pistol are to be confiscated. Tseu Shou Yong is discharged. 
All the accused are to be taken back for detention at the 
Police Station during the period of appeal»'1

Upon hearing the verdict, Yang Vung Tao 
though excited was silent. When the Judge announced that 
they could file an appeal, Yih Hai Sung, with tears in 
his-eyes, clenched his fists and bit his lips. He then 
said» “Death to a man like me is nothing. What is the 
use of filing an appeal?K

As Tseu Shou Yong, the third accused, did 
not understand what the Judge had said, he was unaware 
of his good fortune. He was later informed by his lawyer 
of the good news.

When being taken away from the Court room, 
Yih Hai Sung repeatedly shouted out» “Injusticel InjustioeZ”

Both Yih Hai Sung and Yang Vung Tao were 
then escorted to the Ward Road Gaol for detention pending 
an appeal. Tseu Shou Yong was taken back to Central Police
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Station for detention.

The lawyers for the defence are determined 
to file an appeal. It is learned that the Police are 
dissatisfied with the decision regarding Tseu Shou Yong 
and will likewise maXe an appeal.

Full Text of Judgment

The full text of the judgment was not 
completed by the Court until yesterday afternoon and 
was handed to the Legal Department of the S.M.C., the 
various accused and their respective lawyers after 6 p.m.

Sentence

Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung are each 
sentenced to death and are permanently deprived of their 
civil rights for conspiracy to commit murder. The pistol, 
the six rounds of ammunition, the empty cartridge, the 
spent bullet and the book that was used for conceàling 
the pistol are to be confiscated. Tseu Shou Yong is 
d ischarged.

The Facts

Yang Vung Tao was formerly the chairman 
of the Hung Zung Mutual Aid Association, while Yih Hai 
Sung alias Siao Kwangtung was a member of the Association. 
This Association, which was formerly known as the "Axe 
Party", gradually broke up following Yang Vung Tao's 
departure from Shanghai sometime in the middle of November 
of the 23rd Year of the Chinese Republic (1934), because 
of certain affairs. After his return to Shanghai in the 
same month, he, with the collaboration of Yih Hai Sung 
and others, organized the Dong Zung and Dong Nyi Co-operative 
Associations and was the chairman of both, while Yih Hai 
Sung was a member. However, as the two Associations had 
only a few members, the influence of the two Associations 
was below that of the Hung Zung Mutual Aid Association. 
At the end of October in the 24th Year of the Chinese 
Republic (1935), Yang Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung and others 
secretly conspired to assassinate some Japanese military 
officers or soldiers with the object of stirring up 
disturbances, thereby enabling them to seize the opportunity 
of extending their influence in Hongkew district. Having 
thus decided, they, at 3 p.m. November 3 the same year, 
proceeded to Darroch Road for the purpose of first conducting 
a survey of the district. On the night of November 5, 
they drew lots at the Dong Nyi Co-operative Association, 
No. 71 Yung Chi Lae ( ■ÏJGÇ'J ) alleyway off Range Road, 
to decide who was te undertake the deed. Yih Hai Sung 
drew the lot on which was written the word "Go", and was 
therefore given a pistol by Yang Vung Tao sometime after 
8 p.m. on November 9. Immediately after receiving the 
pistol, Yih Hai Sung proceeded to the intersection of 
Darroch Road and waited there until about 9 p.m. when 
he noticed a Japanese marine (Nakayama) walking along 
the ad Ifih Hai Sung at once followed the marine and
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on reaching a spot ^in^the vicinity of the entrance of 
Foong Loh Lee ( 4? 1 ) on Darroch Road, when it was
9 p.m., he drew out the pistol and fired from the side 
at the head of the Japanese marine who immediately 
collapsed and died shortly afterwards. Immediately after 
the shooting, Yih Hai Sung ran into Joong Loh Lee alleyway 
and discarded the pistol, No. 241146, under a wooden hut 
(police 101;) of the watchman of the alleyway in question, 
which was then unoccupied, and returned to the Koon Palace 
Hotel (fit (£ $u/k ). Sometime in April this year, the 
police discovered these facts and detailed officials to 
Tsingtao where Yih Hai Sung was arrested. Cn April 19, 
Yang Vung Tao was arrested at his home, No. 18 Dung An 
Lee ) alleyway off Tongshan Road. In his bed
room was found a green bock on practical physics in which 
a hole had been excavated for the purpose of concealing 
the pistol. In company with Tseu Shou Yong, who had been 
arrested on suspicion, the other two urrested persons 
were charged before this Court.

The Reasons

The late Japanese marine Nakayama was fatally 
shot in the head at 9 p.m. November 9, 1935 at the entrance 
to Foong Loh Lee on Darroch Road. Death was due to 
injuries and haemorrhage of the brain» At 1.10 a.m. 
November 10, Japanese military doctor Ogawa examined the 
deceased and issued a certificate. According to a report 
made by Japanese Sub-Inspector ”Kai Ye Ya Sou (/fj 
attached to Eashing Road Police Station, he found a pistol 
(No. 241146) and 6 rounds of ammunition beneath the 
watchman’s hut in Foong Loh Lee at 11^40 p.m. November 9. 
Japanese policeman No. 61 of Dixwell Road Police Station 
reported that following the shoo-tiing which took place at 
9 p.m. November 9, he found a round of ammunition at a 
plaoe about 8 feet south of the blood stain at the scene 
of the crime. Japanese detective No. 51 of Dixwell Road 
Station reported that at about 10 p.m. November 9 he 
discovered an empty cartridge at the scene of the murder , 
on Darroch Road. Foreign Detective Sergeant ’’Early1’ Q 
of the Arms Identification Section of the S.M.P. reporteds- 
"At 12*15 p.m. November 10 last year, a pistol No. 24.1146 
was handed to me for examination. I found the machinery 
of the pistol complete* The pistol had been recently 
fired. An empty cartridge and a round of ammunition 
iffound respectively by Japanese detective No. 51 and 
Japanese policeman No. 61 were handed to me for examination. 
I have now come to the conclusion that the ammunition and 
the empty cartridge had been discharged from this pistol”. 
The Police presented the pistol, the ammunition and the 
empty cartridge in Court as evidence. There is no dciibt 
that the pistol with the ammunition submitted by the Police 
is the weapon used in the killing of Nakayama* What 
required investigations was whether or net the accuse! 
are the assassins.
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Yih Hai bung made the following statement 

to the Police and the Court "I was in the Dung Nyi 
association at the end of October, 1935 when Yang Vung Tao 
said: ’1 intend to kill a Japanese officer or marine and 
in this way, great disorder win certainly take place in 
Hongkew. We may thus take this opportunity to enlarge 
our influence in Hongkew, and we shall all benefit. But 
we must first examine the locality before taking action’, 
rtt 3 p.m. November 3, we proceeded to the north, turned 
towards the west on arrival at Darroch Road; later we 
left the Hongkew Park from the north and then returned 
home by tram. At 9.30 p.m. November 5, we were in the 
Association (No. 71 Yung Chi Lee). Yang Vung Tao prepared 
some papers one of which had the character ‘go*. I
took one paper and found that it had the character ’go’. 
Yang Vung Tao said: ’Good. We shall take action on the 
evening of November 9’. At 8 p.m. November 9, Yang Vung 
Tao handed me a pistol and told me to wait on Darroch Road. 
:rfter waiting for more than half an hour I saw a Japanese 
marine walking in front. I followed him on Darroch Road 
and at^spot near Poong Loh Lee, I shot him in the head, 
afterwards I escaped through Foong Loh Lee and .threw 
the pistol beneath a Police Box". Later Yih also said:- 
"Yang Vung Tao taught me how to use the weapon preparatory 
to dealing with ’the 36 Gang’ of the Butterfield & Swire 
Wharf. At that time, I saw 4 or 5 pistols in the No. 1 
godown of Butterfield & Swire. These pistols are different 
from that used in the killing of the Japanese marine.” 
This is a clear account of the murder.

The Judges later proceeded to the scene 
of the murder and also to the Moon Palace Hotel and the 
old address of the Dung Nyi Association at No. 71 Yung Chi 
Lee to make an investigation. Before the Judges, Yih 
Hai bung clearly explained the discussion of the plot, 
the examination of the locality; how he followed the 
Japanese marine and fired and how he threw the pistol away 
and made his escape. The written record and pictures 
of the reconstruction will prove this. The construction 
is also consistent with the statement of witness Hu Ziang 
Woo who had said that after he heard the pistol
report, he saw a person dressed in black clothing running 
from the middle of the road into Foong Loh Lee and with 
the statement of witness Pu Chiao Ying ( )RhJ) to the 
effect that when she was walking past No. 191 Darroch Road 
in a southerly direction, she saw a Japanese marine and 
a person dressed in black foreign clothing walking in a 
northerly direction: one on the eastern ?->d the other on 
the western side; that later she heard a pistol report 
and saw a Japanese marine fall to the ground, while the 
person dressed in foreign clothing disappeared. The 
Police obtained a suit of black foreign clothing of Yih 
Hai Sung at Tsingtao. When questioned, Yih acknowledged 
that about November 9 last year he wore that suit
of foreign clothing. This shows that Yih’s statement 
is consistent with the facts. This accused has always 
been known as a member of the Axe Gang (vide the documents 
of the Wooisung-Shanghai Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters) 
and his explanation of the murder is definite. Yih had said 
the t he fired the shot behind the marine, but'according to the 
evidence given by Pu Chiao Ying, the marine was walking on the
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on the western side of the road,while the perffon 
the Mack foreign clothing was walking on thd’^g/gt side. J,....... J, 
As she had walked through between these two peraohjj^jrt . 
shows that the assassin had fired from the east side of the 
marine and not from the back of the marine. This is 
consistent with the certificate issued by Ogawa and with 
the statement of Hu Ziang Woo that the culprit was seen 
running towards Joong Lo Li from the middle of the road. 
In that case, the statement of Yih Hai Sung that he had 
fired the shot behind the marine cannot be accepted. As 
regards the bullet found behind the dead body, D.S.I. 
Crowther stated that the bullet might have been moved by 
the feet of some person to the south side behind the corpse 
because at that time more than one hundred persons were 
present at the scene. This is possible because the place 
where the bullet was picked up lay in a straight line 
with the place where the empty cartridge was dropped, (see 
plan) Hu Ziang Woo has stated that the man <ho ran 
away was a marine, but Pu Ohio Ying stated that the man 
who escaped was dressed in black clothing, foreign suit. 
As Hu Ziang Woo was some 84 feet away from the escaping 
man while Pu Ohio Ying had actually passed side by side 
with the man, the latter’s observation would be clearer 
and more credible than the former one who saw the man 
escapes in a dimly lighted street.

The statements made by Yih Hai Sung do not 
agree with one another, but during the third hearing when 
Yih was given a special explanation by the Court of the 
disadvantages of making false statements, he declared 
that he would not go back on his words this time. When 
Yang Vung Tao was brought up to confront Yih Hai Sung, 
the latter told Yang that on November 3 when they returned 
from Hongkew Park after inspecting the place, he drew 
a lot with Yang on the 5th, and the paper which he drew 
contained the word *goB. This stater, ent was made 
spontaneously. Luring the reconstruction, Hu Ziang Woo 
stated that the escaping man turned into Joong Lo Lj behind 
the electric pole; but Yih immediately made a correction 
saying that he would never have escaped through a narrow 
lane after killing a man. He then gave a convincing 
discription of the manner of his escape. There is no 
doubt that he is the murderer. Unexpectedly, during the 
fourth hearing of the case on May 27, he refuted his former 
statements and said that his former statements had been made 
under torture, and that he had swallowed buttons and two 
keys at the Police Station. However, the Court ordered 
the judicial doctors to examine him and they reported that 
Yih Hai Sung had been examined under X ray in the S.L.C. 
Hospital and that no article of metal could be found in 
his intestinal tracts. This proves that he had not swallowed 
any of the things he had mentioned. He also said that he 
was suffering from pain in his ribs on both sides, but that 
this was not the result of torture. It seemed that the body 
between the 6th and the 8th ribs had been rubbed with some 
soft object. There were no injuries to the skin at this 
spot but from beneath his left nostril to his upper lip 
there was a-imark about one centimeter long, half minute 
wide. It seemed that the skin on this part had fallen off 
some three weeks prior to the examination. According to 
the report of the judicial doctor Wei Li Kung made
on Lay 28, it could not be certified that Yih had received 
any torture. Yih stated that he had been tortured two S
weeks after the case was remanded. That was May 6, The g
accused had confessed to the murder of the Japanese marine t
prior to May 6, Therefore it is evident that the j.
accused was attempting to refute his former statements 
under a pretext.
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As to the accused Yang Vung Tao, he 
confessed that he was formerly chairman of the Kung Zung 
Mutual Aid Association. The Association was dissolved 
after he left Shanghai in November in the 22nd year of the 
Chinese Republic. He returned to Shanghai in November 
the same year. Two federations called the Dong Jen and 
the Dong Nyi were then organized of both cf which he was 
the chairman. Cnly a few persons had joined the federations. 
However, he denied having conspired with others to murder 
the Japanese marine. Nevertheless, the disadvantageous 
statement made by his accomplice can be used as proof 
against him. According to Yih Hai Sung’s statement, Yang 
Vung Tao was present at all the discussions cf the plans 
for the murder. furthermcre, the pistol which was used 
in the murder was supplied by Yang Vung Tao. The pistol 
has been produced in evidence. He was responsible for the 
conspiracy and this could not be denied. Moreover, the 
Police on April 19 found a book on practical physics in 
the house of Yang at No.18 Tung An Lee, Tongshan Road.
A hole had been cut in the book for the purpose cf concealing 
the pistol. According to D.S.I. Crowther, the accused Yang 
immediately stated that the kook belonged to him before any 
question had been put to him. This book together with the 
pistol No. 241146 was sent to the Medico-Legal LabpsAtcry 
for examination. According to the report cf the Laboratory, 
the bock from Page 16 to Page 383 had been cut and a hole 
made having the shape of a pistol of about 15.6 centimetres 
long, a blue pencil drawing of a pistol could be noticed, 
and there were three spots cf rust stains cf a yellow brown 
colour. The stain on the left side was in the shape of a 
slanting line, the middle one was bow-like and the one on 
the right had a few dots of rust and a pressure mark of 
slanting lines. These marks corresponded with the sizo 
and shape cf the pistol No. 241146. (Vide report No. 99 
Character •’Chien” of the Medico-Legal Laboratory).
According to the report of Mr. Dickson of rhe finger Print 
Bureau of the S.M.C., the book (i.e. the green coloured book 
on practical physics) concealing the pistol had on both 
sides marks of the pressure made by the P.B. pistol No. 
241146; the circle on the handle on the pistol and the 
words P.B. inside the circle, the safety catch, the screw 
heads and the lines of the handle are clearly defined in 
the kook. The rusty parts of the pistol had also stained
the book. All these have been photographed, furthermore,
the space between the various marks and stains corresponded 
with those of the p*B. pistol. (See memorandum of May 1). 
.After the bock was produced as evidence at a previous 
hearing, it was brought back to be magnified by a microscope 
and three photographs were takent first photo bore the 
wrinkled marks of the back part of the pistol, the second 
photo showed the screw mark on the book, and the third 
photo showed the mark cf the two characters P.B. on.the 
handle of tho pistol. In addition, there were also rust 
stains caused by the careless keeping of the pistol. After 
taking the photographs, Mr. Dickson drew red circles abound 
the corresponding pointa, that is, the portion of the 
rusted parts of the pistol with the portion of the rust

I

i
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i S. B. R3GISTKY. 
Ij r'
T *»7

, ......  I ^M***.««*x
Morning Translation*-—-z-.- _. - ,.

In their statements at the Public Safety- 
Bureau, Chu and the other prisoner had merely said that 
Shih Feng Bing R ) had done the shoctingj they 
did not see how the shooting was actually carried out. 
They also said that Shih Feng Fing wore a long gown at 
the time. This does not correspond with the evidence 
given by witnesses Hu Ziang Woo and Pu Chiao Ying who 
stated that they actually saw the murderer wearing a 
short coat (foreign dress). In view of this difference, 
the statements of Chu and Zung cannot be accepted as a 
counter-evidence advantageous to the accused.

The murder of the Japanese marine is liable 
to give rise to trouble between China and foreign countries, 
and may have dangerous consequences. The accused Yih Hai 
Sung in this case is the person who actually committed 
the murder, while accused Yang Vung Tao is the person who 
first conceived the crime and who acted as a director in 
the commission of same. They should both be given the 
capital penalty as a warning to others.

As regards the accused Tseu Shou Yong, he 
has, throughout the trial, denied having taken part in the 
murder. The parts in Yih Hai Sung's confession which 
involve Tseu Shou Yong are not supported by evidence. His 
case is different from that of Yang Vung Tao in whose 
house a book used to conceal a pistol was found which bore 
rust marks that corresponded with those on the pistol used 
in the murder. Furthermore, Yih Hai Sung had made statements 
involving persons other than Tseu Sh^u .Yong as, for example, 
the Korean "Jack0 (Han Gee Liang^-1^ ). This Korean 
was however found by this Court to be a stranger to Yang 
Vung Tao as was Yang to him. In the course of the trial 
of this oase, which has lasted several months, no definite 
evidence has been unearthed to prove that Tseu Shou Yong 
was concerned. The statement of Yih Hai Sung involving 
Tseu, in the absence of such evidence, cannot be taken 
as a base for inflicting punishment upon Tseu. This 
accused is therefore found not guilty.

The decision of the Court has been given 
as stated above in accordance with Articles 28,and 271, 
Section 1, and Article 37, Section 1 and Article 38, 
Section 1, Sub-Section 1 and 2, of the Criminal Code 
and Article 291, first paragraph,and Article 293, Section 1, 
of thd'-?Code of Criminal Procedure.

Procurators Chang Chun Shih ( ) and
Tong "jei Yu attended the hearings and gave opinions 
regarding this case.

(Seal) Chen Hung Nieh, 
Presiding Judge, 

Feng Shih Tuh,
Judge,

3iao Sih Feng
Judge,

Cctobey 2, 25th Year of the Chinese 
Republic (1936).
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Wre^ber 1s, 1J3X.~

S*. li&fc,

■;«. (H,-. ■ O0U-ÎKVxcûÊi of oile«» 
:'"ou?’«v’i .

: ir,

Attuchea la the Aealiftg

with the stute.rentfc taxes in couneatioM with the 

wur^er of ® tailor, uaout which I haul a^ken to 

yon over the telept>on«- 1 i«>oe the aavter will

oQs-it *ith urgently.

(Sea &<L) fasuha.

-ta*I Cffleer of tut Ja.Æneee 
i'ftvnl ' ending Inrty.



1. In one part of the statement taken by the Municipal 

Police from the Chinese shoemaker there appears the following 

passage: "The clothing worn by the man who run away was similar 

in colour as that worn by the man lyin'” on the roadway. It was 

long trousers and short jacket and not a long own."

I'hia statement is liable to cause one to think that tne 

assailant was, in fact, wearing the same kind of clothing as 

the victim. It Is desirable, therefore, that a correction be 

made In accordance with the statement made subsequently by 

the sa.æ witness on the night of the reconstruction of the 

crime which was held jointly at the scene of the aurder, 

namely, to the effect that "The clothing worn by the assailant 

was black and did not resemble a foreign overcoat or a Chinese 

lonr gown."

2. )ne part of the statement taken by the Municipal Police 

from TaJcaoka, the shoemaker, has been worded in such a way as 

to indicate that "At the same time two or three sailors arrived 

there" and that "Two or three Japanese civilians arrived later.'

'fe hope that a correction will be made in accordance 

with the statement made by this witness on the night 01' the 

reconstruction of the crime which was held jointly at the scene 

namely, to the effect that "Two or three Japanese civilians 

arrived there first"and that "A sailor came later."

3. .&?.$. jga^ghmftp.

In their statem nts, Kuo’s wife md the ife of the 

bicycle shop-keeper said that Kuo had spoken to them as 

follows: "I heard a snot as I was counting the coppers and was 

astonished." In the statement made by Kuo himself, there 

appears the following passage, "I counted the coppers once 

only in front of the exchange shop."



( a )

After etlrtjrlog those st&uaaent» we ara al the opinion 

ciut Kuo nuet have been ln the vicinity of the seen* of 
the orine et the tine et the shouting. Xhereforo. we hope 

that this person will he subjected to stricter investigations 

sad that a oopy of hie etateaaat he furnished to us as early 

as pesaiùle» 
4* the sUViafânts of Vis Ghitioae aeaetalg&au Mu,2444 and 

Xo»2hdl mde un the sight of the s^ons true tian of the erine 

held Jointly at the soene of the m»der contain great 
diocrepunoi®'3 on certain pointe » deuplto the fact that they 

had arrived at th» «sens at th» «nsæ tine. Moreover, thhâv 

statonante do not completely eotaaido with that »ado by the 

foreign policeman Ho.230* the statements m»*ie by these two 

Chinese constables are on ths whole vary difficult to 

understand* Iherefore. we hope that these two cens tables will 

ho imhjeeted to a further strict investigation and that a 

copy of their ot&tencnts will ho forwarded to uo at your 

earliest eomrenimco* 

». Xt la also hoped that copies of oil other docunmoto 

relying to the incident will bo furnished ta us for use 

in cur enquiries.

Should you retire any infornution useful to your
XavostiuaUomi» please ütMMuaicata with
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*’B'5 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE. INVESTIGATIONS.

Thakar Slosh
The following is the statement of.. .........................

r Punjab, India. . , D.S. Craig.
native of. ........ taken by me.................................
af 1 on the........ 15A1/35. ,nd interpreted by.... ......7«.

My name la Thakar Singh, British Indian, ago 42» native 

of Punjab, India, married private Watchman, residing at 213 

Darrooh Terraoe off Darrooh Road.

I have been employed as private watohman in Darrooh 

Terraoe off Darrooh Road for the past three years and eight 

months, by Mr. T. Masuda, residing Mo. 158 Darrooh Road.

My hours of duty are from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. on day duty 

and from 6 p.m. to 6 a.m. when on night duty, changing duties 

every Munday with another watchman named Hokum bingh who is 

also employed as watchman by Mr. Musuda. When on duty we patrol 
Inside Darrooh Terraoe and various small branch alleyways.

On the night of the 9/12/33 I was on night duty. At about 9 p.m. » 

on the 9/11/33 I was standing outside ;he watchman’s hut in 

Darrooh Terraoe near the MorLaura Oarage, Mo. 100 Darroch
I 

Terraoe, approximately 100 yards from Darrooh Road when I hoard j 
i 

a lound explosion the sound of whioh apparently mm from the | 

direction of Darroch Road, but at the time I did not pay any |

attention to it as I thought it was a Chinese lotting off a |
1 fire-oraeker. About half an hour later while I was still standing- 

in the same plaoe outside the watchman's hut a male Japanese, | 

dressed in black shirt and blaok shorts, osmo from ths direction | 

of Darroch Road and asked me if 1 had seen anything happen on [• 

Darrooh Road. 1 replied that I had not, then the Japanese Î

civilian told me that a Japanese sailor was dead lying on Darrooh 

Road. The Japanese civilian then asked mo to ao company him and j 

he would show me. The above conversation between the Japanese i 
civilian and myself was spoken in Chinese language. I then



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of............................ ......... ........ ..... ..... ......

native of. ........... ...... ........ ........ .... taken by me__  .. ..... .................

at....................... on the---------- ------------— .and interpreted by....... ....... .......... ........-........... .

I 
accompanied the Japanese civilian to Darrooh Road where I 

observed a large crowd of people and a number of Japanese sailors 

anted with rifles with bayonetoo fixed, also several foreign, 

Japanese and Chinese Policemen. X did not see the dead Japanese 

sailor. After stopping at the entrance of Darroch Terrace for 

about one minute I re-entered Darrooh Terrace and ooasnenoed 
patrolling the alleyway. irum the time I hoard the sound of the 

explosion until I was spoken to by the Japanese civilian, no 

other person entered of left Darroch Terrace. It io impossible 

for me to see anything that would occur on Darroch Road, because 

Darroch Terrace has a rignt angle turn about 30 yards from the 

watchman'a hut where X was standing-* X have never before seen 

the Japanese civilian who questioned me nor have I seen him since

This is my true statement, 
feigned in Xndiaa( Thakar Singh)



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of___________ JfeiKT Slttgil-----------------------  -------- ------
native of.. . JhwJX.BAX®® .  taken by me D>Se CTBlg.. -      

at_____ 9. ___ on the.......________________ and interpreted by.....8<kP.<G>...TA-------------

Mr name is Maher Singh, age 40, single private watchman 

employed at 265 Darroch Road, and residing at the Sikh Temple, 
Paoshan Road, Chapei. X came to Shanghai about two years ago 

and shortly after my arrival X secured employment aS watchman at 
265 Darroch Road. X am permanently on night duty at the above 

address, my duty being to patrol round the grounds from 6 p.m. 
to 6 a.m. At about 9 p.m. on the 9-11-35 X was sitting in a 

summer house at the Sorth Bast end of the garden when X heard a 

loud explosion, but thought it was a firecracker. The noise of 

the explosion seemed to come from the direction of Darroch Road. 

About 10 minutes later I was still sitting in the summer house 
when my attention was attracted by lot of people talking very 

loudly on Darroch Road, so I left the summer house and walked j 
over to the drive way and stopped about 10 yards away from the |

front gate. I stood at this point for about two minutes and I |
overheard someone An tho crowd say that a Japanese was dead, X 

then continued patrolling round the grounds returning to the « 

front door of the house about half an hour later when I observed ; 
a large number of Japanese soldiers, armed with rifles with I
bayonets fixed, on Darroch Road. I stood at this point for |

about half an hour and then patrolled round the grounds three 
times returning to the front door of the house. About 11 p.m. 

X unlocked the front gate and one foreign, two Japanese and two ! 

Chinese policemen came into the grounds, the foreigner question- 

, ed me through the medium of Lekha Singh, bodygurad employed by , 
my master, whether X had seen anything happen on Darroch Roaà. j

I replied as previous"ly stated. This party of policemen 1
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The following 

native of.

at......

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

. , Meher Singhis the statement or___  .. ... . .... ___ ____________  __________ _

.. _________________ . taken by me... . ____ _________ _____ _

on the------ ---- ----- ---------- .and interpreted by................... ............ ..................

j using electric torches made a search in the garden at the 

I front of the house but what they were looking for X cannot

say. After searching, the police left by the front gate*

With the exception of the policemen no other persons entered 
! or left the premises until 6 a.ra. 10-11-35 when Maranzan Singh

who ie also a watchman came to relieve me«

This is qy true statement*

Cross marked and finger printed
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Translation of the statement of S. Hayakawa 
taken by the Japanese Consular I-olice on 12.11*35.

Kame in fulls Shichiro Hayakawa.

Address: 15 North Joong Loh Li, North
Szechuen Road*

Occupations Tailor.

I am assisting my brother-in-law who conducts 

a tailoring business at No. 15 Joong Loh Li, North 
Szechuen Road.

In connection with the murder of a sailor of 
the Naval Landing Party at about 9 p.m. on November 9, 

I am making a statement of what I saw at the time 

of the incident*

At about 8*30 p.m. on November 9th I visited 

Mr. Tsugeno at No. 43 Heng Joong Li, Scott Road, to 

deliver a spring coat which ho had ordered. I left 

Mr. Tsugeno*8 at about 8*45 p.m. for my home. On 

the way back 1 met one of my friends named Hiroyuki 
Endo ( a clerk of Riwa Yoko, 5th floor of the 

Mitsubishi building, Canton Road) on North Szechuen 
Road. I went to the “Astoria“ (a Russian tea shop 

situated opposite tho Public School for Boys) in 

company with Mr. Bndo. About ten minutes later 

wo left the Astoria to go to Mr. Minoru Tanaka's 
house at No. 81 Darroch Road. It was then just 

9 p.m. by the clock in the Astoria. We turned into 
Darroch Road at the corner of Darroch and North 

Szechuen Roads. As we approached the mouth of 

Joong Loh Li, I saw a man lying on the ground with 

four or five persons about him. I thought the sum ;
I 

was drunk. I approached and saw that he was in 1
! 

sailor's uniform and it came to my mind that he must |

be a Japanese sailor* I had a more careful look, j
and upon noticing that he was bleeding profusely in ' | 

the forehead, I struck a match and by its light 1 j t 
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saw that his forehead, was swollen and had a hole 

as large as the tip of a little finger. I then 

realized that he had been shot with a pistol. At 

about the same time that we reached the spot, some 

persons came running up from the north. I looked 

up and noticed that there were Chinese constables 

carrying pistols in their hands. They asked what 

had happened. When the constables arrived, I was 

looking at the sailor* The constables turned their 

electric torches upon the man on the ground and 

were astonished to discover that he was a Japanese 

sailor and that blood was flowing from his forehead. 

The constables asked, in Chinese, the five or six 

persons who were there what had happened. All this 

time I waslooklng down at the injured man but I 

heard somebody (probably a Chinese) say to the 

constable in Chinese "Sou Chang* (pistol). On 

hearing this I came to the conclusion that a sailor 

had been shot with a pistol. I looked up and saw 

a man (probably a Chinese) saying in Chinese that 

two men had run away, and pointing in the direction 

of Noong Loh Li, at which I concluded that two 

persons had bean concerned in the shooting and had 

run away into Foong Loh Li alleyway after firing 

at the sailor.

Then a tall constable told the other 

constable to report to the Naval Landing Party, but 

the latter hesitated. I told the second constable 

to report the matter, and pointed in the direction 

of the Naval Landing Party. Then, the constable 

ran toward the Naval Landing Party. The tailor 

constable made an attempt to clear off tho crowd 

and later he also ran toward tho Chionin Temple* 

By this time there were several persons at the 

scene. Among tho Japanese whom I saw, I know 

Takaoka. a shoemaker, but T çould not tell who 



saw that his forehead was swollen and had a hole 

as large as the tip of a little finger. I then 
realised that he had been shot with a pistol. At 

about tne same time that we reached the spot, some 

persons came running up from the north. I looked 

up and noticed that there were Chinese constables 

carrying pistols in their hands. They asked what 

had happened. ft'hen the constables arrived, I was 

looking at the sailor. The constables turned their 

electric torches upon the man on the ground and 
were astonished to discover that he was a Japanese 

sailor and that blood was flowing from his forehead. 
The constables asked, in Chinese, the five or six 

persons who were there what had happened. All this 
time I waslooking down at the injured man but I 
heard somebody (probably a Chinese) say to the 
constable in Chinese "Seu Chang** (pistol). On 

hearing this I came to the conclusion that a sailor 

had been shot with a pistol. I looked up and saw 
a man (probably a Chinese) saying in Chinese that 

two men had run away, and pointing in the direction 

of Foong Loh Li, at which I concluded that two 

persons had been concerned in the shooting and had 

run away into Foong Loh Li alleyway after firing 

at the sailor.
Then a tall constable told the other 

constable to report to the Naval Landing Party, but 

the latter hesitated. I told the second constable 

to report the matter, and pointed in the direction 

of the Naval Landing Party. Then, the constable 

ran toward the Naval Landing Party. The taller 

constable made an attempt to clear off the crowd 

and later he also ran toward the Chionin Temple. 

By this time there were several persons at the 

scene. Among tbo Japanese whom I saw, I know 

Takaoka. a shoemaker, but I qould not tall whn



the other Japanese were*

Shortly afterwards, a Japanese who was riding a 

bicycle came up but he remained a very short while 

and left apparently to report to the Haval Landing Party, 

About 10 minutes after our arrival at the scene, a 

foreign sergeant and a Japanese sergeant whose name, 
I believe, is Kakayama (?), arrived on bicycles from 

the direction of the Chionin Temple. I think they had 

come after having been informed of the affair by the 
above constables. Finding that the sailor had been 

shot with a pistol, they immediately proceeded in the 
direction of the Landing Party, probably with the object 

of reporting the matter to the Haval Landing Party. 

About five minutes after they had left, 5 armed sailors 

arrived and a little later about 10 more sailors appeared 

and removed the wounded sailor on a stretcher.

Shortly before the removal, Hasuo, a detective of 

Dixwell Road Station, arrived and commenced a search in 

the neighbourhood. As I am a member of the Police 

Specials, I assisted him the search for evidence, but 

I could find nothing. In the meantime I heard Hr. 
Okada, a haberdasher, state that he had found a cartridge 
on the roadway.

Questioni Are you sure that you left the Astoria at 
9 p.m, ?

Answer i Yes. As X stated above, it was 9 o'clock 
for I looked at the clock.

Q. How many minutes did you take to reach the
scene from the Astoria?

A. As it is about one "cho" from the Astoria to
the scone, X think it took me two or three 
minutes,

Q. Did you hear any report of pistol firing?

A. X did not hoar any shooting. I asked Mr.Endo
whether ho had heard any firing but he also 
said •Ho*.

Q. What was the nationality of the two persons
who had made their escape?



A. I did not ask what their nationality was*

<4. Bid the constables who came to the scene make 
any investigation regarding the nationality of 
the two persons?

A. The constables appeared to be astonished at 
finding the victim to be a Japanese sailor and 
at learning from a man who seemed to be a 
Chinese that the culprits had escaped into 
Foong Loh Li. They did not make any investigation 
regarding the culpritsj they were engaged in 
clearing the crowd.

Q,. Have you anything else to state?

A. The above is all I know*

Tiie witness testifies that the above 

statement is correct and has signed his name and 

affixed his thumb print thereto.

Shichiro Hayakawa.



ahiobiro Hayakawa.
Japan Orowther

Hongkew b-ta. 14-11-36 Ô.A. X» Kawaobina»
Witneoaed Sy J-».S. 1» Iguehi»

o«m is tiaUokiro Hayakawa, aged 24 yearn» oinglo» tailoi 

reoiding at ko» IS fong Loh 11. X mi a partner -no Tea Tailor 

«bop of the latter addreoa.

At about • p.n. on V-ll-35, 1 loft (be datera Onto « 

Barth Saoohnen load» opposite the Thoasaa Hanbary and Publia 
School for Baye» together with a friend named Slroyak Mode* we 

hawing bad tea in the said oafo. 1 left the eafo to preoeod te 

the raaidaaae of hr. Ml»«ra Tanaka* 51 Darrooh Terrana» off 
Barrack Hoed. My friend and 1 proaeeded along berth Boatmen 
dead on the north pavanent towards the J.X.L» Party Barraoks. 

vo OMwte Sarroob need and tamed into Barraeh Saad and proooedod 

Baath» keeping to the met aide of the roadway. »e had nearly 
reached the entrance to the Pong Leh Id» Barrook Bead» oboe 1 

aae a body of a haman being lying on the roadway» near the Vent 
aida» alnoat oppoaito the Bong leh Li. Upon aeeing the bogy» X 
walked a few paoee forward and thee oroased the readway towarda , 

the body» and then X know it wee a fapaneoo Bailor» -Prior to 
walking tewarda the body* X obeorvod aboat J « 4 poroona» who X 

think were Okinawa - thia peint 1 mi not ware of • bat X am aero 
that none of then were tn naifoi*. She Obinaae eonstablMi of th 

L 
3.X. mi lee arrived on the mm* ianodiately afterwarde. X hoard 

then mooing behind ne an 1 walked tewarda the body» They omm 

free the Barth» 1 «Minet rwnenker aeeing anybody running north 
on Barreeh Bond before and after aeeing the body» da X thought 
it wan a dmakaa poroen lylag on the readmy, I did not ianodiati 
ly mob forward* hwing to the pear lighting* X otmak a natwh j
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W SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

1 he following is the statement of. ShiOhirO gayakawa
native of.................  ......... .  ..... ..... taken by me...............

at- .......... .................on the— .............. . .. .and interpreted by.......

i with a view to examining the body and at the same tine one of the 

, constables, the taller of the two who was the flrat to arrive, e 

! closely followed by the other one, flashed an electric torch on

the body» The sailor was lying on his back with the ri^ht am 

outstretched and the left am bent with the hand near the head. 

The taller constable and 1 looked closely at the body, and I 

| think the taller constable touched the body, but I aw not quite 
I sure» The constable and I bent ■ and 1 found on the left 

j side of the head, a little above the forehead* a swelling, in the 

centre of which was a small opening. The sailor was groaning.

The taller constable evidently realised that the sailer had been 

shot and dispersed a crowd of 5 or d persons and then he* the 

taller constable, told the ether constable to go* pointing in the 
dirdotion of the B,L, Party barracks. The constable hesitated M 

for a mount, so I pointed in the direction of the B,L, Party 

barracks* and eaid in mglish, "report". Bo immediately wont* 
and ran Borthward en Darroch Bead, The taller constable remained 

and again dispersed the crowd, and then I lost sight of him, but 
when at a glance I saw him in the distance near the entrance of j 

the Keeble dardons, I did not notice these constables return* 
but about five minutes after they had left* a foreign and Japanese i 

Police Sergeant arrived on bicycles» Prior >o those two arriving i 

I felt the pulse of the sailor, I have omitted to say that when | 
the constables arrived on the scene* the taller one asked the Î 

crowd what was the matter. Someone in the crowd* pointing towards I
i 

the Pong Loh Li* replied in Chinese* and I heard the words* "pistol 
i two men".



FORM 40

• !*3’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.. . ^hichiro .... ............. ......

native of.............................    .taken by me. . ....__  _  ....__  ____

at.. .......................... on the.......................     and interpreted by---- -----

Before the foreign and the Japanese Police sergeants arrived a 

> Japanese sailor came from the South along Darroch Road in a new 
i style publia riosha, he alighted at the scene and paid the eoolio 
1 This sailor looked at the body, and when I told him that the 

sailor had been shot, he ran towards the Bavai Barracks,

After the foreign and Japanese Police sergeants looked at the 

body, they immediately rushed away in the dlr notion of the J,V,L, 
Party Barracks, Later several Japanese sailors arrived and then 

' the stretcher bearers arrived and removed the body. About five 

or six minutes later the body had been removed a Tire Brigade 

Ambulance arrived on the seene from the Berth and stopped for a 

little time near the scene outside the Keeble dardons.

Signed, 8, Mayakawa,



Translation of the statement of T. Yoshida taken by the 
Japanese Consular Police

Name In full» Tsuk^a Yoshida.

Addressi No. 2 Foh Sing Li, Sul Ching Hoad, 0.0.L.
Occupâtloot Laundry keeper.

Age t 24.
I came to Shanghai at the end of August, 1934,

and have been operating a laundry business with my 

brother named Jujlkura Yoshida since January this year. 

I am very familiar with the area around Joong Loh Li 
off North Szechuen Road and Darroch Road because I pass 

this place daily on business.
On November 9, 1936, I went out on business as 

usual. At about 7 p.m. I called at the Araki Tatami 

Shop at No. 106 Foo ng Loh Li and remained there for about 
two hours gossiping with the inmates, with whom I am well 
acquainted. Deciding to return home by way of No Sth 
Szechuen Road, X walked along Joong Loh Li towards North 
Szechuen Road, pushing my bicycle along. Shortly after 

I had passed a watchman’s hut at the entrance to the 2nd 

lane of North Joong Loh Li, I heard a sound which, I 
thought, had been caused by the bursting of a bicycle 

tyre or the firing of a shot. X paid no special attention 

to this and I continued on my way. After proceeding 

a short distance, X changed my mind and decided to visit 

the Omoriya Confectionery at the entrance to Jiu An Li 

to have some cakos. I used to call at this shop at 

frequent intervals. I, therefore, turned and ro/de 

at a slow speed to the shop. When I had reached a point 
in front of a house bearing the signboard of a Chinese 

female obstetrician at the entrance to the 6th side alley

way, a person wearing a Chinese dress appraschod from 

the opposite direction and passed me. Then, I met 

another person, also wearing a Chinese dress, at a point 

a short distance frees the mouth of the side alleyway
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In which the Araki Tatami Shop ie located. When I cane to 

Darroch Road I saw a number of persons, Including several 

Japanese, gathered around a Japanese sailor lying on the 

ground. Upon inquiring whether a report had been made 

to the Landing Party, some one replied that it had been 

done, while another asked me to go to the Landing Party* 

I hastened to the Landing Party Headquarters on bicycle 

to report the incident but found that the information had 

already reached them. Wen I returned to the scene, more 

persons had gathered there. In the meantime, members ef 

the Landing Party had arrived and removed the injured

sailor I w.s present when a cartridge and a bullet

were found. I then left the scene

The undermentioned queries were put in order

to clarify the above statement»-
When and where did you hear the sound which you thought 
was a shot?

j,. I cannot give a definite time as I did not see any clock, 
but I think it was^S p.m. The place was near the watchman’s 
hut aa I have already mentioned in the statement. I did 
not see anybody in the vicinity at the time.

q. From which direction did the sound come?

Ab I was walking towards North Ssechuen Road I am not 
certain whether the sound had come from behind*

At first I did not know what the sound was but after 
to» hearing that a sailor had been shot with a pistol I 

realised that the sound must have been report of a shot*

o. Can you give a description of the appearance or the 
clothing, etc. of the male adult whom you mot in the 
vicinity of the house bearing the signboard of a Chinese 
obstetrician?

jk. The person wore a Chinese longgown. As far as I can 
remember, he was hatless, tat I cannot give you the 
colour or the pattern of the clothing, but I can definitely 
state that his dress was not a white one* I do not 
know what kind ef shoes he was wearing* He was a person 
of medium build. I cannot tell his age, but ho seemed to 
bo a youth. He did not appear to be in a state of 
confusion for he walked at an ordinary pace* It is 
difficult to give his nationality but I think he might 
have been a Chinese because he was wearing a Chinese 
dress. My impression is that he was neither a Japanese 
nor a European. Therefore he must have been a Chinese.

q. What was the appearance of the person whom you met at 
the entrance to the Araki Tatami Shop?



but without a hat. I cannot say anything about 
his shoes. He was a person of medium build and 
was a little shorter than the first person whom I 
had met. He did not appear to be excited and walked 
towards me at an ordinary pace. He did not run 
either before or after passing me. I do not know 
his nationality but I think he must have been a 
Chinese.

Q,. How many persons did you meet from the time you 
heard the sound which you thought was a shot until 
you arrived at the place where the injured sailor 
was lying?

A. I did not meet any other person besides the two I 
have already mentioned. I oannot say whether they 
had entered Foong Loh Li from Darroch Hoad or had 
come out from one of the side alleyways in Hoong Loh 
Li.. After turning round near the watchman*s hut 
I rode my bicycle at a speed that was a little faster 
than a walking pace.

Q. Did you not call at the Omori Confectionery?

A. As I have already stated I was riding my bicycle at 
a slow speed to the confectionery. When I reached 
the front of the confectionery, I saw a crowd of 
people on Darroch Road. Therefore, I did not go 
into the shop but proceeded to the scene where I 
discovered a Japanese sailor lying on the ground.

Q,. How many persons were there when you reached the 
scene and what were their nationalities?

A. There were several Chinese and Japanese but I oannot 
definitely state their number. I am certain that 
Jenshiro Takaoka was among the Japanese. I do not 
remember the presence of any constables of the 
Municipal Police at the scene.

Q. Did you notice any peculiarity about the two persons 
idiom you had met?

A. I was proceeding on the left side of the alleyway 
while each of the two men had walked on the right 
side. I passed them very close. I did not pay 
any special attention to them. I think they were 
Chinese because of their appearance, their manner 
of walking and their clothing.

Q. Have you anything else to state?
A. Ho. I have nothing more to say. *

The witness tesflfied that the above statement

is correct and has signed his name and affixed his thumb

print thereto



* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS, 

further ======= 
The following is the Statement of__________________________________

native of____ ______________ __ ______  ___ taken by me___ -------------------------------------------- -

at...... ______________ on the-----______________ .and interpreted by..... ..........................................

I had ed^EB Uw to «hare whoa I loft Arakl house at IM, 
Fong Loh Leo. X walked towards North .^ûohMa Road rushing ar 
tri cycle» I intended going hone via North Szechuen Road because 
tho road hone that way io better for cycling.

ihen X heard the sound it was wry slight, and 1 did not 
rtive any attention to it.dt that tine X had ample tine to share, 
os X thought I would go and visit Omri west Shop to pmn away 
the tins, therefore X turned about and faced the sot. X Mounted 
wy bicycle and proceeded toward» tho meet shop. X was cycling 
sloe a little faster than sulking pace. »>sn X was walking along 
Fong Loh Id towards Sorth Saeohuon Road X cannot retwter if 
anyone usa walking in front of no«

ihen X saw proceeding seat keeping to the left of the 
roadwar I sa» a ma dressed in a Chinese long gown, miking on 
the «South pavement towards tho s&et, X took hla to bo a Chinera 
he was about 5 ft. < inches, in height, aediuB built, X an not 
sure whether ha wae oaring any head drees. X cannot renenber 
wtet footwear ho had* X cannot resnmbsr ths colour of hie guan 
but it was not white, this ran was walking as if he won not la 
a hurry. Soar lane Wo. g l act another ma dressed in Chinese 
olothee, ho was also walking cm the South pavement towards tho 
Knot. So was a little shorter than tho other ma, ho was also 
wearing a long gows of similar odour* I cannot rsaeaber whether 

! he was wearing a hat or not* X did not notice hie shoes. Be 

appeared to bo walking ncnal* etween when X turned about la 
tho Vong Loh Li and cuari sweet shop X gare up tho idea of 
visiting thio shop aad decided to go horn via Darroch Bond. X did



w SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...... T (3^...... ....... .... ............

native of.. ....................      taken by me.....  .......... .... ......... ........ ........  .......

at  .........................on the................... ...... and interpreted by................ -............ -..............—-

not oeo sjnycno run into Iho «-rng frtm Darr ooh

Arriving on larroeit Z fcdr cr five otanoing

around a sailyr who «nn iylc# <?/i tun road. I did not nolle* 

any ollcertoa thare* i »Wat<sd and aakod. if u had 4«e orted 

at t>je landing twiy* aor.yjoac vTouted out >X=aew*<o o»t oaoa* 

therefore i .JuapM r< ùUju.o rayorlM.



• • SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
FORM 40

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

I he following is the statement of. i

native of.

at.^ehJeOiati^O on at

.taken me ^ • ftilü Of

1» and interpreted by.. V •...»>■» •XjuC.hi................

At about ? p.m.on tin. Sta.of November £ vloite.t a wooden MOs- 

©t and bath tuo laaicer’s nuuce on fashing r «rA.i for the purpose of 

taking ar .era, and after completing ti& business t lore» iamdiately 

proceeded via ■ ixwell oau to Araki*s house at iOS Fong Loa Lee 

vine re, after spending a ;>eri<y’ of about one arri tialf or two hours» 

£ then left the house and proceeded in tae direction of North n»e- 

chuen '■ oad in order to return home, (walking, and pushing tap bi

cycle).

After X had walked a little ^.st a micteai’a hat I heard 

a alight sound which X coula not place. X talked further about 

one ""ken" (about 6 feet)» when £ thought of visiting Gmori swcts 

shop In Fong IxA Lee and taking some awe ta, and mounting on wy 

bicycle, proceeded at a aseed a little faster than that of a walk

lag pace, during which time, at a place «here there is a aigh 

board of ”Midwife”, X met a enn dressed in a CrJLneoe long pawn. 

£ do not retijember tnc colour of the gnwn. I can only aey that the 

gown was not white. After tais» I «et another roan pressed in sim

ilar clothes near Lane îo.9, Fong Loh l<ee. Tiiene two raen were 

walking naturally an t did not appear to be in a Hurry.

Giving uo the thought of vialting wjrl swots shop, £ pro* 

> ceeded a little w beyond tne front of the shop. X then saw 

: four ar five persoos gathered on arrach Fond and proceeded to 

' tac scene. <)n arrival, X noticed Hr.Takuaka on the scene. X do 

! not remoter whether any other Jn.AUieoe were there.

'eaiialng t.mt a sailor »ia... callcpseo, X» before approaching 
the body, asked tfcr throng if any one had ;:one to the Lan ling

I Party, when soiae one told me to go and report.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

The fol|t 

native of. 

at

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

ting is the statement of. . .. ............

. .. . . . . .. taken by me . ... _______

........on the .................. . .and interpreted by.. ............ ...........................

| ï tnon sped to the um tting an bicycle anu inform»

i cd toe tpjard sotie» t=iat a sailor had collapsed, an..; 1 vas» told 

tint they already xneo about it.

1 Wien returned to the scene «here X saw tw or three Chi» 

neoe policemen of the S.if.J*olice ana a nunber of Jaxuieae anti 

Chinese •

1 repeat to atate that whilst ï «aa pausing alon^ 

Lon i^ee l saw no one oWier Wian the two sen aa afureswntiooeti.

Tnud&aa foaiii ja

iïo.2 Foil Shing Lee, off 

woo Ching road.

ThoiabpriiitL- a.

Tu^en W •L.huauo in the presence of ^er jeaat 

üiUkinawa of »**£ consular Police-



Translation of statement of Tsunezo Asahina taken by the 
Japanese Consular Police on November 12, 1935»

Name in full: Tsunezo Asahina*
Address: No* 93A Darroch Road.
Occupation: Gardener*
Age: 36.

I have resided at the present address since October, 1934 
The front door of my house is located across the alleyway at 

a distance of about 9 feet diagonally from the back door of 
Mr* Takaoka's house*

On November 9, 1933 after I had finished my dinner, I 
was examining an account book when I heard the firing of a 
shot in the direc. .on of Darroch Road in front of Mr. 
Takaoka's premises* I hesitated to go ou* immediately 
because I thought it would be dangerous for I believed that 
the shot had been fired by a robber* About 5 minutes later, 
Mrs* Takaoka called to my wife from outside and asked her 
whether I was at home* Upon being told that I was at home, 

Mrs* Takaoka informed my wife that a Japanese was lying 
on the ground and returned to her home* I was surprised at 
this information and immediately went out to Darroch Road, 
where I found a Japanese sailor lying on the ground* He was 
suffering from a serious injury in the forehead which was 
bleeding profusely and was almost at the point of death* I 
was very much surprised on seeing this* I immediately 
returned to my house and reported the matter to the Naval 
Landing Party and the Consular Policeby telephone* At the 

time of my arrival at the scene, I saw a Chinese boy of about 

7 or 8, a Chinese girl of about 16 or 17, a Chinese adult 
(whose sex I failed to notice) and a tall Chinese constable 

near the injured sailor* When I returned to my home the 

constable also left in a hurry* I cannot say whether he went 
in the direction of the Landing Party or Foong Loh Li*

The following queries were put with the object of 
clarifying tho above statement:



Q. What time did you hear the shooting? How could you tell 

that the sound was the firing of a shot?

A» As I did not see a clock I can not say what time it was. 

But I think there was an interval of about 10 minutes 

between the time I hoard the shooting and the time 

when I rnng up the Lending Pert y and the Con&ular Police 

reporting the incident. I thought the sound was that of 

a shot.às I am ex-artillery man and have had experience 

of pistol firing I can distinguish a shot from other reports.

Q. When you reached the scene was Jenshiro Takaoka there?

A. Only those persons whom I have already mentioned were present. 

I remember no Japanese were present; therefore, Takaoka could 

not be there.

Q. Takaoka stated that he was the first man who reached the 

scene and that he remained there until many Japanese and 

foreigners «'lie the scene. Bid you not see him?

A • Takaoka must have gone to the scene after I had returned 

to mgr house to telephone. It is true that the tall constable 

left the scene in a hurry. Takaoka believes that he was the 

first man to appear at the seene because he must have reached 

there after all the persons whom I had seen at the place 

had fone away.

Q. Did you see any suspicious persons.

A. I did not see any suspicious persons when I reached the scene.

I used to go out in the evading to take a walk in the 

vicinity of Darroch Road, Horth Szechuen Road and Foong Loh Li 

to exercise my dog. On these occasions I noticed, on three or 

four successive days prior to the incident, a Chinese 

loitering on the pavement on the west side of Darroch Road 

in the vicinity of Mr. Yuklchl Hayashi’s residence, which is 

located about 20 yards north of the scene. He was a Chinese 

of about 30 years of age, attired in a Chinese jacket and 

pants. He was of medium build and height. The material of 

his clothing may have been white but it was very dirty.



He had the appearance of a labourer of a class that 

is a little bettwa than the coolie. He wore a felt hat* 

I am sure he was a Chinese but he was not a man of strong
Cb

build. I passed the vicinity of Mr. Hayshi’s residence 

on the evening of November 11 but on that occasion I did 

not see the Chinese. I do not know why he was loitering 

at the place. There may be some connection between this 

man and the incident.

The witness testifies that the above statement

is correct and has signed his name and affixed his thumb 

print thereto.

Tsunezo Asahina.



Hongkew Police Station

December 15th.1935

Sir,

I beg to forward herewith translations of state

ments of Katsuzo Fukushima, proprietor of the Komtu Res

taurant, 27 Mai Mei Lee off Forth Szechuen Road, and 

Shio H»ra, alias Miyoko, waitress employed therein, taken 

by local Japanese Consular Police on the 3ftd.Inst.,with 

reference to Chito Sakai, alias Tayeko, now in Japan, who 

had formerly been amuainted with the deceased seaman 

Hideo Faksyar.a.

Ae Chito Sakai’s life in Shanghai and Japan,

the Japanese Consular Police state, she hod already en

tered a married life, and the statement given by her for

mer employer, Kat^uzn Fukushima,being satisfactory sr. far 

as she is concerned, no enquiry was made to the home police 

concerned.

X , o ir,



* Translations of statement of Katsuao Fukushima, age 42, 
p$>prietor of the Komu Restaurant, 27 Mai Mei Lee, North Szechuen 

Road, taken by Japanese Consular Police.
•• •• • • «I» "* «M» «► '•» ” ’• -> •* **r «4P M* ■*» iw «

Tayeko returned to he original bos? < t Vag’.’yo—xura,

Nishisonoki-gun, Nagasaki-Prefecture, on the 30th.September 1935, 

quitting business.

Seamen Nakayama who was shot deed on the 2th.November 1935 

used to visit her threa to 1‘Lve tines a month Ir’int the usst one 

year prior to her departure.

Tayeko w&x e wh-f an never ma’c ony +r;vî-> • ;th custom

ers in entertaining i.no.n. -hr ' cd * ^r? c” the rort - gets 

into trouble by nr king r. frerirc to «v hr. If "’n ^jokc.

She never i romis^fl. .‘rrrrr .-’rVnye’\' to . I rh^iild say he 

was simply a ropulnr cu'-toner of lo::r ct-r:?’‘ng. fbc h.:-f o r*codly 

number of customers, amongst whnr th®re ' -ne no , fatten v.r ere ’.rho 

was so deeply eceijainted •ith.

After my arrival in c.h«‘.'.<ÿ-ai, 7 n.'do »,c.5rt:>.nc 2 -ith one 

named. Chur.cro . vf-aûa, a e native cf F*,kui-Prefect-.:x‘e, who wss 

the manager of tl © "Tai $ho 7okn’- (Ihnrn.ncy) on Chao Tung Road. He 

visited my rebt«.ur«'nt 1?.-om time to time end chitted ad th Teyc! o ’rid 

others.

In May or «.une 1£-3c, C sugt’fc*»tfew Shii-iada and Tayeko to get mar 

rled after Tayeko quitted bus?roto. I ■ cvcd is 9 <o-botween. and 

they made a verbal. e-h‘**-3ei',er.t of rricrc.

In the end. o’ «luiy or ca-iy in '.ip.;.- -v ?fv~> ' returned

to the Purchase DepartmcnT, of th*« ’’CkU Mt» *.rol'ort et To.491 Higsshl- 

sakamachi, Higashi-ku, esc.*’?.

After Tayeko htiti neturre-’ to <J>lv:n, T î-ecsivc-d ■. I'.ttc-v from 

her in the middle of Octorer 1935, by which T ledrmd that she was 

leading a married life with Shimada.

SBiaeda did not Srlnk. et all, and was a ni. 13-mannered gentle

man. He was net like those who dto’c to pick up a qudrrel. He was 

always honestly devoted to hie business, ts regar3s the engage

ment, there was no question of money st all. He did not pay her



debt to enable her to quit business.

Shlmada, on returning t? Japan, told to send her 

back to J-»*, an at time that would suit my convenience. 

Tayeko used to say hhe would work until the end of September

1935.

Katsusn Fukushima.

dec tib'itcr 3rd. 1933



Translation of further statement of Myoko, age 21, 

/^waitress at t^s "Kouu* Heataarant, 27 Mai Mel Lee, Iforth 

Szechuen Road, v ' / t, p. " ...^. > .

T ’13T*’ b-r« employed r.t the ’•Komu* Restaurant as a 

waitress ainoe -kjccribcr 1933.

Sewaon Sukcyum who wr.s shot dead on Darroch Road on 

the 9th.Huvc;.ïLcr 1035 used to coœ and. see a waitress, Chi to 

Sakae, alias Toyeko, who was employed together with me, bo I 

kntA Geauan k’ùû:ay«àj& ty n&.e uncl sight after about May 1935, 

but I did not excaange vords with him eo often.

Tayeko re turned to he)’ native country in Msgasaki on 

the 3Ctix.J-cpv<aab«..c 133s. I do not know her exact address.

ühortl^ «uter lu p.m.o'i the Bth.^ovemher 1935, Pearnen 

Wakayara. enwe ho ike ’’Koru" Restaurant alone end, spending the 

night with iuc, left the restaurant at about 9 a.m.on ■* '** follow

ing da^.'.

At about 8.3u p.m.on the Oth.Howinber 1935 (I can net 

mention the evwfc txue ns 1 did not see rho watch.) Eieawan lîaka- 

yama come to fcne •‘Kxw.-.u* xb.’sraur-ait.f iuc.de- h ben ,;c b.ii* but I did 

not accost hin. Re di<i s;?nak to ne ctthp.r, a’.cut fire 

minutes inter he left hie re?tnurant o??ying ’’fkiyoi-v.o'a’’ (good» 

bye), not addressing particularly to nny one there. He was 

not drunk e.t thpt tira’.

Cn the, ni<put of the 6th. he told re not to tell to any 

of the u'.hci girls he slept rt. This, I think, he 

said for fear of tcirig pointed cut and whispore 1 about by other 

girls if it ■•.'eyAiOi krown '•<> ti-cr in w* th & different

girl Boon ciftor Ldf- it»''’uhr2,

It i£ generally saie ro by sailors who coins to liai Mei 

Luo.

4uestic-n Hew often did llakayama come and see Tayeko ?

Answer fte used to owns three or four tines a month,

q,. Van there any other seaman besides Rakayam

who was elosely acquainted with Tayeko 1

A* I did not know whether or not there was any
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Revised Statement of Shio Kara* alias Miyoko, age 21, native of
, Ja$an, taken by U.S. Kao Adie and interpreted by Mr. T. Kawashima, 

in the presenoe of Mr. Uyehara, A.C.P., and Mr. Robertson, S.P.O. 
on November 27, 1935.

My name is Shio Hara, alias Miyoko, age 21, native of Nagasaki 

Prefecture Japan, S/waitress, employed and residing at the Komu Cafe, 

27 Mei Me Id, off North Ssechuen Road. 1 arrived in Shanghai from 
Nagasaki on board the *Shanghai Maru" on 21st April, 1932, accompanied 

by 7 or 8 other girls, under the care of a Mrs. Fukushima who is at 

present accountant in the Komu Cafe. On our arrival in Shanghai, 

Mrs. Fukushima took us to a house situated in an alleyway off Jukong 

Road, O.O.L., where we all lived together for about one month.

On or about the 22nd May, 1932, Mrs. Fukushima took me from the 

address in Jukong Road to the Komu Cafe where I was employed in the 

capacity of a maid-servant until Jeoember, 1933, when I started 

entertaining customers. I have resided at this Cafe since the 

aforementioned date in 1932.

Nakayama, I was told, was seen frequently in this establishment 

from March this year. As he was a frequent visitor I began to take 

notice of him and recognize his face in May.

On every occasion that he visited the cafe he slept with a girl 

named Tayeko Sakai, her real name being Chito Sakai, but she was 

known to the customers by the former name.

About this time I learned that his name was Nakayama. From then 

on I observed that Nakayama visited the Cafe three or four times a 

month, Invariably alone, and he used to confine his attentions to 

Tayeko Sakai, Wen Nakayama visited the Cafe ha invariably appeared 

te bo sober, but on several occasions I have observed that he was 

slightly under the influence of drink.

Tayeko Sakai having fulfilled her contract with the Komu Cafe 

on the 30th September, 1935, left for her home in Nagasaki Frefnature 

Japan.

Between • p,m. and 9 p,m, on the 8/11/38, I was sitting in the 

Cafe together with five or six other girls also employed in the 

Cafe whom Nakayama amd another Japameeo sailor, unknown to me, 

entered the Cafe, I notieed that ho, Nakayama, was slightly 
under the influence of drink, his movements whilst walking mt



oeing quite norml. On this occasion Nakayama stayed on tho premises 

approximately fire minutes and held a short conversation with the 

other Japanese sailor and then Mahayana exchanged conversation with 

the girls present addressing no particular girls* When they left 

the premises the unknown Japanese sailor had his arm around Nakayama's 
shoulder, but their direction after leaving tho cafe is unknown to me.

Between 10 p.m. and 10.30 p.ra. the same evening 8/11/35, 
Nakayama returned to the cafe alone and as I was the only girl sitting 

downstairs (all the other girls being engaged) Nakayama suggested 

that I accompany him to the Senyu (4^ ) Bestaurant and partake

of tea and cakes. I replied that as 1 had no customer for the night 
I would not go, whereupon Nakayama stated that he would engage me 

for the night.
On this promise being made 1 then accompanied Nakayama to the 

Senyu Restaurant directly opposite the £omu Cafe whore wo partook of 
tea and cakes to the value of 30 cents.

We remained in the Senyu Restaurant for about two or three 

minutes then returned to the Kcmu Cafe* where Nakayama accompanied
me to ny room on the second floor.

Nakayama slept with me that night and whilst he was dressing 
in the morning of 9/Ï1/35 he told me that he was going to Woosung |

Road to have a now glass put in his wrist watch, as he had broken |

sane tho previous night. Ho left my room at about 9 a.n. 9/11/35.

During tho night whilst Nakayama was in bed with me he did not |
converse with me on «ny particular subject, * ut informed me that ho I
had one day's special leave from 12 noon 8/11/35 until 11 a.m. 9/11/35. 

Nakayama also informed ms that since the departure of Tayeko Sakai 
on 30th Sept. 1935 he had never spent the night with any girls.

During the night Nakayama asked mo not to mention to the other | 
girls that he had slept the night with ms, for if they had known 1

Nakayama stated ho would remain, a laughing stock» Between 8.30 p.m. |

and 9 p.m. 9/U/35 (I am not quite sure about the time) Nakayama 

again visited the cafe alone, ho was quite sober, and was carrying 

a snail square shaped handle wrapped in a dark coloured cloth. Ho ]



-itauthe Cafe fer about fire Minutes without speaking 

and thon got up and walked out by himself saying “good night** 

without addressing anyone in particular, taking his bundle with 
him.

When Hekayana emerged from the door of the safe ho 

turned left n the Mei Me Li, after that X cannot state where 

he went.

I an unable to fora any opinion as to his tenperasumtal 

disposition as I haws only boon on Intimate terne with him for 

one night.

igr. ttrehara • Hare you any particular man of whoa you are fond ?

I X here no particular sweetheart but there is a oailor 

| named Jar! who calle on ae rather regularly about two 
if f or throe times a non th.

Mr. Crehara > When did Mori visit you loot Y
Mlvoka : Mori visited ne ta the Sth of this month and he was with 

me last night (26th) and four days ago (23rd), but he 

never visited as in the interval because the landing 

Marty has besa mobilised since the 9th.

Bra .Srffrm * Did Mori and Wakayama aeet in the sama cafe at any 

previous timet

Mivoko t I have not seen Mori and Wakayama together because X think 

they are on different duties.

Sg&Jte&si * When Wakayama visited your restaurant, did Morl happen to 
fi-

to^there?

Miyoko « Wo.

Mr. Jhrehara t At any time have you ever hoard Mori epeak of Wakayama?

Miyoko i Wo.

gEs-SfgfraOT » How long have you known Mori approximately?

&Z&£ • Since May 1930.

Hr.*,« Has Mori since he net you been a regular customer of yours?

Miyoko a calls on ms two or throe times a month regularly.
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Mr,._ Wehara t Haye you any particular person other than a sailor?

Miygko t Mo.

3* %-Çy, 3 Were you and Chito (Tayeko Sakai) on good friendly 

terms ?

*1X2*0 * All the girls in the Cafe are friends and get on well 

together*

Mf.r—gy.fer.a, & I® Chito a nice looking girl or very popular?

*1X2*2 » Chit© was a very nice looking girl and was the most 

popular girl in the house - she had most buslneE®.

l£x-JXehara Do you know any ether sailor or other mnn friendly with 

Chito before she left lhaoghai?

^iyok a j Chito used to iet many repsl^r Tir.ttcr$ tut X cannot re

member the name of any particular on© except Wakayama.

Mr. Sahara 1 •Jas Majrnyvwi with Chito more than any other man?

Mlyoko t i cannot say whether Makayamn was Chit©’® favourite 
or whether he called more thw? any other man.

M£s-JX®h&£â 1 Bld you/ ever hear anything Chit© said about Sakuyasia ?

Miyoko t Mo.

M£x-ÜKÊàâ£& 1 Do you know if Wakayama end Chito were on raorc 

friendly terms than custom demanded.

£1X2*2 ‘ X cannot say that for certain.

lu..ar.?feasa 1 Have you ever heard Chito and Wak^ny-.*» quarrel at any 

time?

*1X2*2 « X oennot say what took place 1n Chito1* room, but I 

have not seen her quarrel with Waka/am or anyone?

Mr, Uyehara I Do you remember the Japanese nllor who ceme together 

with Wakayama between 8 p.m. and 9 p.su on Movembcr 

«, 1M3».

M1X£*2 « X only saw the sailor with Hakaysm on that one 

occasion and L had not seen hi* before.
Mr, üyshare I When fakayima told you that since the departure of ?

h
Chito on September 30, 1935, he had never’ spent the 

night with any girls did he say anything else.

Miyoko i Mo, he did not say anything else.

. .   . L„ _ . .i,;. J
• ' *
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Ur. Urehara s During the night Mahayana asked you not to Mention 

to the other girls that he had slept the night with 

you for if they knew he would lose face » how did you 

take it - ordinarily or otherwise « or did you think 

there was a special Meaning attested to it»

fiUte* « As Wakayama was a regular visitor to Chito» it was not 

very nice of him to call on another girl ta the 

sane establishment a month from her departure and it 

was probably due to his fearing betag teased that Make* 

yens told no not to mention his visit to the other 

girls»

y. ttreham t Shen Mahayana earns again on Movwsbor 9 about 8» 30 p»m» 

how did he hook - normal or upset about anything» as 

you said te only remained about ft minutes»

Mlvoko » Makayama did not speak to the girls but there wm 

one or two sailors in the house and I heard him speak 

to one of thon» His attitude was quite normal 

when he eame in and I did not find anything strange, 

in his manner»

ffr» gyeharu i tant do you think of Morl - his character ?

Miroko • Me is/very quiet and sober Individual - be is moderate.

nr. Uyehara t Would Mori have been upset if ho had known Makayama 

had slept with you ?

texte* * Mo» he would not get angry because ho know we had 

our business to attend to»

tel, 8»Mrum Bo you know a-y of the sailors who were present on the 

night of November 9» when Wakayama called?

texte* • Mo» 1 don't»

tet-ltetelm As far as you could see was the conversation between 

Wakayama and the others on the night of the tth in 

the house» normal or exalted in any way ?



Hlroko i 1 did not listen, so X cannot tell what they were 

talking about* They were speaking rather loudly 

but no signs of quarreling*

ttr*Rotertsoni You know that Makayama paid a lot of attention to Chito 

wa* there any other man who paid her equal a^tentiont

»lX2*o i X don't know because Chito did not disons»

her affairs with the other girls*

Mr* Robertson t During all the time you hare aeon Makaynm doming 

to the place* hare you ever seen him quarrelsome or 

other than an ordinary young fellow T

Miyoko t 1 have not seen him drunk and disorderly or misbehave*
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/ r «tant af Shujo H&r», allas Meyokü, ago 21* native of Japan, 
<* Taken by D. 3. Or al g and Interpreted by Mr. T. Kawashima.

enfia«»a» eaa»a»«» *»«■»•*•«««a* w«a *• «««««n œ«•«■»«» *•••»••«» **«• *«••»«»■• <•«» <•• •<•»««,,»

My wmbl9 1» bhujo fk-FK) allas Meyoko, age 21, native of Magashki 
Prefecture Japan, ti/naitress, employed and residing at the Komu Cafe, 
Mo.27 Mei Me 11 off Morth Szechuan Hoad. I arrived in ,haughai front 
Magasakl on board the "Shanghai Maru* on 2nd April 1932, aooompanied hy 
7 or 8 other girls, under the cate of a Mre. fuhushima who is at present 
aocountant in the Komi Cafe. On our arrival in Shanghai Mrs. ruhusnlma 
took us to a house situated In an alloyway off Jukong Road, C.O.L., whore 
we all lived together for about one month.

On or about the 22nd May 1932 Mrs. tuhushima took mo from the 
address in .Tukoog Road to the Komu Oaf o where I have been employed and 

resided since the aforementioned date.
During the month of May 1933 I saw Makayama when he came into the 

cafe and as he had paid several visits prior to that, X forsmd ta opinion 
that he was a regular customer.

On every occasion that he visited the oafo he slept with a girl 
named Tayoko Sakai, her real name being Chito Sakai, but she was known 
to the customers by the former name.

About this time X learned that his name was Makayama. Mr on then 
on I observed that Makayama visited the Cafe three or four times a month, 
invariably alpne, and he used to confine his attentions to Tayoko Sakai, 
when Makyama visited the Cafe ha invariably appeared to bo sober, but 
on several oooasions 1 have observed that he was slightly under ths 
influence of drink.

Thyoko Sakai having fulfilled her contract with the Komu Cafe 

on the 30th September 1933, loft for her home in Nagasaki x»refeotnre 

Japan.

between • p.m. and 9 p.m. on the 8/11/33 I was sitting la ths 

Oafs togethsr with five or fix other girls also employed in the Oafs 

when Makayama and another Japanese sallsrf unknown to ms, entered ths 
Oafs. X noticed that ho, Makayama, was slightly under the influence of 

drink, his movements whilst walking not being quite normal, on this 

occasion Kak&yama stayed on the promises approximately five minutes and 

held a chert oonveroatlou with the other Japanese sailor and then
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N^kayam exchanged conversation with the girl*  present addressing ne 
particular girls. When they left the premises the unknown Japanese 
Sailor had his am around Nakayama’s should^but their direction after 

leaving the cafe is unknown to me.

*goodnight” without addressing anyone in particular* taking his bundle 

with him*

Between 10 p.m. and 10.30 p.m. the same evening g/11/35*  Nakayama 
returned to the aafe along and as X was the only girl sitting downstairs 
(all the other girls being engaged) Vakayana suggested that X accompany 
him to the Senya Restaurant and partake of tea and oakes. I replied 
that as I had no customer for the night X would not go. whereupon 
Nakayama stated that he would engage me for the night.

On this promise being made I the*  acocmpanied Nakayama to the 
Senyu Restaurant directly opposite the Komu Cafe where we partook of 
tea dad oakes to the value of 30 cents.

We remained in the Sough Restaurant for about two or three minutes 
then returned to the Komu Oafs*  where Nakayama accompanied me to my 
room on the second floor.

Nakayama slept with mo that night and whilst he was dressing in 
the morning of 9/11/35 he told me that ho was going to Woosung Read 
to have a now glass put in his wrist watoh*  as ho had broken saae the 
previous night. He left my room at about 9 a.m. 9/11/35.

During the night whilst Nakayama was in bed with mo ho did not 
converse with me on any particular subject*  but informed me that he 
had one day’s special leave from 12 noon 8/11/33 until 11 a.m. 9/11/35. 
Nakayama also informed me that since ths departure of Tayoko Sakai on 
30th Sept. 1933» ho had never spent the night with any girls.

During the night Nakayama asked me not to mention to the other 
girls that ho had slept the night with me*  for if they knéwii Nakayama 

stated he would lose face. Between 8.30 p.m. and 9 p.m. 9A1/36 (Im

qnite sure about the time) Nakayama again visited the cafe alone*  ho was
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When emerged from the Joar of the safe he turned
left la the xei he Li, after that I oaunot state where he went*

X am unable to form any opinion as to hie iemp«r<*a»ental disposition 
as I have only baen on intimate terms with hi<* for oae night.

Signedi Shujo Hara.



Statement of Moyo Saoaki alias Umegiku, age 27, 
' taken by D.S.I. McPhee, interpreted by J.D.S.Iguohi.

My name is Moyo Basaki alias Umegiku, age 27, 8.Waitress employed 

at the Baigetsu Restaurant Mo.33 Mei Me Li alleyway, near Wang Pang Jau, 

off North Szechuen Road, and residing at the same address.

I am a native of Nagasaki prefeature, and arrived in Shanghai 

from Nagasaki on 18th April 1932 and since my arrival. I have been 

employed and resided at the Baigetsu Restaurant.

The deceased sailor Hideo Nakayama has been observed by me to 

visit tho Baigetsu Restaurant on several occasions in the company of 

other sailors, and whilst in the restaurant I have seen him drinking 

beer.
I never spoke to Nakayama prior to 8/11/36, and his name was 

also unknown to me until 8/11/35.
Between 8.30 p.m. and 9 p.m. 8/11/35 Hideo Nakayama visited the 

Baigetsu Restaurant, accompanied by a sailor known to me as Aokl.

Aoki visited the Restaurant for the first time on 11/10/3&, when 

we became acquainted and sinoe that time he has visited the restaurant 

on two or three occasions.
When Aoki and Nakayama visited the restaurant on the evening of 

8/11/35 they were both slightly under the influence of drink.
Aoki introduced me to Nakayama, Aoki stating that Nakayama was 

his friend, and had Joined the service the same year.
After talking with Aoki and Nakayama for about 5 minutes inside 

the front door of the premises, Aoki proceeded upstairs to my room which 

is situated on the first floor, whereupon Nakayama left, the premises by 

the front door.
When Nakayama left the premises I proceeded upstairs to my room 

where I joined Aoki, and we spent the night together.

At about 8.35 a.m. 9/11/35 I awoke and knowing that Aoki mnst 
report at the Naval Landing Party Headquarters before 7 a.m. 9/11/M 

I immediately awoke him and told him to hurry or he would be late. 

Aoki was angry when I awoke him, stating that I should have awakened 

him early and net late.

Aoki immediately arose and dressed himself leaving ths premises 



without making any further or angry remarks.
At about 6 p.m. 9/11/35 I wrote a letter to Aoki, as I was 

anxious to asoertain if he had arrived baok at the N.L.P. Headquarters 

before 7 a.m. 9/11/35.
I ««aided to give the letter to any sailor who would visit the 

restaurant on the evening of 9/11/35 and request the sailor to deliver 

the letter to Aoki» but before I oarried out my plans. Hideo Nakayama 

visited the restaurant at about 8 p.m. 9/11/35 and asked for me.

At the time Nakayama visited the restaurant I was in the Senyu 

Restaurant next door talking with the Proprietress name unknown.

One of the waitresses where I am employed visited the Senyu 

Restaurant and informed me that a sailor had visited the Baigatsu 

Restaurant and wanted to see me» whereupon I immediately returned to 

the restaurant where I learned that Nakuyasaa was the person asking for 

me.
Nakayama handed me a letter stating that he was requested by 

Aoki to deliver the letter to me.

The contents of the letter was to the effeot that he had arrived 
bank at the Naval Landing Party Headquarters before 7 a.m. 9/11/35 and 

requested me not to worry.

Aeki also requested in the letter that I should send a reply to 
him by Nakayama.

I eannot remember if I destroyed the letter 1 resolved from Aoki» 

through Nakayama, or if the letter is still in my room.

I handed the letter over to Nakayama whioh 1 had written at 8 p.m 

9/11/35, requesting him to deliver same to Aoki.

Nakayama did not appear under the influence of drink when ho 
visited the restaurant at 8 p.m. 9/11/35, and whilst in tho restaurant 

he never had anything to drink.

I talked with Nakayama for about 30 mlnutos, and then we both 

left the premises, whereupon I proceeds! to a Japanese food Shbp 

situated in the Mei Me Li alleyway where I purchased rice oaken to 

tho value of 50 cento, and handed same over to Nakayama requesting him 

to give the oakos to Aoki, to whioh he agreed.



I oannot i’eni ember if Mak^ajau ontered the Japanese J?ood Shop 

with me, or if he remained in the alleyway*

Nakayama then proceeded Vest along the Mei Me 1*1 alleyway towards 

North Szeohuen Hoad, whilst I returned to my plaoe of employment.

I am unable to give any Information as to Nakayama’s whereabout* 
from the time he left me, to the time he was shot on Darroah Road.

ylgnedi koyo Sasaki.



Statement of Mro. Matoubsra wife of the proprietor 
of the Matsubara Toko Bicyolo Shop, situated at 
Mo. Id north Jh>ng Loh Li. Takeo by D.S.I. Crowther, 
interpreted by 0.A. Mr. T. Kuwashiisa at 11 a.m. os 
the 16/11/36.

My full name is Mrs. foeulye Matoubare aged 3# years. I havo 

resided at Mo. lw burth kong Loh LI, einoe July 1933. I know a 

person named Koh Ah Liang, employed in the kong Loh Li. 1 ease 

acquainted with him by meeting him in a fruit and grocery shop 

in the alleyway. He has done errands for use and I know ho supervises 

the artesian well which supplies water to the Mong Loh Li.

On the night of the 9/11/36, exact time X as not certain of* 

but 1 think round about 10 p.m. Koh Ah Liang knocked on the window 

of the oath room si tested on the ground floor at the b»ok of tay 

house. X saw hia. through the glass of the window.
I was in the bath room undressed, and taking burning coals 

from a store which heats the bath water, which coals I was extinguishing 

with water. This was prior to my entering the bath wherein wue cyr 

male Japanese shop assistant whose name is Kuwamoto. As the back 

door was within my roach X opened it and allowed Koh Ah Liang to eater.

9hilot X was still pouring water on the burning coals and my male 

Japanese shop assistant was telling me in a loud voice that If the 

coals wore left in the stove it might cause the wooden bath to set on 

firoi at this moment Koh Ab Liang told ms that whilst he was counting 

coppers, whioh action he demonstrated with his hands, he had heard 

the sound of an explosion whioh ho had taken to be the bursting of a 

tyre, and after hearing the explosion be had met 3 or 4 Chinone amahs 

who had told him that a Japanese soldier had been killed on the 

Sarroah Road. I asked him if ho had witnessed the killing and he said 

he had not. He said ho was very afraid. He did not seem to me to bo 

unduly excited, as when ho entered through the door, his arms were 

folding In front of his body with his hands in the sleeves of his jacket.

After be had said he was very afraid ho told me to be earefhl 

with the fire, and as ho was leaving by the back door, he said he was 

going horns to sleep.

owing to the fact that X was attending to the stove and my ohep- 

asslstant was speaking to me in a loud voice, and that Koh Ah Liang 



spohe la a (plot tone, «y she, assistant did not overhear the 

oesrersstlon.

Koh /Ja Liang has often oomplalned to ue that ho had yalo* 
in tno hoad.

Thom io ont peculiarity of Koh Ah Kiang* whenever he is 
walling he folds hie arms across the front of his body and planes 
his hands in the sleeves of his garment» aven if he is not wearing 
a garment with long sleeves when he walks he folds hla ansa across 

the front of his body.

olgaod» Toaaiye dataubara.



Statements forwarded ter the Japanese
* gendarmerie Headquarter»

Statement» made by wife of the proprietor of the Mhteubara 

Bioyele ohoP» Mr. Sndalohi Takahashi» proprietor of the Takahaahl 

Tailor Shop» etc.
Mrs. Mtsnbara made the following statement to a gendame,» 
*On the night of the incident, I cannot recall the exact 

time» I heard a knock on the door ae I was about to take a bath, 
on opening the door T found the watchman Koo Ah Hang ( nt
the door who entered and told œ» that as he wae counting co pore 
in an exchange ehop a little while ago he heard a report of a pistol 
and, on learning that a Je.uneca sailor had been murdered, rushed, 
buck immeidately. The «atciiaun was highly excited when narrating th» 
pbove ’story. "

(Statement taken down at 10 a»m. on 12/11/5S).

In order to verify the above statement, the gendarme interviewed
Mr y» Vatsubara at 7,40 p«m. on the earn» day and it was then aecertain»

f 
ed that h?r deposition wae correct» i

Mr. Sadaiohl Takabnehi, profristor of the Tea Tailor Shop, a
r- neighbour of Mr. Mhtsubara, called at the offices of the rendamerie v 4 

at 4 p.m. on tho same day and immIo a similar statement to that made
by Mrs. Wtsvbara. ' |

Statement made by T. fo sill da. |
(II.B. Yoshida who resides at 13 3s Clilug Road |

(12 S» Ching Li off Herth P^echuen Hoad) was formerly employed us |
an artisan at the Ulautaya, coopers » located in the foong Loh 11 I
( )• Yoshida who ha pened to bo in th» vicinity of looua !

of the incident stated ae ïallowsi» |

*At about 7 o’clock on the night of the incident» I called at
th» Arakl Tatami shop situated in the Sth Lane off the Boong Loh Li | 

takers I remined for about two hours talking on general subjects»
On my way home I pushed the bicycle along the Moong Loh Li» walking |

In the direction of Worth Sseehnen Bead» when X got as far as the *

mtcubara Bicycle Chop, X heard a report of shooting» After hawing 3

walked sevrai paces farther» X suddenly remembered about the j

. ....... ............. ‘ .............



X had to make on a Chinose residing at 9 Joong Loh LI and immediately 

turned hack proceeding towards Darrooh Road, on the way I met • Chinese 

walking towards me proceeding In an easterly direction* Thio was 

outside the premises occupied hy a Chinese doctor» specialist in 

gynaecology, which is on the corner of the 6th Lane in the same alleyway 

He was wearing a long dress but owing to darkness I am unable to tell 

the colour clearly. I believe it was either black or brown but I am 

positive that it was not white. I am not sure as to whether the man was 

wearing a hat or not. As I went along I met another Chinese at the 8th 

Lane. ï amposltlve that he was a Chinese but I cannot recollect as te 

what he was wearing and how he looked. Xt took me about two minutes to 

get to the scene of the crime. On Darrooh Road I found a couple of amahs 
gathered around the victim and among the crowd I ales saw the master of 

the Takaoka Shoe shop. X then rushed to the Landing arty headquarters 

to report the occurrence. When X aerlved there the centry at the 

entrance told mo that they had already been notified about the incident 

and thanked me for w prompt action* •

statement made by Koo Ah Liang ( H )• watchman for the Joong 

loh Li alleyway.

(N.B. Koo Ah Liang who is 36 years of age is a native of Hingpo 

and is employed as a watchman by the China Realty Co. who are the 

landlords of the property in the Joong Loh Li area. He has two previous 

convictions» one for larceny and one for receiving stolen property).

Koo Ah Liang in the course of conversation with a nenber of this 

gendarmerie made the following statement in connection with the murder 

of 1st olase sailor Xakayana who was shot in the back of the head by 

an unknown assailant on Darrooh Road at about 9.07 p.m. un November 

9» 1836.

"Shortly after 8 p.m. on the night of the incident» X left the 

house and proceeded to the Dsung Oong Dao Kxehange ehop on

Darrooh Road to change coppers. After having received ths coppers I 

put same in my pocket md folding ny arms in front of me» entered the 



ïo^ag Loh Li alleyway and walked towards my horns» keeping to the 

south side of the footpath as X went along. No sooner I got to the

interaeotion of the 2nd I&ne than T heard a sound of explosion but 
I thought it was a case of mature of a bi cycle tyre* I looked 

around but could find no one in the vicinity. I then went home but 
found ths iron <^ate cloned so I turned back and proceeded west along 
the To on g Loh Li alleyvny. ’;^en I came as far as the ifateubara Bicycle 
shop T saw aerer^l irnhs coming from the opposite direction who told 
me that a Japanese sailor hue Juct o^eu murdered on Darrooh Road and 
tliat his body was still lying there. 11*1» was the first report of 
the incident I got. The anal* disappeared after this and I am unable 
to state whether they went towards Aorth Szechuan Road or not.

*1 noticed that lights wore still on at the Kataubara Bicycle 
shop so I knocked at the de or and informed the ret stress about what 
X heard from the amhn. I then entered my house through the back door 
and went to sleep.

•At the intersection of the 2nd lane and the Joong Loh Li 

alleyway» I heard a report of explosion and I then looked around but 
found nobody in the vicinity, hen X got home I repeated to »y wife 

bhat J beard fror the surahs. Apart fr*ua this I did not tell her anything 

else*.
Statement reads by wife of Koo Ah Liang» watchman for the Wong 

Loh Li off North Szeehien Hoad.
in the course of conversation with a member of this gendarmerie» 

wife of Koo Ah Li-mg mde the following statement at 10 a«m. on 
12/11/35 In connection with the murder of 1st class sailor Nakayama of 

the Japanese Khv^l Landing Perces.
•On the night of the incident X went to bed at about 7 o’clock. 

X cannot say exactly what time my nusbaad came back.
•He told sae that as he was couttlng coppers at an exchange 

shop he heard a report of pistol and» being alarmed» ran home 

immediately. •

rith regard to the last paragraph of this statement» the 

gendarme questioned her three times and asked her whether she was

I
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positive about this statement and she replied, "Yes’’. She vas 

than questioned a<ain in the .'reaence of her husband Koo Ah Liang 

and aha still adhered to her original deposition»



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

c h • -, , ( Z.Takaoka living at 90 Darroch Hoad1 he roilowing is the statementor.. . . . .. . ... . ______

native of. Japan _ taken by me... Hd.Station
at 1 a.m. ~ on the 10-11-35 and illterpi.eted by J.D.S.lSl Iguchi

My name is Z.Takaoka. I am a shoe-maker living at 90 Darroch 
i Hoad.

J At about 9 p.m.9-11-35 I vas playing a gramophone at my home 
; and heard a sound which I thought was that of a m/car tyre 
| bursting. Immediately afterwards, my Chinese employee named

I Woo Ziang Woo opened the front door of my house from

J outside and informed me that a man was lying on the roadway. 

Realizing that the sound that I heard was a report of a fire-

i arm, I left my house and saw a man lying some distance to the 

North of my house. I then approached and found that the man

> was a sailor of the Japanese Naval Landing Party whom I know

> by sight. He was lying on his side, his right arm outstretch

ed, his body was at a slight angle to the edge of the road. His 

position was near to the kerb of the west sidd of the road. Ho 

was groaning, and although I spoke to him there was no reply.
: In the meantime, two or three sailors arrived on the scene and

' I told them to report the matter to the J .N.L.P .Headquarters.

: Two or three Japanese civilians two of whom were dressed in
J "Kimono* also came on the scene. I did not know who they were, 

but I told one of them who was with a bicycle to report the mat 

ter to the Headquarters.

At the moment I left my house I did not observe any person in 

the vicinity.
This is true.

Z.Takaoka.
Taken in the presence of

Japanese Consular police official S.Kosonoi, 
J.D.S.s Hasuo(D.R.) and Umemoto (H.Q. )



statement modo by Mr. ieaahiro Takaoka, aged «3» 
* married shoemaker» reeidiag at 90 aarroeh Raad»

taken V Japanese Oonaular Police on the 13/11/35. 
«•»<•«» *«»•» «»«• «a•••••♦«•*neweoe»mieaen *<•«••••••••«»»»«>••«<•«

1 sane te «Shanghai about 30 years ago far the first tine 
and hare sines been engaged in shoemaking, having reaoved to 
tho present address in 1930» «y family consists of three persons, 
namely» myself» my wife named Kani, aged 43» and a son nailed 
«seaman» who io at present 31 years old. 1 also have a Chinese 
employee popularly known under tho name of Siao Man» aged about 
gg/g years. I believe he resides somewhere in tooaung Road.

On Bovember 9» 1933 bias Man Mil to the shop on bioyels 
at about « a.m. and loft about 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

Last night I had ay dinner together with tho family at about 
3 p.m. I then prepared tho bath and at the ism time X also began 
to play gramophone. After having played 3 or 4 records, X suddenly 
heard an explosion outside bet X did not pay muoh attention to it 
as X thought it was bursting of a bioyole tyre. The report was 
fairly loud but 1 still kept on playing the gramophone. At this 
juncture, woo Sian woe» who does business with mo on commission 
basis» knocked on tho front door» and pooped into the house with 
tho door half open and told no in his usual tone that a Japanese 
is lying on the road. X immediately stopped the gramophone and 
rushed out in ay Japanese dross X was wearing at the tine and 
observed a black object lying on Barroeh Road a little over 10 ken 
(1 ken is equal to approximately 3 feet) to tho north of my shop. 
X then recalled tho explosion which X hoard a little while ago and 
fearing that some plain clothes soldiers (Chinese) were in tho 
vicinity» looked around very oareftUy and wont to tho scene, upon 
arrival at the aceno l un a Japanese sailer lying at a alight 
angle to the road with hie hood to tho north. Sis loft hand wan 
resting on his body whilst tho right hand was etretohod out slightly 
at an angle to tho body. Tho sailor was lying on his side and was 
bleeding from a swelling measuring 3 or • bu (1 bu io approximately 
1.19 inches) above hie left eye. X told tho sailor not to worry 
as tho wound was Mt serious bat he simply groaned and made no reply



F’*
fwï» 

mm after my arrival at the scene two Japanese in Japaaooo 
t

dreee and aaother Japanese whoso clothing I cannot recollent case 

to the oeono* Xmmediately after their arrival a Japanese sailor 

also ««si hat he rushed bank because X -eked him to report the 

occurrence to the Japaneeo naval Landing r&rty. la the meantime one 

of the three Japanese left the cocao and oame hook with a bieyole* 

X also asked this man to notify the Maval Landing Party to which he 

immediately complied. A little later Japanese* foreign and Chinese 

polioomen arrived on bleycles followed closely by a party of 3 or • 

Japanese blue Jackets wearing bullet-proof vests* X think sons of 

ths marines also came in motor cycles but X am not sure on thio point* 

X ws then asked to go to the Dixwoll Road Station so X do not know 

what happened afterwards*

q. Sid you notice anything peculiar in the manner of Woo Clang 

woo when ho told you about the incident ?

A. There was nothing unusual* Mo was calm and spoke with a smile*

q* when you wont out of the shop could you tell whether it was a

human body lying on the read ?

A. All I could see wao ao&ethisg black lying on the road a little 

over 10 kens from whore X wao and X took it to be the body of 

human being as Wo had already told me to*

q* who wore these Japanese present at the scene of the crime with 

you T

A. X have never mot them before so X am unable to say*

q* when you first saw ths victim was he almost at the point of death I

a* without doubt X could see that it wao hopeless* 

q. How long io it sines you began transacting buoiaoos with Woo ?

A* I could not cay the exeat time but it was sems tims last ysar.

woo somsa to my shop 3 or d times a month to collect his commission 

but X cannot say Mon he cans to the chop last*

q. what io your opinion the character of Woo 3iasg Woo ?

A* 1 find him to be of very guiot and retiring disposition*

q* what is ths condition of traffic like on ordinary days outside 

your shop v

a* row pedestrians are ossa on ths road after otutsot.



Were did those three Japanese that you met *t «ha scene of 

arise acme fro® t

a. They told me that they heard a sound of explosion at the corner 
so they same, by "aorner" they probably meant either the 
entrance of Keeble Gardens or the oorner sf Darroeb hoed and 
north Uaeohuen Raad»

vhat fe your opinion of this affair ?

A. I was only V * «rested in looking after the victim and therefore
I tua unable tt express any opinion regarding the warder.

The foregoing statement was road out to the witness who 
attested to the veracity of same and consented to sign his muse and 

also affix his seal.
Taken at the relise Depart, of the Japanese wonsulato-Goneral 

at Shanghai on 10/11/3S.

□hopped and signed* Mr.Z. Takaeka.
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‘T SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

7 he following is the statement of Kwoh Lea Sz. ..........

native of. . Ningpo. ............ taken by me. D.S.I. Crowther. __

at D.Rd. Stn.---- on the.. 13/11/35. and interpreted by......D.S.I.Chu Chi Huanff

Hfy name is Kwoh Lee Ss ( I» age 38. native of Ningpo.
i 
married female, residing at So. 10 Feng Loh Li. Nÿ husband is

| mmed Kwoh Ah Liang ( ) his age is 37 years, also a native

of Ningpo. tia in employed as a alley way cleaner in the South
i
Feng Loh Li ( ) by Chi Tih ( ) Finance Corporation.

and is also employed by the China Reality Company to supervise 

water supply to the North Feng Loh Li. He also keeps a fruit 

stall in a vegetable shop at No. 17 South Feng Loh Li.

I was married to him when I was 24 years of age - that is

, 14 yeais ago in Shanghai.
! I have borne four children by him. I have lived with ay 

husband for twelve years at So. 10 H. Feng Loh Li. At So. 10
ÆA» f k/Qty

North Feng Loh Li my husband supervises the arxtwMi well that 

supplies the North Fong Loh Li water. I know that my husband 

every month accompanies the shroff of South Ibng Loh Li. to 

collect rents. I have never heard from him that he had any ■t 
trouble with any residents of the South and North 3bng Loh Li. | 

On the 14th of the 10th Moon (9/11/35) at about 7 p.m. my *
husband left home. X do not know where he went, but I thought I

he was going to see our relative named Zung Ming Dau ( ) f

master of the Van Zung Ziang ( ) Cigarette and Exchange
shop.situated on Darroch Road nearly opposite the Meng Loh Li I 

( ) alleyway. The master of this shop is cousin to my

husband* The reason X thought he had gone there was because he 

often visits this shop.and whenever my husband wants a letter 
■ à

written to send to our relatives in the country - the shop master 
always writes the letters.I cannot give any other reason why X |



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.
Kwoh Lee" sT (2)

The following is the statement of.. ............ ......... . . .. . . . .... ........................—

native of......... ...  ....  ................. .. .......... taken by me— — ...................-.................. - 

at ..............................on the................ ... ... and interpreted by------- ------- --------

, thought he had gone to this shop*

Snoxtiyjaftc-r my husband had left my room I went to bod 

with my three children - one of the children in in the country» 
i

I Later I was awakened by my hueband’s return - hut not oie

word was spoken between us. Hfy husband has his own bed* He went 
to his bed in the «ane room as ny bod was and then I went to 

sleep a^ain.

Later I wpb awakened by soiic-one banging at the iron gate 

I at the mouth of the alleyway. I then heard my neighbour, wife 
I of the gate keeper of the North Feng Loh Li ( ) asking

what was the matter. I then heard sone-one speaking in Chinese 

asking for the gate keeper. I then overheard the gate keeper 

and his wife going downstairs, they were speaking to one another 
- saying who were the men that were banging.

At this time my husband and myself arose iron our 

respective beds, My husband looked out through tho window and 

told me that there were many Japanese soldiers outside. He came 

from the window and then told me the reason that tho soldiers 

were there - night be due to the death of a Japanese soldier 

who was killed at the roar. Z asked him where, and he told me 

that he did not witness the killing but that some Chinese maid 

servants had told him, whilst he was on his way home in the 

Feng Loh Li from our cousin’s exchange shop on Harroch Bo ad. 

He did not say where he met the Chinese maid servants, but he 

told me that he had heard an explosion which he thought to be 
the bursting of a riesha tyre ** this explosion he said he heard 

after leaving tho exchange shop - he did not toll ma where he
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1 he following is the statement of. Kwoh I<00 S»Z (-3)

native of.... ........ .......... ....... taken by me. . .. . . . . ... ........... .

at ...........  ..........on the....................... . ___ and interpreted by----- .... ..................... ..........

; was when he heard the explosion.

I then asked him at what time he returned home and he 

told me it was at about 8.30 p.m.

My husband then aroused a watchman of tlie alleyway who 

j lives in a loft above our room and the watchman went downstairs 

This watchman kIudbx shortly afterwards returned to hit loft.

I then went back to my bed* I also saw my husband go to 

his bed.

After about fifteen minutes later I heard the wife of 

the gate-keeper of the Morth Teng Loh 11» colling for the 

watchman» then I heard the watchmen going downstairs.

After this 1 went to sleep and do not know when the 

watchman returned.

Vy husband did not lesve our room during the night after 

he returned home.

My husband and I aro«e at ebout 6 a.m. the morning.



* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. . .... ..........................................................

native of. ....... ..................................... taken by me.... ........................................................... .
at A’J*....... on the... ..^A1*30......... and interpreted by.....Cierfe...A....

X reside at 17, Fon -oh .1 in tue upstairs portions. X

live with w wife and three children a.jed 17, 3, and 3 respective 

ly. 1 an employ ed at the oat iff ice, in Morth 3z,ecauen Road 

3 ib- ost office. I also nave a Ci/arette and general shop at

•n. J3 Darroeh Road, ay wife and I work tnerc also. I have been 

in Ssxan^hai 12 years and worked for toe oat office for 10 year».

tj tne 9-11-3P a distance relative of mine mimed Koh Ah Liang 

came to icy shop at about after 8 p.m. to c;xange 4» cents silver 

into cuppers. wife served hits. I was counting coppers and X * 

heard aim huh asked xsy wife if the price of tîie cigarettes were 

Higher, wy wife ttld him yea. X did not near any further conver

sation, because 1 turned u^ny to count tne cuppers. X do not 

know what tne tisac was but I should think about after ï.'.oh left 

X heard an explosion. I thought it was a ricaixa tyre. X did not 

look out of the Window, X was still counting tue coppers. X then 

wrote in the accounts book the money received during a period • 

of four days. The first time X knew that shooting had taken * 

place was when Japanese and C ilnese were talking outside tjy shop. |
I 

X understood from their conversation that a Japanese soldier had * 

been killed. At about 10 p.a. X closed the shop and went home |

at 17, Pung 14. .jy wife regained at the shop. After I was |
questioned tzie Foreigner, Japanese and Gulnese but X know Î 

I 
nothing about tne affair. Since X nave worked at tsie ost Jffice j 

X only belong to the Post office Xi. x>loyees Jnion. X am not a | 

.member of any Communistic society or Anti-Japanese Society. I | 
have no other interest but that of oy Post Office Duties and | 

looking after tsy aho^. |

T mu ibprinted, crus» mrked and signed by I 

hung Dali Sun. |
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.. ..(... ___ _____ ............................................. ....

native of ■ .....di.yg.x.)........ ... taken by ............

at 4 &• •• ----on the................................. .and interpreted by...... ..JÉUA

X haw teen in OiWi^-uU yearn, c?t?sAng fr.ja lung..»). I iave 

throe ealMrtm 17, 4 u*ul ü yearn r- -iyceiiivcly. * Uvc

.. teteud at 4..», 17 Poog y .-’M.jmtFl '•«arko at tne cuilftest

. ;»»t d Cite t-.ntj uia ft Cigarette > at o?. )à rat.-r.MMi ''-màIo X 

alee ■■ at t-ie atxoj every nV-at, -if eideat «teinter iwu» aft«r 

Mc -thcr c.iir.;ren. X nave never .uwi any brmMt vei'jre w.U 

ntwae. .‘sting t.w Ui>ü trutec uajyiujd and * *»*ta tui 

cuil'-ren wnt M live at t.» « ->et A'fice Am ua :i;>at4uiten.

;; 1 reæ ,ter tac ni ;ht j£ t.x â'iVûû X .la ujt rucieater Me tit»

. .hi An '.lang cam t> Me -» c.>ea »i->t c-«® re.uar, le cte» 

ja the t.i change 4.) cents jllvcr Ante i.:»p?ern. * gave

aApi iu> cj^yera .mw & uà in& AiiaS ,.»rxte of cigaretU

are a»F. i Mid iun l did not hn>a. 1 thanked iiAu very
hack. Tnere tsaa on fartaer o veraatian. X -3 net unaw whvtt»r 

a® e.Tinted tae Cti^/firn .-»r nat, he left Ue chanter. After 

| that i»wa X had cwanted ar 4,0.X) eajjicrs a»M X iteard a .laiae

I fArat ti.je ttmt any..»iw iuxo teen aiiat »aa teuftii a 4JAioe*>e
1.
| «ralicai.a&a co.» to Guv a»d o»tee6 tae if X &»« ftnytuiug about
ft
? tac sailor being fcwt. 1 Mid aiu 1 old not iJio® anything. X

tujsi^Ut that the report iiad teen eaaoed tae terming of a 

rAbOhn tyre, -y’ .«ou^xter wus ia ue ao;> at tae time. After 

taut ufj elaacd tue it «au uuiut 10 J»®» X otX n-j>t eve any 

Jaj&iiede «laiim» quarraHing ?4tai.ift ;ay sfeu^ t«mt ntgut and X

iv.c a riea;m tyiec M^r<itlng. x »»*d iwt .jive &iiÿ «uwuti.m ta thia 
out sent m e-iuntit^ tue eo^ra, ,;u&er î aeorâ rwy '«o?le 

outside Mliimj ühwI aftÿxn?; T-hUc-ewen at?e c >tiing« 1 Md not is»» 
%

: vtiÿ Me i»iicemen .rare cnaiag. I waa c-j eating w «a^ro. The
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The following is the statement of....... ........... ....... ........................................ .. .. ........ ..

native of .......................     ... .taken by me.............. ....... ......... .......

at .... ...... .on the............. ................  and interpreted by.----  ---------

ct»a n.; till «.laatiog.

Tux.;to;n*iat«d arwS c»:>3a «xu’fced

’d:»O Ü3
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> SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of............AA Liang (.......  ..  )•...... .....

native of NingpO taken by me... SuP*« Conduit..  ..

at 12*30 a*®*__ on the......  ............ .and interpreted by...®A®^AA.^AA^. Aa® •

My name is Koh Ah Liang, age 37 years, native of Ningpo, 

I have been working in the Pong Loh Li for 12 years* I do not 

visit any teashops and have no friends in Shanghai* During the 

war of 1932, I went to stay in the Tsung Nan hotel, Avenue 

Edward Vll. Whilst I was in the hotel, I telephoned to a 

relative of mine named Zung Ming Dau, he works at the Sub-Post 

Office, Rue Montauban, he resides now at No* 17 Pong Loh Li and 
is the master of a cigarette shop on Darroch Road, shop is called 

Van Zung Ziang, it is the same shop that the Police visited 

tonight. I went to the cigarette shop just after 3 p.m. on 
the 9-11-35. I guessed the time, I have no watch* I went to 

change 40 cents silver, i*e* two twenty cent pieces. I changed 

the money because I wanted same coppers for change at the 

Japanese vegetable shop situated on the g round floor of No« 17 

Jong Loh Li* I work there every day, starting at 7 a.m. and 

on and off throughout the day* I have another man to help me 

clean up the alleyways during the day, he is a wheelbarrow 

coolie residing Jeu Ts Li, corner of Dixwell and North Szechuen 

Roads. I did not see him in the alleyway on the night of the 

9th. When I went to the shop to change the silver, I gave them 

to the woman there, her name is Zung Woo Sz* I spoke to her 

and told her the price of cigarettes were high and she said 

cannot you buy some cheap one. I asked her how much more was 

the price of Victory cigarettes, she said one cartoon is 10 

cents dearer* I did not buy any* My cousin was there writing, 

but X did not speak to him* His wife was counting the coppers. £ I 
After receiving the coppers, 96, X counted them once and placed »

i-



> SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.............. Liang. ..... .........

native of ............. .......... ........................... taken by me. ............... ............................ ............................

at ..................on the.. . ................. ........... .and interpreted by....... ...........................................

I 
thegi in my pocket. I then left the shop. I did not hear any 
pistol shot or any noise like a pistol shot at this time. I did 

not see anyone from the time I left the cigarette shopto the 

time I saw the about four amahs, I did not meet anyone at all 

in the Fong Loh Li until I met these four amahs. I walked along 

the Fong Loh Li very slowly. When I was outside the 2nd 

alleyway on the South side I heard a weak explosion and half 

turned round, and then continued to walk on until I arrived 

outside the first alleyway on the North side, I saw that the 
iron gates were closed. These gates are closed by the Yung 

Fong rice shop. They generally close these gates at 3 p.m.

The reason I went there was to see if the gates were open and 

because it was dark inside the second alleyway. When I moi 

found the gates closed I retunred to the 2nd alleyway. Before 

entering the 2nd alleyway and saw four amahs they were the 

distance of four alleyways away, they were running and coming 

towards me. I stopped and then I asked them why they were 

running so fast, they said that a Japanese soldier had been 

killed on Darroch Road, they did not say who shot him, one of 

them said this in the Shanghai dialect. From the first time 

I saw these amahs four alleyways away they were running fast. 
When they passed me they were in a line one after the other, but 

very near each other when they passed me. When I called to 

them and asked what was the matter, I think it was the second 
or third amah that answered me. I know every amah in the Fong 

Loh Li, but these amahs do not wor> there, they were all 

strangers to me, but X think they may have come from Darroch



° >'15 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.....  Liang*........  . ... .

native of . ................................. .. . .taken by me______ _ _____ _____ _ . .............. .

at . .................on the... ........... ............. .and interpreted by..... .............................................

Road, but I am not sure. ’When they passed me they went onto 

North Szechuen Road» If I saw them again I could not identify 

them» When I entered the 2nd alleyway to go home and when at the 
back ôf a Japanese bicycle shop, I saw the mistress of the shop 
in the back kitchen, I tapped on the window and told the Japanese 

female that several amahs had told me that a Japanese soldier 
had been killed on Darroch Road. She asked me where did I come 
from, I told the Japanese female that I had come back from 

Darroch Road after I had changed some coppers. After that I 
proceeded around into the neit alleyway to my own home. I then 

went to bed. My wife was already asleep. I have three children. 

I sleep with my two daughters, aged 11 and 6 years respectively, 

and my wife sleeps with my son, 4 years old.
At about 11 p.m. a Japanese policeman knocked on the iron 

gate of the alleyway» He was calling the watchman of the Jong 

Loh Li named Dee Sung Ling. He lived in the same house as me* 

We both got up and went with the Japanese policeman to the •
i 

watchman's hut and opened it» l*our or five policemen were |
there, they went into the hut and inspected it» %hen they had 

finished, the hut was locked up again» We both returned to our 

home. 1 then went to bed» About half hour after the first -t 
$ 

visit , and when I had got to bed, we were called again by a * 
I 

Japanese policeman, *ho called the watchman to come to the 1

station» I did not get up» The first time I was called, my | 

wife asked me what was the matter» I told her that a Japanese 
soldier had been murdered on Darroch Road. My wife asked me how | 

do I know this, I told her I had met several amahs who tol4 me.
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

'l'he following is the statement of........... ^lang.................

native of - ■ - taken by me. .. ...... . . ..... ................ ... ...... -

at ... ........ on the— ........................... .and interpreted by.... .. ------ -------  --------

!
I My wife did not ask anything else.
I „My wages are $18.00 per month from the China Trading 

Corporation and $6.00 from Jien Yih Co. I am a partner in the 

I Fruit and Vegetable shop at No. 17 Vong Loh Li. We do not share 
: a profit, owing to many Japanese owing us money. I also receive 

i $16.00 altogether from 83 houses in the Vong Loh Li. My total 
income is $40.00 per month. Uy house is free. What I have 

now stated is true. I know absolutely nothing about the shooting 

of the Japanese soldiers
Yesterday afternoon. 11th inst. at about 2 p.m. I was asked 

to go to a Japanese house, No. 57 Vong Loh Li, occupied by a 

Japanese named Kau Jau. He asked me if I knew the man who 

fired the shot that killed the Japanese soldier. I told him 

that I did not know. This Japanese spoke to me, another 
Japanese was acting as an interpreter, he was from the Military 

Headquarters, but I did not know this then 1MI thought he was 

a Chinese, but when I was taken to the Military Beadquarters 
on the 11th inst. at about 4 p.m., he again acted as an

I 
interpreter and then I knew he was a Japanese, Another 
Japanese was also present at No. 57 Vong Loh Li, he was in 

uniform. There they struck me on the face. Kau Jau then said, 

•do you know where the pistol is hidden Î* I told them I did 

not know where it was hidden. Kau Jau told me he had found it 

himself behind the hut. At 4 p.m. I was taken to the Japanese
I 

Barracks. I was again questioned with the same questions that j 
was put to me at No. 57. I told them I did not know anything 
about the affair. I was kept there until 9 p.m. when I was

I
J
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j

again questioned, and I told them I did not know anything about 
the affair. Then they released me and I returned home.

! At about 8 a.m. on the 12th inst. Kau J au ca*iie to aiy home 
and took the watchman away to Mo. 57 Pong Loh Li. A little 

time afterward* Kau lau retunned and took me to No. 57. I was 

first questioned there and then taken to the Military Barracks. 

I was again questioned. I again told them I did not know any

thing. At about 7 p.m. on the same day I was sent to Dixwell 

Road Station.
The only reason I can give for Kau Jau wanting to say I 

committed the crime is that I assist rent collector every month 

and that Kau Jau owes 5 or 6 months house rent.

finger printed and signed by Koh Ah Liang.
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.... c ï. ■ • H c Ll&ng ( )•I he following is the statement of
. , Hingpo. D.S.I. M.L. Crowther.

native or taken by me
, 8.10 p.m. , 12/11/35. Clerk Li YLng Kao.

:,t - -on thc - and interpreted by. .

I \
name is Koh Ah Liang, ago 37 years» native of Fingpo, 

' residing So, 10 Tong Loh Li, emnlo^^ed by the China Trading
!
i Corporation as an alleyway cleaner in the Song Loh Id. Shortly

I after 8 p.n, on the 9/11/35, having had my dinner» I went to a
I
i cigarette and exchange ehop» situated on Derreeh Road and Darrooh 

Road Terrace corner to change <0 cents silver into co pers. When 

I arrived at the cher, I spoke to the wife of the shoo master

I about the business of her husband*s ohop. The conversation lasted

1 about one minuta. To get to the ehop I vaalksd .est in Fong Loh 
; 11» to Darroch Road» and then across the roadway to the shop* X

> left the shop and returned by crossing ths Darrooh Road and gulned 

the Fong T.oh 11» in which alleyway X alked in an Sisterly!
i direction until I arrived at the second alleyway from the north

. Szechuen Road entrance. This was passed the watchman’s hut. At

i this oint X heard the sound of an explosion, which I thought to

‘ be a tyro bursting, so I did not pay any attention. X then walked j 
on until X reached the f irst alleyway on the Worth side fro» the 1 

Worth Snenhuen Road entrance and because I paw the iron gate of .
I ' this alloyway closed» I intended to return to the second alleyway ? 

fro» the Worth Szechuan Road entrance, also on the Worth side. X * 
had just turned round and walked a few paces from the first |

alleyway, when I saw about four Chinese maid servants running |
i 

towards no. X iimodlatoly stopped and when they reached as» I 
asked them why they were running, they told no that a Japanese 

soldier had been killed on Darroch Road - at this tins they wore

still running and ran onto the Xorth Szechuan Road where X lost t
i sight of than. I then ran to the second alleyway on the Sorth olds
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of Fong Loh LI from tho Forth ^zochuon Road* which I entered and 

walked to ay home at ”o. 10 Fong Loh Li by th® Tiret entrance In 

thia alleyway which runs Tast» where I vent to bud. I told my 

wife of what I saw and heard fro® tüie mid servants. I took them 

to to maid servante front their appearance. i xurther-state» as X 

was walking oowod the back door of u. Ja.-aness bicyclo chop in 

the second alleyway on the Forth side of Fong Loh Ll» I saw tho 

Japanese mistress whom I have known for a Lang time * she was 

washing the kitchen. The buck door ws closed and I saw the 

alstross through the window. I knocked on the window pane» the 

Japanese mistress opened the window. I told her that I had been 

told by several Chinese maid servants that a Ja«anoee soldier 

had been killed on Da/rouh Ruud. The Japanese mistress asked ne 

where I "haA come l’rora» X told hcr that I had come from Darroch 
Road where X exchanged sone silver pieces at an exdiange shop.

I did not notice any other persona in this alleyway other 

t an the maid servants • I did not ay any attention as only the 

maid servants were running.

Thumb printed and cross signed by Koh Ah Liang

Taken in the presence of J.D.S. bl ’’feujuo.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POUCE INVESTIGATIONS.

'U r II - - , _ f t f 14 cng ) ego ».Inc following is the statement or.. ...... .............................. . .... .. ..

native of Tientsin taken by me... DeJÎ* CrB^d
at«a^U .... onthe U/U/B. and interpreted by.

jgy mwe le 14 cng-i4ng* »• native of Tientsin* 

residing at Mo. 10 Pong ikrit **1, employed an a watchmn by the 

natmg Kuo Trading Co.* 890 Kluklang Road for tlia past three 

non the.
i?y hours of duty are between 0 a.m. and « p.m. dally.

«lu» I came off duty at 6 S.n. on fl/U/» X wont to ay 

hot» at Ho. 10 Fong ^oh 14 cooked some rice and after partaking 

of same X retired for the ni^ht.
At about 10 ^.m. on the 9/U/SS I wee aroused from sy 

i sleep by five or six Japanese dressed In foreign style clothing 

and told no to some outside as they wanted to look Inside the 

watchman•a hut In the Fong hah X4. X cams outside and went to 

the hut* accompanied by the S or d Japanese and opened the 

door of the hut. After searching the hut the Japanese then 

questioned me regarding ny heure of duty. X told them that X 
one on duty from 6 a.m. to d p.m. dally. I was further question» 

ed whether or not there was a night duty watchman. I replied 

that there was not. The Japanoeo then asked ne if X know that 

a ma had been killed. I replied, X had no knowledge of anybody 

being killed.
After answering the above questions X returned to ay 

homo without aieeting anyone in the Vongt 14 or any of the 

other two occupants when X enttrod ny hone. After entering ay 

hemo I immediately wont to bed but wan attain aroused at about 

11 p.a. by one Ja ansae and ano Chinese detectives who 
an to Diacwell Road Police station where X was questioned about 
ay hours of duty and whether X had any knowledge that a
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* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

Tl. f 11 L (a)J-ne rollowing is the statement of___  .... __ ___ _ ... ______ ___ ..

native of---- ....___ .... __________ ____ .taken by me__ _________________

at- ...________ on the___  .. ... ______ and interpreted by________ ___ ____ ___

iaan had been killed9 I replied that tsy hours of duty were fro® 

6 a*m* to 6 p*m* dally and I knew nothin* of any man haying 

been killed. After being questioned X was allowed to leave <, 

j aixwoll Road Station to go hone, the tine being about 8 a*m* ’ i 

| 10/11/35. On returning to ay home I immediately went to bed and 
! arose about 5 a.ra* and vent on duty at 6 a*m. During iqy to*» of 

duty on the 10/11/35 I did not have any conversation with any 

person and was not Informed by any of the residents in the 

Fong Loh Li that a man had been shot* X came off at d a.m*

! 10/11/3® and after partaking of ®y evening neal I went to bed at
j about 7 p*m* and slept till about 5.30 a*m* on the 11/11/35 and * 

went on duty at 6 a.m. As quite a num er of tenants had been 

removing suitcases from their ren"active homes in the fang Loh 

Li X asked several of them why they were removing and they

stated that ao there was a number of Ja xineee soldiers patrolling■ I 
the vicinity they had become afraid and were removing. At 9*15am 
on the 11/11/35 X proceeded to tho Ching Kuo Trading Co. 200 I

I 
Kiuklang Road and informed Mr* Chang the aco untant that the | 

majority of tho tenants in Fong Loh Li had removed because they ♦ 
i 

were afraid of the Jaaneee soldiers who were parading the Fong

Loh Li. Kr* Chang thon informed me that he had read in tho 

newspaper that a Japanese had boon killed on Darroch Road near |

Fong Loh Li* X was then instructed by Mr* Chang to return to |

Fong Loh Li immediately as the Foreign compradors had already 

gone there* I returned to Fong Loh Li and heard or eaw nothing 
until about 2 p*au 11/11/35 when a Foreigner* name unknown 
connected with Chung Kuo *vdi Trading Co* came to Fong Loh Li |

I
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* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

T-he following is the statement of.. . . 14 ..... ....  ........................

native of... . .. .... .... ............ .taken by me........................ ...... .......................... ................

ah .............   ..on the.................... . . ____ _ .and interpreted by........ ....................................... .

and I reported to his as I reported to W. Chang earlier in 

the day. 1 continued ny duty until 6 p.ra* then ©an® off duty 

and went to bed and arose Just after 5 a.m* lfyOU/35 and went 

on duty at 6 a.®* At about Ô a.m* l^Ll/39 whilst on duty one 

Japanese soldier dressed in khaki oaring red cap and carrying 

a sword» together with two civilians dressed in Foreign style 

clothing took me to the home of a Ja-aneeo» named Takahashi 
(\^|^) residing at SV South Fong Loh 14 where X wns questioned 

b them regarding sy hours of duty» X told theta that my hours 

of duty wore from 6 a*m* to 6 p*n* daily* I was further rtueetlon* 

j ed as to whether I had any knowledge that a Ja.nneee soldier 

had been killed* I told them that I was not aware of the matter* 

They also asked me if I knew anything about Kau Ah Liang going 

to a cigarette shoo every day to change money» I replied in the
I !
I negative. They also asked me Mho the Forel^aer was that X had •
I j

e oken to yesterday 1X/U/3&» I told then that he was a Foreign ;
’ employee of ths Chung Kuo Trading Co. At about • a*m* j

X was allowed to leave premises Hu* B? South Fong Loh 14 when 

X returned to sy duties* J

At d p.®* l^/ll/Sb 1 was w>ia taken to hixwell Road 

tOlice station by Vorei^i» Ja;vmoso and Chinese detec tires and 

again questioned.

The above is ny true statement.
Thv.tjbr'î’intod» Signed and oroesaarked* 

.'4 Ong ilng*



;r'3’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

Poo CMMi XiUR ( '-i
The following is the statement of ■

P.S.X. Vrowth0*«
native of t:lke" b>' ,ne ...................

p. Rd. Sts. U-ll-M Clerk U Yang Km.
at . . . ..on the . . and interpreted by.. ......... .

nw la Poo Chau liw «8»* ™ years. native of Koape. 
wld hhw>, vtfLogft by a hr. Koona ( /-Tfj' ). Japanese, resid

ing at »o. 99 «Ing On »•«*•*
At about a p.m. oa the 9»11»JW. X was instructed by «T 

Japanese mistress to take hat feeale child, agod a years, ta 

her friend’s house oa Klai«wna Read» mm the railway - for 

anusenent.
X proceeded by the «orth ssaatam Road. X arrived there 

about 10 misâtes after leaving 90 Rias °» Terrana.
X left the address about one hour later. X proceededi

along oarraeh Road carrying the child in ny am until X sane 
to a hot water shop on Rarrooh Road. Just before X arrived at

j tM not water shop, X san two mu* • one a Japanese sailor and 

I the other a civilian wearing dark foreign atylod clothing • the 
clothing was a short Jacket and long trousers and a felt bat» 
colour of hat X do not know. X could not disti^nish his faoo.

At this tins X san a private xiosha oa the Rast side of the 
! ? j road • the coolie was sleeping between the shafts. X was walk» 
lag in the middle of the roadway and passed between the sailer 

I and the civilian. X was nearer to the civilian. X cannot say

I what his nationality was. After the Japanese sailor and ths 
| civilian had passed no and X had arrived near the hot water ahdp, 
| situated on the Rast side of Rarroeh Road. X heard a report of 
an ckylaalon. X then tumd round and m the Japanese sailor 

lying on the natay. X could see the white on his eelbtt. X 

did not see the civilian wtwm X turned round, but shortly after» s 
wards X aw a sale Chinese wearing blue short Jacket and Ljaata

x
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of C11MU YÀHg*
native of taken by me

at. ....... on the ... ___ .and interpreted by . ...

cone out from JJarroch Terrace. on th* «est nlde of the road. this 
mi 1 have seen before carrying skoeo • so X know ho is a choc» 

tanker. X saw bow Chlnooe policemn at Klangwan Bead and Horth 

Ssochuea Road corner - but X do not know hoc taany.
After seei^ tine sailor lying an the road X ran into the Wing 

> Os Terraco through the hot water shop. There aero anoy Chinese 

ia the hot water shop hut X did not speak to then, «hen X 
arrived at uy waster's house X told nr alstsess, Whilst X was 
returning froa her friend's house. X san a Japanese sailer and a 

civilian, and X saw the sailor lying on the road shouting. X 

do not know «hat he «as shouting. X did not tell uy aistreao 
. anything else. X then washed oom clothing.
I Tho Mistress then naked as if I knew who fired the shot. X 

i told her X did not know, My Mistress then said the shot oust 
I have keen fired by a Chinese and there nay he a fight.

After X had finished washing the clothing X went to bed.
On the 10»ll«38. X went out with tho child again and returned 

late, so ar distress scolded ne. X then ran away to ay aunt's 
: ham in Chapel • this is shore ths folies found no on the 11«U» 

3».

fiagwprlated» Poo Chau Ying.
Taken in the presence of Supt. Conduit. O.P.O. *C*. J.9.B.
SI Masuo and J.D.C. 83 Ooano. 

i
(Mote hr »*••!. Crowther, ^itneon is of the country typo. only 
about 1 year in Shanghai, when being «mstinned at the scene ty 
D.D.Q. •€" in présence of Lieut. Comador Yasuda. Ci—n»rter 
Qhmigl. Hr. qyehara. A.C.P.. Chief inapt. YUknyaoa of the Japanese 

Consular felloe, she stated she had bean to the Ming Tuh Mhw. off 

Berth Ssochnen Road at the rear of the headquarters of the J.8U». 
tarty.



Statement of Wei Wong Sz ( ), taken by D.S.I. MoPhee
and. interpreted by Clerk Li Yang Kao, on 27-11-35, at Hongkew 
Polioe Station. ..

My name io Wei Wong Sz 3- , age 42, native of

Zauahing, widow, residing at No. 72 Sawgin Road.

I was married at Teu-Kyi, Zaushing, when I was 17 years 

of age.

About 4 years ago my husband Wei Tean Yao died.

I first arrived in Shanghai about 20 years ago, and I 

am at present unemployed.

Since my arrival ir. Shanghai I have held several 

positions as &n exch and wet nprse.

On 3rd or 4th rovember, 1935, I returned to my native 

place, Teu-yyi, Zaushing, to collect about 430,00 from a money 

olub, of which I as a member.

After remainin" in Zaushing for about 10 days 1 arrived 

baok in Shanghai on or about the 14th or 15th Novemoer, 1935.

Whilst in Zaushtng I met my sister-in-law, named Wei, who 

requested me to bring a black jacket to Shanghai, ana give same 

to her eon, named Wei Ah San ( J, who is employed at

Keeble Gardens off Darroch Road as an alleyway cleaner.

I agreed to bring the jacket to Shanghai, whereupon 1 

placed same in my suitoase amongst my own clothing.

The morning following my return to Shanghai, I proceeded 

from Sawgin Road to Keeble Gardens, where I met Wei An San, who 

was busy sweeping the alleyway.

Wei Ah 3an know that I had bean to Zaushing and he 

questioned me ss to hit mother’s health, whereupon I told him 

that his mother was enjoying good health, and that she had 

given me a jacket to bring to Shanghai for him. I then told



Wei Wong Sz 2nd sheet

Wei Ah San to visit my home and receive the jacket, which he agreed 

to do.

After talking with Wei Ah San for about 2 or 3 minutes, I made 

ray way b^ok to No. 72 sawgin Road.

At about o p.ra. the following day Wei Ah S&n visited my home 

and received the jaoket whioh I brought to Shanghai for him from 

Zaushing.

After remaining in my room for about one minute, he left the 

premises, stating that he was returning to his place of employment.

At about 7 a.m. the morning following Wei Ah San’s visit to 

my room, I proceeded to the North Railway Station with my nieoe Wei 

Ah ling ( ), who was returning to Zaushing due to the faot

that she had lost her job us a wet nurse, having been employed at 

an unknown address in the Kashing Road District.

When we arrived at the North Railway Station we met Wei Ah San 

and his wife, name unknown, whereupon my nieoe Wei Ah Jing infonued 

me that Wei Ah San’s wife was also returning to Znuohing, and that 

they were travelling together.

My nieoe also told me that Wei Ah San’s wife was returning to 

Zauehing, as it wae rumoured that there would be fighting in 

Shanghai, but she did not state who was going to do the fighting.

At about 9 a.m. 1 left the North Railway Station and returned 

to my home.

Thumb printed and cross marked by

Wei Wong Sz.



Statement of Wei Kyi Zu rig, alias Wei Ah San 1 <' 1' }t
taken by Supt. ft. Conduit/and interpreted by C.S.I. Chu on the 
27-11-3».(p.3.1.3rov.-t.her)

I am 39 years of age. I am married. My wife departed 

from Shanghai on the 16-11-35. She now resides at feu-Kyi, 

Zaushing. I have two ohildren, one son a-^ed 6 years, and a 

daughter aged 3 years. She resided in Shanghai with a 

Portuguese family at 20 Liaohin Terrace, off dortn Szechuen 

Road Extension. My two ohildren are oared for by my mother 

at Zaushing. My wife is 33 years of age und is also a 

native of Zaushing. I have been In ‘hangnal about 12 years. 

My wife came to Shanghai one year before me. 1 married my 

wife 15 years ago et Zaushing. 1 have oeen working at Keeble 

Sardens for 3 years. After the Japanese fighting, in April, 

1932, my wife was working at no. 120 Boone Road with a 

Cantonese family near ^uinsan Cardens.

About the 29 th January, 1932, 1 went with iuy wife to 

Zausning. 1 had been working with a Portuguese family also 

residing at 120 Boone Road.. 1 was a coolie.

Since I have oeen working at Keeole hardens 1 met my wife 

about twioe a weex. She slept with me iu cas watchman’s hut 

at the enti'anoe to Keeble Sardens off Darroch Road. My wife 

left for Z&uching as there were rumours that tnere would be 

fighting between Japanese and Chinese. I uo not know the reason 

for the rumours of fighting. My wife went to the country 

with my nephew’s wife, named Lan Ying. Lan Ying’s husband 

died about four years ago. Lan Ying is over 40 years of age. 

She dies not have a sweetheart. I know she is not the kindjof 

woman to have a sweetheart. My wife Is not pretty in looks, 

and I can vouch for her character regarding having connections



Ui Kyi «w» aiias

•■•'Ith other mtn. Thit can also be verified by th® Fortufcueee 
family ft to Urchin Terrace off Sorth ssechuen Hoed KxV'nxion.
I get t-15 pur as a private •.»<tchctsr. «nd alleyway eleensr 

in the Keeble Gardens f^oa ïâ-. Lieu. who lives «t Ü9» ® feeble 
Gardena. Since holdir^g ay present Job, 4 h&vc h&x. uo trouble

<TV

v.ltT any othür person wi persons who wk nearby the Keeble 
G.-,rcer®. Above vy w-'’;joe I Sr;t cent® cliver freæ ecch of the 

1& f»t.iliac living ia the beetle G rdens, a® 1 keep their 
garden® clean, .soet of the f® illlct aie Jppai-ese. 1 daa*t 
kno® %ny other pectens vho avt employed nfcf-r the Aftcble Gardens. 
5.» ïou hrv? beer errlcyed ia the feeble Gardens for * period

of 3 ye ere, her If it that you <5© not know any other portons 

lit tbtt urea?
A. X never «peak to ether®, mH. T always fflind my own bnaiiMSs* 
o. '.w’t yer epenk to en;r of the maid pervr.ntn employed by 

different familier?
A. Ho, they are ell n-tivee of Koww, ee I do not mke their 

Acquaintance.
Q. h»w do you then ©erry out your duties re e private watchssn? 
a. I hfevo taKen complainte froa iwmliee tb?oi?gr their eervants 

.wn® in turn I u»lu o^y xSi--loyer, Mr. Lieu.
Bave your evur let off flxMt-eraoker® within a recent datS?

A. So, I heve never let off fire-orackero in SWnghei. But did 
so som« ten ywais s^o 1» the country.

q. bid bnycne in your Urraoe let off fire works?
A. XO.
2. H»va you ever fired a pistol?
A. Ks, never.



Tel Kyi aline Wei

i.. long have you hai the "bort Jacket vou Pre erring?
/. 7 bo^.t the ■ U'M •! for 20 cents taring -W 1&3£, «nâ <*• 

jf cjret to yj.4e by f Chines,^t*.1l»3i* nt -*oadf

Ct. , t i.? To" SO centra 

fibers c’H’ yo’.;. fcs/ the raatcrl.nl?

;• bought it fros? r street hanker in the Keehle OrrdMB* 

r do rot brow thn hewker»

x« Ita? ?«-oond «Jrcket you nre oe^rir^, when did y^u bay that?

A. it wa® brou^t to "=e fro-”- Uz ocurtry one ^«ek ago.

\ .-.h t Ir.te?

<-.. «bout the 17tli nr 3Mh Inst*

<ho brought it to you?

A. :iy surtt, n md Ah fet», roeMing 1n f’M-TTÎn Bond» X 4» 

too* the naHtxro.

Q. Thy chouM she bring you a Jacket?
A. Became of tLv cold wo&ther, %y «wther eent it to W» 

Ho* do you pay ibr the^acket yotu- aunt brou^t to jratf?
A, i did not piy anything, s^f aether booefat it.

Q, when did your aunt comc to Ch .n^hf»!?
a. G« th« 14th or 15th of thie jennth,
Ç. Ho® ii<l youe « tint come to ShangbnJ?
A, By train.

<. ..Hen did yonr eunt tall you aha had a Jacket for you?

A. On the 14th or 16th A'oveaftiary 1S3S.
q, shei'O?

A. At a& pleoe of «ihployiaent, double Sardane» 
»tau tine?

A. In the aeming at about 9 a»au er 10 a.».



Wei Kyi alias Wai Ah San.

Did she some by herself?
Yea.
Did she bring anything elee for ,ron?
No.
Did anyone see your aunt tilklagto you?
I do not know, I w&e at ^y aaster’s house and there was 
no body there.
who is your master?
Mr. Lieu Ta Ching.
What does your naster do?
He works for an Aararican firn.
When did your aunt give you the Jacket?
on the 17th or 18th of this month.
Where did she give you the Jacket?
At ny aunt’s house on Sawgin Hoad.

Signed, thuub printed and cross narked by 
Vol Kyi &ung9 alias Wei Ah Sea.



3 Mag ).
K^u-ysu, Yaa^ohow. lus. I». (Jr jwther and iîoPheo.

• *,BU 20/11/35. U.S. I. >tt ühl Huang.

-y n<«e is aoe 3 -lag tâ'iïfch a^9 50. native of Kan*yon, 

•’tmj'.c.n», Y/i:n«®?lo/e , residing at .une 139, Mouse Mo. 34 ûhan 

'ftun j&oeG

l 3»£se to iUuii*î.i frcu •.•oxu.-ye i, Yaagchw, when 1 wae 21 

ye^r? eu’ •;*«, and août to live ut ûan« 139. Mouse 3g. 34 Chan 

Jhun i«Ad, .ïn&pti, ay present address.
/-fter residing in ^naaghai for 3 or 4 rioatfcs, 1 oosmenoed 

ta teunh children in a straw tint, surrounded V straw hate, at 

Jukon^ Jau. near T>ixwell doad, whioh X ooatlnued for a period of 

2 years. dnriM ehieh tVse X taught 20 to 30 ohildron daily, and 

in one year x ootaioed apnraxlnately #100.00.
nt the end ef tho tw> years, 1 obtained a position as a 

palla«son in the Jhapol reliae Verse* and was «ttaehed to the 3th 

.Ms!«ion ?nd OistrioU «a bad no nunbero in those days.
I rerved in the Ôh&pei bailee voree for about 7 er 8 /ears, 

r- 
one! resigned ae> the sortie «a» t^ken over by ths hortharners, I 

fortheraore the wejortty of the /ores ooneisted of northerners, t 
the food appalled donslrtod of whst’tbread, and 1 being aoeostoaed* 
to Southern food (rioe), thie did not egree with »y oeastitatioa.4 ■s j 
I only received 3d «T fS wages per month with board. |

/fter leaving the Felloe /ores X returned te ay native 
place where I stayed far sbont A nonthe, and then returned te | 

ühan^-hfti. |

At that time the house in whleh 1 now reside was a straw |

hut rhitih ms built by f*t» «nd on my return to Shanghai, X vent
| 

to live there pjatn. Iw 
i(y straw hat was later demolished and the present stone $
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Woo Z. Ling.

I waa unemployed for about 1 year and remained at my present 
address.

At the beginning of 1932 I obtained a position as bodyguard 

to a Mr. i*eu ïoeng Job a building contractor, reoidinf
at Mo. 12 Avenue foch, «bo now resides at Route .Prosper Paris.

X obtained tais position through the introduction of one named 
Tea Yao Ding, Es-deteotive of the french Police, who is the 
former master of Wooaung Ricsha Hang wbere X was employed as an 

accountant,
1 m a bodyguard for Mr. Pen Yoong Pon until October 1934, 

when my services were dispensed with (note:» at this Juncture, 
woo Z Ung produced a Curfew Pass, Mo. 11604, dated March, 1932, 
issued to him by the S.M, Police).

Since October, 1934, 1 have been unemployed, but my wife 

is employed as a maid servant by a Portuguese family residing 

on Wooaung Road.
X «a still a follower of Tso fan Ding.
During July, 1933, I had a quarrel with a fellow country ; 

man, named «oo Yoh Ho ( & ltf)9 over a money club, which X

condcuted, and also the Banker,
Woo Yoh Ho*s wife is employed as an amah by a Russian 1 

Polies Officer of the 3,M, Police, who was formerly attached to 

Dixwell Road Station, and at present resides near the Japanese 

Maval Landing Party (probably Ramos Apartments). «
i

Q. Have you had any trouble with any other persons other than # 
Woe Yoh Hof Î

A. *. J

4



Haro you guaranteed any person in buslaeoa or «ooey 

tr&naaotions?
tes, 1 guaranteed a friend uaaed Lien Tuh an l )» 

earyenter» formerly residing in a stras bat off Cbl Mal 
Head* Obapei» for the «oothly yayseat of dlO»OO te a «eue/ 
olab oonduetod by one namod Htm feong foo ree la
in# at dha«g«iea Jan.

Bov did you guarantee Lieu?
Lieu drew tho a«M of falO.Od» frost tbe money elub» snd Z 
obtained s shop guarantee frost one named %oag Sung Yhi 

( master of a sandy ahoy» situated at lo« 129
ttsott Head» on bis bobelf» as other ««steers of tbo slab 

dl A not trust sis* 

why did you guarantoo Lieu io thia way?
as it was neeossary for Lian* 

shore wore you on tho night of 9-11-3»?
I «as at hone.
goo can you r«senteer this yartloular night? 

booanoo 1 noser go ont at night*
3* you assooiato with any bad oharastero? 
ns*
You said in your statement that you are a follower of Tan 

tho Mag?

1—9 X sail him •toaoher*.
*hoo did you last ace You Yho Mug? 
String the Shineae hens Year.
Bo you own a bieyole?



Re you regularly rite bleynlet

Kow often!

theawver I go oui*

Re y eu gpweblet
ao,

ïe», «ben I «ne a Wyguarâ X umü te gaable, but never 

alnee»
Are you ae^aalnteé vit*. MameU Roaâ Rieirletî
!•• only teott B««MU
lot yen bave sait la yaar atat«®eat that y<»u bave reeiàeâ 

a* Çàan Chui^aaé fer away year», hew 1» it that you to 
net knew the renin trnrronnMag 

tee# 1 knew tàa *«•«••
*oUta renie 4e keewt
kartu k»echa«tt Road, âarreeh Beat» ?an< Xx»h U and Jongle

Re*A«
-a»« pa a*v ftient» re»MAng la tte vielalV »f MrrMrit 
Homal

«».
«ben ai4 yoa Uet vieil iXrraeh Reait

X nave never keen te Rarroeh Roaâ»
ôarroch René 1» a very «ber* Ba*4» haw de ye*» know the 

roait
I nave aeen a elenlMarà elta âarroeb Rents thereon, whilst



v>oo 3 Ling

i?e*»ine along ifcrih Ssechuoo Rtad.
«I. «Use *13 you Xamt vieil Sorth Saeehuen fcowlî
A. On the wrning of ia-11-35 whilst on ay W *» »««?? Pead.

y au ever Wen In fong Loh LIT
a, ^o, nut during th* post 5 ye*n« 
ki, You have W«n there?
A. Yen» l y**eü «go I walked through.
4, •here did you enter /eng Loh Li?
A. i nave never been to the Song Loh Li. $

You have Juat stated that you walked through the >'oag loh

Li.
A. I knee where the Yong Loh Li le. hut X have never been 

there.
<1. You seem to be nfraid of something?
A. Im «»t afraid, of anything.

Toy lo you change your stateaent, if you are net afraid?
A. X have not ehanged ay atatnanat.

WhSM you were la the police ferne did you carry flreasua? | 
A. Lo, only a tatou» 1
«I. Are you aoqualnted with the workings of a ftreats? '

A. Inn. X heeaae antuaialnd with ths working» of < flrwara 
«?hen X wan a bodyguard, 
hho taught yon tn handle • fimara* 

A. Ton Yao Ping taught m. 
q. %h«n did he teach you? 
A. Before X obtained the Job an a bodyguard, 

there did he teach you?



1

£ âin<

Xn tht carpenter** üulld mi ^waw «Ioffre»
M«i yyu fin- IM ?i»toi X» ï^»r>s®U.«B» ^ttiiâV

A*
011 yeu à&î# a *4»t»*«

Mitose eue itî
feu Taa Slag*a j?xatul.
waa &44fe ^xeteX loaded «ben «w wi iM«t.eu©Uwg youî i

Ja. taa ï&a 31^ unü* yat U» miaaln»* |
»;an Tau Ta» ^lag « deteetiW; at that tâwt |

Jb« '*•••
Ha* ssaay year a a-ja w&a talfT

Jaat vSkvt ta «a aWUalng th* &* « bodyguard* !
Sér» y*a ear UelmUX V ?«U«a t* uaa flraaraat

**• &**•*•
f

<^e Mve i*u iw fired « pistol?
Te*t 3 fir*4 ü-b« round la «çr friend*» üouae la the ftantili

fciM. AVtv: vKaÇ. v£ <4^ *m!1® & WUf RilbMÀtinted
«lia a pl«eie of '"JUber aa'«8 lu tba ahau* af a tatUet» 

tbea was Uûa?
I wa» a aoà the ^i*t*l I fired «ae w

aaeler*»,
<. «à» waa prwaent »nen y*u firud the platolt

T«« ^aliee «atetea. and mw other tadyguari» ale* ewlhjrWI

ty aaater* |
B« yw wn a platel at yreeeatt J

A* I



$oo E Ling

«hen sas ths last tim you handled a pistait

When I «as a bodyguard.
Do you eant a JoWT

do, my «ye sight is very had, especially at night»
way

Are you in any connected with Japanese!

ao.
Da you know any Japanese?

MO»

Do you know why you are being questioned?

X have no idea.

Are you aware that families have evacuated from the vicinity 
of your homo?

Yes, wealthy Cantonese families have removed»

Why?
Because it. was rumoured that the fighting would occur»

Who was spins to fight?

X don’t know.
Be you read the newspapers?

Mo, my eye sight is had»
Can you read?

Yes, X can, hut ay eye sight fails me.
How long have you Seen married?
31 years ago»

Have you any family?

One son, age Id»

Xs your wife alive?

Yoe, she resides with me.



Z uing

there does your son live?

liven with ne,
^n«re la y3ur son employ3d?
My son la atill at oehnol,

Whieh school?

Ha attende the Sa Rung Prtanry School, îlendong Road, Chanel
Roes he apeak Japanese?

Mo»

Does he apeak Engl lab?
Yeo, a little.

Are you interested in Polities? 
do,

.to your son interested in Polities?
Ko, he la not,

when do you retire for ths night?
At shout 9 p.m. or 9 t>.R. every night.

You say you have bad eye sight, how do you ooae to ride a 

bicycle?
I only ride in the day light.

Ton nust have money ending so much land in the country?

The land io all Mortgaged»

Signed t Woo Z Ling.
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Social evening News of October 8

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE : REQUEST OF YANG WEN-TAO AND YIH 
HAI-SUNG FOR RET .EASE

At about 7 o’clock on the night of November 9, 
1935, a Japanese sailor was found dead on a quiet street 
known as Darroch Road in an area densely populated with 
Japanese. Several minutes later the discovery caused a 
panic among the residents in North Szechuen Road. The 
Japanese Special Naval Landing Party detailed a, large number 
of fully aimed marines to stand duty at various places, while 
the entire forces of the Public Safety Bureau (known at 
present as the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau) and 
the Shanghai Municipal Police were mobilized because of the 
murder. The situation at that time presented a scene 
similar to the one on the eve of the January 28 Incident.

Every law enforcement officer paid attention 
to this dead Japanese. Those who had seen the body well 
remembered that the man was of a strong build and fierce 
looking. One knew at a. glance that he was a drunkard by 
the strong smell of liquor. In Shanghai the murder of 
a foreigner, particularly a Japanese, was a. great affair. 
For this reason the Police at once began a, house to house 
search for the culprit but no one was apprehended. The 
body was removed and the spot where the body was found was 
marked with white chalk and several armed Japanese marines 
were pos ted on guard.

On the following day the murder was prominently 
featured in the local newspapers and the public were thus 
acquainted that the murdered sailor was Hideo Nakayama. 
The Japanese authorities in Shanghai continually pressed 
General Wu Te-chen, former Mayor of Shanghai, to bring the 
culprit to justice. They seemed to be sure that the murder 
was committed by Chinese. At the same time, Japanese 
marines patrolled the district everyday, and this caused 
a. general exodus from Chapei. Invisibly trade in Shanghai 
was adversely affected, while the insurance companies raised 
the war risk rates in the districts of Chapei end Hongkew.

In order to bring the case to an early close, 
the Shanghai City Government offered a reward of $4,000 for 
information leading to the arrest of persons responsible 
for the murder. The action was copied by the Shanghai 
Municipal Police and the Japanese Special Naval Landing 
Party who each offered a reward of $4,000. It happened 
that the total reward of $12,000 had its effect and some 
time later three ‘'culprits!' by the name of Tseu Shou-yong 

Yih Hai-sung ( ) and Yang Wen- tao (7^
were apprehended.

■P As a. result, the Shanghai First Special District
CourtyyTseu Shou-yong not guilty, but sentenced both Yih Hai- 
sung and Yang Wen-ta.o to death. Armed Japanese naval men 
attended the handing down of the decision. When Yih and 
Yang were sentenced to death, they cried out '’grievance". 
Enquiries made from various sources show that the truth of 
the case has every connection with the reward of $12,000.
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As a matter of fact, a large number of persons 
understand that both Yih and Yang were wrongly involved in 
the case. The reason is thisJ we are people of a weak 
nation and Yih and Yang have become sacrifices.

Ijr order to protect personal rights, Mr. Chang Tse- 
niang ( I)> defence of Yih Hai-sung, and
Mr. Tang Wei-chun ( ), lawyer defending Yang Wen-tao.
made an appeal to the Supreme Court against the decision 
passed by the Second Branch of the Kiangsu High Court.
As a consequence, however, the Supreme Court handed down a 
ruling maintaining the original decision, that is, death 
penalty for the two accused.

A nation-wide defensive war has been started in 
China and all the fears entertained in the past should be 
abolished. The expression ”X X" has now been changed
direct into ’’Japan" and every Japanese soldier has become 
our foe. Past grievances should be cleared off now. 
Yih Hai-sung and Yang Wen-tao should be released. Both 
lawyers Chang Tse-niang and Tang Wei-chun have submitted an 
application for the release of the two accused.

On October 7, lawyer Tang Wei-chun made the 
following statement to our reporter J- "It is true that 
the two accused were wrongly charged. In view of the 
difficult position of the authorities, we did not make 
excessive demands. However, the protection of personal 
rights is the duty of all lawyers. Furthermore, the accused 
are truly not the principal offenders in the case and they 
should be liberated especially at the present time when 
Japan herself does not resort to reasoning to deal with 
affairs. The public are urged to uphold justice".



Ta Kung Pao (Evening Edition) i- /?/*£. Jv

NAKAYAMA MUBDEBEBS LODGE NEW APPEÆ
Despite the fact tha.t more than one year has 

elapsed since Yih Hai-sun ( Hill 1 ) and Yang Wen-tao 
( ) «ho were arrested oy the Municipal Police
for the murder of Nakayama, a Japanese marine, made an 
appeal to the Supreme Court against the death, sentence 
imposed upon them by Judge Chien Hung-yih ) of
the Shanghai First Special District Court, no information 
whatever about the case has been received.

It is now learned that the families of Yih 
Had-sun and Yang Wen-tao have engaged lawyers to file a 
statement with the Supreme Court requesting it to cancel 
the original judgment and to find the accused not guilty.



FINAL VERDICT IN NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE TO EE 
DËnvËREB--------------

One year and a half has elapsed 
since the Nakayama murder took place. Yang Vung-tao and 
Yih Hai-sung, accused in the case, filed an appeal with 
the Supreme Court against the judgment handed down by 
the Court of first instance and approved by the Kiangsu 
High Court. According to information received from the 

the latter is expected to receive a notification 
in the middle of this month from Nanking regarding the 
case and it is believed that the Supreme Court will deliver



June 8, 1937

MA IN I CHI

CONTEMPLATED RECEPTION FOR YANG_VUNG-TAO_AKD 
YIH HA~I-SUNG BY SAN HUH SOCIETY

Criticism has been levelled 

at the Nanking Supreme Court because of the delayed 

trial of Yang Vung-tao and Yih Hai-sung, accused in the 

Nakayama murder dase. In connection with the Nakayama 

murder case, a strange rumour is now being circulated 

to the effect that the San Huh Society is making 

preparations to receive Yang Vung-tao and Yih Hai-sung 

as they will be released shortly on being found not guilty 

by the Supreme Court. Several other secret societies 

belonging to the San Huh Society have become active. It 

is fairly certain what verdict the Supreme Court will 

hand down, judging from the sentence passed y the Court 

of first instance and the Kiangsu Eigh Court. The 

prisoners are now being detained at the Ward Road Jail.
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5in Wan Pso and other loc&l newspapers•

THE NAKAYÀLA LURBER CASE? YIH HAI SUNG’S APPEAL

(continued from January 9 )

(a) The Court of Second Instance declared that 
both Hu Ziang Wu and Pan Chiao Ying had said the t they saw 
a e’an wearing black clothing. It will be recalled that 
in cold weather people usually wear dark coloured clothing, 
especially in foreign dress and military unifoims. On 
July 7, the Court of First Instance wrote a report on the
re construe tion of the crime in which it sayss "There was 
an electric lamp on an electric pole, but the light was 
oomprratively weak as the lamp was very high and the street 
wa s deserted and wide. The place was very de rk, but the 
length and the bright colour of the clothing could be 
distinguished. All dark coloured clothing seen under 
such a street lamp can be said to be black clothing. Hu 
Ziang Wu’s statement, as given in Paragraph (c) above, 
readsS "Xt seemed that the clothing of the men who escaped 
had the style of the clothing worn by marines." Therefore, 
the so-called dark colour must be intended to mean this.

(b) The Court of Second Instance regarded
the st- tern ent of Chang Zai Yuen to the effect that on that 
evening he saw the appellant and others walking on North 
Szechuen Road towa.rds the northern direction as true.
But at the Police Station and in the Court of First Instance, 
Cheng Zai Yuen repeatedly stated that at that time the 
appellant was dressed in a. Sun Yat Sen style of uniform. 
(Vide the written reoord of Volume 1 of the Court of First 
Instance and statement Page No. 47). Can his statements 
then be believed?

(c) The Court of Second Instance accepted
the statement of "Hai-Loh-Ya" (^5 4^ $, ), a Portuguese, as 
urue. This witness stated? "The door of Room No.9 
was pushed half open and I saw Yih Had Sung in the room." 
As a. ratter of fact, the entry of Room No.9 near the door 
is nsrrow, so that with the door only half open one would 
only have seen the wall and not the interior of the room. 
This can be proved by referring to a plan of the room. (Vide 
Court File Page No.102, Volume 2, of the Court of First 
Instance.) The statement of this witness is evidently 
unfounded.

(d) The appellant olearly stated in the Court
of First Instance that Room No.9 in the Moon Palace Hotel 
was booked by Au Tsung Kyi (K | £ ). The Court regarded
this statement to mean that the appellant had booked
the room in the name of Au Tsung Kyi. This is a gross 
mistake. Au Tsung Kyi is the name of an actual person 
and is not a fictitious name used by the appellant.

(e) The appellant did not state in his confessions 
on Lay 1 and Kay 6 that Yang Wen Tao had taken a pistol
out of a book and handed it to the appellant. He said 
this only in his written statement which he copied from one 
prepared by the Police after he was severely tortured. ?
The book was seized by the Police in April. If the Court j
of decond Instance holds that the seizure of the book shows “
that the appellant’s statement corresponds with the facts, ;
then the arrest of Yang Wen Tao can prove the same thing. ;
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There is no ground on which the Courts could have rec ched 
this conclusion* If the Supreme Court will compare the 
points for end against the theory that appellant's statement 
corresponds with the facts9 it will immediately see whether 
or not the statement does correspond with the facts.

( 7) general study of all the evidence in this cage;
(aj The evidence in this case secured and produced 

by the Police would not have been sufficient to jus ify 
the charge against the appellant and Yang Wen Tao for the 
murder but for the statements made by the appellant under 
torture. Speaking from a. logical point of view, even if 
the book in question was actually seized at the home of 
Yang Jen Tao and was proved to be actually his property 
and the-1 it was actually used by him for the purpose of 
concealing the pistol that was produced in Court as an 
exhibit and that the spent bullet that had caused he death 
of the Japanese marine Nakayama and the empty cartridge 
shell produced in Court were actually found to have been 
fired from the said pistol, can all this be regarded as 
evidence pvpving that the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
wag murdej\%y Yang Wen Tao? What was seized in the home of 
Yang Jen Tao was only a book and not the pistol the t was 
produced in Court an an exhibit; in other words, it was 
only an article that was used for the purpose of concealing 
the criï. e weapon (if the pistol produced in Court is actually 
the weapon that was used in the murder); it was not the 
weapon itself. Moreover, it was known that the pistol (the 
murder weapon) was not found in the possession of Yang Wen 
Tao, but was concealed beneath a wooden box where it was 
subsequently found, while the book which was known to have 
been used for the purpose of concealing this pistol was 
safely deposited at the home of Yang Wen Tao. Now, can it 
be definitely alleged that Yang Wen Tao had used this pistol 
(the crime weapon) to commit the murder and that he is 
a murderer simply because the book which wag u >ed for the 
purpose of concealing a pistol was seized at his home?
Such a hypothesis is untenable. Can a person be held for 
the murder of another person simply because a knife which 
was found beside the murdered person is his property? 
No 5 in the sa-me way, much less will he be held guilty if 
the knife does not belong to him and still less so if only 
an article used for the purpose of concealing this knife 
is found at his home.

(b) Prom the above, it can be seen that even if 
all the evidence produced in Court by the Police remains 
unchallenged, it cannot be used to prove that Yang Wen Tao 
was the person who had murdered the Japanese marine Nakayama. 
Supposing that Yang Wen Tao can be held as a suspect for 
the murder because the book was seized at his home, this fact 
has nothing whatever to do with the appellant, who would not 
have been charged frith the crime if he had not made any 
statements under torture. This is quite clear and deserves 
consideration by the Supreme Court, because one who "goes 
inside the horn of an ox" (meaning one who is handling a case), 
is li-ble to go astray, but one who remains an on-looker 
"above the sky", sees quite clearly. From this, it can be 
understood that the appellant would not have become involved 
in this case but for his statements made under torture.
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(P-) The motive o ' the murder*
The Municipal Folios declared that they wore 

unable to find a motive for the murder. It was only after 
having repeatedly been asked by the Court of First Instance 
to find the motive that the Police submitted the statement 
of t:.e appellant and declared that the appellant had admitted 
at the Police Station that the murder was committed with 
the object of creating a disturbance and expanding’ the 
inïluence of his clique in Hongkew. However, it has to 
be noted that the Dong .Ten and Dong Nyi Associations are 
benevolent organizations and that the appellant and Yang 
Wen Tao are persons of common Intelligneoe only, therefore 
the influence they would enjoy in Hongkew cannot be gauged. 
In the event of disturbances taking place in Hongkew, how 
would they expand their influence? Furthermore, the 
method of expanding one’s influence by assassination is 
unheard of. It was, therefore, improper of the Courts 
of First and Second Instance th believe this point without 
giving careful consideration to the statements made by 
the appellant.

(9) The Counter-evidence brought by the accused*
During the first few hearings of the case in 

the Court of First Instance, each time that the Municipal 
Advocate submitted the statements of the accused that 
had been taken and written up by the Police after interrogating 
accused and requested the Court to question the accused 
according to these statements, the witnesses, after their 
statements had been taken by the Police, attended the 
Court and admitted their statements. Although a public 
charge had been filed against the accused, the Court of 
Criminal Division of the Court of First Instance based 
its inquiry on the result of the Police investigations* 
In the meantime, the Police continued their*investigations. 
Furthermore, the Police had exceeded their authority to 
investigate entrustedju them by the Criminal Division of 
the Court. ^^The Police made the investigations not only 
in Shanghai/as far as Tsingtac. As a result, it has 
happened that witnesses came but did not dare to tell the 
truth, while other witnesses went into hiding. Sometimes, 
statements advantageous to the accused were obtained, 
but they were put aside. Many statements of such a nature 
were obtained and brought to Shanghai from Tsingtao, but 
none of them was produced in Court. Cn the oontrary, 
the Police regarded the common suit of foreign dress 
and the letter of introduction as important but the letter 
was rejected by the Courts of First and Second Instance. 
This shows how difficult it has been for the appellant 
to produce counter-evidence»

The following are a few points th?t are 
advantageous to the accused

(1) With reference to tne report that the 
appellant had a fight with somebody at the Hanyang Dance 
Hall on the nve of the opening of the hall, both Yao Soong 
Ding )> a private detective of the hall, and Chang
Zai Yuan, a police witness, stated that a fight took place 
that evening and that a few minutes later, they saw the 
appellant standing outside the hall. (Vide the 27th report 
of the Police.) Yao Soong Ding further stated that the
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Nanyang Tance Hall v/aa opened on November 3, 1935. (Vide 
the written record of the Court of First Instance of 
June 16.)

(2) Cn November 10, 193t, tne appellant hired
some rooms at the Great China Restaurant » J to
celebrate the birthday anniversary of his mother. The 
dinner arrangements was made on behalf of the appellant
by Chang Zai Yuan, a Police witness, and this was admitted 
by Chang. (Vide the written rdcord of the Court of 
First Instance on June 16:) Therefore, on the day before 
the murder of Nakayama and on the day after the murder, 
appellant was engaged. Can it be believed that the 
appellant would suddenly resort to murder on the day 
between these two dates?

(3) It will not be difficult to prove that 
at night the appellant usually visited the restaurant 
on the upper and the dance hall on the ground floor of 
the Noon Palace Hotel. In those confessions of the 
appellant which were made under torture, he confessed to 
the murder, saying that he left the Koon Palace Hotel 
before the murder and that he returned to the hotel af$er 
the murder. The tine was too short for the commission of a 
murder «

(4) The appellant had received a telepnone
message from Chang Zai Yuen( ) advising him to
make good his escape because the Police were about to arrest 
him. Upon learning of this, the appellant passed the 
information to Mi x’au Sun( Ml 1 ) who verified this
at a hearing of the Court of First Instance (vide record 
of the hearing held by the Court of First Instance on 
September 16). If the appellant had been guilty of the 
crime, he would not have remained in Shanghai.

(TO) The facts in the case as revealed by the evidence : 
The investigation made by the Court of First 

Instance into this case shows that the appellant had nothing 
to do with the murder of the marine Nakayama; it gives an 
indication of the kind of person who had killed the marine. 
According to an examination made by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory, the powder marks show that the distance of 
the victim’s head from the firing spot is only about fivo 
centimeters (vide Item 6 (a)). If the murderer was 
following the victim at the tirr.e of the murder, there is 
no reason why he should have fired only when he had come 
into contact with the victim. It clearly shows that the 
murderer did walk side by side with the victim and then 
fired. (Pu Chiao Ying's statement proved that the murderer 
and the victim did walk side by side, see Item 6 (b)). 
Furthermore, U.S.I. Crowther stated that the movements of 
the victim on the day in question between 6.40 p.m. and 
3 p.m. could not be asoertained, except that from 4 p.m. 
to 6.40 p.m. he was in the barracks and that the victim 
had spent nearly all his time in brothel-like places. In 
all he visited four places. D.S.I. Crowther added:- "At 
the time in question Kaiji Nishikawa did ask the victim to 
pass the night at the brothel but he declined," (vide 
record of the hearing held by the Court of First Instance 
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on May 1). Tais proves that the victim was f man of lust. 
The murder occurred just after he had refused to pass the 

night at the brothel and he was returning to the barracks. 
The shooting might have been due to jealousy over seme woman.

In view of the various reasons mentioned 
above, appellant has no connection whatsoever with the 
murder of Kakayrma. His accusation was brought about 
by certain person or persons who desired to secure the 
reward and who conspired to bring a false accusation against 
him. The Supreme Court is requested to study the anneal 
carefully and to quash the decision of the Courts of First 
and Second Instance and to return a verdict finding the 
appellant net guilty or to order ' re-trial.
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Sin Wan Pso and other local newspapers:

'THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE? YIH HAI SUNG'S APPEAL

(continued from January 9)

(a) The Court of Second Instance declared that 
Loth Hu Ziang Wu and Pan Chiao Ying had said that they saw 
a ; an wearing black clothing. It will be recalled that 
in cold weather people usually wear dark coloured clothing, 
especially in foreign dress and military uniforms. On 
July 7, the Court of First Instance wrote a. report on the 
reconstruction of the crime in which it says: "There was 
an electric lamp on an electric pole, but the light was 
comparatively weak as the lamp was very high and the street 
was deserted and wide. The place was very de rk, but the 
length and the bright colour of the clothing could be 
distinguished. All da.rk coloured clothing seen under 
such a street lamp can be said to be black clothing, Hu 
Ziang Wu's statement, as given in Paragraph (c) above, 
reads: "It seemed that the clothing of the men who escaped 
had the style of the clothing worn by marines." Therefore, 
the so-called dark colour must be intended to mean this.

(b) The Court of Second Instance regarded
the st tarent of Chang Zai Yuen to the effect that on that 
evening he saw the appellant and others walking on North 
Szechuen Road towards the northern direction as true. 
But ot the Police Station and in the Court of First Instance, 
Cheng Zai Yuen repeatedly stated that at that time the 
appellant was dressed in a. Sun Yat Sen style of uniform. 
(Vide the written record of Volume 1 of the Court of First 
Instance and statement Page No. 47). Can his statements 
then be bel i e ve d?

(c) The Court of Second Instance accepted
the statement of "Hai-Loh-Ya" (;^ji 4^ $ ), a Portuguese, as 
true. This witness stated: "The door of Room No.9 
was rushed half open and I saw Yih Hai Sung in the room." 
As a l atter of fact, the entry of Room No.9 near the door 
is narrow, so that with the door only half open one would 
only hove seen the wall and not the interior of the room. 
This can be proved by referring to a. plan of the room. (Vide 
Court File Page No.lC2, Volume 2, of the Court of First 
Instance.) The statement of this witness is evidently 
unfounded.

(d) The appellant clearly stated in the Court 
of First Instance that Room No.9 in the Moon Palace Hotel 
was booked by Au Tsung Kyi (I M ). The Court regarded 
this statement to mean that the appellant had booked
the room in the name of Au Tsung Kyi. This is a. gross 
mistake. Au Tsung Kyi is the name of an actual person 
end is not a fictitious name used by the appellant,

(e) The appellant did not state in his confessions 
on Muy 1 and May 6 that Yang Wen Tao had taken a pistol
out of a book and handed it to the appellant. He said 
this only in his written statement which he copied from one 
prepc red by the Police after he was severely tortured.
The book was seized by the Police in April/ If the Court 
of Second Instance holds that the seizure of the book shows 
that the appellant's statement corresponds with the facts, 
then the arrest of Yang Wen Tao can prove the same thing.
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There is no ground on which the Courts could have reached 
this conclusion. If the Supreme Court will compare the 
points for and against the theory that appellant's statement 
corresponds with the facts, it will immediately see whether 
or not the statement does correspond with the facts.

( 1 general study of all the evidence in this case»
(a") The e vi den ce in this case secured and produced 

by the Police would not have been sufficient to jus ify 
the charge against the appellant and Yang Wen Tao for the 
murder but for the statements made by the appellant under 
torcure. Speaking from a logical point of view, even if 
the book in question was actually seized at the home of 
Yang Jen Tao and was proved to be actually his property 
and that it was actually used by him for the purpose of 
concealing the pistol that was produced in Court as an 
exhibit and that the spent bullet that had caused he death 
of the Japanese marine Nakayama and the empty cartridge 
shell produced in Court were actually found to have been 
fired from the said pistol, can all this be regarded as 
evidence i^rpving that the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
was murdem^by Yang Wen Tao? What was seized in the home of 
Yang Jen Ta.o was only a book and not the pistol the t was 
produced in Court an an exhibit? in other words, it was 
only an article that was used for the purpose of concealing 
the criz e weapon (if the pistol produced in Court is actually 
the wecpon that was used in the murder)? it was not the 
weapon itself. Moreover, it was known that the pistol (the 
murder weapon) was not found in the possession of Yang Ven 
Tao, but was concealed beneath a. wooden box where it was 
subsequently found, while the book which was known to have 
been used for the purpose of concealing this pistol was 
safely deposited at the home of Yang Wen Tao. Now, can it 
be definitely alleged that Yang Wen Tao had used this pistol 
(the crime weapon) to commit the murder and that he i s 
a murderer simply because the book which was used for the 
purpose of concealing a pistol was seized at his home?
Such 3 hypothesis is untenable. Can a person be held for 
the murder of another person simply because a knife which 
was found beside the murdered person is his property? 
No 5 in the same way, much less will he be held guilty if 
the knife does not belong to him and still less so if only 
an article used for the purpose of concealing this knife 
is found at his home.

(b) From the above, it can be seen that even if 
all the evidenee produced in Court by the Police remains 
unchallenged, it cannot be used to prove that Yang hen Tao 
was the person who had murdered the Japanese marine Nakayama. 
Supposing that Yang Wen Tao can be held as a suspect for 
the murder because the book was seized at his home, this fact 
has nothing whatever to do with the appellant, who would not 
have been charged frith the crime if he had not made any 
statements under torture. This is quite clear and deserves 
consideration by the Supreme Court, because one who "goes 
inside the horn of an ox" (meaning one who is handling a case) 
is li-ble to go astray, but one who remains an on-looker 
"above the sky", sees quite clearly. From this, it can be 
understood that the appellant would not have become involved 
in this case but for his statements made under torture.
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( 8) The mot ire of the murder*
The Municipal Police declared that they wore 

unable to find a motive for the murder. It was only after 
having repeatedly been asked by the Court of First Instance 
to find the motive that the Police submitted the statement 
of toe appellant and declared that the appellant had admitted 
at the Police Station that the murder was committed with 
the object of creating a disturbance and expanding the 
inlluence of his clique in Hongkew* However, it has to 
be noted that the DOng Jen and Dong Nyi Associations arg 
benevolent organizations and that the appellant and Yang 
Wen Tao are persons of common Intellignece only, therefore 
the influence they would enjoy in Hongkew cannot be gauged. 
In the event of disturbances taking place in Hongkew, how 
would they expand their influence? Furthermore, the 
method of expanding one’s influence by assassination is 
unheard of. it was, therefore, improper of the Courts 
of First and Second Instance th believe this point without 
giving careful consideration to the statements made by 
the appellant.

(9) The Counter-evidence brought by the accused*
During- the first few hearings of the case in 

the Court of First Instance, each time that the Municipal 
Advocate submitted the statements of the accused that V
had been taken and written up by the Police after interrogating 
accused and requested the Court to question the accused 
according to these statements, the witnesses, after their 
statements had been taken by the Police, attended the 
Court and admitted their statements. Although a public 
charge had been filed against the accused, the Court of 
Criminal Division of the Court of First Instance based 
its inquiry on the result of the Police investigations» j
In the meantime, the Police continued their investigations. |
Furthermore, the Police had exceeded their authority to '
investigate entrusted/them by the Criminal Division of i
the Court. ^^The Police made the investigations not only 1
in Shanghai/as far as Tsingtao. As a result, it has 
happened that witnesses came but did not dare to tell the 
truth, while other witnesses went into hiding. Sometimes, 
statements advantageous to the accused were obtained, 4
but they were put aside. Many statements of such a nature 
were obtained and brought to Shanghai from Tsingtao, but 
none of them was produced in Court. Cn the contrary, 
the Police regarded the common suit of foreign dress 
and the letter of introduction as important but the letter 
was rejected by the Courts of First and Second Instance.
This shows how difficult it has been for the appellant 
to produce counter-evidence» ,,

The following are a few points that are 
advantageous to the accuseds-

(1) With reference to tne rapcrt that the s
appellant had a fight with somebody at the Hanyang Dance 4
Hall on the Æve of the opening of the hall, both Ÿao Soong fe
Ding a private detective of the hall, and Chang
Zai Yuan, a Police witness, stated that a fight took place 
that evening and that a few minutes later, they saw the 
appellant standing outside the hall. (Vide the 27th report |
of the Police.) Yao Soong Ding further stated that the • .

I
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Nanyang Lance Hall was opened on November 3, 1935. (Vide 
the written record of the Court of First Instance of 
June 16.)

(2) On November 10, 193f , tne appellant hired 
some rooms at the Great China Restaurant (( ^-XT ) to 
celebrate the birthday anniversary of his motner. The 
dinner arrangements was made on behalf of the appellant
by Chang Zai Yuan, a Police witness, and this was admitted 
by Chang. (Vide the written record of the Court of 
First Instance on June 15.) Therefore, on the day before 
the murder of Nakayama and on the day after the murder, 
appellant was engaged. Can it be believed that the
appellant would suddenly resort to murder on the day 
between these two dates*

(3) It will not be difficult to prove that 
at night the appellant usually visited the restaurant 
on the upper and the dance hall on the ground floor of 
the Noon Palace Hotel. In those confessions of the 
appellant which were made under torture, he confessed to 
the murder, saying that he left the l'oon Palace Hotel 
before the murder and that he returned to the hotel after 
the launder. The time was too short for the commission of a 
murder.

(4) The appellant had received a telepnone
message from Chang Zai Yuen( ) advising him to
make good his escape because the Police were about to arrest 
him. Upon learning of thi§, the appellant passed the 
information to Mi Pau Sun( p ) who verified this 
at a hearing of the Court of First Instance (vide record 
of the hearing held by the Court of First Instance on 
September 16). If the appellant had been guilty of the 
crime, he would not have remained in Shanghai.

(10) The facts in the case as revealed by the evidence 1 
The investigation made by the Court of First 

Instance into this case shows that the appellant had nothing 
to do with the murder of the marine Nakayama; it gives an 
indication of the kind of person who had killed the morine. 
According to an examination rade by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory, the powder marks show that the distance of 
the victim’s head from the firing spot is only about five 
centimeters (vide Item 6 (a)). If the murderer was 
following the victim at the time of the murder, there is 
no reason why he should have fired only when he had como 
into contact with the victim. It clearly shows that the 
murderer did walk side by side with the victim and then 
fired. (Pu Chiao Ying’s statement proved that the murderer 
and the victim did walk side by side, see Item 6 (b)). 
Furthermore, D.S.I. Crowther stated that the movements of 
the victim on the day in question between 6.40 p.m. and 
3 p.m. could not be ascertained, except that from 4 p.m. 
to 6.40 p.m. he was in the barracks and that the victim 
had spent nearly all his time in brothel-like places. In 
all he visited four places. U.S.I. Crowther added:- ”At 
the time in question Kaij:i Nishikawa did ask the victim to 
pass the night at the brothel but he declined,” (vide 
record of the hearing held by the Court of First Instance 
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on May 1). Tais proves that the victim was £ m&n of lust. 
The murder occurred just after he had refused to pass the 

night at the brothel and he was returning to the barracks. 
The shooting might hfve been due to jealousy over some woman 

In view of the various reasons mentioned 
above, appellant has no connection whatsoever with the 
murder of Nakay'ma. His accusation was brought about 
by certain oerson or persons who desired to secure the 
reward and who conspired to bring a false accusation against 
him. The Supreme Court is requested to study the anneal 
carefully and to quash the decision of the Courts of First 
and Gecond Instance and to return a verdict finding the 
appellant not guilty or to order £ re-trial.
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THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE ; YIH HAI SUNG'S APPEAL

(Continued from yesterday)

At the third session held on May 20, the 
appellant made a similar statement and gave more detailed 
answers to questions put to him.

The appellant gave a reconstruction of the 
crime at the spot on May 22. Here, the evidence produced 
by the Police, which had been rendered valueless by the 
appellant’s new statement at the second hearing, was still 
applicable. The only change was that the Police charged 
the appellant as the chief culprit who fired the fatal shot 
instead of the charge of being an accessory. However, the 
record of the hearing of the Court of First Instance of 
May 20 contained the following note;- "Yih Hai Sung wept. 
Cuestion: ’As you committed the crime alone and as you alone 
should bear the consequences, why should you weep?’ Yih Hai 
Sung gave no reply."

The record of the reconstruction of the crime 
dated May 22 contained the following note:- "Questions ’Lid 
you not previously state that you ran southward upon with
drawing from the scene?’ Answers ’As the facts in the case 
show that the murderer fled southward, so I stated that I ran 
southward.’ Subsequently Yih murmured that he was being 
falsely accused." The record also contained the following 
note:- "Question: ’Did you not previously state that you 
returned to the Moon Palace?' Answer: 'Eh ..... I returned 
to the Moon Palace.' Question: 'Speak properly. Where 
did you actually go?' Answer: 'Moon Palace.” He then 
cried in a low tone, 'Judge, please save my life.' Question: 
'Why did you cry out, "Save life"?' He stammered out some
thing and failed to give a reply."

At the hearing on May 27, the appellant wept 
bitterly and denied any connection with the murder of the 
marine. He took off his clothing in Court to show the t he 
had bien tortured at the Police Station. A detailed
description of the tortures to which the appellant had been 
subjected is contained in the notes written on 14 sheets of 
paper by the appellant and submitted to the Supreme Court 
together with a petition on December 26. The following is 
an extract from the notes giving an account of events which 
occurred after the appellant had admitted on May 6 that he 
had killed the Japanese marine single-handed;- “A wooden 
box was brought in. It contained an electric battery; it 
is called an electric box. My eyes were blindfolded with 
a piece of black cloth. I was stripped of all my clothing. 
I was laid on a bench and my hands and feet were tied to the 
bench. I heard a rattle and something passing over my ribs. 
I fainted and became unconscious as if I was dead. Cold 
water was then poured over my body. I felt a chill and 
gradually regained consciousness. Twentyminutes later 
something charged with electricity was fi^over my private 
organ. After a few minutes, semen began to flow like water. 
When they released me from the bench, I was unable to speak 
or walk. My body was as soft as cotton ........ My eyes
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were again blindfolded, but this time they did not use 
electricity. They poured water into my nostrils and 
stuffed my mouth with cotton so that I could not breathe 
through the mouth. My ribs were rubbed with fists to ceuse 
the water to flow into my body. This went on for more 
than one hour. After this they thrust burning cigarette 
butts into irçy nostrils ......................... I could not stand the
torture and was compelled to copy word by word a statement 
previously prepared by Zung Wei Ming."

This was the most serious part of the 
torture. When the appellant stated that he had been 
tortured, the Court of First Instance ordered him to be 
examined by the Court Doctor who issued the following 
report s- "He (the appellant) stated that he felt pains 
in the ribs, especially in the left side, and that the 
pain was caused not by blows but by the rubbing of some 
soft article. Upon examination it was found that the 
pains occurred at the 6th, 7th and 8th ribs."

This is definite proof of the allegation 
that water was poured into his mouth and that his ribs 
had been rubbed to cause the water to flow into his body. 
The Doctor’s report went on;- "There is an oval shaped 
scar on the upner lin beneath the nostrils, 1 centimeter 
in length and 5 millimeters in width. The scar is soft 
and regular in stupe. The centre part was of pink colour 
with white lines. Judging by its condition, the skin must 
have dropped off not longer than three weeks ago."

Evidently this wound was caused by burning 
with a cigarette end. The certificate issued by Superin
tendent Johnson of the Municipal Hospital also stated that 
it was possible that the scar had been caused by burning. 
The regularity and size of the scar shows that it was not 
caused by scratching or biting.

The Courte of First and Second Instance 
evaded the point regarding the rubbing of the ribs by 
simply saying that there was no external injury. As to 
the wound on the lip, it is true that the appellant told 
the lawyer when the latter went to the Police Station to 
interview him that he had caused it himself by scratching, 
but he had said this because he did not dare do otherwise 
in the presence of the Chinese and foreign Detective Sub
Inspectors, but he did clearly say that he knew nothing of 
the murder. He also wept very hard and said that he 
wished he could be a spirit so that he might take revenge 
on the persons who had falsely accused him. Again, the 
Courts of First and Second Instance failed to pay attention 
to this point.

The appellant told his lawyer during an 
interview about the swallowing of a metallic article. 
The lawyer was also told at the time that the appellant 
was suffering from diarrhoea. This was heard by the 
Chinese and foreign police officers present during the 
interview end was mentioned in a petition submitted by 
the appellant’s lawyer the next day. It was possible 
that the metallic article swallowed had been discharged 
from the bowels before the appellant was exami usd by the 
Court Doctor and this might oe the reason why the Court 
Doctor had failed to find any metallic article in the bowels 
of the appellant. This, however, is an altogether different, 
question and does not prove whether or hot torture had been 
applied.
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The Courts of First and Second Instance asked 
why, if the appellant had been subjected to torture after 
May 6, he had made a confession before May 6. The Courts 
have misunderstood this point. The appellant was subjected 
to torture not only after May 6, but also before May 1, on 
which date the appellant made the confession, only that the 
torture applied after M. y 6 was more vigorous than that applied 
before that date. This can be seen from the statement made 
by the appellant in Court and also from the notes written by 
the appellant (which I request the Supreme Court to regard 
as a part of the reasons for the appeal). The appellant 
on May 1 admitted that he had aided and abetted in the murder 
but on May 6 he changed his statement and said that he 
committed the murder single-handed. For this reason he 
was subjected to more severe torture after May 6, until he 
made up for the inconsistency of his statements on May 20. 
This was what had actually occurred.

(5) The reconstruction of the crime was not made 
by appellant of' his own free will

Cn May "2 the appellant gave a reconstruction 
of the crime at the -xace where it occurred. The reconstruction 
was based directly upon his statements made in Court on May 20. 
At the time he not only still bore in mind the torture to T,hich 
he had been subjected, but prior to the reconstruction he had, 
on several occasions, been led by the Police to the scene of 
the murder to reconstruct the crime. For this reason, what
ever mistakes he might have made in the reconstruction had 
already been corrected, (vide the appellant’s statement 
contained in the record of the Court of Second Instance and 
his written statement which was attached to the previous 
appeal). Even U.S.I. Crowther admitted that the appellant 
was led on two occasions to the scene to reconstruct the 
crime, (vide the record of the Court of First Instance of 
May 20). Thus, the appellant had full knowledge of all 
particulars about the place and of the reconstruction itself. 
Moreover, from the beginning to the end of the reconstruction, 
he was held by two Japanese policemen, one on each side, and 
his hands were handcuffed separately to the two officers. 
Furthermore, a number of Japanese policemen closely surrounded 
him. All this can be verified by the photographs of the 
reconstruction published in local newspapers and which were 
submitted to both the Courts cf First and Second Instance by 
appellant's lawyer. Therefore, during the reconstruction, 
the appellant moved only when others moved and stopped when 
others stopped. It was a reconstruction in name only; to 
tell the truth, it was a kind of "directed" reconstruction. 
As the record on the reconstruction does not indicate that 
it was made under compulsion and force, the Court of Second 
Instance, therefore, took it for granted that the 
reconstruction of the crime was made of appellant's free 
will. This is incorrect. The Court further declared that 
the appellant's lawyer had initialled the record on the 
reconstruction at that time and had not said anything about 
the reconstruction not being made with appellant's free will. 
However, it is to be noted that the record contained only 
what took place during the reconstruction; the record doss 
not say ’ hether the appellant had been subjected to torture 
prior to the reconstruction, nor does it say anything about 
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the movements of the hands of the two Japanese policemen v;ho 
were handcuffed to the appellant at that time. Moreover, 
lawyer Chang Tse IJiang declared at the time when he was asked 
to initial the record: "I was present during the reconstruc
tion, but owing to the large number of persons present, I did 
not hear quite clearly the questions put to the accused and 
his replies. So, I am adding the characters 'Generally 
Correct* after my initials on the record.*' Moreover, lawyer 
Tong likewise stated» "Accused Yih Hai Sung was supported by 
two Japanese policemen; his hands were handcuffed. This is 
most improper.” However, the Court of First Instance 
declared» "This is another matter, and this Court is at 
present unable to state ’hether or not this can be believed 
because this Court is at present unaware whether the lawyer 
for the defence, who was present at the reconstruction, will 
declare that the record, which was loudly read out at that 
time, contained parts which do not correspond to the facts.” 
(vide the record of the Court of First Instance of May 27). 
Is the allegation of the Court of Second Instance to the 
effect that appellant’s lawyer had failed to make any objection 
at the time he initialled the record, reasonable? A study of 
the record on the reconstruction shows that it contained the 
following statement about Yih Hai Sung:- "Yih Hai Sung replied 
that when he was told to run in a southerly direction, he ran 
in a southerly direction. (Afterwards he sighed and said in 
a low voice that he was being wrongfully accused.) Ahl 
Later (?) he returned to the Moon Palace Hotel. (Afterwards 
he cried in a low voice asking the Presiding Judge to save 
his life.) When he was asked why he cried, he gave no reply 
even after a long pause," The Court of Second Instance alleged 
that the appellant’s lawyer had not made any protest, but it 
has also to be noted that the Court failed to notice sighs 
of the appellant during the reconstruction and that he had 
cried that he was being wronglilly accused.

(6) Appellant's statements and reconstruction 
do not correspond with facts»

According to Article 27Q of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, the confessions of an accused cannot be 
regarded as reliable evidence if they had been obtained by 
means of compulsion or coercion or triclery or seduction or 
through any other unlawful and improper means; and furthermore, 
they should should correspond with the facts. But the 
statements appellant made after he had been subjected to 
torture by the police do not correspond with the facts on 
many pointe.

The following are a number of these 
irregularities» x

(a) Report Ho.43, Character Ven( X- ), of 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory states that, according to the 
angle of the bullet’s course in the head, the bullet could 
have been fired from a distance of 50 centimeters, but 
according to the powder marks at the point of entry, the 
distance could have been only about 5 centimeters. During 
the reconstruction of the crime, the appellant demonstrated 
that he fired from a distance of 5 or 6 paces; this is several 
tens greater than the distance calculated by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. To get the angle of the bullet’s course at such 
a distance of 5 or 6 paces, one has to shoot from a lying-down 
position, but then it will not cause powder marks at the point 
of entry. This is a most important part because it shows 
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that the reconstruction does not tally with the facts, 
because in ordinary cases of shadowing and shooting a victim, 
the murderer usually fires from some distance and never fires 
with his pistol close to the victim's head. It follows 
therefore that the persons responsible for the direction of 
the reconstruction had caused it to be carried out in an 
ordinary way but these persons did not know that the shot 
which killed the Japanese marine was fired close to his head, 
a fact which is supported by evidence.

(b) Pu Chiao Ying( , a Police witness
stated;- "At that time I saw a Japanese marine and another 
person walking northward parallel to each other, (see the 
record of the h-aring at the Court of First Instance on
July 28). While at the Police Station, I also stated that 
these two oersons were walking side by side in the same 
direction" (see the third record of the Police). The 
statement of this witness does not correspond with the 
statement of the appellant who said that he followed the 
Japanese marine a few steps apart._

(c) Hu Ziang Ho(^ stated:- "The
fleeing man was dressed like the Japanese marine" (see the 
record of the hearing at the Court of First Instance on 
May 6). He also stated: "The fleeing man was shorter
than Yih Hai Sung and his body at the waist is larger 
than Yih's" (see the record of the reconstrustior. of the 
Court of First Instance). The description ef the dress 
and the height of the fleeing man given by Hu Ziang Ho does 
not fit the appellant.

(d) While demonstrating his flight from 
Darroch Road, the appellant showed that he fled between 
two wooden posts in Foong Loh Lee( Mfr ), while the 
witness Hu Ziang Ho stated that the man fled from a point 
near the electric pole (see the record of the reconstruction 
of the sc ne)•

(e) In reconstructing the crime, the appellant 
stated that he fled direct to his home in Jukong Road (see 
the record of the re-enactment of the crime), but in a 
previous statement he said that he returned to the Moon 
Palace Hotel. This is another discrepancy.

(f) The statement that he fled into Foong 
Loh Lee, passed through a number of small alleyways and 
returned to Foong Loh Lee, and that he did not flee direct 
to North Szechuen Road cannot be believed.

(g) The appellant stated that he had a
consultation at the Dong Nyi Association^ |T) % ) and
that during the consultation two Koreans, including Jack, 
were present. But according to Chu Sun Fu(
the house owner, and Chi Ah Keng( ), a boy of the
Dong Nyi Association, the appellant had never been to the 
place nor had the two Koreans, (see the record of the hearing 
at the Court of First Instance on May 20).

(h) When questioned in the Court of First 
Instance as to Yang Wen Tao's office hours in the Dong Nyi 
Association, Yih Ah Tac CS r.v ffl), a boy of the Association, 
stated: "He comes at 2 or 3 p.m. everyday and does net leave 
until about 11 p.m.," "He does not go out," "Whenever there 
are some matters to be attended to, he sends for the secretar; 
to act on his behalf," "I have been a boy in the employ cf th 
Association for two years during which period I have not seen 
him sick." Asked wh re Yang Wen Tao wag on November 9, 1935, 
he replied» "He did not go cut."
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(Vide the written record of the Court of First Instance 
on May 6.) This shows that appellant's statement “that 
Yang Wen Tao and the appellant had a consultation at the 
Yong Nyi Association, that on the evening of November 9, 
1935 they left the Moon palace Hotel together and that on 
the way the pistol was handed to the arpellant" is not true.

(i) The Korean .Tack was an important witness 
found by the police and was detained by the Japanese 
authorities. At every hearing of the case, the Municipal 
Advocate declared that .Tack would appear in Court, but at 
the next hearing the Advocate would say that Jack had not 
yet been hsnded to the police by the Japanese authorities. 
Jack did not appear in Court until July 8. Ifter being 
interrogated, Jack completely denied having had a consultation 
with the appellant and others or that he had left the
Moon Palace Hotel together on the evening of November 9, 
1935. (Vide the written record of the Court of First 
Instance on July 8.) This shows that the appellant's 
statement is untrue.

(j) In appellant’s confessions, it is clearly 
stated that the two meetings in the Pong Nyi Association 
between Yang Wen Tao and the appellant were held as a 
result of an invitation to the appellant by Tseu Shou Ycng 
acting on instructions from Yang Uen Tao, that Tseu also 
took part in the inspection of the place and the drawing 
of lots afterwards. However, the Court of First Instance 
found Tseu Shou Yong not guilty, and the Police did not 
charge him. This is one point in which the confession 
did not correspond with facts.

(k) When the Court of Second Instance was
trying the case, witness Hung Wen Wei ) said that
between 7 and 11 p.m. November 9, 1935 he was in the office 
of the Association together with Yang ven Tao. This is 
sufficient to prove that the allegation that the appellant 
had left the Moon Palace Hotel together with others is 
untrue. As Hung's replies to the minor questions put .
by the Court were slightly different from the statements 
of Yang Wen Tao, the Court of Second Instance did not 
accept Hung’s statement. This was improper.

AH the above points are sufficient to prove 
that the confessions of the appellant do not correspond 
with une facts and should not have been adopted. What 
we are now questioning is: on what basis the Court of 
Second Instance makes the assertion that the confessions 
of the appellant were in agreement with the facts?

(To be continued)

The “China livening News1' published the folio1 ing article on 
January 8

THL CHILDREN'S FRILND SOCIETY

Owing to interfer nee by the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, the proposed inaugural me ting of the Children's 
Friend Society scheduled for December'12 last at the Carlton 
Theatre h-d to be ^ostp'aedJ However, this paper thanks its 
young friends for making preparations for the staging of a 
performance entitled “Bell Ringing in an Ancient Temple"
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THE NAKAYAMA MUHDER CASE ; YIH HAI SUNG’S APPEAL

(Continued from yesterday)

At the third session held on May 20, the 
appellant made a similar statement and gave more detailed 
answers to questions put to Him.

The appellant gave a reconstruction of the 
crime at the spot on May 22. Here, the evidence produced 
by the Police, which had been rendered valueless by the 
appellant's new statement at the second hearing, was still 
applicable. The only change was that the Police charged 
the appellant as the chief culprit who fired the fatal shot 
instead of the charge of being an accessory. However, the 
record of the hearing of the Court of First Instance of 
May 20 contained the following note;- "Yih Hai Sung wept. 
Cuestion: 'As you committed the crime alone and as you alone 
should bear the consequences, why should you weep?' Yih Hai 
Sung gave no reply.”

The record of the reconstruction of the crime 
dated May 22 contained the following note:- "Questions 'Did 
you not previously state that you ran southward upon with
drawing from the scene?' Answer: 'As the facts in the case 
show that the murderer fled southward, so I stated that I ran 
southward.’ Subsequently Yih murmured that he was being 
falsely accused.” The record also contained the following 
note:- "Question: 'Did you not previously state that you 
returned to the Moon Palace?* Answer: 'Eh ..... I returned 
to the Moon Palace.* Question: ’Speak properly. Where 
did you actually go?' Answer: 'Moon Palace.” He then 
cried in a low tone, 'Judge, please save my life.' Question: 
'Why did you cry out, "Save life"?' He stammered out some
thing and failed to give a reply."

At the hearing on May 27, the appellent wept 
bitterly and denied any connection with the murder of the 
marine. He took off his clothing in Court to show that he 
had bien tortured at the Police Station. a detailed
description of the tortures to which the appellant had been 
subjected is contained in the notes written on 14 sheets of 
paper by the appellant and submitted to the Supreme Court 
together with a petition on December 26. The following is 
an extract from the notes giving an account of events which 
occurred after the appellant had admitted on May 6 that he 
had killed the Japanese marine single-handed;- "A wooden 
box was brought in. It contained an electric battery; it 
is called an electric box. My eyes were blindfolded with 
a piece of black cloth. I was stripped of all my clothing. 
I was laid on a bench and my hands and feet were tied to the 
bench. I heard a rattle and something passing over my ribs. 
I fainted, and became unconscious as if I was dead. Cold 
water was then poured over my body. I felt a chill and 
gradually regained consciousness. Twentyminutes later 
something charged with electricity was fi^over my private 
orgàn. After a few minutes, semen began to flow like water, 
tfhen they released me from the bench, I was unable to speak 
or walk. My body was as soft as cotton  ............ My eyes
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were again blindfolded, but this time they did not use 
electricity. They poured water into my nostrils and 
stuffed my mouth with cotton so that I could not breathe 
through the mouth. My ribs were rubbed with fists to cause 
the water to flow into my body. This went on for more 
than one hour. After this they thrust burning cigarette 
butts into my nostrils ........................ I could not stand the
torture and was compelled to copy word by word a statement 
previously prepared by Zung Wei Ming.”

This was the most serious part of the 
torture. When the appellant stated that he had been 
tortured, the Court of First Instance ordered him to be 
examined by the Court Doctor who issued the following 
report "He (the appellant) stated that he felt pains 
in the ribs, especially in the left side, and that the 
pain was caused not by blows but by the rubbing of some 
soft article. Upon examination it was found that the 
pains occurred at the 6th, 7th and 8th ribs."

This is definite proof of the allegation 
that water was poured into his mouth and that his ribs 
had been rubbed to cause the water to flow into his body. 
The Doctor’s report went on?- "There is an oval shaped 
scar on the upoer lip beneath the nostrils, 1 centimeter 
in length and 5 millimeters in width. The scar is soft 
and regular in shape. The centre part was of pink colour 
with white lines. Judging by its condition, the skin must 
have dropped off not longer than three weeks ago."

Evidently this wound was caused by burning 
with a cigarette end. The certificate issued by Superin
tendent Johnson of the Municipal Hospital also stated that 
it was possible that the scar had been caused by burning. 
The regularity and size of the scar shows that it was not 
caused by scratching or biting.

The Courts of First and Second Instance 
evaded the point regarding the rubbing of the ribs by 
simply saying that there was no external injury. As to 
the wound on the lip, it is true that the appellant told 
the lawyer when the latter went to the Police Station to 
interview him that he had caused it himself by scratching, 
but he had said this because he did not dare do otherwise 
in the presence of the Chinese and'foreign Detective Sub
Inspectors, but he did clearly say that he knew nothing of 
the murder. He also wept very hard and said that he 
wished he could be a spirit so that he might take revenge 
on the persons who had falsely accused him. Again, the 
Courts of First and Second Instance failed to pay attention 
to this point.

The appellant told his lawyer during an 
interview about the swallowing of a metallic article. 
The lawyer was also told at the time that the appellant 
was suffering from diarrhoea. This was heard by the 
Chinese and foreign police officers present during the 
interview and was mentioned in a petition submitted by 
the appellant's lawyer the next day. It was possible 
that the metallic article swallowed had been discharged 
from the bowels before the appellant was examined by the 
Court Doctor and this might oe the reason why the Court 
Doctor had failed to find any metallic article in the bowels 
of the appellant. This, however, is an altogether different 
question and does not prove whether or hot torture had been 
applied.
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The Courts of First and Second Instance asked 
why, if the appellant had been subjected to torture after 
May 6, he had made a confession before May 6. The Courts 
have misunderstood this point. The appellant was subjected 
to torture not only after May 6, but also before May 1, on 
which date the appellant made the confession, only that the 
torture applied after M< y 6 was more vigorous than that applied 
before that date. This can be seen from the statement made 
by the appellant in Court and also from the notes written by 
the appellant (which I request the Supreme Court to regard 
as a part of the reasons for the appeal). The appellant 
on May 1 admitted that he had aided and abetted in the murder 
but on May 6 he changed his statement and said that he 
committed the murder single-handed. For this reason he 
was subjected to more severe torture after May 6, until he 
made up for the inconsistency of his statements on May 20. 
This was what had actually occurred.

() The reconstruction of the crime was not made 
by appellant of his own free will '

Cn May 22 the appellant gave a reconstruction 
of the crime at the place where it occurred. The reconstruction 
was based directly upon his statements made in Court on May 20. 
At the time he not only still bore in mind the torture to which 
he had been subjected, but prior to the reconstruction he had, 
on several occasions, been led by the Police to the scene of 
the murder to reconstruct the crime. For this reason, what
ever mistakes he might have made in tne reconstruction had 
already been corrected, (vide the appellant's statement 
contained in the record of the Court of Secouu Instance and 
his written statement which was attached to the previous 
appeal). Even U.S.I. Crowther admitted that the appellant 
was led on two occasions to the scene to reconstruct the 
crime, (vide the record of the Court of First Instance of 
May 20)• Thus, the appellant had full knowledge of all 
particulars about the place and of the reconstruction itself. 
Moreover, from the beginning to the end of the reconstruction, 
he was held by two Japanese policemen, one on each side, and 
his hands were handcuffed separately to the two officers. 
Furthermore, a number of Japanese policemen closely surrounded 
him. All this can be verified by the photographs of the 
reconstruction published in local newspapers and which were 
submitted to both the Courts of First and Second Instance by 
appellant's lawyer. Therefore, during the reconstruction, 
the appellant moved only when others moved and stopped when 
others stopped. It was a reconstruction in name only; to 
tell the truth, it was a kind of "directed" reconstruction. 
As the record on the reconstruction does not indicate that 
it was made under compulsion and force, the Court of Second 
Instance, therefore, took it for granted that the 
reconstruction of the crime was made of appellant’s free 
will. This is incorrect. The Court further declared that 
the appellant’s lawyer had initialled the record on the 
reconstruction at that time and had not said anything about 
the reconstruction not being made with appellant's free will. 
However, it is to be noted that the record contained only 
what took place during the reconstruction; the record doos |
not say 1 hether the appellant had been subjected to torture ®
prior to the reconstruction, nor does it say anything about | 
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the movements of the hands of the two Japanese policemen who 
were handcuffed to the appellant at that time. Moreover, 
lawyer Chang Tse IJiang declared at the time when he was asked 
to initial the records "I was present during the reconstruc
tion, but owing to the large number of persons present, I did 
not hear quite clearly the questions put to the accused and 
his replies. So, I am adding the characters ’Generally 
Correct’ after my initials on the record." Moreover, lav/yer 
Tong likewise stated» "Accused Yih Hai Sung was supported by 
two Japanese policemen; his hands were handcuffed. This is 
most improper." However, the Court of First Instance 
declared» "This is another matter, and this Court is at 
present unable to state whether or not this can be believed 
because this Court is at present unaware whether the lawyer 
for the defence, who was present at the reconstruction, will 
declare that the record, which was loudly read out at that 
time, contained parts which do not correspond to the facts." 
(vide the record of the Court of First Instance of May 27). 
Is the allegation of the Court of Second Instance to the 
effect that appellant’s lawyer had failed to make any objection 
at the time he initialled the record, reasonable? A study of 
the record on the reconstruction shows that it contained the 
following statement about Yih Hai Sung:- "Yih Hai Sung replied 
that when he was told to run in a southerly direction, he ran 
in a southerly direction. (Afterwards he sighed and said in 
a low voice that he was being wrongfully accused.) Ahl 
Later (?) he returned to the Moon Palace Hotel. (Afterwards 
he cried in a low voice asking the Presiding Judge to save 
his life.) When he was aeked why he cried, he gave no reply 
even after a long pause." The Court of Second Instance alleged 
that the appellant’s lawyer had not made any protest, but it 
has also to be noted that the Court failed to notice sighs 
of the appellant during the reconstruction and that he had 
cried that he was being wrongfully accused.

(6) Appellant’s statements and reconstruction 
do not correspond with facts:

According to Article 270 of the Code of 
Criminal Procedure, the confessions of an accused cannot be 
regarded as reliable evidence if they had been obtained by 
means of compulsion or coercion or trick?’.*/ or seduction or 
through any other unlawful and improper means; and furthermore, 
they should should correspond with the facts. But the 
statements appellant made after he had been subjected to 
torture by the Police do not correspond with the facts on 
many points.

The following are a number of these 
irregularities:

(a) Report Ho.43, Character Ven( X- ), of 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory states that, according to the 
angle of the bullet’s course in the head, the bullet could 
have been fired from a distance of 50 centimeters, but 
according to the powder marks at the point of entry, the 
distance could have been only about 5 centimeters. During 
the reconstruction of the crime, the appellant demonstrated 
that he fired from a distance of 5 or 6 paces; this is several 
tens greater than the distance calculated by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. To get the angle of the bullet’s course at such 
a distance of 5 or 6 paces, one has to shoot from a lying-down 
position, but then it will not cause powder marks at the point 
of entry. This is a most important part because it shows
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that the reconstruction does not telly with the facts, 
because in ordinary cases of shadowing and shooting a victim, 
the murderer usually fires from some distance and never fires 
with hie pistol close to the victim's head. It follows 
therefore that the persons responsible for the direction of 
the reconstruction had caused it to be carried out in an 
ordinary way but these persons did not know that the shot 
which killed the Japanese marine was fired close to his head, 
a fact which is supported by evidence.

(b) Pu Chiao Ying( ^ ), a Police witness 
stated;- "At that time I saw a Japanese marine and another 
person walking northward parallel to each other, (see the 
record of the hearing at the Court of First Instance on
July 28). While at the Police Station, I also stated that 
these two nersons were walking side by side in the same 
direction" (see the third record of the Police). The 
statement of this witness does not correspond with the 
statement of the appellant who said that he followed the 
Japanese marine a few steps apart._

(c) Hu Ziang Ho(^ stated:- "The
fleeing man was dressed like the Japanese marine" (see the 
record of the hearing at the Court of First Instance on 
May 6). He also stated: "The fleeing man was shorter
than Yih Hai Sung and his body at the waist is larger 
than Yih’8" (see the record of the reconstrustion of the 
Court of First Instance). The description of the dress 
and the height of the fleeing man given by Hu Ziang Ho does 
not fit the appellant.

(d) While demonstrating his flight from
Darroch Road, the appellant showed that he fled between 
two wooden posts in Foong Loh Lee( , while the
witness Hu Ziang Ho stated that the man fled from a point 
near the electric pole (see the record of the reconstruction 
of the sc ne)•

(e) In reconstructing the crime, the appellant 
stated that he fled direct to his home in Jukong Road (see 
the record of the re-enactment of the crime), but in a 
previous statement he said that he returned to the Moon 
Palace Hotel. This is another discrepancy.

(f) The statement that he fled into Foong 
Loh Lee, passed through a number of small alleyways and 
returned to Foong Loh Lee, and that he did not flee direct 
to North Szechuen Road cannot be believed.

(g) The appellant stated that,he had a
consultation at the Dong Nyi Association( i/Q ) and
that during the consultation two Koreans, including Jack, 
were present. But according to Chu SunFu(k^ ), 
the house owner, and Chi Ah Keng( fa f") ffk ), a boy of the 
Dong Nyi Association, the appellant had never been to the 
place nor had the two Koreans, (see the record of ths hearing 
at the Court of First Instance on May 20).

(h) When questioned in the Court of First 
Instance as to Yang Wen Tao's office hours in the Dong Nyi 
Association, Yih Ah Tao(^ f$T fi] ), a boy of the Association, 
stated: "He comes at 2 or 3 p.m. everyday and does net leave 
until about 11 p.m.," "He does not go out," "'Whenever there 
are some matters to be attended to, he sends for the secretar 
to act on his behalf," "I have been a boy in the employ cf th 
Association for two years during which period I have not seer 
him sick." Asked wh re Yang Wen Tao was on November 9, 1935, 
he replied: "He did not go cut."
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(Vide the written record of the Court of First Instance 
on May 6.) This shows that appellant's statement "that 
Yang Wen Tao and the appellant had a consultation at the 
Long Nyi Association, that on the evening of November 9, 
1935 they left the Moon Palace Hotel together and that on 
the way the pistol was handed to the appellant" is net true.

(i) The Korean .Tack was an important witness 
found by the police and was detained by the Japanese 
authorities. At every hearing of the case, the Municipal 
Advocate declared that Jack would appear in Court, but at 
the next hearing the Advocate would say that Jack had not 
yet been handed to the Police by the Japanese authorities. 
Jack did not appear in Court until July 8. After being 
interrogated, Jack completely denied having had a consultation 
with the appellant and others or that he had left the
Moon Palace Hotel together on the evening of November 9, 
1935. (Vide the written record of the Court of First 
Instance on July 8.) This shows that the appellant's 
statement is untrue.

(j) In appellant’s confessions, it is clearly 
stated that the two meetings in the Pong Nyi Association 
between Yang Wen Tao and the appellant were held as a 
result of an invitation to the appellant by Tseu Shou Yong 
acting on instructions from Yang Ven Tao, that Tseu also 
took part in the inspection of the place and the drawing 
of lots afterwards. However, the Court of First Instance 
found Tseu Shou Yong not guilty, and the Police did not 
charge him. This is one point in which the confession 
did not correspond with facts.

(k) ''Then the Court of Second Instance was 
trying the case, witness Hung Wen Wei (Xx^ ) sai^ that 
between 7 and 11 p.m. November 9, 1935 he was in the office 
of the Association together with Yang ,ren Tao. This is 
sufficient to prove that the allegation that the appellant 
had left the Moon Palace Hotel together with others is 
untrue. As Hung's replies to the minor questions put .
by the Court were slightly different from the statements 
of Yang 'Jen Tao, the Court of Second Instance did not 
accept Hung’s statement. This was improper.

AH the above points are sufficient to prove 
that the confessions of the appellant do not correspond 
with the facts and should not have been adopted. What 
we are now questioning iss on what basis the Court of 
Second Instance makes the assertion that the confessions 
of the appellant were in agreement with the facts?

(To be continued)

The "China Evening News1' published the following article on 
January 8 j-

THE CHILDREN'S FRIEND SOCIETY

Owing to interfer nee by the shanghai Municipal x 
Council, the proposed inaugural me-ting of thjs_J^addcH:en'1 s y 
Friend Society scheduled for Decemb^i^-SrS'^Iast at the Carlton 
Theatre h-d to be ^ostp* —However, this paper thanks its
young friendsffil—œerfcîngpreparations for the staging of a 
perfopxia»ee^rrtitled "Bell Ringing in an Ancient Temple"
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Sin Wan Pao and ether l^cal newspapers*

THE NAKAYAMA IHJRDER CASE. YIH H AI SUNG'S AFPEAL 

(continued from yesterday)

(d) In appearance the edges of the hole that 
was exsa^ated inside the book are dirty, old and irregular, 
but the marks of the cut inside the hole are regular and 
quite fresh, especially at the two curves on the lower left 
side of the book and on the left of the upper left side of 
the book. If it was not made for this special purpose, 
it would not have shown such marks. The report of the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory says that it is difficult to tell 
whether the marks of the cut are old or new; the reason 
why the Laboratory was unable to do so is clearly stated
in the report, viz., that it was due to the fact that it 
was possible to tell whether the marks of the cut on 
ordinary paper were new or old on the basis of the colour 
of the paper being fresh or otherwise,,but in the present 
case the marks of the cut for the mouth of the pistol are 
located inside the book, therefore they seldom come into 
contaet with light or dust from the outside. This clearly 
shows that the reply of the Medico-Legal Laboratory to 
the point raised by the Court of First Instance is based 
upon its examination and its observation of the hole itself. 
The Court of First Instance, however, failed to refer other 
material evidence to the Laboratory for examination, such 
as, the book which was alleged by the Police as the one 
used by Yang Wen Tao for the purpose of concealing the 
pistol. Now if this book had actually been used for this 
purpose and in view of the fact that it had been used for such 
a considerable period of time as to result in several of the 
sheets on the top of the hole becoming so dirty and old 
and the marks of pressure so deep as above mentioned, is 
it possible that the book would retain the marks of the 
cut inside the hole in such a regular and fresh state?
This is impossible. However, this point was not submitted 
by the Court of First Instance to the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory for examination, and it was only natural that 
the Laboratory did not mention this point in its report. 
In the opinion of the appellant, this point could have been 
easily explained by common sense, yet both the Courts of 
First and Second Instance committed the mistake of thinking 
that this point had already been solved by the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory. It is indeed an act of misinterpretation 
on the part of the two Courts. It is to be noted that the 
lawyer of the appellant, noticing this mistake on the part 
of the Court of First Instance, purposely raised this point 
in the Court of Second Instance and requested it to refer 
it to the Medico-Legal Laboratory, yet the Court not only 
refused the request (vide the records of the Second Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court) but failed to make any mention 
about this point in its written judgment.

(e) According to the circumstances existing at 
the time when the book was seized (see the various points 
mentioned in auction ’a') and judging by the various points 
mentioned in the previous paragraphs, it is evident that 
the book was not the property of Yang Wen Tao but had been
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planted as a piece of false evidence. Yet the Court of 
Second Instance stated that when the book was brought back 
to the Police Station and placed on the desk after its 
discovery, Yang Wen Tao, upon noticing it, at once admitted 
that it was his property before he was even interrogated 
and that this is corroborated by the reports made by U.S.I. 
Crowther and Mr. Kawashima. However, in his statement 
made in the Court of First Instance on May 1, D.3.I. Crowther 
clearly stated: "The book remained under my arm throughout 
the time. However, when the first accused, i.e. Yang Wen 
Tao, was brought back to the Police Station, he at once 
stated that this book belonged to him when he noticed it under 
my am even before being interrogated.*’ (Vide the records 
of the Court of First Instance of May 1). The Second Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court, however, failed to notice this 
point. It is to be noted that Mr. Kawashima is a Japanese 
Clerical Assistant of the Shanghai Municipal Police. At 
the time when he made the statement to the effect that the 
book in question was the property of Yang Wen Tao, he said 
that, at that time, the seized bock was placed on a table 
by P.S.I. Crowther. This statement clearly indicates that 
it is different to what had been previously stated by 
D.S.I. Crowther. Mr. Kawashima further said that Yang Wen 
Tao spoke the Shanghai dialect. However, it is to be noted 
that Yang Wen Tao, when he was questioned by the Court, 
always spoke with a Cantonese accent and what he says is 
hardly intelligible. There is absolutely no Shanghai accent 
in his expressions whatever. This clearly indicates that 
the statement of Mr. Kawashima is unreliable and untrue. 
Mr. Kawashima further said: "At that time some fish scales
were found on the covers of the book and its surface was 
very dirty. This accused (meaning Yang Wen Tao) took it 
in his hands and after snif flng^jit he declared that it was 
his property.” And yet the Court of Second Instance believed
this statement. It is most surprising. The Court even
stated that when Yang Ven Tao was arraigned before the Court 
of First Instance the first time on April 20, he likewise 
admitted that this book was his property. But on April 27, 
when Yang Wen Tao was again arraigned before the. Court of 
First Instance, he declared that the book was not his
property. The book which he owned was in English and the 
pistol thatjwas concealed in his book was loaned from one 
Li Mo (>£■ . In the Court of First Instance, Yang Wen
Tao was only shown the book from a desk in the Court room} 
he was not handed the book for examination. In view of the
Icng distance between him and the book, Yang Wen Tao was 
unable to identify it. The book belonging to Yang Wen Tao 
is in English, although it was identiaal in shape and colour 
to the one seized in connection with this case, but which 
is in Chinese. (The book submitted to the Court as an 
exhibit is published by the Commercial Press and is identical 
in shape and colour to the original English edition as well 
as to the Chinese edition.) Moreover, as a book with a 
hole excavated for the purpose of concealing a pistol is a 
very uncommon object, therefore when he was interrogated, 
he admitted it to be his property without first examining it. 
This clearly indicates that he is an innocent and straight
forward man. As regards the point that Yang Wen Tao was not
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h-need the book for examination at his first appe-rance 
in he Court of First Instance, a. study of Page 29 of 
the record of the same Court of lay 9 shows th- t Yang Wen 
Tao ws esked by the Court to explain why he could not 
s;e the cook clearly, the distance being about the same 
as it was then, after he had stated that he could not 
s,-:e it clearly because the distance was too great. This 
ole rly shows that at Yang Wen Tao's first appe rance in 
Court, the book was actually shown to him from the desk 
and had not been handed to him for examination. If the 
st, tarent made by U.S.I. Crowther to the effect the r Yang 
‘Jen Ta,o had admitted the book to be his property before 
he w-s even interrogated is true and reliable, the reason 
for his mistake in admitting the book to be his property 
is the same as that which caused him to admit, when he was 
ashed in Court that the book belonged to him. This is 
insufficient to be used as evidence against him. and 
indie; tes that he considered it unnecessary to deny that 
he formerly possessed a book which he had used for the 
purpose of concealing a pistol.

h(f) JThe servant of Yang Wen Ta.o named 
Chen Yung Sung <£'-£ ) was arrested simultaneously 
with, the other accused but the charge against him s 
dropped. The servant denied having seen this book in 
Yang Wen Tao's home each time he was questioned by the 
Court of First Instance, and stated that the book which 
belonged to Yang Wen Tao was in English. This statement 
can be used as evidence.

(g) Whether the book submitted to the 
Court was actually the one that was used for the purpose 
of concealing the pistol that was seized and produced in 
Court as an exhibit remains to be proved, because the 
structure of pistols of the same size and type is identical 
to the one produced in Court. For this reason, a. hole 
excavated for any one of such pistols will fit other 
pistols of the same type and size and will produce and 
le- ve the same kind of rust marks. According to a report 
mate by Detective Sergeant Oakley, which ’was attached to 
lie record of the first hearing of the case, raretta. pistols 
( lie brand of the pistol produced in Court) are used 
widely. The Police have issued 140 licences for Laretta 
pistols. Thus, it is easy to obtain this kind of pistol. 
According to kr. Dickson, there are 41 points of similarity 
between the rust stains and the rust marks on the pistol, 
but his statement cannot be regarded as expert evidence 
because Mr. Dickson is only an employee of the Finger 
Print Bureau of the Shanghai Municipal Council, it is 
incorrect to call him an expert as was done during the 
first hearing. The Court of Second Instance declared 
th; t this question had been verified by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. We do not know to which report of the 
Laboratory the Court of Second Instance is referring* 
The report No. 99 of the Laboratory clearly refers to 

me rks of pressure and expresses the conclusion that the 
marks of pressure in the book were formed by a pistol 
of th s shape. The Laboratory did not definitely say 
that these marks were formed by the pressure of the pistol 
on exhibit. One of the questions answered in report 
No. 127 is "whether the rust marks in the book holding 
the pistol are similar to those of a pistol of the same 
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brand and size". In other words, will the rust marks 
in a book holding a certain pistol be similar to those 
of another pistol of tne same brand and size? Everyone 
knows that these marks will not be similar. Therefore, 
this report gives the following reply, "Occasionally, the 
rust marks hud the positions of the marks of pistols of 
the same brand and size are not similar; for this reason, 
the rust marks, their positions and the characteristics 
of two pistols of the same brand and size will not be similar 
to each other". Replying to the question put up by the 
Court of First Instance: “Is it always true that the rust 
marks in a book will never be similar to the rust of 
another pistol of the same brand and size placed in this 
book?", this report sayss "If two pistols of the same 
brand and size have rust in many places, it is not altogether 
impossible for the rust marks left by these two pistols 
to be similar accidentally. The positions and characteristics 
of the rust marks can hardly be similar to each other in 
all cases". This is only natural, but it is not the 
problem that required a solution in this case. It is a 
question as to whether the rust marks in tne book on record 
were caused by the pistol cn record. In other words, 
whether or not the rust marks in the book on record are, 
in every way, similar to the rust on the pistol? This 
problem was not brought up by the Court of First Instance, 
so t.,e Medico-Legal Laboratory did net deal with it. 
However, the Court of First Instance eventually regarded 
the explanations and replies of the Laboratory and of 
Mr. Dickson as referring to tne same question and that 
their replies were corroborative. Appellant’s counsel 
had requested the Court of Second Instance to let the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory decider all these questions, but 
the request was ignored. Furthermore, the Court of Second 
Instance held the same view as the Court of First Instance. 
This is really a serious misunderstanding. Since the 
connection between the book on record and the pistol on 
record has not yet been established, then the book has no 
connection whatever with the death of Nakayama. How can 
this be used as evidence against the appellant?

(4) Confessions made under torture.
If the abovementioned evidence is reliable, 

then only Yang Wen Tao is involved and the appellant had 
nothing to do with the crime. Appellant is being involved 
in this case because of his confessions. Therefore, this 
brings us tc a most important point in the case whether 
or not these confessions can be accepted and believed. 
The Court may read over the record of the Court of First 
Instance, showing that after the Police had filed a charge 
against the appellant, the latter made different confessions 
during the hearing of the case on three occasions. This 
is most strange. What is the cause? The Court is 
requested to pay special attention to this question.
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The appellant wag arrested in Tsingtao. After 
being transferred to Shanghai, he was arraigned before the 
Court: of First Instance on April 20 and 27, 1936, and was 
remanded in custody at the request of the Police. At these 
two hearings, the appellant made a true statement that he had 
nothing to do with the murder of the marine Nakayama and that 
he had never even been to Darroch Road. The Police did not 
bring any charge owing to insufficient evidence.

At the hearing in the Court of First Instance 
on May 1, the Municipal Advocate requested the Court to punish 
Yang Wen Tao for having opened fire and the appellant for 
having assisted in the commission of the crime, (vide record 
of the session held by the Court of First Instance on May 1 
which also contains the following statement made by the 
Municipal Advocate* "The Municipal Police have now 
ascertained that it was the first accused Yang Wen Tao who 
fired the shot and the second accused Yih Hai Sung had 
rendered him assistance on the spot.") During the trial 
the appellant admitted the charge stating that he went 
together with Yang -r'en Tao and that he fled after Yang had 
fired.

The attention of the Supreme Court is drawn 
to this statement for it was made merely to implicate Yang 
'en Tao so that some of his fellow countrymen might be held 

responsible for the murder of the Japanese marine.
At the second hearing in the Court of First 

Instance, the Police produced a statement written by the 
appellant at the Police Station after the first hearing. 
This statement outlined the events prior to and after the 
commission of the crime. In the belief that he would not 
be able to extricate himself from the false accusation and 
preferring death to implicating innocent people, the appellant 
suddenly admitted that it was he who murderdd the Japanese 
marine and that it was he who had made the hole in the book. 
Moreover, when witness Hu Ziang Ho stated that he did not see 
either of the two accused immediately after the crime, the 
appellant declared: "He did not see me, but I saw him." The 
appellant also stated: "I told lies because I was afraid of 
further sufferings" and "The Police Inspector at the Police 
Station told me that I had to make a statement anyway and 
that I would get a reduction of punishment if I made one. 
Therefore I wrongly implicated him on the two previous 
occasions when my head was not clear." (Vide record of the 
session of the Court of First Instance on May 6 ) » The 
appellant’s new statement did not in any way correspond with 
the evidence and views submitted by the prosecution. A 
remand for two weeks was then applied for and granted.

'When applying for permission to detain Tseu 
Shou Yong()p| ) on May 9, the Municipal Police submitted 
to the Court a new statement made by the appellant to the 
effect that Yang Wen Tao, Tseu Shou Yong and the appellant 
had planned to go out that night, that Yang Wen Tao handed 
the pistol to the appellant on the way and that the appellant 
alone went to Darroch Road and fatally shot the Japanese marine. 
The appellant admitted this statement in Court.

(To be continued)
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(d) In appearance the edges of the hole that 
was exaavated inside the book are dirty» old and irregular, 
but the marks of the cut inside the hole are regular and 
quite fresh, especially at the two curves on the lower left 
side of the book and on the left of the upper left side of 
the book. If it was not made for this special purpose, 
it would not have shown such marks. The report of the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory says that it is difficult to tell 
whether the marks of the cut are old or new; the reason 
why the Laboratory was unable to do so is clearly stated
in the report, viz., that it was due to the fact that it 
was possible to tell whether the marks of the cut on 
ordinary paper were new or old on the basis of the colour 
of the paper being fresh or otherwise,but in the present 
case the marks of the cut for the »■ th cf the pistol are 
located inside the book, therefni they seldom come into 
contaet with light or dust from the outside. This clearly 
shows that the reply of the Medico-Legal Laboratory to 
the point raised by the Court of First Instance is based 
upon its examination and its observation of the hole itself. 
The Court of First Instance, however, failed to refer other 
material evidence to the Laboratory for examination, such 
as, the book which was alleged by the Police as the one 
used by Yang Wen Tao for the purpose cf concealing the 
pistol. Now if this book had actually been used for this 
purpose and in view of the fact that it had been used for such 
a considerable period of time as to result in several of the 
sheets on the top of the hole becoming so dirty and old 
and the marks of pressure so deep as above mentioned, is 
it possible that the book would retain the marks of the 
cut inside the hole in such a regular and fresh state?
This is impossible. However, chis point was not submitted 
by the Court of First Instance to the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory for examination, and it was only natural that 
the Laboratory did not mention this point in its report. 
In the opinion of the appellant, this point could have been 
easily explained by common sense, yet both the Courts of 
First and Second Instance committed the mistake of thinking 
that this point had already been solved by the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory. It is indeed an act cf misinterpretation 
on the part of the two Courts. It is to be noted that the 
lawyer of the appellant, noticing this mistake on the part 
of the Court of First Instance, purposely raised this point 
in the Court of Second Instance and requested it to refer 
it to the Medico-Legal Laboratory, yet the Court not only 
refused the request (vide the records of the Second Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court) but failed to make any mention 
about this point in its written judgment.

(e) According to the circumstances existing at 
the time when the book was seized (see the various points 
mentioned in section ’a’ ) and judging by the various points 
mentioned in the previous paragraphs, it is evident that 
the book was not the property of Yang Wen Tao but had been
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planted as a piece of false evidence. Yet the Court of 
Second Instance stated that when the book was brought back 
to the Police Station and placed on the desk after its 
discovery, Yang Wen Tao, upon noticing it, at once admitted 
that it was his property before he v/as even interrogated 
and that this is corroborated by the reports made by D.S.I. 
Crowther and Mr. Kawashima. However, in his statement 
made in the Court of First Instance on May 1, D.S.I. Crowther 
clearly stated: "The book remained under my arm throughout 
the time. However, when the first accused, i.e. Yang Wen 
Tao, was brought back to the Police Station, he at once 
stated that this book belonged to him when he noticed it under 
my arm even before being interrogated.” (Vide the records 
of the Court of First Instance of May 1). The Second Branch 
of the Kiangsu High Court, however, failed to notice this 
point. It is to be noted that Mr. Kawashima is a Japanese 
Clerical Assistant of the Shanghai Municipal Police. At 
the time when he made the statement to the effect that the 
book in question was the property cf Yang Wen Tao, he said 
that, at that time, the seized bock was placed on a table 
by D.S.I. Crowther. This statement clearly indicates that 
it is different to what had been previously stated by 
D.S.I. Crowther. Mr. Kawashima further said that Yang Wen 
Tao spoke the Shanghai dialect. However, it is to be noted 
that 'fang Wen Tao, when he was questioned by the Court, 
always spoke with a Cantonese accent and what he says is 
hardly intelligible. There is absolutely no Shanghai accent 
in his expressions whatever. This clearly indicates that 
the statement of Mr. Kawashima is unreliable and untrue. 
Mr. Kawashima further said: ”At that time some fish scales
were found on the covers of the book and its surface was 
very dirty. This accused (meaning Yang Wen Tao) took it 
in his hands and after snifflng^jit he declared that it was 
his property.” And yet the Court of Second Instance believed 
this statement. It is most surprising. The Court even
stated that when Yang Ven Tao was arraigned before the Court 
of First Instance the first time on April 20, he likewise 
admitted that this book was his property. But on April 27, 
when Yang Wen Tao was again arraigned before the Court of 
First Instance, he declared that the book was not his 
property. The book which he owned was in English and the 
pistol that^was concealed in his book was loaned from one 
Li Mo (zj1 xL ) • In the Court cf First Instance, Yrang Wen 
Tao was only shown the book from a desk in the Court roomj 
he was not handed the book for examination. In view of the
long distance between him and the book, Yang Wen Tao was 
unable to identify it. The book belonging to Yang Wen Tao 
is in English, although it was identiaal in shape and colour 
to the one seized in connection with this case, but which 
is in Chinese. (The book submitted to the Court as an 
exhibit is published by the Commercial Press and is identical 
in shape and colour to the original English edition as well 
as to the Chinese edition.) Moreover, as a book with a 
hole excavated for the purpose of concealing a pistol is a 
very uncommon object, therefore when he was interrogated, 
he admitted it to be his property without first examining it. 
This clearly indicafes that he is an innocent and straight
forward man. As regards the point that Yang Wen Tao was not
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h- need the book for examine ti on at his first appe-rc-nce 
in he Court of First Instance, a. study of Pa.oe 29 of 
the record of the same Court of lay 9 shows th. t Yang Wen 
Tao w- s asked by the Court to explain why he could not 
see the book clearly, the distance being about die same 
as it was then, after he had stated that he co’-.ld not 
see it clearly because the distance was too great. This 
ole- r-ly shows that at Yang Wen Tao's first a.ppe rance in 
Court, the book was actually shown to him from the desk 
anc had not been handed to him for examination. If the 
statement made by D.S.I. Crowther to the effect the; Yang 
Wen Ta.o had admitted the book to be his property before 
he vas even interrogated is true and reliable, the reason 
for his mistake in admitting the book to be his property 
is the seme as that which caused him to admit, when he was 
asked in Court that the book belonged to him. This is 
insufficient to be used as evidence against him and 
indie: tes that he considered it unnecessary to deny that 
he formerly possessed a book which he had used for the 
purpose of concealing a pistol.

The servant of Yang Wen Tao named 
Chen Yung Sung ) was arrested simultaneously
with the other accused but the charge against him we s 
dropped. The servant denied having seen this book in 
Yang Wen Tao's home each time he was questioned by the 
Court of First Instance, and stated that the book which 
belonged to Yang Wen Tao wag in English. This statement 
can be used as evidence.

(g) Whether the book submitted to the 
Court was actually the one that was used for the purpose 
of concealing the pistol that was seized and produced in 
Court as an exhibit remains to be proved, because the 
structure of pistols of the same size and type is identical 
to the one produced in Court. For this reason, a. hole 
exccv- red for any one of such pistols will fit other 
pistols of the same type and size and will produce and 
le- ve the same kind of rust marks. According to a report 
ma: e by Detective Sergeant Oakley, which wag a ttached to 
lie record of the first hearing of the case, Daretta pistols 
( lie brand of the pistol produced in Court) are used 
widely. The Police have issued 140 licences for Earetta 
pistols. Thus, it is easy to obtain this kind of pistol. 
According to Mr. Dickson, there are 41 points of similarity 
between the rust stains and the rust marks on the pistol, 
but his statement cannot be regarded as expert evidence 
because Lr. Dickson is only an employee of the Finger 
Print Bureau of the Shanghai Municipal Council; it is 
incorrect to call him an expert as was done during the 
first hearing. The Court of Second Instance declared 
th- t this question had been verified by the Medico-Legal 
Lcboratory. We do not know to which report of the 
Laboratory the Court of Second Instance is referring* 
The report No. 99 of the Laboratory clearly refers to 
marks of pressure and expresses the conclusion that the 
marks of pressure in the book were formed by a pistol 
of this shape. The Laboratory did not definitely say 
that these marks were formed by the pressure of the pistol 
on exhibit. One of the questions answered in report 
No. 127 is "whether the rust marks in the book holding 
the pistol are similar to those of a pistol of the same 
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brand and size”. In other words, will the rust marks 
in a book holding a certain pistol be similar to those 
of another pistol of tne same brand and size? Everyone 
knows that these marks will not be similar. Therefore, 
this report gives the following reply, “Ccoasionally, the 
rust marks and the positions of the marks of pistols of 
the same brand and size are not similar; for this reason, 
the rust marks, their positions and the characteristics 
of two pistols of the same brand and size will not be similar 
to each other”. Replying to the question put up by the 
Court of First Instance: :JIs it always true that the rust 
marks in a book will never be similar to the rust of 
another pistol of the same brand and size placed in this 
book?”, this report says? ”If two pistols of the same 
brand and size have rust in many places, it is not altogether 
impossible for the rust marks left by these two pistols 
to be similar accidentally. The positions and characteristics 
of the rust marks can hardly be similar to each other in 
all cases”. This is only natural, but it is not the 
problem that required a solution in this case. It is a 
question as to whether the rust marks in tne book on record 
were caused by the pistol on record. In other words, 
whether or not the rust marks in the book on record are, 
in every way, similar to th-e rust on the pistol? This 
problem was not brought up by the Court of First Instance, 
so t.e Medico-Legal Laboratory did not deal with it.
However, the Court of First Instance eventually regarded 
the explanations and replies of the Laboratory and of 
Mr. Dickson as referring to tne same question and that 
their replies were corroborative. Appellant’s counsel 
had requested the Court of Second Instance to let the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory decide'.- all these questions, but 
the request was ignored. Furthermore, the Court of Second 
Instance held the same view as the Court of First Instance. 
This is really a serious misunderstanding. Since the 
connection between the book on record and the pistol on 
record has not yet been established, then the book has no 
connection whatever with the death of Nakayama. How can 
this be used as evidence against the appellant?

( 4 ) Confess! ns made under torture.
If the abovementioned evidence is reliable, 

then only Yang Wen Tao is involved and the appellant had 
nothing to do with the crime. Appellant is being involved 
in this case because of his confessions. Therefore, this 
brings us tc a most important point in the case whether 
or not these confessions can be accepted and believed.
The Court may read over the record of the Court of First 
Instance, showing that after the Police had filed a charge 
against the appellant, the latter made different confessions 
during the hearing of the case on three occasions. This 
is most strange. What is the cause? The Court is 
requested to pay special attention te this question.
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The appellant was arrested in Tsingtao. After 
being transferred to Shanghai, he was arraigned before the 
Court: of First Instance on April 20 and 27, 1936, and was 
remanded in custody at the request of the Police. At these 
two hearings, the appellant made a true statement that he had 
nothing to do with the murder of the marine Nakayama and that 
he had never even been to Darroch Road» The Police did not 
bring any charge 'wing to insufficient evidence*

At the hearing in the Court of First Instance 
on May 1, the Municipal Advocate requested the Court to punish 
Yang Wen Tao for having opened fire and the appellant for 
having assisted in the commission of the crime, (vide record 
of the session held by the Court of First Instance on May 1 
which also contains the following statement made by the 
Municipal Advocate^ "The Municipal Police have now 
ascertained that it was the first accused Yang Wen Tao who 
fired the shot and the second accused Yih Hai Sung had 
rendered him assistance on the spot.") During the trial 
the appellant admitted the charge stating that he went 
together with Yang -r-en Tao and that he fled after Yang had 
fired.

The attention of the Supreme Court is drawn 
to this statement for it was made merely to implicate Yang 
en Tao so that some of his fellow’ countrymen might be held 

responsible for the murder of the Japanese marine.
At the second hearing in the Court of First 

Instance, the Police produced a statement written by the 
appellant at the Police Station after the first hearing» 
This statement outlined the events prior to and after the 
commission of the crime. In the belief that he would not 
be able to extricate himself from the false accusation and 
preferring death to implicating innocent people, the appellant |
suddenly admitted that it was he who murder-id the Japanese j
marine and that it was he who had made the hole in the book. (
Moreover, when witness Hu Ziang Ho stated that he did not see !
either of the two accused immediately after the crime, the 
appellant declared: "He did not see me, but I saw him." The 
appellant also stated: "I told lies because I was afraid of 
further sufferings” and "The Police Inspector at the Police 
Station told me that I had to make a statement anyway and 
that I would get a reduction of punishment if I made one.
Therefore I wrongly implicated him on the two previous 
occasions when my head was not clear." (Vide record of the 
session of the Court of First Instance on May 6 ). The 
appellant’s new statement did not in any way correspond with 
the evidence and views submitted by the prosecution. A 
remand for two weeks was then applied for and granted, 

/«Then applying for permission to detain Tseu 
Shcu Yong()p| ) on May 9, the Municipal Police submitted 
to the Court a new statement made by the appellant to the 
effect that Yang Wen Tao, Tseu Shou Yong and the appellant 
had planned to go out that night, that Yang Wen Tao handed 
the pistol to the appellant on the way and that the appellant 
alone went to Darroch Road and fatally shot the Japanese marine. 
The appellant admitted this statement in Court.

(To be continued) '
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(c) Th» fact that no blood stain was at any 
time found on the bullet lends support to the argument 
that it vas not this bullet which had killed Nakayama. 
Although the report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory states 
that it is possible for a bullet fired at close range to 
penetrate an animal without collecting any blood, this 
possibility is only an exception, normally we expect to find 
some blood stain on such a bullet. Therefore, if the 
bullet does not bear any blood stain, we can assume that
it was not the bullet that killed Nakayama. The Police 
cannot object to this assumption, unless they can furnish 
proof to the contrary.

(d) The bullet cannot be linked up with the 
seized pistol unless it had actually been fired from the 
pistol. This was held to be so by the Court of First 
Instance and the Court of Second Instance, which based their 
views on the report and photographs submitted by D.S. Coley 
of the Arms Identification Section of the S.M.P. D.S. 
Caley stated in Court;- ”1 fired one shot from this 
pistol and compared the spent bullet and cartridge case 
with those produced by the Police. As a result, I am cf 
the opinion that the spent bullet and cartridge c^se produced 
by the Police were fired from the seized pistol.” (Vide
the written records of the Court of First Instance taken 
down on May 1, 1936). D.S. Caley based his opinion on 
a comparison of the bullet and cartridge case produced by 
the Police with those obtained from the test firing. It 
should be noted th°t bullets of the same ma.K.e and size 
fired from pistols of the same make and size will bear 
the same marks. Similarly, the cartridge cases left in 
the pistols will have the s^me markings. The similarity 
between two spent bullets or cartridge oases shows only that 
it is possible that the bullets may have been fired from 
the same pistol or the cartridge oases may have been ejected 
from the same pistol, but it does not definitely prove 
that they had been fired or ejected from the same pistol. 
D.S. Caley further stated: - ’’Later I took photographs 6f 
the cartridge case produced by the Police and of the one 
I had fired with the pistol and found that the markings 
on the cartridge oases due to friction in the pistol were 
the same. I also rolled the bullet produced by the Police 
and that fired by me over soft lead and photographs taken of 
the lead revealed the same marks for each bullet.” We 
know by common knowledge that when two pistols of the same 
make and size are used to fire bullets of the same make, 
and size, the spent bullet and cartridge case from each 
pistol will bear the same markings as those from the other 
pistol. D.S. Caley did not point out in his statement 
that when bullets are fired from pistols of the same make, 
the spent bullets and cartridge cases will bear different 
marks peculiar to c-ach of the pistols from whioh they had 
been fired. D.S. Caley is a detective officer employed 
by the Shanghai Municipal Council. His report cannot be 
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regarded as that of an expert although the Courts of First 
and Second Instance, referred to him as an expert.

For the above reasons, the bullet produced 
by the Police has not been proved to have been fired from the 
seized pistol. Appellant’s lawyer requested the Courts of 
First and Second Instanoe. to ask for a report of the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory on this point, but the requests were overruled. 
The Courts of First and Second Instance had failed to consider 
with care the report of D.S. Caley, but had thoughtlessly 
called it an expert’s report and on it they based their 
decisions. This is not proper.

(2) The pistol and the six rounds of ammunition 
contained in it produced by, the Police

It is said that the pistol and the six 
rounds of ammunition contained in it were found by a Japanese 
Sub-Inspector beneath a watchman’s wooden box in Foong Loh 
Li ( 5; ) Alleyway at 11.40 p.m. (Vide statement of the
J.S.I. in Court on May 1), that is, one hour and thirty 
minutes after Nakayama was killed. The spot where the 
pistol was found is 509 feet away from the spot where Nakayama 
was killed. (Vide report made by S.I. Crowther in Court on 
May 1.) There must be some doubt as to whether that pistol 
was the one that was used to kill Nakayama.

It has been said that the pistol was found 
beneath a watchman’s box. During a reconstruction of the 
crime given by appellant, the foreign detective had to remove 
the pistol from underneath the box with a walking stick. Tne 
Municipal Advocate saidt "When the Japanese Sub-Inspector 
arrived at the scene that night, he reflected that there must 
be a pistol. He therefore searched the place with his torch. 
"When he flashed the light on the spot underneath the wooden 
box, he discovered the pistol. He got it out from beneath 
the box with the aid of a wooden bar.” (Vide records of 
reconstruction of crime made by the appellant.) A murderer 
runs away after » crime because he fears discovery. A 
pistol is a weapon wfith which one can defend oneself; if one 
carries it away with him, it can be of use fend will not do 
one any harm. It is absurd to say that he would throw 
away the pistol to the ground without fear that such an act 
would create some noise; it will be more absurd to say that 
a murderer would, whilst making his escape, stop on his way 
and leisurely bend down to place the pistol underneath the 
wooden box.

The Japanese Sub-Inspector stated, "I 
received a report from Japanese Detective Hariyama at 11.40p.m. 
that a Japanese marine had been killed. I immediately went 
to the scene.” On another occasion he stated, ”1 found 
the pistol at 11.40 p.m.” (Vide Court records of May 1.) 
This means that the Japanese Sub-Inspector after receiving 
the report immediately went to the scene and immediately 
found a pistol underneath the wooden box, a place obviously 
not directly exposed to sight, as can be seen from the fact 
that the flashlight had to be directed underneath the box 
and the pistol had to be retrieved by means of a wooden bar. 
It is strange that he should have guessed so correctly.
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When the Police were making enquiries into 
the murder of Nakayama, they came to a conclusion regarding 
the pistol that "the pistol used to commit the murder vas 
found behind the wooden ton occupied by Li Hung Ping 
m the Poong Loh Li alleyway" and that "someone had placed 
the pistol there with intent to implicate Li Hung Ping." 
(Vide 11th report submitted by the Police). The watchman 
Li Hung Ping stated a.t the Police Stations "At about
10 p.m. November 9 I was roused from sleep by five or six 
Japanese in foreign dress who wanted me to open my box
to allow them to make an inspection inside it............. ..
At about 11 p.m. I was again wakened up. I went with a 
Japanese detective and a Chinese detective to the Dixwell 
Road Police Station. (Vide Ling Hung Ping's statement, 
Court File Page 52, Vol. 3 of the Court of First Instance). 
This shows that at 10 p.m. Li Hung Ping was awakened by 
five or six persons and told to open the wooden box and 
at 11 p.m. detectives went there and took him to the 
Police Station for interrogation. Up to that time,
11 p.m., nothing had been discovered which could have 
been used as evidence in a crimes yet at 11.40 p.m., a 
pjpstol was suddenly discovered. th^n<*er c*rcums tances, 
the Police wery reasonably came to/\conclusion that the 
pistol had been planted there to implicate Li Hung Ping. 
Furthermore, a foreign Detective Sub-Inspector stated
on May 27î "Between 100 and 200 officials arrived at 
the scene." The Municipal Advocate also stated on 
July 10s "Besides the officials who numbered between 
100 and 200, there were between 300 and 400 spectators 
who occupied an area within a radius of half a mile around 
the scene of the crime." (Vide Argument (1) (a) of this
petition.) Since the Police clearly asserted there 
was such a large number of persons and such confusion, 
the theory that the pistol had been planted there by 
some person becomes more conceivable. Therefore, the 
pistol as a piece of evidence is worthless.

() r^ie book 3n which a hole in the shape of a 
pistol had been excavated..

In producing a book on practical physics 
in which a hole in the shape of a pistol had been excavated, 
the Police stated that it was found by Japanese Constable 
No.164 in the home of Yang Wen Tao. However, this book 
does not belong to Yang Wen Tao; it had been planted 
there by the persons who had conspired to implicate him 
in order to secure the reward,

(a) In his statement, Yang Wen Tao pointed out 
that he took a pistol from Li Mo ( >£ ) in the 22nd
Year of the Chinese Republic and fearing that the pistol 
might fall into the hands of children, he was shown by his 
nephew Yang Chien Chung (5P9-£È,£ ) a method of excavating 
a hole in a book in which the pistol could be concealed. 
This he did. After the pistol was returned, the book 
was forgotten and was played with by children. The 
book produced by the Police had been planted by Yang Chien 
Chung.
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Witness Chang Tsun (O ) in his statement 
said that he was a school-mate of Tseng Yuan. When he 
called on Tseng Yuan last winter (? 1935), he saw one Zung 
Wei Ming if (otherwise known as Motoichi Hirayama, a 
naturalized Japanese subjects According to a report made 
by a foreign detective sub-inspector on May 21, the arrest 
of Yang Wen Tao was made on information supplied by this 
man.) He was smoking opium side by side with Tseng Yuan 
on a bed and afterwards he drew with pencil a sketch of a 
pistol on a sheet of paper. Tseng Yuan asked him to 
accompany him to Zung Wei Ming’s place to receive some 
money. Zung was not in when they called, but returned 
soon afterwards. Chang Tsun became acquainted with Zung 
through the introduction of Tseng Yuan. On the next day, 
Zung Wei Ming came and stated that if he (Chang Tsun) would 
call at the Japanese Landing Party Headquarters and make a 
report to the effect that the marine Nakayama had been 
murdered by appellant, Yang Wen Tao and a Korean named Jack, 
he could claim the $4,000 reward. Questioned about this 
at a session of the Court of First Instance, Tseng Yuan (who 
was present in Court as a witness for the Police) replied, 
"Quite right, quite right." (vide record of the hearing held 
on May 6 by the Court of First Instance.) Furthermore, 
Chang Tsun submitted to the Court a document written 
personally by Tseng Yuan implicating a girl teacher named 
Zung Hoong Pih(f^ '■*- ) of the Kwangtung Primary School 

% • After being questioned by the Court, Tseng
Yuan admitted that he wrote the document (vide record of 
the hearing held on June 16 by the Court of First Instance.) 
Chang Tsun then made a detailed statement regarding the 

conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng Yuan.
It is to be noted that Yang Chien Chung had 

been at large for a long time. After the arguments in the 
case were resumed in the Court of First Instance, Yang Chien 
Chung surrendered himself to the Police in August and was 

brought to Court by the Police at the hearing of August 19. 
Questioned, he acknowledged that Yang Wen Tao was only a 
distantly related senior member of the family, and that he 
knew Zung Wei Ming six or seven years ago (Police records 
show that Zung Wei Ming and Yang Chien Chung had known each 
other for 10 years. The record of the hearing held by the 
Court of First Instance on July 8 states that Zung Wei Ming 
and Yang Chien Chung had known each other for more than ten 
years.) He saw Zung Wei Ming on April 2 and 16, 1936. 
On one occasion he handed the address of Yang Wen Tao to 
Zung Wei Ming and then left together to visit Yang Kwei

He once asked a loan from Zung Wei Ming. 
After the charge against the accused in this case had been 
drawn up by the Police, he proceeded to Canton in May and 
subsequently went to Nanking, Hangchow and Chinkiang (vide 
Police records and the records of the hearing on August 19 
in the Court of First Instance.) At the Court of First 
Instance, he also stated? "Later as I heard that I had 
been marked for death, I left for other places." If Yang 
Chien Chung had not done something wrong, he would not have 
run away, and if he had not conspired to bring a false 
accusation against others, he need not have had any fear 
of being done to death.
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Chang Tsun also stated that one day when the 
wife of Tseng Yuan asked him to accompany her to the 
home of Zung Wei Ming to claim some money, he saw Yang 
□lien Chung sitting in the parlour (vide reocrds of the 
hearing on June 3 in the Court of First Instance). 
Taking into consideration the various statements given 
above, the suggestion that the book submitted to the Court 
had been planted by Yang Chien Chung as part of the 
conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng Yuan is not 
altogether without grounds.

As regards the statement that none of the 
finger prints found in the book are similar to those of 
Yang Chien Chung, it was not necessary for Yang Chien Chung, 
in planting the ’ -ok, to press his hands upon the pages 
of the book; he could have handled the cover of the book 
only. As the finger prints discovered in the book were 
all on the inside pages of the book and not on the covers 
of the book, it is only natural that the finger prints were 
not those of Yang Chien Chung.

As regards Yang Chien Chung’s denial that he 
had planted the evidence, as declared in the Court of 
First Instance and the Court of Second Instance, it is 
only logical that he should not admit his crime. Yang 
Chien Chung's conspiracy and the planting of evidence can 
be seen clearly from a study of the confessions made by 
Yang Chien Chung, the statements of Chang Tsun and the 
particulars mentioned below. D.S.I. Crowther said that
the book wa.s discovered by Japanese policeman No, 164 on 
the floor between the bed and the ccat hanger. (Vide the 
written record of May 1 in the Court of First Instance.) 
It cannot be believed that Yang Wen Tao knowing the existence 
of the book to hold a firearm would have been so careless 
with it. The Court of First Instance did not pay attention 
to this point and this is unfair. If the pistol and the 
book actually belonged to Yang Wen Tao and Nakayama was 
murdered as the result of a plot conceived by Yang Wen Tao 
and the appellant, then Zung Wei Ming could have easily 
charged them with it and would not have resorted to j,oin 
the conspiracy of Tseng Yuan or Chang Zai Yuan ( )•
The Court of First Instance declared that originally - 
Chang Tsun, Tseng Yuan and Zung Wei Ling had tried together 
to get the reward, but they surrendered and offered 
themselves as witnesses because they could not agree with 
one another. What is the basis of this declaration?

-WJien he called at the office of lawyer Kuh 
Chao Chi ( ) to surrender himself and to act as a
witness, Chan'g Tsun wrote a report giving full particulars 
about the case. La.wyer Kuh, finding the report too long, 
instructed one Yih (*T ) to shorten it. After leaving 
the lawyer’s office, bhang Tsun surrendered himself to 
the Police end presented this shortened report. All 
this can be seen on Page 20, Voltune Two of the Court of 
First Instance and from the statement made by Chang Tsun 
at the Police Station. The Court of First Instance did 
not have a full understanding cf the particulars regarding 
the surrender of □lang Tsun azid his offer to act as a 
witness, but declared that Chang’s report was suspicious 
for it had been drafted by one Yih. This is negligence 
on the part of the Court of First Instance.
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(b) At the request of the Court of First Instance, 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory examined Yang Wen Tao's finger

prints, palm prints and all the finger prints discovered in 
the book and made a comparison. Diligent examination failed 
to show that Yang Wen Tao's fingerprints corresponded with 
those found in the book. There are blood marks in the book 

and it is clear that the blood was left there when the book 
was being hollowed out with a knife. Tr.ere are also blue 
fingerprints in the book; it was due to the drawing of the 

shape of the pistol with a blue oencil. These fingerprints 
de not correspond with those of Yang Wen Tao. (All this may 
be seen from the examination report of the Laboratory No.127, 
Character Chien.) If the book belonged to Yang Wen Tao, 
there would have been no such results. This serves as real 
proof that the book was planted in Yang’s home. Yet, such 
an important piece of evidence was entirely set aside by the 
Court of First Instance. The examination report No. 127 
clearly states that a diligent examination had failed to 
establish that Yang Wen Tao's left and right hand finger 
prints and palm prints corresponded with those found in the 
book. The examination report No. 100 also contains such a 
declaration. Therefore, it is obvious that all the finger 
prints in the book are not the finger and palm prints of 
Yang Wen Tao. This evidence is beneficial to the appellant.

(c) Although the book presented to the Court is 
dirty and old, the examination report No. 99 of the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory declares that iron rust was found in the 
book. Iron rust can also be formed by human agency. The 
report further states; "The depth of the marks of pressure 
in the book in question extends as far as ten pages upwards, 
but the weight of the pistol is only 600 grammes. Even if 
the pistol had been in the hole of the book for a considerable 
length of time, it is still not easy for it to have caused 
the hole and such deep marks of pressure. Therefore, these 
deep marks of pressure could not have been caused without 
outside pressure." This clearly shows that there is no doubt 
that these marks of pressure and the hole were made in the 
book at that time for this purpose. However, despite this 
strong point in the examination contained in the report of 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory showing that this had been 
purposely made at that time, yet the Court of First Instance 
had failed to refer to this point, but alleged that the hole 
in the book could have been produced by the movements of
the pistol after it had been placed inside the hole. 
Nevertheless, the Court of First Instance failed to see 
that although this argument could be applied to the hole, 
yet it could not be upheld as regards the marks of pressure 
whose depth reached as far as ten pages upwards. The Court 
of First Instance failed to give any explanation regarding 
this point. Therefore, it is quite evident that the Court 
had failed io make a close study of the facts. Moreover, 
the book had always been indoors; it had not been placed in 
a boat or in a car. Therefore, there is hardly any possibility 
even by the movements of the pistol, to produce the present 
form of the hole.

(to be continued)
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Sin Jan Fao and other local newspapers:

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE? YIH HAI SUNG APPEALS TO 
SÛPREÎCÊ COURT

Dissatisfied with the death sentence passed on 
them by the Shanghai First Special District Court for the 
murder of a Japanese marine named Mr. Nakayama» Yang Wen Tao 

) and Yil1 Hai Sung ) appealed to the 2nd
Branoh of the Kiangsu High Court. When their appeal was
dismissed on December 9, 1936, Yih Hai Sung and Yang Wen^Tao 
instructed their lawyers, Messrs. Chang Ts Niang fl ) 
and Tang Huai Chun, to file ^appeal with the Supreme Court 
at Nanking.

On the basis of the notes written on 14 sheets 
of paper by Yih Hai Sung himself, his lawyer Mr. Chang Ts 
Niang has submitted the following petition to the Supreme 
Court at Nanking:-

Dissatisfied with the judgment No*297, character 
"Zhang’* (Ji ), 1936, delivered by the 2nd Branch of the 
Kiangsu High Court in a case of homicide, appellant Yih Hai 
Sung, native of Kwangtung, now in the custody of the Police, 
appoints lawyer Chang Ts Niang of House No.280 Peking Road, 
Room 2, 2nd floor, Shanghai, to file an appeal with the 
Supreme Court and to give detailed arguments to prove his 
innocence•

The charge in this case was brought by Dixwell 
Road Police Station of the 3.M.C. in the Shanghai First 
Special District Court. The charge states that on the 
evening of November 9, 1935, a Japanese marine named Nakayama 
was murdered on Darrooh Road, that this murder was committed 
by the appellant. The shot was fired by Yang Wen Tao who 
was assisted by the appellant (vide the written record of 
May 1 of the hearing in the Court of First Instance). 
In the judgment of the Court of First Instance, it is stated 
that the shot was fired by the appellant; that the appellant 
was the principal offender, that Yang Wen Tao was the 
instigator and had directed the commission of the crime; 
that both accused should be given capital punishment.

The judgment further points out that Yang Wen 
Tao and appellant are joint offenders in the crime of homicide 
and both are therefore sentenced to death, with
deprivation of civil rights for life. One pistol, six 
rounds of ammunition, one empty cartridge shell, one spent 
bullet and a book used to conceal the pistol were ordered 
to be confiscated. The accused Chow Shou Yong was found 
not guilty.

Dissatisfied with the judgment, the appellant 
filed an appeal with the 2nd Branch of the Kiangsu High 
Court. The case was given only onehearing by the 2nd 
Branoh of the Kiangsu High Court anfl^concluded in one day. 
The Court hastily dismissed the appeal. The appellant 
is not satisfied with this and files an appeal with the 
Supreme Court.

The High Court stated that the spent bullet 
produced by the Folice was the one which killed Nakayama, 
and the empty cartridge shel^xW^s found belonged to the bulle 
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The pistol was the weapon which fired the shot. The book 
on physics in which a hole in the shape of a pistol was 
excavated was used by Yang Wen Tao to conceal the pistol. 
Yang Wen Tao and appellant, in an attempt to extend their 
influence, had plotted attacks on Japanese naval officers so 
as to give rise to disturbances.

On the night of November 9, 1935, in company 
with Jack, they left the Moon Palace Hotel. On the 
way, Yang Wen Tao took the pistol from the book and handed 
it to appellant, who used this pistol to kill the Japanese 
marine Nakayama. The judgment which found the appellant 
and Yang Wen Tao guilty of the murder of the Japanese marine 
was based (1) upon the death of Naikayama, (2) the bullet 
which was produced in Court as an exhibit, and (3) the 
connection between this bullet and the pistol as well as 
the connection between the pistol and the book and that 
between the book and Yang Wen Tao, and as between Yang Wen 
Tao and the appellant.

But all these materials and other evidence which 
had been used as a basis for the judgment by the Court of 
First Instance are not reliable and substantial evidence 
against the appellant unless they have been given in evidence, 
that is to say, if the relations between any one of the 
exhibits produced in Court cannot be established, then 
the appellant cannot be held responsible for the death of 
the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama. Moreover, unless 
there was sufficient evidence to prove that the appellant 
did use the pistol and had used it to shoot the Japanese 
marine, thereby causing his death, the appellant could not 
be found guilty of murder. However, a study of the case 
teveals that none of the material proofs submitted to the 
Court were reliable, nor were the connections between all 
these exhibits proved. Yet, in the face of all this, the 
Court of First Instance based its judgment entirely on 
appellant’s statements which had been obtained under torture 
and on his other statements which were contradictory to 
one another. This clearly shows that the Court of First 
Instance had not dealt with the case properly and in a 
just manner.

It is to be noted that this unjust prosecution 
was due to a conspiracy on the part of Zpng_ Wei Ming 

4^ Æ ) alias Hirayama , Tseng Yuen ( $ ), Chang Zai
Yuen \ ) and Yang Chien Chung ( <)£ ,&■> ) who, with
the object of securing the large rewards offered by the 
S.M.C. and the Japanese authorities for information leading 
to the apprehension of the murderer or murderers, plotted 
to create false evidence against the appellant and Yang 
Wen Tao. However, the Courts of First and Second Instance
recklessly sentenced the appellant to death for the murder 
of the Japanese marine simply on this superficial evidence 
without first considering whether such evidence was true 
or otherwise.

The following detailed arguments, classified 
under separate headings, are submitted for consideration:-

(1) The police exhibits produced in Court, viz. 
one spent bullet and one empty cartridge shebl

The exhibits, namely, one spent bullet 
and one empty cartridge shell produced in Court by the 
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a/Olice were said to have been picked up separately at 
the scene of the incident by Japanese Constable Id). 61 
and Japanese Detective Do. 51 cf the Dixwell Road ^olice 
Station. The Court of First Instance regarded these exhibits 
as having been actually found at the scene of tne incident 
and that the bullet was tne one that h>d caused the death 
of the Japanese marine and was actually fired from a 
pistol produced as an exhibit in Court. However, all 
these points not only lack substantial proofs but had 
also given rise to much doubts they also show, that 
this bullet had in fact no connection whatever w.th the 
death of the Japanese marine Nakayama, because

(a) According to the statement of the 
Japanese Constable No. 61, he picked^he spent bullet 
at a spot about 8 feet to the south of the blood stain 
(vide the record of the Court of First Instance of Nay 1). 
But the deceased Japanese marine at thac time was walking 
in a northerly direction on Darroch Road on his way to 
barracks (vide the record of the same Court of Nay 1 and 
the verbal statements on the movements of the deceased 
Japanese marine on that day made by D.3.I. Crowther). 
The bullet entered the head of the deceased marine from 
the back and emerged from the front. Moreover, there 
was only one bullet wound (vide the report of examination 
made by the Japanese military doctor Ogawa and his verbàl 
statements made in the Court of First Instance on Fay 6). 
If this was actually the bullet which had caused the 
death of the Japanese marine, then it should have dropped 
in front of the marine instead of at a spot about 8 feet 
behind him where it was subsequently found. Therefore, 
irrespective*of the fact as to whether or not it was 
actually found at that place after the murder, there is 
serious doubt as to tne origin of the bullet. This point 
deserves careful eonsiderat ion before it cm be definitely 
alleged that this bullet was actually the one which had 
killed the Japanese marine. It is to be noted that it 
was only until after this point was raised in the Court 
of First Instance by the appellant’s lawyer that the 
Municipal Advocate began to say that this bullet was 
actually found at a spot in front of the deceased marine. 
■When the lawyers produced a _.lan to the Police showing 
the various points, D.3.I. Crowther, at first, argued 
that the bullet had entered the back part of the head 
slantwise. If it is true that the bullet had entered 
slantwise,then the bullet should have dropped tb the side 
in front. The report made by the military doctor Ogawa 
and the photograph of the head of the deceased show that 
the bullet had entered slightly inclined to the side. 
For this reason, this military doctor, when questioned 
in the Court of First Instance as to whether the bullet 
had entered by the back part of the head and emerged 
from the front , replied in the affirmative. The 
explanation “there is a hole at both the back part and 
the front part of the head" can hardly be established. 
D.S.I. Crowther continued his argument, saying "The 
height of the deceased was 5 feet, 8 inches. He was 
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suddenly shot and it is possible that he fell to the 
ground after he had moved forward two steps". This 
argument was adopted by the Court of First Instance, 
Still dissatisfied, D.S.I. Crowther made a. further 
explanation, saying that the bullet might have been kicked 
away because as many as one to two hundred persons had 
visited the scene of the murder. (Vide the written record 
of the Court of First Instance made on May 27.) The 
Municipal Advocate, in his first argument in the Court 
of First Instance, stated that in all some 300 to 400 
persons had visited the scene of the murder.» (Vide the 
written record of the Court of First Instance made on 
July 10.) The Court of First Inst nee adopted this 
explanation as one of the foundations of its decision. 
If actually so many persons had visited the scene of the 
murder nd conditions were in such a disorder, then it 
is also possible that some person had planted the evidence 
and placed the bullet and the empty cartridge shell there. 
The Japanese policemen who claimed to have found the 
bullet end tie empty cartridge shell arrived at the scene 
of the murder several minutes after 9 o’clock that evening, 
but the bullet and the empty cartridge shell were not 
found until about 10 o’clock. (Vide the statements made 
by Japanese policeman No. 61 and Japanese detective No. 51 
on May 1 in the Court of First Instance and the answers 
of the Police to arguments.) This strengthens the 
possibility that someone had planted the evidence by 
placiih, rhe bullet and the empty cartridge shell there. 
Furthen, ere, D.S.I. Crowther explained that it was only 
a possibility that the bullet had been kicked away by 
someone, but it was also possible that the bullet had 
not been kicked away by someone and wag in its original 
po si tion.

V/hat the Police should prove is chat the 
bullet found wag the one that killed Nakayama and that 
it was kicked away in a southern direction by somebody 
after the murder? otherwise, it cannot be admitted that 
the bullet he s any connection whatever with the death 
of Nakayama, The appellants gave a detailed explanation 
of this point in the Court of First Instance. Although 
the Police maintained its former views, the Court of 
First Instance dropped this point and explained "that 
the spot where Nakayama was shot was only three large 
paces from the place where he fellj that the bullet had 
dropped at the place between the spot whe re he wag shot 
and the place where he fell? that after being shot, Nakayama 
still continued to move forward three steps before he 
collaps d". The pistol that s ho t Nakayama wag discharged 
5 centimetres behind the back part of his head (Vide below 
I tern A, Section 6) and the bullet penetrated the brain.

The report made by Japanese military doctor 
Ogawa clearly states? "There wag a bullet wound at the 
back part of the head and a la.rge quantity of blood 
came out. There wag a. hole in the front part of 
the head, and around the hole the skull wag broken 
and swollen, and some of the brain had fallen out.
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There was profuse bleeding due to a rupture of the arteries.1' 
Again, "Death was due to injury to the brain and haemorrhage 
of the brain." Can it be believed that a man, after having 
been struck in the head by a bullet which had penetrated the 
entire brain, fractured the skull, ruptured the arteries and 
caused haemorrhage, could have walked forward 8 feet beyond 
the spot where the fatal bullet had dropped? The spot where
Nakayama collapsed is 8 feet in front of the place where the
bullet was said to have dropped, (vide the statement of 
Japanese Constable No.61 who claimed to have found the
bullet and the record of the session held on May 1 by the
Court of First Instance). A bullet after passing through 
a human head does not drop immediately upon emerging but 
continues in its trajectory. This is one of the established 
theories of physics. Therefore it follows that there must 
be some distance between the spot where the bullet dropped 
and the spot where the bullet entered the skull and to this 
distance should be added the distance (8 feet) which the 
marine had moved before he collapsed. It is almost 
incredible that the marine, after having been shot. Id 
have moved such/di stance. If this incredible circumstance 
is a fact, then the bullet could not have been the one which 
had killed the marine. Nevertheless, the Court of First 
Instance regarded it as a fact and used it as a basis for 
finding the appellant guilty of murder and sentenced him to 
death. Needless to say, such a judgment is improper.

The Court of First Instance further accepted 
as fact a statement that the place where the marine was shot 
was three paces from the nlace he collapsed, and that the 
bullet fell at a spot between them. It should be remembered 
that the bullet was found at a spot about 8 feet away from 
the nlace where the marine collapsed, (vide the statement of 
Japanese Constable No.61 who claimed to have found the 
bullet). It is quite clear that, in addition to the 
trajectory of the bullet, the distance should have been 
more t "an thi-ee paces. Yet, the Court of First Instance 
accepted as fact that the place where the bullet nad dropped 
was somewhere midway of these three paces. This i-s a 
further misunderstanding of the facts on the part of the 
Court of First Instance. This misunderstanding was due 
to a plan based on the first reconstruction of the crime. 
It should be borne in mind that in this plan it is clearly 
stated: "The place where the marine dropped, as indicated
by the witness Hu Ziang Ho ( -ty , is about three paces
apart from the place which Yih Hai Sung pointed as the spot 
where the marine stood." The location of these two places 
was notaresult of the reconstruction, but was based on the 
evidence of the witness and the appellant. The distance 
between these two places did not tally with the statement 
of the Japanese Constable who claimed to have found the 
bullet. The Court of First Instance should regard this 
as one of the points in appellant's statements which did 
not tally with the facts.

(b) In the Court of First Instance, Japanese 
Constable No.61, who claimed to heve found the bullet, after 
making his report on the finding of the bullet, added: "'«Then 
I found the bullet, I saw there was some reddish colour 
resembling blood. There was also some oily substance and
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sqme n&ir sticking to it." Yet, the report No. 101 
Character Chien (|fj^ ) of the Medico-Legal Laboratory states: 
" No blood stains were found on txie bullet nor were any human 
cells found in a precipitate msde of the fluid in which the 
bullet had been soaked." The report also says: "If there 
had been blood stains on the bullet and they had been cleaned 
away with paper or cloth, some blood stains would generally 
remain in the riflings and at the tip of the bullet." It is an 
indisputable fact that no blood or human cells were found on 
the bullet* The evidence of the Japanese Constable is there
fore unreliable. The Court is requested to consider this 
point and to study the other points mentioned above and to 
decide whether or not the bullet had not been planted there.

(To be continued)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
î ----------------------

O REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.
C =====
The following is the statement of D3fi5 8» Ctaig

native of ■ . .taken by me ..

at D, Rd* Stjation.on the. XX~11“<55..... and interpreted by..

■»

Verbal statement of witness Won Ziang Woo made in the 

presence of J.D.S. SI Hasuo, J.D.C. 83 Osano, C.D.C. 119 and 
!
j Clerk Chi Young Shou,

I loft home at about 3.45 p.m, J-11--55 and proceeded to 
a Japanese shoe-maker’a shop at No. 90 Darroch Road owned by 

Mr. Takaoka, to collect some money.

At about 9 p.m. aa I neared my destination I heard a 
loud report like a pisÿol snot so Ï immediately looked in the 
direction of the sound and saw two Japanese soldiers both

i wearing black clothing, one of the Japanese soldiers was running 
Bast into fong Loh Li and t he ocher one was lying on tne roadway

I then hurriedly entered No. 90 Darroch Road and informed 

j Mr. Tf.kvokc of the incident.
i

Kr. Takaoka and I then went to the scene and later he

: instructed me to go to the Police Station and report that X had 
witnessed the affair.

I I then accompanied two Cninese policemen to Dixwell Road 
! Station.



FM, 2.
G. 40M-9.lt PUS NO...............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
.Pixwe11 ...Station,

REPORT „
___ 19 35

Subject  the ...statement Wop Ziang Woo 176/35....

Made by...A................................. Forwarded by.......... ....................... ...................................

üir, .

_____ I beg to state that on the night of trie 9-11-35 I. together 
with. C.R.C.119, J,T>,C,Osano and D,3,Craig, questioned a witness, 

ft 00 Slang Woo, at the Crims Branch Office of this Station with the 

assistance of clerk Chi Yoong Shou,__________________________________

The witness stated that at about 3,45 p.m,9-ll-35 he proceed

ed to a Japanese shoe-maker*s shop at 90 Darroch Road to collect 
money, on nearing the shop at about 9 p.m,even date, he heard a

I loud report like a pistol shot and, on looking in the direction, 
L
g saw a Japanese sailor collapse on the roadway and another sailor 
I run Into Fong Loh Lee.________________________________________________

I, therefore, croas-exaiained the witness asking him how he 

could say that the man who had run away was a Japanese sailor and 

further if he could obtain a distinct view of the man from such 
his 

a distance away in the darkness, when he changed statement stating 
ii that he saw that the man was dressed in black clothes and that he 
|l could not say that he was a Japanese or Chinese,________________ ___

He then continued his statement relating that he hurriedly 

entered tne shoe-maker*s shop and told Mr,Takaoka of the incident. 

jdr,Yakaoka and he, then, went to the scene, and later he accompan

ied two Chinese policemen to Dixwell Road Station as a witness,

I am, Sir, 

Yours obediently
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G. File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

,!d- sm
REPORT UaT.iaUl...  „ Ü5

Subject a doo <üan^ Uoo, 7.I.R.176/3&

Made by.............£..........  Forwarded by............................... ........... ................................. -..............

Sir,___________ __ ____ ____________

______ X beg to state tdat on the night of the 9-ll-3o I» together 
with C* *C*119, J*2*S*Hasuo and D*S,Craig, questioned & witness, 

woo slang Woo, with toe assistance of clerk Cai Young Shou at 

this Station* .
The witness stated that at about 8*45 p*ta*9-ll-35 he proceed* 

ed to a Japanese shoe-maLer*3 shop at 90 darroch Road to collect 

money* When he came near toe above shop at about 9 u*sa*same date* 
he heard a loud sound like a pistol shot and, on looking in the 

direction* saw a Japanese sailor fall on the roadway and another 
|l Japanese sailor run into Fong Loh Lee* He hurriedly entered the 

shoe-maker*s shop and informed toe shop master, gr.Takaoka, of 

tne incident* de then in company with Mr.Takaoka went to the 

acene, and subsequently he accompanied two Chinese policemen to 

Dixwell Road Station as a witness*,
I, together with J*D*S*Hasuo and P.S.Craig, carefully goes- . 

tioned the witness how he could say that the tan who had run into 

Fong Loh Lee was a Japanese sailor and if he could see him clearly 

from so far away at night* The witness changed his version stat

ing that he could only see that toe man ms dressed in black clathi 

es and that he could not see whether he was a Japanese or Chinese•

I am. Sir,

Your obedient servant,



‘'T SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of  G ^.G. HR Mo Zeb Hying........... -- - 
native of ...................... taken by me.........  ....... .....

3t D» Rd, 3tn. on t*ie------- 14)«»11*3S and interpreted by..Clerk Li Xang KaO. -

I

I C.D.C. 119 Ho Zeb Eying, attached to Dlxwell Road Police 

Station, reports,

At ô p.nx. on the 9-11-35, I came to tne station on night 

duty. At about 9.10 p.m., C.P.C. 2864 reported by telephone 

that a Japanese soldier nad been murdered on Darroch Road. After 
receipt of the telephone message, D.8.X. Crow tuer, D.S. 326 

Craig and 1 proceeded to Darroch Road to xake enquiries. On 

arrival we found that the Japanese sailor had oeen removed away. 

I>,8. Craig then told me that a witness had been brought to the 

station by a C.P.C. and instructed me to come back to the

I station to bring the witness to the detective office for 

enquiries. Whilst in the detective office I heard that ths 

witness give the following statement.

*My name is Woo tiang Woo, 26 years of age, native of 

Zangchow, married shoe-maker, residing 62 Vast Paoshing 

Road. At about 8.45 p.m. today (9-11-35), I left home and 

j proceeded to a Japanese ehoe-maker*s shop, named "Takaoka*, 

Darroch Road, to collect money. At about 9 p.m., when X 

| was near the shop door, X heard the rooort of a shot being 

fired. X immediately looked forward and saw two Japanese
I.

soldiers, both wearing black short clothing, one was running 

way into ths long Loh Li and the other was lying on the 

roadway. X immediately entered the Japanese shoe-maker* s 

ehop and informed the master of the incident. The master and 
X then went to the scene and later he instructed me to com 

to the Police Station to be a witness. I then accmspanied a 

Chimoo policeman to the Police station.**

Signed, Mo Zeh Ry Ing, C.D.C. 119.



File No..... .........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Stat-on>
REPORT

Date. MOVOUbor l.C^zp 36.
Sul^c^t Re a telephone and a bri *f 'luestloniag.

Made ricrk Ch.x. Yo«W...e.^».... ...Forwarded by.................................... .

fir.________________ ____________________
I beg to report that st 9.05 p.m. S/ll/35 I received a

telephone measare from c.P.c. 2864 through the JBfo.l Box (Kiangwan 

Road) ctfeting that a Chinese had been hurt by a Japanese soldier 
on Kithi^en voad near the Japanese BTnval Landing ’arty. 

At 9.CO p.m. I saw C.P.Ce. 2864 and ?891 bringing into 

the Charge boon a aale Chinese who was said to be the witness of 

the shooting, and according to the speech given by these C.P. o. ■ | 
I began to understand that those two involved in thio matter * ------- Z__________________ ______________________ .___________________ f 

• f were all Japanese.

_________ Afterwards, this witness tolu æ that at about 9 o* clock .. 

in the afternoon of November 9, 193b. lie went froti Waet Pao Shing 

Fuad where he was now living, to Darrooh Load nesr Fong Loh Lee 

to get rtoise money back from a Japanese. As soon as 'in reached 

the above- mentioned place sue before be had entered the Japanese j 
house, he suddenly ise^rd a bang which he took to be the burst 

i|of a riesha tyre, fuming back his he*sd he perceived a Japanese | 

Isoldier lying on the ground and another one wearing black garaeat| 
similar to that of the ffmt one and er ending into vong Loh Lee* | 

Being frightened, he hurried into that J»?nne»v Louse and called | 

him out to the scene. ___________ _ j
------------------ -------------------------------------I sm, Sir._________________________ | 

Your obedient servant.________ '- -— -------.--------------------------------------------------------------------------— j
 Srd» f hi Toong Shon.

J >
.....  . W-W ' ' ' N '
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‘ /
Trar^latlon et report entered in the Chinese Occurrence 

I Bodu_ Dixwell Itoad 3 tatl on.taelerkChl Xeone Shsu,

At 9.20 p.n. 9-11-3S, C.P.Ca. 2884 and 2891 brought to the 

station froa Darroch Road near Fong Loh Li a witness, naned Woo 

Zlan* Woo. 28. Chasgeha^. JLshoe-aaker. residing at 82 Bast Feo* 

shing Road and reported that at 9.S p.m. tonight whilst he was 

proceeding along Darroch Road with the intention of collecting some 

aooey from a Japanese who résidas near Fong Loh LI. Before enter

ing the house of the said Japanese, the witness suddenly heard the 

sound of an explosion, he laws dintely turned round and caw a 

Japanese soldier lying on the ground, a t the sene time he also 

saw another one whose clothing was similar to that worn lay the 

Japanese aoloier running into Fong Loh 14. Tb* witness then report

ed the incident to the Japanese from whom he wanted to collect the 

noney. The Japanese and the witness the» «ent to the scene and 

saw that Police had already arrived* j
I 
L 'J-



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

lhe following is the statement of.

mtive 0[... ÎMWS1U»' uker, 1>y me Clerk U leog Kao
Llt 11.40 p.m. „„ the 0-11-S» and ,mcr[mted by

Sy name is Woo Ziang Woo, 26 years of age, native of 

Zangchow, «/shoe-aaker; raiding at Vo, 62 Knot Paoshing Road,

At about 8,45 p.m. on the 9-ll»3fi, X left ay hone (Rast 
j Paoshing Road) and proceeded to a Japanese ahoe-taaker’s shop, 

named *Takaokav, on Darroc Road to get ay pay. At about 
9 p.m, on the 9ta of Uovcmber, 1936, X had nearly reached 

the door of the Japanese ohoe-naker’» shop, when X heard the 

report of a shot being fired, X Imediately turned qy head

I and looked Horthwarda and oaw a male wearing black clothing
I running East into fong Loh 14, off Darroch Road, Simultaneous» ” 

ly X saw a mm» ,&loo wearing black clothing, lying on the 
roadway, X intasdiatoly wont into the shoe«naker*s shop and 

informed the master, a Japanese, of the incident, We both 

proceeded to where the mn was lying and saw that ho was 
a Japanese marine. The master of the shoe-maker’s shop thon 
instructed me to come to tho station where I zaado the report, |

The clothing worn by tlie wm who ran away was similar | 

in colour as that worn by the iwui lying on the roadway, Xt | 
was long trousers and short Jacket and not a long gown,

I 'Ihis is qy true statement.

Signed, Woo Ziang Woo, 

Taken in the presence of D,S,X, V,L, Crowther, J,D,S. 61 
Hasuo, J,D.S, 34 Kobnyaehi and Clerk Ling Wei Ju (Hongkew),

I

1 .



Fm. 1 I-
Memorandum.

POLICE FORCE,



Zangchow

H.Q.C.B.

Woo Ziang Woo , age 26, married,
residing at 62 Rast Paoshing Road, 

xx D.S.I. Vung Ts Ming in the 
presence of D.S.I. Wlllgoss 

10—11—35 xxxxjqdcx Tsaung Zung Pautranslated

I am a shoe-maker by profession and only do business with 

the Japanese.

/' At about 8.45 p.m. on the 9-11-35 I left my home and

proceeded to the Takaoka Shoe-maker, 90 Darroch Road, for the 

purpose of collecting a sum of money from the owner of the shoj 

As I was going to open the door of the house, the sound of a

* gun shot was heard and I saw a person collapse at a place about

20 yards to the west of 90 Darroch Road. At the same time I 
saw ahother person, dressed in a black short jacket (l cannot 

remember whether he wore a hat or not), run away from the 

scene and proceed to the north, where he entered the Poong Loh 

Li alleyway. The height of this man was about 5 ft. and he was 

probably dressed in Japanese military uniform. The above inci
dent occurred at about 9.03 p.m. I then entered the shop and 

reported the matter to the Japanese proprietor. We went to 

the place where the person lay, and I found that his dress was 

similar to the one who escaped. The Japanese owner of the shop 

told me that the wounded man was a Japanese marine. Two 

Settlement Chinese Policemen arrived soon afterwards. I remained 
at the entrance of the house (Wo. 90) for about 5 minutes, when 

the Japanese shop-owner told me to go with the Policemen to the 

Police Station and make a statement.

Signed by Woo Ziang Woo



The following is the statement of 
j.p.s. T. Yaoukawa, Dixwell Roe4 
Station, taken by D.S.I. Crowther, 
on the 20A1/35.

At about 9*07 >.«. on the 9/ll/3&9 X was in the Japanese 

Cfflce of Dixson Hoad Police station when I we infarned by 

telephone by Dergt. IDS stocks on Charge Room duty that ha had 

received a telephone neaea-.e fro® a C.A.C. stating that there 

was eosw trouble between Japanese callers and Chinese on the 
Darroch &W» 1 leuadlately p^ooeoded to tiw C-'i&rgo Ro<xa and 

obtained a Majc^o and loft the a tat ion for Darroch Hoad, proceed 

Ing along Dixwell Road» Sorth ^zachuon Road to ’laagwan Road.
Before I roaohod the comer of Darroch Road and Worth 

Ssechuen med I 4W 3ergt« 230 rilkinoon riding a bicycle» who 

mm eating a eu&plote torn in the fam at a circle on hie bioyuli 
at the ooraw of W*rth naeoSwm Road and Darroch Road. Re then 

saw so and pointed with hi» hand down Darroch Road. and at the , 
sane ti«e shouted *0ver there* several time. Ssrgt. Mlklneon j 
than proooodud 'Wth into Tnrroch Road • this all occurred wlthii 
a few second». s

I arrived at the etmr of Darroch Boat end Worth 1 
Saeehuen Road, but X could not one '3«rgt. Wilkinson» however» in 
tho distance» T new a creed of pereone gathered eu the Wot aldo 
ef Darroch Rowd. I ianediately cycled forward and X saw a Japans 
sailor lying m hie back with hie head la a pool of Meed being 
attended by tee or three «Mpanooe sailors*

About 12 feet South of whore the sailor lay 1 «aw Id or 
18 persona. Tn the mention J.P.C. It3 «erne frea tho direction o 
the crowd» id» told no that ho had found a MpanoM «itneaa» and’ 
•he had taW hl*» that the sailor had boon ahot. I told 1 
to otay at tho owe. Dr this tlae 86 had arrived co tho 



scene, who I told to go and get J.3.S. SI Tfesuo. ï then mounted 

my bicycle and wont to the jr.jr.L. arty Boadouartore where I
a report of wl«*t X hud e^on- Jo Having which I televlamod 

from Box Mo.l, situated at riangwan «nd Sorth S'seohuen lioade 

corner» to Wjt. Stoofej on Giarge Rooks duty at Dixsscll Pond 

Police station, infocraing him that a Ja,ja»a>« miler had bee® 

injure* on h?ïrroofc ftoad.
Vim retuanltif ta the scene, at Wrth 3- -ahum Road s»d 

Darroch Tto&â eo-^ar» I not Jha-mese oailore conveying the 

injured eaiJ.or <m a stretcher temrde the J.B.L. -arty Beadquar- 
tears. I

At the «p.jm tint ? met J.D.S* 51 *ïa»uo, Tdw me abated in 
a riceha, rr»d I told hl» what hod secumid. I them rode te the 

•cone followed by J-JMU 51 Brouc, I then told J.P.C* ITS to 

take the Mosnose wltaeee {nawad Thkacka.) to the Station»

I then proceeded to Unapt, nirni»» addreee. Bo. «M UaxwelJ 
Bead, and Interned him. X then returned to the station end infore 

ed the Japaneee Consular ®lieo by telephone.
hmediatoly X had informed then X van net by CaFt. Keane^, 

3.0.•?* in the Charge Ro<m, who inetruoted so to Infor» 

»r. UyfaKHk i»c»p, (Ja aneeo), oo X prooeeM to hie address 
Vo* 555 Dixwell head sad carried out Me Inotrtwtlon*.

After thia X returned to the eoone of ortae and opnrnsneed
■i 

a search with others* X later found eno round of spent eonunitliM 
abrast 8 feet South of the pool of blood. j

whan you arrived on the ecene* did yen eeo sergt. Wilkins» 
a* Tn. |



Q. «haro vas be ?

A. standing near tha injured sailor.

Did ha go xith yep to the J.ff.L. hrty Hood uartera 1» 
Eüra a report ?

A. Wo.

”4. Did he give you any instruction» ?
A. Yas» ha toll m to go and report the occurrence to the 

urty.
1. Did. you æe asy Chinone Constables «® tha scene ?
A* At the Une I saur ,T,P»C. 173» I also saw one tall C.P.C. 
'.• Do you low» Me ember 7
A, 0.

Q. Can you say «'ho ^«re la the wwi?
A. ïhey were all airmans.
■)• «ora they Jaanese or Chlncoo ?
A* X oaunot any» hat X think nest of than were ^a^anaiMi.
Q. Did yea see «»gt. t'ixkinoon when you returned fran the 

J.S.L. «ferty and having Informed hixwell Bond Police 

station V telephone ?

A« ^O.

<U 3o you Josw rticre he had gone 7

A. 1?a.
o» whan yon first arrived <m the acene did you see any 

XUpeneae civilians standing by the ixjurod sailor» other 

than the 1 or 2 Xauonsse sail ora 7

A. Wo.
q. whan you ruported to the J.M.L. Mrty» to ®hon did you 

■eke the rawt T



The perso® «ho I Infor®®! was wearing & wtty üfflcor*» 

uniform.

en you iaformâ thin ntty offleer £id ho appear ta be 

aware of the incldeset ?
Te»» a* 1 uas told by a sailor that thay were .•i.’oars of the 

ooenrreace» further I waw worae fa-^wretw» sailors arad with 

rifles and fixed bayonets» wearing stool he^wats» l<u.Tlng 

the min entrance ant proceeding toward® JMrroch Howl» 

«hna you first saw the miler lying cn the road* did y-x 

sow a bundle of kind t 

I oanaot renantbsr.



Statement of J.P.O. 173 T. Sawano, attached to Dixwell Road 
Station, taken by D.S.I. McPhee on 20-11-35 and interpreted 
ter Tt Kawashjaa, ......... ....... .........................................

ify naae is T. Sawano, employed by tbs S.M.C. as 

Japanese Police Constable Mo. 173. attached to Diawell Bond 

Police Station.
At about 6.43 ppa. J-11-3Û, X reported for 2nd day 

duty. l.e. 7 p.m. to IX p.m.. and «as instructed to walk 3 
Seat which cover» Darroch Read, fong k>h 14. Darroch Terrace. 

k«eble Garden», Tse An tong alloyway and Kurth Saecaueu Bead. |
At about 9 p.m. 9-11-35» 1 left the comer of l^rroch 

and Sorth Saaehuea Roads and proceeded lest on burrock Read.
then X arrived at the corner of Darroch Road and Bast ■ 

%'aag Pang Road, leading to Chinese Territory. X met three sale « 

Chinese of the labour class. One of the three Chinese was 
tarrying a pareel and he Infomed sc in Chinese that there ran . 

some trouble with a Japanese soldier. X asked where and he | 
pointed Morth on Darroch Road and said. “a little way ahead’*, 
this «an about 9.07 p.a. 9-11-35.

Xsæædlately this infoneatioa was inparted to me. X 

proceeded Sorth on Darroch Bong, without asking the Chinese 
any farther question».

When X arrived at Darroch Road near the Tong toh 14.
X observed two C.P.Cs.. tatart unknown. 2 or 3 Japanese sailers
7 or 0 wale Japanese civilians and 7 or a sale Chinese civilians

i! ■ 
standing around a Japanese sailor who was lyfe* on the «cat side 
of harroch Read. s

Ths sailor was lying on his back at a slight angle 
to the Wet kerb, his head towards Mortel. 1

As it «as dark where the aallor was lying. X borrowed 



T» MÆW&liO

an electric torch frcra un? of the C.P.Cr. and «h-sne th6 light of 

th* tcrch on the w41cr*c face, whes 1 observed tn&t bis head 
nw.fi lying in s pool of blo.?d, hi® eye® closed, ^nd fo&ntag fro* 
the aonth*

The satiny hnrt r. smrll wound an the to; of the ha&d sad a 
white aubeteno* wee protruding frow bp««.

• blue cloth hundl* war lying ®R the road near the sailor** 

rl^tt foot, f'M w^en 1 questioned the persons present as to whoa 

the alotb bundle belonged, one of ths •Tf.p.'neee pedes tri ana 

sUted that it was the property of s saixor, but did not say 
whioh sal J or. I

as unknown Jupnneee amongst the crowd was then heard by *e
I to any, that the Bailor appeared to be suffering from a bulls* 

wound, whereupon I ordered the crowd to stand baux fro* the g 
injured sailor. !

tfhen I s»ked If the UixweXl ^oad Pol toe station and «aval | 
banding i’nrty had been Informed one of the stated that i

he hrd informed the «tattoo by telephone, and an unknown Jap&nei 
in the crowd stated tn®t the Mswel Landing ?arty nud also been t 

in for» ed, but he did not say by who*.

At thi* polttt I looked at ay wrist watch and th* time was t 
S.10

I then ioetruoted the two G#J?,Oe. to question the dhioMo 
who were present if anyone had witnessed how the seller roeeiwet 
his injuries, whilst X qne*tinned the Japeneee present with the^ 

same object, but no witnessed were looated, |

Whilst 1 was queetioning the Japanese present, a foreign |



>

T» Bawano.

forgeant and J.P.S. ftl, arrived ai the scene oa bicycles, aod 

after looking at the injured sailor, they lam diate ly left th® 

sees* in a Northerly direction.
Atout 9. IS p.Bj. 9/11/35, 4 arced Japanese uarlncs led W 

an H.C.Q. arrived at the acene from the Japanese Maval Landing 

’arty, and after looking at the injured Sailor they left running 

Worth on Darroch Road, and a few minute* after they left another 

party of Japanese Marines consisting of ft or • carrying a 
stretcher, and led by an Officer arrived at the scene.

The Officer spoke to ne saying that the Police would he 

informed, and then gave instructions to the ft or ft mrineo to 

lift the injured Bailor on to the stretcher which they dig, and 
immediately left together with the Officer in the direction of 

the Jiaval landing arty.
The 2/3 Japanese sailors Who were present at the scene when 

I arrived, left together with the party who removed the injured 
sailor.

The foreign Sergeant returned to th* acene before th* injured 
sailor was removed, and left about 1 minute later, and again 
returned to the scene after the injured sailor had been removed.

After the iisjared sailor had been renewed X instructed one 

C.R.C. to nuke enquiries at an exchange shop situated on the 
best side of Barroeh Road, sear the entrance to Oarroch Terrace,

I with a view to locating witnesses. »
X then instructed the other C.F.G. present, to ar\ke enqnlriei 

amongst a crowd of Chinese wuo had hr this time aooeubied an the 

hast side of Darrooh Food near the youg lob Li, with the east*



>

T,

oiyect la vice.

X t«wm ^ueiUoaed the Japanese «ho were present, whereupon 

a mie Ja,>aiiese residing at Wo» 90 Darroch Road approached oc 

from amongst the crowd anâ told ne that a amie Chinese who was 

known to hlm had witnessed the iaoideat»

IV this time J.?»S» «1 hod returned to the scene» whereupon 

X imparted this information te hlm»

The «aie Japanese then returned to his home »t 90 Darroch. 

Bead, and drought a «ale Chinese dressed in Use Jacket and 

pants to the scene, stating tint he wr« the witness. X then 

instructed the two c»F»Gs- to take the «ale Chinese witness to 

the Station which they did» whilst X a^oapaaled the Japanese 

informal to the Station» whom I later ascertained to he one 

named Mr» Takaoka.
M arriving at the station J»P»8» flhkanura and X took a 

statement from Mr» Takaoka.

At 10-30 ?•»• fc'll/as X returned to the acene, wiser* X 

rewined until 1.40 a»n» ixv'il/SS, when X returned to the 

Station, and reported off duty at 2 a.a» lo/ll/SS.



Report of j.p. S. Nakamura of Dlxwell Road, Station»

Upon being informed, that a Sailor of the 

Landing Party had been ahot at about 9.10 p.m. 

by an unknown person in front of the office of 

the Darrooh Road Street Union, X immediately 

proceeded to the scene. The bullet had entered 

the forehead and penetrated through the back of 

the head.

According to a statement made by a Gninese 

eye-witness, persons wearing similar denes nad 

fired at eaoh other, but this was not verified. 

The victim was removed to the Landing Party Barracks, 

and the Chinese witness was detained. A bullet was 

found in the vioinity of the scene and was taken 

by the Landing party. The seriousness of the 

injury and the name of the victim are unknown.
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° V35. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS, 

further
The following is the/statement of. . .............

native of_______  __ _______  . ..... .taken by me. JfoPhee#
at .on the.. i9/ll/àS»....... . .and interpreted by....... . ... ... ________ _

' My name is T.js. Wilkinson» employed by the S.M. C, *•

foreign sergeant 230 attached to Dixwell Road Police Station.

At about 9.05 p»m. 9/11/35 I visited the Dixwell Road 

Charge Room with a dog which I had oaptured on Kianjwan Road a 
few minutes previous*

I had only arrived in the charge room about two minute* 

when the street Telephone bell rang» which was answered by Clerk 

Kyi» who informed /.3. 108 stock* on charge room duty that 

C.P.C. 2364, was reporting that a Chinese had been injured by a 

Japanese soldier on Darroch Road.

Immediately I hoard Clerk Kyi Inform f.3. 193 Stock* 

that a Chinese had been injured on Darrooh Road, X left the 

oharje roam and proceeded to dorth Szechuon Road and Kiangwaa 

Road on a nioyole, turning South on Darroch Road and wnen a few 
yards south of the Fong Loh Li alleyway 1 observed about 20 

Japanese civilians standing ou the West side of Darroch Road» 
I Immediately dismounted iay bioyole and C.P.O. 2864 pointed to 

a Japanese Sailor who was lying on the Road.

When I observed the sailor he was lying o* hi* back at a 

slight angle to the ïest kerb, bleeding from the head, and hi* 
head lying in a pool of blood.

A* I was viewing the injured sailor, J.P.3. 61 Dixwsll 

Road Station Interpreter arrived at the scene an a bicycle, where

upon he looked at the injured sailor»

I then revested T.P.3. 61 to accompany to the Japanese 
Bavai Landing Party Headcuarter* to report the matter, which he



C!5>l” SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

IPeS* 230 *2-
The following is the statement of..

native of---------- ------- -------------------- ----------  .taken by me.__  ____ ____

at.. - --------------on the.. . ..... -------------- .and interpreted by.............       ..

When wo arrived at the Naval Landing Party, I in»trueted 
J.P.S. 61 to inform the Offloar of the guard, that a Japan see 

Jailor had been Injured and was lying on Darroch Hoad, and to 
request that an Ambulance be sent to remove the injured man.

Immediately the Officer of the guard was informed by 

J.P.Ü. 61 ho looked surprised and shouted in the Japanese language, 
whereupon the guard turned out.

At this point, I left the Naval Landing Party, leaving 
J.P.S. 61, whilst 1 proceeded to the No. 1 Street Telephone Box 
situated on the bast side of Kiangwan Road opposite the Naval 
Landing Party and telephoned the Station, Informing K.S. 198 
Stocks on charge room duty that something serious had happened 

on Darroch Road, and requesting that the Crime Branch and 
Sub-inapt, butcher be informed. j

I then returned to tho scene, and about 1 minute later Î
about 8 Japanese Sailors armed with rifles and 4 earrjrlng a I

1 
stretcher arrived at tho soene. j

The injured sailor was then lifted on to the stretcher by | 

Japanese Sailors, and rmsovod to the Naval Landing Party by 4 
stretcher bearers, whilst the 8 M»«d sailors remained at the t-’ene

I then made enquiries at shops in tho vicinity and amongst 
the Japanese who had assembled at tho scone, with a view to 
locating witnesses, but without result.

The only Chinese pedestrian observed by me at the soene 
was a Chicose male dressed in bluo Jacket and pants, and on being 

questioned he stated in Chinese that ho had witnessed what 
happened.



FOR^40 .

G^35' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. £30. .

native of........... ........................ -.................................. taken by me. ..... ...........

at ..... ..............on the. .............  and interpreted by.......

I
I then instructed C.P.Gs. 2891 and 28C4 to t&ke tha 

Chinese witness to the station, whilst I renaln&d at the scene 

with a view to locating other witnesses, tut with negative 

results*

I then returned to the station 1e«ring J.P.d. 173 at the 

scene together with armed Japanese Callers from the Kav&l 

Lending party.

y.S. 230



ÿurtuer statement of C.P.C. 2864, Hsu Sang V.'oo, attached 
to Di.Ji.well Road Police Station, taken by D.S.I. McPhee, 
and interpreted _by Cleek 8,Y, V.ong on 18-11-35. _________

My car.? 13 h5U no ( J, ewipioyed toy the
S.S.C. »s C.P.C. 2864, attached to •lov.d voixce station.

At 6,45 p.:% ~-H-35, x x'fipcrUd for 2n« «iay ®uty,

7 p.ro. to 11 an i won instrxtod t<, ..y.U> S JJeui ijgetaer 
with C.’’.C. 2891.

At about 9.02 p.m. 9-11-35, C.L.L. £831 and X ’*ete 

standing on the laat aide of Kiangwan Raaô opposite th® Japanese 

Naval Landing Party duu^awteu, then my attention was attract

ed by an unknown Chxaese girl, a^e bstMtu. 12 &.itd 15 years, cireai 

ed in blue short Jacket uuü pants, who caa standing on the South 

Rust corner of ‘Dari sen anu lioxuh. Saecuutn F.qucuj, abouti ng in 
EottjO dialect that a mm tuas lying >n the roed, fc.it did not 
mention whlcu ’.'oad,

lusecJiat'ily after the girl siioited, O.n.C. 2331 and I 

proceeded to tee South hast corner of Darroch. and Jortii Ssechusn 

Roads, where the girl was still standing. j

T‘c uae»t»J-ohea .;he «jirl as to where the rann warn lying i 

and she answers! that th.j j*i Vi3«J }n Raad near the

?anc Loh Si •

C,?«C, <:331 as? I Uith laft Its g1 rl 71 tn-tins '’t the 

corner of Di.troth erd JDr’cn 3i.fC4.reL 7oe3t, without asking any i 

further ^uc . tiens, and proceeded Ssuth cn Darroch Road.

I’hsn a few yards South of the Jong Loh Li, C.P.C. 2891 ,

drew my attsntion to a body lying on tne feet side of Tterroch 

Road, whereupon v?e Lyproached and C.R.C. 2891, who was carrying j 

an electric torch, hi® own property, shone the light of the 

torch >i the body» ’Th~n ’3,e diacowred same to be a Japanese



sailor, lyin>* on hia aid*?, at. a uj^v >o tat ->.css -<erb,

witn his right ana outfit re scuta, **uu i'?u..i the fo ehaad,

No person wa*» to ue aeau *a »!- v-cia-s-Jy ..xa we arrived 

' t the scene. 1 then placed ao aaad uuux uue aallur ' « mouth 
. then , . . .ascertain if he was ortataxo^, «*uù .jxUuCu his fcrist ( left 

or right I cannot reaemoer) to xtsi uifi pulse.

I told C.P.C. 2i91 to watch tue cod/ whilst X telephoned 

to the station for assisou&ce.

1 then left tae ^cene ana pxueeaasu to street 
telephone boa situated ja the Luu» JÎA Ifiar.^-wun Rood, 

opposite tne Japanese Naval aanulus îaxty us&w^aarte rs, where 
1 telephoned tne station sUtiu^ Utt a Japacesr sailor was 

lying on Darroch Road near the fong Duh Li alleyway with blood 

nosing from bls head.

After sut uosdùc*. al about 5 itiiuutea 1 returned to Darroch 

Road and joined C«x?,Ci« 2o»l who «au the only person at the scene 

about o fiuriuteu after X re earned to tne scene, t’»S. 230 
dililajoa ana «51 arxived ul the scen<r an bicycles, and

loured ut tut iajare.i uallor, than pxvjceeded Jar th on 

Daxroca Read.

about 2 ixi.nu.tea after s’.3. 230 trilkinson and «/.?.&. 61 

left the scene, a Japanese sailor who was uaixing Noruh on 

Darr jco. Road, an observing the body lying an the road to be that 

uf & Japanese sailor, he approaehed and shouted two or those 
Lijies in the- Japs-ncso language and then left running North on 

Darroch Road.

About 4 minutes later about 10 Japanese sailors carryiim
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iuxcB i,./i i’ .-a '«cops t'b'% direction of the Japanese

j in^ "?.*Vr 7?ndn’F'rt^r» hpo ebuu*. minutera after their 

anirl, pire '* «l-* ■K*»*» «Mlore arrived with a stretcher* 

The ir j<it€£ ve*- t*r” *'n "h* *t rate, her toy Japanese

se.ilors, rr.ti fpyriF.fi rwy in **•*» fiireetion of the Japanese Bawl 

Lr.n/inr Prrty.

.’’her. th'i in.1 ured sailor -ras toeing lifted on to the stretcher 

I oU?n(-J a hi nr cloth bundle lyino w the road near where the 

injured pallor saa lying*

I'-»’ y indie was picked up by one of the Japanese sailers 

«no arrived with the stretcher.

I i;». tMjble to siftte when F.S. Wiikinsj» returned to the 

stunr, but 1 iFicdietoly after the injured sailor was removed I 

observed F.S, W ilMnson cur«tinning a male et tue. entrance te 

a cigarette shop situated on the West side Of Darroch Road near 

the scene.

Two or three «alnvtes after the bofy wos reeved, about 10 

nerenns indu ing T», lanese end Chinese nrrivec at- the scene* 

hi 1st P.S, ^llllnsen ms cucstioning the persons who had 

assembled at the scent if they hr.*’ witness*1! how tne sailor 

received hic injurie», n •,"rie Ohinene dremeP in blue jacket 

sett pants approached F.S. Tillcinson and stated in Chinese that 

he knew how t’e sailor received his Injurias»

y,&. 230 1 ilkiuoon then instructed C.P.C. 2391 and I t® 

take the witness to the station, vtoich we did, I did not 

question the Chlntue witness at the scene or on the way to 

the station»

Signed, Hsu Sung V»oo

fpyriF.fi


SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. r.».C. ”864.

native of. .... .taken
atTlWlX M.StO.0n fhe 9/11/5B. andW?pW»by. Clerk Tong.

At *>•«• jo the 9/11/sS 1 wars on duty *ith c.P.c. ”Stl
i
I on 'Clenf-exi '"ofad near 9. Szechuen Coad. Suddenly a fenale hiMM
I reported to aa that there vas one Japanese lying on the ground*

, Therefore we inoediately proceeded to the ecene and sav • Japanese 

narine ai th a wound in the head. I at once telephoned to the 
| station and reported the ease while "891 remained there

and matched tko injured person. Afterwards. P.r. P3O» 'ilkinoon 

cam u <m the ecene arid enquired if any one had seen thio 
'accident. As » recuit of that »e got a Chinese and a Japanese aa 
i
Ja fcitcsfts and brought them to the etriion.

« 
f

'.P.f. *'364.
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Further statement of C.P.C. 2891, Tsu Ts Ching, attached 
to Dixwell Road Police Station, taken by D.S.I» McPhee 
and interpreted by Clerk S.Y. V.'ong, at Hongkew Station 
on 13-11-35.____________________________________________ _

¥y na-te is Tsu ïs Ching ( )* employed by the

S.m.C. as C. ’.C. 2891, attached to Dixwell Boai Police Station.

At 6.45 p.H. 9-11-Jù, 1 ispurtua for üaà aay uuty, i.e, 

7 p.m. to 11 ?•&•, and I >?:xa inutxucuea oo WBxk. o aeat together 

with C.P.C. 2864.

At about 3.5.> p.u. 9-L1~u;j, u.e.C. Iod4 and 1 arrived 

ht Mte crotter oi aiuagwau <*nu Aorth Szecauen Hoads, and stood on 

the East pavement oppoaxte t.ue Japanese naval ending Party 

Headquarte if.

At about 9.4 p.ci. j-ll-bb, t’.P.C. 2.J64 and 1 v/ere still 

standing on the TZüàZ ^u«emcnt ok hiaugwau Hoad, when X observed 

a Chinese girl, age ubw-ut u<5 or 14 yuars, pressed la short 

jacket and panic, ruhuiag South to Jor&h on Darroch aoaa, and on 

arriving ut lue ccratx of oairoca and Jortu Szccnuin Hoads, she 

stopped at the South Kust corner, and started shouting in Rowpo 

dialect, "Policeman, Policeman, taerc is a mu lying on Darrooh • 

Hoad."

C.P.C. x.354 U&. X *iu-e-iat%ljf ran across Jirth Szechuen r 

■Road, and continued South on Dùrxoch Head, pans lag tv. jlrl who 

had r..-iaed t *c «-larx, a.-,.,- ua- >.*as ttill atandie^ nt th? corner of 

Durr oca. ïoxla. ?-o~uâ.

Alter passing tus girl «no raided the a lam X did not 

see her again, but £ tfould be able to identify r?er should I see 
1 

her at any future date.

$hen C.P.C. 2864 aud I arrived a few yards South of the 1 
Fong Loh Li* X observed a body lying on the West aide of Pnrroeh I 

Hoad, whereupon I lighted my private torch and shone the light |

■

/ '

■* ■ >, *

' '. ’ ' I •



ou tut tooüy lyirij <>’« the road, &rA discovered 8à«c to 1» that 

t’ji a J a pacte .»e î'-llot»

£;?fc< ;.•{ .1 1 then r.psrofrehpd the saxlor whu *»B 

jto&axm, uux I stcîrv«<; tAvf.t he eas iyiug ou n.u U-.es ut a 

.sJ.lj-m r aj; it cr.v 'fi; jKÊi’b, >iU bleeding Lw firehead, 

UX£ tiîFà iyi»^, in r. ->ool of blood*

x ù i.;.Q ,,.ÆC/''i'.ù H b>lU? slstii Otllîdlt xj, Àu^, £&H.tXP*3
aide.

vv uj.,2 tv.irh the vody» f-tid oa arribxug ».L l-io scene 

nn ,)€.■•*up • uc to be seen in the viciai^*

i then told C.’>.C. 2864 to telephone ta», oo&tioa far 

nodi.-, unve, «tf’Jlot I remined at the scene*

«. 2.r?/ '-hen left to telephone uiaticn nnd ret urne

h ’.a-i tt»3 leter. ■

Oaring fch« -'.so-.nc? of C.P.C. 2864 no person arrived at the 

ouetie, or observed by me in the vicinity* j

M mt 4 minutes alter C*P*G* £844 rtturt<e<5 tc the eeeae, 

i.J» lillinson uni i.P.S* G1 arrivée fat tat acene on bicjrclea* 

nnc after leaking at the aailor lying on the road, they laM* 

ciirtely left the scene in a Northerly direction on Darroah 

Eoad, without saying anything*

About 3 minutes after .k.Ü. WllkiJteon and J*P«&* *1 |

left the scene, a Japanese sailor vailing South to lorth on 

darroch Road arrived os the scene and «ben he obaerved jtt» 
eailor lying on the road, he approached the sailor and shouted 

t«o tkeb in the Je.paneee language, aad then laaediately loft 
running He rth on Darroch Read* ... -
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Three minutes Inter, .s.?.C. l'iù arrived on the scene, and 

at about the cam time a Japanese civilian dressed in a kiaono 

also arrived on the scene.

The Japanese civilian upproach&d the body and touched 

the sailor's uouth with his head, and ttu>& started a conversa» 

tion with J.P.C. 173.

F.S. Wilkinson and &1 retorted to the a cane after

an absence of about 7 minutes.
About 1 minute aXtnr T «S. LÜÜ lliAlauon and 

returned to the scene, about 13 ar 14 Japumuse sailors arrived, 
two of whom wore carrying a stretcher.

The injured jailor waa tiiuu placed ou hw<- stretchsr by 

Japanese sailors, and carried away in the direction of the 

Japanese Bavai Landing Party aacUquart^rs.
1 do not know who picked up thô «lue cloth bundle shleh 

•as lying on the road, near the injured Shi 1er, but after the 

injured sailor was removed, 1 did not *,ee tiu» uloth bundle again

A few minutes after the injured u&ilor uad been removed, 
about 10 or 11 Japanese acd Chiot sc vet^strlane arrived at the 

scene.
After ths injured sailor had teen removed, J.S, 290 

Wilkinson questioned a sale Chinsso in a cigarette shop, situât» 
ed on the vest side of Darroch Bond, if he knew hew the sailor 

received his injuries,
JJü, £30 Wilkinson also made enquiries aaongst the 

pedestrians who had assembled at the econo, and was successful 
in locating a sale Chinese dressed in Hue Jacket and panto, wks 



state’? tjmt hc Iras» 'i-jw u» entier received tile injuries*
C.P,C, 3884 end I wre then instructs* Hjr y*8> 230

Wilklm»o8 to teko the thine*® witness to the station which 
di dr did not question th* witness nt the scene, er on 

tue ny to tiu? station,

ïtûÊ 1^> h trtu »U.learnt.

Signed, Tan Ts Ching ( ).



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. . . C, J5®®!* ........

native of....................  ..taken by me.

at- rinweil '-d.-Stm1 the...... v/il/sb
, tranelatad _ m 

and ■ ........Clcrh Tong.

At ®.3t oa the ®Al/3® X nt on dutjr ***** c,?.c.S«®4 

on Kim^an W>ad no&r 3» fseehuen road. Suddenly « tonale Chlnewe 

re ortei to us that thoto wae one fa^eneoe lying on tho ground* 
Therefore *e inned lately 'rncoeded to the econo and eew a Japanese 

marine with a seund tn the head, f,%r. ?8W at once telephoned 

to the station end reported the earns chile I remained there and 

watched tho injured perron. rnortly afterwards, ?»r» T30,uHklaeon 
i tr.se u.on the arene and enquired if any one had eeon thle ereldent* I

Ao a result of that re got a rbineoo &nd a dapmeee an a vltoeee 

and brought them to the etetion.



THE SHANGHAI TIMES, WEDNESDAY, JULY*' 29, 1936

Youthful Amah’s Story Oi 
Nakayama Shooting

. .... . .. mmiwn~.ni...  • —z.. ‘"W
Men In Black Foreign Clothes Who Stalked His 

Victim In Darroch. Road; Girl Fails To 
Indentify Any Of Accused As The Man

An 18-year-old amah, Pu Chao- < presence of “Shao Kwangtung,” 
zing, whose appearance in the i Yang Wen-tao and Chou Tso- 
?irst Special District Court in i yung. 
onnection with the Nakayama , Pu testified that being an amah 
ase had been requested by Judge I in a Japanese family in Yung An 
Sien, who reserved his decision on*| Alley, North Szechuen Road, she 
iccount of the absence of her < led several children to a woman 
sestimony, finally appeared in friend’s home in Min Deh Fang 
court yesterday. She testified near the Kiangwan Headquarters 
that on the night of November 9 of the Japanese Landing Party 
she heard a shot and saw Naka- ; about 8 p.m. on November 9 last 
yama lying on the ground but she i year. When returning she passed 
could not point out the assailant • through Darroch Road where she 
She said he was dressed in black, saw a Japanese officer walking i

The three accused said they did foreign clothes, walking on . the 
not recognize Pu and the amah eastern side of the street. 
could not identify any of them as ^tVaJklng'''Between* Men.
being the man who fired the shot. . ’

Summoned to Shanghai from! waf
her home in Kiangpeh, Pu’s ap- middle of tke xstr*et’ between them,, 
pearance in court wasrax surprise i aJ}d saw that the Japanese and 
to all except a few police officers, | tke ino^e:Çn clo hesA2^e , 
lawyers and the judges. Her ! about 20 or 30 feet apart. At this 
testimony Was given before an Juncture, the judge stopped Pu 1 
almost empty court roorn^ in the a”d asked her lf ,she ,could recog- 

 ; nize any one of the three accused
as the man she sawr in Darroch 
Road. She shook ber head vio-
teuUy* *****

Proceeding, she said she snd- i 
denly heard gunfire while nearing I 
a boiled-water shop. She dared 
not turn her head and slipped in
to the shop the protect herself.; 
After hiding for sometime she re- | 
turned to her mistress’s home by i 
another road. She told her mis- j 
tress what she had heard in the I 
street but did not mention the man j 
in the black sïïïE, ' SF^^""bFeTght i 
^aysJaSE^ 
continued and she__s^^ack~JAl 
her Kiangpeh home?

QïïêsnoneT*âFTo"whether or not 
she could remember the roads she 
passed through, Pu answered in 
the affirmative.

It is understood that as the 
result of this testimony, the form- 

I al re-opening of the Nakayama 
case which was arranged for Fri- 

| day., July 31, may be postponed.



THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, SATURDAY, JULY 25, 1936

■ ' ** •*

Decision to maintain “a silent 
watch” over the future develop^Sæ 
in the “Nakayama” and “Kayau” s 
cases was reached on Thursday by 
the Foreign Relations Committee of 

: the Japanese Residents’ Corporation, 
the “Shanghai Nippo” reports. The 
conferees also agreed, according to 
the journal, to maintain a “prudent 
attitude” towards the 14th public ; 
hearing in the trial of the alleged j 
killers of Warrant Officer Hideo i 
Nakayama, on November 9 last, set S.- 

for July 31. ___



July 23, 193Û.

Lih l’ao and otherlocal newsnapers:

D.7073

THE ITAKAYAnA IIÏREEA CASE: EU'fTHEE HEARING SET ?(T< JULY 31 
In connection with the Eakayama murder case, the 

Shanghai 'irst Special District Court at the !■ st hearing 
announced that the important witnesses in this case would he 
recalled, The Co rt has now set the next hearing of the 

case at 2 p.m. July 31,
Poo Chiao Ying ( it an important witness in

the case, is at present at Kaoyu / • A detective of the
'■ unicipal Police has already been despatched to summon the 

witness. The officier left here on July 21 with a summons 

issued by the Court.



The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Tuesday, July 21, 1936 «

Nakayama Case 
Opening Opposed

Attorneys Disgusted ; 
Wild Rumors Spread 

About Kayau Case
f Complete disgust with the re- 
y opening of the pleadings in the 
. Nakayama case was expressed by 

lawyers defending the three ac~ 
> cused. Yang Wen-tao, Yih Hai- 
j sen (Shao Kwangtung) and Chew 
. Hsio-yang, when called by the 
. Evening Past and Mercury this 

morning.
Mr. G. R. Grove, lawyer for 

. the defence, expressed his opinion 
that both he and his colleague 
attorney were convinced of the 
innocence of their clients, tut 
that nevertheless he could see no 
t ea .on why judgment had not 
been given as scheduled last week.

Would Have Appealed
It was pointed out that if judge

ment hac: been rendered at that 
time, all contingencies could have 
been taken care cf by appeal 
cases. It is known that if a verdict 
of guilty is turned in the de
fendants will appeal and it is 
almost certain that if a verdict 
of non-guilt is rendered, the 
police will appeal the case. The 

jnext hearing in the trial is 
scheduled or Friday, July 31, at 2 p.m.

It is not believed, as previously 
stated, that evidence concerning 
the manufacture of the death 
bullet will be given. It is, how
ever, understood that Judge Daien 
wished to hear the testimony of ' a woman who reported seeing a 
figure fleeing from the scene cf the crime.

I responsible

Feared Consequences?
While it has now been fairly 

definitely established that the 
pleadings in the case were reopen- 
ed because of Instructions from 
Nanking, it was further stated by 
authoritive ocurces this morning 
that certain statements published 
in Japanese papers and certain 
statements . emanating from 
Japanese sources brought so 
much pressure to bear that in 
fear of possible consequences, the 
ease was re-opened.

(Wild rumors concerning the 
i killing of Kosaku Kayau cn Chi
me! Road on the night of July 10 
have been circulating freely 
throughout Shanghai in the past 

! few days. Anonymous tips and 
! una?ked~for conjectures have all 
1 been carefully tracked down, but 
Japanese, Chinese and (Settlement 
authorities express themselves as 

; much in the dark as ever con
cerning the actual murderer or 
the motive for the slaying.

The theory that Chinese 
cabaret girls had anything, to do 
with or had any knowledge of 
the crime is not given credence in 

quarters. 
------- ---------
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I First Heftring Of 

Reopened Nakayama
Case Set July 31
First hearing of the Naka

yama murder case since its re
opening last Friday will be h£ld 
before Judge Dzfen in the First 
Spécial District Court on Fri
day, July 31, starting at 2 
p.m., it was announced yester
day. It is understood that the 
testimony of a witness who 
professes to know something oi 
how th? death bullet was manu
factured will be taken.

The case was closed two 
weeks ago after a series of 10 
hearings stretched out over a 
period of three months. At 
that time it was announced tnat 
judgment ofl the three accused 
men, Yang Wan-tao, Yih Hai- 
sen (Hsiao Kwarigthngi, and 
Chow Sha-yung, would ne 
handed down on Friday, July 
17. When Friday arrived, the 
three prisoners were brought co 
court and Judge Dzien announc
ed reopening of the trial.
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L^' ate... -..........

DECISION DEFERRED i

IN NAKAYAMA CASE j
, <WWWWtW>*^^ -*-•♦ *•’■ !

Fresh Evidence Given as 
Reason for Delay

i
Judge Tsien Hung-yih of the First ‘ 

Special District Court, who presided 
at the trial of Yih Hai-sen, alias i 
“Little Cantonese,” Yang Ven-tao, ; 
and Chow Zeu-yoong, all Cantonese; 
charged with the murder of H. 
Nakayama, a Japanese marine, on 
Darroch Road on November 9 last, 
announced yesterday that, instead of 
giving his decision in the Nakayama 
case yesterday morning as announced j 
last week, he had decided that I 
pleadings would be re-opened in the j

t case at a date to be fixed, as the 
police had introduced fresh evidence 
and additional witnesses would arrive 
here from outports.

After Judge Tsien had said this, the 
three prisoners, who were brought 
before the Court for judgment, were 
returned to custody. The whole 
affair lasted not more than five 
minutes.



The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Saturday, July 18, 1936

All Quiet Along 
Hongkew Front

Reopening ^akavaina 
Case Fails To Cause

Reverberations
The two Japanese murder cases 

were still occupying the Shang
hai limelight this morning, Ibut 
expected reverberations of the re
opening of the pleadings in «the 
Nakayama case failed to lead to 
any untoward incidents, and the 
Japanese and Chinese communi
ties remained calm.

Chinese dancing girls and North 
Szechuen Road again leaped into 
prominence when it was reported 
thait five taxi-dancers living in 
back of the Moon Palace which 
figured so prAmi»v*ntiv n 
“hangout” of Yih Hai-sen (Shao 
Kwangtung) when he was put on 
trial for his life for the murder 
c,f Hideo Nakayama, were detain
ed by police early this morning 
and were later handed over to the 
Pureau of Public Safety for Ques
tioning.

Wjhile the ostensible reason for 
the re-opening of the Nakayama 
case W3s the introduction of new 
police evidence, and while it has 
been expressed that the court is 
not auite clear over the motive 
for the slaying, it was again 
stated by authoritative quarters 
this morning that the pleadings 
in the case were re opened on in
structions from Nanking.

Meeting in an emergency ses
sion, officials of the Federation of 
Amalgamated Japanese Street 
Hnicn yesterday discussed the 
latest developments in the Naka
yama case. *"

Reports on their conversations 
with the authorities of the Japan
ese Consulate-General and the 
Special Naval Landing Party were 
also made by Mr. Yuzo Hayashi 
and Mr. Hikaru Kondo, respec
tively honorary president and 
chairman of the standing com
mittee of the Federation.

The deliberations continued for 
nearly two hours, following which 
it was decided to call other 
emergency sessions in ca^e of 
necessity, local Japanese papers 
reported.

Five Chinese taxi-dancers, said 
to be involved in the murder of 
Mr. Kosaku Kayau, were detained 
by the officials of the North Sze- 
chuen Road Police Station of the 
Public Safety Bureau yesterday.

Following a brief examination 
all five were taken to the head
quarters of the Bureau in Nantao 
for further questioning.

The dancers lived behind the 
Moon Palace Dance Hall, on North 
Szechuen Road.

Two brothers-in-law and a five- 
year-old son of Mr. Kayau will 
leave here on Tuesday for Japan 
aboard the Shanghai Maru, carry
ing with them an urn containing 
the ashes of the murdered man.

On Friday, Mr. Kayau’s re
latives paid courtesy calls on kcal 
Consular and civic officials^
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Nakayama Case Hearing 
Will Now Be Reopened ' 
As Motive Is Not Clear

, ;

General Tension Drops As Order Is Pronounced: 
By Judge; Four Motives Had Been Given ■ 

For Killing By ‘‘Shao Kwangtung” w

JAPANESE HOLD MEETING AND DECIDE 
WATCH FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

TO

Coming as a bombshell on the court room crowded with 
lawyers, Settlement Police, Japanese Consular Police, re
presentatives of the Japanese Naval Landing Party and 
other interested parties, came the announcement at 8.35 
a.m. yesterday that the hearing of the Nakayama case 
would be reopened. The announcement greatly relieved the| 
tension which was hanging over the court room for about * 
half-an-hour since officials commenced to gather.

Although coming as a great surprise to both the pro
secution apd the defence, the ruling was cleared up when 
it was explained that the three judges presiding over the 
case were not satisfied with the motive given for the killing 
of Warrant Office .Hideo Nakayama of the Japanese Naval 
Landing force on Darroch Road on the evening of November 
9, last.

In the court room the chief ! 
judge, Mr. Dzien, pointed out that 
the court after due deliberation 
considers it necessary to question 
ah amah named Pu Chiao-ying, 
who was alleged to have witness
ed the killings but was never ques-

,'tioned in court. Judge Dzien 
; therefore remanded the case sine 
die pending the appearance of the 
witness, who is now in Yangchow, 
Kompo. It was also indicated by 
reliable sources that other 
nesses would be recalled for fur
ther

wit-

questioning by the court.
_ Four Motives Given

was stated on reliable author
yesterday that Judges

It 
ity 
Dzien, Feng and Shao upon coming 
to rule on the case, found them
selves confronted with four separ
ate motives for the killing put 
forward by Yin Hai-sen, alias 
“Shao Kwangtung,” who alterna
tively confessed to the killing, I 
denied any part in same and im- | 
plicated others afterwards exoner- ’ 
ating them.

In reviewing the case among 
themselves in order to pass judg
ment on the three accused, the 
judges found a stumbling Iilock in 
the four separate motives, neither 
of which, it was stated, proved 
plausible to them. At various ‘ 
times “Shao Kwangtung” had told 
the court that he had killed the ; 
Japanese marine becaused he hated > 
Japanese. His second motive was | 
because Jack the Korean had asked . 
him to commit the crime, thirdly 
he said he shot the Japanese in 
order to show that his organization 
and China was powerful, and his 
fourth motive given at one of the 
hearings was that he killed the 
man in order to create trouble in 
Chapei and embarrass the Nan
king Government.

Police Satisfied
The police, according to Assist

ant Municipal Advocate Paul Y. 
Ru, who ably conduced the pro
secution in the case, were quite 
satisfied with the way the case was 
conducted, the evidence which was 
produced and were expecting judg
ment to be passed yesterday morn
ing. The defence counsel yester
day morning also proved to be sur
prised and immediately after the 
hearing could not .nut forward any

, explaination as to why the case 
: was ordered to be reopened.

Precautions were taken in the 
actual court room and in the court 
compound yesterday morning to 
prevent any outbreak as a result 
of tense feeling over the expected 
verdict. A number of officers of 
the Reserve Unit, S-M.P.. were 

, seen patrolling in the court com
pound and outside. A red riot van 
stood parked near-by on Tsepoo 
Road. A high ranking officer of 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party 
accompanied by some 12 marines 
was also present as was Assistant 
Commissioner S. Uehara.

Shortly before 8.30 a.m. the 
three accused, Yih Hai-sen, Yang 
Wen-tap and Chow Hsia-yung. 
were led into the dock. They all 
stood with their heads dropped, 
looking at the floor. A few minutes 
after 8.30 the court was called to 
order and the three judges walked 
in. Perfect silence settled over the 
court room and then standing-up 
while everyone including the 
accused held their breath Judge 
Dzien ordered the case to be re
opened. Everyone stood as in a 
trance while the judges trooped 
out of the court room. The three 
accused were led away and then 
a babble of conversation com
menced, until everyone walked out 
of the court room.

Meeting in an emergency session, 
officials of the Federation of 
A malgamated Japanese Street 
Unions yesterday morning discuss
ed the latest developments in the 
Nakayama case.

Reports on their conversations 
with the authorities of the Japan
ese , Consulate-General and the 
Snecial Naval Landing Party were 
also made by Mr. Yuzo Hayashi 
and Mr. Hikaru Kondo, respective
ly honorary president and chair
man of the standing committee of 
the Federation.

The deliberations continued for 
nearly two hours, following which 
it was decided to call other 
emergency sessions in case of 
necessity, local Japanese papers 
reported. !
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office and then back to the black 
patrol wagon for conveyance to 

Their cells. Municipal Advocate 
R. T. Bryan and Assistant Advocate 
Paul Y. Ru were both present at 

«the proceedings and both hurried 
away immediately after the judge 
had announced the reopening.

Mr. R. D. Grove, attorney for the 
defendants, stopped long enough 
to speak to newspapermen. “It’s 
nonsense. Absolute nonsense,” he 
declared.

No further developments in con
nection with the slaying of Mr. 
Kosaku Kayau last week were re
ported yesterday. Secrecy still 
surrounds the investigation of the 
crime.

Two brothers and a five-year-old 
son of the murdered man arrived in 
Shanghai yesterday aboard the 
Nagasaki Maru to take the remains 
of the dead man back to Japan for 
burial. Kayau has two other youn
ger sons and his wife living in 
Japan.

I Love Triangle Denied
The idea of a love triangle being 

1 involved was definitely denied by 
: the Japanese authorities yesterday. 
The latter still hold the opinion 
that it was a political killing.

In the meantime, all is quiet in 
the Hongkew area, although a very 
definite high tension feeling was 
manifest among members of the 
Japanese community who hold that 
sufficient evidence has already been 
presented in the Nakayama Case to 
warrant a conviction.

Meeting in an emergency session, 
officials of the Federation of Amal
gamated Japanese Street Unions 
yesterday morning discussed the 
latest developments in the Naka
yama case.

Reports cn their conversations 
with the authorities of the Japanese 
Consulate-General and the Special 
Naval Landing Party were also 
made by Mr. Yuzo Hayashi and 
Mr. Hikaru Kondo, respectively, 
honorary president and chairman 
of the standing committee of the 
Federation.

The deliberations continued for - 
nearly two hours, following which' 
it was decided to call other emer
gency sessions in case of necessity, 
local Japanese papers reported.

No D ecisioii
In Nakayama „ 

f 3S.&. Given

Trial To Be Reopened 
On Basis Of New 

Police Evidence
Although judgment was schedul

ed, Judge Dzien in the First Special 
District Court yesterday morning 
ordered the reopening of the Naka
yama murder case for the purpose 
of taking further police evidence. 
It is reported that a witness has 
been found who can tell how the 
bullet that killed Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama on November 9 of 
last year was manufactured.

The three accused men, Yang 
Wen-tao, Yih Hai-sen (Hsiao 
Kwangtung), and Chow Sha-yung, 
were brought into court early yes
terday morning but were there only 
a few minutes. Immediately after 
taking his seat, the judge announc
ed the reopening of the case and 
remanded it sine die.

Few Spectators In Court
There were only a few spectators 

in the courtroom. No one had 
expected that the case would be 
brought up in the morning since it 
had been remanded from the last 

J hearing until 2 p.m. yesterday for 
judgment. A few police stood 
outside the court while the only 
Japanese present were police officers 
and a few official observers. They 
refused to comment on the action 
of the court when questioned by a 
China Press representative.

Although the action of the court 
came somewhat as a surprise, there 
was no disturbance. The three 
prisoners were hustled out of the 1 
dock, downstairs to the distributing t
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The Nakayama Case
Tk/jORE THAN the defendants are on trial in 

the Nakayama murder case, verdict in 
which was postponed yesterday on orders 
from Nanking. Certainly no consideration of 
this delicate matter can exclude the factors 
of the independence of the Chinese judiciary, 
and the self-restraint of Japanese having a 
vital interest.

It seems to us imperative that the Chin
ese authorities be given the benefit of all pos
sible manifestations of confidence and co
operation, from every quarter. There are in
dications of new evidence, and if that can 
be adduced it is obviously desirable that it 
be brought forward—without complications 
through malicious reports concerning either 
intimidation (to prevent an acquittal) or 
pressure (to force conviction). Rumors are 
merely rumors and should be treated as such.

Certainly it is to no one’s' Interest that any
thing but justice be done. An unjust verdict 
in either direction would inevitably stir up 
trouble one way or the other. The court has 
no easy task, but at least it has a 
clearly-indicated one. And when the court 
hAs completed its task, and given a verdict 
according to evidence and law, it will be the 
duty of everyone to accept that verdict as 
filial.

Any other attitude will sow seeds which 
may easily result in international complica
tions of great and grave magnitude.
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^fakayama £ ase

Re-Opened By

'Great precautions were taken — -Li
at the First District Court this vdth" the case'1 
morning -to forestall any possible 
mtibreak of feeling over the result 
of the scheduled verdict. Outside 
the court building a number of 

Tk • . • . I Chinese and foreign police were
I JlSiriPl I mirf I on patrol. In the courtroom itself,1X1311111 M Chinese police arid Japanese

________ police from reserve units and 
I from various stations rubbed 

e?bc<ws. A few foreign policemen 
were there in uniform. Two for
eign detectives who have been 
working on the case all along 
istcod by and watched proceed 
ings. Very few spectators at
tended.

Japanese Officers Present 
About 8:25 o'clock, the chief 

oi the Japanese Naval Landing j 
Party strode in followed by a half i 
a dozen officers in pea-green uni
forms. Mr. S. Uehara, assistant 
commissioner of the Shanghai 
Municipal Ptlice, turned to greet 
them. 

Chcrtly afterward?, Yih Hri
sen. Yang Wen tao and encl

Order Declared Issued 
By Nanking Authorities 

To Avoid Trouble

JAPANESE REMAIN 
UNUSUALLY QUIET

Report Circulated Navy 
Landing Party Ready 

To Occupy Center
Following fast on the heels of 

the re-opening of the Nakayama 
case ty Judge Chien in the First 
District Couit this morning came 
the startling announcement that 
orders had come down from the 
Central Government in Nanking 
not to give any verdict today.

While the Shanghai Evening 
Pest obtained tnis piece of news 
iivm a reliable source, no direct 
confii mation of the reasons for 
the postponement of tne verdict 
could be unearthed up until 1 j 
o clock today.

Ta»ke Over Civic Center?
It was rumored that the intel

ligence bureau of the Central 
Government had dug up the in
formation that the Japanese in 
Shanghai were ready to take over 
the Civic Center if a verdict of 
“not guilty” were returned against 
Yih Hai-sen, alias Hsiao Kwang- 
tung, Yang Wen.tao and Chow 
Hsia-yung, and that this was the 
real reason why instructions were 
given to re-epen the case.

No untoward incidents have as 
yet occured as the result of today’s 
decision, and the Hcngkew dis
trict went about its business in a 
normal way. Japanese officials, 
who have recently been issuing 
strong statements regarding the 
verdict in the Nakayama case and 
regarding investigations into the 
killing of Kosaku Kayau last week, 
this morning were attempting to 
keep their nationals quiet.

New Witness
It was reported that defense at

torneys after the announcement 
of the re-opening of the case were 
going to institute an urgent search 
for a witness who claimed to know 
who manufactured the bullet that 
killed Nakayama. This man is 
alleged to have come forward 
with this information after plead
ings in the case had been closed 
and when it was too late to sub
mit the evidence.

It was also stated

Hbia-yung. the three accused were 
brought in and placed in the 

i dock. They ke.nt quiet and locked 
' àt the ground. Shao Kwangtung 

(Yih) kept looking at his patent 
leather dancing pumps which 
were without shoe laces.

About 835 o’clock, Judges 
Chien, Feng and Shao came in 
and took their, places on the 
bench. Spectators loaned for
ward to catch Judge Chien’s 

I words. They were delivered in 
such a low voice that only those 
right beneath his desk could catch 
them.

Further Evidence
In substance, the judge declar

ed that the pleadings in the 
'Nakayama case would be re-apen- 
ed as the police had further evid
ence to present.”

A startled murmer went up 
from the spectators in the court
room. Certain Japanese faces 
looked around in a bewildered 
manner. The prisoners were led 
swiftly away, and the court room 
emptied quietly and wfth no out
ward fuss.

Paul Y. Ru, assistant municipal 
advocate who has been prosecut- . 
ing the case, hurried away with f 
Municipal Advocate Bryan before 
reporters had a chance to speak 
to them. Mr. R. D. Grove, when 
approached by a reporter and 
asked if he was still as surprised 
over the judge’s decision as he 
hat expressed himself yesterday, 
was extremely voluble.

i “It’s nonsense. Absolute non- 
sence,” he declared and went on 
to give reasons.

Feeling Strung
A definite statement of Japan

ese attitude could not be learned 
officially from the consulate here 
this morning, but it is understood 
that the Japanese officials and 
community feel very strongly 

1 that the guilt of both Yih Hai- 
sen (Shao Kwangtung) and Yang 
Wen-tao has been definitely pro
ven, and that anything but a con-

in Shanghai, had anything to do 
,.L1. ----- At 10 a.m- this
mining, Mr. Wakasugi called 
on Mr. C'ikawa, commander-in- 
chief of the 3rd Squadron, and at 
11 a.m. callee - on Mr. H. E. 
Arnold, chairman of the Shang
hai Municipal Consul. At 3 o’clock 
he was to call on General Yang 
Hu, garrison commander of the 
Shanghai ' and Woosung areas. 
While it is believed that the calls 
were to be'of a purely social na
ture, it is thought that the Naka- 
yr-ma and the Kay au cases will 
come up for discussion in 
meeting with General Yang

Kayau Case Quiet 
i Nc- further developments
arisen in the death of Kcsaku 

I Kayau, Japanese sea-food broker 
who was killed on Chimei Road 
on the night of July 10. Another 
set-back has been met with, how
ever, as the riesha puller who took 
Mr. Kayau to the Foo Ming Hos
pital says that he had found no 
blood on his riesha. No love-angle 
is possible involved, Japanese

the 
Hu.

have

authorities state, but a previous 
spokesman of the Japanese Police 
had said that mure er mijht 
have keen caused by political rea
sons.

Secrecy still surrounds the in
vestigation which has been going 
on with redoubled intensity. It is 
believed that a meeting of detec
tives of the Bureau of Public 
Safety has taken place for the 
purpose of discussing the crime 
and to exchange views on the 
situation.

Relatives Arrive
Two brothers and a five.yeai 

old son of Kayau, arrived here 
yesterday aboard the Nagaaski 
Maru to take the remains of 
Kayau back to his native place in 
Chiba Prefecture.

Immediately upon arrival here, 
the three relatives went to the 
Hjonkokuji Temple on Chapoo 
Road, tc- pay respects to the soul 
of the murdered man.

Kayau has two other younger 
cons and his wife in Japan.

Statement Made
The murder of Kayau has oc

casioned much comment in the 
Japanese community. A state
ment was made Wednesday by the 
Foreign Relations Committee oi 
the Japanese Residénts’ Corpora
tion to the effect that since the 
assassin is still free, much un
easiness is being caused.

The Bureau of Public Safety, 
has increased the patrols that have 
been policing the districts where 
many Japanese reside.

sources that the defence attorney 
formerly had two witnesses whose 
testimony was of prime im
portance in the case, but that 
they had been badly beaten by

by Chinese viction for these two defendants
can be only regarded as a de 
finite miscarriage of jutice. The 
recent slaying of Kosaku Kayau 
has put the Japanese community 
into a fevered state of unrest,
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“Japanese” and with their eyes 
badly blackened had gone off to 
Hongkong without being called to 
give testimony in the case.

Effect Of Pressure
Japanese officials refused to 

comment on the decision of f 
Judge Chien this morning, but it 
was pointed out by certain sources 
that if the re-opening of the 
pleadings was designed to have 
the effect of forestalling Japanese 
action, it might possibly have the ; 
opposite effect of bringing Japan
ese pressure to bear on Chinese 
officialdom in order to insure a

and it is alleged that Japanese 
officials are having a .difficult 
struggle in their attempt to stem 
the rising tide of resentment 
among their countrymen.

While it is believed that Ja
panese officials will make some ; 
sort of statement concerning the 
re-opening of the Nakayama 
case, and while it is almost cer
tain that they will make repre
sentations to Chinese authorities, 
no evidence was forthcoming that 
the calls made today by Mh 
Kaname Wakasugi, newly ap
pointed Japanese consul general

uoeedv verdict.
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Verdict Today ' ■ \ c.', J"

In Nakayama
Case Uncertain

Official Sources Still
Say Judgment To 

Be Rendered
Although denied in official quart

ers, reports that the First Special 
District Court will withhold its 
verdict today on the Nakayama 
ease continued to gain currency last 
night.

From usually reliable sources, Thf 
China Press learned that the Court 
will re-open pleadings of the case, 
in which three accused, Yih Hai- 
sen (Hsiao Kwangtung), Tang Wen- 
tao, and Chou Shan-yung, are 
facing a charge for allegedly murder
ing Japanese Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama on the night of Novem
ber 9, 1935 on Darroch Road.

Despite reports that judgment 
will be postponed, official sources 
insisted that when the Court comes 
to order this afternoon, the judges 
will deliver its ruling as scheduled. 
In keeping with ordinary procedure, 
the bulletin board of the First 
Special District Court yesterday 
listed the Nakayama case as one of 
the cases in which a verdict is 
pending today.

It was widely reported yesterday 
that the Japanese have made a 
demand for the conviction of at 
least two of the three accused. The 
demand further stated that in the 
judge’s • summary of the case he 
must point out that the motive for 
the murder is political, said yester
day’s widely-circulated stories.

These reports could not be con
firmed.

The two accused named in the 
alleged demand for conviction are 
understood to be Yih Hai-sen and 
Yang Wen-tao.

Japanese Press Warned
Meantime, Japanese official 

sources continued to make strong 
statements regarding the case. The 
local Japanese newspapers, the re
porter learned, were yesterday 
ordered not to print any report on 
the verdict if it is given today. This 
order, originating from the office of 
the Consul-General, stated no rea-

I son for the news ban. •
Rear-Admiral Eijiro Kondo. Com

mander of the Special Japanese Naval 
Landing Party, who conferred yes- i 
terday with leading residents of | 
the local Japanese community on 
projected measures to defend the 
lives and property of Shanghai 
Nipponese, in a statement stated:

“The Nakayama case, represent
ing as it does an insult to the Im
perial Navy, is the subject of deep 
indignation not only among the 
officers and men but among the 
people as well.

“By restraining our emotions and 
maintaining a calm attitude, we 
have waited the just action of the 
Chinese judiciary. However, should 
an attempt be made to bury the 
case, I fear that the imperial navy 
will be unable to watch such move 
in silence.’*

His statement was followed by 
this comment by the Foreign Re
lations Committee of the Japanese 
Residents Association, which’ said:

“All evidence in the Nakayama 
case convinces one that the de
fendants should be found guilty. We 
fear that a serious situation* would 
be created by the failure of the 
Court to bring in a verdict to this 
effect.”

Kayau, Japanese indenendent broker 
was slain on the night of July iO.

Other patrol stations are scat 
tered on Scott Road, Chapoo Read 
and one each in the Yangtsepoo 
and the Western district. A Japan
ese officer who gave this informa
tion was unable to say where the 
patrol quarters in Yangtsepoo and 
the Western district are located, 
but he admitted that these special 
stations have been set up.

Patrch Augmented
A visit to the Dixwell Road and 

Hongkew districts last night in
dicated that <thc Japanese Naval 
Landing Party- patrols have be.m 
•visibly augmented. But the re
sidents in these areas, both Japanese 
and Chinese, were quiet.

Also, immediately around the 
nlace where Kayau was killed, 
Bureau of Public Safety police had 
put on several additional guards.

' In other places under its jurisdic 
tion. the regular beat of one con
stable is being patroled now by a 
party of several -officers.

Those Chinese policemen were 
. making their rounds in the Chapei 
and Dixwell Road districts last 
night.

At the First Special District 
Court today, a large crowd of 
Chinese spectators and Japanese 
official and military men arc ex
pected to fill up the court room 
long before the session starts at 2 
o’clock. Like in the previous hear
ings, tickets of admittance to the 
court will be issued to members of 
the general public who want to 
watch the proceedings. |

These declarations were accom
panied by the report yesterday that 
;he Special Japanese Naval Landing 
Party has established five emer
gency patrol stations in different 
parts of Shanghai. One of these is 
ocated on Dixwell Road, about 100 

yards from the spot that KosakuU
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Nakayama Case
i Reopening Seen

> Rumor Is Circulated 
No Verdict Scheduled 

For Tomorrow
While the assassin of Mr. 

Koacaku Kayau, shot and mortal
ly wounded on Chi Mei Road on 
the night of July 10. is still at 
large and while a statement has 
been issued by the foreign re
lations committee of the Japanese 
Residents’ Corporation to the 
effect that the shooting of the 
clerk would bring about “another 
Kayau case,” the rumor that the 
“Nakayama Case” was going to 
recpdn tomorrow and that no 
judgment would be handed down 
by Judge Chen Hung-nyieh against 
Vih Hai-sen, alias Hsiao Kwang- 
tung, Yang Wen-tao and Chow 
Hsia-yung. who have been stand
ing trial for the murder of the 
Japanese marine on November 9 
on Darroch Road, threw conster
nation into Japanese circles thte 
morning.

While no direct confirmation oi 
the news that no verdict will b( 
given in the “Nakayama case’ 
and that pleadings will again be 
resumed has yet been obtained 
the Shanghai Evening Post learn
ed from authoritative sources thb 
morning that “due to certain rea
sons” the case is almost certain 
to be reopened tomorrow morning

All Surprised
A call to the office of the muni

cipal advocate’s revealed the fact 
that they were completely in the 

; dark concerning the rumor. Mr 
; G. R. Grove, attorney for the de

fense, expressed complete sur
prise when told over the phone 

j this morning that the case may 
. reopen once more to allow fur

ther pleadings. The lawyer said
- that his latest information was 
, to the effect that a verdict will 
f be given. Another source denied 
s the rumor saying that “Japanese 
. pressure” would force a verdict.

Japanese officialdom was taking 
t a keen interest in the verdict to 
1 be handed down in the Nakayama
- case and it is believed that they 

are awaiting the verdict in :his
- case before bringing full pressure 
. to bear on the Chinese authorit- 
i ies to find the murderer Of Kayau.

| we have awaited the just action I 
I of the Chinese judiciary. How- | 
! ever, should an attempt be made 
to bury this case, I fear that the 
Imperial Navy will be unable to 
watefi such a move in silence.

“Under these circumstances, 
the Kayau case assumes an ex
tremely serious aspect. It goes 
without saying that, if this case 
is regarded lightly, similar occur
ences are bound to happen.”

Requests Filed
Concerning the Kayau case, the 

Japanese Foreign Ministry has 
already filed formal requests with 
the Nanking government and the 
Greater Shanghai Municipality 
for the apprehension. of the cul
prit as well as for the adoption 
of measures designed to safe
guard Japanese lives and pro
perty- e

Anticipating the possibility of 
an acquittal of the Chinese now 
being tried on charges of having 
assassinated Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama in Shanghai 
November 9 last, the Gaimusho 
has already instructed its repre
sentatives in China to take all 
necessary steps to cope with any 
possible development.

2 “Should Be Found
- The Foreign Relations Commit

tee of the Japanese Residents’ 
Corporation, commenting yester
day on the Nakayama case are 
reported declaring that all evid
ence convinces one that the de
fendants should be found guilty.

“We fear that a serious situa- 
" tion would be created by the 

failure of the céurt to bring in a 
verdict to this effect.”

t Other Japanese official sources
• continued to make strong state- 
> ments concerning both the Naka- 
, yama and Kayau cases. Declared
• one:
f Japanese Indignant

“The Nakayama case, represent
ing as it does an insult to the 
Imperial Navy, is the subject of 
deep indignation not only among 
the officers and men in the ser
vice but among our people as 
well.

“By restrain’ng our emotions 
and maintaining a calm attitude.
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Japanese Diplomats Take 
Serious View Of Likely

Nakayama Case Decision
“Ambiguous” Verdict Would Affect Diplomatic 

Relations, Suma States; Naval Officials 
Intimate Taking “Necessary Steps”

CHINESE POLICE TAKE MEASURES TO 
PROTECT JAPANESE LIVES

A series of conferences was held by Japanese diplomats 
and naval officers yesterday in connection with the judgment 
to be deliveredrin the First Special District Court to-morrow 
morning on the three alleged slayers of Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama of the Japanese Naval Landing Party. Mr. 
Y. Suma, Consul-General at Nanking, drew the attention of 
the Chinese authorities to the fact that an “ambiguous” 
verdict would seriously affect diplomatic relations between 
the two countries. Naval officials intimated that unless a 
verdict “justified by the defendants’ confessions and 
evidence” was given the Navy would take “all necessary 
------------------------- | steps. ' ’

! In the meantime the Chinese
! authorities had greatly increased 
their police patrols in all areas 
populated by Japanese and were 
working hard in an attempt to 
apprehend the slayer or slayers 
of Kayau who was murdered off 
Dixwell Road on the night of July 
10 the day that the Nakayama trial 
was concluded.

The judgment to be given to
morrow by the First Special 
District Court on the “Nakaya
ma case,” yesterday monopoliz
ed the attention of local Japan
ese diplomatic and naval officials.

Mr. Shigeru Kawagoe, Ambas
sador to China, spent the entire 
morning and most of the after
noon conferring with Mr. Yaki 
chiro Suma, Consul-General in 
Nanking, who arrived here on 
Tuesday night on a hurried 
summons from the envoy.

Mr. Suma, Domei learned, made 
a detailed report to Mr. Kawagoe 
regarding his interview with Mr. 
Hsu Mo, Vice-Minister for For
eign Affairs, on July 12, during 
which he called the attention of 
the Chineses Government to the 
fact that an “ambiguous” verdict 
in the case would seriously affect 
the Sino-Japanese diplomatic re
lations.

No Doubt Of Guilty
The Consul-General told Mr. 

Hsu that the general tenor of the 
last session of the court, on July 
10, w^s favourable to the two 
principal defendants, Yih Hai-

* sen and Yang Ven-tao, although 
there was “no doubt that they 
were guilty of the crime of which 
they were accused,” Domei learn
ed.

Staff officers of the Third Fleet 
and the Special Naval Landing 
Party yesterday continued to 
confer on the possible verdict In 
the “Nakayama case.”

Nava] officials intimated that if 
the First Special District Court 
fails to bring in a verdict “justified 
by the defendants’ confession and 
the evidence,” the Navy would 
take “all necessary steps,” fore
shadowed in a statement- issued on 
July 11 by Vice-Admiral Eijiro

i Kondo, Commander-in-chief of the 
| Special Naval Landing Party.
I May Take Steps
j In his statement, issued in con
nection with the assassination of 

? Mr. Kosaku Kayau, the officer de- 
[ dared that the Naval Landing 
; Party may be “compelled to take 
i steps it considers necessary at any 

time that it should find that the 
Chinese authorities lack the good 
faith or the ability to, maintain 
order or to protect the lives and 
property of our residents.”

Recalling that eight months had 
elapsed since the murder of War
rant Officer Hideo Nakayama on 
Darroch Road, the statement re
marked that the Chinese officials 
were “unable even to arrest the 

Î criminal. This had to be done by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 

( authorities.”
1 “In the course of the trial of 
* the criminals, we had to serve 
several warnings upon the Chinese 

! in view of their apparent failure 
‘ to appreciate the seriousness of the 
; case and to deal with the issue 
; conscientiously and with the neces- 
j sary care.

Insult To Navy
1 “The Nakayama case, represent
ing as it does an insult to the

■ Imperial Navy, is the subject of 
deep indignation not only among 
the officers and men in the Service 
but among our people as well.

“By restraining our emotions 
and maintaining a calm attitude, 
we have awaited the just action 
of the Chinese judiciary. However, 
should an attempt be made to bury 
this case, I fear that the Imperial 

! Navy will be unable to watch such 
1 a move in silence.
i “Under these circumstances, the 
Kayau case assumes an extremely 
serious aspect. It goes without 
saying that, if this case is regard
ed lightly, similar occurrences are 
bound to happen. The Special 

’ Naval Landing Party, charged 
with the important duty of pro
tecting Japanese lives and property 
finds itself unable to watch the 
situation with equanimity and 
sincerely hopes that the Chinese 
authorities will exhibit their good 
faith and speedily arrest the 
criminal,” the statement concluded.

Measures Taken
Measures taken by the Chinese 

authorities to protect the lives 
and property of Nipponese 
residents were described in a 
letter addresssed by Mr. Yu 
Hung-chun, acting Mayor of 
Greater Shanghai, to Mr. Arata 
Sugihara, acting Consul-General 
here.

The letter, quoted» in full in 
local Japanese papers, was dis
patched in connection with the 
thus far fruitless^ search for the 
gunman, who, on the night of 
July 10, shot and mortally 
wounded Mr. Kosaku Kayau, sea
food broker, on Chi Mei Road.

Since Mr. Kayau’s murder, the 
letter said, the Public Safety

Bureau has assigned 167 special
ly trained constables to its North 
Station branch and sub-branches 
in the district.

These men, the communication 
added, have been since patrolling, 
in plain clothes and uniforms, 
the district most heavily inhabit
ed by Japanese. Arrangements 
have also been made to increase 
the number of police officers, 
should necessity arise.

Eighteen detectives attached to 
the North Station branch, the 
letter continued, have been order
ed to patrol North Szechuen, 
Scott, Darroch and Dixwell 
Roads, where r the Japanese 
population is especially dense. r

Four superintendents, the com
munication went on, have been 
detailed to the North Station 
branch to supervise its activities, 

’ in safeguarding Japanese lives 
and conducting a search for Mr. 
Kayau’s murderer.

In accordance with a table sub
mitted by the Japanese Consulate- 
General showing the distribution 
of Nipponese population in the 
city, tne North Station branch 
and its sub-branches have divided 
their functions between them
selves.

Arrangements have also been 
made, Mr. Yu’s letter concluded, 
to exchange information witji the 
Shanghai Municipal police and. 
Japanese authorities.

Japanese Dissatisfied
Dissatisfaction with the trial - 

of the alleged assassins of War
rant Officer Hideo Nakayama now 
coming to its close at the First ; 
Special District Court was ex^ 
pressed in a resolution passed on 
Tuesday by the Seikokai Society, 
an organization composed of local 
Nipponese politicians and busi- •: 
nessmen.

The resolution, according to the ç 
Shanghai “Nichi-Nichi,” also * 
urged the local Nipponese author- ; 
ities to keep a strict watch upon 
the attitude of the Chinese ! 
officials in disposing of the case. x

The resolution was presented to t 
the Japanese Consulate-General 7 
and the Naval Attache’s Office- ; 
yesterday morning. The delega
tion which submitted the docu
ment included Mr. Hachiro 
Hayashi, a member of the Coun- ? 
cil of the Japanese Residents’ 
Corporation, and Mr. Jutaro ? 
Aiuchi, Director of the Great . 
Eastern Trading Company. >

More than 40 “professional as
sassins” have arrived in the city 
recently on an errand from the 
South-Western authorities, the- 
Shanghai “Mainichi” reported > 
yesterday.

Rumours have been circulated 
by Japanese papers to the effect ■ 
that a large party of “profession
al assassins” have arrived from - 
the South-Western authorities in -, 
order to continue the killings, 
but in a more subtle manner.

The men, the journal asserted, 
have been in close touch with



various local, secret organizations. 
The paper tadded that the as
sassins would in the future re
sort to poison instead of arms, 
in view oi the unsatisfactory 
consequences' of the use of a pistol 
in the murder of Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama.

Hirota’s View Sought
TOKYO, July 15—Premier Koki 

Hirotâ’s understanding for the 
“strict stand” to be taken by the 
Gaimusho in connection with th»' 
murder of Mr. Kosaku Kayau in ■ 
Shanghai on July 10 was sought 1 
this -fnorning by Mr. Harhiro 
Arita,^ Foreign Minister, Dome’ 
learned from authoritative sources.

High Gaimusho officials said to
day that the assassination of Mr. 
Kayau served as an indication of 
the aggravation of anti-Nipponese 
sentiment among certain Chinese 

(groups.
L The Foreign Ministry has already 
filed formal requests with the 
Nanking Government and the 
Greater Shanghai Municipality for 
the apprehension of the culprit, 
as well as for the adoption of 
measures designed to safeguard 
Japanëse lives and property.

Anticipating the possibility of 
an acquittal of the Chinese now 
being tried on charges of having 
assassinated Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama in Shanghai on Novem
ber 9 last, the Gaimusho has 
already instructed its representa
tives in China to take all necessary 
steps to cope with any possible
developments.

Reports received here from
I Shanghai indicate that the
~ Japanese community there is

highly perturbed by the anticipated 
dismissal of charges against the 
defendants in the “Nakayama 
case.”—Domei.

leign Minister, Domei learned to
day.—Domei.

NANKING, July 15—A speedy 
apprehension of the murderer of 
Mr. Kosaku Kayau, a Japanese 
sea-food broker, shot in Shanghai 
on July 10, and the adoption of 
all necessary measures for the 
protection of Japanese residing in 
Chinese territory was requested 
to-day by Mr. Motoki Matsumura, 
Third Secretary of the Japanese 
Embassy in China, during a call 

I on Mr. Chen Chieh, Vice-Minister 
for Foreign Affairs.—Domei.

To Issue Statement
TOKYO, Jkily 15.—Instructions 

to is^ue a statement clarifying 
the Japanese Government’s stand 
o« the “Nakayama case” im
mediately after the First Special 
District Court in Shanghai de
livers its verdict in, the trial of 
two Chinese accused of murder
ing Warrant Officei Hideo 
Nakayama will be issued to Mr. 
Shigeru Kawagoe, Ambassador to 
China, by Mr. Hachiro Arita_. For-
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Japanese Give 
Full Attention 
To Fri. Verdict

Nakayama Case Agita- 
tion Mounting In 

Community
The judgment to be given to

morrow by the First Special District 
Court on the “Nakayama case” yes
terday monopolized the attention of 
local Japanese diplomatic and naval 
officials.

Mr. Shigeru Kawagoe, Ambassa
dor to China, spent the entire 
morning and most of the afternoon 

.conferring with Mr. Yakichiro 
Suma. Consul-General in Nanking, 
who arrived here on Tuesday night 
on a hurried summons from the en
voy.

Mr. Suma, Dome! learned, made 
a detailed report to Mr. Kawagoe 
regarding his interview ' with Mr. 
Hsu Mo, Vice-Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, on July 12 during which he 
called the attention of the Chinese 
Government to the fact that an 
“ambiguous” verdict in the case 
would seriously affect the Slno- 
Japanese diplomatic relations.

. Say Pair Guilty
The Consul-General told Mr. Hsu 

that the general tenor of the last 
session of the court, on July 10, was 
favorable to the two principal de
fendants, Yih Hai-sen and Yang 
Wen-tao, although there was “no 
doubt that they were guilty of the 
crime of which they were accused”, 
Domei learned.

Staff officers of the Third Fleet 
and the Special Naval Landing 
Party yesterday continued to confer 
on the possible verdict in the 
“Nakayama case”.

Naval officials intimated that if 
the First Special District Court 
fails to bring in aj verdict “justified 
by the defendants’ confessions and 
the evidence”, the Navy would take 
“all necessary steps”, foreshadowed 
in a statement issued on July 11 by 
Vice-Admiral Eijiro Kondo, Com
mander-in-chief of the Special 
Naval Landing Party.

j Special District Court in Shanghai 
delivers its verdict in the trial of 

'two Chinese accused of murdering 
Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
will be issued to Mr. Shigeru Kawa- 
goe, Ambassador to China, by Mr. 
Haçhiro Arita, Foreign Minister, 
Domei ’loathed today.

Nanking Asked To Help
NANKING, July 15.—(Dc.-ei).—A 

(speedy apprehension of the 
(murderer of Mr. Kosaku Kayau, a 
(Japanese sea-food broker, shot in 
Shanghai on July 10, and the adop
tion of all necessary measures for 
the protection of Japanese residing 
in Chinese territory was requested 
today by Mr. Motoki Matsumura, 
Third Secretary of the Japanese 
Embassy in China, during! a call on 
Mr. Chen Chieh, Vice-Minister for 
Foreign Affairs.

* Arita Map/ Policy
TOKYO, July 15.—(Dome!).- 

Premier Koki Hirota’s understand
ing for the “strict stand” to be 
taken by the Gaimusho in connec
tion with the murder of Mr. Kosaku 
Kayau In Shanghai on July 10 was 
sought this morning by Mr. Hachlro 
Arita. Foreign Minister, Domei 
learned from authoritative sources.

High Gaimusho officials said to
day that the assassination of Mr. 
Kayau* served as an indication of 
the aggravation of anti-Nipponese 
sentiment among certain Chinese 
groups.

The Foreign Ministry has already 
filed formal requests with the 
Nanking Government and the 
Greater Shanghai Municipality for 
the apprehension of the culprit, as 
well as for thé adoption of mea
sures designed td safeguard Japan
ese lives and property.

Kawagoe To Issue Statement
TOKYO, July 15.—(Domei) 

Instructions to issue a statement 
clarifying the Japanese Govern
ment’s stand on the “Nakayama 

lease” immediately after the First
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FOREIGN RESIDENTS
PROTECTED

Adequate Measures Devised 
by Chinese Police

KAYAU MURDER CASE ,

While officers of the Bureau of 
Public Safety, the Settlement Police, 
and the Japanese Consular Police 
are sparing no efforts in their 
investigation of the murder of Mr. 
Kosaku Kayau, a Japanese sea-food 
broker, in Chi Mei Road, on July 10, 
adequate measures have been devised 
by the Chinese Police for the protec
tion of foreign residents in Chinese 
territory, especially in Chapei. A 
meeting of inspectors in charge of 
various police sub-stations in Chapei 
was held yesterday afternoon, when 
detailsi concerning police patrols and 
guards in areas where foreigners 
live were reported. Maps showing 
the houses in which foreigners 
reside Were displayed at the meet
ing, and it is understood that police 
posts in these areas already have 
been doubled.

Neither the weapon used in the 
crime nor the cartridge case have 
been found yet. A high police officer, 
interviewed by a representative of 
the “North-China Daily News,” ex
plained that in the case of certain 
weapons, the empty cartridge case 
remains in the pistol after the shoot
ing until it is ejected by the user. 
This probably explains the absence 
of the empty cartridge case on the 
scene of the killing.

Settlement Police, who are assist
ing the Chinese Police in the 
investigation, have assigned addi
tional officers to the work, and are 
co-operating with the Chinese Police 
in every way.

The statements of two rickshaw 
pullers are being examined by the 
Chinese Police, but it is reported 
that no valuable clue has been ob
tained from either of them. Accord
ing to a Japanese report, the two 
pullers; Chen Lung-chuang and Liu 
Keu-kfen, told the police they reside 
in Chi Mei Road. Both thought the 
Japanese was drunk. They sâw no 
blood. One of the pullers conveyed 
Mr. Kayau’s body, another a Japan
ese woman, to the Rooming Hospital, 
where some five hours later the 
victim succumbed to his wounds.

Settlement Police Thanked

Mr. Hidenari Terazaki, Japanese 
Consul, yesterday called on M.M. 
Baudez, the French Consul-General, 
to ask for the protection of Japanese 
residents in the French Concession 
and to acquaint him with details of 
the Kayau case. Mr. Masusaburo 
Amano, President of the Japanese 
Residents Corporation, called on Mr. 
A. Tajima and Mr. S. Uyehara, re
spectively Deputy Commissioner ancü 
Assistant Commissioner of the Shang
hai Municipal Police, to thank them 
for the prompt measures taken by 
the S.M.P. for the apprehension otf 
the assassin of Mr. Kayau. i

Mr. Hikaru Kondo, Chairman of th^ 
Federation of the Amalgamated* Î 
Japanese Street Unions, presented tcj- 
Mr. Sugihàra, acting Consul-General^ I 
a copy of the resolution Adopted Ï 
that body on Monday afternoon. The,, 
resolution Urged the local ^apanest|* 
Consulate-General to approach 
Nanking Government with a request s j 
for the safeguarding of peace ancF 1 
order in Shanghai. (
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NICHI—NICHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE

At 6 p.m. yesterday a Japanese 
organization known as the ’’Seiko Society" held a meeting 
at the Japanese Club to consider the Nakayama and the 
Kayau cases.

The meeting decided to urge 
the Japanese authorities to keep a close watch on the 
attitude of the Chinese authorities in connection with 
the Nakayama and the Kayau cases because Japanese lives 
are in danger and the Chinese judiciary is unreliable.

At 9.30 p.m. July 15 officers 
of the Society will call on the Japanese Consular 
authorities and the Japanese Naval Attache’s office 
to convey to them their decision.

MAINICHI

Yang Ven Tao and the Blue Shirts i3ociety•

It has been ascertained that 
Yang Ven Tao was at one time connected with the Blue 
Shirts Society. In 1933 prior to the Fukien incident, 
Yang Ven Tao had, together with Tsu Tso Ven and ^ei Kwang 
Pei) planned to unify all the Red i’angs throughout China. 
Mayor \7u of the Shanghai City Government submitted a 
report to the Nanking Government on their activities 
and issued a warrant for their arrest. Consequently 
Mei Kwang Pei was arrested and sent to Nanking, while 
Yang Ven Tao and Tsu Tso Ven ran away to Canton and 
Hongkong respectively. Later Yang Ven tao and Tsu 
Tso Ven took part in an abortive independence movement 
in Fukien. Tsu Tso Ven was arrested by General
Chen Chi Tang and Yang Ven Tao was engaged as a spy for 
the Nanking Government to secure information regarding 
the movements of important officials in Fukien and Canton. 
Chiang Kai Shek instructed the Blue Shirts in Canton 
to co-operate with Yang Ven Tao. The Tong Jen
Association in Shanghai, which is under the control of 
Yang Ven Tao, co*operated with the Blue Shirts and 

certain members of the Association received their pay 
from the Blue Shirts. The Social
Bureau of the Shanghai City Government issued an arms 
license to Yang Ven Tao for seme other reason than that 
because he was connected with the I9th Route army.

The Chi Mei ^oad murder case.

Yesterday morning Mr. Hayashi, 
honorary chairman of the Japanese Amalgamated Association 
of Street Unions,accompanied by other committeemen, called 
on Mr.Sugihara, acting Japanese Consul-General, and 
handed him the resolution passed by the Association. 

The Acting Consul-General 
informed Mr. Hayashi that the Chinese authorities will 
issue another order to the Chinese people to maintain 
good relations with neighbouring countries. He also 
reported the conversation he had with Mr. 0. K. Yu, 
Secretary of the Shanghai City Government.
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MAIN I CHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE AND THE CHI MEI ROAD CASE: 
Earning to city government.

All parties concerned are paying 
close attention to the last hearing of the Nakayama case 
because the Chinese authorities seem to be adopting a most 
insincere attitude in the case.

The public is being led to believe 
that the Chi Mei Road murder has some connection with the 
Nakayama case. Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung are reported 
to be also involved in the attempted murder of Wang Ching Wei 
and in the murder of Tang Yu Jen. Eor this reason, the 
jud©nent to be handed down by the Coux't in the Nakayama case 
is being awaited with exceptional interest. Should the 
accused be found not guilty, in accordance with the views of 
Procurator Chang, all the parties concerned will regard the 
matter as serious and a grave situation will arise.

On the morning of July 13 Acting 
Consul-General Sugihara held a conference with Japanese naval 
author! ties.

At 2 p.m, he called on Mr. O.K. Yu, 
Acting Mayor of the Shanghai City Government, and informed 
him that should the accused in the Nakayama case be found not 
guilty,^serious situation would be oreated. He further 
warned zthat the Chinese Judges should act justly. The 
Acting Consul-General then drew Mr. Yu's attention to the 
seriou.ness of the Chi Mei Road incident.

Suspicious Attitude of the Court and Bureau of 
Public Safety in Nakayama Case,

The attitude of the Chinese 
authorities in the Nakayama case is being criticized on the 
following grounds

(1) The insincerity of the Bureau 
of Public Safety in the investigations intqthe Nakayama case.

(2) The attitude'of the Court in 
disregarding, without reason, the scientific evidence and 
witnesses submitted by the Municipal authorities*

(.3) Procurator Chang's reckless 
arguments.

With the exception of two or three 
reports, the Bureau of Public Safety had forwarded no further 
information to the Japanese Landing Party regarding its 
investigations into the Nakayama case, whilst,on the other 
hand, the Municipal authorities kept in olose touch with the 
Landing Party and informed it of all developments in its 
investigations. The Bureau of Public Safety kept the S.M.P. 
officers waiting several hours when the latter called at the 
Bureau to secure assistance in searching the homes of suspects 
in the Nakayama incident. This action is very suspicious.

In the past, the Court used to 
accept everything submitted by the Identification Department 
of the S.M.C., but in the Nakayama case the Court referred 
the exhibits of the S.M.C. to the Chenju Medico-Legal 
Laboratory for further examination. As r égards the connection 
between the book on physics and Yang Ven Tao, the Court
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rejected the evidence already established without definite 
proof to the contrary. This shows that the Court was 
adopting an unnecessarily offensive attitude towards the 
Municipal Identification Department.

Procurator Chang attempted to 
establish the innocence of the accused at the last hearing 
by rejecting the connection between the book on physics and 
Yang Ven Tao on the ground of lack of evidence.

Biography of Yih Hai Sung.

Yih Hai Sung alias Siao Kwangtung, 
aged 27, who is being charged in connection with the Nakayama 
case, was born in Canton and brought up in Shanghai. When 
17 years old, he became a follower of Yang Ven Tao, the 
leader of the San Huh Association. During the Sino-Japaneae 
hostilities in Shanghai, Yih was very active as a member of 
the Dare-to-Die Corps of the 19th Route Army. He also 
became a powerful member of the Iron and Blood Corps. When 
the People’s Revolutionary Government was etablished in 
Fokien in 1933, Yih organized a plain clothes corps and was 
appointed Battalion Commander by General Chen Ming Shu. On 
the night of January 3 of the following year, he was arrested 
together with six others by officers of the Public Safety 
Bureau and the Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters as they 
were holding a secret meeting at the Moon Palace. In April 
he Was released through the good offices of Yang Ven Tao. 
It has been ascertained that the Assassination of Wang Ching 
Wei, Nakayama and Tang Yu Jen was the work of the same 
clique.

Chinese Throw Stones At Japanese Naval Officer 
Dixwell Road.

Acts of insult towards Japanese by 
Chinese are of daily occurrence.

At 9.50 a.m. July 13 several Chinese 
loafers approached a motor car carrying Captain Tsukamoto of 
the Flagship '•Idzumo” and used abusive language towards the j
officer and threw a stone at him. The incident occurred |
near the Chuwa Apartments on Dixwell Road. The stone dropped I
near the foot of the driver of the motor car. The officer |
alighted and gave chase after the Chinese who disappeared à
in the crowd. The stone was thrown from Chinese controlled | 
territory. This cannot be regarded as a ' mischievous 4
prank on the part of ignorant Chinese because it was done 
after the loafers had ascertained the number of the motor 
car. It is an insult to the Japanese Imperial Navy.

Chinese Youth Throws Stone at Aged Japanese. |

At 9 a.m. July 13 a Chinese of 
18 years of age threw a stone at a Japanese of 60 years of 
age as he was passing the Jukong Road Market in a ricsha. 
The Japanese was unhurt.

S. Akamatsu, proprietor of a shop |
at the corner of Woosung Road and Haining Road, who observed 
the incident, informed Chapei policeman No. 2485 who was on 
duty in the vicinity, but the officer did nothing. Mr.
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jCJANGTUIi-J CLUB ISJUliS •ic-TICE
The Awangtung Club publishes t’ e following 

urgent notice in the "Shun Pao" and. other local newspa-ers;-
According to a re >ort in yesterday’s locrl 

newspapers of the trial of the accused charged wit' the 
••urder of the Japanese marine Nakayama, it is stated that 

a. Portuguese witness gave evidence that he met Yang Vung 
Tao ( k. ) at our club several years ago. Je are 
exceedingly surprised over this statement. The Club has 
no member bearing the name of Yan Vung Tao nor has any 
.-ortuguese come to this Club for a talk. T^ avoid 
misunderstanding, we hereby publish this notice for the 
infer ation of the oublie.
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MAINICHI

YANG VEN TAO, PROFESSIONAL MURDERER, HAS A THOUSAND 
FOLLOWERS.'

Yang Ven Tao, age 42, who is now being 
charged with having instigated the murder of the Japanese 
marine Nakayama, was brought up by his grandfather. His 
father died when he was an infant. He was engaged in various 
trades before he secured employment with Butterfield & Swire 
in Shanghai as a tallyman. After the Manchurian incident, 
he organized the Hung Shun Association with Cantonese workers. 
As President of the Association, he collected strong anti
Japanese elements and secured about^thousand followers. 
Through the good offices of the Kuomintang, he obtained 
from the Social Bureau permission for the organization of 
the Association. He was appointed Councillor to the 
North-East Volunteer Army in the 22nd yea.r of the Republic 
(1933). He served in the 19th Route Army as an advisor 
during the Sino-Japanese hostilities in Shanghai and it was 
then that he secured the pistol used in the murder of Nakayama. 
After the hostilities, he ran away to Fokien Province where 
he was actively engaged in an anti-Chiang Kai Shek movement. 
It is said that the Nanking Government had issued a secret 
warrant for the arrest of Yang Ven Tao because of his anti
Chiang Kai Shek activities in Fokjen and Shanghai. He later 
participated in the establishment of the People’s Government 
in Amoy, whence he proceeded to Hongkong in company with 
General Chen Ming Chu where he held a conference with the 
persons connected with the 19th Route Army to consider an 
attack on the Nanking Government, Later, he secured an 
understanding with the Nanking Government and came to 
Shanghai and organized the Dong Zung Association with © 
large sum of money which he had obtained from persons 
connected with the 19th Route Army, it was Yang Ven Tao who 
planned the assassination of Wang Ching Wei and the creation 
of disturbances in Shanghai.

Arrest of Yih Hai Sung.

Yih Hai Sung’s arrest was effected 
in Tsingtao by Detective Inspector Nakamura and Detective 
Sergeant Tanaka of the Special Political Office of the 
S.M.P.

When the two officers raided Yih's 
home they found a secret passage in the ceiling leading to 
a room under the ground. Yih's arrest was made in that room. 
Upon being arrested, Yih asked whether he was being taken to 
Dixwell Road Station.

The Secret Organization known as "San Huh Association" : 
Lawyer Kuh~a'member. ” ~~

The San Huh Association of which 
Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung are members has great influence. 
It consists of various Cantonese secret organizations. Lawyer 
Kuh, who is defending Yang Ven Tao, is also a member of the 
Association. As regards the San Huh Association, the late
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Dr. Sun Yat Sen stated in one part of his book on China's 
political and diplomatic policy that his life was linked 
with the fate of the San Huh Association.

This Association has a long history.
It has a huge number of persons as members and concerns 
itself with political activities behind the scenes. In the 
United States it is known as the Chi Kung Party and is 
regarded as a. most powerful organization. No unauthorized 
person will be able to join the Association without being 
detected. The Association is a very powerful anti-Japanese 
body. Yang Ven Tao is a leader of one of the various parties 
in the Association. Yih Hai Sung is one of Yang Ven Tao's 
followers. For this reason, Yih Hai Sung is in a position 
to execute any order issued by the Association. It is not 
difficult to tell what part the San Huh Association played in 
the Nakayama murder.

Threatening Letter to Japanese.

At the beginning the Chinese 
authorities propagated that the Nakayama murder was an act 
of private vengeance. As a result of their investigations, 
the Japanese authorities discovered that the assassination 
was a political affair. Following the arrest of the accused, 
the Tung Yih Association and other secret organizations sent 
threatening letters to the Ja.panese authorities. A certain 
Chinese who gave important information has since changed his 
nationality to Japanese. Much difficulty was experienced 
in giving protection to important witnesses.

The Canton Fellow Countrymen’ s_Asso_ciation Actively 
Engaged in trying ro save Yang Ven Tao.

It is reported that following the 
arrest of Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung, the Canton Fellow 
Countrymen's Association, No. 16 Tuh Shing Lee, Boone Hoad, 
organized a body known as the "Society to save Yang Ven Tao". 
The Canton Fellow Countrymen’s Association is a very powerful 
anti-Japanese organization. After the first hearing of the
case on May 1, the officers of the Association held several 
conferences at which a large number of representatives of 
secret organizations, including Lee Dah Chao and Koh Shun 
of the Shanghai City Government, were present to consider 
ways and means to save Yang Ven Tao. The presence of 
important officials at the conference shows that the accused 
in the Nakayama case are important figures in politics.

As a result of the conference a 
movement was started to induce, through the good offices 
of high Chinese officials, Chiang Kai Shek, Mayor Wu of the 
Shanghai City Government and the Judges of the Court to save 
the accused. The reason advanced by the Association for 
its movement is that Yang Ven Tao is a good man.

Chinese Students Distribute Anti-Japanese Handbills 
~ On Nânkxxxg~~Roâd and Clash with Police Officers.

At 3 p.m. July 12 (?) about one 
hundred Chinese students assembled on Nanking Road near the Nev '-ortda d distributed anti-Ja >anese h-ndbillq and shouted anti-Ja-mnese slogans. The clashed M'th lAe voîïee 
ns they were npoqeeding towards Thibet Rond. severe! Pol ire of icefrs were injured. About 15 of them,, wÈo annenre? to 
be leaders, were arrested by the Police.
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New Evidencei 
Expected In 
NakayaniaTrigii

Hearing Of Murder
Case To Be Resum

ed Today
Majcr developments beneficial to 

the defense aie anticipated in the 
First Special District Court this 
afternoon when the hearing of the 
Nakayama murder case is scheduled 
to be resumed.

It is understood that reports from 
the Judicial Laboratory at Chenju, 
which was assigned to study seme 
of the exhibits concerning the case, 
will be revealed during the hearing.

The reports, according to Chinese 
sources, will contradict the confes
sions made by Yih Hai-sen, better 
known as “Hsiao Kwangtung,” and ( 
among ether things will attempt to

; disclose that Hideo Nakayama, of

c

t 
i:

v

. the Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
who lost his life on Darroch Road, 

'November 9, 1935, was shot at close 
range.

’ Yih Hai-sen, in one cf his earlier 
confessions, stated that he shot 
Nakayama from about five feet be
hind the man. This statement was 
later retracted, but despite this it is 
understood that the Judicial Labora
tory will venture the opinion that 
even if it i£ to be taken into consi
deration. there is some mistake, 
since the man was shot at close 
range.

Another revelation expected to be 
made has to do with fingerprints 
on the book which was used to hide 
the death gun. It is stated that no 
fingerprints of Yang Wen-tao, ac
cused with Yih, have been found 
although fingerprints of other per
sons have been discovered.

While no definite statement has 
been made to that effect, it is re- 
oerted that “Jack, the Korean,’’ 
who was arrested by Japanese au
thorities on the grounds that he was 
involved in the shooting, may ap
oear in court today. Th;s is far 
from certain, however. Reports that 
the Korean would be brought into 
court have been circulated on nu
merous occasions and up to the pre
sent time, he has failed to appear, 
usually because of illness.

The fourth accused man in con
nection with the slaying of Naka
yama is Chow Sha-yung, manager 
of a Ningpo Road cabaret.
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OF “AXE CORI’S”
Tsingtao Visit Made Public at 

Nakayama Trial

COURT AWAITS JUDICIAL 
LABORATORY REPORT

Yih Hai-sen, alias "Little Canton- 
ese,” one of the three men now held 
by the police on the charge of the 
murder of H. Nakayama, a Japanese 
marine, on November 9 last, had 

i connections with a loafer gang known 
as the “Axe Corps,” according to a 
statement made by Mr. T. S. Lea, 
Assistant Municipal Advocate, in the 
First Special District Court, yester
day.

Yih admitted that he was arrested 
by the Chinese military in 1934, but 
said he and all the others were re
leased after being detained foi' over a 
month, as there was no evidence 
against them.

The result of a visit paid to Tsing
tao by police detectives was un
folded before the Court by Det.-Sub- 
Inspr. Crowther, of Dixwell Road 
Station, who produced a suit of dark 
blue foreign-style clothing, a photo 
of Yih Hai-sen, and a letter, all of 
which he obtained in Tsingtao with 
the assistance of the Public Safety 
Bureau there. Witness said it was 
seen that, after the Darroch Road 
crime, Yih Hai-sen had "oney, as he 
entered into partnership with Tang 
Shek in the Vienna Cabaret in I 
Tsingtao. According to Tang Shek 
and another man called “Darky,” 
Yih Hai-sen at first offered $1,000 as 
his investment in the business, but 
later he produced only $500.

Connections With Jack

Regarding the connection between 
Yih Hai-sen and Jack, a Korean, 
Inspr. Crowther stated that the letter 
found in Tsingtao showed it was 
written by men named Costa and Lee, 
introducing the Korean to Yih. The 
latter had denied knowing the Korean, 
but from this letter, which was 
obtained from Yih’s brother-in-law 
in Tsingtao, it was not so.

Mr. T. S. Lea said that, during the 
period of remand, investigations were 
made on a number of points in ac-i 
cordance with the Judge’s order. 
One concerned the movements of ! 
Chow Zeu-yoong, the third accused, • 
in November last. According to 
Chow, he remained at home, but his 
tenant said he frequented dancing 
halls in that month.

Yih Hai-sen denied that the money 
invested in a Tsingtao cabaret was 
his, saying his wife, Zung Kwei- 
Ching, produced the money for him. 

Li Hurig-ping, a watchman in the 
Fing Loh Li Alleyway, Darroch 
Road; Yao Tsëng-tîng, a guard at the 
Nanyang Cabaret; Mee Pao-ching, an 
inspector at the Moon Palace Cabaret; 
and Tseng Yuan also gave evidence. 
The second witness said the Nanyang 
Cabaret was opened on November 3 
last year, contrary to Yih Hai-sen’s 
previous statement that he was pres
ent at the opening on November 9.

After questions about two threat
ening letters sent- to a Chapéi school 
principal, the hearing was again ad- * i 
journed sine die, the Judge mention
ing that he was waiting for reports 
from the Chenju Judicial Research 
Laboratory on a book, a pistol, and a 
spent bullet which had been sent 
there for special examination.
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Shao Kwangtung’ Said Had 
Funds After Murder

Heavy Guard In Court As Rumours Spread That A 
Threat Had Been Made To Murder The Chief

Suspect; Detective Back From Tsingtao
An allegation that the finances 

of Yin Hai-sen, alias “Shao Kwang- 
lu ng,” the alleged slayer of 
Wai rant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
of the Japanese Naval Landing 
force, had increased considerably 
following the murder of the 
marine on Darroch Road on 
November 9, last, were made by ! 
the prosecution at the resumption | 
of the long drawn out and com- j 
1 licated trial of three suspects in ! 
the First Special District Court 
yesterday afternoon. ‘

To substantiate the allegation ! 
the prosecutor told the court that, 
following the murder, “Shao 
Kwangtung” proceeded to Tsingtao 
and there invested money in a 
cabaret. It was further alleged 
by the prosecution that, following 
the murder, the chief suspect and 

[self-confessed slayer, became’ 
1 very friendly with Jack, the 
Korean suspect, held by the 
Japanese Consular Police.

The hearing yesterday was 
mainly occupied with the question- 
ing of several witnesses and a | 
lengthy outline of further evicl-1 
cnee by the prosecution and the I 
repTes of tho defence counsel. 
The hearing was again postponed . 
sine die pending the report being | 
issued on the expert examination i 
of the pistol and bullet allegedly 
used in the crime.

Suspect’s Life Threatened
A high tension of excitement 

seemed to be current in court 
yesterday when an extra heavy 
guard of police was on hand and 
always carefully surrounded 
“Shao Kwangtung.” It could 
not be ascertained definitely, but 
it was rumoured that the police 
had received a letter stating that 
“Shao Kwangtung” would be 
killed despite the fact that he was ' 
kept in police custody.

Notwithstanding the repeated 
requests made by Judge D^icn to 
have Jack, the Korean suspect, 
brought to court, the Japanese 
Consular Police did not bring him 
yesterday maintaining that they 
had not completed their inquiries. 
Murmurs of dissatisfaction on this 
point were heard during the pro
ceedings as it is believed that 
Jack’s appearance in the witness 
stand would greatly facilitate the 
investigation conducted by the 
Settlement Police.

Assistant Municipal Advocate 
T. S. Lea opened the proceedings 
by outlining the latest develop
ments. In his address he denied 
the allegation that the case was 
a frame-up. He stated that Yang 
Gien-chun, who was implicated by 
the defence in the alleged frame- 
up, had played a very small part 
in helping the informant, Tseng 
Yuan, to ascertain the address of 
Yang Wen-tao, a former employee 
of the China Navigation Company 
and one of the men facing trial.

Mr. Lea also told the court that 
Chou Tso-yung, the third accused, 
had lied deliberately in saying that 
he was in financial difficulties in 
October and November of last year, 
as evidence could be produced that 
Chou was well supplied with money 
at the time.

Detective Returns
Detective Sub-Inspector Crow

ther, who had been conducting 
investigations in the case since 
the crime took place, and who 
recently returned from Tsingtao, 
where he had been conducting in
vestigations, informed the court 
that “Shao Kwangtung” was quite 
well-to-do when he was in Tsing
tao.

Argument arose during the pro
ceedings between the defence and 
the prosecution over the letter of 
introduction taken by Jack to 
“Shao Kwangtung” in Tsihgtao. 
The defence contended that if the 
two knew each other in Shanghai, 
no introduction would be neces
sary; the contention of the pro
secution was that the letter was 
sent to inform “Shao Kwangtung” 
that Jack was “our extraordinarily 
beloved brethren” as written in the 
letter.

The prosecutor further contend
ed that evidence would be later ; 
brought forward to prove that 
“Shao Kwangtung” was one of the 
18 men arrested following the at
tempt to murder Mr. T. V. Soong. 
He was later released. Several 
witnesses were questioned by the 
judge before the hearing was 
adjourned sine die. !
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6 Japa n e s e 
Gnard Yew
During I rial
Threats Said Made On

Life Of Nakayama 
Case Defendant

TORTURE CHARGES
1 ARE AGAIN AIRED

; “Hsiao Kwangtung” In
I Belter Spirits, Is
J Nattily Dressed

An unusually heavy guard com
prised of Japanese constables of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police Force 
surrounded Yen Hsi-san (Hsiao 
Kwangtung), Yang Wen-tao and. 
Chow Tung-sze, the three accused 
in the Nakayama murder case, as 
they faced the First Special District 
Court yesterday afternoon to under
go further question in connection 
with the slaying last November of a 
member of the local Japanese Naval 
Landing Party.

No explanation for the heavy 
guard was offered in court although 
six constables stood directly to the 
rear of the accused. The officers 
scarcely moved out of their steps 
during the three hours that tne 
session lasted.

After considerable inquiry, a 
China Press reporter <was informed 
that this was a precaution taken to 
prevent any possible attempts on 
“Hsiao Kwangtung’s” life. It was 
pointed ’ out that anonymous 
threats have been made against him 
and that the police are not taking 
any chances.

Nothing out of the ordinary oc
curred during yesterday’s hearing. 
Judge Dzien was not on thé bench 
but Judge Zee appeared in his place. 
“Hsiao Kwangtung’’ continued his 
allegations of police torture, while 
the police introduced evidence to the 
effect that the accused Lad been in- 

ivolved in a plot to assassinate a 
high ranking Government official 
some three years ago.

According k> the police, the ac
cused man was arrested but was 
later released owing to lack of 
evidence. Most of the afternoon 
was occupied with presenting this 
evidence.

The report of the Court Judicial 
Laboratories on the death bullet 
and book in which the gun was 
supposed to have -been kept, was 
not placed before the tribunal yes
terday as expected. It is under
stood that the investigations of the 
laboratory have not been completed 
and will probably be furnished the 
court at the next hearing.

“Hsiao Kwangtung” appeared to 
be in much better physical condition 
yesterday than he was during 
previous sessions. He was attired 
m a black suit of foreign cut, the 
trousers of which were of the 
knicker style, and mauve hose and 
black patent leather shoes. He 
answered questions in a clear, firm 
voice and was far from being the 
agitated nervous person he was a 
few weeks ago.

The case was remanded again in 
order to allow the Judicial Labora
tories further time ii) which to com
plete their report.
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NAKAYAMA MURDER TRIAL 
■--P~.-WSWMfc,-. I

i TO RESUME
The detectives who were sent to j 

Tsingtao to question witnesses named 
> by the defence in the Nakayama 
? murder case hiave returned to Shang- 
; hai and will appear in the First , 
, Special District Court at the resumed i 

, hearing to-morrow. I
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MURDER,TRIAL WILL 
RESUME TUESDAY

(Nakayama Case Again 
I 'Ê^ïore Court Alter

Bullet Tests
Hearing: of tho case in which 

; Yih Hai-sen, alias “Shao Kwang- 
' tung,” Yang Wen-tao and Chou 
( Tso-yung are charged with inur- 
i dering the Japanese sailor Naka
yama, on November of last year, 
is scheduled to be resumed in the 
First Special District Court on 

! Tuesday at 2 p.m., the court hav- 
j ing finished its investigation of 
■the pistol and bullet allegedly used 
jin the murder.

Altogether five public hearings 
have been heard in connection 
with the ease, with “Shao Kwang- 
turg” making various confessions 
which led the court astray. At the 
last hearing he repudiated his 
former confession. The court then 
decided to examine the pistol and 
bullet allegedly used in the mur
der and entrusted the mission to I 

i the Institute of Legal Medicine, | 
; despite the fact that the police I 
I submitted proof that they had been 
pised in the crime.
I What the court wished to know 
then was whether or not the bullet 
found by the police was the one 
which had actually gone into the 
sailor’s brain as stated by a 
Japanese doctor attached to the 
Japanese landing force.

The Institute is reported to have 
finished its investigations and the 
court notified the three lawyers 

I defending the accused to appear 
at the Tuesday hearing.
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3RD-ÜEGKEE TACTICS
Editor, The China Press.

Sir:—The conflicting versions of the 
confession of the murder of Nakayama 
made successively by Yih Hai-sen leave 
no doubt that either the accused is 
mentally unbalanced or else these con
fessions were wrangled from him through 
the SQ-çalled .thirdjrste^ tactics 

misnomer for the ugly word 
"torture.”

Medical examination has been made 
recently on the accused and he was 
found to be sane. His apparent anxiety 
to admiU the crime, to have the whole 
thing over with, even though it means 
certain death, can only be attributed to 

I his inability to withstand „.™tha..xxu&t 
I ^maltreatmentat the Headquarter^, for 

> men do not go to their death so anxiously 
unless they are suffering extreme physical 
or mental anguish.

It makes me shudder to think of the
fate that awaited Yih as he was led, with 
tears streaming down his cheeks, away 
from the Court to be returned to the 
Police Station, after the judge had over
ruled the motion of his counsel that he 
be remanded in the Court’s detention 
cells.

. That the alleged torture shp^d . 
permitted to be „ perpetuated .Jn _ this 
"MQdÇl J^ettlement’’ is incredibje and,,.yet„

ing to its existence. By what means, for 
;'instahce^ïïavp~tlie*"police Been" able tC.

locate lOfe^ Tilde^xm^

Jitter the^arrest of the_lMUl, -
^leOaJ^ned in Jhe JeUlemgaa...

^Thepersonnel of the Police Depart- 
Jte_Settlem^Qg  ̂ssssesmlx 

weUL-BSlà. for and ratepayers have a

J30Vd«e®JgL JB
.æîSJsA^ssâs^fSfflUaasar- , 
UJatUtfiSaBS açJjmUXjgm^MÆta. JSsiag^

ÜJ&JügMto^thai  l^.MuB,toaLJ2awa.- 
eU-awiBL-a^cofflæjgm to iwamaar. : 
ttW.matter.

With the notorious case of the torture 
of Tsai Yang-chi still pending (it is 
evident.Jhat, it Js„ through the protection* 
j?L^ the...Police Depaxtoujxf” J.hatTw”
OTWJ^of the MlJMcI Court

, fee
plicated were repegtfdly_Jgnored .with ’ 
Jinmuhi® , and with the Peters and Judd 
case still fresh in our memory, the public 
should demand in the name of humanity < 
ABdJteJthe reputaUdCdf jhi^ Sv' thfit 

. d^OJnpl measures be^ taken to safeguard 
^gatejtthe recu^^ '

JSow ,
believe that the Police are not sometimes 
jmSsCÆL Jæi'

Who think 
that the face of the Settlement authori
ties should be saved even at the cost of a 
few innocent lives, naturally want 30*, 
Ms^ up tde mattex but those who still , 
have a mite of decency left^cannot per-

C. H. K.
Shanghai, June 6, 1936.
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Moring Translation.

NIPPO (I1-7-36)

Procurator wildly advocates innocence .of. accused 
in the Nakayama case ~

The 8th hearing of the Nakayama 
case was held at 2.07 p.m. July 10 in the Special Distinct 
Court.

The Municipal advocate summing 
up the case declared that the evidence produced by the 
prosecution was sufficient to show that the three accused 
were concerned in the Darroch Road crime.

Seven Chinese lawyers appearing 
for the defence of the three accused then submitted their 
arguements, after which Procurator Chang rose to his feet 
and wildly stated that the connection between the book on 
practical physics and the pistol was clear but it could 
not be said that the book belonged to Yang Ven Tao. As 
regards Yih Hai Sung he said that Yih was not a person 
who could have created such a serious incident because 
he is a habituée of dance halls and had he committed the 
crime he would have fled. Ahe Procurator added that Yih 
made his confession under torture. As regards Tseu Shou 
Yung, he was arrested on Yih Hai Sung’s statement, but he 
had no connection with the case.

The procurator concluded by 
saying that the evidence against the accused was not 
sufficient.
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NIPPO

CONFERENCE,OF RESIDENT MILI TARY OFFICERS.

The Japanese Military Attache’s 
Office issues the following statement regarding a military 
conference»-

•’Taking advantage of the visit of Major-General 
Watari, Chief of the Second Section of the General Staff 
of the War Office, a military conference will be held 
on July II and 12 by Japanese military resident officers 
in China. Special importance is attached to this 
military conference because the Second Plenary Session 
is now being held in Nanking.

The conference will receive reports 
on the situation at their respective places and consider 
the North question, the South-West question and Nanking’s 
attitude. The rumour that the Foreign Office and the 
War Office are not in agreement as regards Japan’s 
policy towards China is untrue. As a result of an 
exchange of views between Ambassador Kawagoe and Major- 
General Kita, the former will support the military 
conference. After this conference all Japanese 
resident military officers in China will assist Ambassador 
in promoting Sino-Japanese relations.

DETERMINATION OF JAPANESE AUTHORITIES IN REGARD 
TO THE NAKAYAMA CASE

At the 8th public hearing of 
the Nakayama case in the First Special District Court, 
Procurator Chang stated that there was insufficient 
evidence against Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung for they 
had no connection with the crime.

As some political influence 
being exerted from a certain direction, the Japanese 
Consular authorities and the Japanese naval authorities 
held an important conference at the Japanese Consulate 
at 5 p.m. yesterday to consider the matter. The conference 
was attended by Mr. Sugihara, Acting Consul-General, 
Terasaki, Consul, Senior Staff officer Osugi of the 
Japanese Landing Party, Junior-Captain Minato, Lieutenant- 
Commander Okino, of the Naval Attache, Senior Staff officer 
Nishida and Staff officer Yamada of the Third Fleet.
It was agreed to keep a watch on developments in the case 
and on the attitude of the Court.
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MAINICHI, NICHI NICHI AND NIPPO

CHENJU MEDICO-LEGAL LABORATORY’S WILD EXAMINATION OP 
EXHIBITS IN NAKAYAMA CASES ATTITUDE OF COURT DOUBTFUL

The Nakayama murder case will come up for hearing 
to-day.

The insincerity and the political activities of the 
Chinese authorities in the case are being revealed as the 
trial goes on. The exhibits have already been given a 
strictly scientific examination by the Arms Identification 
Department of S.M.C* Headquarters, yet the Court has sent 
them to the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory for further 
examination. The result of this examination was published 
by local Chinese newspapers before the hearing on July 8. 
This reveals how the handling of the case by the judiciary 
is being affected by the political activities behind the 
scenes•

Violent Arguments and Mistakes Made by the 
Unscientific Examination

The greatest surprise is the unscientific 
examination made by the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory. 
This gave rise to the suspicions mentioned above. The report 
made by the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory is in four sections 
and is as followss-
(1) Is the rust in the excavated hole of the book belonging 

to Yang Vung Tao natural or had it been produced by 
human agency?

The Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory reported that 
the rust on the book and the pistol came from the same 
source and that the rust marks could have been produced 
by a pistol of the same model and size.

This statement is absolutely contrary to scientific 
principles because it has been scientifically proved that 
different marks are made by different pistols though 
they may be of the same model and type. The pistol 
in question is an old type weapon and had been painted '
over; for this reason, it left unusual marks in the book. <

In an attempt to give an impression that the marks |
had been made by human agency, the report stated :
that the oil stains in the book could not have been 
produced without some pressure having been applied on 
the book from both sides.

Yang Vung Tao used to carry the pistol by placing 
it in the book even when he was travelling, therefore 
the book must have received outside pressure.

(2) Does the book (“Practical Physics*) bear any of Yang 
Vung Taofs fingerprints?

The Chenju examination found none. On Page 27 i
of the book are some marks resembling fingerprints and I
it was evident that it was impossible to prove them |
clearly. It is meaningless to look for fingerprints 
in a book which has been handled by Police officers and 
Judges. For this reason, it would be strange had 
Yang Vung Tao’s fingerprints/found in the book.

I

/
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(3) The connection between the photographs showing the 
woundsthe doctor’s certificate and Yih Hai Sung’s 
confession.

Yih Hai Sung has stated that he shot Nakayama 
from 5 to 6 steps behind. In spite of this, the doctor’s 
certificate states that the attack had probably been 
made from about 50 centimetres behind. Therefore, 
these two points do not agree. The angle of the wound 
of entry and the wound of exit is thirty degrees. 
Basing its decision on the degree of this angle, the 
Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory surmised that the bullet 
must have been fired from a point of 5 centimetres away. 
This does not agree with the statement made by Yih Hai 
Sung. The report states that, according to the nature 
of the powder burns around the wound of entry, the 
shot must have been fired at a distance of 5 centimetres. 
This is contrary to scientific principles. The report 
had failed to take into consideration Nakayama’s motion 
in walking and the character of the resistance received 
by the bullet. It is unscientific to judge the 
distance between victim and attacker on the basis of the 
enlarged photograph of the wound of entry and the angle 
formed by the wound of entry and the wound of exit. 
The report had evidently ignored a scientific theory 
because it stated that no gun powder would remain around 
the wound of entry unless the attack was made from a 
spot 5 centimetres a,way from the victim. The theory 
established by science is p wder burns will be found even vh 
when a gun is fired 50 cenciiàetres away.

A study of the report of the Chenju Medico-Legal 
Laboratory shows that it contains many wrongful and 
unscientific surmises. Should the Court accept this 
report -— a report which is believed to have been 
twisted for political consideratiors —- and ignore the 
definite evidence produced by the S.MoP. the judiciary 
of China will lose the confidence of the public. 
Therefore, the Court proceedings should be watched with 
dose attention.
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"World Morning Post1'("it fi. published the following comment 
on July 9 :-

THE DECISION IN THE SASAKI CASE,

On the night of May 26, two Japanese military 
officers, Sasaki and Ohnishi, were assaulted at No» 27 bar 
in Peiping. One of them subsequently died, while the 
other sustained some injuries. At that time, Cook and 
Hunter, guards of the British Embassy, were identified as 
the assailants. The Japanese took the matter seriously 
and demanded that these two men be severely punished. After 
several Court hearings, Mr. Fitzmaurice, the British Consul, 
on July 4 found Cook not guilty.

The Japanese are greatly dissatisfied with the 
decision and are preparing to lodge a protest.

Supposing the Japanese had suspected Chinese 
soldiers of having been responsible for this affair, the 
Chinese would have been arrested long ago by Japanese 
gendarmes and seoretly executed without any consideration 
of their case. In addition, the Japanese would have 
demanded compensation, the demilitarization of the area, 
etc., and would develop the case in such a manner as to 
make it as serious as if a fatal assault had been committed 
upon the Japanese Ambassador. It is fortunate that the 
Japanese suspected British soldiers of having committed 
the act. Although Britain’s influence in China is 
waning, still Japan is afraid of her military strength 
and she cannot deal with British subjects in the same 
manner as she deals with Chinese. When Cook was found 
not guilty of the charge by his own Consul, the Japanese 
cannot do anything more in the matter anâ/TÏ the Japanese 
were to die of mortification, it would not have any effect 
on the case. Jk

Had the Doo Zoong Yuen ( x ) affair 
occurred in Peiping, he would have been barbarously assaulted 
if not dead long ago. His punishment of two years 
imprisonment was due to the fortuitous circumstance of 
his being a resident of the Settlement. Even then, J>ne 
felt very sad over his case. Is not Yih Hai Sung(7£ 
who is being charged in connection with the Darroch Hoad 
murder case, suffering in a similar way?

Japanese newspapers may write intolerable 
remarks about Chinese political leaders, but the Chinese 
must show respect to the Japanese Emperor whenever mention 
has to be made of him.

The Japanese Imperial Army is also held sacred 
by the Japanese. However, if you have an armed force and 
if I also have an armed force, what would you do to me 
should I tresspass upon you?

Lih Pao fg) s-

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE^|^HEATOD^gGUMENTS EXPECTED AT

The case against the three suspects Yang 
Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung and Tseu Shou Yung, charged with 
the murder of the Japanese marine Nakayama, will again 
come up for hearing in the Shanghai First Special District 
Court this afternoon.
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At the last hearing of the case on July 8, 
a very important point was raised by all the lawyers acting 
for the defence of the accused. This point was not mentioned 
by any of the local newspapers.

The point raised by the lawyers was as 
fO11OWSJ-

. After the murder, a certain witness named 
Hu Wu Ziang stated at the Police Station that

the dress of the man who killed Hideo Nakayama was of the 
same colour as the uniform worn by the deceased. After 
the arrest of the three accused Yang Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung 
and Tseu Shou Yung by the Police this year, Hu Wu Ziang, 
the witness, stated in Court that he could not remember 
very clearly the colour of the clothing worn by the murderer. 
At the hearing on July 8, the Municipal Advocate made the 
following statement to the Court:-

’It is a rule for marines of the 
Japanese Landing Party to go out in pairs when on 
leave. At the time of the murder of the Japanese 
marine Nakayama, the Chinese Policeman (C.P.C.) who 
was on duty in the vicinity of Peng Loh Li immediately 
hurried to the side of the victim, within less than 
ten minutes from the moment he had heard the shot, 
and asked him (Nakayama) in which direction the 
assailant had made his escape. However, owing to 
language difficulty, the policeman could not get any 
information from Nakayama, but he stood there waiting 
for the arrival of Police officials. Shortly after
wards, ”Kai-Tu” a companion of Nakayama,
arrived on the scene in a ricsha and conveyed Nakayama 
to hospital for treatment.*

Now, despite the fact that Yih Hai Sung 
had previously admitted in Court that Nakayama was murdered 
by him, Jack, the Korean, who appeared at the last hearing, 
flatly denied any knowledge about the case and stated that 
had he desired to murder some person, he would not have 
conspired with one who was his enemy. Upon hearing Jack’s 
statement, Yih Hai Sung thereupon retracted all his previous 
statements.

All this shows that all these accused are 
innocent. As to-day is the last day and accused will all 
be interrogated, heated arguments are expected.

A -b
Lih Pao ( iT'/À ) »-

ELEVEN CANTON AVIATORS JOIN NANKING

Eleven of the 21 Canton aviators who are 
opposed to the unlawful activities of the Liang-Kwang 
authorities arrived in Shanghai from Hongkong yesterday by 
the s.s. President Jefferson.

When interviewed by a reporter, they stated 
that their action had no ulterior motive whatever nor had 
it been induced by the Central Government.

The Canton aviators left for Nanking at 11 p.m. 
the same day after sending a lengthy telegram of warning to 
General Chen Chi Tang.
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Nakayama Case' 

Hearings End

Verdict Expected Next 
Friday; Advocate

Asks Death
With a new ‘‘Nakayama Case” 

looming large on Shanghai’s hori
zon today, the conclusion nf the 
original ‘‘Nakayama Case” has 
been overshadowed, yet on the 
same day that one startedf another 
was being finished. Three Can
tonese charged with the murder of 
Japanese Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama on Darroch Road on 
November 9 last will know their 
fate next Friday, July 17. The 
last hearing was concluded be
tween Judge Dzien in the First 

, Special District Court yesterday 
afternoon.

Yi Hai-sen, alias Shao Kwang- 
tung, Yang Wen-tao, shipping 
man, and Chow Sha-yung, former 
cabaret manager, have been on 
trial during 10 hearings for the 
killing that so stirred up Shang
hai last November, when another 
Shanghai Incident seemed im
minent and Chinese evacuated 
Chapei wholesale. At yesterday’s 
session attorneys summed up their 
case, as did the assistant muni
cipal advocate, Mr. Paul Y. Ru,. 
who asked for the extreme penalty 
for all three. He said the evi
dence left no doubt that they 
were guilty of the murder.

Mr. G. R. Grove, head of the 
defense lawyers, made an emo
tional plea lor dismissal, declar
ing that all were innocent of the 
crime. Only evidence given at 
the session was that of a Mr. R. 
Pereira, Portuguese, who testified 
that he was in the Moon Palace 
on the night of the murder and 
had heard Shao Kwangtung being 
scolded there by another man for 
“being late,” and Shao Kwang- 
tung answering that he was tardy 
because he had had “some 
trouble.”

After the summing up the case 
was adjourned to next Friday for 
judgment.
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JUDGMENT RESERVED
IN NAKAYAMA CASE

Portuguese as Witness at Trial 
of Cantonese

Mr. R. Pereira, a Portuguese, 
testified for the police when the case 
was heard for the last time by the 

; First Special District Court yesterday 
' against three Cantonese, Yih Hai-sen, 
alias “Little Cantonese,” Yang Ven- 
tao, and Chow Zeu-young, charged 
with the murder of H. Nakayama, a 
Japanese marine, on November 9 last.

Mr. Pereira’s testimony briefly was 
to the effect that, on the night of the 
Darroch Road crime, he was in a room t 
of the Moon Palace Hotel, North 

i.Szechuen Road, which was engaged 
i by a friend of his, a Cantonese named 
I Li Tien. Between 9.30 and 10 p.m,. 
he left his friend’s room and so did 
Ah Choh, also a guest. When they 
passed Room No. 9 of the Hotel, Ah 
Choh entered Room No. 9 in which 
was seen “Little Cantonese,” who then 
looked pale in the face. Ah Choh 
asked “Little Cantonese”: “What is 
wrong with you?” and “Little 
Cantonese” replied: “I just had a 
fight.” There were a couple of other 
persons in the room, but witness said 
he did not know them.

Questioned by the Judge, the ac
cused said they all knew this witness, 
the third accused, Chow Zeu-young, 
saying that, when he was arrested in 
the Continental Dancing Hall, witness 
was there too. “Little Cantonese” 
told the Judge that, on the night of 
the murder, he might be in the Moon 
Palace Hotel, but he was not sure.

Lawyers for both S. M. Police and 
defence then summed up in the case. 
Representing the Police, Mr. Paul Y. 
Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, j 
asked for the conviction of all of the 
accused after speaking for nearly an 
hour.

In the course of his address. Mr. Ru 
pointed out that evidence produced 
by the prosecution were sufficient to 
show that the three accused were 
concerned in the Darroch Road crime. 
Insofar as Yang Ven-tao was con
cerned, a book was found in his house 
and a pistol found near the scene of 
the crime fitted perfectly the hollowed 
part of the seized book. As to “Little j 
Cantonese,” he had confessed at least 
three times in open court, which was 
sufficient to prove his responsibility 
for the crime.

Seven Chinese lawyers spoke for 
the accused, after which, the Judge 
reserved his decision.
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Judge Indicates Verdict 
In Nakayama Trial

Decision Reserved For A Week At Conclusion Of 
Hearing; Likely To Be In Favour Of The Three 

Accused; Closing Speeches By Counsel
Defence Arguments

The seven lawyers for the de
fence then rose one by one and 
presented their arguments, agree
ing with the doctor’s report that 
Nakayama was shot at close 
range, which no Chinese criminal 
under the circumstances would 

■ have done. It was also contended 
'that the hole in the centre of the 
book found in Yang’s home was 
much smaller than the licenced 
pistol which Yang used to possess 
but for which the licence was can
celled long before the crime.

The pistol alleged to have been 
used was found under a wooden 
box in which a watchman carried 
out his duty at night. No crim
inal could have put the weapon 
there while running for cover.

Supporting the doctors’ report 
stating that the victim was shot 
at very close range (about half 
an inch), counsel for the defence 
said the Japanese must have been 
shot by a man who walked with 
him. The police traced the mur
dered man to several houses of > 
ill-fame during the night of Novem
ber 9. It was likely that the 
victim was a “romantic” man 
and that his death was “romantic.”

The police could only prove 
that a pistol found near the scene 
of the crime fitted in with a 
bullet also found near the scene 
of crime. Besides the bullet was 
found several hundred feet be
hind the dead man which fact 
could hardly prove that it was 
the bullet which pierced the 
victim’s head.

An indication that he would 
probably feel compelled, after a 
hearing spread over many weeks 
and involving 16 full days of 
evidence-taking, to find in favour 
of the three men accused of the 
Na.cayama murder, wras given by 
Judge Chang, Chief Procurator of 
the First Special District Court 
at the conclusion of the case 
yesterday.

While suggesting that he could 
see no ground "for returning a 
verdict of other than “Not 
Guilty,” the Judge decided to 
reserve his decision for a week, 
and final judgment will be given 
on Friday.

Judge Chang said that after 
hearing the many arguments and 
the judicial doctors’ report, he 
was of opinion that Yang Wen- 
tao, in whose home the hollowed 
book was found might have been 
trapped. “Shao Kwangtung” 
could not be found guilty because i 
of the many contradictions in 
his confessions and as to Choui
Tso-yung, he could find no evid-‘ 
nece against him at all.

As a last witness, Mr. Ru' 
yesterday called a Portuguese/ 
who testified to the presence in 
the Moon Palace Cabaret on 
November 9 of last year of “Shao 
Kwangtung.” Witness declared he 
was in Room No. 4 when “Shao 
Kwangtung” was in Room 9. • 
Between 9.30 and 10 p.m. on’ 
leaving the place, he saw “Shao 
Kwangtung” in room No. 9 which 
was half shut. He heard Shao 
questioned as to why his face was 
pale by Tso Cheng-hsiao. “Shao 
Kwangtung” said he had had a 
fight. Witness said he knew all 
three accused but was not their 
intimate friend.

, Prosecutor’s Case
J Mr. Ru, in his final speech, said 
the police had tried to deal with 
accused in a just way. There were 
two cold facts: That Naka
yama was shot on November' 9 
and xlied shortly after 1 a.m. next 
day. Both the pistol and the ! 
bullet were discovered by Japan-! 
esu police officers the same night.

Dealing with accused individual
ly, Mr. Ru said that near the bed 
of Yang Wen-tao, police found the 
book in which the pistol used in 
the crime was hidden. Yang re
cognised it and said it was the 
book in which he put his licensed 
pistol. No one could trap Yang 
by putting a similar book in 
Yang’s home because» to do so he 
must have the pistol to fit the 
hole in the centre of the book.

As to “Shao Kwangtung,” Mr. 
Ru continued, he made a detailed 
confession after knowing that 
Yang had been arrested and that 
the book had been found. Before 
he knew Yang had been arrested 
he refused to confess. His state-, 
ments that the police had beaten 
him and that he had swallowed > 
keys to commit suicide had been 
proven untrue. He could have re
fused to demonstrate the crime in 
the street where no police officer 
would have dared to beat him.

Chou’s only plea was that on 
November 9, having pawned all his 
clothes, he slept in bed all day. 
His landlord denied his statement. 
Jack, the accused Korean, could 

' not help the accused in any way. 
Mr. Ru concluded by requesting 
the court to pronounce sentence.
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Nak avama
Death Tria] 
Is Concluded

! Court To Rule On Guill
’ Of Yih, Chow, Yang
! On July 17

PORTUGUESE IS
DAY’S WITNESS

Attorneys Argue For
Innocence Of 3 Men In

November Crime
After 10 sessions covering a period 

of three months, the trial of Yih 
Hai-sen (Hsiao Kwangtung), Yang 
Wen-tao, Cantonese shipping man, 
and Chow Sha-yung, erstwhile 
cabaret manager, on charges of 
murdering Hideo Nakayama was 
brought to a conclusion before the 
First Special District Court yester
day afternoon. The final session 
started at 2 p.m. and finished at 
6 p.m. Judgment will be given on 
Friday, July 17.

The session yesterday was featur
ed largely by the arguments of the 
prosecution and the defense. One 
witness was examined at the open
ing of the hearing but remained on 
the stand only a few minutes. He 
was Mr. R. Pereira. Portuguese, who 
testified that he was at the Moon- 
Palace on the night of the killing.

He stated that he knew the 
accused and that on the night of 
the murder he had gone to the 
Moon Palace Hotel to meet a 
friend. As he left his friend’s room 
some time before midnight, he heard 
“Hsiao Kwangtung” talking to a 
man in another room. He stated 
that “Hsiao’’ was being scolded for 
being late and that the latter re
plied he was tardy because he had 
had some trouble.

>
i Ask Death Penalty

The witness left the stand and 
; Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant Muni- 
. cipal Advocate, in charge of the 

prosecution, outlined the history of 
the case, summarized the evidence 
and asked for the extreme penalty 
for all three of the accused. He 
declared that the evidence had 
showed no doubt that the three were 

' guilty of the slaying of Warrant 
Officer Nakayama of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party on the night 
3f November 9, 1935.

Mr. G. R. Grove, head of the 
battery of defense lawyers, addressed 
the court for almost an hour on 
behalf of Yang Wen-tao and Chow 
Sha-yung, his clients. He asked 
for the dismissal of both for lack 
of evidence. There was no evidence, 
against Chow, he stated, except 
that he knew Yang, and as far as 
the latter was concerned, the man 
had told the truth to the court 
when he declared that he knew 
nothing about the case.

Attorney Grove referred to the . 
incident of the finding of the book t 
apparently used to contain the { 
death weapon in Yang’s home. He ( 

1 intimated that this book had been < 
prepared by the police and had been 
placed there as a plant. In other ] 
words, he charged the police with ( 
having framed Yang. He based his 
statement on the report of the ex- 

' perts of the Judicial Laboratories.
He pointed out that the report 

concerning the book stated that no 
fingerprints of Yang’s had been 
found on the book and that the gun 
had left its impression on 12 pages. 
He declared that if the book had 
been really Yang’s and that he had 
had it over a period of years, his 
fingerprints would have been found.

Says Yang An Honest Man

He maintained that Yang was an 
honest man and inferred to the 
fact that he had never changed his 
story throughout the trial, that he 
had always reiterated his innocence, 
and than he had repeatedly insisted 
that he knew nothing about the ' 
affair. 1

Defense attorneys for Yih Hai- 1 
sen spoke for more than two hours. 
They based most of their defense on < 
allegations that Yih was irrespon- t 
sible, that he had changed his con- t 

. fessions so many times that he i 
could not be believed and that his 

I confessions were made under duress.
They took his last confession as < 

a case in point and argued that the ] 
bullet which killed Nakayama must i 
have been fired at close range, since i 
the bullet went in below the ear t 
and came out on top of his head. 
There were powder burns where ] 
the bullet entered, they argued, 1 
hence “Hsiao Kwangtung,” who »• 

* stated that he was 13 feet to the • 
rear of the man when he fired the 
shot, must have been lying; that : 

i his lies proved that he had no 
] knowledge of what really happened 

and therefore his dismissal was 
asked.
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Nakayama Case
May End Today

Final Hearing Slated ;
Japanese Criticize

Chenju Reports
Judgment was expec'.ed to be 

passed on Yih Hai-sen, alias Shao 
Kwangtung, this afternoon in the 
First Special District Court when 
.he Cantonese accused of the 
murder of Japanese Warrant 
Officer Hideo Nakayama was te 
appear once again before Judge 
Dzien. Shao Kwangtung faces t 
murder charge in company with 
two other Cantonese. A Korean. 
Jack Hanson, is being held by 
Japanese consular Police in con
nection with the case. The Can
tonese have denied the charges 
though circumstantial evidence t. 
against them. The trial has been 
a long and involved one, the last 
hearing being held day before 
yesterday.-

Press Assails Repart
A poin.-by-point refutation of 

the report on the “Nakayama 
case’’, presented by the Legal in
stitute of Medicine, Chenju, to the 
First Special District Court ’ of 
July 8, was carried today by :he 
local Nipponese papers.

The articles, which also assail
ed the Court for consulting the 
Institute, despite a thorough in 
vestigation already conducted by 
the shanghai Municipal Police, 
were nearly identical, apparently 
originating from the same source

The first point of the fourpeinc 
refutation dealt with the presence 
of rust in the hollowed book, 
which contained the revolver used 
in the crime.

An Old Model
The report of the Chenju in

stitute asserted that such rust 
could have been left by any re
volver. This view was challenged 
by the Nipponese papers, which 
emphasized «that the “crime’’ re
volver was of an old model and 
was enamelled, thus leaving 
marks specifically its own.

The failure of the Institute to 
find Yang Wen-itao’s finger prints 
on the book was described as “im- 
materiaT’ by the papers, on the 
ground that the book has been 
handled by innumerable hands 
since the murder of Hideo Nak- 
yama on Darroch Road on Nov. 
on Nov. 9 last.

Distance Disputed
The conclusion of the institute 

that the presence of powder marks 
on the body showed that the shot 
was fired five centimeters from 
the body was also disputed by the 
papers, which favored the S.M.P.’s 
conclusion that the distance was 

J half a meter.
All three papers also asserted 

. that it has been proved that shots 
. fired at any short distance, “be it 

15 or 50 centimeters”, might leave 
identical marks on the body and 
the bullet.

No Bicod Stains
Also disputed was the institute’s 

view that the absence of blood 
stains on the bullet might have 
meant that it did not pierce the 
body of Nakayama.

A thorough investigation made 
by the S.M.P. immediately after 
tne mure er l.vs, according to the 
papers, conclusively shown that 
the bullet in question was respon
sible for Nakayama’s death.
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Idarroch rd. crime 
CASE NEAR END

Jack, the Korean, as Witness 
at Trial of Cantonese

NEWS, THURSDAY, .1

JUDICIAL LABORATORY 
‘ REPORT ANNOUNCED
j Jack, the Korean, implicated in the 
. Darroch Road crime ot‘ November 9 
! last by Yih Hai-sen and whose 

presence as a witness had been re
peatedly requested by the Chinese 
Judge, yesterday was escorted to 
the First Special District Court by 
Japanese officials when the hearing, 
after being adjourned for over two 
weeks, was resumed of the case 
against three Cantonese:' Yih 
Hai-sen, alias “Little Canton
ese,” Yang Ven-tao and Chow 
Zeu-yoong, charged with the murder 
of H. Nakayama, a Japanese marine.

No light, however, was thrown on 
the case by the Korean witness who 
denied any knowledge of the plot to 
kill certain Japanese alleged by Yih 
Hai-sen at various hearings in the 
District Court. Jack told the Judge 
it was true he had known the ‘‘Little 
Cantonese” fqr about three years, but 
that, since he was involved in a 
cabaret scuffle with Yih Hai-sen in 
July or August last year, he had not 
seen the latter until he was arrested 
in February this year on suspicion 
of being involved in Nakayama's 
murder.

The Judge told the Korean that 
Yih Hai-sen had mentioned that 
he was a member of the secret Can
tonese society known as Dong Nyi 
Hui with its office in a Range Road 
alley way and had discussed at a $ 
meeting the proposed murder of f 
certain Japanese in that society. In| 
reply, the Korean stated that what» 
Yih Hai-sen had said w’as a lie and 
he never knew the name of the 
Cantonese society.

Jack admitted having brought a 
letter of introduction signed by one 
Costa to see Yih Hai-sen in Tsingtao’ 
some time in June last year, but ex
plained that he did not ask Costa to 
write this letter, it being Costa’s own 
idea to give him this letter to help 
him to find accommodation during 
his first visit to Tsingtao. Jack told 
the court that he formerly frequented 
the Moon Palace Cabaret in North 
Sfzechuen Road and occasionally 
fisted a Korean friend in a room 
o*f the Moon Palace Hotel, but never 
carried a pistol.

Movements Explained 

i

marines gunshot wound could not 
have been inflicted by a gun when 
it was fired within five steps from 
deceased's body as told by Yih Hai- 
sen during a reconstruction of the 
crime.

Yang Ven-tao was questioned by 
the Judge whether the book seized 
in his house was that he had used to 
conceal his pistol, and the accused 
replied in the negative. Det.-Sub- 
Inspr. Crowther of Dixwell Road 
Police Station told the court that, 
after his arrest, Yang Ven-tao ad
mitted this book belonged to him 
when he saw it in the police station 
and he made the statement without 
being asked by the police. Sub- 
Inspr. Crowther’s testimony was 
substantiated by Mr. Kawashima, an 
officer of the Council, who was 
present when Yang made the self
confession.

After questioning another witness, 
Tseng Wei-ming, a Formosan physi
cian who supplied the informaticn 
which led to the arrest of the ac
cused, the Judge adjourned the hear
ing till to-morrow afternoon, at 2 
o’clock, when counsel are expected 
to sum up in the case.

Questioned about his movements 
c»n the night of November 9 when 
the Japanese marine was shot on 
Darroch Road, Jack said he remained 
iin his Hart Road house. Witness said 
hie flist read the news about the 
J apanese marine’s murder in news
papers either on November 11 or 12 
a if ter being told by a Russian em
ployee of a cabaret. After being 
cjuestioned about his relationship 
with Yih Hai-sen, the witness was 
clismissed.

A report of findings on a book, a 
pistol and a spent bullet, submitted 
to the court by the Chinese Govern
ment Judicial Laboratory at Chenju, 
was read by the court clerk at yes-j 
terday’s hearing. The important points; 
of this report were that the finger
prints found on the seized book were 
jincomplete and that the laboratory] 
^taff could not tell whether Yang! 
'Ven-tao, one of the accused, had 
similar fingerprints as those in the 
book, and that the laboratory staff 
were of the opinion that the deceased
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“Jack, The 
Korean” Up 
Before Court
Makes Sudden Appear
ance To Testify In 

Nakayama Case

DENIES GUILT 
IN SLAYING

Describes Relations With 
“Hsiao Kwangtung”, 

Pleads Alibi
Jack Hanson, better known as 

‘•Jack, the Korean,” provided a 
mild sensation in the First Special 
District Court yesterday afternoon 
when he appeared in the witness 
stand to testify in connection with 
the murder of Warrant Officer i 
Heideo Nakayama, of the Japanese! 
Naval Landing Party, on November' 
9 of last year.

Although he flatly denied every
thing that has been said of him 
by Yih Hai-sen (Hsiao Kwangtung) 
in the latter’s various confessions 
of guilt, the fact that he was finally 
brought into court was something 
of a surprise. In many circles, it 
was beginning to be felt that ‘‘Jack, 
the Korean” was a myth, but this 
idea was completely dispelled when 
the prosecution called him to the 
stand.

He was brought into court by a 
single representative of the Japan
ese Consular Police. He wore no 
handcuffs and he and his guard 
occupied a seat in the rear of the 
courtroom until he was caller vO the 
stand. No one, apparently, had 
noticed his presence and plenty 
of hushed exclamations of amaze
ment rippled over the crowd of 
speetators occupying rear benches 
when his presence became known.

On Stand Over An Hour
The man was on the stand for 

more than an hour, and was closely 
questioned by Presiding Judge 
Dzien. He spoke flawless Russian, 
stating that he could speak neither 
Japanese nor Chinese and that he 
knew very little English. He was 
born and raided in Russia, he de
clared. His words * were translated 
from Russian into English and from 
English invo Chinese.

Asked his profession, he stated 
that he was a musician and had 
piaiyed in orchestras in various ! 
cabarets along North Szechuen, 
Road. He mentioned the Moon ‘ 
Palace, Happy land and the Golden; 
Eagle. He never possessed a pistol, 
he declared, and was In no way 
connected with the murder of Hldeo 
Nakayama.

He admitted that he knew Yih' 
Hai-sen and also declared that he’ 
had seen the third accused, Chow 
*Sha-yung. He denied ever having 
seen the first accused, Yang Wen- 
tao before and then declared that 
Yih had lied when he stated that 
he had joined the Tung Yih As
sociation, a Cantonese society 
located on Range Road, where the' 
murder of Nakayama is alleged to] 
have been plotted. I

Asked how long he had known ! 
Yih. he said three years. The man* 
came into the Happyland Cabaret 
where he was working one evening, 
he declared. The court then want
ed to know if he had not made a 
trip to Tsingtao last year to see 
Yih. He said he had gone to 
Tsingtao but not to see Yih. A Chin
ese friend of his in Shanghai had 
given him a letter to a friend in 
Tsingtao. he declared, but he did 
not know Yih was the man to whom 
the letter was addressed until lie 
reached the resort city.

Returned To Shanghai
The Korean continued that he 

saw*Yih and recognized him as the 
man he had seen two years before 
in the Happyland. Yih was nice 
to him at first, he declared, and 
then refused to assist him. He de
clared that he returned to Shanghai 
after that. He went to Tsingtao in 
June. h° added.

He then stated that he did not 
see Yih until several months later 
when he met him on the street. 
"Yih said ‘hello’ and acted friend
ly," declared the Korean, ‘‘but I 
told him I didn’t want to speak and 
to get along. He went along."

The witness then said that he 
proceeded to the Golden Eagle 
Cabaret and that about 15 minutes 
later, Yih appeared with about 1€ 
men, evidently for the purpose of 
beating him up. Nothing muich 
happened, he added, for eight of 
the ^en suddenly left and the 
pj; me and ran the other eight 
awu.

He was arrests] by the Japanese 
Consular Police on February 3 of 
this year, he said, but did not 
know what he was arrested for. 
He continued that he only knew 
recently why he had been thrown 
into jail and branded Yih's state
ments implicating him in the 
Nakayama killing as nothing but a 
pack of lies. He was at a house 
on Hart Road on the night of the 
murder, he said, and the first he 
knew of the shooting was two days 
later wtoen a Russian friend he 
met at the Venus Cabaret told him 
about it.

Previously, the Korean had 
stated that he resided on North 
Szechuen Road, and when he said 
that he spent the night of Novem
ber 9 on Hart Road, the court 
wanted to know if he resided at 
that' address. He stated that he did. 
The court wanted to know about 
the Szechuen Road address and he 
declared that his mother lived there 
and he used her quarters as his 
regular address.

Denies* AH Guilt

He denied that he had gone to 
the Tung Yih Association on the 
evening of the killing and was pre
sent when lots were drawn to see 
who would take the gun. He then 
repeated that he did not know about 
the association and had never been 
there. The witness was then dis
missed from the stand.

The Korean was attired in a dark 
blue suit and a neat purple shirt 
and black tie. His head had been 
shaven md he was just beginning 
to get a .0”' r growth of hair. He 
was very p: 1 rnd looked as through 
he might h. ? been under medical 
care for a long time. |

Questioned by the court, Yih re
peated that the Korean had been 
implicated in the murder. He was 
just about to go into detail and 
recite the whole story over again 
when the court ordered him to re 
main quiet.

The session opened yesterday with 
the reading of the reports of the 
Judicial Laboratory concerned th? 
bullet, death gun and the book in I 
which the gun had been kept. These I 
reports coin-sided with statements: 
made by the Shanghai Municipal I 
Police experts on the same topics 
except that the shot that killed 
Nakayama had been fired at close 
range. The report also stated that 
the death gun fitted perfectly into 
the book.

Yang the first accused, was again 
grilled on the question of the book. 
He emphatically denied that he had 
ever owned it. Sub-Inspector Crow
ther, of Eixwell Station, then re
peated how Yang had admitted 
ownership of the book at the police 
station and that the later had 
denied it. Detective Kagoshima, of 
the S.M.P., who was present when 
Yang was first shown tne book, con
firmed Inspector Crowther’s 
evidence and added that ‘‘Yang- 
smelled the book and said it was 
his." The case was adjourned until 
Friday afternoon of this week.
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Korean Appears As Witness 
In Murder Trial

Hearing Adjourned Until To-morrow, Judgment Is 
Expected; Korean Denies All Knowledge, Was 

Ill On Night Of Murder Of The Marine
As to the bullet shell, the ex

perts did not actually state that it 
had gone through the body of the 
Japanese sailor. Although it was 
not blood stained when examined 
it might have been used in a close 
range shooting. The judicial doc
tors had shot a living dog to prove 
that after being shot at close range 
the bullet shell came out without 
bearing’ any blood. This finding 
contradicted the statement made 
by “Shao Kwang’tung” who as
serted that the sailor was shot 
five feet away.

Not His Book
When questioned by the judge 

at the opening of the hearing, 
Yang Wen-tao still refused to 
recognize the book hollowed at the 
centre and seized by the police at 
his home as being his property. His 
book was said to be an English 
book with no Chinese characters on 
the cover although its colour and 

j size looked the same as the one 
■ found by the police. He alleged 
that if the book was found in his 
home it must have been changed 
by Yang Gien-chun, his enemy who 

; once visited his home and savz the 
book.

Yang admitted that at the police 
station he recognized the book as 
his, but he did not see it clearly. 
Detective Sub-Inspector Crowther, 
of the Dixwell Road Police Station, 
and a Japanese officer attached to 
the same station testified that 

i Yang saw the book clearly at the 
police station. The book was 
placed on a desk near which Yang 
sat. The Japanese officer even 
said that Yang smelled the book 
and said that it was his. Yang 
was also alleged to have said that 
he had hollowed out the book at 
the centre to put his licenced 
pistol in to avoid the danger of 
it being found by his children.

Two More Witnesses
The Assistant Municipal Advo- 

“ cate, Mr. Paul Ru, told the court 
that two witnesses whom the 
police desired to call had gone to 

* outports. He said that after being 
examined by experts of the Muni
cipal Police the pistol found near 
Nakayama’s body was turned over 
to the Japanese marine authorities 

«for an examination on November 
<10, of last year, one day after the 
j murder. The pistol had been kept 
I by the Japanese for nine days. Be
sides these nine days the weapon 
had always been in the custody 
of the police. Although a Japan
ese sailor Kita saw Nakayama ly
ing on the ground and reported 
the matter to his superiors he only 
did so after the police had already 
arrived at the scene of crime. 

iKita did not walk with Nakayama.
Tseng Wei-min, who claimed to 

. be a Formosan and who was the 
< first to report the case to the 
] police, appeared to tell his story, 
i He denied the statement made by 
I Chang Shun that the case was a 
{ frame-up. He was not a fairy and 
• so he could not invent a story like 
l this, he said. He admitted, how- 
j ever, that he got all his evidence 
1 from other men, including Tseng 
4 Yuan.

Jack, the Korean, held by 
Japanese Consular Police for al- • 
leged complicity in the murder of ' 
Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama, 
on Darroch Road on the night of 
November 9, last, was finally 
brought as a witness before the 
First Special District Court yes
terday afternoon. He failed, how
ever, to throw any additional 
light on the case in which three 
Chinese are facing a murder 
charge. Following a lengthy 
hearing yesterday, Judge Dzien 
adjourned the trial until to
morrow afternoon when judgment 
is expected to be passed.

Placed in the witness stand, 
Jack, who was very neatly dress
ed, immediately informed the 
court that on the night of the 
murder he was ill and staying at 
home in Hart Road. Jack spoke 
in Russian, his statements being 
first translated into English and 
then into Chinese.

After Jack had given his 
evidence, “Shao Kwangtung,” the 

• main suspect, who since the open
ing of the trial several months 
ago has confessed and again de
nied taking part in the crime, 
once again exonerated the Korean. 

' Another highlight of the hear
ing was the report of the Legal 
Institute of Medicine, Chengju, 
which was read out to the court.

The Korean, after stating that 
he was sick on the eventful night 
of November 9, last, also denied 
knowing Yang Wen-tao, the Can
tonese accused and former pre
sident of the now defunct Tung 
Yi Association. The Korean deni
ed being a member of the associa
tion and entered a categorical 
denial when asked whether he 
had drawn lots to decide who 
should murder a Japanese officer. 
“I only know of the murder from 
the papers,” stated the Korean.

He admitted once having a 
fight with “Shao Kwangtung” 
and the latter’s supporters, but 
stated that he was not injured, 
due to the timely arrival of the 
police. He sought his revenge, 
but could not find “Shao Kwang
tung.” He admitted meeting “Shao 
Kwangtung” in Tsingtao, but 
denied that he went there for the 
express purpose of seeing him.

Repudiates Statements
“Shao Kwangtung” repudiated 

all his former statements, trying 
to exonerate Jack. He said that 
Jack had not participated in the 
drawing of lots before the mur
der to decide as to who should do 
the killing. He confessed that he 
had collected about him 16 men 
and explained that the fight did 
not develop to any serious pro
portions.

The results of the findings of 
the Legal Institute of Medicine, 
Chenju in regard to the bullet 

j allegedly used in the murder and 
the book hollowed at the centre to 

i fit with the pistol, were read in 
! court. It wah a Jong document 
prepared on a scientific basis. It was 
revealed that the book hollowed 
at the centre, which was found 
in Yang’s home, had none of his 
fingerprints. The judicial doctors 
admitted that, after careful ex
aminations, they could not find out J 
how long ago the book had been 1 
hollowed out at the centre as the 
hollowed centre itself had not 
been exposed to the davlieht.
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Nakayama Was Shot At Close 
Range, Experts State

Completely contradicting the! It .is.. also reported that the 
I confession made by “Shao Kwang-j Japanese Coniuja^^ 
lung,” the alleged slayer of| morrow bring Korean
Hideo Nakayama of the Japanese! suspect^ to çpui t to testify. Pre- 
Naval Landing force on Darrochl vibusly the Japanese refused to 
Road on the evening of November | produce the Korean as a witness 
& last, ^experts of the Legal on the plea that they had not 
Institute of Medicine, itjs under-| concluded their investigations. It 
stQad^.™3yiil state in court to- ; is believed that the questioning of 
jnnj-mwpfternoon that lhe Japan-1 Jack will throw some additional 
esc marine was_shot at a very i light on the case, 
close range. i
~~TKjs~“' statement, according to 
Chinese reports, will be made in 
court to-morrow afternoon when 
the three suspects will be brought 
up for trial before Judge Dzien 
in the First Special District 
Court. The officials of the Legal 
Institute of Medicine, it is under 
stood, have completed their ex
amination of the bullet allegedly 
used in the, murder and the hol- 
lowcd-out book, in which the pistol 
was supposed to have been hidden.

It is understood that investiga- 
revealed that no fingei - 

the 
been

that
Yang Wen-tao, 
accused, have 

the hollowed-out book 
his premises. Many 

; were found on the

tion' 
prints of 
Cantonese 
found on i 
seized on 
fingerprints 
book, but not one of these be
longed to Yang Wen-tao.

“Shao Kwangtung,” Yang Wen- 
tao and a cabaret employee named 
Chao Sha-yung, are facing trial 
on charges of having murdered 
the Japanese marine.
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NAKAYAMA CASE SET 
FOR WEDPTESbAY

Hearing: of the Nakayama case 
in connection with which three 
Chinese are being held by the 
Settlement police, is scheduled to 
be resumed on Wednesday, the 
Legal Institute of Medicine hav
ing- completed its research work 
on the bullet and the «book in 
which the pistol was supposed to 
have been hidden. It is reported 
that the Japanese authorities 
have at last agreed to allow the 

& apnearance of Korean named S Jack, who is also charged with the 
crime.
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Nakayama Slayer Suspects To 
Face Court Again Wetlnesday

After an adjournment of nearly 
three weeks, the Nakayama Mur
der Trial will resume in the First 
Special District Court next Wednes
day, The China Press learned last 
night.

At the hearing the reports of the 
Judicial Laboratories on the death 
bullet and the book in which the 
gun, which was alleged to have 
killed the Japanese Warrant Officer 
on Darroch Road Nov. 9, 1935, was 
supposed to be hidden, will be pre
sented to the court.

In the dock to answer the murder laboratory technicians to find out 
charge will be Yih Hai-seng, better whether the rust mark found on 
. <<T, T_ , the green book found in Yang Wen-
known as Hsiao Kwangtung, tao’s home came from the gun 
Yang Wen-tao, local Cantonese which the. police alleged as the 
merchant, and Chow Shan-yung. weapon that killed Hideo N’akayama,

“bouncer” of the Continental 
i Ballroom.
I The trial was adjourned June 16 
Ito enable the Court laboratories to 
complete their examinations of the 
bullet and the book.

At Wednesday’s hearing the 
laboratory report will deal with 
whether the bullet ever was smear
ed with human blood. The experts 
were requsted to find out if the 
blood, in case it was erased, could 
still be visible to the scientific eye.

Also, the judges directed the
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YIII IIAI-SEN TO BE;
HEID AT STATION ;

1!
X-Ray Examination Reveals, 

No Key in His Stomach

SEIZED BOOK AND PISTOL
SENT TO CHENJU

An X-Ray examination of Yih 
Hai-sen, alias “Little Cantonese,” one 
of three men accused of murdering 
H. Nakayama. Japanese marine, con
ducted jointly by the Municipal and 
Court doctors, revealed that there 
was no trace of keys or other metals 
in the prisoner’s body, contrary to 
his statement last week that he had 
twice attempted to commit suicide 
at police station by swallowing keys, 
it was officially disclosed in the 
First Special District Court yesterday 
when the hearing was resumed of 
the case against Yih and his alleged 
two accomplices, Yang Ven-tao and 
Chow Zeu-yoong.

The Court doctor’s report was read 
by court clerk and, according to this, 
there were bruises between Yih’s 
sixth, seventh and eighth ribs, 
caused not by beating, but by what 
were believed to be rubbing with 
soft things. The prosecution pointed 
out that it could not prove torture 
as it was not mentioned how these 
bruises had come. The prosecution 
then submitted to the court reports 
in this respect prepared by both 
foreign and Chinese detectives work- 

: ing on this case. The contents of 
these reports were not disclosed.

Questioned by the Judge, Yih 
insisted that he had swallowed keys 
in attempts to end his life and 
mentioned that the attempts were 
after his first and second confessions 
respectively. Regarding the bruises 
on his body, the accused alleged 
that, during the two weeks’ adjourn-

I ment of the case, he was once 
| tortured by pouring water into his 
| nose and at the same time rub- 
[ bing his ribs. The accused alleged 
I he was bound to a bench when he 
I was tortured and he could not tell 
who did this because his eyes were 
blindfolded.

An application was made by 
.counsel for defence for Yih’s deten
tion in the Court’s detention house 
during the period of adjournment, 
•but the Judge overruled this, point
ing out that there was no detention 
"house in court for criminal cases. 
Mr. G. R. Grove, lawyer, for Yang 

fVen-tao, asked for his client’s re- 
imoval to hospital, but his request 
?was likewise rejected by the Judge 
• who mentioned that if, as Yang 
jalleged. there were torture, the de
fectives concerned would be respon
sible but it was a separate question. 
^Mr. Grove protested and cited the 
jTsai Yang-gee case.

? To show that the prisoners had 
hot been ill-treated while they were 
lheld by the police, Mr. Paul Y. Ru, 
I Assistant Municipal Advocate, who 

conducted the prosecution, told the 
Judge that detectives working on 
this case were attached to Dixwell 
Road Police Station, but, since he 
was arrested in Tsingtao land 'brought 
here, Yih Hai-sen had been detained 
at Chengtu Road Station. As to 
Yang, he had been detained at the 
Central Station. Mr. Ru said that 
detectives of both Chengtu and 
Central Stations had nothing what
ever to do with investigations in 
<this case, and he could not believe 
’that they would have tortured the 
^accused in this case. As a matter 
bf fact, Yih Hai-sen ,while he was 
ïheld at the station, was given better 
(treatment than other prisoners 
• because he was allowed to smoke 
cigarettes and take any kind of food 
he desired, Mr. Ru said.

After much argument over the 
pl-ace of detention, the Judge turned 

! down the request for the prisoners’ 
detention in the Court’s civil deten
tion house and ordered that they be 
returned to police station custody. 
The Judge announced that the hear
ing was to be adjourned sine die 
because he had sent the seized spent 
bullet, pistol and book to the Chenju 
Judicial Laboratory for further ex
aminations and it would take some 
time to receive a report.

’ Jack, the Korean, did not appear 
in court as a witness despite the 
Judge’s request that he be brought 
before him yesterday for questioning, 
the Japanese consular officials hav
ing told the police that they had not 
yet completed their inquiries.
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Torture Charges
Not Verified

Physician’s Testimony
Fails To Indicate

Yih Maltreated
Yih Hai-sen, alias “Shao 

Kwangtung”, is back in detention 
cells at Chengtu Road Police 
Station, and Yang Wen-tao is in 
Central today following a resumed 
hearing in the First District Court 
yesterday afternoon of the case 
against Yih and two alleged 
accomplices connected with >he 
murder of H. Nakayama, Japanese 
marine. The hearing was marked by 
testimony as to alleged torture met- 
hbc s employed by police to force 
confession of the crime.

It was brought out by court 
physicians that art X-ray exami
nation of Yih revealed no trace 
of keys or other metals in the 
prisoner’s body, contrary to his 
statement last week that h had 
attempted to commit suicide t the 
station to avoid further third- 
degree methods. The doctor said 
that he had found bruises on 
Yih’s ribs, apparently made by 
rubbing with “soft things,” but 
this could not- prove torture.

Yih declared that he had been 
tortured by having water poured 
into his nose and by rubbing of 
his ribs. He added that lighted 
cigarettes had been stuck in his 
nose and his lip had been burned. 
He said he was blindfolded at the 
time and could not sec his per
secutors.

The session was marked by argu
ments between prosecution and 
defense regarding place of future 
detention, and the judge finally 
ordered the prisoners to be sent 
back to police cells. The Korean, 
“Jack,” did not appear at the 
hearing, as Japanese Consular 
Police declared that they hav^ not 
yet completed their inquiries.
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Death Suspect!

Testifies To

Police Torture

‘HsiaoKwangtung’ Takes 
Stand In Nakayama 

Murder Trial
hYih was manhandled by police, Mr. 

Ru revealed that the accused was 
i given special treatment by officers 
t in charge.
f Unlike other prisoners, he said, 

Yih was allowed to pick the food 
he liked and given cigarettes to 
smoke.

The charge of torture, he con
tinued. had been thoroughly in
vestigated by police authorities. 
These investigations, he stated, 
could not reveal any evidence to sub
stantiate the charge. Reports on the 
handling of the prisoners have been 
•written by every member of the 
police staff connected with the case 
and submitted to the court, the 
prosecution pointed out.

Heatedly maintaining that torture 
was applied, the lawyers for the 
defense replied by asking that the 
three accused be turned over to the 
Court detention cells from the 
police. This motion, strenuously 
objected to by the prosecution, was 
overruled by the Court.

Petition Denied
Also, Judge Dzien turned down a 

petition from Mrs. Yang Wen-tao 
asking that her husband be sent to 
the hospital for examination of 
wounds allegedly inflicted by police.

In ordering a remand yesterday 
for an indefinite period, Judge 
Dzien disclosed that the murder gun, 
the death bullet and the book in 
which the pistol was alleged to be 
hidden before the killing were 
handed over to Court officials for 
study.

An examination will be made, the 
Judge stated, to acertain rust marks 
in the book and the blue pencil 
mark outlining the pistol-shaped 
cut-out in the green volume. The 
bullet will be examined to see 
whether any blood-stain, after 
being .wiped out, can still be visible 
through scientific means.

Chang Sen. a witness who figured 
prominently in a frame-up allega
tion, was called back to the stand 
and questioned regarding a certain 
Yang Chien-tsoong, who Yang 
Wen-tao alleged was the man who 
“planted” the green book to “frame” him

Alleged police torture again took 
the spotlight at a brief session of 
the Nakayama murder trial at the 
First Special District Court yester
day afternoon.

Reiterating that his previous 
confessions admitting that he killed 
Japanese Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama on Darroch Road, Nov. 
9, 1935, were forced through the 
application of tbird-degree methods, 
Yih Hai-sen, better known as “Hsiao 
Kwangtung,” told the Court that he 
was blind-folded and given various 
punishments by officers.

Yih appeared in the prisoners’ 
dock yesterday with the two other 
accused, Yang Wen-tao, prominent 
local Cantortese, and Chow Yao- 
yoong, a “bouncer” of the Con
tinental Ballroom.

During a two-week remand, Yih 
said, he was tied to a bench by police 
officers who forced water through 
his nostrils.

“Couldn’t Breath”
“I couldn’t breath when the 

water was poured into my nose,” 
Yih told the Court. Glancing toward 
the side where the police officers 
were sitting, “Hsiao Kwangtung” 
said to the judges, “the punish
ment was more painful when they 
rubbed my ribs with their knuckles.”

He further stated that lighted 
cigarets were Inserted into his nose 
and that the wounds on his lower 
lip was a burn inflicted by a live 
butt.

Yih admitted when questioned by 
Judge Dzlen that he could not 
identify the officers whom he alleg
ed tortured him. He was blind-fold
ed, he said.

The medical report of the doctor 
attached to the First Special District 
Court, made public at the hearing * 
yesterday, indicated that the sixth, ‘ 
seventh and eighth ribs of Yih 
showed signs of being rubbed with j 
some soft articles. 1

Regarding the wound on “Hsiao * 
Kwangtung’s” lip, the doctor limit
ed his observation by saying that 
the mark was clean-cut and might 
have been inflicted about two or 
three weeks ago.

After an X-ray examination con
ducted by the physician sent by the 
S.M.P., the Court doctor reported 
that he could not locate any keys 
and hooks in Yih’s intestines.

“Hsiao Kwangtung” in a hearing 
last Wednesday claimed that he 
swallowed these metal articles in 
attempted suicide.

Lawyers Battle
Yesterday’s short session was 

I marked by lively arguments be- 
j tween the Assistant Municipal 
Advocate Paul Y. Ru and the de
fense lawyers.

On several occasions the opposing 
lawyers went into a verbal tangle 
on the third-degree allegations and 
also when the defense attorneys 
Insisted that the prisoners be 
handed ovei* by the police into the 
custody of the Court.

Answering further statements that



Nakayama Case 
Hearing Will 
Resume Today!
New Charges Of Polïee,

I orture .Are , l 
Levelled j* ' I

•With new charges levelled at the. 
police of forcing confessions through I 
torture, the resumption of trie: 
Nakayama murder trial at the First 
Special District Court this after
noon is watched with interest by 
the Shanghai public.

At today’s hearing, the medical 
report on the examination of Yih’ 
Hai-sen, better known as “HsJaoj 
Kwangtung,” who charged in Court 
last Wednesday that his previous 
confessions were extracted through 
third degree methods, is expected 
to be made public.

Yih, who retracted his statements 
that he killed Japanese Warrant 
Officer Hideo Nakayama on Darroch 
Road November 9, 1935, also claimed 
that he swallowed various metal 
articles in an attempted suicide.

To add to this charge of police 
I torture, Yang Wen-tao, facing the 
same murder 'charge as Yih, is 
understood to have petitioned the 
Court through his counsel, Mr. G.
R. Grove, to have him removed to 
the Police Hospital from the de
tention quarters at the Central 
Station, Yang also alleged that he 
suffered maltreatment at the hands 
of police.

From other sources, it was said 
that the mysterious “Jack” whose 
name has been repeatedly mention
ed by the police as one of the 
perpetrators of the crime, will 
appear this afternoon at the Court. 
This report could not be verified 
yesterday.

It was learned, however, that a 
request has been made to the 
police by the. Court to have “Jack” 
brought before the tribunal from 
Japanese Consular' Pollèe cùstody. 
Previously, the Japanese authorities 
said that ; investigations on the 
case had hot yet. been completed 
and ”Jack” could not. be \ brought 
up. ; /’U;‘ J’’! '

Also to stand In the prisoners’ 
dock to answer charges with Yang 
and Yih is Chow Yaq-yung, a 
“bouncer1;: of the Continental Ball 
room, who was implicated by pre
vious confessions of “Hsiao Kwang
tung.”
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Physicians Give
Yih Examination

___________

Result Of Medical Test 
Not Released By

S.M.C., Police
A solid wall of reticence tpday 

confronted press ' representatives 
of the nndical examination given 
seeking information on the results 
X|h Hai-sen^ alias Shao Kwang- 
tung,” whose retraction of his con
fession that he killed Warrant Of
ficer ^licieo Nakayama of the 
Japanese ‘'ftaval Landing Pai’ty and 
whose charges of torture in hands 
of police caused a stir in the First 
District Court Wednesday morning.

The authorities are not prepared 
to issue any information concern
ing the examination which was 
known to have been conducted at 
the Police Hospital of the Shang
hai Municipal Council under the 
joint supervision of Dr. Wei Lih- 
kung of the Chinese court, a 
Japanese physician from the Foo 
Min Hospital and doctors of the
S.M.C. on Thursday, A report is 
expected to be sent to the court 
when it resumes the hearing of the 
three Cantonese charged with 
having murdered the Japanese 
marine.

From private sources, it was re
ported that Yih was given an X- 
Ray examination to ascertain his 
claim that he had swallowed a key, 
a buckle and buttons in attempts 
to end his own life. Nothing was 
found, however. A mental test 
given Yih revealed that he is sound 
and sane. Regarding tb* torture 
charge, a few bruises were found 
in his body, it is said.

No date has yet been set for the 
resumption of the trial. The last 
hearing was conducted on Wednes
day when Yih, bursting into tears, ; 
retracted his confession of having ! 
killed Nakayama and charged that t 
he has been tortured. In his pre- 1 
vious statement, he said that he i 
and the other accused had plotted ( 
the murder of a Japanese and that i 
he was the man who fired the shots 
at Nakayama, killing the Japanese 
on Darroch Road on November 9 
last year.
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Chinese Held 

For Nakayama 
Killing X-rayed

Keys, Hooks Alleged
Swallowed Not 

Revealed
Doctors who X-rayed Yih Hai- 

sen, better known as “Hsiao Kwang- 
tung,’’ could not find the keys and 
hooks which he claimed to have j 
swallowed in various attempts at I 
suicide, private sources stated yes
terday.

Yih, who retracted his previous 
confessions that he killed Japanese 
Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
ind charged that his statement was 
forced through police torture at a 
hearing at the First Special District 
Court last week, is still being de
tained at the Police Hospital on the 
?rder of the tribunal.

While the officials in charge of 
the case continued to be silent re
garding the finding of the physicians, 
information from other sources 
;tated that a few bruises were 
bund on Yih’s body.

Following the order given by 
Judge Dzien of the First Special 
District Court, an X-ray examina
tion was made by Dr. Wei Lih- 
kaung, a member of the medical 
staff of the tribunal, together with 
a doctor of the Police Hospital and 
a Japanese physician from the Foo 
Ming Hospital.

The doctors also conducted a ’ 
mental test and Yih was said to 
have been found sane.

A complete medical report of the 
findings is expected to be sent to .

(the Court when it resumes hearing 
on the Nakayama murder case.

At last Wednesday’s hearing, * 
‘Hsiao Kwangtung,” with tears 
streaming down his cheeks, denied 
he had any knowledge of the kill- 
ng. He charged police torture and 3 
oared his chest to show the court ’ 
she alleged wounds. 1

Yih’s lawyer also entered a plea ’ 
-hat the accused, as evidenced by ] 
his conflicting statements, was ’ 
mentally unsound. The defense re
quested that Yih be sent to a 
hospital for examination.

Adjourned for a week, the 
Nakayama murder case in which 
Yang Wen-tao, prominent Canton
ese merchant, and Chow Yao-yung, 
“bouncer” of the Continental Ball
room, were also charged with the 
killing, is scheduled to be reopen
ed at the First Special District 
Court tomorrow.
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Lih Pao (i dfe- ) of May 31

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE; THE DOCTOR’S EXAMINATION OP YIH 
HAI SUNG “ ~

On May 27, during the hearing of the case against 
Yih Hai Sung ( % fy j )( alias Siao Kwangtung z)-/ ) and
others charged in the Nakayama murder case, Yih stated that 
he was wrongfully accused and that in an attempt to commit 
suicide he had swallowed two keys while under detention at 
the Police Station and that the keys were still in his body 
and that he was feeling sick. The Court ordered that he be 
sent to the Municipal Hospital for treatment and examination 
by the Municipal Doctor in conjunction with the Court Doctor.

On May 30. a reporter of this paper interviewed 
Dr. Wei Lih Koong (^ ib ) of the 1st Special District 
Court and asked him about the result of the examination of 
Yih Hai Sung.

The doctor smiled and said, HThe press should not 
treat such a small thing seriously. It should pay attention 
to really important events. As regard-^Yih Hai Sung, I went 
on Thursday morning (May 28) to the Municipal Hospital and 
examined him carefully by scientific means in conjunction 
with the Municipal Doctor. During the examination, a dootor 
from the Foo Min Hospital was also present. I made a report 
on the result of the examination to the Court to-day (May 30). 
The contents of the report cannot be divulged at present, 
but will probably be made public at the next hearing of the 
case. **

Lih Pao of June 1

As Yih Hai Sung, one of the suspects in the 
Nakayama murder case, stated that he had swallowed some 
keys at the Police Station in order to commit suicide, 
he was ordered to be sent to the S.M.C..Hospital for 
examination by Judge Chien Hung Ni eh (^Plr-T ), Chief of 
the Criminal Division of the Shanghai First Special District 
Court. A joint medicaL^examination was held on Thursday 
last by Wei Lih Kung (J2!> 5 ), the Court doctor, and the
doctors of the S.M.C. Hospital and the Foo Ming Hospital. 
All the parties concerned refuse to disclose the results 
of this examination.

According to reliable information secured by 
a reporter of this newspaper as a result of exhaustive 
enquiries, the latest medical method was employed in the 
jo.^nt examination by the Chinese, foreign and Japanese 
doctors and as a result, Yih Hai Sung was found to have 
sustained some slight injuries to his body, but no keys 
were discovered in his stomach (X Rays was used), nor was 
he suffering from nervous breakdown, although he is very 
weak and low-spirited.

According to medical experts, Yih Hai Sung stated 
that it was sometime after 2 p.m. on May 27 that he swallowed 
the keys with the intention of committing suicide. There 
is no doubt that the swallowing took place before he made 
this statement. Thus there is every possibility that the 
keys have already been discharged through the bowels.
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YIH 1IAI-SEN DENIES
VIERDEK

Accused Changes Statement 
in Nakayama Case

ATTEMPTED SUICIDE AT 
STATION ALLEGED '

Ai ’.er confessing several times in 
court to his part in the Darroch Road) 
crime of November 9 last year, wheri; 
H. Nakayama, a Japanese marine^ 
was shot dead, Yih Hai-sen, alias! 
Little Cantonese, one of the threes 
men accused in the case, completely^ 
changed his statement in the Firsi$ 
Special District Court yesterday andB 
said he was entirely innocent and| 
knew nothing about the Japanese! 
marine’s murder. jj

Yih first told the court that thejl 
marine was shot dead by Yang Ven*$ 
tao, and he was present when they 
shooting took place. He then modified^ 
his statement by saying that he him-|| 
self did the shooting and Yang had$ 
nothing whatever to do with the| 
crime because he had harboured a'| 
desire to kill a Japanese since theil 
September 18 incident. When he| 
was in court last Wednesday, he-; 
again modified his statement by say-’ 
mg that he did the shooting in order- 
to create a disturbance in Hongkew 
so as to increase a Cantonese society’s; 
influence. Yesterday, he told the: 
Judge that, since his return here from? 
Tsingtao in September last, he hadj 
never seen Yang Ven-tao, nor did hé 
know Jack, the Korean.

In the several days prior to and- 
after the shooting of Nakayama. Yih' 
told the Judge yesterday, he was 
engaged! in arranging a big celebra
tion of his mother’s birthday and he 
asked* the Judge how could he have, 
committed the crime while he was' 
engaged in celebrating such an occa
sion. Yih continued that he had a 
witness by the name of Tsang Tsai- 
yuan, who could testify that an order 
was placed with a Dah Chung Hwa 
Restaurant for a feast to celebrate his 
mother’s birthday in November last 
year. ,

Evidence of the Bullet

The complete change of statement 
by Yih Hai-sen followed an address 
to the Judge by Mr. Chang Tse-yang. 
one of the lawyers for Yih’s defence, 
attacking the prosecution’s evidence 
regarding the spot where a spent 
bullet, which was said to have killed 
Nakayama, had been found. Mr. 
Chang mentioned that, during the re
construction of the Darroch Road 
crime last Friday by Yih, the marine 
was walking from south to north 
before he was shot and his assailant 
fired at him from behind. If such 
was the case, the bullet which had 
killed the deceased should have been 
found in front of the deceased’s body, 
whereas the prosecution had said the 
bullet had been found behind the 
deceased’s body. In view of this, Mr. 
Chang said, he would say that the 
found bullet was not that which had 
killed the deceased.

Mr. Chang then, made a request 
that Yih be removed to a hospital 
during the period of adjournment on 
the ground that his client was in 
very poor health and that, before the 
case came up yesterday, he inter
viewed the prisoner at the police 
station and, in the interview, the 
prisoner told him that he had twice 
attempted to commit suicide and that, 
when he was a ghost, he would get 
the men who had implicated him in 
the crime.

Yih Charges Coercion

In answer to Mr. Chang’s attack 
on the prosecution’s evidence, Det.- 
Sub-Inspr. Crowther of Dixwell Road 
Police Station told the Judge that, 
according to a Japanese doctor, the 
bullet which had killed Nakayama. 
entered his head just below his right; 
ear and came out from his forehead. 
The Judge's attention was also drawn 
by witness to the fact that, imme
diately after the shooting, hundreds 
of curious people visited the scene 
and somebody might have stepped on 
the bullet.

When Yih denied the charge against 
him, the Judge questioned him why 
he had admitted the crime before. 
Yih replied he had confessed because 
he had suffered hardship at the police 
station. After saying this, the ac
cused took off his coat and exposed 
the upper part of his bodj^ to the 
Judge, showing the harm he was 
alleged to have received. Accused 
also said he had swallowed a key 
and an iron button to end his life.

The Judge granted the request of 
Yih’s attorney and ordered that, 
during the period of adjournment, 
the accused be removed to the Muni
cipal Hospital where the doctors as 
well as the court physician would 
jointly conduct an examination of the 
accused’s condition. The two other 
accused, Yang Ven-tao and Chow 
Zeu-yoong, were to be returned to 
custody.

Three more witnesses were called 
yesterday, one of these being Jen 
Dong-ching, a room-boy of the Moon 
Palace Hotel, North Szechuen Road, 
who said that, on November 9, a 
number of people engaged a room in 
his hotel, but he could not remember 
whether any of the accused was 
among them. Another accused was 
Tsang Tsai-yuen who testified that, 
one day after the shooting of Naka
yama, he was asked by Yih Hai-sen 
to order a feast at the Dah Chung 
Hwa Restaurant to celebrate his 
mother’s birthday. The first accused 
was questioned, but, as at previous 
hearings, he denied the charge.

The next hearing of the case will 
take place next Wednesday.
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China Evening News of May 28 published the following editorial

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE AND YIH HAI SUNG

In connection with the murder of a 
Japanese marine named Hideo Nakayama in November last, the 
Japanese Consular Police sometime ago apprehended a Korean 
suspect named Jack, while the Police of the International 
Settlement also arrested three Chinese named Yang Vung 
Tao Yih Hai Sung ) and Zung Yoong Sung

). The last named prisoner was later released 
by order of the Court owing to lack of evidence.

Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung are now 
being charged with murder. The case was first heard in the 
First Special District Court on May 1. On May 22. one of 
the Judges hcBziag the case inspected the scene of -the 
crime and ordered Yih Hai Sung to demonstrate how he had 
fired the shot and how he effected his escape. The case 
came up before the Court on remand for the 4th time on 
May 27.

Of course we are not at liberty to comment 
on the case as it is still sub-judice. However, from the 
first hearing on May 1 until the 4th hearing on May 27, 
the mystery in the case has become stronger. This is 
particularly so in the case of Yih Hai Sung, one of the 
accused, who has repeatedly retracted his statements and 
whose attitude is so gloomy and sad that he even wept 
bitterly and could not speak. One feels that there are 
many hidden truths in the case. The denial of the charge 
by Yang Vung Tao and his statement that he was falsely 
implicated by others after they had planted the evidence 
against him, the attitude of Yih Hai Sung who at one 
moment admits and in the next moment denies the crime and 
who weeps bitterly because he is innocent.... .all this 
adds to the mystery ana^worthy of study and attention.

Let us study the statements made by Yih 
Hai Sung according to the reports published in the newspapers 
In his first statement to the Police, Yih Hai Sung admitted 
that he assisted in the commission of the crime, that he 
saw Yang Vung Tao fire the shot, and that he ran away because 
he was afraid. At the first hearing of the case, Yih Hai 
Sung made a statement corroborating the one made to the 
Police. After the first hearing Yih Hai Sung made another 
statement to the Police which, it is said, contained more 
particulars. However, when he next appeared in Court, he 
not only repudiated the statement which he had previously 
made in Court, but also his second statement to the Police, 
which, he said, was pure fabrication. Nevertheless, he 
suddenly admitted: "Hideo Nakayama was killed by me alone; 
the book seized by the Police belongs to me and the hollow 
space in the book was made by me." He also stated: "As 
the affair was carried out by me, I do not wish to implicate 
others. *

„ In the meantime, there appeared one Chang
Tsun ) who made a statement showing how Yih Hai Sung
had been falsely implicated by others. In this statement, 
Chang Tsun said that with a view to collecting the $4,000 
reward a certain man named Zung ) wished him (Chang)
to give information to the Japanese Military Headquarters 
to the effect that Hideo Nakayama was killed by Yih Hai Sung 
and a Korean named Jack.
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At the third hearing of the case, Yih Hai 
Sung again made a statement to the Police which further 
contradicted his previous statements. He said in this state
ment that the crime was suggested "by the Korean named Jack, 
that he drew the lot by which he was elected to carry out 
the shooting, that the pistol was carried by Yang Vung Tao. 
When he made this statement in Court, he wept bitterly, 
thereupon, Yih’s lawyer requested the Court not to order Yih 
to be detained in the Police Station and declared that judging 
by Yih* s appearance he seemed to be suffering much hardship 
and that he was probably in possession of certain secrets 
which he was unable to disclose.^-

Judge Siao ( ) went to the scene of
the incident on May 22 to conduct an investigation. After 
giving a reconstruction of the crime, Yih Hai Sung suddenly 
cried bitterly^and implored Judge Siao for help. At the 
fourth hearing^the case, Chien Hung Nieh frtS jf*), the 
Presiding Judge, asked Yih Hai Sung the reason why he wept 
every time the case was brought up for hearing and why he 
declared that he was innocent nf the crime.

Yih' replied : MAs Heaven is above and 
below is the Presiding Judge, I did not commit this crime.” 
He added that he had been accused by some person and that 
as he could not endure the various kinds of hardships after 
his arrest, there Was no way open to him except to confess 
to the crime in order to seek death*

It was for this reason that the Presiding 
Judge ordered that Yih Hai Sung be sent to tiie S.M.C» Hospital 
and detailed the Court doctor to participate in the examination.

The above is a reproduction of the state
ments made by Yih Hai Sung in Court at the various hearings 
of the case. Similar, Yih Hai Sung at one time confessed 
to being an accessory to the crime, later he said he was 
the principal offender and finally he denied all knowledge 
of this crime. Now if all the previous statements made by 
Yih Hai Sung were false and what he stated yesterday was 
true, then his queer behaviour and repeated retraction of 
his statements can only be attributed to and explained by 
the fact that he was being falsely accused by some person 
and had confessed to this crime in the hope of seeking death. 
As a matter of fact, we are not in a position to know 
definitely whether or not Yih Hai Sung had participated in 
this crime, but judging from his stammering utterances as 
well as the distress under which he is labouring, his general 
attitude and appearance lend colour to this hypothesis. Not 
all that he has said can be depended upon, yet with due 
regard to the sanctity and impartiality of the law, it seems 
to us essential that the statement made by Yih that he was 
being falsely acoused by some person, whether reliable or 
not, deserves close and careful investigation and enquiries 
should be started to ascertain the truth. The agony of 
a person reaches its most bitter stage when he is accused 
in such a distressing manner as to fill him with a longing 
for nothing else but death. If whe^t Yih Had Sung has said 
is found to be unreliable and untrue, then he deserves to be 
punished. But should his statement be found to be true, 
then such questions as how, why and by whom he was accused, 
should form the subject of a, careful enquiry.
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We hope that the facts in the Nakayama 
murder case will be discovered soon, but we also hope 
that no innocent people will be made to suffer.

Ta Sung Pao published the following brief comment
on May 28 s-

The other day» Yih Hai Sung was escorted 
to North Szechuen Road and gave a demonstration of how he 
carried out the murder of the Japanese marine Nakayama. 
Those who are unconnected with the case believe that 50% 
of the facts in the case are now known and that the case 
may be concluded soon.

Unexpectedly, during the hearing of the 
case on May 27, Yih Hai Sung retracted his former statements 
and said that he had no connection with the case and that he 
had been falsely accused. All the former Court proceedings 
were rendered null and void. It win be some time ' 
before the truth can be rev<=. ed.
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Shun Pao, sin Wan Pao, Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers J-

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASEl YESTERDAY’S COURT PROCEEDINGS

The trial of Yih Hai Sung (alias 9iao
Kwangtuns %- )» Yang Vung Tao C'ÆlsiL) and Tseu Shou
Yong ( on a charge of murder of the Japanese marine
Nakayama was resumed in the Shanghai First Special District 
Court at 2 p.m. yesterday before Presiding Judge Chfein Hung 
Nieh ( ) and Judges Siao (‘^ ) and Feng &$})• Procurator
Chang Chung Shih ( '1% ) was in attendance. Among those
present were representatives of the Shanghai City Government» 
the Shanghai Public Safety Bureau and the Japanese Military 
Headquarters.

Yih Hai Sung stood motionless in the dock together 
with the other two accused. He appeared to be thinner and 
weaker.

Lawyer Chang Ts Niang ( )» who had been
assigned by the Court to defend Yih Hai Sung, requested that, 
before the interrogation of the accused, he (the lawyer) be 
allowed to deal with two doubtful points which had occurred 
to him during the reconstruction of the crime the other day. 
The first point, he said, concerned the bullet and the second 
point had relation tç, the pistol both of which had been found 
by Police at the place^the incident occurred.

On his request being granted, Lawyer Chang said, 
"The Police now allege that the bullet found was the one that 
killed the Japanese marine. According to the reconstruction 
of the crime given by Yih Hai Sung, the Japanese marine was 
walking from south to north and Yih was behind. The bullet 
entered the marine’s head at the back and passed through the 
forehead. The Japanese marine then fell to the ground. 
Therefore the bullet should have fallen in front of the 
deceased. But the bullet now in the possession of the Police 
and which was found by Japanese Policeman No. 61 was picked 
up behind the Japanese marine. If there has been no mistake 
about the places where the bullet was found and where the 
Japanese marine fell, then this bullet could not have any 
connection with the present case, because it could not have 
passed through a person’s head, then in the course of its 
motion turn backwards before it dropped to the ground. A 
foreign police officer had previously stated that the Japanese 
marine fell ata spot a little south of Foong Lo Lee ( )
Alleyway. This could not have been so because the spots 
where the bullet and the cartridge case were found were behind 
the deceased marine.

"As to the pistol, the Police stated that it was 
found under the police box in the Foong Lo Lee Alleyway, Yih 
Hai Sung h&d demonstrated howfhe threw away the pistol whilst 
making his escape. Now if Yih s demonstration was different 
from what had actually occurred, then his statement cannot be 
believed. The pistol was found under the box and had to be 
Vken out with the aid of a wooden stick. The pistol could 
not have been put in such a position casuallyj it was more 
likely that it had been laid there carefully. It could not 
have be<n done by Yih who was at the time running away in 
some excitement. This pistol therefore could not have any 
connection with the case.
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"As to the hook found at the house of Yang Vung 
Tao, the possibility of its being connected with the murder 
was still less.

"After I was assigned by the Court to take up 
the defence of Yih Hai Sung, I interviewed the accused at the 
police sta tion and questioned him about the cage. Japanese 
policemen brought Yih into a small room. I then interrogated 
him about the crime. At first, Yih said that he knew 
nothing at all about the murder of Nakayama and asked that 
an investigation be made. I then asked him why he had 
confessed the crime since he had no knowledge about the case. 
Yih replied that he wanted a quick death and expressed the 
hope that he would become a. fierce ghoat so that he could 
take revenge upon those who had falsely accused him. Yih 
added that during his detention he had on two different 
occasions swallowed brass buttons, but the attempts failed. 
Yih said that he was suffering from diarrhoea and the brass 
buttons had probably already been evacuated. Yih is now 
very weak and his nerves are out of order. The statements 
made by Yih in Court were contradictory. He accepted what 
was unfa.voura.ble to him but rejected everything that was 
in his favour. Whenever it is found that his statement 
did not collaborate wi th what were said to be facts, he 
would then alter the statement to conform with such facts.
He seems to want a quick death. How can his statements 
be accepted as trustworthy? When Judge Siao was viewing 
the reconstruction of the crime the other day, Yih suddenly 
cried out ’save life'. On one hand, he confessed to the 
crime, on the other hand, he cried for redress. All 
this shows that something is wrong with Yih’s nerves.
Medical treatment is required. I request that Yih be 
removed to a hospital".

La.wyer Chang here submitted to the Court a 
plan showing the place where the murder of Nakayama took 
place. He pointed out where the Japanese marine collapsed, 
where the pistol and the bullet were found and the route 
Yih took during the reconstruction.

At this juncture, Yih knitted his eyebrows, 
sighed and broke into tears.

Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Ru then 
addressed the Court s- "The bullet fell in front of the 
Japanese marine. The Municipal Police have not said 
that the bullet had entered the back of the head and 
passed through the forehead. Actually, the bullet had 
emerged from the side of the head. The bullet has been 
examined by experts and the Municipal Police would not 
have charged Yih if they had found that the bullet had no 
connection with the case".

Lawyer Chang here said that according to the 
evidence given by a Japanese doctor who testified on May 6, 
the bullet had entered the rear part of the head and emerged 
from the front of the head.
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A foreign member of the S.M.P. who had examined 
the pistol gave the following evidence!- ”1 fired ten shots 
with this pistol. In one of these ten shots, the bullet 
flew back 18 feet and then fell to the gi'ound. The bullet 
that was f ound has passed througn many hands and if there 
had been any blood marks on it, they must have been 
obliterated. It is difficult to say whether the bullet 
was originally bloodstained.**

A foreign Detective Sub-Inspector attached to 
Dixwell Road Police Station reported that another person 
named Poo Chao Yin witnessed the murder. Poo
made a statement to the Police and what he said corroborated 
the statement of the Japanese doctor and the report on the 
examination of the bullet. .

Court Clerk Ting Chung Nan ( “J" S then 
read out the written record of the reconstruction. Lawyer 
Chang wrote down the words “generally correct** at the end 
of the record. f

Zung ( ), a coolie of the Moon Palace Hotel,
was the next witness. Asked whether he knew the three 
persons, Yih, Yang and Tseu, the man replied: “Room No. 9 
was hired in the name of Au Tshung Kee Many
persons used to leave and enter this room. I never saw any 
of these three persons. I do not know them.**

Chien Hung Nieh, the Presiding Judge, then 
asked Yih Hai Sung: “Each time jrhat you were brought up 
for interrogation, you confessed that it was you who had 
committed the crime. Then why did you cry out that you 
were innocent of the crime?**

Weeping, Yih Hai Sung replied: ” I am only 28 
years of age and am a promising youth. At the Police Station, 
I swallowed two keys, a piece of brass that was attached to 
the back of my foreign dress and the brass buttons of my 
pants in the hope of committing suicide. I did this because 
I could not endure the hardships any longer. It was also 
for this same reason that I made a statement confessing 
that I had committed the crime so as to bring about an 
early conclusion of the case. But actually the Japanese 
marine was not murdered by me. At that time I was busily 
engaged in making preparations to celebrate the birthday 
of my aged mother oi. November 12. On November 7, 8 and 9, 
I was fully occupied in sending out invitation cards. The. 
feasts were ordered ai tht^Dah Chung Hwa Restaurant 
by Chang Zai Yuan ( on my behalf. If it was I
who had murdered the Japanese marine, why did I not run 
away after the crime and how could I have derived any 
pleasure in celebrating the birthday of my aged mother? As 
Heaven is above and below is the Presiding Judge, I did not 
commit this crime. I went every day to Room No. 9 of the 
Moon Palace Hotel after my return from Tsingtao in September 
last year. The invitation cards were likewise written and 
sent out from that roor . This can be investigated. I 
never saw the coolie who is in Court to-day.*’

At this point, the Court ordered: *’Do not make 
useless statement you should give genuine evidence.”
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Yih replied» '’As all this occurred a long time 
ago, most of the persons, including Au Tshung Kee, with 
whom I used to associat^vthat time have now scattered. At 
present Chang Zai Yuan is the only person who knows all 
about this.”

The Court then asked Yih Hai Sung why he had 
previsouly confessed to the crime.

Upon this, Yih wept bitterly and sighed. He 
then said» ”1 was accused by some person. As I could not 
bear the hardships after my arrest, there was no way open 
to me and although I am innocent I had to confess in order 
to seek death. I now request the Presiding Judge to deliver 
an early judgment in the case.”

At this point, Yih wept so bitterly that he 
could not speak.

In reply to the Court, Yang Vung Tao said: 
”1 went to Kwangtung in November and December of the 22nd 
Year of the Chinese Republic (1933) and returned to Shanghai 
on November 13 the following year. It is not true that 
whilst I was in Kwangtung, I had held the post of Commissioner 
of a Bureau of Public Safety, nor is it true that the 
Shanghai Bureau of Public Safety had a wish to arrest me.
I made Y..h’s acquaintance when we were at the Hoong Zung 
Association "ij, ). The book for concealing the pistol, 
which was discovered at my home,was planted there by Yang 
Chien Chung ) ^o implicate me. I formerly possessed
a pistol. Fearing that it might fall into the hands 
of children and thereby give rise to accidents, Yang Chien 
Chung told me to cut a hole in the book to conceal the 
pistol. Sometime in February this year, he came to my house. 
The book at the time was in the hands of a child. Later 
I went upstairs to fetch some cigarettes. When I came down, 
the child had already gone out to play. When I went upstairs, 
Yang Chien Chung must have taken my book and replaced it 
with one of his. When I was arrested, the book was discovered 
at my home. As I thought it was my book, I therefore 
acknowledged it as mine at the first hearing of the case. 
However, upon making a closer examination afterwards, I 
discovered that this book was not mine at all.”

C\ang Zai Yuan, the next witness, corroborated 
the statement that Yih Hai Sung was the host at the Dan 
Chung Hwa Restaurant on November 10 on the occasion of the 
celebration of his mother’s birthday. Witness further stated 
that on the night when the Japanese marine was murdered, 
witness had actually seen Yih Hai Sung running away after 
carrying out the shooting.

The Presiding Judge then ordered that Yih 
Hai Sung be sent to the S.M.C. Hospital and detailed the 
Court doctor to participate in the examination. The 
other two accused Yang and Teeu were ordered to be taken 
back to the Police Station. The case was then remanded 
for further hearing on the afternoon of next Wednesday, 
June 3.
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Yih Tells New
Story, Denies 
Knowledge

MMI MUKICIFAL !
S. □. REGiS ;

Of Murder
‘Hsiao Kwangtung’ Says 
Previous Confessions
Extracted By Torture

BARES BRUISED
CHEST TO COURT

Swallowed Metal Articles 
In Cell In Effort

To End Misery
Charging that the confessions he 

gave were forced through police tor
ture, Yih Hai-sen, better known as 
‘Hsiao Kwangtung,” on trial at the 
First Special District Court for the 
murder of Japanese Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama, made another re
vision of his previous statements 
yesterday and told the judges that 
he knew nothing of the crime.

With tears streaming down his 
cheeks, Yih bared his chest in the 
courtroom to show the judges the 
marks which he alleged were wounds 
received from police torture.

Acting on the petition of the de
fense attorneys, the Court ordered 
Yih sent to the Police Hospital for 
examination during the week’s re
mand.

Also in the dock yesterday were 
Yang Wan-tao, president of the 
Tung Yih Association and Chow 
Yao-yung, “bouncer” of the Con
tinental Ballroom, facing the same 
murder charge as Yih. Yang was 
only questioned briefly by the Court.

Earlier in yesterday’s hearing, it 
was brought out by the defense 
counsel that “Hsiao Kwangtung” 
had repeatedly attempted to com
mit suicide while In the custody of 
the police.

Mr. Chang Ts-ziang, defense 
lawyer, told the Court that during a 
recent prison visit, Yih was al
leged tn have told him:

“I want to die. If I were dead, I 
would be a ghost and could catch 
all these people who have tried to 
accuse me.”

Swallows Hardware
“Hsiao Kwangtung,” was also said 

to have told Mr. Chang that he had 
swallowed two keys, one brass 
hook from his overcoat, and an
other metal hook from his trousers. 
. In view of these strange state
ments, and the previous conflicting 
stories told by Yih, the defense 
counsel said that he feared that 
the accused is mentally unsound as 
a result of the prolonged grilling.

Based on this fact, and the 
possibility that Yih had actually 
swallowed the keys and hooks, At
torney Chang moved that the 
prisoner be sent to the hospital for 
a thorough examination.

Questioned by the judge, “Hsiao 
Kwangtung” repeated that he want
ed to die, and related that he had 
taken the various metal articles in 
an attempt at suicide.

Atfced by Judge Hsiao to give a 
definite reason for his suicide move, 
Yih said, “I just want to have this 
thing concluded as quickly as pos
sible. I don’t want to suffer any 
longer.”

Reminded by the Court that he 
actually admitted killing Nakayama 
in previous hearings, “Hsiao Kwang
tung” flatly stated that he knew 
nothing about the murder.

“Never Met Yang”
“I returned to Shanghai from 

Tsingtao,” he said, “in September 
and I never met Yang Wen-tao. I 
now happen to remember that on 
November 8, 9, 10, and 11, I was 
busy in writing invitations for a 
birthday party that I was giving for 
my mother on November 12.

“If I killed the Japanese on 
November 9, I would have left town 
immediately and would not have 
gone to the birthday party.”

He also told the Court that the 
birthday party was given at Ta 
Chung Hwa Restaurant in Chapei 
and the feast was ordered by 
Chang Tsai-yuan, one of the police 
witnesses who testified previously 
that he saw Yang hand the gun 
to “Hsiao Kwangtung.”

Asked by Judge Hsiao whether 
he could furnish any alibi to show 
that he was not at the scene cf 
murder on the night of November 
9, 1935, Yih said that he could not.

In a further statement, Yih said 
that he remembered that the in
vitations for the party were written 
in room No. 9, Moon Palace Hotel.

This room, which Yih said he 
often frequented, was the. one in 
which the plotters of the Nakaya
ma crime met before and after the 
shooting, according to “Hsiao 
Kwangtung’s” previous testimony 
to the Court.

Alleges Being Tortured
It was then, when asked by the 

Court why he admitted the murder 
during the past hearings, that Yih 
made the charge that he had been 
tortured by the police.

He stated that he did not dare 
to say so at the previous trials be

cause he was afraid that he would 
' be given more punishment when 
! he was returned to his cell. But as 
the Court had ordered that he be 
sent to hospital instead of being 
returned to the police custody, Yin 
said that he wanted to show the 
judges the wounds he received.

He pointed to a mark on his lip, 

’and.said it was a wound he re- 
Iceived when the police officers 
struck him. He took off his jacket, 
turned the lining around, and 
showed the Court some stains. “This 
is blood from my nose which the 
officers punched," he said.

Yih went on to remove several 
other jackets and bared his chest 
to show the marks on his ribs. 
“The .police squeezed me there,” he 
pointed to the marks and said.

Yesterday's hearing was marked, 
by lively verbal cross-fire between 
the Assistant Municipal Advocate 
and the defense lawyers, consisting 
of eight lawyers.

Questions Prosecution Claim
In his opening statement, Mr. 

Chang for the defense pointed our 
that the bullet which was alleged 
to have killed Nakayama was 
found eight feet behind the spot 
where the Japanese marine fell.

“If as alleged by the prosecu
tion, Nakayama was walking from 
north to south on Darroch Road 
and Yih followed him, the bullet, 
which pierced through the victim’s 
head from the rear, would have 
fallen in front of the body, instead 
of behind the body,” the attorney 
pointed out.

Called to the stand to testify on 
this point, Detective Sub-Inspector 
Krause said that an amah, Pan 
^hao-ying, told the police in a 
statement that she saw a civilian 
and uniformed man walking almost 
parallel on Darroch Road on op- 

Lposite : sidewalks. A few moments 
(dater she saw the civilian crossing 

street and when this man was 
j still , in the middle of the street, 
she heard* a shot. From this 
testimony, the police officer said 

! tjiat the bullet would travel across 
half of the street, hit Nakayama 
and fall a few feet behind the body, 
as the victim stumbled a few feet 
and fell.

Yang was questioned briefly by 
the Court* yesterday. He stuck to 
his story that the book with a cut
out section for a revolver was 
planted in his house by a certain 
Yang Chien-tsoong, who wanted to 
frame him.
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“Shao Kwangtung” Says 
He Confessed To Murder

After Being Tortured
Leading Accused Completely Repudiates His Former ;
.... Confessions, Takes Off Clothes, Shows His
* Injuries; Ordered Sent To Hospital

ALLEGED MURDERER OF JAPANESE 
MARINE TRIED TO END LIFE

Taking off his clothes in the dock and showing the judge 
his injuries, Yih Hai-sen, alias “Shao Kwangtung,’* who 
formerly confessed to having murdered Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama of the Japanese Naval Landing force, on 
Darroch Road at 9 p.m. on November 9, last, yesterday com
pletely repudiated his former confessions, stating that he 
had admitted committing the crime only after being tortured 
by police. After crying almost throughout the entire short 
hearing yesterday, “Shao Kwangtung” was ordered by Judge 
Dzien to be sent to the Police -Hospital to be examined by 
police doctors in conjunction with court doctors. The hear
ing was then again postponed for one week, the trial having 
made very little headway yesterday.

“Shao Kwangtung,” an alleged 
Hongkew underworld figure, who 
is facing trial in connection with 
the killing of the Japanese marine, 
together with two others, Yang 
Wen-tao, 42-year-old Cantonese, ; 
former employee of the China ; 
Navigation Company, and Chou • 
Tso-yun, a dancing hall employee, i 
told the court through tears that , 
during his detention he had several | 
times tried to commit suicide in 
order that he might become a 
ghost and haunt the man or men 
| whose repoit to the police resulted 
in his arrest.

He said that he had swallowed 
'two keys, two buttons and some 
I liquid poison. He requested the 
’ court to have a doctor examine 
him in order to confirm his state- 

‘ ments.
A complete hush fell over the 

crowded courtroom as “Shao 
Kwangtung” repudiated his former 
confessions and implications of 
Yang, and a Korean, “Jack,” now 
held by the Japanese Consular 
Police in connection with the 
murder.

Prosecutor Surprised
Expressing great surprise at 

; “Shao Kwangtung” once again 
! changing his story, Assistant 
Municipal Advocate Paul Y. Ru, 
who is conducting the prosecution 
informed the court that the police 
had not tortured the accused and 
that “Shao Kwangtung” could not 
have swallowed keys, buttons or 
any liquid poison while being de
tained, as each and every prisoner 
was searched and relieved of all 
such articles immediately after 
arrest and before being confined in 
a cell.

The defence counsel jumped up 
at this stage and requested the 
court to order the examination of 
“Shao Kwangtung” by court doc
tors or to send him to the Institute 
of Legal Medicine for examina
tion.

Accused’s New Story
“Shao Kwangtung” in denying 

any knowledge of the crime stated 
that he could not have been in
volved in the murder on Novem- 

!ber 9, as between November 8 and 
j November 11, he had been> very 
[busy celebrating his mother’s 
[birthday. The birthday banquet 
I was held in the Dai Chung Hwa _ _ _ . If

he 
in 

j Restaurant on November 10. 
he had murdered the officer

I would not dare to remain

Shanghai and seat himself at the 
banquet table the next day. His 
mother’s birthday fell on Novem
ber 12. and on November 9 of last 
year he was busily engaged in 
writing invitations to guests. 
Chang Tsai-yuen, one of the star 
witnesses of the prosecution was 
helping him to arrange for the 
banquet, he said.

Chang Tsai-yuen, a dancing 
school proprietor testified to the 
same effect saying that when the 
banquet was held he was at the 
restaurant as a guest and saw j 
“Shao Kwangtung” there. “Shao 
Kwangtung” said he wrote the in
vitations in Room No. 9 of the 
Moon Palace Cabaret on Novem
ber 9. of last year. When asked 
why the waiter did not see him in 
the room “Shao Kwangtung” an
swered that he had never seen the 
particular waiter in the cabaret. 
Too long a time had elapsed for 
the waiter to remember clearly, 
he said. Chang also told the 
judge that “Shao Kwangtung” al
ways celebrated his mother’s birth
day. The invitations were distri
buted a week before the banquet 
was held.

Yang Questioned
Yang Wen-tao, the co-defendant 

of “Shao Kwangtung” and former 
chairman of the Tung Yi Associa
tion of which “Shao Kwangtung” 
and the other accused Chou, and 
“Jack,” the Korean, were members, 
still steadfastly refused to admit 
that the book hollowed out at the 
centre, to fit with the pistol used 
in the murder was his property. 
He once recognized the book as 
being’ his, but denied it later be
cause he did not see it clearly.

Yang said he had a book hollow
ed out at the centre to hide his 
licensed pistol, but that book was 
not the one which the police had 
found in his home. The book 
found by police, he said, must 
have been put in his home by his 
enemy, Yang Chian-chun, in order 
to trap him. One day when he 
was eating his meal, Yang* said, 
Yang Chian-chun came to his 
home and saw his book. After 
the meal he went upstairs to fetch 
some cigarettes, but when he came 
down he did not notice whether or 
not his book had been changed. 
Yang Wen-tao also informed the 
judge that after obtaining the 
licenced pistol he followed Yang 
Chian-chun’s suggestion to put it 
into a book hollowed out at the 
centre in order to avoid the atten
tion of children.

The Moon Palace Cabaret wait
er who was looking’ after Room 
No. 9 on November 9, of last year 
was questioned at length by the 
judge, but he failed to identify 
any one of the accused. Before 
questioning “Shao Kwangtung” 
and Yang Wen-tao, the judge 
listened to a report by the police 
on the findings of the pistol and 
bullet shell found near the deceas
ed officer’s body.

Yang Wen-tao also took off his 
coat to show his injuries in order 
to convince the judge that he also 
should be lexamined by doctors, 
but only “Shao Kwangtung’’ was 
sent to hospital.
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Lih Pao ( X- ) •

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE

The fourth public hearing of the Nakayama 
murder case will be held in the Shanghai First Special 
District Court at 2 p.m. to-day. A dancing partner 
named Zung Wei Taung ( ^$7 ït ) will probably be called 
as witness. '

The other day Zung Wei Tsung called at the 
Police Station to give an explanation of the circumstances 
surrounding the case and a written statement in this 
connection was made. These matters were already
dealt with by Paul Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, at 
the last hearing.

Attempted Extortion from School Principal

Zung Hoong Pih ( ), Principal of the
Kwangtung Middle School ( )> No.205 Pao Yuan Road
( Chapei, was at one lime threatened by certain
persons who were attempting to extort money from her.

On December 25, 1935, Kao Ah Loh ( ), who
has been in the service of the School for more than 20 
years, received an anonymous threatening letter and on 
May 11.this year, he received another letter. Both 
letters were couched in strong terms.

Kao Ah Loh reported the matter to the School 
authorities who in turn informed the Police and requested 
them to effect the arrest of the writers of these anonymous 
letters.

Lih Pao:

TROUBLE AT THE DONG TUH MEDICAL COLLEGE

On May 18 the Dong Tub. Medical College 
Ziang Ying Road ( ), Kiangwan, increased the school
fees from $110 to $140. The students opposed the 
increase and went on strike.

The students are dissatisfied with Zung Lih 
Chuin Dean of the College, who has been strongly
urged to leave. After the strike, the students held 
several meetings at which resolutions were passed to the 
effect that studies be not resumed until the original 
scale of school fees has been restored and Zung Lih Chuin 
has been driven away.

It is reported that the students resumed 
their studies yesterday morning when their demands were 
accepted by Koo Yueh Chi ( President of the
College, who stated that the original scale of school fees 
would be restored for the time being and that the Dean 
would be replaced by Tseu Shou Ziang ( ) a
professor of biology. *
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The fourth public hearing of the Pakayama murder 

case will be held in the . irst .Special District Court on I ay

In view of the fact that the Korean named Jack 

is one of the principals concerned in the case and that he 

should be available for interroyation, t e Court has 

notified the 3/ .1• to request the Japanese Consular police 

to send him to the hearing of the case on Pay 28#
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Ta Yien Jih rao ( May 23 s-
THE NAKAYaMA MURDER CASE

y .x j. On the afternoon of May 22, Yih Hai Sung
( '’j 14 i ) and other accused charged with tne murder of 
the1 Japanese marine Nakayama were escorted to the spot 
where the murder took place and demonstrated how they had 
carried out the murder. Some of the accused, who had no 
idea how the murder took place, acted on the orders of the 
detectives and policemen and made many mistakes. The 
spectators laughed at them.

Holmes published the following comment on May 24
On the night of November 9, 1935, a Japanese 

marine named Nakayama was murdered on Darroch Road. As 
it was not known who had committed the murder, serious 
trouble occurred and nearly a second January 28 Incident 
took place. Many residents in Chapei and Hongkew removed 
their homes.

Now three culprits have been arrested and 
Yih Hai Sung is being charged with the murder of the 
Japanese marine. On the afternoon of May 22, Yih Hai Sung 
was sent under escort to the place where the murder took 
place and demonstrated how he had carried out the murder. 
A great number of persons went to see the demonstration.

We would like to ascertain the feelings of 
those persons who saw the demonstration. A murderer 
must forfeit his life for the crime. Yih Hai Sung will 
naturally be dealt with according to law since he had 
murdered Nakayama. Many cases of murder have occurred 
in Shanghai, but the murderers have not paid for their 
crimes with their lives. Why?

Recently, a Chinese worker was fatally 
assaulted by five Japanese. We are not aware that the 
Chinese authorities have lodged a protest, nor have we 
heard that the Japanese authorities have dealt with the 
murderers. When a Chinese murders a person, he has to 
forfeit his life, and at one time fear was entertained 
for the fate of several million residents. However, 
when a Chinese is murdered, the murderers are not held 
for their responsibility. Again, why?

An unknown Chinese is killed and his skin 
and flesh removed. Somebody witnessed the skeleton of 
the deceased being thrown out over the wall of a certain 
cotton mill in the Western District. Although they saw 
the skeleton, the Chinese Police did not conduct a close 
investigation into the case. Why?

We hope that the persons who went to 
North Szechuen Road on May 22 to see the demonstration 
made by Yih Hai Sung will reflect over all these incidents.
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Shanghai Pao(J^ -1^) published the following report on May 23s-

THE NAKAYAMA MURKER CASE.

In^.connection with the demonstration made by 
Yih Hai Sung(-t^ £ ) on May 22 showing how he murdered 
the Japanese marine Nakayama, the following two suspicious 
points were noted s-

(1) The spot indicated by tho witness Hu Ziang 
Woo(«/j 'r ) as the place where Nakayama had collapsed 
after the murder is three or four feet away from the spot 
indicated by Yih Hai Sung in the demonstration.

(2) After Nakayama fell to the ground, an empty
cartridge case was found at a spot about 20 feet pistant 
from the place where he fell. Kuh Chao Chi( ),
the lawyer appearing for Yih Hai Sung's defence, said that 
when a. shot is fired by an expert the empty cartridge case 
would not lie 20 feet away from the object at which he had 
directed his aim.

Lih Pa© Evening Edit! on (£ fâ $ ) published the following
article on May 23 s-

Despite lengthy investigations made by the 
Municipal Police into the murder of Nakayama and the many 
hearings of the case against the accused, the tine facts 
are still unknown.

On May 22, Yih Hai Sung, by order of the Court, 
went to Darroch Road and demonstrated how he had carried 
out the murder. Witness Hu Ziang Woo could not say with 
any certainty that Yih resembled the running person whom 
he saw on the night of the murder. Another witness Chang 

Zai Yuen(f£ Xj ) failed to put in an appearance. After 
completing his demonstration, Yih Hai Sung, overcome by his 
feelings, sadly cried out, "Save life". Although he did 
not say why he gave out that cry, there are many hidden 
meanings in Yih's cry.

We are of the opinion that the Court should 
investigate further into themeaning of this sad cry from 
Yih Hai Sung.
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Ta Kung Pao, Shun Pao, Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE

To get a clearer understanding of the murder on 
November 9 last of the Japanese marinegNakayama, for which 
threjEj_Cantonese named Yang Vung Tao ( X ), Yih Hai Sung 
(~^ /•§ Ü ) and Tseu Shou Yong (/*] -H ) are being charged 
by the Shanghai Municipal Police» Judge Siao Sih Fun (æ’^-rh) 
of the First Special District Court yesterday visited me j. 
scene of crime in company with Clerk Ting Chung Nan (Tiff)) 
and Municipal Advocate Paul Ru ). The party set
out in motor care from the Court at 2:05 p.m. yesterday» 
accompanied by a number of Judicial Police.

Meanwhile, a large number of Chinese, Foreign 
and Japanese policemen and detectives under a foreign Assistant 

.. Commissioner and a Japanese Assistant Commissioner of 
the Municipal lolice were already in me vicinity of Darroch 
Road and North Szechuen Road to preserve order. The large 
crowd of spectators who had gathered were kept to the 
footpaths.

Judge Siao alighted from his car outside the 
Feo Min Hospital on North Szechuen Road andj?irst made an 
inspection of the Japanese School^ *£?) and the
entrance to Azeleas Terrace (7®Tîçïbi )» where, according to 
Yih Hai Sung, the pistol was handed to him by Yang Vung Tao.

By this time Yih Hai Sung had arrived in a 
prison van. He was handcuffed to two Japanese policemen. 
Judge Siao ordered him to be taken to the corner of North 
Szechuen Road and Darroch Road, where, upon being questioned 
by the Judge, he said: ®After Yang Vung Tao gave me the 
pistol at the entrance of Azeleas Terrace, I crossed over to 
the western footpath of North Szechuen Road and walked 
northwards till I reached Darroch Read, i.e. the spot where 
I am standing now. After waiting for about half an hour, I 
saw Yang Vung Tao coming behind a Japanese marine. Yang 
made a sign to me with his mouth, whereupon I followed the 
Japanese marine into Darroch Road.*

Complying with an order of the Judge, Yih 
Hai Sung walked along Darroch Road to indicate the way he had 
followed the Japanese. The Judge and other officials 
followed him. (Darroch Road is bow-shaped. It runs east 
and west at one section, then turns to run northward till 
it ends at Kiangwan Road.) Yih stopped at the point where 
the road starts to turn northward and said that he stood 
near an electric pole^No. 13, and fired a shot at the 
Japanese marine Nakayama who was eight or nine paces in 
front of him. After firing the shot, he fled through 
Foong Lo Li Alleyway (4= ) on the opposite side of
the road. '

v , Judge Siao then ordered witness Hu Ziang Woo
) to reconstruct what he saw at the time of the 

incident.
Hu said: *1 was going to the Takaoka laundry(?) 

that night. When I arrived at House No. 89, which is next to 
the laundry, I heard a shot and immediately afterwards I saw 
a person run towards Foong Lo Li Alleyway. On going forward, 
I saw a Japanese marine lying on the ground, with his head 
pointing west. I then went to Takaoka1a shop to tell what 
I saw."
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The Judge then ordered Yih Hai Sung to 
demonstrate how he escaped; at the same time the Judge 
ordered Hu Ziang Woo to say whether the build of the running 
person, whom he saw.on the night of the murder, resembled 
that of Yih Hai Sung.

Hu Ziang Woo replied that he could not say 
with any certainty. He only saw the man running into 
Foong Lo Li from behind an electric pole.

Yih Hai Sung said that he ran into the alleyway 
from the front of an electric pole.

Judge Siao ordered Yih Hai Sung to continue 
to show how he had escaped, whereupon Yih entered the main 
alleyway of Foong Lo Li from Darroch Road. (This alleyway 
extends from Darroch Road to North Szechuen Road.) Upon 
reaching South Foong Lo Li No. 7 side alleyway, Yih entered 
a small alleyway opposite and through another small 
alleyway he emerged from an alleyway opposite South Foong 
Lo Li No. 5 side alleyway and arrived at the main alleyway 
of Foong Lo Li. Yih said that this was the course he took 
and added that he threw the pistol beside the Police Box 
opposite South Foong Lo Li No. Five and No. Four alleyways.

At this juncture, a foreign policeman lent 
a pistol to Yih and instructed him to demonstrate how he 
discarded the pistol. Yih acted accordingly and then 
walked to the mouth of North Szechuen Road vfa the main 
alleyway of Foong Lo Li, saying that he effected his escape 
in this manner.

Upon being asked by the Judge as to where 
he went after he had run to North Szechuen Road, Yih replied 
that he went to his home at No. 12 San Sin Li ( Î. ), 
Jukong Road.

The Judge asked Yih where he really went, 
for, according to his statement, he had said that he 
proceeded direct to room No, 9 at the Moon Palace Hotel. 
Upon this, Yih said that he went to the Moon Palace Hotel.

The Judge then ordered Yih to be detained in 
the prison van. Unexpectedly, Yih cried out, "Save life"• 
Judge Siao asked him why he had cried for help, but Yih 
did not give a reply.

Judge Siao then returned to the spot on 
Darroch Road where Nakayama was murdered,

D.S.I. Crowther pointed out a spot 4 feet 
4 inches from the western aide footpath and said that was 
where the bullet was found. The empty cartridge case was 
discovered at a spot 27 feet from the same footpath.

The Judge then went to the mouth of Kiangwan 
Road and North Szechuen Road. D.S.I. Crowther then said 
to him» "After the murder, a woman made a report to two 
Chinese policemen on patrol duty there. The two Chinese 
policemen then proceeded to the spot to make an inspection. 
One of the policemen remained on the spot, while the other 
came here and used the telephone to report the incident 
to the Police Station”.
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After inspecting the scenes indicated to him by 
D.S.I. Crowther, Judge Siao returned to the entrance of the 
main alleyway of Yue Ching Faung($£ tjj ) on North Szechuen 
Boad, directly opposite Darroch Boad, which, as had been 
pointed by the witness Chang Zai Yuan(j^ /J )> was the 
place where he (the witness) had seen Jack and Yang Vung Tao.

According to the Police, Chang Zai Yuan had been 
notified to wait at that place, but as he was not to be found 
there at the moment, it was not known where he had gone to. 
D.S.I. Crowther then demonstrated what Chang Zai Yuan had 
said. The officer stated that Chang Zai Yuan said he saw 
the two men on the day in question when he was coming out of 
the main alleyway of Yue Ching Faung and was proceeding to 
Darroch Boad? the time was about 8.30 or 8.40 p.m.

After viewing the locality, Judge Siao expressed 
a wi sh to inspect Boom 9 of the Moon Palace Hotel. The 
Police then notified the Public Safety Bureau in the district 
concerned to detail an officer to accompany the party to the 
Moon Palace Hotel.

Upon arriving there, the officers could not locate 
the waiter who was assigned to look after Boom 9 on November 9 
last year for he had been dismissed. Judge Siao then 
interrogated Yih Hai Sung on what took place in the room 
on that day.

Yih replied» “At 8 p.m. that day, in company with 
Tseu Shou Yong, Jack and another unknown Korean, I waited in 
this room for Yang Vung Tao. He arrived shortly after and 
without exchanging any conversation we set out immediately.” 

Judge Siao: "Why did you not open fire at the 
deceased immediately after you saw him at the entrance of 
Darroch Boad? Why did you shoot at him after following 
him for some time? After the commission of the crime and 
after your return to the room in the hotel, whom did you see?" 

Yih Hai Sung: "I saw Tseu Shou Yong sitting by the 
window. He asked me what had been done. I answered that the 
matter had been carried through."

. Judge Siao then summoned No.l waiter Tsu Ching Pi au
( ) for interrogation.

The latter stated that the room had been engaged 
by Au Tshung Kee( £

The Judge asked whether it was possible for him 
(the No.l wai ter L to, ^a-r range for the appearance of waiter 
Ying Dong Ching(/& Im 4a ) at the next hearing of the case 
to give evidence. The No.l waiter replied in the affirmative.

At this stage Judge Siao ordered the party to 
proceed to No. 71 Yung Kyih Lee( '< ), Bange Boad, the 
address of the Dong Nyi Association( ) •

On arrival at this address, the party were received 
by a woman named Tsu( ) who said that the Dong Nyi 
Association was formerly located at that address end occupied 
the yard, the parlour, the back room behind the parlour and a 
loft.

Here Yih Hai Sung said: "The plan to murder the 
Japanese marine was discussed in the back room behind the 
parlour. There wore only 3 or 4 stools in the room. The 
drawing of lots took place in tho parlour."

Judge Siao: "Since all of you had on
September 5 (?) drawn lots to decide upon the person who 
was to carry out the shooting, why did you delay its 
execution until the 9th?"
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Yih Hai Sung replied that he did not know and 
that it was Yang Vung Tao who wished to postpone it until 
t]te 9 th.

Sere Judge Siao declared that his investigation 
was completed. The party then returned to the Court. It 
was then 4.10 p.m. "tf

Lawyer Kuh Chao Chi ( <£- ), the lawyer
defending Yang Vung Tao, lawyer Tang Wei Chun (/If ÿZ /i ) 
who is appearing for Tseu Shou Yong, and lawyer Chang Ts 
Niang( % fa ) were preyent throughout the reconstruction.
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! Killed Nakayama!’ , 

Says Little Kwangtung

Before District Court
wurnnvAL w*.

& U. REGISTRY

(Photo By Issaacs taken "on the. run")
Under escort of two Japan

ese policemen, Yih Hai-sen, 
better known as “Shao Kwang
tung,” is shown walking cut 
from the First Special District 
Court building where he 
reitciated that he had killed 
Wai rant Officer Hideo Naka
yama on Darroch Road on 
November 9 last year.

Hsiao Kwangtungo c
Changes MotiveE>

Killing (Calculated To 
Create Hongkew Panic,

Strengthen Society
A new motive for the killing of 

Hideo Nakayama, war ant officer 
of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party, cn Darrcch Road on the 
night of November 9, 1935, was 
given, by Yih Hai-sen alias “Hsiao 
Kwangtung^ at 4he< Resumed hear
ing of the;;M£a£- yesterday after
noon iu the* ‘First ^pecl^l Dls'rict 
Court. The shooting, he declared, ! 
was dene deliberately to kill a 
Japanese in erder stir up trouble 
in Hongkew, and in the ensuing 
panic to strengthen the political 
posh ion of the Cantonese secret 
society ’know-n as the Dang Nyi 
Yat Hui.

In making this statement, Little 
Kwangtung” further revised his 
confession of the crime. He said 
that Yang Wen - tao, second 
accused, was chief of the society, 
and with other members including 
Chow Yac-yung, assistant man-; 
ager of the Continental Ballroom, ; 
and the Korean “Jack” now being j 
held by Japanese Consular Police, I 
they had plotted the murder toge-j 
ther. 1

Yang and Chow continued to! 
deny the implication yesterday, 
declaring that they are being 
framed, despite Ÿih’s assertion 
that they helned map out the 
plot. Yih stuck to his story that 
he himself had fired the fatal 
shot. *.

Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o’clock 
Judge Chien Hung-yih, who has 
been hearing the case, will visit 
the scene of the crime on. 
Darrcch Road with police to see, 
another recons!ruction of the 

shooting. The case has been ad
journed until next Wednesday 
afternoon, and the judge has 
ordered that the Korean, “Jack,” 
be brought to court by the Japan
ese for an examination.

---------- *----------
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ANOTHER SUSPECT IN- 
DARROCH RD. CRIME j

Yiii Hai-sen Tells Motive of' 
Shooting of Nakayama s

-----  .1
JUDGE TO VISIT SCENE OR 

MURDER TOMORROW | ,
V

A third man was charged wittjjj 
being concerned in the murder of Hai' 
Nakayama, Japanese marine, oi»8 
Darroch Road, on November 9, last 
year: Yih Hai-sen, alias “Little » 
Cantonese,” reiterated that he shofj 
the Japanese marine in order tdj I 
create a disturbance in Hongkew: and [ 
Judge Chien Hung-yih announced i 
that he, the police lawyer and coun| r; 
sei for defence would witness à ' 
reconstruction of the Darroch Roa(| 
crime at 2 p.m. to-morrow. These 
were the developments in the First

I Special District Court yesterday after* 
! noon when the hearing was resumed j. 
of the case against Yang Ven-tao ana i 
Yih Hai-sen, both Cantonese, accusée! ' 
of H. Nakayama’s murder. ’

At the outset of yesterday’s hearings ' 
Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant Municipal 
Advocate, prosecuting, told the Judg€£ 
that during the period of remand^ 
Chow Zeu-yoong, alias Chow Yao-| 
yung, who had been implicated in* 
Nakayama’s murder by “Little Can- 
tonese,” was arrested in the “Con4. 
tinental” Dancing Hall, Ningpo Road, 
and he likewise was charged with! 
murder. Mr. Ru added that a bulletj 
which was found by police near the* 
scene of the crime, had been examined 
by experts but no trace of blood on 
it could be found. At th© station, 
the newly-arrested man admitted he 
was a member of the Cantonese 
society known as Dong Nyi Yat Hui, 1 
but denied having taken part in the j 
shooting. i

Yih Hai-sen, who changed his state
ment each time he appeared before 
the court, made another sensational 
statement yesterday. In reply to the 
Judge, he stated that the motive of 
killing the Japanese marine was to 
create a disturbance in Hongkew. 
This, he told the Judge, would in
crease the number of members of the 
society of which he was a member 
and enhance the influence of his 
society. How the murder of a 
Japanese could increase his society’s 
influence the prisoner did not dis
close, despite the Judge’s questioning 
on this point. The prisoner repeated 
that the plot to kill a Japanese was 
mapped out by the Koreans and he; 
fired the shot that killed Nakayama.

Changed His Statement

Det.-Sub-Inspr. Crowther entered 
the witness’ box again and told the 
Judge that information which led to 
the arrest of Yang Ven-tao was 
furnished by one Hariyama whose 
Chinese name was Tseng Wei-ming, ; 
a naturalized Japanese subject. Wit
ness said that “Little Cantonese” was 
twice taken to the scene of the Darroch 
Road crime for a reconstruction of 
the murder and, on the first occasion, 
“Little Cantonese” told the police 
that after firing the shot he went back 
to North Szechuen Road, and, on the 
second occasion, he said that he went 
to the Fong Loh Li Alleyway after 
firing the shot that killed Nakayama. 
Witness also reported on his investi
gations concerning the bank accounts 

Î of “Little Cantonese” in December 
| last year. Regarding the Korean 
* named Jack, who was mentioned 

several times by “Little Cantonese,” 
| witness said that he understood the 
? Japanese authorities had not com- 
; pleted their investigations and the 

Korean was not in court yesterday.

Two Japanese detectives of S.M.J 
Police testified in regard to the in- \ 
formation which led to the arrest of;

; Yang Ven-tao, after which, Det.-Sub- 
Inspr. Dickson, of the finger-print 
department, gave evidence con- \ 
cevning the seized pistol and a book ' 
that was alleged to have been used 
to conceal the pistol. Other witnesses = 
included Tsu Sheng-foo, landlord of 
the building in which was situated 
the society known as Dong Nyi Yat 
Hui, and Ah Keng, a servant of the 
society.

Will See Reconstruction

Before the conclusion of the hear
ing, “Little Cantonese” burst into , 
cries in the accused’s dock and his; 
attorney-at-law suggested that he be' i 
held in the Court’s civil detention ? 
house instead of at the station cell ‘d 
during the period of adjournment, 

, but the application was not granted.;
The Judge told “Little Cantonese” 

: that he might say anything he wished? 
i to say before him and questioned him; 

why he cried. In reply, the prisoner; 
said he was not falsely accused. -

• The Judge adjourned the hearing? 
f till next Wednesday afternoon, and* 
’ ordered that the Korean named Jack*- 
i should be brought to his court as a? 
^witness at next hearing. At 2 p.m. to-^ 
‘morrow, the Judge said, he would 
Jvisit the scene of the Darroch Road 

crime to see a reconstruction of the, 
. icrime.
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Yih Changes' _ -—
Killing Story,' ’ ^1,.
Once Again . ......
fresh Motive Present- 

ed l'or Murdcr 01 
Nakayama

SA Y.S S OC I ET Y
WANTED SLAYIM;\ ------ j 

•MIsiao Kwaîighing” In 
Court Once More Over i
Hongkew Death (Jase I

Although still admitting that it 
was he who fired the shot that killed 
Hideo Nakayama, member of the 
Japanese Naval Land Party, on tne 
night of November 9. 1935. Yih 
Hai-scn. better known as “Hsiao 
Kwangtung,” further revised his 
confession at the third opening 
hearing of the case held iiefore Judge 
Chien Hung-nieh. presiding, and a 
full tribunal in the First Special 
District Court yesterday afternoon.

This revision presented a fresh 
motive for the killing. In one of his 
earlier confessions, Yih declared 
that he killed Nakayama, single- 
handed and without any prompting, 
because he had wanted to kill a 
Japanese since the Sino-Japanese 
trouble.

Yesterday, he stated that the 
motive for the murder was because 
the Tung Yih Association, a 
Cantonese organization, headed by 
Yang Wen-tao, second accused, had 
decided that it would be beneficial 
to the association to have a Japan
ese killed. Yih declared that Yang 
and others in the association, in
cluding Chow Yao-yung, assistant 
manager of the Continental Ball
room, and “Jack,” the Korean, now 
in Japanese hands, were implicated 
in the plot.

Ru Outlines New Statement
At the opening of the session yes

terday, Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant 
Municipal Advocate, informed the 
court that Yih had revised his con
fession in a statement to the polite 
and proceeded to outline that re
vision. He stated that Yih had de- 
dared the plotters believed that by 
killing a Japanese subject, consider
able unrest could be stirred up in 
Hongkew and that after this unrest 
had subsided, the aASSOciation could 1 
become more powerful and gather 

; more members. Questioned later i during the hearing, Yih admitted 
that this was the statement he had 
made to the police.

Yih’s revision continued that con
siderable time had been spent in 
plotting the crime. On November 3, 
the plotters, made up of Yih, Yang, 
Chow and the Korean, had gone to 
Darroch Road to look over the scene 
of the contemplated shooting, the 
statement continued. It continued 
that on the night of the shooting, 
the group went to the Moon Palace 
Hotel and engaged Room No. 9 
under the name of Hsiau Cheng- 
chl.

Mr. Ru stated that police had in
vestigated this statement by going 
to the Moon'Palace and making in
quiries. The hotel management had 
informed them Room 9 had been let 
to a group of men under the name 
given by Yih on the specified night.

Both Yang and Chow flatly deniea 
implication in the case. Yang was 
questioned for a considerable length 
of time by Judge Chien but the 
man continued his statements of “I 
know nothing” with dogged persist
ence. All statements made against 
him he branded as lies and charged 
a “frame-up.” No amount of

tioning could shake him from hi* 
story.

Asked w'hy he told the police that 
the book which contained the death 
weapon was his, and why he later 
retracted this statement, Yang de
clared that he never told the police 
anything of the F hid

Home In Bed
Asked what he Knew about the 

killing, Chow declared that he knew 
absolutely nothing. He stated that 
on the night of the shooting, he 
was home in bed. It was impossible 
for him to be any place else, he 
continued, because he had no clothes. 
He had sent all his wearing apparel 
to the pawnshop, he continued.

Although yesterday’s hearing last
ed'from 2 to 4.30 p.m.. aside from 
Yih’s revision of his confession, and 
the continued questioning of Yang 
other testimony given was largely 
an expansion of that already taken 
by; the court. Police witnesses 
testified concerning ' the reconstruc
tion of the crime which was carried 
out on May 2; and later Judge Chien 
announced that he would personally 
attend another reconstruction to
morrow.' The prosecution further 
offered evidence to show that Yih 
had received money in various sums 
ranging as high as $600 in the'form1 
of remittances from Tsingtao. This 
money was received by Yih while 
he was in Shanghai in December, 
1935, and February, of this year. 
The case was remanded until May 
27 at 2 p.m. for further hearing.
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Nakayama Killing Said !
Planned To Create New
Political Incident Here

Murder Plot 
Details Told 
By Accused 
Slayer Selected By Lot 
After Meeting Of Tung

Yi Organization

JUDGE PROTESTS ON 
WITNESS’ ABSENCE

‘ Jack The Korean” Still In 
Japanese Police Hands;

Third Man Charged

Further astonishing con
fessions were made by Yih 
I lai-sen, alias “Shao Kwang- 
iung,” in the First Special 
District Court yesterday 
afternoon, when the hearing 
was resumed of the murder 
charge brought against him 
in connection with the shoot
ing in Darroch Road of War-{ 
rant Officer Hideo Nakayema, 
of the Japanese Landing; 
Force, at 9 p.m. on November ! 
9.

“Shao Kwangtung,” who broke „ 
down and cried several times dur- 
ing the hearing, revealed that the 
killing was planned by the Tung Yi 
Association, an alleged philanthro-. 
pic organisation, in order to create- 
a political incident here, and thusi 
bring more members into their As-» 
souiation. He added that the, 
slayer had been selected by lottery,, 
to which he had been summoned 
after a meeting of the Association.

Choy Tso-yun, the third suspect 
in the’ case, who was arrested in 
the Continental Bail room, Ning .io 
Road, on the night of May 8, ap
peared m court yesterday, and was. 
charged with complicity in the 
murder. He was implicated by 
“Shao Kwrantung” as the man who 
called him to the Moon Palace 
('abai et on the eventful night at 
the request of Yang Wen-tao. 42* 
year-old Cantonese former em- I 
ployee of the China Navigation 
Company. “Shao Kwangtung” [ 
also alleged that Chou as a mem- | 
her of the Tung Yi Association, | 
had called him to participate in 
the drawing- of lots in order to 
decide who was to kill a Japanese 
Naval officer. Chou denied this.

“Shao Kwangtung” stated in i 
court yesterday that the suggestion , 
for the killing was made by “Jack,” 
the Korean, at present held by the ; 
Japanese Consulat Police, and who, 
notwithstanding the repeated re
quests made by Judge Dzien, has 
so far not been brought before the 
tribunal to be questioned as a 
witness.

It was stated in court 
that “Jack” was not brought 
to court by the Japanese 
Consular Police as they had not 
completed their inquiries. Judge 
Dzien for the third time yesterday 
asked a representative of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police to make 
a strong representation to the 
Japanese authorities to allow the p 
Korean to be questioned in open I 
court. '

Yang Denies Allegations j
It will be remembered that at i 

the hearing held on May 1, “Shao 
Kwangtung” implicated Yang as 
being the actual killer of Warrant 
Officer Nakayama, stating at the 
time that he was present at the 
scene of the crime together with 
the Korean, Jack. At the next 
hearing on May 6, “Shao Kwang
tung” retracted his previous state
ments and said that he himself 
killed the Japanese Marine and 
that Yang had nothing to do with 
it. At the same hearing a sensa
tion was caused at the trial when 
a defence attorney called a witness 
who stated that the allega
tions against “Shao Kwantung” 
and Yang constituted a frame-up, 
stories fabricated by police inform
ers in order /to collect rewards 
offered.

Yesterday “Shao Kwantung” 
again implicated Yang in compli
city in the murder by stating that 
the pistol used in the crime was 
given to him by Yang and^ fur
ther, that Yang togethei* with 
“Jack” accompanied him to the 
scene of the crime.

Doing a great deal of confessing 
at the trial, “Shao Kwantung” 
stated that it was Chou, the third 
accused, who called him on 
November 5, four days before the
murder, to discuss the plot with 
Yang and two Koreans. “Shao 
Kwantung” then related that at 
the meeting, aftei it wTas decided 
that a Japanese official had to be 
murdered, Yang wrote the charac
ter “Chui” meaning “go” on a slip 
of paper, then tore three similar 
pieces of paper and rolled all four 
into balls. Then each of the men 
present took one and the lot to 
kill the Japanese official fell to 
him. “Shao Kwantung.”

When asked as to who was the 
actual intended victim and what 
was the motive behind the plot, 
“Shao Kwantung” said that they 
had no definite victim in mind and 
that they wanted to kill a Japanese 
in order to create a disturbance 
in Hongkew and to increase the 
power of the Tung Yi Association. 
More people would become mem
bers of the association and more 
money would be forthcoming. 
“Shao Kwantung” alleged that 
the suggestion was made by 
“Jack,” who, he said at the last 
hearing, had become a member of 
his association.

Crime To Be Re-enacted
Prior to the court rising yester

day, and after evidence wras given 
by Sub-Inspector Crowther, attach
ed to Dixwell Road Police Station, 
Judge Dzien stated that he him
self would visit the scene of the 
crime to-morrow and have “Shao 
Kwantung” re-enact the murder.

Yang denied everything alleged 
by “Shao Kwangtung” and did very 
little talking. When questioned as 
to his former confession at the 
police station, that the book 
hollowed out at the centre to fit 
in with the pistol used in the 
crime, was his, he repudiated his 
formei- statement. - The judge 
questioned him at length, but he 
would not reveal anything. He 
repeated that he had not seen 
clearly the book which was found 
by the police in his home.

At the beginning of the hearing 
Mr. Paul Ru, Assistant Municipal 
Advocate, stated that Chou had 
confessed that he was a member 
of the Tung Yi Association and 
that he knew the two other accus
ed. Chou, it was said, denied that

he had any knowledge of the 
Nakayama murder plot. Chou was 
also said to have denied that he 
had been asked by Yang to call 
“Shao Kwangtung” to discuss the 
murder plot. Mr. Ru also repeated 
•‘Shao Kwangtung’s”’ confession 
regarding the motive of the crime, 
but said that he could exonerate
Chou who did not actually go to 
the scene of the crime, but had 
participated in criminal delibera
tions before and after the crime,

Hence Chou was also charged with 
complicity in the murder, he said.

Police Evidence
Detective Sub-Inspector Crow

ther of the Dixwell Road Police 
Station described the two demon
strations of the crime given by 
“Shao Kwangtung” during the 
postponement of the hearing. 
According to his descriptions “Shao 
Kwangtung” made conflicting re
ports as to the actual killer during 
both demonstrations. At the first 
demonstration held on May 2, it 
was stated, “Shao Kwangtung” 
said that at the corner of Darroch 
Road both “Jack” and Yang 
walked before him with the 
Japanese sailor walking ahead of 
the group. Yang shot the sailor. 
Yang did not pass him (“Shao 
Kwangtung”) a pistol. After the 
shooting “Shao Kwangtung” fled.

During the second demonstration 
on May 4, “Shao Kwangtung” 
repudiated his former statement 
giving positions of “Jack” and 
Yang while committing the crime. 
He was about 10 paces away from 
both “Jack” and Yang, “Shao 
Kwangtung” was quoted as saying.
Yang passed him the pistol and 
he (“Shao Kwangtung”) shot the 
Japanese sailor. After shooting 
down the victim “Shao Kwang- > 
tung” fled through the Feng Lo 
Alley in Darroch Road. Hu Hsiang- 
wu, a Chinese shoemaker who saw 
a man running into the alley after 
the shooting, testified during the 
demonstration that the man who 
was dressed in black was not asi 
high as “Shao Kwangtung,’4 but i 
the fleeing man was stouter. The 
fleeing man wore leather shoes but' 
“Shao Kwangtung” also wore 
leather shoes during the demon
stration, it was said.

Informers’ Statements !
A Japanese detective handling | 

the case told the court that he 
received his information from a 
Japanese named Harayama, in 
December of last year. The 
Japanese Consular police arrested 
Yang when he was in Tsingtao. 
Two Chinese, Wang Ching-sung 
and Li Yeo, were said to have also 
supplied him with information. 
Mr. Paul Ru said, however, that 
both informants refused to sign 
reports. Li Yeo was said to have 
told the police that he saw “Shao 
Kwangtung” lying in a bed in the 
Moon Palace Cabaret on November 
9, about 8 p.m. About. half an 
hour later “Jack” entered the room 
and gave * “Shao Kwangtung” 
something black. The latter refus
ed to accept it saying that he 
(“Jack”) might just as well keep 
it for himself. Both later left the 
cabaret.

Chou Tso-yun, the third accused, 
j told the court that he knew Yang 
Wen-tao for four years, but that 
he had only been a member of his 
(Yang's) association for one year. 
He slept on the premises of the as
sociation. He became a member at 
the end of 1934, but the associa
tion was dissolved at the end of the 
last Lunar year because of lack 
of funds. “Shao Kwangtung” sel
dom came to the association, he 
stated. Yang had never asked him 
(Chou) to go to a meeting to dis
cuss a murder plot.



The association had no Korean , 
members. He only met “Jack” at 
the Moon Palace Cabaret. He did not 
know whether or not Yang had a 
pistol. He did not go to the Moon 
Palace Cabaret on November 9. 
last, as was alleged by “Shao 
Kwangtung.” He stated that he was 
once beaten by “Jack” while try
ing to effect a compromise between 
“Jack” and “Shao Kwangtung” in 
a quarrel.

More Witnesses
Several waiters and the manager 

of the Moon Palace Cabaret ap
peared as witnesses. One of them 
testified that Chou once registered 
at a room on the fourth floor of 
the cabaret, but Chou said that his 

’ friend rented the room. Chn Sen, 
. former landlord of Yang living in 
■Old Range Road, testified that 
Yang once rented the ground floor 
of’bis house at a montly rental of 
$20. Due to lack of money Yang 
moved out after two months. 
Meetings were held at Yang’s home 
and they were attended by more 
than 20 people. He did not know | 
whether or not there were some! 
Koreans present. He recognized 
Chou but not “Shao Kwangtung.” 
A former boy of the Tung Yi As
sociation said that flrnra were no 
Korean members. Ho resigned 
after working for two months be
cause he could not sleep.
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Nakayama Case
Hearing Opened

Murder Charges Filed 
Against Big Chow ;

Frame-Up Alleged
Formal charges of murder are 

expected to be filed against Chow 
Sha-yung, cabaret inspector, this 
afternoon when he faces the First 
Special District Court with Yih 
Hai-sen. alias “Shao Kwangtung.” I 
and Yang Wen-tao for alleged ■ 
complicity in the killing c.f Warrant 
Officer Hidec Nakayama of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Force on 
Darroch Road on November 9. 
1935

Chow, alias “Ta (Big) Chew,’’ 
an ex-compositor formerly in the 
employ of a local English-language 
newspaper, was arrested some ic 
days ago at the Continental Ball
room, Ningpo Road, where he was 
employed as an inspector. He was 
implicated by “Shao Kwangtung” 
as the messenger Yang sent to ask 
his attendance at a conference 
allegedly called to discuss the 
murder of the Japanese bluejacket 
“Shao Kwangiung” and Yang are 
both charged with nûirder under 
Article 271 of the Chinese Criminal 
Code.

Spectators Limited
In view’ of the congestion in the 

courtroom during the previous 
sessions, the full court of the 
criminal division of the court has 
decided to limit the number of 
spectators to 40. Only that num be* 
of tickets will be Issued this after
noon. The courtroom will be 
guarded by special police to pre
vent any disturbances. Judge Chien 
Hung-nieh is scheduled to preside 
over the hearing as usual.

Further allegations against the 
witnesses for prosecution have been 
promised by the defense lawyers 
for this afternoon’s session. At
torney Wong Shih-chung, appear-! 
ing for “Shao Kwangtung” who has 

; confessed to the charges, this after
noon was to produce in court do
cuments intended to show that 
Tseng Yuan, the star witness o? 
the prosecution, had attempted to 
extort money from his client in 
Tsingtao shortly before his arrest.

Frame-Up Alleged
Charges of a “frame-up” will be 

pressed by Attorney G. R. Grove, 
appearing for Yang Wen-tao, who 
during the last hearing two weeks 
ago introduced evidence which he 
claims would prove that his client 
was a victim of a “frame-up.” He 
would ask the court to investigate 
the alleged affair this afternoon.

Warrant Officer Nakayama was 
killed at 9 p.m. on November 9, last 
year. His murder caused a panic 
in Chapel and Hongkew, resulting 
in the exodus o,f residents from 
those areas in fear of a new Sino- 
Japanese “war.” After months of 
investigation, police rounded up a 
'otal of seven suspects. While the 
three are being held on murder 
charges, a fourth one is held by the 
Japanese Consular police. He is 
a Korean by name of “Jack.” A 
fifth suspect was released while two 
women, mother and sweetheart o(f ' 
“Shao Kwangtung,” arrested by ! 
the Public Safety Bureau at the 1 
request of the Japanese authorities, 
also regained freedom after a 

[prolonged detention.
I --------- -------- —

*wi rurriPAt
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Ta Kung Pao, Shun Pao, Sin Wan Pao and other local newspaper sî-

IHE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE

The oase against the persons charged with the 
murder of a Japanese marine named Hideo Nakayama came up for 
a further hearingves terday afternoon at the Shanghai First 
Special Distri<rÇcrcIn addition to the special admission 
tickets issued to newspaper reporters, only 40 ordinary 
admission tickets were issued by the Court. Persons attending 
the hearing were subject to a search by the Judicial Police 
before being permitted to enter the Court room. This 
precaution was to prevent trouble.

Theÿ Shanghai City Government yesterday detailed 
Chang Ding Yung ( )♦ a Secretary» add HUahg Hwa )
a departmental chief of7the Bureau of Public Safety, to 
attend the hearing. More than 10 members of the Japanese 
Landing Party were also present.

Chien Hung Nieh )♦ the Presiding
Judge of the Criminal Division, Judges J?eng ) and Siac

) and Procurator Chang Chung Shih (./fixity ) took their 
seats at two o’clock.

The accused Yang Vung Tro 
Yih Hai Sung ( 4 alias Siac Kwangtung ( ) and
Tseu Shou Yong (JrçlTt ) were then ordered to be brought 
before the Judge's?1 Yin Hai Sung appeared to be more down
hearted.

Interrogated by the presiding Judge Chien,/$(■£) 
Tseu Shou Yong said that he was also known as Tseu Yao Yong > 
and that he was employed private detective with the 
Ta Loh Dance Hall LTx). He resided in House No. 
13 Ta Tuh Lee ( X- ) alleyway off North Szechûen Road.

Paul Ru ( '» Municipal Aivocate, then
saidj- ’’Tseu is being charged «with homicide together with 
Yih and Yang because he had also participated in the crime. 
A statement was made by Chang Tsun ( /‘h'Mb } in the course of 
which he described the ciroumstances'under which he appeared 
as a witness at the last hearing. The blood-stained bullet 
has been examined by an expert, but the expert was unable 
to give any opinion because the blood stain had already 
disappeared when the bullet was sent to him. The connection 
of Yang Vung Tao with this ease and the circumstances 
surrounding his arrest are set out in the reports made by 
Japanese Detective Tanaka and Japanese/Detective Sub
Inspector Nakamura. Zung Wei Tsung (Tfc ) and the 
chi e£ tenant of the house in which the Dongjsyi Association 

) is located have been summoned to the Police 
Station for questioning. They are in Court to-day. The 
accused Yih Hai Sung has made another statement sides the 
last hearing. In this statement, he said he decided to 
kill a Japanese in order to create a disturbance in the 

Hongkew district sc that he could take advantage of the 
opportunity to expand his influence. He did not disclose 
what this influence was. The plan was discussed on several 
occasions in the Dong Nyi Association, and the person who 
was to do the killing was selected by drawing lots, the one 
who picked up a ball of paper on which the word ’go’ had 
been written being assigned the task. Yih stated that he 
picked up that particular ball of paper, so he was detailed
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to kill the Japanese» This statement is very clear and is 
corroborated by enquiries made by the Police. On being 
taken to the scene of crime, Yih gave a clear account of how 
he shot the Japanese."

Advocate Paul Ru then produced the various 
statements and exhibits.

A foreign Detective Sub-Inspector attached to 
Dixwell Police Station» giving evidence relating to the arrest 
of Yang Vung Tao, said that information was given by Zung 
Wei Ming (TCl* iX/ )(Zuhg has now become a Japanese subject 
under the nans of Hirayama) and this information was 
transmitted to the witness by Japanese Detective Tanaka and 
Japanese Detective Sub-Inspector Nakamura. Yang Vung Tao 
was then arrested.

Referring to the investigation into the finances 
of Yih Hai Sung, the witness said: "On November 16 last year, 
a person named Tang (7$) in the employ ofthe Kiaochow-Tsinan 
Railway Administration sent $600 to Yih Hal Sung by post. 
When Tang came to Shanghai on February 15-, thia year he 
resided with Yih in the Yangtsze Hotel )• A
sum of $400 was sent by post to Tang from Tsingtao, 
Formerly Yih operated a dancing hall at Tsingtao with a 
capital of $300, the money being supplied by his paramour 
Zung Wei Tsung", 

Japanese Detective Sub-Inspector Nakamura 
then gave the following evidence I- "In December last 
year, Doctor Zung Wei Ming came to me and said that Yang 
Vung iTao was the prihcipal spirit in the San Hai Huei Society 
( ) and was also the Chairman of the Dong Nyi
Association, Doctor Zung added that Yang was connected 
with the Nakayama murder case. Information subsequently 
secured from other sources collaborated Doctor Zung’s 
statement. The doctor’s statement was then regarded as 
reliable", 

Japanese detective Tanaka said f- "ZungL 
Wei Ming once introduced to me a person named Li Yao )•
Li saidt ’At 8 p,m. Nçgembqr 9 last year, I visited the ' <
Moon Palace Hotel ( $ ) and saw Siao Kwangtung alias
Yih Hai Sung sleeping on a bed. Afterwards, I saw the Î
Korean Jack ) come into the room and give Yih a !
black thing having the shape of a pistol. Yih, however, •
refused to accept it and advised Jack to keep it himself, i
Yih then left the room together with Jack^ I^left also. 
When passing the Wang Pang Jao Bridge )» North
Szechuen Road, I again saw Yih and Jack walking on the 
same road towards the northern direction’. The above 
statement was made to me by Li Yao", 

The Court then questioned Yih Hai Sung. 
The latter said* "What I have stated to the 

Police is all true. At the beginning of October last year, 
Yang Vung Tao detailed ^seu Shou Yong to find me at the 
Moon Palace Cabaret ( and to ask me to proceed to
the Dong Nyi Association at No. 71 Range Road, At that 
time ’Jack* and another Korean were already there. Knowing 
that there was some ill-feeling between ’Jack’ and myself, 
Yang Vung Tao began to mediate. He then told me that the 
Koreans were planning to kill some Japanese and asked me 
to join in the discussion of a plan to carry out the plot. 
As no definite scheme was reached that day, Yang Vung Tao 

!• ’
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again sent Tseu Shou Yong to ask me to go to the Association 
at the end of that month. ’Jack’ and the other Korean were 
already there. On November 2 and 3, Yang Vung Tao, Tseu 
Shou Yong, ’Jack’, one other person and myself went out to 
find a suitable locality in which to (harry out the plan. On 
November 5 we drew lots at the Association. I drew the 
lot which contained the word ’go*. I, therefore, proceeded 
to carry out the plan on the night of November 9th. It was 
originally proposed to kill several Japanese superior naval 
officers, but as I met only a Japanese marine that night, 
I shot him. The abject of the plot was to secure more 
members for the Association as well as extending its 
influence* Oh that night (November we started from the 
Moon Palace Hotel, Room No. 9, with 1 ang Vung and ’Jack’ 
following behind me. When I shot the marine, my companions 
had already disappeared. The weapon with which I • 
committed the crime was brought to me by Yang Vung Tao in 
a book. After the shooting, I escaped through Feng Loh Lee 
( T. ) where I discarded the pistol. When I returned 
to' the Moon Palace Hotel, I found Yang Vung Tao and ’Jack’ 
were already there.”

Interrogated by the Court, Tseu Shou Yong 
said* !'I have known Yang Vung Tao for 4 years. I was a member 
of the Dong Nyi Association for one year and I lived in the 
premises of the Association after I joined. The Association 
was dissolved in January on account of financial difficulties. 
At ordinary times, Yih Hai Sung did not often attend the 
Association. There were no Koreans among the members. I 
became acquainted with ’Jaok’ at a cabaret. I do not know 
whether Yang Vung Tao has a pistol.”

Yang Vung Tao here informed the Court.that 
he had been maliciously implicated by Yang Chien TsongC^fjJvr ) 
who had planted the evidence against him. '

Here a detective made a report on the 
investigations regarding Yang Chien Tsong and stated that 
the man’s present whereabouts were unknown.

The chief tenant of thq house in which the 
Dong Nyi Association was located gave the following evidence* 
"Yang Vung Tao rented the parlour on the ground floor of my 
house as an office for the Association and paid $20 as 
monthly rent. Tseu Shou Yong and a servant lived on the 
premises. I have not seen Yih Hai Sung. They always held 
their meetings at night. There were about 20 members but 
none of them was a Korean.”

The manager of the Moon Palace Hotel was 
called. He_testified that Room No. 9 was occupied by Au
T shun g Kee( )•

At this stage, Yih Hai Sung’s lawyer, on 
seeing tears rolling down Yih’s cheeks, requested the Court 
to hold Yih in custody in another place and not to send Yih 
back to the Police Station. The lawyer said that judging 
by Yih*s condition, the heavy sufferings he had undergone and 
the contradictions in his different statements —-— Yih 
appeared to be in possession of secrets which he found 
difficult to disclose. The lawyer further requested that 
after Yih* s removal to another place of custody, he be given 
pen and paper in order to enable him to write out a true 
statement.
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Presiding Judge Chien here oidered Yih Hai 
Sung to relate to the Court any wrongs he had suffered.

In reply, Yih simply repeated his statement 
that the crime was committed by him and that he had not 
suffered any wrongs.

The Court then resumed the interrogation of 
the accused Yang Vung Tao.

Steadfastly denying the charge, accused saids- 
"Yang Chien Tsong, who has a grudge against me because I had 
refused his request for a loan, secretly planted the book 
(referring to the book on Physics in which a. hole had been 
made to conceal the pistol) in my home. As I have a book 
of about the same shape, I did not make a careful examination 
of the book when it was shown to me at a former hearing and 
hastily admitted that the book was mine."

The Court adjourned the hearing till the 
afternoon of next Wednesday, May 27. The Court will 
inspect the scene of the crime on Friday, May 22.
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World Morning News (it ) publishes the fpllowing article»

In connection with the murder of the Japanese 
marine Nakayama, the Police have arrested a Korean ramed 
•’Jack'* and two Cantonese named Yang Vung Tao X 
and Yih Hai Sung ( % ). Later a man named Chow Zeu
Yung (pH ^ ) » a private detective in the employ of the 
Da Loh ( X Fè ) Cabaret, was also suspected. The Shanghai 
Municipal Police are charging the men with homicide.

Some_ say that Yang and Yih had been framed by 
Tseng Yuan ( ) (alias Tseng Yuan Chia -jj ), who
supplied the information to the Police. Tseng Yuan knows 
a wealthy Japanese resident. With the object of obtaining 
money from this Japanese# Tseng conspired with two of his 
friends and told the Japanese t ie t they knew something about 
the murder of Jfakayama but that they required money te enable 
them to get to the bottom of the ziurder. The Japanese 
supplied him with various amounts of money totalling about 
$1,000. Later, however, the Japanese became impatient for 
results and ever Tseng’s repeated dr.iands for money, so he 
informed a certain Japanese polices n who detained Tseng 
Yuan and compelled him to name the ..urderers- In his 
dilemma, Tseng gave the names of Yang and Yih, his enemies. 
But the truth will one day come out.

It is learned that when Yang Vung Tao was 
arrested, a certain person intended to bail him out, but 
he did not do so as this case is an international one.

Tseng Yuan is now confined in the Rokusan 
Garden. Every day, the Japanese authorities give him 
five dollars for meals and opium. Whenever he goes cut, 
two plain-clothes soldiers follow him under the pretext 
of according him protection, but in reality, the soldiers 
have been set. to keep a watch on him to prevent him from 
making his escape.
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Lih Pao ( )*

THE NAKAWTA MURDK. CASE

A further hearing of the rase against the persons 
arrested in connection with the muroer of the Japanese 
marine named Hideo Nakayama will ta.de place at 2 p.m.
May 20 in Shanghai First Special District Court. As 
the case has taken on a new aspect after» the appearance 
in the Court of one named Chang Tsun ( )» It io
believed that important developments may be expected after 
the hearing on May 20. o-rf

Lawyer Kuh Chao Chi ( aPPeai“i*£
for the defence of the accused Yang Vung Tao ( )♦

Teeu Shou Yong ( 1 who has also been
arrested on suspicion of being connected with the case 
will be brought before the Court to-morrow when he will 
be confronted with the accused Yih Hai Sung )
and Yang Vung Tao. .

It is understood that Miss Loh ( rx_ ), a 
cabaret girl, will testify to morrow.

Kwangtung Dao ) i-

Kwanetung Middle School to Hold Meeting on May 20
Miss Zung Hocng fihj ) » Principal of

the Kwangtung Middle School ), 1130 t endued
her resignation to the Board of'.directors of ths school 
because of the false accusations made against her in 
connection with the murder of the Japanese marine Nakayama. 
In view of the fact that Miss Zung is a well-behaved 
person» the directors of the sohool are very angry at the 
false accusations and will hold a l asting at 3 p.m. May 20 
at the Cantonese Guild» Ningpo Road» to discuss the affair.

Ling Feng An Jean of the Kwangtung
Middle School» has sent the rollowir.g letter to this papert 

•On May 14» your paper published a detailed 
report regarding the false accusations against Miss Zung 
Hbong Pih, the Principal of our school» Truly» many 
strange events have happened in our school between 
January 27 the date on which Li Zuh Gin visited
our school and askedTC specimen of the handwriting 
of the Principal, ana April 21 when foreign policemen 
conducted a search at the school. We know nothing about 
the case or the motive of Li Zuh Gin.

•When various Kwangtung public bodies formed 
a Yang Vung Tao Case Support Committee on May 15, I 
attended the meeting and made a report on the false 
accusations against the Principal of our school, as it has 
been ascertained that the affair was also connected with 
Yang Vung Tao's case. Unexpectedly, Li Zuh Gin, who 
was present, said that my report impairod his reputation. 
I do not know whether Li's endeavour to obtain a 
specimen of the handwriting of the Principal was well- 
intentioned.*

ta.de
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'Cantonese Meet 
2nd Time To

s

(

Talk Yang Aid 
{Suspect In Murder Of 
! NakayamaSaidFalsely 
I Accused I ____

Some 50 prominent local Canton 
ese, whose identity was not reveal
ed, held another meeting yesterday 
afternoon to discuss plans to aid 
Yang Wen-tao, now facing a mur
der charge with Yih Hai-sen, or 
“Hsiao Kwangtung,” for the killing 
of Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
on November 9, 1935, it was learned 
yesterday.

Veiled behind a screen of secrecy, 
the meeting, attended by representa
tives of different Shanghai Canton
ese clûbs, is uhdërstodd to have been 
held" at a" place on’TOrfh Szechuen 
Road".----- - - ------ ................
..Chang Seng, chief defense wit
ness at Yang’s trial May 7, was pre
sent yesterday to tell the gathering 
about the alleged frame-up. He 
retold the story whichhei’elaïèd to 
the Court accusing Tseng Yuan and 
Dr. Chen Wei-ming as conspiring to 
give false testimony against Yang.

Following closely on the meeting 
of the Cantonese Residents’ Associa
tion Wednesday, which outlined i 
plans to help Yang in his îegaTTighfT j 
t^^^en^^è^^a^endofsêdrthë” ( 
âiO£ûgram.w 7 ........

The Residents’ Association at its 
meeting Wednesday declared that 2 
Yang.was~fte 1
nesses who wanted to get the large 
reward!

Yang," who heads several local 
Cantonese clubs, including the Tung 
Yi Association, is wéil-knowri in 
the Cantonese community here.
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Lih Pao (jfc ) and other local newspapers j-

THENAKAYAMA MURDER CASE » MEETING HELD IN SUPPORT OF YANG 
vung to;

At 3 p.m» May 15, the Kwangtung Fellow 
Provincials Association, the Chung San Fellow Countrymen’s 
Association, the Cantonese Guild, the Chaochow Fellow 
Countrymen’s Association, the Ca. tonese Merchants’ 
Association, the Dah Pu Fellow Ccuntrymen'a Association, 
the Chaochow Guild, the Kwangtung Middle and Primary School 
the Sin Wei Fellow Countrymen’s Association, the Tai San 
Fellow Countrymen’s Association, the Yu San Tong( d» »£* ), 
the Wu Hwa Fellow Countrymen’s Asso ation and the Pei San 
Fellow Countrymen’s Association hel a meeting at a certain 
place in Chapei to discuss wavs and . sans for rendering 
assistance to Yang Vung Tao(^ )> und®1* arrest
inconnection with the Nakayama Murder Case. Kuo Chi Ming 
( "37 IK ) presided. .

1 A Cantonese named Kuh Chao Chi(^ *9 ), who
is appearing for the defence of Yang Vung Tao, made the
following report:- “The present case is a frame-up arranged 
by Zung Wei Ming(^p| fl ft, ) and others. With the object of 
securing the large 'reward, Zung first attempted to drag Zung 
Hoong Pih into the case. When the attempt failed, he 
involved Yang Vung Tao. All this can be proved by the fact 
that the book was not thrown away after the murder and that 
Yih Hai Sung had changed his statement several times. At 
first Tseng Yuan (w* Aj ) intended to let Chang Tsun

arrange the frame-up J he also tried to obtain the 
service of a Miss Loh ), a cabaret girl, to aot as 
witness, but both these persons refused to be drawn in. 
Finally, Tseng (Ç), Zung (J?) and Chang (^) conspired together 
to bring the false charge."

Chang Tsun who was the next speaker made a 
statement^1"*1 was similar to that he made in the 1st Special
District Court on May 6. His spcrch included the following 
points which are not contained in his stagnent made in Court: 
(1) When Zung Fing San (j$f df ) went to the Military 

Headquarters of a certain nation to pick out the pistol, 
he was in great fear and was given protection by 
detectives and policemen of a certain nation.

(8) A dancing girl named Loh (f$) who was detained for 
money owing to an Indian was bailed out by Tseng Yuan and 
told by him to go to the Japanese Military Headquarters 
to act as a witness. She was told by Tseng what to say 
at the Headquarters. As no money was forthcoming, 
nothing was done. o i «ix i-k(3) A Cantonese named Liu Zoong Zung -1Æ *1^) who was
assaulted and wounded with a chopper1 on Peking Hoad was 
visited by Tseng Yuan and told to go to the Japanese 
Military Headquarters and tell them that it was he who 
had been assaulted by Zung Hoong Pih ( ) because
he (Liu) knew something of the affair.

(4) In an attempt to obtain money from a certain party, Tseng 
Yuan once rubbed his chest with a cash until the skin
became red and then alleged that he had been assaulted. 
A certain party promised to give him money for medical 
expenses.

(5) At one time Tseng Yuan did not dare to come out for fear 
that the plot might be exposed. Later detectives of a 
certain nationality protected him.
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(6) When Tseng Yuan went to Tsingtao on April 12, he tried 
to induce two persons nemed Lee ( ) and Yang )
to act as witnesses for him, but they refused*

Ling Poon g An the Dean of the
Kwangtung Middle School, acting as representative of Miss 
Zung Hoong Pih, the Principal of the school, made a report 
on the intimidation of Miss Zung Hoong Pih by certain 
persona. As what he said was somewhat similar to what was 
published in this paper on May 14, his address is not 
reproduced.

The meeting then discussed measures to be 
taken to assist Yang Vung Tao.

It was resolved t form a ’’Yang Vung Tao 
Case Support Committee* with 15 C itonese, who are well 
known in Shanghai, as members.

It was also decide to assemble all the 
evidence and to publish the true circumstances attending 
the arrest of Yang Vung Tao.

An Important Witness I teryiewed

Interviewed by a reporter of this paper, 
Chang Tsun, one of the important witnesses in the Nakayama 
murder case, made the following statement yesterday:- 

*It was my conscience that urged me to 
surrender to the Police and the Court and to volunteer a 
statement. I had no other motive whatever. I am well 
informed about the facts in the case. Furthermore, I did 
not desire to see innocent persons suffer for something 
with which they had absolutely no connection whatever. I, 
therefore, made up my mind to surrender to the Police.* 

When questioned by the reporter about the 
document in Tseng Yuan’s handwriting, which was handed 
in to the Court on May 6 by lawyer Kuh Chao Chi, as well 
as the allegations made by Tseng Yuan to the effect that 
he (Chang Tsun) had demanded a certain sum of money from 
the Japanese detective, Chang Tsun replied: *The document 
in question was handed to me by Tseng Yuan on April 11, 
the day before he (Tseng Yuan) left Shangi ai for Tsingtao. 
He asked me to inform Zung Hoong Pih, as my cousin is 
employed as a teacher in the Kwan mg Middle School. I 
was somewhat unwilling to do this, but I asked my cousin 
to give a hint to Miss Zung to prepare her. However, due 
to the fact that my cousin is not on close terms with Zung 
Hoong Pih, the Principal of the Kwt.igtung Middle School, 
he did not give her the hint. As regards the statement 
made in Court by Tseng Yuan at the last hearing of the 
case to the effect that I had demanded $500 from the 
Japanese detective, it is a false allegation.*

-«
«S

ift
-
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tl A’The Crystal IK- ) publishes the following article contributed 
by one named Mei Miao ( £_ JiW- ) s-

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE

The details of the case of the murder of 
the Japanese marine Nakayama in Shanghai are very complicated 
and are full of attempts at corruption. One man has 
surrendered himself and disclosed a. malicious accusation, 
while another has retracted his statement, conf essing his 
previous activities. The public has been greatly puzzled 
over the developments of this case which involves schools 
and cabarets.

Some say that the reason why the case 
has assumed such proportions is because of the desire to 
obtain the huge reward, while it is aleo alleged that 
besides receiving the reward, there is also the desire to 
extort money from some person. a# - a

For instance, Miss Zung Hoong>Pih ( 2-),
the Principal of the Kwangtung Middle School )»
was intimidated by some unsorupul.us persons who intended 
to extort from her a large sum of money in connection with 
this case. However, the attempt met with no good result. 
Later a search was conducted by the Japanese detectives 
at the school, but nothing was unearthed. Had not Miss Zung 
made a report previously to the North Station Branch Bureau 
of Public Safety on the attempt of these unscrupulous 
elements, she would have then been pvt under arrest and 
been made to undergo undeserved imprisonment as the result 
of this malicious accusation.

Miss Zung is very keen on education and 
never aspires to fame. The Kwangtung Middle School where 
there are in all more than 690 students, including those 
in the kindergarten, is the outcome of her painstaking 
efforts over the past twenty years. Her assigned salary 
per month is $150, but she only draws $50 per month as 
locomotion allowance, the rest being contributed to the 
school funds. She is generally regarded by us as a law 
abiding and respectable person, and yet there are persons 
who have even counterfeited false letters and documents 
as a means to implicate her in a crime of which she is 
innocent. It is, therefore, probablé that in future any 
law abiding and respectable person may be accused of being 
communist.

The Kwangtung Fellow Provincials Association 
is now devising ways and means to counteract the false 
accusation against Yang Vung Tao ) who was implicated
in this case by false evidence. I nope the authorities of 
the Settlement as well as the senior officials of the Court 
will make a careful study of the case so as to bring about 
an impartial and just judgment of the case, while the entire 
number of local residents should keep their eyes open so 
as to avert the trickery and treachery of the unscrupulous 
elements.
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Shun Pao

THE NAKAYAMA MUR. ER CASE ; MEETING OF KWANG TUNG FELLOW 
PROVINCIALS ASSOCIATION?

The Standing Committee of the Kwaigtung Fellow 
Provincials Association held its 16th meeting yesterday, at 
which H.O. Tong ( Superintendent of Customs), Li Dah
Chao (a Departmental Chief of the Shanghai City
Government), Kwok Zu g )»|fps (Chinese Councillor of the 
S.M.C.), Kwok Zopng iang(-£f & ), Chen Feng Yuan(fl£ pL-t,), 
Chen Gee Feng(i^t > £ ) and Li Chih( ) were present.
H.O. Tong presided.

After opening the proceedings, the chairman 
of the meeting declared "Following the arrest of Yang 
Vung Tao(^, jC ^) and others by the S.M.P. on suspicion of 
being concerned in the murder of the Japanese marine Hideo 
Nakayama last year, the Association has requested the 
Shanghai City Government, the First Special District Court 
and the Police to ascertain the truth of the case so that 

innocent persons may not be involved. The Court has 
held two hearings of the case, during which many new items 
of evidence have been brought to light which tend to prove 
that Yang Vung Tao is really innocent and that he is a 
victim of the false accusation framed by zung Ping san .
( ), Tseng Yuan(^ Aj ) and Chang Zai Yuan(J$ mJ?)
with the object of securing the reward. In the cause of 
humanity and for the purpose of upholding justice, the 
Association should endeavour to render its assistance."

The following resolutions were then passed: -
(1) That in conjunction with other public 

bodies, a Yang Vv..g Tao Case Support Committee be formed 
for the purpose c_' effecting his release.

(2) That a manifesto be issued giving the 
truth of the case for the benefit of the public.

(3) T’ at the Shanghai City Government be 
petitioned to decide on the truth of the case and to render 
assistance.

(4) Th't a letter be sent to the S.M.C. and 
the Chinese Ratepayers Association requesting them to pay 
attention to the truth of the case and to render their 
arssi stance.

(5) That a letter be sent to the Court 
requesting it to decide on the truth of the case and to 
render its legal assistance so as to prevent innocent 
persons from being involved in the intrigue.

Lih Pao ( ) s

Interviewed by a reporter of this paper, a 
responsible person of the Kwangtung Middle School f

made the following statement:- z
"About 11 a.m. January 27 this year, two 

persons named Li Zuh Gin (j^ & ^) and Woo Ts Han ( -?• ^-)
who were strangers to us, came to our school and wanted to 
interview our principal Zung Hoong Pih ).
According to these two persons, somebody made a secret 
report to the Hongkew Police Station to the effect that 
our principal wag connected with the Communist Party and 
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that she had usee’ bogus debenture bonds. The callers 
added that there were letters written in her own handwriting 
which could be piiduced as proof agaihst her, and that if that 
was true, they co :ld render her some assistance as they 
knew a Japanese detective quite well, but if there was no 
such case, legal proceedings could be instituted. At 
the same time, the two persons asked the principal to sign 
her na.me and to give i t to them for comparison. As it seaned 

very strange to her, Zung Hoong Pih emphatically refused 
to give them her sigr ture and told them that as she was 
not a member of the Communist Party, there would be no 
necessity for her to give them her signature for comparison. 
Subsequently, Woo Ts Han asked Zung Hoong Pih which doctor 
she was used to send for whenever she was sick and whether 
she had signed any I.O.U. outside. Zung Hoong Pih replied 
that in oa.se of sickness, she would call in her brother 
for consultation and there was no I.O.U. made by her outside. 
Woo Ts Han and Li Zuh Gin then left the premises.

'•After their request for a written signature of 
Zung Hoong Pih had been rejected, Woo Ts Han and Li Zuh Gin 
then used their efforts the teachers of the Kwangtung
Middle School named Ma Siac ( ), Chong Ting ( T )
and Zung Soo Fong ( fcO femal e, whose father is known 
to Li Zuh Gin). On February 1, Li Zuh Gin called on

Ma Siao and told her that someone had taken legal action 
against the principal and that the complainant was one 
named Zung Ping San (alias Zung Wei Ming 4FMÎ & » a Japanese 
subject of Chinese origin. He once had been shown 
over the school under the guidance of Liao Ting , an
ex-teacher of the school). Li Zuh Gin also asked
her to call at tl Police Station to identify the writing 
in the Japanese d.tective’s office and told her that certain 
sums cf money would be given for her service. Ma Siao 
did not go there and informed Zung Hoong Pih and Ling Foong 
An ('^■^àlÈ^), Lean of the school, about the matter. 
Unexpectedly, on the following day Li Zuh Gin called again 
on Ma Siao and asked her to accompany him to see a Japanese 
at the Sun Ya ( & (S. ) Restaurant and to identify the 
writing there. -i-s his request met with refusal, he 
made three or four requests to Zung Soo Fong and Yen Li 
Zong ) to the work, but these requests were also
rejected^

"Upon learning of this, Zung Hoong Pih, besides 
safeguarding herself, submitted on February 5 a detailed 
report on the, treacherous acts of Li Zuh Gin to Liang 
Fu Chu ( ), Chief of the North Railway Station Branch
Bureau of Public Safety. She requested the Chief of 
the Branch Bureau to put the report on record and to render 
her protection.

"But stranger things had yet to happen. On April 
18, when the tee chers and staff of the school were ha ving 
tiffin, a third year studentjpf the junior middle school, 
named Voong Za.u Tsoong ( /£> ), age 15 years, came to
Ling Joong An, Dean of the school, and told him: ’There is 
someone outside who wants to see you. He is wearing a. long 
gown, he carries a stick, and has a mustache j he is of short 
build. He said he could not come in here and would not give 
his name. He further said that you must not speak to him 
when you go out, but just follow him.’
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''Ling Foo ng An thought it was very extraordinary 
-’nd on questioning the student, the latter went on» 'That man 
said to me, "Your principal has been accused by someone. 
Some former employee of the school who once obtained 
contributions amounting to $10,000 for the school ha.s committed 
a serious crime. Your school is now surrounded by detectives 
and policemen, so I cannot come in. I have come to rescue 
your people. We must not ca.rry on any conversation until we 
arc on the other side of the railway. Or else I will 
telephone at 1 p.m. (He °sked me for our telephone number)" ' 

"Suspecting that the caller had no good intention, 
Ling Foong An told the student to tell the man that 'Mr. Ling 
was not in'. cnr)pT

ïhe reporter of thitr’wuB told by Mr. Ling that 
the strange caller might possibly be Zung Ping San, as Mr. 
Ling visited Zung once and they knew each other.

"The next day after the call (April 19) the 
school received ~ lett r written in pencil. It read» 
'Comrade Hoong Pi’ ,

‘The case is*very serious. I received 
a letter from Zung Voong Yuan ( t IIUÆ ) yesterday stating 
that he (she) had s^on Pa.o Kyu ( ) in Tientsin, but not
Yih Hai Sung ( ^ 'i )i Since the Korean named "Zuh Ka 
Pei" (^_ ) was arrested, our party has sent all those
who participated in the affair to other places for safety. 
Make your escape as r on as you sec this letter, otherwise 
/our life is in danger. Two comrades obtained contributions 
aiounting to more then $3,000 and $8,000 respectively in the 
name of your school after the Janua.ry 28 incident. As these 
two comrades also have to hide themselves in other places we 
wish you will send the money to our society as we need it 
urgently.

'Be sure not to go to any court when you 
receive any summons, otherwise you will lèse your life because 
a certain case has been discovered and we have long ago made 
your name known to outside people. Just take refuge in a 
safe place.

Yang Vung Tao u
Written by Ying (-^ ), Head of 

Women's Department.'
"The receipt of this letter has caused great 

surprise to the school authorities, but as it was Sunday when 
the letter was received, nothing was done to deal with the 
matter. It was not until the arrival at the school of the 
Principal, Miss Zung Hoong Pih, on April 20 that the strange 
letter was forwarded in company with a written statement to 
the North Station 5th Branch Bureau of Public Safety for 
reference. Howewr, after the letter was delivered to the 
Branch Bureau of public Safety on that day, two Japanese 
detective inspectors, one from the local Japanese Consulate 
and the other from the S.L.P., called at the Bureau of Public 
Safety, Nantao, and requested assistance in effecting the 
arrest of some person at Chapei. Thev were not willing to 
divulge the name of the person concerned when questioned.

"Acting on this request, the Bureau of Public 
Safety instructed Lie ng Fu Chu, Chief of the North Station 
Branch Bureau, to accompany them to make a search. It was 
only when the Search Warrant was signed and issued that the 
Japanese detective officers disclosed that the search would 
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"be conducted at the Kwangtung Middle School for Zung Hoong 
Pih. Upon this, the Clief of Branch Bureau told them of the 
documents submitted for reference by Miss Zung and asked them 
to wait and discuss over the matter before proceeding to 
the place. He also took out the documents from Miss Zung. 
However, the two Japanese officers insisted upon making the 
search. Liang Pu Chu, the Chief of the Branch Bureau, took 
with him four detectives and accompanied them to visit the 
place to make the search, in two police cars. The party 
arrived at the school at 5.30 when a search was conducted in 
the room of the Principal of the school, but up till about 
nine o’clock nothing incriminating was obtained. However, 
one of the Japanese officers still insisted on the detention 
of Zung Hoong Pih.

"Being well conversant with the circumstances 
the Chief of the Branch Bureau, therefore, exhibited the 
written statement submitted Miss Zung for reference as well 
as the threatening letter and explained to them (the Japanese 
officers) in Japanese, whereupon one of the Japanese detectives 
rang up the Japanese Consulate who instructed that no arrest 
be made in so far as there was^evidence. Zung Hoong Pih 
was then asked by the Chief of the Branch Bureau to sign a 
bond whereby she undertook to appear whenever summoned.

"The Japanese detect! ves then left the place 
and took with them the documents, which were submitted to the 
Branch Bureau for reference by Zung Hoong Pih, for perusal 
and examination. Being greatly excited as a result of this 
occurrence, Zung Hoong Pih became seriously indisposed. She 
therefore tendered her resignation from the directorship of 
the school to the Board of Directors, but the members of the 
teaching staff and the students of the school have persuaded 
her to remain at the job." 

According to Ling Foong An, the Dean of 
the school,Principal Zung has devoted her life to education 
for approximately 30 years and the Kwangtung Middle School 
is the outcome of her strenuous efforts during tho past twenty 
years. Her salary is $150 per month, but she only takes $50 
per month as locomotion allowance, the remaining sum being 
contributed to the school funds.

This school was established in the first 
year of the Chinese Republic. It was completely demolished 
during the January 28th Incident but it has now been restored 
to its original state. There are in all 693 students in this 
school, including those in the kindergarten. It is learned 
that Miss Zung Hoong Pih, the Principal of the school, has 
made a report on the past events of the case to the Kwangtung 
Fellow Provincials Association.
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L ih Pao ( $ ) t-

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE - LOCAL CANTONESE PUBLIC BODIES 
TO HOLD MEETING '

At 6 p.m. May 11 » the Kwangtung
Fellow Provincials Association held a meeting at its office 
at No. 32 Rue Corneille» French Concession» to discuss 
ways and means to effect the release of Yang Vung Tao 
( .fl} a. ÏJ. ) who was arrested in connection wi th the Nakayama 
murder case. More than ten persons, including H.O, Tong 
(Superintendent of Customs), Li Dah Chao (/- ) (A
Departmental Chief of the Shanghai City Government), Kwok 
ZungÏJf? ) (Chinese Councillor on the S.M.C.), Li Ghih 
(T ), Yang Mei Nan ,(/J& # ), Chen Feng Yuan ($jVu),
and Chen Chi Feng (7$-$ ), were present. Mr, Tong
stated at the meeting that Yang Vung Tao was implicated 
by some persons on false evidence*

It was latter decided at the meeting that 
a general meeting of representatives of the various local 
Cantonese public bodies be held in Shanghai (venue not 
mentioned) on the afternoon of May 15 to discuss measures 
to secure for his release.

It is learned that the Association will 
issue a manifesto announcing the facts of Yang's arrest 
on false accusation as well as the present condition of 
Yih Hai Sung lb ) during his detention by the Police. 
The Association will at the same time petition the Shanghai 
City Government, the S.M.C., and the Chinese Ratepayers 
Association of the International Settlement requesting 
them to uphold justice.

Kwangtung pao ) j-

At a meeting held at 3.30 p.m. May 11 by 
the Kwangtung Fellow Provincials Association, the following 
decisions were reached

(1) That a meeting be held by various 
public bodies on the afternoon of May 14 to devise ways 
and means to support Yang Vung Tao.

(2) That a manifesto be issued relating 
to the false allegations against Yang Vung Tao.

(3) That a letter be forwarded to the 
Shanghai City Government and the S.M.C. requesting them 
to investigate into the real facts of the case.

(4) That the Court be requested to investigate 
into the matter with a view to saving the innocent person 
from suffering.

The Hongkong Chung San Overseas Chinese 
Commercial Association and the Pei San Fellow Provincials 
Association are indignant over the involving of Yang Vung 
Tao in a crime of which he is innocent. Yesterday the two 
Associations sent a joint telegram to the Kwangtung Fellow 
Provincials Association in Shanghai requesting it to effect 
the release of Yang Vung Tao in order to protect their 
fellow countrymen*.
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"Le Jade"( ) published the following editorial on May 9:-

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE.

The truth of the events of the Nakayama murder 
case has at last begun to unfold itself before the public 
following the arrest of Yih Hai Sung( < X) alias Siao 
Kwangtung and Yang Vung Tao(^ JL ) •

However, now the case has assumed a new aspect 
through the unexpected retraction of his statement by Yih 
Hai Sung and the surrender of one Chang Tsun( .
According to the latter’s statement, the whole affair is 
due to the connivance of Tseng yuan( ), Zung Wei Ming
( f* À* ), Chang Zai Yuan( if x-/) and others to accuse 
Yih Hai Sung, Yang Vung Tao and the Korean named •’Jack”, 
falsely» as the perpetrators of the crime, with the ultimate 
object of securing the reward. The statement made by Chang 
Tsun gives a vivid description of the plot and it seems to 
be a correet one, because if it were false, it could not 
have been fabricated to such a degree» However, what we 
cannot understand is that since the whole affair is the 
work of an organized plot on the part of Tseng Yuan et al, 
then why has Yih Hai Sung admitted during Court hearings 
and at the Police Station that he committed the crime?

At the last hearing of the case, Yih Hai Sung 
retracted his statement and whilst exonerating Yang Vung 
Tao of any connections with the case, he confessed to the 
crime to himself alone.

By virtue of its mysterious changes, this 
case is undoubtedly a very complicated one. Fortunately, 
the three judges handling the case are all noted for their 
ability and cleverness, and we are sure that the judgment 
to be rendered in the case will be fair.

|,Holmes’’( published the following comment on May 9:-

At the time when the developments of the 
Nakayama murder case were about to come to a head, suddenly 
a man named Chang Tsun surrendered himself to the Police 
stating that the informer Tseng Mian had falsely accused 
Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung wi th the intent of securing 
the reward. However, Yih Hai .Sung retracted his 
statement and stated that it was he who had murdered 
Nakayama. The case has thus become obscure and none 
of the statements of the persons concerned can be believed.

According to the statement made by Yih Hai 
Sung, he committed the murder, having been embittered by 
the January 28 Incident. This may be true. Since Yih 
was upset by the January 28 Incident, he should have given 
the pistol to the opposite side and asked that side to put 
an end to his grief. This is the proper attitude with 
which to treat a friendly nation.
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THE NAKAYAMA MURIER CASE * OVEBSEJR OF TA LQH DANCE HALL 
ARRESTED

In connection with the Nakayama murder case, 
the accused Yih Hai Sung ), on the afternoon of

May 8, stated ^to^, the Police that a Cantonese named Tseu 
Shou Yong ) alias Yao Yong ) alias Ta Tseu
(-7^)1] ) alias Ya Tseu ( Ï)<J ), age 30, residing at No, 13 
Ta Tuh Li ( )»JJorth Szechuen Road, was also present
when Yang Vung Tao and the. Pthers discussed
the plot at the Dong Nyi Association ) to kill
a Japanese, previous to the murder of Nakayama. Yih added 
that Tseu was employed as an overseer in the Ta Loh Dance 
Hall ( )» Ko* 33 Ningpo Road. On the strength
of the statement, D.S.I. Crawford and D.S.I. Ross visited 
the Ta Loh Dance Hall at 11 p.m. May 8 and arrested Tseu 
Shou Yong.

At 11.05 a.m. yesterday, Tseu Shou Yong was 
arraigned before Judge Peng Sz Tuh of the First
Shanghai Special District Court, when Assistant Municipal 
Advocate Y.D. Wong addressed the Court as follows î- ”As 
Yih Hai Sung, an accused in the Nakayama murder case, has 
stated that Tseu Shou Yong was also present at the. discussion 
in the Dong Nyi Association, No. 71 Yung Chi Li (-îj^u T )> 
Range Road, in the plot to kill a Japanese, previous to the 
murder of Nakayama, D.S.I. Crawford and D.S.I. Ross of the 
Municipal Police on the evening of May 8 arrested Tseu in 
the Ta Loh Dance Hall, Tseu was taken to the Police 
Station end confronted with Yih Hai Sung before the two 
foreign officers, Assistant Commissioner Uyehara and 
D.I. Sih Tse Chien ( ). The Police will conduct
a detailed investigation as to whether or not Tseu is really 
connected with the murder, and request the Court's permission 
to detain Tseu in accordance with Articles 76 and 101 of 
the Code of Criminal procedure. If Tseu is actually found 
to have committed a crime, he will be charged on May 20 
together with Yang Vung Tao and the other accused. Yih 
Hai Sung is also in Court. With a view to preventing Yih 
from retracting his statement, the Court is requested to 
question him".

D.S.I. Crawford then gave particulars regarding 
the arrest of Tseu Shou Yong and said, "Yih Hai Sung 
previously stated that Tseu was present when discussion 
took place in the plot to kill a Japanese. On May 8, Yih 
repeated this statement, therefore, the Police visited the 
Ta Loh Dance Hall and arrested Tseu”.

The Judge then interrogated Tseu Shou Yong as 
follows »- 
q»- Do you kn< Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung and Han Chi

A«- Yes, ’ z
q»- Are you a. member of the Dong Nyi Association? 
At- Yes.
qt- Did you participate in the discussion

the Japanese marine?
A»- I know nothing at all about it.

of the murder of
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Yih Hai Sung ‘ was t en called into the witness 
bo^Çjnade the following statement 

"Tseu Shou Yong and I i. ve long been known to 
each other» Tseu was also present when the plot was 
discussed at the Dong Nyi Association. Furthermore, 
I was asked by Tseu to attend the discussions. The 
first request was made by Tseu on or about October g (?) 
when he oame to the Moon Palace Dance Hall ( ) and
asked me to go to the Dong Nyi Association. I went 
there and saw Yang Vung Tao and two Koreans. One of 
the Koreans was ’Jack*. I felt very displeased because 
I once had a fight with ’Jack’. As Yang knew of this, 
he said, ’Now that you have been introduced by Tseu, you 
should be on friendly terms with ’Jack’. Furthermore, 
many Koreans will join the Association in future.
At the end of October Tseu came to the Moon Palace and 
again asked me to go to the Dong Nyi Association. I 
went there and was told by Yang Vung Tao that preparations 
were being made to kill a Japanese. Yang asked us
whether we agreed to his suggestion. We gave no answer 
but Yang hinted that Tseu and I had agreed, whereupon 
the two Koreans said that the pistol would be provided 
by them. Subsequently* we went to Darroch Road in 
order to make ourselves familiar with the locality. On 
the 8th of November (?) , Yang Vung Tao produced four 
rolled-up papers, of which three were blank and the remaining 
one bore the Chinese character 'Go'. Yang asked Tseu, 
the two Koreans and myself to pick one. As I picked the 
one which bore the character ’Go’, I had to carry out 
the murder. Yang was not required to draw lots as he 
was the chairman of the Association. At 8 p.m.
November 9 we set out and fearing that too many of us 
might spoil our mission, Yang Vung Tao told Tseu Shou 
Yong not to come. When we reached the Japanese School, 
Yang handed ever a pistol to me. I then proceeded to 
Darroch Road where I waited until I saw Yang Vung Tao 
coming and walking behind a Japanese marine who was to 
be killed. I then carefully followed the Japanese 
marine and shot him dead in the vicinity of the Foong Loh 
Li alleyway ( T )• After the shooting, I went 
back to the Moon Palace Dance Hall where I met Tseu Shou 
Yong. Tseu asked me about the matter and I told him 
everything was alright. These are the full particulars 
of the case.”

Judge Feng then asked Tseu Shou Yong whether 
the statement made by Yih Hai Sung was correct. Tseu 
replied, MI know nothing at sill about the matter nor did 
I participate in any discussions of the plot, and as 
regards the ’joint approval in the plot and the drawing 
of the rolled-up papers' mentioned in Yih’s statement, 
I have not the slightest idea about them.” The Court 
then asked whether he had any enmity with Yih Yih Hai 
Sung, Tseu Shou Yong replied in the negative.

Judge Feng then ordered that Tseu Shou Yong be 
detained until the afternoon of May 20 when he would be 
brought before the Court, and released if the Police 
found that he was not connected with the case. The 
accused Yih Hai Sung and Tseu Shou Yong were then taken 
back to the Police Station under the escort of four 
Japanese policemen, and Chinese and foreign detectives.
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More Revising ;
In Yih Story 1 
Of Killing Seen
‘HsiaoKwaugtung’ Once 
Again Changes Tale Of 

Nakayama Murder
A further revision in the con

fession of Yih Hai-sen, perhaps 
better known as “Hsiao Kwang- 
tung,” and now being held in con
nection with the murder of Warrant 
Officer Hideo Nakayama, of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party, on 
November 9 of last year, can be 
expected at the next hearing of the 
case as a result of a statement 
made by the man in the First 
Special District Court yesterday 
morning.

Yih was brought into court yes
terday to appear as a witness 
against Chow Yao-yung, assistant 
manager of the Continental Ball
room, 33 Ningpo Road, who was ar
rested shortly before midnight Fri
day on charge of being implicated 
in the affair. The man was rushed i 
to court about 11 a.m. and brought i 
before Judge Feng Shih-teh on ap
plication for custody on a writ of 
detention. The application was 
granted and the man ordered held 
in custody until May 20 when the 
trial of Yih and Yang Wen-tao, 
another suspect, will be continued.

The statement made by Yih yes
terday was brief but it seriously in
volved members of the Tung Yih 
Association., a Cantonese organi
zation, which has figured pro
minently in the case since the first 
open hearings 10 dàys ago. Yih de
clared that Chow was the man 
whom Yang Wen-tao had sent to 
the Moon Palace Cabaret to sum
mon him to the Association to dis
cuss the murder plot.

Lots Declared Drawn
As a result of this statement, the 

case has become more involved than 
ever for at the hearing on Wednes
day, Yih confessed that he was 
the man who actually fired the shot 
and that he did so because he had 
wanted to kill a Japanese ever since 
the Sino-Japânese trouble in Shang
hai in 1932.

It is understood that Yih has 
now prepared to make a statement 
that lots were drawn among the 
alleged members of the murder 
gang to see who would fire the fatal 
bullet.

Yih further implicated Yang in 
his statement to the court yester
day by branding him as the “mas
ter-mind” behind the shooting and 
declared that Chow was his assist
ant. He had been called to the club 
several times, he stated, and Chow 

was usually the messenger sent to 
summon him.

Asked what he had to say about 
Yih’s statement, Chow declared that 
it was all false and that he had 
nothing to do with the crime. He 
maintained that he is an innocent 
man and has been falsely accused.

Motive Still Lacking
From the present outlook, it 

would appear that the police still 
lack a motive for the killing. Yih 
first confessed complicity and de
clared that Yang, said to be a res
pected employee of a local shipping 
firm, was the person who shot 
Nakayama on Darroch Road. In 
that confession-, he declared he and 
“Jack,” the Korean now in Japan
ese hands, had accompanied Yang 
to the scene of the crime.

At the last session of the trial 
Wednesday afternoon, Yih declared 
that it was he who fired the fatal

plot hatched at the Tung Yih 
Association, which has its head
quarters on ITrga Read, of which 
Yang is president.

Summed up briefly, the case has 
become a matter of wondering just 
what Yih is going to say next.

shot and stated that the reason he 
did so was because of a personal 
desire to kill a Japanese, and added 
that nobody else had anything to 
do with it:

Yesterday, he came ÿut with the 
statement that there was a murder

1
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FOURTH SUSPECT IN 
NAKAYAMA CASE

Chow Seu-yoong Arrested in 
Continental Cabaret

IMPLICATED BY “LITTLE 
CANTONESE”

A fourth man suspected of being . 
concerned in the murder of N. Naka
yama, Japanese warrant officer, on 
Darroch Road, on November 9 last 
year, was brought before the First 
Special District Court yesterday and 
a writ of detention was issued 
against him by Judge Feng on police 
application, pending his trial with 
those already in custody on the after
noon o f May 20.

The man is Chow Seu-yoong, alias 
Tseu Yao-yung. He was arrested 
shortly before midnight on Friday in 
the “Continental” Dancing Hall, 33 
Ningpo Road, he having been im
plicated in the crime by Yih Hai- 
sen, alias “Little Cantonese”, who was 
arrested about two weeks ago, to
gether with two other Cantonese, 
Yang Ven-tao and Zung Yung-sen, by 
detectives headed by Det.-Sub-Inspr. 
Crowther. Zung was later released 
as there was insufficient evidence 
against him, but both Yih and Yang 
were charged with murder.

When Chow appeared before the 
court, Yih appeared as a witness and 
told the Judge that, on November 9 
last year, he, Chow, Yang and two 
Koreans held a meeting in a room 
of the Moon Palace Hotel, North 
Szechuen Road, to discuss the pro
posed murder of a Japanese, but, at 
Yang’s suggestion, only three of them 
went to commit the crime, Chow 
being left in the hotel.

Yih continued that, when they 
were near the Japanese school in 
North Szechuen Road, Yang gave 
him a pistol and told him to go to 
Darroch Road. Soon after, a Japan
ese marine appeared not far from 
the Foong Loh Lee Alley u ay and 
he bred a shot at the marine after 
Yang had pointed out to him that 
this was the man they wanted to 
kill, Yih said.

Mr. Y. D. Wong, Assistant Munici
pal Advocate, prosecuting, stated that, 
prior to the murder of Darroch Road, 
Chow also attended a meeting in the 
Cantonese society known as Dong 
Nyi Yat Hui, Range Road, to discuss 
the murder of a Japanese, according 
to a statement made at the police 
station by the “Little Cantonese”.

Like Yang Ven-tao, Chow denied 
knowing anything about the shooting 
of Nakayama and said he was 
absolutely innocent. i

I
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“Ever Righteous” Society :r C
PlannedNakayamaCrime

Tr À ~ _ ! suspect, a Korean named Jack, is
Shao Kwangtung Changes Story For Third Time, i being held by the Japanese 

Now Names Co-Defendant As Master Mind; —
Group Drew Papers To Determine Killer

authorities and' only one more ' 
; Korean member of the alleged ! 
group is now at liberty. !

Changing his “confession’4 for 
the third time, Shao Kwangtung, 
in the First Special District Court 
yesterday morning, made a detail
ed explanation of the plot which 
resulted in the fatal shooting of 
Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
near the Japanese barracks in 
Darroch Road, on November 9. 
Exonerating a co-defendant, Yang 
Wen-tao, .in the last hearing, Shao 
Kwangtung yesterday named Yang 
as the master mind of the “Ever 
Righteous” Society.

This society, witness said, was 
headed by Yang and included four 
other members who met on 
November 8 to discuss the murder

I of some Japanese. Yang did' not i 
I participate in the drawing himself, 
, but prepared four scraps of paper ! 
I on one of which was written the i
* word “go,” designating the killer. I 
; The papers were then rolled into
: balls and each of the other four ; 
men were instructed to draw, j 

I Shao Kwangtung said he drew the
• fateful paper. |

Story Of Shooting
I About 8 p.m. on November 9 
I witness, Yang and two Korean 
i members of the gang started out. 
i When they reached the Japanese 
School, Yang passed him a pistol 
and he went to Darroch Road, j 
Soon he saw Yang following a i 
Japanese sailor and, at a signal j 
given by Yang, he walked behind i 
him into Feng Lo alley and shot 
him from behind. Then witness

i went to the Moon Palace Cabaret, 
I where he met the fifth member of
I the gang Chou Tso-yung. Chou 
asked him if he had carried out 
his duty, and witness replied that i 
he had.

Fourth Suspect Taken
This fifth alleged member of the 

gang was arrested on Friday night 
by Central Police at the Con
tinental Ballroom, Ningpo Road, 
where he has been employed as 
an inspector. In court yesterday 
he violently denied any knowledge 
of the crime. Asked by Judge Feng 
if he had ever angered' Shao
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‘Big Chow’
Arrested In

Sailor Case
Third Suspect Appears 

As Nakayama Death 
Accomplice

POLICE SEIZE MAN 
IN CABARET RAID

‘Little Kwangtung’ Says 
Chow With Others

Involved
Implicated by Yih Hai-sen, alias 

‘Shac Kwangtung,” whcse confes
sion as being the man who shot 
and killed Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party on Darroch Road on 
November 9 caused a sensation this 
week, chow Cha-yung, alias Chow 
Yao-yung, alias “Ta (Big) Chow’ 
alias “Ya (Second) Chow,” was 
arrested by Central Station police 
last night and brought before the 
Fiist District Court this morning 
as another suspect in the murder 
case which last year threatened a 
rericus Sine Japanese crisis in 
Shanghai.

Chow was arrested at 11.30 last 
night at the Continental Ballroom, 
S3 Ningpo Road, where he is em
ployed as an inspecter. On the 
basis of the statement given in 
court by “Shao Kwangtung.” a 
squad of officers headed by De
tective Sub-Inspector Ross visited 
the cabaret and placed him under 
arrest.

Denies Complicity
Taken before Judge Feng Shih- 

teh in the First Special District 
Court this morning, Chow denied 
any connection with the Nakayama 
murder. An application was made 
by Assistant Municipal Advocate 
Y. D. Wcng-for a writ of detention. 
Judge Feng, who is one of the three 
judges cf the full court entrusted 
with the trial of the important 
case, granted the application and 
ordered the suspect remanded until 
May 20 when “Shao Kwangtung” 
and Yang Wen-tao, alleged in
stigator of the crime, aie to be 
brought before the court for a 
i esumed hearing.

Taking the witness box this 
morning, “Shao Kwangtung” in
sisted that Chow was the man 
whom. Yang sent to the Moon 
Palace Cabaret to summon him 
(Yih) to the offices of the Tung 
Yih Hwei, a club of which Yang 
is the chairman and which is 
situated on Urga Read. Twice 
Yang sent Chow for “Shao Kwang 
tung” for conferences to discuss the 
murder plot, the confessed 
murderer declared in court today.

Confession Modified
In his testimony before the court 

this morning, Yih modified his con
fession made last Wednesday when 
he said that he had shot and killed 
Nakayama to satisfy a long cherish
ed desire to kill a Japanese. This 
morning, however, Yih again im
plicated Yang as the “master
mind” of the gang and accused 
Chow of being Yang’s assistant.

Following the brief court session, 
during which Chow repeatedly and 
emphatically denied any connection 
with the murder, the third suspect 
now held by police was taken to 
S.MJ*. headquarters to face further 
questioning by the Political Branch 
officers. He was to be put later into 
the detention cell inside the police 
compound on Foochow Road.

Meanwhile, Yang’s defense coun
sel, Attorney G. R. Grove, is pro
ceeding with his efforts to sub
stantiate his contention that his 
client is the victim of a frame-up. 
He is understood to have deposit
ed with the court a paper which 
is said to be a written document 
signed by the informants and wit
nesses for prosecution on percen
tages for the distribution of the 
reward money.
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Nakayama Case
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Puzzling Court

Confessions, Charges 
Confusing; Alleged 

Contract Filed
Who killed Nakayama?
And like the Sparrow, Yih Hai 

sen alias “Little Kwangtung’’, Can
tonese dancing-man and cabaret 
habitue, now declares that he did, 
with his own little pistol, he kill 
ed Nakayama. He made this as
tonishing conlession in the First 
District Court yesterday afternoon 
at the continuation of his trial 
cn the charge of murdering War
rant Officer Nakayama on Darroch 
Head last November 9.

Eut a week ago “Little Kwangr 
tung” made his first confession, 
in which ne asserted that the 
murder was committed by his fel
low prisoner, Yang Wen-tao, chief 
cf the Dong Nyi Yah Hui, Can 
teneee society in Hongkew. Yang 
vehemently denied the accusation.

Frame-Un Alleged
Then came forward yesterday one 

Chang Sen, an ex-jockey, who 
blandly announced t^at Tseng 
Yuan, star prosecution „itness, and 
Tseng F'ing-san, China-born Japan
ese, had approached him after the 
murder asking him to act as wit- 
nes- f alsely implicating the accused j 
—Yih, Yang and the Korean now 
held oy Japanese Consular Police— 
in cider to collect the cash reward 
of $12,CC3 offered by police for 
arrest cf the killer. In short, he 
alleged a “frame up,’’ and involved 
one Dr. Cheng Wei-ming in the 
plod

All these developments had the 
court and spectators and police 
so confused yesterday that the 
judge granted the prosecution a 
lemand cf two weeks for investiga 
tien cf the new complications.

Contract Filed
Last night, however, Mr. G. R. 

Grove, attorney for Yang, filed a 
document with the court which he 
wishes to be used as evidence at 
the next hearing. This document, 
it bone fide, promises to produce i 
some fireworks, as it is allegedly a 
contract signed by Chang Sen, 
Tseng Yuan and Er. Cheng where
in they settled the problem of how 
they would split the $12,030 reward 
after they had “framed’’ Yang and 
Yih. This document would thus 
corroborate Chang Sen’s evidence 
yesterday.

“Little Kwangcung” had always 
warned to kill him a Japanese, he 
told ùie court yetteraay in explana
tion of his motive. He had wanted 
to draw Nipponese blood ever since 
the Shanghai War, and brooded on 
it. He wanted to get a high Japan
ese officer. Tne urge bemg with 
him on the night of Ncvember 9, 
he said, he suddenly got his gun 
and went out alone from the Moon’ 
Palace Cabaret, and cn Darroch 
Road started looking for such a 
victim. No officer o,f any con- 

; sentience came along, but Warrant 
Officer Nakayama did, so Yih shot 
the man in the head, threw his 
gun away and ran.

“Lied To Court”
“I did it all myself,” he said. 

“Yang had nothing to do with it 
and I lied when I told the court 
at the last hearing that he was the 
man who fired the shot.”

What the mysterious Korean 
known as “Jack” has to say about 
these conflicting revelations re
mains unknown, as he has not yet 
appeared in open court and is close
ly guarded by Japanese police. His 
real name is Han Jur-iing.
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i "I Killed Nakayama
f 'Hsiao Kwangtung”Say s;
In Changing Confession
Cabaret Owner Now Denies Yang Wen-tao Had 

Anything To Do With Murder Of Japanese 
On Darroch Road, Says He Shot 
Grip Of Old Urge To Kill A

Marine In 
Nipponese

to do with it hearing that“I did it ail myself. Yang had nothing and I lied when I told the court at the last he was the man who fired the shot/’This was the sensational statement made by Yih Hai- sen, known as “Hsiao Kwangtung,” before presiding Judge Chien Hung-nieh and a full tribunal at the First Special District Court yesterday when he was further questioned concerning the Hideo Nakayama, Japanese, 9, 1935.
At the first hearing of the case 

in open court last Friday, Yih, who
, is a Tsingtao cabaret owner, and a 

former Shanghai cabaret employee, 
confessed to complicity in the crime 
but stated that his co-accused, 
Yang Wen-tao, formerly employed 
by a local shipping company, and 
head of the Tong Yih Association, 
was the man who actually fired 
shot that killed Nakayama.

Questioned as to why he 
changed his confession, Yih 
dared that at first, he thought to 
save himself by implicating Yang.

“I also wanted to escape police 
punishment,” he said, “so last Fri
day I thought that by 
witness for the police, 
only a 10 or 15 year 
fence. If I served the 
could still come out and only be 
or 45 years old. That way, 
could start life again.

*T Killed Nakayama”
“I have since thought the matter 

over and have now decided to tell 
the truth. I killed Nakayama. No
body helped me.”

Judge Chien wanted to know what 
motive he had for killing Naka
yama, and then Yih provided an
other sensation. He stated that he 
killed Nakayama because he was 
the only Japanese naval man in 
sight when he went to Darroch 
Road on the night of November.

Yih declared that he had had a 
burning desire to kill a Japanese 
ever since the Sino-Japanese 
trouble in Shanghai in 1932. Every 
now and then, he continued, this 
desire got possession of his better 
judgment and he would sit down 
and plan how to kill a Japanese 
uniform.

Continuing his strange story, 
declared 
November 
ped him 
made up

murder of Warrant Officer 
on Darroch Road, November

the

had 
de-

becoming a 
I might get 
prison sen- 
full term, I 

40 
1

in

ne 
of

out to fit the shape of the gun. 
Asked how it happened to be found 
in Yang’s home on Tongshan Road. 
Yih declared that after the killing, 
he took it to the Tong Yih Associa
tion and there presented it to 
Yang.

At the beginning of the proceed
ings yesterday, it was brought out 
by Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant 
Municipal Advocate, who together 
with Municipal Advocate Robert T. 
Bryan, Jr., is prosecuting the case, 
that Yih had changed his confes
sion in a statement given to the 
police. He gave an outline of the 
confession and subsequently stated 
that Yih had been acquainted with 
Yang long 
Nakayama, 
ed, out the 
three years 
Association,
ganization, of which Mr. Yang was 
then the president.

It was further brought out by the 
prosecution that Yang, Yih and 
“Jack,” the Korean, and a fourth 
party named Chow had gone to th? 
Tong Yih Association on several 
occasions. This statement, Yang 
denied 
Chien.
Korean 
elation.

Yih Ah-dao, a servant 
by the club, was called as 
and told the court that 
Yang. He declared that Yang was 
president and came every day while 
Yih came once or twice monthly. 
Asked if Yang was at the associa
tion on November 9, the witness 
stated that he 
that Yang came 
in the daytime 
away until late.

Defense Witness Called
The next big sensation of 

proceedings came when the 
fense produced a witness in 
effort to allege a “frame-up”
against Yih and the Korean, whose 
name, it was brought out, is Han 
Jur-ling, but better known as 
“Jack.”

The witness was a mild-manner
ed, well-dressrd man wearing for
eign clothes and a pair of spec
tacles and named Chang Seng. He 
stated that he was a native of 
Kwangtung and was 26 years old. 
He declared that he had been a 
friend of Tseng Yuen, a witness at 
the Friday hearing. On the latter 
occasion, Tseng testified that Yih 
had come to him to obtain a loan 
on a pistol and that he had refus
ed the loan. Mrs. Tseng Yuen con
firmed her husband’s statement b 
declaring she had seen the

before the killing of 
In fact, it was point
pair had met two or 

ago at the Yang Woo 
another Cantonese or-

when questioned 
He flatly stated 
was a member of

by Judge 
that no 

the asso-

employed 
a witness 
he knew

that on the night
9, this urge to kill grip- 
again and this time he 
his mind to go out and 

kill a high Japanese naval official., 
, Taking his pistol with him, he 

f said, he walked from the Moon 
Palace Cabaret to Darroch Road 
and looked up and down the street 
for a “high official.” He saw no 
such person, he continued, but he 
did see a Japanese sailor. The urge 
to kill a Japanese was so strong in 
him, the man declared, that he 
simply went ahead and committed 
the crime.

Ran Away, Dropped Gun
After he had fired the shot, he1 

declared, he ran away and drop
ped the gun several hundred feet 
from the 
the book 
pon had 
that the

The witness Chang Seng declar
ed that after the Nakayama kill
ed he called at the home of the 
Tseng Yuen’s and while there saw 
a man named Dr. Cheng Wei- 
ming. He said that, the doctor and 
Tseng were talking over some busi
ness. He also saw, 
continued, a diagram 
a piece of paper lying 
The drawing had 
“P.B.” on the butt, he said, 
death weapon also had the same 
initials on the butt, it had 
viously been pointed out by 
prosecution.

Bribe Said Offered
Chang Seng continued that 

on. Dr. Cheng came to him 
offered him $4,000 
Japanese Consular 
make the statement 
the inside on the 
Nakayama. He was 
man continued, that 
shot but that he was given the 
by “Jack” the Korean. He added 
that he refused to 
statement and

( him 
who

In 
man 
Yuen in a plot to collect the $12,000 
reward which is being offered by 
the Shanghai Municipal Police, the 
Japanese Consulate-General and 
the CTty Government of Greater 
Shanghai for the arrest of the 
slayer.

Tseng Yuen, who was in the court
room, was called to the witness box. 
Glaring at Chang Sheng, he flatly 
denied any such plot to collect the 
reward and in loud tones, declared 
that the witness was a prevaricator. 
He admitted that h’?, Chang, had once 
been his friend but that their friend
ship had come to an end sometime 
ago. Tseng declared that the reason 
for the breach was a plain and 
simple matter of attempted wife
stealing.

Tseng continued that while he 
was in Tsingtao some months ago. 
Chang Seng had called at his home 
and had attempted to steal his wife 
away from him. He discovered this 
when he returned to the city, he 
said, and something of an argu-! 
ment ensued. He declared that 
Chang Seng had charged him with 
being involved in a “frame-up” be
cause he was no longer friendly with 
the Tseng Yuen family.

the witness 
of a gun on 
on the table.
the initials 

The

pre- 
the

to go to 
Police 

that he 
shooting 

to say, 
Yih fired

latsr 
and 
tho 
and 
had 

uf 
the 
the 

gun

thought he was; 
to the association 
and never went

the 
de
an

that 
find 

it. 
this

make such a 
the doctor 
somebody

told
elsehe would

would do
making

involved the doctoi’ and Tseng
statement. the

body. Questioned about 
in which the death wea- 
been kept, Yih declared 

volume was his. He said

» , Went To Police
Aside from Yihs change in con

fession and Chang Sheng’s state
ment alleging a frame-up, nothing 
of a very startling nature occurred 
at yesterday’s proceedings. Chang 
Sheng stated that an attorney 
had made a draft of his allegation 
of frame-up and that he had gone 
to the police with it. He added that 
the reason he had made the state- 

‘ment is because he -was troubled 
over having the matter on his con
science.

Two Chinese police constables 
testified to finding the body ol 
Nakayama on the night of Novem
ber 9. while a Chinese shoe-maker 
named Hu Ziang-wu, residing in the 
Darroch Road district, gave evid
ence to the effect that he had heard 
the shooting and had seen the dead 
Japanese.

Hu declared that at the time, he 
vas on his way to the shop of a 

! Japanese shoemaker on Darroch 
'Road. The first thing that he did 
was to rush into the Japanese shop 
tnd tell the proprietor about 1



The Japanese shoemaker, wno 
answered to the name of Takahashi, 
declared that he also heard the shot. 
Asked how much time elapsed be
tween the moment he heard the 
shot before Hu rushed into his place, 
the witness said he wasn’t exactly 
sure. He was playing a phonograph 
at the time, he declared, and the 
time that elapsed was about three 
turns of the phonograph record. In 
other words, it was about two sec
onds.

Changes Statement
He continued that Hu had told 

him that he saw a man running 
away from the scene, and that the 
man was' dressed in dark clothes. 
It was brought out that Hu was 
questioned at the police station and 
that he first stated that the man 
Je saw running away was dressed 
n dark clothes resembling a uni
form, but later changed this state
ment. In his new statement, he said 
the man had only worn dark 
doth es.

Hu was asked if it was Yih whom 
he had seen on the night of the 
murder. The witness declared that 
it was not. or at least he didn’t 
recognize him.

Yih spoke up and addressed the 
witness: “You may not have seen 
me, but I saw you,’’ he declared.

Dr. Okawa, Japanese military 
surgeon, testified to examining the 
body. He was shown the bullet pick
ed up by the police. Asked if the 
wound in Nakayama’s head was 
made by that bullet, he declared 
that he could not say, but believed 
that the wound was made by a 
similar bullet. Judge Chien ordered 
the bullet handed over to the police 
with the request that they look for 
?lood stains and compare such 
;tains with the blood of the dead 
man.

! Yesterday’s hearing concluded at 
.rbout 4.45 p.m. and the case was re- 
! nanded for two weeks. It was point
'd out that the Korean could not 
je called as a witness because the 
Japanese Consular authorities were 
;till investigating the man. He will 
oe called, it was stated, when this 
investigation is completed.

As <at Friday's hearing, the 
courtroom was crowded yesterday. 

[Japanese naval officers were present 
I but they took off their swords before 
entering the courtroom.
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“Shao Kwangtung” Says 
HeSHurdered Nakayama;
Huge Frame-Up Alleged

Self-Confessed Murderer Completely Exonerates 
Yang; New Witness Alleges Frame-Up In Order 

To Collect Rewards; Two Weeks’ Remand

AUTHORITIES COMPLETELY AT A LOSS 
KOREAN NOT BROUGHT TO COURT Palace Cabaret to meet him. 

later went together to the 
Yi Association (of which

two Chinese constables (C. P. C. 
2891 and 2864) who were on the 
scene of the crime soon after it 
was committed, Hu Hsian-ho, a 
Chinese shoe-maker, a Japanese 
shoe shop manager and the official 
doctor of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party, who examined the 
dead sailor’s body.

Murder Planned
Mr. Ru alleged that at the police 

station, Yih said that in October 
of 1935, Yang Wen-tao and another 
Chinese named Chou went to the 
Moon 

l They
Two bombshells were thrown in the First Special Tu/ng

District Court yesterday afternoon during the trial of two Yang Wen-tao was chairman) and 
. . • ..I .I there they discussed the murderCantonese on charges of murder m connection with the plot witl/two Koreans, who had 

killing of Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama, of the Japanese, secretly become members of the 
Naval Landing force, on Darroch Road at 9 p.m. on Novem- * association, , “Shao^, Kwangtung” 
ber 9, last. rj . _ , - .... —
when Yh JIai-sen, alias “Shao Kwangtung” 28-year-old | 
alleged Hongkew underworld figure, stated that he had killed 
Warrant Officer Nakayama. This statement was received' 
with a mixed feeling of surprise and laughter! in the 
crowded courtroom, as at the last hearing on Friday 
“Shao Kwangtung” had implicated the other accused, Yang 
Wen-tao, 42-year-old Cantonese former employee of the 
China Navigation Company, in the shooting, stating at the 
time that he was present at the scene 
Korean, Jack, now being held by the 
Police.

The second surprise came when [ 
a new witness, Chang Sen, a form- ; 
er automobile salesman, stepped i

The first sensation burst over the court room • w^tsatbetoei^voftOOctoberO1Chou 
went to see “Shao Kwangtung” at 
the request of Yang to discuss the 
plot, and this discussion was also 
participated in by two Koreans, 
one of whom was Jack. On 
November 2, the two accused and 
Jack went to the Hongkew Park to 
discuss the methods of committing 
the crime and of escaping. Yang 
made no confessions at the police 
station, it was said,

None of the witnesses yesterday 
made important statements that 
would tend to help solve the 
mystery. The two Chinese con
stables said that when they arrived 
at the scene of the crime, they 
saw the body of a Japanese officer 
lying in a pool of blood. They 
informed their station. One of 
them claimed that he had question
ed two people, the Japanese and 
Chinese shoemakers, regarding the 
crime.

Hu Hsian-ho. the Chinese shoe
maker, said that on November 9 
last, he was just about to enter a 
Japanese shoemaker’s shop on 
Darroch Road, when he heard a 
gunshot. He also saw a man run
ning into Feng lx) Alley. That 
man was wearing a black coat and i 
trousers, but he was not sure that 
his dress was similar to that worn 
by the dead officer. The Japanese 

Î shoemaker admitted that he knew 
|Hu and that the latter entered his 
shop after he had heard the 
shooting.

The Japanese witness further 
said that at the time of the shoot- 

. ing, he was playing some records 
; on a gramophone. When the 
• machine had turned three rounds, 

Hu entered and told him of the 
. shooting. At that time, Hu did

run- 
Hu 
hat

■ did 
the !

together with the 
Japanese Cnncni«*

Nakayama. 
statements 
police in the, last few days that

„ _________

him with Yang, another Chinese 
named Chou and two Koreans. To

He repudiated all the 
made by him to the

er aucumoime salesman, sreppeu i „ j- . ,into the witness stand, knd after' 11Ser„^ was discussed by
the presiding judge had overruled ! 
the police objection, stated that*1 
the allegations made 1 
Yuan, star witness for the pro
secution, against the two accused! 
had no foundation at all and that 
Tseng Yuan, Chang Tsai-yuen and 
another man had allegedly “fram
ed” the case against “Shao Kwang
tung” and Yang in order to collect 
the rewards ottered by the City 
Government of Greater Shanghai, 
the Shanghai Municipal Police and ] 
the Japanese authorities. 1

With “Shao Kwangtung” re- i

hatpd tbnt wvv xxvieiwb. 10
bv Tspn<7 convince the Court, Yih stated that 
the m-o-1 he was suffering from a great

mental strain when he made these 
statements to the police and fur
ther that he was afraid of the 
police methods.

A sense of irony was injected 
into the tense situation after Hu 
Hsian-ho, a Chinese shoemaker, 
who was one of the nearest to the 
scene of the crime, stated that he 
had never seen “Shao Kwang
tung” before, and “Shao Kwang
tung” spoke up quickly, saying

pudiating his statements made at that the witness might not have 
rkn loot hnavinrr înr»rîminaHnO* ' K.-i. 1L1 1che last hearing incriminating 
Yang and now completely exoner 
ating him as well as confessing to 
committing the crime himself, fol
lowed by ah allegation of a frame- 
up by an independent witness, the 
trial seemed to make to headway 
at all, but commenced becoming 
more and more complicated. At 
this stage, the prosecution asked 
for a remand of two weeks in 
order to enable the police to in
vestigate the new sensational de
velopments. Judge Dzien, who is 

i presiding over the trial, assisted by 
two other judges and a procura- 

• tor, granted the remand imme- 
idiately.

Wanted To Kill
“I wanted to kill a high Japan- 

. ese officer ever since the Sino- 
1 Japanese hostilities in 1932,” stated 
“Shao Kwangtung” in admitting 
the crime and repudiating all the 
statements made by him at the 
previous hearing. “Not being 
able to find a high officer and see
ing a Japanese sailor Walking 
along Darroch Road on the nigni 
of November 9, I killed him,” con
cluded the man.

Judge Dzien immediately com
menced questioning “Shao Kwang
tung” in detail as a hush fell ovei 
the courtroom following the burst
ing of the bombshell. Yih, alias 
“Shao Kwangtung,” then told the 
Judge that neither Yang nor Jack., 
the Korean, were with him when 
he shot and killed Warrant Office!

seen him, but that he saw the 
witness when he fired at the 
Japanese sailor.

Korean Not Brought
Despite the request made by 

Judge Dzien at the last hearing 
that the Korean, Jack, now being 
held by the Japanese Consular 
Police, in connection with the 
murder, be brought to the court 
yesterday, the Korean did not ap
pear. Assistant Municipal Ad-

the

vocate Paul Y. Ru, who is conduct- tell him about the man 
5ng the prosecution, informed the-away, but later he did. 
Court that the Japanese Consular "a^not Seen
Police had not yet completed their ' ” "
inquiries in connection with the 
Korean and, therefore, 
bring him down.

As at the. previous 
Japanese, Chinese

could not

hearing, 
and

worn by the fleeing man nor 
he remember whether or not 
man wore a hat at all.

Doctor’s Evidence
Dr. Okawa, of the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party Hospital, 
said that he had examined the 
body of the dead Japanese officer. 
He testified that the bullet had 
pierced through the officer’s head 
from the back. He did not ex
amine the bullet on the day when 
he examined the body. The bullet 
was given him the next day and 
he thought that that bullet could 
have killed the officer in the way 
he described.

The Judge was not satisfied 
with this evidence. He immediate, 
ly wrapped up the bullet produc
ed by the police with a sheet of 
paper and returned it to the police 
for further examination. The

many
Shanghai Municipal Police officials 
Were present at the hearing. 
Municipal Advocate Robert T. 
Bryan, Jr., sat beside Mr. Ru all 
through the hearing.

Yang’s Boy Released
A third prisoner, Yang’s boy, 

who was arrested by the police 
together with Yang and stood in 
the dock all through the last hear
ing, was not present in court 
yesterday, having been released 
since the last hearing.

At the opening of the hearing, 
the Assistant Municipal Advocate, 
Mr. Paul Ru, told the Judge that 
during the adjournment, the police 
had not yet completed the investi- _ v.~„.
gation of witnesses. He wished judge stated that he wanted to 
that the Court would question j^now whether or not the bullet 
several other witnesses, namely, had ever been blood-stained.



Mrs. Tseng Yuen, wife of the 
informant and witness, told the 
Judge that she knew “Shao 
Kwangtung,” as the latter, had 
visited her home, asking for a 
loan of $25 and offering a pistol 
as security. Hei' husband refus
ed to lend him money, she said. 
She further said that when “Shao 
Kwangtung” asked for a loan, he 
prepared a “petition” to that 
effect, but that the petition had 
been thrown away. Her husband’s 
friend, Chang Sen, asked that the 
matter be brought to the atten
tion of the police, but she opposed 
it, she said.

Complete Confession
When questioned by the Judge 

regarding his alleged confession 
made at the police station, “Shao 
Kwangtung” said that the murder 
was committed by him single- 
handed. Ever since the January 
28 Incident, he had planned to 
kill a high Japanese officer. It was 
he who possessed the pistol which 
was identified by the police to 
have been used in the Nakayama 
murder. It was his book hollowed 
out at the centre in which he put 
his pistol. The book was hollow
ed out by him, he said.

Judge Dien pointed out that his 
statement must be wrong because 
at the last hearing, Yang Wen- 
tao confessed that it was he 
(Yang) himself who had hollowed 
out the book at the centre. Yih 
opposed the Judge’s statement 
and went on to say that when he 
committed the crime, he was 
dressed in black. He did not wish 
to do harm to others because he 
alone had committed the crime, 
he emphasized.

Yang Wen-tao denied that his 
association had any Korean mem
bers. He said he knew Chou, who 
was a member of his organization. 
At the police station, when “Shao 
Kwangtung” made his confession, 
he (Yang) was not at the (“Shao 
Kwangtung’s”) side.

Frame-Up Alleged
Despite oppositions from the 

police, the Judge summoned 
Chang Sen, a friend of Tseng 
Yuen, and former motor car 
salesman, for questioning at the 
request of a lawyer for the de- 

! fence. Chang was the man who 
I went to the police station on 
Tuesday afternoon, asserting that 
the whole thing was a frame-up.

Chang told the Judge that he 
had been Tseng’s friend for many 
years. He often visited Tseng’s 
home. On December 10 of last 
year (according to the Lunar 
Calendar), he said, he saw Tseng 
and a friend, a Dr. Tsen Wei-min, 
smoking opium. The doctor drew 
a picture of a pistol on a sheet of 
paper. He was allowed to see the 
picture afterwards. On the handle 
of that pistol he saw the letters 
“P. B.” marked.

Tseng wanted to get the reward 
money, he said, and so obtained 
correct information regarding the 
make of the pistol used in the 
murder from official Japanese 
sources. Dr. Tsen Wei-min asked 
him (Chang) several times to see 
the Korean (Jack) in the Japanese 
Consulate but he (Chang) refused

- to do so. Chang said that he was 
. asked to name “Shao Kwangtung” 
' as the killer. When he refused to 
. take part in the frame-up, Dr. 
. Tsen invited Chang Tsai-yuen to

participate. Chang Tsai-yuen
- was the man who, at the last 
. hearing, said that he saw “Shao 
1 Kwangtung,” Jack and another 
> man running northward on North 
1 Szechuen Road and returning 
» hurriedly 20 minutes afterwards 
Jon November 9 of last year,

‘•4
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Jockey Confesses 
Alleged Frame-Up 
In Nakayama Case

Sensational Hearing In 
Murder Trial Slated 

This Afternoon

CASE MADE UP TO 
COLLECT REWARDS

Chinese Grilled During 
Night By Detectives; 

Conscience Hurts
Sensational developments in the 

trial of two Cantonese on charges 
of being invclved in the murder o£ 
warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party in Darroch Road on Novem
ber 9 last year, were expected in 
the First Special District Court this 
afternoon

One Chang Sen, a former auto
mobile salesman and jockey, late 
yes'erday afternoon surrendered 
himself to the Central Station 
police and is said to have written 
a leng'hy confession stating that 
he, with Tseng Yuan, one of the 
star witnesses of the prosecution, 
and a China-bom Japanese by the 
name <*f Tseng-Ping-san, had 
allegedly “framed” the case against 
Yang Wen-tao and Yih-Hai-sen. 
alias “Shao Kwangtung,” with the 
intent of collecting the $12,000 re
ward offered by the City Govern
ment of Greater Shanghai, the 
Shanghai Municinal Police and the 
Japanese authorities.

Questioned Till Midnight
Accompanied by a former Can

tonese detective, Chang went to the 
Central Station at 2 o’clock yester
day afternoon and remained there 
until midnight, questioned at 
length by Assistant Commissioner 
T. Robertson of the Special Branch. 
Japanese Sub-Inspector Nakamura 
and Detective Tanaka, according to 
information gathered this morning. 
Chang and his written document 
will be sent to the court this after
noon. it is understood.

While official circles continued to 
maintain a wall of reticence, it is 
learned from reliable sources that 
Chang had told the officers in his 
confession that he and his ac
complices had first attempted to 
“frame” a case against a high 
Chnpel police officer to add 
“political color” to the Nakayama 
murder. When this failed, they 
are alleged to have attempted to 
victimize a Miss Chen Hung-pi. 
principal of a Cantonese school tn 
Chapel, seeking to collect blackmail 
from her wealthy parents.

“To '.Clear Cbnsalence”
The second alleged plot also 

failed and the gang turned their 
, attention to Yang and Yih, Chang 
. is reported to have told the 

officers. Chang also is isaid to 
, have told the officers that he had 
’ surrendered and made the con

fession in order to clear his con
science when he saw two “inno- 

. cent” men face the serious charges 
I, c.f murder.

Attorney G. R. Grove, popular 
Chinese practitioner who is appear
ing for Yang, is understood to have 
established contact with Chang as 
early as last Friday and had per
suaded him to sign a document to 
be presented to the court this morn
ing before the trial resumes. Chang, 
however, suddenly changed his 
mind and went to the police station 
yesterday.

Yih Confession Hit
; Attorney Grove has also collected 
evidence to be present in court this 
'afternoon substantiating the con
fessions made by Chang and to 
shew that Yang could not have been 

’on Darroch Road the night of the 
’murder and that he was spending 
the evening at a club on Urga 
’Road. He was also to challenge 
•the testimony given by “Shao 
^Kwangtung’’ that Yang had fired 
Hhe shot, intimating, when ap
proached by The Shanghai Evening 

’Post and Mercury, that Yih may 
'also have something to do with the 
Alleged “frame up.”
* Until Chang’s appearance in the 
Centi Station yesterday with a 
$iew story, officers handling the in
vestigations had apparently been 
forking on the case according to 
*the confession by Yih during the 
♦last session. On Monday night, the 
%rime was re-enacted, at the spot 
Vrhere the Japanese officer was kill
bed. by police and Japanese consular 
’police officials. The results were 
mot made known.
* The two Cantonese were to be 
brought before the court at 2 o’clock 

Hhis afternoon before a full court 
^presided over by Judge Chien Hung- 
mieh. Assistant Municipal Advocate 
*Paul Y. Ru will appear for the pro
secution.
‘ ------------A------------
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Shooting Is
' Re-enacted At 

HongkewSpot
Incidents Of, Nakayama ! 

Slaying Gone Over j 
On Death Site

Reconstruction of the crime in
the Nakayama Murder Case was 
carried out by Shanghai Municipal 
Police and Japanese Consular 
Police officials at the scene of the 
killing on Darroch Road, at 9 p.m. 
Monday, a China Press reporter 
was informed yesterday.

Yih Hai-sen, better known as 
“Hsiao Kwangtung,” who has al
ready confessed to complicity in 
the slaying, Yang Wen-tao, promi
nent Cantonese resident of Shang
hai, and the mysterious “Jack,” 
the Korean, all accused of being 
involved, were led out of their de
tention cells and taken to the

Landing 
Novem- 
his way

scene.
While no official report has been 

issued on results of the crime re
construction scene, it is believed 
that it was carried out in an effort 
to break the silence of Yang Wen- 
tao, who was accused by “Hsiao 
Kwangtung” in open court last 
Friday of having been the man 
who fired the death bullet.

Warrant^ Officer Hideo Nakaya
ma, of the Japanese Naval 
Tarty, was shot at 9 p.m., 
ber 9, 1935, as he was on
to barracks. Yih, in his confes
sion, declares that he went with 
Yang and the Korean from the 
Moon Palace Cabaret on North 
Szechuen Road an hour before the 
shooting occurred and walked to 
Darroch Road. After turning onto 
the latter street, the man stated 
in court, he saw Yang remove a 
pistol from a book which the latter 
was carrying under his arm.

Yih continued that he saw Yang 
raise the gun and fire. He did not 
see who was hit, he declared, be
cause he took to his heels and ran. 
He heard later that the murdered 
man was a Japanese.

Yang flatly denied the accusation. It is understood that the Korean 
and declared that he was being! testify today.
made the victim of a ‘frame-up.”! ~-------- ------------------------ •-------

He had never gone to the Moon 
Palace, he declared, and didn’t 
know Yih until he was brought 
ihro court with him to answer to 
a murder charge. Aside from this 
Lp’lef statement, the man has 
maintained a strict silence through
out the court investigation 
has even refused to present 
alibi.

Both men arc scheduled to
brought into court at 2 p.m. today 
and further sensational develop
ments that may throw some light 
on the new obscure motive for the 
killing of Nakayama are expected.

and
an

be
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ANOTHER NAKAYAMA INCIDENT

Japanese Death

Creates Uproar

; In Swatow City

; Nipponese Constable’s
Collapse Results In

Indemnity Demand

MAYOR OPPOSES
$60,000 DEMAND

Second ‘Nakayama Case’ 
Causes Wild Rumors, 

Increased Tension
A tense situation is again pre 

vailing in Swatow, northern 
Kwangtung city, as result of a de
mand by Japanese Consul Tsunoda 
for the immediate payment cf an 
“indemnity” of $60,000 for the 
alleged murder of Constable 
Harada of the Japanese Consular 
Police, according to Chinese press 
reports today.

The presence of three Japanese 
warships is causing additional ex
citement to the populace while the 
“ronins” in the city have redoubled 
their activities, causing minor 
trouble, the reports added.

Demand Rejected
It was revealed that Consul 

Tsunoda sent the demand to the 
Swatow Municipal (Government on 
May 1, asking that the “indemnity” 
be paid the following day. Upon 
receipt of the demand, the Swatow 
mayor immediately telegraphed the 
Kwangtung Provincial Government 
for instructions. On May 2, the 
mayor formally rejected the Japan
ese demand.

Admiral Nishioka, commander ot 
the 10th Squadron of the Japanese 
Navy, has offered his services to 
mediate in the dispute. Negotia
tions are still going on while 

' nervousness prevails among the 
Chinese. Wild rumors of impending 
conflict are circulating.

It is stated that the Municipal 
Government of Swatow has declar
ed martial law because of the 
tension.

Japanese Collapsed
Constable Harada collapsed near 

his home at 12.30 p.m. on January 
21. He was sent to a Japanese 
Hospital by a Chinese policeman 
where he died. At 3 p.m. the same 
day, the Japanese consul register
ed a protest with the Swatow 
mayor, declaring that Harada was 
shot 12 times by unknown as
sailants. Investigation by the Swa
tow Municipal Government, how
ever. revealed that no residents 
near Harada’s home had heard of 
the shooting affair nor could any 
blood be found at the spot where 
he collapsed. The Chinese demand 
for an autopsy was rejected. The 
body was cremated on January 23.

Tlie case has caused tension com
parable to the murder of Warrant 
Officer Hideo Nakayama of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Force in 
Shanghai last November. More 
than 10 Japanese warships were 
rushed to Swatow. The Chinese 
refused responsibility for the death.

The trial of two Cantonese held 
in connection with the Nakayama 
murder case is to be resumed at 
the First Special District Court 
here at 2 o’clock tomorrow after
noon. During the first public hear
ing last Friday, “Shao Kwangtung,’’ 
cne of the accused, confessed his 
part hut implicated Yang Wen-tao, 
the other accused, as the man who 
had actually fired the shots killing 
the Japanese bluejacket.

m »
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Yih’s Confession
Hides Intrigue

Underworld Connection
With Mysterious 

‘Jack’ Unknown
-..... “ ■■ ■'"*£_______ .

Ths “inside story” of the Naka
yama murder case, as related be
fore the First Special District 
Court, was characterized here today 
by police observers and officials not 
directly connected with investiga
tion of the case as a “surface con
fession” which leaves the ramifica
tions cf the murder still deeply 
by prevarication and intrigue in 
the Hongkew underworld. Just 
what connection, if any, Yang 
Wen-tao, 47-year-old Cantonese, 
had with the mysterious prisoner 
of the Japaese Consular Police 
known only as “Jack,” is unknown 
—or at least carefully guarded by 
the Japanese. Yih Hai-sen’s part 
in the murder o£ Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama last November 9. 
as told by himself yesterday, is be
lieved to be only to a small extent 
factual.

“Little Kwangtung” confessed to 
complicity in the murder in open 
court yesterday afternoon, naming 
Yang as the man who fired the 
fatal shot on Darroch Road that 
felled a Japanese officer and creat
ed a Chapei stampede. He also de
clared that the alleged Korean, 
“Jack” was the third member of 
the party. But Yang flatly denied 
police charges and all statements 
made by Yih, declaring that he had 

. had absolutely no part in the affair.
This was made in the face of

• damning circumstantial evidence 
‘ offered by police officers of the 
- S.M.P. after formal charges oi

mure er had been filed.
“Jack" A Mystery

Attention swung back today to 
the part “Jack” is believed to have 
had in the crime. This man, ar
rested by Japanese officers in 

; Tsingtao, was first described as a 
Korean. Yet “Jack*’—which is not 

' his real name—is declared to have 
; been born in Russia and to have 

come to China only last year from 
Vladivostok. What his name is 
Japanese Consular police don’t 
know or won’t tell. He does not 

J know’ the Korean language and 
speaks haltingly in Japanese.

5 He is still be carefully guarded at 
; Japanese Police Headquarters. 

Whether he has appeared before
• the Japanese Consular Court, 

whether he has made a confession 
or not, is a secret kept by head
quarters. The Japanese lilted their 
press ban on Japanese newspapers 
last night and these papers publi
shed accounts of the District Court 
hearing this morning, but no men
tion was made of “Jack.’ The press 
ban, therefore, has been only partly 
lifted and papers may publish only 
the District Court proceedings. The 
third figure in the case remains 
shadowy in the backgrounds.

Motive A Puzzle
In addition, police are still puz

zled about the motive for the crime, 
though today it was generaly con
sidered that the possibility of a 
political crime was very remote, and 

, that Nakayama had been murder- 
J ed as results of a personal quarrel 

between himself and “Jack,” who 
may have later enlisted the sup
port of notorious Hongkew under
world habitues to help him get his 
enemy. That “Little Kwangtung” 
is such a character there is little 
doubt; the part Yang played is still 
obscure. This man, on the surface 
at least, has been a faithful em
ployee of the China Navigation 
Company for a number of years and 
chairman of a benevolent associa
tion in his own guild.

After Yih’s confession yesterday, 
Yang, in denying the accusations, 
declared that he is the innocent 
victim of a police frame-up.

Yih had said that he met Yang 
and “Jack” at the Mcon Palace 
Cabaret that night and had been 
asked to go with them “to kill a 
man.” He had denied knowledge 
of what man was to be killed, 
why. He w*ent along, he said, and 
saw Yang take a pistol out of a 
book and fire at a man in Darrcch 
Road,’ ’after which' the three scat
tered.

Yang “Goat”
; Yang maintains that he is being 
made the “goat” in the case. Police 
evidence against him, introduced 
yesterday, includes discovery of a 
book in Yang’s house, the leaves 
hollowed out to hold a pistol, aS 

j well as evidence given by one 
Tseng Yuen who declared that the 

I gun found at the scene of the 
Ï crime was one belonging to Yang. 

■ Yang’s alibi was more or less 
| broken down by police in court, 
through testimofiy by ballistics ex
perts.

It was also declared that before 
Nakayama was murdered Yih had 
been very poor, a hanger on in the 
Hongkew cafes, but afterwards he 
suddenly had money, went to 
Tsingtao and bought a cabaret 
there. Yih said in defense that his 
mother and sweetheart, released a 
few days ago, had given him the 
money.

The third Cantonese, Chen 
Yung-scn, was to be released to
day, charges against him being 
dropped 1er lack of police evidence.

The hearing of the case will be 
continued next Wednesday before 
Judge Chien Hung-nieh, presiding, 
and Associate Judges Feng Shih 
Uh and Shaw Shih-feng.
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DARROCH RD. CRIME 
OF NOVEMBER 9

Two Suspects Charged with 
Murder of Japanese

ONE TELLS HIS PART IN 
NAKAYAMA SHOOTING

Two of the three Chinese arrested 
as suspects in connection with the 

; murder, on November 9 last year, of 
the Japanese Warrant Officer, H. 
Nakayama, in Darroch Road, were 
charged in the First Special District 
Court, yesterday, 'rhe accused were 
Yang Ven-tao and Yih Hai-sen, the 
latter being nicknamed “Little Can
tonese.’’ The third suspect, Zung 
Yoong-sen. is not to be charged, the 
police said. After a hearing which 
lasted three hours, it was adjourned 
till next Wednesday. The ban on 
reporting the case was lifted yester
day.

The prosecution was conducted by , 
Mr. Robert T. Bryan, the Municipal | 
Advocate, with Mr. Paul Y. Ru assist- J 
ing. According to the prosecution, ; 
the shot which killed the Japanese 
marine was fired by Yang, while the 
second accused assisted in the com
mission of the crime. The police 
searched Yang’s home and found a 
foreign book, the middle part of 
which had been removed in order to 
conceal the “P.B.” pistol which was 
used to kill the Japanese. Yang, how
ever, stated at the police station that, 
although he had a pistol, it was not 
a “P.B.” weapon, but a "Demon” 
pistol, and that the book was used to 
conceal the “Demon” pistol. When 
the “Demon” pistol was put into the 
book, it did not fit.

Prisoner’s Admission

Admission of his part in the crime 
was made by Yih Hai-sen, who told 
the Judge that, on November 7, 
Yang wrote him a letter, asking him 
to meet him at his home, but he did 
not go. On the evening of Novem
ber 9, he met Yang outside the Moon 
Palace Cabaret, North Szechuen Road, 
near Jukong Road, where Yang told 
him that he wanted to kill a Japan
ese, but did not mention whom, or* 
why he wished to commit the crime| 
This was about 7 p.m. and a Korear| 
named “Jack” accompanied Yang a| 
that time. |

He, Yang, and the Korean went 
along North Szechuen Road, and? 
when they reached Darroch Roadl 
he saw a Japanese marine. Yan® 
opened a book he carried, produce® 
a pistol, and fired a shot. They the® 
escaped in different directions. 1

Shown the book which had beeff 
produced in Court by the police, Yi^ 
said it was the one Yang carried.

Yang made an emphatic denial t^ 
the charge, saying that he was falsely 
implicated by the other accused and 
he did not know anything about th* 
shooting. The book the police foun< 
at his home was not his. He als® 
denied having written a letter to th| 
accused and said he had never bee® 
to the Moon Palace Cabaret, an4? 
he did not know the Korean men| 
tioned. As a matter of fact, orj 
November 9 he was in an Urga R<*a<i 
house from 3 p.m. to about 11 p.mr 
and he had two witnesses to proved 
it. Ï

Pistol for Loan

Eight witnesses gave evidence foi^ 
the prosecution, these being Det.-g 
Sub-Inspr. Crowther, officers fromg 
the arms identification section and$ 
finger-print department, three Japan-1 
ese officers of the S.M. Police, and. 
two Chinese, named Tseng Yuen and ; 
Tsang Zai-yuan. Tseng Yuen said J 
that Yih Hai-sen once wished to get; 
a loan from him, with a pistol as; 
security, and he refused. The pistol 
was similar to that produced in Court.

Tsang Zai-yuan said that, on the 
night of November 9, when he was : 
walking along North Szechuen Road, 
he saw Yih Hai-sen, the Korean 
named “Jack.” and another man, and. 
shortly after, a report was circulated 
that a Japanese marine had been < 
murdered.

An officer from the arms identifica
tion section said the pistol found 
near the scene of the shooting was $ 
that used to kill the Japanese.
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“Shao Kwangtung” Puts 
Blame For Shooting On

Yang In Admitting Crime
Tells Court That He Was Present At Scene Of Murder Of Japanese Marine, Saw Yang Take Out Pistol, Heard Shot, Then Ran Away

YANG DENIES EVERYTHING; KOREAN 
SAID TO HAVE BEEN PRESENT

Admitting that he himself was, present at the scene of 
i the crime, Yih Hai-sen alias “Shao Kwangtung,” 28-year-old 
alleged Hongkew underworld figure, implicated Yang Wen- 
tao, 42-year-old Cantonese former employee of the China 
Navigation Company, in the actual killing of Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama of the Japanese NaVal Landing Force on 
Darroch Road at 9 p.m. on November 9, last in a confession 
made in the First Special District Court yesterday afternoon. 

Formal charges of murder were framed against the two 
men at the first public hearing of the trial, the veil of secrecy 
surrounding all the inquiries of the Settlement, Chinese and 
Japanese authorities being lifted for the first time since the 
arrest of the men about two weeks ago. The filled court 
room resembled a cross between an armed camp ?nd a 
diplomatic gathering with representatives of all interested 

. I partjes being present.
I Yang in his turn upon being 
| brought before the presiding 
judges for questioning, emphatic
ally denied any connection with 
the crime and stated that on the 
particular evening he was not 
anywhere near the scene of the 
crime nor had he met “Shao 
Kwangtung” on that day. With 
the mystery being more or less 
cleared with the statement made 
in court yesterday by “Shao 
Kwangtung” the authorities are 
still at a loss as to the motive of 

phe crime.
Korean To Appear

The Korean named Jack, now 
held by the Japanese authorities, 
who “Shao Kwangtung” stated 
was with' him and Yang at the 
time of the shooting will be 
brought as a witness before the 

; Chinese tribunal on Wednesday 
j afternoon when the next hearing 
of the case will be held. It has 

’ been rumoured that this Korean 
was the actual instigator of the 
murder, as it is believed that he 
and the murdered officer had a 
quarrel over a woman or that Jack 
nursed a grudge against the 
Japanese Marine as the latter had 
replaced him as the lover of some 
woman.



The third Chinese to be ar
raigned before the court, Chen 
Yung-sen, a Cantonese servant em
ployed by Yang, stood throughout 

| the whole hearing without saying 
a word or being questioned. No 
formal charges have so far been 
made against him and it is ex
pected that he will be released at 
the next hearing. The two women 
allegedly connected with the case, 
arrested by Chinese authorities 
sometime ago, have already been 
released.

Confession
Quiet settled on the crowded 

courtroom when “Shao Kwang- 
tung” commenced his confession.

“Yang asked me to go with him 
to kill a Japanese man and about 
five minutes later he, Jack (the 

■ Korean) and I left for the scene 
of the murder,” related “Shao 
Kwangtung.” He said this in 
answer to the judge’s question as 
to what he and Yang did before 
9 p.m. on November 9. Yang was 
described as Chairman of the Tung 
Jen Association, a Chinese philan
thropic organization in Hongkew 
of which “Shao Kwangtung” was 
himself a member. The organiza
tion has been disbanded since the 
end of last year.

On November 7, last, related 
“Shao Kwangtung,’ he received a 
letter from Yang asking him to 
go to his (Yang’s) home for a 
meeting. He refused to do so. He 
did not see Yang until November 
9, between 7 and 8 p.m. when they 
met at the entrance to the Moon 
Palace Cabaret on North Szechuen 
Road. Yang was accompanied at 
the time by Jack, the Korean. 
“Shao Kwangtung,” then stated 
that he wanted to leave as he was 
afraid of Jack, having had a quar
rel with him previously. Yang 
however, detained him and asked 
him to go along with them. “Shao 
Kwangtung” then stated that he 
did not ask Yang why he wanted 
to kill the Japanese. Yang how
ever, told him that everything 
would be revealed to him later.

Ran After Shot Fired
A few minutes after this con

versation the three men proceeded 
down to Darroch Road. Yang led 
the way, followed by Jack, with 
“Shao .Kwangtung’’ bringing tip 
the rear. At an intersection of 
the street, related “Shao Kwang
tung,” Yang took out a pistol from 
his “Book.” The next thing the 
accused could remember was that 
ho heard a shot fired and the 
three men ran away in separate 
directions. Upon being quizzed 
“Shao Kwangtung” denied that he 
knew the victim nor the reason 
for the killing.

He admitted knowing Tseng 
Yuen, the informant and witness 
who alleged that he once tried to 
borrow some money from him 
offering the pistol identified to 
have been used in the murder as 
a security, but he denied that he 

i had ever tried to obtain a loan 
from Tseng.

Tseng’s Evidence
Tseng said that about the end 

of September of last year “Shao 
Kwangtung*’ or Yih approached 
him for a loan of £25. Failing to 
produce guarantors Yih gave him 
a pistol as a security. Tseng later 

I identified the pistol at the police 
station to be the one which Yih 

j used as a security and which was 
picked up by the police near the 
body of the murdered officer. 
Tseng told the court that he re
fused to lend money to Yih be
cause he thought that the pistol 
was a dangerous thing. Yih said 
that he had quarrelled with Tseng 

1 but Tseng denied same.
Yang Denies

Yang completely denied Yih’s 
allegations counter-charging the 

latter with trying to shift the re
sponsibility of the shooting to him. 
He said he knew Yih and Tseng 
when they were working with the 
China Navigation Company. He 
confessed that he had a book hol
lowed out in the centre to put a 
licenced pistol which he borrowed 
from a friend and which he had 
returned before the crime was 
committed.

Yang further stated that he had 
borrowed the licenced pistol from 
a Mr. Li, but he could not describe 
the weapon and could not remem
ber whether or not there any mark 
on it. Yang insisted that the 
book (“Practical Physics” bound in 
foreign style) produced in court 
was not his. The police contented 
that it was. Assistant Municipal 
Advocate Paul Ru said that at the 
police station Yang had stated that 
before hollowing out the centre of 
the book, he had marked the out
line of his pistol with a blue pen
cil. The blue pencil marks were 
seen in the book produced in court, 
but Yang said that he did not re
member the colour of his pencil.

K new Nothing
He denied that he had written 

a letter to Yih. He had never 
gone to the Moon Palace Cabaret. 
He did not know Jack. He did 
not murder any one. By order of 
the judge “Shao Kwangtung” re
peated his confession in the pre
sence of Yang, but he still denied 
everything saying Yih was trying 
to shift the responsibility to him.

Chang Tsai-yuan, a dancing 
' school proprietor, told the court 
that about 9 p.m. on November 
9 of last year he saw Jack, Yih 
and another man going from the 
Moon Palace Cabaret in a north
ern direction. About 20 minutes 
later, he said, he saw them re
turning hurriedly. It was when 
Jack was arrested by the Japan
ese authorities that he began to 
think of “Shao Kwangtung’s” 
implication in the crime.

Police Statements
Full particulars were given by 

the police regarding the circum
stances surrounding the crime 
and discoveries made afterwards. 
It was revealed that the shell of 
the bullet which caused the death 
of the Japanese officer was found 
about 509 feet from his body. 
The shell was picked up by a 
Japanese constable and proved to 
have been used in the murder. 
The officer died at the Japanese 
Marine Landing Party Hospital 
at 1 a.m. the next day. The +ime 
when the pistol was found was 
11.40 p.m.

The pistol was examined by 
firearms experts who testified 
after the crime that it had been 
used recently. The shell picked up 
was the one shot out from the 
pistol found near the body. There 
were no finger prints on the 
weapon because it had been rub
bed. The fact that the weapon 
was cleaned with oil before using 
made it difficult for the experts • 
to examine fingerprints.

The book hollowed out at the 
centre for the pistol to fit in was 
found on the floor near the bed 
in Yang’s home in Tongshan 
Road, where the police made a 
very careful search. Detective 
Sub-Inspector Crowther of the 
Dix well Road Station told the 
court that when Yang was 
brought to the station he at once i 
identified the book without even 
being asked to do so. Yang was 
also said to have confessed that 
the book was the one in which he 
hid his licenced pistol which he 
borrowed from his friend Mi. Li 
The licence was, however, can
celled in 1934.

/4A ~ O
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TIsiao Kwangtung ’ Tells 
Nakayama Case 'Inside ’

Japanese Lift Press 

Ben On Death Case; 

Newsmen “Catch Up”

The local and homesiide 
Japanese press ban against 
publication of news dealing with 
the Nakayama case was lifted 
yesterday and the occurrence 
sent Japanese newspapermen 
scrambling to catch up with the 
story and learn details of yes
terday’s sensational confession 
by “Hsiao Kwangtung.”

Unable to publish information 
ever since the arrest of twn 
suspects in the case, revealer! 
exclusively in The China Press 
more than a week ago, many a 
Japanese newspaperman had 
gotten behind-hand on develop
ments and spent a busy time 
yesterday learning all about the 
intricate connections of the story.

Local Japanese papers carry 
full details of the case this 
morning and the story wa« 
cabled liberally to Japan yes
terday.

Confesses Complicity In Murder 
But Says Yang Did Shooting
Sensational Revelations In Hongkew Slaying 

Made As Cabaret King Gives Story In Court;
Yang Denies Role; Motive Still Mystery

Yih Hai-sen, age 28, Cantonese, better known in 
police and cabaret circles as “Hsiao Kwangtung,” yester
day afternoon confessed to complicity in the murder on 
November 9, 1935, of Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama, 
of the Japanese Naval Landing Force.

The confession was made in open court before Judge 
Chien Hung-nieh, presiding, and Associate Judges Feng 
Shih-teh and Shaw Shih-feng. Under questioning by 
Judge Chien, Yih spoke for almost an hour and informed 
the court that while he had not fired the shot that killed 
Nakayama, Yang Wen-tao, 47-year-old shipping man of 
the China Navigation Company, was the actual murderer.

Even in face of Yihfs confession 
and subsequent evidence submitted 
by the prosecution to the effect that 
he had been on the scene of the 
crime and did 'own the gun that 
fired the death bullet, Yang re
mained absolutely unmoved. He 
flatly denied every allegation, every 
charge that was made against him, 
both by the police and ‘’Hsiao 
Kwangtung.”

Did Not Know Motive
Despite the confession, Yih de

clared that he did not know the 
motive fcr the crime, nor did he 
realize who had been killed until 
he heard about the affair next 
morning. Nor was any motive 
brought out by the police. Detec
tive Sub-Inspector Crowther, of the 
Dixwell Road Police Station, who 
has been handling the investigation 
for the S.M.P., told the court that 
the police are still investigating and 
are unable, at the present time, to 
advance the reason behind the 
slaying.

The court session started exactly 
at 2 p.m. The doors were opened 
to the public and almost half an 
hour before the Judges took their 
seats at the bench, the seats in the 
rear of the room were crowded with 
relatives of the two accused men.

Â group of Japanese naval offi
cers, wearing swords, and several 
Japanese enlisted men, occupied the 
front row of the spectator seats.

1 Police officers and other officials 
lined the sides of the rooms, most 
of them standing.

Charges Filed
Mr. Paul Ru, Assistant Municipal 

Advocate, announced at the outset 
that formal charges had been filed 
against Yih and Yang for the murd
er of Hideo Nakayama. A request 
for the release of Chen Yung-sen, 
age 23, who was arrested with Yang 
in Shïfiighal, was asked on the 
grounds that police had not been 
able, after exhaustive investigation, 
to obtain sufficient evidence against 
him to warrant a charge. The man 
was released.

Mr. Robert T. Bryan, Municipal 
Advocate, was present throughout 
the entire session, while officials cf 
the Government of Greater Shang
hai held a watching brief on the 
proceedings.

“Hsiao Kwangtung” made his 
confession following testimony 
given by Inspector Crowther and

ballistic and fingerprint experts 
from S.M.P. Crime Branch Head
quarters.

At the outset, Yih stated that his 
denials made to the court at the secret 
hearing on Monday were false and 
that he desired to tell the truth. 
He then confessed to complicity. He 
stated that at 7.30 p.m. on the night 
of November 9, Yang Yen-tao came 
to the Moon Palace Cabaret and 
stated that he was going out to kill 
a man and very much desired to 
have Yih come along and participate 
in the event.

Didn’t Like “Jack”
“Jack,” the mysterious Korean 

now* being held by the Japanese 
Consular Police, also was present, 
said Yih. “For that reason, I re
fused to go along.” stated the 
prisoner, “as ‘Jack’ and I were noc 
on good terms. Yang told me not 
to mind that but to come along 
anyway and he would take care of 
the Korean.”

Yih continued that the party 
started out about 8 p.m. He wem 
along, he said, but did not walk 
abreast of the other two. He 
stated that they arrived at the 
corner of Darroch and North Sze
chuen Roads about 9 p.m. By that 
time, he declared, he h-d walked 
past Yang and the Korean and was 
several feet ahead of them.

The man admitted that he saw a 
Japanese walking along Darroch 
Road, and then Yang and the 
Korean caught up with him. He 
states that he saw Yang take a green 
book from under his arm, open the 
book and take out a pistol. He 
continued that he saw Yang point 
the pistol toward someone and fire.

“I did not see who fell,” Yih con
tinued. “but I heard someone fall. 
I didn’t stop to look but fled as soon 
as Yang fired. I heard later that a 
Japanese marine named Nakayama 
had been shot.”

Yang Claims Police Frameup
Asked what he had to say about 

the confession, Yang flatly denied 
everything that Yih had said about 
him. He wasn't on the scene of the 
crime, he declared, nor was he at 
the Moon Palace Cabaret. He de
clared that he was a victim of a 
frameup by the police, and added 
that he did not own the green 
book in which the pistol was found, 
although it was found in his house 
on Tongshan Road.



Inspector Crowther was the first I 
to testify yesterday. He was on the 
stand for a few moments and re
cited some of the details connected 
witjjuthe time of the shooting and 
the Obsequent death of Nakayama.

Japanese Detective Constable No. 
83 testified that he found the cart
ridge case about eight feet from 
where Nakayama fell. Japanese 
Police Constable No. 61 took the 
stand and told of ‘finding the bullet 
about four feet from where 
Nakayama fell. Japanese Sub
Inspector Kanyusu, called as a 
witness, told of finding the murder 
pistol, an Italian manufactured au
tomatic, 509 feet from the murdered 
man’s body.

Book, Gun Markings Same
Sub-Inspector J. Dickson, of the ’ 

fingerprint division, was one of the 
star witnesses of the hearing. Ho 
testified that the book found in the 
home of Yang Wen-tao on Tongshau 
Road, had been brought to him for 
examination. The book was produced 
as evidence. It was a green bound 
volume on a scientific subject, 
printed in English. The pages of 
the interior of the book had been 
cut to fit the shape of a gun.

Inspector Dickson stated that the 
gun brought to him for examina
tion by those in charge of investiga
ting the case fitted the book. He 
said that he also took photographs 
of the markings of the gun and photo
graphs of the gun markings found

on the pages of the book. The 
markings were identical, he said.

Inspector Crowther was called 
back to the stand on two later 
occasions while other police officers 
connected with the case also testi
fied. The gist, of this testimony
shed considerable light on the me 
thods cf investigation used by the 
police in obtaining their evidence 
against the two accused.

The gun that was found near the 
body of Nakayama was definitely 
proven by ballistics experts. it was 
vtated. to have been the weapon I 
which fired the death bullet. This| 
proof had been obtained, it was- 
pointed out, by taking the gun to 

i the police arms section and making 
5 tests with unfired bullets. The 
weapon, which is of 32-caliber. w<?‘ 
fired in the test, a new bullet of 
the identical size and make of the 
bullet found near Nakayama’s body 
being used. The markings left on 
tire test bullet by the gun were 
identical with the markings on the 
death bullet, it was pointed. Photo
graphs were made of both bullets.

With the death weapon actually 
in their possession, the police had 
something tangible to work upon. 
The second important event that 
occurred was the appearance at the
Dixwell Station of Tseng Yuen, 
now one oi the star witnesses in: 
the case. He recognized the gun 
since its butt was stamped with 
the letters “P. B.”

Tseng appeared in court yesterday
and testified that last September, 
Yih Hai-sen had come to 
his place in Chapel and had 
asked for a loan. He refused the 
loan, he said, because he knew 
that Yih had no money and 
could not find guarantors. The wit
ness continued that Yih returned 
later, bringing a gun with him as 
security. The man wanted $25 ad
vanced on the’weapon. This, Tseng 
Yuen declared, he also refused and 
Yih took his departure. It was 
presumed by the police that Yih 
had borrowed the gun from Yang.

At the police station, Tseng was 
asked to pick out the gun from 
seven or eight other weapons which 
v?ere placed in a rack. The man made 
the identification immediately, it 
was brought out in court yesterday, 
and the gun he selected was the
death weapon.

! Another Star Witness
! Another star witness called yes
terday, and who contributed con
siderable* to the case of the pro
secution. was a former dancing 
school owner named Tseung Ziang. 
The man testified that he had once 
employed Yih as a dancing in

structor. He also knew “Jack,” 
the Korean, he said.

He continued that shortly before 
the murder of Nakayama, he saw 
Yih and “Jack” together with an
other man, turning onto Darroch 
Road from North Szechuen Road. ! 
Continuing, he declared that after 
reading about the killing of the 
Japanese naval man, he wondered 
whether or not Yih and the Korean 
had anything to do with it. The 
witness continued that the reason 
this supposition or thought arose 
in his mind was because he knew 
both Yih and the Korean to be 
loafers.

From this point, the police again 
took up the story. Through the 
evidence offered by Tseng Yuen, 
they commenced to shadow Yih. 
They found that before the slay
ing, the man had been very poor. 
After the murder, however, he sud
denly appeared to have come into 
mcnev and subsequently left town 
(or Tsingtao where he opened the 
Vienna. Cabo ret. it was pointed out. 

! It was further 'brought out that 
be had purchased the establish
ment. At the secret hearing held 
*;n Monday, Yih denied that the 
money he used was a reward for 
kitting Nakayama but that hr had
received it from his mother and his 
mistress.

Tn view of the man’s confession 
yesterday, no meat stress was plac
ed on the topic, although it
is expected that It will be brought 
up at the nex1 hearing, which is 
scheduled for Wednesday, May 8.

While it was made plain that Yih 
had been under suspicion imme
diately after Tseng Yuen had iden
tified the death gun at the Dixwell 
Station, the source of information 
that led to the arrest of Yang was 
not revealed. It is belirved. how
ever, to have come from the Korean 
who was the first man arrested in 
connection with the case.

Yih was aiTested in Tsingtao. it 
was definitely revealed yesterday', 
but the alleged irregularities by 
which the arrest was made were not 
mentioned. Yang and Chen were ar
rested on April 19, and brought be
fore the First Snpcial District Court 
on April fip. The following day, 
Yih was brought in from Tsingtao 
and taken before the court.

The book which was used as a 
gun container, was found in Yang’s 
residence. Police testimony yester
day was to the effect that when the > 
book was shown to Yang at the

station, he remarked that the book 1 
was his. 1

Yang’s Story Probed 1
Asked what he used the book for, 11 

police declared, he stated that he 1 
once kept it as a container for a 
“Demon” pistol which was licer .ed 
in the name of a man called Lee 
Moh. Police had examined the book 
to see whether or not the death wea- 

i pen fitted the cüt-out in the book 
center, and found that it did fit. It 

j was reasoned, however, that a “De
mon” might also fit.

Investigation into Yang’s allega
tions about a pistol licensed by Lee 
Moh was made and it was discover
ed that the man was telling the 
truth. They then attempted to 
fit a “Demon” pistol into the cut- 

|out and it failed to fit. Then, they

finally unearthed the Lee Moh pis
tol. which had been licensed tr 
another man. When it was 
brought in for a license a second 
time, the police had stamped it, 
hence it was easily recognizable. 
They attempted to fit this “Demon” 
into the cut-out, it was stated, but 
it also failed to fit.

After this inquiry had been com
pleted. police stated that they con
fronted Yang with their findings. 
They stated that then he flatly 
denied owing the be ok and contend
ed that the police were trying to 
frame him.

| Sub-Inspector Crowther was the 
last witness on the stand for the 
oolice yesterday afternoon, having 
been called back for the third time. 
Judge Chien wanted to know if the 
police had uncovered a motive and 
the inspector replied in the negative. 
The judge then wanted to know 
semething of Nakayama’s movements 
on November 9.

The officer stated that the 
police had investigated the 
man’s movements before he was 
killed. Nakayama left the Japanese

Naval Landing Party Barracks on 
Darroch Road about 12.30 p.m. on | 
November 9, he stated. The man * 
had special liberty since he was 
preparing to return to Japan, hay~j 
ing completed his tour of duty inf 
Shanghai. He visited several places 
and then returned to barracks.
went out again at 6.40 p.m. and up| 
to 8 p.m., his exact movements 
could not be ascertained.

About 8 p.m., the witness state# 
that Nakayama went to an estab
lishment frequented by members of
the Japanese Naval Landing Party. 
Judge Chien wanted to know what 
kind of an establishment. Inspec
tor Crowther replied that womeiv 
were kept in the place. He then ’ 
said that Nakayama engaged in' 
some “idle conversation” with a 
girl but didn’t remain long and ta-ob, 
nis leave. The man then went ’V 
another “establishment’' where he 
ronversed with another girl “who 
wanted him to stay the night.” He 
didn’t want to, the detective stated, 
and took his leave in about 10 minu
tes. He then walked toward Dar
roch Road and the barracks.

By the time the detective h.?4’; 
completed his. statements in regau d 
to Nakayama’s movements, it 
5 p.m. and court was adjourned.
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Yau* Will Face
C1 t X

Murder Charges D.
Two Suspects Accused 

Of Slaying Hideo

THIRD CANTONESE 
RELEASE ORDERED

First Public Hearing , 
Scheduled At Court I

This Afternoon ;
Charges ôf murder o. Warrant ’ 

Officer Hideo Nakayama of the • 
Japanese Nival Landing Force on J 
Danoch Read at 9 p.m. on Novem
ber 9, last year, were to be formally 1 
filed against Yang Wen-tao, 42- 
year-cla Cantonese employee of the t 
China Navigation Company, and t 
Yih Hai-sen, 28-ÿoar-old alleged 

'Hongkew underworld figure, better 
known as ‘’Shao Kwangtung,” when 
i hey laced a full court of the First 

i Special District Court at 2 o’clock 
this afternoon.

i Chen Yung-sen, 23, arrested on 
April 19 with Yang on Kungping 
Road in connection with the mur
der, alec- was to be arraigned be
fore the court—to be released. The 
legal department, which will con
duct the prosecution, decided to 
drop nim from the case as no 
evidence has been found against 
him.

FirSv Public Hearing
The session this afternoon was 

to- be the first public hearing. Con
sidering the investigations as con
cluded and the evidence sufficient 
tc demand a conviction, the pro
secution was not to ask for further 
sessions in camera, it is under
stood.

Sensational disclosure were ex
pected to be brought out during 
the session. The solid wall of of
ficial silence which guarded all of
ficial information concerning the 
case was to be removed at last. 
Circumstances leading to the arrest 
of the suspects, evidence collecting 
by officers to make the case against 
the two suspects and other impor
tant facts concerning the murder, 
which last November caused rumors 
of another “Shanghai War” and a 
huge exodus of residents from 
Chapei, Kiangwan and Woosung, 
were to be finally disclosed.

<Ru To Prosecute
Judge Chien Hung-nyieh was to 

preside over the hearing, assisted 
by Judges Shaw Shih-feng and 
Feng Shih-teh, who conducted the 
preliminary sessions the last two 
weeks. Assistant Municipal Advo
cate Paul Y. Ru, one of the most 
capable prosecutors in the S.M.C. 
legal department, was to handle 
the prosecution with Municipal 
Advocate Robert T. Bryan, jr„ 
holding a watching brief. At
torneys Wong Shih-tsung and Kuh 
Chao-chi were to appear for de
fense.

While the prosecution is known 
to have been preparing the case 
against the pair for the last few 
days, the defense has not been idle. 
Many important alibis were to be 
produced in the session this after
noon to substantiate the conten
tion that the accused were inno
cent. Many witnesses were expect
ed to be introduced into court to 
counter-act the two “star” wit
nesses of the prosecution, who 

during the last secret session de
finitely accused “Shao Kwangtung” 
of being owner of a pistol identical 
to the one used by the murderer. 
The prosecution also is expected to 
introduce fingerprints in their case 
against “Shao Kwangtung.”

Article 271 Invoked
Yang and Yih were to be formally 

charged under Section 1 of Article 
271 of the Chinese Criminal Code 
which reads:

“Whoever commits homicide shall 
be punished with death or with im
prisonment for life or loi’ not less 
than 10 years.’’

Six suspects were in all arrested 
by International Settlement police, 
the Japanese Consular Police and 
Public Safety Bureau offivers during 
the last two wreeks. Two of them 
were arrested in Tsingtao and four 
in Shanghai. With one of the 
three to be released in the First 
Special District Court this afternoon 
and two women, Mfs. Yih Lin-sz 
and Miss Chen K*wei-tseng, already 
released by the Bureau, only three 
are still held in connection with 
the murder. The third one is 
“Jack.” said to he a Korean. He 
is held by the Japanese Consular 
Police.
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“SECRECY”

SECRECY seems to have a 
peculiar virtue for the_Jap- 

anese. Unfortunately it may be 
takeiras'^cloak.for h regularities 
One case in point is the Japanese 
request for sessions in camera dur
ing the trial of certain Chinese 
suspects in connection with the 
murder of Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama on Darroch Road last 
November.

The case, it may be remem
bered, was one which for a while 
almost threatened local tranquility 
Last year. It was through the. 
adroit manner in which it was 
dealt with by the local Chinese 
authorities that an ugly crisis was 
averted. _ To the best of our 
knowledge it presented nothing, 
jextiaordinary which would dis- . 
tingujshJt from any other kind of 
murder. witL. which the world is 
onlx^too. familiar. - The only 
feature worth noting was that the 
victikn happened to be a Japanese 
and, what was even worse, that he 
as a Japanese was murdered on 
Chinese soil even though the 
tragedy^accurred almost under the. 
very. nose of. the Japanese . bar- 
^cks.lm.Hpngkew4Xld in a section, 
where_Jthe_ Chinese practically
exercise. nodirect4urisdiction.

Months passed. Nothing hap
pened. Then of a sudden a Chin
ese was brought to Shanghai from 
Tsingtao as the principal suspect 
in this instance of crime. Since 
then several other Chinese have 
been arrested and detained upon 
information, or to be more cor
rect, uponJth& request_of the Jap-. 
anese._ During the hearing of the 
principal prisoner at the bar 
no evidence, was.. produced _ to 
^ibstantiate...the charges brought 
against .him, and the Shanghai 
municipal jgolice advocates on 
duty had tn request the First 
Special District Court for an 
extension of . two weeks to 
£reparp__the case. Meantime the 
strictest secrecy is being main
tained as though the entire affair 
were fraught with the gravest 
consequences.

While we are in complete 
sympathy with the competent 
authorities in their effort to track 
down the criminal or criminals 
responsible fdl* the death of this 
Japanese officer, it cannot; be too 
strongly emphasized that , the 
UXiiLciple Qf law-must be. upheld 
by.Jhe__Gtoese oourt and xespect- 
£d bylàe .municipal pohce^nd the 
Japanese who look Jo it for legal 

. redres^-In. tha. Hrst place, the 
arrgstpf. the principal suspect In

- -thel. JapAuesfil Jhem: 
selves.Js^jahsplutely indefensible. 
TsjnxtaoriuT,hiuese. territory, and 
the exercise. .of^ÿudkiaL-aiithority 
is a„ rightJnhexmt .du tho / Chinese 
which no foreign nation al can 

usurps If the Japanese had been 
convinced of the guilt of the sus
pect, they would have been entitled 
to file the necessary information 
with the Chinese judicial police 
and ask for his apprehension 
Their direct action in contraven
tion of international law is most 
reprehensible and can be under
stood only in the light of a general 
disregard of Chinese authority on 
the part of the irresponsible 
Japanese.

Secondly, the trial of a 
murder suspect _demaiids no 
secrecy, ^specially when iit is re

moved completely from political 
complications or public morals. A 
Avar rant officer in the Japanese 
navy, if we may suggests does not 
Command sufficient significance t<t 

' dj^ryeJJie distinction _ of. being
jnurdered, nor does there seem 
to be any factor in the present 
case which borders on obscenity. 
The request for secrecy, except 
on the two possible grounds., 
which apparently do not exist, 

Js_ untenable. It should be re
fused if repeated again. The 
dignity of the court cannot be suf
fered to be trifled with for the
sake of a single alien individual or 
sheer vanity, neither can the cause 
of justice be more effectively 
served by a shroud of unwarrant
ed mystery. The only reason 
which one may advance fpr a IL

to constitute themselves into a ! 
riass^oyeg and aboyZliu^ I 
feridenl^^pL--Jthis^^communi tv. L 
JzVXrythingjiiust be different when * 
it£o*c<^^ Is.”
fjitently^n attitude loo ridieffiop^ 
tjaJiuaeriou^^ by. thri£
^tter^nformed compatriots. p

Finally, between the time of 
the arrest of the principal suspect 
and the time of hearing the 
Japanese must have had ample 
opportunity to prepare the evid
ence for a murder charge. In 
fee V the evidence must have or 
at least should have Epph gathered , 
m sufficient strength before they 
.would have felt__ justifiei in.
arreâing.lhe,„prisoner. After all, it 
is the Japanese whô are actually 
conducting the case of prosecution, 

• as far as the host of persons 
arrested is concerned. If the 
Japanese cannot supply the police 
advocates with adequate informa
tion, 
to.Jo^j^t^,admit_ [ack, of evidence 
before_the_, court and recomrpend 
th.e_£ricase~ ..of ihe . unfor.tuxiate . I

Th£dJapamese~M , i;
beyond the bound&mf..nmm:iety..nr | 
irécessity^ and the focal. police 
should.ITfiaiU-Timn becoming^ a 
pakte.io^j)dicy™Q^ ;
an early opportunity dissociate.

frorifiiction Jlkely^to hxing. 
discredit irnon. its.aiame---a^~4Jux>lL J 
as upon its ingenious authors. *
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,2 Women Arc» 
Released In 
Nakayama Case
Three Suspects Slated

To Appear At llear-
I iug Today
I Mr.-;. YuPh Lin, age 45, and Mi.^ 
I Chen Kwei-chen, age 28, cabaret 
I dancer, the two women w-ho were 
arrested at the Moon Palace Hotel 
on North Szechuen Road two weeks 
ago in connection with the slaying 
of Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama, 

■Japanese, were released Tuesday 
; evening, according to reports emana
ting from Chinese sources yesterday.

The two women, who were held at 
Bureau of Public Safety head
quarters in N'antao, have not yet put 
in their appearance in the Inter
national Settlement, it was learned 
last night. Nor was it passible to 

i obtain definite confirmation of their 
| release, although The China Press 
j informant declared that the reports 
i had come direct from official sources. 
I Mrs. Yueh Lin is the mother of 
; Yih Hai-sen. better known as “Shao 
' Kwangtung,” the principal of three 
: Cantonese now being held by Settle
ment authorities on suspicion of 

‘ having been connected with the
Nakayama slaying. Miss Chen is 
said to have been Yih’s mistress.

Yih Hai-sen and the two otnev 
alleged suspects, Yang Wen-tao, age 
42, and Chen Yung-sen, age 23, are 
scheduled to be brought before tn< 
First Special District Court today 
for further inquiry. This will be 
the third time that they have been 
before the tribunal since their 
arrest more than 10 days ago.

i They are still being held on writ 
I .of detention, no concrete charges
I i having been filed. Today’s session, 

: like the two preceding, will probably
be held behind closed doors, with 
newspapermen, relatives and specta-i

< tors barred from entering. Whether 
. ! or not the men will be charged to-
II day is not known.
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World Morning hews ) publishes the following articlei-

SENIOR S.I.P. OmCSR ALLEGED TO EE SUPPLYING 
IN FORMATION RE COURT PROCEEDINGS IN THE NAKAYAMA 

CASE.

Recently three Chinese were taken into custody by 
the International Settlement Police on suspicion of being 
concerned in the murder of the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
in November last. Fearing. that there might be pol ’ tioal 
complications, the case against the three suspects is heard 
in camera. However, after every secret hearing, a detailed 
report on the Court ’ roceedings vis published in the news
papers on the following day. In view of this, the Court 
at the joint hearing held on April 27 instructed every 
official of the Court not to disclose a word of the 
proceedings to thj public. Yet, the newspapers on the 
following day published detailed reports on the proceedings 
in the Court as usual. Most of the news items dealing with 
this case were given out by the Woo Jtwapg Zoe( if X'X'i) News 
Agency, No. 5 Dong T shun g Paung( ), Burkill Road. The
fact as to how the Woo Kwang Zoe News Agency has come to 
possess the detailed particulars of this case is a question 
of considerable interest to the public.

On April 27 the local newspapers published a report, 
purporting to emanate from the Woo Kwang Zoe News Agency, 

containing particulars relating to the suspects in the case. 
The beginning of the report states»- "The following are 
reliable particulars obtained by a reporter of the Woo Kwang 
Zoe News Agency from a senior Police officer in charge of 
the case.” The mention of "a senior Police officer” has 
attracted the attention of the Special Branch of the S.M.P.

At about 7 p.m. on April 28, a telephone message 
was received from a certain person asking the Woo Kwang 
JJoe to publish certain news items. The call was answered 
by Woo Soo Chung( ), manager of the news agency.
Shortly af terwards,'a foreign detective from the Special 
Branch, accompanied by an interpreter, called on Woo Soo 
Chung at the news agency. As there was no private room 
in the office, the two Police officials asked Woo Soo Chung 

to step outside the office for a talk which they said was 
secret. The Police officials first enquired of Woo about 
the name of this "senior Police officer”. In reply, Woo 
said» "He is a friend of mine and I am obliged to keep his 
name secret." The Police officials again put the 
following three questions to Woo »-

"(1) Are the relations of this ’senior Police 
officer4 with you direct or indirect?"

"(2) Does this ’senior Police officer’ prepare 
the news items beforehand and then hand them over to you 
for publication?"

"(3) la the supplying of the news a friendly 
gesture or do you pay for it?"

Woo replied that he knew the man indirectly and 
that the news was given to him verbally, being given as a 
friendly gesture.

After a lengthy interrogation, the two Police 
officials went back without having gained any further 
information.
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Lih Pao (Evening Edition)

Precautionary Measures to be Adopted in May

As there are many anniversaries in May, the 
Wooaung-Shanghai Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters, 
with a view to maintaining peace and order, recently held 
a meeting with the officials of the Public Safety Bureau, 
the Peace Preservation Corps and the Merchants Volunteer 
Corps and decided to adopt precautionary measures 
throughout the month of May. Steps will be adopted tp 
prevent unauthorized meetings, processions, strikes, etc.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers :-

EMERGENCY PRECAUTICITS IB THIS LOCALITY CANCELLED,

On April 28 the following proclamation was 
issued by the Headquarters of the Woosung-Shanghai 
Garrison Commise loner t-

"Owing to the outbreak of the student 
agitation and with the object of maintaining peace and 
order in the district, General Wu Teh Chen, the former 
Commissioner, on December 24, 1935, adopted precautionary 
measures. On December 26, a telegram was received from 
the Military Affairs Commission which directed the 
enforcement of emergency precautions in this locality 
and which appointed the Wocsung-Shanghai Garrison 
Commissioner as the officer to enforce the measure in 
the districts of Wocsung and Shanghai.

"In accordance with instructions received 
from the Military Affairs Commission which state that 
as the student agitation has subsided, the emergency 
precautions in Shanghai may be removed, the public is 
hereby notified that emergency precautions are cancelled 
from this date and that the duties of the officer enforcing 
the measure are at the same time relinquished."

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers*

THE MÛRI . R OF JAPANESE MARINE NAKAYAMA

In connection with the murder of the Japanese 
marine Hideo Nakayama, the Shanghai First Special District 
Court will continue the case at 2 p.m. to-day. It is 
not yet known as to whether or not the Police will 
frame charges against the three suspects named Yang Vung Tao 

), Zung Yoong Sung ( ) and Yih Hai Sung
Should tlay uo so, the Court will immediately 

open a joint hearing of the case or else it will conduct 
investigations. The Police may declare that they do 
not wish to charge these suspects if they consider they„ 
actually have committed no offence.

It is learned that, in the event of the Police 
regarding these suspects as being guilty of committing 
offensive acts, the lawyers, retained for the defence of 
these accused, are in possession of counter-evidences to 
prove the innocence of their clients.
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Lih Pao J-

TWO FEMALE SUSPECTS IN NAKAYAMA CAGE RELEASED ON 3ECURITY

In connection with the murder of Japanese 
marine Nakayama, two womeja named Yih Ling Sz H, ) and
Zung Kwei Tsung ( /pa )x) were recently arrested at the 
Moon Palace Hotel by officers of the Japanese Consular Police 
with the assistance of the Detective Branch of the Shanghai 
Public Safety Bureau on suspicion of having been involved in 
the case. They were detained at the Public Safety Bureau.

^,/Lfter repeated questioning and investigation by 
Wong Hwa ( * ), Chief of the 3rd Department of the Public
Safety Bureau, it was ascertained that the two females had 
not the slightest connection và th the murder case, and 
permission was sought from the Shanghai City Government for 
them to be released cn security.

It is row learned that the Bureau has received 
the required permission from the City Government, and the two 
innocent women were released yesterday afternoon after they 
had furnished the security.

The "Holies" News publishes the following editorial

"GU AR DIN G AGAINST THE CONMJNISTS"

The situation in North China, after a period of 
peacefulness, has become tense again. There is a. dispute 
about the question of "guarding against the Communists". We 
want to "guard against the Communists" ourselves, but our 
"friend nation" insists on "helping* us.

Really, there is nothing to argue a.bout. The 
authorities of North China are the persons responsible for 
"guarding against the Communists". Why should our "friend 
nation" worry? The object of our "friend nation" in helping 
us to "guard against the Communists" or even do it for us is 
known to everybody.

If rhe authorities of North China have in mind 
the rights of the nation, they should have refused such 
"courtesy" long ago. There is no need to carry on any 
discussion. Besides, the authorities of North China should 
see for themselves who are the "Communists" in North China for 
them to "guard against". It is true that Communists are 
active in Shansi; but -re not the Shansi authorities making 
every effort to guard against them and extirpate them? Are 
several hundreds of thousands of troops not sufficient or not 
strong enough to fight against the Communists?

The authorities of Hopei and Chahar neglect the 
enemy under their nose, and yet they pay such attention to 
Communists. And, what is more, the "Communists" they are 
guarding against are none others than some professors or 
teachers or the like. They want the professors of colleges and 
teachers of middle schools to make confessions. They order the 
teachers of primary schools to furnish shop securities. They 
ferbid young students to be patriotic. It is no wonder that 
our "friend nation" desires to help us in the matter of 
"guardirtg against the Communists".

In short, the so-called "guarding against the 
Communists" in North Chine is not the real object of either
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Pistol And Book Are Main 
Points In Police Case

Suspects In Nakayama Murder Mystery Will Face 
Court Again On Friday; Informants Claim 

Seeing One Man Near Scene Of Crime
Although the hearing of pre

liminary evidence against the 
three Chinese detained by the 
Municipal Police in connection 
with the murder of Hideo 
Nakayama, on November 9, was 
held behind locked doors on Mon
day, it has revealed that the

police are basing their charges 
against the accused on certain 
evidence supplied by informants 
and the possession of a. hollowed- 
out book and the pistol found at 
the scene of the crime. The re
quest of the police for a remand 
of two weeks was refused by 
Judge Shao, who presided at 
Monday’s hearing and the accused 
will again face the Court on Fii- 
day. i

The three Chinese accused are 
Yih Hai-sen, known as “Little 
Kuantung,” a Cantonese, Yang 
Wen-tao and Chen Yung-sen. 
They are charged with complicity 
in the murder of Hideo 
Nakayama, Japanese Warrant 
Officer attached to the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party. A fourth 
accused is in the hands of the 
Japanese Consular police and is 
said to be a Korean. One Chinese 
lawyer is being retained by the 
defence and the prosecution is in 
the hands of Mr, Paul Ru and 
Mr. R. T. Bryan, of the Muni
cipal Advocate’s Department.

The prosecution’s case is based 
chiefly on the evidence of two 
informants who gave preliminary 
testimony on Monday afternoon. 
According to their statements 
“Little Kuantung” was seen in 
the vicinity of the murder some 
time before the actual shooting 
took place and was later seen 
hurrying from the vicinity of 
Darroch Road, where the dead 
body of Nakayama was later dis
covered.

Pistol And Book |
One of the informants has also | 

identified the pistol found a short i 
distance from *he murdered man. ’ 
He claims that the weapon was 
one that “Little Kuantung” had 
some time previously offered as 
security for a loan which was 
subsequebtly repaid and the pistol i 
returned to its owner. In the | 
house of another of the accused | 
a book was discovered. The book | 
had been hollowed out in a shape 
to enable a pistol to be inserted. 
The pistol found near the murder
ed man exactly fitted this cavity, 
the police claim, and the mark
ings on the hook are identical 
with certain unusual markings on 
the pistol.

“Little Kuantung” is reported 
to be a well-known figure in the 
cabaret world of the Hongkew 
District and left Shanghai for 
Tsingtao some short time after 
the murder. He was arrested in 
the northern port by Japanese 
police officers and brought to 
Shanghai for trial.

So far no motive has been 
established for the crime, but it 
is believed that a political organ
ization is behind the killing 
which, at the time, threatened to 
cause a serious local situation, 
the Japanese adopting a deter
mined attitude over the shooting' 
of one of their nationals.
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I Nakayama €ase...

Suspects Facing 

Court On Friday

Two-Week Adjournment 
Re<juest Opposed 

By Defense

TESTIMONY BY TWO 
INFORMANTS HEARD

Shao Kwangtung Knows
! Jack; Denies Part 

In Crime
Yih Hai-sen, alias “Shao (little) 

. Kwangtung”, Yang Wen-iao, 42- 
year-old Cantonese employee of the 
China Navigation Company, and 
Chen Yung-sen, 23, will be arraig
ned before the First Special Dis
trict Court again on Friday after
noon in connection with the muraer 
of warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party on Darroch Road on Novem
ber 9, last year-

During that session, the legal 
department of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council is expected to formal
ly prefer charges of complicity in 
the murder. I: is permittee under 
the Chinese Law of Criminal Pro
cedure, however, for the prosecution 
to request for another adjournment 
for further investigation into the 
case. During yesterday’s session, 
presided by Judga Shaw Shih-feng, 
Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul 
Y. Ru, who is handling the prosecu
tion, had requested for a two-week 
adjournment for investigations but 
the judge, after listening to opposi
tion voiced by the defense counsel, 
allowed an adjournment until Fri
day afternoon.

Informants Testify
Testimony by two informants 

featured the preliminary session 
yesterday afternoon. The infor
mants art Chiang Tsai-yuan and 
Tseng Yuan. They all declared 
that “Shao Kwangtung’’ was 
directly connected with the murder 
of the Japanes officer.

The session, as expected, was 
held behind closed doors with 
police officers guarding the entrance 
to the court room which is located 
on the second floor. Only those 
direc<y connected with the case 
were allowed to attend. Mr. T- 
Y. Chang, secretary of the City I 
Government of Greater Shanghai, 

^held a watching brief during the( 
proceedings while Municipal Ad-i 
vocate Robert T. Bryan, Jr., also’ 
was present with his assistant, Mr. | 
Ru. Attorney Wcng Shih-tsung ap- 
Jreared for the “Shao Kwangtung” 
j while Attorney Kuh Tsao-chi ap- I 
, pcared for the two ether suspects, 
j Ru Asks Adjournment 
’ Promptly at 2 p.m., Judge Shaw 
1 started the hearing. The expect
ed full court was not required for 

jthe hearing as the prosecution had 
' not not preferred formal charges 
against the suspects. Accordingly 
Judge Shao questioned the suspects 
on their names, ages, birthplaces 
and their occupations. |

When these ic.nialities wers | 
over, Assistant Municipal Advocate. 

(Ru requested a two-week adjourn-! 
ment. He is reported to have told 
the court that the prosecution had 
already a strong case against the 
suspects but had decided to delay 
formal charges in order to allow 
further investigations.

Jack, Yih Accused
Deterring consideration of the 

application, Judge Shaw ordered 
(juc 01 the informants to the witness 
(Stand. After signing a bond pledg
ing to tell “truth and nothing btu 
the truth,” Chang Tsai-yuan de
clared that on the night of the 
murder. November 9, he saw Jack, 
the Korean suspect now held at 
the Japanese Consulate-General, 
Yih and another Chinese walking 
cut from the Moon Palace Hotel. 
Yih led the way and Jack and the 
other Chinese tollowed.

Few minutes later. Chang is re-. 
ported to have told the court, Na
kayama was killed on Darroch 
Road, He again observed the three 

t persons returning tt Moon Palace
Hotel in excitement. Because of 

j their nervousness and the circum- 
’ stances, he believes that they are 
the ones who killed Nakayama, ft 
could not be ascertained if Chang 
is cr was an employee of the Moon 
Palace Hotel as press representatives 
were not allowed in the courtroom 
or to communicate with the wit
nesses when the hearing was con
cluded. The witnesses left the 
court after the session uncer escort 
of Japanese detectives.

Money-Lender Testifies
Tseng Yuan, who is believed to be 

one of the star witnesses of the pro
secution and whose information to 
the police is said to be responsible 
for “bhao Kwangtung’s” arrest, then 
took the witness stand. He declar
ed that until last September or 
October, Yih was very poor.

Yih went to him for a loan as 
he operates a “Poor People Finance 
Corporation.” The amount asked 
was some $20. Tseng refused be
cause Yih was unable t: produce 
a guarantor. Yih is alleged 
to have suggested that he might 
use his pistol as security. The pistol 
was shown him and it was later he 
told the officers that the weapon 
was identical to the one found 
near the body of Nakayama. Tsertg 
added that he had refused the 
loan and rejected the idea of 
taking the pistol as a security.

“Shao Kwangtung” Denies
“Shao Kwangtung” is understood 

to have emphatically denied the 
charges. He admitted that he was 
poor last year but became even 
“wealthier than the money-lender.” 
He declared that his “woman” got 
a fortune while working as a taxi- 
dancer. He denied having ap
proached Tseng for a loan or sug
gested to use a pistol as security. 
“I have no pistols,” he said.

Yih admitted that he knows 
Jack, the Korean. Frevious’y, he 
told the court, Jack had attempt
ed to borrow $50 from him and he 
refused. They had a fight and two 
enemies could not have jointly 
worked on such a case, he argued 
to refute the allegations made by. 
the first witness.

Others Also Deny
Two the other suspects also de

nied and complicity in the murder. 
Yang admitted that once he had 
borrowed a pistol from his friend 
in 1933. He denied that the book 
hollow’ed out in the center to fit 
a pistol of the type found near 
the bedy of Nakayama was his pro
perty. “Every Cantonese in Hong- 
kew knows I am a gcod man,” he 
declared.

Chen said that he is but a tea- 
■ boy employed in the “Tung Jen 
• Hsih Kwei ” a philanthrcp c or
ganization operated by Yang but 
the organization of which was not 
approved by the Bureau of Social 
Affairs. He also denied any part 
in the shooting of the Japanese 
officer.

Adjournment Opposed
It was 3.45 p.m. when the ques

tioning of the third suspect was 
completed. Attorney Kuh rose to 
register his opposition against the 
two-week adjournment, declaring 
that his clients, Yang and Chen, 
are innocent and had not e.en 
been involved in the testimony by 
the two wittnesses. He asked for a 
shorter adjournment in the inter
ests of the arrested men.

After some deliberation, Judge 
Shaw adjourned the hearing until 
Friday afternoon. The court re
cords were read aloud to the sus
pects who, with three trunks of 
exhibits, later were sent back 
to the police station in a wagon 
under an armed escort.
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No Charges 
Filed After 
N a kayama 
Case Hearing
Sufficient Evidence To 

Bring Allegations
Against 3 Lacking

COURT ALLOII S
2 MORE WEEKS

1 Prisoner Cries, 2 
Others Buoyant At

Secret Session
The Shanghai Municipal Police 

and the Japanese authorities have 
two more weeks in which to frame 
a case against Yih Hai-sen, better 
known as “Shao Kwangtung/’ and 
his two companions now being 
held in connection with the 
murder of Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama. Japanese, on November 
9 of last year.

Contrary to reports, no charges 
were brought against the trio when 
they were brought before the 
First Special District Court yester
day afternoon. Although the ses
sion was held behind closed doors, 
a China Press reporter was in
formed at the conclusion of the 
proceedings that insufficient evi
dence caused the prosecution to 
ask for two more weeks of grace in 
which to continue the investiga
tion.

The request was granted, but it 
is understood that if definite 
charges of complicity or the actual 
murder of Nakayama are not filed 
by that time, the three men will 
be given their liberty. Thus far, all 
the evidence that has been pre
sented to the court against the two 
has proven purely circumstantial 
it was stated, and considerable in- ; 
formation of a more definite na~ : 
ture is required before actual ■ 
charges can be brought.

Lengthy Remands Rare
Action of the court in allowing 

another two weeks delay for the 
purposes of police investigation is 
almost unprecedented. Under Chin
ese Criminal Law, a man must be 
brought before the court within 24 
hours after his arrest. In the 
event that there is a question or 
doubt concerning a man’s guilt, it 
is customary for the police to asfc 
that he be detained on a writ cl 
detention for one weex. There 
have been instances in which a two 
weeks’ writ of detention was 
granted, but even these have been 
rare.

Yesterday afternoon’s hearing 
started promptly at 2 p.m. The 
three prisoners were brought to 
court in a police van and escorted 
up two flights of stairs to Court 

No. 1 where three judges—Judge 
Chien Hung-nieh presiding, and 
Judges Feng Shih-teh and Shaw 
Shih-feng assisting—were seated to 
listen to the case.

Each prisoner was hand-cuffed 
and each was under guard of two 
Japanese policemen, one on each 
side of each man. Japanese and 
foreign detectives and police 

officers brought up the rear of the 
procession. Municipal Advocate Ro
bert T. Bryan, Jr., entered the 
court with Assistant Advocate 
Paul Y. Ru. Inspector Thomas 
Dixon, of the fingerprint division 
of the S.M.P., was among those 
who entered the courtroom but 
shortly after the proceedings start
ed, he was told that he would not 
be questioned and that hence, his 
services would not be required. He 
left the court.

Attorney Refused Admittance
Two judicial police stood guard 

over the entrance to the courtroom, 
and refused to allow anyone, who 
was not directly connected with 
the case, to enter. Mr. Wong Tse- 
tung, attorney for “Shao Kwang
tung,'’ arrived a trifle late and the 
guards refused to admit him. He 
was forced to walk down the two 
flight of steps in order to find a 
police officer who could identify 
him. Mr. Wong remained until 
about 3 o’clock and then left while 
the proceedings were still under
way. He refused to talk to news
paperman.

Shortly after the case got under- 
‘ way, the stairway and landing on 

the third floor of the court build
ing was crowded with reporters and 
relatives of the three prisoners. 
The relatives were ordered to go 
back downstairs. They complied 
with the order and gathered in the 
compound. Members of the Kwang
tung Guild arrived on the scene 
later and by 4 p.m., when the pro
ceedings came to an end, the 
compound was crowded with per
sons interested in the case.

The three men were led out of 
the courtroom, escorted by their 
Japanese guards into ‘the com
pound and taken to the distribut
ing office. One of the prisoners, 
Yang Wen-tao, age 42, employee of 
the Chinu Navigation Company, 
was crying bitterly, while stocky 
“Shao Kwangtung” and his third 
companion, Chen Yung-sen, age 
23, seemed to have borne up rather 
well under the ordeal.

A foreign detective from the 
Dixwell Road Station was in charge 
of the entire party. He took es
pecial pains to guard the charge 
sheet, which outlined the reasons 
for the writ of detention, from 
prying eyes of newspapermen, and 
after customary court routine had 
been dispensed with, took it back ■ 
to the station.

Police Hold Crowd Back
In the meantime, the crowd 

the court compound had 
creased with persons anxious
cateh a glimpse of the three men.i 
Police held the crowd back as the 
prisoners were loaded into the van.

to

Two of the men, “Shao Kwang
tung” and Yang Wen-tao, were 
taken to the Central Station and 
locked up while the youthful Chen 
went to Dixwell.

■ While Judge Chien found time ( 
1 to question the prisoners yesterday,

most of tne two*-nour session wa.r> 
taken up with a lengthy speech by 
Assistant Municipal Advocate Ru. 
Although neither he nor Mr. 
Bryan would give any inkling te 
the press as to what had been said, 
information leaked out of the 
courtroom to the effect that what 
he actually did w’as to try and 
build up a case against the pri
soners.

He pointed out that the informer 
Cheng had told the authorities 
that on the night of November 9. 
he had seen “Shao Kwangtung’ 
toge her with “jack,’’ the Korean, 
now in the hands of the Japanese 
Consular authorities, and one of 
the other prisoners engaged in con
versation in front of the Moor- 
Palace Cabaret on North Szechuen 
load, a China Press reporter 
was told.

Mr. Ru continued, it was stated, 
that the man Cheng told the 
authorities that he had seen the 
;rio depart down the street, ap-. 
parently going toward the Dixwell 
Road area. Nakayama, it was: 
pointed out. was killed in that dis
trict on Darroch Road.

Cheng, according to the attorney,? 
also informed the authorities that j 
he had seen the men return some | 
time later and that while they did j 
not appear to be excited, they were 
in something of a hurry. Clieng is j 
alleged to have declared that at | 
the time, he placed no particular 
significance to the actions of the 
three men but that when he heard 
about the Nakayama shooting, his 
suspicious were aroused.

Not Enough Evidence
A China Press reporter was 

told that Mr. Ru continued with a 
long discourse on the pistol found 
near Nakayama’s body and the 
subsequent linking it up with 
“Shao Kwangtung” and the 
Korean, Mr. Wong, attorney for 
“Shao Kwangtung,’’ interrupted 
and declared that the outline Mr. 
Ru had presented was not suffi
cient on which to base a charge of 
murder. The eventual result ot 
this request is that the court must 
have agreed since two weeks grace 
was asked for further investigation.

The motive for the crime, ac
cording to information obtained by
The China Press reporter, was 
a quarrel between the Korean and 
Nakayama over a girl. It is alleg
ed that on the night of November 
9, the Korean and “Shao Kwang
tung,” together with another ot 

the prisoners, followed Nakayama 
to Darroch Road. The Korean was 
in possession of the pistol, it is 
stated, and handed it over to 
“Shao” who is alleged to have did

in, the actual shooting. After this, it 
I ' is alleged that they returned to the 

; Moon Palace Cabaret and that 
“Shao Kwangtung” left Shanghai 
shortly thereafter for Tsingtao.

The man returned to Shanghai



in December in order to take a 
number of dancing girls to Tsing- 
tao where he had established a 
dance hall known as the Vienna 
Cafe. It is declared that he re
turned to Shanghai again in 
February and spent several even
ings at the Yangtsze Cabaret, and 
then went back to Tsingtao.

Japanese Conduct Probe
Investigation into the affair wat 

conducted by Sub-Inspector Nagac 
Nakamura, of the S.M.P.. assisted 
by Detective M. Hara. According 
to reports. Nakamura went tc 
Tsingtao, located “Shao Kwang
tung” and returned to Shanghai 

, and asked for necessary papers for 
his handing over to the Shanghai 
luthorities. The First Special Dis
trict Court issued extradition pa
pers, under the belief, it is stated 
that the man had alreadj' been ar
rested.

Back in Tsingtao, Nakamura 
presented the papers to the Tsing
tao Bureau of Public Safety, it 1: 
declared Since the man had not 
been svr ted, no action could be 
taken on an extradition warrant, 
and Nakamura took the matter up 
before the Japanese Consular 
Police, who, it is stated, made the 
arrest. This action resulted in a 
pro'est being filed by General Han 
Fu-chu, Chairman of the Shantung 
Provincial Government, against the 
irregularity in connection with the 
arrest. He has also requested the 

First Special District Court to 
make an investigation.

The other two men were arrest
ed on Tongshan Road in the Inter
national Settlement on the night 
of April 19. Two women, arrested 
at the Moon Palace Cabaret in 
connection with the case, are still 
n the hands of the Chinese author
ties.

All three of the prisoners have 
flatly denied having had anything 
to do with the murder. “Shao 
Kwangtung*’ has explained that 
the money he was spending, and 
which the authorities maintain 
was given him for the slaying, 
came from his mother, who is one 
of the women now being held in 
Nantao. It was with this money, 
he is said to have told the court, 
that he opened the Vienna Cafe in 
Tsingtao.

The Kwangtung Native Guild 
has started an agitation against 
the arrest of Yang Wen-tao, who 
is said to be a highly respected 
man. It is stated that his name 
was involved by a nephew who 
bore a grudge against him.
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Ta Kung Pao and oth^r local newspapers!

THE LUBDL-. OF JAPANESE MARINE NAKAYAMA

In connection with the murder of the Japanese 
marine Nakayama, the Shanghai Municipal Police was 
scheduled to charge the three suspects named Yang Vung Tao (av ^L), Zung Yung Sung ).and Yih Hai Sung

alias Siao kwangtung ( $ 5K ) with homicide
yesterday. Therefore, the First Special District Court 
decided to open a. joint hearing of the case "before Chien 
Hung Nieh « 1'A t ) , Chief of the Criminal Division, and 
Judges Feng Sze Teh (£1 £ “(jg. ) and Siao Sih Fun T % ) 
and appointed lawyer Vai Kong ( ) to act in the
defence of the three accused. As the Police had not yet 
completed investigations in the case, the Legal Department 
of the Council on the morning of April 27 notified the 
Court of the intented extension of the period for the 
investigations. The Court then notified lawyer Vai 
Kong by telephone that he need not attend the investigation 
of the case during the afternoon.

Yester£*rp afternoon, Judge Siao Sih Fun held an 
investigation into the case in the No.l Courtroom of the 
Criminal Division. Chang Ding Yung X $ ) and Wong 
Hwa (X ), representatives of the Shanghai City Government 
and the Public Safety Bureau respectively, attended as 
side-hearers. At about 1 p.m. several Chinese, Japanese 
and foreign detectives and policemen escorted the three 
suspects to the Court. As a precautionary measure, the 
Court detailed sore Chinese and foreign judicial policemen 
to maintain peace and order at the Courtroom. The 
situation was so grave and secret that only the Municipal 
Advocates of the S.l .P. and several Police officers connected 
with the case were present.

At 2 p.m. Judge Siao in company with his clerk 
attended the hearing. Messrs. Bryan and Paul Ru, Municipal 
Advocates, were present. Laborer Van Kong, fearing a 
misunderstanding, arrived at the Court at the fixed time 
but withdrew after Judge Siao had given an explanation. 
Witnesses Tseng Yuan < yg ) and Chang Zai Yuan (j& I)* )
then reported present. Judge Sia.o then ordered that
the three accused be brought up for investigations.

Wong Sz Chung ), a lawyer retained by the
family of Yih Hai Sung on Yih’s defence, suddenly arrived 
but was prevented from entering the Courtroom by the Judicial 
Police. After giving an explanation that he had come to 
defend the accused Yih Hai Sung, however, he was permitted 
to enter the Courtroom. Kuh Chao Chi ), the
lawyer retained by the accused Yang and Zung, came later.

After Judge Siao had interrogated the three 
suspects regarding their ages and native places, Paul Ru, 
Assistant Municipal Advocate, made the following reports- 

"The evidence obtained during investigations 
conducted by the Police in connection with this case has 
been very definite. As a matter of fact, we can frame 
charges against them to-day, but with a view to perfecting 
the case, we request the Court to remand the case again for 
two more weeks so as to enable the Police to make further 
detailed investigations into the case.”
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The Judge then called in the witness Chang Zai 
Yuan, #10 made the following statement:-

"In the middle of the night of November 9 last 
year, I saw Siao Kwangtung (pointing at Yih Hai Sung) in 
the Moon Palace Hotel (H0) , North Szechuen Road. 
Siao Kwangtung, a Korean named Chi Kuh (tf & ) and another 
one whose name is unknown to me left the Moon Palace 
Hotel. Siao Kwangtung walked out first while the Korean 
and the other Chinese followed behind. Several minutes 
later, a Japanese marine was reported to have murdered 
on Darroch Road. Shortly afterwards, Siao Kwangtung
and two others came back together and they seemed very 
flustered. For this reason, I thought that they are 
concerned with the murder case of the Japanese ma.rine.”

Witness Tseng Yuan made the following statement 
"I am a money lender in a small way by profession. 

Siao Kwangtung (pointing at Yih Hai Sung) who was very 
poor,aasked me for a loan of about $30. I refused to
issue^loan to him under the pretext that the loan could 
not be granted unless he provided a guarantor. Later, 
Siao Kwangtung told me that he could find no one to act 
as his guarantor but that he hod a pistol to offer as 
mortgage. I refused to take his pistol as a mortgage.”

On being questioned by Judge Siao the accused 
made the following statements:-

Yih Hai Sung:- "Although I was poor before, 
I had more money than Tseng Yuan. Later, I became still 
more wealthy because my paramour earned ft. 
lot of money through dancing, I never borrowed any 
money from Tseng Yuan, nor did I give him any pistol as 
security. I know the Korean named Chi Kuh. We
fought once because I refused to lend him $50. He did not
give me any pistol. I am absolutely innocent in 
regard to the killing of the Japanese marine.”

Yang Vung Tao:- "I am the organizer of the 
Doong Zung Association ( w £). It is a philanthropic 
organization. Most of the residents of Hongkew district 
know that I am a good man. In the 22nd year of the 
Republic of China (19ë3) I borrowed a pistol from a friend. 
It was neither a "P.B,” brand pistol nor the one found by 
the Police. The pistol was returned to my friend in 
the ftamc year as I borrowed it. The Chinese book with 
the centre hollowed out, now produced by the Police as an 
exhibit, does not belong to me. Fonnerly I had a book 
hollowed out in the centre for the purpose of keeping a 
pistol in it, but that book was in English. The reason 
for my doing so was to prevent the children from tampering 
with the pistol; I had no unlawful intention. I know 
nothing about the killing of the Japanese marine."

Zung Yung Sung:- "I am employed as a servant 
in the Doong Zung Association. I do not know #iether 
Mr. Yang (Yang Vung Tao) has a pistol. I know nothing 
about the killing of the Japanese marine. the

At this point, 3.45 p.m., in view of .investigations 
not having been completed by the Police, Judge Siao considered 
a further remand was required. Kuh Chao Chi, lawyer 
for the defence, then requested the Court to grant as short 
a remind as possible, as the accused have already been 
detained for a long period while the Police are unable to 
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produce sufficient evidence to prove that the accused 
are connected with the crime. The case was remanded till 

2 p.m. on Friday, May 1.
After the order for the remand was given, lawyer 

Kuh Chao Chi asked for permission to read the statements 
of the accused. The statements were read over by 
Court clerk Ting to the lawyer, after which the Judge 
retired. The three suspects were escorted by Chinese, 
Japanese and foreign detectives and policemen back to 

the Central Police Station for detention together with 
the leather case and other articles which were seized as 
evidences.

Sin Wan Pao publishes the following letter dated April 27 
from the Bureau of Sociel Affairsx-

"In connection with the killing of Japanese 
marine Nakayama, to-day’s newspapers publish reports to 
the effect that Yang Vung Tao is the director of the Poong
Zoong Association and that a "registration certificate 
issued by the Bureau of Social Affairs” or a "certificate 
of permission for registration" in respect of the said 
Poong Zung Association has been found by the Police.

"Our records show that Yang Vung Tao was the 
organizer of a Hoong Zung Mutual Aid Society ( 'z
This society was ordered by this Bureau on March Ï9, 1935

to be disorganized and the registration certificate for 
the society has been returned to the Bureau.

"As regards the Poong Zung Association, this 
Bureau addressed a letter on March 12, 1935 to the local 
Tangpu requesting them to give this organization their 
attention. A letter (No.4167) dated March 27, 1935, 
was received from the Tangpu in reply to this stating that 
the Association had been notified to the effect that its
existence is not permitted by the authorities.

"As the reports in the papers vary from the 
facts, this Bureau requests that you rectify them."

Eastern Times (Hsuchow telegram)»

A "CERTAIN NATION" SMUGGLES G00P3 INTO THE INTERIOR

Smuggled ^cods of a "certain nation" have been 
transported as much as possible into the interior. 
Recently, a large number of merchants of a. "certain nation" 
came to Hsuchow and other ci ties to dispose of these smuggled 
goods.

At noon April 27, Takahashi and 5 others arrived 
at Hsuchow from Tientsin, while Kim Myung Sub )
and 2 cither Koreans reached here in the evening of April 26 
to make necessary arrangements with the various piece 
goods hongs.

On the morning of April 26 Okamune (?) and 4 
others arrived here from Tientsin on their way to Honan, 
Shense, Kiangsu and Anhwei provinces where they will 
dispose of the smuggled goods.
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Apparent Lack Of MotiveFor 
Murder Puzzles Police

Three Accused IaJ^akay.ama.C.ase_Appear In Fresh 
Hearing Behind Guard Doors; Adjournment 

For Fortnight; No Charge Yet Laid
i With armed police barring- the 
! entrance to the court-room, per- 
: mitting only prisoners, police 
officers and counsel to pa^s, the 
three Chinese held in connection 
with the Nakayama murder case, 
appeared before District Court 
judges for further in camera 
proceedings yesterday.

It is now known, from an 
authoritative source, that no 
charge has yet been definitely laid 
against any of the men, who re
main held upon a writ of deten
tion.

Police are hampered, it is 
understood, by the apparent lack

[ of motive for the crime, and it is • 
| believed that yesterday’s hearing, ! 
j taking the form of a preliminary 
investigation, terminated with a 
police request for an adjournment 
for a fortnight to enable them to 
pursue further lines of inquiry.

This, it is also believed, was 
granted.

Yih Hai-sen, one of the three 
j held, is being represented by Mr. 
Wang Shih-chung, who told “The 
Shanghai Times” that nothing 
important transpired during the 
hearing yesterday.

Alleged Identification
One witness, however is report

ed to have identified Yih as one 
of a group of three men whom 
he saw walking along North Sze- 
chuen Road in a northerly direc
tion on the night of November 
9 last year and whom he saw re
turning hurriedly some little time 
later. He did not, however, hear 
any shot fired.

The precincts of the District 
Court were crowded during the 
period of the hearing, many 
relatives and friends of the ar
rested men being present. 
They were not allowed to ap
proach when the accused were 

j brought down to be I'eturned to 
cells in the “Black Maria.”

Yih Hai-sen was attired in a 
black tunic with yellow trousers 
and Chinese shoes. The other two 
were black overcoats and foreign- 
style shoes.
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Officialdom Lifts Press Ban
,    ——«

On Udopia’s Crown Mystery;
Pours Out Heart To Reporter

Authorities Break All Records By Issuing Two 
Sentences In Two Days On Burning Question;

Newsman To Padded Cell After Interview
rT''HE padded cell in the men’s ward of the Municipal Mental 

Hospital is today occupied by a representative of the Chapei 
Afternoon Post-Press-Times-News. He was taken with a violent 
seizure in the editorial offices late yesterday and was rushed to 
hospital in an ambulance, guarded by a squad of officers. He 
is under observation and is reported to be a little quieter, but 
physicians have not yet ascertained 
the exact nature of or cause for his 
aberations.

He had been typing rapidly at 
his machine just before the attack 
and several sheets of copy were left 
scattered on his desk. The uncom 
pleted story follows:

Statement Issued
JJLhave nothing to say regarding 

the.... matterjL General Percival
Ricardo Heinrich Chclmondeley- 
£ alesky, X.O.B., C.O.D., A.D.C., 
A.A.A., P.H.D., S.M.C., commissioner 

of the Bureau of Inter
national Inquiry into 
Political Incidents in 
the Internationl Set

tlement of the Greater 
Concession of Shanghai, 
declared to a repre
sentative (bought and

paid for) cf the Chapei Afternoon 
Fost-Press-Times-News, then que? 
tioned this morning regarding the 
mystery of the missing crown of 
the Kingdom Of Udopia, reported 
to have been stolen from the local 
Udopian Embassy by a beautiful 
American girl named F. Ritz.

“Is it true, General P.R.H.C. S.. 
that the girl has been located 
the Municipal Dog Kennels 
Gordon Road Police Station?” 
was asked.

“H’m,” said the commissioner. 
Is the girl’s name Ritz, or is 

Ztir? If Ztir is she in stir?”
‘Never heard oftzir,” the com

missioner barked.
In The Soup

‘Can you tell me if the missing
crown of the Kingdom of Udopia, 
sought so frantically by King 
Konrad, is being used for a soup 
tureen in the officers’ mess of the 
Russian Regiment, S.V.C.?”

“Hrummp,” the commissioner 
gargled.

“Can ycu tell me, then, if the 
Udopian Embassy has lodged a 
charge of grand larceny against 
Miss Ritz, or Tzir?” 
t“Never heard of it.”.
’“Is tHere a Udopian Embassy in 

Shanghai?”
_ “I don’t know.” 
"^WhcreTs Udopia?” 

‘XiayeUie._recoias..hl. tile -file?
. tat .I_çertainl£_can- 

aot ,.a.!lgK_.Lte see
Rdyate^g^raphx bsota.”

“Can you tell me nothing about 
this case?”

in 
at 
he

it

“I didn’t know there was any 
Æisiær*'———

“It’s been in the newspapers for 
days.”

“Never read the newspapers.” , 
Brains Puzzled

“It’s been in your private files 
for weeks.’’

7m?ver„ read mi. private files.”
“I understand that officers have 

been puzzling their brains for weeks 
on this mystery, commissioner.’’

“Young man, officers of this de
partment never puzzle their brains. 
I don’t know anything. Besides, 
there is a clause in my contract 
which forbids me to give out any 
information whatsoever regarding 
anything that has any interest, 
directly or indirectly, to the public 
and the taxpayers of this city who 
employ me at. a whacking fine 
.salary t& keep secrets, from the 
newspapers. .If you want to con
tinue being a pest, go and obtain 
your information 
from the PAess 
formation Office 
the I.S.G.C.S,”

“But the Press
formation Officers of 
the IB.G.CjS. also 
have similar contracts 
forbidding them to 
give out any information.”

“H’rummph. Good day.”
Cakes And Crowns

Mr. X. Y. Nip, of Nip & 
private investigators, did not 
anything either about the 
when interviewed.

“What the public doesn’t
won’t hurt it,” Mr. Nip said. “Let 
them eat cake. You can’t have 
your cake and eat it too.”

“Was there a well-organized plot 
engineered by the Udopian 
Embassy to steal the crown back 
from Miss Ritz?” he was asked.

“The company submitted,” Mr. 
Nip said, lighting a cigar, “that it 
had effected all possible economies 
in construction and operation, con
sistent with good service, but that 
the net returns were inadequate, 
and under the conditions then 
existing were likely to remain so. 
It was stated that the net return 
on the capital invested was in 1934 
equivalent to 6.13 per cent and that 
in order to increase this figure to 
10 per cent it was estimated that 
an overall increase in gress re
venues amounting to 22.89 per cent.

In- 
of

In-

Tuck, 
know 
case,

know

/

was reouired. To achieve this it 
was....”

To The Point
“Is there any verification of the 

rumor that Miss Ritz has com
mitted suicide, Mr. Nip?”

That’s all _I have.to say onLhe 
subject. But don’t quote me.”

Mr7 ' Tîrîc ~ 'Uohn ’ Tlerre Fritz 
Pedro Dmitri Phillpot. chairman of 
the Municipal House of Deputies of 
the I.S.G.CJS., said, in answer to an 
inquiry regarding the inquiry: “I 
am in favor of giving the. widest 

.publicity municipal 
activities, as Tstated- in my pre- 
MbSimi statement to voters. Good 
.^ternoon,”

A ricsha coolie, Yang Yang yang. 
P.M.A.A., suspected of having seen 
a foreign woman riding in a tram- 
car carrying golden crown on the 
night of November 9, 1935, was 
located by a fluke. “No can talkee 
Ingrish,” the coolie said. “No 
quotee my/’_

~ Quotes Filed Off
A significant factor in this case 

is that on all office typ, writers in 
muniçipai "biKces, the qüotatfôfi" 
mark keys have been filed off .by an 
engineer of the Public Labors 
Bureau.

When questioned by a representa
tive of the Chapei Afternoon Post- 
Press-Tirqes-News this morning, a 
representative of the Chapei 
Afternoon Post-Press-Times-News 
said, “-Pardon me for breathing 
municipal air, but I am a repre
sentative of the Chapei Aftemcon 
Post - Press - Times - News. Please 
don’t quote me,, hut spblTT^ hame
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MYSTERY:SËCRËCYfSILENCE!
High Officials In Daily 
Conference Over Strange 
Murder Of W.O. Nakayama

Three Chinese Closely Guarded As Suspects; Korean 
Believed Involved; But British, Japanese, Chinese 
Authorities Enforce Strict Ban On Developments

WHAT WAS BEHIND BRUTAL KILLING OF 
JAPANESE OFFICER ON NOVEMBER 9?

The Press, public and even police, outside a select inner 
circle, are to-day asking what was behind the brutal killing 
of Hideo Nakayama, Japanese Warrant Officer attached to 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party, on Darroch Road on 
the night of November 9, last year.

It is freely asserted that a political motive was behind 
the murder.

The police neither deny nor confirm this. But what- 
i eVer the motive, whatever the circumstances surrounding 
the crime, they are obviously of sufficient gravity to have 
prompted an official silence and a press ban the like of which 
has not been hitherto encountered locally.

Who killed Nkkayama and why?
The victim w’as shot dead from I crime was committed as the result 

i behind by an unknown assassin or I of a quarrel, for the purpose of 
I group of assassins on the night of I robbery or, possibly, as the out- 
November 9, on Darroch Road, a I come of jealousy, why is the case 
short distance from the Japanese j shreuded with so much extra- 

* Baracks. A pistol from which I ordinary secrecy and mystery?
fatal bullet wa§_ fired was Why have the Japanese and

a stone’s throw’ from Chinese press been forbidden to 
I publish anything regarding the 

There were no eye-1 case (with one exception) and why 
thp killing nf ciiffî- I_  ____ x.Ai..

Behind Locked Doors ■
Representatives of the Japanese | 

and Chinese authorities do not ' 
usually confer with the Shanghai * 
Municipal Police officers behind I 

, closed and locked doors to keep 
from the public details of 

| murder. 
' there is 
j significant in that murder and its 
j motive. Yet these precautions 
j have been taken during the past 
j week and officials have declined to 
offer any explanation nor give any 

I indication of the extent of their 
investigations. Even the prelimin
ary hearing of the charge against 

i the 
the 
the 
the

The

a
Not, of course, unless 

something sinisterly.

Chinese was held in secret in 
Shanghai District Court and 
precaution taken to see that 
records did not pass through 
judicial channels.

the body.
witnesses to the killing of suffi
cient reliability to assist the police 
in their investigations, although a 
Chinese “sweep” was detained, but 
subsequently released when he 
denied having witnessed anything 
Connected with the crime.
/ Far-Reaching Effects
I But the effects of Nakayama’s 
jdeath on the Japanese community 
(were such that a crisis in Sino- 
Jananese relations of considerable 
magnitude resulted. Rumours of 
Japanese reprisals and f^he possi
bility of another Chapei Incident 
’esulted in a general exodus of 
Chinese from the area believed 
imperilled. An anti-Japanese de-

| Monstration followed on Nanking
Road within a couple of days of 
the shooting. Anti-Japanese hand
bills were distributed in the city. 
And the murder assumed the 
proportions of a major incident. I 

The question was then asked,’ 
and is still being asked, whether 
the assassination of Nakayama 
had been plotted for the purpose 
of precipitating a crisis in Sino- actually committed the murder, he 
Japanese relations? Was there a’was acting under instructions from 
political motive in the shooting to 
death of the Japanese sailor?

In the arrests of the three 
Chinese a few days ago by Settle
ment police and the detention of repercussions the extent of which 
a Korean in connection with the it is difficult to define at this stage. 
November murder, there was no-, Such are the current rumours, 
thing unusual. They came as thei To those who have any know- 
outccme of careful investigations ledge of police procedure it is 
by the police who have been seek- well-known that ary straight- 
ing the murderer for more than forward murder or major crime, 
six months. when once the police are sure of

But if the police believe they their ground, does not warrant the 
hold the men directly or indirectly inordinate secrecy which has grown 
responsible for the crime, and that round the Nakayama case. The » 

inference is drawn that there is 
something much deeper behind the 
killing than jealousy, robbery or] 
a grudge. ;

have the police persistently refus
ed to disclose anything regarding 
the progress or lack of progress 
in their investigations?

Japanese Press Ban
So strict is the Japanese press 

ban that one Japanese correspond
ent who dared to cable to Japan 
a message relating to the case has 
been sent back to Japan. Yet, at 
the time of the murder, unusual 
publicity was given the crime in 
the Japanese press.

What has since been discovered 
that has altered the complexion of 
the case sufficiently to bring about 
this press ban?

It has been freely hinted that 
the men in the custody of the 
S.M.P., although connected with 
the crime, may not have actually 
been at the scene of the shooting; 
that there is an organization which 
had connived the murder for 
political purposes and that the 
ramifications of that organization 
extends beyond this city. That if 
any of the men now in custody

persons higher up.
And that the disclosures of 

statements alleged to have been 
made by the prisoners might have

j me jucuciaj aiaimtis.

1 This procedure is only adopted
• in the cases of highly important 
political trials or trials in 
prisoners are involved 
statements might affect 
national relations.

The question is being 
whether statements or disclosures 
of such q nature have not been 
made by the prisoners.

Pistol Identified
One of the Chinese now in 

custody is known in the Hongkew . 
District as Siau Kuantung (“Little 
Kuantung) and his arrest was 
effected in Tsingtao by Japanese 
police representatives. It was 
upon information supplied by 
another Chinese named Tseng 
Yuan that “Little Kuantung” was 
taken into custody. The informant 
at the time of giving the informa
tion to the police identified the 
pistol found at the scene of the 
crime as one which had been in 
the possession of “Little Kuan
tung.” It was a .32 calibre auto- 

, matic of Italian manufacture and 
1 Tseng stated that he had once 
loaned “Little Kuantung” money, 
with the pistol as security. “Little 
Kuantung” later redeemed the 
weapon.

Two other Chinese were arrested ! 
’ here and also a Korean. The part Î 
they are alleged to have played I 
in the murder is not disclosed. Two ! 
Chinese women who were taken 
into custody for investigation have 
been released.

It has been stated that one of 
the hitches in the case is that of 
jurisdiction and the legality of the 
jarrest made in Tsingtao, but the 
police have had nothing to say on 
that aspect of the case any more 
than on any of the other unex-1 
plained reasons for their baffling I 
silence.

which 
whose 
inter

asked
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OWNER OF MURDER 
PISTOL TRACED

Chinese Press Explains 
Arrest of Three

WEAPON IDENTIFIED BY 
PAWNBROKER

The official silence regarding the| 
I new developments in the Nakayama^ 
murder investigation continued yes-i 
terday, but the local Chinese press 
at the same time related certain 
alleged facts which would explain the 
arrests of the three Chinese now, 
being held as suspects.

Hideo Nakayama, a Japanese 
marine, was shot dead in Darroch 
Road last November and within a 
few hours of the murder the pistol 
in the case was found in an alley - 
way leading off Darroch Road. Yes
terday morning the “Sin Wan Pao,” 
one of the largest Chinese dailies in 
Shanghai, published an article saying 
that the ownership of the weapon 
had been determined and that the 
owner is the Chinese who was 
arrested in Tsingtao and returned to 
Shanghai last week. s

The pistol, a .32-calibre automatic 1 
of Italian manufacture, trapped its j 
owner, according to the Chinese ! 
paper. Some time ago a Chinese j 
informed the Settlement Police that1 
he recalled a pistol similar to the 
one used, which he had seen in the 
possession of a Cantonese nicknamed 
“Siau Kuangtung” (“Little Kuang- 
tung”), Siau Kuangtung once had 
pawned the weapon with anothefr 
Cantonese, named Tseng Yuan, and 
the latter was consequently picked 
up by the Police for questioning. |

Pistol Identified f

At one of the police stations, th® 
“Sin Wan Pao” further relates, TsengJ 
Yuan was confronted with a numberj 
of different pistols and asked to picks 
out the one which had formerly! 
been in his possession. Tseng Yuan 
without hesitation elected the wea-? 
pon with which Nakayama had been; 
murdered.

The next problem was to find Siau 
Kuangtung. After weeks of investiga- ; 
tion it was learned that he had gone ’ 
to Tsingtao, .where he was sub- > 
sequently arrested to be extradited ? 
to Shanghai.

Before Siau Kuangtung’s return, ; 
the Police arrested two other sus- ‘ 
pects in Shanghai. Both are Chi- - 
nese and in the room of one was 
found a foreign book the central 
part of which had been cut so as 
to allow a pistol to be concealed—a 
favourite device of arms runners. 
The pistol with which Nakayama was 
shot fitted perfectly into this book, 
according to the Chinese report. 
Therefore the occupant of the room 
was arrested, as was another man 
closely connected with him.

The case of the three suspects, 
which opened in the First Special 
District Court early this week, will 
continue on Monday morning.

The reasons for the deep siecrecy 
with which all the officials concerned 
are surrounding the case have not 
been explained. When the Japanese 
marine was murdered, the Japanese 
news agencies started to issue columns 
of matter on the case, but now the 
Japanese press is silent. The Chi
nese authorities likewise have re- ; 
fused to comment. t
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NAKAYAMA SUSPECTS 
GRILLEDAGAIN

Japanese Guard Kept As 
Men Lie In Cells At 

Central Station
Lights burned late in one of the 

offices opening into the compound 
of the Central Police Station last 
night as two male Chinese susoects 
in the mysterious killing of Hideo 
Nakayama, cf the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party, in Darroch Road 
last November, underwent a long 
grilling. About 11 p.m. they were 
taken back to their cells, where 
Japanese constables of the S.M.P. 
are maintaining a day and night 
watch over them.

There were reports yesterday, 
unconfirmed of course, that the 
pistol found on that fateful night 
near the body of the murdered 
bluejacket had been identified as 
one pawned by a Cantonese in 
Hongkew. Wild stories of $50.000 
paid to a gang for the assassina
tion were also circulated.

Another hearing in the case will 
be held in the First Special Dis
trict Court on Monday, it is re
ported, when the two male Chinese 
held at Central Station and two 
Chinese women held by the Dis
trict Court will be questioned. A 
Korean is still in the custody of 
Japanese Consular Police.

❖ Jjt

Have a shrewd suspicion that 
there is _ less in this oyster 
muninieryJoT the "respective.. police 

Tepa r tmen t s 1 In the__N akaya m a.
’'case•’developments Than meets the 
eyg^TIeaf (T if . suggesCT^m^ Jone. 
ouarter, who knows how reliable, 

Tjhât enthusiasm 
may have" caused some slight 
oycrloiiking^pf 'TKe~. necessity for 
-the production of convincing 
evidenced InT^hcuT it 4&--Jiuited 
HiafTHB. police _ have_.Jittle, “on” 
the suspects, other than suspicion.

• /'"If that “Tn any way represents 
even the partial truth, the lifting
of the veil may find the police
having difficulty in explaining |
why it was ever let down. |

sis * *

What is not generally known— 
but ought to be—in this business, 
is the rather unexuected- helidL in. 
the power^oTthe press indicated 
at headpuarteps. Tor instance, 

"believe it or not, the particular 
special died-in-the-wool hush-hush - 
department at Central—I . must 
forbegr revealing . its .exact loca- 
tion—has been pasted. up with 
newspapers so that snooping re
porters shall obtain no .. glimpse 

' of the internal mysteries.
< -j|.-j”-0£ course, aiS(> a fact that
0 newspapers are efficacious in 
e keeping out moths.
P * * *
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Nakayama Case
‘Solved’ Through

Gun Identifying

‘Little Kwangtnng’ Said 
To Have Pawned Pistol

Found Near Body

CABARET DANCERS 
RELATED TO ‘KING’

Mysterious Tseng Still 
Sought As Witness;

Case Up Monday
Whether or not the pistol used in 

the murder of Warrant Omcer 
Hiaec- Nakayama 01 ihe Japanese 
Naval Landing Party on Darroch 
Hc?d on November 9 last year was 
\ me one wnlcn Yih Hi-sen, 
bi ' Known in the Hongkew dis
tant s “Shao (Little) Kwang rung,” 
mortgaged for casn from Inlormant 
xseng xuen earlier in 193b, is one 
of the vital points being investigat
ed by officers oi’ the Shanghai 
Municipal Police.

From the solid wall of official 
secrecy, information has leaked out 
that Informant Tseng Yuen, whose 
presence in the First Special Dis
trict Court at the next hearing of 
the three suspects held in con
nection with tne murder has been 
ordered by the judge, told the 
police that the pistol found near 
the body of the Japanese blue- ; 
jacket was identical to the one i 
"Shao Kwangtung” pawned for a 
loan. It was this statement that 
led to the apprehension of the 
Hongkew “cabaret-girl king’’ in 
Tsingtao, it is reported.

Beck Concealed Gun
The. two other Cantonese both 

named Chen, were arrested in 
Shanghai bp a separate group of 
officers when comrades were putting 
their handcuffs on “Shao Kwang- 
tung” and Jack, believed to be a 
Korean, held in connection with the 
murder in the Japanese Consular 
Police Headquarters, in the Shan
tung resort city. In. the room of 
one of the Chens was said to have 
been found a volume which was 
hollowed out in the center. The 
hollow, it it reported, was found 
to fit exactly the pistol used in the 
murder of Nakayama. The other 
Chen was arrested because they 
are intimate friends, it is said.

At the time of the murder oi 
Nakayama, officers from the Japan- ■ 
ese Landing Party Headquarter.*5} 
and the Dixwell Station of the; 
S.M.P. picked up a pistol bearing 
the P.B. While balistics experts 
were busy studying the weapon, an 
informant came to the police lured 
by the substantial rewards issued 
for the arrest of the murderer or
murderers. He imported that he 
had seen a pistol of the same make 
which “Shao Kwangtung” mortgag
ed for cash from Tseng Yuen, also 
a native of Kwangtung.

Picks Out Pistol
Tseng was immediately located 

and brought to the station. a 
number of pistols were placed in 
front of him. Tseng w’as in-; 
structed to identify the pistol be
longing to ‘.Shao Kwangtung.” I 
Tseng hesitated but finally picked] 
out a pistol and declared that it t 
was the property of the Hongkew I 
“king.” The pistol was none other! 
than the one picked up at the scene 
of the murder!

j Tseng is said to have explained 
; to the officers that “Shao Kwang- 
! tung” had redeemed the lean and 
'taken back the pistol. The police 
'activities then were narrowed down ’ 
j to the Hongkew man. After months 
of detective work, information was 
received that “Shao Kwangtung’’ 
was in Tsingtao in connection with 
a cabaret business. Officers were .
sent to the Shantung resort and 
the wanted man was taken into 
custody together with Jack, the 
latter being handed over to the 
Japanese authorities.

Case Up Monday
While officers were laying their 

hand on these two suspects, those 
in Shanghai arrested two others 
on Sunday after having found in 
their posesslon the hollowed book 
allegedly used in hiding the pistol. 
The pair faced the court on Mon
day and were brought again on % 
Tuesday together with “Shao J 
Kwangtung.” It Is understood that " 
the case will be resumed in the ’ 
First Special District next Monday " 
instead of May 1, as previously re- ‘

| ported.
Information from other sources 

alleged that Tseng, the informant, 
had not only identified the pistol 
but also told the officers that 
“Shao Kwangtung” and his gang 
had been paid $50,000 for the “job” 
of removing Hideo Nakayama. The 
trio, however, emphatically denied 
these charges in the First Special 
District although “Shao Kwang- 
tung’s’ alibi concerning the pistol 
could not be learned.

Mother Of Prisoner
It now transpires that Mrs. Yih 

Ling-sz, the 45-year-old Cantonese
woman arrested in Room 40 at th* 
Moon Palace Hotel and identified 
as a shareholder in the cabaret of 
the same name, is the alleged

mother of “Shao Kwangtung” 
while Miss Chen Kwei-tseng, the 
28-year-old Ningpo dancing girl, 
was not his wife but a former 
“sweetheart.’ They lived together 
in Chapei four years ago but 
separatee- shortly afterwards. She 
later left for Tsingtao and joined 
the Vienna Cabaret in the Shan
tung city, where, ironically, “Shao 
Kwangtung” was employed as 
“manager of dancing girls.” On 
April 7, Mrs. Yih decided to re
turn to Shanghai and Miss Chen 
accompanied her to join the Moon 
Palace Cabaret. On April 10, they 
arrived here but on April 21, they 
were arrested by the Public Safety 
Bureau officers at the request of the 
Japanese consular Police.

The two women still are being 
held at the Public Safety Bureau.
Their release on bail has been sug
gested by the Judicial Department 
of the Bureau but approval of re
commended k release has not been 

I obtained from the superiors. It is 
believed that the two will be kept 
in custody, although given better 
•treatment than a nrisener is en
titled to, pending the outcome of 
the case. The Chinese authorit
ies, while refusing to hand them 
over to the Japanese, wish to play 
safe by keeping them in custody 
lest they disappear after the re
lease, it is believed.

Girl’s Manager
“Shao Kwangtung” is Mrs. Yihs 

second son. He is 28 years old and 
is a well-known figure in the Hong
kew district and in the smaller 
cabarets. His last job with Shang
hai cabarets was as “dancing- girl 
manager” at the New Royal 
Cabaret, Rue Chu Pao San. He 

• left for Tsingtao last year to take 
j n similar job at the Vienna 

Cabaret.
Official circles, including the 

Japanese consular authorities, the 
City Government and the Shang
hai Municipal Council, today con
tinued to shroud the investigations 
with a veil of secrecy.
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Arrest Circumstances
Said Behind Secrecy 
In Nakayama Case 

"UW".... . ......

I Pick-Up Procedure In 
I North Said To Have 
; CausedCoinplications 
I -
POLITICAL MOTIVE 
STRONGLY DOUBTED

: Police Continue Work
To Unfold Details Of 

Hongkew Killing
While officials in charge of the 

investigation of the Nakayama case 
continued to guard their secrets 
with jealousy and considerable 
misgiving yesterday, a China Press 
reporter obtained from authentic 
sources that the real reason for 
the present silent attitude on the 
part of the authorities is because 
of the circumstances surrounding 
the arrest of one of three Chinese 
suspects now being held.

The man referred to was taken 
into custody in Tientsin more than 
two weeks ago and subsequently 
brought back to Shanghai by 
Japanese Police. Although an ex
tradition order had been issued in 
this city on the strength of a report , 
that he actually had been arrested 
in the North, two Japanese police 
who went to Tientsin to get him 
discovered that he was not in 
custody, The China Press was in- 
formed.

Despite this fact, the man was 
arrested by Japanese and brought 
back to Shanghai, with the result 
that legal and political difficulties 
have arisen, causing hearings on 
the case to be held behind closed 
doors. In the meantime, however, 
the business of carrying on the in
vestigation into affairs concerned 
with the actual slaying of Warrant
Office Hideo Nakayama on Darroch 
Road last November is still con
tinuing.

Just how much evidence the au • 
thorities have against the three 
Chinese being held at the Central 
Station has now become a matteï 
of mere conjecture. Officials don 
want to talk about the case, oi 
rather they won’t talk about it.

Man Not Arrested
The point remains that the ex

tradition warrant which was obtain
ed here in Shanghai was apparent
ly granted on the strength of an 
application presented to the First 
Special District Court that a man 
had actually been taken into 
custody in North China on 
suspicion of having been directly 
connected with the Nakayama 
murder. When it Was learned that 
the man had not been arrested, it 
is stated, a certain amount of fire
works were touched off that led to 
complications.

It was reported to The China 
Press that at the first hearing at 
the First Special District Court on 
Monday, the day after the first two 
suspects were lodged in the Central 
Station on the request of Japanese, 
nothing startling in the way of 
evidence against the accused was 
produced. It was known that the,1 
man who had been arrested in 
Tientsin had left Shanghai shortly

As far as the actual slaying of 
Nakayama is concerned, it is still 
stated that no political motive is 
involved but that the affair was 
the outgrowth of a private quarrel. 
This, however, is mere supposition 
and has not been confirmed.

Cheng Badly Wanted
, The man Cheng Yuen, said to 
have been the man who gave out 
the information to Japanese au
thorities leading up to the arrest 
of the persons now in custody, Is
badly wanted for the purpose of 
identifying the accused held in 
custody.

The latter are being detained only 
on writ of detention for one week, 
it has been explained, and unless a 
prima facie case is established 
against them, the matter must be 
dropped and the prisoners given 
their release.

According to reports appearing In 
local Chinese papers yesterday, more 
light was thrown onto the activities 
of the missing Cheng Yuen. It is 
declared thaü he informed the au
thorities investigating the case that 
the pistol found near the body of 
the murdered Japanese sailor was 

, identical with one a man named 
“Shao Kwangtung” had pawned 
previously for loan. It was this 
statement, it is declared, that led 
to the arrest of the third suspect 
who was brought back from Tsing- 
tao Monday night.

It must be explained that the 
pistol referred to was picked up 
and taken to the Dixwell Roao 
Station and later turned over to

I balistics experts for examination. 
I At that time, it is stated that an 
informant came to the station and 
declared that he had seen a pistol 
of the same make which the so- 
called “Shao Kwangtung," other
wise known as the “king" of the 
cabaret district on North Szeehuen 
Road, had pawned to Cheng Yuen, 
the present missing man.

Cheng is reported to have later 
called at the station and to have 
identified the pistol, and more re
cently, according. to the Chinese 
press, is declared to have im
plicated the man arrested in Tsing- 
tao.

In view of the circumstances 
surrounding the arrest of the man 
brought in from Tientsin,, which 
were reported yesterday, and the 
close secrecy which is being main
tained in the case, there is really 
nothing definite that can be stated 
until the case actual comes before 
open court.

Known In Cabaret Circles
The man “Shao Kwangtung” is a 

Cantonese who is quite well-known 
in local cabaret circles. The woman, 
Mrs. Yih Ling-sze, 45 years old, 
who was arrested in Room 40 
at the Moon Palace Hotel, and 
identified as a shareholder in the 
cabaret of the same name, is said 
to be the mother of the prisoner.

Miss Chen Kwel-tseng, 28-year- 
old Ningpo dancing girl, is said to 
have been his mistress. She once 
worked in the Vienna Cabaret 
where it is said that “Shao Kwang
tung” was employed as manager of 
the dancing girls. The pair were 
arrested, it . is stated, only because 
nf their ” Connection1 with “Shao 
'Kwangtung." The two women

were still in the hands of the 
Public Safety Bureau last night, and 
although their release on bail has 
been suggested by the Judicial 
Department of the Bureau, approval 
of the recommendation has not yet 
been made.

The next hearing of the case is 
scheduled to come before the First 
Special District Court on Mondaj. 
It is understood that it will be held 
behind closed doors.
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The "Kwangtung Pao"(^ of ) published the following article 
on April 25, 1936 j- '

H.O. Tang, Chairman of the Kwangtung Fellow 
Provincials Association in Shanghai, has sent the following 
letter to Mayor Wu Teh Cheng of the Shanghai City Government 
and to the Commissioner of the Shanghai Municipal Police

"The following letter has been received from 
the Poh San Fellow Provincials Association in Shanghai

if j-
.a . "At about 10 a.m. April 19, Mr. Yang 

Vung Tao( ($- ), an Honorary Advisor and Super
visor of this Association, left his home at Dong An 
Lee( ), Tongshan Road, to attendais business
accompanied by an attendant. On the way both of than 
were arrested by the Police, the cause being unknown. 

"According to reliable information, 
Mr. Yang is now detained in the Special Branch of the 
S.M.P. Headquarters on Foochow Road. The matter is 
very serious and no interview with him is allowed.

"The circumstances are as follows :
About a month ago, a certain member of this Association 
named Yang( ) reported to this Association that a $
friend of his named Cheng('^’^ ), who is working as 4
an interpr ter with the Japanese Naval Lending Party, 
gave out information to the effect that Yang Vung Tao ’
had also ployed a part in the murder of a Japanese 
marine on Darroch Road. He requested this Association 
to notify Yang Vung Tao to go away. This Association 
rejected this report as sheer nonsense, because Yang 
Vung Tao's upright character is known to the public 
and he would not commit such an atrocious crime. Even
Yang Vung Tao at that time paid no heed to this talk, |

"Unexpectedly a month later, the man |
named Yang, again acting on information received |
from the man named Cheng, came to this Association 
requesting it to notify Yang Vung Tao immediately I
to go into hiding. Yang further requested the ;
Association to advise Yang Vung Tao to call at his 
home for a consultation.

"This Association is suspicious of 
the action of the man named Yang. Yang and Yang 
Vung Tao are uncle and nephew and why did not Yang 
give this secret information direct to Yang Vung Tao? 
Later Yang Vung Tao came to this Association and told 
the Association not to believe the rumours. Yang 
went into hiding when enquiries were made into the 
source of this matter. This shows clearly that 
there is a. certain motive behind Yang's action.

"It has been ascertained that Yang 
Vung Ta°, who lives in Hongkew, is quite honourable 
and has often rendered assistance by mediating in 
trouble. The public appreciate his services. 
This is not the one-side talk of this Association. 
He used to attend to his office daily in the Dong 
Jen Association regardless to the inclement weather.
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If he is connected with the Darroch Road murder 
case, the Japanese Landing Force might co-operate 
with the police in affecting his arrest at any 
time. The necessity cf affecting his arrest 
through Cheng and Yang seems very suspicious. 
Despite the warnings he received on two occasions 
within a period of one month, Yang Vung Tao did 
not attempt to make his escape. This proves that 
he has not the slightest connection with the case. 
He gave an explanation of the affair and asks the 
public not to believe this rumour. He was 
arrested three days after givii.g this explanation. 
Is not this strange? In short, this affair must 
have been caused by the two bad characters named 
Yang and Cheng, who, having failed in their attempt 
at extortion, must have made a false report to 
the Jape.ese Naval Landing Party Headquarters with 
the inte. t to bring an accusation against Yang Vung 
Tao. Thtir cruel action against such a good person 
is indeed ixterrifying. As this Association is 
a small organization, it is powerless to do anything 
in this matter, although it has good intentions. 
However, realizing his innocence, we would regret 
remaining indifferent, without giving him a hand. 
Our only hope is to submit you all the details 
herewith, wi^h a request that your Association 
will devise v.ays and means to help Yang Vung Tao 
so as to enable him to secure an early release.' 

*In compliance with the above request, 
we, therefore, forward you this letter with a request 
that you will ask the Central Police Station to investigate 
into this matter and enable him to avoid undergoing 
punishment as a result of a malicious accusation.*
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Ta Kung Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao and other local newspapers s- 

THE MURDER OF JAPANESE MARINE NAKAYAMA

In connection with the murder of the Japanese 
marine Hideo Nakayama, our reporter has obtained the 
following reliable particulars which originate from a 
senior Police officer who is in charge of the case s-

In the middle of the night on November 9, 1935, 
Japanese marine Nakayama was murdered on Darroch Road, 
North Szechuen Road corner, near the Foong Lo Li )
alleyway. The officers of the S.M.P. and the Japanese 
military officers later found a "P.B." Brand pistol 
at a spot some 90 yards away from the place where the 
Japanese marine was murdered» and they came to the opinion 
that this pistol was the weapon which killed Nakayama.

Following the occurrence of the murder, 
Japanese Detective Sub-Inspector Nakamura attached to the 
S.M.P. Headquarters and Japanese detectives and policemen 
attached to the various Police Stations began to do their 
utmost to identify the murderer or murderers. Sometime 
later, a Japanese detective named Haramosa (?) made the 
following report to D.S.I. Nakamura “Investigations 
show that the culprits in. the Nakayama murder case are 
a Korean named Chi Kuh ) and twci Chinese, one of
whom is nicknamed Siao Kwangtung ( ), the name of
the other being unknown. The pistol was owned by Chi Kuh, 
In the middle of the night on November 9, 1935, Chi Kuh, 
Siao Kwangtung and the other Chinese walked in the same 
direction as Nakayama on Darroch Road following behind 
him* When they had come near the Foong Lo Li alleyway, 
Chi Kuh gave the pistol to Siao Kwangtung who shot Nakayama, 
The movements of Chi Kuh and the others, however, are not 
clear".

Considering that this gave some light on the 
case, Nakamura instructed Haramosa to make further 
investigations into the case.

Later, Haramosa made another report to Nakamura 
as follows î- "It has now been ascertained that Siao 
Kwangtung, the culprit in the Nakayama murder case, is a 
member of the San Hai Huei Society / ). A member
of this society named Tseng Yuan ), a Cantonese,
is acquainted with Siao Kwangtung. In October last year, 
Siao Kwangtung wished to raise a loan, trying to mortgage 

a pistol shaped like a "P.B." Brand one. Tseng Yuan 
gave back the pistol to Siao Kwangtung as he had no money. 
It has been ascertained that at the end of November last 
year, Siao Kwangtung left Shanghai for Tsingtao and returned 
here later. In December, he went again to Tsingtao, this 
time bringing some dancing girls with him, and, together 
with another person, established the. Vienna Dance Hall 
( on Chong Kew Road ). In February
this year, Siao Kwangtung came to Shanghai again. . He 
attended the Dance Hall in the Yangtsze Hotel ),
Hankow Road, several times and later returned to Tsingtao 
again".

Upon receipt of the above report, Nakamura 
instructed Haramosa to send for Tseng Yuan and question him. 
The "P.B." Brand pistol obtained at the place near the 
spot where the murder took place was put among three other 
pistols and Tseng Yuan identified the "P.B." Brand pistol 
as the pistol which Siao Kwangtung had tried to mortgage 
with him.
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D.S.I. Nakamura regarded the information as 
reliable, and on April 12 he, accompanied by a party of 
Japanese detectives and the informant Tseng Yuan(^ . 
left for Tsingtao to conduct enquiries. There they 
visited the Vienna Dance Hall where the informant pointed 
out Siao Kwangtung although he only knew Siao Kwangtung's 
surname as Yih( ). After his return from Tsingtao, 
D.S.I. Nakamura made an application on April 14 to the 
Legal Department for the issue of an official dispatch 
from the Shanghai First Special District Court for the 
extradition of the prisoner, in which he stated that a 
murderer named Yih, alias Siao Kwangtung, had been arrested 
in Tsingtao. Acting on the request of the Legal Department, 
the First Special District Court issued the official 
dispatch for the extradition of the prisoner. Armed 
with this dispatch, D.S.I. Nakamura left for Tsingtao by 
aeroplane on April 15 in company with several other 
Japanese detectives. He applied to the Public Safely Bureau 
for assistance. The Commissioner of the Bureau was greatly 
surprised at reading the official dispatch presented by 
D.S.I. Nakamura, because the Bureau had not arrested any 
person by the name of Yih. D.S.I. Nakamura then 
informed the Bureau that the accused Yih had not yet 
been arrested but he wished for assistance to arrest him. 
The Commissioner of the Bureau regarded the procedure as 
improper because an official dispatch for the extradition 
of a prisoner could not be used as a warrant for arrest. 
Subsequently, D.S.I. Nakamura employed other steps which 
finally brought about the arrest and extradition of Siao 
Kwangtung to Shanghai. These are the circumstances 
surrounding the arrest of Siao Kwangtung.

Siao Kwangtung alias Yih Hai Sung is about 
28 or 29 years of age.

On April 19, Dixwell Road Folice Station applied 
to the First Special District Court for the issue of two 
search warrants in respect of House No.36 in a certain 
alleyway on Urga Road and a certain house in an a Iley way 
on Tongshan Road, where it was alleged important criminals 
were in hiding. Armed with the warrants issued by the 
Court, Dixwell Road Police Station, on the same day, 
detailed a number of Japanese detectives to execute them. 
House No. 36 on Urga Road was first visited, but nothing 
incriminating was found. The Police next searched a 
house in longshan Road where a book on physics written 
in English was seized. This book bound in a stiff 
cover had a cavity scooped out inside in the shape of a 
"PB" Brand pistol. Furthermore, on the inside of 
the book, there was the imprint ofthe two characters of 
P and B. Yang Vung Tao( -fib £ ), age about 40,
native of Kwangtung, the tenant of^the house in question, 
who is the Chairman of the Shanghai Municipality I^ong Jen 
Association( X- ) which holds a certificate
issued by the authorities granting its registration, was 
put under arrest, whilst another Cantonese named Zung 
Yoong Sung( j-) t age about 30, a member of the
Dong Jen Association, was also taken into custody as he 
is on intimate texes with Yang Vung Tao.
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The two suspects named Yang Vung Tao 
and Zung Yoong Sung were arraigned before the Shanghai 
First Special District Court on April 20 when they were 
ordered to be detained, while an application for the 
detention of Siao Kwangtung alias Yih Hai Sung was made 
on April 21. They are at present all being detained at 
the Central Police Station.

During the course of investigations, 
Yang Vung Tao confessed that the "P*B," brand pistol had 
once been in his possession but alleged that the same 
was lost over a year ago. He also acknowledged that the 
book in English belongedto him^ but denied all knowledge 
about the murder of the Japanese marine Nakayama. The 
other suspect Zung Yoong Sung also denied having had any 
connections with the case, while Siao Kwang Tung alias 
Yih Hai Sung made the following statement:-

”1 was poor before. The reason that 
I have got money now is,because of my reunion with my 
wife Zung Kwei Tsung a dancing partner at
present detained at the Bureau of Public Safety, from whom 
I separated several years before. After our separation, 
my wife became a dancing partner and so became acquainted 
with a rich merchant named Wang. Last year Wang died and 
his estate was all inherited by Kwei Tsung. We became 
reunited last year. That is why I have money to establish 
dance halls at present."

In his statement, Siao Kwangtung denied 
having committed this murder.

The Police Depar jnent at present regards 
Siao Kwangtung as the culprit in connection with the 
Nakayama case, while Yang Vung Tao is regarded as an 
instigator. Zung Yoong Sung’s connections with this case 
are regarded as less serious, while the Korean Chi Kuh is 
the originator of the plot. The Police Department also 
holds the view that this case bears no political significance.

It is learned that Yih Hai Sung alias 
Siao Kwangtung has confessed that he knows the Korean 
Chi Kuh, but he quarreled with him (the Korean) before over 
the dispute of a loan. The three accused all denied having 
known Tseng Yuan.

According to the information obtained 
from some person who is closely associated with the Legal 
Department of the S.M.C., it is stated that the Municipal 
Advocate’s Office of the S.M.C. considers from a legal 
point of view that the evidenàe against the three suspects 
is in sufficient.

Realizing the significance of the case, 
the Court has decided to open a joint hearing of the case 
before Chien Hung Ni eh ( the Chief of the u
Criminal Division, and Judge’s Feng ( >2? ) and Siao ('ffi ) 
at about 2 p.m. on April 27. The presentation of the case 
will be postponed till the afternoon, while the hearing1 
of the case will probably take place at the first Criminal 
Division. Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Ru will 
represent the S<M.C,

According to information released from 
the office of lawyer Vai. Kong (?£> ), the Court has
appointed Lawyer Vai to act for the defence of the three 
accused. It is reported that the hearing of the case 
may not be held in camera.



The suspects connected with the murder of 
the Japanese marine Nakayama, will be tried again on Monday 
next in the First Special District Court. The case is 
being kept secret.

According to observations by various circles, 
* it is simply a case of a. dispute in a dance hall and 

there is no political motive behind the case. The reason 
why the case is being kept so secret is, it is said, as 
follows Î-

At the beginning of this month, a certain 
Japa.nese political detective of the S.E.P. told the Legal 
Department that a suspect connected with the murder of 
Nakayama, had already been arrested at Tientsin and 
requested the Legal Department to apply to the First 
Special District Court for a dispatch warrant in order to 
remove the suspect from Tientsin to Shanghai for trial. 
The Legal Department accordingly requested the Court to 
issue a. dispatch warrant. When the Japanese detective 
arrived at Tientsin, however, the suspect had not yet 
been arrested. The suspect was arrested several days 
later in the Japanese Concession at Tientsin by the 
Japanese Police and was sent to Shanghai under escort. 
Furthermore, on his arrival in Shanghai the suspect was 
detained some days at the Police Station and was not 
immediately arraigned before the Court. The Court regards 
this procedure as irregular and has • sked the S.M.C. for 
an explanation. On April 24, General Han Fu Chu, Chairman 
of the Shantung Provincial Government, considering that 
the procedure of the S.M.P. in arresting an accused at 
Tsingtao was not in order, made enquiries from the First 
Special District Court about the matter. For this reason, 
neither the Court nor the S.L.C. wish to publish the 
particulars of the case. The case may be heard publicly 
when all the minor questions have been settled.

Lih Pao Evening Edition published the following comment on 
April 25

HOW TO GET BID OF RCBEEBS IN THE INTERNATIONA SETTLEMENT

Cases of robbery are daily occurrencesin the 
local foreign Settlements. It is a. serious question 
affecting the public peace and order.

The International Settlement Chinese Ratepayers 
Association has submitted certain proposals to the S.M.C. 
requesting i t to study and draw up fundamental measures to 
clear up these robbers.

No mercy should be shown to robbers. The 
Settlement authorities should, (1) study the cause why 
robbers are so plentiful, (2) draw up measures to punish 
robbers and (3) devise measures to wipe out the evil of 
robbers.

The S.M.C. spends several tens of millions 
in dollars every year on the maintenance of peace by the 
Police, yet cases of robbery are daily occurrences as is 
mentioned in the letter from the Chinese Ratepayers 
Association. The Council should study measures to 
eliminate the evil of robbers and then bring these measures 
into effect.
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Cabaret Girls Reported Set 
Free In Nakayama Case

Said To Have Been Allowed Out On Bail Owing To. 
Lack Of Evidence; Police Continue Hush- j 

Hush Policy On Activities
Usually reliable sources report

ed late last night that the two 
Chinese cabaret girls arrested in 
Ilongkew in connection with 
Nakayama murder developments 
have been released, on shop secur
ity for their subsequent appear
ance, owing to the meagre nature 
of evidence associating them with 
the crime.

No confirmation was, of course, 
available.

Apart from reiterating their 
decision not to communicate any
thing to the public until their

investigations had been completed, 
officials of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police yesterday had nothing to 
say regarding the progress made 
in the solution of the murder of 
Hideo Nakayama, Japanese Naval 
Warrant Officer, who was shot to 
death in the Dixwell Koad District 
on November 9 last year.

Senior officials of the S.M.P., 
Japanese Consular Police and 
Bureau of Public Safety were in 
conference on two occasions yes
terday, and further interrogation 
of the persons now in custody 
continued. But nothing regarding 
the conferences nor any indication 
of the extent of the complicity 
of the prisoners in the murder 
was revealed.

It was intimated yesterday that 
‘a tripartite agreement had been 
(reached early in the investigations 
i by which all three police bodies 
were not to divulge anything to 
the press in connection with the 
investigation. It was freely hinted 

j again yesterday 
I considerations of 
i importance were

that political 
the utmost 

__ ( involved; and 
I that until the allegations of the 
! prisoners had been confirmed or 
I disproved, disclosures at this stage 
I might result in serious complica
tions.

I In the meantime, three Chinese 
and a Korean are held, and the 
two Chinese women are subject 
to supervision, in connection with 
the crime.

The only suspicion that led 
Japanese police to request the ar-, 
rest of the women, it is now re
ported, was their relationship with 
one of the men accused. His name 
is given, unofficially, as Yih Hai- 
sen, and one of the women is said 
to be his wife.

• It is further understood that 
the case will come into court for 
resumed hearing to-day week.
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Ta Mei Wan Pao s-

THE MURDER OF A JAPANESE MARINE » COMPLAINT AS TO POLICE 
PROCEDURE

In connection -with the murder of the Japanese 
marine Nakayama, Mr. Tsiang Pac Lier, Assistant Municipal 
Advocate, will conduct the prosecution. When the case 
against the accused is again heard cn Monday next, the 
Municipal Police will charge the three suspects with 
homicide. As it will take some time for the Police
to complete their investigations into the case, it is 
possible that the date cf the next hearing may be postponed.

> > i Siao Kwangtung ( ) alias Yih Hai Sung
(bT/A'l )» one o0 'the three accused in the case, was 
escorted to Shanghai from Tsingtao. As the procedure 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police in sending officers to 
Tsingtao to arrest this accused and take him to Shanghai 
was not in order, General Han Fu Chu, Chairman of the 
Shantung Provincial Government, is investigating the 
matter. When the officers of the S.M.P. arrived at 
Tsingtao, the documents they produced stated that the 
accused Siao Kwangtung had been arrested and that his 
extradition was requested. As a matter of fact, the 
accused had not yet been arrested and the officers of the 
S.M.P. requested the Tsingtao Public Safety Bureau for 
assistance in effecting the arrest of the accused.
General Han regards the procedure as irregular and has 
sent a telegram to the Special District Court in Shanghai 
enquiring into the matter.

Mr. Paul Ru, Assistant Municipal Advocate, 
at the last hearing of the case, stated that a Japanese 
Sub-Inspeotor, acting on instructions from his senior 
officer, had requested the Legal Department to apply to 
the Court for a dispatch warrant. He added that neither 
the Court nor the Legal Department vas responsible for 
the mistake.

Shun Pao and ether local newspapers

Accused to be Charged with Homicide

According to reliable information, the three 
Chinese suspects now in the custody of the S.M.P., two of 
whom are named Zung (*["$ ) and the third is known as Yih 
Hai Sung alias Siao Kwangtung, will be arraigned before 
the First Shanghai Special District Court on the morning 
of April 27.

The Police will be represented by Assistant 
Municipal Advocate Paul Ru who will probably conduct the 
prosecution. A charge of homicide will be filed against 
the accused.

It is reported that the hearing on next 
Monday will be held in camera.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers

THE CIRCUMSTANCES SURROUNDING THE )I SCO VERY OP THE CULPRITS 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE MURDER -'lF A JAPANESE MARINE

After the death of the Japanese marine 
named Nakayama, both the Japanese Larding Party Headquarters 
and tire International Settlement Police detailed detectives 
to the scene of the incident for enquiries. A "B.P." brand 
pistol was found at the place, which was later certified 
as the weapon that was used to murder the Japanese marine. 
Sometime afterwards, a certain person reported to the 
Settlement Police that he had once seen a similar brand of 
pistol which had been given as security by one named Siao 
Kwang Tung (zb ) to a Cantonese named Tseng Yuan 

) ^or the loan of a certain sum of money.
On receipt of this information, the 

Settlement Police summoned the Cantonese and asked him tc 
pick out from among several pistols, including the one that 
was found at the place of the incident, the pistol that had 
been given to him by Siao Kwang Tung as security. After 
examining the weapons, the Cantonese picked out a pistol 
stating that it was the pistol handed to him by Siao Kwang 
Tung. He also stated that the pistol had been returned to 
Siao Kwang Tung after he had refunded the money.

Acting on this information, the Settlement 
Police immediately started to locate Siao Kwang Tung. The 
first several months of the investigations met with no result. 
Recently, however, information was received that Siao Kwang 
Tung was staying at Tsingtao, whereupon competent officers 
were sent to Tsingtao where they ^rrested him, but up till 
Sunday last, Siao Kwang Tung had not been brought to Shanghai. 
In the meantime, the Settlement Police had arrested two 
other Chinese. At the place of abode of one of thece two 
latter arrested persons, a book in a foreign language was 
discovered, in which was found a hoj _ cut out exactly in 
the shape of a pistol. It was latei found that the shape 
of the hoi . corresponded exactly wit,, the pistol that was 
discovered at the scene of the incident. One of the two 
persons was, therefore, suspected as having had connections 
with this murder, while the other one was involved on account 
of his close association with the former.

The two persons appeared in the Shanghai 
First Special District Court on Monday, April 20, when they 
were ordered to be detained. The following morning Siao Kwang 
Tung was brought to Shanghai and was immediately escorted to 
the Court. After the hearing, he was likewise ordered to 
be detained. It is learned that the three persons arrested 
will appear at the Court for interrogation again next Monday.

China Evening News (23/4)

The Relationship between the two Chinese Females and One of 
the Three Male Suspects named Yih Hai Sung.

On the night of April 21, the local 
Japanese Consular Police, in conjunction with the Shanghai 
Bureau of Public Safety, visited the Moon Palace Cabaret on 
North Szechuep Road and arrested two Chinese females named 
Yih Ling Sz( 4%-& ) , Cantonese, a shareholder of the
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cabaret;, and Zung Kwei Tsung , a modern girl, native
of Ningpo, who had recently arrived here from Tsingtao to work 
as a dancing partner in the cabaret. The two females were 
taken to the Bureau of Public Safety for investigation. In 
view of the serious nature of the crse, the authorities have 
been reticent over the matter.

According to information gathered by a reporter of 
this paper this morning, the Police of the International 
Settlement have now in custody three Chinese suspected of 
being concerned in the murder of the Japanese marine named 
Nakayama, on Darroch Road in November last. Two of the three 
suspects were brought here from Tientsin and Tsingtao, while 
the third was arrested in Shanghai. The man brought here from 
Tsingtao is reported to be named Yih Hai Sung (4^ ), age
28, native of Kwangtung. He was formerly a supervisor of 
dancing partners in various cabarets in Tsingtao and Shanghai, 
and he is the second son of the Cantonese woman named Yih 

Ling Sz now in the custody of the Shanghai Bureau of Public 
Safety. Four years ago, he met a girl named Zung Kwei Tsung 
native of Ningpo, and the two lived together in the downstairs 
portion of the San Ming(^ ) School in Chapei. They parted 
sometime later owing to a. disagreement. The girl immediately 
left for Tsingtao where she made her living as a dancing 
partner, while Yih Hai Sung took up a position supervising 
dancing partners in a cabaret in Tsingtao. It is learned 
that his mother Yih Ling Sz is not aware of his arrest and 
subsequent extradition to Shanghai, since Yih Ling Sz came 
to Shanghai from Tsingtao by steamer on April 7 in company 
with Zung Kwei Tsung, since when they had stayed at

Room No. 40, Moon Palace Hotel, North Szechuen Road. Yih 
Ling Sz came to Shanghai for the purpose of attending to 
her ancestral grave, while Zung Kwei Tsung was to join 
the Moon Palace Cabaret as a dancing partner. The report 
that Yih Ling Sz is a shareholder of the Moon Palace Cabaret 
is untrue.

Acting on the information '..cat the two females 
are related to the suspect Yih Hai oung, the Japanese 
Consulate detailed its officials, with the assistance of 
Mr. Robertson, Assistant Commissioner of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, to apply to the Bureau of Public Safety 
for assistance to search Room No. 40, Moon Palace Hotel, 
for evidence that might have some connection with the case. 
As nothing incriminating against the two females were 
found, the Bureau of Public Safety refused to hand them 
over.

According to reliable information received, the 
two females were found as a result of thorough 
investigations conducted by the Detective Branch and 
the Third Department of the Bureau of Public Safety not 
to be connected with the case, and on this account General 
Tsai Chin Chun, Cotaissioner of the Bureau, has decided to 
submit a report on the case to the Shanghai City Government 
and will allow the two females to be released on security 
after instructions have been received from the City 
Government,
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According to information obtained from 
reliable sources, of the six suspects already arrested, the 
first was arrested by the Japanese Consulate at Tientsin a 
week ago, the second was arrested at Tsingtao, the third, 
(e Korean), was arrested by the local Japanese Consular Police, 
the fouth was arrested by Dixwell Boad Police Station,and the 
remaining two, the two women named Yih Ling Sz and Zung Kwei 
Tsung, were arrested at the Moon Palace Cabaret on the 
evening of April 21.

The suspects, with the exception of the 
Korean, will be arraigned together before the Court on May 
1 for trial. It appears that none of them has anything to 
do with the case,

Yih Ling Sz and Zung Kwei Tsung are being 
detained at the Headquarters of the Shanghai Public Safety 
Bureau while the other four are being held in custody in 
Central Police Station.

Infoimation from Japanese sources states that 
leading figure responsible for this case is a, Korean who 

is hiding himself at Tsingtao. Enquiries are being made 
with a. view to locating him.

It wag also learned that two of the three 
Chinese arrested by/Tientsin and the Ijcai Settlement 
Authorities are Cantonese while the other one is a, native of 
Tsungming. One was tried by Judge Feng Sze Teh -ÿr ) 
and two by Judge Siao Sih Fun (J?) . They were ordered to be
remanded in custody till April 27. The police are still 
making investigations with a view to implicating the arrested 
person s.

The Shanghai Municipal Council was represented 
by Lawyers Paul Bu ( CA ) and Tsiang Pao Lien ( )
of the Legal Department when the requests for the detention 
of the suspects were made to the Court. It is understood
that the future proceedings will be handled by Lawyer Bu only.

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers :-

LOCAL INCENSE STICK FACTOBY STBIKEBS TO RESUME WORK TO-DAY

As a protest against a. reduction in their wages, 
the local incense stick factory workers have been on strike 
since April 16, Through the deteimined efforts of the local 
Tangpu and the Bureau of Social Affairs, the strikers will 
probably resume work to-day.

Yesterday morning the Bureau of Social Affairs 
held a. mediation meeting at which representatives of the 
employers and the workers were present.

The officials of the Bureau responsible for the 
mediation stated that for the time being, the original wages, 
(i.e. 51 cents per diem), must be paid and tha;frfneasures 
relating to a reduction in the workers’ wages may be discussed 
later. The representatives of the workers expressed their 
approval of this statement while the representatives of the 
employers stated that a reply would be given after the matter 
had been referred to a meeting of the employers.

At a meeting held by the Incense Stick Factory 
Owners’ Association at 2.30 p.m. yerterday, it was resolved 
to agree to the mediation measures of the Bureau of Social 
Affairs. It is understood that the Association will call a 
further me .ting at 3 p.m. to-day at which matters relating to 
the sutmission of a report to the Bureau of Social Affairs on 
the unreasonable nature of the recent strike, as well as on 
the loss incurred by the employers during the period of the. 
strike, will be discussed.
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Journal de ->hanghai

TILL hURDER Qg A JAJAOJA Î.ARILA ŒT DARROCH ROAD

The greatest mystery still surrounds the arrests 

made in connection vzith the Darroch Road murder.

all kinds of rumours are going the rounds and 

now we learn that the Police are looking for a man called 

Cheng. This is rather vague for there are so many 

Cheng's in China.' Burtherinore, the information is not 

very reliable. It was obtained by a wireless amateur; 

his aerials had captured a few of the wandering waves 

emanating, it is believed, from the radio broadcasting 

apparatus of the Jhanghai municipal lolice. If private 

detectives be allowed to meddle with the mystery, it cannot 

help becoming bigger.

Jtill the waves continue blabbing. Less 

discreet than the lol.ce or the authorities, they relate 

that . r. Cheng is requested to put in an appearance as 

witness only so that he might confound the three Cantonese, 

the two women and the 1orean who were arrested some days 

ago •

hr. Cheng was- the man who had put the Lol ice 

on the trail of the five arrested persons and who had, 

in addition, divulged the name of the murderer. Re had, 

however, failed to attend Court on . onday and Tuesday 

and as the accused have denied participation in the 

Crime, Cheng's attendance is essential. gut he has 

disappeared and cannot be located. Stranger still 

is the fact th©t the mysterious I r. Cheng has not come 

forward to demand the reward of ^4,000.

But, after all, is it not possible that . r. Cheng

exists only in the unsubstantial domain of wave lengths?
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Nakayama Killer
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A gentleman named Tseng is said

I have furnished police with the
names of persons allegedly con
nected with the Nakayama murder.

Goes Round And Round
In Whirl Of Secrecy
Officials vs. Newsmen Carry On In Merry Game 

“Hunt The Button;” Informant Now Sought;
“Little Kwangtung” In Clutches Of Law

He is now being sought on request 
of the First special District Court 
which is conducting preliminary 
hearings on the tlnee Cantonese 
arrested recently. Very little evid-j 
ence has been actually found 
against the trio, and the testimony 
of the alleged informant is required 
by the court to continue the in
vestigations. It is declared that 
this Tseng had given the trip 
in an attempt to collect 
jthe $300 cumulative reward offered.

“Little Kwangcung ’
Of the three Cantonese, two have

Japanese Chief Of Police Leaving
SHANGHAI'S now-famous “Nakayama Murder Mystery” was 

meriiiy going round and round today.
Officials of the Municipality of Greater Shanghai, particularly 

of the Eureau of Public Safety, officials of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Council, particularly of the Municipal Police, and officials 
of the Japanese Consulate, particularly of the Japanese Consular 
Police, were going round and round. Japanese, Chinese and 
foreign policemen high and low, patrolmen and detectives, were 
going round and round. Judges in the First Special District 
Court were going round and round. And American, British, 
Russian, Chinese and Japanese newspapermen were going round 
and row nd.

the surname of Ch;a. The man 
be a notorious figure in the Hang- 
kew Contonese nightlife, known as 
“Little Kwangtung” and reputed to 
be the chief of the San Hah Hwei, 
a Kwangtungcsc underworld organi
zation famed for its efficient “axe 
gang.” “Little Kwangtung” is also 
reputed to be an ex-boy friend of 
Miss Chen, the youthful taxi-dancer 
arrested at the Mo-on Palace 
Cabaret on Tuesday. She had been 
living there since April 10 coming 
from Tsingtao.

Tseng’s name is declared to have 
been mentioned as the informant 
during the court hearings, though 
the prisoners emphatically denied 
the charges and denied knowledge 
nt the mysterious Mr. Tseng. The 
latter did not appear at the hear
ings and his presence in police cir
cles is urgently desired.

Information leaf ing io his deten
tion will possibly be rewarded with-

the presentation of a sample copy 
of the contract signed by ail muni
cipal employees, wherein a clause 
specifically i or old 5 the employee 
1‘rom saying anything about any
thing to any newspaperman m 
Shanghai. This clause, incidentally, 
is also included in the contracts of 
the Municipal Council’s Press In
formation Officers.

Women In Jail
Proceeding, none of the five 

Chinese arrested have been proved 
tc be directly or indirectly concern
ed with the affair. Tne two Chin
ese women have been questioned 
and may be released soon on bail. 
They are. according to one Chin
ese paper, being given special quar
ters on tne instructions of the com
missioner of the Public Safety 
Bureau. It is suggested by the 
paper that the pchoe have found 
nothing against the women but 
must hold them because the Japan- 

,e;:e Consular Police still seek their 
extradition, to which the Bureau is 
opposed.

The Japanese Cc.isular police 
have been particularly active in 
pa ring mitigations in this case 
in cooperation with the Municipal 
rv.uir. A vast espionage net was 
thrown by ths- Japanese across 
hungKJw, its '...-natives being 
ch.-il y ronin, cabaret-girls, and 
ethers cf the type who frequent the 
lewer class night haunts of the dis
trict and can mingle and talk with 
its denizens. They believed that 
the murderer would be found in 
that ai ,a. though it was th-cught 
unlikely that the murder was the 
rssult of a cabaret quarrel inasmuch 
as Japanese sailois receive very 
low pay—some 80 sen a day—and 
cannot afford to patronize cabarets.

SILENCE,
On the serene Olympus of 

sitting pretty. They were calm 
ing. Belov/ them a horde of news- 

Imen and cameramen scrambled 
and groaned. Some of the news- 
papermen sat down and cheer
fully gave themselves up to a free 
play of imagination. Others wro.e 

,what they had been told by a 
(truck driver who had it from his 
Aunt Elsie that a Japanese curio 
dealer had told her J.’.iat there was 
a Cantonese in the w'oodpile. Yet 

(ethers chewed their fingertips raw 
and grimly cursed all policedom 
and officialdom and red tape and 
censorship.

•‘I don’t know a thing about it. 
Never heard of it. All I knew is 
what I read in the papers.”

That is what officialdom is say
ing today to newspapermen.

English - langsage, Chinese, 
I French, German and Russian 
(newspapers today printed what they 
I knew, or thought they 
(Japanese newspapers printed 
(ing at all.

“Of Vital Importance” 
Said the North-China

News: “Jealously guarding a
of vital importance’ to the case.... 
further developments ’ are expected 
at any hour... .officials maintaining 

(complete silence....case remains a 
mystery... .authorities now have 
discovered the secret about the 
crime, a secret of such international 
importance as to jdstifÿ thé official 
silence being maintained....”

Said the China Press: “The slay
ing. .. ..was. not. prompted by poli
tical motives but came about as 
the result of an ordinary cabaret [ 
quarrel, 

i force... 
j intrigua

knew, 
noth-

PLEASE 
officialdom, the officials were 
and silent. They weren’t talk- 

Said the Shanghai Times: “Dis 
closures which, if made at th 
stage, might lead to serious inter
nats nal ccmplications locally, are 
behind the décision of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police. Japanese Consular 
Police and Chinese Bureau of Public 
Safety to clamp down on all in
formation regarding the arrests 
made in connection with the mur
der of Warrant Officer Hideo Naka
yama on November 9.... officials.... 
declined to give any information.... 
court proceeding have been held in 
camera.... a welter of mystery.... 
And behind all this secrecy it was 
hinted officially, is politics—politics 
of such a nature that if the allega
tions of the prisoners should prove 
true, the sinister trail of the as
sassin (sic) may be followed to very 
high quarters... .So vital were these 
statements that they have not been ( 
permitted to pass through the cus
tomary channels of the legal de
partment. S3 significant are the 
allegations of the accused that the 
local police departments of three 
nations have forbidden anything 
reaching the public....If and when 

j the police authorities choose to lift 
1 the present press ban and, pro vid - 
’ Ing there is not another ban in
stituted from even higher quarters, 
startling revelations will be forth
coming .... ”

Eaid one Chinese paper: “Little 
evidence can be produced... .Th? 
Informant gave tips in an attempt 
to collect the $8000 reward

I Said another: 
... .press ban... .was.still in hcllu cl0£ely 
..indicates' that political i(menu 

H’vngu? an' plotting had veryjj 
little, if anything, to do with the'l^^ 
killing, .indicates a well-organized 
plot....it is argued that because 

his (Nakayama’s) low rank, his 
murder had no real political signi
ficance .... newspapermen, as far as 
those in actual charge of the case 
are concerned, were decidedly un
popular... .all they (officials) knew 
was what they read in the news
papers .... ”

Daily 
secret

“General Han Fu- 
watching develop-

D He use” 
public knows—and

“In The
all the

otfiald m—‘ ; wnat it • eer bv the 
.papers, and as newspapermen today 
are still in what is vulgarly known 
as the dog-house, the public can 
pay Its money and take its choice

Latest ‘‘hot tips” from the front 
where newsmen and officials are 
lashing, via grapevine and co

conut telegraph :



Japanese Leaving
As a matter of fact, Nakayama 

is c -finitely known by police to 
have been returning to barracks on 
the night of his demise from a 
Japanese-controlled house of pro
stitution off North Szechuen Road, 
specially maintained and inspected 
for men of the Naval Landing 
Party.

Two prominent J nanese are 
bidding Shanghai g ?e.

Me:; prominent is _ chi Uyeda, 
chief of the police affairs section 
of the Japanese Consulate, who 
leaves Saturday on the Tatsuta 
Maru for Tokyo after one year in 
Shanghai. He is being transferred 
by routine tour of duty, but acci
dentally at a most opportune mo
ment for him.

The other departing guest is Mr. 
Nobukazu Tachibana, staff cor
respondent in Shanghai of the 
Osaka Mainichi and the Tokyo 
Ncihi-Nichi newspapers. He left 
here very “suddenly,” according to 
Corner News Agency, on the Shang
hai Maru today. Mr. Tachibana 
broke thr- Japanese press ban re
cently and cabled a story about the 
Nakayama affair to Japan.
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Six ^Suspects Held In Connection
With Nakayama Assassination;
Cabaret Women Arrested In Raid
Three Cantonese, One

Korean, Two Dancers
Lodged In Police Jails

Japanese, Chinese, Municipal Police Pushing
Investigation Jointly; Actual Murderer Said 

Still At Large; Press Ban Maintained

Police Mouths “Tight As Bottles”
(NOTE: An editorial on the Nakayama case press ban 

entitled “Officiai Clams” appears on the editorial page of 
today’s Shanghai Evening Post and Mercury?

ÇJÏX SUSPECTS are today being held in police custody in con- 
nection with the murder of Japanese Warrant Officer 

Hideo Nakayama on Darroch Road last November. Three 
Chinese, believed to be Cantonese, are being held in detention 
cells at the Central Station by Municipal Police, two Chinese 
women are being held by Bureau of Public Safety officers at 
the Nantao Bureau, and one man, believed to be Korean, is 
being held in detention cells by the Japanese Consular Police.

The ban on the issuing of news by police to the Press is 
still in force. Japanese newspapers and news agencies have 
received consular orders not to publish a line regarding the 
affair. Chinese newspapers are allowed to print as much as

but, in the words of the Chinese 
The actual murderer of tile 

Japanese sailor, it is believed, has 
not been arrested as yet, all others 
being supposedly implicated. The 
man wanted is said to be still in 
hiding, quite possibly in Tsingtao.

Seized In Cabaret
Th? two wom?n who were ar

rested in connection with the case 
were seized last night in the Moon 
Palace Cabaret on North Szechuen 
Road. They are Miss Chen Kwei- 
t.seng, 28, of Ningpc, a dancing girl 
who recently arrived here from 
Tsingtao, and Mrs. Yih Ling-sze, 
45, a Cantonese said to be con
nected in a business way with the 
Moon Palace Cabaret and hotel.

Yesterday afternoon* about 5 
o’clock two Japanese officials went 
to the Nantao Headquarters of the 
Public Safety Bureau to see Com
missioner Tsai Ching-chun, but in 
his absense in Nanking they talk
ed instead to Secretary Soo Lee
ping. They requested cooperation in 
the arrest of two Chinese women, 

! though they gave no addresses or 
i reasons. Chief superintendent 
1 Wang Ta-shou and Chief Detective 

Chang Ta tung wmt with the 
Japanese officials and tonk along 
a squad of Chinese detectives. 
They proceeded to the Ncrth 
Station Branch Bureau in Chapei 
and asked Chief Liang Wu-chu to 
help them. This par.y then raided 
a middle school in Chapei, but 
arrested no one. From the school 
they w nt to the Moon Pa’ate 
Cabaret and there arrested the two 
Chines^ women.

they can learn from, officials, 
papers, these officials are “keeping 
their mouths as tieht ar, bottles ” 
The mouths of S.M.P. officers and 
official are “tighter than bottles” so 
far as foreign newspapermen were 
concerned this morning.

More Arreste Expected
The reason for this press ban 

seems to be that Japanese Chin- 
iese and S.M.P. police are s ill 
I working in cooperation toward the 
I possible ariest of istill mere sul- 
\ pects, including the actual mur- 
1 derer, in the Nakayama case, 
which had such wide-spi?ad effects 
on Shanghai last fall when 
thousands of Chinese fled from 

; Chapei in the belief that anothei 
• Shanghai Incident was about to 
take place.

From usually authentic sources, 
however, it was learned this morn- 

1 ing that among those now in 
custody are three Cantonese, one 
of whom was arrested in Tientsin 
last week and extradited to Shang
hai, another arrested in Tsingtao 
about the same time and ex 
tradited, and a third arrested here 
the other day by Dixwell Road 
Police. The first tvo faced the 
First Special District Court on 
Monday and the three together 
faced court again yesterday. Their 
next hearing is understood to be 
set for May 1, and they are behig 
held on a writ issued by the Dis
trict Court.

Korean In Custody
The man held by the Japanese 

Consular Police is believed to be 
a Korean, vaguely known as Jack. 
He is said to have come to China 
from Vladivostok, anc was arrest
ed by S.M.P. detectives in Tsingtao 
at the same time that the first two 
Cantonese were arrested—April 15. 
He was brought here on the Hoten 
Maru Monday and turned over to 

»4he Japanese.

After the arrest the Japanese 
officials asked that the two be 
taken to the headquarters of the 
Japanese Consular Police, but 
Bureau officials refused. After a 
Icng argument, about 10 p.m. the 
women were taken to the Nantao 
Bureau, the Japanese following and 
renewing their raquett for the wo
men. About midnight they gave 
un anc: left the women with the 
Chinese police.

Charge “Serious’’
The charge against these women 

i£ not known, though it is charact
erized as “serious.” It is be 
lieved that the wopien are being 
held fcr allegedly giving aid and 
shelter to the murderers of Naka
yama, in that one of tfiem is Can
tonese, as are the arrested' men, 
and the other has just come from 
Tsingtao where the suspects were 
nabbed.

One widespread rumor in con
nection with this case is that it is 
likely t.- re ver? a political back
ground, the theory being that th3 
murderers did not kill Nakayama, 
an ordinary Japanese sailor, for 
personal r Jasons but to create' 
some sort of incident, and that 
they were subsequently in
strumental in spreading wild 
rumen; through Chapei that ter- 

lifiec the populace an:; started 
the exodus into the Settlement.

The Japanese Press ban cn this 
case has been in force for many 
weeks. It is understood V), the 
Shanghai correspondent of the 
Tokyo Nichi Nichi recently broke 
this ban and filed a story regard
ing the case, and'as a result has 
found himself in trouble with lo?al 
Japanese police officials.



Official Clams
TT IS OBVIOUS that anything bearing on the 

murder of Japanese Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama on Darroch Road last November has 
delicate international aspects. “Handle with 
care” should be the order of the day.

Shanghai officialdom inevitably construes 
“handle with care” as “handle with secrecy” 
—which is not at all the same thing and which 
quite frequently works out as the direct 
opposite.

In how many instances have official efforts 
at secrecy been attended with success? Very 
few indeed. And so it is proving in events 
currently leading out of the Nakayama murder 
which nearly precipitated a major international 
crisis last autumn.

Day before yesterday two Chinese, said to 
have some connection with the Nakayama case, 
were taken before the First Special District 
Court. Yesterday a third went before the court. 
The usual efforts at secrecy were made but 
there was the equally usual ’‘leak”, followed 
by a sort of pull-devil-pull-friar fracas between 
the reporters and the officials in which the 
reporters sought, and are still seeking, to learn 
whatever they can of the matter and in which 
the officials sought, and are still seeking, to 
bottle up all facts pertinent and otherwise.

It is argued by the officials that in matters 
of this kind the press is a handicap to their 
efforts. With regret we admit that sometimes, 

a and perhaps often, this is true. But we believe 
|| that this is 100 per cent due to the wrong 
| attitude of the officials in treating the press 
| as untrustworthy land obstructive.

? The press has nothing to gain by being 
anti-social in a community of this kind. Its 
readers are enlightened people who would be 
offended by over-sensationalism or oth^;: 
tactics displaying bad taste, or tending tc 
subvert thé ends of justice. Moreover, th? 
reporters (and even their editors) aren’t such 
terrible chaps at heart. They want the news 
but they are open to reason in their handling 
of the news if they are dealt with on an open 
basis. *

When every door to legitimate information 
in such a case as this Nakayama affair is shut 
tight and barred the press is left to its own 
devices and it has to make out as best it can. 
This occasionally leads to publication of what 
everybody plater agrees was true but in
discreet. We trust nothing of the sort has 
happened in this Nakayama matter, but we 

I recognize the Nakayama case as one where dis- 
tëcretion is Required and we think it foolish of 
I officialdom to deliberately refrain from avail- 
ling itself of proffered co-operation from the

• I press.
Sûch co-operation entails reciprocal con

cession, admittedly. The press wants to have 
an. idea of what is going un, and it wants some 
minimum facts which it can print. Experience . 
in places with a far less discreet press than 
that of Shanghai has shown that candid ex
position by officialdom can, in such a situation, 
work miracles in causing the press to be 
satisfied with a temporarily very small minimum 
so long as that little is freely given, and 
reasons for the withholding of the rest are 
candidly explained.

But when officialdom emulates the clam 3 
and shuts up tight, the press naturally does ; 
what Jt can for itself. The result to a sort of ‘ 

(competition between officials and the press, * 
often with definitely bad results for both ?

. . *parties. <
,We don’t want that and we believe no ■ 

newspaper in Shanghai, wants it, nor do we ; 
believe that any enlightened official can want ? 
it. We urge a spirit of get-together. This 
newspaper will do its part; we are sure others L 
will do likewise. But we cannot be expected >’ 
to retire from the news scene merely on a ( 
basis of official orders. Things have not come 
to that in Shanghai. We trust they never will, | 
for it is not for the good of public affairs in 
any respect.
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The j£0jj5BÎ£aCX-Jji.. -sâfincç in 
ponce quarters concerning the

! Nakayama arrests has not pre- 
! yjgnted Jthe leakage of essential 
LfBcts7Às, of course, itTnever will.
Chief" result of exaggerated 

! reticence is the stimulation of 
! imaginative minds to rumour- 
| mongering. Instead of putting a 
! brake upon public excitement— 
' which I assume to be the purpose 
! —the effect is precisely the op- 
! posite. A bald official statement, 
with no trimmings, is the coldest 
wÆi^XXnpw, for „jLn^lgat2XSUll. 
alamiou. « «
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Cabaret Tiff
Seen Behind

I

Nov. Slaying
Nakayama Death Now 

Believed Without
Political Import

IDEA DRAWN FROM

WOMEN IN CASE

Officials Still Mum
But More Arrests

Expected
The slaying of Warrant Officer 

Hideo Nakayama, of the Japanese 
Navy, on November 9 of last year, 
was not prompted by political 
motives but came about as the result 
of an ordinary cabaret quarrel, was 
the opinion expressed in official 
circles in the Settlement yesterday 
afternoon.

Although the press ban on recent 
developments connected with th? 
affair was still in force throughout 
the day, the supposition was offered 
to a China Press reporter by persons 
formerly connected with the in
vestigation of the .affair that the 
recent arrests of five Chinese, three 
men and two women, one of the 
latter a cabaret girl, indicates that 
political intrigue and plotting had 
very little, if anything, to do with 
the killing.

The two Chinese women, Miss 
Chen Kwei-chen, age 28, of Ningpo, 
and Mrs. Yeh Lin, 45, of Canton, 
were arrested at the Moon Palace 
Hotel, North Szechuen about 
9 p.m. Tuesday, by officers of the 
Bureau of Public Safety, working in 
co-operation with Japanese Consular 
Police.

Questioned At Dixwell
After their arrest, the pair were 

taken to the Dixwell Road Police 
Station where they were questioned 
and then placed in the charge of 
the Bureau of Public Safety men. 
It is understood that the two will 
probably be brought before the First 
Special District Court this morning, 
although this is by no means 
certain.

The Japanese Consular Police 
asked that they be handed over after 
their arrest but the Chinese au
thorities refused and took the pair 
to Nantao where they were kept all 
night and throughout the day yes
terday. Negotiations for their ex
tradition were started yesterday 
morning, but no statement was 
forthcoming from the police as to 
either the success or the failure of 
the proceedings.

The arrest of the two women now 
brings the number of Nakayama 
murder suspects in the hands of the 
police up to the impressive total of 
six, four men and two women. Three 
of the men are believed to be Chinese 
and have already been brought 
before the First Special District 
Court where they were ordered held 
on a writ of detention pending 
further investigation.

4th Man May Be Korean
The fourth man, said to have been 

i arrested a few days ago by Japanese 
Consular Police, is said to be a 
Korean and is now in the hands of 
the Japanese authorities.

The roundup of the six indicates 
I a well-organized plot to do away 
with Nakayama, but just why this 
particular man should have been 
singled out is one of the matters 

' that is still puzzling to the public 
' as well as to the rank and file of 

I police officers. It is argued that be
cause of his low rank, his murder 
had no real political significance.

Still further arrests are expected, 
a China Press reporter learned yes
terday. At least one man, badly 

hvanted in connection with the case, 
iis still at large and is believed to 
I be in Tsingtao at the present time, 
jit was learned from authentic 
! sources that this particular in
dividual is believed to be the man 
who did the actual shooting.

Reporters Unpopular
Officials questioned yesterday 

would give no indication as to when 
the present press ban might be lift
ed and some real inside information 
given out on the case nor would 
they explain why the ban had been 
enforced. While it is generally sup- 

; posed that they desired to maintain 
silence regarding the affair after 

. the first two men had been arrest
ed because of other arrests in pro- 

aspect, they would not even confirm 
( this. Newspapermen, as far as those 
Jin actual charge of the case are 
concerned, were decidedly unpopular.

Japanese officials, like Shanghai 
Municipal Police executives, are 
keeping their mouths closed. Those 
interviewed by a China Press re
porter yesterday stated that all they 
knew was what they read in the 
newspapers.

The Japanese have, however, 
banned all news regarding the affair 
from appearing in the local Nippon
ese press.
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Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers

THE MUxOER OP THE JAPANESE MARINE NAKAYAMA 8 SIX SUSPECTS 
ARRESTEE

In connection with the murder of a Japanese 
marine named Nakayama on Darroch. Road near North Szechuen 
Road on the evening of November 9, 1935, the murderer has 
not yet been arrested.

The other day, the Japanese Consular Police 
arrested a Korean named Chi Kuh ) w^o *3 t°
involved in the murder case. He is now being detained 
at the Japanese Consular Police for investigation»  ̂

At noon April 20, Judge Siao Sih Pun )
of the First Sperl al District Court heard the case against 
two Chinese suspects; one of them was arrested at Tientsin, 
the other in Shanghai,

At noon April 21* a third suspect, in addition 
to the two already charged, appeared before Judge Feng 
Sze Teh (/</ ) in the First Special District Court*
The third man was arrested at Tsingtao. The trial was 
held in camera. The three accused are all Cantonese» 
Two of them are named, Zung (“px ), the third is known as 
Siao Kwangtung ),

Cn the evening of April 21, the Japanese 
Consular Police with the assistance of the Public Safety 
Bureau arrested two Cantonese women named Yih Ling Sz 
and Zung Kwei Tsung at the Moon Palace, North
Szechuen Road. /

It ia said that the S.M.F. have not secured 
any evidence against the three suspects despite their 
investigation.

A reward of several thousand dollars was 
offered by the Chinese and the Settlement authorities 
for information leading to the arrest of the murderer of 
Nakayama. A certain Chinese namedDzung (Ju) ), in the 
hope of securing the reward, laid information against 
the two Chinese named Zung and a third man named Siao 
Kwangtung. When the case was heard in the First Special 
District Court, the three accused declared that they did 
not know Dzing nor were they in any way connected with the 
murder. As the ChineseDzung failed to appear at either 
of the two hearings, the Court remanded the case and 
summonedDzung to nppear at the next hearing.

The Chinese suspect who was arrested at Tsingtae 
is the husband of one of the dancing girls arrested at 
the Moon Palace. They were divorced, but had resumed 
cohabitation. This dancing girl is unaware of the cause 
of her arrest nor does she know anything about the murder 
of Nakayama.

China Evening News s-
Chang Ting Yung ( w ), a Secretary of the 

Shanghai City Government, says «On April 21, I went 
to the First Special District Court to attend the trial 
of suspects in the Nakayama murder case. The case is a 
very serious one and the proceedings cannot be disclosed 
for the present. 0*ing to lack of evidence against the 
accused, the Court remanded the case for further investigation”.
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Eastern Times i-

In connection with the murder of a Japanese 
marine named Nakayama on Darroch Road on the night of 
November 9, 1935, the Japanese Consular Police recently 
arrested a Korean named Chi Kuh($£ ) on suspicion of 
being involved in the murder case. In the meantime, the 
Police of the International Settlement had effected the 
arrest of three Chinese suspects, two of whom were brought 
here from Tientsin and Tsingtao, while the third was taken 
into custody in Shanghai. The three suspects were charged 
before the First Special District Court and the case was 
remanded.

On the night of April 21, officers from the 
Japanese Consulate, with the assistance of the Shanghai 
Bureau of Public Safety, proceeded to the Moon Palace 
Cabaret on North Szechuen Road and arrested two Chinese 
females named Yih Ling Sz Cantonese, and Zung
Kwei T sung ( fl# ), native of Ningpo. The former
is a shareholder of the cabaret, while the latter is a 
dancing partner and came to Shanghai from TJingtao recently. 
She is the divorced wife of the Chinese suspect brought 
from Tsingtao but had resumed cohabitation. The two 
females had no knowledge of the cause of their arrest. 
They were subsequently removed to the Bureau of Public 
Safety. The investigation of their case is being under
taken by detectives of the Bureau. The Japanese Consulate 
had demanded their extradition but it was rejected by the 
Bureau of Public Safety. General Tsai Chin Chu.i, 
Commissioner of the Bureau, has submitted a report to 
the Shanghai City Government requesting instructions.

It is understood that the three Chinese suspects 
now in the custody of the International Settlement Police 
are all natives of Kwangtung. Two of them are named 
Zung,( fjt ), while the third is known as Siao Kwangtung 
(4* jg % nation leading to their arrest was
given'ey a person named Dzung(^ÿ ). At one of the 
hearings of the case in the First Special District Court, 
the three suspects denied any knowledge of the man Bzung 
or any connection with the murder. As the informer Dzung 
did not appear at the two hearings, the Court remanded the 
case pending the issue of a summons for his appearance.

ADVERTISEMENT PUBLISHED BY RICSHA PULLERS,

The Shun Pao and other local newspapers publish 
the following advertisement inserted by Chong King Vung 
( % Æ £), Tsu Voong Tsoh( £< Tr ), Oo Woo Sanffcf $ Ji) 
and Zee rsoh Ling( Tr th) i-

”We have given our whole-hearted support to the 
Shanghai Riesha Pullers’ Mutual Aid Association ever since 
its inauguration. After we had joined the Riesha. Pullers1 
Union, there have been times when a small number of unlawful 
elements have made unauthorized use of our names to oppose 
the Riesha Pullers’ Mutual Aid Association with the object 
of creating dissension. Consequently this has given rise 
to some misunderstanding. We hereby publish this advertise
ment announcing a permanent severance of our connection with 
the Riesha Pullers’ Union.”
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Journal de Shanghai

IS THE 1DRDER CF A JAPANESE. WARRANT OFFICER ON 
DARROCH ROAD ABOUT TO BE CLEARED UP?

Six Persons Already Under Arrest » folice Pursue 
Investigations in Great Secrecy

Up to date, the Police have arrested six persons 
■who are believed to be involved in the murder of the 
Japanese warrant officer Nakayama on Darroch Road in 
November last year. Three Chinese, said to be Cantonese, 
are being detained at Central Station? two other Chinese 
are under detention at the Bureau of Public Safety in 
Nantao. Che ran, believed to be a Korean, has been 
arrested by the Japanese Consular Police.

The Police are maintaining a strict silence 
over these arrests. Nothing is known of the charge 
that has been brought against these persons. On the 
instructions of their Consulate, local Japanese papers 
have not published anything about the affair. Tho 
Chinese newspapers wore authorized to publish whatever 
*official” information they could obtain, but the authorities 
are silent and it is impossible to obtain even the slightest 
information. As for the foreign newspapers, they also 
have not been able to obtain the slightest enlightenment 
from the authorities or from the Pelice of the International 
Settlement.

The most likely theory is that the Shanghai 
Municipal Police are pursuing their investigations with 
the collaboration of the Chinese and Japanese Police and 
further arrests are expected scon. It is, therefore,
clear that newspaper reports, especially reports giving 
a description of the prisoners, are liable to obstruct 
the Police investigations and prevent the arrest of the 
murderer.

Three suspects, we know, are being detained at 
Central Station» one of them was arrested at Tientsin, 
the second at Tsingtao and the third by detectives of 
Dixwell Road Station.

The detained persons appeared before the Court 
on Monday and Tuesday. The proceedings were held in 
camera. The next hearing of the case will take place 
on May 1•

The man arrested by the Japanese Consular Police 
answers to tjle name of Jack. He is said to be a 
Korean. He was arrested at Tsingtao on April 15 at 
the same time as the Cantonese. He was brought to 
Shanghai on the Hoten Maru and handed over to the Japanese 
Consular Police.

All these prisoners, it is believed, are only 
the accomplices? the actual murderer is still at large. 
There is a rumour that he is in hiding in the neighbourhood 
of Tsingtao.

The two women whose arrest at the Moon Palace 
on North Szechuen Road wtc reported yesterday are also 
involved in the affair. The younger woman is a dancer 
who arrived recently from Tsingtao). the other is connected
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■with the Moon Palace. As one of the women is a Cantonese 
and she had corne from Tsingtao where two of the suspects 
were arrested, it is believed that they had provided 
a place of shelter to the murderer.

The Japanese Police, with the assistance of the 
Chapei Police, also carried out a search in a school in 
Chapei, but without any result.

It is believed that the assassination wag a 
political affair and was carried out to provoke fresh 
incidents in Shanghai.
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Ta Kun Pao and other local newspapers

THE MURDER OF THE JAÏANESE SAILOR NAKAYAMA: THREE SUSPECTS
- arbested

On the evening of November 9, 1935, a. 
Japanese sailor named Nakayama was murdered at the entrance of 
an alleyway on Darroch Road near North Szechuen Road. The 
Chinese and the Settlement authorities later offered, a 
reward of $4,000 for information leading to the arrest of 
the murderer or murderers.

According to information secured from a 
certain source, the local Ja.panese Consular Police recently 
arrested a Japanese who is connected with this murder, and 
from information given by this Ja.panese, two Chinese 
suspected of being connected with the case were apprehended. 
One of them was arrested at Tientsin.

The two men were charged in the First 
Special District Court at noon, April 20, The hearing is 
being kept secret and no information has been released.

The Tsing.tao Police authorities later 
arrested a Chinese who il~ro be connected with the murder 
of the Japanese sailor. The man a.rrived in Shanghai under 
escort on the evening of April 20.

On the morning of April 21, the case again 
came up for hearing. The accused who was arrested at 
Tsingtao is a. young man. He wore foreign dress and appeared 
to be in good spirits. .

Judge Feng Sze Teh ("Jn1 it us-* ) heard the 
case.

Mr. Eryan, Municipal Advocate, and three 
Assistant Municipal advocates were present. Many Chinese, 
Japanese and foreign detectives and pdicemen were posted on 
duty outside the Courtroom. The hearing was held in camera 
and only a small number of Police officers connected with the 
case were present.

The case was remanded until May 1.

China Times and other local newspapers

JAPANESE CONSULATE ARREST TWO CHINESE WOMEN: CAUSE UNKNOWN

At about 5 p.m. yesterday, two Japanese 
officials of the Japanese Consulate called at the 
Headquarters of the Shanghai Public Safety Bureau to obtain 
assistance for the arrest of certain Chinese.

Soo Lee Bing (iff. ), Chief Secretary
of the Bureau, detailed Superintendant waung Da Zeu (>£■ k fay L 
Chief Detective Officer Tsang Da Doong ) a.nd a number
of detectives to accompany the Japanese.

The party first visited a certain middle 
school in Chapei in company with Liang Foo Tsoo (^- ^17 ),
Officer in charge of North Station Branch Bureau, but nothing 
was found there. They then went to the Moon Palace Cabaret, 
where they arrested the following two females:

(1) Yih Ling Sz (H 0G ), age 43, native 
of Canton, who was wearing a blue jacket.

(2) Zung Kwei Tsung ( Cf ), age 28,
native of Ningpo, who was wearing a black silk long gown.



*
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The Japanese officials wanted to take the 
arrested persons to the Japanese Consulate, but this was 
refused by the Public Safety Bureau. Negotiations were 
carried on till about 10 p.m., when the two females were 
taken to the Public Safety Bureau. The Japanese still 
insisted that the* two females be handed over to them. No 
decision was reacxied up till midnight.

From enquiries made at the Cabaret, it was 
learned that Ying Ling Sz is one of its shareholders, while 
Zung Kwei Tsung had recently come from Tsingtao to work in 
the cabaret as a. dancing partner. Both are unaware of the 
reason of their arrest.

The Public Safety Bureau will ask for instructions 
from the City Govern; ent of Shanghai.

China Times and other local newspapers

MEETING TO BE HELD BY THE FIRST SPECIAL DISTRICT CITIZENS' 
“ FEDERATION

The first meeting of representatives of the 
First Special District Citizens' Federation will take place 
at 2 p.m. to-day.

Besides electing an Executive Committee and a. 
Supervisory Committee, the meeting will discuss the following 
matters

(1) The Telephone Question.
(2) Reduction of rent and reduction of interest 

on 1o an s.
(3) Securing of new members.
(4) Purchase of aeroplanes as a present to 

General Chiang Kai Shek on his birthday.
(5) Strict enforcement of the promotion of 

native products.
(6) publishing a declaration.

kin Pao and other local newspapers!

THE RESIGNATION OF WONG SHAO LAI

Immediately after he had been elected to the 
Executive Committee oi the Chinese Ratepayers’ Association 
in the International Settlement, Wong Shao Lai ( )
wrote a letter to the Association tendering his resignation.

The Chinese Ratepayers' Association in the 
International Settlement and some 50 other organizations, 
including the First Special District Citizens'^ Federation, 
the Chinese Native Goods Factory Owners' federation and 
the Kiangsu Fellow Provincials Association, have written 
to Wong Shao Lai earnestly asking him to reconsider his 
resignation.

The Chinese Ratepayers* Association in the 
International Settlement yesterday issued the following 
circular notice to theinembers of the Executive Committeei-

"The firs’t meeting of the Executive Committee 
will take place at its offices, No,59 Hongkong Road, at 
3 p.m, April 23 when a Chairman, a Vice Chairman and a 
Standing Committee of three persons will be elected. We 
hereby request your attendance.1*

I

I
*
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Journal de Shanghai

THE MURDER OF A JAPANESE WARRANT OFFICER ON DARROCH 
ROAD

Besides the two man who appeared before the First 
Special District Court the ctherd^, on a charge of being 
involved in the murder of a Japanese warrant officer named 
Nakayama on Darroch lioad in November last year, a third 
Chinese was charged yesterday. It is believed that he 
was arrested at Tsingtao some days ago and arrived in 
Shanghai on Monday on the s.s. Hoten Maru.

The three accused appeared before Judge Feng Shih 
Teh. The proceedings were held in camera, even the Press 
being excluded. The only officials present in Court 
were the Judge, the Court Registrar, the Procurator, the 
Assi stant Municipal Advocate, S.M.C., and a number of 
Police officers. Mr. T.Y. Chang, a Secretary of the 
Shanghai City Government, watched the proceedings.

No information was given out relating to the 
case. The Judge, it is said, has ordered local newspapers 
not to publish anything regarding the affair.

ARREST OF TWO CHINESE WOMEN

Chen Kwei Cheng, 28, and Yih Ling Sze, 54, two 
Chinese women living at the Moon Palace, have been arrested 
by the Chapei Police at the request of the Japanese 
Consular Police.

The charge against them is unknown, but is is 
said that its nature is a serious one.
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Third Chinese Faces Court Atter 
Tsingtao Arrest In Connectiori o 
With Murder Of Japanese Officer-
Trio Held Here Believed

Participants In Nakayama
Affair Of Last November

Police Escort Prisoners Into District Court, 
For Secret Session; All Officials Maintain 

Wall Of Silence; Japanese Ban News

Flight From Chapei Recalled Locally

A THIRD CHINESE, believed to have been arrested ths other 
day in Tdngtac and extradited to Shanghai, faced the 

bench in the First Special Distrirt Court this morning along 
with' two ether Chinese who were before the court yesterday. 
All three are understood to be directly involved in the murder 
of Japanese Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama on Darroch Road 
here last November.

Third suspect is understood to have arrived in Shanghai 
under police escort by the Hoten Maru yesterday afternoon. The 
three men were arraigned before JJdg? Feng .Shih-teh after 

the courtroom had been cleared of ----------------------?.. ..« > —
all spectators and newspapermen 
about ill a.m. The hearing was held 
in camera, the only persons re
maining inside being the prison
ers, the judge, the clerk, the Chi 
nese procurator who was on the 
bench to watch proceedings, the 
assistant municipal advocate oT the, 
S.M.C., and a few S.MP. officers, 
who have been handling the in
vestigation. Mr. T. Y. Chang, secre
tary of the City Government oi

! Greater Shanghai, watched the 
[proceedings but, when approached,, 
refused to divulge anything. |

“I cannot tell you anything in 
connection with this case.” he said. 
This characterizes answers made 
fa all officials today.

Names of the three prisoners, or] 
just what connection they may : 
have with the Nakayama case, are 
not divulged by police. Officers 
have been working quietly and 
steadily on this murder case since 
last November through a Special 
Bureau set up at that time, created 
chiefly to push the investigation.

Silence On Affair
A wall of silence today surround

ed the activities of Municipal 
Folice, officials of the S.M.C. Legal 
Department, other S.M.C. officials, 
and Japanese Consular Police. A 
general ban oil the issuance of all 
news in connection with the case 

| has been slapped down by the 
Powers-that-Ee in the Settlement

About 9 p.m. on Saturday,. 
November 9, the 23-year-old sailor 
was shot’ in the head in Darroch 
Road, an extra - Settlement 
thoroughfare, a short distance 
from the Japanese Naval Landing 
Parly barracks, where sentries, 
were stationed. While clues were 
sought by both Japanese authorities 
and the Shanghai Municipal Police, 
rumors spread like wildfire among 
the populace in Hongkew and 
Chapei.

Eye-Witnesses Found
Only eye-witness of the shooting 

was a Chinese named Woo Zuang- 
woo, who said that the assailant 
was wearing dark clothes similar to 
those of the victim. A similar 
description was given by a 17-year 
old Chinese girl who saw a man
walking near Nakayama before the 
two shots were fired. The gun, a 
.32 calibre Spanish pistol, was 
found nearby.

All day Sunday N. Szechuen Road 
and other streets leading into the 
Settlement were jammed with 
rieshas, carts and motorvans, loaded 
with household belongings of 
Chinese residents moving out of 
the Chapei area. For a week the 
movement continued sporadically, 
spurred on by repeated rumors of 
trouble. As soon as official reassur
ances had restored quiet, a new 
rumor ' would be circulated and 
start’ panic again.

Press Censored
Official spokesman for the Japan

ese, although admitting the pos
sibility that a Korean was respon
sible, put the blame on Chinese 
shoulders, backing up his allegation 
by citing numerous anti-Japanese 
incidents previously. He denied 
that warfare was possible, however, 
because the Shanghai area had been 
demilitarized. The local Japanese 
press, which had given the incident 
sensational display, accounting in 
part for the evacuation, were placed 
under censorship. Chinese news-

Loaded In Van
When the session was concluded 

about neon, the prisoners were led 
out under a strong police guard 
and loaded into a police van. A 
path was cleared through the 
crowd and newspapermen in parti

cular were not allowed to- get a 
;glimpse of the men, probably for 
fear of descriptions in newspapers 
leading to possible identification.

...... | The charges against the trio 
jhave net been revealed. They are 

■ being detained in cells at the
[Central Folice Station.
i Case Very Secret
! Two Chinese faced the First Dis- 
trict Court in a secret session yes
terday neon. Utmost secrecy sur
rounded the proceedings. It was 
believed that one of the men was 
nested in Tientsin last week and 

extradited after he had been 
icked up. The other man, it was ; 
Hed, was arrested yesterday 
‘ming by detectives of the Dix- 
'1 Road Police Station. The 
- were taken to the Central 
Jon early yesterday morning 

shortly before noon taken to

whether in the Municipal Counci: papers from the beginning played 
or among’ the Japanese. Order? the story down.
from the Commissioner of Police1., a subsequent incident occurred 
restrain all members of the Police on Nanking Road, wto days alter 
Department from saying a word the knimg, When bricks and bottles 
about the affair. Many of the w€re thrown through the window of 
officers know nothing about it; onb a Japanese store. Mr. Itaro Ishii, 
a few are directly concerned in Japanese Consul-General, an- 
the case. The Municipal Advocated nounced that he would protest to 
office blandly professed entin g j^.p against the ‘'outrage.” 
ignorance cf the case this morn- ancj Japanese patrols were ordered 
ing, as did high police officials ant to w<?ar gteel helmets 
Council officers. Sailors Arrive

Chinese newspapermen had bee 
urged by the judge not to publia 
anything regarding the affair, an 
only two Chinese papers this morn 
ing Jhad anything printed aboi 
it, and their reports were vei 
brief. A Press ban has been plac< 
on all Japanese newspapers by tl 
Japanese Consular Police, . ar 
these papers, that were repartir 
the Nakayama case so widely ai 
in detail last autumn, did not car 
a line about it this morning.

Thousands Filed Chapei
Biggest effect of the slaying 

Hideo Nakayama was seen in 
exodus of thousands of Chinese i 
sidçnts from the Chapei area ir 
the International Settlement, a 
the spreading of countless rum< 
cf impending hostilities like, the 
of 1932. riT

Fresh excitement was caused by 
the arrival from Japan of 500 sail
ors to replace others going home. 
The Japanese press ban was lifted, 
but Chinese papers continued to 
treat the situation cautiously. As 
Chinese authorities f ought s against 
idle rumors, students at'Fuh Tan 
university denied Japanese accusa
tions that they had adopted a 
hostile resolution.

Just as peace was beginning t* 
prevail, and refugees were return
ing home, a renewed exodus from 
Chapei started Wednesday Novem
ber 13. when it was intimated by 
a Japanese spokesman that an 
appeal would be made to the Nan
king government to close the Kuo
mintang headquarters in'-^Jianghai 
because of anti-Japanese activities 
Japanese school children reported



that they had been struck by 
Chinese children in the Jukong 
Road district, and incendiary litera
ture was found by Chinese police 
who were conducting a consistant 
search anc striving to pacify Chin
ese residents.

Rewards Posted
Reward of $1000 later increased 

to $4000, was posted by the Shang
hai Municipal Police for informa
tion leading to the arrest of the 
person or persons guilty of the 
murder, and the Council was re
quested by Japanese authorities to 
take steps to remove anxiety in 
the minds of their nationals. Japan
ese naval patrols with fixed bay
onets were seen in Hongkew. Rum
ors that the naval landing party 
was to start immediate military 
activity on Thursday caused stud
ents to desert schools and univer
sities and flee with residents from 
the Chapei, Kiangwan and Woo-- 
suna areas.

When the expected “war” failed 
to materialize people became calm 
again. A new census was being 
taken in Chapei and the exodus 
was finally halted by a City Gov
ernment order, one week after it 
began. At the newly created 
•‘Special Political Offices of the 
p.M.P., it was estimated that about 

150,000 had moved into the Settle
ment. Countless others had gone 
through the countryside to places 
elsewhere.
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More Arrests
In Nakayama

Secret Court Hearings 
May Involve Nation

ality Of 3 Held
More arrests in connection with j 

the murder of Warrant Officer ( 
Hideo Nakayama. Japanese Navy, ( 
last November, are expected as the 
result of the roundup of three 
suspects and their subsequent ap
pearance at secret sessions in the ] 
First Special District Court, a j 
China Press reporter was in- , 
formed from reliable sources yes- ( 
terday afternoon. f

In its issue of April 21, The China 
Press published an exclusive story 1 
in which it was stated that two j 
men, one said to have been arrested t 
in Tientsin on grounds being direct- j 
ly involved in the Nakayama shoot
ing. had been brought before the 
Settlement tribunal and questioned 
behind closed doors.

3rd Man Arrested 1
It was further pointed out that 1 

officials m charge of the case were 1 
maintaining the utmost secrecy con- i 
cerning details of the arrest. Fur
ther mystery was added to the af
fair when a third man. said to have , 
been arrested in Tsingtao a few 
days ago, and brought here Monday 
afternoon cn the Hoten Maru. was | 
taken into court yesterday morn
ing.

The man. together with the two 
who appeared Monday, were taken | 
to court about 11 a.m. yesterday on , 
writs of detention: The hearing was . 
held before Judge Feng Shih-teh ( 
after the court-room had been 
cleared cf all newspapermen and j 
spectators. The only persons re- j 
ma inin g inside were the prisoners, ( 
the judge, the clerk, a few police 
officers and an Assistant Municipal | 
Advocate. Mr. T. Y. Chang. Secre- j 
tary of the City Government of • 
Greater Shanghai, held a watching 
brief, but refused to reveal any in- . 
formation concerning the case.

Secretary Maintained
The fact that the story leaked out 

at all caused some flurry in S.M.C. 
circles yesterday morning, but de
spite the headlines that have 
made their appearance on the case, 
the authorities are still not saying 
anything.

Every effort has been made to 
prevent any definite information on 
the case from finding its way to 
the press. So tight is the ban that 
only those few selected police of
ficers directly concerned have any 
knowledge of what is going cn and 
they won’t talk. The great ma
jority of the members of the force
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NAKAYAMA MURDER
CASE MYSTERY "

All Officials Combine To 
Cast Veil Over Facts 

About Arrests
CLOSE SECRECY GIVES 

RUMOURS FILLIP
Closely-drawn veils of official 

secrecy have succeeded in en
shrouding with mystery the new 
(developments which have definite- 
ly and suddenly taken place in the 
Nakayama murder case.

Japanese, Chinese and foreign 
circles are equally tight-lipped on 
the subject, and the two first-men
tioned, it is understood, have 

' adopted the further precaution of 
imposing a strict censorship on the 

( Chinese and Japanese newspapers, 
‘ which are forbidden to make any 
I reference to the Nakayama case, 
; much less to the flood of rumours 
j now in circulation.

Three men are belie- < d to be in 
j custody but such proceedings as 
i have been started have been heard 
in camera.

Authentic information is not 
available, therefore, and little re
liance is to be placed upon un
official reports, one of which sug
gests that among the arrester men 
is a Japanese.

Marked activity was noted at 
Central Police Station at one time 
yesterday, when a high officer of 
the Japanese Consular Police, ac
companied by a Japanese consular ’ 
official, attended, presumably, a * 
conference with S.M.P. chiefs, and 
left later, in the company of for- i 
eign detectives. )

| _---- :-------- ‘-------------------------------------------
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2 Chinese Held In 
Nakayama Murder,
F ace Secret Court

Pair Said To Have 
Been Arrested In 

Tientsin

GREAT MYSTERY
SURROUNDS CASE

Killing Of Japanese In 
Hongkew That Caused
Crisis Here Recalled

Two Chinese men, said to have 
been directly involved in the mur
der of Japanese Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama on Darroch Road, 
November 9. 1935, were brought into 
the First Special District Court at 
noon yesterday and after a hearing 
in chambers, were returned to cells 
at the Central Police Station where 
a strong watch is being kept oxer 
them. *

Utmost secrecy surrounded the 
entire proceedings. Orders from the 
powers-that-be are to the effect 
that absolutely nothing is to be said 
about the case at the present time.

Only a very few police officers 
know anything about it and they 
are directly concerned with the 
case. A China Press reporter, who 
happened to be at the court when 
the two men were brought in, 
spent the afternoon in vain in an 
effort to learn something of the 
details connected with the case.

Believed Involved
At the Legal Department of the 

S. M. C., he was informed that 
instructions had been received to 
give out no information on the 
matter. It was confirmed, however, 
that the two men were arrested n 
connection with the Nakayam 
slaying and that they are believed 
to have been directly involved in 
the killing.

From one authentic source, in- 
‘ formation was obtained to the effect 

that one of the men was arrested 
in Tientsin last week and was ex
tradited immediately after he had 
been picked up. The other arrest, 
it was stated, was made early yes
terday morning by detectives of the 
Dixwell Road Police Station.

The same secrecy pervaded in 
Japanese official circles. No one 
seemed inclined to talk about what 
Imd taken place, although there 
could be no denying that the two 
men had been brought into court.

It was learned that the pair was 
taken to the Central Police Station 
early yesterday morning and locked 
up, and then shortly before noon, 
were loaded into a closed police 
wagon and taken directly to the 
court.

Secrecy Maintained
Strangely enough, most of the 

personnel at Central knew noth
ing about the affair, and those who 
did, kept their mouths closed. Just 
why this secrecy is being maintain
ed is unknown.

Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama 
was shot and killed on Darroch 
Road on the night of November 9 
while he was walking toward the 
Japanese barracks. His body was 
found shortly after the shooting and 
Japanese marine patrols were order
ed out to patrol the area.

Literally scores of persons who 
might have been witnesses, or who 
might have contributed some in
formation. were brought to the 
police station and questioned. Spe
cial police offices were opened at 
the Hongkew Station for the pur
pose of investigating the case, al
though the \hooting took place m 
the Dixwell area.

The ensuing disturbance had 
far-reaching effects and actually 
resulted in a general exodus ot 
residents from Chapei and Hong
kew, a grim reminder of the hectic 
days of January and February 1932.

A reward of $4,000 is offered for 
the arrest and conviction of the 
slayer or slayers of Nakayama. 
This, it is stated, is the largest 
reward ever offered in Shanghai for 
the apprehension of a criminal.



December 25, 1935. Morning Translation

NI CHI -NI CHI

JAPANESE AUTHORITIES REQUEST THE S.l'.C. TO EXERCISE 
STRICT ÛONTW’ WlR’ THE STv'DËHTS^MÔ^ffîNÏ ------------

With the development of the students’ 
demonstrations against the autonomous movement/ln North 
China, anti-Japanese activities are being op,^fily carried 
out in the Settlement, thereby arousing mojre uneasiness.

Mr. Ishii, Japanese Con^ifl-General, called 
on Mr. Fessenden, Secretary-General of ythe S.M.C., on the 
morning of December 24 and requested him to exercise striot 
measures. Mr. Fessenden promised to’’comply with the request.

The Consul-Gener.etl had intended to interview 
Mayor Wu but owing to pressure work Mayor Wu was unable 
personally to meet the Consul>4eneral. Therefore, Mr. Ishii 
spoke with the Mayor over tja'e telephone and requested him 
to control the movement. /?The Mayor promised to comply with 
the request. X
...AINI CHI

gNTI-JA?ANESFHAlvDBILLS PRINTED BY THE COMMERCIAL PRESS

/^Amongst the handbills disseminated at the 
North Station Wind on Nanking Road, Honan Road, and other 
places several anti-Japanese pamphlets were found. These 
handbills ...were printed at the Commercial Press by several 
tens of printers under the direction of one Chow Chao Chi, 
an employee of the concern.

On December 24, ’workmen nf a certain factory 
went on strike and marched to the North Station to take part 
in the students* demonstration.

The Public Safety Bureau has not yet decided 
what attitude to adopt towards the movement which is 
aseuniingFserious aspect.

JAPANESE NAVi.L AUTHOR1 TIES ki-JE A PROTEST RE THE

In connection with the murdç^y^f warrant 
Officer Nakayama the shanghai Municipal policé/raised the 
amount of the reward to ÿ4,000 and posted new reward notices 
in the streets. In view of the fact that no clue has yet 
been obtained, the Naval Authorities lodged a protest with 
the Municipal Authorities on December 15, and urged them 
to effect the arrest of the murderer as soon as possible, 

report on the result of the investigations up to the 
present was received by the Naval Authorities on December 22. 
It is believed that the Naval authorities are prepared, if 
necessary, to renew the protest in future.

JAPANESE CONSULAR POLICE PROTECT JAPANESE RESIDENCES

Following the^d^nonstrr tinn held on Nanking 
Road yesterday, members ofiHS 2nd Section of the local 
Japanese Consular Polic^fnmiediately proceeded to the scene’ 
and adopted precautionary measures at Japanese business 
concerns and resijàtJhces on this road.



December 21, 1935. Morning Translation.

HIPPO

KJJARD OF $4,000 TO MS ISSU." BY THE POLI013 ?U; 
NB&ÏYBlU'S CASE

which
The Shanghai Municip-1 Police/ho.ve been 

striving to effect the arrest of the murderer of IT.aknyrmn 
of the Japanese Naval Landing Party increased th'. '-mount 
of the regard to $4,000 on December 18. The Shanghai 
Public Safety Bureau followed the cx-mplc of the : ur.icipal 
Police '•nd increased the amount of their regard te $4,000 
on December 19.

SIP. ELITE ROSS CONFERS VITE DR. H.H. KUNG .uTD IP..
T.V. SOONG “

Dr. H.H. Kung, t he Mi Finance,
held - meeting at his reside^A^^TTKOutc Herve de Sieyes 
with Sir Leith Ross £cAi-$JfT*T.V. Soong to discuss seme 
important . atijwpeFK^ThG meeting lasted for two hours. 
The mjitierSfior discussi'n were kept strictly confidential. 
Pfwr'evcr, it is surmised that they discussed matters 
concerning the silver policy of the United States Government.
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Reward For Slayer Of 
Japan Marine Increased
Public Safety Bureau Offers 

§4,000 For Information
The reward for those who can 

supply information that will lead 
to the arrest of the principal in
volved in the shooting affair on 
Darroch Road during which a 
Japanese sailor was killed some time 
ago offered by the Bureau of Public 
Safety has been increased from 
$1,000 to $4,000, it was announced 
yesterday by the Bureau.

The decision to increase the re
ward by $3,000 was taken by the 
Bureau of Public Safety in the hope 
that the apprehension of the guilty 
party in the case may be hastened.

In addition to the $1,000 reward 
of the Bureau of Public Safety now 
being increased to $4,000, the Shang
hai Municipal Police has also posted 
a reward of $1,000 for anyone who I 
could supply information leading to 
the arrest of the person or persons 
responsible for the shooting on Dar
roch Road on November 9. Both the 
Chinese and Settlement police forces 
have been busy investigating but to 
date no important arrests have been 
made, nor any definite clues found 
that may lead to the apprehension 
of the criminals.
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December 20, 1935. horning translation.

Shun fao and other local 1;ewspapers.

£4000 Reward.

,7ith reference to the $1,000 reward recently 

offered by the Public Safety Bureau for the arrest of person 

or persons responsible for the murder of Hideo Nakayama, a 

<.e-..pier of + pe Japanese ’ aval Landing Party, on Darroch ’'"'oad 

on November 9, General Tsai Chin Chun, Chief of tee Public 

Safety bureau, on December 19 issued a further circular 

notice stating that $4,000 reward, an increase of $3,000, 

would be offered to any person giving information leading 

to the arrest of the murderer.
The "Sin Wen Pao" and other local newspapers 

to-day reproduce a notice issued on December 18 by the S.b.P. 

which states that a reward of $4,000 will be paid for 

information <riven to the ' uni cipul Police.
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NIPPO

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER UYEHARA TO EXPLllÂÿi^lL 
FUNCTIONS Off THS SPECIAL POLITICAL QgFfCEë.

At th^^équest of Assistant 
Commissioner Uyehara who wj.,shéa to explain the functions 
of the Special Politiç.aié'tSffice of the S.E.P., which 
vras established days ago, the Japanese Amalgamated
Association of Street Unions has decided to hold a 
meeting .of the Standing Committee at 7 p.m* November 
19 in its office.

NICHI-NICHI

NAKAYAMA MURDER CASL AND Tift, JAPANESE AMALGALATLD 
ASSOCIATION Off STREir" UNIONS

In connection with the murder
of Nakayama and the attack on Messrs Hibino Yoko, the 
Japanese Amalgamated Association of Street Unions sent 
a petition to the S.M.C. The S.M.C. replied to this 
petition through the Japanese Consulate-General.

At 10 a.m. yesterday the
Standing Committee of the Japanese Amalgamated Association 
of Street Unions held a meeting at the Japanese Club 
to discuss the S.M.C.’s reply.

Mr. Amano, chairman of the 
Association has decided to send the Standing Committee 
of the Association to the Japanese Consulate-General to-day 
to ascertain the contents of the S.M.C.'s reply.

GEN. SUNG CHE YUAN DECIDES TO SUPPORT AUT01 OKY POLICY

A telegram from Poipipg dated 
November 17 reports that as a result of r. copfbrcncc 
held with his close adherents General Sung^Jhc Yuan 
has decided to carry out an autonomy pojrfcy in the 
North and he has informed the Japane^ef' authorities of 
his decision. The ga-cral has a^ddpted the following 
three points in the auû^nomy mçrjpé1:-

1. The inauguration ofvX$ autonomy administration 
in Hopei and Charhnr provinces and the severance from 
the Kuomintang administrai on.

2. A military agreement between Japan, Manchukuo 
and the North f or ..drfie purpose of presenting a united 
front against thd Red activities.

3. The Complété withdrawal of the 32 Army under 
General Shehg Chen to the south of Paoting.

.X* A telegram from Tientsin dated
November 17 states that Gen Han Fu Chieh is reported to 
bp'ierving Tsinan for Peiping on November 20. The 
general is expected to follow Gen. Sung Che Yuan in 
connection with the autonomy move in the North. Gon. 
Han ffu Chich has advised Gen Sheng Chen to withdraw 
his troops to a certain place to avoid a collision with
the Central army.



November 18, 1935. Afternoon Translation.

en Yien Weekly (A-4 if)T'J ) (comment) t

THE CASE OF THE WRIER OF A JAPANESE MARINE IN SHANGHAI

On November 9, a Japanese marine was murdered 
on Darroch Road by an unknown assassin. The Japanese 
Naval Landing Parly has requested the Chinese and the 
Settlement Authorities to assist in the arresting of 
the criminal. Searches were made by the Dixwell Police 
in the vicinity of the scene, and by the Chinese Police 
at the North Station. No truce of the murderer has been 
found, but it is believed that the truth will come out 
itself later. However, according to ^he Japanese 
information, this case is not likely/give rise to 
serious consequences.

According to a Havas telegram from New York 
on the 9th, the various newspapei’s there are paying great 
attention to this matter. Owing to the brief report on 
this case, the American newspapers concerned in par 
Eastern affairs are talcing too much notice of this matter. 
The reason why they pay so much attention cannot be 
understood. Is ±t that they think that Japan will 
threaten China with fo”ce on account of this case? Or 
will this case give rise to Sino-Japanese disputes? 
All these anxieties in this question are excessive.

Japan often asserts that Chinese and Japanese 
ai'e nationals belonging to a common stock and having the 
same language, and that they should work for mutual 
prosperity. Recently, she has thought of co-operating 
with China and repeatedly urges that friendly relations 
be maintained between these two countries. If Japan really 
intends to do this, all controversies between the two 
nations can be peacefully settled. Furthermore, the 
nationality of the murderer is not yet clear. How can 
Japan resort to deal with China by force, and why should 
China be afraid of this? As this case has attracted 
world-wide attention, it should be dealt with in a brilliant 
manner.

However, the Japanese have recently arrested 
more than 20 Chinese at Peiping end Tientsin. This is 
much more serious than the murder case in Shanghai, but 
no dispute arose. Again» Chinese residents in Japan have 
been deportod in 89 batches, while our people have made no 
protest at all. These show that Chinese are most peace 
loving. However, peaco docs not seem the best way to 
solve Sino-Japanese disputes.

Recalling the ICuramoto case and the "New Life" 
Weekly case, etc., grave situations also existed for some 
time. So, there can be no exception to the present murder 
case. Even the New York newspapers are regarding this 
case with interest, it is not strange to see that the 
Shanghai residents are again nervous. It is a regrettable 
matter that this murder happened during the time when 
Sino-Japonese rapprochement is being so extensively 
advocated by Japan.



China Evening News (Editorial)i

THE DEATH OF A JAPANESE MARINE ON DARROCH RO/J)

On the evening of November 9, a Japanese 
marine was shot and killed on Darroch Road. Up to the 
present, it is not yet known who was the assailant. 
Rumours were in wide circulation on November 9 and 10 
especially in the Eastern District and around Hongkew. 
There were many persons who removed hurriedly into the 
foreign Settlements. The situation in this locality 
became rapidly more tense due to the removal of the 
residents into the Settlements. Strange rumours then 
began to circulate and other local residents became alarmed. 
It is fortunate that on the morning of November 11, a 
responsible member of the Shanghai City Government refuted 
all rumours as being unfounded and in the meantime, the 
Japanese Maxine Commander announced that the Japanese 
Authorities had not .".edged any protest with the Chinese 
Authorities nor submitted any demands regarding the 
Darroch Road Incident. Although the truth about the 
murder of the Japanese marine is not yet known, it is 
certain that the nature of the Incident is not so serious as 
is conjectured by the public»

The removal of residents from Chinese 
Controlled Territory is very foolish and will only make 
th® situation worse. Sinoe the Japanese marine was 
murdered at a spot on a:: cxtra-Settlement road, the question 
of the responsibility fez the control of the place requires 
careful consideration. The second point that requires 
consideration is how persons discovered the injured 
Japanese marine immediately after the Incident and the 
assailant has not yet been discovered. Should the 
assailant be arrested and the cause of the murder come 
out, to what extent the case may develop is another point. 
If the residents hnd considered these three points, the 
present tense situation and the exodus from Chinese 
Controlled Territory would not have occurred.

It is probable that local, residents fear a 
possible re-occurrence of a second January 28 Incident. 
We must see the difference in the situation prevailing 
at that time and to-day. Local residents must be careful 
and should not allow themselves to be taken in by 
unfounded rumours.
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The JaPanese authorities made two 
investigations at scene of the murder of Hideo Nakayama, 
First Class Marine, find found certain important eye witnesses 
thus making the case more clear. As a result of their i 
investigations, it is almost certain that the assassin is 
a Chinese. Considering the attack on Messrs. Hibino Yoko 
on the evening of November 11, the anti-Japanese «atmosphere 
and the selling of the 19th Route Army matches on Nanking 
Road, we cannot help believing that the murderer of Nakayama 
is a Chinese. It is also reported that the pistol left 
behind by him is similar to those pistols imported by the 
19th Route Army.



The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Saturday, November 16,

* THE HONGKEW TRAGEDY, 
SERIOUS REPERCUSSIONS.

---- -----------------------By H. G. W. WOODHEAD, C. B. E-------------------------- ■

(Editor, Oriental Affairs)

THE murder of a Japanese naval rating on an outside Muni
cipal road, at any time, would be a deplorable affair. In a 

highly charged Sino-Japanese atmosphere, such as exists at 
present, however, it is not merely a tragedy, but a serious menace 
to local peace. Every sympathy must be felt with the Japan
ese authorities in their desire to establish the identification of 
the murdeier, though their protests an$ representations to the 
Shanghai Municipal Council and the Greater Shanghai officials 
were hardly necessary to stimulate them into adopting every 
means at their disposal to track 
down the culprit. In view of the 
potential political reactions of 
such a crime neither the Shanghai 
Municipal nor the Greater Shang
hai Folice would be likely to re
gard the handling of it as a 
routine matter. Both have from 
the outset put forth every effort 
to unravel the mystery, though it 
is quite conceivable that this is an

J instance in which dual police con
trol constitutes a handicap to 
fective Investigation.

ef-

Hirtcry Of The Case THE victim, a member of
Japanese Naval Landing Party 

Hideo Nakayama by name, was 
mortally wounded by a bullet fired 
from a 32 calibre automatic pistol 
at 9.15 on the night of November 
the 9th, when opposite No. 236 
Earroch Road—which is close to 
the Japanese Barracks. He suc
cumbed soon after midnight with 
out being able to make any state- 

! ment. As far as can be ascertain
ed the only actual witness of the 
tragedy was a coolie in the em> 
ployment of a Japanese shoemaker, 
who has stated that he heard a 
shot, and saw a man in black 
clothing running away, leaving 
another man lying in the road. He 
hurried to report the matter to his 

i employer, and when they returned 
to the spot and discovered that a 
Japanese Bluejacket was lying 
there, the coolie was sent to re
port the matter to the Police. The 
sailor, who appears to have sus
tained two wounds in the head, 
was taken to the Japanese Naval 
Barracks in an ambulance, and 
the Municipal Police who rushed 
to the scene, and included the 
Acting Commissioner and two De
puty commissioners, immediately 
started investigations. Squadsof, 
Japanese Bluejackets threw 
cordon round the scene of 
crime, and patrolled the s 
throughout the night. In

the

the 
area

... the 
! early hours of Sunday morning a 
32 calibre 
cartridges 
fired, was 
man’s hut
distant from where Nakayama was 
shot.

Investigations have continued 
throughout the past week, without, 
apparently, revealing any clue as 
to the identity of the murderer. 
And if any evidence were required 
of the tensity of feeling created 
by an outrage of this kind, it would 
be supplied by the reactions of a 
section of the Japanese community. 
Certain Japanese organizations ap
pear 
that

, was 
j tive

No Evidence Of Nationality

SO far as has been revealed up 
to the present there is no 

evidence to support this belief. The 
nationality as well as the motive 
of the murderer remain a mystery. 
Representations and protests to i 
the Council and the Greater 
Shanghai authorities have been 
made by the Japanese Consul Gen
eral, and by representatives of the 
Amalgamated Japanese Street As
sociations. Local
aggravated by the 
plate-glass window 
shop in Nanking 
evening of Nov. 11 
ruffians,

excitement wao 
breaking of a 
of a Japanese 
Road on the 
by a gang of 

ruffians, who distributed,’ anti
Japanese handbills. Since this oc
currence special precautions have 
been adopted for the protection of 
premises occupied by Japanese, and 
the Council has offered a reward 
of $1000 for information leading to 
the arrest of Nakavama’s murderer. 

The Danoch Road crime has 
had most serious reactions among 
the Chinese community, especially 
residents in the Chapei area, who 
have been fleeing therefrom in 
thousands as a result of rumours 
fihat Sino-Japanese hostilities are 
about to begin. The circulation of 
these alarmist 
deprecated by 
Press, but it 
impossible to 
among the Chapei Chinese, who 
continue to migrate to what they 
believe to be safer quarters in the

- Settlement, French Concession, or, 
Nantao. It need scarcely be em
phasized that this panicky atmo
sphere is calculated 
rather than avert 
cidents. And it may 

Japanese
it possible 

get beyond 
it quite clear that 
hostilities are not 

contemplation.

reports has been 
the local Japanese 
has so far proved 

check the panic

pistol, from which two 
appeared to have been 
found behind a watch- 
about a hundred yards

to have taken it for granted 
the perpetrator of the murder 
a Chinese, and that the mo- 
was political.

than 
And 

the 
find 

matters 
to make 
Japanese 
in their

that 
will

to produce 
fresh in- 
be hoped 
authorities 

before 
control, 

Sino- 
with-

• eliminated. Anyone who desired 
to embroil China and Japan could 
hardly choose a more certain me
thod than shooting down a Blue- 
jacket off-duty in a public 
thoroughfare. On the other hand, 
it must not be overlooked that the 
majority of the residents in Dar- 

and. its ^vicinity are 
Japanese, and that a personal 
rather than a political motive

i cannot be excluded as a possible 
I explanation of the murder. r 

The Japane^l authorities x érèRestraint And Caution Urged l>The Japanese iaythorities âre on IT may be urged that «though firmer ground in demanding ac- 
no efforts are relaxed to bring ; tion on the part of the Chinese 

the Bluejacket’s murdeier to book J 
restraint and caution should be i 
exercised in the methods adopted 
for doing so. It has yet to be proved 
that the murderer was a Chinese. 
The last serious local crime in 
which Japanese were victims was 
the work, not of a Chinese but a 
disgruntled Korean. The Kuramoto 
incident, if the Japanese Consul- 
General in Nanking had yielded to 
the clamour of a section of his 
countrymen, would have made his 
Government look ridiculous. And [ 
the recent Nanking outrage shows 
that even where special 
tions for the protection of 
notables are adopted the 
assassination cannot be

precau- 
Chinese 
risk of 
entirely

Authorities to suppress local anti
Japanese organizations, which, 
judging from the Nanking Road 
shop incident, are still in existence. 
It is not, of course, easy to round 
up all these agitators, and it is 
certainly possible to attach too 
much importance to an isolated 
piece of mischief of this kind. 
Taking into consideration the 
bitter feelings that prevailed be
tween the Chinese and the Japanese 
until the Nanking Government lent 
its authority to a policy of rappro
chement, it cannot be said that the 
past few months have Witnessed 
many serious anti-Japanese incid
ents.

» * *
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Chinese edition of the Shanghai l'ichi- Hichi, a local 
Japanese daily, publishes the following articleî- 

JAP^ISK i;ANI:E_S TT'IN3 NTTEEriA-W PRC1 DI??Y TIT THE 
VICINITY ON TH'; DAPVGCH HOAD 'URDO

After the occurrence of the murder of 

a Japanese marine, the Japanese Landing Party detailed 

their nee: ers to the vicinity of the scene of the murder 

as a precautionary measure. As the investigations into 

the incident have now nearly been concluded the Japanese 

Landing Party, fearing that the posting of their members 

in the vicinity of the scene might lead to excitement 

among the residents, have decided to withdraw them as from 

to-day»

The following is the statement released

y the Japanese Landing Party:-

n0ur marines were posted in the vicinity 

of the scene of the murder of one of our Ja anese marines 

as a precautionary measure immediately after the occurrence 

of the crime. Through co-oneration was offered by the 

Police Authorities with a view to apprehanding the culprit 

and collecting evidence. As the investigations conducted 

at the secene of the murder and its environment have now 

been completed, every effort will be made hereafter to 

glean evidence from other sources. Therefore, the marines 

have now been ordered to withdraw from their costs 

temporarily.
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Special Precautionary Measures by Japanese L’aval Landing 
Party withdraw

The Japanese Laval Landing Party, following the 

shooting of the Jananese sailor, Hideo LTakoyana, on 

November 9, posted eentries on Darroch Road and along 

forth Szechuen Road Extension from Darroch Road to the 

Japanese ^aval Barracks. These sentries were withdraw at 

7.45 p.m. _;ovember 15 and the ordinary routine patrols 

resumed
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Assistant Commissioner 
Of S.M.P. Detailed To 

Investigation

REWARD OF 81,000 IS 
OFFERED BY POLICE

Mcves Follow An Insistent 
Agitation By Japanese;

Protest To Nanking

Indicating the great import
ance attached by the Settle
ment authorities to the 
necessity for finding the 
murderer of Hideo Naka- 

, yama. the Japanese sailor 
I who was shot and killed last 
I Saturday night on Darroch 
Road by an unknown assail
ant, the Commissioner of 
Police, Major K. M. Bourne, 
yesterday resolved to make 
every effort to speed up the 
investigation by appointing 
one of his Assistant Commis
sioners to take special charge 
of the case.

At the same time, a notice was 
pcsted throughout the city by the 
Shanghai Municipal Police, offer
ing a special reward of ^1,000 for 
information leading to the arrest 
of the person or persons respons-I 
ibis for the shooting. This, also, j 
was interpreted as an indication I 
of the anxiety of the Settlement j 
authorities to clear up the incident ! 
which has provoked a new state 
of local tension in Sino-Japanese 
relations.

(
 Attacks On S.M.P.

Both moves have followed close- 
! ly upon the insistent agitation in 
! the local Japanese press, which, in 
part, has been characterized by 

11 vigorous attacks on the Shanghai 
| Municipal Police for their alleged 
| “careless investigation” of the 
| Darroch Road shooting. Equally 

strong criticism was levelled in 
connection with Monday night’s 
incident on Nanking Road, when 
a crowd of Chinese threw bricks 
and bottles through the plate-glass 
windows»of the Hibino Yoko por- j 

j celain .store and distributed hand-1 
I bills with anti-Japanese slogans. !

Japanese Lodge Protest | 
An official protest against what 

is termed the “renewal of anti
Japanese activity” in Shanghai has I 
been filed by the Japanese author
ities with the Nanking Govern
ment. This will be followed up, 
according to a Rengo report, by 
a visit to Nanking by Mr. A. 
Ariyoshi, Japanese Ambassador to 
China, who plans to call on 
General Chiang Kai-shek, Chair
man of the Military Affairs Com
mission, to ascertain the present 
policy of the Nanking Government 
towards Japan.

It is stated that the Ambassador 
will call the attention of the 
Generalissimo and his Government 
to the recurrence of anti-Japanese 
incidents. The visit will probably 
be made after the closing of the 
Fifth Plenary Session of the 
Kuomintang.

The Shanghai Municipal Police 
yesterday reported the discovery 
of anti-Japanese and pro-Soviet 

: slogans written in Chinese ink on 
a wall in Honan Road, near 
Peking Road.



November 15, 1935. Morning Translation.

Min Pao and other local newspapers s-

SHANGHAI CITY GOVERNI ENT OFFERS $1,000 REWARD FOR THE 
APPREHENSION OF THE ASSASSIN OF A JAPANESE MARINE

With a view to bringing about an early 
apprehension of the assailant in connection with the murder 
of Hideo Nakayama, First Class Japanese Marine of the local. 
Japanese Landing Party, at the Extra Settlement Roade, 
the Shanghai City Government has offered a reward of $1,000 
for the arrest of this culprit and has ordered the Bureau 
of Public Safety to effect his apprehension within a 
specified time.

It is learned that the Shanghai Municipal 
Police has adopted similar measures for the apprehension 
of this culprit.

Min Pao and other local newspapers »-

SHANGHAI 1ST SPECIAL DISTRICT CITIZENS FEDERATION WARN8>Z 
ITS MEMBERS AGAINST UNDESIRABLE DISPUTES~Z

Yesterday the Shanghai 1st SpeciaL/I)istrict 
Citizens Federation sent the following circular letter to 
its various branches»- jr

"We are in receipt of a. circular order 
No. 1403 from the Bureau of Social Affairs, Wuch reads 
as follows»-

'Acting upon instructions from the 
Shanghai City Government, your Federation is 
instructed to notify your various branches and 
members to take every precaution against any 
undesirable disputes which a£e likelyîâffect the 
peace and order of the loq|d community. Violators 
of these instructions wild be arrested end severely 
dealt with.8

*In view of/tne above, you are instructed 
to notify all members tc ac/accordingly."

Min Pao and other local nj^epapers J-

rae r xephonb question
yXÂs the Shanghai Municipal Council has 

approved of thé charging the telephone rates according to 
the number ajr calls and in view of the fact that the 
accounts ofrthe Shanghai Telephone Company at the end 
of each mem th are invexiably not correct, the Shanghai 
1st Special District Citizens Federation will convene an 
urgent/meeting of its members at 2 p.m. November 15 for the 
purpose of discussing the question relating to the telephone 
ratt^s and the charge thereof according to the number of 
çXils.
/ The Federation has also issued a notice
/calling the various members to attend the meeting.



November 15, 1935» Morning Translation. c '

N LET O

S.M.C. ESTABLISHES SPECIAL SECTIOHIN TIE POLICE
FORCE TO DEAL WITH ANT I - JAP A^ËSE ACTIVITIES '

Yesterday the S.Î'.C» issued 
a wanted notice offering $1,000 for information leading 
to the arrest of the murderer of Nakayama, first 
class marine, and at the same time a special section 
vzas established in the S.M.P. consisting of one 
European and one Japanese Assistant Commissioner of 
Police who have been appointed to deal with all anti
Japanese activities.

REPORT ON THE MURDER OP NAKAYAMA TO BE MADE TO 
ADMIRAL HYAKUTAKE

Vice-Admiral Hyakutake, 
Commander of the Japanese Third Fleet, will arrive in 
Shanghai at 5 a.m. November 15 on the temporary flagship 
•'Kuma11 which will be moored alongside the 6.S.K.
..'harf. At 9 a.m. the Kuma will he releaved from 
the duty of flagship by the “Idzumo”.

Staff officer Yasuda of the 
Shanghai Special Landing Party and Naval Attache Okir ■> 
will call on Vice-Admiral Hyakutake on the ”Idzumor 
and make a report on the murder of first class marine, 
Nakayama.

The Senior naval officials 
will hold a conference to consider the incident.

I9TH ROUTE ARMY MATCHES TO BE CONFISCATED

Owing to the prevailing 
anti-Japanese activities, the chief of the Shanghai 
City Social Bureau has^decided to suppress the selling 
of I9th Route Army mathpes and has informed the Chinese 
Match Dealers Federation accordingly. The Chinese 
Match Dealers Federation held a conference on Nevember 
13 and 14 to consider the matter. As a result it 
was decided to confiscate and destroy all I9th Toute 
Xrmy matches as from 2 p.m. November 15.

MEETING OF JAPANESE RESIDENTS CORPORATION

At noon yesterday the Foreign 
Affairs Negotiations Committee of the Japanese Residents 
Corporation held a meeting to discuss the murder of 
Nakayama, first class marine. As regards the murder 
case it was decided to leave the matter in the hands of 
the Japanese authorities and all residents should devote 
themselves peacefully to their business.

As regards the Nanking Road 
incident it was decided to request the punishment of the 
policemen who were on duty near the scene of th: riot for 
neglecting their duty and for failing to effect any 
arrests, and also to request the punishment of the officer 
who w-s supervising these policemen.

The Committee also decided to 
hold an emergency meeting any time the situation calls 
for such^besides the regular weekly meetings.



Novanber 12, 1935. Morning Translation.

Shanghai Mainichi t-

THE DARROCH ROAD INCIDENT

The assailant who attacked Hideo Nakayama, 
the Japanese marine, on Darroch Road at about 9 p.m. on 
November 9 has not yet been arrested. The Japanese residents 
hoping that both the Municipal and the Chinese Police 
would be more active in their efforts to arrest the 
murderer are growing more impatient. A rumour that the 
marine was shot by one of his colleagues was circulated 
among the Chinese and Foreigners. This rumour appears 
to be the work of anti-Japanese elements. However, it also 
originated from an ambiguous report issued by the Municipal 
Police, who are responsible for the maintenance of peace 
on extension roads.

Having summoned the witness Hu Zi«ng Woo, 
age 26, the Japanese Authoritios made a close examination 
of the scene of the murder on November 10 and as a result 
it was disclosed that there are many differences between 
the statements taken by the Municipal Police and the true 
facts. In particular, the report that the assailant was 
attired in clothing similar to that worn by the victim is 
mistaken, because it is impossible tn distinguish any 
colour,except whitey in the dark,and at a distance of 
almost 100 feet. Thus it was proved that the Municipal PoiiCe 
report did not indicate the actual facts. Judging from 
the way this crime was committed and the fact that a pistol 
was found, it is generally believed that the culprit is 
a Chinese. We cannot as yet say who the actual culprit is, 
or what his motive was, but we are convinced that this 
murder was a pre-arranged affair instigated by some anti
Japanese organizations of the Chinese.
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Novanber 12, 1935. Morning Translation.

Shanghai Mainichi t-

THE DARROCH ROAD INCIDENT

The assailant who attacked Hideo Nakayama, 
the Japanese farine, ?n Darroch Road at about 9 p.m. on 
November 9 has not yet been arrested. The Japanese residents 
hoping that both the Municipal and the Chinese Police 
would be more active in their efforts to arrest the 
murderer are growing more impatient. A rumour that the 
marine was shot by one of his colleagues was circulated 
among the Chinese and Foreigners. This rumour appears 
to be the work of anti-Japanese elements. However, it also 
originated from an ambiguous report issued by the Municipal 
Police, who are responsible for the maintenance of peace 
on extension roads.

Having summoned the witness Hu Ztang Woo, 
age 26, the Japanese Authorities made a close examination 
of the scene of the murder on November 10 and as a result 
it was disclosed that there are many differences between 
the statements taken by the Municipal Police and the true 
facts. In particular, the report that the assailant was 
attired in clothing similar to that worn by the victim is 
mistaken, because it is impossible tn distinguish any 
colour»exeept whitey in the dark,and at a distance of 
almost 100 feet. Thus it was proved that the Municipal Police 
report did not indicate the actual facts. Judging from 
the way this crime was committed and the fact that a pistox 
was found, it is generally believed that the culprit is 
a Chinese. We cannot as yet say who the actual culprit is, 
or what his motive was, but we are convinced that this 
murder was a pre-arranged affair instigated by some anti
Japanese organizations of the Chinese.
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ANNIVERSARY OF THE BIRTHDAY OF DR, SUN YAT SEN

notice in the "Ch en Pao" (Shanghai Morn^jaff’^ost) and other 
local newspapers»-

The local Tangpu publishes thei£wrfowing

November 12 bein&^bMe Anniver sary of the

will be observed as a holiday and the national flag will 
be flown.

Birthday of the late Dr»^«nYat Sen, this Tangpu will hold 
a general meeting aJ^iMra.m. at the People* s Educational 
Institute at thjj^West Gate to celebrate the occasion* 
All localofWTcial organs, public bodies, schools and 
Tangpjj^A^anches should each delegate four representatives 
tp*-p??rticipate in the commemoration meeting. The day

China Evening News (Editorial )t

THE DEATH OF A JAPANESE MARINE ON DARRO CH ROAD

On the evening of November 9, a Japanese
marine was shot and killed on Darroch Road. Up to the 
present, it is not yet known who was the assailant. 
Rumours were in wide circulation on November 9 and 10 
especially in the Eastern District and around Hongkew, 
There were many persons who removed hurriedly into the 
foreign Settlements. The situation in this locality 
became rapidly more tense due to the removal of the 
residents into the Settlements* Strange rumours then 
began to circulate and other local residents became alarmed. 
It is fortunate that on the morning of November 11, a 
responsible member of the Shanghai City Government refuted 
all rumours as being unfounded and in the meantime, the 
Japanese Marine Commander announced that the Japanese 
Authorities had not lodged any protest with the Chinese 
Authorities nor submitted any demands regarding the 
Darroch Road Incident* Although the truth about the 
murder of the Japanese marine is not yet known, it is 
certain that the nature of the Incident is not so serious as 
is conjectured by the public»

The removal of residents from Chinese
Controlled Territory is very foolish and will only make 
the situation worse» Sinoe the Japanese marine was 
murdered at a spot on ar extra-settlement road, the question 
of the responsibility for the control of the place requires 
careful consideration. The second point that requires 
considération is how persons discovered the injured 
Japanese marine immediately after the Incident and the 
assailant has not yet been discovered. Should the 
assailant be arrested and the cause of the murder come 
out, to what extent the case may develop is another point. 
If the residents had considered these three points, the 
present tense situation and the exodus from Chinese 
Controlled Territory would not have occurred*

It is probable that local residents fear a
possible re-occurrence of a second January 28 Incident. 
We musts see the difference in the situation prevailing 
at that time and to-day. Local residents must be careful 
and should not allow themselves to be taken in by 
unfounded rumours.
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November 12, 1935. Morning Translation.

Sin tfan Rao (Evening Edition) published the following 
editorial on November 11: -

Numerous rumours arose after the occurrence 
of the Darroch Road Incident. To prevent people from 
being alarmed and in the interest of law and order, 
a responsible officer of the Shanghai City Government 
refuted them.

These sorts of rumours only tend to intensify 
the unrest existing among the people. On the
evening of November 9, the residents in the vicinity of 
Darroch Road were thrown into a. state of anxiwty after 
the Japanese marine had been shot but soon became panic- 

stricken and eventually many of them began to leave their 
homes.

The people would have been much calmer 
towards this incident had they been able to analyse 
the circumstances surrounding the murder. We must 
note that the incident occurred on an extra-Settlement 
road over which the Chinese Authorities have no 
jurisdiction. The Chinese Authorities, therefore, 
will not be held responsible for the incident whatever 
the cause of the murder may be, and whoever the assassin 
is. The Chinese Police, however, will cooperate
in investigating the incident ancr/endeavouring to arrest 
the culprit owing to the case being very important.

When anything happens just now while China 
and Japan are promoting Sino-Japanese friendship, it 
would be better not to conjecture too far ahead before 
the true facts are ascertained. The Japanese
newspapers, however, did assume too much regarding the 
Darroch Rood Incident. The more you guess, the
farther you are apt to stray away from the true facts.

The case in connection with the disappearance 
of Kuramoto, Japanese Vice Consul-General in Nanking, 
aroused various rum urs and led to several different 
theories being advanced but when the Japanese Vice 
Consul-General was found, it was revealed that the case 
was not so complicated as the people had thought.

Sin Wen Pao (Evening Edition) and other local newspapers 
(Nanking Telegram)

Chinese Authorities requested to render assistance in 
effecting the apprehension o/’ thie assassin

When interviewed by press renresentatives 
yesterday morning, Li Dih Taing ), Director
of the Intelligence Départaient of the Ministry of 
Foreign /iffairs, stated that the Japanese Authorities 
had requested the Shanghai City Government to render 
assistance in attempting to arrest the assassin in 
connection with the murder of a Japanese sailor on 
Darroch Road, Shanghai .



November 12, 1935. Morning Translation»-
uv

Shanghai Morning Post and other ihqal newspapers

At 11 a.m. yesterday, Mr. Ishii, the 
Japanese Consul-General, called on Mayor ’Mu Teh Chen at 
the Shanghai City Government in connection with the 
murder of the Japanese Marine on Darroch Road. He 
requested the Shanghai City Government and the Bureau of 
Public Safety to render assistance in effecting 
the apprehension of the assailant. The Japanese Consul 
stated that although the nationality of the assassin 
has not been established and the motive of this murder is 
unknown, the Shanghai City Government should, however, 
be requested to undertake the responsibility of rendering 
every assistance in seeking to arrest the culprit.

Having been assured that the Mayor will 
co-operate in every possible way with the Shanghai 
Municipal Council in attempting to effect the apprehension 
of chfe, assassin, tne Japanese Consul retired.

It is learned that the Japanese Consul 
made a similar request to the S.M.C. yesterday.

Bureau of Public Safety Issues Notification

In view of the fact that rumourpAiave 
been very rife in Shanghai resulting in a laras^ exodus 
of residents from Chapel, thereby affecting >ne mainte
nance of peace and order of the distr lot, Jnie Bureau of 
Public Safety, besides instructing itsjyirious branches 
and stations to adopt strict measures^fo arrest those 
rumour mongers and punish them sevep^ly, issued the 
following notification yesterday

••Recently sensational reports have been 
spread by some unscrupulous nsrsons thereby disturbing 
the minds of the public. Consequently a large exodus of 
residents has taken place/Trom Chapei. This has greatly 
affected the maintenanceof peace and order in the 
locality. /

"Bélng responsible for the maintenance 
of public peace^X«is Bureau of Public Safety, besides 
adopting rigicT/rifeaaures in arresting those rumour mongers 
for severe punishment, hereby publishes this notification 
with the hppe that the local residents will not believe 
those sejraational reports, which only inconvenience the 
public/and cause them considerable trouble. The residents 
ire >tavised to attend to their every day duties calmly, 
aper in view of the present stable financial conditions 
Xnd the improvement in diplomatic relations with foreign 
nations, they ought to remain quite at ease."



Novanber 12, 1935 Morning Translation

Shanghai Mainichi t-

THE DARROCH ROAD INCISENT

The assailant who attacked Hideo Nakayama, 
the Japanese Marine, :n Darroch Road at about 9 p.m. on 
November 9 has not yet been arrested. The Japanese residents 
hoping that both the Municipal and the Chinese Police 
would be more active in their efforts to arrest the 
murderer are growing more impatient. A rumour that the 
marine was shot by one of his colleagues was circulated 
among the Chinese and Foreigners. This rumour appears 
to be the work of anti-Japanese elements. However, it also 
originated from an ambiguous report issued by the Municipal 
Police, who are responsible for the maintenance of peace 
on extension roads.

Having summoned the witness Hu Ziftng Woo, 
age 26, the Japanese Authorities made a close examination 
of the scene of the murder on November 10 and as a result 
it was disclosed that there are many differences between 
the statements taken by the Municipal Police and the true 
facts. In particular, the report that the assailant was 
attired in clothing similar to that worn by the victim is 
mistaken, because it is impossible to distinguish any 
colour,except whitey in the dark,and at a distance of 
almost 100 feet. Thus it was proved that the Municipal Polio 
report did not indicate the actual facts. Judging from 
the way this crime was committed and the fact that a pistol 
was found, it is generally believed that the culprit is 
a Chinese. We cann t as yet say who the actual culprit is, 
or what his motive was, but we are convinced that this 
murder was a pre-arranged affair instigated by some anti
Japanese organizations of the Chinese.



November 12, 1935. Afternoon Translation.

NIPPO

SETTLEMENT POLIOS REQUIRES FOI .NDa: ENTAL REORGANIZATION

It is ° most unfortunate incident in which Hideo 
Nakayama, 1st Cicss kerinc w? s murdered on Darroch Ro"d, 
while he w? s in uniform. The crime was committed at 9.30 p.m. 
November 9. The tim_ w?s still e"rly. Chinese constables of 
the S.l.P. were on duty in th: vicinity of the scene of crime. 
Although a complete à- y has passed since the incident no clue 
which may lend to the whereabout of the criminal has yet been 
gleaned and the nature of the crime has not yet been ascertained. 
One might have guessec that the culprit would have flnd towards 
Fong Loh Li immediately "fter the shooting, judging from the 
location of th; scene, out now it is impossible to soy where 
the man has gone.

In conjunction wi th this incident it might be 
thought that the police measures of the S.l.C. r,re weak. 
Considering the number of policemen and the liberal expenditure, 
we coma to think th? t the training of Chinese, Indian and 
Russian police officers by the S.l .C is in^dquatc. wo observe 
that thu Chinese constables do nothing but simply stand of the 
street. It seems to us that th^y ha.vc not even an idea of the 
preservation of order "nd maintenance of peace in their brains.

The activities of kidnapping g-ngs in the Settlement 
are being regarded "s Shanghai’s specialities. The measures 
adopted by the S.î. .P. against these activities are very loose. 
Doubt is entertained whether police authority is being properly 
exercised in Shanghai. For this reason not only Japanese but 
also all the other residents are uneasy. In connection with 
the Nanking Red incident which took place at 7 p.m. Novcmberll, 
the S.M.P. merely went through a foim of adopting certain 
measures but did not demonstrate anxiety regarding arrest the 
culpri ts.

It is du,, to the constitution of the S.N.C. which 
does not suit the present conditions. One face of the S.Ï.C. 
appears to be shelter for the unemployed British subjects, 
with the exception of British subjects no body can secure 
employment in the 3.1 .0. As a result of this the qualification 
of some Municipal employees is low. It is an undeniable fact 
that ther. is much wastage in the S.1..C. in connection with 
the personnel matters "nd economic affairs. The police 
department connot be -n exception because such is a general 
defect of the S.M.C. The kunicipal Police which is responsible 
for the policingof the Settlement, is not active. At present 
we must pay attention to the fundamental reform of the S.k.C. 
and rearrangement of its personnel. Their method of policing 
in the Hongkew district and the North extension road aims 
p"rticularly at the protection of British interests. The 
only way to correct these improperties is to replace high 
officials, who are the brains of the S.k.C.



November 12, 1935 Afternoon Translation

Nippo;- (Comment)

INTENTIONAL FALSE REPORT

The North China Daily News, which represent 
the opinion of the British community in Shanghai, on Nov. 11 
published a report to the effeot that refugees began to 
flow into foreign Settlements from the direction of Chapei. 
Evidently misinterpreting the announcement of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party which was published in the Shanghai 
Nippo, the North China Daily News informed the public 
that the chief reason for the evacuation was due to the 
broadcasting of tn announcement.

The meaning of the original text which 
was published in the Shanghai Nippo was "To-night the 
Chinese authorities and the S.M.C. are being urgently 
requested to apprehend the culprits. Unless their 
precautionary measures and their search for the culprit 
be satisfactory, the Landing Party has determined to take 
action as i t thinks fit, and as it desires from its own 
independent stand point". The North China Daily News, 
however, has made a false report misinterpreting it as:~ 
"demanding the arrest of the culprit by tonight, 
and stating that ’free action’ would be taken if satisfactory 
measures were not adopted."

In friendly way we may say that the 
translator of the North China Daily News is 
inoompetent of reading Japanese literature.

The Japanese side however did not fix 
a time in the demand but presented a concrete demand regard
ing the immediate arrest of the culprit. It did not 
mean that a free action will be taken if no arrest be made 
but it explained that it was determined that the Landing 
Party would act independently in the event of the other 
authorities not being able to carry out the investigations 
satisfactorily, and take the necessary precautionary 
measures. In order to understand the true meaning of 
Japanese literature as witftp#ther language, one must 
understand the finer points.

Of late an attack was made on the life 
of Wang Ching Wei, when Reuter’s News Agency which 
is a British news organ, urposely made a false report 
to the effect th' t the assailant was a Japanese.

If -insider these two incidents to
gether we are obliged ti .uink that the British news 
organs are purposely plan:..ng to estrange Japan and 
China.

The North China Daily News ought to 
correct the misinterpretation and apologise sincerely 
for the unwarranted criticism Japan has received due 
to the false report. We warn the North China Daily 
News to restrict itself and not to play the role of 
a rumour maker in the future.
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Hongkew, ChapeiExodus 
Provoked Despite 

Firm Assurances

JAPANESE DENY
TALES OF DEMANDS

-------- | Most of the hotels in the inter- 
■ national Settlement and French 
Concession were filled to capacity 
as a result of the exodus.

Interviewed by a representative ot 
the Central News Agency, an officiai 
of the City Government of Greater 
Shanghai declared the rumors cir
culating following the shooting 
Saturday are false. Mayor Wu Te
chen has instructed the police 
forces of the Municipality of 
Greater Shanghai to redouble their 
efforts to suppress local rumor
mongers with a view to maintain
ing peace and order in Shanghai.

Rumors that the Japanese naval 
commander had presented an ulti
matum to the Chinese auth

* ‘’demanding satisfaction’ 
murder of a Japanese sailor

Investigation Pushed By j 
S.M.P., Chinese; Re

grets Expressed

The fatal shooting of Hide-) Nakayama, Japanese sailor, 
by an unknown assailant Saturday evening has not vet been solved, but the incident has created a veritable storm □f rumors which have been armly denied by both Japanese and Chinese authorities.

Despite the denials, a 
ixodus from Chapei and 
mto the Settlement by 
has started. It reached its peak 
it about " 
il p.m. 
entirely.
Hongkew 
peaceful, except for the presence of

ies 
for the

on 
Saturday night were emphatically 
denied last night by Lieut.-Com
mander Matao Okino, assistant 
naval attache, Rengo reports.

No Demands
The interview took place 10 paces 

_______  -- .from the spot where Hideo Naka- 
Japanese marines posted on various lyama, first-class sailor, was fatally 
extra-Settlement Roads. The ex- -------
?dus, reports of which are greatly 
exaggerated, has been caused by 
rumors and by the appearance of 

s the Japanese marines on 
Assurances Given

Assurances from both 
and Japanese authorities 
it a late hour last night, 
are that nothing in justification of 
the fear that started the Chapei 
md Hongkew residents moving into 
die Settlement will take place. The 
larties concerned with the assist
ance of the Settlement police were 
o-operating in the investigation 

into the case with a view to the ap
prehension of the culprit responsible 
;or the shooting.

At the same time, strong action 
by Japanese authorities was de
manded yesterday in a resolution 
passed by the Japanese Amalgamat
ed Street Federation at a special 
meeting.

The investigation will be in
tensified today when General Yang 
Hu, commander of the Peace Pre
servation Corps, and Mr. Wu 
Hsing-ya, chief of the Bureau of 
Social Affairs will arrive here from 
Nanking by train this morning to 
join Mayor Wu Te-chen in efforts 
m connection with the fatal shoot- , 
ing of the Japanese sailor. !

The exodus of Chapei and Hong
kew residents into the Settlement 
started yesterday morning when two 
Japanese armored cars were seen 
patroling Paoshan Road in Chapei.

Hundreds of inhabitants, men, . 
women and children, began moving 
along the streets, carrying with 
them their household belongings by 
rickshas, hand-carts, motor-trucks 
and motorcars. The moving 
humanity would take any Shang-:| 
hailander back to the very days im- c 
mediately before and after the out- ] 
break of the Sino-Japanese hostili- | 
vies on Januai^ 28, 1932. i

Policemen of Chapei and the In- | 
ternational Settlement stationed in 
Hongkew had their hands full in 
coping with the jammed traffic as a 
result of the exodus which covered 
a wide area in the Northern Dis
trict including Chapei, North Sze- 

! chuen Road, Dixwell Road, etc. The 
; moving lasted from 6 p.m. until 

rs midnight yesterday. However, it 
diminished considerably from 9 

In.m.

general
Hongkew

Chinese

9 p.m. yesterday, and by 
had diminished almost 
At midnight the entire 
and Chapei areas were

guard.

Chinese 
available 
however.

s.hnt. hv an unidentified
| “While it is a matter of no direct 
I concern to us. we feel aggrieved to 
- know that baseless rumors arc 
[causing a mass exodus of residents 
I from Chapei and Hongkew district 
ijinto the settlement.
| “Aside from asking the fullest 
i co-operation from Chinese authori- 
! ties on the apprehension of the 
] culprit, we have made no demands 
: whatever,” the navil officer declar- 
|ed. :

Lieut.-Commander Okino was on 
the spot, r?construing the crime1 
with the assistance of Japanese and I 
foreign members of the Shanghai] 
Municipal Police. A Jaoanese : 
gendarme and a representative of t 
the Consular Police were also pre-i 
sent. . ]

Japanese naval sentries appeared 
to have been reduced in the neigh
borhood of the scene of the crime. | 
Steel-helmeted guards were with- ! 
drawn from posts along N. Szechuen • 
"Read to th? immediate vicinity of 
the Naval Landing Party Headquar
ters and along Darroch Road, says 
Rengo.

Sympathy Expressed

Chinese expressions of sympathy: 
and p.'omises for full co-operation I 
were received by the Japanese naval j 
authorities m Shanghai yesterday 
as law enforcement agencies in the 
Inter rational Settlement and out
side pushed their search for the 
unidentified slayer of Hideo Naka-( 
yama, Nipponese sailor.

Participating in the quest for 
clues were the Shanghai Municipal 
Police; the Public Safety Bureau; 
the Japanese' Consular police, the 
Special Naval Landing Party and 
gendarmerie.

Pledges to 
fullest extent in tracking down the 
criminal were made by the Chin- 
ese authorities on four separate ' 
occasions yesterday, according to 
Lieut.-Commander Matao Okino, 
assistant Japanese naval attache.

Mr. O. K. Yui, secretary vénérai; 
cf the City Government of Greater 
Shanghai, made this attitude clear 
at 1 o’clock yesterday morning ifij 
an ir-terview with Lieut.-Commander 
Yoshitatsu Yasuda, staff officer of 
the Special Naval Landing Party, 
Lieut.-Commander Okino said.

co-operate to their

&



4 Chief Inspector Wang Ta-tsui and 
i^r. JLiang Fu-chu, chief of the 
Nor testation District Bureau of 
Public Safety, called on Rear- 
Admiral Sadaaki Araki, commander 
of the Special Naval Landing Party 
at his headquarters co Kiangwan 
Road at 10:30 o’clock in the morn-, 
ing. They acted as representatives 
of Mr. Tsai Chin-chun. director of 
the Bureau of Public Safety.

Following them came Mr. Wang 
Chang-chun, Japanese Affairs secre
tary of the Greater Shanghai City 
Government, acting on behalf of 
Gen. Wu Te-chen. mayor.

Lieut.-Commander Yasuda called 
on Mr. Yang Fu, director of the 
Bureau Peace Preservation Corps at 
1 o’clock in the afternoon, and sec
cured similar assurances.

Meantime, Japanese naval and 
police authorities apparently were 
carrying on their investigations 
under the conviction that the slay
er was a Chinese.

“Judging from the arm that vzas 
used,” Lieut.-Commander Okino 

I said, “we are convinced that the 
j assailant was not a member of Jap- 
! anese Navy. For one thing we do 
not use that type of gun. More
over. the only eye-witness of the 
attack says that the man was wear
ing a short jacket and baggy
trousers, a typical Chinese dress. 
The report that the shooting 
was the outcome of a fight 
has been proved to be unfounded 
from the statement of this eye
witness.”

Similar views were expressed toy 
i the Japanese consular police who 
[yesterday morning questioned at 
[length Hu Ho-hsiang, Chinese em- 
| ployee of the Takaoka Shoe Store, 

194 Darroch Road. Zenshiro 
Takaoka,.proprietor of the establish- ! 
ment, was also summoned to the 
Consular Police headquarters but 
released after a cursory examina
tion yesterday morning.

According to information gather
ed by the Central News Agency, Hu 
is said to have told police that bp 
left his house shortly after 9:0Jp 
o’clock and proceeded to the shoe- ' 
maker’s shop in Darroch Road, ac-’ 

i cording to the statement he made 
|to the police. As soon as he reach- 
jed the door of the shop, he heard 
a shot and saw a man in black ; 
foreign clothing running Lorn rong: 
Lch Li toward North Szechuan | 
Road. Simultaneously he saw a 
man lying in the road. He im- J 
mediately rushed into the shop and j 
told his master of the happening.! 
Accompanied by his master Hu re- [ 
turned to the spot where the shoot- | 
ing occurred and found the man [ 
shot down was a Japanese marine. 
He then immediately reported to 
the police of the incident.

! Shanghai Municipal Police au- 
: thoriticc were said to be looking for 
• two ricksha coolies who were seen 
, rear the scene of the shooting 
Saturday night.

The nistoh a five-shooter of Eu
ropean make, was examined for 
fingerprints but no tell-tale traces 
were found, according to reliable 
Japanese sources.

Two oartridees had been fired, 
hut only one had exploded, inves- 

i tigation showed. The gun had 
’ apparently jammed and was found 
behind a watchman’s box ir a nar
row alley leading from Darroch 
Road to North Szechuen Road.

No Arrests Made
Lieut.-Commander Okino empha

tically denied that any arrests had 
teen made. “Reports that the 
Japanese Special Naval Landing 
Party had taken Chinese suspects 
into custody are absolutely un
founded,” he said.

“We are trusting the Chinese and 
Settlement authorities and sincerely 

; hope they will exhaust every pos- 
j sible clue in finding the assailant.

“We are gratified that the Chin- 
! ese authorities spontaneously of
fered to carry on an intensive
search for the slayer. Nevertheless 
we cannot but feel that the in
cident will have serious effects upon 
Sino-Japanese relations,’’ he fur
ther remarked.

Lieut.-Commander Okino made a} 
i full report of the affair to Vice- | 
I Admiral Teijiro Sugisaka, com-j 
mander of the Japanese Eleventh[ 

! Flotilla, when the latter arrived! 
| j from up-river ports aboard his 

flagship, the gunboat “Ataka” at 2 
o’clock yesterday afternoon. The 
arrival of H.I.J.M.S. Ataka brings 
the number of Japanese war vessels 
in port to four including the crui
ser Idzumo, flagship of the Third 
Fleet. The others are the gunboat 
Hozu and the destroyer Tsuga.

Burial Today
Nakayama, victim of the assault, 

will be buried yith full naval^ -j 
honors at 4:30 o’clock this after* ( 
noônT Services will be held in the j 
yard of the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Party Headquarters. |

This will cause Japanese war ; 
vessels in port that will dress ship 
in celebration of Armistice Day to j 

j take in the decorations before the | 
services begin. I

The deceased, who was officially i 
commended as an “exemplary ■ 
sailor, “gentle and laborious,” was 
on his way back to the barracks 
from a cafe near Wangpangjao 
bridge on North Szechuen Road, 
official investigation has revealed. 
He was seen leaving the establish
ment at about 8:45 o’clock. He was 
fatally shot between 9 and 9:30 
p.m.

Strong Action Urged
Following a stormy three-hour 

session the standing committ°e of 
the Amalgamated Janane«n 
Associations yesterday afternoon 
passed a resolution urging the Jap
anese Special Naval Landing Party 
to take “stern and adequate mea
sures for the maintenance of peace 
and order.”

The full resolution read as fol
lows:

“The fatal shootuv? of a member 
of the special naval landing party 
at 9 o’clock on the night of Novem- 

( ber 9, on Darroch Road has causeu 
' great uneasiness among our rc.si- 
't dents.
* “In view of the preva’./ng s»tua-
* tion, we wish to see the Special 
. Naval Landing Party promptly take 
t stern and adequate measures for th?
* maintenance of peace and order.”
j The Chinese police authorities 
jj were holding a very cautious atti

tude towards the affair, refusing to 
‘ commit themselves to any definite 
I conviction or theory as to the na- 
j tionality of the killer until inves- 
j, tigation is concluded and the case 
t is thoroughly cleared up.
(, The same attitude prevailed 
i among local Chinese newspapers 

yesterday which carried only a brief 
report about the shooting Satur

day night. Fuller accounts, how
ever. appeared in the Chinese even-1 
ing papers. 1

Not a single word of comment on 
the incident was given in either the 
Chinese morning or afternoon . 
papers. 1

h

i
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FUNERAL OF DLC.ÜAL..D JARANEGL MARINE >

The naval funeral of -the late
Hideo Nakayama, 1st class Seaman, who was so un

fortunately murdered, will take place at 4.30 p.m, to-day 
at the Japanese landing Party Headquarters.

NAVAL ATTACHE OKINO IbbULS STATEMENT.

In connection with u rumor
I prevailing regarding the identity of the murdert of
• Hideo Nakayama, let class Seaman of the Japanese landing
! Party, Naval Attache Ckiao made the following statementi-
I “In connection with the identity of the
I murderer of Hideo Nakayama, certain persons spr ad a
| rumour to the effect that the murderer was a Japanese
| but judging from the description of tho clot..:’ ; of
» ths escaped murderer in conjunction with oth .r points
’ the culprit is definitely not a Japanese. I hereby

warn the people not to be influenced by such a rumour."

HR. ISHII TO CALI ON KAYOR ’ U

It has been decided that Hr. 
Ishii, Japanese Consul-General , call on Layer .u of 
the City Government at II a.m. to-day to r .ru st him 
to tpke appropriate measures in connection •. ith the 
Darroch Road incident.

NAVAL ST. JEF OFFICER YASUDA CALL S ON CH;L hh^ 
AUTHORITIES.

Immediately after the Darroch 
Road incident Naval Staff Officer Yasuda crll-d on 
IZr. 0. K. Yue, the Secretary of the City Government

I and requested him to have the culprit arrested.
* Staff officer Yasuda. called on Hr. O.K. Yue -t 10 a.m.
| ycst.rday again and at ”, p.m. he called on Gen. Yang,
* Commander of the Peace Preservation Corps, to r.pert 
; th. same request.
| The Chinese authorities with
■ the assistance of the S.IZ.C. arc making every effort
j to arrest the assassin. They attach great importance
* to the incident and they arc showing .uch sincerity in 

th-ir efforts to arrest the criminal.

REAR ADKIRAL SUGISAKA HURRIDLY RETURNS 'JO SHANGHAI.

Rear-Admiral Sugisaka s
Commander of the Ilth Destroyer Flotilla, returned to
Shanghai hurridly on the flagship "Ataka11 at 2 p.m. |
yesterday and immediately visited the Japan-.c landing 1
Party Headquarters to obtain information r-g'uding the
Darroch Road incident.
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NANKING FOREIGN OFFICE EXPRESSES REGRET 
REGARDING DARROCH RO.,D~INCIHfcNT.'

A telegram from Nanking 
d-ted November IO states that the Ministry of Foreign 
Aff-irs expressed deep regret in connection -.-ith the 
attack on a Japanese marine in Shanghai and st-tes 
that they are endeavouring to arrest the culprit.

NICNI-NICHI

JAPANESE AMAJ.G.UIATLD ASSOCIATION OF STREET UNIONS 
FOR..7.ADS .. RESOLUTION TO THE JAPANESE N..V..L LANDING 

PARTY.

In connection with the shooting
of 1st class Seaman Nakayama of the Japanese Naval
Landing Party, the Japanese Amalgamated Association 
of Street Unions held an emergency meeting in the 
office of the Association at 4 p.m. on November 10.

As a result of the discussions
; which lasted three hours the undermentioned resolutions ;

wore passedt-”Thc fatal shooting of a member of the '
Special Naval Landing Party at 9 o’clock on the night of 
November 9, on Darroch Rond has caused grf~t uneasiness

i among our residents.
f ”In view of the prevailing

situation, we wish to see the Special Nav-'l Larding 
Party promptly take stern and adequate measur s for the 
maintenance of peace and order.” ;

Mr. .imana, ^hairm-n Tnd I.r. |
Hayashi called at the Special Naval Landing P~rty
*nd handed the resolution to the Commander. f

Following this visit, thv two i
representatives called on Mr. Fukuyama., Chi f of the t
Consular police Station, and requested that measures |
bo adopted to prevent the circulation of sens-ticnal |
rumours. Î

17.111 CHI '

E..R1Y  ARREST OF ..SS..ILANT BY. CHINLE! Al TIC RITILS 
DEINIED

In connection with t e sheeting 
of a Japanese aailor a rumour is current to the' effect 

: th.t the awsqilant was a Japanese. This rumour is
b..ing spread with tho intention of evading the r^spen- '

i -.ibility. ■ j
\ Regarding this mat r5 the j
? folic1.,ing statement was published by the Jap-r. lc |
’ Naval Attache at 4 p.m. November 10:- I

By starting malicious propaganda I

«?J
/
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to the effect th~t J~p-nu.se .sailors were concernée in 
the, shooting incident, s -...icône is trying t -void the 
r apor.sibility. It is definitely not -n -et cm itted

i by r Japanese, c nsidvring the pistol used by the
• r.ss'..lent ,ond the description of his clothing. In vie’.' 
| of the seriousness of the incident, the I7:v 1 l-rding

P~ rty sent Lt. Cohuarnder To.sudr., Strff^Qff ic^r, to the 
| City Government to c~.ll on lir. O.K. Yue,/Secr.t ry, nt 
I In ~.m. ..t 1 p.m. he a Is. visited General Yong, Commander
j of the Perce prese rva ci ■ n Corps. The Japan.-su officer
* inf r. rued these p^rs ns that the assailant u.?.s considered 
I to h a. Chinese and requested that the arrest :.f th*.

~ss~ilrnt be effect at ~n early d~tc. .» return c~ll 
i v.-?t paid by the Public trfety Bureau at 10.3 b p.m. rnd 
Î by the City Government ~t 11.30 o_.ni. They o:;pr. ssed 
? their condolences rnd ' illingly promised to under vci r

to hevw the culpirt or.-ccted. On our part efforts
I '..ill be unde to effect r.n early arrest in co--gmration 
; -,'ith the S.ll.p. rnd the Chinese ..uthorities, bv.t thu 

occurrence of such an incident is considered tc ~ffect 
the relations between China rnd Japan seriously."
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No Repetition Of

1932 Expected As 

Incident’ Result

Authorities Still Seeking 
Clues To Killing Of 

Japanese Sailor

JAPANESE PRESS 
PUT UNDER BAN

iensatiohal Initial Tales 
Are Blamed For 

Chapei Exodus
Shanghai was quiet but somewhat 
nse today as the Settlement au- 
lorities, the Chinese authorities 
id the Japanese Naval Landing 
arty and Japanese Consular Police 
night clues to the fatal shooting 
y an unidentified person of Hideo 
Nakayama, 23-year old Japanese 
rst class sailor, on Darroch Road 
aturday night.
Whether the killing, which the 

apanese think was the work of ai 
nti-Japanese Chinese, would de 
Top into a major incident remain - 
i to be seen, but Japanese spokes 
len excluded the possibility fore
men in large sections of the Chi 
ese community of any action com 
arable to that early in 1932.

Bond-Market Barometer Rises
A sign on the Chinese side tha 

othing untoward was anticipated 
'as the course of the ever sensitive 
Chinese bond market this morning 
he opening was low, from 50 cents 

o one dollar below Saturday’s close, 
ut prices thereafter improved with 
he noon close' only about 20 cents 
elow that of Saturday.
Among the Chinese masses, manv 

of them, victims of the 1932 warfare, 
great fear continued to prevail, how
ever. There was still some exodus 
from Chapei into the Settlement 
and French Concession this morn
ing, although not nearly so great as 
that of last night which crowded 
North Szechuen Road. There was 
also a considerable influx from ths 
countryside around Shanghai.

Conditions Have Changed
On the Japanese side, it was 

pointed out that whatever might
be results of the killing of Nakaya
ma, , conditions were very different 
from early in 1932. Shanghai i 
now demilitarized insofar as Chi
nese soldiers are concerned for a 
distance of 20 miles around the 
foreign areas, and even outside 
the demilitarized zone there are 
not many Chinese soldiers despite 
the recently reported concentration 
of Chinese troops in this area 
Such concentration as has taken 
place, it was authoritatively stated, 
is at points considerably distant 
from Shanghai.

Japanese official spokesmen to
day said Japan’s future attitude 
would be determine by what may be 
uncovered with regard to the ident
ity and background of the killer 
They professed absolute certainty 
that th? killer was not another 
Japanese, and are asking the 
S.M.P. to correct the impression 
given Ta their statement of 
onHZÏÏye-witness of the shooting, a 
Chinese . named Woo Ziang-woo, 
who is employed by a Japanese. - 
shoemaker.

Interpretation Of Statement
Woo was going to the shop where 

he is employed in Darroch Road, 
heard a shot, and saw the slayer 
running away from where the sailor s 
lay. In his statement as given out 
by the S.M.P., Woo said “the I 
clothes of the man who ran away | 
were similar to those of the man 
lying in the road.”

Japanese officials who interview
ed Woo say that what he actually 
said was merely that the man who 
ran away wore a short jacket and 
loose trousers that appeared to be 
of the 
sailor.

same color as those of the

The
No Motive Seen |

Japanese exclude the theory I 
that a comrade c.f Nakayama was I 
resnonsible on the grounds that 
they have investigated Nakayama’s 
record, found he had no known 
enemies, was involved in no trouble 
of any kind, had good marks, and 
there was no motive whatsoever for 
another Japanese to kill him.

The Japanese do not exclude the 
theory that a Korean might have 
been responsible, but they point 
cue that heretofore all Koreans at-' 
tacks have teen not on sailors, but 
on high officials or the Japanese 
Consulate-General. :

Theory Cf Chinese Slayer
In expressing the believe that a 

Chinese was responsible, they say 
that_a Futan University student 
group Saturday adopted an anti
Japanese resolution; that some 
anonymous letters of an anti
Japanese nature have recently been 
received by the Japanese Çonsulate- 
üeneraL one of which said that the 
attempted assassination of Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei by a Japanese 
must be avenged; and that there 
have recently been many rumors 
circulating among Chinese of a 

; strong, anti-Japanese stand by thei 
Nanking Government/ including re- ’ 

I ports Tffat of a Blueshirt invasion 
| of Shanghai and that General 
I Chiang Kai-shek would soon 
I initiate" a “holy war” against 
I Japan.
I “All these items,” said one spokes- 
I man, “indicate a state of mind 

which would logically lead up to 
such an incident as the slaying of

Nakayama. It might have been 
done by an individual who repre
sented no one but himself, or by 
an individual representing a large 
and possibly potent group.

Seek Background, Instigation
“Our investigation is to deter

mine the background and instiga
tion of the crim?. Further. we.-are

' gravely concerned with the efforts „ 
-income. F

ji^s.Tespanslhle.” ..It was also point
ed out that the slaying took place
less than 200 meters from Japanese 
naval sentries.

Shanghai Municipal Police spokes
men said today they were so far 
without any clues as to who com-1 
mitted the crime, but were not ex-' 
eluding any theory. Evidence in
dicated two shots had been fired 
into Nakayama’s head at close 
range, apparently by someone who ' 
had been walking very near to him. 
The .32-calibre Spanish pistol from 
which they came, and which was 

1 tossed away, bore no finger-prints, 
but this did not necessarily mean 
that the killer had worn gloves. 
The body was removed from the 
scene to the naval barracks by the 
Japanese Landing Party before the 
police arrived.

Walking Alone
One point raised in connection 

with the killing was that until 
1 recently, at least, there had been a 
rule to the effect no Japanese

sailor, even when off duty, shouji 
walk the streets without at lealt 
one comrade. It was stated li 
Japanese circles, however, that this 

’rule had been rescinded in view * 
I the prevailing quiet, but that it wA 
restored again yesterday aft®

I Nakamaya’s slaying. 1
JLocal Japanese newspapers ye® ; 

.terday carried very sensation® ; 
stories about the slaying, and mucl. 
ol the evacuation of Chapei 
blamed on this fact. Today, how- 
ever, the Japanese press was under 
official prohibition to print any- 
thing about the incident excepting 
official reports. From the begin- ' 

' ning, the_Chinese press was in. 1 
I strucled to “play" down” the story J 
and refrain from editorial comment

i

An Extra Settlement Road
The Chinese press, however, did 

point out that Darroch Road is an 
extra-settlement thoroughfare for 
which the S.M.P. is responsible. 
Streets leading off it are, however, 
Chinese policed.

The Japanese stated today that 
the Chinese authorities had pledged 
their fullest co-operation in solving 
the murder.
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JAPANESE WANT 

STRONG ACTION 

AFTER MURDER

; Resolution by Meeting of 
• Street Associations

“GREAT UNEASINESS”

Chinese Flee from Chapei 
in Large Numbers

“stern
mam-

Ren go

Following a three-hour session the 
standing committee of the Amalgamaf 
ed Japanese Street Associations 
yesterday afternoon passed a resolu
tion urging the Japanese Special 
Naval Landing Party to take 
and adequate measures for the 
tenânee of peace and order.”

This resolution according io 
was handed to Rear-Adimral Sadaala 

^Araki Commandant of the Special 
Landing Party, by Mr. Masusaburo 
Amano, president of the organization. 
The meeting opened at 4 o’clock in 
the afternoon at the Japanese Club, 69 
Boone Road.

The full resolution read as follows.
“The fatal shooting, of a member of 

the special naval landing party at 9 
o’clock on the night of November 9, 
on Darroch Road has caused great 
uneasiness among our residents.

“In view of the prevailing situation, 
we wish to see the Special Naval 
Landing Party promptly take stern 
and adequate measures for the main
tenance of peace and order.”

Ultimatum Emphatically Denied
Rumoars that the Japanese naval 

command had presented an ultimatum 
to the Chinese authorities “demanding 
satisfaction’’ for the murder of a
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Sailor
Hideo Nakayama

the Murdered Japanese

Japanese sailor on Saturday night 
were emphatically denied last night 
by Lieut.-Commander Matao Okino, 
assistant Naval Attaché.

The interview took place ten paces 
from the spot where Hideo Nakayama, 
first-class sailor, was fatally shot by 
an unidentified assassin.

“While it is a matter of no direct 
concern to us, we feel aggrieved to 
know that baseless rumours are caus
ing a mass exodus of residents from 
Chapei and Hongkew district into the 
settlement.

“Aside from asking the fullest co
operation from Chinese authorities on 
the apprehension of the culprit, we 
have made no demands whatever,” 
the naval officer declared.

(Japanese naval sentries appeared to 
have been reduced in the neighbour

hood of the scene of the crime. 
Steel-helmeted guards were with
drawn from posts along N. Szechuen 

«Road to the immediate vicinity of 
1 the Naval Landing Party Headquar

ters and along Darroch Rd.
The Chinese authorities also denied 

the rumours in a statement issued last 
' night, urging the citizens to remain 
J calm.
' Chapei Chinese in Flight
2 jr An exodus of Chinese from ter

ritory north of the International 
Settlement was in full swing last 
night on a scale similar to that which 

J preceded the Sino-Japanese hostilities 
; of 1932. The movement was prin- 

cipally from the Paoshan Road area 
e into Hongkew along North Szechuen 

Road, Haskell Road and other

s
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thoroughfares leading into the Settle
ment. In addition there was a fair
sized trek of Chinese from Chapei 
into West Hongkew and over the 
Soochow Creek bridges into the 
Settlement “south of the creek.”

An evacuation on a smaller scale 
had already started on Saturday night 
when news of the fatal shooting of a 
Japanese Marine in Darroch Road and 
the consequent display of Japanese 
armed forces had been communicated 
to the residents of the Northern 
district. It was not until yesterday 
evening, however, that the movement 
reached large proportions and caused 
the Police to make a special inquiry.

The scenes witnessed along the 
principal roads connecting the two 
territories were reminiscent of the 
days in January, 1932, when thousands 
of families sought refuge in the . 
Settlement before the opening of . 
hostilities. Again last night Chinese ■ 
were seen migrating 
all manner of vehicles 
on foot, with their 
Many of the refugees even continued 
to the Western area of the Settlement 
and some into the French Concession. 
Although it was impossible to obtain 
an accurate estimate of the number 
of migrants, the movement was one 
which impressed spectators with its 
magnitude. It was a motley stream 
of humanity which was on the-move, 
some in lorries, some in motor-cars, 
many in rickshaws and many walking. 
Enormous bundles of bed-clothing, 
furniture and other belongings ac-> • 
companied the trek.

south in 
and some 
belongings-

Japanese “Demand”
It was generally understood that the 

chief reason for the evacuation was 
the broadcasting of an alleged demand 
by the Japanese authorities that “free 
action” would be taken unless the 
murderer of Hideo Nakayama, the 

member of the Japanese Naval Land
ing Party who was killed, was appre- 
hended before midnight last night. 
The following notice appeared in the 
Shanghai Nippo, a Japanese news
paper, yesterdy morning:—

“In connection with the incident on 
Darroch Road the Japanese Marine 
Authorities are demanding that the 
Chinese Authorities and the S.M. Police 
shall arrest the culprit before to-night. 
The Japanese marine authorities are 
determined to take free action should 
the search measures taken by the Chi
nese Authorities and the S.M. Police in 
connection with the incident prove un
satisfactory.”

Nakayama was shot fatally in the 
head with a .32 calibre automatic 
pistol opposite 236 Darroch Road, 
near the Landing Party Barracks, at 
9.15 o’clock on Saturday night. He 
died in the barracks shortly after 
midnight, apparently without having 
been able to make a statement about 
the shooting. Japanese Marines im
mediately surrounded the scene of the 
crime and are still on guard there. 
The pistol from which the two bullets 
had been fired was found by a Japan
ese member of the Municipal Police 
behind a watchman’s hut in a lane 
leading to North Szechuen Road, 
about 100 yards from the scene of the 
shooting.

!
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Crime Reconstructed
A dramatic scene was enacted in the 

dimly lighted roadway at 9 o’clock 
last night when Japanese and Muni
cipal authorities attempted to recon
struct the crime. In the presence of 
Japanese Naval Officers, members of 
the Consular Police, the Japanese 
Gendarmerie and the Municipal 
Police, the only eye-witness so far 
discovered re-told his story of the in
cident, showing where Nakayama fell 
and where his assailant escaped. The 
witness, Woo Ziang-woo, a coolie em
ployed by a Japanese boot-maker at 
90 Darroch Road, related that he 
heard a shot fired and saw a mar in 
black clothing running into the ailey-
way off Darroch Road. Simultaneous
ly, he saw the victim of the shooting, 
Nakayama, lying in the roadway, and 
ran into the shop to inform his master, 
who in turn told him to inform the 
Police.

The subsequent turn-out of a com
pany of Japanese Marines in full cam
paign kit and the demonstration of the 
entire Landing Parry in the vicinity 
of the barracks in Kiangwan Road 
caused considerable excitement in the 
neighbourhood. Early yesterday morn
ing the Russian regulars of the 
Shanghai Volunteer Corps rode 
through the district in lorries and 
later in the morning the Armoured 
Car Company went north of Soochow 
Creek from their headquarters in the 
Administration Building compound.

Chief Inspr. Wong Ta-sui, represent
ing Gen. Tsai Ching-chun, the Public 
Safety Commissioner for Greater 
Shanghai, accompanied by Mr. Liang 1 
Foo-chu, chief of the Paoshan Road 
Branch of the Bureau, paid a call 
yesterday morning on. the commander 
of the Japanese Naval Landing Party. 
According to officials of the Bureau, 
the call was for the purpose of offer
ing Chinese condolence over the death 
of Japanese sailor H. Nakayama on 
Darroch Road on Saturday night.

Mr. Wu Hsin-ya, Director of the 
Bureau of Social Affairs, and Mr. 
Yang Hu, chief of the Peace.Preserva
tion Corps, who arrived in Nanking a 
few days ago to attend the Fifth Kuo
mintang Congress, were expected to 
return to Shanghai last night owing to 
the fatal shooting of the Japanese 
marine, according to Reuter.

Details Lacking in Jhpan
Although newspapers throughout 

Japan hax’e given the greater prom
inence to the reports from Shang
hai of the shooting of 
blue-jacket, details of the case are

a Japanese
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Press from Tokyo,
Government officials have remained 

silent so far, except to say that they 
were awaiting detailed reports of the 
incident. In some non-official cir
cles, the comment was expressed 
that the killing might have resulted 
from"a pri vale^grudge, ~but""there~ 
was nothing" to substantiate any 
IKeory, ' ~~ “ ~
""Full official reports on the alleged 
shooting of a Japanese sailor at 
Shanghai are being awaited by the 
Department of State in Washington 
before acting or commenting on the 
case.

expressed 
surprise at the importance attaéhécF 
ïûJ.Ï^.,a„ç.fiQl31„ m vfëw ofthe fact that 
the reported killing was apparently^ 
an jspl^ted .lnadenf. However

î T ment was reserved, pending signs of 
» whether or not rioting is threatened 
’las a result of the case.
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JAPEN SE'MARINE ATTACI LD ON DARROCH RO^D

At 9.30 p.m. November 9 a Japanese marine 
named Hideo Nakayama, first class seaman, aged 24, was 
shot, suddenly in his right side by person or persons un- . 
inown in front of No.224 on Darroch Road while he was 
returning to the Japanese marine barracks. A bullet 
penetrated the sailor's head from the back and came out 
through his forehead.

Yesterday afternoon a certain Chinese 
organization expressed a strange opinion to the effect 
that Japanese residents seemed to planning a sort of riot 
on November 1? when the Japanese will hold a. flag raising 
ceremony. Thrilled by this news, a number of Chinese 
newspaper reporters attempted to get this news verified 
by members of the Japanese community.

Last night's incident is regarded as a, 
sort of challenge threatening a. preplanned action from 
an unexpected direction. The iicident took place at 
9.30 p.m. when iirst class seaman Nakayama was walking 
along Darroch Road *n the left hand side of the Road 
near Ling’s Garden. It appears that the assassin 
fired a. shot at the sailor from a close range from his 
right hand side. No Japanese were in the vicinity 
at the time of th.- incident, there being two public rieshas, 
two Chinese constables of the S.1-.P» and two or three 
Chinese present. The persons who were near the scene 
ran a.way for fear that they would be involved in the case. 
There are two or three Japanese homes near the scene 
and some of the1/îW?fi the shooting but they thought 
it must have been a burst of riesha tyre, so they did not 
come out. Later, however, being attracted by a. commotion
outside, sore of the Japanese came out on the stgeet about 
5 minutes after the incident and discovered the t/shoo ting 
had taken place. They then reported the matter to the 
Japanese Horine Headquarters and Dixwell Ro*d Station.
An emergency cordon was thrown around the soene of the crime 
-an ambulance from the Japanese Marine Hospital removed 
the wounded sailor to the Japanese Marino Hospital,

A Chine".e shroff, who visited the Japanese 
Takaoka Shoemakers, w: s arrested by the Dixwell Road Police 
because he w? s loitering in the vicinity of the scene 
before and after the incident. The Chinese prisoner is 
now being interrogated by the police. The officers of 
Dixwell Road Station who rushed to the soene m?dc thorough 
investigations. A c: rtri ,ge/6a se of 32 calibre was dis
covered in front of No.207 Darrooh Rood (about 15 feet 
from the scene of the shooting) and a bullet was discovered 
three feet to the°/oi the gate of No.207 Darroch Road.

JAPANESE MARINES aUTHCRITI .5 DECIDED TO T*K3 FREE ACTION 
SHOULD THE SEARCHING MEASURES HK~TOO PRÔLÔNGED~ON~THr‘ 
PART OF THE CHINESE AÜTHCRITI AND*~THE S.M.P.

In connection with the incident on Darroch 
Hoad the Japanese Marine Authorities are demanding that the 
Chinese Authorities and the S.l . P. to arrest the culprit 
before to-night. The Japanese marine authorities are 
determined to take free action should the search measures 
taken by f e Chinese authorities and the S.M.P. 
in connection with the incident prove unsatisfactory.



SAILOR SUCCUMBS S TO H„S WOUND

The Japanese Landing Party announces that 
Rirst class seonnn Nakayama died at l.lt a.m. November 10 
The deceased w s a. model •■„ sailor of quiet character.

JAPANESE AUTHORITIES WARN CITY GOVERNMENT

At 12 oclock last night Staff officer 
Yasuda of the Japanese Landing Party called on Secretary 
O.K. Yue at the City Government and requested him to make 
a thorough investigation into the incident on Darroch 
Road. Yasuda warned Yue that he would be obliged to 
take appropriate action if the Chinese Authorities do 
not show their sincerity in trying to solve this case.

PISTOL DISCOVERED BY SUB-rT3?ECT0R KANEYASU

At 11.40 p.m. Sub-Inspector Kaneyasu of
Dixwell Road Police Station discovered a pistol of 32 
calibre behind a watchman’s hut. On examination 
the pistol was found to contain four liva rounds.
The pistol, rounds and empty case which were discovered, 
are now being examined by the arms identification 
department of the S.M.P.

CHINESE EYE WITNESS’S STATEMENT

A Chinese eye witness named Ho Yang Woo, 
native of Chengchow, residing at No.62 East Pa.oshing 
Road made the following statement regarding the incident 
on Darroch Roads-

"As 1 was entering the Takaoka Shoe 
Makers Shop on Darroch Rond I heard a pistol shot, 
wuen I arrived in front of a Chinese cigarettes shop 
on Darroch Road I observed a man running towards North 
Szechuen Road from Pong Lo Li .and at the same time I saw 
a men lying on the street. Being afraid, I went to the 
Takaoka Shoemakers Shop and informed the proprietor 
of the shop of the incident. Then, together with the 
proprietor,! went to the scene of the incident and 
found the man who was lying on the street was a Japanese 
marine.”

Japanese embassy issue statement

The authorities of both the Japanese Embassy 
and the Japanese Consulate-General held a conference 
in connection with the Darroch Road incident. It is 
expected that Mr. Ishii, Japanese Consul-General will 
open negotiations with the City Government. If the 
result of the negotiations are unsatisfactory, the matter 
will be dealt with through diplomatic channels.
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At 2 a.m. November 10 the Japanese Bnbassy 
issued the following statement regarding the incident;- 

nI t is a matter oi mu oh regret that such 
an incident has taken place at a time when various 
rumours are current, whatever th.. motive of the 
incident may be.

"It is to be hoped that the dark cloud 
hanging over Sino-Japanese relations will be cleared by 
the adoption of an exhaustive investigation in-to the 
Darroch Road incident and an assumption of responsibility 
by the officials concerned.

REAR ADMIRAL ARAKI ISSUES STATEMENT

At 3 a.m. November 10 Rear-Admiral Araki, 
Commander of the Japanese Landing Pa.rty, issued the follow 
ing statement regarding the Darroch Road incident.

"We are as yet unable to decide on our 
attitude regarding the incident because we have not 
ascertained the true facts of the case. It is, however 
a grave matter, as one of our men, in uniform, was 
atta.cked in the vicinity of our barracks. It is a
most urgent matter for us to 
must take such measures as w<. 
will request the S.M.C. and i 
make earnest endeavours to a- 
If we are not satisfied with 
make our own investigations, 
very c arefully because it is 
We must als» be very careful 
as a result of what we hear j

rs.certr.in the truth, We 
i think necessary, we 
trie Chinese authorities to 
:rest the culprit.
their efforts,we shall 

We must do this
a serious matter.
not to make any decision 

Ln rumours.3
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Conference Held

NIPPON MARINE 

SHOT DEAD IN 

DARROCH ROAD

Tense Situation in North
Szechuen Rd. District

JAPANESE MOBILIZE

Area Surrounded by Armed 
Men Seeking Assailant

A tense situation was created in the 
North Szechuen Road district last 
night when the fatal shooting of a 
member of the Japanese Naval Land
ing Partjr resulted in the turn-out of 
virtually the entire strength of Japan
ese Marines, the Japanese Consular 

: Police, the Settlement Police of the 
riot unit and Dixwell Road Station, 
and the Russian regulars of the 
Shanghai Volunteer Corps.

The shooting occurred at 9 o’clock 
in Darroch Road near the junction 
with North Szechuen Road and with- ; 
in sight of the Japanese Naval Bar
racks. The Marine was shot by an 
unidentified person, according to the 
Settlement Police, and, was found 
drawing his last breath by, a Chinese 
Police Constable. A foreign sergeant 
sent for a Fire Brigade ambulance, 
but before the ambulance arrived the 
victim had been conveyed to >!the 
Naval Barracks in a Japanese Naval 
ambulance.^ He had been wounded 
twice in the head, and both bullets 
were found in the roadway, near a 
puddle of blood where he fell, in the 
middle of the road. He was pro
nounced dead at the barracks.

Japanese Turn Out
As soon as the news of the shooting 

had reached the Naval Barracks, 
squads of Marines, in steel helmets 
and carrying rifles with fixed bayo- 
nets, were despatched to the scene 
and threw a cordon about the place, 
guarding all approaches and alley
ways. These squads were later 
augmented by several platoons until 
nearly 200 Japanese Marines were 
scattered about the district, some 
carrying sub-machine guns. In ad
dition, nearly the full strength of the 
Naval Landing Party, which had been 
standing by at their barracks with 
tanks held ready for action, paraded 
in the vicinity of the barracks shortly ’ 
before midnight. It was announced ! 
in Japanese quarters that the Land- ' 
ing Party remained mobilizea 
throughout the night.

Only one witness to the shooting 
was found by the police and he gave 
only a meagre account of what had 
happened. The investigation was 
carried on jointly by the Settlement 
Police, the Japanese Naval authori
ties the Japanese Consular Police. 
Amongst the officials who personally 
investigated were Mai. K. M. Bourne, 
Acting Commissioner of the Municipal 
Police; Mr. R. C. Aiers and Mr. S. 
C. Young, Deputy Commissioners, Mr. 
M. Fukuyama, Superintendent of the 
Japanese Consulat Police; Mrs. S. 
Uyehara, Assistant Commissioner of 
the S.M. Police; Capt. E. R. Kennedy 
and Supt. R. Conduit, Divisional 
Officers, and high Japanese naval 
officers.

Maj. Bourne and Mr. Aiers visited 
the Naval Barracks shortly before 
midnight and conferred with the 
Commander of the Naval Landing 
Party. The result of the conference 
was not divulged last night.

Despite the precautions taken, feel
ing ran high in the district and in 
Hongkew throughout the night.

The man who was shot did not die 
until 1.10 a.m., according to a Japan
ese report, although other" reports 
said that he died soon after he had 
been wounded. The Japanese press 
announced that one company of the 
Landing Party was sent to the neigh
bourhood of the crime in full cam
paign kit. The barracks shortly after 
the shooting were fully lighted ana 
the tanks ready for action, some of 
them being in the road in front of 
the building. Sikhs from the Muni
cipal Police Reserve Unit, carrying 
rifles, were posted across North Sze
chuen Road at the junction with 
Kiangwan Road, shortly after the 
incident.

A .32 calibre pistol was found early 
this morning behind a watchman’s hut 
m the vicinity of the shooting.

Eye-Witness Account
As far as could be ascertained at 

a late hour last night the sole 
eyewitness of the murder was Woo 
Ziang Woo, a shoe-maker’s coolie. 
His statement, runs as follows.

“I If ft my house at 62 East Pao- 
shing Road at 8.45 p.m. and proceeded 
to the shoemaker’s shop where I work 
in Darroch Road to get my pay. At 
about 9 o’clock, just before I reached 
the door of the shop, I heard a shot 
fired, and saw a man in black clothing 
running east into Fong Loh Li off Dar
roch Road. Simultaneously, 1 saw a 
man, also in black, lying in the road. 
I rushed into the shoe shop and told 
m? master, a Japanese, of whai had 
happened. We returned to the spot 
where the shooting had occurred, 
and saw that the man lying in *he 
read was a Japanese Marine. ,_Thg. 
master , told me tp report immediately.. 
Jo the police, The clothes of the man 
who ran away were similar to those 
of the man lying in the road. He 
wore long trousers, a short jacket, 
and j.„t a long gown.”

Japanese Statement
The following official announce

ment was issued by the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing Party last 
night:

Hideo Nakayama, sailor first ciass, 
was shot and seriously injured at 
about 9.30 o’clock to-night when re
turning to the Special Naval Landing 
Party after liberty.

Nahayama was shot at from the 
right side as he was proceeding along 
the left side pavement or Darroch 
Road. He suffered a bullet wound 
percing his skull from the back of 
his neck.

While we have no clue regarding 
the assailant, we consider this attack 
a provocation directed at the Special 
Naval Landing Party.

Not only shall we demand a 
thorough investigation by the Bureau 
of Public Safety, but we shall de

mand that a complete enquiry be 
made by the Shanghai Municinal 
Police.

The Special Naval Landing Party 
; was immediately mobilized and still 

remains on that footing.
Hideo Nakayama, sailor first class, 

died from his wounds at 1.10 o’clock 
this morning at the Japanese Special 
Naval Landing Party Hospital.

He was 23 years old and a native 
of Nara Prefecture. He was con
scripted for military service at the 
Ktrre Naval Base, says a Rengo 
message.



January 7, 1937. Morning

Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers»

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE i YIH HAI SUNG’S APPEAL

(continued from yesterday)

(c) Th® fact that no blood stain was at any 
time found on the bullet lends support to the argument 
that it vas not this bullet which had killed Nakayama. 
Although the report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory states 
that it is possible for a bullet fired at close range to 
penetrate an animal without collecting any blood, this 
possibility is only an exception, normally we expect to find 
some blood stain on such a bullet. Therefore, if the 
bullet does not bear any blood stain, we can assume that
it was not the bullet that killed Nakayama. The Police 
cannot object to this assumption, unless they can furnish 
proof to the contrary.

(d) The bullet cannot be linked up with the 
seized pistol unless it had actually been fired from the 
pistol. This w°s held to be so by the Court of First 
Instance and the Court of Second Instance, which based their 
views on the report and photographs submitted by D.S. Caley 
of the Arms Identification Section of the S.M.P. D.S. 
Caley stated in Court.- "I fired one shot from this 
pistol and compared the spent bullet and cartridge case 
with those produced by the Police. As a result, I am of 
the opinion that the spent bullet and cartridge c^se produced 
by the Police were fired from the seized pistol." (Vide
the written records of the Court of First Instance taken 
down on May 1, 1936). D.S. Caley based his opinion on 
a comparison of the bullet and cartridge case produced by 
the Police with those obtained from the test firing. It 
should be noted th^t bullets of the same make and size 
fired from pistols of the same make and size will bear 
the same marks. Similarly, the cartridge cases left in 
the pistols will have the same markings. The similarity 
between two spent bullets or cartridge oases shows only that 
it is possible that the bullets may have been fired from 
the same pistol or the cartridge oases may have been ejected 
from the same pistol, but it does not definitely prove 
that they had been fired or ejected from the same pistol. 
D.S. Caley further stated» - "Later I took photographs 6f 
the cartridge case produced by the Police and of the one 
I had fired with the pistol and found that the markings 
on the cartridge oases due to friction in the pistol were 
the same. I also rolled the bullet produced by the Police * 
and that fired by me over soft lead and photographs taken of 
the lead revealed the same marks for each bullet." We 
know by common knowledge that when two pistols of the same 
make and size are used to fire bullets of the same make 
and size, the spent bullet and cartridge case from each 
pistol will bear the same markings as those from the other 
pistol. D.S. Caley did not point out in his statement 
that when bullets are fired from pistols of the same make, 
the spent bullets and cartridge cases will bear different 
marks peculiar to each of the pistols from which they had 
been fired. D.S. Caley is a detective officer employed 
by the Shanghai Municipal Council. His report cannot be 
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regarded as that of an expert although the Courts of First 
and Second Instance, referred to him as an expert.

For the above reasons, the bullet produced 
by the Folice has not been proved to have been fired from the 
seized pistol. Appellant’s lawyer requested the Courts of 
First and Second Instance, to ask for a report of the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory on this point, but the requests were overruled. 
The Courts of First and Second Instance had failed to consider 
with care the report of D.S. Galey, but had thoughtlessly 
called it an expert’s report and on it they based their 
decisions. This is not proper.

(2) The pistol and the six rounds of ammunition 
contained in it produced by the Police

It is said that the pistol and the six 
rounds of ammunition contained in it were found by a Japanese 
Sub-Inspector beneath a watchman’s wooden box in Foong Loh 
Li ( Jf2^ ) Alleyway at 11.40 p.m. (Vide statement of the 
J.S.I. in Court on May 1), that is, one hour and thirty 
minutes after Nakayama was killed. The spot where the 
pistol was found is 509 feet away from the spot where Nakayama 
was killed. (Vide report made by S.I. Crowther in Court on 
May 1.) There must be some doubt as to whether that pistol 
was the one that was used to kill Nakayama.

It has been said that the pistol was found 
beneath a watchman’s box. During a reconstruction of the 
crime given by appellant, the foreign detective had to remove 
the pistol from underneath the box with a walking stick. The 
Municipal Advocate said* "Wen the Japanese Sub-Inspector 
arrived at the soene that night, he reflected th^t there must 
be a pistol. He therefore searched the place with his torch. 
When he flashed the light on the spot underneath the wooden 
box, he discovered the pistol. He got it out from beneath 
the box with the aid of a wooden bar.” (Vide records of 
reconstruction of crime made by the appellant.) A murderer 
runs away after & crime because he fears discovery. A 
pistol is a weapon wfith which one can defend oneself? if one 
carries it away with him, it can be of use fend will not do 
one any harm. It is absurd to say that he would throw 
away the pistol to the ground without fear that such an act 
would create some noise;, it will be more absurd to say that 
a murderer would, whilst making his escape, stop on his way 
and leisurely bend down to place the pistol underneath the 
wooden box.

The Japanese Sub-Inspector stated, "I 
received a report from Japanese Detective Hariy^ma at 11.40p.m. 
that a Japanese marine had been killed. I immediately went 
to the soene." On another occasion he stated, ’’I found 
the pistol at 11.40 p.m." (Vide Court records of May 1.) 
This means that the Japanese Sub-Inspector after receiving 
the report immediately went to the soene and immediately 
found a pistol underneath the wooden box, a plaoe obviously 
not direotly exposed to sight, as can be seen from the f act 
that the flashlight had to be directed underneath the box 
and the pistol had to be retrieved by means of a wooden bar. 
It is strange that he should have guessed so correctly.
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When the Police were making enquiries into 
the murder of Nakayama, they came to a conclusion regarding 
the pistol that "the pistol used to commit the murder was 
found behind the wooden box occupied by Li Hung Ping 
in the Foong Loh Ll alleyway" and that "someone had placed™ 
the pistol there with intent to implicate Ll Hung Ping." 
(Vide 11th report submitted by the Police). The watchman 
Li Hung Ping stated at the Police Stations "At about
10 p.m. November 9 I was roused from sleep by five or six 
Japanese in foreign dress who vented roe to open my box
to allow them to make an inspection inside it.....................
At about 11 p.m. I was again wakened up. I went with a
Japanese detective and a Chinese detective to the Dixwell 
Road Police Station. (Vide Ling Hung Ping's statement, 
Court File Page 52, Vol. 3 of the Court of First Instance). 
This shows that at 10 p.m. Li Hung Ping was awakened by 
five or six persons and told to open the wooden box and 
at 11 p.m. detectives went there and took him to the 
Police Station for interrogation. Up to that time,
11 p.m., nothing had been discovered which could have 
been used as evidence in a crimes yet at 11.40 p.m., a 
pÿstol was suddenly discovered, ^.^nder the circumstances, 
the Police very reasonably came to/\conclusion that the 
pistol had been planted there to implicate Li Hung Ping. 
Furthermore, a foreign Detective Sub-Inspector stated
on May 27» "Between 100 and 200 officials arrived at 
the scene." The Municipal Advocate also stated on 
July 10» "Besides the officials who numbered between 
100 and 200, there were between 300 and 400 spectators 
who occupied an area within a radius of half a mile around 
the scene of the crime." (Vide Argument (1) (a) of this 
petition.) Since the Police clearly asserted there 
was such a large number of persons and such confusion, 
the theory that the pistol had been planted there by 
some person becomes more conceivable. Therefore, the 
pistol as a piece of evidence is worthless.

(3) The book in which a hole in the shape of a 
pistol had been excavated.

In producing a book on practical physics 
in which a hole in the shape of a pistol had been excavated, 
the Police stated that it was found by Japanese Constable 
No.164 in the home of Yang Wen Tao. However, this book 
does not belong to Yang Wen Tao 5 it had been planted 
there by the persons who had conspired to implicate him 
in order to secure the reward.

(a) In his statement, Yang Wen Tao pointed out 
that he took a pistol from Li Mo ( ) in the 22nd
Year of the Chinese Republic and fearing that the pistol, 
might fall into the hands of children, he was shown by his 
nephew Yang Chien Chung ) a method of excavating
a hole in a book in which the pistol could be concealed. 
This he did. After the pistol was returned, the book 
was forgotten and was played with by children. The 
book produced by the Police had been planted by Yang Chien 
Chung.
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Witness Chang Tsun (## ) in his statement 
said that he was a school-mate of Tseng Yuan. When he 
called on Tseng Yuan last winter (? 1935), he saw one Zung 
Wei Ming if fzi (otherwise known as Motoichi Hirayama, a 
naturalized Japanese subject. According to a report made 
by a foreign detective sub-inspector on May 21, the arrest 
of Yang 'Wen Tao was made on information supplied by this 
man.) He was smoking opium side by side with Tseng Yuan 
on a bed and afterwards he drew with pencil a sketch of a 
pistol on a sheet of paper. Tseng Yuan asked him to 
accompany him to Zung Wei Ming’s place to receive some 
money. Zung was not in when they called, but returned 
soon afterwards. Chang Tsun became acquainted with Zung 
through the introductidn of Tseng Yuan. On the next day, 
Zung Wei Ming came and stated that if he (Chang Tsun) would 
call at the Japanese Landing Party Headquarters and make a 
report to the effect that the marine Nakayama had been 
murdered by appellant, Yang Wen Tao and a Korean named Jack, 
he could claim the $4,000 reward. Questioned about this 
at a session of the Court of First Instance, Tseng Yuan (who 
was present in Court as a witness for the Police) replied, 
"Quite right, quite right.'* (vide record of the hearing held 
on May 6 by the Court of First Instance.) Furthermore, 
Chang Tsun submitted to the Court a document written 
personally by Tseng Yuan implicating a girl teacher named 
Zung Hoong Pih( fx Q ) of the Kwangtung Primary School 

•h-y). After being questioned by the Court, Tseng 
Yuan admitted that he wrote the document (vide record of 
the hearing held on June 16 by the Court of First Instance.) 
Chang Tsun then made a detailed statement regarding the 

conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng Yuan.
It is to be noted that Yang Chien Chung had 

been at large for a long time. After the arguments in the 
case were resumed in the Court of First Instance, Yang Chien 
Chung surrendered himself to the Police in August and was 

brought to Court by the Police at the hearing of August 19. 
Questioned, he acknowledged that Yang Wen Tao was only a 
distantly related senior member of the family and that he 
knew Zung Wei Ming six or seven years ago (Police records 
show that Zung Wei Ming and Yang Chien Chung had known each 
other for 10 years. The record of the hearing held by the 
Court of First Instance on July 8 states that Zung Wei Ming 
and Yang Chien Chung had known each other for more than ten 
years.) He saw Zung Wei Ming on April 2 and 16, 1936. 
On one occasion he handed the address of Yang Wen Tao to 
Zung Wei Ming and then left together to visit Yang Kwei 
Mei(# te). He once asked a loan from Zung Wei Ming. 
After the charge against the accused in this case had been 
drawn up by the Police, he proceeded to Canton in May and 
subsequently went to Nanking, Hangchow and Chinkiang (vide 
Police records and the records of the hearing on August 19 
in the Court of First Instance.) At the Court of First 
Instance, he also stated: "Later as I heard that I had 
been marked for death, I left for other places." If Yang 
Chien Chung had not done something wrong, he would not have 
run away, and if he had not conspired to bring a false 
accusation against others, he need not have had any fear 
of being done to death.
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Chang Tsun also stated that one day when the 
wife of Tseng Yuan asked him to accompany her to the 
home of Zung Wei Ming to claim some money, he saw Yang 
Chien Chung sitting in the parlour (vide records of the 
hearing on June 3-in the Court of First Instance). 
Taking into consideration the various statements given 
above, the suggestion that the book sutmitted to the Court 
had been planted by Yang Chien Chung as part of the 
conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng Yuan is not 
altogether without grounds*

As regaïds the statement that none of the 
finger prints found in the book are similar to those of 
Yang Chien CJhnng, it was not necessary for Yang Chien Chung, 
in planting the book, to press his hands upon the page 
of the book* he could have handled the cover of the book 
only» As the finger prints discovered in the book were 
all on the inside pages of the book and not on the covers 
of the book, it is only natural that the finger prints were 
no t tho s e of Iang Chi en Chung »

As regards Yang Chien Chung's denial that he 
had planted the evidence, as declared in the Court of 
First Instance and the Court of Second Instance, it is 
only logical that he should not admit his crime, Yang 
Chien Chung's conspiracy and the planting of evidence can 
be seen clearly from a study of the confessions made by 
Yang Chien Chung, the statements of Chang Tsun and the 
particulars mentioned below, D.S.I. Crowther said that 
the book was discovered by Japanese policeman No. 164 on 
the floor between the bed and the cc at hanger, (Vide the 
written record of May 1 in the Court of First Instance.) 
It cannot be believed that Yang Wen Tao knowing the existence 
of the book to hold a fireaim would have been so careless 
with it» The Court of First Instance did not pay attention 
to this point and this is unfair» If the pistol and the 
book actually belonged to Yang Wen Ta.o and Nakayama was 
murdered as the result of a plot conceived by Yang Wen Tao 
and the appellant, then Zung Wei Ming could have easily 
charged them with it and would not have resorted to j,oin 
the conspiracy of Tseng Yuan or Chang Zai Yuan ( )•
The Court of First Instance declared that originally ' 
Chang Tsun, Tseng Yuan and Zung Wei Ming had tried together 
to get the reward, but they surrendered and offered 
themselves as witnesses because they could not agree with 
one another. What is the basis of this declaration?

.Wlaen he called at the office of lawyer Kuh 
Chao Chi ( ) to surrender himself and to act a s a
witness, Chang Tsun wrote a report giving full particulars 
about the case. Lawyer Kuh, finding the report too long, 
instructed one Yih (*T ) to shorten it. After leaving 
the lawyer's office, Chang Tsun surrendered himself to 
the Police and presented this shortened report. All 
this can be seen on Page 20, Volume Two of the Court of 
First Instance and from the statement made by Chang Tsun 
at the Police Station. The Court of First Instance did 
not have a full understanding cf the particulars regarding 
the surrender of Chang Tsun and his offer to act as a 
witness, but declared that Chang's report was suspicious 
for it had been drafted by one Yih. This is negligence 
on the part of the Court of First Instance,
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(b) At the request of the Court of First Instance, 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory examined Yang Wen Tao's finger

prints, palm prints and all the finger prints discovered in 
the book and made a comparison. Diligent examination failed 
to show that Ÿarg Wen Tao's fingerprints corresponded with 
those found in the book. There are blood marks in the bcok 

and it is clear that the blood was left there when the book 
was being hollowed out with a knife. There are also blue 
fingerprints in the book; it was due to the drawing of the 

shape of the pistol with a blue oencil. These fingerprints 
de not correspond with those of Yang Wen Tao. (All this may 
be seen from the examination report of the Laboratory No.127, 
Character Chien.) If the book belonged to Yang Wen Tao, 
there would have been no such results. This serves as real 
proof that the book was planted in Yang’s home. Yet, such 
an important piece of evidence was entirely set aside by the 
Court of First Instance. The examination report No. 127 
clearly states that a diligent examination had failed to 
establish that Yang Wen Tao's left and right hand finger 
prints and palm prints corresponded with those found in the 
book. The examination report No. 100 also contains such a 
declaration^ Therefore, it is obvious that all the finger 
prints in the book are not the finger and palm prints of 
Yang Wen Tao. This evidence is beneficial to the appellant.

(c) Although the book presented to the Court is 
dirty and old, the examination report No. 99 of the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory declares that iron rust was found in the 
book. Iron rust can also be formed by human agency. The 
report further states: "The depth of the marks of pressure 
in the book in question extends as far as ten pages upwards, 
but the weight of the pistol is only 600 grammes. Even if 
the pistol had been in the hole of the bock for a considerable 
length of time, it is still not easy for it to have caused 
the hole and such deep marks of pressure. Therefore, these 
deep marks of pressure could not have been caused without 
outside pressure." This clearly shows that there is no doubt 
that these marks of pressure and the hole were made in the 
book at that time for this purpose. However, despite this 
strong point in the examination contained in the report of 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory showing that this had been 
purposely made at that time, yet the Court of First Instance 
had failed to refer to this point, but alleged that the hole 
in the book could have been produced by the movements of
the pistol after it had been placed inside the hole. 
Nevertheless, the Court of First Instance failed to see 
that although this argument could be applied to the hole, 
yet it could not be upheld as regards the marks of pressure 
whose depth reached as far as ten pages upwards. The Court 
of First Instance failed to give any explanation regarding 
this point. Therefore, it is quite evident that the Court 
had failed io make a close study of the facts. Moreover, 
the book had always been indoors; it had not been placed in 
a boat or in a car. Therefore, there is hardly any possibility 
even by the movements of the pistol, to produce the present 
form of the hole.

(to be continued)
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Sin Jan Pao and other local newspapers:

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE: YIH HAI SUNG APPEALS TO
SUlRETŒ COURT ' ’

Dissatisfied with the death sentence passed on 
them by the Shanghai First Special District Court for the 
murder Of a Japanese marine named Mr. Nakayama, Yang Wen Tao 
(■'ffaXsS, ) and Yih Hai Sun£ (^>^1 ) appealed to the 2nd 
Branch of the Kiangsu High Court. When their appeal was 
dismissed on December 9, 1936, Yih Hai Sung and Yang Wen Tao 
instructed their lawyers, Messrs. Chang Ts Niang fl )
and Tang Huai Chun, to filea”appeal with the Supreme Court 
at Nanking.

On the basis of the notes written on 14 sheets 
of paper by Yih Hai Sung himself, his lawyer Mr. Chang Ts 
Niang has submitted the following petition to the Supreme 
Court at Nanking:-

Dissatisfied with the judgment No.297, character 
••Shang’* ( Jl ), 1936, delivered by the 2nd Branch of the 
Kiangsu High Court in a case of homicide, appellant Yih Hai 
Sung, native of Kwangtung, now in the custody of the Police, 
appoints lawyer Chang Ts Niang of House No.280 Peking Road, 
Room 2, 2nd floor, Shanghai, to file an appeal with the 
Supreme Court and to give detailed arguments to prove his 
innocence.

The charge in this case was brought by Dixwell 
Read Police Station of the S.M.C. in the Shanghai First 
Special District Court. The charge states that on the 
evening of November 9, 1935, a Japanese marine named Nakayama 
was murdered on Darroch Road, that this murder was committed 
by the appellant. The shot was fired by Yang Wen Tao who 
was assisted by the appellant (vide the written record of 
May 1 of the hearing in the Court of First Instance). 
In the judgment of the Court of First Instance, it is stated 
that the shot was fired by the appellant; that the appellant 
was the principal offender; that Yang Wen Tao was the 
instigator and had directed the commission of the crime, 
that both accused should be given capital punishment.

The judgment further points out that Yang Wen 
Tao and appellant are joint offenders in the crime of homicide 
and both are therefore sentenced to death, with
deprivation of civil rights for life. One pistol, six 
rounds of ammunition, one empty cartridge shell, one spent 
bullet and a book used to conceal the pistol were ordered 
to be confiscated. The accused Chow Shou Yong was found 
not guilty.

Dissatisfied with the judgment, the appellant 
filed an appeal with the 2nd Branch of the Kiangsu High 
Court. The case was given only orte hear ing by the 2nd 
Branch of the Kiangsu High Court and^concluded in one day. 
The Court hastily dismissed the appeal. The appellant 
is not satisfied with this and files an appeal with the 
Supreme Court.

The High Court stated that the spent bullet 
produced by the Police was the one which killed Nakayama, 
and the empty cartridge she^^w^s found belonged to the bulle., 
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The pistol was the weapon which fired the shot. The hook 
on physics in which a hole in the shape of a pistol was 
excavated was used by Yang Wen Tao to conceal the pistol. 
Yang Wen Tao and appellant, in an attempt to extend their 
influence, had plotted attaoks on Japanese naval officers so 
as to give rise to disturbances.

On the night of November 9, 1935, in company 
with Jack, they left the Moon Palace Hotel. On the 
way, Yang Wen Tao took the pistol from the book and handed 
it to appellant, who used this pistol to kill the Japanese 
marine Nakayama. The judgment which found the appellant 
and Yang Wen Tao guilty of the murder of the Japanese marine 
was based (1) upon the death of Naikayama, (2) the bullet 
which was produced in Court as an exhibit, and (3) the 
connection between this bullet and the pistol as well as 
the connection between the pistol and the book and that 
between the book and Yang Wen Tao, and as between Yang Wen 
Tan and the appellant.

But all these materials and other evidence which 
had been used as a basis for the judgment by the Court of 
First Instance are not reliable and substantial evidence 
against the appellant unless they have been given in evidence, 
that is to say, if the relations between any one of the 
exhibits produced in Court cannot be established, then 
the appellant cannot be held responsible for the death of 
the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama. Moreover, unless 
there was sufficient evidence to prove that the appellant 
did use the pistol and had used it to shoot the Japanese 
marine, thereby causing his death, the appellant could not 
be found guilty of murder. However, a study of the case 
teveals that none of the material proofs submitted to the 
Court were reliable, nor were the connection between all 
these exhibits proved. Yet, in the face of all this, the 
Court of First Instance based its judgment entirely on 
appellant's statements which had been obtained under torture 
and on his other statements which were contradictory to 
one another. This clearly shows that the Court of First 
Instance had wot dealt with the case properly and in a 
just manner.

It is to be noted that this unjust prosecution 
was due to a conspiracy on the part of Zung Wei Ming 

Æ, ) alias Hirayama, Tseng Yuen ( Zj. ), Chang Zai 
Yuen 7 /L> ) and Yang Chien Chung who, with
the object of securing the large rewards offered by the 
S.M.C. and the Japanese authorities for information leading 
to the apprehension of the murderer or murderers, plotted 
to create false evidence against the appellant and Yang 
Wen Tao. However, the Courts of First and Second Instance 
recklessly sentenced the appellant to death for the murder 
of the Japanese marine simply on this superficial evidence 
without first considering whether such evidence was true 
or otherwise.

The following detailed arguments, classified 
under separate headings, are submitted for consideration:-

(1) The police exhibits produced in Court, viz. 
one spent bullet and one empty cartridge shehl

The exhibits, namely, one spent bullet 
and one empty cartridge shell produced in Court by the
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jL'Olice were said to have been picked up separately at 
the scene of the incident by Japanese Constable lé. 61 
and Japanese Detective Ho. 51 cf the Dixwell Road ^olice 
Station. The Court of First Instance regarded these exhibits 
as having been actually found at the scene of tne incident 
and that the bullet was tne one that hjd caused the death 
of the Japanese marine and was actually fired from a 
pistol produced as an exhibit in Court. However, all 
these points not only lack substantial proofs but had 
also given rise to much doubts they also show, that 
this bullet had in fact no connection whatever w.. th the 
death of the Japanese marine Nakayama, because

(a) According to the statement of the 
Japanese Constable No. 61, he picked^Vhe spent bullet 
at a spot about 8 feet to the south of the blood stain 
(vide the record of the Court of First Instance of Kay 1). 
But the deceased Japanese marine at that time was walking ,
in a northerly direction on Darroch Hoad on his way to 
barracks (vide the record of the same Court of Fay 1 and 
the verbal statements on the movements of the deceased 
Japanese marine on that day made by D.3.I. Crowther). 
The bullet entered the head of the deceased marine from 
the back and emerged from the front. Moreover, there 
was only one bullet wound (vide the report of examination 
made by the Japanese military doctor Ogawa and his verbàl 
statements made in the Court of First Instance on May 6). 
If this was actually the bullet which had caused the 
death of the Japanese marine, then it should have dropped 
in front of the marine instead of at a spot about 8 feet 
behind him where it was subsequently found. Therefore, 
irrespective of the fact as to whether or not it was 
actually found at that place afcer the murder, there is 
serious doubt as to the origin of the bullet. This point :
deserves careful eonsideration before it c tn be definitely I
alleged that this bullet was actually the one which had |
killed the Japanese marine. It is to be noted that it 
was only until after this point was raised in the Court 
of First Instance by the appellant’s lawyer that the 
Municipal Advocate began to say that this bullet was 
actually found at a spot in front of the deceased marine.
V/hen the lawyers produced a _.lan to the Police showing 
the various points, D.3.I. Crowther, at first, argued 
that the bullet had entered the back part of the head 
slantwise. If it is true that the bullet had entered 
slantwise,vhen the bullet should have dropped th the side 
in front. The report made by the military doctor Ogawa 
and the photograph of the head of the deceased show that 
the bullet had entered slightly inclined to the side. 
For this reason, this military doctor, when questioned 
in the Court of First Instance as to whether the bullet 
had entered by the back part of the head and emerged 
from the front, replied in the affirmative. The 
explanation "there is a hole at both the back part and 
the front part of the head" can hardly be established.
D.S.I. Crowther continued his argument, saying "The I
height of the deoeased was 5 feet, 8 inches. He was 
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suddenly shot and it is possible that he fell to the 
ground cfter he had moved forward two steps". This 
argument was adopted by the Court of First Instance. 
Still dissatisfied, D.S.I, Crowther made a further 
expionstionj saying that the bullet might have been kicked 
away because as many as one to two hundred persons had 
visited the scene of the murder. (Vide the written record 
of the Court of First Instance made on May 27.) The 
Municipal Advocate, in his first argument in the Court 
of First Instance, stated that in all some 300 to 400 
persons had visited the scene of the murder. (Vide the 
written record of the Court of First Instance made on 
July 10.) The Court of First Inst nee adopted this 
explanation as one of the foundations of its decision. 
If actually so many persons had visited the scene of the 
murder nd conditions were in such a disorder, then it 
is also possible that some person ha.d planted the evidence 
and placed the bullet and the empty cartridge shell there. 
The Japanese policemen who claimed to have found the 
bullet and tie empty cartridge shell arrived at the scene 
of the murder several minutes after 9 o'clock that evening, 
but rhe bullet and the empty cartridge shell were not 
found until about 10 o’clock. (Vide the statements made 
by Japanese policeman No. 61 and Japanese detective No. 51 
on May 1 in the Court of First Instance and the answers 
of the Police to arguments.) This strengthens the 
possibility that someone had planted the evidence by 
pla.cin,; rhe bullet and the empty cartridge shell there. 
Fur their ere, D.S.I. Crowther explained that it was only 
a possibility that the bullet had been kicked away by 
someone, but it was also possible that the bullet had 
not been kicked away by someone and was in its original 
position.

Vuhat the Police should prove is that the 
bullet found was the one that killed Nakayama and that 
it was kicked a.way in a southern direction by somebody 
after the murders otherwise, it cannot be admitted that 
the bullet hag any connection whatever with the death 
of Nakayama. The appellants gave a detailed explanation 
of this point in the Court of First Instance. Although 
the Police maintained its former views, the Court of 
First Instance dropped this point and explained "that 
the spot where Nakayama was shot was only three la.rge 
paces from the place where he fellj that the bullet had 
dropped at the place between the spot where he was shot 
and the place where he fellj that after being shot, Naka.ya.ma 
still continued to move forward three steps before he 
colla.ps.du. The pistol that shot Nakayama was discharged 
5 centimetres behind the back part of his head (Vide below 
I tern A, Section 6) and the bullet penetrated the brain.

The report made by Japanese military doctor 
Ogawa clearly states? "There wag a bullet wound at the 
back pa.rt of the head and a large quantity of blood 
came out. There wag a hole in the front part of 
the head, and around the hole the skull wag broken 
and swollen, and some of the brain had fallen out.
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There was profuse bleeding due to a rupture of the arteries.1' 
Again, "Death was due to injury to the brain and haemorrhage 
of the brain." Can it be believed that a man, after having 
been struck in the head by a bullet which had penetrated the 
entire brain, fractured the skull, ruptured the arteries and 
caused haemorrhage, could have walked forward 8 feet beyond 
the spot where the fatal bullet had dropped? The spot where
Nakayama collapsed is 8 feet in front of the place where the
bullet was said to have dropped, (vide the statement of 
Japanese Constable No.61 who claimed to have found the
bullet and the record of the session held on May 1 by the
Court of First Instance). A bullet after passing through 
a human head does not drop immediately upon emerging but 
continues in its trajectory. This is one of the established 
theories of physics. Therefore it follows that there must 
be some distance between the spot where the bullet dropped 
and the spot where the bullet entered the skull and to this 
distance should be added the distance (8 feet) which the 
marine had moved before he collapsed. It is almost 
incredible that the marine, after having been shot, could 
have moved such/distance. If this incredible circumstance 
is a fact, then the bullet could not have been the one which 
had killed the marine. Nevertheless, the Court of First 
Instance regarded it as a fact and used it as a basis for 
finding the appellant guilty of murder and sentenced him to 
death. Needless to say, such a judgment is improper.

The Court of First Instance further accepted 
as fact a statement that the dace where the marine was shot 
was three paces from the nlace he collapsed, and that the 
bullet fell at a spot between them. It should be remembered 
that the bullet was found ata spot about 8 feet away from 
the dace where the marine collapsed, (vide the statement of 
Japanese Constable No.61 who claimed to have found the 
bullet). It is quite clear that, in addition to the 
trajectory of the bullet, the distance should have been 
more t "an th^ee paces. Yet, the Court of First Instance 
accepted as fact that the place where the bullet had dropped 
was somewhere midway of these three paces. This is a 
further misunderstanding of the facts on the part of the 
Court of First Instance. This misunderstanding was due 
to a plan based on the first reconstruction of the crime. 
It should be borne in mind that in this plan it is clearly 
stated: "The place where the.marine dropped, as indicated
by the witness Hu Ziang Ho( s about three paces
apart from the place which Yih Hai Sung pointed as the spot 
where the marine stood." The location of these two places 
was notaresult of the reconstruction, but was based on the 
evidence of the witness and the appellant. The distance 
between these two places did not tally with the statement 
of the Japanese Constable who claimed to have found the 
bullet. The Court of First Instance should regard this 
as one of the points in appellant's statements which did 
not tally with the facts.

(b) In the Court of First Instance, Japanese 
Constable No.61, who claimed to have found the bullet, after 
making his report on the finding of the bullet, added: "7/hen 
I found the bullet, I saw there wag some reddish colour 
resembling blood. There was also some oily substance and 



some Fr ir sticking to it.” Yet, the report No. 101 
Character Chien(JfyjM ) of the Ledico-Legal Laboratory states: 
” No blood stains were found on tue bullet nor were any human 
cells found in a precipitate made of the fluid in which the 
bullet had been soaked.” The report also says: ”lf there 
had been blood stains on the bullet and they had been cleaned 
away with paper or cloth, some blood stains would generally 
remain in the riflings and at the tip of the bullet.” It is an 
indisputable fact that no blood or human cells were found on 
the bullet. The evidence of the Japanese Constable is there
fore /.reliable. The Court is requested to consider this 
point and to study the other ooints mentioned above and to 
decide whether or not the bullet had not been planted there.

(To be continued)
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It is reliably learned tha^Yairg ^ 
Wen-tao and Yih H.ai-sen* who were 
recently again sentenced to death 
in the Second Branch Kiangsu High 
Court, despite their appeal against 
the death sentences passed on them 
by the First Special District Court 
on the charge of murdering the 
Japanese sailor H. Nakayama, last 
November 9, w^KgHrtieirlegal 
battle to the Supreme Court at 
Nanking. Their lawyer, Mr. Chang 
Tze-hsiang, has obtained power of 
attorney and formally notified the 
high court here of the intention of 
the accused. Mr. Chang is preparing 
a written petition to be sent to Nan
king.
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MAINICHI

JAPAN WARNS CHINA REGARDING SIAN AFFAIR

A Domei telegram from Tokyo 
reports that on December 19 Arita, Foreign Minister, 
warned. Mr. Hsu, Chinese Ambassador to Ja^an, informing 
him that Ja;>an will be obliged to abandon the policy of 
wait and see regarding the Sian affair because after 
General Chiang Ting ..en returned to Nanking from Sian 
the Nanking Government appears to be attempting to make 
political compromise with General Chang Hsueh Liang who 
is strongly advocating an anti-Japanese front.

Major-General Kita, Japanese military attache, 
issues the following statements-

"General Chang Hsueh Liang 
is reported to be advocating for a Russo-Chinese co
operation and resistance against Japan. The peace of 
the Orient and Japan’s interests would be jeopardized 
should Nanking accept General Chang Hsueh Liang's policy. 
Mr. Arita, Foreign Minister, is not opposed to the 
Nanking Government's compromise with General Chang Hsueh 
Liang for the purpose of effecting General Chiang Kai 
Shek’s release, but has warned against the adoption of 
an anti-Japanese policy and the proposal of Russo-Chinese 
co-operation by the Nanking Government."

Japanese military conference to be held at 
Tientsin

A Daito telegram from Peiping 
reports that on the afternoon of December 19 high 
Japanese military officers will hold a conference to 
discuss the policy to be adopted regarding the Sian 
affair.

N1PPQ

YANG VUNG TAO FILLS APPEAL WITH THE SUPRLNE COURT

It is reported that the lawyer 
for the defence of the accused Yang Vung Tao in the 
Nakayama murder case who was sentenced to death by the 
First District Court and his appeal against the sentence 
was turned down by the Kiangsu High Court filed another 
appeal with the Supreme Court at Nanking on December 19. 
Until noon yesterday Yih Hai Sung was not report:d to 
have filed an appeal against the sentence of the First 
Court and the High Court.
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THJ MAY AMA KUBDER CASE: TEXT CF JUDGMENT DISMISSING APPEAL

The appeal of Yang Wen Dao and Yih Kai Sung against 
the sentence of death passed on them by the First Special 
District Court in connection with the Nakayama. Murder Case 
on Darroch Road on November 9 last year, was dismissed by 
the Second Branch Kiangsu High Court on December 9.

Copies of the decision were sent on December 10 to 
the appellants and their attorneys.

As great attention was paid to this case by the 
public5 the full text of the decision of the High Court 
dismissing the appeal is hereby published.

FACTS

Yang Wen Dao was the chairman of the former Hung 
Zen Mutual Aid Association, while Yih Hai Sung, alias Siao 
Kwangtung, was a member of the Association. Later, owing 
to the departure from Shanghai of Yang Wen Dao, the 
Association was dissolved. In January, in the 23rd year 
of the Chinese Republic, Yang Wen Dao returned to Shanghai. 
Together with Yih Hai Sung and others, Yang Wen Dao 
organized two bodies known as the Dong JenQ^'fc- ) f-nd Dong 
NyiC'i^Jfcj ), of both of which Yang Wen Dao was the chairman 
with Yin Hai Sung as member. Owing to lack of members, 
the influence of these two federations was smaller than 
that of the former Hung Zen Association, In an attempt 
to expand their influence, Yang Wen Dao and Yih Hai Sung 
conspired together to carry out attacks on Japanese officials 
and marines so as to stir up disturbances. Consequently 
they made their plans, and carried out an inspection on 
Derroch Road at 3 p.m. Npyejtfber 3. On the night of November 
5, they drew lots in the Dong Nyi Federation at No.71, 
Yung Chi Lee(^</^^. ), Range Road, and Yih Hai Sung was 
chosen by lot to execute the plan. At 8 p.m. November 9, 
Yang Wen Dao, Yih Hai Sung and Jack left the
Moon Pale ce Hotel and walked to the Japanese School on 
North Szechuen Road. Yang Wen Dao produced a pistol 
from a book and handed it to Yih Hai Sung. They then 
walked to Darroch Road, and saw a Japanese marine named 
Nakayama walking there. Following the Japanese marine 
up to the vicinity of Feng Loh Lif^J^''? ) on Darroch Road, 
Yih Hai Sung drew his pistol and shot tKê marine in the 
head from behind. Soon after, Nakayama died, Yih Hai 
Sung ran into Feng Loh Li and threw his pistol under a 
Police watchman’s box.in the Terrace. He me de good his 
escape. All this was discovered by the Police. The 
appellants were arrested. In the house of Yang Wen Dao 
at No.18, Tung An Li(|Q #2_), Tongshan Road, a book on 
Physics, which was usea to conceal the pistol, was found 
by the Police and handed to the Court.

REASONS

There is a round wound of entry of about seven 
milimetre in diameter at about 6 centimetres above the 
rear of "the outer cavity of the ear and about 7 centimetres 
on the right side of the central joint of the back part 
of the head of the victim, the Japanese marine Hideo
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Nakayama. The bullet touched an artery of the head and 
this was the cause of the profuse bleeding. There is also 
irregular shaped wound of exit of about 2 centimetres in 
diameter on the front part of the head. The skull around 
it was badly injured. The damaged parts became so swollen 
that they were congested with blood. Moreover, a great 
quantity of brain was visible outside the skull and much 
blood escaped owing to the rupture of the artery. This 
clearly shows that the deceased had died of hemmor^hge and the 

• effects of a head wound caused by the bullet wound in the 
head. All these facts were established by Mr. Œgawa, 
Military Doctor of the Japanese Naval Landing Party, after 
he had made an examination and a report to this effect was 
dram up by him. Furthermore, a spent bullet was later 
found by Japanese Constable No*61 at the scene of the incident 
about 8 feet to the south of the blood stains. Simultaneous 
with this finding, Japanese detective No.50 found at that 
place an empty cartridge, while Japanese Sub-Inspector 
"Kayinyasu” found the pistol No.241146 which still contained 
six rounds of ammunition under a watctaun’S wooden box in 
Feng Loh Li alleyway. Both the spent bullet and the empty 
cartridge found at the scene of the incident and which had 
caused the death of the Japanese marine were fired from 
this pistol. Moreover, this fact has also been established 
by the S.M.P. ballistics expert Mr. Galey (vide the report 
and photographs which he submitted to the Court). The 
book on Practical physics which was used for the purpose 
of concealing the said pistol was found at the home of Yang 
'Jen Dao at House No.18 Tung An Li off Tongshan. Road on 
April 19. In view of the fact that the hole excavated 
inside the book is similar in length, width and size as the 
pistol in question.-and the rust marks remaining in the hole 
of the book corresponded exactly with those of the pistol 
in more than 40 points, it is therefore evident that the 
book in question was the one that was used for the purpose 
of concealing the said pistol but not other pistols of a 
similar type as the one seized. This fact has been 
corroborated as a result of examination by the S.M.P. Finger 
Print expert Mr. Dickson and the Medico-Legal Laboratory 
of the Ministry of Justice. Furthermore, when the book 
in question was taken back to the police Station and plaoed 
on the desk after its discovery, Yang Ven Dao, upon seeing 
it, at once admitted that the book belonged to him before 
he was even interrogated. This admission was made in the 
presence o^jp.S.I. Crowther and Mr. Kawashima and can be 
referred to/the verbal reports made in the Court of First 
Instance (vide the written records of the Court of First 
Instance taken down on July 8). Even on April 20 Then 
Yang Ven Dao was arraigned before the Court of First Instance 
the first time, he admitted that the hole inside the book 
was exeavated by him for the purpose of concealing a pistol, 
although he later retracted this statement and asserted that 
the book which he had used for the purpose of concealing 
a pistol was one in English, that the licence of his pistol 
was secured from the Bureau^of public Safety, that the pistol 
belonged to one Li Mou ( * -# ) and that the book in question 
was not his property but was one that had been planted in 
his house by Yang Chien Chung to ^criminate him.
However, when the pistol, a "Demon", which was loaned tc 
Yang Ven Dao by Li Mou,was secured from the Bureau of Public
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Safety by the Lunicipal Police for comparison, it was 
found that this pistol did not fit the hole in the book; 
moreover, Yang Chien Chung appeared in the Court of First 
Instance and denied the allegation that he had planted 
the book as he had no personal grudge against Yang Wen 
Dao, nor had he ever visited the home of Yang Wen Dao, 
nor did he know where Yang Wen Dao lived. He further 
Sn.-'tsc that he had never seen this book before. From 
this, there can be no doubt that the spent bullet and 
the empty cartridge produced in Court had caused the 
dec th of the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama and that 
Jhe book on Practical Physics that was used to conceal 
the weapon was the property of Yang Wen Dao.

Now as to the question of whether or 
not the appellants are the murderers» It is to be noted 
that the accused Yih Hai Sung during his trial in the 
Court of First Instance at first denied having committed 
the crime and although later he admitted the crime, yet 
hie statements were very contradictory because at first 
he stated that it was Yang Wen Dao who fired the shot and 
later he retracted this statement and admitted that he 
alone was responsible for the crime and that it had no 
connection whatever with Yang Wen Dao and others. It 
was only until after he had been informed of the 
significance of the cage and closely examined by the 
Court of First Instance that the accused began to state 
how Yang Wen Dao had planned to assassinate Japanese 
marines, how the matter was discussed at the Dong Nyi 
Federation, how they proceeded together to make an 
inspection of the place where the crime was to be 
committed, how they later drew lots at the federation 
and how he drew the lot which contained the word "go", 
etc, Yih Hai Sung further saidtf- "On November 9 last 
year, I occupied Room No. 9 in the Loon Palace Hotel 
( fl ) under the name of Hsia Tsung Kee ( ).
■rtt ibout 8 p.m. that day, Yang Wen Da.c, Jack end I left 
che Loon Palace Hotel and walked northwards to the 

Jc'P-nese school when Yang Wen Dao took out a pistol from 
within a book end h&nded it to me. On arrival at Darroch 
Road, we saw a Japanese marine. Yang Wen Dao made a sign 
to re with his mouth. I followed the marine a short 
distance. As there wore no policemen, I shot him, after 
which I escaped through Dou Lo Li ), threw the
pistol away and returned to the koon'Paiace Hotel.
All -ha t I have said this time is true and I will not 
retract." The Judge in the Court of First Instance 
took Yih Hai Sung to the spot for investigation. In 
the presence of the Judge, Yih Hai Sung gave full 
particulars regarding the place where Yang Wen Dao had 
given him the pistol, where he saw the marine, where he 
opened fire and how he escaped after the shooting. In 
the meantime, Yih corrected the point in which witness 

Hu Ziang Wu , during a reconstruction, had said
that he saw a man running into Feng Loh Li from behind 
an electric pole; Yih said that he went direct to Feng 
Loh Li and did not go behind an electric pole. This 
stater, ent is more logical. Witness Hu Ziang Wu said 
t?r t when he heard a pistol report the t day, he saw a man 
wearing black clothing, running into Feng Loh Li. Witness 
pan Chia.o Yin ) stated that when she was walking 
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on Darroch Road to the south that night, she saw a Japanese 
marine and a man wearing black foreign clothing, walking 
in :he northern direction one on the eastern side .nd the 
other on the western side of the road. Afterwards she 
heard a pistol report. This statement corresponds wi th 
the confession made by Yih Hai Sung in the Court of First 
Instance, that on November 9, 10 and 11 last year, he wore 
the black foreign clothing which is on record.

When Yih Hai Sung was on the way to the place 
of t e murder, he was seen by witness Chang Zay Yuan 
This witness testified*- "Atjabopt. 8 p.m. November 9, 
I visited'No. 14 Yu Ching Li (•'M/&Ï. ) to look for a dance 
girl named Seu Yin ( £ ). I came out and found many
motor cars parked at Ihe entrance to Yu Ching Li. I made 
a detour to the pavement on the western side and walked in 
a southern direction to return to the Nanyang Dance Hall 

t this time, I sa.w Siao Kwangtung in front 
of me about five or six houses away. He was followed 
in the rear by two men, one of whom was Jack. I do not 
know the other man. They were walking in the northern 
direction and passed, by me. I did not pa# attention 
to them. As soon as I arrived at the dance hall, I heard 
a.bout the shooting case”, . -

Witness Hai Lo Ya ( ) made the following
statement regarding Yih Hai Sung’s return to the Moon 
Palace Hotel ,:At about 1.' p.m. That day, I vi si tea 
the Moon Palace Hotel to look for friends. When I reached 
the door of Room No. 9 with Ah Cha ), the latter
pushed the door half open and asked^YÏh Hai Sung why 
he was in such an extraordinary state. Yih replied that 
he nad just returned from a. fight". This may be used as 
evidence.

In the Court of First Instance, Yih Hai Sung 
confessed that he occupied Room No. 9 in the Moon Palace 
Hotel under the name of Hsia Tsung Kee and that he ra.n 
back to the hotel after the shooting. Yih Hai Sung 
stated that the pistol that was handed to him by Yang Wen 
Dao was taken out f rom a book, and the book was seized by 
the Police at the home of Yang Wen Dao. Yih Hai Sung's 
statements correspond with the facts and this may be adopted 
as evidence to prove the crime committed by the appellants, 
Yih Hai Sung later retracted his statement, stating that 
his confession was made under torture, that he had swallowed 
buttons, keys etc. in order to kill himself quickly and 
that he felt pain in his two. sideSJ.*- the more painful on 
the left side. The Court of First Instance sent him to 
the S.M.C. Hospital for an examination at which the Court 
doctor assisted. As a result of the examination, no 
metal ai'ticles were found in his stomach nor any injury 
could be found to his ribs. The report of the Court 
doctor Wei Lih Kung t>e used as reference.
(Vide page 147, Volume 2, the Court of First Instance.) 
The scar on his upper lip below the nose was caused by 
Yih Hai Sung himself by scraping. This information was 
given by Yih Hai Sung to his lawyer Chang Tse Niang during 
an interview at the Police Station on May 21 this year. 
The Court of First Instance questioned the lawyer about 
this point and the lawyer admitted this. According to 
Yih Hai Sung's statement, he was tortured two weeks after 
the remand ordered by the Court of First Instance on May 6 
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according to the record of the Court of First Instance. As 
Yih Hai Sung’s confession was already on record prior to 
May 6, his statement that his confession was made through 
torture is obviously a fabrication»

The jressnt appeals are based on five points. 
With the exception of Point (3) on the motive of murder, 
Point (4) on the counter-evidence given by the accused, and 
Point (5) on the various facts, etc., the rest is all 
speculation and lacks concrete proof to support the contentions.

Point (1) criticises the material evidence 
produced by the Police. It asserts that as the bullet had 
entered the back of Nakayama’s head and emerged through the 
forehead, it should have dropped in front of the marine and 
not at a spot about 8 feet away behind the marine where it 
was actually found. After an examination of the diagram 
drawn up by the Court of First Instance at the time of the 
reconstruction of the crime, we find that the spot (marked 
red) \ here Nakayama was shot and the spot where he collapsed 
are three paces apart, while the bullet dropped between these 
two spots (marked green). The spot where the bullet dropped 
is in front of the spot where Nakayama was shot. According 
to a report by Japanese Medical Office Ogawa, when Nakayama 
was removed to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headuqarters, 
his temperature was 36.5 degrees, his pulse was 9C and his 
breathing 22. His condition was like that of a man in 
normal conditions and it was possible that he had walked 
a few steps even after he had been shot. As Nakayama was 
a man of strong physique, it is reasonable to surmise that 
for a short spac^jE^time after he was shot he had made three 
paces forward and then collapsed. One cannot ignore the 
diagram drawn up at the time of the reconstruction of the 
crime by steadfastedly sticking to the point that the bullet 
had dropped behind the spot where the victim had collapsed 
to the ground.

Again, a bullet penetrating a living being 
may not gather blood stains. This has been found conclusive 
by the various experts of the Medico-Legal Laboratory and of 
the Arms Identification Section of the S.M.C. Such evidence 
cannot be attacked by the appellants by using empty words 
alone.

The appeals further state» "Witness Chang 
Tsunp'Kwp) in his statement stated that when Tseng Yuan 
(”W %/) and Zung Wei Ming("$Y ) v-ere smoking opium on
a bed, he drew a sketch of a pistol vith a pencil. Later 
Tseng Yuan introduced him to Zung Wei Ming who said that if 
he (Chang Tsun) would call at the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party Headquarters and make a report to the effect that the 
marine Nakayama had been murdered by Yih Hai Sung, Yang '’en 
Dao and a Korean named Jack, he could claigi the $4,000 reward. 
Questioned about this statement at a hearing in the Court of 
First Instance, Tseng Yuan replied, ’Quite right, quite right.’ 
At a hearing in the Court of First Instance, Yang Chien Chung 

) also admitted that he knew Zung Wei Ming and that 
he had supplied Yang Wen Dao’s address to Zung Wei Ming from 
whom he had sought a loan. It is not altogether an 
impossibility that the book containing an excavation in 
the shape of a pistol had been planted by Yang Chien Chung 
as part of the conspiracy between Zung Wei Ming and Tseng 
Yuan.«
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Chang Tsun was formerly on friendly terms with 
Tseng Yuan, Zung ”ei Ming and others and was one of the party 
to claim the reward. Later, there was a rupture over 
conflicting interests and he called at the office of lawyer 
Kuh Chao Chi, the lawyer of Yang Yen Dao, to give his evidence. 
His petition which is in favour of Yang 'Ten Dao was drawn up 
by a man named Yih(u-f ) and submitted/t o the Court. It is 
doubtful whether his words are reliable. Assuming, as 
contended by appellants, that Zung Wei Ming and others had 
actually conspired to give information in order to secure the 
reward, this is a totally different matter from the planting 
of evidence and the making of a malicious accusation. The 
evidence given by Chang Tsun merely proves that Zung Wei Ming 
and others are suspected of having conspired to give the 
information. No proof was produced to show how Zung 'rei 
Ming had planted the false evidence. The ruling of the 
Court of Nirst Instance in rejecting the evidence given by 
Chang Tsun, Zung Yei Ming and T'seng Yuan cannot, therefore, 
be said to be without reason. It is alleged that according 
to the report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory, none of the 
finger-prints and blood stains found in the book were similar 
to the finger-prints or pdlm-prints of Yang Yen Dao; that the 
paper had been broken at two places at a spot directly 
opposite the safety catch of the pistol; that the edges of 
the breaks had curled and bore rust marks and grease stains; 
that the rust had been caused ty grease; that the deep 
impressions and breaks in the pages of the book could not 
have been made without strong pressure from the outside, 
showing that the impressions and breaks had been deliberately 
and extemporarily made by applying exterior pressure on the 
book; that the marks of excavating the hole in the book were 
very fresh, especially at the two bends on the lower left 
side and at the short left-hand edge on the upper left side 
of the book, showing that the book had been manufactured 
extemporarily and planted in the house of Yang "fen Dao. The 
accused had failed to note that the finger-prints left in the 
book were few and mostly incomplete, as pointed out in Report 
No. 100, Character "Chien" ), made by the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory, and it was for this reason that the Laboratory 
had been unable to find any of Yang Yen Dao’s finger-prints 
in the book. At the most, we can only say that the 
result of the examination failed to prove that the book 
bore the finger-prints of Yang Wen Dao, but it cannot be 
taken as evidence in favour of the accused. Rust is caused 
by the oxidation of iron in the air. The speed of the process 
of rusting is according to the himidity of the air at the 
place where the pistol is kept and by the presence of grease 
on the surface of the pistol; therefore it is impossible to 
determine from the rust marks the period of time in which 
the pistol had been kept. As to the deep impressions 
and breaks in the pages, they could not have been made if 
there had been no external pressure or if the pistol had not 
moved to and fro inside the book because the weight of the 
pistol was only 600 grams. Any heavy book or other article 
placed on the book containing the pistol would have provided 
the pressure required to make the impressions and breaks.
The marks of excavation were inside the book and did not come 
into contact with light or dust; the period of their existence 
cannot therefore be determined according to freshness. All 
this has been explained in Report No. 99 of the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory. If a pistol is put inXdry place and coated 
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Y/ith grease, oxidation will take place more slowly. Now the 
pistol in this case was greased on the surface and this 
greaso should have had an anti-rust effect upon the pistol. 
Yet the appellant alleges that the grease had accelerated 
the rusting. This is not in accordance with the statement 
made in the report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory. Furthermore, 
the breaks in the pages can also be caused by the pistol 
moving to and fro inside the book, external pressure is not 
the only cause. Therefore, the appellants cannot attack 
the original judgment on this point.

The second point stressed that the statements 
and reconstructions made by Yih Hai Sung had not been made 
voluntarily. This Court has examined the record of the Court 
of First instance and found that although the various o 
confessions of Yih Hai Sung did not totally correspond with 
one another, they had not been made under torture; they io 
corresponded with the facts. The Court record regarding the
reconstruction made at the scene of the crime by Yih Hai Sung and 
and the witness Hu Ziang Wu in the presence of the Judge cf 
the Court of First Instance contains nothing to show that 
Yih Hai Sung had been prevented from making his reconstruction 
freely by threats or inducements or by some forcible or 
fraudulent or other unlawful means. The lawyers of the 
appellants were present at the reconstruction and had accepted 
the record as correct and signed it. They had not said 
anything about Yih Hai SUng not having been allbwed to 
reconstruct the crime freely. How dan the appellants 
now say this after they have filed the appeal? Yih Hai 
Sung had both of his hands handcuffed to two Japanese 
policemen only as a measure of safeguard; he cannot be said 
to have lost his freedom because of being thus handcuffed.

According to a reconstruction given by accused 
Yih Hai Sung, the distance between the spot where he fired 
the pistol and the spot where Nakayama stood was about five 
or six ordinary paces. The distance was found incorrect 
because an examination by the Medioo-Legal Laboratory cf the 
powder marks on the wound of entry showed that the distance 
must have been about 5 centimetres. ’«Then a person commits 
a murder, he is usually over-excited. It is true that he 
will not lose valuable time in considering the distance of 
the shooting and to/the fact carefully in mind. We cannot 
overlook thefacts entirely because of the slight differences 
about the distance of the shooting during the reconstruction. 

According to a statement made by witness Pan 
Chiao Yin, she saw a marine and another person walking in the 
same direction one behind the other. The statement made 
by accused Yih Hai Sung to the effect that he followed the 
marine is therefore not absolutely unsupported.

During the reconstruction given by witness Hu 
Ziang Wu, the latter pointed out that accused Yih Hai Sung 
escaped by the side of an eleotrio pole and that the clothing 
worn by the escaping man w as similar to that worn by a marine. 
This point has been explained by thia Court as well as by the 
Court of First Instance in its judgment as being due to a 
mistake of judgment. . .

Besides, witnesses Chu Sun Fu ( ) and Chi
Ah Keng ( stated during the hearings at the Court of
First Instance that Yang Wen Dao s eldom went to the Dong Nyi
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Moderation as he had been there only one or two times in all 
and that they had never seen accused Yih Dai Sung nor the 
Korean. Some differences 7/ere found when these statements 
were eompared with that of accused Yang Wen Dao to the effect 
that he attended to his duties at thp Federation everyday 
or with that of Hung Wen Wei ( '/’■UP who presented himself 
as a witness in the course cf a hearing in this Court and 
stated that Yang Wen Dao was always at the Federation. 
According to a statement made by witness Hung Wen Wei, between 
7 and 11 p.m. November 9 last year, he was in the Federation 
with Yang Wen Dao. After he (Hung) reaohed home, he was 
informed by some boys that a Japanese marine had been murdered. 
Next day, he told Yang Wen Dao of the matter.

Witness Hung Wen Wei and aooused Yang ’Wen Dao 
alsos tated that they learned of the murder three or four days 
ïater from the newspapers. As there are likewise some 
contradictory points in these statements, the evidence presented 
by the witness Hung Wei Wei cannot be aodepted.

In conclusion, with the exception of the case 
against Chow Shou Yong ( ), whioh has been concluded
and requires no further discussion, the Court of First Instance 
has regarded the murder of the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
by the appellants as a matter of great importance because the 
murder was liable to give rise to trouble between China 
and foreign nations. There is no possibility of granting 
a pardon to the aooused. Yih Hai Sung is the principal 
culprit, while Yang Wen Dao was responsible for having planned 
the murder. It is only reasonable that under Article 26, 
Article 271, Section 1, Article 37, Section 1, Article 36, 
Section 1, Paragraph 1 and 2, of the Criminal Code, the 
accused are sentenced to death and deprived cf civil rights 
for life, while the pistol, the six rounds of ammunition, 
the empty cartridge, the bullet and the book on Practical 
physics which was used to conceal a pistol were ordered to be 
confiscated. As the reasons given in the appeal can hardly 
be considered as Icgidal, the case should therefore be dealt 
with as above in acaordance with Article 360 of the Code 
of the Criminal Proaedure. Procurator Ling Ngoo Min of 
this Court has attended Court to deliver his views in thia 
ease.
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers:

THE NAKAYAMA MUIQEH CASS

The appeal of Yang Wen Dao ( ^-JX ) and 

Yih Hai Sung X ) against the sentence of death

passea on them by the First Shanghai Special District Court 

for the murder of the Japanese marine named Nakayama was 

to have been heard by the Second Branch of the Kiangsu 

High Court on November 20, but owing to the sickness of 

Yang .,en Dao, the hearing was apostponed to the morning of 

December 2.

It is learned that as Yang Is still ill 

the hearing of the appeal to-day may again be postponed,
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Lih Pao
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In connection wi-th the anneal filed by vang 

Yung Too ( ) and Yih yai Sun ) from the

sentence of death nassed on them by the Shanghai first 

Specie. 1 District Court for the murder of the Japanese marine 

T;.ideo hakomaya, the 2nd i.ranch of the Jiangsu high Court 

recently se t the hearing of the appeal for the morning of 

' overber 20. «
Un- n receint of a renort from the Police that *

i the accused Yang vung Too is seriously ill and will not be |
- I '

able to attend Court, the high Court has postponed the date f 

of hearing. j

In an interview, lawyer Tang Euei Chun stated i

’ that whrn he visited Yang hmr Tao on hoverb:.r 18, he learned ;
i ■ L

that ‘'fang was suffering from appendicitis and was removed r

; to the Police Fosnital a week ago. Is the doctor who

- is att riding to Yang Vung Tao is a Jananes and he has

? sv. rested an ooe’ation, Yang Vung Tao becar-e frightened and
I 

opposed an operation.

II?
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Min Pao and. other local newspapers »-

THE NAKAYAMA. CASE.

Yang Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung alias Siao Kwang
tung and Tseu Shou Yong are being charged by the International 
Settlement Pciice with the murder of a Japanese marine named 
Nakayama. The case has had several hearings at the Shanghai 
.First Special District Court before Judges Chien Hung Nieh, 
Siao Sih Feng and Feng Shih Tuh.

At first it was announced that judgment would 
be delivered on June 17, but as it was necessary to ascertain 
whether the rust marks on the pistol corresponded with those 
in the hole excavated inside a book on physics for the 
purpose of concealing the pistol and whether the finger 
prints of Yang Vung Tao were identical with the finger prints 
found in the hole of the book, the case was remanded and all 
the exhibits were sent to the Medico-Legal Laboratory for 
further examination. ia J?

In the meantime, Yang Chien Chun g ('iX7 j ), 
an important witness in the case, appeared. The Court 
ordered that his finger prints be taken and submitted to 
the Medico-Legal Laboratory for examination with a view to 
ascertaining whether they corresponded with.the marks found 
in the book. Latex' Chang Vung Hwa(Jjv and various
other prisoners who were arrested in connection with the 
attempted assassination of Waung Ching Wei, the former 
President of tne Executive Yuan, were brought before the 
Court for interrogation and confrontation with Yang Vung 
Tao. etc.

In short, the Judges trying the case have 
been very careful to make themselves acquainted with all 
the points, however trivial they may be. As the
investigation has now been completed, the case will again 
come up for hearing at 2 p.m. to-day before Judge Chien 
(presiding) and Judges Siao and Feng.

The report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory 
has been already forwarded to the Court. A study of the 
report reveals that the Laboratory is not in a position to 
say definitely whether the rust marks on the pistol and 
those inside the hole of the book were identical, nor can 
it say that thp finge” prints of Yang Vung Tao and Yang 
Chien Chung were identical with 7210 30 inside the hole of 
the book, because the marks of tho finger prints inside 
the hole are mostly incomplete# If Ao question is raised 
by the Police or the accused regarding the report of tho 
Medico-Legal Laboratory, it is p?.-obabie that the lawyers 
will sum up their respective cases.to-day.

The accused were arrested in the middle of 
April this year. According to Article 108 of the Code 
of Criminal Procedure, the period of detention of an 
accused is not to exceed three months, but in case it is 
found necessary to extend the period of detention the 
Court is entitled to prolong it before its expiry. As 
the first extension of the detention period of these 
accused is about to expire, a further extension of two 
months was ordered by the Court yesterday. Yesterday 

tiie accused and their lawyers were notified of this 
sion by the Court.

'10Î ) *7
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CANTONESE FILE APPEAL 
IN NAKAYAMA CASE

Yih Hai-sen, alias “Little Canton
ese,” a former cabaret manager in 
Hongkew, and Yang Ven-tao, a , 
former shipping man, both Cantonese, i 
who were sentenced to pay the death 
penalty last week by the First Special 
District Court for the murder of H. 
Nakayama, a Japanese sailor, on 
November 9 last year, have filed an 
appeal against the decision through 
their respective lawyers. The appeal 
will be heard in the Second Branch 
Kiangsu High Court.
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Judge Releases Text 
Of Judgment Given

In Nakayama Case
Apparently satisfied by the 

death penalties pronounced on 
the alleged murderers of War
rant Officer Hideo Nakayama of 
the Japanese Special Naval Land
ing Party, Japanese authorities, 
through Consul- General K. 
Wakasugi, have informed Mayor 
Wu Te-chen at the City Govern
ment of Great r Shanghai that 
they reserve their rights to dis
cuss the ca.se diplomatically.

It is generally believed that the 
Japanese action was taken in 
order to reserve rights to demand 
indemnity or other assurances in 
connection with the murder, now 
that it has been ascertained that 
Nakayama was murdered bv Chi
nese as implied in the court deci
sion.

Text Released
Presiding Judge Dzien last 

night released the full text of the 
judgment which he pronounced 
on Yang- Wen-tao and Yih Bhi- 
sen <Shao Kwangtung) yesterday. 
He also explained the court find
ings and reasons fcr sentencing 
Yang and, Yih to death and for 
acouitting Chow Sha.yung, the 
third accused.

Under the Chinese law of 
- criminal procedure, Yang and Yih 

must file their appeal within 10 
days upon receipt of the full text 
of the judgment, while the pro
secution is granted « the same

I period to file its appeal against 
the acquittal cf Chow.

’ Ccnfes&iom True
t Judge Dzien and his associates
. are convinced that Yih’s earlier 

confessions were true and the 
Cantonese’s claims that the state
ments were extracted through 

, torture, being not confirmed by 
. judicial physicians, were not 

exactly true. The court was also
. satisfied that Yang had instigated 

the minder, in connection with 
Chow's case, the evidence produc
ed by the prosecution was not 
strong enough to warrant a con
vie tien, the court ruled.

According to findings of the 
court, Yang was chairman of the 
Hung Zeng Mutual Aid Society 
while Yih was a member, The 
society was notorious as an ‘'axe 
ger.g. .

Sought Poxver
During. November, 1934 Yang 

left Shanghai and the society was 
dissolved. When he returned a 
month later, Yang again organiz
ed a “Dong Jen” society and a 
‘Dong- Yi” Society With Yih. 
Yang served as chairman of both 
societies. Yih was a member. 
Owing to the limited number of 
members, the influence of the new 
organizations was far less than 
that.of the Hung Zeng Mutual) 
Aid Association. i

By Uie end of October. 1935. 
Yang and Yih conspired to kiU 
a Japanese officer or a marine in 
order to cause a panic during 
which they might, gain a bigger 
Infiuence m the Hongkew area. 
At 5 p.m. on November 3, they 
went io Darroch Road to view the 
area and in the evening on the 
5th, they met at 71 Yungchili 
alley, Runge Road, in the office* 
of the “Dong Yl” Society to de
termine by lots who should carry 
out the mission. Yih drew one 
on which was the character “go.”

Got A (Pistol
At 8 pm. on the 9th, Yang, 

handed Yih a pistol, with which 
he went to Darroch Road. At 9 
p.m., he saw a Japanese marine, 
Nay a Kama, walking there. Yih 
followed. When they reached near 
the mouth of Funglohli alley, Yih 
fired from the side towards the 
head of the Japanese, who fell 
at the report of the gun. Yih 
immediately ran into the alley, 
throwing the pistol (No. 24246) 
under an empty wooden shelter. 
He ran back to the Moon Palace.

He was arrested by police in 
April of this year in Tsingtao. On 
the 19th of the same month: 
Yang was arrested at 18 Tunganli 
Tangs han Road. In his room, a 
green colored book on practical 
physics, hollowed in the center t<, 
conceal a gun was found.

------ +----------
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NAKAYAMA CASE 
’****"^PPEALS
It is reliably learned that Yang 

Wen-tao and Yih Hai-sen, alias 
“Shao Kwangtung,” who were sen
tenced to death in the Nakayama 
Case, are preparing to file appeals 
against the judgment.

It is not known whether or not 
the police will appeal against the 
acquittal of Chou Tso-yun, the S 
third accused, but it is reported ] 

(that it is highly probable that i 
there will be no appeal in his case, o
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Judge Releases Text 
Of Judgment Given

In Nakayama Case
Japanese authorities through 

Cjnaui. General K. Wakasugi. 
have informed Mayor Wu Te- 
cbeo at the City Government 

.of Greater Shanghai that they 
'reserve their rights to discuss 
the case diplomatically.

L’ftsiaibg Judge Dzien releas* 
ed the fun text of the judg
ment wîhcü be pronounced on 
Yang Wen-tao and Yih Hai sen 
(Shau Kwangtung) on Friday. He 
also explained the court find* 
lugs and reasons for sentencing 
Yang aud Yin tu death and for 
acquitting Chow Sba-yuug, the 
mira accused.

Judge Dzien and bis asso
ciates are convinced that Yib’s 

; earlier confessions were true 
. aud the Cantonese's claims 
. mat the statements were ex* 
* traded through torture, being 

uot confirmed by judicial pbysi- 
I cians were not exactly true. 
. The court was also satisfied 
. mat Yang bad instigated the 

murder. In connection with 
’ Cauw’s case the evidence pro

duced by the prosecution was 
, not strong enough io warrant t 

a conviction, the court ruled. J
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Nakayama Case 
Concludes with

Death Sentence

Two Cantonese Will Pay the 
Supreme Penalty

ACQUITTAL OF THIRD 
PRISONER

Two of the three Cantonese ac
cused of being concerned in the 
murder of H. Nakayama, a Japanese 
sailor, in Darroch Road, on November 
9 last year, were sentenced to pay 
the death penalty by the First Special 
District Court, with Judges Tsien, 
Feng, and Hsiao sitting, yesterday. 
They were Yang Ven-tao, a former 
Shanghar'fdrrppingwp; and Yih Hai- 
sen, known in Cmnêse circles as 
“Little Cantonese,” who formerly wg£ 
a cabaret manager in the Hongkew 
District.

The third Cantonese accused in the 
case, Chow Zeu-yopng, was acquitted. 
Chow was, until his arrest, employed 
at the Continental Ballroom in Ningpo 
Road.

After pronouncing judgment Judge 
Tsien told Yang and Yih that they 
may appeal against the decision 
within ten days after receipt of a 
written judgment. The detention of 
Chow was ordered, pending a possible 

i appeal by the police.



RECEIVES DEATH PENALTY

Yih Hai-sen alias “Shao Kwangttung” is shown being led cut 
cf the First Special District Court under a heavy escort of Japanese 
constables of the S. M. P., after being sentenced to death by Judge 
Dzien yesterday afternoon upon being found guilty of being 
concerned in the murder cf Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party on Darroch Road on November ft. 
last. [Domei.

Officials Satisfied With 
Nakayama Case Verdict

Commander Of Naval Landing Party, Consul And 
Naval Attache Praise Efforts Of S.M.P.;

Need For Protection Stressed
Voicing satisfaction at the death 

sentences imposed on two of the 
three defendants charged with the 
murder of Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama, Japanese naval and 
diplomatic officials yesterday unit
ed in paying tribute to the untir
ing efforts of officials of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council in 
securing the convictions.

“From the very outset, I was 
convinced that Yang Wen-tao and 
Yeh Hai-sen, who were condem
ned to death, were guilty,” Rear- 
Admiral Eijiro Kondo, Command
er of the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Party, said yesterday 
afternoon.

“As Commander of the Land
ing Party, I cannot but feel deep
ly touched at the thought that at 
last the soul of Warrant Officer 
Nakayama can now rest in peace.

“I regret, however, that this 
landing party finds itself com
pelled to take measures for self
protection in view of the recur
rent incidents.

“I wish to express my highest 
appreciation of the efforts exerted 
by the officials of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council during the last 
several months,” he stated.

Consul's Opinion
Pointing out that “a readjust

ment of Sino-Japanese relations 
cannot be hoped for so long as 
the lives and property of Japan
ese residents are in constant
danger,” Mr. Kaname Wallasugi. Jbe eradicated, 
Japanese Consul-General, last1 c^arec’- 
night urged Chinese officials to' 
“stamp out anti-Japanese ter
rorism and those who profit from 
these activities.0

S.M.C. Praised
“Though we were convinced 

from the very outset that Chin
ese were responsible for the out
rage, we patiently watched the 
steps taken by the Chinese 
authorities for almost a year. 
During that period, various delays 
occurred, but at last the material 
proof and witnesses provided by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 
have secured the conviction of 
Yang Wen-tao and of Yeh Hai- 
sheng.

“It has also been established 
that the principal in the Kayau 
murder was a Chinese with secret 
society affiliations.

“Moreover, there is no doubt 
that Chinese were also responsible 
for the recent murder of another 
sailor on Haining Road.

“A readjustment of Sino-Japan- 
ese relations cannot be hoped for 
so long as the lives and property 
of Japanese residents are in con
stant danger because of the con
tinued existence and the activities 
of terrorist organizations aimed 
at Japanese nationals.

“That is why I believe that the 
Chinese authorities, not only 
should punish those responsible for 
these various affairs, but should 
determinedly stamp out anti- 
Japanese terrorism and those who 
profit by these activities so that 
all roots of evil hampering amic
able Sino-Japanese relations may

Mr. Wakasugi de-

“Both the Japanese people and* 
the Government were highly in-1 
dignant at the murder of Warrant 
Officer Nakayama because it was 
different from an ordinary crime 
in that it was a carefully pre
pared -plot aiming at the killing 
of a member of the Japanese navy 
in uniform.

ResePve Demands ;
The Consul-General yesterday 

afternoon also notified both the 
Shanghai Municipal Council and I 
the Municipality of Greater. |

S Shanghai that he “reserved all 
i rights” regarding possible de- 
i mands to be made in connection! 
| with the Haining Road and Kayau ; 
'leases in view of their “obvious | 
j relation to the Nakayama affair.” • 
i “The conviction of Yang and | 
! Yeh- is significant not only because i , 
it reveals the existence of strong t 
and sinister secret societies, which 
so far have been immune from 
prosecution by the Chinese auth
orities,” Lieut.-Commander Matao 
Okino, assistant Japanese naval 
attache, who represented the Im- § 
perial Navy in the investigations, < 
said last night.

“I am convinced that to-day’s re- 
suit was solely due to the untir- I 
ing activities of the members of 
the Special Political Branch of the 
S.M.P.

“Special credit should be given ■ 
to the efforts oÇ the Japanese 
S.M.P. officers who made the ar
rests,” he added,
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Death Penalty Imposed 

On Shao Kwangtung And
Yang In Nakayama Case

self. A witness brought to the 
court by the defence alleged a 

•frame-up on the part of the 
police informers in order to col
lect a reward. At the time, and 
at the previous hearing, Judge 
Dzien requested that the Japan
ese Consular Police bring the 
Korean, Jack, to court to testify, 
this however, was not done until 
a couple of months later.

A further bombshell was thrown 
into the courtroom at the hear
ing on May 20, when “Shao 
Kwangtung” alleged that the 
Nakayama killing had* been plan
ned in order to create a new 
political incident. He outlined 

: how the plot was hatched by the 
members of the Tung Yin Associa- 

: tion, an alleged philanthropic 
organization and that in the draw
ing of lots it fell to him to do 
the actual killing. This time 
“Shao Kwangtung” again impli
cated Yang as having supplied 
the pistol to him. Yang con
tinued to maintain his innocence.

Torture Alleged
The following week “Shao 

Kwrangtung” denied a'll his pre
vious confessions and allegations 
and stated that he had been 
forced to make them after being 
tortured by police. He exhibited» 
his allegeci wounds to the court 
and stated that he tried to end 
his life in his cell. He was order
ed to be examined by court 
physicians, who found that he 
had not been hurt to any extent.

The trial was gradually draw
ing towards the close, but on July 
10, after a speech by the pro
curator stating that he did! not 
think the men guilty, Kosaku 
Kayau was murdered. Feeling ran 
high among the Japanese and 
tension reached a high pitch on 
the morning of July 17, when 
judgment was to be handed down. 
Judge Dzien however, announced 
then that he was not satisfied 
with certain portions of the 

‘evidence and ordered the trial to 
be re-opened. Tension eased 
slightly, but again rose to a high 
pitch following the Chengtu out
rage, the Pakhoi incident, as well 
as the shooting of the Japanese 
constable in Hankow.

* The local situation reached 
fever pitch with the fatal shoot
ing of one marine and the wound
ing of two others on Haining 
Road near Woosung Road, on the 
night of September 23. Three 
suspects are being held in con
nection with the shooting and w 

5 be brought before the fir 
theV'time a’! Special District Court this mor 
” who was lpn£- Li authoritiative circles of t 

been connected Police it is believed that the 
with the crime. Complete secrecy I ™en whatsoever
was maintained by the authorities i the killing.

Chou Tso-yun Is Found Not Guilty; Judge Takes 
One Minute To Read Out Judgment; Accused 

Have 10 Days In Which To Appeal

GENERAL TENSION EASES AS VERDICT 
PRONOUNCED ON NOV. 9 MURDER

Bringing to a close a trial and a re-trial lasting five 
months, and easing the general tension existing on account 
of the indefiniteness of the whole affair, Judge Dzien yester
day imposed the death sentence on both Yih Hai-sen, alias 
“Shao Kwangtung,” 28-year-old alleged underworld figure, 
and Yrang Wen-tao, 42-year-old Cantonese, former employee 
of the China Navigation Company, upon finding them guilty 
of being concerned in the murder of Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama of the Japanese Naval Landing Party, on Darroch 
Road, on the night of November 9, last. At the same time 
Judge Dzien pronounced Chou Tso-yun, the third suspect 
and an employee of a cabaret, not guilty before a crowded 
courtroom in the First Special District Court yesterday 
afternoon.

The conviction of both “Shao 
Kwangtung” and Yang did not 
come as a surprise to officials who 
filled the courtroom yesterday and 
Chou’s acquittal was also expect
ed. “Shao Kwangtung’s” and 
Yang’s lawyers indicated yester
day that an appeal against the 
death penalties would be filed 
within the prescribed time limit.

The courtroom was filled to 
overflowing long before the hour’ 
set by Judge Dzien for the pro
nouncement of the judgment. A 
general calm, however, prevailed 
both in the courtroom and in the 
compound, where, as on previous 
occasions, officers of the Reserve 
Unit, S.M.P., were on duty. Walk
ing into Courtroom No. 1 at four 
minutes past two, accompanied by 
two other judges and a pro
curator, Judge Dzien sat down, 
unwrapped his file and then stood 
up and pronounced the sentence, 
the whole proceedings being over 
by six minutes past two.

A general hum sounded through 
the courtroom as the judges pre
pared to leave and handcuffs were 
placed back on the hands of the 
accused by their guards, Japanese 
constables of the S.M.P., who led 
them through the crowded 
courtyard.

Crime 11 Months Old
The conviction of the two men 

in connection with the crime, 
which occurred almost 11 
months ago, partly cleared up one 
mystery surrounding the first of 
a series of murders of Japanese 
citizens in China by an a alleged 
secret Chinese political society.

The announcement on Thursday 
afternoon, at the conclusion of the 
last hearing of the xJe-trial of the 
three men, that sentence would be 
handed down yesterday afternoon 
came as a surprise to all present, 
as it is the usual proceedure of 
the court to adjourn cases.for at 
least one week for judgment, or 
in the case of petty crimes to 
sentence the criminals immediate
ly. On Thursday great precaution 
was taken by the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party to prevent any 
further terroristic outrages, as 
the killing of Kosaku Kayau, Japan
ese sea-food broker, took place on 
Dixwell Road, on the night of 
July 10, a few hours after the 
prosecutor closed his summing up 
of the original case. In
stead of delivering judgment as 
expected on July 17, Judge Dzien 
ordered the trial to be re-opened.

Since then very little hr almost 
no new evidence was introduced 
and the close of the case yester
day with the pronouncement of 
the death sentences came as an 
end to the first part of the legal 
battle.

The second stage of the legal 
battle will open in the High Court 
when the appeal of “Shao Kwan- 
tung” and Yang against their 
death sentences will be heard. 
Whether or not the police will 
appeal against the decision of 
the court in acquitting Chou has 
not been decided as yet.

With the “Nakayama Murder 
TrialTrial” concluded, attention will ’ 
now be centred on the trial of 
three suspects held by officers of 
the Bureau of Fublic Safety in 
connection with the murder of 
Kosaku Kayau. The Chinese auth
orities have stated that they 
have in their custody the actual 
murderer.

Arrested Five Months Ago
The murder of Warrant Officer 

Hideo Nakayama remained a com
plete mystery for several months 
after the- killing and it was 

' until April* that the police 
rested “Shao Kwantung” 

, Yang and other suspects. 
; Japanese Consular Police 

took into custody at 1 
Korean named, “Jack,” who was 
alleged to have 1

not 
al

and 
The 
also

<

regarding- the arrest of the men 
and they were all at first ques
tioned in camera hearings.

I The first public hearing was 
held on May 1, when “Shao 
Kwangtung” told the court that 
he was present at the shooting 
and. saw Yang Wen-tao actually 
shoot the Japanese marine. He 
also implicated the Korean as be
ing at the scene of the crime. 
Various statements made by 
“Shao Kwangtung” were checked 
by police with witnesses of the 
killing and it was ascertained that 
a man wearing a short jacket had 

| shot at the marine, while “Shao 
j Kwangtung” had stated 
I Yang had been wearing a 
' gown at the time.

Admits Killing
At the next hearing on 

fi, “Shao Kwangtung” completely 
denied his previous staterm its, 
exonerated Yang and confessed 
that he murdered Nakayama hini-

that 
long

May

i Investigations of the police 
the Nakayama killing led the 
to Tsingtao, where “Shao Kwar 
tung” was arrested. His motl 
and sister were also taken h 
custody, but later released. St 
eral other Chinese were held 1 
questioning, but released’ shor 
after. The crime was rec< 
structed on Darroch Road 
several occasions with and wi 
out the presence of the accus 
Once “Shao Kwangtung” hims 
demonstrated how he did 1 
shooting*. Yesterday after s< 
tenue was passed “Shao Kwai 
tung” seemed to be more cool a 
collected than at any previc 
hearings. After hearing his fi 
he said that he was quite sat 
fled and did not care what hj 
pened to him. f
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> lipport Of Entire
Nation Urged

In Crisis

Oct. 2.—(Reuters).—Th? 
rcvernment’s “intentions” 
lina will be conveyed 

to Mr. S. Kawagoe, 
ambassador to China, by 
tjima. Director of the 
3ureau, according to an 
ent today by the spokes- 
; Foreign Office, 
ision to dispatch Mr. 
to China was reached 
nference between high 
t officials, who discussed 
levelcpments in the Sino- 
ituation based on reports 
i.
hese who participated in 
ence. which was held 
:o a meeting of the Cab-

Mr. Koki Hirota. the 
dmiral Nagano, the Navy 
Ir. H. Ari ta, the Foreign 
nd Mr. Umetsu, the Vice- 
f War.

shima Here On 6th
G. Oct. 2.—(Central) .— 
Kuwashima is expected

ii Nanking on October <i, 
; Kobe for Shanghai to •

ponsibility Shifted
Oct. 2. (Reuters).— 

;ther the Sino- Japanese 
had recently been 

. the spokesman of the 
lice, in an interview with 
today, said he did not 

verything depended on 
titude.

He had no definite Information as 
to when General Chiang Kai-shek, 
President of the Executive Yuan, 
would return to Nanking, but he 
understood that the Chinese capital 
was preparing to celebrate the uni * 
float ion of China, and he envisaged 
the Generalissimo making a trium • 
phal entry into Nanking in the 
manner of Signor Mussolini’s entry 
into Rome.

During the interview, the spokes 
man was called away for a confer
ence with other senior officials of 
the Foreign Office. He was absent 
for ten minutes, and, when he re 
turned, read the following state • 
ment: —

“As Mr. Ari ta (the Foreign 
Minister) said to pressmen on 
September k 28, the present >3ino- 
Japanese negotiations are grave. 
China is at the cross-roads. The 
Japanese Government is conducting 
the negotiations with a careful at
titude. At the same time, the 
situation is grave. Therefore we re - 
cognize that it is necessary to 
convey Japan’s real intentions to 
General Chiang Kai-shek and 
General Chang Chun (the Chinese 
Foreign Minister).

“We exchange telegrams with Mr. 
Kawagoe (the Japanese Ambassador 
to China), but sometimes these do 
not convey our full meaning. There
fore the Minister for Foreign Affairs 
has decided to send Mr. Kuwajima 
(Director of the East Asia Bureau 
of the Foreign Office) to convey the 
Japanese Government’s intentions 
to Mr. Kawagoe.”

AO PLACE HELD
FOR LIGHT TALK

Attitude Of Defeatism 
Deplored ; Sacrifiée

May Be Necessary
NANKING, Oct. 2.—(Central):—A 

frank and outspoken public state
ment setting forth the extremely 
explosive clouds which hover above 
the political horizon cf China and 
Japan and appealing to both 
Chinese and Japanese people to 
do their utmost to avert the 
present crisis was issued today by 
the leading vernaculars of Nanking 
and Shanghai.

The declaration outlines in de
tail the gravity of the present 
Sino-Japanese deadlock and its 
disastrous consequences on both 
nations if the current extremely 
unhappy state of affairs were 
allowed to take its own course.

Stating that as China is now 
confronted w'ith an unprecedented 
crisis all Chinese citizens should 
unwaveringly share the responsibili
ties of the country, the manifesto 
warns the public against any rash 
action which may further aggravate 
the situation. “We should,” the 
message says, “stand together and 
adhere to the concrete ' national 
policy and assist the government in 
‘oppressing all short-sighted anti- 
foreign acts.”

Calm Urged

!2 DefendantsFranco Named 
In Nakayaniaflead Of New 
Case Get DeathRebel State

The manif^to further exhorts 
the public not to get unduly excited 
over the present uncertainty.

“As * we^ should take the future 
existent into consideration,” it 
proceeds, “we should not talk 
lightly of breaking off our relations 
with Japan just to appease our mo
mentary impulse. On the other 
hand, we should not adopt a de
featist attitude and leave the

Yang, Yih Draw Extreme InductionCeremonySeen 
Penalty In Shans- As Omen Of Fascist

hai Court
it. 2.—(Havas).—At 
tony held here yes- j 
General Cabanellas, 

National Defense 
^General Francisco 

__ ___  __ «mowers of “Head 
yesterday ‘"afternoon?* the Spanish StXte” on behalf of 

------ nment, and yes-
l General Franco, 

(Hsiao Kwangtung;, one-time^residing over a meeting of Govern 
cabaret manager and dancing in-nent officials, decided ^|hat the De 
structor, to the death penalty forfense Junta would nevertheless 
the murder of Warrant Officefetain its full powers.

| Hideo Nakayama, Japanese blue- Observers pointed outUhat Gen
jacket, on November 9, 1935. -ral Franco now possesses die- 

Chow Sha-yung, cabaret managetfatorial powers as least as portant 
also accused of implication in th£s those of any existing ictator.

' iput declared that the outstanding 
ment

or 
kes

Before a courtroom crowded with BURGOS. ’Pc 
police, Japanese plainclothes men,i solemn cerem 
newspaper reporters and Chinese 3rday morninA 
relatives of the accused, Judge ’resident of th 
Dzien. presiding over a fulHunta, invested 
tribunal in the First Special Dis-^anco ^with thejç 
trict Court ; —/
sentenced Yang Wen-tao, former^® Burgos Gover 
shipping clerk, and Yih Hai-seherday afternoon 

Kwangtung;, <___ D__ ‘ .

destiny of the nation in the hands 
of fate.”

“For Chinas present foreign re
lations are in no way similar to 
those of several years ago. Once 
she breaks eff with another coun
try it would be' tantamount to 
gambling the existence of the na
tion to the last straw, and there is 
no way of retracting.

“Should a rupture occur between 
China and Japan, the situation 
would be as serious as just pictured. 
Once xthe/ hostilities wrere started 
and should China be forced to sur
render x.it would mean endorsing 
a pledgeXof giving up her own in-

pendenôç. In that event our pos- 
rlty would be left to suffer and 

chances of\ national revival would 
be nil.

“It is theiVfore Imperative that 

 

we should consider the rupture of 
diplomatic restions as the last 

 

resort. Meanwhile we should still 

 

entertain the hofce that some satis

 

factory solution the deadlock may 
be reached. But should the last re

 

sort fail, the wholtk populace should 
not hesitate to lay Mown their lives 

 

fer thèir fatherlànU?'

Chinese Not An Japanese
Turning its appeal the Japan* 

se authorities and Japanese peo- 
le the statement assents that it is 
ossly unjust to accus

depen i 
terlty

slaying, was found not guilty b 
will be detained in custody pendJeader of the insurgent mo 
ing the period of appeal. It walked that his title be “He 
understood last night, however, th^-he State” as he allegedly di 
the police will not appeal again|hearing the title of ‘‘dictator.” 

probably be ônly a matter of a we^decision implies the fact 
or two before he is once again Rationalists are now assured 
free man.

Yang Unmoved
Yang received the sentence wiijbe invested with his new rank 

same stoicism that has featured Rafter the conquest of Madrid, 
every appearance in court. Tt Fall Of Capital Predicted 
same smirk he has worn at everj Military experts here declare 
one of the 21 sessions held sim nationalist troops will be

I he was arrested last April playj masters of Madrid within three or 
lover his face. Asked if he wfour weeks. They state that 150,000 
satisfied with the sentence, 1 men in rebel ranks are increasing I

(mumbled a few words that -------------— ‘L---- ‘

that 
the

the Chin- 
people of being anbi-Japanese 
because cf the outbreak of the 
t Ghengtu, Pakhoi, Hankow 
Shanghai incidents.

judgment in his case and it webservers also stressed that the ri^w

o 
"victory, since it was generally anti
cipated that General Franco would 

only

their pressure on all fronts with the

es
jus 
re 
and

Although the relations between 
the two countries have become more 
- -- ---—[ now, the statement ex
plains, the Japanese nationals ré-audible only to the strong Japandview to completely encircling the Tchina have been doins

police guard standing near him Capital. General Emilio Mola. who their blSiness as uîuîl during thl 
' Yih, however, broke down at ft is now at the insurgents' General £2SSfias du_s^a\^r.t"e 
and wept for about 10 minutl Headquarters at Valladolid, will vc-1 fortunate încMentî occurred
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Shao Kwangtung, 
Yang Get Death

Chow Found Not Guilty 
In Nakayama Murder;

Court Packed
(Concluded from Page 1) 

fingerprints supposed to have been 
on the book in which .the death 
weapon is alleged to have been 
concealed The report stated 
that fingerprints were found cn 
the book, but that they could 
not be identified since they were 
incomplete. Mr. Paul Y. Ru As
sistant Municipal Advocate in 
charge of the prosecution, then 
asked for the extreme penaltv for 
all three accused on evidence pro
duced during the prolonged trial, 
after which attorneys for the de
fense countered by asking for 
acauittal cn grounds of in
sufficient evidence.

The procurator summarized his 
opinions briefly, saying that 
numerous, sessions h*d been held 

. in the case and the judge may 
'new pronounce the judgment ac
cording to law. He avoided divulg
ing his opinion in connection with 
the case without saying whether 
the accused are. from his stand
point, guilty or not.

Arrested 5 Months Ago
Yang. Wen-tao, Yih Hai-sen 

(better known as Shao Kwang
tung) and Chow Sha.yung were 
arrested about five months ago. 
Yang, Yih and another were first 
taken into custody in Shanghai 
and in Tsingtao to which city the 
police officers have extended their 
search and investigations. Chow, 
“inspector” in a Ningpo Road 
cabaret, was arrested about tnree 
weeks later.

Sensations followed sensations 
when the trial opened. Yih made 
a lêngthy confession, declaring 
that he shot and killed Nakayama 
in his desire to kill a Japanese. 
Then he revised his confession 

, implicating Yang as the instigator, 
r All of a sudden, however, he re- 
’ tracted the statements and hurled 
L charges of third degree treatment 
. at the hands of police officers.

Denies Part
Yang completely denied com- 

. plicity in the murder which last 
November caused a big exodus of 
Chinese from Chapei and Hong J 
kew areas. He claimed that he 

: was “framed” by one Yang Chien- 
chung, allegedly an ally of Japan.

: ese “ronin.” In his home, a book 
hollowed in the center was seized. 
It is said that the pistol used 
in the crime was once concealed 
in the book.

Chow also denied the charges. 
According to police testimony, 
however, he is alleged to be a 
member of the gang and was 
actually sent by Ylang Wen-tao 

: to invite Yih Hai-sen to attend 
a conference in the Moon Palace 
where the murder plot was 
allegedly hatched.

Women Questioned
Several others, including 

females had been rounded up in 
connection with the now-famous 
“Nakayama Murder Case.” They 
have been released. Those who 
were once in custody included 
Yih’s mother and wife who were 
arrested at the Moon Palace hotel.

The murder took place at 9 p.m. 
on November 9. 1935. Warrant 
Officer Hideo Nakayama was 
walking on Darroch Road when 
he was shot at close range- The 
assailant escaped before arrival 
of police and Japanese armed 
forces. The crime caused such a 
ctrain in Sino-Japanese relations 
in Shanghai that rumors of a 
Japanese invasion immediately 
went into circulation. Populace 
evacuated the “danger zones.”

Rewards were offered by the 
authorities for the arrest of the 
culprits. After months of tire
less investigations, Yih was ar
rested in Tsingtao in a cabaret 
and taken to Shanghai. The 
action of arresting and removing 
a prisoner from Tsingtao without 
permission of the Chinese^ auth
orities caused much consternation 
in Shantung. At the same time, 
Yang and another were taken 
into custody in Shanghai. The 
third man was later acquitted. 
Chow was arrested later., -
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE. Fhfe .£..../ /..£..

Yang Vung Tao and Yih Haltere sentenced to 
death Ay the Shanghai First Special District Court on 
October 2 for thé murder of a Japanese marine named Nakayama. 
The third accused named Tseu Shou Yong was found not guilty.

It was widely reported yesterday that the 
two prisoners had committed suicide in their cells. When 
approached by a reporter of this paper, the authorities as 
well as the family of Yang Vung Tao and the lawyer of Yih 
Hai Sung all denied the report.

11 is said that on October 3 lawyer Chang 
Ts Niang(y>C V" ), who was appointed by the Court to 
defind Yih Hai Sung, filed on Yih’s behalf an appeal with 
the Second Branch of Kiangsu High Court.

According to a statement made by lawyer 
Tang Wei Chuin(^ ), the family of Yang Vung Tao
on October 3 had instructed him to file an appeal which 
will be presented to the Court to-day.

Ta Kung Pao

NORMAL CONDITIONS IN HONGKEW.

The additional marine posts detailed by the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party along North Szechuen Road were 
withdrawn on the morning of October 3. However, four or 
five Japanese marines are still on guard in the vicinity of 
Jukong Road and Sz Dah Road.

A reporter of this paper made an inspection 
yest >rday morning and found definite signs of improvement 
in the district. The number of Japanese marines on duty 
on Jukong Road, Tien Tung An Railway Station and other 
places have been reduced to two. The situation has now 
returned to normalcy. The situation in Chapei is also |
quiet. îj

J 
Ta Kung Pao I

IMPORTANT FOREIGN OFFENDER REMOVED TO SHANGHAI I
FROM TIENTSIN BY~AIR. |

I 
Yesterday morning Mr. A. Kosenboger, an »

anployee of a certain local foreign organization, left •
Tientsin by air with an important political offender 
named "Le Granolaude". The aeroplane landed at the 
Lunghwa Aerodrome at 6.50 p.m. yesterday and the prisoner 
was i..mediately removed to a certain organization in the 
charge of armed detectives.
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THE DAEAYAKA VîRDER CASE : ACCUSED l’C TILE APPEAL

Yang Vung Tao tu \î ) and Vih Lai Lung 

who had been charged with, the murder of a Tananese marine 

named Yakayama, were sentenced to death by the 1st Lha: rhai 

Special District Court.

It is learned that the family of "'ang Vung 

Tao and the lawyer for his defence have decided to file 

an appeal in the 2nd Branch of the Liangsu uigh Court. 

Chang Use :.iang and other defence lawyers for

vih Hai nung will also file an appeal for ‘'in. It is has been 

decided that an anneal will be submitted at the beginning 

of next*week. Che S.'A'. has not yet decided whether 

they will file an appeal against the Court decision' which 

finds Tseu Shou Yong ( ) "not guilty41, a .d it is

possible that the S. '.P. will drop the appeal. 

Lih Pao : -
Accuded Attempt 10 Cornmi t Luicide

Yesterday it was reported that '"ih Hai .unm 

and "'ang "Zen Tao, who had been sentenced toebath in 

connection with the Lakayama murder case, attempted to 

commit suicide in the gaol. According to a statement 

made by Captain Wahl, Governor of Gaols of the Shanghai 

Municipal -‘olice /est er day evening, the report is entirely 

groundless •
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CONSUL-GLNUiAl VAKASUGI ISbU-b STATgiJjFT REGARDING
SUPPRESSION OF ANTI-JA1ANLSL TLRRORÏS^

At 4 p.m. yesterday Mr. akasugi, 
Japanese Consul-Gener;-1 in Shanghai» issu.d the folloving 
staternent:-

"Our government and people 
have been exceedingly indignant ovex’ the Nakayama case. 
It could not be regarded as a simple police case; it v;as 
a v/ell planned murder of a Japanese bluejacket in uniform, 
’e, Japanese officials and civilians,, had from the very 

beginning strongly believed that it was the work of 
Chinese. For nearly one year, we have watched with 
great patience the handling of the case by the Chinese 
authorities. There were a few difficulties during the 
hearings of th case but the strong evidence produced by 
the S.M.P. has now resulted in the capital sentence being 
imposed on the accused I'ang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung on 
October 2. This verdict makes it clear t the public 
that the persons responsible for the crime were Chinese.

”As regards the Kayau murder 
case, it has also been established that culprits are 
Chinese and that certain secret terrorist societies are 
connected with the crime. As regards the murder of a 
Japanese sailor on Haining Road the culprit or culprits are 
undoubtedly Chinese. The existence of such a terrorist 
corps which attacks Japanese is a serious menace to the 
safety of Japanese residents and obstructs improvement 
of Sino-Japanese relations. For this reason, the 
Chinese authorities should be requested to eradicate all 
acts of anti-Japanese terrorism and deel with the persons 
or organizations behind the scents and to deal drastically 
with persons directly responsible for the crime and to 
adopt every possible measure to wipe out all causes 
which are obstructing Sino-Japanese relations."

SECRETARY PHILLIPS R1PLL 8 TO JAPANESE PETITION
FOR MOR— JAPANESE PlAlv CLOT HL 8 C^iSÏAELLS AND 

APPOINTMENT OF JAPANESE lb CHARGE OF POLIC- STATIONS

The other day the Japanese 
Amalgamated Association of Street Unions sent a petition 
to Mr. Fessenden, Secretary-General of the S.M.C. asking 
for ..ore Japanese plain clothes constables and the 
appointment of Japanese officers to take charge of 
Hongkew Station and Dixwell Hoad Station.

? On October I, Mr. Fessenden
sent a reply to Mr. Kondo, Chairman of the Standing 
Committee of the Association, stating that he would 
consider theantter.

At II a.m. October 2, Mr. 
Hayashi, honorary Chairman of the Association, and Mr. 
Kondo, Chairman of the Standing Committee of the Association, 
call d on Mr. Phillips, Secretary of the S.II.C» and gave 
an explanation of the petition with the help of Mr. Ibusuki, 
Assistant Secretary, who interpreted.
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Nakayama Case' 
Verdict To Be! 
Given Today!
Municipal Advocate 

I Requests Extreme
Penalty

The Nakayama Murder Case will 
come to a close at 2 o’clock this 
afternoon when judgment is hand
ed down by Jud«3e Dzien and full 
tribunal in the First Special Dis
trict Court. This was the announce
ment made by the judge at the 
conclusion of lawyers’ pleadings in 
the case conducted yesterday after
noon.

The announcement icame as a com
plete surprise since it had been 
previously understood that at least 
a week would elapse before judg
ment. The news, however, was most 
welcome in all quarters interested 
and concerned in the case.

Yang Wen-tao, erstwhile Shang
hai shipping man; Yih Hai-sen 
(Hsiao Kwangtung), and Chow i 
Sha-ying, the latter both former ? 
cabaret managers, smiled as the 
judge announced that decision was 
finally to be handed down. In fact, 
they looked considerably relieved to 
hear that after more than five 
months of periodic facing the 
court, they are at last to learn 
their fate.

Hearing Opens Late
The proceedings yesterday lasted 

approximately two hours. Tne van 
with Yih Hai-sen in it arrived t 
about 20 minutes after the nther 
two prisoners had taken their place 
in court with the result that the 
case didn’t get underway until 2.30 
p.m., about 30 minutes late.

At the beginning of the session, 
the court clerk read the findings 
of the judicial laboratory at Chenju 
cn the findings connected with the 
fingerprints supposed to have been 
on the book in which the death 
weapon is alleged to have been con
cealed.

At a previous hearing of the case, 
Yang, who is charged with having 
plotted the crime, declared that the 
book, which was found in his house, 
had been planted there by a distant 
relative, Yang Chen-tsoong.

The latter appeared at a recent 
i hearing and testified against the 
j accused, stating that he had never 
: been near the house and that he 
certainly had never left a book 
containing a gun there. The court 
ordered that the book be sent to the 
laboratory to be examined for 
fingerprints.

Fingerprints Incomplete
The report read by the court yes

terday stated that fingerprints were 
found on the book but that it was 
impossible to tell just whose they 
were since they were incomplete.

After the reading of the report 
had been finished, Mr. Paul Y. Ru, 
Assistant Municipal Advocate in 
charge of the prosecution, de-1 
livered his closing arguments and | 
asked for conviction of all three 
and the extreme penalty as punish
ment. He maintained that the evi
dence produced during the long 
trial was sufficient to convict and 
that the accused are guilty beyond i 
all reasonable doubt. i

Attorneys for the defense occupied 
about one hour with their speeches, 
all of which were of about the same 
tone. * They asked for acquittai on 
grounds of insufficient evidence.
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Nakayama Case-Up
Before 1st Court, 

Verdict Now Due
The trial of Yang Wen.tao, Yii? 

Biai-sen (Hsiao Kwantung.) and 
Chao Hsia-yung. for the murder 
of Warrant Officer Hidec Naka
yama on the night of November 
10 last year was once more being 
he? rd again in the First District 
Court this afternoon before a 
full court of Judges Sian, Feng, 
and Tang with Assistant Muni
cipal Advocate Paul Y. Ru con
ducting the prosecution.

It is possible that a judgment 
may be handed down, but it was 
indicated this ’morning, that as 
both sides arc to sum up their 
cases, there will probably not be 
enough time fcr the handing down 
of a verdict.
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COUNSEL SUM UP IN
NAKAYAMA CASE
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Judgment to be Announced 
To-day in District Court

Judge Tsien Hung-yih of the 
First Special District Court will 
give his judgment at 2 p.m. to-day 
in the Nakayama case where thr 
Cantonese, Yih Hai-sen, alias “Lit 
Cantonese,” Yang Ven-tao, and Ch( 
Zeu-yoong, are accused of murdc 
ing a Japanese sailor on Darro 
Road on November 9 last ye. 
Pleadings in the case were re-open 
and concluded yesterday afternoc

Capital punishment for all of t 
accused was demanded by Mr. Pa 
Y. Hu, Assistant Municipal Advoca 
who conducted the prosecution. K 
Ru said he would not repeat wh 
he had already stated when 
summed up for the prosecuth 
some time ago, but must point o 
that the testimony of Yang Tsie 
tsoong who was alleged by Yar 
Ven-tao to have planted the seize 
hollowed book in his house in ord 
to implicate him in criminal pr 
ceedings, would prove that wjh 
Yang Ven-tao had said was untrut

Six lawyers spoke on behalf 
the accused and asked for the 
clients’ acquittal on the ground th 
there was insufficient eviden 
against either of them. Counsel f 
“Little Cantonese” stated that stat 
ments made by Pan Chiu-ying, tl 
police witness, ‘was very favourab 
to the accused because the witne 
said that, prior to the shooting « 
November 9, she saw a man in dai 
clothing walk almost abreast wii 
the deceased Japanese sailo 
wihereas, during the reconstructic 
df the crime, “Little Cantonese 
stated that he was walking behir 
the sailor before the shooting toe 
place.

At the beginning of yesterday 
hearing, the report was read in coil 
from the Chenju Judicial Laborator 
in regard to the findings about th 
seized hollowed book. This repoi 
stated that as the fingerprints lei 
in the book were incomplete, the. 
could not arrive at a conclusion a 
to whether these were those of th 
accused Yang Ven-tao or the witnes 
Yang Tsien-tsoong. The report als< 
dealt with the rust found in the 
book.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE
, U-lAe\case against Yang Vung Tact , Yih

Hai oung l’rU«-alias Siao Kwangtung and Tseu
Shou Yong (/VjfÇ ), all natives of Kwangtung*Province, 
charged vith the murder of a Japanese marine named Hideo 
Nakayama, was resumed at the First Shanghai Special District 
Court at 2 p.m. yesterday/before Judges Chien Hung Nieh 

), t>iao Sih Feng and Feng Shih Tuh ).
Representatives of the Shanghai City Government, the Bureau 
of Public Safety and the Japanese Consulate-Genera were 
present.

The Police was represented by the Municipal 
Advocate, Mr. Paul Y Rus the prisoner^ were defended by 
Chang Tse Niang Van Kong ( ItMj. )» Wang Shih
Chong (£■*■?> ) and Tong Wei Chung ).

After an interrogation of the accused, 
Presiding Judge Chien announced that the investigation into 
this case had already been completed and moreover the report 
from the Medico-Legal Laboratory had now been received.

Court Clerk Ting then read out the report 
of v Laboratoryt-

(1) An experiment was made to prove 'whether
a pistol of the size and brand as the one which was seized 
by the Police, when placed inside another book, would 
produce similar marks of pressure and the same rust marks 
as those found in the hole excavated in the book which was 
seized at the home of Yang Vung Tao for the purpose of 
concealing the pistol. It was found that although one or 
two points may be proved to correspond, yet it was imposai bit 
to produce traces that were absolutely identical with those 
found inside the book,

(2) It was impossible to identify the finger 
prints of Yang Vung Tao with the finger prints found inside 
the book because it was impossible to make a more definite 
examination of the finger prints in the book for • they 
had already existed inside the book for quite a length of 
time,

(3) It was likewise impossible to identify
the finger prints of Yang Chien Chung ( ) with the
finger prints inside the book.

At the close of the reading of the report, 
Presiding Judge Chien put the following question to Yang 
Vung Tao* *You have stated that you have been implicated 
in thise case by the evidence planted by Yang Chien Chung, 
Then how is it that none of his finger prints have been 
found in the book? Furthermore, the book was seized at 
your home. It is, therefore, quite clear that the book 
in question belongs to you.*

Yang Vung Tao still flatly denied the ownership 
of the book.

Police Request Capital Punishment

As no further quesWgns were forthcoming^ 
Presiding Judge Chien announced/tne lawyers could sum/their 
respective cases.
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Paul Y. Ru, the Municipal Advocate, then 
addressed the Court as follows:-

"I will not repeat the arguments which 
I have outlined on a previous occasion. However, I have 
the following two points to explain at present:

(1) The evidence given in Court by the
witness Pu Chiao Ying ( ' ^3 ) is quite clear. It does
not conflict with the evidence submitted by the Police; 
on the contrary it substantiates the various points which 
were formerly obscure. After this clarfication, they 
have become strong evidence in this case.

(2) In his pleadings, Yang Vung Tao has 
stated that he was implicated in this case by the false 
evidence (referring to the book for concealing the pistol) 
planted by Yang Chien Chung. Now Yang Chien Chung has 
surrendered himself to the authorities and has made a 
detailed statement which contained an explanation showing 
that there was no reason for him to implicate the accused, 
furthermore, according to the facts, he^ro personal grudge 
at all against Yang Vung Tao. In an endeavour to save 
innocent people from being punished, your Honour sometime 
ago ordered that the finger prints of Yang Chien Chung
be taken and forwarded for examination by the Medico- 
Legal Laboratory. Now the report from the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory shows that none of the finger prints inside 
the book are identical with the finger prints of Yang 
Chien Chung. Thus the statement of Yang Vung Tao is 
unacceptable. Consequently the accused should be held 
fully responsible for the book which was used to conceal 
the pistol; this book was unearthed at his home.

•’As regards the accused Yih Hai Sung, no 
new developments have ‘ taken place after the Court 
had ordered a resumption of arguments, fortunately he 
has already made several statements, and furthermore as 
the evidence of Chu Kwei Sung -&£.), King Tao Chuen 
(4^ ) and various other important criminals who
werearrested in connection with another case fully 
corroborate the facts contained in the statements of Yih 
Hai Sung regarding the murder of the Japanese marine . ‘ 
Nakayama, the Court is, therefore, requested to accept 
His (Yih Hai Sung’s) statements. As regards the accused 
Tseu Shou Yong, the Court should decide whether or not 
he is guilty. In short, as the prosecution instituted 
by the Police has been supported by reliable evidence, 
the Court is requested to impose capital punishment on 
the three accused according to law.”

Lawyer Tong Wei Chung requested the Court 
to find all the accused not guilty.

Lawyer Chang Tse Ning, for the defence 
of all three accused, then made the following statement f- 
"The following points are favourable to the accused 
At the very beginning, witness Pu Chiao Ying stated that 
she saw on the road two Japanese marines walking shoulder 
to shoulder in a northerly.* direction, I am ofthe opinion 
that this statement is consistent with the facts as also 
with the report of the Medioo-Legal Laboratory that the 
shot was fired about 5 centimeters away from the deceased 
marine. Pu’s statement as regards the distance was 
found to be entirely different when Yih Hai Sung gave a 
reconstruction of the shooting. Pu made a hesitating
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statement in Court, otherwise more evidence favourable to 
the accused might have been obtained. Pu sta.ted that 
upon seeing the shooting, she returned by way of a hnt tea. 
shop. At that time, there were many persons in the shop 
and it is strange that the girl did not say a single word 
about the incident which had frightened her. Furthermore, 
she said that it seemed to her that the culprit was dressed 
in black clothing^ this does not definitely mean that the 
culprit was dressed in black clothing. As regards the 
point that no finger prints of Yang Chien Chung have been 
found in the book, there is nothing strange in this and it 
cannot be used to overthrow the statement of Yang Vung Tao 
that Yang Chien Chung had planted the evidence in order to 
implicate him falsely, because, although it was Yang Chien 
Chung who planted the evidence, it is possible that others 
had made the hold in the book. Therefore if Yang’s finger 
prints are to be found they will be found on the surface 
of the book. But the Medico-Legal Laboratory did not find 
any of his finger prints on the surface of the book. 
The statement of Yana Chien Chung showing his connection, 
with Zung Wei Ming ( ) also proves Yang’s connection,
with the murder. Yang Chien Chung had asked a loan from 
Zung and it is probable that this was the cause of Yang 
Chien Chung’s accusation against Yang Vung Tao. Why did 
Yang Chien Chung, after learning of the case, fled to 
Oanton, Hanking, Chinkiang and Hangchow? Because it was 
he who planted the evidence. The documents produced by 
the Woosung-Shanghai Garrison Commissioner* s Headquarters 
and the statements of Chu Kwei Sung and the other culprits 
all show that Yih Hai Sung, Yang Vung Tao and Tseu Shou Yong 
had nothing to do with the murder of Wakayama. The Medico- 
Legal Laboratory has not been able to say definitely that 
the book seized is the one that held the pistol seized in 
the case. The connection between the pistol seized and 
the death of Nakayama requires further evidence. In the 
course of their investigations, the Municipal Police came 
to the conclusion that the pistol seized beneath the Police 
Box had been thrown there by a person wi th. the intention 
of falsely implicating Li Hung Ping ( Ç tSxTOi ), the policeman 
in the PolJ^ce Box. In making a hurried escape, a culprit 
could never|concealithe pistol so nicely. This point 
is favourable to the accused. Therefore, I request that 
the three accused be found not guilty”.

Lawyers Wang Shih Chong and Van Kong also 
addressed the Court.

When the Court was about to close the argument, 
Municipal Advocate Paul Ru spoke in reply to the point 
made by lawyer Chang concerning the seizure of the pistol 
beneath the Police Box. He requested the Court to look 
at the report of the Municipal Police and thaisaid;- 
•’The report of the Police shows that the pistol was the 
weapon used in the murder. The object of casting the 
pistol under the Police Box was,us mentioned by lawyer Chang 
to implicate Li Hung Ping, but the Police do not say that 
the pistol was not the weapon used in committing the crime”.

Presiding Judge Chien then announced that 
judgment would be delivered on the afternoon of October 2.
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THE-IIAKAYA; IA CASE

The 14th hearing of the 
Nakayama case took place at the First Special District 
Court before Judge Chen at 2 p.m. yesterday. Municii-^-1 
Advocate Paul du, Assistant Comnissioner Uyehara of 
the Special Political Office of the S.M.P., Mr. Shiaiokawa, 
“udicial Consul, Secretary Nakada, of the Japanese 
Consulate, Mr.Tajima, officer in charge of the First 
Section of the Japanese Consular Police, Mr. Okamoto, 
Japanese lawyer, and the Chinese lawyers for the defence 
of the accused.were px’eeent in Court.

At 2.20 p.L.i. when the three 
accused xang Ven Tao, xih Hai Sung and Chow Zeu Yong, 
were brought into the Court, the Judge ordered the Court 
clerk to read the report of the Chenju Medioo-Legal 
Laboratory on certain exhibits in the case. The report 
was as followsj- 

"It cannot be ascertained whether trust 
stains on the book are identical with the rust of the 
pistol used in the crime. Endeavours were made to identify 
the finger prints of Yang Ven Tao and ^ang Kien Tseng 
with those found in the book, but the finger prints in 
the book were not clear enough."

At the close of the reading 
of the report the Judge asked ^ang Ven Tao whether or not 
the book belonged to him.

Yang Ven Tao replied in/hegative.
Municipal Advocate Paul Ru 

informed the Court that the statement of Pan Chiu Ying, 
the confession of Yang Ven Tao and the book containing 
the excavated hole in which to conceal the pistol --— 
all this constituted strong evicence against the accused 
who should, therefore, be found guilty. The Advocate 
further stated that according to the Chenju report, 
there were no finger prints of Yang Kien Tsong in the I
book. It has been ascertained at previous headings I
that the book belongs to Yang Ven Tao therefore the latter | 
was responsible for the crime. The Advocate also ■
explained to the Court that the investigations made by 
the Arms Identification Section, the Finger Prints Section 
and the Special Political Office had provided indisputable 
evidence of the guilt of the accused.

The arguments for the defence

One of the five lawyers for 
the defence stated that Yang Ven Tao had remained in 
Shanghai although he had heard of Yih Hai Sung’s arrest. 
This shows that Yang Ven Tao did not commit the crime and 
the statement made by him at the previous hearings to the 
effect that the book belongs to him was in his favour, 
because he did not committthe crime. In 
would have not admitted ownership of the 

ted the crime. The lawyer further

other words, he 
book had he 
stated that if
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there were no finger prints of Yang Kien Tseng in the book 
there were none of Yang Ven Tao's also. As regards Chow 
Zeu Yoong, there was no evidence against him.

Another lawyer for the defence spoke 
as follows: "As regards the evidence, of the amah, Yih 
Hai Sung’s confession, and the book,Jhannot be accepted, 
be omise the amah’s statement is untrue for it does not 
agree with the reconstruction of the crime given by Yih 
Hai Sung; Yih Hai Sung’s confession was secured by torture; 
the examination of the Chenju Legal Laboratory found no 
finger prints of Yang Ven Tao's on the book.”

A third lawyer for the defence addressed 
the Court as follows; ”The amah's statement cannot be 
accepted because it does not agree with the statement made 
by Yih Hai fung. ' Yang Kien Tseng and not Yang Ven Tao 
is the central figure in the crime, because Yang Kien 
Tsong had been seoretly moving about to Canton, Hangchow, 
Soochow, and Hashing, fearing arrest. Why should he 
have moved from one place to another if he did commit 
the crime?”

The 4th lawyer for the defence said;
MYi Hai Sung is not the kind of person capable of committing 
such a crime; furthermore, he does not know how to fire 
a pistol.”

The 5th lawyer for the defence declared 
that he had nothing to say because the other lawyers had 
already said everything that he had wanted to say.

Municipal Advocate Ru refuted the 
arguments advanced by the defence lawyers by referring 
to the evidence produced at the previous hearings.

At this stage, the Judge asked Yih 
Hai Sung whether or not he had anything to say.

Yih Hai Sung replied that he was at 
the Hanyang Dance Hall with a dancing partner on the 
evening of November 9, 1935, and that if it was he who 
had committed the murder, he could not have been there.

Show Zeu Yoong stated that he was 
arrested at a dance hall by a policeman of the S.M.P. 
to whom he had given his proper name and that if he 
had committed such a crime he would not have given his 
true name to the police and he would not have remained 
in Shanghai.

At this stage, the Judge announced 
that a decision would be delivered on October 2.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASA

At 2 p.m. to-day the i4th 
hearing of the Nakayama case will be. held at the First 
Special District Court. At previous hearings, th-. 
Chinese authorities attempted to rnsorv/trickery , but 
it was defeated by thc scientific and accurate evidence 
produced by the S.M.P. Now the case is only awaiting 
decision. Japanese are paying close attention to 
the connections of other persons with tht Nakayama case.

SUSPICIOUS CHINAS.. aR.^STED

At 9.30 p.m. yesterday a 
Japanese noticed a Chinese loitering for more than 
two hours on the vacant piece of ground adjoining 
Magnolia Terrace, North Szechuen Road and reported 
the matter to Dixwell Road Station. The police, 
with the assistance of the Japanese Landing Party, 
arrested the Chinese in question. The man gave his 
name as Chang Yui Ching, age 41. He stated that he 
was waiting for his sweetheart, a Chinese girl, who 
works in a Japanese house in Magnolia Terrace. The 
prisoner is being held for further inquiries.
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Nakayama, Kayau
Cases"T3eSrtng Up 

As Clues Unfold
The three Cantonese held in 

connection wl*h the of
Nakayama in Hongksw nearly a 
year ago may possibly hear their 
fate when they face the First 
District Court Thursday afernoon. 
uuage D^ien is co hear arguments 
by prosecution and defense, and 
though he may give a verdict, the 
case will probably be remanded 
for judgment.

Meanwhile, the Bureau of 
Public Safety revealed last night 
that through confessions made by 
several Chinese arrested in con
nection with the Kayau case, a 
personal enemy of Kayau, Li Jul- 
wu, hirea a professional killer, 
Wang Cheng-sheng, for $200 to 
murder the Japanese. The deal 
was done through the aid of two 
others, Mao Yung-hu and Chao 
Yung-hung. Wang, Mao and 
Chao have been arrested in the 
Chinese City and still being held; 
as police are making a careful 
investigation.
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The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Tuesday, September 29, 1936

Nakayama, Torso
Cases Up Thursday

1st Special District Court 
Enjoys Holiday Today

When the First Special District 
Court resumes tomorrow morning 
after a day’s holiday of the Moon 
Festival, two big cases are sche
duled to come up for hearing. Of 
major importance is the Nakayama 
Murder Case, scheduled to come to 
an end, while the other is the 
Torso Murder Case which will be 
broueht up for its third hearing.

Owing to the shooting last Wed
nesday on Yalu Road when on* 
Japanese bluejacket was killed and 
two others wounded, new interest 
has been aroused in the Nakayama 
Case. It is believed that pleadings 
of both the defense and prosecu
tion will be heard tomorrow and 
the case then remanded for judg

ement.
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THF liAKAYADA OASIS: CŒJilTL-GKdKPAL WAKASUGI COh-H Hb 
’7ITH 1ÏAVÀL ATTACHE SATO *

At 4 p.m. September 25 a 
conference was held at the Japanese Embassy to consider 

the Hakayama case/ Consul-General h'akasugi, naval 

Attache Jato and Assistant . aval Attache C'kino were 
present.

The meeting discussed the attitude 

to be adopted reagrding the hearing of the nakayama 

case which will be held on October 1.

The officers expressed the 

opinion that judgement in the case must be delivered 

as the examination of the case has already been completed 

by the First Special District Court and there is no 
reason fo’ further delay.
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MAINICHI

HEARING OF THE NAKAYAMA CASS SET FOR OCTOBER I

Assistant Naval Attache Okino 
th. other day called on the Commissioner of Police at 
police Headquarters and requested him to urge the Court 
to resume thr hearing of the Nakayama case and to deliver 
a verdict as soon as possible.

The case has already had 13 hear
ings and there is no reason why the verdict should be 
delayed any longer. On September 22 the Court made 
an announc'rnient. that the next hearing will be held on 
October I. This aroused much adverse criticism. The 
appearance before the Court cf Tan Chiao Ying, the search 
for Yang Chien Chung and the presentation of innocent 
suspects by the Bureau of Public t>afet.y caused considerable 
delay. It is said that the Court may find some excuse 
to postpone the hearing set for October I.

NICHI-NICHI

S.M>P_TO_ S IMPRESS CHINESE VAGABONDS UHO THREATEN

Of late a number of Chinese 
vagabonds in Hongkew District connected with certain 
anti-Japanese societies have been threatening Chinese 
who are pro-Japanese.

At about 3 p.m. September 22 
nine Chinese suddenly appeared at a drapery at No. 395 
V/oosung Road, a chop owned by one name Lin Hang Chi, a 
naturalized Japanese subject, and attracted to extort 
money from him, ;•

Upon receiving information 
of the affair from one of the shop assistants, the 
S.M.P.^immediately detailed four officers who arrested 
four of ;vagabonds. An investigation conducted ty the 
police revealed tnat the leader of the gang is one Li 
Hsiao Chi, 46, a native of Fukien Province, staying 
at a Chinese hotel on North Hairing Road,who is a 
professional extortioner and gambler. He is no’’ 
undergoing close examination at the hands of the Police. 
Members of his gang are reported to be persons who 
had been deported from Japan as undesirables and who 
had formed themselves into a gang to extort money 
from Chinese who deal in Japanese goods and other 
Chinese who are on friendly terms with Japanese. Quite 
a numberof the members of the gong are connected with 
a certain assassination gang; they live in Hongkew 
District. The S.M.F- nre preparing tn suppress them so as 
to prevent them being utilized try anti-Japanese terrorists.
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ho develop eats are reported, in the case against 
lanp 7unp t'ao .Yih hai Gant' (< )| 'i } and i’seu

thou Yonu ( $ a #) who liave been in custody for b ?:ionths 

for the iurder of a Japanese marine named PaJzaywia.

It is learned that ttie Court \ ill organize a 

joint tribunal sometime’ this week to hear the case.

Ah 1-ao

According to reliable information secured by

a reporter of tl is paper, the report that the case rill aprin 

co:.:c up for herring on Friday this week is not correct, as 

the . edico-l,e.pal Laboratory at Chenju ^as not yet coz:>pleted 

its examination of the finger prints of an i/iportant witness 

naoed lang Chien Chung
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ïhe ■ akayarna murder case has had 

13 hearings.

The other day Assistant Pavai

Attache Okino called on the Coimmissioner oh , olice at 

Police beadquarters and requested, him to ask the Court 

to resume the hearings and to hand down its verdict as 

quickly as possible.

The meeting between the

Com issiuner and the assistant Pavel Attache is attracting 
public attention because it is expected to have a serious 

ei'f.ct upon the Court. All t.he inquiries into the case 

have already been complexed and the Court should give 

its decision early. This is the <’;enerol opinion of 

tlie entire Japanese community.
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;rHi£^J^YAljA, J3/V.SH JjYOH JfJA JTO ^ADPEAR JIRFQRT ^COIJRT

Chang kyoh Hwa, who was arrested

in connection with the shooting of Jang Ching 7ei, was handed 

over to the local Bureau of Public Safety by ranking in 

the middle of last month for investigation as he is 

alleged to be a member of the gang of assassins of whorçi 

eight were arrested by the Shanghai Municipal Police the 

other day. It has been ascertained that Chang has some 

important connection with Yih Hai Sung, Yang Ven Tao and

Chu Hsia Ying, the accused in the uakayaraa case, rhe 

S./.^. have requested the Birst Special District Court 

for permission to bring Chang before the Court for a 

confrontation with the three accused. This has been 

granted and will take nlace at the 13th hearing of the 

1<akayama c s e •
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE

In August the Settlement Police raided an 
important assassination organ and effected the arrest of 
eight men» As Chang Yui Hwa ( ) )» the principal
in the attempted murder of Waung Ching Wei, ex-President of 
the Executive Yuan, was implicated by the eight accused, 
the Shanghai Municipal Police requested the Bureau 
of Public Safety to send a despatch to Nanking for the 
extradition of Chang Yui Hwa to Shanghai for confrontation 
with the accused. The request was granted and Chang 
Yui Hwa was escorted to Shanghai from the Nanking District 
Court on August 17. He has already been interrogated at 
the Bureau of Public Safety, 

Enquiries made by our reporter reveal that the 
Municipal Advocate in charge of the case against Yang Vung^ Tao 
( db, Yih Hai Sun (\»T|a *£ ) and Tseu Shou Yong )»
three suspects in the murder of Nakayama, a Japanese marine, 
had stated at the last hearing that the three accused in 
question were accomplices of the principal in the attempted 
murder of the ex-President of the Executive Yuan. As 
a direct interrogation of the prisoner Chang Yui Hwa by the 
Court is necessary, the Hrst Special District Court has 
decided to send a despatch to the Bureau of Public Safety 
requesting it to send the prisoner to Court and to confront 
him with Yang Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sun and Tseu Shou Yong,

Sin Wan Pao Evening Edition dated Sept,21

THE "NEW LIEE WEEKLY" CASE i DOO ZOQNG YUAN REQUESTS 
RELEASE

Dpo,zoong Yuan age 39, native of
Liaoyang ( ), the former publisher of the "New Life
Weekly" (vit) N/» a returned student from Japan, was 
sentenced to 14 months* imprisonment on July 9, 1935, by 
the 2nd Branch of the Kiangsu High Court for publishing 
an article entitled "Gossip about Emperors" in his magazine 
on May 4 last year. He was not allowed to file an 
appeal, and was immediately sent to gaol,

L Later, Doo’s wife anghgedlawyers Yui Chung Lo
and Loh Chia Zai to file a petition

against the sentence. In September last year, the Supreme 
Court handed down a ruling permitting Doo to file an appeal 
and ordered that during the period of appeal Doo be .detained 
in the Second Kiangsu Model Gaol at Zau Wu Ching (| )•
Recently Doo became ill and he is now in a hospital* '

Doo Zoong Yuan has been in prison for 13 months 
and 24 days. Thus his sentence will expire on September 8. 
Therefore, Doo has requested lawyers Yui and Loh to submit 
a petition to the 2nd Branch of the Kiangsu High Court 
requesting that Doo be released on September 8,
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The Special District Office of the Ricsha Owners’ 
Association will hold a general meeting of ricsha owners 
at 9 a.m. to-day (September 13) at the Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce, North Soochow Road, to discuss measures to oppose 
the S.M.C.'s proposed reduction in the number of ricshas.

The Chinese Chamber of Commerce has sent a letter 
to the S.M.C. requesting the Council to pay attention to the 
livelihood of toiling workers concerning the question of 
the Council’s proposed reduction in the number of ricshas.

Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers: 

THE NAKAYAMA AND KAYAU MURDER CASES ; THE TRIAL OP THE 
POUR NEW SUSPECTS ~~

In connection with the Nakayama and Kayau murder 
cases, the Bureau of Public Safety effected thejarrest in 
August of three suspects named Tsu Kwei Sung i æCFÎ), Chen 
An Mina ), and King Tao Chuen ( 'Ç'sOft ) at the Chien
Tek ( ) Apartment, North Szechuen Ro^l. Chang Sze
Ming ( alias Chang Ngoh Hwa ) alias Chang Vee
( )> principal in the attempted murder of Waung Ching Wei,
ex-President of the Executive Yuan, who was known to be the 
instigator in these murders, was recently extradited to 
Shanghai from Nanking at the instance of the Bureau of Public 
Safety. Later, the Shanghai Municipal Police secured the 
extradition of these four prisoners from the Bureau for 
investigation.

On the afternoon of September 11, the four accused 
were brought before the Shanghai First Special District 
Court for investigation and interrogation. The accused 
Tsu Kwei Sun, Chen An Ming and Chang Sze Ming only were 
interrogated.

As there was one more accused named King Tao Chuen 
left uninterrogated, the Court held a further hearing of 
the case yesterday morning witti Judge Hsiao ( ) on the |
Bench. Procurator Tong ( ) was in attendance. King ?
Tao Chuen and three other ac'cused were then brought to |
the Court. |

When interrogated, accused King Tao Chuen made 
the following statement:- "I am 19 years of age, native 
of Pao Yin ( ^7^.), Kompo, residing at No.293 Rue Ratard, 
French Concession. At one time, I was a petty employee 
with the Naigai Wat a Kaisha, Ltd. X am now unemployed. 
Chang Sze Ming came to my home on one occasion two years 
ago. I became acquainted with Tsu Kwei Sun and Chen An *
Ming one month before my arrest. When the Japanese was |
murdered, I was living in Robison Road and was employed i
as a broker with a certain company. Therefore, I have I
nothing to do with this murder case. In July this year, I
I was engaged by Hwa Kuh Tse ) to carry out some |
miscellaneous matters such^c on v eying messages to various I
places. Lieu Lao Sze ( an accomplice of Hwa I
Kuh Tse, residing in Siao Tao Yuen Loong > is aged |
about 28 and speaks words with the accent of Shantung |
dialect. On the afternoon of July 10, I was at Lieu’s |
home and when it was nightfall, Hwa Kuh Tse came to visit I
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Lieu Lao Sze, carrying a small leather case. Hwa Kuh Tse 
ha.cL a secret conversation with Lieu Lao Sze "by the 
winclQw. I heard only the following sentence from Hwa Kuh 
Tsei ’It can be loaded with six rounds of ammunition,’ 
I then paid attention to their talk, but I coula hear nothing 
as their conversation was comparatively low. However, 
I saw Hwa Kuh Tse opening his case and handing over an 
article to Lieu Lao Sze. The latter concealed it under 
his coat. I succeeded only in having a peep at the handle 
of the article, which looked like the handle of a pistol.
Hwa Kuh Tse and Lieu La.o Sze then went outside together 
and .the former instructed me not to come to Lieu's home for 
some days. On the next day, I learned from newspapers of 
the murder of a Japanese (Kayau) on Chimei Boad. Out of 
curiosity, I took the paper and called at Lieu’s home. When i 
enquired as to whether he had committed this murder, Lieu 
Lao Sze made no reply, but smiled. His attitude aroused 
my suspicion and it is probable that the Japanese was murdered 
by him. On the 20th, Hwa Kuh Tse ordered me to hand a 
sum of $20 to Tsu Kwei Sun t. eet expenses in renting a 
house and in purchasing nece^. *ries. I became acquainted 
with Chen An Ming when I was at Tsu’s house. On August 3, 
Hwa Kuh Tse and Tsu Kwei Sun booked a room at the Chien Tek 
Apariment, North Szechuen Boad. I went there too. The 
reason why Hwa Kuh Tse booked this room was to plan an 
assassination of a Japanese, At first Hwa decided to carry 
Out the crime on August 8, so on the night of the 7th, he 
told me to proceed to the Chien Tek Apartment and find out 
whether or not Tsu Kwei Sung had everything prepared. They 
arranged that Shih Feng Ding be responsible for the shooting, 
while Chen An King vras told to stand aside to render 
assistance and Tau Kwei Sung was instructed to keep a watch. 
At that time Shih Feng Ding said that he would listen to 
whatever .instructions which were given him by his chief 
(referring to Hwa Kuh Tse) and would start to carry out 
the commission of the crime whenever instructions had been 
received from the chief, but Chen An King stated that it 
was not safe to carry cat the crime at the selected locality 
on North Szechuen Road and that another place should be 
chosen for the commission of the crime. For this reason, 
the crime was not carried out on the 8th. On the morning 
of the 8th, I asked Hwa Kuh Tse as to what was his motive 
for the killing of some Japanese and I was informed that 
it was intended to incite a Sino-Japanese war. However, 
Hwa had never mentioned to me either the Nakayama murder 
case or the Kayau case, nor had Tsu Kwei Sung and Chen An 
Ming ever spoken of them. For this reason, I really do not 
know whether or not they were responsible for both of 
these cases. What I had stated at the Bureau of Public 
Safety as regards the pistol is all untrue and unreliable. 
On the morning of the 10th, Hwa again handed me $60 and 
told me to send it to the Chien Tek Apartment and a.sk Tsu 
Kwei Sung, Chen An Ming and Shih Feng Ding whether or not 
they were willing to carry out the murder. I was also 
asked to tell them to carry out the deed as early as 
possible if they were willing to do this. If they were 
still hesitating in do?ng this work, I was told not to send 
the money but bring them back. However, before I had
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handed over the money at the time of my arrival at the 
apartment, I was arrested thereat in company with Tsu 
Kwei Sung and Chen An Ming, Both Tsu and I started tsix 
a removal of our families on August 7 on the instructions 
of Hwa Kuh Tse."

Upon being questioned by the Court, both 
Tsu Kwei Sung and Chen An Ming stated that the statements 
they made at the Bureau of Public Safety implicating Chang 
Sze Ming were not made at their own initiative.

In reply to the Court, Chang Sze Ming, 
one of the suspects, said: "I made the acquaintance of 
Wong Ya Chiao (X 1 w) in the French Concession through 
the introduction of Hwa Kuh Tse. I met Wong again at 
Hongkong in the autumn of last year. At that time both 
Hwa Kuh Tse and Kwoh Feng Ming Cjf ) were present. 
All that was talked during the interview was devoted to 
the plans to assassinate Waung Ching Wei, Our original 
aim was intended to murder a certain high government 
official. We had never had any intention of plotting 
against the life of some Japanese, nor do I even know 
Yang Vung Tao ( Yih Hai Sung ) and
Tseu Shou Yong (jfj -àt & )•**

Following the conclusion of the 
interrogation of the prisoners by the Court, Paul Hu, 
the Municipal Advocate, made the following statement:- 

“The Municipal Police, as a result of 
their enquiries, are of the opinion that there is no 
concrete evidence to charge the four suspects for the 
murder of the Japanese marine Nakayama, and are therefore 
not intending to file a prosecution against them. The 
Court is therefore requested to reach a decision on this 
point. •

Upon this, Judge Hsiao announced that 
since the Municipal Police had declared that they would 
not file a prosecution against the four suspects, Tsu 
Kwei Sung, Chen An Ming, King Tao Chuen and Chang Sze 
Ming, then the writ of detention of the suspects should 
be cancelled, but as the accused were extradited from the 
Bureau of Public Safety, they should be detained at the 
Police Station for the time being before handed back to 
the Bureau of Public Safety pending the hearing of the 
case against Yang Vung Tao, etc. The four suspects were 
therefore brought back for detention at the Police Station 
after the conclusion of the hearing.

It is learned that the case against 
Yang Vung Tao, etc, will again come up for hearing at the 
Court on the afternoon of next Wednesday, September 16, 
when the four suspects above mentioned will also be 
arraigned before the Court for interrogation.
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Nakayama Case Set
— No w Tor (M. 1

The hearing of the Naka
yama murder case, which 
was scheduled to be heard 
this week by the First 
Special District Court has 
been postponed until 2 p.m. 
on October 1, on which day 
a special hearing is expected 
to be held in the presence 
of Judges Siao, Feng and 
Tang, the latter being the 
procurator. It is learned 
that, if time allows, another 
long debate will take place.

At the hearing, only the 
three .men arrested in Shang
hai: Yang Wen-tax», Yih 
Hai-sen. alias ‘‘Shiao Kwang- 
tung” and Chou Tso yung, 
will appear. The four men 
arrested by the Nanking 
authorities in connection with 
the attempt on Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei’s life last winter i 
have denied any knowledge 
of the Nakayama murder and 
have been sent hack to Nan
king.
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UNEASINESS AMONGST LOCAL WHITE RUSSIANS

In connection with the plot 
for the assassination of Boroshiroff, Ctnunissioner of the 
People’s Military Affairs Committee of the U»S.S*R. 
Zinovieff and sixteen others have been executed and 
several thousand persons have been arrested»

There is a tendency of the case 
becoming aggravated to the extent of a revolution breaking 
out. Bucharin, editor of the •Izvestia” and Lenin’s 
widow were amongst the persons arrested. The struggle 
between the left wing group of the Consnunist Party and 
the leaders, of which Stalin is the central figure, is 
being carefully watched by all nations.

The local Soviet Consular 
Authorities as well as the fhite Russians are seriously 
concerned over the matter. Unless the soviet Authorities 
stop the arrests and release the suspects it is feared 
that the outbreak of a revolution will be a certainty.

The “Young Russians League”, a 
local White Russians' cultural organization, recently 
declared that the time to return to their country is 
approaching. It seems that a meeting of representatives 
of the various White bodies v/ill be called to discuss 
the situation.

THE NAKAYAMA CASE 

Developments in the investigation 
into the four new suspects in custody will be watched 
with great interest. The case against Chang Sze Min 
alias Chang Yui Hwa and another suspect was held in camera 
in the No. 3 room of the Shanghai Special District Court 
on September 4 at 10.43 a.m. Both accused denied any 
connection with the Nakayama and Kayau Cases, The hearing 
was adjouxzied after lasting five minutes. The next hearing 
will be held on the 10th.

Chang Sze Min, who was the 
leader in the attempted assassination of Mr. ’ang Ching 
Wei, was arrested on November 14 last year and ias undergone 
an examination at Nanking. As there was suspicion that 
he had something to do with the Nakayama Case, he was 
handed over to the Special Political Office of the S.M.P. 
In reply to questions by the judge, he denied the alleged 
connection and requested the judge frr relief as his 
physical condition was not good.
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers:

TWO NEW SUSPECTS ARRESTED IN NAKAYAMA AND KAYAU 
■*" MURDER CASES

Upon learning that Tsu Kwei Sun ( É ), aged 39, 
native of Yangchow, and King Tao Chuen, ( )’ aged 19, a
Kompo man, are connected with the Nakayama ana the Kayau 
murder cases, the Special Political Office of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, with the assistance of the Public Safety 
Bureau, effected the arrest of these two men. The two 
men are being detained at Dixwell Road Police Station.

Yesterday morning they were arraigned before the 
Shanghai First Special District Court.

Tsang Sz Tso ( , a Municipal Advocate,
requested the Court to allow the detention of the two accused 
under Articles 76 and 101 of the Chinese Criminal Procedure 
Code. + y

Judge Siao Sih Feng ), who heard the case
in camera, gave the required permission.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE

The Nanking Government is in 
a dilemma because of the exposure of its dirty tricks to 
save the accused in the Nakayama case. The Nanking 
Government is secretly attempting to evade its responsibility 
and is not sincerely dealing with the terroristic anti
Japanese incidents taking place frequently at various places.

In The Chengtu incident, the 
Nanking Government is resorting once more to its customary 
dirty policy of hiding the facts; furthermore, it obstructed 
the dispatch of reports on the case. The feelings of the 
entire body of Japanese residents in China against this 
dirty policy have reached explosion point. At the I2th 
hearing of the Nakayama case held on August 19, the Special 
District Court failed to fix a date for the next hearing 
and up to the present no announcement has been made.

Another trickery of the Chinese 
authorities in the Nakayama case has now been exposed 
and it is likely to give rise to further trouble. The 
Bureau of Public Safety, shortly before or after August 10, 
arrested three Chinese suspects in the Nakayama case and 
took down their statements in which they are said to have 
made a complete confession. This account was made in an 
endeavour to eave Yang Ven Tao, Yih ^ai Sung and Chu Hsia 
Ying, the three accused in the Nakayama case.

The National Government is 
exceedingly fearful of its connection with the Nakayama 
case being exposed by the accused in the case.

It is clear that the Chengtu 
outrage was committed at the instigation of the National 
Government. Japanese public opinion in China is strongly 
demanding that a complete investigation into the dirty 
tricks played by the Nanking Government in the Chengtu 
incident and that anti-Japanese activities be resolutely 
suppressed.

NO DEVELOPMENTS IN KAYAU MURDER CASE
After the murder of Mr. Kayau, 

a search for the murderer was started by the Chief of the 
Third Section of the Public Safety Bureau. Results of the 
search have been reported to the Japanese Consular Police. 
A certain person has been detained as a suspect but he 
stubbornly refuses to speak. Enquiries are being made by 
the Bureau of public Safety about this suspect.

The attitude of the Court hearing 
the Nakayama case and the slow progress of the investigations 
into the Kayau case are being criticized by Japanese whose 
indignation has been further aroused by the Chengtu outrage 
committed at the instigation of the Chinese Government.

The Chinese authorities are being 
severely criticized for their Irresponsible attitude in 
the face of the barbarous and violent acts of anti-Japanese 
terrorises.
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Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao and other local newspapers

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE J THE TRIAL OF THE POUR NEW 
SUSPECTS

In August, the Bureau of Public Safety 
arrested three persons named Tsu Kwei Sung ( Ï ) and 
Chen Ah Ming ( )» natives of Yangchow ( *Hj ),
and King Tao Chuen ( )» native of Kompo. Enquiries
revealed that they had some connection with the murder of 
the Japanese marine Nakayama which took place at Darroch 
Road on the night of November 9 last year as well as 
with the.murder of a Japanese resident named Kayau on 
July 10 this year. The arrested persons confessed in 
their statements that theyTcommitted these murders at 
the instigation of Chang SZe Ming ( ) alias Chang
Ngoh Hwa ) alias Chang Vee ( *71 ), the leader
in the plot to assassinate Waung Ching Wei at Nanking. 
The Bureau of Public Safety therefore detailed officers 
to Nanking to effect the extradition of Chang Sze Ming to 
Shanghai. Later, the Shanghai Municipal Police secured 
the extradition of these four prisoners from the Bureau 
of Public Safety and charged them in the Shanghai First 
Special District Court.

Yesterday afternoon, the case against 
the four accused again came up for hearing at the Shanghai 
First Special District Court before Judge Hsiao Siu Feng 
()• Procurator Tong ) was in attendance.

Paul Ru, the Municipal Advocate, made 
the following statement:-

"The three accused, Chu Kwei Sung, 
King Tao Chuen and Chen An Ming were arrested by the Bureau 
of Public Safety. If the Court desires a clear 
understanding of how they were arrested and what they 
have stated at the Bureau, the Court could enquire of the 
Bureau of Public Safety. After these three accused had 
been handed over to the Municipal Police, they were told 
to make separate statements at the Police Station. These 
statements were found to be contradictory to those they 
had made at the Bureau of Public Safety. For this reason, 
it is difficult to ascertain which set of statements are 
true and reliable. The only statements which may be 
regarded as reliable will be those which are to be secured 
from them at to-day’s hearing. According to the admissions 
in their statements, they are connected with both the 
Nakayama and Kayau murder cases, furthermore they were 
contemplating a third crime. Should the Court, after 
the interrogation of the accused, come to the conclusion 
that the accused have no connection with the murder of 
Nakayama, they will be handed back to the Bureau of Public 
Safety; otherwise, the Municipal Police will continue 
their investigations."

Under interrogation by the Court, 
Chu Kwei Sung, one of the accused, made the following 
statement: "I arrived in Shanghai from my native place 
in August of the 22nd Year of the Chinese Republic (1933) 
and found work in Pootung, but I lost my employment in 
January in the following year and returned to my native . . 
place. In April last year, my friend Sung Vung Tuh
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wrote promising to find, employment for me, whereupon 
I again took my family to Shanghai. We lived, with this 
friend in Foh Tuh Fang (7\^alleyway off Hart 
Road, because his father-in-law is my intimate friend. 
My friend agreed to our staying at his home; moreover 
he used to give me $30 every month for living expenses. 
Later, I learned that Sung Vung Tuh was an accomplice 
of Hwa Kuh Tse à, ) * Hie money was given to me
by Sung on Hwa’s instructions. At that time, my friend 
told me that should Hwa Kuh Tse come to Shanghai from 
Hongkong, Hwa would be able to secure some employment 
for me. About October last year, Sung Vung Tuh began 
to cease giving me money. I then made the acquaintance 
of Chang Sze Ming at the home of Sung Vung Tuh. Chen An 
Ming is a fellow-provincial, who came to Shanghai in 
September last year also to find employment. The 
statement I made at the Police Station to the effect 
that on November 9 last year I had heard whilst I 
was staying in the Raining Lodging House (}& on
Raining Road, Chang Sze Ming telling Chen An Ming to go 
and kill some Japanese marines and that the pi stol would 
be conveyed there by Shih Feng Ding (/ft )» etc. 
is exactly the same as what I had stated at the Bureau 
of Public Safety after my arrest by the Bureau» I did 
not dare to make a different statement at the Police 
Station because I really cannot endure sitting in the 
•Tiger’s Chair’ at the Bureau of Public Safety. For 
this reason, when I was questioned at the Police Station 
I made the same statement to what I had stated at the 
Bureau of Public Safety so as to make the two statements 
concide. On the afternoon of November 9 I mailed a 
letter homecontaining/^bank draft. Later I found that 
a mistake had been made in the mailing of the letter, so 
I immediately left the Haining Lodging House and 
proceeded to the North Szechuen Road Post Office to 
rectify the mistake. That was at 6 p.m. When I had 
finished with the matter, it was already 7 p.m. As I 
was waiting to take a tramcar outside the Post Office, 
I met Chen An Ming who had come there from the Haining 
Lodging House. Chen told me that Shih Feng Ding had 
already gone to attack the Japanese marine. More 
information could be obtained by interrogating Chen An 
Ming. Shih Feng Ding was also a member of the Hwa Kuh 
Tse’s party. Hwa Kuh Tse had some connection with 
General Chen Min Chu. I was formerly in the employ of 
a detective corps and must have made many enemies. I 
was expelled from my native place for opium trafficking, 
so I took refuge in Shanghai. I was wrongfully involved 
in the case by my enemy, Shih Chin Sen(^ who
accused me of having participated in the assassination 
work of the Assassination Corp organized by Hwa Kuh Tse. 
On August 3, Hwa Kuh Tse sent King Tao Chuen to invite 
me to a dinner at the Chien Tek(^ ) Apartment, but 
they did not succeed in inducing me to co-operate with 
them*

The accused Chen An Ming then made the 
following statement:- * I came to Shanghai in September 
(lunar calendar) last year. I first resided at Tsu Kwei
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Sung’s house. I met Chang Sze Ming at Tsu’s house. He 
asked, me whether I knew how to use a pistol? On November 8, 
Chang invited me to some entertainment. I later followed 
him to the Haining Lodging House on Haining Road. Chang 
talked in a very low voice to Shih Feng Ding; I did not 
hear anything. That night I slept in the Lodging House. 
Next day Chang came with a small leather case which he 
gave to Shih. Tsu was present at the time, and he asked 
me not to give out the secret. Later, when Tsu went to 
the Post Office I followed soon after he left and we met
at the tram section near the Post Office. I told Tsu that
Shih Feng Ding had already gene to carry out the Job, but 
I did not say that Shih had already succeeded. I cannot 
say whether the Japanese marine was murdered by Shih. 
According to Shih Chin Sen, Hwa Kuh Tse visited Tsu Kwei 
Sung’s house on August 2. Shih also stated that last year 
a Japanese marine was murdered by Hwa and that Hwa would 
carry out a similar act this time. Formerly when Shih 
Ching Sen was a bandit, Tsu Kwei Sung was a detective; they 
are enemies. On November 10 last year, when Chang Sze Ming 
saw me wearing thin clothing in cold weather, he gave me 
$4 to buy a suit. This money had not been repaid." 

D.S.I. Crowther of the Dlxwell Road Police
Station here made a report on the investigations conducted 
at the Haining Lodging House.

She Judge çfûjeationod Chang Sze Ming, the accused 
following statement:- "I do not know Tsu 
Chen An Ming, but as they have stated that 
me before, it may be that th£s was due to

- - - i
Chiao I was suspected to have
the attempted murder of Waung Ching Wei, 
connection with the present case. I was 
the statements made by Tsu Kwei Sung and Chen 
have been told that my finger prints have 
the pistol and on the box. I am surprised

who made the 
Kwei Sung and 
they had seen 
the fact they came from the^same place as Hwa Kuh Tse 
know Wong Yia 
taken part in 
but I have no 
implicated by 
An Ming. I 
been found on 
that witnesses and evidence have been produced against me 
despite the fact that I knew nothing whatever of the case 
until I Was brought to the Public Safety Bureau in Shanghai 
I deny any connection with this case."

Judge Hsiao announced that the case would be 
remanded till Saturday morning, September 12,
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THE NAl;AYAlA..gASE

The trial of the four new 

susoects in the ITa'cayama case who were arrested by the 

Pureau of Public uafety which was to have been held 

at the Special District Court yesterday has been 

postponed. The reason given out for the postponement 

was ths the confessions of the four suspects had been 

procured by means of torture at the hands of the Chinese 

,a. authorities who were afraid that the connection of the

ranking Government with the other three accused named 

Yang Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung and Tseu Show Yong, in the 

Nakayama case flight be exposed.

Yesterday afternoon, Assistant 
Commissioner Uyehara of the Special Political Office of 

the • opened direct negotiations with the Court 

over the Nakayama case. As a result it was decided 

to hold a hearing of the Hakayama case at 2.30 p.m. 

September 11.
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Cl? NEW SUSPECTS IJM JAPANESE 1URDEK CASES

Upon learning that Chang ^.e Lin alias

ohang Yui hwa ( the principal in the plot to assassinat

',/aung Ching .ei, ex-?resident of the Executive Yuan, and three 

others named Tsu Kwei Sun ( , King Tao Chuen t h t?

and Jien Sze Kin ( jV iî/j ) are also connected with both 

the Nakayama and Kayau murder cases, the Shanghai unicipal 

Police the other day requested the ,'irst Special District 

Court to send a despatch to the Public Safety ureau for the 

handing over of Tsu Kwei Sun and the two other men to the 

.. unicipal Police for investigation.

The case came up for hearing yesterday. T$.e 

Po?.ice submitted to the Court the statements made by the four 

suspects. As t e investigation has not yet been completed, 

the Police requested the Court to re and the case.

The Court ordered a remand until September 16.

Later the next hearing was fixed for 2 p.m. to-day*

Information obtained by our reporter from 
reliable source shows that the accused Yang Vung Tao 5CVÉJ 

Yin Hai Sun j'J5) iÉ ) and Tseu chou Yong OÏj 1U will not "be 

brought into Court to be confronted with the four suspects 

at to-day1s hearing.

According to information given out by the Police, 

sufficient evidence has been obtained against Chang dze kin 

and three other suspects.
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UNREASONABLE DELAY L TIIL TRIAL uF THE NAKAYAMA CASE

The heetring of the Nakayama 
murder case has had 12 .'sessions. The connection 'of Yong 
Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung with this case is indisputable 
according to the evidence secured.

At the beginning of this month, 
the Bureau of Public Safety effected the arrest of tv;o 
Chinese named Tsu Kwei Sun and King Tao Chuen, whom 
the Chinese authorities claim to be connected with the 
murder of Kayau. The Bureau of Public Safety handed 
over tx> the Special Political Office of the S.li.P. these 
two persons together ’ ith the other two Chines*, named 
Chen An Kin and Chang Yui Hwa alias Chang Sze Kin arrested 
in connection with the attempted assassination of Wang 
Ching Wei on the ground that these four men are also 
suspected of being concerned in the murder of Nakayama.

The first hearing of the case 
against these suspects was held in camera at the Special 
District Court on September 4, when it was decided to 
hold a public hearing at 10 a.m. September 10, but the 
hearing vas postponed to September II.

According to an investigation 
mad», by the S.li.P., they appear to have no connection 
with the Nakayama case. One cannot help regarding 
the arrest of those susi^ects as a trick on the part of 
the Chinese authorities to protract the triül of the 
Nakayama case. It is clear that some secret measures 
are being devised to effect the release of Yang Ven Tao.

The S.M.P., it is reported, 
will urge the Special District Court to hold the hearing 
in a day or two.

NIPPO

THE SCANDAL OF TANG HAI LN AND SOONG TZE LIANG

On September 9 Feng Sui, chief 
of the Agriculture and Forestry Bureau of the Canton 
Government, was executed for having embezzled government 
funds amounting to #2,000,000.

General Chiang Kai bhek is 
extremây angry over the fact that Tang Hai -^n and 
Soong Tze Liang had each squeezed #3,000,000 at Canton, 
according to the confession made by Feng Sui before his 
execution.

MEETING OF JAPANESE RESIDENTS CORPORATION

At 6 p.m. yesterday the Council 
of the Japanese Residents Corporation held a meeting to 
discuss the Chengtu and Pakhoi incidents. All the 
councillors expressed strong views over the incidents.

The meeting passed the following
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TrlC NAKAYAliÀ CASE: TRIAL OF FOUR ACCUS-.D ARRESTED BY 
BUREAU OF"PUBLIC SAFETY

The first hearing of the case 

against the four suspects in the rakayama case who were 

handed over to the ->pecial Political Office of the 

by the Bureau of Public Safety was held in camera the 

othei4 day.

A second hearing of the sus ;ects 

'.«/ill he held at 10 a.m. to-day at the .'.pecial District 

Court. Close attention is being paid to the hearing 

to-day because it will established whether or not they are 

responsible for the crime.

The S.”.P. will report on their 

investigations. The statements made by the four suspects 

are vague and not clear. Theie is no evidence against 

them. Great importance will be attached to what the 

suspects will say in Court to-day because it is believed 

that their confessions had been made under duress during 

their detention at the Bureau of Public Safety. This was 

done to evade exposure of the connection of the hanking 

Government with Yih Mai Sung, Yang Vung Tao and Tseu 

Shou Yons.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE

Judgement in the Nakayama case 
is now being awaited for the evidence produced is sufficient 
to establish the guilt of the accused.

The Bureau of Public Safety has 
arrested four suspects in the Nakayama and the Kayau 
cases. These suspects were handed over to the Special 
Political Office of the S.M.P. on September 2. The 
Special Political Office is conducting a close examination 
of the four prisoners whose names ares Chang Yui Hwa, 
Chen An Min* Tsu Kwei Sun, and King Tao Chuen.

There is no evidence against 
the prisoners; furthermore at the hearing held in camera 
the other day they denied the charge made against them.

The statements made by the 
prisoners to the Special Political Office are vague and 
not clear. The four prisoners state that they do not 
know Yang Ven Tao or Yih Bai Sung admitted that they 
were at the scene of the Nakayama murder on that particular 
night.

The four suspects will be tried 
on September 10. Great importance is being attached to 
their ease because the trial of the former three accused 
will be held after this hearing. It is expected that the 
Court will turn down the charge against the four prisoners 
because there is no evi dence against them but the trial of 
Yang Ven Tao and otherswill be resumed soon.

The alleged confessions made by 
the four prisoners had probably been secured through torture. 
Their case is intended to conceal the connection of the 
Nanking Government with the murder of Nakayama.

PLOT TO BOMB JAPANESE CONSULATE

A Korean named Kim Shun Kon, 
age 23, residing at No. 3 Tai Shing Bong, Route Vallon, 
french Concession, was wounded by the explosion of a bomb 
which he was manufacturing for use against the local 
Japanese Consulate-General. At one time his condition 
was reported to be very serious, but he is now making |
good progress and is out of danger. The Police Interrogated 
him a 1 ew drys ago. It is expected that the prisoner 
will make some startling revelations. 1
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I NAKAYAMA MURDER '

CASE ADJOURNED i

Four Suspects in Kayau Case 
Sent Back to Nantao

After* about two hours’ inter
rogation together with the three sus
pects in the Nakayama murder ease, j 
the four men handed over to the1 
Settlement authorities by the Bureau 
of Public Safety were ordered by 
the First Special District Court yes
terday afternoon to be returned to 
the Chinese Police since no charge 
had been preferred against any of 
them in connection with the case. 
The four men were Tseu K wei-sung, 
Ching Tao-chuen, Zung Eng-ming. 
arrested by the Chinese Police on 
suspicion of being involved in the 
murder of Kosaku Kayau, a Japanese 
salesman, in Chi Mei Road, Chapei: 
and Tsang Yueh-hwa. arrested in 
connection with the attempted 
murder of Mr. Wang Ching-wei, 
former President of the Executive 
Yuan, in Nanking last November.

When confronted with the three 
suspects in the Nakayama case, 
namely Yang Ven-tao, Yih Hai-sun 
and Tseu Suu-yoong, all the four 
men said they had never seen any 
of the trio before. The three sus
pects also told Judge Siao that the 
four were total strangers to them. 
After ordering the handing over of 
the four men to the Bureau of 
Public Safety, Judge Siao adjourned 
the hearing of the Nakayama case 
pending the conclusion of an ex
amination by the judicial doctor of 
Yang Kyung-chun’s finger and palm 
prints and those found in a book 
used to conceal a pistol. Yang was 
alleged by one of the three accused 
to have planted the book in his 
house so as to implicate him in the 
case.

According to Tsang Yueh-hwa, 
arrested by the Nanking authorities 
in connection with the attempted 
murder of Mr. Wang Ching-wei, he 
had left Nanking for Shanghai one 
day before the attempt. He knew 
of a Hsia Ke-tse, alleged to have 

; plotted the assassination of Govern- 
; ment officials, but he did not take 

part in the crime. He had not sug
gested the creation of disturbances 
in Shanghai neither had he suggest- 

’ ed the murder of Japanese residents. 
Yang Wen-tao, one of the three sus
pects, told the court that he had 
never seen or known of Hsia Ke- 
tse. He admitted having sent a man 
to Hongkong to raise funds for his 
club, called Hung Shun Hwei. The 
club in Hongkong named Hung Men 
Hwei, alleged to have been organized 
by Hsia Ke-tse, was an entirely 
separate organization. Yang also said 
he did not know any of the leaders ( 
identified with the'Fukien rebellion J

BRESEES»*-^
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Suspects in Nakayama Case 
‘ To Be Handed Back

Accused In Attempted Assassination Of Wang 
Ching-wei Found To> Have No Connection 

With Nakayama And Kayau Slayings
Four Chinese arrested by 

Chinese authorities in connection 
with the attempted assassination 
of Mr. Wan Ching-wei. President 
of the Executive Yuan in Nanking 
on November 1. last, and recently 
handed over to the Settlement 
Police as suspects in both the 
Nakayama and Kayau killings, 
were ordered to be returned to the 
Bureau of Public Safetv by Judge 
Siao in the First Special District 
Court yesterday. Ihis order was 
made after the four men had 
failed to identify the three 
suspects held by the Settlement 
Police in connection with the 
Nakayama murder and the three 
suspects failed to recognize the 
new suspects.

“Hsiao Kwangtung,” Yang Wen- ! 
tao and Chou, were questioned 
together with the foui’ men 
brought over from the Chinese 
authorities and with Judge Siao 
accepting the statements of the 
two groups he ordered the four, 
men to be handed back and re
manded the trial of “Hsiao Kwang
tung” and the two others, sine die 
once again, pending the receipt of 
a report from the Institute of 
Legal Medicine.

The institute is said to be in
vestigating the palm prints of 
Yang Wen-tao, the Cantonese 
accused in whose home the police 
found a book hollowed out at the 
centre in which the pistol used

in the Nakayama murder was 
supposed to have been . hidden. 
Yang completely denied this, alleg
ing that trying to trap him, his 
relative, Yang Gien-chun, had put 
the book in his home. Yang Gien- 
chun who was the last witness to 
turn up also denied Yang Wen- 
tao’s allegation and therefore his 
fingerprints are also being ex
amined in order to ascertain the 
origin of the book.

Separate Statements
The three accused charged 

the Nakayama murder were he— 
separately. Yang Wen-tao deniea 
any knowledge of the Nanking 
group and said that he diH not 
know Hwa Ka-tze, the alleged 
leader of the Nanking gang who is 
at large. He confessed, howrever, 
that he knew Chen Fu-tsu, but 
when the judge raised the question 
that Hwa Ka-tze was otherwise 
known as Chen Fu-tsu, Yang 
said that his friend Chen was 
a bona fide merchant in Hong
kong. He asked the judge to in
vestigate that in Hongkong. He 
was in no way connected with i 
Wang Ya-chiao, another leader of 
the Nanking group. If the police 
found out that he was, he would 
be willing to be shot, he said.

The other two accused answer
ed practically the same questions 
in the same way and none of the 
Nanking quartette knew any one 
of them. Chang Yu -mza, alias 

’ Chang Shih-min told tvw court that | 
he knew the motive of the Nan-1 
king group in their assassination î 
plot and so he came to Shanghai 
one day before the attempt on Mr. 
Wang’s life, he said. He denied 
that he had come to Shanghai to 
lead a disturbance in Shanghai. 
He had no intention of plotting
against the Japanese.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE? FOUR SUSPECTS ARRESTED

The Nakayama case has already 
had 12 hearings, A case has been established with material 
evidence.

The Court has been prolonging 
the case in an effort to find a solution to its position.

On September 3 two new suspects 
were examined in camera in the No. 3 Court of the First 
Special District Court. The names of the suspects aret 
Tsu Kwei Sun, 39, a native of xangchow, and King Tao Chuen, 
19, a native of Kompo. As taey had admitted being con
cerned in the Nakayama and Kayau cases, they were handed 
over by the Bureau of Public Safety to the Special Political 
Office of the S.M.P. on September 2 together with Chang 
Tse Ming alias Chang Nyoh Hwa and another suspect.

The hearing was held at II a.m. 
September 3 and lasted 10 minutes. It was adjourned until 
September 10. The two suspects who are of the coolie type 
denied the charge. The appearance of these new suspects 
at this 8tagej£l^çnrthe case against Yang Ven Tao , Yih 
Hai Sung and /e nas already been established, has given 
rise to a belief that their confession had been forcibly 
secured because the Chinese authorities fear an exposure 
of their connection with the case behind the scenes. 
Officers of the Special Political Office are conducting 
a through investigation.

THE CHENGTU INCIDENT

After receiving detailed 
information regarding the Chengtu incident, various 
organizations have held general and emergency meetings 
at which strong views were expressed.

The Japanese Residents Corporation 
will call an emergency meeting of its councillors at its 
office at 5 p.m. to-day.

The meeting will decide the 
attitude of the Japanese residents towards the Chengtu 
outrage. A cop;- of th. decision will be handed to Mr. 
Kawagoe,Ambassador to China. It nay also be telegraphed 
to the Foreign, Navy and War Ministers.

NIPPO

Local Japanese Consular Police to be strengthened 
~ to cope with anti-Japanese activities *"

As anti-Japanese activities 
are increasing, the 100 policemen of the local Japanese 
Consular Police are insufficient to protect the 30,000 
Japanese residents in Shanghai. The Consular authorities 
are planning to increase the number of policemen. Mr. 
Fukuyama, former officer in charge of the First Section of 
the Consular Police, drafted a plan for an increase of 30 
policemen. This plan is being considered by the Foreign 
Ministry.
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Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers i-

CULPRITS IN ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF WAUNG CHING WEI 
CONNECTED WITH BOTH NAKAYAMA AND KAYAU CASES

Upon learning that Chen An Min Age 32»
native of Yang chow ), and Chang Sze Min Po ) alias
Chang Yui Hwa ( Z ) alias Chang Vee )> age 36»
native of Paoying ), the two principals in the
attempted assassination of Waung Ching Wei, are also connected 
with both the Nakayama and Kayau murder cases, the Shanghai 
Municipal Police the other day requested the First Special 
District Court to send a dispatoh to the Woosung-Shanghai 
Garrison Commissioner’s Headquarters for the handing over 
of the two men to the Municipal Police* The two suspects 
were handed over to the Municipal Police on September 3, 

On che morning of September 4, Foreign 
Detective Inspector Crowther attached to Dixwell Hoad 
Police Station and Japanese Detective Inspector Nakamura 
escorted the two suspects to the First Special District v. 
Court where the case was heard "by Judge Tsoong Tsing (/if)ft ) • 

Assistant Municipal Advocate Tsang Sz Tso 
requested that the two men be detained under Articles 76 
and 101 of the Chinese Criminal Procedure Code in order ,, 
that they might be tried together with Tsu Kwei Sun )
and King Tao Chuen 4$ ), who were recently arrestee 
by the Municipal Police on suspicion of being connected 
with both the Nakayama and Kayau murder cases.

The Court ordered that the two men be detained 
up to September 10 to be tried together with Tau Kwei Sun. 
The two men were then removed to the Police Station, 

The case was heard in camera and lasted about 
ten minutes.

Ta KUng Pao and other local newspapers t-

STUDENTS STAGE PERFORMANCES AT POOTUNG
The Students Dramatic Group ( % t $) iü ) was 

inaugurated in March this year by local Chinese students. 
It has some 70 members, . The students have staged 
performances at Tazang (T^V )» Sungkiang VhyL ) and 
Tsingpoo ( Jplp ); everywhere they were welcomed by the 
people.

At 10 a.m, yesterday» 38 members of the group 
of both sexes went to Pootung and gave two performances 
'“J’ ‘ 6 p.m. and 7 and 9 p.m, at the Pootung Theatre

)• A large crowd of persons» mostly farmers
be tween _4 and 
(JîVSïîI) . . .
and labourers^ attended• The dramas entitled 
in East Charhar* ( Ufâ ) and «The Echo* ( \17 
were performed, 7 '
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Tsu Kwei Sung’s statement

”1 came to Shanghai in October 
last year to ask Chen Lai Yeu to find some employment for me. 
Chen is a member of a secret society organized by ;ong Yia 
Chiao. I became a member after my arrival. In November, 
when Wong Yia Chiao and his gang planned the Nakayama case, 
I participated in the plot and received $30. The murder 
was planned by Chen An Ming* Shih Feng Ding, Chang Ngoh Hwa 
and myself. On or about November 6 last year, four of us 
rented a room at the Haining Lodging House under the name 
of Lee Tah Hung. On the evening of November 9, Shih Feng 
Ding, Chang Ngoh Hwa and I went to Darroch Road, walking 
along North Szechuen Road. I went there a little later. 
After a while I heard a shot so I escaped to my house in 
the French Concession.”

Chen An Ming’s statement

”1 arrived in Shanghai in 
September last year and joined Wong Yia Chiao’s secret 
society at the request of Shih Feng Ding. I was able to 
rent a small room in the French Concession at $4 a month, 
through the arrangement of Shih Feng Ding. I was introduced 
to Chang Ngoh Hwa and Tsu Kwei Sung in this house. Later 
I joined in the plot to assassinate a Japanese. On November 
9 last year, Shih Feng Ding, Tsu Kwei Sung and others 
discussed a certain plan. On the following day, upon reading 
the newspaper, I said to myself,’’They have done it.” In 
December last, I returned to my home in Hangchow and came 
back to Shanghai early this year to find employment. I made 
the acquiantance of Chen Siao Deu, a follower of Chang Ngoh 
Hwa, and through his introduction I met King Tao Chuen. In 
July, three of us discussed a plan to assassinate a Japanese. 
We were to receive money from King Tao Chuen to purchase a 
pistol but as no funds were forthcoming the plan was not 
carried outtU

King Tao Chuen’s statement

”1 joined ong Yia Chiao's 
society at the end of December last year. Hwa Kuh Tse rented 
a room in the French Concession for me. I was appointed 
secret correspondent in May. I had no connection whatever 
with the Nakayama ’ Case but I heard that Hwa Kuh Tse was 
responsible for the murder. There is no question that 
the assassination of Kayau on July 10 was carried out by 
Lieu Lau Sze. On that day (July 10) Hwa Kuh Tse handed 
a pistol to Lieu Lau Sze, whereupon the latter went to Chimei 
Road on a bicycle. On August 3, I went to the French
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Concession together with Hwa Kuh Tse and Tsu Kwei Sung 
and booked a room under the name of Hsu Yee Chen. For 
two days, August 8 and 9, we discussed a. plan to murder 
a Japanese and decided to carry it out on August 10."

However, there is no evidence 
against these accused and the statements had been 
made by the prisoners as a result of torture by officers 
of the Bureau of Public Safety. The Municipal Police 
have refuted the statements.
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NICHI-NICHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE: TRIAL Off POUR SUSPECTS 
ARRESTED BY BUREAU OF PUBLIC SAFETY

(Continued from September 13)

The hearing of the case against 
the four suspects arrested by the Bureau of public Safety 
in connection with the murder of Nakayama and Kayau took 
place at the Special District Court at 9.40 a.m. September 
12. King Tao Chuen, one of the accused, was interrogated 
by the C ourt.
The Judge: Where was the assassination planned?
The accused: The relations between China and Japan being 
strained, the murder of a Japanese at any place would 
lead to war.

The accused Tse Kwei Sung was 
then interrogated by the Court.

The Judge: Do you know Chen An Ming?
The accused: I know him very well because he is a 

fellow-provincial. When I was formerly working as a 
detective of the Bureau of Public Safety, he was also 
a detective there.

The Court here interrogated 
the accused Chang Ngoh Hwa.

The judge: When did you come to Shanghai?
The accused: After the Sino-Japanese hostilities in 

Shanghai.
Q,: Do you know Yang Vung Tao?
At I do not know him at all.
Q,t Do you know anything about the murder of Japanese 

(the Nakayama and Kayau cases)?
At No.

Mr. Paul Ru, the Municipal 
Advocate, then made the following statement:-

”The fouj^suspects have no 
connection whatever with the Nakayama Case. The Shanghai 
Municipal Police will take no action against them. They 
are believed to have some connection with 'ong Yia Chiao. 
As Yang Vung Tao is also connected with Wong Yia Chiao, 
a hearing should be held at which the four prisoners and 
Yang Vung Tao will appear together.”

It has been decided that Yang 
Vung Tao will appear at the next hearing on Wednesday for 
a confrontation with Tsu Kwei Sung andzo'therS$hreg>>accused.

Chinese Police Official Says New Suspects Are 
Real Murderers

Mr. ''’ong Hwa, Chief of the 
Third Section of the Bureau of public Safety, called at 
the Japanese Consular Police and the Municipal Police on 
August 26 and reported that Tsu Kwei Sung, Chen An Ming 
and King Tao Chuen were the real murderers of Nakayama 
and Kayau. Lieu Lau Sze, the ringleader, had decamped.

Continuing, he said that the 
following statements had betn made by the three arrested 
persons:-
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THE NAKAYAMA LîUrtDER. THE CASE AGACiST FOùH NEW 
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(Continuer from September 12)

Chen An Ming, one of the four 
suspects, appears to be a country man. He strongly 
maintained that he had no connection with the case and 
informed the Court that he was tortured at the Bureau 
of Public Safety.

According to the statements 
taken from the suspects by the Bureau of Public Safety, 
they had met at the Raining Hotel and planned another 
assassination of Japanese. As a matter of fact, Chen 
had never stayed at this hotel though he had visited 
there at the invitation of a friend. He had never 
attended any conference held to discuss the assassination. 
Chen stated to the Court that he had never stayed in 
Shanghai for any lengthy period of time and he was 
unable to read the street names because he was illiterate*. 
He also stated that he confessed that he was an accomplice 
of the accused in the Nakayama case after he was tortured 
by the Bureau of Public Safety$ that he was forced to 
place his thumb print on the false document drawn up 
by the sureau of Public Safety although the Bureau had 
stated that the document would not incriminate him.

The Junge then interrorgated 
the two accused Tseu and Chen.

The Judge: Do you know Chang Yui Hwa?
Both accused: We do not know him. We first heard 

of him at the Bureau of Public Safety.
Q: Do you know Chang Sze Ming?
A; No. It was.at the Bureau of Public Safety that 

.Me y first learnt that these two names belonged to one 
person.

At this stage, a sectional 
chief of the Bureau of Public Safety was noticed to 
leave the Court in such a manner that his exit was al
most unnoticed.

Inspector Crowther of Dixwell 
Road Station made the following statement to the Court 

’’Taking with me the two accused 
named Chen and Tseu, I visited the Haining Hotel on 
September 7 to make an investigation. The two suspects 
were puzzled when they were asked to point out the 
room they had occupied for in the statements taken by 
the Chinese authorities it was mentioned that they 
had stayed at the hotel. They pointed out a certain 
room to me out an inquiry showed that the room in question 
had been occupied by a man named Lee Tah Hung on November 
9. I then asked the accountant and a room boy of the 
hotel to identify the two suspects, but they informed me 
that they did not know them. The two suspects infoimed 
me that their statement that they had occupied room No. //.
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was made under torture. The two suspects further 
informed me that they did not know the names of Darroch 
Road or North Szechuen Road.

Handing a piece of newspaper to 
the Judge, Inspector Crowther made the following 
statements-

"This piece of newspaper was found in a pocket 
of Tseu’s clothing. Tseu stated to me that he had been 
keeping the paper as evidence to show that he had been 
tricked by the officers of the Bureau of Public Safety 
wno told him to place his finger prints on the document 
because they would not incriminate him and gave him the 
piece of paper to clean his fingers after the prints were 
made.”

A certain letter was then produced in Court. It 
was addressed to the Japanese Naval Resident Office by one 
Kong Kien Choong reporting that a man named lee Tah Hung 
staying at the Haining Hotel was responsible for the 
Nakayama murder.

The Bureau of Public Safety 
claimed that Lee Tah Hung and Tseu were one and the same 
man.

Showing the letter to Tseu , the 
Judge asked him whether he recognized it.

Tseu took the letter which he 
read out in a loud voice. 7Hc declared that he wc.s not the 
man mentioned in the letter. Tseu accused the Bureau of 
Public Safety with having brought a false charge against 
him.

The chief of the Third Section 
of the Bureau of public Safety and his subordinates left 
the Court without being noticed, like a "cloud dispersed 
by wind."

The Judge then examined Chang 
Yui Hwa who stated that he did not know Tseu, Chen or 
King and denied any connection with the Nakayama case 
though he admitted his connection with the attempted murder 
of Wang Ching Wei,

Tseu and Chen again stated to 
the Court that the Bureau of public Safety had brought 
a false charge against them.
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.SUSPECTS
ARRESTED BY BURE/U OF PUBLIC SAFETY

At 9.40 a.m. yesterday the 
hearing of a charge against four suspects in the Nakayama 
and Kayau cases, who were arrested by the Bureau of 
Public Safety, was held at the Special District Court.

The Judge questioned King Tao 
Chuen ; Do you know Chang Yui Hwa?

King Tao Chuen answered: At the 
end of last year 1 paid a visit to his home and therefore 
camo to know him.

Q,: Do you know anything about the Nakayama case?
A. No.
Q: When did you come to know Hwa Keh Tse?
Aî I was introduced to him by his sister.
Q,: What connection have you with Hwa Keh Tse?
A. I was in a position of managing secret communica

tions between members and a secret society of which Hwa 
Keh Tse was admini strating. I learnt of the Kayau case 
through newspapers. I do not believe the Kayau murder 
was committed by them because their behaviour was very calm 
prior to the murder.Q: Did you hear that they were planning to do 
some thing?

A: In August I heard they were planning something. 
Th... nature of the plan seemed to be the assassination of 
2 Japanese.

Q,: Was any one killed?
A: I believe they could not carry out the plan 

because they had not completely prepared for it.
(To be continued)
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th:: nakayai-xA cases yang ven tag and yih hai 
SUNG CONNECTED V ITH’WB 19 TH ROUTE-ARMY 

(Continued from morning translation)

At the 8th hearing held on July 
10, Procurator Chang declared the innocence of the accused 
and advanced ridiculou* arguments for his assertion. 
Judge Chien Hung Yih tt ;n announced that a decision 
would be rende redat 8.30 a.m. July 17.

With the sudden appearance of 
Pan Chiou Ying the trial has now been protracted for two 
months under the pretext of making a search for Yang Chien 
Chung, Now the appearance of the new suspects has 
complicated the case. As the examination of Yang Chien 
Chung and Pan Chion Ying has already been canpieted and 
as it has been revealed that the statements of the new 
suspects had been secured by force, the Court should give . - 
its decision as quickly as possible.

The Pakhoi case was perpetrated 
at the instigation and guidance of the I9th Route Army. 
The accused Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung were active 
members of the "Special Dare-to-Die Corps” of the I9th 
Route Army during the Sino-Japanese hostilities in 
Shanghai; they also held important positions in the "Iron 
and Blood Corps", direct-.d by General Chen Ming Chu and 
'Jong Yah Chiao. All this has been clearly established 
by the evidence secured by the Municipal Police when they 
searched Yang Veriero*s home. The delay in the 
settlement of the Nakayama case is due to the insincerity 
of the National Government. An examination of th
ey i dene e found at Yang Ven Tao’s home has revealed that 
the I9th Route Army had been utilizing Vong Yah Chiao*s 
Assassination Corps to commit acts directed against the 
Government and Japan; that Yang Ven Tao was appointed 
Major General of the 55th Army of the Chinese regular 
Forces on June 19, 1933; that he took part in the activities 
of the "Special Dare-to-Die Corps led by Yih Hai Sung; 
that in recognition of his services he was made honorary 
staff officer of the I9th Route Army. Yih Hai Sung,who 
had 60 subordinates under him,had been submit ing reports 
to ^ang Ven Tao on the movements of the Japanese forces. 
The reports were later transmitted to a man of the I9th 
Route Army residing in the French Concession.

public attention has been 
drawn to the activities of high Chinese officials who 
are attempting to save Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung 
after the- exposure of the fact that the accused had planned 
the assassination in order to create political disturbances 
in Shanghai and are organizers of secret societies.

The Sanhu Association, which 
provides professional murderers, the Tung Yih Association, 
the Dong Zung Association, the ^ung Zung Association 
(Ypng Ven Tao is the leader of these three organizations), 
the Peisan Fellow Provincials Association and the Shanghai 
Cantonese Fellow Provincials Association have all been 
actively engaged in an endeavour to save the accused.
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E'ong Yah Chiao, Hwa Kui. Tse and Chan^ Yui H" a arc" ~ 
evidently th--, i.iaste.’s of tne thr e accused. The 
Judg.s h-.aring the case arc reported to have received 
threatening, letters from th. secret societies. The 
Municipal authorities are moving to suppress these lawless 
elements.

NIPPO

CHI1ESL AUTHORITIES ENFORCE EMERGLl-CY 1IARTI/.I IAV

The Shanghai City Government has 
received information to th.- effect thptjtaking advantage 
of the situation created by the Chengtu and Pakhoi 
outrages;anti-Japanese elements are making arrangements 
to start rioting on September IS, the annivers. rj- of 
the Mukden Incident. The City Government has issued 
a notification to the effect that emergency martial 
law will be enforced for 4 dpys from September 17 by order 
of the Voosung-Shanghai Defence Commissioner. During 
these four deys meetings, demonstrations, strikes, and 
distribution of handbills are strictly prohibited because 
such activities are reliable to lead to a disturb, nee of 
the peace and order. Anybody who violates th. order ' ill 
be severely dealt with according to law.

The Shanghai District Kuomintang 
used to hold meetings to commemorate the September 18 
Incident, but this year it 1 ill only request the public 
to hoist the national flag at half mast. The .’oosung- 
Shanghai Defence Commissioner’s headquarters and the 
Bureau of public Safety are paying close attention to 
the movements of important members of the Anti-Japanese 
popular Front Party.

MICHI MICHI

LOCAL JAPANESE NAV/iL authorities gravely concerned 
OVER JUDGEMENT IN THY NAKAYAMA CASE

The appearance of four new 
suspects in the Nakayama Case caused an unexpected delay 
in the trial of the accused Yang Ven Tao and others. As a 
result of yesterday’s hearing, the latest trickery resorted 
to by the Chinese Authorities has been exposed.

Local Japanese Naval Authorities 
have patiently endured the Nakayama Case and other incidents 
for the sake of peace and order in the Far East. They aie 
carefully watching developments. In view of the fact that 
all these incidentsfrom the Nakayama Case to the Pakhoi 
incident, are due tonSnti-Japanese policy of the Chinese ? 
tae Japanese Authorities will take drastic measures should 
the National Government show insincerity in the Nakayama 
Case* If judgment is not rendered at the next few hearings 
and if the Chinese Authorities attempt to drop the case 
by unnecessarily protracting the trial, the responsibility 
for the consequences of such tadtics shall rest solely on 
the Chinese.

i
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The 19th Route Army ’/hich 
is responsible for the Pakhoi affair is an anti-Japanese 
army under General Tsai Ting Kai. Its connection with 
the Nakayama case has been exposed. The policy adopted 
by the Nanking Government in directing the people to 
resist Japan resulted in an outbreak of acts of terrorism 
and this gave rise to the present tense and delicate 
situation between China and Japan. It may be said that 
the ill-advised policy of the Nanking Government in 
dealing with the Nakayama Case had brought about the 
Kayau Case, the Chengtu incident and the Pakhoi affair.

NICHINICHI

PRESIDENT OF JAPANESE RESIDENTS’ CORPORATION 
POSTPONES DEPARTURE FOR JAPAN OWING TO SITUATION

It will be recalled that 
Mr. Amano, President of the Japanese Residents’ Corporation, 
had arranged to leave Shanghai for Tokio on September 18 
to call at the Foreign Office, etc,to discuss the 
Rehabilitation Funds, Educational Grants, selection of a 
successor to the former director of the local Japanese 
Commercial School, and other matters. As it is feared 
that developments in the situation might necessitate 
his presence in Shanghai, Mr. Amano has postponed his 
departure until such time when the situation shall have 
improved.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE

The hearing of the Nakayama 
Case was held by Judge Hsiao at the First Special District 
Court at 2.30 p.m. September 16. The following persons 
were present» Procurator Tang, Staff Officer Ohsugi of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party, Naval Resident Officer Okino, 
Municipal Advocate Paul Ru, Assistant Commissioner Uyehara, 
several members of the Special Political Office of the S.M.P., 
Secretary Nakada of the Japanese Consulate, Mr» Tajima, 
officer in charge of the First Section of the Japanese 
Consular Police, Japanese lawyer Okamoto, the lawyers for 
the defence, several officers of the Woosung-Shanghai Defence 
Commissioners Headquarters, the Chief of the Third Section 
of the Bureau of Public Safety and staff members of the 
Peisan Fellow Provincials Association.

Municipal Advocate Paul Ru 
asked the Court to examine Yang Ven Tao, Yih Hai Sung and 
Tseu Shou Yong, the three accused in the Nakayama Case, 
because the examination of the four new suspects arrested 
by the Bureau of Public Safety has been completed. 

Judge Hsiao requested Municipal 
Advocate Paul hu not to publish in the newspapers the 
result of the hearing because it might affect the political 
situation.

The Judge then crdered Yih 
Hai Sung and Tseu Shou Yong to be taken to another room 
and only Yang Ven Tao was left in Court. Yang Ven Tao 
was dressed in a blue foreign suit. He was pale; his hair 
had been cut short. He frequently bit his lips.

According to the evidence 
produced in Court, it has already been ascertained that 
he was an organizer of secret societies and that he had 
planned an assassination for the purpose of creating 
political disturbances in Shanghai. Yang Ven Tao denied 
everything except his connection with Hwa Kuo Tse, one of 
the important members of Wang Ah Chow's gang and that he 
was an advisor to the 55th Division of the Chinese regular 
arny» 

Picking out over ten names 
from the list of members of the Hung Zung Mutual Adi 
Association who had attended the conferences to discuss 
the murder of Nakayama and the names of the persons who are 
connected with Wang Ah Chow, the Judge asked xang Ven Tao 
whether he knew them. The accused replied in the negative.

According to the documents 
seized at xang Ven Tao's home by the S.M.P., it is clear 
that he is connected with General Chen Ling Chu, General 
Tsai Ting Kai and General Li Chi Shen, but Yang Ven Tao 
denied all this.

The Judge; Has it not been reported by the 
that it was Wang Ah Chow who ordered you to kill 

Nakayama?
Yang Ven Tao; I knov nothing about it. If the 

allegation is true, I shall not complain even should I be 
executed. ........ 1
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At this stage Chang lui Hra 
was brought into Court by ord.; r of the Judge for 
interrogation.

The Judge( indicating Yang Ven Tao with his finger)» 
Chang Yui Hwa, do you know that man?

Changs No.
Q: When did you come to Shanghai?
As Just one day prior to the Sixth Pl._nary Session 

was held.
Qi ’/hy did you come to Shanghai?
A* Because it \ as dangerous for me to stey in 

Nanking. I was arrested two wteks later. I have no 
connection with the Nakayama case. Pleasefinish with 
my trial as quickly as possible.

At this stage, Tseu Kwei Sung 
was brought in for interrogation.

The Judge(indicating Yung Ven Tao with his finger): 
Tseu Kwei Sung, do you know this man?

Tseu» No.
The Judge: Have you ever stayed at the Haining Hotel?

Tseu» Never.
At this stage, Yih Hai Sung 

was brought into Court.
The Judge addressing Tseu Kwei Sung» Do you know 

this man( indicating Yih Hai Sung)?
Tseu» No.

Tseu Shou Yong was then brought b 
into the Court.

The Judge addressing Tseu Kwoi Sung» Do you ki.ow 
this man(indicating Tseu Shou Yong)?

Tseu» No.
Tseu Shou Yong also denied 

knowing Tseu Kwei Sung.
Chang Yui Hwa 'as then brought 

into Court*
In reply to the Judge, Chang

Yui Hwa stated that he did not know any of the three 
accused Yang Ven Tao Yih Hai Sung, and Tseu Shou Yong. 
These three also denied knowing Chang lui H' a.

King Tao Chuen and Chen An Min 
were questioned by the Judge but they also stated that 
they did not know them.

At this stage,the Judge ordered
Tseu Kwei Sung, 6 hen An Kin, King Tao Chuen to stand 
behirid Yang Ven Tao, Yih Hai Sung and Tseu Shou Yong. 
He then ordered the. t tty^ four suspects arrested by the 
Bureau of Public Safety/returned to the Bureau because 
they are not connected with the Nakayama case.

The Court adjourned at 3.30 p.m.
after announcing that the case would be heard by Judge Chien 
after Yang Ven Tao's(? Yang Chen Chung’s) fing;r prints 

hae been examined by the Chenju Medico-legal Laboratory.

(to be continued)
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Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers

THS NAKAYAMA AMD KAYAU MURPER CASES t FOUR NEW SUSPECTS 
HANDED ^aCK’to “PUBLIC SAFE!?' BUREAU

At noon yesterday» Judge Hsiao Sih Feng 
of the First Shanghai Special District Court held a further 
hearing ofjhe case in which Yang Vung Tao. (»& <SL), Yih 
Hai Sung ( 4 if £ ) and Tseu Shou Yong ) are charged
with the murder of, Nakayama. The four new suspects named 
Tsu Kwei Sung (*-^2 ), Chen An Mingjlÿ %■*#), King Tao 
Chuen band Chang Sze Ming -jt &/) alias Chang
Ngoh Hwa i.# ) alias Chang Vee arrested by the
Public Safety Bureau in connection with do th the Nakayama 
and Kayau murder cases were also present.

Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Ru made 
the following statement "The Police have declared that 
they will not prosecute Tsu Kwei Sung and the other three 
suspects handed over by the Public Safety Bureau. The 
four suspects are now in Court for confrontation with Yang 
Vung Tao and the others*1.

In reply to Judge Hsiao. Yang Vung Tao satds- 
rtI do not know Vong Ya Chiao {£- £■ ) or Hwa Kuh Tse (Jf »
or Li Foh Ts ($ or Li Foh Tsoo I have z
a friend named Chen Foh Tsoo who is the manager
of the Foh Min Sundry Goods Company Hongkong.
Chen came to Shanghai between April and May last year. 
The expression ’whether or hot the matter would be successful0 
contained in the letter sent to me by him, which was seized 
in my home, referred to commercial dealings; it had no 
political meaning**.
Q<- Li Foh Tsoo, Chen Foh Tsoo and Li Foh Ts are the aliases 

of Hwa Kuh Tse. Do you know this?
Al- No'
Qi- What was your object in forming the Hung Zung (1% ,

the Dong Nyi (►) X ) and the Dong Jen Associations?
Was any of these three associations connected with any 
labour union or party?

A:- My object in forming these associations was to unite 
the members; they had no connection with any party, 

Q,:- Did you send men to Hongkong in 1931?
Ai- No.^Afier the January 28 Incident, Shiang Chien Hai 

(\S7 proceeded to New York, America, as a represen
tative of the Hung Zung Association to solicit contributions 
for the free school of the Association.

qj» According to the statement made by accused >yng Te Min 
( J. iff' fcj) in another case, the associations managed by 
you have branches in Kwangtung, Kwangsi and .Amoy, and 
the murder of Nakayama was carried out on the orders 
of Wong Ya Chiao.

Yang Vung Tao flatly denied this. He declared 
that he was willing to face execution by shooting 
the allegation be found to be true.

Chang Ngoh Hwa was then brought up an à 
questioned. Both Yang Vung Tao and Chang Ngoh Hwa declared 
that they did not know each other.

Chang also denied knowing Li Foh Tsoo or 
Foh Ts or Dah Fah (X ) or Ise Ya (X‘ ), and saids-
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ttI left Nonking on November 1 last year for Shanghai and 
lived at No. 105 Carter Road. Hwa Kuh Tse returned to 
Nanking before my arrival.At that time they discussed plans 
to assassinate Waung Ching Wei, but I opposed it and 
suggested that a few shots be fired as a warning to Waung 
Ching «’el* Later I was arrested at the Meng Yuen Hotel 
(fcWMT) in Shanghai."

When questioned by the Judge asio whether 
he gave a sum of $100 to Chang Ts Lien ( Zfc ) of the 
San Sin Cotton Weaving Factory ( L ) on August 7, 1934, 
Chang replied in the negative.

Tsu Kwei Sung was next interrogated. He stated 
that he did not know Yang Vung Tao. He denied any participa 
tion in the Nakayama and the Kayau mx3iT cases.

The Judge asked him what kind of man Shih 
Feng Ding was?

He replied that Shih was a northern dialect 
speaking man of more than thirty years of age. He and 
Chen An King had seen Shih twice onJy.

When Yih Hai Seng and Tseu Shou Young were 
interrogated, they both declared that they did not know Tsu, 
while Tsu stated that he did not know them.

Asked as to whether the Hung Zung Association 
had flsprt any person to Hongkong in the 20th year of the 
Chinese Republic, Yih Hai Seng replied in the affirmative, 
and added that men were sent to Hongkong and other places 
to collect funds for the school.

Chang Ngoh Hwa was then asked whether he knew 
Yih Hai Seng or Tseu Shou Young. Both sides denied knowing 
each other.

King Tao Chuen was then asked whether he knew 
Yih Hai Seng, Tseu Shou Young and Yang Vung Tao. Both 
sides declared that they did not know each other. King 
further stated that he was a wcyker in the Nagai Cotton Mill 
and that he knew nothing abou y Nakayama case.

After referring to some documents, the Judge 
asked King Tao Chuen whyyhad made a statement to the Public 
Safety Bureau to the effect that the murder had been 
committed by Hwa Kuh Tse?

King denied having made such a statement. He 
said that he had knowledge of the Kayajr case but he had 
no part in the murder.

Chen An Ming was then interrogated. He 
stated that he did not know Yang Vung Tao and the others.

As the case was very clear, Judge Hsiao ordered 
that Tsu Kwei Sung, King Tao Chuen, Chen An Ming and Chang 
Sze Ming be returned to the Public Safety Bureau for 
detention because the Police had filed no accusation 
against them. A date would be fixed for the further 
hearing of the case against Yang Vung Tao and others, after 
the finger prints of Yang Chi'en Chung ) had been
examined by the Chenju Medico-Legal Institute.

The Police then sent Tsu and the three others 
to the Public Safety Bureau with a certain document.
Yang Vung Tao and two others were detained at the Police 
Station.
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FINDING OP TWO MEAD BODIES: IS IT A CASE OF A 
COMMUNIST MURDER?

A post-mortem examination 
of the two dead bodies of a man and woman found under the 
floor of the Hongkew Hospital, No. 290 Chaufoong Road, will 
be held at the Fearon Road Mortuary on the afternoon of 
September 11. The result of the inquest will to a certain 
extent solve the mystery. Detectives attached to ayside 
Police Station are endeavouring to locate the ’’hereabouts 
of Liang Nyo Mei, who is reported to have left the premises 
accompanied by a man who is believed to’ be her lover.

Neijhbourers, when questioned 
at the Station, have stated that a rumour is current to the 
effect that Liang and her lover are Communists. It is 
believed that Communists are responsible for the murder of 
these two persons. According to a statement made at the 
Station by one Wong, a maid-servant employed by Liang, 
telephone calls were received on September 8 and 9 respective
ly from Liang asking, " • ’ Anything happened?”.

The Police Authorities are 
investigating the case with a belief that Liang is still ali^-j.

NICHINICHI

EDITOR OF THE "TA KUNG PAO” PROSECUTED BY THE 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

In publishing a translation 
of an article appearing in the September 11 issue of the 
"Ta Kung Pao” concerning the prosecution of the editor of 
the newspaper by the Shanghai Municipal Police, the Ni chi - 
Niehl states that attention is being paid to the judgement 
to be given by the Court on September 17 as it will constitute 
a precedent for future procedure.

MAINICHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE: HEARING OF FOUR SUSPECTS; CONFESSION 
MADE BY FORCEÏSUBTERFUGE OF BUREAU OF PUBLIC SAFETY 

EXPOSED

At 2.30 p.m.September II the 
second hearing of the four suspects in the Nakayama case, 
who were arrested by the Bureau of Public Safety, was held 
at the First Special District Court. The hearing was held 
in camera. Yesterday’s hearing «as watched with special 
interest as it would prove, whether the cohfessionsof the 
four accused had been obtained by torture at the handsof the 
Chinese authorities, who are afraid to expose the connection 
of the Nanking Government with ^ang Ven Tao, Yih Hai Sung 
and Chou Tsu Yong, the three accused in the Nakayama case. 
The Court was amazed when it was announced that there was 

{ no evidence to substantiate a charge against the suspects 
as ; conf es si or® had been obtained by the use of torture.

The Court adjourned at 5.10 p.m.
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yesterday and 
when King Tao 

Naval Resident Officer Okino, 
Assistang Commissioner Uyehara of the Special Political 
Office of the S.M.P., Mr. lieu, Assistant Municipal 
Advocate, Mr. Tanaka, Secretary and Inspector Okumura of 
the Japanese Consulate, Mr. Okamoto, lawyer, and a 
lawyer for the defence,attended the hearing. Three 
suspects named Chen An Min, Tsu Kwei Sung and Chang Yui 
Hwa were brought before the Court.

Assistant Municipal Advocate Lieu 
stated as followst-

"The statements i.. ade by the 
four accused are different when compared with the statement® 
made to the Bureau of Public Safety. According to an 
examination conducted by the Bureau of Public Safety, 
the suspects are involved in the Nakayama and Kayau 
cases and that they are planning to commit a similar 
offence. As a result of . investigations made
by the Special Political Office of the S.M.P. it has been 
ascertained that they are not concerned with the cases. 
The S.M.P. has made an investigation into the Nakayama 
case and found that the suspects are not connected with 
the Nakayama case. Mr. Lieu requested the Judge to 
return the suspects to the Bureau of Public Safety after 
examination. The Judge then examined Tsu, after
Chen and Chang had been escorted out of the Court.

Tsu came to Shanghai in August, 
the 22 year of Republic, of China and went back to his 
native place in January,inthe 23 year of Republic of China. 
He came to Shanghai again in April, the 24 year of Republic 
of China.. When questioned by the Judge whether he 
was acquainted with Chang Yui K a and Chen An Min, Tsu 
replied that he knew them by sight,as they lived in the 
same village. He further stated that on November 9, 
1935 he had visited the Post Office in order to send 
money to his native village. In connection with this 
statement the S.M.P. has made an inquiry and found it to 
be true. Tsu also stated to the Court that he had been 
tortured and had been forced to place his thumb print 
on a document written by representatives of the Bureau 
of Public Safety. (To be continued)

a futher hearing was fixed at 9 a.m. to-day 
Chuen will be examined.
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MAINICHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE

On August 28 the Kashi ng Road.
Police arrested a Chinese for the attempted murder of a 
Chinese woman. Subsequent inquiries revealed that he was 
a member of a secret society conducted by Yang Ven Tao, one 
of the three accused in the Nakayama case, and that the 
Chinese woman was the wife of ^ung Ping San, an important 
witness in the Nakayama case.

The secret society to which 
the prisoner belonged seems to be attempting to murder 
several witnesses in th' case in an effort to save Yang 
Ven Tao. The examination of the prisoner may bring to 
light further facts regarding the Nakayama case.

The attitude of the Chinese 
Government and high officials is being watched closely 
because the former seems powerless to suppress anti-Japanese 
organizations, while the officials are supporting those 
secret societies which resort to terroristic action.

NIPPO

SUPPRESSION OF ANTI-JAPANESE MOSÇ.UITO PATERS 
jDElANDED

China’s anti-Japanese policy 
has been made clear by the Chengtu incident. Furthermore, 
it has been œcposcd b the action of the Chinese authorities 
in obstructing the dispatch of newspaper reports from 
Chengtu. *

The ’’Shanghai Pao”, a mosquito ?
paper which has a wide circulation, published the following j
articles- 1

”It is to be hoped that a calm attitude will be 2
adopted by the Japanese Government and the Japanese |
public. Japanese residents in China should make every 
effort to improve their business. Their excitement /
will only bring great loss to their business and create I
ill-feeling among Chinese. The Van Pao San incident I
and the massacre of Chinese in Korea five years ago %
resulted in great loss to innocent people If they 
realize this they would re6<ftrt to violent action.”

Another mosquito paper known 
as the "Holmes” published the following comment*,- ” 

"The Chengtu incident was not unexpected. It had a 
cause. It was a natural measure taken by the people 
who could not tolerate Japan’s invasion any longer. 
However, the Nanking Government has issued a good 
neighbour order again to show its sincerity. For this 
reason, it is to be hoped that the Japanese Government 
will adopt a mild attitude so as to minimize the incident. 
The Chengtu incident is a great lesson to us, Chinese. 
China is now struggling for her existence. The Chinese 
people do not wish to become slaves. Resentment, anger 
and noise making are useless. Only by fighting can 
the humiliations received in the pa st*3 wiped off’J

The Chinese authorities have taken | 
no action against publications containing such inflammatory » 
expressions. Public opinion demands that the Chinese 
Government should take drastic action against papers 
publishing anti-Japanese articles. ?
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MAINICHI

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE

The 11th hearing of the Nakayama case was held at 
the Special District Court at 2 p.m. yesterday. The Court 
dealt with the motive of the crime and the political connections 
of the accused, as submitted to the Court by the S.M.P. and 
requested the Police to make arrangements so that the persons 
arrested for the attempted murder of Wang Ching Wei, who are 
now detained at Nanking, may identify, from photographs, 
the accused in the Nakayama case as members of the gang 
responsible for the attempted murder of Wang Ching Wei.

The accused in the Nakayama case, in their statements, 
declared that their aim was to create a disturbance of the 
peace and order in Shanghai if their plots to kill Chiang 
Kai Shek and Wang Ching Wei should fail. Yang Ven Tao, 
who has been denying everything, admitted that he was the 
President of the Dong Nyi Association and advisor to the 
55th Army (Anti-Japanese army). This shows that the crime 
was one of political significance.

Yesterday the following officers and lawyers 
were present in Courts- Senior Staff Officer Osugi of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party, Resident Naval Officer Okino, 
Municipal Advocate Bryan, Assistant Municipal Advocates Ru 
and Li, Assistant Commissioner Hyehara, officers of the Special 
Political Office of the S.M.P.» Secretary Tanaka of the 
Japanese Consulate, Tajima, officer in charge of the First 
Section of the .Japanese Consular Police, Aoyagi, officer in 
charge of the Second Section of the Japanese Consular Police, 
Lawyer Okamoto and the lawyers for the defence, except 
Lawyer Kuh. Judges Siao and Chien were on the Bench 
with Procurator Tang and Chang in attendance.

In opening the proceedings, Assistant Municipal gfant, 
Advocate Ru said that the statement made by Yang Ven Tao to xfotf 
that’ Yang Kien Choong had implicated him in the Nakayama 
case was groundless as no evidence had been produced to 
support the statement. He said that the whereabouts of 
Yang Kien Choong wag unknown. He would produce four 
important witnesses. He then handed in as an exhibit 
a copy of a Chinese newspaper of March 31 containing a 
report of the hearing of the Wang Ching Wei case which was 
found in the possession of one of the witnesses as well as 
the registration book of the Moon Palace Hotel.

One of the lawyers for the defence rose and stated 
that the S.M.P. should produce Yang Kien Choong.

The Judge then asked the lawyer for the address 
of Yang Kien Choong.

The lawyer replied that Yang Kien Choong was in 
Hangchow at the beginning of the hearing of this case but 
lately he was reported to be in Canton. The lawyer further 
stated that an investigation into the whereabouts of Yang 
Kien Choong should be made by the S.M.P. and not by the 
defence. To this the Judge paid no attention.

T?he Judge then ordered the Court Clerk to read 
out the Report on the reconstruction of the crime made by 
Pu Chis^'o Ying. At the close of the reading the three 
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accused were asked to express their views on the report of 
the reconstruction. Two of the accused declared that 
they had nothing to say. but Yih Hai Sung stated that the 
Amah could have had no time to return to the scene to see 
the marine Killed if she had run into her master’s home as 
soon as she heard the pistol shot.

At this moment, one of the lawyers for the defence 
asked the Court to produce Yang Kien Choong in Court to 
prove the accused innocent, but the Judge did not take up 
the request. The Judge then ordered Yang Ven Tao to be 
taken te. a separate room while he questioned the new witnesses. 
After finishing the examination of the witnesses, the Judge 
called Yang Ven Tao and questioned him.
q. What was your position in the Pei San Fellow Countrymen's 

Assoo iation?
A. I was a member.
q. Do you know these two letters from the Association?

(Twe letters are shown to him.)
A. These letters referred to estate matters in my native 

place.
q. Ho* have the seven persons mentioned in the letter 

assisted you?
A» As I was not familiar with conditions at my native place, 

these seven persons guided me in dealing with a trouble 
at my native place.

q. One letter mentions "enly a few thousand dollars”. What 
does it mean?

A. Yang Ven Hsiang misappropriated more then $100,000 at 
my native place, but “only few thousand dollars” was 
mentioned in the letter.

q. In what kind of political activities were you engaged?
A. I have never been engaged in any kind of political 

activities, but in affairs of my native place.
q. What position did you hold in the 19th Route Army?
A« X held no position and I was not engaged in any political 

affair.
q. Did you know any person in the 19th Route Army?
A. Nobody.
q. How could you become an advisor to the 55th Army without 

being connected with any political affairs.
A. The appointment was made by the 55th Army.
q. Who was the commander of the 55th Army?
A. I do not know.
q. And you were appointed advisor without knowing the name 

of the Conmander?
A. I did not know anything about the appointment because my 

friend recommended me to the Army.
q. Do you know where the 55th Army was stationed?
A. Formerly it was at Paotow in Suiyuan, but I do not know 

where it is at present.
q. How did you communicate with the 55th Army?
A. X never communicated with the army because the Commander 

of the army has been changed.
q. When was the Commander of the army changed?
A. One or two months after my appointment.
q. In what year?
A. It was probably in June, the 22nd Year of the Republic.
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q. What did you do at Amoy?
A. Nothing.

At this stage, the Judge ordered Yih Hai Sung 
to be removed to a separate room, and after this had been 
done he continued questioning Yang Ven Tao.
q. Do you know Chang Yue Hwa?
A. No, I do not know him.
q. Do you know Lee Foo Tze?
A. No.
q. You must know Lee Foo Tze because he is a member of the 

Dong Nyi Association.
A. There is no such person in the Dong Nyi Association. It 

must be the United Fellow Countrymen’s Associations.
9,. Is Lee Ven Chi a member of the Dong Nyi Association?
A. No, he is not.
q. What about Kao Ting?
A. There is no such person in the Fellow Countrymen’s Association 

or the Dong Nyi Association.
q. Do you know Chun Loh Ih?
A. No.
q. Is Chun Loh Ih not a member of the Dong Zung Association?
A. No.
q. Are Feng Zung, Feng Nyi Wei and Feng Zung Ngoo members 

of the Dong Zung Association?
A. No.
q. Yih Hai Sung has stated tha t you became a leader when you, 

Yih Hai Sung, Feng Zung, Feng Nyi Wei had a meal together. 
Is this true?

A. Yih Hai Sung’s statanent about my leadership is unreliable.
q. It is said that you, Lee Foo Tze, Yih Hai Sung, Chu Ven 

Ying and Kuo Hung had held conferences and organized an 
Iron and Blood Association. What happened afterwards?

A. It is untrue. I never tried to organize any associ tion 
with Kuo Hung because his views do not agree with mine.

q. Did you hold a second conference on September 13 to plan 
the murder of a. Japanese marine?

A. We have nothing to do with Japan, so there was no need for 
us to do such a thing*

q. Did you decide to murder a Japanese marine that night?
A. No, we did not.
q. Have you ever organized a big body to assassinate high 

officials?
A. No.
q. Are you the leader of the Assassination Corps?
A. No.
q. When did you return to Shanghai?
A. In November, 25th Year of the Bepublic.
q. You made three important plans»- (1) to murder General 

Chiang Kai Shek, (2) to attack Wang Ching Wei and (3) to 
create disorder. Do you know anything about these matters?

A. No, I know nothing about them*
q. When was the Dong Zung Association organized?
A. In March, 24th Year of the Bepublic.
q. For what object was the organization formed?
A. The organization was formed for the purpose of relief work.
q. Was the organization registered?
A. Yes.
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Q. When was the Dong Nyi Association formed?
A. The preparations for the formation of the Dong Nyi 

Associe tion were started in March in the 24th Year of 
the Republic# and the preparatory work is still going on.

q. What measures were used to secure members?
A. Drives for membership started from the preparatory 

period to the formation of the Association.
q. Why did you organize the Dong Nyi Association besides 

the Dong Zung Association?
A. Because the opinion of some members of the Dong Zung 

Association did not agree.
q. When were the preparations for the formation of the Dong 

Zung Association started?
A. The preparations were started prior to my return to 

Shanghai .
q. When wag that?
A. It was about July or August in the 23rd Year of the 

Republic.
Q. When was the Dong Nyi Association reorganized?
A. In February or March this year.
q. Why wag it dissolved?
A. l'or financial reasons.
q. Has the Dong Zung Association three offices at different 

places?
A. Yes, but the office from Sung Ship^ ^ong, Range Road, 

was removed to Tien Feb Lee, RangtfJ^id after two or three 
months it was again removed to Youhg Chi Lee because the 
office in Tien Fob. Lee was ‘too large*

q. Eo you know that a room in the Moon Palace Hotel was 
engaged in the name of Hsia Chun Ki?

A. No .
q. Did you know that Boom No.9 in the Moon Palace was 

engaged?
A. I do no t fenow the name Hsia Chun Ki nor the name of the 

Moon Palace Hotel.

(To be continued)
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NICHI-NICHI

THROWING OF STONES AT JAPANESE

Yesterday a Japanese lady named 
Suwa Tamura, age 34, residing at No. 8 Tsa’ Ching Fong, 
Dixwell Road, appeared at the Japanese f1 ->r Police 
office and reported that she had- be»- oy a Chinese
at the corner of Woosung Road yird Raining Road near the 
Japanese Hankow Bank at about II a.m. July 28. The 
Consular Polio/® reported the matter to the Hongkew Police 
and requested them to suppress this stone throwing.

MAINICHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE

Acting on instructions of the 
Nanking Government the Presidents of the First Special 
District Court, the Second Special District Court and the 
Kiangsu High Court held a secret conference some time 
before July 17 and decided that the hearing of/iTakayama 
case on that date be adjourned to July 31.

On July 17 the Court suddenly 
announced an adjournment of the hearing on the pretext 
that a further examination of a witness was necessary. 
The hearing of July 31 was cancelled at a secret hearing 
held the other day. The Court is considering further 
continuous adjournments of the case under the pretext of 
examining witnesses. For this reason, Japanese 
residents have become highly indignant and are demanding 
an early decision. The S.M.C. has already opened 
negotiations with the Court for a speedy judgement. 
The Japanese naval authorities are determined to bring 
this about also.

CHINESE POLICEMEN IN PEIPING ASSAULT JAPANESE STUDENT

A Taido telegram from Peiping 
reports that on the morning of July 30 Mr. OJramuia, a 
third Class Secretary of the Japanese Embassy, called on 
the Foreign Affairs Committee of th® iJharhar-Hopei 
Political Council and lodged a protest against the 
assault on a Japanese student named Ando, age 19, ty a 
number of Chinese policemen in Peiping on the evening 
of July 28 and demanded an apology, the payment of 
compensation to the boy, the punishment of the persons 
responsible and a guarantee that such incidentswill not 
occur again.

Assault of a Japanese by 29th Army soldiers

A Taido telegram from Peiping 
reports that in spite of the pledge given by the Chinese 
authorities when settling the Fengtai incident that there 
would be no recurrence of assaults on Japanese by Chinese
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Shun Pa.o and other local newspapers »-

ALLEGATIONS AGAINST FRENCH POLICE OFFICERS.

At 4 p.m. yesterday, the Executive Committee 
of the Shanghai Second Special District Citizens Federation 
held a meeting at its office in Rue Auguste Boppe. Huang 
Shiang Koh(-<^t^^ ) presided.

'' The following resolutions were discussed and 
passed »-

(1) A report has been received from Chu Tseu
Sz( stating that her niece, Wong Ai Dee( ),
has been tortured and injured by detectives of the French 
Police.

Resolved» That letters be sent to the French 
Consul-General and the Chief of the French Police drawing 
their attention to the complaint.

(2) The 4th Branch Office requests the 
Federation to continue the protest with the authorities 
of the French Concession over the unreasonable shooting 
of a Chinese resident by Chinese detective Sung Chi Van

of the French Police.
Resolved: That the matter be dealt with 

as requested.
(3) The 8th Branch Office transmits a r_eport

made by Tsang Sao Ching( ÿ ) and Koo Vung Ming ( $$ ),
stall-keepers at the market on Rue Remi, stating that they 
have been defrauded over a matter of licences by Chinese 
detective Lee Yoong Khaung( ) of the French Police,
and requesting that the detective be severely dealt with 
according to law and that the money extorted be refunded
to them.

Resolved* That letters be sent to the French 
Consul-General and the Chief of the French Police.

Sin Wan Pao»-

A„COMPARISON OF MACADAMIZED ROADS.

Most of the roads in the Foreign Settlements 
of Shanghai are macadamized because such roads are clean and 
present a fine appearance and can be easily repaired. 
However, in a hot summer, the tar begins to melt causing 
much inconvenience to pedestrians.

Strange to relate, macadamized roads in the 
Civic Centre at Kiangwan are never affected in this way. 
According to the Stores Department of the Bureau of Public 
Works, the tar used is subjected to various processes and 
is afterwards cooled before it is applied to the surface 
of a road. That is why the roads in the Civic Centre have 
not been affected by the recent heat.

«Iron News"() s-

THE NAKAYAMA CASE.
The Court is exercising special care in the 

trial of the case against the three men charged with the 
murder of Nakayama, it has already conducted three 
reconstructions of the crime. People are saying that if 
the deceased had been any other but a Japanese subject, 
much trouble could have been avoided.

We hope that in future the Court will hear 
other cases in the same careful manner.
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THE NAKAYAMA CASE

In connection with the Nakayama 
case, the Special District Court yesterday afternoon 
issued a notice to the effect that the hearing of the 
case would be resumed at 2 p.m. August 5.

On August 5 the Japanese 
authorities will wait to see whether the Court will fix 
the date when judgement will be delivered and in case 
no announcement is made they are determined to take a 
certain course of action.

The Nippo publishes the following 
leading article:-

Yesterday the Court announced 
that the next hearing of the Nakayama case would be 
held on August 5. It is to be hoped that at that hearing 
the Court will fix the date for the delivery of judgement, 

The Court has examined all the 
witnesses and exhibits relating to the case and there 
is nothing left for further examination. For this 
reason, it is only natural for the Japanese authorities 
to take definite action should the Court again adjourn 
the hearing.

NICHI-NICHI

In November, 1933 acting on 
instructions from General Chen Ming Chu and General 
Tsai Ting Kai, the accused Yih Hai Sung and Yang Ven 
Tao planned disturbances to the rear of the Nanking 
Government army during the revolutionary movement in 
Fukien. Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung established 
secret organs at Nanking, Wenchow, ^angchow and Hsiang- 
chow to assassinate high officials of the Nanking 
Government, to destroy the positions of the Central 
Government forces and to wreck the lines of the Nanking- 
Shanghai Railway and the Shanghai-Hangchow Railway, but 
their plans failed because the revolutionary movement 
ended within two months •

At II p.m. January 3, 1934 Yih 
Hai Sung together with several members of his gang 
was arrested by the Shanghai-Woosung Defence Commissioner 
at the Moon palace Hotel, North Szechuen Road, for holding 
a secret meeting. Upon learning of this , Yang Ven 
Tao, who was in Hongkong at that time, made every effort 
to influence the Shanghai City Government and the 
Nanking Government through members of the Cantonese 
Fellow Countrymen’s Association to release Yih Hai Sung. 
His efforts succeeded. After being saved from execution 
by Yang Ven Tao, Yih Hai Sung proceeded to Hongkong in 
July, 1934, where he was received by 'Jang Ah Chao, the 
principal in the attempted murder of Wang Ching Wei, 
and joined the anti-Nanking Party. In October, 1934 
Yih Hai Sung returned to Shanghai and an Iron and Blood 
National Salvation Association was organized by the
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members of the Dong Nyi Association. He attended the 
inauguration of the new association at which Yang Ven 
Tao, Chu Hsia ^ing, Li Nung, Li Yj.ng Chin, Kuo Hung Li 
and Foo T2 were also present. The aim of the 
Association was the assassination of two high Japanese 
naval officials. Cutting a finger in the presence 
of all those present as proof of his loyalty to the 
Association, Yih Hai Sung attended a conference to 
consider plans of assassination. In September, 1935 
Yih Hai Sung went to Tsingtao to find a job, but 
returned to Shanghai as he could not find work. He 
occupied house No. 13 in San Sin Lee, Jukong Road, near 
the Moon Palace Hotel and resided there with his 
sweetheart named Chen Kwi Tseng. After the Nakayama 
incident, he removed his sweetheart to a certain place 
in the French Concession. On Nov, 30, Yih went to Tsingtao 

at the£nv^^a^.^on op ^he Hollywood Cabaret there. On
December 14, Yih Hai Sung returned to Shanghai in order 
to engage dancing partners for the Vienna Dance uall 
of which he was the proprietor. Ostensibly Yih HPi 
Sung was the manager but in reality he had bought the 
hall for $1,500 after the murder of Nakayama and made 
his sweetheart as the owner of the hall. Yih Hai 
Sung spent more than $700 after his return to Shanghai. 
He was in possession of several bank deposit books 
for various amounts totalling over $600. One month 
prior to the Nakayama murder he was destitute. How 
did he come into possession of such a large amount of 
money in such a short period of time? It is clear 
that Yih Hai Sung had been paid $600 by General Chen 
Ming Chu to kill high Japanese naval officials and that 
after the Nakayama murder he was paid a further sum 
of $10,000.
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Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers:-

NAKAY.AMA MURDER CASE TO BE RESUMED AUGUST 5

It is learned that in order to expedite the 

hearing of the Makayama murder case, the First Shanghai 

Special District Court has decided to resume the hearing 

at 2 p.m. August 5.

Approached by our reporter, Tang Wei Chuin 

7c ) * one lawyers for the defence, made the

following statements- "Article 108 of the Code of 

Criminal Procedure stipulates: ’Detention of an accused may 

not exceed three months during trial; however, if it is 

necessary to extend the period of detention, the Court may 

do so by a ruling, prior to the expiration of the period» 

Each extention of the period of detention must not exceed 

two months*. Therefore, the Court has now extend the 

period of detention of the three accused. The next hearing 

will be on August 5.

"On July 31, a certain evening newspaper 

reported that as the Court had decided to hear the case 

again, the report of an extention of the period of detention 

of the accused for two months could not be believed. This 

is due to a misunderstanding of the law. Up to the present, 

I have not yet received a notice from the Court regarding 

the next hearing of the case."
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MAINICHI

KUOMINTANG PROTECTS SECRET. ORGANIZATIONS

The activities of the various 
secret organizations on behalf of Yang Ven Tao and. Yih 
Hai Sung, two of the accused in the Nakayama case,have 
already been exposed. Great interest is being attached 
to the hearing of the Nakayama case on August 5. The 
Central Kuomintang and the District Kuomintang are reported 
to be giving indirect protection to a secret organization 
known as "Hung Shing" whose object is to plan assassinations 
and anti-Japanese movements'. Not long ago the District 
Kuomintang directed an anti-Japanese play. Di Dah Chao 
and William Gockson, members of the City Government, 
are reported to have attended a conference held by représenta 
tives of various secret societies to consider ways and 
means to save the accused_in the Nakayama case. Sino- 
Japanese rapprochement'neveïxcan be realized so long as 
the District Kuomintang is giving indirect protection to 
such secret organizations whose aim is to carry out 
assassinations and anti-Japanese activities.

THE KAYAU CASE

Three weeks have elapsed since 
the murder of Kayau on Chi Mei Road and no arrests have 
yet been effected by the Chinese Police. Most of the 
reward posters that hc?d been put up on walls by the Chinese 
authorities ha.ve been torn off. The Chinese police have 
not found a single clue.

Mr. Liang, officer in charge 
of the North Railway Station Branch of the Bureau of Public 
Safety ,is said to be considering his resignation.

The Chinese authorities have not 
conducted any investigation into the various secret organiza
tions and have paid no heed to the secret information 
secured in connection with the Nakayama case. The Chinese 
authorities do not seem to be sincerely investigating the 
Kayau case.

NIPPO

ANTI-JAPANESE BOYCOTT MOVEMENT OP CHINESE 
~ MIDDLE SCHOOL STUDENTS

It is reported that the students 
of 16 Chinese middle schools in Shanghai have organized 
a National Products Encouragement Association to carry out 
an anti-Japanese boycott movement for 10 days as from 
July 30.

Five groups of students are 
to carry out propaganda on Nanking Road; six groups will 
operate in the Eastern District and Wayside district; five 
groups will visit the Old West Gate district.
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Afternoon Translation.

THE NAKAYAMA CASE

The Mainichi publishes the 
following leading artlclei-

The IIth hearing of the Nakayama 
case will be held to-day* The B.M.P. have submitted 
very detailed evidence.

Yih Hai Sung at one time admitted 
the crime but later darted it* Yang Ven Tao denied any 
connection with the crime* It is natural for an accused 
to deny a crime even in the face of so much material evidence. 
The crime had been planned by a secret society.

Should a Judge handle a case 
like this by simply relying upon the declaration of the 
accused, he would be abusing his authority. It is generally 
known that members of a secret society will never confess 
a crime committed by the society and no Court has tho 
power to make the accused confess. In such cases, the 
Court has to rely upon the evidence only* We wish to 
bring this point to the attention of the Court. The lawyers 
for the defence are maintaining that Vang Ven Tao is an 
upright man and that Yih Hai Sung is as timid as a girl* 
But no person has appeared in Court to prove this; instead, 
all the friends of Yang Ven Tao ran away soon after his 
arrest* One qj^Jihe lawyers for the defence at one time 
stated in Court^grman named Yang Kaon Choong had framed 
Yang Ven Tao, but Yang Kien Choong was never produced in 
Court* Furthermore, the lawyers for the defence have 
produced no evidence to support this.

The hearing to be held to-day 
will fix the date for final judgement as the Court has 
examined the evidence produced by the prosecution and the 
lawyers for the defence have produced no evidence for 
examination* •

HIPPO
THE ANTI-JAPANESE BOYCOTT ACTIVITIES OF THE CHINESE 

CUSTOMS

Of late, the Shanghai Customs 
has adopted anti-Japanese boycott measures by oppressing 
the importation of Japanese goods. About a week ago, the 
Customs adopted oppressive measures against even British, 
American and other foreign traders dealing in Japanese 
goods by discriminatory treatment against them. The action 
gave rise to much dissatisfaction among foreign traders 
and as a result the International Chamber of Commerce in 
Shanghai will lodge a protest with the Customs. The 
foilcwring firns are reported to be affected by the policy 
of the Customs*- Zais, Steinman & Co, Shiroro Brothers ft Co., 
Fragen A Co., Reuter, Brochelmann A Co* Holer Grenail & Co., 
Dunlop Rubber Co*, Imperial Chemical Industries, Harvle, ®
Cooke ACo., Andersen, Heyer Co* and Tent on Chemical Factory* F 

Besides the European firms, g
many Japanese merchants have also suffered* The following L

$
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NIPPO t

MERITORIOUS WORK OF SPECIAL POLITICAL OFFICE. 
S.M.P., IN NAKAYAMA CASE.

The Nakayama case, at one time, 
seem fated to be placed in the list of unsolved crimes, 
but thanks to the fine work performed by the Special 
Political Office of the S.M.P. it is now about to be 
cleared up.

The Special Political Office 
courageously tackled the Red Pang (a clique which had 
never been attacked before) and effected the arrest of 
Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung. The Nakayama case is the 
biggest case that has been handled by the Shanghai 
Municipal Police* The success of the Special Political 
Office has enhanced the reputation of the Shanghai Municipal 
Poli ce.

The Special Political Office 
was established by the S.M.P. on November 15, 1935, 
immediately after the Nakayama case, for the sole purpose 
of conducting the investigation into the case and to deal 
with anti-Japanese activities. After six months of hard 
work, the Office effected the arrest of Yang Ven Tao and 
Yih Hai Sung, two of the accused in the Nakayama case.

When the Office was established, 
Mr. Robertson, Assistant Commissioner of Police, was in 
charge, but when Mr. Robertson was appointed Officer-in- 
charge of the Special Branch of the S.M.P,, Mr. Uyehara, 
another Assistant Commissioner of Police, took over the 
Special Political Office.

The Office has the following 
staffs Mr. Uyehara, Assistant Commissioner of Police, 
Detective Inspector Nakamura, Detective Sub-Inspector 
Umemoto, Detective Sergeants Iguchi and Hasuo, Detective 
Constable Tanaka and Clerical Assistant Kawashima. The 
Office is given the special privilege of securing the 
service of foreign or Chinees constables whenever it is 
required.

The Special Political Office has 
performed meritorious work with its well disciplined staff.

Inspector Nakamura and Detective 
Tanaka arrested Yih Hai Sung at the Vienna Dance Hall at 
Tsingtao. The report of the difficulties they encountered 
in effecting Yih Hai Sung’s arrest is still fresh in our 
memory.

Detective Sergeant Hasuo and 
Detective Osano worked three days and nights continuously 
without rest to bring about the arrest of Yang Ven Tao, a 
man who has 4,000 followers.

Clerical Assistant Kawashima, with 
his excellent knowledge of English, translated 400 pages of 
Japanese documents into English in one evening, April 8.

Detective Sergeant Iguchi is now 
on sick leave owing to his hard work in the Nakayama case. 
Such harl work can be done by Japanese only.
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On April 9 the investigation into 
the ease^comple ted and a report was submitted to Major 
Gerrard, Commissioner of Police. The Commissioner was 
pleasantly surprised at the rapid work achieved by the 
officers.

The meritorious work of the Special 
Political Office will make the public have a better 
appreciation of the S.M.P.

Yang Ven Tao and Yih Hai Sung are 
members of the Red Pang. Even the Chinese Police have 
never tackled the Red Pang, but the Special Political Office 
which is organized with a Japanese staff, attacked it and 
arrested the ringleaders. The Special Political Office 
also deals with anti-Japanese activities and the Kayau case. 
It has also examined the members of the Iron and Blood Corps 
who were arrested the other day.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers J-

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE

.Three men named Yang Vung Tao ( , Yih
Hai Sung i ) and Tseu Shou Yong are being
charged in connection with the murder oi the Japanese 
marine Nakayama.

In the course of their investigations, the 
Police found in/home of Yang Vung Tao a book with an 
excavated hole in the centre for the keeping of a pistol. 
Yang Vung Tao acknowledged that the book belongehJto him. 
but later he alleged that one Yang Chien Chung )»a
man of the same clan, had planted the book in his home 
in order to implicate him.

Thus, Yang Chien Chung became a very important 
witness in the case. The Court therefore instructed the 
Municipal Police to locate Yang Chien Chung. As Yang 
had already left Shanghai» there was no means to show 
whether the allegation made by Yang Vung Tao was true or 
otherwise.

On August 18, Yang Chien Chung surrendered 
himself to the Police declaring that he was willing to 
confront Yang Vung Tao in Court.

At 2 p.m. yesterday, Judge Siao Sih Peng 
of the 1st Shanghai Special District Court held a further 
hearing of the case. Officers of the.Iapanese Landing 
Force were present. Tang Van Jin | ) and Kuo Chi
Ming ) » the lawyers defending Yang! Vung Tao, were
in attendance. Only Yang Vung Tao was brought into Ccvrt 
because the Court desired to investigate the question of 
the book only.

Opening the proceedings, Assistant Municipal 
Advocate Paul Ru said J- "During the first two hearings 
of the case, the accused Yang Vung Tao acknowledged that 
the book which had an excavated hole in the centre for 
keeping the pistol used in killing the Japanese marine 
and which was seized in his home, was his property. The 
hole in the book was actually used for the keeping of the 
pistol. When the Municipal Police gave evidence, after 
an investigation, that the pistol concealed in the book 
was the one used in the murder of the Japanese marine» 
Yang changed his statement at the third hearing of the 
case and stated that the book which was seized by the Police 
at his home had been placed there by one Yang Chien Chung 
who did it to implicate; him in the case. This statement 
remained unchecked until recently. Fortunately» on 
August 18 Yang Chien Chung surrendered himself to the Police. 
He stated that although his surname was the same as that 
of Yang Vung Tao, they'_were nol of the same clan.(?) He 
added that as he did not know Yang Vung Tao’s address» 
he could not have gone to his home to plant the evidence 
in order to implicate him. After the arrest of Yang Vung 
Tao, Yang Chien Chnng was threatened several times, and 
in order to avoid danger, he left Shanghai. He says that 
he has surrendered himself so that the truth might be known. 
Yang Chien Chung is now in Court and the Court is requested 
to interrogate him”.
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Witness Yang Chien Chung was then interrogated. In 
reply to the Court, he said; "I am 53 years of age and am 
at present living at House No.377 Hung An Li alleyway off 
Range Road. I was related to the family of Yang Vung Tao 
and I belong to the Yang clan in Peishan ( ')£ & ) • As we are 
members of the Peishan Fellow Provincials Association we 
are therefore known to each other. I call him uncle. We 
have not met since our last interview in August last year 
at the Dong Zung Association which was formed by Yang Vung 
Tao. If I have actually b ,en to his home, the members 
of his family would surely recognize me. They can be 
summoned here to identify me."

The Court here showed him the book used for concealing 
the pistol which was discovered at the home of Yang Vung Tao.

After making an examination of the book, the witness 
said: "I have never seen this book before, nor have I
ever told Yang Vung Tao how to excavate a. hole in the book 
for the purpose of concealing a. pistol. As I have 
a fortune of several tens of thousands of dollars, there 
is no need for me to seek loans from Yang Vung Tao." 

Questioned by the Court, the accused, Yang Vung Tao 
said: "In October of the 22nd Year of the Chinese Republic 
(1933) when I was in a godown of Butterfield & Swire, Yang 
Chien Chung called on me. As I had no safe place in which 
to conceal my pistol, he told me how to excavate a hole 
in a book, saying that it was the safest way to conceal 
anything inside a book. At that time, he wore a Chinese 
dress and a felt hat and not in foreign clothing as he is 
dressed to-day. As he and I are related as uncle and 
nephew, how could I be so unfeeling as to bring a false 
accusation agaitrst him?" ,

In reply to further questions put by the Court, 
the witness, Yang Chi en^ Chung, said: "I am acquainted with 
doctor Zung V/ei Ming (jfp ). On April 28 (? year), 
Zung came to the Peishan Fellow Pro vinci ads Association. 
Noticing the name of Yang Vung Tao in a list of the names 
of members, he asked me whether I knew Yang Vung Tao’s 
address,^nd added that the Police were seeking for him. In 
the midst of our conversation, ano theremember of the 
Association named Yang Kwei Mei ( -fy $$ ) wrote down 
the address of Yang Vung Tao on a cigarette picture and 
handed it to Zung. Later, doctor Zung called on me and 
told me that he had located the address but was informed that 
Yang Vung Tao did not reside at that place. I, therefore, 
took Zung to the home of Yang Kwei Mei so that they might 
make further enquiries to locate the whereabouts of Yang 
Vung Tao. The doctor did not promise to give me some reward 
should Yang Vung Tao be located, nor did he give me the 
reason why the Police were seeking for him. Later, Yang 
Vung Tao was arrested, but I only learnt of it through 
newspaper reports. By this time, I found myself in a more 
delicate position. For this reason, I left for Kwangtung 
to seek shelter there for the time being. Later, I returned 
to Shanghai end made trips to Nanking, Hangchow and various 
other places. It then occurred to me that unless the 
allegations against are satisfactorily cleared up, they 
would not only affect my reputation but would seriously 
interfere with my search for employment. That is why I 
surrendered myself."
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In reply to the Court, The accused Yang Vung Tao 
said* ’’Yang Chien Chung once told Yang Kwei Mei that the 
Police were anxious to locate me and asked Yang Kwei Mei 
to give me a tip so that I could make an early escape, M

The witness Yang Chien Chung, however, flatly 
denied this allegation made "by Yang Vung Tao.

At this stage, the Cou:g,t rose.
Accused Yang Vung Taorreturned to the Police 

Station for detention.
The Finger Print Office of the Police was ordered 

to take the finger prints of Yang Chien Chung.



r
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MAI1ICHI

THE NAKAYAMA CASE

At 2.30 p.m. yesterday the 
I2th hearing of the Nakayama case was held at the First 
Special District Court. A heavy guard was in attendance. 
Judge Hsiao presided in the absence of Chief Judge Chien 
and Procurator Chang. Amongst these present were Navy 
Resident Officer Okino, Municipal Police Advocate Paul 
Ru, Assistant Police Commissioner Uyehara with the entire 
staff of the Special Political Office of the S.M.P., 
Secretary Tanaka of the local Japanese Consulate-General, 
and Mr. Okamoto, Japanese lawyer, and the Chinese lawyers 
for the defence. Only Yang Ven Tao, one of the three 
accused, was brought into Cotrt.

Mr. Paul Ru, Municipal Advocate, 
asked the Court to examine a new witness named Yang 
Chien Chung* Yang Ven Tao, one of the three accused, had 
alleged that Yang Chien Chung had planted in his house 
the book used to conceal a pistol in order to implicate 
him in the Nakayama murder case. Yang Chien Chung had 
now voluntarily surrendered himself to the S.M.P. to 
clear up an allegation printed by the newspapers that he 
(Yang Chien Chung) was involved in the Nakayama case. .
In May,Yang Chien Chung went to Canton to find work. *
At one time a Chinese doctor named Chen asked ^ang Chien i
Chung for the address of *ang Ven Tao but the address that 
Yang Chien Chung gave the doctor was wrong. This proved <
that ïang Chien Chung did not know Yang Ven Tao’s address.

The Judge here asked Yang Chien 
Chung whether he knew Yang Ven Tao.

Yang Chien Chung replied that 
he had not seen Yang Ven Tao for the past 7 or 8 years 
and that he did not know Yang Ven Tao was living in Shanghai. 

The Judge ( showing a book to the witness): Do you 
recognize this book?

Witness» Absolutely no.
Q. Have you ever borrowed money from Yang Ven Tao?
A. I am the owner of property valued at about ^100,000» 

therefore, there is no need for me to borrow money from 
others.

Q. Have you ever visited ^ang Ven Tao’s home?
A. No.
Q. How did you come to know Dr. Chen?
A.Because Dr. Chen once examined my wife when she 

was sick.
Q. What did Dr. Chen say to you when he asked you 

about Yang Ven Tao’s address?
A. Dr. Chen made no mention of Yang Ven Tao being 

implicated in the Nakayama case.
Q. Yang Ven Tao has stated that it was you who showed 

him hew to conceal a pistol in a book.
A. It is untrue.

Asked by the Judge why he went 
to Canton, thewireplied that he went there to 
seek a job from one Liu Ki Voong and produced a letter of 
introduction in that connection. He further stated that 
he had visited Hangchow, Hanking, Hankow and Tientsin 
because he had heard that some one would attempt to kill hi;,. *
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The Judge then asked the witness 
why he had come back to Shanghai.

The witness replied that he 
had come to clear up his position because he had read 
newspaper reports to the effect that he was involved in 
the Nakayama case.

(Yang Chien Chung’s statement 
has thus disproved Yang Ven Tao’s statement and his 
alibi. Neither Yang Ven Tao nor the lawyers for the 
defence had anything to say about the statement made by 
the witness)

The Judge here questioned the 
accused Yang Ven Tao.

Q. You have stated that Yang Chien Chung had visited 
your home. Was he seen by anybody when he visited your 
home? have

A. Ify children must/probably seen him.
q,. Is this true?

To this question the accused 
Yang Ven Tao could not give a definite reply and he 
simply repeated the statement made at the last hearing. 
Yang Ven Tao said that on April 17 when on his way home 
he found that some one was following him. He thought 
that the man was either ^ang Chien Chung or his agent 
and he feared that he might be killed by him.

At this juncture, the Municipal 
Advocate stated that it was true that some was shadowing 
Yang Ven Tao but it was not Yang Chien Chung it was a 
Municipal detective.

The lawyer for the defence then 
demanded that Yang Chien Chung prove his statements, 
but the Judge ordered the lawver to remain seated.

Yang Ven Tao went On to say 
that it was strange that Yang Chien Chung should have made 
his escape while he ( Yang Ven Tao) did not attempt to 
escape.

The Judge closed the hearing 
at 3.30 p.m. after asking the S.M.P. to take the finger 
prints of Yang Chien Chung.

Chenju Medico“Legal Laboratory works very 
~ slowly-

At the last hearing the Court 
adjourned sine die on the ground that the finger prints 
and the Chinese newspaper of March 31 containing a report 
of the hearing of the Wang Ching Wei case must be 
examined by the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory, while 
the photographs ofthe three accused have to be submitted 
for identification by the accused in the Wang Ching Wei 
case at Nanking.

At yesterday’s hearing, the Court 
again adjourned the hearing and asked the Police to take 
the finger prints of Yang Chien Chung.

The attitude of the Court is very 
suspicious because it is attempting to identify Yang Chien 
Chung’s finger prints with those in the book although 
the book has been handled by a large number of officers 
concerned in the case and other persons. The Chenju Medico 
Legal Laboratory works very slowly.
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NIPPO

THE NAKAYAMA CASE

The Nippo publishes the following 
comment:- 

Already 12 hearings have been 
held of the Nakayama case since May I, 1936. The 
Court is simply attempting to prolong the case. The 
Court is not sincerely dealing with the case because 
despite the indisputable evidence brought against the 
accused it is still trying to find pretexts to prolong 
the case.

The I2th hearing was attended 
by only two of the lawyers for the defence. It 
is interesting to note that lawyer Kuh, who is defending 
Yang Ven Tao, did not put in an appearance at the Ilth 
hearing. This lawyer was a member of the Peisan 
Fellow Countrymen’s Association at the time when Yang 
Ven Tao was arrested and he was actively engaged in 
the movement to support Yang Ven Tao and during the 
hearings he made many statements in favour of Yang Ven 
Tao. lawyer Kuh went to Canton as soon as Customs 
Superintendent Tang Hai En went to Canton as Salt 
Commissioner at Canton. At one of the hearings one of 
the lawyers for the defence left Court after making a 
statement to the effect that a Chinese Court should not 
deal with a case against the interests of Chinese citizens.

The unscientific method adopted 
by the Special District Court in dealing with the 
Nakayama case has been made clear during the hearings. 
At the I2th hearing the Court asked the S.M.P. to take 
the finger prints of Yang Chien Chung, who is a witness 
and not an accused. Questioned as to the purpose 
of the prints being taken, the Court stated that they 
could be compared with the prints found in the book 
which had concealed the pistol used in the crime. The 
book in question was seized on April 19. Since then 
it has been handled by the Municipal identification 
department, the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory and the 
Court. Even the Identification of Yang Ven Tao’s 
finger prints was already found to be difficult. If 
the Court continue to act in this childish manner we 
cannot tell when the case will be settled. If the 
Chinese people desire to be treated on a basis of equality 
with civilized nations and wish to abolish extraterritoriality 
they should behave like people of a civilized nation.

The witness Yang Chien Chung, 
whose presence in Court had been strongly demanded by 
the lawyers for the defence, gave his evidence, but the 
lawyers for the defence stated that his statement was 
unreliable although they had believed that Yang Chien 
Chung would prove Yang Ven Tao’s innocence.

The hearing should have ended 
a long time ago, but the defence demanded the attendance 
of an amah and of Yang Chien Chung. Now both these 
witnesses have been produced by the S.M.P. The Court 
will be simply irritating the feelings of Japanese 
should it continue this attitude*
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MAINICHI

Yesterday the S.M.P. sent 
the finger prints of Yang Chien Chung to the Special 
District Court and requested the Court to hold tht 
next hearing of the Nakayama case as soon as possible. 
It is expected that the next hearing will take place 
some time next week.

GENERAL MEETING OF "HUNG MEN"(FEDERATION OF SECRET
SOCIETIES*}"*

While the hearing of the 
Nakayama case is taking place, the lkayau case occurred 
and this vas followed by the arrival of a number of 
professional assassins in Shanghai.

A general meeting of the "Hung 
Men", Federation of Secret Societies, was held at a 
certain place in the Settlement, at which officers 
were elected and the unification of all societies 
belonging to the "Hung Men" was effected. The Hung 
Sung Association was appointed to manage the affairs of 
the united association. Important resolutions are 
reported to have been passed.
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Surprise Murder 
Hearing Today

New Evidence Causes 
Police To Resume

Killing Charge
Yang Wen-tao, local Cantonese 

merchant accused of complicity 
along with Yih Hai-sen (Shao 
Kwangtung) and Chao Hsia- 
yung in the murder of Warrant 
Officer Hideo Nakayama on Dar
roch Road November 9 last year, 
was being brought up before the 
First Special District Court at 
2:30 o’clock this afternoon in a 
surprise hearing before Judge 
Dzien.

The Shanghai Evening Post 
learned this morning that the 
police have new evidence to show 
that Yang knew that the book 

’ in which the murder gun is sup- 
I posed to have been hid was in 
! his house.
| Denies ,
i Yang has during the course of 
the trial stoutly disclaimed any 
knowledge of the Nakayama mur
der and has stated that the book 
found in his house wa£ planted 
there without his knowledge.

A new witness was being 
brought into court this afternoon 
to testify that Yang positively 
knew of the book’s presence in his 
house, Mr. Paul Y. Ru, assistant 
municipal advocate, will present 
the evidence for the police.

important Link
The holltwed-out book which 

was so ccnstructeo as to conceal 
a gun has all along been an im
portant link in the chain of evi
dence against Yang and also 

i against Shao Kwangtung to whom, 
, it is claimed, Yang gave the gun 
? that eventually Jflred the shot that 
i killed Nakayama. Tests carried 
J out by police experts revealed the 
i fact that in one corner of the 
; book rust marks were feund.

These marks are alleged to have 
come from the gun which was 
concealed for some time in the 
book.

In the meantime, officials of the
- Public Safety Bureau in Shang- 
> hai have in their custody a man
- named Chang Yu-hwa, one of the 
' defendants charged, with plotting 
3 the abortive assassination of Mr.
* Wang Ching-wei last November.
* The man was brought hère at the 
? request of the Shanghai Muni- 
1 cipal Police and will be brought 
; before the First Special District

Court in the near future to face
* the three accused in the Naka- 

yama case.
At a recent hearing hearing in 

the case, testimony was given in 
j court that Shao Kwangtung Once 
3 confessed in the police station 
1 that he and his accomplices had 

planned to kill Wang Ching-wei 
or General Chiang Kai-shek. 
Failing these, he is reported to 

’ have said that his group would 
. murder some Japanese officials. 
, These statements, however, were
- later repudiated by Shao Kwang- 
l tung. It is 'believed that there 
1 might be some connection between 
, the man brought from Nanking 
s and Yih’s group and this is the

reason he will be brought before 
the court scon.
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New Witness 
In Nakayama 
Trial Appears 

, YangChien-ehing,Sought 
i In Hongkew Slaying, 

Turns Up Voluntarily 

|>/vS PROTECTION
AC AIN ST CANC

i Yang Wen-iao Arcuses 
Witness Of False 

Statements
Wanted since last April to testify 

in connection with the Nakayama 
murder case. Mr. Yang Chien -chung. 
former clerk in the emoloy of the 
law offices of Mr. L. K. Kentwell. 
British attorney, made his appear

ance in the First Special District 
Court yesterday and gave evidence 
for the prosecution. The occasion 
was a surprise hearing of the case.

Only one of the three accused 
men, Yang Wen-tao, former local 
shipping man who is alleged to 
have plotted the killing of War
rant Officer Hideo Nakayama. 
Japanese subject, murdered on 
November 9, 1935, was brought 
before the tribunal. This was 
because the evidence to be taken 
concerned only him and had noth
ing to do with the cases against 
Yih Hai-sen (Hsiao Kwangtung), 
and Chow Shan-yung, the other 
two accused.

At the time of Yang’s arrest 
last April, he contended that the 
ex-law office clerk had framed him. 
He charged that the man had 
placed the book containing the 
death weapon in his house on 
Tongshan Road where the police 
would find it. He further contend- 

ied the missing man was a relative 
of his and had held a grudge 
against him because he refused to 
loan the fellow money.

Appears Unexpectedly
In view of the fact that the 

accused man offered no other ex
planation as to why he had been 
arrested, and because of his re
peated statements that he was in
nocent of anv implication in the 
Nakayama affair, the court asked 
the police to do every
thing possible to bring the man 

» j into the tribunal to testify. Detec- 
! tives in charge of the case search

ed the city but failed to locate 
Yang Chien-chung. Quite unex
pectedly, the fellow appeared quite 
voluntarily and announced that he 
wa§ willing to take the witness

New Witness 
In Nakayama 
Trial Appears

( Continued /rom Page 1, Col.

stand. He told detectives he had 
nothing to hide and that Yang 
Wan-tao’s charges of frame-up 
against him were completely false. 
All he wanted to be sure of, he 
said, was protection against the 
Fung Yih Association, Yang Wen- 
tao’s club, which, he added had 
threatened his life.

When the witness appeared in 
the courtroom yesterdaÿ afternoon, 
he was flanked by Japanese detec
tives. Nor was he left atone lor 
a single instant after he had en
tered the room. Before the ses
sion started, he took a seat on a 
long bench near the witness box. 
On each side sat two detectives, 
all of them armed. An elderly 
man of 53 years, he was attired in 
a light gray suit of foreign cut 
and at first glance, would ordin
arily be taken for a prosperous 
business man.

Ru Makes .Statement
Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant Munici

pal Advocate, opened the proceed
ings by informing the court of the 
identity of the witness. He also 
stated that the man would deny 
the accusations made against him 
by the first accused, thereby streng
thening the case for the prosecu
tion.

Taking the witness box. Mr. Yang 
declared that lie was not a relative 
of the accused man as the latter 
implied. He said that, the two 
families were related once upon a 
time but as he could trace it back, 
that was 700 years ago. Since 
that early date, he added that the 
family connection had been lost 
and that he considered himself in 
no way related to the man who 
was standing trial.

He continued that, he had for 
merly been in the employ of the 
Kentwell office but had left that 
concern in April after the arrest 
of the three accused. The first 
accused had made charges of 
frame-up against him, he said, and 
he had received threats against his 
life from members of the Tung Yih 
Association. He declared that he 
had no desire to remain in Shang
hai and get killed, even if the 
charges made against him were 
false.

After leaving the city, he declar
ed that he had gone to Nanking 
in search of a job. He later went 
to Hangchow and then to Chekiang, 
also looking for work. He declared, 
however, that he possessed inde 
pendent financial means and that 
it wasn’t necessary for him to work 
if he chose to remain idle. How
ever, he said, he liked to keep busy 
and for that reason continued to 
seek work.

Returned To Shanghai
Asked when he first knew about 

the . case against the three accused, 
he stated he had heard nothing 
about it until he read the newspaper 
reports. He dècïared that as soon 
as he learned that the police want
ed him. to testif^Jhe came back to 

•Shanghai and reported to delco 
lives in charge of the case.

He was shown the book which 
had hidden the death pistol. Askeci 
if he recognized it. he replied in 
the negative, stating that he had 
never seen it before. Asked if he 
knew Yang Wen-tao. he declare:; 
that he did but that he had never 
visited tile man’s home nor had he 
ever had anything to do with him. 
Continuing, he flatly denied all of 
the prisoner’s allegations.

For the first time .since the trial 
started months ago, Yang Wen-tao 
became talkative yesterday after ; 
noon. He accused the witne-s of 
prevarication and stated that the 
fellow had called at his house. He 
said that he came to his place 
three years ago in October and 
suggested that Yang use a book to 
nide a gun in. Yang, it will be 
remembered, stated that he orgin- 
ally possessed a gun *and that he 
had used a book in which to hide 
it. Police investigation revealed 
that it was not the same gun used 
io shoot Nakayama.

Yang further declared that the 
witness held a grudge 'against him 
because he had refused to loan the 
man money. The court a.-keel the1 
witness if this was true. I

"It is not." came the quick reply. | 
T never tried to borrow any money ! 
from him and why should I? 
am well-to-do and have several 
tens of thousands of dollars of my 
own."

Denies Charge Flatly
The accused alleged chat the 

witness had planted the book ano 
the gun in his house so that he 
would be arrested and the witness 
and others mixed up with him 
could collect the rewards offered by 
the authorities. This, the witness 
also flatly denied.

Questioning of the witness and 
Yang occupied most of the after
noon. At its conclusion, the court 
stated that if the prisoner’s allege 
tions were correct and the witne;-?. 
had planted the book and gun in 
Yang Wen tao’.s house, then hi., 
fingerprints must be on the book. 
The police were ordered to take 
Yang’s fingerprints and then send 
them, together with Hie book and 
the gun, to the judicial laboratorie.. 
for comparison. The ease was then 
remanded to an indefinite date.

Because of the tact that the 
hearing had not been publicly an
nounced. there were no spectator.;! 
in the courtroom yesterday after 
noon. The hearing was attended 
only by police and a handful of 
newspapermen.

Reports that Mr. Yang Chien - ; 
chung, appearance before the police ‘ 
and in court yesterday afternoon ; 
had a connection between the re- : 
cent arrest of, Chang Yu-hwa, | 
member of the bomb terrorist gang i 
now standing trial and also wanted I 
for participation in the attempted 
assassination of Mr. Wang Ching - 
wei, former president of the 
Executive Yuan, were categorically 
denied.

,/z
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NEW WITNESS FOUND 
IN NAKAYAMA :

Missing Nephew Of Yang, 
Wen-tao Makes Surprise ■

Appearance In Court !
Missing ever since the opening 

of the Nakayama trial, Yang 
Gien-chun, a nephew of Yang 
Wen-tao, one of the three accused 
men, made a surprise appearance 
in the First Special District Court 
yesterday, following his surrender ; 
on Tuesday to the Shanghai i 
police.

Yang Gien-chun, who had been 
accused by his uncle' of ‘'trap
ping” him by planting the fatal 
pistol in a book hollowed out for 
the purpose and found by the 
police in Yang Wen-tao’s library, 
made a heated denial of the alle
gations.

He had fled from Shanghai, 
Yang told the court, as soon as 
he heard that his uncle was at
tempting to implicate him in the 
case. AfteiA visiting Hangchow, 
Hankow, Hongkong and Canton, 
he had decided to return to 
Shanghai and cleai* his name.

Aged 52, Yang Gien-chun is 
much older than his uncle. He 
told the judge that he last saw 
his uncle in August. He did not 
know* his uncle’s address and could 
not. therefore have left the b°°k 
in his- library. He was not a 
member of the Tung Yi Associa
tion, of which his uncle was chair
man.

Yang Wen-tao declared that a 
few -days before his arrest, his 
nephew came to his home. Three 
years ago, when he was working 
with Messrs. Butterfield and 
Swire, his nephew had told him 
how to hide his licensed pistol 
by holloAving out a book in the 
centre.
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Witness Denies

Fan In Slaying

Clerk Voluntarily Goes 
To Court To Testily 

hi Nakayama Case
In a surprise hearing cf the 

Nakayama minder case held in 
the First Special District Court 
yesterday afternoon, Mr. Yang 
Chien-chung. lermer clerk in th? 
employ cf Mr. L. K. Kent well, 
British attorney, took the witness 
stand to deny the allegations of 
Yang (Wen-tao, former local ship, 
ping man and at present charged 
with complicity in the murder 
of the Japanese Marine last 
November, claiming that he had 
never before seen the hollowed - 
out book which had hidden the 
death pistol and which- had been 
found in Yang-. Wen-tao*** home.

The former clerk, who claims co 
have independent means, came 
into court yesterday cf his own 
volition as he wished to deny the 
allegations made by the accused 
that he had planted the book in 
his house. The witness claimed 
that he had received threatening 
letters frem members of the 
Tung Yih Association and |for 
this reason he had left town last 
April. New, all he asked was pro- 
tection, which he received yester- 
day afternoon on his entrance 
into court, being heavily flanked 
by Japanese detectives.

At the conclusions of the hear, 
ings, which were mostly occupied 
with the questioning of the wit
ness and Yang Wen-tao. the court 
ordered that the clerk’s finger
prints be taken in an effort to 
find if such prints were on the 
book which the accused alleges 
Yang Chien-chung placed in his 
house.

Neither Yih Hai-sen (‘Shao 
Kwangtung) nor Chow Hsia-yung. 
the ether accused in the 
Nakayama case, appeared in court 
yesterday as the evidence con
cerned only Yang Wen.tao. The 
case has keen remanded to an in
definite date.

“Red” Base Again
While minimizing the usefulness 

of Shanghai as a base for Comin
tern activities, reported to have 
been revived here lately, The 
Shanghai Nippo tec ay editorially 
noted the need for caution.

“At present, -when various coun
tries are nervous about Soviet spy 
activities, how can the Comin
tern hope to carry on effecf ve 
underground activities here?” the 
paper asked. “But the Soviet 
Union being skilled in such mat
ters, she may resort to the use 
of ‘White’ Russians. Japanese 

» should pay special attention to 
this point at this time when the 
Nakayama and Kayau cases are 
still unsolved.’’

The daily cited a report that 
having been driven out of “Man- 
chukuo,” Comintern headquarters 
for the Far East had been set up 
in Shanghai.

Typical Tactics
This, the Nippo said, was typi

cal of Soviet tactics, as it had 
skillfully utilized a time when the 
eyes of the world were focused on 
western Europe and Spain to take 
this step.

“The Soviets first selected Tien
tsin as a base for agitators. Balk
ed. however, by the formation of 
an anti-Communist bloc in North 
China, Russia is now transferring 
the influential Reds she sent to 
the northern city south to Shang
hai.”

Shanghai, the paper noted, was 
“second choice” for the Soviets. 
While on the one hand, the 
tangled international relations 
here made it easy for spies and 
agitators 
was. cn 
to close 
Powers.

to operate. Shanghai 
the other hand, subject 
surveillance by various

“Every 
attention 
here.
first chose.
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World Watches
country is paying clo^e 
to Soviet maneuverings 

That is why the Soviets 
Tientsin and later

moved to Shanghai,” the Nipp? 
said.

The journal declared that at 
the time of the formation cf the 
Front Populaire cabinet in 
France, rumors were current that 
the French Consulate-General and 
the Concession authorities were 
closing their eyes to the activities 
of Red agitators.

“Mr. Seiichi Uyeda, then chief 
th*1 nolice affairs section of 

the Japanese Consulate-G-meral, 
however, issued a statement at the 
time noting that a close co
operation existed between his 
office and the French authorities 
for the curbing of Communist 
activities.” the daily added.
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NAKAYAMA CASE
REOPENED

Witness Denies Planting Book 
in Accused’s House

ALLEGATION OF THREAT 
TO HIS LIFE

Yang Kyung-chun, said to hav# 
planted a book used to conceal | 
pistol in the house of Yang Ven-ta(^ 
and thus to have implicated the lattei 
in Mr. Nakayama’s murder, appeared 
in the First Special District CourS 
yesterday, as a witness, and strongly 
denied the allegation. The witnes^ 
who had been sought by the >pro|: 
secution for many months, suddenly' 
communicated with the Settlement 
Police on Tuesday. According to Mil 
Paul Y. Ru, Assistant Municipal

I Advocate, he escaped from Shangha 
after he had heard that his life wa 
threatened by members of the Tunj 
Yih Club, of which one of the ac 
cused, Yang Ven tao, was a member 
He returned to Shanghai to clear uj 
the matter, so that he might continue 
his work here.

After an hour’s questioning, the 
Court ordered that prints of the wit« 
ness’s fingers and palms be taken £ t^ivTsupporrto
and compared with those found 
the book. No date was fixed for thé 
next hearing.

delay the payment of medical ex
penses for his nephew. When Dr. 
Chen asked him about the address of 
the accused, he did not know why 
the accused was wanted by the police. 
Dr. Chen did not mention any reward 

i offered in the murder case.

Leffi in May
The witness said he left Shanghai 

for Canton in May, to call on a high 
official for a job. He had also heard 
that his life was threatened by Tung 
Yih Club members. After he learned 
from the papers that he was wanted 
to give evidence in the case, ho re
turned here. He also desired to clear 
up the matter.

The witness said he never had any 
I ill-feeling against, the accused. The 
latter, however, said the witness did 
have a grudge against him, because !

the ' 
thewitness on a certain mission in 

south.

Witness’ Statement
The witness told the Court that hef 

was aged 53 years, and a native of| 
Chungshan, in Kwangtung. The ac-;l 
cused and he were of one family 700/ 
years ago but were not ^related at| 
present. He had never visited the| 
accused’s house and had never bor-f 
rowed money from him, as he wasj 
quite well-to-do himself.

When shown a book in which the w 
police said the pistol had been con-| 
cealed, the witness said he had never I 
seen it before. 1

The accused thereupon said the a 
witness was not telling the truth. 1 
The witness visited his house in ? 
October three years ago, dressed in a | 
long black gown, not in a foreign 
suit, as he appeared in Court. At 
that time, the accused obtained a, 
pistol and did not know how to con
ceal it, whereupon the witness sug
gested the use of a book. !

The witness, however, insisted that’ 
he had never been to the accused’s 
house. When asked by Dr. Chen. 
Wei-ming regarding Yang Ven-tao’sj 
address, witness referred him toi 
Yang Kia-mei, who wrote down I 
Yang Ven-tao’s address. Dr. Che-nj 
could not find the accused’s house,? 
however. !

Asked if he had obtained any| 
money from Dr. Chen, the witness ; 
said he had not. On one occasion he 

tasked Dr. Chen to approach the 
iKwangtung Hospital, to allow him to
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F ourNakayama 
Case^^Suspeets 
In Court Again
Police Recommend Trial 

At Hearing Held 
In Camera

The four men arrested recently 
on suspicion of having been in- ' 
volved in the killing of Kosaku j 
Kayau and Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama, w?re brought before 
the Fint Special District Court 
yesterday morning, and after a 
short hearing were remanded in 
custody until September 16 for; 
trial. The hearing yesterday wasj 
held in camera.

The hearing was brief. The four 
accused men were brought before 

(the court, questioned briefly and 
| recommended by the police for p 
Trial. The court consented and 
the group was ordered held for an- | 
other week.

The four men. Tseu Kwei-soong, 
age 39; Ching Dao-jm, age 19; 
Zung Eng-ming, age 32; and Tsang 
Tse-ming, agq 27. are alleged to 
have been involved in the shooting 
last July of Kosaku Kayau. Japan 
ese s^a-food broker. While all 
hearings in connection with their 
case have been held In camera, 
and no information has been given 
out to th? public, it is stated that 
the men belonged to a Cantonese 
club engaged in the business of 
assassination.

The hearing yesterday was con
ducted early in the morning. Only 
the four accused, the judge and 
the few detectives connected with 
the case were allowed to enter the 
courtroom. Th? prosecution outlin 
ed the case against the quartet 
and insisted that they be brought ! 
befor? the court for trial. The! 
court agreed and the request was i 
granted.

Kosaku Kayau was shot down on 
the night of July 9 while he was 
walking along Chimel Road, off 
Eixwell Road, with two children. 
When found on? of the children 
was clinging to his neck while the 
other was standing at his side.

After a long search, two of the 
men alleged to have be n connect
ed with the shooting wrere taken) 
into custody while the two others 
wer » not nabbed until three or four 
days later.

.Just wily the four are being held 
has not be n made clear and pos
sibly won’t be until they appear 
for open trial next week.
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MURDER SUSPECTS TO BE
HELD ANOTHER WEEK

' Tseu Kwei-sung. Ching Dao-joen, 
Zung Eng-ming and Tsang Tse-ming, 
arrested recently on suspicion of • 
being concerned in the murder of 
Nakayama, a Japanese marine? on 
TOFroch*^oad, and K. Kayau. a 
Japanese clerk, on Chi Mei Road, 
whose detention was ordered by the 
First Special District Court last week 
to enable the police to make investi
gations, were remanded for another 
week by the court yesterday, the 
police mentioning that more time 
would be required to complete 
inquiries in the case.
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Nakayama Case | 
j Defies Agitation 
j Prospects For Speedy 

Verdict Dim Despite 
Japanese Demands

r süAtOHAï rtwriF/i f?‘.

Efforts to keep the Nakayama 
. case “hot’’ .seemed to bP producing 

little effect this morning just a 
few hours before the scheduled 

. bearing in the First District 
y Court this afternoon, and police, 

defense and prosecution were in
clined to be ncn-ccmmital and 
just a bit indifferent concerning 
the day by day statements of local 
Japanese newspapers to the effect 
that the trial has dragged on lens 

; enough and that a verdict of 
guilt should be rendered im
mediately.

•While local Japanese papers ar? 
altering that three accused. Vih 
Hat-sen (Shao Kwangtung). Yang 
Wen.tao- and Chow Hsia-yung. 
are backed by strong political 
support and that the three 
accused are “political assassins.’’ 
tho concerted action cf the 
journals fcr a speedv verdict is 
net likely to have the desired 
egect, it was pointed out hero j 
this morning.

The pleadings in the Nakayama 
c3se were reopened in order that 
(he presiding judges might hear . 
the testimony cf an amah who 
was wolkinr down Darrcch Road 
the night Nakayama was shot and 
that they might try to find the 
motive for the shooting—a motive 
that appears just as obscure at 
the present time as it did eight 
and one half months ago when 
thp Japanese sailer was fatally 
wounded.

As the three accused will in all 
probability be questioned this 
afternecn and as therft is a pos
sibility of witnesses being called, 
it is almost certain that the case 
will not be concluded. If time 
allows, summing up by attorneys 
fcr the defense and the prosecu
tion may take -place, but even 
this appears doubtful, and it is ex
pected that the pleadings of the 
lawyers will not take Place until a 
further as yet unset hearing.

Asked To Get Killer
Speedy apprehension of th? 

murderer of Mr.. Kosaku Kayau. 
shot and killed on Chi Mei Road 
on July 10, was asked yesterday 
by Mr. Hideakî Kitamura, chief

I of the Police Affairs Section of 
the Japanese Consulate-General, 

[during a call on Gen. Tsai C’hin- 
I chun, director of the Public 
Safety Bureau.

A similar call was paid a day 
earlier by Mr. Kanam? Wakasugi, 
consul-general, on Gen. Wu Teh- 
chen, mayor of Greater Shanghai.
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Nakaj^j^Affair Accused ,i(a,r,.
Suspected Of Concern In 'V*
Attack On Wang Ching-wei

' ......................

Sensational Investigation Is Opened By Court On < .......... .
Another Confession Made By “Shao Kwangtung”;

Accused Now Alleged To Be Terrorists

GANG ALLEGEDLY HAD PLANNED TO 
MURDER CHIANG OR WANG FIRST

The Nakayama case took an altogether unexpected turn in the First Special District Court yesterday afternoon when at the first investigation hearing Judge Shao com- menced delving into an allegation that the three Chinese, accused of having murdered Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama of the Japanese Naval Landing Party on Darroch Road on November 9, last, belonged to the group of terrorists, who had made an attempt on the lifg of Mr.- Wang Ching-wei, former President of the Executive Yuan, at Nanking on November 1, last.The judge also commenced inquiring into a statement made by “Shao Kwangtung,” the chief suspect, that Yang Wen-tao, another accused had visited Canton not long ago, bound on a mission to assassinate General Chen Chi-tang,then the “strong* man” of Canton.
' Although the investigation open- 
. ed by the court of inquiry was 
mainly based on statements made 
by “Shao Kwangtung,” in court 
he again denied that he had said 
anything of the kind and again 
alleged that he had been beaten 
by police officers. Judge Shao, 
however, in order to go thoroughly 
into the, case and to leave open 
no loophole, remanded the hearing 
again sine die and ordered the; 
pictures of the three accused to 
be sent to the Kiangsu High Court

; for identification by men held in 
connection with the attempted 
assassination of Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei. As none of Yang Wcn-tao’s 
finger-prints were found on the 
book hollowed out to hold a pistol, 
allegedly used to kill Nakayama, 
the court ordered Yang’s palm 
prints to be taken and sent for 
examination to the Chenju Legal 
Institute of Medicine.

The new investigations were 
started on the since repudiated 
confession made by “Shao Kwang
tung,” who is alleged to have stat
ed that he. the other two accused 
and several other members of the. 
Tung Yi Association of which

i Yang was the Chairman, met in 
October of last year and decided 
on a threefold plan. It was re
solved first to murder General 
Chiang Kai-shek, failing thàt they

hud to turn their attention to Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei. If they did not 
succeed to murder Mr. Wang, it 
was decided that they would create 
a disturbance in Shanghai by kill
ing some Japanese officers.

Alleges Beating
“Shao Kwangtung” again al

leged having been beaten by police 
and said that he could not but 
say whatever the police wanted

4 him to. He stated that he had 
only wanted to die as quickly as 
possible and therefore said any
thing. He denied that he and the 
other accused had met to discuss 
plans for organizing an “Iron And 
Blood National Salvation Corps,” 
in. order to embark on 
assassination programme.

Yang Wen-tao denied any know- 
'edge of any assassination plot, 
raying that he did not know Wang 
Ya-chiao, a man linked up with 
.he attempt on Mr. Wang’s life, 
ior did he know Li Fu-tzc, another 
uspect in the Wang case. Hn 
fever organized any “bloody” 
p-oup and knew no instigator of

an

Yang Wen-tao went to Canton to | 
ce his sick uncle and was there- ( 

?ore asked by the elder members j 
of his guild to settle a trouble in ] 
the clan. The Shanghai guild was 
asked by natives of Peh Shan in. 
Canton to settle the clan trouble. 
Yang Wen-tao completely denied

---------- ------- • the a.j 

organized the I Canton v.. .. ........ --
i Associa- ! organizing an attempt on General ' O. 4.___TT- _____________ !

any murders. The judge express
ed a doubt that soon after the 
attempt on 
Nakayama 
Shanghai which fact indicated that j 
the story of Yang’s alleged co- i 
operation with the Nanking ter-; 
rorists might be true. Yang 
complete!}7 denied tha. allegation.

Yang said he 
Tung Jen and Tung Yi < 
tions for a philanthropic cause. 
Differences among members of the 
Tung Jen Association forced him 
to organize the latter association 
for which only a preparatory office Paotao.

Mr. Wang’s life,, 
was murdered in

allegation that he went to ( 
i on a secret mission of

was established. No murder plot 
was discussed in the preparatory 
office. The latter organization was 
closed soon. Questioned as to why 
he moved the office three times, he 
said that it proved necessary for 
financial reasons. «After being; 
Chairman of the Association for

Chen Chi-tang’s life. He never : 
entered into nolitics although he ; 
was once employed as a counsellor ; 
of the 55th Army stationed in i 

. He served in that capa- ! 
city for only two months while ; 
staying in Shanghai, 
seek the iob, he said, 
him by the army 
through an 
friend.

Before the hearing opened As- ! 
sistant Municinal Advocate Paul ;

He did not 
It was given ; 
commander 

introduction of his

two or three months he resigned.; Ru told the court that police had. 
been able to find Yang Gien-chun, I 
a relative of Yang Wen-tao, who i 
is alleged to have changed the hoi- ! 

( lowed book in order to trap the | 
latter. The court record of the j 

-demonstration recently staged by 
[an amah who claimed to have j 
(heard the shot on the night when | 
Nakayama was murdered was 
read in court.

Accused Cries
Chou Tso-yung, the third accus

ed, also denied his connection with 
the Nanking terrorists or any 
plotters planning to murder any 
Japanese. He cried loudly when 
asked whether or not he had re
ceived $20 for his part in the 
Nakayama murder, as was once 
alleged by “Shao Kwangtung” in 
his repudiated confession. While 
weeping he said that he would rot 
be Sb foolish as to murder a man ! 
for $20. He would rather be a j 
robber, he said. Before he was 
arrested a detective came and ask- ■ 
ed him his name and his connec-’ 
tion with “Shao Kwangtung.” He: 
told everything frankly to police.! 

' He did not try to escape although * 
he was arrested half an hour after] 
the detective’s visit. ;

Soon after the opening of the ; 
hearing three elder members of the 
Peh Shan Residents’ Guild, a Can- ■ 
tonese organization, and relatives | 
of Yang Wen-tao, answered many ' 
questions asked by the judge in 
regard to two letters Yang Wen- ; 
tao once carried to Canton. It ( 
was revealed after interrogation | 
that it was purely a family affair, 
Yang being asked to secure the 
help of seven persons belonging 
to the same clan in Canton to 
help him bring pressure upon an 
elder native in Canton who was 
alleged to have abused his power ■ 
among his natives, selling many ! 
properties belonging to the clan. |
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Ex-Bouncer
Breaks Down; 
In Nakayama 
Death Trial
New Hearing Brings Out 
Police Link With Big 

NankingMurderPlot

GANG SAID OUT
FOR OFFICIALS

Hsi'ao Kwangtung Denies 
i "Confession To This Ef

fect, Alleges Torture
r The attempted murder of Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei,. former President of the 
Executive Yuan, in Nanking last 
November came up in the Naka
yama trial at the First Special 
District Court yesterday afternoon 
when the three accused were ques
tioned for their alleged complicity 
in the Nanking case.

This new turn in the hearing came 
as a result of the evidence pre • 
sented by the police in an effort to 
show that Yih Hai-sen (“Hsiao, 
Kwangtung”), one of the three | 
accused, had planned to assassinate 
either General Chiang Kai-shek or 
Mr. Wang.

The new police evidence was in 
the form of a special booklet, which 
contained several previous confes
sions of “Hsiao Kwangtung” as well ; 
as materials collected by indepen
dent investigation by the police.

In one of these statements, Yih 
was said to have told the officers 
that Wang Ya-chiao, who is want
ed by authorities as the alleged 
leader of the gang which 
plotted the killing of the 
former Yuan president was 
present at one of the meetings pre
ceding the shooting of Japanese 
Warrant Officer Hideo Nakayama
on Nov. 9, 1935.

The evidence presented by the 
police prosecutor also alleged that 
“Hsiao Kwangtung,” in his confes
sion about two months ago, stated 
that some eight persons, including 
himself and Yang Wen-tao were 
present at a meeting called to or 
ganize a “Blood and Iron Salva
tion Group.”

Chiang Chief Object
Tire chief object of this group, ar- 

cording to alleged confession pre
sented to the court by the police, 
was to assassinate General Chiang. 
If this should fail, the confession 
was stated to have said, the next 
person to be murdered was Mr. 
Wang. In the event that the at
tempt on the former Executive Yuan 
president should again fall through, 
the group, according to the police
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"I was being beaten at that time,” 
he told the Court, “so in order 
to stop the punishment I wrote 
clown the names I could think of. 
Some of these people were my ac
quaintances, others were merely fic
titious to make up the seven or 
eight insisted on by the police.”

One of these eight names which 
Yih Hai-sen wrote down was Wangj 

a-chiao.
Earlier in the trial, the 

General Chen Chi- tar 
Faification Commissioner 
Kwangtung Province, also 
in the Court’s questioning in regard 
to a letter written to Yang 
Wen-tao when he was in Canton 
in 1934. Some of the relevant sen
tences in the letter intimated that 
Yang was to.“get rid of a certain 
man’’ and thht “seven men would 
help him in carrying out the work.” 
The concluding sentences in the 
letter stated that if “it would cost 
$3,000 or $4,000, the sum would be

name of 
deposed 
of the 

came up

comparatively a .small amount," and 
the writers of the letter would send 
the fund.

3 Men In Court
The three writers of this myster

ious letter were in Court yesterday 
to answer questions regarding the 
real meaning of the sentences 
cited. They were asked whether the 
man io “get rid of” was General 
Chen Chi-tang. This was flatly 
denied by the witnesses.

The three men are, Yang Tsung- 
chien. Yang Hai-sen, a former 
employee of the Sincere Company, 
(and Yang Wen-jih, Chinese pas- 
| sengcr agent of the Dollar Steam
ship Company.

They told the Court that the
certain man.” was the magistrate 

in their home county, Pei Hai in 
Kwangtung Province, who had 
been misappropriating funds in his 
official capacity. As Yang was in 
the South at that time, they asked 
him to do whatever he could to
get the magistrate in question out 
of office.

They mentioned the “seven men” 
to help Yang, because the latter 
was not familiar with local condi
tions.

The three witnesses were ques
tioned separately and later their 
testimony was corroborated by Yang 
Wen-tao, who was excused from 
the courtroom when the questioning 
of the three was in progress.

Ex-Ecuncer Cries In Court
During the trial, Chow Sha-yung, 

one-time cabaret “bouncer”, who 
was implicated as one of the plot
ters of the Nakayama killing by 
Yih Hai-sen, broke down and cried 
when he was questioned by the 
judge.

He was asked whether he received 
a “pay-off” of $25 after killing the' 
Japanese as charged in one of the 
repudidated confessions of “Hsiao 
Kwangtung.” Breaking into tears, 
Chow turned to the interpreter and 
implored:

“Please tell the Court . . . Why 
should I go out and kill a man 
against whom I have no grudge lor 
J25. If I wanted the money, I 
could have gone out and robbed 
someone."
! Later, he again sobbed and said: 
' “The day I was arrested, some 
detective came to the Continental 
Ballroom and asked if my name was

I told him it was.

Displayed 
most nervous 
standing in

Great Nervousness
Chow was by far the 

man among the three 
the prisoners’ dock? yesterday. He 
eyed the defense lawyers, drummed 
his thin fingers on the railing and 
appeared generally ill at ease.

“Hsiao Kwangtung” who was in 
tears and cried several times during 
previous hearings, was comparative
ly calm yesterday. But when Chow 
began to sob, tears also started to 
stream down Yih’s face.

Yang Wen-tao, who was charged 
as the ‘ brain’’ of 
mained calm and 
facial expression* 
apparent emotion.

“Hsiao Kwangtung’’ was 
dressed in his dark serge trousers 
and patent leather? shoes in which he 
was arrested more than three months 
ago. Owing to the hot weather he 
had taken off his coat, and came 
into the Court in a slightly torn

the crime, 
immobile, 
revealing

re- 
his 
no

still

and soiled shirt. Chow was also 
clothed in the heavy brown 
woolen trousers and brown shirt, 
in which he was taken into custody.

Most of the hearing yesterday 
was occupied by checking up the 
statements made previously by the 
three accused.

To clear up the angle on the 
complication of the three accused 
in the attempted murder of Mr. 
Wang, pictures of the trio will be 
sent to Nankin? for identification by 
the accused held in the Capital.

The book, in which the murder 
gun was alleged to have been hid
den. will be re-examined by the 
Judicial Laboratory.

The trial was adjourned sine die.

evidence, planned to kill two Japan
ese officers.

Questioned by the court on the
alleged confession yesterday, “Hsiao Chow Sha-yung.
Kwangtung” stuck to his story The man asked me to write my name 
that he was tortured by the police down and wait him. In about half 
and denied that the extensive plan an hour he came back and arrested
for murder was true. He stated me. If I was involved in the case, 
that the police suggested to himi could have escaped easilj7 during 
that a large group of people must the 30 minutes. I don’t know any- 
havc been present when the con- thing about this killing, I tell you. 
lerence was held to discuss the kill- i don’t know anything about this.” 
mg of the Japanese. He was asked I 
who these peonle were. I
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Nakayama Trial 
To Take Weeks

Early Verdict Unlikely . ... r..... . ......
Despite Agitations

By Japanese
The trial of the three Canton

ese, Yih Hai.sen, alias Hsiao 
Kwangtung, Yang Wen-tao and 
Chow Jbha-yung, on charges 
of murder of Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party on 
Darroch Road on November 9, 
1935, is to last for at least two 
mord Sessions despite the Japan- 
,ese_claincr. for ft irspgedy_^conclu- 
’sion^ ft 15 .learned à tithe, IjTfst 
TSedal District, Court tiiis jnorn.

Despite earlier reports, it has 
now been ascertained that the 
session scheduled at 2 o’clock to
morrow afternoon will be devoted 
Jo further questioning of_the ac
cused "and,~ possibly, several ^wit- 
"hesses. "'II time '"’allows, Jthe~pr 51 
jecution and jffié 'defense will sum 
up their case"and the ‘tflal will be 

"agam, ’ ftdiôüffie^ . ÏQjOu&ment. 
It is generally believed, however, 
that the questioning will take up 
the whole session and that the 
next session will be for summing 
up. thus necessitating yet another 
session for the judgment.

Japanese Agitate
The Japanese community in 

Shanghai 
timrjpO'-iPeedy condujl^oLihe 
fffal,_tpday- Allegations that vhe 
tlfree accused, particularly Hsiao 
Kwangtung and Yang Wen-tao, 
have political support and back
ground and that the City Kuo
mintang is seeking to effect their 
release were contained in press 
reports.

indicative of the Japanese pr^ss
reports on the Nakayama case is
the Shanghai Mainichi report this 
morning which predicts that to. 
moi row’s session would be preced
ed by a secret conference of of
ficials of the local Kuomintang, 
prudents of the Kiangsu High 
Court, the First and Second 
Special District Courts.

Similar Session
A similar meeting, the journal 

asserted, waa held in the early 
morning hours of July 27, just 
prior to the ninth hearing.

The new deliberations are 
necessitated, according to the 
Mainichi, by the disclosure of 
powerful political support behind 
th€ two chief accused, Yang Wen- 
tao and “Hsiao Kwangtung”.

The journal predicted that one 
of the consequences of the con
ference would be “a change of 

front” in the local Chinese press, . 
the dailies presumably arguing 
that the two accused have no 
political affiliations or connections 
whatsoever.

To Rescue Yang
In addition to a number of 

Chinese notables and Kuomintang 
officials, who had come to the re • 
scue of Yang, Mr. Mao Yun, an i 
attorney and a member of the 
local Special Tangpu. has also | 
played, according to the Japanese 
paper, a prominent part in seek
ing Yang’s release.

Mr. Mao, the journal said, has 
long been active cn behalf of. 
Yang and the latter’s Hung Shun 
Mutual Aid Society, a powerful 
organization of local Cantonese 
residents..

Both Yang and “Hsiao Kwang
tung”, were described yesterday 
by the Shanghai Nippo as “pro- 
fesssional assassins”, who had 
“their finger in almost every 
notorious political murder of re
cent years”.

“It must also be noted”, the 
paper declared, “that the two men 
have been actively engaged in 
anti-Japanese w’ork since the 
Manchurian Incident of 1931”.

“Both of the accused men”, the 
daily continued, “are members of 
the Hung Pang, the notorious 
Cantonese underworld organiza
tion, controlled by the Hung Hsin 

j Society”.

I
I
I
I
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Hsiao Kwangtung 
“Hired Assassin”)

Suspects Of Nakayama 
Murder Said Belong

To “Ou Pang”
“Hsiao Kwangtung” and Yang 

Wen.tao, leading figures in the 1 
sensational “Nakayama trial”, 
which is to be resumed on Wed
nesday afternoon were described 
yestrday by the Shanghai Nippo ! 
as “professional assassins”, who 
had had “their fingers in almost 
every notorious political murder 
of recent years”.

“It must also be noted,” the 
paper declared, “that the two men I 
have been actively engaged .n I 
anti-Japanese work since the 
Manchurian incident of 1931.

Belong To Ou Pany
“Both of the accused men”, the 

daily continued, “are members of 
the Ou Pang, the notorious Can
tonese underworld organization, 
controlled by the Hung Hsin 
Society”.

The Nippo assailed the local 
office of the Kuomintang for con
tinuing its alleged efforts to 
secure the release of “Hsiao 
Kwangtung” and Yang.

“Although it is certain that the 
Tangpu did not instruct the Ou 
Pang to murder Japanese, it 
should be held responsible for 
permitting the secret organization 
co exist.

Deplore Police Failure 
trWe cannot give up our doubts 

as to the true attitude of the 
Kuomintang, as long as several 
cf its influential members, as well 
as officials of the Chinese Muni
cipality, continue their efforts to 
«gain freedom for Yang.” 

Expressing regret at the failure 
ci the Public Safety Bureau to 
arrest the assassin cf Mr. Kosaku 
Kayau. a Japanese sea-food 
bicker, shot and killed on July 
10, the daily saw little hope for 
the Chinese Government’s efforts 
to secure the return of foreign 
settlements rrd concessions in 
C lina at an early date.

Pair Claimed Guilty
The daily expressed its scepti. 

cism ever the attitude cf the 
First Special District Court, and 
predicted that an acquittai cf the 
accused would result in a revival 
cf political assassinations.

That Yang, and Hsiao Kwang
tung had committed the crime is 
beyond any doubt,” the daily as
serted.

“It is useless, however to in
dulge in talk now. We must await 
tne sincere and just verdict of 
•in Court.'»
The Nippo concluded by urging 

oe Nanking Government to sup. 
mess all anti-Nipponese and 
professional assassins’ organiza
tions, to prevent the recurrence 
cf lamentable cases.” ’ *

Kayau Case
Mr. Kaname Waxasugi. Japan

ese Consul-General here thr 
morning aclled on Genera 
Wu feh-chen, Mayor oi 
Greater Shanghai, tc ask for th* 
npeec.y apprehension of the 
murderers of Mr. Kosaku Kayau 

The Japanese official pointed 
cut that more than three weeks 
nave already elapsed, since 
Mr. Kavau, a Japanese sea-food 
brewer, was shot and killed in chi 
Mei Road on the night cf July 
10, without the discovery of a 
single clue by the Chinese police
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MORE WITNESSES IN 
NAKAYAMA CASE 

(B^wf^'*****’* ■ -?,»»- »ii »»fMnnwiHB^8WI8i

Yang Questioned About Plot 
to Kill Gen. Chiang Kai-shek

YIH SAYS CONFESSION
OBTAINED BY TORTURE
Allegations that eight men, in

cluding two of three Cantonese. Yih 
: Hai-sen, alias “Little Cantonese,” 
and Yang Ven-tao, accused of the 
murder of H. Nakayama, a Japanese 

1 marine, on November 9 last, were 
I members of an assassination gang 
! which had plotted to murder Gen. 
, Chiang Kai-shek, Mr. Wang Ching- 
, wei, and two Japanese officers in 
order to create disturbances were 
made in the First Special District 
Court yesterday afternoon when the 
Nakayama case came up before Judge 
Hsiao Shih-feng for another hearing.

Yang Ven-tao was questioned 
about two letters which he received : 
from a Cantonese residents associa-; 
tion of Shanghai during his trip to 
Kwangtung in 1934. These two let-î 
ters, it was said, contained a veiled; 
threat to kill a certain person. In? 
answer to the Judge, Yang stated; 
these letters referred to their attempts 
to overthrow a depraved gentry in 
his native district in Kwangtung. 
Chungshan, who was alleged to havej 
unlawfully appropriated to his own| 
use property belonging to the public.! 
The Judge asked Yang whether the! 
threat to kill a person referred to ini 
the letters meant a plot to kill Gen.| 
Chen Chi-tang, until recently the| 
“Strong Man” of Kwangtung, andf 
Yang replied “No.” |

Four Cantonese witnesses, all from! 
the Yang family in Chungshai-3 
Kwangtung, testified about the twof 
letters and their evidence was to the.J 
effect that the veiled threat contain- i 
ed in the letters meant an attempt! 
to remove a gentry in their native: 
district, but did not mean any plot! 
to kill Gen. Chen Chi-tang. These 
letters were sent to Yang Ven-tao 
during his visit to Kwangtung, wit
nesses told the court.

Both “Little Cantonese” and the 
third accused, Chow Zeu-yoong, were 
also questioned about the alleged plot 
and they all denied any knowledge, 
“Little Cantonese” saying he had 
made this statement at the station by 
torture.

Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant Muni
cipal Advocate, prosecuting, told the 
Judge that the police, during the 
period of remand, could not find the 
man named Yang Tsien-tsoong who 
was alleged to have planted a book 
used to conceal a pistol in the house 
of Yang Ven-tao in order to implicate 
the latter in Nakayama’s murder.

At the conclusion of the hearing, 
the Judge mentioned that a further 
adjournment #ras necessary to enable 
the Chenju Judicial Laboratory to 
conduct another examination of the 
book found in Yang Ven-tao’s house 
and make inquiries regarding the 
three accused’s past activities at the 
Kiangsu High Court. No date was 
fixed for the next hearing.

Another Plot Alleged
The Judge then started to question 

Yang Ven-tao about his past his 
tory. In answer to the Judge, Yang 
denied he was once an officer of the 
19th Route Army in Shanghai nor 
was he the Public Safety Bureau 
Commissioner or the Mayor of Amoy 
when the “People’s Revolutionary 
Government” was established in 
Foochow. The accused admitted he 
was once a high officer of the 55th 
Army for about two months.

Producing a copy of a written 
statement made by Yih Hai-sen at 
the police station, rhe Judge told 
Yang that Yih had implicated him 
and six others as members of a 
well-organized murder gang wTith a 
plot to kill Gen. Chiang Kai-shek. 
If this plot failed, they would map 
out plans to kill Mr. Wang Ching 
wei, and if this again failed, they 
would kill two Japanese officers in 
Shanghai in order to stir up troub
les, according to Yih’s statement. The 
Judge said, according to Yih, the'* 
gang was known as the “Iron and; 
Blood National Salvation Corps.” The 
Judge pointed out it was significant 
that the attempt on Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei’s life was made on November 1 
and the murder of the Japanese 
marine on Darroch Road was com
mitted on November 9, which were 
close to each other. In reply to the 
Judge, Yang said he knew nothing 
of all these.
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Amah Gives Demonstration'
Of Nakayama’s Killing

Witness To Shooting Taken To Scene Of Crime 
And Explains What She Saw To Chinese Judge;

Japanese Angry Over Delayed Decision
While charges of insincerity ! 

were being made by the Japanese 
press against those conducting , -
the trial of the alleged slayers of I Shanghai 
Hideo Nakayama, and protests [ “”Tn,pî“5ft' 
were made over the surprise re- t 
opening of the trial on Tuseday 
for the purpose of taking testi
mony from a Chinese amah, 
opening of the trial on Tuesday 
night witnessed a demonstration 
by the amah at the scene of the 
crime.

According to the vernacular 
press Pan Chiao-ying, the Chin
ese amah who claimed 
been a witness to the 
was taken by officials of 
Special District Court

to have 
shooting, 
the First 
to Dar

roch Road where Nakayama was 
killed by an unknown assassin in 
November of last year. In 
presence of Judge Shiao 
court officials 
monstrated how 
Japanese officer 
assassin about 
when the shot 
ended Nakayama’s life.

The woman showed how she 
was returning to the home of he*- 
mistress in Yung An Alley, after 
visiting a friend’s home in 1 
Deh Fang. Walking along the | 
footpath she demonstrated how

the 
and 
de

dead
the amah

she saw the
and his possible
30 paces
was fired which

apart

[ Lieut.-Commander Matao Okino, 
! assistant naval attache to the 
• Japanese Embassy here, told the

i “Mainichi” that it was
• unreasonable” of the Court to 
announce a postponement to 
enable it to pronounce the judg
ment, and then hold a surprise 
hearing for the amah.

“Such an attitude cannot but 
make all Japanese residents here 
extremely indignant. If the Court 

L fails to announce definitely the 
■ date on which the verdict is to 

be handed down at the scheduled 
hearing on July 31, we shall re
gard it as a serious matter.”

The three local Nipponese 
dailies also bitterly assailed the 
Court for its reported intention 
to postpone indefinitely the next 
scheduled session.

The Shanghai “Nichi-Nichi” 
asserted that the Court notified 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 
that last Tuesday’s session would 
be closed to the public.

This intention, however, did 
not materialize, the “Nichi-Nichi” 

j charged, as a reporter and a 
j counsel for the defence were 
j allowed to enter the Court Cham- 

1 were later responsible 
for making the hearing public.

In an editorial devoted to the

Min I ber> and
+ for makii

she reached the junction of North “Nakayama” case, the “Mainicli 
Kiangwan UI'ge(l the Court to hold t1. 

scheduled 1 
nouncing 
when the 
be given.

The “Nippo’’ demanded the 
“eradication” of the assassins of

Szechuen Road and
Road. She walked and turned 
into Darroch Road and when op
posite house No. 91 declared that 
he saw the Japanese coming 

vuwards her. He passed on the 
western side of the road and she

-, to hold the 
hearing on July 31, an
on that day the date 
linal judgment would

saw a man in a black gown walk
ing on the eastern side of the road 
some 30 feet behind the Japanese. 
They both passed her and a short

Nakayama, to maintain peace and 
order and to aid in the promotion 
of amicable relations between 
Japan and China.

time later she heard a shot and 
turning saw the Japanese lying 
on the ground. As she was car
rying a Japanese child she did 
not return to see what had hap- i 
pened. ;

Continuing her demonstration 
the amah showed how she walk- ; 
ed to a hot water shop and enter- • 
ing the front door went out into 
the alley at the back of the shop ! 
and thence to the house of her 
mistress.

The judge ordered one of the 
court officials to put on the coat 
of “Little Kwangtung,” the alleg
ed slayer of Nakayama,, and 
stand where the man in the black Î 
coat had been seen. Asked if she ' 
could identify the coat, the amah ■ 
said that the coat was similar 
to the one worn by the my
sterious person who had passed 
her on Darroch Road, just prior 
to the shot.

The Kayau Case
, Officers of the Bureau of Public 
Safety have so far made no ar
rest in connection with the 
murder of K. Kayau who was 
found dead with a bullet wound 
in his head, on July 10. Several 
officials of the bureau, including 
head of the detective department, 
Colonel Liang Fu-tsu of the 
North Railway Substation, have 
petitioned the bureau commis
sioner asking to be punished for 
their failure to arrest the 
murderer. Monday was the second 
deadline announced for making 
arrests in connection with the 
case. The reward for the arrest 
of the murderer offered by the 
Bureau has been increased to $1- 
000.

--------------------- -----------------------------------

, This concluded the demonstra
tion.

Insincerity Charged
Charges of insincerity were 

levelled yesterday by local Nip
ponese papers and officials 
against the Chinese judicial offi
cials who are trying the alleged 
assassins of Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama.

1 he outburst of indignation 
| was apparently caused by the 
Court session of the previous day, 
when a Chinese amah, Pu Chao- 
ymg, brought here for the 
purpose from Kompo, was ex
amined by the ourt.
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! AMAH QUESTIONED IN
NAKAYAMA CASE

Testimony of Witness from ' 
North Kiangsu

Pu Chiao-ying, an 18-year old £ 
maid-servant, said to be an import- f 
ant witness of the murder of H. 
Nakayama, a Japanese marine, on 
November 9 last, testified • in the * 
First Special District Court yester- ■ 
day when the hearing was resumed ! 
of the case against three Cantonese, i 
Yih Hai-sen, alias “Little Cantonese,” 
Yang Ven-tao, and Chow Zeu-yung, ; 
accused of the murder of the Japanese ; 
marine. The maid-servant left for ' 
her native district in north Kiangsu i 
some time ago and was brought 
back here on Monday to tell what 
she knew about the case. ,

Questioned by the Judge, the ’ 
witness said she was employed last j 
year at a< Japanese house in the 
Yung En Terrace, North Szechuen 
Road. On November 9, at about 8 
p.m.. witness continued, she took a ?■ 
child for a stroll and when they j 
passed Darrocli Road, they saw a | 
Japanese marine^and a man in black | 
foreign-style clot)iing were walking J 
from south to north along Darroch 
Road, but the marine was on the t 
west side of the road and the other | 
one, along the east side. Witness, ; 
however, said she could not identify ; 
any of the three accused as the man i 
in black clothing whom she met on ! 
the night in question.

Asked what happened after that, 
witness said, when she was near a 
hot water shop, she heard a shot 
and then returned home by another 
route.

The hearing was then further 
adjourned.
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Nakayama Case
Hearing Held

Amah Kompo Returns 
To Give Testimony

About Murder
Coming as a distinct surprise, 

the Nakayama case was again up 
for hearing in the First District 
Court this morning as an 18-year. 
old amah testified that on the 
night of November 9 last year on 
Darroch Road she had heard a 
shot and had turned to see Naka
yama lying on the ground.

The amahiWPu Yao.yin. whom 
police brought down from Kompo 
yesterday, has been placed in the 
position of being the ostensible 
reason why the case was re
opened on July 17 at a time when 
a verdict was scheduled to be 
given.

Hearing A Surprise
The hearing this morning came 

as a surprise to everyone except 
those in “the know.” as the next 
hearing had not been scheduled 
until Friday. The amah’s testi
mony was given before a court 

. room empty of practically every
one but court officials, police and 
Japanese officials who stood in 
solemn array in the dock behind 
the three accused, Yih Hai-sen 
(Shao Kwangtung). Yang Wen- 
tao and Chow Hsia.yung. The 
usual full court did no attend and 
the hearings were conducted by 
Judge Siao Shih-feng. The case 
was adjorned sine die.

The amah testped that she 
was walking iij a sot/herly direc
tion on the night of the murder 
and that she passed between a 

civilian and a sailor who were 
walking cn the east and west 
sides of the street, respectively. 
At the time, she noticed that the 
civilian was wearing a dark suit 
of clothes.

Heard Shot
Shortly after she passed the two 

men, she said she heard a shot 
and, turning, saw the sailor lying 
on the ground. This morning she 
failed to identify any of the tnree 
accused as the civilian she had 
seen on the night of November 
9. In a previous hearing, however, 
Yih Hai-sen admitted that he was 
wearing a dark suit on that night.

This is the first time that the 
important evidence of the amah 
was given in court, but not trie 
time that it had been heard, for 
after the shooting she made a 
statement to police which was 
taken down and. later told to the 
court. At that time, the amah 
went away to Kompo. but police 
kept her whereabouts in mind.

It was pointed out this morn
ing that Judge Dzien, presiding 
over the full court in the case. 
Wanted to hear the testiminy of 
the woman and that was the 
reason why he reopened the ca^e 
on July 17.

Reopened July 17
The Nakayama case, after 

dragging on for weeks before 
Judge Dzien in the First District 
Court, was suddenly reopened on 
the morning cf July 17, the next 
hearing scheduled for Friday, July 
31. The reopening created a 
tremendous sensation in the 
Japanese community and lawyers, 
observers land v police were 
astounded, though it had been 
rumored for several days that such 
action would be taken.
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Nakayama Case 
Set August 5

I ---------------

Hearing Is Postponed;
Japanese Clamor 

For Verdict
Despite the increasing clamor in 

the local Japanese community 
for a verdict in the Nakayama 
case, no court session was held 
today ano the next hearing was 
set for August 5 at 2 p.m. At 
that time the municipal advocate 
and defense attorneys for • the 
three Chinese will sum up their 
arguments for and against Yih 
Hai-sen (Shao K'vvangtung), Yang 

, Wen-tao and Chow Shan-yung. 
charged with the murder of 
Japanese Warrant Officer Hideo 
Nakayama last November.

Two officials of the Japanese 
Consulate-General called on Mr. 
Paul Y. RU, assistant municipal 
advocate, this morning in regaid 
to the case. It is understood they 
intimated that a speedy conviction 
of the three men is desirable. 
Agitation for an immediate 
verdict in the case has been 
gathering force in the Japanese 
community and dissatisfaction 
with the delay has been freely 
voiced. It was rumored that aj 
monster rally of Nipponese re-| 
sidsnts would be held today if the 
session were postponed, but it 

' failed to take place and the com
munity was quiet this morning.

The Japanese have also rumor
ed that the Chinese Public Safety 
Bureau would oppose by fores 
Japanese independent action.

No session was held today be
cause the unexpected hearing in 
the First District Court on Tues. < 
day disposed of the testimony of I 
a Chinese amah. who had t 
originally been scheduled to ap- i 
pear today. The judge is ap
parently chiefly concerned with 
the motive for the alleged killing ; 
by Yih, as this motive has thus * 
tar in the trial been obscure. J

The detention period of the 
three accused has been extended 1 
for another two months, this *« 
action being necessary because 
Chinese law species that a de
fendant in a criminal case can 
be held without bail .only for 
three months unless a court order j 
is made extending the original t 
period. » <

Kao Sees Kawagoe j
( Reuter’s Agency) c

NANKING’. July 30.—Mr. Kao I 
Tsung.wu, Chief of the Asiatic 3 
Affairs Depaidment of the For
eign Office, is reliably learnt to 
be interviewing Mr. S. Kawagoe, 
the Japanese Ambassador, in 
Shanghai concerning the Kayau 
murder case and to be exchang
ing views on minor Sino-Japanese 
questions.

! He is expected to return to Nan
king tomorrow evening by train.

A readjustment of major Sino- 
Japanese issues is understood to 
be awaiting Mr. Kawagoe’s coming 
to Nanking and further discussions 
between the Japanese Ambassador 
and General Chang Chun, the 
Foreign Minister.
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Nippon Mas^ 
Meeting Fails 
To Materialize
Agitation On Nakayama 

Case Continues To 
Brew In Hongkew

Although the local Japanese com
munity continued its concerted 
agitation for a speedy conclusion 
and an immediate verdict in the 
Nakayama trial, no hearing of the 
murder case was held at the First 
Special District Court yesterday as 
ori»2inally scheduled.

The Court, in an order, announced 
that the next hearing will be held 
at 2 o’clock Wednesday afternoon.

In view of new evidence given by 
the police witness, Pin Chow-yin. 
the amah employed by a Japanese 
family, who is an eye-witness to the 
shooting, another argument on the 
case by the defense and prosecuting 
attorneys is expected to be given 
Wednesday.

Meantime, clamor by local Japan
ese continues, Although nothing 
could be learned regarding the 
much - publicized monster rally 
to protest against the alleged de
lay Of the Court, local Nipponese 
dcllies gave detailed accounts on 
the various phases pointing to the 
guilt of the three accused, Yih Han
sen (Hsiao Kwangtung), Yang Wen- 
tao and Chow Shan-yung.

Meet Discouraged
The mass meeting of Shanghai 

Nippon"ese;'testd«nU .1jhaç-’bee»' dis
cussed ampix.... local Japanese
leaders ever .sinie. Jufe when 
Kosaku KayfiUx. an. independent 
Japanese broker was mysteriously 
killed in almost"the same manner as 
WarrmNakayama.

that time, officials of the ’ïoe iI 
rapanese^ewiflate wëfê;said *to 
rave advised against such a meet- 

apâhë'sè here would be fanned up 
>nan“ uhcohtroifable state. ~~ 
'Since thei >e-bpened hearing has 
æn in progress, sentiments for the 
dly are said to have gained in- 
reased support. Two days ago, 
apanese sources indicated that un- 
ess an Immediate verdict is given, 
the Nipponese residents here would 
give vent to their dissatisfaction by 
calling the mass meeting.

Yesterday two representatives 
of the Japanese Consulate call
ed on Mr. Paul Y. Ru, Assistant 
Municipal Advocate, regarding the 
casé. It Is understood that they 
told Mr. Ru that a speedy con
clusion of the trial is advisable.

The postponement of yesterday’s ■ 
trial is understood to have made 
necessary the hearing to be held 
on Tuesday. At that session, when 
Pan Chow-yin was brought up for 
testimony, the evidence which would 
have been presented to the Court 
yesterday, was heard. ;
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NAKAYAMA.TRIAL SET! 
FOR AUGUST 5 !

Japanese Protesting 
Further Delay in 

Giving Verdict
The re-opening of the trial of 

the three Chinese in connection 
with the murder of the Japanese 
sailor Hideo Nakayoma, which was 
to have taken place yesterday, 
failed to materialize. There was 
no hearing yesterday. Officials of 
the Court announced that the re
trial would take place on August 
5 at 2 p.m.

It had been previously indicated 
in Japanese quarters that a mass 
meeting would be held by the local 
Nipponese community if the case 
was not re-opened yesterday., The_ 
purpose of the meeting* it was 
stated in the Japanese .press* was . 
to protest against the continued , 
delay in announcing a verdict. The 
nïëëtîïïg" did not materialize.

It ^understood that at the next 
hearing further arguments bv the 
prosecution and defence will be 
offered and a decision given later.

The three Chinese held for the 
killing of Nakayama on November 
9, last year, are Yih Hai-sen, Yang 
Wen-tao and Chow Shan-yung, all 
Cantonese. A Korean is also being 
held by the Japanese for com
plicity in the murder.
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Nakayamali etrial Rumours 
Arouse The Japanese

i Mass Meeting Of Protest Threatened If Court1 
; Contemplates Postponement; Chang Chun’s I 
; Emissary Has Talk With Mr. Kawagoe I

It was reliably learned yester- 
| day that “the retrial of the alleged 
‘ assassins of Hideo Nakayama, 
I which was set for to-day in the 
’ First Special District Court, will 
’ not take place. The retrial has 
1 been indefinitely postponed.

In view of tnis report the fol- 
* lowing statement issued through 
; Domei News Agency is of in- 
| terest:
I Convocation of a monster rally 
of Nipponese residents, should 
the First Special District Court 
postpone to-day’s session devoted

to the Nakayama case, is steadily I 
gaining favour in the ranks of | 
the local Japanese community.! 
the Shanghai “Nippo” reported ' 
yesterday. !

The journal also reported the | 
circulation of alarming rumours,, 
dealing with the alleged intention i 
of the Chinese Public Safetv I 
Bureau to oppose by force Japan- ! 
ese “independent action.” !

Lieut.-Commander Matao Okino, | 
assistant naval attache to the ! 
Japanese Embassy, on Wednesday 
told Japanese reporters that the 
failure of the Court to announce 
definitely at to-day’s session the 
date on which the verdict is t«> 
be delivered would be regarded bv 
the Japanese as “a serious mat
ter.”

Mr. Kao Tsung-wu’s Interest
Mr. Kao Tsung-wu, Director of 

the Asiatic Affairs Bureau of the 
Waichiaopu, called on Mr. Shigeru 
Kawagoe, Ambassador to China, 
on Wednesday to confer on the i 
“Nakayama” and “Kayau” cases, 
on instruction:; from Gen. Chang i 
Chun, Foreign Minister.

The Chinese official, the local ! 
Japanese papers reported, convey-! 
fed to Mr. Kawagoe the Nanking, 
Government’s sincere desire to I 
see a satisfactory solution of the 
two cases.

The two officials, the papers 
said, also discussed the general 
readjustment of Sino-Japanesc 

, relations and economic collabora- 
] tion between the two countries.

New Assault Allegation
j Japanese newspaper also car- 
| ried yesterday a report alleging | 
i that Miss Suwa Tamura, of 
j Dixwell Road, was struck by a 
i rock while riding in a ricsha on 
! Tuesday in Woosung Road. It 
was also alleged that Miss Tamura 
was confined to bed for two days 
as a result and reported the 
matter to the Consular Police only 
yesterday-

confirmation of the report 
was obtainable from other sources.
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Verdict In 
Sailor C ase 
Is Postponed
Further Investigations

In Nakayama Affair
Found Necessary

AMAH’S TESTIMONY
FORCES DELAY

Japanese Community| 
Restive, May Call ;

Big Mass Meet
A notice extending the detention! 

period of the three accused in the! 
Nakayama case for another two i 
months was yesterday received by Î 
the .defense lawyers from the First ! 
Special District Court. The China;’ 
Press learned last night.

This action is made necessary • 
because the Chinese law specifies 
that a defendant in a criminal case 
can be held without bail only for 
three months unless a Court order 
is made extending the original • 
period. :

Yesterday’s Court order also in- - 
formed the defense attorneys of5 
Yih Hai-sen (Hsiao Kwangtung).r 
Yang Wen-tao and Chow Shan-5 
yung, the three accused, that there , 
will be no hearing today as ’ 
originally scheduled. '

An unexpected session took placed 
Tuesday in order that the Court , 
might question Pan Chao-ylng, an 
amah employed by a Japanese 
family, who was an eye-witness of 
the Darroch Road affair on Novem
ber 9 last year. J

It was explained yesterday that* 
the Tuesday hearing was necessary ’ 
because the ainah, who was newly 
married, was eager to return to 
her home in Northern Kiangsu. 
Immediately upon her arrival, a 
special morning session was called ‘ 
and later the same day, the amah 
was taken to the scene of the 
crime to re-enact to the judge; 
what she saw immediately before’ 
and after she heard the fatal shot, 
that killed Japanese Warrant 
Officer Hideo Nakayama.

The notice to the lawyers yester
day stated that a further in
vestigation of the case is necessary 
and mentioned no date for the 
resumption of the trial.

Japanese CUmor For Verdict
Meantime, the agitation for an 

immediate verdict in the case con
tinued to gather force In the local 
Japanese community yesterday. 
Leading Nipponese dailies gave 
prominent displays to articles voic
ing dissatisfaction with the alleged 
delay.

One repeal gaining wide cur
rency among local Japanese re
sidents stated that more Nipponese 
are favoring the idea of a mam
moth rally if the First Special 
District Court postpones today’s 
session.

Meanwhile, Bureau of Public 
Safety and the Settlement police 
are continuing their attempt to un
ravel the mystery of the murder of 
Ko^uku Kayau. independent Japan
ese broker who was killed on 
Chimei Road on July 10.

The original reward of $2,000 for 
the apprehension of the murderer 
has been increased to $3.000. Offi
cers of the Bureau directly in 
charge of the case have submitted 
themselves to the Municipality of 
Greater Shanghai officials for ap
propriate punishments for their 
failure to arrest the killer within 
the time prescribed.

■ I I*"
Kao Interviewing Kawagoe

NANKING, July 30—(Reuters).— 
Mr. Kao Tsung-wu, Chief of the 
Asiatic Affairs Department cf the; 
Foreign Office, is reliably learnt to! 
be interviewing Mr. S. Kawagoe, 
the Japanese Ambassador, in Shang
hai concerning the Kayau murder 
case and to be exchanging views on i 
minor Sino-Japanese questions. !

He is expected to return to Nan
king tomorrow evening by train.

A readjustment of major Sino- 
Japanese issues is understood to be 
awaiting Mr. Kawagoe’s coming to 
Nanking and further discussions 
between the Japanese Ambassador 
and General Chang Chun, the For
eign Minister.
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KAO INTERVIEWING 
MR. KAWAGOE

Kayau Murder Case And 
Other Incidents

Discussed
NANKING, July 30.—Mr. Kao ’ 

Tsung-wu, Chief of the Asiatic 
Affairs Department of the Foreign 
Office, is reliably learnt to be in
terviewing Mr. S. Kawagoe, Jap
anese Ambassador, in Shanghai 
concerning the Kayau murder case 
and to be exchanging views on 
minor Sino-Japanese questions. j

He is expected to return to 
Nanking to-morrow evening’ by 
train.

A readjustment of major Sino- 
Japanese issues is understood to 
be awaiting Mr, Kawagoe’s com
ing to Nanking and further dis
cussions between the Japanese 
Ambassador and General Chang- 
Chun, Foreign Minister.—Reuter.
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Japanese Rally 
Due If Nakayama 
Case Postponed

Nipponese Community 
ArQused Over Hearing 

Slated Tomorrow
CHINESE ACTIVITY i 

* RUMORED IN CITY

'G!7! EUmPA
& C-

5. J5.
...................... .. ' •

J Nanking Envoy Visits
Kawagoe Regarding

Two Case?
Convocation of a monster rally 

nf Nipponese residents, should the 
First. Special District Court, post - 
pone. tomorrow’s session devoted 
to _ 
steadily .gaining... favor.In.the ranks 
ol the .local^Japanesecommunity- ' 
Japanese.spurces...report Jodax?

These sources also report the 
circulation of alarming rumors.1 ; 
dealing with the ^Jlegçd. jntt!L"J 
tion, pf .the j^Mnese^PublicSafety > 
Wureau to oppc^Fby force Japah- 

'action.’’
Lieut.-Commander Matao Okino. ' 

assistant naval attache to the j
Japanese Embassy, yesterday told
reporters that the £ailure.-.o£ >
court ^ announce definitely the .
date^oh""which the^verdict is to be »

&-££££&£...fcjhe> 
“a„.S£rlSaS_JBatter.-'.’..... i

Reward Increased
Bringing the reward for the ! 

apprehension of the murderer of | 
Mr. Kayau to $3600, the Public 
Safety Bureau yesterday appro- 
priated additionaXllKMU

Persons supplying clues leading 
to the arrest o,f the culprit will 
be awarded $2000.

Mr. Hideaki Kitamura, chief ol 
the Police Section of the Japanese 
Consulate-General, will soon can 
on General Tshi Chi-chung, 
director of the Public Safety 
Bureau, to discuss the “Kayau” 
incident, arid also to seek in
formation on the reported arrival 
here of a band c,f professional 
assassins from the South.

While details of the conference 
could not be learned, much signi
ficance is attached to the meeting 
in view of the growing Japanese 
sentiment towards the two “mur
der mysteries” and the hurried ' 
visit to Ruling by Mr. Kao before 
he came to Shanghai for the con
ference. Mr. Kao was sent to 
Ruling to call on General Chiang 
Kai-shek, president of the 
Executive Yuan, and Mr. Hsu Mo, 
political vice-minister of foreign 
affairs. He returned to Nanking 
to report on his misson to General 
Chang on Tuesday and left the 
capital city .for Shanghai the same 
night.

Session Necessary
The unexpected session held in 

the First Special District Court in 
connection with the Nakayama 
case on Tuesday morning was to
day explained as absolutely 
necessary as the witness, Pan 
Chao-yin, an amah fonnerly 
employed in a Japanese family, 
was brought from Northern 
Kiangsu to Shanghai a few days 
after her wedding. She left for 
her native place again yesterday 
after having given her testimony 
and re-enacted what she saw on 
the night of murder on Tuesday 
night. J

At the conclusion of the hear-' 
ing Tuesday afternoon, the court 
ruled that the previous ruling ad
journing the hearing until to
morrow be cancelled and that a 
date be set in Chambers for the 
next session.

Envoy Sees Kawagoe
Believed to be armed with in

structions from General GlRrng 
Chun, minister of foreign affairs, 
Mr. Kao Chung-wu, chief of the 
department of Asiatic Affairs of 
the Waichiaopu, arrived from 
Nanking yesterday morning and 
called on Mr. S. Kawagoe, Japan
ese ambassador to China, at the 
latter’s official residence at Route 
Pichon at 2 o’clock yesterday 
afternoon.
discussed in ,th£.,xx)lilerence. .it. is 
learnccL were. those concerning

‘JSayau Case.”
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At 9 p.m. on Tuesday, another 
reconstruction of the Darroch Road 
crime was made in the presence of 
police and court officials, including 
Judge Siau Shih-feng. Tuesday 
night’s reconstruction, however, was 
made without the presence of the 
three Cantonese, Yih Hai-sen, Yang 
Ven-tao and Chow Zeu-yoong, who 
were accused of being concerned in 
lh-e..

‘ principal àctor being Pu Chiao-ying, 
, the 18-year old maid-servant, who was 

brought to Shanghai from, her native 
district in north Kiangsu on Monday 

J as an important witness of the mur- 
I der. During the reconstruction, the 
g witness told the nonce and court 
! officials the spot where she first saw 
| the Japanese marine and the civilian 
I walking in a similar direction on dif- 
| ferent sides of the road and said 
I when she reached No. 191 Darroch 
» Road, she heard a shot. A man in 
: black foreign-style clothing enacted 
: the role of the assailant and witness 

was asked whether the civilian whom 
she saw on the night of murder wore 
the same kind of clothing. Witness 
replied they were of similar colour. 
After the reconstruction, the party 
broke up.
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It was learned at the First Special 
District Court yesterday that the 
next hearing of theNakavama,,c.ase. 
in which three CanTônese are being 

t accused of having murdered a 
Japanese marine on November 9 last, 
will take place at 2 p.m. next 
Wednesday, August 5. The hearing,] 
originally set for yesterday after
noon, was postponed.



July 22, 1936.

NIPPO

Morning Translation.

THE NAKAYAMA CASE

It is reported that the hearing 
of the Nakayama case, which was remanded sine die on July 
17 by the Special District Court, will be resumed at 2 p.m. 
on July 31.

It is expected that the S.M.C. 
will strongly maintain the guilt of Yang Ven Tau and 
Yih Hai Sung by exposing the relations between these two 
prisoners and their past histories.

The Japanese authorities are 
demanding a fair judgement so as to crush the evil Chinese 
elements. Yang Ven Tac- and Yih Hai Sung attacked 
Nakayama with the object of creating bad feeling between 
Japan and China; furthermore.they are elements harmful 
to Sino-Japanese rapprochement. The Japanese authorities 
will adopt resolute steps should an unsatisfactory 
judgement be delivered.

GENERAL PENG YU HSIANG INSTIGATES ANTI-JAPANESE 
MOVEMENT AMONG STUDENTS

A Taido telegram from Tientsin 
reports that on July 20 the students of various universities 
at Peiping and Tientsin, who had been on a visit to Nanking 
to submit reports on the situation in the North to the 
2nd Plenary Session, called on General Feng Yu Hsiang and 
Mr. Sun Fo after making reports on their mission to the 
officers of the Students Federation.

General Feng Yu Hsiang in 
expressing his appreciation of their movement, informed 
the students that the Central Government was engaged in 
preparing for war against Japan and asked them to co
operate with the Government in an anti-Japanese movement 
as soon as the preparations have been completed. The 
General requested the students to keep a watch on the 
movements of the Government and to start anti-Japanese 
activities at every opportunity.

The General afterwards exhibited 
a number of Soviet military films to show that China 
need not fear Japan.

KOREAN REVOLUTIONIST ARRESTED

A Korean named Lee , who was 
arrested ty the Japanese authorities in Shanghai for 
revolutionary activities,is now undergoing an examination 
at the hapds of the 2nd Section of the Japanese Consular 
police. ihe prisoner is reported to be a graduate of the 
Nanking Military Academy.

NEW CHIEF OF 1ST SECTION OF JAPANESE C0NSU1AR POLICE

Mr. Fukuyama, the officer, in 
charge of the 1st Section of the Japanese Consular Police, 
left Shanghai on July 21. Mr. S. Tajima, officer in 
charge of the Japanese Consular Police at Amoy, has been 
appointed to succeed Kr. Fukuyama. Mr. Tajima will 
arrive here on July 29.
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Curious And Curiouser 
i^URELY there can have been no stranger 

cases in court annals than Shanghai’s 
now famous Nakayama-Kayau entanglement. 
What started out as a tragic shooting on 

1 November 10, 1935, moved into an uproarious 
\ bedlam of voices prophesying war a few days 

later, has now turned intojone of the maddest ; 
of the mad trials that has ever puzzled an 
already bewildered public.

At various times in the trial of Yih Hai- 
sen and others, evidence has been heard that 
Nakayama was killed (1) ^because of „Yih’s 
patriotism; [2 ) because of a çaba ret girl ; (3 J - - 
because of a vast plot against Japan. (4). as 
a part of the plot against Wang Ching-wei; 
and now comes the statement. that the South- • 
west Political Council was behind the shooting, 
pf _KayauL an insignificant Japanese clerk.

We are told that the reasons for the 
latter shooting lay in the fact that Chen Chi
tang and his cohorts wished to stir Japan to 
such a fever pitch that open hostilities would 
break out between China and that country.

And in the same breath we are told that 
the police of the Settlement are not interest
ed in the four^ men, but are going "to hand 
them "back to the Chinese authorities^ Yet, 
the men are to be held for a few days for j 
questioning! If the men are not connected < 
with the Nakayâma,_gase?...why^are they to 1 
be held for interrogation?

And on the same; morning, just two floors • 
above the courtroom where the four men ; 
spilled their startling information about the . 
Kayau. case, six bombers of Chinese shops i 
selling Japanese goo ds7""are~" given prison ‘ 
sentences. And from the Japanese, we learn r 
that thLSse bombers have some mysterious ; 
connection with the attack on Wang Ching.- J 
wei and the Nakayama and Kayau cases.

From all this, we are unable to make head 
nor tale and we should not be in the least 
surprised if, in the next hearing of the al- : 
ready too long trial of the alleged Nakayama 
murderers, evidence were produced connect- ' 
ing up the “suitcase murder case,’’ the Chaou- : 
foong Road murder case and others with the 

[slaying of the two Japanese subjects, 
[' we were to believe all the testimony 
j coming from the courtroom, we should be 
[forced to the conclusion that all China from 
North to South from East ta West hacTsomeT‘ 

i h°w a hand in the murders of Hideo Naka_-_ 
yama~ and Kosaku Kayau.

There is an old saying in the East to the 
effect *that there are “wheels within wheels,’ 
and no doubt there are, but our only reaction 
at the present time is that of Lewis Carroll.
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Police Withdraw Against 
New Nakayama Suspects 

^SSWWBftaa —--------------------------- .

Hearings For Interrogation Continue Despite 
Alleged Lack Of Evidence; Fourth Suspect 

Says War Was Object Of Leader
With Settlement Police having 

waived their rights of prosecution 
in the Nakayama murder case 
against the four Chinese who 
were originally held in Nanking 
for alleged participation in the 
attempted assassination of Mr. 
W'ang Ching-wei, former President 
of the Executive Yuan, hearing for 
purposes of interrogation continu
ed yesterday before Judge Siao in 
the First Special District Court. 
At a further hearing on Wednes
day these four will be further 
questioned in company with three 
other accused previously arrested 
by Settlement police.

The four suspects who were 
brought here from Nanking are 
Chang Shih-min, alleged to be the 
leader of the quartette, Chu Kwei- 
sen, Chen En-min and Chi^g Tao- 
chuan. The first three testified 
on Fr’day, and denied any knowl
edge of the murder while the last 
named gave his story yesterday.

Ching* told the court that he 
had nothing to do with the 
murder. He met Chang two years 
ago but became acquainted with 
the other two accused only a few 
months ago.

He said he was employed by a 
man named Hwa Ka-tze, who is 
still at large, in July of this year 
as a messenger. On July 10, the

day before the murder of the 
Japanese seafood broker, Kayau, 
he went to see a subordinate of 
his master named Liu Lao-shih.

Hwa Had Pistol
Hwa came into the room with a 

leather box in his hand and took 
cut a pistol, handing it to Liu. 
Witness said he heard a murmer 
to the effect that there were six 
shots in the weapon.

The next day the newspapers » 
published the story of the Kayau 
murder. Witness went to Liu 
and asked him if he was the kill
er. Liu smiled and gave no ; 
answer.

According to the witness, the . 
gang planned to murder a Japan
ese on August 8 and the day be
fore he was sent to the Chien Deh 
Apartments to see if the others 
were ready. The .plan did not 
materialize because of a dispute 

! over the venue of the proposed 
| crime.
I The leader Hwa once told wit- 
i ness that he wanted to kill a 
| Japanese to start a Sino-Japanese 
? war.
1 The story of this fourth accus
ed differs considerably from the 
stories related by the other three. 
The first accused told the court 
that he and his men were inter
ested only in the assassination of 
Mr. Wang Ching-weL
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Police Waive Right To I

Prosecute Four Latest z 
Japan Murder Suspects

Judge Siao Insists On Having Further Hearing 
This Morning; Three Of Four Men Recently

Handed Over Deny All Confessions Made

FIRST PUBLIC HEARING OF SUSPECTS 
CALLED AT A MOMENT’S NOTICE

A sensation was caused in the First Special District Court yesterday afternoon when, at the conclusion of theiirst special public session held to hear the statements of three of the four latest suspects now in custody in connection with the murder of Warrant Officer Nakayama and Kosaku Kayau, Japanese sea-food broker, assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Y. Ru informed the Court that the policedid not wish to continue with the prosecution. Judge Siao,however, ordered another hearing to be held this morning, when he will once again question the suspects. I
I For some unknown reason, only 
three of the four latest suspects 
were brought before the tribunal 
yesterday afternoon. The special 
hearing was also arranged at the 
last moment, as on Thursday 
morning, when the four men were 
bi ought before the tribunal, the 
police asked for another remand 
to complete their investigations, 
and same wasi granted until Sept
ember 16.

The four suspects were handed 
over last week to the Settlement 
Police by the Bureau of Public 
Safety „ after the men had 
been extradited from Nanking, 
where they were held as suspects 
in the attempted assassinatic,. of 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei, then 1 res
ident of the Executive Yuan, on 
November 1, last, in Nanking.

The second accused also denied 
the statements implicating several 
men made by him to the police, I 
as did the third accused. One of. 
the accused stated that he was 
arrested as a suspect in the Wang 
attempted assassination, as he 
once lived in the house occupied 
by a news agency in Nanking, a 
reporter of which was involved in 
the crime. All the men categoric
ally denied any knowledge of the 
killings or the three other suspects i 
held in the Nakayama killing since! 
the beginning of this year.

(

Deny Confessions ]
Mr. Ru informed the Court i 

that the police wished to waive i 
the right to prosecute the men, i 
after the three suspects had cate- « 

, gorically denied that they had
• been in any way associated in the
• murders of the two Japanese in 

Shanghai, one on November 9, 
last, and the second on July 10. ’ 
These denials were made by the 
men notwithstanding the state
ments by the prosecution that the 
men had confessed to complicity : 
in the crimes to both the Bureau 
of Public Safety officials and the 
International Settlement Police.

At the opening of the hearing, 
Assistant Municipal Advocate Ru 
informed the Court that the 
suspects had associated them
selves with the murders of the two 
Japanese in Shanghai and that 
they had actually hinted in their 
confessions that their leader had 
planned to kill a third Japanese.

The first accused told Judge Siao 
yesterday that he had come to 
Shanghai about three years ago 
upon the request of Sun Wen-deh. 
He was not given any work to do, 
but paid $30 a month, the money 
coming, he understood, from Hwa 
Ka-tze, one of the men wanted in 
connection with the Wang attempt
ed assassination. This man also 
alleged that he was beaten by the 
Bureau of Public Safety officers*, 
and, therefore, implicated another

• accused in the Nakayama killing, 
I by saying that on the night of

November 9, he met him outside 
the head Post Office and was told • 

’ by him that the third accused had ! 
; undertaken to kill a Japanese and 

that, after doing so, he had thrown. 
his pistol away and fled. I 
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* Îfr

S
gur Nakayama Suspects Go 
n Trial Nex'riVtTliiesda3r

Held on suspicion of having 
been involved in the killing of 
Kc'-aku Kayau and Warrant 
Oilicyr Hideo Nakayama, Japan
ese Special Naval . Landing Party, 
the four men arrested recently 
will come up for trial before the 
First Special District Court next 
Wednesday, September 16, it was 
announced yesterday at a hear, 
ing held in camera with only 
the judge and a few detective 
present. The suspects have been 
alleged to belong to a Cantonese 
club engaged in the business of 
assassination.
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Tr an slatisite-

Ta Kung Pao, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao and other local newspapers

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE

At 2 p.m. to-day the First Special District 
Court will hold a further hearing of .the case against Yang 
Vung Tp.o Yih Hai Sung ) and Tseu Shou Yong
(JljU ) who are charged with the murder of the Japanese 
marin eyNaka yama. Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Ru, 
who was absent at the last hearing owing to illness, has 
now recovered and may appear to-day*

The Court some time ago ordered the Police to 
summon for .interrogation the Korean named Jack and Zung 
Wei Ming ), a Japanese subject of Chinese origin.
The S.M.C. ils negotiating with the Japanese Consulate for 
their attendance.

The lawyers for the defence of the accused 
have read the report of the Medico-Legal Laboratory at 
Chenju and arguments on this report may be heard to-day 
if time permits.

All the local Chinese newspapers to-day reproduce 
the report (which consists of four books) submitted by the 
Medico-Legal Laboratory.

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers s-

SHANGHAI STUDENTS LEAVE FOR VILLAGES ALONG SHANGHAI-HANGCHOW 
RAILWAY TO STAGE PATRIOTIC PLAYS

The Shanghai Students Dramatic Group was formed 
in January this year. In June, the group staged certain 
plays at Dazang and this was well received by the people.

During the past month, the group has been 
arranging ipany plays to promote the use of native goods. 
Taking advantage of the summer holidays, the members intend 
to proceed to rural regions along the Shanghai-Hangchow 
Railway to stage similar plays.

On July 7, some 40 members of the group left 
Shanghai for the rural regions along the Shanghai-Hangchow 
Railway. They were accompanied by 20 members of the 
Smuggled Goods Boycott Group formed by the students of 
Futan University, whose purpose is to induce the people to 
boycott smuggled goods.

It is reported that these two groups are 
registered with the local Tangpu and other political 
organizations,

Ta Kung Pao (Sungkiartg telegram) J-

At 2 p.m. July 7, some 60 students from 
Shanghai arri-red at Sungkiang and staged patriotic plays. 
Some disordeb occurred at the stage owing to the large 
number of spectators present.

Fearing that undesirable elements may take 
advantage of the opportunity to create trouble, the Sungkiang i
Hsien Government and the Public Safety Bureau advised the £
students to stop the performance. f

The students returned to Shanghai by the 9 p.m. 
train on the same day.



THE NAKAYAMA. MURDER CASE ; IMPORTANT DEVELOPMENTS EXPECTED 
AT TO-MORROW'S HEARING.

The Nakayama murder case will again come up for 
hearing "before the First Special District Court at 2 p.m. 
July 8.

In view of the fact that the Korean named Jack 
will "be "brought up for confrontation with the accused and 
the report of the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory is ready, 
important developments may be expected. The lawyers for 
both sides will submit their arguments at the hearing.

The Court is paying close attention to the 
statements and character of Cheng Wei Mingj^f^. (G. Hirayama) 
and Tseng Yuan($ XJ )» the informers in the present case.

At the last hearing, Tseng Yuan admittecl having 
written a document threatening Miss Chen Hung Pih (ftf? , 
Principal of the Kwangtung Public School ( çb- ), in an
attempt to implicate her in other affairs. ' This document 
is now in the possession of this paper. It was written by 
Tseng Yuan who, after writing it, handed it over to Chang 
Tsun($ $ ), an important witness in the case, saying : 
"The murder of the Japanese marine is the work of Chen Hung 
Pih. Chen had a male secretary named Lieu Ching Hai (4j i&~)
who had full knowledge of the affair. (In reality, Chen has 
no secretary by the name of Lieu). Fearing that.Lieu might 
disclose the secret, Chen asked Yih Hai Sung( % iA ) to kill 
Lieu, A certain party would naturally believe this 
information and Miss Chen will find it difficult to extricate 
herself."

Tseng Yuan directed Chang Tsun to entrust Ying 
Kuh Tseu(^T jL Æ1), one of Chang’s relations, to give 
information to Chen Hung Pih. As Chen Hung Pih was cautious, 
nothing took place. Shortly afterwards the whole case 
became public.

The original text of the said document is 
published hereunder »- 

•’Information has been received from certain 
people giving the following details s-

(1) Miss Loo ( & ) of the Kwangtung Public
School (a girl teacher) recommends a male teacher named 
Lieu Ching Hai to Miss Chen Hung Pih as her private 
secretary,

(2) Miss Chen Hung Pih is an educationalist. 
She is an important member of the committee of the Dong 
Nyi XX Society ( i*) x X # ).

(3) She has appointed Lieu as secretary, (All 
letters relating to the murder of the Japanese marine were 
written by Lieu alone, so Lieu is fully acquainted with the 
affair and he now discloses it. Upon learning of the 
disclosure, Chen asked Yih Ha.i Sung (this man is a staff 
member of the Dong Nyi XX Society) to find a non-member to 
kill Lieu in order to avert the danger, )

(4) Whether or not Yih Hai Sung did find a non
member to kill Lieu cannot be said, but as Lieu died on 
Nanking Road, this certain party is inclined to believe
the information,

(5) Now this certain party has made an investi
gation into the antecedents of Miss Chen and is trying to 
bring about her arrest. Should evidence be found, Miss 
Chen will not be able to escape.”
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to those whose programmes are beneficial to the people in 
case they meet with outside interference or oppression. 
Unless this is done, the promotion of education by means 
of radio broadcasting will prove a failure.

It is to be hoped that the above points 
will receive the favourable consideration of the authorities.

China Evening News of July 5 :-

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE : TWO NEW DISCOVERIES MADE AS A 
RESULT OF THE EXAMINATION BY THE KEPI CO «LEGAL LABORATORY.

The Medico-Legal Laboratory at Chenju has 
completed the examination of the various exhibits in the 
case against Yang Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung (alias Siao Kwangtung} 
and Tseu Shou Yong who axe being charged with the murder of 
the Japanese marine Nakayama. The case will be resumed in 
the First Special District Court at 2 p.m. July 8.

According to information secured by a 
reporter of this paper, Sung Kuei Faung(jt- ), Director 
of the Medico-Legal Laboratory, and other experts of the 
Laboratory have made a careful examination, by means of 
scientific processes, of the bullet and the hole excavated 
in a book to hold the pistol. As a result, the following 
two new discoveries were made j-

(1) During his reconstruction of the crime 
on Darroch Road, the scene of the murder of Nakayama, Yih 
Hai Sung admitted that he fired the shot behind the Japanese 
marine from a distance of five feet. However, an examination 
of the wound to which the Japanese marine succumbed discloses 
that the shot could not have been fired from a distance of 
five feet for the condition of the wound clearly showed that 
the murderer and the deceased were close to each other and 
the barrel of the pistol was only several centimetres from
the wound when the shot was fired. If the shot had been 
fired from a distance of five feet, then the murderer must 
have lain on the ground and fired the shot upwards» This 
might have caused a wound similar to that sustained by 
Nakayama.

(2) None of the fingerprints around the 
hole excavated in the book on physics seised in the home of 
Yang Vung Tao have been found to correspond with those of 
Yang Vung Tao.

Shun Pao and other local newspapers (Nanking telegram) |-

THE TELEPHONE RIGHTS IN THE EXTRA SETTLEMENT ROADS AREA

Repeated negotiations have been conducted by 
the Ministry of Communications for the recovery of the Telephone 
Rights in the extra-Settlement roads area of Shanghai. The 
Shanghai Telephone Company is willing to pay a certain percen
tage of its monthly net profits to our Government as a kind of 
"special tax”, but the Ministry cf Communications is insidting 
upon the recovery of these rights and has detailed Wang ), 
a departmental chief of the Ministry, to Shanghai to resume' 
the negotiations with the Shanghai Telephone Company.

Mr. Wang arrived here on the night of July 5»



THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE TO BE HE ABD ON JULY 8.

, 4 With reference J» t he case in which Yang Vung 
Tao(f^ k. 15L ), Yih Hài Sung( iJt- £ ) alias Siao Kwangtung
and Tseu Shou Yong(® ) are charged with having murdered 
the Japanese marine Nakayama, the First Special District 
Court recently ordered that the bullet, the pistol, the rust 
and the finger print marks on the hole of the book entitled 
’’Practical Physics’1 where the pistol was put be examined by 
the Medi co-Legal Laboratory at Chenju. Sung Kwei Faung 
(j£, JsL )> Chief of the Laboratory, in conjunction with 
experts and doctors, has examined all these points for 
several weeks by means of modern scientific operations. 
The examination has now been completed and a report to that 
effect has been sent to the Court.

Diring the summer time, the Court does not 
work on the afternoon. In view of the importance and the 
complication of the case, the Court has now decided to hold 
a special joint hearing of the case at 2 p.m. July 8. The 
Japanese Consulate has agreed to hand over Jack to the 
Municipal Police to bring him to the Court at the next 
hearing to be confronted with Yih Hai Sung and the other 
accused.

According to information secured by our 
reporter from a certain reliable source, the Medico-Legal 
Laboratory, as a result of examinations, has come to the 
view that none of the prints of the ten fingers of Yang 
Vung Tao correspond to the finger print marks on the hole 
excavated in the book entitled “Practical Physics" for the 
holding of the pistol.

Ta Kung Pae »-
ZUH NYI DRAMA GROUP TO STAGE PLAYS AT THE KLU SING THEATRE.

The Zuh Nyi Small Drama G roup was
originally scheduled to stage certain plays on July 2 at the 
Kiu Sing Theatre(^ in tho French Concession. As
the necessary preparations had not yet been completed, it is 
said that the Group will stage At the same place on July 5 
(Sunday) three plays entitled “The Mother*(■**&/), *Autumn 
Sun“( ) and "A comer of the metropolis"(<^ —w)«

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers »-

THIRTY TRADE ASSOCIATIONS TO MEET TO-DAY.

At 8 p.m. to-day about 30 local trade , ... 
associations will hold a meeting at the Ping Ts Zoe(tf7^»£) 
Club, No. 3 8z Zoh Li(^ f )» comer of KLukiang and 
Yunnan Roads, to discuss measures to demand the Chinese 
Chamber of Commerce to resume the general meeting.
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According to information secured bv a reporter y

of this oarer 5 it is learned that the examination of the 4

nistol, the bullet and the book in the j.akayania murder «

case has been completed by the kedico-Legal Laboratory.

The fount has decided to resume the hearing of the case 

next Wednesday when the report on the examination from the 

Laboratory will be submitted to the Court, nothing is 

known of the contents of the report.
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Ta Kung Pao, Central China Daily News and other locSl^'g''??-— 
newspapers:- ft N c-,^

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE: YESTERDAY'S COURT PROCEEDINGS

The 6th hearing of the Nakayama murder case 
Was held in the First Special District Court yesterday 
afternoon. Owing to the fact that a report on the 
examination of a bullet^and of the book seized at the house 
Of Yang Vung Tao (^fÿXsX )» one of the accused, had not yet 
been sent by the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratory, only an 
Investigation Court sat with Judge Siao Sih Fun )
on the Bench. Procurator phang Chung Shih ( )
and Court Clerk Ting Chung Nan ( f^p ) were in 
at t end anc e.

The three accusëd, Yang Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung 
( 5w X ) (alias Siao Kwangtung ) and Tseu Shou Yong
( jti te & )» were brought into the Court under an escort of 
several Japanese policemen* Precautionary measures were 
adopted. Representatives of various bodies were present. 
Municipal Advocate Paul Ru ( } was unable to attend
owing to sickness. Hi® place was taken by Municipal Advocate 
Li Tse San ( ) who with Municipal Advocate Bryan
represented the Police. Besides foreign Detective Sub
Inspector Crowther, the evidence of several other witnesses 
was heard, including thi of Zung Yung Sung ( X ) 
who was arrested at the same time as Yang Vung Tao but was 
later released.

Addressing the Court, Municipal Advocate Li 
said:- "A written report has been made on the result of the 
investigations conducted by the Police during the period of 
remand. The report contains the following eight points:
(1) The Police have notified Zung Wei Ming ( ) to

appear in Court. He will be present at the next hearing.
(2) It was found that the relations between Zung Wei Ming

and Yang Chien Chung ( ) were very simple. On
April 18 Zung obtained a clue from Yang Chien Chung. He 
received a cigarette picture from Yang on which was 
written: ’Address of Yang (meaning Yang Vung Tao): No, 5
Doong Zung Li ( 4- Ç ), Tnngshan Road. ’ Zung hired
a car from the Koong Zung Garage ( ) tut
could not find the address. Later it was discovered that
the correct address was No. 19 Doong An Li ( -2$-^ ).
Zung has made a written statement regarding this point.

(3) A full set of fingerprints of Yang Vung Tao as required 
by the Court has been prepared.

(4) Tseu Shou Yong stated that in November last year he was
very ppor, but according to his chief tenant Ts Sung 
Foo ( (§' ), Tseu wore foreign dress and frequently
attendee cabarets at the time, therefore he was not poor.

(5) The statement of Li Yao ( ) bas been found. It was
not signed. He has changed his address and cannot be 
summoned .

(6) A file showing the connection of Zung Hoong Pih ( 
a female^teacher of the Kwangtung Primary School
( )> with this case has been obtained from the
Public Safety Bureau. The Court is requested to examine 
this file.
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(7) A written report has been made by the Japanese policeman 
Kaneyasu who found the pistol at the scene of crime.

(8) Li Hung Ping )» P91|ce watchman on duty at the
entrance of Foong Lo Li ( jx St ) Alleyway has made a 
written statement. He is also present to-day and may be 
quest ioned

Foreign Detective Sub-Inspector Crowther attached 
to Dixwell Road Police Station gave the following evidence: 
I went to Tsingtao in company with Japanese detectives to 
conduct investigations. With the assistance of the Public 
Safety Bureau of Tsingtao, I found a suit of foreign dress in 
the cabaret established by Yih Hai Sung. Yih had stated that 
he wore this suit on the day he killed the Japanese marine. 
A photograph of Yih Hai Sung was also found. In this 
photograph he can be seen wearing the same pair of trousers 
that was seized. A number of witnesses were also questioned 
in Tsingtao. Their written statements have already been 
produced to the Court. It is a fact that after the murder 
of the Japanese marine, Yih Hai Sung had come into the 
possession of some money and opened a dance hall at Tsingtao 
with a man named Tang (/a )• At first, Yih promised to 
produce a share of $1,000, but finally he contributed $500 
and opened the hall with Tang. The agreement has been 
brought here and is now submitted for record. A letter 
was secured from Yang Tsho Zung ), brother-in-law
of Yih Hai Sung, to prove certain connections really 
existing between Yih and Jaok. This letter was written 
to Yih by a Korean named "Costa" i>] $£1) and a man named Li 
( -2^ ) , and was taken by Jack to Tsingtao to oall on Yih 
to request him to give Jack favourable treatment. Thus, 
from this letter, it will be seen that the statement made 
by Yih that he had no connection with Jack is not true.

Municipal Advocate Li Tse San resumed his 
addrcsai "Yih Hai Sung went to Tsingtao last Winter 
because a person named Tao Ts Zung ( who was operating
dance halls at Tsingtao, desired to secure dancing girls. 
Yang Tsho Zung, Yih’s brother-in-law, wrote a letter 
introducing Tao to Yih. On November 29, Yih took several 
dancing girls to Tsingtao, where, through the introduction 
of others, he became acquainted with a man named Tang ( ÿ? ) 
of the Kiaochow-Tsinan Railway and opened a dance hall ' 
together with him. This hall was later closed owing to 
bad business. Afterwards Yih opened another dance hall 
jointly with other persons. When the foreign Detective 
Sub-Inspector was at Tsingtao conducting an investigation, 
the witnesses concerned were summoned and made statements. 
Yih Hai Sung has made a statement to the Court that several 
days before November 9 last year, he wrote out invitation 
cards at the Moon Palace Hotel, but according to 
investigations made by the Police into a statement made 
by the witness Hsu Lin Sung Yih’s invitation
cards were already issued on November 6. An invitation 
card was seized at the home of Yih’s brother-in*law at 
Tsingtao, and on this card the date of the birthday 
celebration of Yih’s mother was given as November 10. 
This corroborates the witness Chang Zai Yuan 
Yih’s statement to the effect that on November 9, the date 
on which the Japanese marine was murdered, he was holding 
a ceremony to celebrate the birthday of his mother at the
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Great China Restaurant (M ) is not reliable. The 
letter of introduction sent by Costa to Yih states that 
Jack is their special friend. This shows how close are 
the relations between Yih and Jack. Upon arriving at 
Tsingtao last Winter, Yih wore nice clothing and paid 
frequent visits to dance halls. This shows that Yih had 
money after the murder of the Japanese marine. Aa regards 
the conduct of Yih on ordinary days, Me Pao Sung ( V ), 
Manager of the Moon Lance Hall, will testify that Yih is 
a bad man who is connected with gangs".

The Municipal Advocate then sutmitted for 
reference two photos showing the injuries sustained by 
Nakayama and also ,twn reports made by foreign ^taff members 
named "Yeu Yin" (X is} ) and "Lickson" ( *£ ) who were
detailed by the Municipal Police to the Chenju Medico-Legal 
Laboratory to conduct an examination together with other 
officers.

Replying to Judge Siao, Yih Hai Sung saidj- 
The foreign dress and the photo are my property. I cannot 
remember Whether I was wearing lhe pair of trousers shown 
in the photo. The letter seized at the home of my 
brother-in-law was written to me in June last year by Costa 
and a man named T. ' ntroducing Jack to me. Later, Jack 
called on me at a *nce hall at Tsingtao. As I did not 
entertain him, therefore he had a grudge against me. 
Fearing that Jack may attempt to harm me in future, I 
place the letter in my brother-in-law* s home for safe custody. 
Thus, Jack has produced this letter as evidence. If I 
had murdered the Japanese marine with Jack, would not my 
brother-in-law have destroyed this letter? The letter says 
that Jack is our special good friend. This was said by 
Costa and Jack, I do not know why Jack went to Tsingtac, .

The Judge then asked Yih whether the seized 
invitation card and the agreement belonged to him.

Yih replied in the affirmative and continued:- 
"As regards the opening of a dance hall, at first I promised 
to take a share of $1,000 because I was going to ask people 
to take up shares. Finally, I paid only $250. . The money 
was paid out by my wife Zung Kwei Tsung Ç "Th ) from 
the Shanghai Lank of Communications and was sent/to Tsingtao".

lhe Judge asked the Police whether they had made 
inquiries at the Bank of Communications.

D.S.I. Crowther» Acting on instructions from 
the Court, I visited the Bank of Communications on May 8 
to make inquiries about the depositor Zung Kwei Tsung. 
There are two Zung Kwei Tsung’ss one lives on Tongshan Road. 
On March 17 this year, this person made a fixed deposit, 
of $300 and on April 23, this person obtained a loan of 
$250 from this bank against the fixed deposit. The other 
depositor resides at No. 18 Zang An Li ( ), Woosung
Road, and is an old client who has had dealings with the 
bank for several years. At present this depositor has 
a deposit of $258.20, but during the past eight months, 
no large ^mounts of money have either been paid in or 
wi thdrawn.-

Questioned by Judge Siao, Yih Hai Sung said:- 
"My wifes lives in Zang An Li and is probably this person".
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Yih Hai Sung's lawyer here stood up and stated 
that he had two points to explain. The letter of 
introduction produced by the Police had not only failed to 
prove the connection between Yih Hai Sung and Jack, but 
showed that Yih and Jack were unknown to each other in the 
beginning, otherwise an introduction would not have been 

necessary.
Asked by the Court as to when the photo seized 

in Tsingtao was taken, Yih Hai Sung replied that it was taken 
in February or March of this year.ju,

Lee Hung Ping( ), native of Tientsin,
the watchman of Foong Loh Li( ), gave the following
evidence:- "I am on duty at 6 a.m. and off at 6 p.m. every 
day. On the night of the murder of the Japanese marine, I 
was already fast asleep. Some persons woke me up. They 
opened the police box in the alleyway and after taking a look 
inside the box they went away. There were Japanese among 
them."

Judge Hsiaoî "Did you know at that time whether 
anybody had thrown a pistol into your box?"

Lees "I did not know."
/jii The second witness called was Yao Soong Ding

( za7ü7'*v»<-), native o^Yangchow. a private detective of the 
Nanyang Dance Hall( VT)M ■ '» w^° testified as follows:- 
"The Nanyang Dance Hall nas closed and re-opened for business 
three or four times. It was also known as the Nanyang Kung 
Kee Dance Hall. The dance hall was re-opened on one occasion 
on November 8 last year, as per the letter of appointment 
addressed to me by the dance hall and which has been handed 
over to the Police for safe-keeping. Many patrons attended 
the dance hall on the opening day and I cannot remember whether 
Yih Hai Sung was present or not."

Addressing Yih Hai Sung, Judge Hsiao asked :- 
"You have stated that you were present at the opening of the 
Nanyang Dance Hall on the 9th and that you had no part in the 
murder of the Japanese marine. However, according to the 
evidence of this witness, the dance hall was opened on the 
8th. Which is the actual date?"

Yih Hai Sung:- "I cannot remember the date, 
but I was actually_present on the opening day. On that 
day Yui Wei Ming( -vp ) and I assaulted a dancing partner 
and Yao Soong Ding came up to mediate."

Judge Hsiao then again asked Yao Soong Ding i- 
"Is Chang Zai Yuan( îK ) an employee of the Nanyang 
Dance Hall?" JU*-»/'

Yao Soong Ding replied that he did not know.
Mih Pao Sung( £ )» manager of the Moon 

Palace Dance Hall, then gave the following evidence :- "I 
know Yih Hai Sung, Tseu Shou Yong and the Korean named Jack. 
They came to dance frequently, I do not know whether Yih 
was present at my place on the night of November 9. Later, 
I heard patrons say that Yih Hai Sung and Jack had robbed 
somebody of $20,000 and that Yih had received a share of 
$5,000. In February, Proprietor Kao ( ) of the King
Sing Dance Hall( ), accompani ea by officers of
the Japanese Military Headquarters, came to my place and 
asked me whether Jack had ever been in possession of a pistol 
and created trouble in my dance hall, and whether he was 
frequently in the company of certain Cantonese at ordinary 
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times. 1 replied, that I did not know end that Jack had 
never created any trouble. About ten days later, Yih Hai 
Sung came to Shanghai from Tsingtao. One day he came to 
the Moon Palace Dance Hall and I told him about this. The 
same evening Yih again came accompanied by Chang Pah Sung 
( W ). Yih invitgd me to take food at the Hoong 
Tien Restaurant( $7$) on the opposite side of the 
street. Yih stated that he had received a telephone message 
from Chang Zai Yuan saying that the Police were about to 
arrest him and telling him to make his escape quicklyi Yih 
asked me whether I knew anything about it and also insisted 
upon knowing what questions Proprietor Kao and his party 
had asked when they came to make an enquiry. I then told 
him that I knew nothing about it."

Judge Hsiao then asked Yih Hai Sung about this 
incident.

Yih replied "This was exactly what happened. 
I felt it was very strange at the time because on returning 
to the Yangtsze Hotel, I again received a telephone message 
from Chang Zai Yuan. As I had not committed any unlawful 
act, so I and Chang Pah Sung called on Mih Pao Sung to ask 
him for information. If I had killed the Japanese marine, 
I would not have dared to go there. a week later, I went 
back to Tsingtao."

Here Assistant Municipal Advocate Li requested 
the Court to ask Chang Zai Yuan whether Yih Hai Sung had 
given him $30 to keep the matter secret.

Chang Zai Yuan denied the allegation.
Yao Ah NgUc/fc ), wife of Tseng Yuan(T <?), 

giving evidence, stated that as she did not know Yang Chien 
Chung(/£; ), she could not have pointed him out to Chang 
Tsun(5^5^) .

Judge Hsiao then asked Tseng Yuan, the informer 
in this case, whether the. document that was intended to 
ihplicate Chen Hung Pih(f^f*^ , a female teacher of the 
Kwangtung Primary School, had actually been written by him. 

Tseng Yuan i- "Yes, but I wrote it on the 
instructions of Chang Tsun and I did not know what it was 
intended for." *

The Judge then indicated to Chang Tsun (yfe ) 
the intention of Tseng Yuan in writing this document.

Chang Tsun saidj "As the Japanese Landing Party 
Headquarters did not believe Tseng Yuan and Zung Wei Ming, 
Tseng Yuan asked me to request my cousin Ying Ku Tseu (jFfJt'Xl) 
who was also working as a teacher in the Kwangtung Primary 
School, to inform Miss Chen in the hope of pleasing Miss 
Chen « "

Referring to the strange letter which was later 
received by Miss Chen Hung Pih, the Court asked Chang Tsun 
whether he knew who wrote that letter.

Chang Tsun replied that he did not know. 
Chang Tsun was then ordered to write some 

characters to enable the Court to oompare the handwriting.
Addressing lawyer Chang Ts Zing ),

Judge Hsiao saidt "According to the written reports of the 
Police, the marks of injuries on the lips of Yih Hai Sung, 
which were pointed out to you by Yih during your interview 
with him, had been self-inflicted. Yih has also stated to 
you that he once saw three or four pistols belonging to 
Yang Vung Tao in a godown of Butterfield & Swire. Is this
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true?”
The lawyer replied: "Yes, it is true, but 

in view of the fact that it was only until recently that 
Yih Hai Sung drew attention to the hardships to which he 
had been subjected at the Police Station, his allegations, 
therefore, were of no value,” &

Wang Shih Chung ), Yih Hai Sung’s
lawyer, here stated: "It was several years ago that Yih 
Hai Sung saw the pistols belonging to Yang Vung Tao." 

In answer to the Court, Yih Hai Sung said: 
"I saw three or four pistols in the room of Liang Chi ( )
of No. 13 godown of Butterfield & Swire during the January 28 
Incident. According to Liang, these pistols belonged to 
Yang Vung Tao, but the latter flatly denied being the owner 
of these weapons."

Here, the Assistant Municipal Advocate 
Li Tse San informed the Court that Zung Yung Sung,who was 
arrested by the Police with Yang Vung Tao but was later 
released when the Police withdrew the charge against him, 
was present in Court. The Municipal Advocate further 
stated that Zung could testify to having seen the book 
(which was seized in connection with this case) at the home 
of Yang Vung Tao, and that it was he who picked it out 
from amongst a number of other books at the Police Station, 

Upon being questioned by the Court on this 
point, Zung stated that he once saw a book at the home of 
Yang Vung Tao but it was an English booik. He further stated 
that as the colour of the book which he had pointed out 
at the Police Station was similar to that of the book 
belonging to Yang Vung Tao, he made a mistake in the 
identif icati on.

Assistant Municipal Advocate Lis "Yih Hai 
Sung was once arrested by the Bureau of Public Safety on 
February 24 in the 23rd Year of the Chinese Republic at 
Room No. 56 of the Moon Palace Hotel on suspicion of being 
a reactionary and the leader of an ’Axe Gang’. This shows 
that Yih is not a law-abiding person." 

Yih Hai Sung: "There were in all eleven 
persons all of whom were arrested at the same time, but 
they were later all released for lack of evidence to show 
that they had committed any unlawful acts."

Tang Wei Chiung (fa rtf ), lawyer for 
the defence of Tseu Shou Yung \)«j said: "During
the two or three days prior to and after November 9 of 
last year, Tseu Shou Yung was every day at the Shanghai 
District Court, where he was endeavouring to induce lawyers 
to secure the release of his brother who was then under 
arrest. This can be ascertained at the Shanghai District 
Court,”

Judge Hsiao ordered that a statement giving 
the nature as well as the record number of the case in the 
Shanghai District Court be submitted.

Judge Hsiao then asked Tseu Shou Yung: 
"According to the documents in the Liang Soo Chi )
case of the Dah Loh Cabaret, it was on May 1 that you 
appeared in Court to act as a witness in connection with 
this case."
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Tseu Shou Yung replied: "I attended the 
Court twice. This can he verified hy Liang's lawyer, 
Van Kong ( )."

Judge Hsiao here stated that the case 
would be further remanded pending the receipt of a report 
from the Medico-Legal Laboratory.

All the accused were then removed and
sent back for detention at Central Police Station.
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Ta Kung Pan and other local newspapers »-

THE NAKAYAMA MUBDEB CASE t KEPI CO-LEGAL LABORATORY TO 
EXAMINE EVIDENCE

As it is necessary to ascertain whether the 
bullet that was discovered in the Nakaysœa murder case 
had ever penetrated a human body and whether the traces 
of rust in the hollow of the book in which the pistol 
was kept were natural traces or had been artificially 
produced, Presiding Judge Chien of the First Shanghai 
Special District Court remanded thex case against Yang 
Vung Tao ( ), Yih Hai Sung (^t|< ) and Tseu Shou
Yong ()» the three accused, charged in connection 
with the murder, pending a report on these points to be 
submitted by the Medico-Legal Laboratory.

According to information secured from a 
certain source, there are no blood stains on the bullet 
produced to the Court by the Municipal Police. The 
examination to determine whether or not the bullet had 
penetrated a human body is very complicated. It is 
comparatively easy to decide whether or not the traces 
of rust in the hollow of the book had been artificially 
produced. The Medico-Legal Laboratory will probably 
submit a report after one week..

Tang Van Jin ), the lawyer defending
Tseu Shou Yong, one of the acduse|d, made the following 
statement to our reporter yesterday t- "The lawyers 
for the defence of Ÿuig Vung Tao, Yih Hai Sung and Tseu 
Shou Yong have produced counter-evidence. The lawyers 
have not drafted their statements of defence because the 
result of the examination by the Medico-Legal Laboratory 
is still unknown. Furthermore, the Court is investigating 
the counter-evidence”.

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers »-

MEETING OF HOT WATER SHOP-KEEPERS ASSOCIATION

Mou Yung Tang ) and other members of
the Readjustoent Committee oi the Shanghai Municipality 
Hot Water Shop-Keepers’ Association held an infoimal 
meeting yesterday and passed the following resolutions j-
1) That the thirteen members of the Readjustment Committee 

of the Association advance money, to pay the expenses 
of the Association for the timebeing»

2) That when the members of the Readjushnent Committee 
of the Association have assumed office, a demand for 
a reduction in the water charge be made,

3) That the members of the Committee assume their office 
on June 8$ that the superior authorities be requested 
to send deputies to supervise the function.
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> 1 Jj;
The Great Daily News h jf/c) published the following article 

on June 7

SOME CONSOLATION TO YIH HAI SUNG

Yih Hai Sung (*| ), one of the suspects
in the Nakayama murder case, once stated in Court that he 
had received no advanced information of the affair nor had 
he any knowledge of the circumstances of the case. He also 
stated that he had been tortured by having water poured into 
his nose and his chest rubbed to cause the water to flow 
into his system and that his lips had been burned with two 
lighted cigarette tips. For this reason, he declared that 
he swallowed two keys and a brass chain in order to put an 
end to his life so that his ghost might avenge his innocence 
upon his accuser.

At another hearing of the case, he stated 
that his home was well furnished and that he lived a life 
of leisure, therefore it would have been foolish of him to 
murder the Japanese marine, thereby bringing trouble upon 
himself.

Whether Yih Hai Sung took the principal 
or a small part in this murder, we are not in a position 
to say, but it seema.to .us unJJ-kely that he should have 
told a lie as regard^xo^ which he had been subjected. 
Furthermore, the Cour't doctor, as a result of his examination, 
has stated that he (Yih) had sustained some slight injuries. 
Whether or not he i s concerned in the murder he does not 
deserve such torture. But he has been tortured. Everybody 
is now sayings “Alasi Yih Hai Sungl" But be patient, Yih 
Hai Sung, although you are now suffering some hardships, 
you will one day be compensated for these sufferings. Yih 
Hai Sung, happiness is awaiting you, be patientl

The Diamond dated June 7 s-

The Nakayama Murder Case *

(Concluded from June 5.)

The sentences imposed by Presiding Judge 
Chien are severe but at times he is also very lenient. 
Therefore, I believe that when the verdict in the Nakayama 
murder case is rendered, it will be certainly well received 
by the public. I am not acquainted with Judge Chien, but 
since his transfer to Shanghai, I have attended several tens 
of cases heard by him, all of which have been dealt by him 
fairly. Furthermore, Judges Fang ( ) and Siao ( $ )
are also very careful when hearing & case. Judge Fang was 
transferred to Shanghai long before the organization of the 
Provincial Court, while Judge Siao was transferred here from 
Hupeh. These two Judges always show some regard for the 
legal as well as the humaxe side in a case. When these first 
class jurists sit together, as in the case of the murder of 
Nakayama, the result will naturally be satisfactory. The law 
is fair and we should trust the Court and the Police to 
handle the case in an impartial manner.
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Sin Wan Pao (Tientsin telegram)

ARSENALS FOR EAST HOPEI.

Acting on secret instructions from a 
certain party, Yin Ju Keng($l #'$') is organizing two 
arsenals at Tung Hsien(vfr )• Machinery has been landed 
there from Osaka. Various kinds of munitions and gas will 
be manufactured.

Sin Wan Pao (Nanking telegram) t

no Cantonese troops in human

In a telegram on June 6, Ho Chien, 
Chairman of the Hunan Provincial Government, reported that 
the province of Hunan was quiet and that the report to the 
effect that the Kw&rigtung Army had entered the territory 
of Hunan is unfounded.

Up to the evening of June 6, the various 
parties at Nanking had not received any reports of 
military movements by the South West author! ties*

Owing to the fact that the communist 
bandits have been suppressed, only a small army has been 
maintained on the borders between Yunan, Kweichow, Hunan, 
Kiangsi, 5‘okien and tho provinces of Kwangtung and Kwangsi. 
The Central authorities have not mobilized any troops to 
proceed to these borders«

The news distributed by radio stations 
secretly established at Hongkong by certain foreign 
nationals are mostly unfounded, and are intended to upset 
the world. Various members of the Central Executive
Committee of the Kuomintang at Nanking and those at Kwangtung 
and Kwangsi have been keeping in close ôcuoh with one 
another. The real situation will be completely disclosed 
in a few days.

Holmes dated June 6:

YIH HAI SUNG'S ALLEGATIONS OF TORTURE: 
SARCASTIC COMMENTS

At the 5th hearing of the Nakayama 
murder case, Yih Hai Sung (1r ), one of the suspects,
made the following statement in Court: "They blindfolded 
me and secured me to a bench. Water was poured into my 
nose and they rubbed my chest with their hands so that the 
water flowed into my system. Two short lighted 
cigarette tips were used and injured my nose and lips."

While he was making the statement, he wept. 
Xt was owing to these circumstances that he swallowed . .
the keys and a brass chain (? a piece of brass).

It seems, however, that Yih is most 
unreasonable for such treatment is most civilized and 
polite* Yih has been treated quite well. If there 
are no civilized persons from civilized countries, Yih 
would not have been treated so well. Yet Yih is saying 
that he has been tortured and injured!
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Shun Pao, Lih Pao, Ta Kung Pao, China Times anql 

newspapers: ; e riG ■ /f// n^._  __ /'■l.s ...THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE : YESTERDAY.
PROCEEDINGS ’W

ai Sung. The fifth hearing of the casi
3 ï } alias Siao Kwangtung ), Yang Vung
C ï$_ ) and Tseu Shou Yong ( )» who are charged
the murder of the Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama, took

place in the First Special District Court yesterday afternoon 
before Presiding Judge Chien Hung Nieh ), Judges
Feng Shih Teh ( ) and Siao Sih Fun )• Procurator
Chang Chung Shih ( ) and Court Cleric Ting Chung Nan
( T'Ç’tf) ) were in attendance.

The Court was strongly guarded as before.
Officials of the Shanghai City Government, public Safety 
Bureau and the Japanese Consulate were present. Shortly 
before 2 p.m. the three accused were brought into Court by 
foreign and Japanese policemen and detectives. Tseng Yuan 
(7^ ) and his wife and Chang Zai Yuan ( ££$), who
supplied the information to the Police whicnled to the
arrest of the accused, arrived at the same time. At 
previous hearings the Police were represented by Municipal 
Advocates Bryan and Paul Ru, but the former was absent 
yesterday and his place was taken by Municipal Advocate 
lee Tse Sai ().

The accused were asked their names, ages and 
nativities. They all appeared pale and in low spirits.

Addressing the Court, Advocate Paul Ru said, 
"In compliance with an order of the Court given at the last 
hearing, Yih Hai Sung was removed to the Municipal Hospital 
and examined by a doctor of the hospital on the same day. 
On the following day, Yih was again examined by the Municipal 
doctor in company with the Court Doctor and a doctor detailed 
by Japanese officials. The examination consisted oft
1) X-ray Examination — Yih Hai Sung had stated at the last 

hearing that he had swallowed some metal piece detached 
from his clothing and also two keys. If this is true, 
there may have been negligence on the part of the Police. 
Therefore an X-ray examination was made because this would 
have detected all foreign matters in a person's body.

2) External Examination by Scientific Methods — This was 
done because Yih had stated that he was suffering from 
injury and pain in his body. A report has probably 
been made to the Court by the Court Doctor on the results 
of the examination. What has been found by the 
examination is, however, not exactly what had been stated 
by Yih.

After the examination, reports were made by the doctor in 
charge of the X-ray department of the Municipal Hospital 
and Assistant Superintendent •Jang-S-Ton” ( ) of
the hospital. In the reports it is stated that no keys or 
any other kind of metal object were found in the stomach of 
Yih Hai Sung. Although there is a pink mark of a wound on 
the upper lip of Yih Hai Sung, the reports say that it could 
not be certified whether the accused had been tortured. 
However, the Police are taking a serious view of this matter 
and have made discreet investigations among the officers who



>
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had occasion to question Yih Hai Sung. Furthermore, written 
reports have been obtained from all police officers, from 
Assistant Commissioner Robertson dovzn to the detectives of 
the lowest rank who are connected with the case. These 
reports are herewith produced to the Court. From these 
reports it can be seen whether the Police had applied 
punishment (? torture).

nA further remand of this case is requested 
because officers sent to Tsingtao and Canton to make 
enquiries have not yet returned. ••

Presiding Judge announced that the Court had 
already received the report of the Court Doctor, aid ordered 
Court Clerk Ting to read out the report.

The report read: wNonc of the articles said to 
avc been swallowed by Yih Hai sung were found in his 

stomach. The 6th, 7th and 8th ribs bore marks of bruises 
done by soft articles. There was a red coloured mark of a 
wound on the upper lipj the mark ■■as without skin. The 
wound was one of more than two or three weeks old. It was 
quite regular in shape and size.”

After the Court Clerk had read out this report, 
Presiding Judge Chien questioned Yih Hai Sung as follows 
qi- On\what date did you swallow the keys?
A»- I swallowed the keys at the Police Station on the night 

of the day before I first confessed in Court that I 
had murdered the Japanese marine. (This means the 
night of April 30.)

Q»- On what date did you swallow the piece of brass?
A:- I swallowed it during the period of remand of the case 

for two weeks after I had confessed to the murder on 
the second occasion. As the swallowing of the keys 
had no result, I swallowed the brass. The keys and 
the piece of brass were not found in the examination, 
and it is possible that they had been discharged from 
the bowels.

qi- In your 6th, 7th and 8th ribs, there are traces of 
injuries caused by soft articles. How were you injured?

A:- The injuries were caused with the fists of Police 
officers. Two or three days after the second hearing 
when the case was remanded for two weeks, Police officers 
bound up my eyes and secured mo to a bench. V/ater was 
poured into my nose and they rubbed my breast with 
their hands so that the water flowed into my system.
Two short lighted cigarette tips were used and injured 
my nose and lips.

While making these replies, Yih Hai Sung lowered 
his head and wept.

Addressing Yang Vung Tao, the Judge said: 
*You stated that tho book (a book on Practical Physics) 
was changed by Yang Chien Chung ) with tho intention
of making a false charge against you, but in the statements 
made by witnesses Chang Tsun (fp ffi) and others, no person 
bearing the surname of Yang was mentioned. You said that 
Yang Chien Chung wanted to harm you. Has he any connection 
with this oase?tt

Yang Vung Tao replied that Yang Chien Chung 
had falsely accused him.
qt- Did you ever see this book at the Police Station?
At- I did not see the book on the first occasion» When I 

returned from the Court, the Police showed me tho book.
qi- Did you touch the book with your hands?
Al- No.
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Chang Tae Siang a lawyer assigned by
the Court to defend Yih Hai Sung, saidi •‘When I interviewed 
Yih Hai Sung at the Police Station, Yih said that he had 
swallowed certain keys and other articles. Therefore, 
I requested that Yih be sent to hospital for examination. 
At that time, Yih was suffering from nausea and diarrhoea. 
It is possible that the keys and other articles had already 
been discharged from the bowels. The examination can 
only prove that there were no keys or other articles in 
Yih’s stomach; it cannot settle the point as to whether 
or not Yih had swallowed these things. The most important 
points are whether Yih’s injuries were caused by torture.

•’The report of the Court doctor states that there 
are traces of injuries to Yih’s ribs caused by the rubbing 
of soft articles. Yih stated that the injuries were 
caused by fists. This is in accord. The report reveals 
that Yih bore traces of injuries to his upper lip. Yih 
said that the injuries were caused by lighted cigarettes. 
This is also in accord. It is possible that the injuries 
were caused by lighted cigarettes. It is now clear as to 
whether Yih has been injured or whether Yih’s statement 
is reliable. I do not think that the present place where 
Yih is being detained is suitable. The object of my 
request at the last hearing that Yih be sent to a hospital 
was not simply to enable Yih to undergo an examination. 
As Yih’s spirit is exceedingly low, it is essential that 
he should be placed in a hospital for treatment*•

The other lawyer appearing for Yih Hai Sung saidi 
"Yih is at present still detained in the Police Station; this 
is against the intention of the Court which had ordered Yih’s 
removal to hospital. I therefore request the Court to appoint 
a suitable place of detention or to order the Police to 
transfer Yih Hai Sung to the Court Detention Room. The 
Police may detail additional officers to assist in keeping 
watch, supervising interviews, etc. The Police may suggest 
a better means, if they have any, so that no corrupt practices 
may be possible.*

Presiding Judge Chien saidi "There is no Criminal 
Detention Room in this Court. If the accused has been 
threatened in the Police Station, the Police still can remove 
him back to the Station from time to time even if he is 
detained in this Court. Police officers handling the case 
will be held responsible if torture has been inflicted. The 
request for Yih’s detention in this Court is therefore over
ruled."

Lawyer Tang Wei Chung(/£ H )i "At the last hearing 
the Court ordered that Yih Hai Sung be sent to hospital the 
same day, but on the same evening Yih was still detained in 
the Police Station and was not removed to hospital until the 
following morning♦* 

Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Ru stood up and 
replied: "Regarding this point, lawyer Tang may be under some 
misunderstanding. Upon receipt of the Court’s order, the 
Police on the same day sent Yih to the S.M.C. Hospital where 
he was examined by a doctor. He was again sent there on the 
following day for joint examination by the Court doctor. As 
no metal objects were found in his stomach, he was brought 
back to the Police Station. Yih Hai Sung will be sent to 
hospital again for treatment only when a doctor’s certificate 
is produced showing that Yih is really suffering from some 
disease."
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3- Presides Judge Chien addressing Kuh 
Chao Chi ( $ ), the lawyer defending Yang Vung Taos
"A petition has been received from Yang Wong Sz $• & ), 
the wife of Yang Vung Tao, stating that her husband is 
also suffering from injuries and requesting that he be sent 
to hospital to be examined. As Yih Hai Sung said in Court 
at the last hearing that all the statements he had previously 
made had been secured by force (? torture), the Court ordered 
that Yih be sent to hospital for examination. But as Yang 
Vung Tao had never made a statement admitting the crime, 
there is no necessity to send him to hospital."

The Court then asked whether the Japanese 
detective who had effected the arrest of Yang Vung Tao had 
received the information from Yang Chien Chung.

Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Ru 
replied: "The Japanese detective has gone to Tsingtao and 
has not been back. But as I had already asked him a similar 
question on a previou occasion, I can give evidence on his 
behalf and state that it is not true that Yang Vung Tao was 
arrested on information given by Yang Chien Chung. The 
Japanese detective will be instructed to make a written 
report as soon as he returns to Shanghai."

Presiding Judge Chien then asked the 
Police whether the Korean named Jack was in Court.

After asking an official of the Japanese 
Consulate, Assistant Municipal Advocate Paul Ru replied: 
"According to the Japanese Consulate, Jack cannot be brought 
here as the investigations have not yet been completed." 

Addressing .the wi tneas Chang Tsun, the 
Court asked: "Zung Wei Ming fa ) and Li Yao (# )
and others were the informers who made a report to the 
Japanese detective implicating Yang Vung Tao. Was any of 
the informers named Yang Chien Chung?"

Chang Tsun replied: "I do not know Yang 
Chien Chung. However, I once went to the home of Zung Wei 
Ming for money in company with the wife of Tseng Yuan and 
she pointed out to me a man who was waiting in the parlor 
and said that he was Yang Chien Chung. Later Yang Chien 
Chung and Zung Wei Ming went out together on some business."

At the close of the interrogation, the 
Presiding Judge stated that a further remand of the case 
was necessary because the Court had forwarded the bullet, 
the pistol and the book in which a hole had been made to 
conceal the pistol, to the Medico-Legal Laboratory at Chenju 
for examination in regard to the following points:-

(1) Whether or not the bullet in question 
was the one which had penetrated the body and whether or not 
it has any blood stains. If it was the bullet that had 
penetrated the body, would any blood stains remain on the 
bulJet? And if there had been blood stains on the bullet, 
antf/ÊLood stains were later wiped off, was there any way
to Ascertain this by means of scientific examination?

(2) There are traces of rust in the hole 
excavated in the book for the purpose of concealing the 
pistol. How long does it take to produce these traces of 
rust? Were these traces of rust produced naturally or had 
they been produced through human manipulation?

(3) Por how long have those blue pencil 
marks been in the hole of the book?
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Continuing, the Presiding Judge said» "The 
doctor in charge of the Chenju Medico-Legal Laboratoxy has 
stated that these points can be established by examination, 
but that the examination would take a long time. Therefore 
this case must be remanded pending the arrival of the 
report of the examination from the Laboratory.*

Lawyer Tang Wei Chung here rose and said» 
"On the day before his arrest, accused Tseu Shou Yung 
appeared in this Court as a witness in^connection with 
the case of the Dah Loh Dance Hall(£ &/$£•)• This shows 
that he is honest and has nothing to hide. He had made up 
his mind to surrender to the police upon learning of the 
present case after reading the newspapers the next morning, 
but was arrested on the night of that day. As he had been 
busily engaged for several days in effecting the release of 
his brother who was arrested by the Bureau of Public Safety 
on November 5 last year, he could not have taken part in 
the planning of the murder of the Japanese marine that took 
place on November 9.”

The Presiding Judge stated that as the case 
of the Dah Loh Dance Hall had been heard by this Court, 
the documents relating to the case could be procured for 
examination.

Lawyer Chang Tse Siang here requested the 
Court to give a ruling regarding the place of Yih Hai Sung’s 
detention.

To this, Paul Ru, the Assistant Municipal 
Advocate, said» "This case was unearthed and handled by 
the Dixwell Road Police Station, but as a matter of 
precaution, Yih Hai Sung was sent to the Chengtu Road 
Police Station for detention, while Yang Vung Tao and 
Tseu Shou Yung were taken to the Central Police Station. 
Detectives of Dixwell Road Police Station could not go to 
Central police Station (? Chengtu Road Station) to punish 
(? torture) the accused. If Yih Hai Sung is certified to 
be sick by a doctor, he can be detained in hospital or even 
be handed over to his lawyer. Unless certified in this 
manner, Yih Hei Sung is not entitled to different treatment, 
because he is an offender like the other accused. Further
more, whilst he was detained at the Police Station, ho was 
well treated; he was allowed choice of food and was even 
permitted to smoke cigarettes, especially the latter 
privilege which is unprecedented at a police Station.
Is this to be regarded as ill-treatment?"

Upon hearing this, the Presiding Judge Chien 
ordered that Yih Hai Sung be sent to the Central Police 
Station for detention in company with Yang Vung Tao and 
the other accused, and that the case be remanded for 
further hearing. It was already half past three when 
the Court rose.
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Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers

THE NAKAYAMA MURIER CASE : FURTHER HEARING TO-DAY

When, the case against Yang Vung^-Tao
Yih Hai Sung ) and Tseu Shou Yong charged
in connection with the murder of Nakayama, was heard last 
Wednesday (May 27), Yih Hai Sung wept and stated that he 
had swallowed two keys during his detention in the Police 
Station in an attempt to commit suicide. He asked that 
an examination of his body be made as the keys were still 
in his stomach.

Presiding Judge Chien then ordered that Yih 
Hai Sung be removed to the S.M.C. Hospital to undergo an 
examination.

i On the morning of last Thursday, Wei Lih Kung 
), Chief Doctor of the 1st Shanghai Special District 

Court, "in company with a doctor from the S.M.C. Hospital, 
examined every part of Yih Hai Sung’s body. An X Ray 
apparatus was used. The Japanese authorities had also 
detailed a doctor of Foh Min Hospital (JX) ) to 
participate in the examination.

The result of the examination is being kept 
secret. The Chinese, Foreign and Japanese doctors who 
participated in the examination have each submitted to their 
respective superiors a report on the result of the examination. 
Last Saturday, the Chinese Court doctor submitted his report 
to the 1st Special District Court. Presiding Judge Chien 
has ordered that the report be kept on record. hj pit

At about 2 p.m. June 1, Chang Tse Slang
a lawyer assigned by the Court to defend Yih Hai Sung,, 
visited the Court and read the report made by the Chinese 
Court doctor. The lawyer took extracts from the report. 
He declined to give out any information regarding the report.

According to information secured by our ,
reporter, no keys were found in Yih’s stomach and it could 
not be said whether the keys had already been discharged 
from the bowels. It is tine that slight injuries were 
found on his body. Although Yih is not suffering from 
any nervous diseases, his sp^rit^s exceedingly weak.

Wong Sz Chung ( ), Yih’s lawyer, informed
our reporter that Yih has several witnesses, some of whom 
are at Hongkong and others at Tsingtao and that it is 
difficult to summon them in so short a time, Wong added 
that he would request the Court to summon these witnesses. 

The casd will come up for further hearing
at 2 p.m. to-day. The Chinese, Foreign and Japanese 
doctors who had examined Yih’s body will give evidence.
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Lih Pan ( Jl ) * “

THE NAKAYAMA MURDER CASE

The fifth hea^gg of the case against the men 
charged with the murder o^Japanese marine Hideo Nakayama 
will be held in the 1st Special District Court at 2 p.m. 
June 4» a. . .

Of the three accused, Yih Hai Sung (# 7q '£ ) 
is being detained in the Municipal Hospital, while Yang Vung 
Tao ( ffîî X 3L ) and Tseu Shou Yong ( fl ) are being held 
in Central Police Station, Foochow Roau.

,3 . It is learnt that the other day Yang Tang Sz 
( 'Fv) If w )» wife of Yang Vung Tao, sent a petition to the 
Criminal Division of the 1st Special District Court requesting 
that, in view of the pallid complexion and low-spirit of her 
husband at the last hearing, a doctor be sent by the Court 
to the Police Station to examine her husband and also that 
her husband be allowed to be removed to the Municipal 
Hospital for treatment as has been done in the case of Yih 
Hai Sung.

The Korean named Jack, an important figure in 
the murder case, has not yet made an appearance in the 
Chinese Court. It is said that the Court has again 
instructed the Police to notify the Japanese Consular Police 
to send Jack to the Court for questioning at the next 
hearing. It is believed that if Jack appears in Court on 
June 4, his statement will shed much light upon the case.

Sin Hwa (^ ^ ) Magazine, Vol. I, Issue 1, dated May 29, 
published the following brief comment

In connection with the murder of a Japanese 
marine on North Szechuen Road, all the accused were taken 
to the scene of the crime at 2 p.m. May 28 (?) and ordered 
to reconstruct the crime.

We regret having missed the "reconstruction'*. 
Probably it was a "brilliant** affair. Supposing that the 
accused failed to "reconstruct" what had actually occurred, 
supposing that they did not know what to reconstruct, I 
wonder whether the "true facts" will ever be "brought to 
light".

Shun Pao t-

TWO POLITICAL SONGS TO BE BROADCASTED TO-DAY.

» Modern Children’s Broadcasting Group"
) will broadcast between 5 and 6 p.m.

to-day from the Radio Station of the Ministry of 
Communications (K.C. 1300) the following songs s-
(1) Song on making war with a certain nation (by Tseu

Ying $ $ )•
(2) Enemy Resisting Song (by Chueh Feng ).
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